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GRAND
FREE

OFFERS
BEAUTIFY YOUR HOME AT OUR

EXPENSE WITH THE “ QUEEN OF FLOWERS ”

To add 100,000 names to the subscription list of VICK’S MAGAZINE, and, at the same time, to

encourage the planting of flowers and the beautifying of the homes of this country, we are making
Three Unprecedented Free Flower Offers. Every man and woman who loves flowers and knows
their value will appreciate these offers. Head this entire announcement, select the offer that suits you best,

and send in your order at once. Don’t delay, the early orders will get the best selections of Roses and Vines.

OFFER NO. 1.
These 6 Roses are Hardy, High Grade and Vigorous, will
Bloom this season and cannot be excelled for outdoor planting

The Bride—A delicately colored creamy white ever-blooming rose,

the finest ever offered to the public and we take pleasure in recommend-
ing it to all our readers. The buds are very large and of exquisite form;

and the full flower measures from three and one half to four inches in

diameter. The blooms can be cut with long stems, and will last in a

fresh state after being cut, longer than any other known variety.

Clothilde Soupert—Color a French white, deepening to a rosy blush

in the center. The flowers are so perfect that the hottest weather does

not cause a deterioration of quality, so that even in midsummer a

boquet of splendid buds and open flowers can be obtained from this

splendid variety.

Alliance Franco-Russe—A new rose of rare kind and color, ranked as

the best yellow Tea Rose. The flowers are of large size and perfect in

shape. The color is magnificent—deep, rich lemon-yellow, with creamy-

yellow center. A strong healthy grower and one of the grandest Roses!

Mrs. Ben R. Cant—A fine garden variety of even shade of dark
rose red. It is round and full, a free grower, flowers continuously and
freely and is especially fine in Autumn.

Duchesse de Brabant—This Rose combines exquisite perfume,
beautiful coloring and matchless profusion of flowers and foliage. Soft,

light rose with heavy shading of amber.

Crimson Rambler—The bush is of very vigorous growth, making
shoots of from eighttoten feet during the season, rendering it a charming
pillar Rose. It is also magnificent in bush form, and for covering buildings,

trellises, etc. , it cannot be excelled. One of the striking characteristics of
this Rose is its remarkable color, which is of the brightest crimson, that
remains undimmed to the end. The individual flowers measure from one to

one and one-half inches in diameter and remain for upwards of two weeks
with their freshness of color unimpaired. It is hardy in every latitude

yet tried, as far north as the lakes.
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r may'have'them Free with Vick’s Magazine 1 year, 50c.

OFFER NO. 2.

10 Chinese Cinnamon Vines Free
A Gem from the Far East. The most desir-

able, easiest grown, rapid climbers in the world.

The Cinnamon Vine is a contribution from the

Orient. It is enticingly fragrant, hardy and beau-

tiful. Grows in shade or sun, wet or dry. No
insects ever trouble it—no winter harms. Once
planted they will grow for a lifetime. Will grow
30 feet in a single season. When first introduced

they sold for $10.00 each. Dainty flowers, beau-

tiful leaves, exquisite perfume, handsome foliage.

No home is complete without this Oriental luxury.

They will surround your windows and cover your
porch and trellises with a profusion of vines and
sweet-scented blooms that perfume the air for a
long distance. Nothing like them in the world.

No words can describe their delicious perfume.

CHINESE
CINNAMON VINES

Pride of the Flowery Kingdom
These vines, covered with a mass of heart-

shaped leaves and abundant blossoms, make per-

fect “bowers of beauty.” a charming addition to

every home. May be used to beautify your win-
dows, shade your walks, cover porches or hide some
unsightly spot. No one should miss planting these

charming vines, oriental gem of the Far East. They
will be a constant delight to every lover of vines and
flowers. They stand the hardest winter, and burst

forth in all their beauty very early in the spring.

Cinnamon Vines may also be grown indoors in

winter and make lovely window climbers.

We will give 10 Cinnamon Vines pD "PTh
with Vick's Magazine 1 Year 50c.

OFFER NO. 3.

XFhree Years. This is the greatest

This beautiful collection of Roses and the 10 Chinese Cinnamon Vines
will be sent you absolutely free, if you will send us $ 1 ,00 to pay for Vick’s Magazine for

offer of the year. Fill out coupon below and send a dollar bill at our risk.coupon

Fill Out^N^
This Coupon
and Mail It

TODAY

How to Plant Roses Outdoor Culture—Choose a warm, sutiuy, well-drained location, sheltered from strong; winds, spade
the ground to a depth of 15 inches, and thoroughly mix with one-fourth well rotted manure. When
the soil is thoroughly prepared—Sue ami in nice condition—wet the roots of the roses

so that the earth will adhere to them, make holes of suitable size, put in the plant slig 1 tly deeper than it was before, spread the

Vicx Publishing Co.,’
58 Vick Block,

roots out evenly in their natural position, and cover them with fine moist earth, taking care to draw it closely around the

stem, and pack firmly down with the hand. If the ground is dry when planted, water thoroughly after planting, so AS TO
soak the earth down below THE roots, and if hot or windy it may be well to shade for a few days.

Winter Protection.—Ever-blooming roses in 6old climates require a heavy mulch about the roots, and must be
protected with evergreen boughs, straw or dry leaves; or their tops may be bent over and covered with sods.

_
following these instructions we believe you will have some beautiful flowers.

Dansville, N. Y.

By following 1

VICK PUBLISHING COMPANY, 58 Vick Block, Dansville, New York.

Enclosed find for which \
pletuse send me VICK'S MAGA- N.
ZINE and Premiums as per your Offer
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Publisher’s Announcement

Begonia

SSSS flowers sg,
We send you this grand collection of SEEDS and BULBS
for less than thocost of packing and postage, that all may
have an opportunity to plant our SUPERIOR STOCK and
become one of our yearly customers.

Of) Pkts. 4 pkts. Pansy; Red, White, Blue, Striped
Soods 2 pkts. Carnations; Variegated, White,Purple

a pkts. Sweet Peas 1 pfct. Poppy, Mixed
2 pkts. Salvia; Red, White, Blue 1 pkt. Alyssum, Sweet

i , i' £?
tunJa

>
Fringed 1 pkt. Chrysanthemum, Double

“
u.' „.

anfc 1 pkt. Japanese Morning Glory
1 pkt. Mignonette, Giant Pyramid 1 pkt. Verbena, Sweot Scented
lpkt. Aster, Queen of Market 1 pkt. Portulaca, Choice Colors

Rl B Bitact 1 BeS°nla, 1 Gloxinia, 1 Hardy Lily, 1 Mont-
r!"
w bretia, 1 Spotted Callft, 2 Gladiolus, 2 Hardy

Climbers, 1 Tuberose, 10 other Choice Bulbs.
The above 20 PKTS. ofSEEDS, 20 BULBS, nnrnew color

plated catalogne and a FREE RETURN CHECK giving you
your money back will be sent you by return mail for 25o.

J. ROSCOE FULLER & C0„ Box 306 floral Parh, W. V.

60 CENTS

jWORTH

FOR 10 CENTS
10 CHOICE FLOWERS

All will bloom this year, and all are

fine bouquet flowers. Full size packets.

Asters ; Pinks ; Gaillardia ; Poppy, all

colors; Marigolds; dwarf Nasturtiums;

giant Pansies ; Zinnias ; Phlox, and
Humulus Japonicus—a good vine for

shade. The ten packets for

10 CENTS, PREPAID
I with copy of our newseed catalogue. This
offer is to introduce our superior seeds to

new friends, hence the special price.

Order now.
HOLMES SEED CO., Box B, Harrisburg, Pa,

PERCH TREES
12 Elbertas for $1.00, delivered
free. Catalog free. Rochester
Nurseries, Rochester. N. ¥.

VICTOR
ASTER
Finest floral nov3lty ^
of tli i season. A mag-
nificent branching
variety bearing many
beautiful flowers of
immense size and

most attractive colors. It is a special
mixture from the great assortment
•which we grow—selected so that it
will produce a constant succession
of bloom throughout the entire sea-
son. Really worth 25centsper packet,
but we desire to place our large,
beautifully illustrated catalogue of
Seeds and Plants in the prpp
hands of every flower lover, I IRtL
and will send it together with a

packet of 50 seeds of New Victor Aster, FREE
if you mention paper in which you saw this
ad. A postal request will do
IOWA SEEP COMPANY, Dos Moines, Iowa

EVERY HOME
should be adorned with
Palms and other leaf and
flowering plants. We have 44
greenhouses full. Also have
hundredsof carloadsof Fruit
and Ornamental Trees,
Sh rubs, Roses, Plants,Vines,
Bulbs, Seeds. Rarest new-
choicest old. Mail size post-
paid, safe arrival and satis-
faction guaranteed. Larger
by express or freight. Direct
deal will save you money; try

it. Elegant 168-page Catalogue FREE. 54 years.
1200 acres. 44 greenhouses.

The Storrs & Harrison Co., Box 60 Painesville, Ohio

SIX VARIETIES
PNew Century, Cactus, Black, Striped,

)
Double and Single Dahlias of all colors,

(

_ FOR 10c. I will send 50 SEEDS.
Easily grown, and all will bloom this season.

Six well rooted, hardy ever blooming Cochet
Roses, white, blush, pink, red, yellow, cop-

I
per, sent postpaid for 50c. Write for my 1908 Catalog.

Miss Jessie M. Good, Boxl21, Springfield, Ohio

m
. X-

FOR 10 Cts.

It is with great satisfaction that we an-

nounce arrangements by which Mr. James
Coursen Bartholf, Editor, Author and
Lecturer, becomes Fditor-iu-Chief of

Vick’s Magazine.
Mr. Bartholf is a man of wide experi-

ence and scholarly attainments but these

are hut the least of his many quali-

fications for this important work. He is

a man of splendid qualities of heart and
head, with lofty ideals, breadth of vision,

and infinite resource for attainment. He
sees without stopping to notice the weak-
nesses of men. But lie sees more. He
sees the possibilities for good in every

human being and instead of condemning
the shortcomings, he makes the better

things so attractive that we forget the

sordid and seek the better part.

Mr. Bartholf is a son of the soil and a

man of the people. Born and raised in

the country, lie knows the life of the

people whom we have called him to

serve. He knows the trials and obstacles

that are met in the ordinary pursuits of

life. He is therefore emineutly qualified

to assist in the practical affairs of life.

The work which now opens up to Mr.
Bartholf, is the one for which he is

best fitted, and we feel confident that the

readers of Vick’s Magazine will be large

gainers by his becoming its editor.

This new arrangement is but prelimin-

ary to a great forward movement and im-
provement of this publication. The
quality of paper used, the art work, aud
the mechanical production are to be

greatly improved, that all may be in har-

mony with the improved editorial qual-

ity of the magazine. We have asked Mr.
Bartholf to outline his editorial policy

and we print his reply herewith.

THE VICK PUBLISHING COMPANY.

Five pkts. of our new
Early Flowering

Carnations,
Scarlet, White, Pink, Ma-
roon, Yellow. Bloom in

90 days from seed, large,
double, fragrant and fine

colors.AH 5 pkts.with cul-

tural directions and big
catalogue for 10c. post-
paid. Will make 5 love-

ly beds of flowers for your
garden, and many pots

of lovely blossoms for

your windows in winter.

Catalogue for 1908
—Greatest Book of Nov-
elties—Flower and Vege-
table Seeds, Bulbs, Plants
Shrubs, Fruits, 150 pages,
500 cuts, many plates---

will be mailed Free to

all whoask for it.

JOHi\ LEWIS CHILDS, Floral Park, IV. Y.

Vick Publishing Co.
,
Dansville, N. Y.

Gentlemen : Replying to your letter of

recent date offering me the editorship of

Vick’S Magazine, permit me to say that

I have given the subject very careful

consideration before arriving at a defin-

ite decision. I greatly appreciate the

honor conferred by the offer tendered
me by you aud feel that its acceptance
will bring me both a splendid opportun-
ity for service and a grave responsibil-

ity as well, to you as also to our readers.

I deem it fitting to make a statement as to

what, in my judgment, should be the

general editorial policy of this magazine.
I feel that it should be so edited as to have
an individuality all its own. The spirit

and character of the good man by whom
it was founded, James Vick, should per-

meate every issue and the exceeding value
of the civilizing and humanizing in-

dustry with which his name is insepar-

ably connected, should be constantly kept
in view. The influence for good of

floral and plant culture upon the home
life of the nation cannot be overesti-

mated. Hence the floral and plant flavor

should pervade the pages of this publica-
tion, but it should be strictly a flavor

and not the substance. Flowers and
plants are the most beautiful things we
know in the whole realm of Nature,
also the most useful, but they are

chiefly interesting only as they are re-

lated to human need, welfare, and happi-
ness. Truly, flowers are for folks and
folks are not in this world for the sake
of the flowers. Beyond all question, the
most beautiful flowers in the garden of

the Lord are those that grow on human
plants—the graces of a well developed
body, a cultured mind, and a noble heart.

The chief aim of this magazine should
be, therefore, as it appears to me, to

show how these graces of human nature
may best be cultivated,'not by preaching,
prating, or long-drawn-out moralizing,

but by giving in cheery and breezy nar-
rative, story, or verse, interesting exhib-
its of good things that have been or may
be done in the cultivation of these most
desirable graces. In the work of attain-

ing this aim our method should be pos-
itive, not negative. Hence we should
devote but little attention, comparatively,
to pointing out and enlarging upon the
weaknesses, shortcomings, foibles, and

frailties of mankind, but rather seek first

and foremost to foster the development
of a constantly increasing number of hu-
man plants that shall bear an abundance
of beautiful flowers and good fruit, by
magnifying the good wherever found.
We all know that the largest room

in the world is the room for improve-
ment, but it is not the highest form
of usefulness, either for an individual or
a magazine, to devote his or its energy
principally to calling attention to its

many hideous proportions nor constantly
to pointing out the ugly pictures upon its

walls, hut rather to the pleasanter and
more helpful task of making plain how
the hideousness is steadily being elimin-
ated and is itself assuming more befitting
proportions

;
how more pleasing pictures

are one by one being placed upon the
wall

;
how truly attractive and artistic

these new pictures are. Holding to this

view of what should be the policy of this

publication, it will be my constant effort

to secure such carefully selected matter
for Vick’s Magazine as shall make it a
potent influence in the world, making
for constructive betterment for the bene-
fit both of the individual, the home, and
society as a whole. I firmly believe that
we can appeal to the intelligent reading
public upon this platform with the ut-

most confidence.

So far as my observation goes, there is

no other magazine of large circulation that
is being conducted in harmony with the
policy herein set forth. This being true,

we will have a most inviting and large
field quite to ourselves,—one specially
attractive for the reason that the great
average of people are firm believers in
the gospel of the positive, the progress-
ive, and the constructive. They are not
admirers of Lot’s wife nor are they, like
her, constantly looking backward, but
forward, onward, and upward toward the
heights. If we make our magazine the
representative of this splendid “average
of the people,’’ an exponent of the card-
inal principles of their faith, and make
it ring true to the highest human welfare,
we will never lack for an enthusiastic
and rapidly growing constituency.

Every movement, every organization,
every institution, and every individual
doing something definite and positive for
the promotion of human welfare should
find in Vick’s Magazine a true friend
and supporter in the good work being
done. Every succeeding number should
be permeated by some vital theme and
set forth, in the most attractive manner
possible, the history and development of
some kind of noble endeavor that is mak-
ing for human welfare and the increase
of world happiness. Ifi keeping with
this thought the April number will be
the Sunshine number and that most de-
lightful quality will pervade every page.
A leading feature will be an article show-
ing the wonderful growth and splendid
achievements of the International Sun-
shine Society. Other Sunshine features
of unusual attractiveness will character-
ize the April number. In like manner,
it would be eminently desirable to make
the May Vick’s an Arbor Day and For-
estry Number, which will make it replete
with intensest interest to America’s
splendid army of teachers and pupils.
Such a number would not only be in
keeping with the spirit and purpose of
the magazine’s founder but also in har-
mony with the entire career and genius
of this publication. Later we could get
out other special numbers, such as: “The
City Beautiful,” “Good Roads,” “Irri-
gation,” “Land Drainage,” “The Rail-
road Beautiful,” “Human Welfare in
Railr.oading, ” “Human Welfare in In-
dustry,” “Woman’s Welfare,” “Chil-
dren’s Welfare,” “Educational Wel-
fare.” All these could be so handled as
to be the means of securing much new
business and winning the friendship and
loyal support of the very best people
who live on the American continent.

Faithfully Yours

For Human Welfare,

James Coursen Bartholf.

Burpee s
SeedsGrow!
And the Burpee Business Grows!

Last year (our 31st) we sold more seeds

than ever before in any one year and in 1908
we shah sell even more. You will under-

stand “the reasons why” when you read

‘THE SEAL OK
QUALITY”

Burpee’s New
Farm Annual

For 1908
This complete book, bound
in lithographed covers and
containing also six superb
colored plates painted from
nature, is Yours for the
asking,—provided you have
a garden and will mention where you saw th •

advertisement. It is an elegant hook— the best
seed catalog we have yet issued—and offers some
most remarkable “New Creations” in Vegetables
and Flowers, which can be obtained only direct

from us. Many a winter’s evening can be spen<u
profitably in planning your garden, by a careful
study of this book. Shall we send you a copy ? if

you appreciate Quality in Seeds you will say Vest

If so, write to-day—do not put off and possibly
forget until it is too late 1

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO.
The Largest Mail-Order Seed House,

Burpee Building, Philadelphia

ROSE ‘if*/.FREE
.The finest hardy climbing

rose ever introduced.
A strong, well-rooted, grow-
ing plant of this free with
every order for any two of
the collections named below

at 25c. for each collection.

Everbloomind Roses 23c.
Th« Bride, white; Bridesmaid,pink ; Mam-
an Cochet, silver pink;Marechal Niel, yel-

low; Mrs. B. R. Cant, red; Baby Rambler,tha
famous everbloomingDwarf CrimsonRamblar.

S Best Ferns for 25c.
1 Boston Sword Fern, 1 Piersonii,l Elegantiasima,

1 Barrowsii, 1 Whitmannii.

6 Exhibition Chrysanthemums 25c.
The best large flowering kinds. All different,no two alike.

Any two of the above collections witb a strong, vigorous
I plant of Lady Gay Rose for 50c., all charges paid. Order today.

| SPRINGFIELD FLORAL CO., Box 403, SPRINGFIELD, OHIO

Ripe Tomatoes in June
or early in July can be had from Feeder’s Earliest
Improved Large Tomatoes. They will average
over y2 lb. each. <1 had them weigh 1JJ lbs.) They
are bright scarlet, smooth as an apple, will not crack
open, and will bear until frost kills them. 200 Seeds
from selected fruit 15c. 2 packets for 2oc. HENRY
FEDDER, Box 27, Dansville, Eiv. Co., N. Y.
We have seen Mr. Fedder’s tomatoes. They are all

he claims.—Ed. Vick’s Magazine.

LIVINGSTON’S

SEEDS
’ and Bloom. Try them
4 w© will send any

for I UG on© of the follow-va vw
ing collections

:

|6 pkt. Giant Pansie», all different

! 5 “ Mammoth Aster., “ “

I’D “ Giant Nasturtiums, “ "
5 “ Superb Sweet Peas, “ “
5 “ Large FI. Phlox, “ ••

Any 3 Collections 25c. All 5 Collections 40c.
Our superb 100 page seed and rose cata-

logue is FREE. Send for it today

THE LIVINGSTON SEED COMPANY
149 High Street Colnmbna, Ohio

CactusDahlias
for $i.oo MRS. H. A. TATE

OED FORT, NORTH CAROLINA

Rf) BULBSIWU 25 Cents.25 Cents.
w. Will grow in the I

j/house or out of i

/doors. Hyacinths.
Tulips, Gladiolus,
Crocus, Fuchsias,
Oxalis, Tuberoses,
Begonia, Jonquils,
Daffodils. Chinese
Lily, Dewey Lily.
Gloxinia, Lilies or
the Valley—all postpaid, 25c. in stamps

or coin. As a premium with these Bulbs we will send
i me a Dig collection of flower seeds—over 200 kinda,
and a fine collection of Souvenir Postal Cards.
American Nursery, Somerville, Mass.
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HowWomen Beautify Themselves

Some Secrets Worth Knowing

By JULIA M. WAKELY

Here ’is a letter t received among a large bundle of others and as it voices

«onie of the worries that are brought to my attention in nearly every mail, I

II give it to my readei., bodily, only reserving the writer’s name.

Hartford, Coun., February 9th, 190S

ear Miss Wakeley :

—

I am unhappy and you certaiidv did strike the right chord when you asked
what woman can face the realization that she is less lovely than yesterday and
e happy.”
There is oiae thing that has been worrying me lor some time past, and perhaps
nth your extended experience in these matters you may be able and willing
3 help me. At any rate, I am taking the liberty of asking these questions
ecause they are of vital importance to me.
I am a young married woman twenty five years of age—my general health is

pparently good, I have a loving husband and two sweet children, a little

;irl of five and. my baby boy of nearly three. Since weaning the latter, I have
Noticed that I have become thinner and lost to some extent the contour of a
igure of which I have heretofore been very proud. I sort of droop and just

can'

t

seem to recover that fulness of bust, neck, face and limbs that were
formerly mine. And the worst of it all is that this condition does not improve
with time as I had hoped it would and I have tried every remedy that I can
think of but without success. All that I have succeeded in accomplishing is

in putting worry lines on my brow and about my eyes and mouth.
Now, dear Miss Wakeley, I am too young a woman to show

these age signs and the one thing that worries me most is that

I am sure my husband and friends notice the great change in

me. I am unhappy because I am less attractive to those dearest

to me and I dread to think of it. I do not want to seem vain
or selfish, but I will be very grateful to you if you can tell me
how I can recover what I have lost.

Thanking you in advance for the kind and encourag-
ing words which I feel certain you will say to me,
I remain,

Sincerely,
K M. C

P. S. I have just been reading what you
said about worrying, and I have taken

your advice to the extent of going to

my mirror and consulting it and I

quite agree with you that it is a good
thing to see for ourselves just how
our feelings are reflected in our
faces. I c , uglit an expression on
my face that I would not care to

have the loved ones see. And do
you really fliink that I can im-
prove my appearance by cultiva-

ting a happy, pleased expression?
,

I have selected this one partic-

ular letter and have given it to

my women friends for several rea-

sons--the first one being because it

so well 'expresses by the pen of a

worn 'ii of refinement, a mother and

a wife, 'he one paramount desire

that is in the hearts of all of us.

Another reason is, that I believe by

taking the time and space in answering

it through these columns I will be able

to do the greatest amount of good to the

greatest number of my women friends who
honor me with their confidences. This letter is

not au exception to the many I receive, but on

the other hand it is similar to many another.

There is much feeling expressed in it that appeals to me.

It shows that one little woman, at least, did realize that her hap-

piness and comeliness go hand in hand. There is much to be read between

the lines that yon will read as well as I. She was not prompted by vanity,

but by an earnest desire to hold the admiration and affection of those dearest

to her. This is Nature’s one great law, that we preserve and try to bring our-

selves up to the highest standard of physical perfection. It is a law of the

selection of the fittest that no woman can afford to pass over too lightly.

A lovely woman or a beautiful child possess a fascination that cannot be

denied and it is little wonder that ever}' woman craves as her own her right

and title to a heritage of beauty. And while perfect beauty of face and form

are not essential to an attractive woman (and many of our most fascinating

women can lay no claim to real beauty), still it is a powerful lever.

Massage as a Developer

And now for a practical way of overcoming some difficulties that at first seem

almost insurmountable. I am a firm believer of massaging for the removal of

all facial blemishes aud for the development of the body. I know of numerous

instances where matrons of forty and more, have by its aid preserved their pre-

lected maturity and rivalled the attractiveness of their daughters of eighteen.

No woman need appear old before her allotted time, for permature ageing

caused by worry or ill-health can be checked and the freshness of youth restored.

Care, however, should be used in the treatments given, and as the majority

of women cannot afford to expend the time and money required for professional

treatment, I will outline here a few things to be remembered and practiced.

The First Step

The first and most important thing to consider is the general health. If you

are troubled with astomach or nervous disorder, or any disease that is wasting

the tissue and blood supply, your first step should be to correct it. Many
times it can be done with some simple remedy, of which there are numerous

that have real merit and may be had at a very small expenditure. If this does

not avail, confide in your physician.

Cleanliness is the next important thing to be remembered. It is not suffici-

ent that the body should be lightly gone over, but care should be used to re-

move from the thousands of little mouths (the pores of the skin) the matter

that clogs them and prevents their performing their duty of clearing the system

of its impurities. For this purpose a good quality of soap should

be selected and used liberally with warm
water, and if the bath is taken for the

purpose of preparing the skin for massag-

ing the water should be as hot as cau be

used. Next, rinse off the soap thoroughly,

using cold water, or if you are delicate, it

should be used tepid at first and a little

colder on succeeding days until you can

bear it quite cold. Apply the rinse water

with a spatting of the palms to stimulate

the skin and bring the blood to the sur-

face. Next, stand perfectly erect, fill

the lungs to their fullest capacity

with air and proceed to dry yourself

vigorously with a coarse towel.

The woman w'ho wants to develop

her chest and acquire the glow of

youth must inhale all of the

fresh air she can, and whenever

she thinks of it she should straight-

en up and take a deep breath,

.et ting the air escape from the

lungs slowly.

Massage with a Flesh

Food

The skin now being in the proper

condition for massage treatment, a

reliable flesh building preparation

should be applied. It should be a

food, intelligently prepared by a phy-

sician wdio understands the requirements

of impoverished tissue. A cold cream will

not be of any benefit for this purpose, and espec-

ially the disappearing kind which in reality glazes

,
the skin, giving it a soft velvety feeling but in so

doing simply closes the pores. What is needed is a food to

nourish and stimulate the skin proper and the underlying tissue

which contains thousands of tiny vesicles that are in reality the fat reservoirs

that Nature has provided to retain the nourishment that the flesh and skin re-

quire to keep them in a healthy condition.

I have used one that I know can be relied upon to do this, and I freely recom-

mend it to all who wish to develop and make plump their cheeks, neck, arras,

shoulders aud bust. It is the Dr. Charles Flesh Food, prepared by the Dr.

Charles Company, whose address is Dept. V, Dutch and Fulton streets, New' York

City. They will send you two regular size boxes of it by mail and in a plain

sealed wrapper upon receipt of one dollar, and they will also send you their

valuable little book,” Art of Massage” which gives a series of practical lessons

on just how to massage at home to get the best results. They make everything

so clear to you in this little book that I advise you each and every one to

secure a copy and read it.

I want to mention, loo, that this preparation is a really delightful aud dainty

toilet luxury that answers all the purposes of cold creams but is otherwise

unlike them, as it is a veritable flesh builder.
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'^Q ONE well-posted in the present status of

newspaperdom will seriously dispute the
statement that Mrs. Cnythia Westover Alden

SSS555S is the most prominent newspaper woman of
America. Her eminence in this regard is

l—f fully attested by these facts; that she has
been editor of the Woman’s Page, of the New York
Tribune, a department editor of the New York Her-
ald, The Ladies’ Home Journal, and other leading
publications

;
that she is the only woman to serve on

the official Board of the International League of press
Clubs, and that she was selected by the press women
of the United States to represent them at the Inter-

national Woman’s Council at London.
Mrs. Alden was born at Afton, Iowa, May 31, 1862,

and was the daughter of Olivers, and Lucinda (Lewis)
Westover. Her father was the well known mineralo-
gist and temperance advocate, Professor O. S. West-
over of San Francisco, who was a descendant of the
Westovers who emigrated from Holland to Virginia in
1600. On the maternal side she is connected with the
Welsh Lewis family, of which Francis Lewis, the
signer of the Declaration of Independence, was a mem-
ber. When a child only four years old, her mother
died. Thus bereaved of a mother’s priceless love, the
little one clung the closer to her father. His duties as
a mineralogist called him to the wilds of the far West.
He had thought to leave his little daughter with friends
in the East, but with an independence of judgment,
which has characterized her mature years, she vigor-
ously dissented from the program proposed by her pa-
ternal progenitor, positively pronouncing her imperial
purpose in childish parlance thus: “I’s doin’ wiv my
papa’s tacliel.” Then, as in life’s struggles later, she
won the day, the father gracefully yielding.
For years he was traveling through the West, being

engaged in geological and mineralogical work in Col-
orado and other Western states. During all these years
little Cynthia was his constant companion and comfort,
becoming also a general favorite with cowboys, min-
ing men, and other adventurous spirits living in the
then “wild and woolly West.” The rough and ready,
but brave and chivalrous, denizens of the plains and
mining camps came to entertain an ardent affection
for “Bushy,” as she was familiarly called on account
of her then thick and bushy head of hair. A most
gratifying evidence of the enduring character of these
child-day friendships was afforded Mrs. Alden when
she was in Denver a few years since attending the
meeting of ' the Federated Woman’s clubs. On that
occasion she was overwhelmed with callers, telephone-
messages, telegrams from early morning until night
from her old time friends, the miners and cowboys,
who had heard of her presence in the city.

In her early days she had two most excellent teach-
ers, Dame Nature as manifested in the wide-spreading
plains and the rugged and jagged, high, up-rearing
mountains, and her father, who gave constant and lov-
ing attention to her education. Without disparage-
ment to the latter it might be difficult to say which
were the better teacher. What ever might be the de-
cision, no doubt much of her strength of character and
marked individuality is due to her early associations
with the stern realities, grandeurs, sublimities, and
immensities of the Rocky Mountain region. She grew
up a veritable child of nature, her only playmate be-
ing her four-footed friends. She learned to ride a
horse like an Indian, became a good shot with a rifle,

carried a Colt revolver in her belt, which in shooting
she always held across her left arm

;
became expert

with the lasso, and could also shoot with the Indian
bow and arrow. The many thrilling adventures that
she experienced during this formative period of her
career are recorded in a book entitled “ Bushy, or
Child Life in the Far West,” (1896.) It is an autobi-
ographical story full of life, vigor and movement which
the St. Louis “Globe-Democrat” characterized as “a
prodigy of feminine courage. ”

Her find experience within the four walls of an or-
dinary school room was at Central City, Col. It may
be easily imagined how tiresome and irksome to her

ij
were the restraints there enforced. She at length be-

came reconciled to her new environment, and made
remarkable progress in her studies.
She afterwards attended the Denver public schools

and not only passed with credit through a regular high-
school ..ourse, but was graduated with high honors
from the Colorado state university at Boulder, being a
member of the first class to be graduated therefrom.
From there she went to the Denver Business College.

Possessing an insatiable thirst for knowledge, and a
strong desire to be constantly doing something, she de-
termined to learn a trade, and at the end of the term
entered the employ of a tentmaker in Denver, where
in time she became superintendent of the factory. She
had previously secured a teacher’s certificate, Out had
no particular desire to teach until she heard of a cer-
tain school in Colorado whose boys were so unruly
that no teacher could govern them.

_
She at once ap-

plied for that particular position, and proved herself
fully equal to the situation as she has since done in
all her varied undertakings. The incorrigibles at once
began planning a definite campaign against the new
“school ma’am.” But to their sorrow they learned the
truth of Burns’ lines:

“The best-laid schemes o’ mice and men,” (and school
boys too)

“Gang oft ’a gley,
And leave us nought but grief and pain

For promised joy.”

They undertook to sew her up in a sheet, as they
had treated her predecessors; but her early training in
boxing, fencing, and wrestling served her, and she
thrashed the leader, a bully larger than herself. His
father, the most dangerous man in the valley, sent her
a threatening message, and she returned answer that
she was ready to treat him exactly as she had treated
his son. It pleased him, and he said: “That school-
ma’am is a — fine woman.” “Oh,” she added, as she
related the occurence, “it might have turned out dif-
ferently; but often it is not being afraid of trouble
that conquers trouble.”

After her graduation, though not specialty gifted in
a musical line, she determined to become a musician
and singer, and by virtue of her indomitable will,
dogged perseverance, and persistent application, ac-
complished her purpose. Evidence of her triumph is

afforded by the fact that she afterward occupied the
position of soprano at St. Michael’s church of Jersey
City and of the double choir of St. Thomas’ in New York .

She became the understudy for The leading soprano
at the Academy of Music, and received a number of
offers to go on the opera stage, but having acquired

CYNTHIA WEST OVER ALDEN
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that accomplishment she was ready for another, and
turned to the study of languages. She made her home
with non-English speaking families and in this way
she speedily acquired a number of foreign tongues.
Mrs. Alden had been in the habit of testing her knowl-
edge by taking examinations for various positions as
the opportunity arose, and one day she was notified tha
from the civil service examination taken almost ayeai
before she stood first on a list of 200, and had been ap-
pointed to fill a vacancy as United States customsTn-
spectress in the year 1887. She eagerly accepted
this opportunity for further increasing her experience,
and before long she was acting as interpreter on the
Spanish, French, German, and Italian steamships. She
held this important position under Surveyor H. S.
Beatie, of the port of New York, and later when Mr.
Beatie became commissioner of street cleaning, she re-
signed her position at the custom house to become his
private secretary. Her superior executive ability and
wonderful tact, added to her knowledge of several lan-
guages, proved of immense advantage to the depart-
ment. During her service in this position she became
known as the “poor man’s friend” from her interest
in, and friendliness to, the street cleaners of various
nationalities, to whom she spoke in their own lang-
uage. While here Mrs. Alden invented and patented
a dump cart with movable body, which, by means of
a derrick which lifted the body of the cart when filled,

did away with the “ hill horse.” She also originated
the small carts used by street cleaners to collect the
dirt piles accumulated after the regular daily cleaning,
which was afterwards improved and is now seen in all

the larger cities as a necessary part of the street cleaning
equipment. After her successful career in this posi-
tion, she became the superintendent of a candy factory,
and subsequently was employed in the American Mu-
seum of Natural History cataloging books and miner-
als. Meanwhile she carried on a line of successful
literary work. Thereafter she followed the natural
bent of mind and heart and devoted her time and tal-

ents to literary and philanthropic endeavor. In her
early literary work she wrote and illustrated her pro-
ductions, proving herself an expert in both these lines.

In 1895 she became editor of the woman’s page of
the New York “Recorder,” and subsequently was con-
nected in an editorial capacity with the New York
“Tribune,” theNew York “Herald,” and the “Ladies’
Home Journal.” In addition to her book “Bushy”
previously mentioned she wrote a history of Greater
New York, “Manhattan Historic and Artistic” (1892),
and “Woman’s Ways of Earning Money” (1904). In
1906 she received the degree of master of literature
from Alfred University, a degree that few of the prom-
inent presswomen possesss. With all her accomplish-
ments, however, Mrs. Alden will be best remembered
by her founding of the International Sunshine Society
in 1896, a simple organization requiring merely that
each member shall agree to do one kind act during
each year. There are no initiation fees or dues for its

members; no salaries for its officers, and no way for
any officer to be benefited financially. The work is

done by all for the good of the cause and the love of
mankind. The society’s influence is spreading all

over the civilized world
;
the membership is over

100,000, and the work it is doing surety is one of the
greatest factors in the softening and beautifying of

life and the advancement of human welfare.
As President-general of the Sunshine society, Mrs.

Alden, through her “Sunshine” articles in several
hundred papers, probably is better known, reaches
more hearts, and interests more people in philanthropic
and educational work than any other woman in the
world. She was married Aug. 15, 1896, to John Alden,
one of the editors of the “Brooklyn Eagle” and a
nephew of Henry Mills Alden, for many years associ-

ated with “Harper’s Magazine.”
The readers of Vick’s Magazine have a rare treat in

store as the writer hereof has arranged with Mrs. Alden
for an illustrated article for the April number, setting
forth the genesis, grow'th, and splendid human-welfare
work being accomplished by the International Sun-
shine Society, of which she is the president-general.
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A Social Center

By Matilda Miller

E
" HjARLY in February of each year, committee!;

of pupils are appointed and work assigned to

each. Some preparation for this work has
been given in the Nature lessons which are

a Paft °f our Course, and which are given
throughout the entire year.

These committees make plans for the decoration of

the school-grounds and also plans for enlisting the sup-
port of the patrons of the ward. Blank forms are sent

to each residence for the signature of the patron. These
forms are pledges to keep the boulevards neat and
free from paper and refuse

;
to set out trees and care

for them
;
and to keep all hack yards neat and sightly.

After the signatures are obtained, a committee of pu-
pils has this matter in charge. Its duties are to in-

spect the ward from time to time, and to see that the

pledges are kept. In this line of the work we have
met with a ready response from the patrons

The committees who have charge of the school-

grounds select their seeds and plants and have all

their plans matured So that they may begin work as

soon as the season will permit. About the middle of

April, the annuals are planted in boxes—such annuals
as alyssum, star phlox, nasturtiums, and sweet peas, the

last of which we have had great success in transplant-

ing. The young seedlings are transplanted as soon as

they saielv can be into other boxes, and this is done
several- times, thus insuring strong, thrifty plants by
the time the season permits their being put into the

beds prepared for them.
By the latter part of Apri., work is beguu out of

doors. In this a definite plan is followed. Of course

this plan is varied in the case of the annuals for each
year. But our regular landscape scheme is as follows:—
A sod border, six feet wide, just inside of a tile walk,

around the entire building. Outside of this tile walk
is our sod boulevard, also six feet wide. In both of

these we have planted rows of elms and maples and
they have made a thrifty three years’ growth. Inside

of this sod border, we have an ornamental wire fence.

Vines have been planted all along this fence and also

around the entire building, thus forming a background
of green. We have bitter-sweet, Virginia creeper,

Boston ivy, grape-vines and hop-vines and we have
been eminently successful with them. Besides these

vines, we also have wild cucumber vines and sweet

peas to ornament our fence.

In the center of each section of the grounds is a

sodded flower-bed. We vary the plants in each bed

with each season. One, however, which is on the

shady side of the building, we have filled with maiden-
hair ferns, around which we plant each season a border

of alyssum. In others we have scarlet salvia with
borders of alyssum ;

in others star phlox which we find

very satisfactory for the grounds, not oidy on account

of the brilliant colors, but also because it blossoms so

freely.

Around the entire building, we have a border two
feet wide for annuals and perennials. On the outer

edge of this border we have alyssum, wi‘h scarlet ger-

aniums, scarlet salvia, marguerites, pansies and holly-

hocks just back of it. Then we have clumps ofgoldea-
rod, perennial phlox, lilies of the valley in a sha ty

corner, forget-me-nots, lemon lilies, lavender lilies,

and lilacs.

On the north side of the building, we have reserved

our border for our wildwood corner, and on this is

lavished our most elaborate care and painstaking
effort. We have over eighty specimens of our native

plants in this wildwood corner, and the pleasure the

pupils have had in obtaining these specimens and be-

coming familiar with them, and the knowledge of

botany they have gained, would alone have amply re-

paid us lor the eifort. But besides all this, we have

added materially to our landscape effect. In tl 1 is?

“wildwood corner,” we have the Rosa Blanda, the

sumac, and the silky cornel in the way of shrubs; then

we have jack-in-the-pulpits, marsh marigolds, golden-

rod, the New England aster, the cone-flow'er, the wind
and the rue anemones, the creeping-crowfoot, the

wind violet, the bird’s foot and the dog-tooth violets,

the clintonia, the dicentra, the brake, the cinnamon
fern, and the maiden-hair fern.

We expect to add to this list .many new specimens
the coming season. Our season’s work has already be-

gun, and the pupils are looking forward eagerly to

their pleasant work in the school garden.

School Gardens
By H. D. Hemenway

The school garden movement began nearly ninety

years ago, but it has developed most rapidly during the

past thirty-five or forty years. Its principal growth

has been in European countries, where there are

today over one hundred thousand gardens. In this

country the movement was of later origin and has not

yet developed to the proportion that it has in Europe.

There are today, however, hundreds of school gardens

in America, such as are best suited to our conditions.

One of the original motives of the school garden

connected with the European school was to furnish

an additional income to the teacher, as well as to serve

an educational purpose.

The object of the school garden is not to make farm-

ers and gardeners any more than our manual traiuiug

department of our public schools is to make carpenters

aud mechanics, but it is to educate and make nobler

men and women. The fundamental idea in establish-

ing gardens in America is generally to better educate

the child.

We have the school garden, the garden school, and

the home garden associations, but the object of each

is to make better citizens, to make stronger, nobler

men and women from the boys aud girls. No argu-

ment is needed to convince any one who has ever seen

the working of a successful school garden, that its

principal crop is the making of better citizens.

There are three things w-hich fixes a man’s value in

the w'orld : his knowledge, or what he knows: his abil-

ity, or what he can do; his character, or what he is.

The school should certainly aid in developing all of

these. There is no other one thing connected with

any school system that will better develop all three

than the school garden. It takes away the drudgery

of the school room, furnishes an opportunity for the

motor activities of the child, brings him out into the

pure air aud sunshine, creates in him a love of nature

and of things beautiful, teaches him to work with his

hands as well as his head and to work with both to-

gether, and brings him into loving contact with na-

ture, refining and ennobling his character. The garden

furnishes a means for the practiced application^ of

mathematics, makes geography more interesting-, fur-

nishes a subject for the English classes, for the lang-

uage classes and furnishes material for the drawing

and painting lessons. In fact, the garden can be cor-

related with everv subject taught in the class room.

With one period a day in the garden the child de-

velops a physical strength which enables it to combat
diseases. The exercise in the pure open air, besides

developing the physical system, also makes the mind
more keen, quicker to grasp ideas and put these ideas

into action. Where gardens have been conducted sev-

eral years, it is found that the boys having gardens

were thirty per cent more rapid than those who did not

have them.
As the public school is educating our future

citizens it should help to develop moral character.

In Dayton, Ohio, the factory district or the district

about the National Cash Register Company, was so un-

popular that building lots sold from $200 to$30oapiece,
and the boys in the vicinity were known as the ‘‘Slider-
town toughs.” After the establishment of gardens, in-

stead of being a class of stealing boys they were en-
tirely cured and building lots sold from nine to fifteen

hundred dollars apiece. One of the principal reasons
why boys do not respect the rights of others, is because
they never had any property themselves. After they
have had a garden and have the repsonsibility of tak-

ing care of it, they begin to respect the rights of
others in the gardens, aud this moral sense gradually
grows upon them until they- come to be equally regard-
ful of property rights in all other things as well.
The influence of the school garden does not stop

with the boy or girl at the school. IJWhat is learned at

school is remembered and the children go home and
clean uptheback yards, which are often unsightly, un-
sanitary, and unproductive, and these yards become a

resort of health, of beauty, and of productiveness for

the entire family. The boys are kept off the street

corners. They have something to occupy their minds
during the long summer vacations, and they learn

something of industry. The garden educates because
it deals with things and not with words, it cultivates

the boy’s observation and keeps his senses keen.
There is another reason why the school gardens

should be established for the education of boys aud
girls, 10 better enable them to support themselves aud
those dependent upon them and to be better citizens.

With this in view the state appropriates the fund for

carrying on the public schools. When we consider
that fifty-five per cent of our exports are products from
the farm and that nearly one-half of our population
gets a living from the land, we are amazed that our
educators have waited so long before teaching some-
thing of elementary' agriculture in our public schools.

When no more than ninty-eight per cent of the chil-

dren ever obtain an education higher than the graded
schools, it is evident that they should be taught in

them enough to become useful as well as intelligent

citizens.

School garden training in rural sections develops

the head, the heart, aud the hand, and also stimulates

the knowledge of reading, writing, and arithmetic; it

gives the child as good, or better, mental training as

do some of the subjects usually' taught in the class

room, and at the same time imparts knowledge of the

common things of life which will help the country

boy or girl to better understand the things about them,

anil to better till the the soil. It will be a means of

checking the human stream flowing to the already-

overcrowded cities. In the city- it creates a love for

nature aud gives a tendency to want to go back to the

land and to get a living from the soil; it also promotes
the sanitary aud civic welfare of the city, and the

children become healthier aud the city becomes more
beautiful.

Many times the products that are raised in the gar-

dens are quite an item, especially to the poorer fam-

ilies. But it is not what the pupils have raised that

is of the greatest value to them, but rather the practice

in measuring, in watching for the things to come up,

in learning to observe what they look at and to under-

stand something of what they see, the growing love

for Nature audlhings beautiful, learning habits of in-

dustrv, being pleasantly occupied at something worth

while, and the physical development in the pure open

air; these are some of the things which are of far

greater importance than the garden produce, both to

the children aud to the State. The practical Nature

Study is of fundamental importance to the boys and

girls of today. Learning habits of close observation

and coming into loving contact with Nature aud with

Nature's God cannot help but make boys and girls

stronger, more intelligent, and nobler citizens. That

is what the school garden does where it is carefully,

prudently, and intelligently conducted.
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Proposed Central High School, Pueblo, Colorado

First, then, have a definite plan. “Begin with the

plan, not with the plants.’’ And the plan should have
reference to the proper uses of a school ground. The
middle of the plot should be open, allowing room for

the sports and exercises so necessary to good physical
development in children. The side next to the high-

way should also be left open. The school house should
be the center of a beautiful picture in landscape
gardening.
Regard must be had not only to the picture which

the house and grounds present to an observer from the

outside, but also from tire inside. “All schools should
be located, as far as possible, where the eye will rest

upon the things of nature instead of clusters of

houses.” Leave openings in your foliage plan wher-
ever distant views can be had of fine old trees, hills,

a lake, or a handsome farm house. Such influences

as these appeal not only to the child' s sense of pro-

portion and beauty but minister also to the right

development of his moral character.

Blessed is the boy or girl who is born in the coun-
try, or. at least has the opportunity of learning the

lessons of youth in a pleasant country sclioolliouse.

Duty may call older persons to the city, and the

trained, devoted mind may find God in the city, too ;

but the ideal place for children is in closest contact

with Nature. Yet the average country boy or girl is

not always inspired with the highest ideals
;
it requires

refined taste in parents and teacher and a love for the

beautiful to make even natural advantages impressive
and effective in character-making. These results do
not come of themselves, but must be cultivated.

After the school ground has been properly platted

and bordered with shade trees, attention should be

given to ornamenting with shrubs and flowering

plants; but nothiug is more attractive than a strong-

growing green sod on the areas not needed for play-

grounds.
Iu the selection of shrubs and trees, only the most

common should be planted, as they will be the most
certain to live and thrive. The most ordinary shrubs
and bushes when carefully placed iu a school ground
will give it a beauty that would delight the eye and
heart of a city-bred boy or girl. Willows, witch-

hazel, dogwood, sweetbriar, thorn-apple, elders,

su>mac, and many others may be found iu almost any
rural locality. Others can easily be added from the

farmer’s garden and orchard. Along the fences and
the walls of outbuildings running vines may be used

to excellent advantage.
The heart of child and man has been made respon-

sive to the sweet influences of Nature and learus to

The need of flowers and shrubs
around the home is more ^parent
in the education of the you^Rjeople
in all those branches of JHpulness
in everyday avocations man i^iost

people realize. Note, for instance,

the clumsiness and disordered con-

dition of the first flower bed \ljat

the little child makes in her pl^y

:
.

garden. The rows run zig-zag, some
;

'.'A
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plants are set shallow and some deep,

and some seeds are planted out of the

row and some in it. The lack of

order and system is most pronounced
m every feature of the child garden. When the dry
weather comes the plants are forgotten and are allowed
to wither and die. Or, perchance, the watering of the

plants is done, not when they need it but when the

child takes a notion to engage in an hour’s play with
the sprinkling pot. All of these untrained tendencies
need to be trained in order to form character. The
rows in the garden must be made straight and regular,

because in doing so the child’s eye and hand receives

the exercise that fits them for doing all other things
in a straight and regular manner. The little ones must
be taught that there is beauty in a straight and even
row, and that plants to grow well need to be set out
well—just deep enough and not too deep. System,
order, thoroughness, doing things at the right time,

and when they need to be done, strict attention to and
care of all things under one’s charge, are valuable

lessons taught around the home that has its flower gar-

den. The flower garden and the work therein in this

way—in the training of the eye, the hand, and the

thought—develops art, industry, symmetry of motion,
thoroughness of doing and vigilance, alertness of action

and rounds out the useful powers of the child, thus
giving it an education that it gets nowhere else except
in a thoroughly equipped manual training school. There
is no field of industry, either in the field, the shop, the

factory, the counting-room, the art studio, the pro-

fessional life, or in the public service, that will not
welcome the person who possessses the training se-

cured in the well-kept flower garden. Let the little

folks, therefore, have their garden, in the windows be-

fore the spring opens, and in the open air when the

winter’s cold has disappeared both at home and school.

.Show them how to plant, how to till, and how to

reap. All the faculties of the body and mind, as well

as the finer impulses of the heart, are brought into

play in the watching and tending of plant growing.
The time will come when every school house will have
its school garden because the exercise and training of

all the faculties of the young cannot be secured so

well in any other way.

All the earnestness, enthusiasm, and industry imag-
inable cannot make a bad business good.

Nobler far than the victories of the sword are the

triumphs and the trophies of the plowshare.

» a
Happy is he who knows something, but happier still

he who knows what to do with what he kuows.
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By Prof. Frank William Howe
Michigan Agricultural College

look through Nature up to the great

Author of all- Nature. Surround
our children with an environment
that is beautifying and uplifting,

and we have furnished them with
the strongest support and incentive
to the highest mental and moral
development.

The Education of the

Flower Garden
By App M. Smith

The Country School House

and Its Environs

When a new school house is to

be built in a rural district, it is too

often the case that it is located where
the cheapest spot of ground can be

had. A quarter of an acre of ground
might raise four or five bushels of

wheat a year, which might sell lor

three or four dollars. It appears to

some a question whether such val-

uable property should be devoted
to the use of children. To such it

seems much cheaper to plant the

schooihouse in a swamp, on a sand-

hill, or a treeless waste. But it

should be remembered that an at-

tractive schoolground will do much
more than a wheat crop to keep the

child on the farm. In many a

country child there is born an antip-

athy to the farm life before he is old

enough to reason the subject. The
surroundings of the child are much
more potent than is generally supposed in fixing his

ideals of life. The boy or girl whose school environ-

ment is beautiful and harmonious will not be beset

by a longing to go to the cities or elsewhere out of

contact with the charm of nature.

Not only should the location of the schooihouse be

pleasant and inspiring, but the building itself should

harmonize with the child’s love of the beautiful.

The ordinary country schooihouse in years gone by

has been little more than a box.
Intelligent managers of the most progressive rail-

way companies are more and more building truly

beautiful stations and surrounding them with artis-

tically laid out parks with flower beds, vines, shrubs,

trees, etc., even though they may accommodate no more
people than with ugly structures and unkempt grounds

The great transportation companies would not make
large expenditures for such purposes if they did not

find it profitable to do so. Such being true, will it

not pay the people of every school district to adopt a

similar policy with reference to their school and its

environs? Indeed, how much more should it be con-

sidered important to provide attractive conditions dur-

ing that period iu the lives of our children when they

are the most impressible and responsive to the in-

fluence of environment.
When the sanitary, artistia, and moral possibilities

of such an improvement can be once understood by
the patrons of a school, the whole neighborhood can

be enlisted to bring about the change.
The teacher must usually take the initiative in im-

proving the surroundings of the school building. It

may often be necessary to develop the sentiment of

the community in favor of betterment before he can

secure sufficient co-operation. But in every neigh-

borhood there are a few persons whose influence may
he effectively enlisted. When these few are sufficiently

interested, a “bee” may be organized for improving
the school grounds. One man will repair the fence,

or remove it if not needed
;

another will plow the

ground, if that is necessary; another will sow the

seed for a new sod, and still others will bring trees

and bushes for ornament and shade. The whole work
may be done iu a day, if properly planned. Most
persons begin Such work without a fundamental plan

or picture of what is to be desired. They want to

know about roses and lilacs, and how much space to

leave between the shrubs .and plots of flowers; and
then put them in promiscuously or else with math-
ematical precision iu any part of the school ground.
The result of such aimless planting is stiff, artificial,

and unpleasing.

Wyman School, St. Louis, Mo, New High School, South Omaha, Nebr.



NOLES’ AWAKENING
By FRANCIS EUGENIA BOLTON

mm

AGE 6 Z EN MARCH

4I-.D NOLRS was sitting by the kitchen stove

. ^ I reading the country newspaper, as he usually

J did after chores and supper were over, yawn-
ing by spells, giving little gruff guffaws
and grunts as comments.
Noles was a Northern Michigan farmer, raw-

boned, weather-beaten, hard-worked, narrow-minded,
—a man who had been obliged (at least he thought so)
to give his time, muscle, and mind to grudging fur-
rows, weakly cattle, and scanty crops. Of books,
music, art, or religion he thought little. He had his
spasms of patriotism and politics

; but for other trivial
things he had neither time nor inclination.
No one would ever have mistrusted that Noles had

an affectionate nature, that lay deeply buried beneath
the rubbish of false modesty, wrong theories, and a
life-time of bad practices. His children were married
and gone ; and though mother often sighed for them,
Noles seemed glad of it. Noles was temperate

;
he

neither smoked, chewed, nor drank. He had the name
of being as “tight as frost to the winder-pane.” There
was a very good reason for this, in his mind, since he
was determined to reach a certain figure of prosperity,
cost what it would, and everything that bent toward
that end was to be commended.
Noles had never spared himself. He seldom com-

plained; but kept doggedly at work, early and late,
rain or shine. The hard knots in his hands, the fur-
rows in his face, told how hard the struggle was. He
sighed often, and sometimes groaned, as if the strain
of an unseen battle was upon him. But he did not
ask for sympathy nor expect it. In fact, he resented
anything like demonstrative tenderness. It was enough
to find his socks darned, his shirt clean, his buttons
on, his coat brushed, his home neat, his meals on time
and tasty, the fire burning brightly, the lamps shin
ing, and the eggs and butter unfailingly ready fo
market. He was dumbly conscious of the tenderness
that gave touches, pathetic in effort, to make some
thing out of nothing, to his meagerly furnished farm-
house. But he drew the line there. He couldn’t abide
scenes. He didn’t want Susanna to “go to acting like
a fool.”
He had been a “fool” once in his courting days;

but it didn’t take long to cure him of “spooning;”
and after a few spells of crying and “fakin’ on,”
Susanna had drawn into her shell all the little offend-
ing tendrils of affection, and settled down to live “so,
so, hum drum, and drudge, drudge.” She had her
own thoughts about it all that often sent her into her
closet to weep alone, and then to pray, and at last to
become pathetically used to it, and to expect nothing
better. She was observant enough to see that hers was
the common lot of far too many farmers’ wives. Shan-
non’s wife was the only exception. Shannon never
got over being a lover

;
and though Noles and he were

about of an age, he still called his wife “rosebud,”
“lily,” and "flower,” and was just as much of a
“fool” in his sixties as he had been in his twenties.
Well, once, Shannon had been in love -with Susanna.
Old Noles thought of this as he slowly read over an
advertisement of a certain paper that asked for the
confirmation or disaproval of the following statements:
The farmer’s wife is the hardest-worked, poorest-paid,

meanest-dressed, poorest-privileged, least-loved woman
in her home, in all the occupations and trades.”
Noles dropped the paper in sheer astonishment and

looked up at “mother” with startled eyes. For once,
his imagination got the better of him, and she seemed
to sit in contrast with the world of women, and espec-
ially in contrast with Shannon’s wife.
Mother sat by the lamp, just as she had sat for forty

years of an evening. Noles looked at her,—a poor,
withered, little, old woman, with thin gray hair,

,
screwed back into a little tight knot behind her
vrinkled face

; dim eyes, that peered through a pair of

cheap, steel-bowed glasses (Shannon’s wife had
gold-bowed spectacles)

; bowed form
;
poor hands,

misshapen by hard work and rheumatism, that
were diligently knitting at a stocking for his
foot. She did not notice his gaze ; but kept
steadily knitting a way, and he saw the look of
patient a endurance, disappointed hopes, and
ruined dreams in her face. Once in awhile a
little sigh escaped her as she knit in and out.
Noles could not help contrasting her with

Shannon’s wife, who was a plump, rosy body
;

who laughed in a comfortable way, as if she did
not know what it meant to be cast down. He
had been over to Shannon’s that very day and
found Mrs. Shannon looking so dressed up in
the parlor, reading from the latest magazine to

Shannon, who was stretched on a couch before the
grate. They both seemed so different from them. There
seems to be such a merry comradeship between them,
such a poking of fun at each other; and when Shannon
left her to go with him to the store in the village he
had given her a ten-dollar bill for a new dress, and
actually had kissed her good-by, “like an old fool.”
Noles almost blushed thinking of it, and remembered
how he wished he had been out of doors.
Well, he kept looking at “mother.” It had been

which and tother between him and Shannon in her
young days. He smiled grimly; for he had won, and
when the chase was over, and the conquest made,
what had there been left to do that he had not done?
What a merry piece she had been then ! How pretty
and young and bright ! But how soon the roses of
youth had flown from her cheeks. Why, he remem-
bered hearing someone say, only a year or so after
they had been married, “You two are regular old
folks already. Why don’t you spruce up, and join us
in social ways?”
Noles thought it had been a tough struggle from the

beginning with fast-coming family, misfortunes, and
plans that went awry. He had not thought of her; he
had believed himself the toiler, burden-bearer, and
martyr in the whole affair.

He picked up the paper, and read again the startling
lines, and thought over the meaning of every phrase.
It began with “ hardest-worked. ” Mother was always
up early,—half-past four in summer, half-past five in
winter. When had he ever seen her idle? The house-
hold cares had been many,—six children, (married,
thank goodness ;) bread to bake, butter to churn, meals
to prepare, clothes to contrive, rents to mend, stock-
ings to darn, house to keep, washing and ironing to
do, chickens, pigs and sheep to look after,— law, yes!
it had been trot, trot, trot, trot, day in and day out,
early and late.

“Man’s work lasts from sun to sun;
Woman’s work is never done.”

“Poorest-paid.” He had never given her a dollar to
do as she pleased with since they had been married.
What of that? She had clothes and food and shelter.
What more did she want? Ahem! It was something
to be thankful for to be furnished with a living, in
times like these. Noles stopped, “That air won’t pass
muster, ” he said to himself. “She’s earned as much
as I have, and worked longer hours, and she hain’t
had her dues. Its a doggoued shame. I saw Shannon
giving his wife an X today fur a new dress. Mother
’d think ‘kingdom come had come’ if I gave her an X
for a new dxess.”
“Meanest-dressed.” “When has she had a new dress?

That thing she’s wearin’ is a turned-over dress she
bought ten years ago tying comfortables for Mis’
Hicks, who was goin’ to git married. Mean, old
miserly sinner!” said Noles, in his mind. “Meanest-
dressed,”—wall, I guess that’s so. She hain’t got a
dress that’s fit for a dog show, and she hain’t ever
been to any kind of show since she married me.
“Poorest-privileged.” “Humph! Spose that means

that she hasn’t had things up-to-date. Well, it’s so.
Haven’t I hedged her off, time and time agen, when
she wanted to go to camp-meetin’ ? Didn’t I keep her
from them free lectures in town, because I thought
more of my hawses than I did o’ her? Come to think
of it, that woman hain’t had nothin’ she wanted sence
the year x. I took the money she saved from gatherin’
eggs, aud put it into machinery, when she wanted fur-
niture. That’s a good specimen of the way I’ve dealt
with her. Hain’t that a beautiful business arrange-
ment! She hain’t had nothin’ but my society, and
the children’s, aud the dumb beasts, since I vowed to
love her forever. I hain't took a paper she cared for.

The County Republican is a man’s paper. I did sub

scribe fur a chicken paper, so she’d know how to keer
fur the hens. I never read a woman’s paper in the
world, to know how to keer fur her. Confound it all!
but the whole posse of it is about right.”
“Least-loved.” Noles read it slowly, and looked

at mother. Sure enough ! When had he evergiven
her a word of praise or endearment? Hadn’the shoved
her off when she wanted to caress and pet him, and
starved her tender heart? She looked starved. There
was always that gentle, timid submision to his will,
that tender thoughtfulness of his wants, and if he had
only encouraged it, there would have been the same
love-making aud merriment between them that there
was between Shannon and his wife. Now they sat si-
lent in each other’s company, and felt embarrassed for
something to say.

All at once Noles discovered that two streams of
water were coming from his eyes. He blew his nose
hard, and wiped his eyes, and betrayed himself by a
little hoarse sob.
Mother looked up over the top of her glasses at him,

and said, gently, “Why, father! what’s the matter?
Be you a takin’ cold?”
“No, mother, I’m a takin’ what I deserve, and I

reckon it would have been better for you if you had
married Shannon. I’ve been a poor stick of a hus-
band.”
Mother had often thought so herself; but she could

not endure it to see father feeling bad, it was so odd,
so strange. “There, there,” she said, soothingly;
“we won’t think about it. It can’t be helped, and I
don’t ’spose you can help it. Didn’t ’spose, though,
that you'd keer if you didn’t quite come up to a
woman’s wishes.”
“Well, I do keer. I’ve been a brute to you.”
“Oh, no, you hain’t. I’ve had lots to be thankful

fur. You’ve never come home drunk, nor used to-
bacco, nor swore at me, nor given me a blow. You
mustn’t call 3’ourself sich awful names.”
“Say, mother,” Noles came near her, and dropped

on his knees before her. “It’s a late awakening: but
if you’ll forgive me, I’ll start over. I’ll try Shannon’s
plan. Say, mother,” his voice grew tremulous and
tender, and he forced the knitting from her busy hands,
“you’ve been a good dear, precious wife to me.
You’ve had reason enough to make j

tou think that I
didn’t love you; but somethings have come to me to
night that have made me see you as you are, and I’ve
been a viewinhthings as I would if you were in your
coffin. I couldn’t bear to think of losin’ you. My
old, patient, precious darling, will you forgive me,
and we’ll start over agin on the Shannon plan.
“Why, father! bless me! I—I—d—n—o—o— 1” and

with that mother dropped on her knees beside Noles
and wound her old arms about his neck, and cried out,

I havent’ been as good and patient as you’ve thought.
I’ve felt bitter to you. I’ve argued aginst you in my
mind, aud called you selfish, and mean, and stingy,
and hard-hearted. O, husband! will you forgive me?”
“I’ve deserved it all, mother

;
but we’ll see how

it’ll turn out on the Shannon plan, my flower.”
Mother buried her head in Noles’ breast, and sobbed,

sobbed, sobbed, aud she didn’t sob all alone, either.
Their two hearts were melted, and the old, bitter brine
flowed away till a fountain of love’s sweetness re-
freshed their hearts.

There was some one else that Noles realized he had
wounded by his heartlessness, and so they set up the
family altar he had “poohed” at long ago, when his
bride had wished to have evening worship, and

“Heaven came down their souls to greet,
And glory crowned the mercy-seat.”

Noles was in dead earnest
; and when Christmas

morning came around, there was found a pile of shin-
ing gold in mother’s stocking, and papers that gave
her a half-interest in everything; and beside her stock-
ing was a great bundle of new goods to replenish her
wardrobe.
Such a happy little woman as she was! It seemed

that the wrinkles smoothed out themselves, the dim
eyes brightened, the roses bloomed in the faded face,
and mother went springing and singing round the
house as she had in her youth.
“The best of it all is,” said mother, with a little

sob, “that I’m not afraid to hug you as much as I like,
you dear, old bear ! I feel better about that than all the
fine th’ugs I have.” Then mother broke clear down,
and father had ‘‘to maka a fool” of himself comforting
her.

Mother testified in prayer-meeting that she was liv-

( Continued on page 32)
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THEOBROMA—FOOD FOR THE GODS
The Epicure’s Delight—Chocolate. The Cocoa Bean of Commerce

By J. B. COURSEN

Cooling Room

be a splendid stroke of business for one of the great
manufacturers of cocoa and chocolate to offer hand-
some prizes for the best poems which users of these
deliciously delectable concoctions may produce. There-
by may not only great advantage accrue to an import-
ant industry but signal additions be made to the
choice literature of the world. For the benefit of pos-

sible competitors it might be timely to suggest that
chocolate can be made to rhyme nicely with mate,
late, Kate, pate, fate, hate, trait, skate, wait, gate
(the garden gate), bate (not fish bate), and many other
words having more or less of poetic possibilities.

Theu, too, the word cocoa rhymes nicely with any
word ending in the sound of long o, such as polo,
follow, hollow (used to describe the heads of foreign
dukes who getaway with American heiresses)

,
mellow',

fellow, and as to places, Cairo, Omro, Opporto, Os-
wego, Chicago, and other cities of unusual culture and
refinement.
Though the subject under consideration has been

given but little attention in the realm of literature,

it has its place in the history of modern civilization
and indeed, has a history of its own not to be despised.
Fred S. Cozzens in a brig’lit and chatty volume pub-

lished in 1867, makes a much traveled and observant
Dr. Bushwhacher give the following interesting facts

regarding the discovery and the use later of the pro-
ducts of the cocoa tree

:

“I will tell you all about it. Chocolate, or as the
great Linaeus used to call it, ‘Theobroma, ’—food for

the gods—is a most peculiar preparation. It is made
of the berries of the cacao, sir, a small tree indigenous
to Mexico and South and Central America. We mis-
name the berry cocoa, because the jicaras, or native
cups in which the cocoa was druuk by the Mexicans,Sorting Room

into .Samoa referred’ to the subject once in

a letter, written by him Dec. 7, 1891, but
not in verse, in the following terms: “I have
been forbidden to work, and have been in-

stead doing my two or three hours in the plan-
tation every morning. I only wish some one would
pa)' me £10 a day for taking care of cacao, and I would
leave literature for others.’ ’ This statement is im-
portant, not so much for what it says about cacao,
as for the inference to be deduced therefrom that
.Stevenson was accustomed, when in health, to
make a good round $50 a day as a writer of good liter-

ature. The only other reference to the output of the
cacao tree by a prose writer of international fame,
was by F. Marion Crawford, whose writings, by the
way were greatly admired by Stevenson. In his “Mr.
Isaac’s," one of Crawford’s characters was made to
say: “I ate a litte chocolate, from my supply, well
knowing the miraculous sustaining powers of the sim-
ple little block."
Here then we have an almost virgin field for aspir-

ing poetic genius to enter. Why may not some love-
lorn swain or ardent maiden sweetly indwelt by count-
less chocolate bon bons, take the wings of Pagasus,
soar aloft, light upon a cacao tree and there compose
a truly heroic epic setting forth the great deeds and
brave, the battles fought and won, through the inspir-

ation afforded by these dark hued sweets incomparable
and this liquid delectable ?’

’ In view' of the increas-
ing abundance of these delightful compounds and the
great scarcity of poetic tributes thereto, would it not

Pods and Beans

were made of the small end of the cocoa-nut. The
tree, sir, bears a beautiful rose-colored blossom, that
produces a long pod, resembling our cucumber; in
that pod we find the cacao imbedded—a multitude of
oval pits, about the size of shelled almonds, and sur-

rounded by a white acid pulp. Now, sir, this pulp
produces a very refreshing drink in the tropics, called
vino cacao, or cacao-wine, which is more esteemed there
than the beverage we make from the berries. Choco-
late is made of the cacao berries slightly roasted tritur-

ated in water; a certain degree of heat is necessary in
its preparation. The best we have comes from Car-
acas. ’ ’

“Chocolate was introduced into Spain by Fernando
Cortez

;
to this day it is in Spain what coffee is to

France, or tea to England, the pet beverage of all

classes of people. The Spaniards, sir, do not use milk
in preparing it, nor do the South Americans. In cer-

tain South American countries where meat is not
common a cup of chocolate supplies the necessary
nutriment, and a breakfast of cacao and fruit, sir, is

satisfying and delicious. Arbutlmot says it is rich,

alimentary, and anodyne. In Spain it is served up in

beautiful cups o£ filagree work, made in the shape of
tulips or lilies, with leaves that fold over the top by
touching a spring. These leaves are to protect it from
the flies. The ladies are so fond of it that they have it

sent after them to church
;
this the bishops interdicted

for awhile; that only made it more desirable."
Not only did this custom prevail in Spain in the last

century, but it obtained in Mexico in Cathedral towns
shortly after the time of Cortez. Indeed, it is related
that a bishop at Chiapa in those early days was actually
poisoned to death by drinking a potion of poisoned
chocolate that had been sent him by an irrate dame,

( Continued nv pagr j/)

Inspecting Room

IKE the noble Red man, Indian corn, the po-
tato, and many other things highly esteemed
by millious, the cocoa bean of commerce is

a native American and has delightfully tick-
led more epicurean palates the world over
than has any other product indigenous to

American soil. Though a tropical plant, cocoa is dis-

tinctively American and was originally found only in
countries of North and South America and the islands
adjacent thereto, notably the West Indies. So surpass-
ingly delightful to the human palate are the various
decoctions and confections produced from the cocoa
bean of commerce, it was necessary not only to go
abroad but to go back through the long centuries to
the aesthetic ancient Grecians to find a name fitly to
describe this truly Columbian gift to humanity

—

Theo-
broma, food for the gods. If the delicious cocoa and
chocolate we eat and drink with so much pleasure be
truly food fit for the gods, is it to be wondered at that
the lovelorn youth of all lands feed chocolate bon bons
so freely to the fair feminine divinities at whose
shrines they pay devoted homage each Sunday evening
—and oftentimes oftener? Then too those thus wor-
shipped who dwell in the Occident, may not only have
the satisfaction that they are partaking of food fit for
the gods, but also that they are pledging their loyalty
anew, with each succeeding bon bon, to their native
land—Greater America, both North and South.
One of the anomalies of literature is the rare poetic

reference made therein to either chocolate or cocoa.
When pause is made to consider how intimately associ-
ated these two tropical products have beenwith the antics
of the coy little god, Cupid, it seems almost incredi-
ble that the muses have not caused some of the world’s
great poets to pay frequent rhapsodic tribute thereto.
Diligent search in a public library in one of America’s
large cities failed to show that any great American or
English bard has ever sung the praises of either cocoa
or chocolate. The only reference made to either of
these soothing and delicious compounds by a poet of
the first rank was by Pope and that was merely inci-
dental and not in eulogy. The only poem discovered
in which a deliberate attempt was made in this line
was one written by Francis Saltus-Saltus, a versitile
New York versifier who was born in 1850 and died in

1889, not long after inditing the following ditty ex-
tolling the qualities of chocolate:

“Liquid delectable, I love thy brown
Deep-glimmering colojr like a wood nymph’s tress

;

Potent and swift to urge on love’s excess,
Thou wert most loved in the fair Aztectown.

“Where Cortes, for Iberia’s crown,
First found thee, and with rough and soldier guess,
Pronounced thy virtues of rare worthiness

And fit by Madrid’s dames to gain renown.”
Robert Louis Stevenson,the great and much beloved

English novelist-poet, who introduced cacao culture
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Early-Blooming Shrubs and Trees

By Florence Beckwith

URING the long and dreary winter, we of the
northern clime have to content ourselves with
whatever semblance of summer we can com-
pass indoors by our house plants, and with the
red branches and berries of the shrubs which
we may have providently planted within the

of our outlook out-of-doors.
3er such conditions, we look longingly forward
a springtime, to the coming of the flowers, and
arliest blooming species are most warmly greeted,
n the downy pussy willows appear we give them
welcome, for they are harbingers of the gayer

soms that will soon follow them,
tie bright scarlet blossoms of the Japan quince and

the yellow-wreathed branches of the forsythia are quite
common on our lawns, - and different species of mag-
nolias are occasionally seen, but there are other earlv-
blooming shrubs and trees which are not so well
known, but which are deserving of cultivation.
Some of our native shrubs cannot be exceeded for

beauty, but how seldom do we see them except where
nature planted them, or in the parks. The feathery
sprays of the shadbush are as charming against a back-
ground of evergreens as they are on the edge of the
forest, and the conspicuous white blossoms of the flow-
ering dogwood stand out with majestic beauty where-
ever you see them. The blossoms of the wild crab
apple are simply charming, and their fragrance is ex-
quisite. All of these shrubs are easy of cultivation
and they would adorn any grounds.
Cornus mascula, (the cornelian cherry) though in-

troduced into America many years ago, is not often
seen in our gardens. It is classed as a shrub, but it

sometimes reaches the height of fifteen feet. In the
early spring the slender branches are com-
pletely covered with small, bright yellow
flowers, which appear before the foliage.
The compact clusters of blossoms extend
the whole length of the branches and give
the bush a very striking appearance. Being
one of our earliest bloomers, it is very de-
sirable for ornamental planting

;
later it

has showy red fruit.

Peaches are most generally prized by us
for their fruit-bearing qualities, but there
are some double-flowering varieties culti-

vated for ornamental purposes that are very
beautiful. Some of these produce large
double white flowers in great profusion
about the usual time of peach flowering;
others have rich rose-colored blossoms.
Prunus Davidiana is one of the most

beautiful of the double-flowering peaches.
It is of Chinese origin, though found later

in Japan and some other oriental countries.
It was first brought to the especial atten-

tion of botanists by Abbe David, from
whom it takes its name. The tree resem-
bles the common peach in habit of growth,
though the leaves are smaller and the
branches slender and willow-like. The
flowers appear very early, much in advance
of the common peach, and even before the
native shadbush. The blossoms are pink
and white, double, and slightly fragrant.

They are borne in the greatest possible
profusion on branches of the previous
season’s growth. The tree is perfectly

hardy here in Rochester, N. Y., and when
in bloom is a most 'attractive sight, blos-

soming as it does in the very earliest spring-
time when all other trees are bare and
leafless. When better known it is certain

to become a favorite.

The plums, too, have some very desir-

able early-blooming, ornamental varieties.

Prunus triloba, a Chinese shrub, w’ith

three-lobed leaves and somewhat spreading
branches, is much admired. It adapts itself

both to northern and southern climates and
will flourish in almost any soil and situa-

tion. It grows from four to six feet hgli,

with numerous slender branches, which,
in early spring, before the foliage appears,

are completely covered from end to end
with double, light pink blossoms about an
inch across.

B- most people the cherries are ranked
am .ng fruit trees, rather than among the
or.amental trees and shrubs. In nearly all

the species the flowers are single, while, and borne in
early spriug. In some of the more recently introduced
Asiatic forms, however, the flowers are double and
rose-colored or pink. It is largely through these var-
ieties that the cherries have become better known and
valuable for ornamental plauting. All cherry blossoms
are beautiful, and these Asiatic varieties are particu-
larly so.

Prunus sinensis flora plena is one of the finest dou-
ble-floweriug species. The tree is a native of China
and grows to a height of twenty to twenty-five feet, in
good form. It is perfectly hardy here in Rochester,
where some fine specimens are growing. The large
white flowers, resembling miniature roses, appear in
great numbers along the stems and branches. A tree
twenty-five feet tall covered with these masses of
blooms is a magnificent sight.
A number of fine varieties of these ornamental cher-

ries have come from Japan. Some have double and
others single blossoms; some are pure white and others
light pink deepening to a rosy blush. Some of the dou-
ble varieties have blossoms measuring two inches or
more in diameter. The double white and the double
pink varieties planted together make charming groups.
It is not surprising that the finest ornamental cherries
have come from Japan, for no other people take such
interest in cherry culture as the Japanese. Of all flow-
ers these are esteemed by them the most beautiful,
and they celebrate their blooming with the greatest
enthusiasm. All classes of society, the rich and the
poor, the old and the young are enthusiastic admirers
of the cherry flowers. The trees are planted in groups
in the parks and the temple groves, and along the
principal streets and roads. They are grown singly
and in clusters in the gardnes, and dwarfed and grown
in pots.

The trees bloom during the balmy month of April

.

The people collect in gayly dressed throngs under the

pink cloudsof thecherry blossoms and give themselves
up to merrymaking. In Tokio, a street called Moko-
jima and Ueno Park are especially noted for the beauty
of their cherry trees, and on pleasant days these places
are visited by tens of thousands of people bent solely
on enjoyment. All classes and ages mingle here in
holiday attire, a good-natured and orderly throng,
perhaps the happiest gathering that the world ever sees,
for they have banished care and think only of the
beauty of the cherry blossoms and the enjoyment of
the present moment.
The cherry blossoms also usher in a series of private

festivals, which high officials and those who enjoy the
possession of cherry groves give to their friends. Even
his Imperial Majesty, the Mikado, issues a mandate to
the effect that on a certain day, if it does not rain, he
and the empress will give a cherry-blossom festival in
one of the imperial parks. Targe, handsome cards in-
viting the guests are issued several days beforehand.
The guests comprise all high officials of the govern-
ment down to a certain rank; the diplomatic corps;
foreign employees of the governmental the capital who
receive a salary of 300 yen or more per month; high
officers of the army and navy ; and representative offi-

cers of foreign war vessels which happen to be in Yok-
ohama harbor at the time.

All this in honor of the blooming of the cherry trees.
It makes some of us Americans envy the Japanese the
life which enables all tliepopulation of a city to lay
care and w’ork aside and flock to the gardens and parks
and enjoy the beauties of nature. As a people, we
Americans are so practical, so given up to the pursuit
of wealth, that we have almost entirely neglected the
cultivation of a love for the beautiful. But there are
some true nature lovers in every community, and
the leaven is working, for in our own city the an-
nouncement that the lilacs are in bloom is sufficient
to bring thousands of visitors to our favorite park, and

even our trolley companies are taking ad-
vantage of the spirit and advertising the
beauties of their suburban lines which run
through some of the noted orchard regions
of western New York. And truly anything
more beautiful than an apple orchard in
full bloom, or more exquisite than the in-
dividual blossoms cannot be conceived.
Every city dweller should take a trip out
into the country in apple-blooming time,
and those who are so fortunate as to have
a home with surrounding orchards should
be truly thankful that their lines are cast
in such pleasant places. And, possibly,
before many generations, we may come to
have a love of beauty and simplicity equal
to that of the Japanese, and have our festi-

vals of flowers.

How She Entertained One Busy
Afternoon

By Ethel L. McLeod

It was a beautiful afternoon in early
summer, that Mrs. Ashleigh came in just
as her friend, Mrs. Barclay, was putting
on her bonnet aud gloves, preparatory to
going out to the flower garden.
“Just come on,” said Mrs. Barclay. “I

have been so busy all week that I promised
myself an hour or so among my flowers,
aud they certainly need me. You can sit

in the shade near me, and I can talk as I
work.”
“That suits me well,” answered Mrs.

Ashleigh, “for I believe every one needs
more out-door air any way. If I could
only have flowers like you” she continued,
wistfully, “I would think time well spent
amoug them. You seem to have such good
luck. I know I try to make mine grow, I

water them every day.”
“Perhaps you water them too much,”

suggested Mrs. Barclay.
“Too much?” asked her friend, in as-

tonishment. ‘
‘ I did not know you could

water them too much.”
“Yes, indeed, you can. Now I find this

a very useful watering can,” laughingly
said Mrs. Barclay.
“Watering can! I would call that a hoe,

aud you are going among them just as if

they were beaus and cabbage.”
Exactly, and if you stir the soil occa-

sionally and keep the weeds out, just as
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Among Her Flowers

you do your more homely plant
friends, beans, corn and cabbage,
they will not take much more water
than vegetable plants do, and when
you do water, don't take a gallon
of water and sprinkle half an acre,

but pour on a good sized bucketful
toward evening when the sun is

not shining on them. Soak them
well and as soon as the top dries,

stir them a little so the ground will

not bake.”
‘‘Just look how you have broken

that beautiful geranium,” ex-
claimed Mrs. Aslileigh. ‘‘Almost
all the great limbs off of it.”

“Yes,” said Mrs. Barclay, ‘‘if

you will notice they get long and
leggy if they are not trimmed
back. In a few days these new
shoots will be almost covered with
bloom, and I don’t trim all at once,
but here aud there, so it will not
be so noticeable. See! you can
hardly tell it, and yet just look
how much I took off. When I was
a little girl, an old lady often came
to our house who used to say, wheu
she especially admired any flower,

that she thought it needed pulling
off, and whenever I see a geranium
long and spindling, with an occa-
sional green leaf, and a poor spec-

imen of a blossom on the tips, I,

too, feel as if it needs pulling off.

You must remember, too, not to

crowd them. Often after they get
well started, one has to thin them
out. Spasmodic attention does not meet with much
success either, but eternal vigilance; that is, notice
them a little each day, just at odd moments, and you
will never miss the time, for they will attract your
attention and refresh you for less pleasant duties.”

‘‘I believe I understand you” answered Mrs. Ash-
leigh. ‘‘Just use a little judgment and sprinkle with
common sense.”

‘‘That’s the gist of it” she assented.
‘‘All right: I think I will try again, although I

had become somewhat discouraged, I certainly have
enjoyed my ‘ kinder garden’ exercise this afternoon
and my call has proven profitable as well as pleasant.”

A Few Hints on Roses
By Emma Johnson

A rose garden must have shelter but must not have
shade. If it can not hive sunshine ali day, choose a
place where it can have it in the morning rather than
in the atfernoou. It is well also to have it slightly
sheltered by a hedge or clump of shrubbery, and slightly
sloping surface is better than a dead level. A sharp
slope is better terraced. The steps of the terraces are
excellent places for many of the climbing and creep-
ing roses. The best soil in which to raise roses is a
r’ch clay loam, mellow and well drained, and naturally
under-drained for roses do not like wet feet. So if

the sub-soil is a hard clay, some sort of under drain-
ing is imperative. Hybrid perpetuals thrive best in a

rather heavy soil mixed with one-half of rotten manure.
Teas and their Hybrids like earth, something lighter,

and rather prefer warm feeding and also quite a little

sand. But shifting dirtv sand is death to roses of all

kinds, although June roses and wildroses will grow
anywhere that a thistle can thrive. Planting time is

a matter of meridians. Below the thirty-fifth parallel,

the best season is from September to December, and
above that line they do best between mid-April and
mid-June. Either in spring or 'fall planting remove
the top soil if it is poor and cold. See whether the
bed needs to be underlaid with a foot of broken stone.
Of course that all depends on the soil. If it is porous
and easily spaded up you can spade it all over and let

it remain. But if at the least provocation it grows
oozy why take at least a foot of it away and replace it

with pieces of crocks and broken stones. Now put in
the top soil mixed with its own bulk of rotten manure.
Cow manure is the best; next the refuse of pig pens
and hen houses, but use the last named a little spar-
ingly, because it is stronger than others. But if it is

composted with fallen leaves it makes the best kind of
a fertilizer. It must stand for some time and be
spaded over three or four times. Finish your bed with
about six inches of rich new soil

;
one-third of loam,

one third of leaf mold, and one-third of rotten manure
is a good combination. Pile it slightly in the middle
of the bed, and leave the edges an inch lower than the
turf around it and when the roses are set out they will
be insured against drought and puddling.

A Bed of Sweet Williams

By L. Eugenie Williams

A bed of Sweet Williams is ‘‘a

thing of beauty” and hence ‘‘a

joy forever.” To secure this per-

petual pleasure one must begin
right.

First, the ground for sowing the
seed must be spaded and hoed and
mellowed and mellowed with good
dressing worked in. And the second
requisite is good seed.

Given these conditions, if poor
results follow, it must be the fault

of the gardener, be he amateur or
professional.

I marked off a generous space of

a good sized flower bed and pre-
pared the soil as described. I sowed
the seed in early summer, although
as late as August will give a good
start the first year. Sow the seed
quite thickly all over or in drills.

I prefer the latter. It will germin-
ate quite quickly in the warm,
well-stirred soil.

I have at this writing (April)

rows of fine plants from last sum-
mer’s (June) sowing. They are
green and strong but were protected
through cold weather, otherwise
would probably have been winter-
killed in our New England climate.

I have removed a portion of the
covering aud as soon as the sun
shines warm and bright and the air

grows mild, I shall wholly uncover, giving them free

chance to grow. The covering should be light litter

rather than heavy dressing, as the Sweet William is

really quite hardy and will resent too much coddling.
They do not need nursing like many seedlings but

grow right along and early in the second summer after
sowing begin to bud aud bloom in fine, stiff clusters,
rich and varied in coloring.
The Sweet William is an old-fashioned flower. It

belongs to grandmother’s garden, yet the modern florist

may share it. The largest, loveliest garden for miles
in circuit near my home recently made Sweet Williams
a specialty. Aud oh, weren’t they beauties, when they
began to bloom. Everybody that saw them wanted
Sweet Williams. Everybody meant to have some ‘‘next
year.”
From deepest, velvety garnet, almost black, to clear,

pure white the colors ranged. Nothing the garden
held that year received the admiration given the Sweet
Williams, and when a generous quantity of the seed
was bestowed upon me, I set about studying their
habits resolving I would cultivate them. The Sweet
William is among the easiest flowers to grow from
seed, useful in bouquets, distinct, hardy, and unique.
Start out for a bed. You will not regret it.

Great men may be, as Dr. Smiles says, ‘‘exceptional
men,” but not one has ever been an exception to the
rule, ‘‘There is no excellence without great labor.”

Four Gems
By Alonzo Rice

The King’s Sword

“The blade’s too short,’’ the craven guard replied.

The king’s son started forward, bold and bluff ;

“No sword’s too short for one who’s brave,” he

cried;

“Advance one step, ’twill then be long enough!”

Contentment

A gift the roses wished at early dawn,

And thorns were given them and then they

cried ;

They wept until they saw the feeding fawn

Devour defenseless lilies by their side !

Flowers and Fruit

We love but seldom that which is not fair

As well as good ; and so our taste to suit.

Dame Nature always puts a blossom there,

Before she does the fruit

!

Home

No cumbrance of unmeaning lands be mine.

Just the enchantment of that wilding place.

And sown by random winds with leaf and vine.

Where I may see at eventide her face !

By Frank W. Howe

Broken threads are in the weaving

Of the fateful loom of life ;

Broken hearts are sad with grieving.

Pain with mystery is rife.

Broken hopes uplift the building

Of the chastened hall of love ;

Broken lives, perchance, the gilding

Of its vaulted dome above.

So the thread must oft be broken

Ere the pattern be complete.

And the heart-quake finds its token

In the bitter fount made sweet.

But the Builder joins the pieces.

In his work of finished grace.

We shall see, when darkness ceases.

Broken lives have found their place.
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THE WAY ONE WOMAN WON
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such spare time as is not taken up by their household dudes. In fact,

' many such requests have come as to lead us seriously to consider the

’
lily of adding a time-saving, money-making department, ask-

’—s to contribute to it such suggestions as may have .come

ervation -such plans as they may know to have been

:css. As an experiment'in this line we have asked Miss

i, whose success as a teacher of dressmaking is a matter

te, to give our readers the benefit of how she "got her

a rule, those who have attained any marked degree of suc-

Jly where it has been gained somewhat out of the beaten

usly guard the secret of their success as a miser guards his

their stock in trade—their capital stock. Not so with Miss

When once our representative secured an audience with her

very busy woman—her only comment on this point was, "If

rehearsal of my modest work thus far will prove of any value

inspiration or direct suggestion to your large family of women

readers, I am quite sure they are welcome to it, and if anything I may

say will be helpful to these who are ambitious and striving to better

their condition in life, I shall feel amply repaid."

THERE is really nothing about tuy work
but what any ambitious woman of aver-
age intelligence, fair education, and suf-

ficient ambition, pluck, and capacity for work
can duplicate. Yes, I must confess that I have
always been accredited with having more or less

of a natural talent for dressmaking, but I don’t
think that is at all essential to a woman’s suc-

cess in doing all the sewing for her
family, and home community as

well, for that matter. Certainly a

‘knack’ at the trade and being, as

we say, ‘handy with the needle’ is

decidedly to one’s advantage. But
what woman has not instinctively a

tendency to a greater or less extent

in this direction? Of course, the

‘know how’ is necessary, without
which, natural talent, a love for the

work, ambition, perseverance and
all that, cannot of themselves alone
bring success. A certain amount
of technical knowledge and training

is necessary, and the wise will put

Miss Pearl Merwin

forth every possible effort to acquire it. lions, as any other tendency implanted by

“About that time I was brought, by the loss

of a parent, face to face with the stern reali-

ties of life. I then found it necessary to cast

about for an honorable means of livelihood.
I had had no opportunity of either receiving
instruction or apprenticeship in dressmaking.
What little I knew about it was only that
which I had managed to ‘pick up’ by obser-
vation. How could I use my natural talent to

the best advantage to bring in the largestand
most immediate returns? I knew I could not
expect the wealthy to trust their costly gowns
to me. After trying many other plans, I

struck on the following, which proved to be
the turning point in my life.

“I knew’ I could do one thing and do it

well—make children’s clothing. Living at

that time in a small city, I put an announce-
ment in one of the papers that I would re-

ceive sewing for children. The response was
slow at first, until the work began to speak
for itself. The public school became my
best advertising field. Mothers became inter-

ested because their children made them so.

What mother has not a natural pride in her
girls and desires not to see them at least as
well dressed, if not a bit better, than their

playmates? What mother’s heart can refuse to

respond to the plea so often heard, ‘Mamma,
I wish I could have pretty dresses like the

other girls?’ And what motherwill
not make every sacrifice possible,
oftentimes even depriving herself

of actual necessities, togratify this

natural craving—the first evidence
of approaching young womanhood ?

I use the term ‘ natural craving’
advisedly because we women all

know that the desire to appear to

the best advantage at all times and
places is just as natural as any
other trait of the feminine heart
and that it begins to manifest itself

very early in life, and that it is

as much our duty to recognize and
cultivate it, within proper limita-

the Creator, within our being.

Arc Dressmakers Natural Born Making Children’s Clothing

“
‘ Poets are born, not made.’ But how about dressmakers? .So are they, and

natural-born at that, or most of them, I think. The trouble is, I fear, we are prone

to give this matter of natural -boruness undue prominence in accounting for our

success or failure. I think it is too much harped upon—too often blamed for fail-

ure, whereas lack of equipment, energy, and effort on our part are more often the

cause. Every woman is by nature endowed with certain characteristic tastes—

a

sense of the proper fitness of things which, enables her to discern and know at a

glance such things as harmony of color and outline as applied to dress. The on.v

difference among us is in the degree to which we are graced by nature with this

feminine faculty.
“I know there are so-called ‘ natural-born’ dressmakers—women who are natively

possessed of this quality to a very marked degree. But I also know that the major-

ity of us are capable of learning much more tliau natural instinct alone teaches us.

I am iurther persuaded by general observation and personal acquaintance that the

greater part of the knowledge that most dressmakers possess is acquired knowledge
rather than mother-wit. The wild rose is natural born but it cannot compare in

form and color with the American Beauty, which is a cultivated rose. Helen Keller

was a natural born mute—blind, deaf, and dumb,—but by proper training and effort

became a brilliant and accomplished lady, beautiful of soul and feature.

“Nature has done her part for us. The question is, will we do our part and assist

nature by improving on ourselves. Genius is nothing more than energy intensified

and honest effort properly trained in the right direction. In a word—the native

talent which we possess spells success if rightly directed in the proper channels.

A Humble Beginning

“How did I settle upon dressmaking as my life work? As I glance back it seems
to have been the most natural thing imaginable. It is much like the case of the

boy who whistled in school, and when called to task by his teacher for his inno-

cent indiscretion, in perfect honesty stammered out, ‘No,—no, ma’am, I,—I never
whistled. It,— it just whistled itself.’ I don’t think I could have done anything else

finite so successfully had I tried, although I might have done as well in some other
line of work. The fact is I demonstrated the truth of the statement, at ieast to my
own satisfaction, that it is best to follow one’s natural inclination in learning a pro-

fession. I do not think I could have let dressmaking entirely alone had I wanted
to do so, and in this work I think I have found my professional ‘affinity’ and
would not be happy at anything else.

“From childhood I always aspired to become a finished and artistic dressmaker.
As a girl in school all the studies which underlie the science and art of dressmak-
ing, such as drawing, designing, color, and observation work, had a deep fascina-

tion for me. While still a young girl at home the responsibility of making my
younger sisters’ and brothers’ clothing fell to me. How I delighted in designing
and drafting little patterns for them, and how careful I was that ever)’ stitch should
be in the right place and that each garment should fit as well as if it were for a
grown person!

“The surprising thing of it all to me was the prevalent inability on the part of

mothers, especially young mothers, to make their own children’s clothing, at least,

to make them tastily. And so the work began to pile in upon me until I had to

secure help to do the plain sewing, giving all my time to designing and man-
agement. In a short time I had an established business. My success with chil-

dren’s clothing brought the adult and fancy trade which I knew I was not then

equipped to handle. I found that I must prepare myself, as the way seemed to be

opening up for the realization of my early ambitions.

“I commenced at once a scientific study of the various systems of dressmaking.

All of these I thoroughly mastered with the result that I have probably studied

more systems than any other one dressmaker. I have found a great lack of uni-

formity as to system among dressmakers. I do not believe there is another trade

or profession in which there is so much confusion and so little conformity to any

one plan as in dressmaking.
“Every dressmaker has ‘her own way’ of doing things, and there are too often no

two alike in the same establishment. Every day I receive letters from good dress-

makers who have experienced the embarrassment of being told they know little

about certain points in dressmaking when entering a new position, simply because

they did not happen to use the same methods their new employer did. Dressmak-

ers have long been agreed that there should be a universal system. Such a system

must be at once rational, practical, simple, and easily adapted to fashion changes.

'“With this idea in mind I called into consultation some of the most widely

known dressmakers. Using only the best elements of all the old systems, I struck

out on entirely new and original lines, and the reception being accorded, the pro-

duct of my labors is surpassing my most sanguine hopes. Indeed, so enthusiasti-

cally is this system being received tliat it has already been introduced into the do-

mestic science departments of a number of leading industrial schools of the country

and bids fair to become the one recognized and universal system of America—hence
its name.”

An Essential Part of Every Woman’s Education

“And since dressmaking has been classified into science the thinking and ambi-

tious woman is no longer content with the knowledge ‘just picked up.’ .She

aspires to the ability to make or direct the making of her wardrobe. The indus-

trial schools are recognizing this fact and are giving this important subject a prom-

inent place in their departments of Domestic Science

“Although she is one who obviously does not have to do so, it is asid that Mrs.

Victor Howard Metcalf, w ife of the Secretary of the Navy, can make her own gowns,

and she has the reputation of being one of the best dressed women in Washington

society. She believes in a wide scope for women’s work but thinks the beginning

should be in the home. Though one may be ever so favorably environed now’, she

never knows when she may be thrown upon her own resources. The history of

society is a continuous recital of instances where women are compelled suddenly

and unexpectedy to earn their own living.
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[ANY women nowadays are earning $100 a week $5,000 a year—by dressmaking. One woman, the head designer in Chicago’s largest retail dry goods house, earns $10,000
a year. Salaries of $25.00 to $50.00 a week are common. Graduate dressmakers are wanted right now in many good towns and cities. Never before has there been such

a demand for competent designers. We teach you by mail and put you in a position to command the largest salary of any woman in your locality, or you can start in business
for yourself. Become a Graduate Dressmaker. The regular diploma of this College is issued to all who complete this course of lessons. The American System requires
no charts, no patterns, no mechanical devices of any kind. It is most thorough and complete in every detail, and yet so simple and easy that a child can master it. These lessons will
teach you how to Design, Draft, Cut, Fit, Make, Drape and Trim any garment from the simplest apron to the most elaborate evening gown. This study will not interfere with
your regular duties. This College is endorsed by all high-grade fashion Journals—McCall s. Pictorial Review, Housekeeper, Harper’s Bazar, Paris Modes, Ladies’ World, Etc.

MAKE YOUR OWN CLOTHES
SAVE MONEY by drafting you own patterns,

doing your own sewing, and enable yourself

to dress far better at one-third the usual cost.

SAVE TIME and the worry of having to

wait on dressmakers in the busy season of each
year.

WHAT ARE THESE LESSONS WORTH?
OUR STUDENTS SAY IN RECENT LETTERS: "I would not exchange the

knowledge 1 have gained for double its cost.” "I wo.uld not lake $50 for what I have
learned.” "I have made 25 waists (6 silk ones)—all perfect fits.” "I just saved the
price of my course by making my own silk dress.” ”1 have saved a large dressmaker’s
bill by doing my own sewing. The knowledge gained from these lessons is enabling
me to help my husband pay for our new home.” "1 would not sell this system for $100.”

THE CHILDREN’S DRESSES
Every mother wants her children to be we

dressed. Many are not able to have the sewing
done by a capable garment maker, and the ready
made garments are far from satsfactory. Our
system thoroughly covers the subject of design-

ing, cutting and fitting children’s clothing.

THE AUTHOR OF THIS COURSE
Our readers will be interested to learn of the signal success of a western woman who

had the initiative to test a new and somewhat unique idea—teaching dressmaking by corres-
pondence. Only a few years ago. Miss Pearl Merwin, now supervisor of the American
College of Dressmaking, was modestly but successfully, doing such sewing as came to her
from her friends, as a natural result of the merits of her work. A college-bred woman her-
self, she conceived the idea of putting her knowledge and experience into the hands of
those less favored, by crystalizing it into a series of lessons which could easily and suc-

ully be taught by mail. She commenced advertising in a small way, until the practic-
ability of the idea was fully demonstrated. Her advertising may now be seen in all of the
leading magazines. She has over 5,000 students and graduates throughout the country,
and the product of her pen is widely sought. She is a striking example of the new woman

not, however, of the mannish sort—who has "come up out of
the ranks largely by her own efforts, and that by confining her
work wholly within the generally conceded province of feminine
endeavor.—Clipped from the December, 1907, issue of
Human Life, published at Boston, Mass.

A SUCCESSFUL GRADUATE'S OPINION
MISS PEARL MERWIN, Supervisor, Kansas City, Mo., Jan. 15, 1908.

American College of Dressmaking, Kansas City, Mo.
My Dear Miss Merwin:— I wish to add to your list of testimony my word of commend-

ation of the merits of your course in dressmaking. I have tried a number of chart systems
but I find your independent proportion system the best I have ever seen. I have laid asid
all my others and use yours exclusively since learning it. I think your course the best value
for ihe money of anything of its kind that has ever come to my notice. The American Sys-
tern has meant much to me in my own work, to say nothing of the fact that it has opened
up for me the best position I have ever held. I feel too, that I must say a good word for the
Personal attention you gave every detail of my work. 1 have studied dressmaking in res-
ident schools, and my experience convinces me that your method is far superiour. I con'
sider my enrolling with you one of the happiest and most fortu-

nate steps of my life. Wishing you the abundant and continued
success, which your good work deserves, I am

Your grateful student,

1737 Washington Street. MRS. E. L. STIRLEN.

This Book will be sent to you FREE. At an expense of hundreds of dollars this College has published 50,000 of these
copy- righted books to advertise the AMERICAN SYSTEM OF DRESSMAKING, and—while they last—will send you a

copy FREE. Write for it today. One copy only to each woman.

American College of Dressmaking, U. S. A.
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[Flowers

$35 in a Single Week
has been earned by one woman with yard and
garden flowers. $5 to $25 a week can easily be
earned by any one living within 20 milts of a large

town. Why not be more successful with your flow-

ers and at the same time earn money with them?
You can easily learn how. In my course,

Success With Flowers
for Pleasure and Profit, three practical and expert

growers give their latest and nest methods of earn-

ing money with flowers, l ;or only a 2-ccnt stamp,

I will gladly send my plan to help you. and a

packet of my new Giant l’remo Aster, worth 15 cts.

MRS. A. FACKLER
Box 633 Linglestown, Pa.

Write nic today. Last year many said: “If
only I had written to you earlier 1

” *

$5?-°U25°°wte

gle Wheel
Hoe, Hill and
Drill Seeder,
shown here.
Is the most
complete

tool made. 1908
oatalog free.

BETTER WORK
LESS LABOR

Twotbings much desired by every
farmer. Two things you’re sure
to get in Iron Age Imple-
ments. For over 70 years they
have been recognized the lead- <

era because they do bet
ter work, do it easier,
do more of it, and
thus save hired
help. Excep-
tionally well
made — dur
able. Our __
No.fiOom- 1
hined
Double ^
and
Sin-

Grow Mushrooms
For Big and Quick Profits.

I can give practical instructions

worth many dollars to you. No matter
what your occupation is or where
located, get a thorough knowledge
of this paying business. Particulars

free. JACKSON MUSHROOM FARM,
SS48 N. Western Ave., B-36, Chicago

ME
„ The Three New
Baby Ramblers, red, pink, white
The only hardy continuous bloom-
ers. Grand bedders. Regular price
$1.50. We mail the 3 for25centa just

to get acquainted and throw in a Crimson
Rambler. 4 splendid roses for 25 cents,
with Catalog. BINGHAMTON SEED CO.

112 Court St. Binghamton, N. Y. ^

BERRY PLANTS
We are headquarters for plants
of the new “Oswego” strawberry
and 50 other best new and old
varieties. Also the “Plum
Farmer” raspberry and other
desirable kinds of Raspberries,
Blackberries and other Fruit

Plants, etc. 24 years experience.
Highest awards at World’s Fair. We
invite correspondence. Catalog free.

L. J. Farmer, Box 820* Pulaski, N. T.

Freight Paid, Per 100
Free from disease; all

,
fumigated before ship-

w ping—Apple, Peach, Plum,
Pear, Cherry, Carolina Pop-

lar. Order here. Catalog Free.

RELIANCE NURSERY CO.,
Y, Geneva, N. Y.

Prints Your Name.»sSi 20c

110 VARIETIES
STRAWBERRIES

j

If you want Strawberry Plants
the best, strongest, most vigor-
ous and most prolific that can be
grown In a good, favored
strawberry climate, I am sell-

ing that Kind at reasonable
prices. Millions of them packed
to carry anywhere. Also other
small fruit plants and special
Seeds. My Free Catalogue tells

about them and gives the price.

If Interested, write for it today.
Address

W. F. ALLEN
63 Market SL Salisbury, Md.

Select Styles For The Coming Months

or with Name, town and state on, *5c.
PERKINS RUBBERSTAMP CO. P-‘i,Hew U»Ten,Conn.

One of the best patterns for a Ladies’

knock about skirt, is 2280. It is a fifteen-

gored model, with an inverted box-plait
at the centre-back seam, and side plaits

below the hips at other seams. It is an
excellent model for

serge, cheviot, tweed
or mixed tailor-snit-

ing. If made in any
of these materials the
trimming should
consist of straps made
of silk, or bias pieces
of the material orna-
mented with small
loops of braid, and
either black or fancy
buttons. This trim-
ming may be de-
veloped from wide
mohair braid if de-
sired, or omitted en-

tirely, according to taste. The side

plaits in the front are stitched in such a

manner as form a box plait, and the

model falls in pretty folds around the

foot. It also develops well in voile,

cashmere or mohair, and is very stylish

in cut and outline. For 26 waist the

skirt made of material with nap, requires

12 'A yards 20 inches wide, 6X yards 36
inches wide, 5% yards 42 inches wide, or

4X yards 54 inches wide ;
without nap it

needs 11X yards 20 inches wide, 6 yards

36 inches wide, 5^ yards 42 inches wide,
or yards 54 inches wide; iX yards ot

silk 20 inches wide for straps. Width of

lower edge about 5X yards. The pattern

2280 comes in sizes 22, 24, 26, 28, 30, 32

and 34 inches, waist measure.

A stylish and most jaunty little coat,

which may be developed in any material,

and which would be most appropriate to

wear with above mentioned skirt, is 2267.

It is a semi-fitting model in three-quarter

length and looks particularly well in

Venetian cloth, serge, mohair, Panama,
covert or granite cloth. The revers,

fronts, lower edge, pockets and turn-back

cuffs are bound
with black silk

braid, and the col-

lar is faced with
waterproof black
silk or velvet, ac-

cording to taste.

These sepa rate
coats are very pop-
ular Ibis season
made up in dark
blue serge, the
edges being bound
with black or self-

colored braid, and
are worn with skirts

of all descriptions,

from those of heavy
cloth to those of

white linen or

pique. For 36 bust
the coat requires 5 yards ot materials 20

inches wide, 2X yards 36 inches wide,

2 y% yards 42 inches wide, or yards 54
inches wide; X yard of velvet 20 inches
wide (cut bias) to cover collar and 4 3X
yards of braid to trim. The pattern 2267

is in 6 sizes, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40 and 42

inches, bust measure.

A11 attractive shirt-waist for everyday
wear, and one that is adaptable to any of

the striped French or Viyella flannels,

chambray, linen, pique, madras, cotton

voile, victoria or Persian lawn, mercerized
taffetas, or any of the

thin wash silks is the

tailor-made m o d e 1

2287. It is particularly

adaptable to the broad
shouldered figures.

The three shaped tucks
tapering towards the
waistline give the re-

quired fullness to the

front and back and the

shaped tab-like por-

tions are held in place

Ixy flat pearl buttons,

which also fasten the

waist down the centre-

front. The full sleeves

are gathered i u t o

straight cuffs held in

place by button and buttonholes. For 36

bust the shirt-waist requires 45s yards of

material 20 inches wide, 3 '/z yards 27

inches wide, 2^ yards 36 inches wide,

or 2X yards 42 inches wide. The pattern

2287 is in 6 sizes, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40 and
42 inches, bust measure.

A pretty shirt-waist for a young girl,

and one that will be copied extensively
during the coming Summer, is developed
in lilac and white checked cotton voile.

A group of narrow tucks, either side of

the centre box-plait closing, stitched to

almost the bust line

give the required
full ness to the
frontandtheback is

plain with the ex-
ception of a X inch
tuck which extends
over the shoulders
and down the front.

The neck is finish-

ed by a high turn-

down white linen
collar, and if this

was embroidered
in lilac dots the
effect would be
very dainty. The
tucked turn-back cuffs either side of the

box-plaited closing are finished with nar-

row fluted ruffles of the material, or of

plain lilac lawn. The model would also be
adaptable to any of the pretty light

colored lawns, handkerchief, or to tat-

fetas, surah, Pekin or rajah silks. For a

miss of 15 years the shirt-waist requires

3X yards of material 20 iuclies wide, 3X
yards 27 inches wide, 2 '/$ yards 36 inches
wide, or 2 yards 42 inches wide; as il-

lustrated X yard of linen 27 inches wide
for collar, and X yard of material 20

inches wide, X yard 27 inches wide or X
yard 36 or 42 inches wide, extra, for fluted

ruffles. The pattern 2250 is in 3 sizes 13,

15 and 17 years.

Children’s dresses have changed very
little either in cut or outline since last

season and two of the most popular models
for the growing girl are the one-piece

Russian blouse and the ever-popular

jumper frocks worn with a guimpe of

lawn, batiste or silk. All of the best

features of the latter style are combined
in the attractive and useful design of the

girl's frock 1923. It is

adaptable to Panama
cloth, serge, mohair,
challis, and of the plain

colored or figured
dimities, ebambrays or

cotton voiles, and to

linen and victoria
lawn. The slashing
over the shoulders, as

well as the V shaped
effect to the front,
combine to give the
large arm-hole aspect
to the pinafore portion,

and also the appearance
of the two being but-
toned together on the
shoulder. The full gathered skirt is

joined to the waist, under a narrow belt

of the material embroidered by hand, or

an insertion of blind embroidery may be
used, similiar insertion trimming the skirt

above the hem. The simple little guimpe
is of dimity or fine lawn, the collar and
narrow cuffs being of one or two bands of

narrow embroidery insertion. For a girl

of 10 years the dress requires 4X yards of

material 20 inches wide, 2X yards 36
inches wide, or 2X yards 42 inches wide,
the guimpe needs 3X yards 18 inches
wide, or 1% yards 36 inches wide, with

4X yards of insertion to trim. The pat-

tern 1923 is in 4 sizes, 6, 8, 10 aud 12 years.

Beautify your home at our expense.
You may easily do so by taking advant-
age of our Rose offer on the inside of

of the front corner.

SPECIAL OFFER
We will mail patterns shown in this issue, to

any address for only 10 cents each or three for

twenty-five cents. The regular retail prices

range from 25 to 40 cents. The Patterns are all

of the latest New York models and are unequal-

ed for style, accuracy of fit, simplicity aud econ-

omy. With each is given full descriptions aud

directions—quantity of materials required, the

number and names of the different pieces in the

pattern, with a picture of the garment to go by.

Be sure to give sizes desired.

Vick Publishing Co., Dept. X, Dausville, N. V

Suits $7.50 Up

Skirts $3.75 Up
Ulan -Tailored To Your Measure

We save you one-half and over
on all suits, skirts and coats. Our
fine suits and skirts, all man-
tailored and of latest domestic
and imported weaves, in finest
colors, are the most fashionable
and stylish advance spring models
shown in Chicago and New York.
Our garments are all made to
your order, a perfect fit

guaranteed or your money
back. We use only warranted
fabrics and reliable materials,
and give you the finest garments
to your individual figure that
high priced man tailors can
make and sell to you by our
plan for less than you can buy
a ready made garment of in-
ferior quality of any dealer.

Newest 1908 Styles.
Perfeot Fit

Guaranteed.
Catalogue ond Samplea Free.
No other concern in America

can compare with us in prices,
quality, and perfect fitting gar-
ments. We ship anywhere and
pay all express charges. You run
no risk Don't buy clothes any-
where until you have our big
Spring catalogue. It is full of
the greatest bargains ever off-

ered and illustrates choicest
of over 200 spring styles of
suits, coats and skirts, and
will be sent you with our
beautiful samples, and
self measurement blank,
nil free. Send for them
today. You can't afford
to buy anywhere until
you have this book and
our samples.

CHICAGO SUIT COMPANY
135 Haddon Avenue, Chicago, Ills.

Music
Lessons Free

IN YOUR OWN HOME

A wonderful offer to every lover of music, whether
a beginner or an advanced player.

Ninety-six lessons (or a less number if you desire)

for either Piano, Orgau, Yioliu, Guitar, Banjo, Cor-
net, Sight Singing, or Mandolin will be given free to

make our home study courses for these instruments
known in your locality. You will get one lesson

weekly, aud your only expense during the time you
take the lessons will be the cost of postage and the
music you use, which is small. Write at once. It will

meau much to you to get our free booklet. It will

place you under no obligation whatever to us if you
never write again. You and your friends should know
of this work. Huudreds of our people write: “Wish
I had known of your school before.” “Have learned

more in one term in my home with your weekly les-

sons than in three terms with private teachers, and at

a great deal less expense.” “Everything is so thorough
and complete.” “The lessons are marvels of simplic-

ity, and my 11-year-old boy lias not had the least

trouble to learn.” One minister writes : “As each suc-

eerling lesson comes 1 am more aud more fully per-

suaded I made no mistake in becoming your pupil.”

We have been established seveu years—have thou-

sands of pupils from eight years of age to seventy.

Don’t say you cannot learn music till you send for our
free booklet aud tuition offer. It will be sent by re-

turn mail free. Address U. S. 8CHOOL OF MUSIC,
Box V., 225 Fifth Ave., New York City.

GOOD
Pjano Tuners Earn $5 to

SI5 Per Day
We will teach you Piano Tun-

ing, Voicing, Regulating and
Repairing, quickly by personal
correspondence. New Tune-a-
Phone Method. Mechanical
aids. Diploma recognized by
highest authorities. School
chartered by the State. Write
for free illustrated catalogue.

HilesBryant School of PianoTuning
60 Music Hall. Battle Creek. Mich.

jEPAMTOR
HAVE YOU SEEN OUR LATEST IM-

PROVED 1 90S MODEL ECONOMY
CREAM SEPARATOR? Built on the
low down order, easy running, simple
beyond comparison. Skims to a trace.
The easiest running, closest skimmers,
strongest and by far the best cream
separators ever made. Prices so low
they scream for attention. Look In

1 one of our latest Big Catalogues for
cream separators. If you haven’t a
Big Book borrow your neighbor’s: other-
wise belore buying a cream separator
anywhere at any price, on a postal card
addressed to us simply say. “MAIL
ME YOUR LATEST AND GREATEST
CREAM SEPARATOR OFFER.” Address,

SEARS, ROEBUCK & CO., Chicago.

YOUR BUST
Developed 1?D 1T1T ?
Six Inches K JAlleJUt
The Secret FREE for a Beautiful Bust
and a Perfect Figure. Full infonnatioi
how to develop the bust 6 inches will
be sent yon free in plain sealed pack-

*

a?e. also new Beauty Book, photos
from life, and testimonials from many
prominent society ladies who have used
this safe, sure and rapid method. Write
today enclosing stamp. .

j
MUM CO. Oep. A22 , 79 Onrtorn St.Shlcigij
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THE MAN WITH THE HOE
Nearly a decade ago “The Man With

The Hoe” was decidedly in the lime-
light, following the first appearance of

Fdwin Markham’s great poem bearing
this name. Few short poems have occas-

ioned so great and so varied discussion
as did this one, and it is doubtful if any
other has served to arouse so much wide-
spread sympathy for the everyday and
every where-seen hand toiler. If its author
had written since or before nothing else

truly worth while, this one contribution
to literature would have given him a just

claim to a lasting fame. It was truly a

heart poem. It came from a heart puls-
ing with sincere love of mankind and it

went straight home to the great heart of

humanity. It has helped to make the
social, civic, and economic life of the
world since its publication more kindly,
more considerate, and more thoughtful
of human welfare. Thus to have set in

motion far extending waves of heart
sympathy that have subtracted somewhat
from the over-much of human misery
and added to the sum of human happi-
ness, is an achievement great, indeed.

THE MAN WITH THE RAKE
Of late years this ubiquitous person

has quite eclipsed his hard working pred-
ecessor, “The Man With the Hoe.”
While the last named has been working
full time all these years, his latter-day
rival is thought by many good people to

have been putting in overtime and con-
fining himself too much to one kind of

work. In fact so arduously has he been
thus engaged that most people have come
to the conclusion that, in the widespread
fields of social, civic, and economic life,

there is only one kind of rake that can
be used and that is

THE MUCK RAKE
Whatever we may think of the value

or utility of this instrument, two things
are certain and they are: that it has been
kept in constant use for several years
last past, and its keen edge seems yet to
be intact. That such use has resulted in
some good and some ill no fair minded
and intelligent man or woman will deny.
Just how much of either has resulted, it

will require not a few of the oncoming
years fully to prove. Such being the
case, Vick’s Magazine will not waste its

own and its readers’ time by engaging
in the controversy now waging between
the friends and foes of the muck raker to
determine whether he is doing more
good than harm in the world, nor will
this publication enter the ranks of the
muck raking magazines for the reasons:
that its editor does not enjoy that partic-

ular kind of work and that other activities
will result in greater good to our readers
and the general public, and for the fur-

ther reason that others have quite fully
preempted both the muck rake itself and
the field in which it may be useu. We
will therefore look around for some other
kind of a rake and see if we cannot use
it intelligently for the benefit of human
kind. The rake we purpose most to use
will be

THE GEM RAKE
This we will employ most industriously

in searching for the real jewels that lie

buried beneath the rubbish of sorclidness
that cumbers the earth, in removing that
rubbish, and in helping to extract from
the rich mine of human worth and bring-
ing to view the gems “of purest ray se-

rene” that might otherwise remain for-
everhidden. Never before in the world’s
history were so many really good things
being done as now by individuals, organ-
izations, institutions, and large business
concerns.

HUMAN WELFARE
In the laudable work of making known

the “glad tidings” of this latter-day
gospel of good deeds, Vick’s Magazine
hopes to be in the very front rank, and
earnestly seeks the hearty cooperation of

the half million readers it now has and
several times this number whom it hopes
to add to its rapidly growing army of
friends and subscribers.
The center of interest in all well di-

rected endeavor for the advancement of
Human Welfare is the home circle.
Hence that circle, its needs, and its

weal, will be constantly kept in view as
the true center from which all other ef-

forts for social betterment must radiate
and to which all such efforts should di-
rectly or indirectly relate. Truly
the home is the bulwark and buttress of
all that is truly hopeful, helpful, and
wholesome in our social, civic, and eco-
nomic life.

As editor and publishers we firmly be-
lieve the truth of these statements, viz

:

Our welfare is human welfare and human
welfare is our welfare, also that human
welfare is your welfare and your welfare
is human welfare,—that is to say in other
words, all who intelligently make human
welfare their chief concern will thereby
best insure their own welfare.
The editor would be most happy to re-

ceive letters from all readers hereof who
find themselves in harmony with the
platform and policy herein set forth, and
who would be glad to cooperate with this

magazine and its other readers in some
positive, progressive, and well consid-
ered concerted effort to promote the
common good of all. If interested, do
not put it off, but sit down and write us
at once what is in your mind and heart
on this important subject. Your sugges-
tions and ideas may prove immensely
valuable to the grand good cause of Hu-
man Welfare.

WELFARE NOTES
A hopeful sign of awakening interest

in the good cause of manual education is

the introduction in Congress of a most
excellent bill by Congressman C. R.
Davis, of Minnesota, providing for the
making of a sufficient appropriation from
the federal treasury as to make possible
the establishment of agricultural high
schools in all the states of the union.
Congressman Davis deserves most hearty
commendation not only for introducing
this bill, but also for pushing an active
campaign in its behalf. This proposition
should receive the enthusiastic support of
all who wish well for country, state and
people.

The New York Charity Organization
Society is doing a vast amount of good
work in the interest of human welfare
through its excellent Committee on The
Prevention of Tuberculosis. In a good
health number of Vick’s Magazine,
which will be published in the not-dis-
tant future, the splendid work of this
committee and of other similar organiza-
tions in battling against man’s dread en-
emy, the “white plague,” will be fully
described

The National Forest Service has
planned a series of scientific reseeding
experiments on several of the National
Forest Ranges next spring and summer
to determine under what conditions and
in what manner those portions of the
range which have been seriously damaged
by overgrazing may be restored to their
former productiveness. It is confidently
expected that these experiments will
prove of substantial financial benefit to
the herdsmen of the West.

;
SK IIS HOW WE
[Give this Chiffonier
R and over 1200 other nice things
" for the home with orders for

series—tea, coffee, baked pork and
is, rice, soaps, pure foods, extracts,

umes, etc. Send for Catalog tell-

“How the Housewife Can Fur-
l Her Home Without Cost” and
w the Housewife Can Save $10
7 few weeks.” A postaLjTill do,

The pages of our beautiful catalog are open for your
critical inspection.

After year9 of labor and expense we have produced a catalog showing true

colors, patterns and descriptive matter of many Shawknit styles.

We want all of our friends in every section of the country to have a copy at

our expense— so arranged and priced as to keep you thoroughly posted on

our famous, hand-finished products— men’s half-hose and children’s long

ribbed cotton stockings.

IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEND FOR THIS CATALOG TO-DAY— IT’S FREE

str
bei

Si

Cfv)p pSHZ illustrated herewith, isyie 4
^'particularly recom-

mended for its great wearing qualities.

It is a medium heavy weight cotton stock-

ing with fast black uppers and undyed
natural combed Egyptian double
sole. This style has filled a long-felt

want, combining style and comfort
without sacrificing either.

Price, 25 cts. per pair, or six pairs

in a neat box for $1.50. Transpor-
tation charges prepaid to any part of

the U. S. Sizes, 9 to llj inclusive.

If your dealer offers a sub-
stitute, order from us direct,
being sure to state size wanted.

Shawknit Socks are easy on the foot— ho aeami

Are “ true to their colors
” — never fade

Wear longest because— honest made

SHAW S'&'OCKSMG 25 Smith Lowollj IVS&SS*

We have more than 100.000 satisfied customers in more than 17,000 cities,
villages and towns in the United States who have each saved from $5 to
•40 by buying a Kalamazoo stove or range on

360 DAYS APPROVAL
direct from our factory at actual factory prices. No stove or range has
a higher reputation or gives better satisfaction. You run no
risk. You save all dealers’ profits. We pay the freight.

Send Postal For Catalog No. 318
and see list of towns where we have satisfied customers.

KaBamazoo Stove Company, Mfrs., Kalamazoo, Mich.
Oar patent oven thermometer makes baking

and roasting essy.

DESIGNS
TRADE-MARKS

AND COPYRIGHTS
OBTAINED

nPATENTS
ADVICE AS TO PATENTABILITY

• Notice in “Inventive Age”
• Book “How to obtain Patents”

Charges moderate. No fee till patent is secured. ,

Letters strictly confidential. Address,
E. G. SIGGERS. Box 9, N.u.Bidg, Washington, D. C. 1

. . ..... .3

FREE

H.C.PMELP5
President.-

Let Me Pay Tbe Postage
on My Big Free Bodk.2to You

Although it costs me 8c to mail every one of these Books, yet I’ll send you one FREE just
because I want you to know about my Celebrated SPLIT HICKORY BUGGIES- Made to
Order—Sold Direct from my Factories on 30 Days’ Free Trial—Guaranteed Two Years.

Over 125,000 Split Hickory Vehicles are now in use—giving satisfaction in every part
Of the country.

My Direct Factory Prices save you BIG MONEY. My 1908 Book gives descriptions and
prices of over 125 styles of Split Hickory Vehicles and Full Line of High-Grade Harness—tells
you how Split Hickory Vehicles are made—and why they are best to buy. Write for the
Book today. Address me personally, H. C. PHELPS, President,

THE OHIO CARRIAGE MFG. CO.. Station 318 Columbus, Ohio
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A Wonderful
New Tomato

Free Seeds to Anyone
The New Tomato, " Illinois Purple ” has a

new globe shape, has a new color bet ween red
and purple. 1 1 Is the most uniform tomato in
size and smoothness ever seen. The tlesh is
Solid, clear in color, tine quality and smallseed
space. In addition to its new qualities it is
medium early and a heavy cropper. The variety
is as yet so new that we cannot offer seed for
sale, but anyone who has a garden may obtain
a packet of about 2110 seeds of this new tomato
Free, by sending in nameand fulladdress with
t he statement whether the garden is used for
Home or Market purposes.

The Montgomery Ward & Co.

1908 Seed Catalogue
is also worth having as it contains not only a
list of the best seeds but has the lowest prices on
all Seeds tor Farm, Field and Garden; on all Fruit and
Ornamental Trees, Roses, Shrubs and Hardy Plants.

This is a handsome book, truthfully written
and profusely illustrated by actual photographs.
If you wish a copy mailed to you at once free
of charge, send in your request—a postal card
will do. Send all requests for Seed Catalogus
or '’Illinois Purple” Tomato Seed to

Montgomery Ward & Ca
Michigan Ave., Madison and Washington Sts.

*6 CHICAGO

HEALTH TEHT

For taking the
fresh air cure at
home. No expos-
ure to the body.
Keeps the room
warm. Receives
ventilation from
both top and bot-
tom of the window
and shuts off en-
tirely the impure
airfrom the room.
Write for Free
Book, Prices, etc.

Indoor Window Tent Co.

Peoria, III.

95BUGGY OFFER
From us you can get a top buggy,

road wagon, surrey, farm wagon—
any rig, quality better than others
for very much less money. How

much can you save? Look In
our Big Catalogue, your own or
your neighbor's, or to get our
very latest and greatest buggy
offers write us a postal and say,
“Mall me your new free Buggy
Book.” and get everything by
return mail. Address,

SEARS, ROEBUCK & CO.,
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

PATENT w
Y»t,

T INVENT!
Your Ideas May Bring You a Fortune!
Cash offers for Certain Inventions

Free Book : gives list of inventions wanted ;

tells how to protect them. Write for it.

Patent Obtained or Fee Returned
No charge lor report as to patentability; send
sketch or model. Fateuts advertised for
sale free.

WOODWARD & CHANDLEE, Attorneys
1250 F Street Washington, D. C.

TWO GOLD RINGS FREE!
Sill 10 Packages Bluing at
1

0

pi'ti ts, when sold send us

I

$1.00 and we will send you
' these two beautiful Solid gold
I’alti-ru Kings Fit EE, one a

j

Signet, the other set with a
‘

sparkling Jura Diamond. You
will be delighted. We trust you. Address

Columbia Mfg. Co., Dept. 24»Manchester, N. H.

BOYS ar.d

.GIRLS EARN this WATCH
We give this beautiful watch for selling
24 jewelry novelties at 10 cents. It is a
genuine American movement, perfect
time piece, guaranteed for one year.
Semi for iewelry today. WE TRUST
YOU. When sold return §2.40 and we
will at once send the watch, or your
choice of 11 fteen other premiums.
UNION SPECIALTY CO. Dept. 85 .

Lancaster, Pa.

mmMrtii''
silver plated, just what the ladies have
been looking for. This thimble not
ouly thrusts the needle but cuts the
thread when you are through sewing
Mailed on receipt of ten cents. In or-
dering, give size.

CmpireSupplyCo., P.0. Box33 MountVernon, N. V.

(m Utim
r*f Viv

In My Trunk; Abacnoo Makee the Heart Grow Fond-

er; Papa Keeps a Bull-dof Now; I’m Laying for Ton,

1 Got Mine; You Make Mo Tired; Just Arrived;

eto. AI*o Bathing Girls; Telegram; Hot Air; eto.

REMEMBER! You get 00 CARDS FREE
ty mall poitpaid lr you send ouly 10 CENTS
for our story magatlno 0 months. Addreis

KING MAGAZINE, E, OobMoinea, Iowa.

POST CARDS FREE
Don't mlsa 'eml All tbo rage! Get a set quick and

mall them to your friends. We send GO MOST
COMIC CARDS on earth. In colors, on fine card

board, all illustrated, with titles such as: I’ve Been All

tho Big Bugs of Tbio Place; Everybody Works But
Father; I Mia9 the Babies; You Can Put Your Shoos

i* uia m»l
vw a* ano ruua

Spring’s Awakening
By Eda W. VonAlten

For the last two months Jack Frost has
been making us long visits; but this

month we shall have the sun for a longer
time each day, so you see it will melt
the ice, and then we shall soon have
spring. Do you remember how dark it

has been in the morning for the last two
months? Sometimes we had to eat our
breakfast by lamp or gaslight. But the
good sun is going to wake up quite a
little earlier this month, so the days will
be longer, brighter, and warmer. We
shall have more time to play outdoors,
and what jolly times we shall have!
What do you think? Fast evening I

green leaves came? They are packed
away in these buds; and after the spring
rains and sunshine have warmed and
watered them, the leafbuds will open,
and the pretty green leaf will appear.
This twig is part of a big tree, and has

been growing for many years. Before
this it was only a tiny seed.

SUGAR maple tree

Does that make you think of maple
sugar? Have you ever seen the farmer
tap a sugar maple tree? First he cuts a
hole into the tree, just deep enough to
reach the sap as it flows

;
then he puls a

little wooden or tin tube into the hole
and places a pail under the tube into
which the sap flows. He has several

Three little owls sat on a tree,
Looking as wise as wise could be.
When all of a audden from out the wood
An old owl flew and by them stood
In surplice and cowl but without auy book.
In a voice to be heard in every nook,

Began he to preach,
All in owl speech,

On the duties and morals of owls, ohl

A dear, little boy, who chanced that way,
Paused to listen, and heard him say
In words full ofmeaning,in tones clear and strong,
Which ever were raised 'gainst evil and wrong :

“Tu-whoo, tu-whoo, tu-whoo ;

All little owls should ever be
Good and kind and gentle and true-oo

Then when they’re grown
They will be known

As owls who all evils esehew-oo.”

Fresh aad reliable. From Grower to
|Planter. I give you middleman’s

profits, deeds that grow. Big, Beauti-
(

tul and Instructive Seed and Plant Book
j

sent free if you write before they are 1

all gone. Address 1

H. W. BUCKBEE,
Rockford Seed Farms. Farm 170 Rockford, i

hey are "I

ford.m. y
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Don’t- Rust Farm Fence SnrVEE
made. Old-fashioned galvanized, therefore
can’t rust. 40.Carbon Klastic Spring Steel Wire.
30 Days’ Free Trial. Send for free catalog No.57, with
prices, freight prepaid, on Farm and Poultry Fence.
Address The Ward Fence Co., Box 813 Decatur, Ind.,
also infra, Orna'l Wire and Orna'l Steel Picket Fence.

D FEtfClKfr?
SAVE ONE-HALF OR

MORE IN COST and get the
best steel woven v/irefencing
made, strongest and most
lasting manufactured; buy It
at about the cost of a few
strands of common dangerous
barbed wire. We make It In
our own factory. Look for it

If you haven't the Big
or this moment In a letter to us

Wire Steel Fence

.CHICAGO.

LAWN FENGE
Many designs. Cheap as
wood. 32 page Catalogue
free. Special Prices to
Churches and Cemeteries.

Coiled Spring Fence Co.
Box 430 Winchester, Ind.

A
SK US HOW WE
Give this Chair
and nearly lOOOother nice

things for the home with orders

catalog telling
the Housewife Can Furnish Her
Home Without Cost,” and “How
the Housewife Can Save Nearly
One-half Her Home Expenses.”
Crofts * Bead Co., Dept, qo-2 Chioago, 1U.

30 LOVELY CARDS
with jour name printad on all, 20 Songs with Music. 43

Photos, 60 Made Secret*, 64 Instructive Experiments,

60 Putties with Solutions. 101 Conundrums, 60 Games,
600 Jokea, 100 Money-making Secrets, 100 Valuable Receipts, 255 Album and
Love Verses, 18 Complete Stories, 30 Styles Cards, Silk Prinee, etc., all 10 eta.

TUTTLE BROS. CO., BOX »(?, TOTOKET, CONN.

PDPC GOLDiiiEE Watch
This beautifully engraved Solid Gold Plated
American Wutcluequal in appearance toa2byear
Solid Gold Filled Watch, ^

l fully warranted to keep cor-

I rect time, is given free to

|
anyone for selling only 20 of

f
' our Made 8tone Set Initial

If

Bangle Rlnra at 10 eta. each. \|

Order the 20 rings today and
when sold send us the |2.00

and we will send you the watch and guarantee safe

d.ii™xr. standard jewelry to., Dept, « Chicago, iLfc

read a pretty little story ill “In the

Child’s World” about ‘‘The Meeting of

the Winds.”
They were not very good friends when

they met; for they were quarreling, just

as two naughty children do sometimes.
The North Wind did not want to stop

blowing or give up the snow and ice
;

and the .South Wind thought it was time
to melt the ice, so the pussy willow and
alder could come by the first of May.
After boasting for some time about the

pretty things they each had in their own
home, the North Wind said that he was
the strongest, and so mnst have occasional

visits yet this mouth. The South Wind
felt very bad, and thought the spring

that was coming was her time, as she had
to get the fields ready for the farmer.
While they were talking in this way, the
River, who had been listening, said,
‘

‘ But why do you quarrel and provoke
each other this way? Why not speak
gently to each other? You would not
change homes, would you?” 1 know
the winds felt very sorry they had been
unkind to each other, for they both said

they did not mean to be impolite, or

hurt each other’s feelings.

Just then the doorbell rang, and I was'

obliged to go to the door
;

but 1 know
the North and South Winds made up,
and promised to he firm friends; for 1

left them shaking hands. But there is

something else we must talk about this

mouth, and that is

THE TREES AND BUDS

You remember the little twig's we put
into a bottle of water last week, and set

them on the window sill, where they
could be in the sunshine. Come now
and see what has happened. Do you see

the tiny leafbuds, from which the nrettv

pails on each tree
;
and when they are

nearly full, he pours all the sap in the
pails into a large pan, and boils it until

all the water passes off in steam, and
leaves the sugar in the bottom of the pail.

Most farmers who have a number of

sugar trees have a little house built near
the trees. In this little house is a fur-

nace, and that is where all the sap is

brought and boiled. When all the water
in the sap has evaporated into steam, the
farmer pours the sugar into tin pans, and
lets it cool. This is the delicious maple
sugar we all like so much.

WE SHIP 0N APPROVAL
without a cent deposit, prepay the freight

and allow 10 DAYS FREE TRIAL.
IT ONLY COSTS one cent to leam our

unheard of prices and marvelous offers

on highest grade 1908 model bicycles.

FACTORY PRICES abicycleor
a pair of tires from anyone at any price
until you write for our large Art Catalog
and leam our "wonderfulproposition on hrst

sample bicycle going to your town.

RIDER AGENTS
money exhibiting and selling our bicycles.

We Sell cheaper than any other factory.

Tires, Coaster-Brakes, single wheels,

r repairs and sundries at half usual prices.

Do Not Wait; write today for our special offer.

MEAD CYCLE CD., Dept. B124, CHICAGO

Do You Love Flowers?
F SO I want to send von mv Floral Gumr. brim foil of good things, also a Gift

Package ofmy best seeds-ASTER, PETUNIA PANSY PINK AND VERBENA—enough for five

fine, big beds. Write mo a letter at once (not a nostal) and the Guide and bait

are yonrs for the asking. GE0. W. P3RK. B25, LaPark, Pa.
G^SPECIAL.—Park’s Big Surprise Package of Mixed Seeds (1000 sorts old and new)
also a year’s trial of Park’s Floral Magazine, a charming, illustrated floral monthly*

a Marigold—all extra for 10 cts. Enclose it in your letter, and they will go with the Gift Package,
would yield you more pleasure. If not satisfied I’ll gladly return it. 3 lots 25c. Club with friends*

HARDY BLIZZARD BELT
k To prove that our EVERGREENS are HEALTHY ,

HARDY
k and Vigorous, we offer to send SIX line two-year-old

trees, entirely FREE OF CHARGE, to every property
owner who will answer this advertisement. Mailing
expenses cts.. which send or not, as you please. A
postal will bring them and our catalogue which
contains many COLORED PLATES of our ELIZ-
ZARD KELT FRUITS; SPECIAL BARGAINS and a
mine of valuable information for fruit growers.
We want to become acquainted with you, and it

will pay you to get into touch with our HARDY
“BLIZZA*RD BELT” stock and our liberal manner
of doing business. THIRTY-EIGHT years’ experience

'

in growing HARDY “BLIZZARD BELT” trees,

o-day.
j HARDY

Write t<

r The Gardner Nursery Oo 35 Nursery Ave., Osage, Ia.l
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The Fine Art of Gardening

BY APP 1\1. SMITH

Make Good Soil for Flowers

and Vegetables

Flower and vegetable culture requires
always a well-prepared soil, but not one
person in ten who attempts to garden
ever pays enough attention to this point.
They think any kind of manure or fer-

tilizer good enough. Manures with them
are like the “coons,” that all “look
alike.” To get the best results, all the
manure that goes into the flower or veg-
etable garden should first be composted
and well rotted. In the summer the fresh

manure from the barn or poultry house
should be composted or mixed up with
earth in layers evenly spread out in a

frame or box. All the potato-peelings,
cabbage leaves, radish tops, and in fact

all the green things about the premises
should also be incorporated in the pile.

The soap suds aud dish water should’also
be poured upon the heap. Keep build-
ing it up in layers all through the sum-
mer, fall, and winter before it is to be
used. Then in the spring you have
something when chopped down fine that

will make your flowers grow as they
never did before. The winter’s ashes, if

from hard wood, can also be scattered on
the heap in layers. It should be scattered
over the garden in the spring and plowed
under about six or eight inches. Then
if you want to indulge in a “liasteuer”
or stimulant to force vegetation a little

faster than usual, get some nitrate of soda
or some well-prepared commercial fer-

tilizer and dissolve in water and sprinkle
over the beds before sowing seed or set-

ting out plants. Coarse manure, fresh
from the barn, should uever be put on
land that is to be used in producing fine

flowers or vegetables.

Front Yard Attractions

Some Random Suggestions About How
to Make Cheap Flower Gardens

Of course the lady readers of Vick’s
Magazine intend to have a flower garden
this spring. If yon have not already
commenced to prepare for one, do so
now. No home is perfect without one.
and though you may not all have the
means for indulging in flowers to the
extent of some of your ueighobrs, you
may make the home beautiful neverthe-
less by a very little effort, and at very
small expense. To all such persons a
few suggestions regarding the selection
of seed, and the kinds of flowers to have
with the least labor and outlay, should
be timely and some assistance just now.

Get Good Seeds
First of all, don’t depend upon seeds

picked up from old stocks. Many seeds
left over from past years are of little

value, and always less vigorous in pro-
ductive power. Buy from reliable seeds-
men of wide reputation. As to kinds,
first, don’t leave out the pansies. They
are a veritable “joy forever” in the
home. It is about the right time now
for planting the seeds, and you can get
beautiful flowers from them late in the
season if planted now. If you want early
blooms, buy a few plants from the green-
house, or from some neighbor who has
been more thoughtful, and has begun to
plant in time.
Then you want a few Phlox Drum-

mondi, or Grandiflora. The phlox are
very cheap, easily grown, very hardy,
and come into flowering so rapidly that
any one can raise them successfully from
the seed. The word phlox signifies “a
flame,” and the bright and dazzling dis-

play which a bed of them makes in the
front yard proves them to be well-named.
The seedsmen are always introducing new
kinds.

A Most Beautiful Effect

May be produced by edging other flower
beds with the dwarf phlox, which grows

compactly. Get some of the dwarf mixed
colors for edging, and the Drummondi
grandiflora, (mixed colors) for general
use. Give them rich soil of a sandy
nature, and they will surprise you with
their beauty and vigor.

Another Garden Beauty
The Snapdragon, which the florists call

antirrhinum, is another indispensable
floral addition to the.garden. They have
been much improved of late, and one can
now procure some very large and fine
kinds that are most surprisingly beautiful
and ornamental. The New Giant, mixed,
produces some of the largest and most
brilliant flowers ever known. The dwarfs,
in mixed packets, also give much pleasure
in their great variety of color and odd-
shaped flowers.

Other Floral Attractions

And then to those already enumerated,
add some choice collections of sweet
peas, verbenas, aud asters, aud you may
“point with pride,” as the politicians
say, at the end of the season to the record
you have made in rendering your home
surroundings pleasant aud attractive to
both your own family and your neigh-
bors, at the least possible trouble and
cost.

The Luscious Green Pea

A Vegetable That Has No Equal as a

Table Delicacy

Next month w'e should plant in the
home garden the luscious green pea,
which, if properly selected, properly
planted, properly cultivated, and properly
picked at the proper time, and then
properly cooked, is, without a doubt the
peer, if not the superior, of any garden
luxury on earth. The strawberry crank
has told us of his favorite fruit, that God
could have made a better fruit if he had

|

tried, but certainly he never did. What-
ever doubt some may have about the
superiority of the strawberry over other
fruits, there seems to us to be no doubt
of the super-excellence of the green pea.

Planting for First Grop
About the twentieth of April is the

time to plant them in the latitude of
New York, Michigan, aud Wisconsin for
first crop. Choose rich, sandy soil—no
matter what your old fossilized, rock-
bound clay advocate or muck agitator
may say—sand is the soil for good green
peas for God’s images to eat. If you
want to feed hogs or cows, clay and
muck soils will do to raise peas on.

The Best Variety

As to kinds, there are several good
peas, but the best is the American Won-
der—best for flavor, best for size (it is

dwarf in growth), best for yield of
shelled peas to the quart, and quickest to
come to maturity, that is the quickest of
the best kinds. It is, by far, the sweet-
est and tenderest of all peas if properly
handled. Seedsmen have worked for
over twenty years (since Bliss originated
it) to get something better. The nearest
they have come to it is Nott’s Excelsior,
and that lacks a good deal of being its

equal.

How to Grow and Cook
Plant in rich, deep soil, keen clean of

weeds, cultivate well until blossoms are
out, pick when the pods are just barely
filled, about two or three hours before
they are to be eaten. Parboil for fifteen
or twenty minutes, pour off the water,
dress with milk, a very little butter and
pepper and salt, and you have a feast for
the gods, or the goddesses, or the angels
in heaven, or the seraphim above, aud,
if there is a dyspeptic anywhere on earth
or in the regions below (that’s where
most of them are) a mess of these peas
will completely re-organize his gas-
tronomic apparatus and put him on the
road to health, wealth, and prosperity.

I .This Picture Free
JTT It’a an exact reproduction of the original painting, exqulHitel y

colored and true to life. An extremely cute subject in the
popular panel shape, 12x20 Inches in size, on heavy I 1U10 . paper
and luitable for framing. This picture contains no advertisement.

JUST TO INTRODUCE US
JfT Farm and Home is the best and most practical farm and

family semi-monthly published, a recognized leader in the
farming world; us contributors are recognized authorities and
its editors practical men who know what farmers need . The
three great editions—Eastern, Western and Southern-cover the
entire country, each editorially adapted to Its respective section.
Each Issue goes to more than 2,000,000 readers in all parts of the
world, and a year’s numbers (24 issues), a volume of over 000
pages, cost only 50 cents. Sample Free on request.

AN EXTRAORDINARY OFFER
To Introduce Farm and Home intothousands of homes where
it is not now taken, we will send you the paper until Novem-

ber, 1908,for only 'M cents (two dimes or ten 2-cent stamps), t Hi -

ther, if you send us at the same time the name of one other per-
son to whom we can send a free sample of f arm and Home, we
will send you postpaid the beautiful work of art here illus-
trated free.

Agents wanted everywhere. Steady work, good pav.
extra cash prizes. No money required—you can devote all

or only a portion of your time— particulars free.

Address either office, mentioning this paper

Springfield, Mags. FARM AND DONEE Chicago, in.

100 SWEET PEAS FREE
Choice Named Varieties

Every Flower Lover Loves Sweet Peas—the
sweetest flower that grows. Successful Farming’s
“Incomparable” Sweet Pea Collection, assorted by
hand from one hundred of the choicest varieties of
these favorite flowers. Send 10c (stamps or coin)

for a six month’s trial subscription to Successful
Farming, the best farm paper published, and a 2c
stamp for postage on the Sweet Peas and they
will come to you at once. Send TODAY before they
are all gone. Address

SUCCESSFUL FARMING, Box 532, Des Moines, Iowa

FREE! “AYARD OF ROSES” FREE!

“Yard of Roses" is conceded by everybody to be one of the grandest flower pictures offered this year: one yard long, onheavy copper-plate paper, in ten beautiful color^, making it so true to nature that you can easily imagine you are look-
2I1& .

e real flowers
; over 300,000 sold in last 30 days

; a handsome ornament for any home that you will always be proud
of. To introduce our splendid family magazine and story paper, which already has a half-million readers, we mail this
grand work of art all charges paid to anyone who sends 10 cents (stamps or silver)for The Household 3 months and
picture. We make this unusual offer to induce you to become a regular subscriber. Send at once before thev are crone
Address THE HOUSEHOLD PICTURE DEPARTMENT, 535 JACKSO^ST^TOPEKA.KAMSAS."

VTMISBOOK FTFfcEJE:*
A
T
iV
e eSfn?. 0f m*ny v0,limes P llt into a nutshell by Prof. J. A. Nichols, A. M., and FT. H. Goodrich

^
A. M. 1 he biggest little book ever sold for the money, considering practical worth and durability. lOul
practical facts and figures for every day lile, specially arranged and systemized for The Busy Man.

The following is the Table of Con-

tents in part, which speaks for itself.

i The Hows of Business.
Success, How won.
Notes, How to write, collect, transfer, etc.
.Receipts, Different forms.
Orders, How to write.
Due Bills, Flow to write.
Checks, Howto write, present and endorse.
Drafts, Hints and helps on writing different

forms.
Bills of Exchange.
Banks, How to do business with.
Papers, How to transfer.
Debt, How to demand payment.
Change, How to make quickly.
Wealth, How to obtain.
Money, How to send by mail.
Difficulties, How to settle by arbitration.
Arbitration.
Agents, How to do business with.
Power of Attorney.
Debts, How to collect.

Points of Law and Legal Forms.
Affidavits, Agreements, Contracts, How

to write, etc. Sale of Property, Law govern-
ing. Bill of Sale. Landlord and Tenant.
Leases. Deeds, How to write. Deeds. Mort-
gages. Bail Bonds. License. Copyrights.
Mechanic's Lien. Wills, Laws and Forms.
Guaranties.

t

The Busy Man’s Digest of Laws.
Comprising IS departments.

Practical Information for Busy Men
Comprising 13 departments.

The Busy Man’s Digest of Facts.
Comprising 6 departments.

Computations at Sight.
Comprising 28 departments.

It should be in every home; once there, you will refer to it many times each day and it will saveyou many dollars in expenses within one year. Order at once.
Clearly printed on Super-Calendered Paper; neatly aud durably bound in cloth; Litho end Sheets-

over 10U apt illustrations; 256 Pages.

OVER 10,000 SOLD
SPFCIAT ftFFFR We

r
wiu mail one c°py of Busy Man’s Friend and Crt rriUTCdrLVJinU Yl TED a fun year’s subscription to Vick’s FOR ONLY vfcWld

plus 6c for postage, or we will mail tliis book free to any one who will send us Two six months’
trial subscriptions at 25 cents each. The Busy Man’s Friend is necessary in every home whether

the village or country. J

VICK PUBLISHING CO., DANSVILLE, N Y,
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No. 333. Fine CanopyTop Surrey. Price com-
plete, sea. As good an sells tor #50 more.

Elkhart Buggies

and Harness
are sold direct from our factory to the
user. In buying from us you save the
dealer's expenses and profits. 35
Sara Selling Direct is our record

1 we are today

m Largest Manufac-

turers In the World

selling to the consumer exclusively.
We ship for examination and ap-

J

proval, guaranteeing safe delivery.
No cost to you if not satisfied as to
style, quality and price. Over 200
styles of Vehicles and 65 styles of
Harness. S nd for new. free

r
Elkhart Carriage &
Harness Mfg. Co.

Elkhart, Ind.

No. 685. Two-in-one Buggy with padded wing
dash and fine auto seat. Top easily removed for
open wagon. Price complete, 863.60. As good
as sells for $25 more.

SONGS &HD MUSIC FREE
(7 • Coon, Comic, Indian, Rag-Time,
pf • } Sentimental, Love, War, Sacred.

» » • of h-,r A/f Waiting at the Churoh, School Days, Dreaming,

rfjl1 I Love M ® th® World Is Mine, Honey Time, Cheer

L Sjfc Dp Mary, San Antonio, Cheyenne, Arrah Wanna,
T Why Don't You Try, Dreaming Love of You, Yan-
kee Doodle Boy, You’re a Grand Old Flag, He’s a

jCoualnof Mine, Meet Md Sweet Kathleen in Honey-
a suokle Time, Because I’m Married Now, 8 o Long

|

Mary, Waltz Me Around Again Willie, Every Little

[_
Bit Helps, Not Beoauae Your Hair la Curly, In the
Shade of the Old Apple Tree, Iola. Idaho—OVEB
200 very latest SONGS and 11 PIECE8 MUSIC

for piano, best oollootlon of genuine songe out, and a PRIZE COUPON good for •
gold-plated WATCH CHAIN AND CHARM—all sent free If you fiend 10 cents
Cor our utory paper 0 months. KING MAGAZINE, Dept. S, Dee Moines, Iona*

HAIR GROWS!
when our Vacuum Cap is used a few minutes
daily. Sent on SO days FREE trial at our ex-
peuse. No drugs or electricity. Stops falling
hair, cures dandruff. A postal brings illus-

trated booklet.

MODERN VACUUM CAP CO.
410 Barclay Block. Denver, Colo.

SUPERFLUOUS HAIRPERFECTLY REMOVED, limit
I have a safe and positively SURE way
to take hairs off face, neck, arms, etc.,

Y FOREVER. I HAVE THE TRUE SECRET. Writs
t for Information, I send it sealed. FREE. Address
HELEN DOUGLAS. 20 E. 22 Si. New York

and
makeLEARN VETERINARY DENTISTRY

G>9AnO a fcar - Wc teach vou at home in three

months of your spare time by illustrated

lectures and grant diploma with degree. Particulars free.

The Detroit Veterinary Dental College, Detroit, Mich.

10 SOUVENIR POST CARDS 10c
I
w 10 BEAUTIFUL COLORED HISTORIC NEW I

ww
ENGLAND VIEWS, and our club plan, IOc.

You will receive curds from all over the world for ex-
change. IDEAL CO., Dept. 169, Dorchester, Mass.

A BIG DANCING TEDDY BEAR for 109
Tha Funniest Teddy Bear You Ever Saw.
For only ton oent* we will send you a figure representing the

oorreot likeness of a genuine Imported wooly Teddy
Bear. He la 14 Inches high, with movuble
lega and arma, and can bo made to danoe and

bop around in a very amusing manner and no one oan
ell what makes him aocm alive. He la really a whole

show by himself and amuses the old as well as the young.
When you decide to give an exhibition of tbo powers of this
wondcrfulTcddy Bear just allow everybody to examine It

and they will find no bidden machinery. You then take
the Bear and lay him on the table or floor, make a few mys-
terious passes with your hands, when to the astonishment of
everybody Teddy Bear will be distinctly seen to lift bis head
and look at the people In the room. Then ho will slowly arise

and shake hln.selfaslf awakening from along winter’s slerp.

Ne xt at your command he will answer "yes” or “no”
(by Or ddlng cr shaking bis bead) to any question asked.

If somebody whistles or plays the piano or some other
* musical Instrument. Teddy Bear will begin to

r - dance, keeping time to the music. During the ex-

hibition you pass a wand or cans around Teddy, just
like the magicians do when they want to show that there are no

hidden wires or strings. Finally you command Mr. Teddy Dear to lie

down and keep quiet Then you pick him up and allow the spectators
to examine him again, and no matter bow closely they examine him they will be
unable to dleoorer any eeoretmeohanlsm In this wonderful Teddy Bear. Anybody
who knows the secret oan make him danoe, walk, jump, answer questions, etc.

In order to get this new novelty on tho market and Introduce our other toys and
novelties, we will send one of these Wonderful Dancing Teddy Bears,
with full secret directions for operating, all oharces paid for only ten cents.

D&AKX TOY 00., DEPT. 148, ** 1941 HARRISON ST. , CHICAGO, ILL.

At Home With the Editor
AN UNUSUAL HONOR

S
ELDOM it is that a man after whom a

city is named lives to see his name-

sake a metropolis with a population of

one hundred and seventy thousand ;
but

such has been the pleasant experience of

General Denver, in whose honor Denver,

Colo., was named. A few years ago

General Denver visited the city, and was

royally received. Commenting upon

these facts, the Boston Transcript well

observes: “This is a rare honor. Wash-

ington never saw the great city which he

knew would hear his name. Lieutenant

Duluth, the intrepid French officer, had

been in his grave two hundred years

before the city that pepetuates his fame

was founded. ’ ’

Another interesting chapter may be

added to this exceptional record during

the presidential campaign of 1908. A
son of General Denver is slated as a del-

egate from one of the Ohio districts to

the National Democratic convention to

be held at Denver next summer, and it is

proposed by certain believers in “that

eternal fitness of things’’ to elect the

junior Denver permanent chairman of

the Denver convention. Why not?

WIDEN THE CIRCLE

I
N THE matter of unselfishness, people

live within circles of greater or less

diameter. The vast majority are content

to live within an exceedingly narrow

circle. Some are wholly absorbed in

themselves, and their circle of unselfish-

ness is an absolutely minus quantity.

Such have no real love for any one other

than themselves. There are others, how-

ever, who are reasonably kind, con-

siderate, sympathetic, and unselfish in

their relations to the members of their

own immediate family, but have no lov-

ing interest in any one outside of the

family circle. Consoling themselves

with the reflection, “Charity begins at

home,’’ they are quite content to let it

end there. It is manifestly true that the

first duty of every one is to be dutiful,

affectionate, loving, and kind at home
;

but no really good person will limit his

sympathies, his kind words, his deeds of

love, his sacrifices, gifts, and benefac-

tions to the members of his own house-

hold. He will widen his circle, or

rather, he will allow the self-forgetting

love within him to do it for him.

As in mathematics, the greater circle

on a common plane must ueeds include

the lesser, so in the realm of the ethical

and the spiritual, the greater circle of

love universal will as inevitably include

the lesser circle of domestic love. In-

deed, the experience of mankind is that

the wider the circle of one’s love, the

more intense will be that love within

the inner circle. Well it is that our

strongest and most affectionate attach-

ment should be for those of our own kith

and kin, but truly has said the poet-

essayist Zimmerman

:

“As the small pebble stirs the peaceful lake,
The ceuter moved,— a circle straight succeeds
Aud still, aud still another, spreads,—
Friend, parent, neighbor, first it will embrace,
His country next, aud next all human race.

GOOD PROSE IS PREFERABLE TO

POOR POETRY

MANY young writers seem to think

that their first great duty to man-

kind is to write poetry. They very often

have good thoughts, hut fail properly to

clothe them in the poetical garb which

thej’ attempt. These two statements

may safely he regarded as equally true

:

“All that glitters is not gold;” all that

jingles is not poetry. Not a few who
undertake to write poetry would do
much better should they first seek to

become proficient in expressing their

thoughts in pure, plain prose. Verily,

good prose is preferable to poor poetry.

TWO GREAT MEN

NO one will seriously dipsute the

pro-notion that Dwight L. Moody
and John Ruskin were two of the greatest

men the nineteenth century pro-

duced. The fact that they died within a

few weeks of each other suggests a com-
parison as does also the fact that in their

later years they were contemporaries.

Though occupying different spheres,

working from different view-points,

adopting widely different methods, and,

though differently environed, they were

alike in this: each was, in his own way,

a preacher of righteousness, honesty,

integrity, duty, and loyal devotion to

truth. Mr. Moody appealed largely to

the emotions
;
and through inspiring the

nobler aspirations of the human heart,

sought to direct his fellow human beings

to the way that leads on and up to the

heights of eternal truth, where in per-

petual majesty abides its infinite Author.

Mr. Ruskin kept constantly in view'

the same supreme object, but appealed
to the love of the beautiful,—which has

a place, though ere so small, in every

human heart,—and sought to induce his

followers to choose the good, and to

travel those avenues leading to the true

by pointing out to them the exquisite

beauties that ever adorn, aud are in-

separably connected with, the royal

highway of truth. With him genuine
beauty was impossible without absolute

fidelity to the good and the true.

THE USEFUL MAN

THE most useful mau in a neighbor-

hood is not always the wealthy man,
who has a great reputation for public

spirit
;
or the popular man, who is always

sought by his party as a candidate for

office. More often it is some quiet,

plain, unassuming man, of no more than

moderate means, who is the public

benefactor. The following extract des-

cribes such a one

:

“ ‘There,’ said a neighbor, pointing to

a village carpenter, ‘there is a man who
has done more good, I really believe, in

his community, than any other person

who ever lived in it. He can not talk

very much in public, and he does not

try. He is not worth tw'o thousand dol-

lars, and it is very little that he can put

down on subscription papers. But a new
family never moves into the village that

he does not find it out, and give them a

neighborly -welcome and offer them some
service. He is on the lookout to .give

strangers a seat in his pew at church.

He is always read}' to watch with a sick

neighbor and to look after his affairs for

him. He finds time for a pleasant word

to every child he meets, aud yoti will

always see the children climbing into

his wagon when he has no other load.

He has a genius for helping folks, aud it

does me good to meet him.’ ”

It is the genius for helpfuluess, con-

tinually exercised through life, which
results in the laying up of an immense
amount of treasure where there is neither

rust to destroy uor thieves to steal.

FOR 3 CENTS WE SELL A DOUBLE ROLL (16
yards) of wall paper. 26 cents will buy enough paper
to cover a fair sized room, walls, border, celling, etc.

We make this paper In our own factory In endless
varieties, and we furnish handsome sample sets and
art wall paper color books free to those who ask for

them. If you are interested In wall paper, look at the
Wall Paper Department In one of our late Big Cata-
logues. If you haven’t the Big Book borrow your
neighbor’s, or on a postal card addressed to us simply
say, “Mall me your Free Wall Paper Sampl^and Wall
aP

Address,* Sears, Roebuck & Co., Chicago.

Pedigreed Scotch Collies
The Scotch Collie is the Ideal dog. Strong, wise and

watchful, wonderfully intelligent, he is beyond ques-
tion the most useful as W’ell as the most handsome dog
for the home.
We believe our strain of dogs is not excelled by any

kennel in the country, either in breeding or marking.
None but Pedigreed Puppies sold which are entitled
to registry in the American Kennel Club Stud Book.
Full and authentic pedigree sent with each puppy.

Write us for prices and further particulars.

hillside: kennels,
West Grove, Penn.
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“How to Remember”
P A

^ree to Readers of this Publication

are no greater intellectually

IcCESS^5^ than your memory. Easy, inexpensive,

creases income, gives ready memory for faces, names,
udies, conversation; develops will. Send for Free Booklet.

IGKS0N MEMORY SCHOOL, 712 The Auditorium, Chicago

BE YOUR OWN BOSS
WHY DRAG YOUR LIFE OUT
WORKING FOR OTHERS?

Y want one honest person (male or female) in every local*

I ity to represent my large Mail Order House. Over 1000

X rapid selling specialties. From $5 to $10 per day easily

made, costly outfit free. No experience necessary. It

will cost you nothing to find out about it; send me your name
and address and let me start you in a profitable business free.

George A. Parker, Dept. R 720 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.
|

£

You CanBeAn Artist
'$50To$2O0PerWeeK, '

EASILY EARNED, in fascinating work, by ILLUSTRATOR8 ,

DESIGNERS, CARTOONISTS—we Lave graduates everywhere
filling high-?alaried positions. Our Courses of PERSONAL
HOME INSTRUCTION, by moil, are complete, practicoL Writ®
for HANDSOME ART BOOK, FREE, with SPECIAL OFFER,
ehool ol Applied Art.UO Fine Arts Bldg., Battle Creek, Mich.

IMRS. WINSLOW’S
\

SOOTHING SYRUP
lias been used by Millions of Mothers for their S

> children while Teething for over Fifty Years. (
It soothes the child, softens the gums, allays C

I

I
all pain, cures wind colic, and is the best c

1

,
remedy for diarrhoea. ?

<; TWENTY-FIVE CENTS A BOTTLE.
{

Gold Watch F R E*EAND RING i ** T
American movement Watch. Solid Gold Plated

equal to

Years. Also

a sparkling

or anyone
lOo each, a

paper 6old>Eye Needle* Free with each Thimble.

They are easy to selL Write for

them. When sold send US the $2,

and wo will positively send you

the Watoh and Bing. Ladies’ or Gent’s Chain also. Address I

HOMESUPFLY CO. Dept. 150 CHICAGO.

ELECTRIC NOVELTIES"SS
Dvnamos. Motors. Fans, Bells. Lamps. Belts, Batteries, Miniature B’ys Toys

EVERYTHING ELECTRIC—AT LOW PRICES
Largest stock in United States. Catalog FREE. 1000 Agents Wanted.

OHIO ELECTRIC WORKS CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Send name and address bo money, and we will mall yon I

1 12 boxes of Comfort Cough Tablets. Will cure a cough in one I
day. Sell them for 10 cents a box. Send us the 61*20 and!
9 we will mail you these two beautiful Solid Gold laid Rings. I
IWill wear a lifetime. No money required till tablets are sold. IWe take back all not sold.

|COMFORT MEDICINE CO.. Providence, R, LI

LOTS. OF FUN FOR A, DIME

f
VentriloqHists Doable Throat ESJEf.
As:onlsh and mystify your friends. Imitate Punch & Judy,
neigh like a horse, sing like a canarr or imitate any bird or beast

of field or forest. LOADS OF FU N/ >
Wonderful in-

ventlon. Thousand* eold. Price only 10 cents or 4 for 26 oent*.

DOUBLE THROAT CO. DEPT. 10 FEENCHTOWN, N. J.

PARKER’S
HAIR BALSAM

Cleanses and beautifies the hair.
Promotes a luxuriant growth.
Never Fails to Restore Gray
Hair to its Youthful Color.

Cures scalp diseases & hair falling.

50c. and $1.00 at Druggists
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Vick’s Home Building Department

Practical Suggestions For Those About to Build

Edited by Horace T. Hatton, Architect

HORACE T.HATTON.
architect.^

Houses Costing Less Than $2,500 Each

In the building of a home, there are

many things which govern its pian,

naturally the site is the first considera-

tion. A house for a lot sixty feet wide
must be different from one to be -placed

on a lot of but thirty feet.

In the suburbs of large cities it is too

often the custom to divide lots into units

of thirty feet, and many are the schemes
resorted to in the endeavor to have a

house suitable for the narrow lot.

The houses shown above are designed
for lots of not less than thirty feet wide,
the house being 24x28 feet, and to meet
the requirements of a family needing
four bedrooms.

In these houses to save space the stair-

case projects beyond the line of the
main wall, to increase the size of the
Living Room. In planning houses it

seems to be necessary to first design the

staircase and then connect all of the
rooms with it. The principal dimensions
are small but each of the rooms is of
comfortable size.

The Hall is arranged so that passage is

on one side of it, leaving good space for

use aside from a passage. Living Room
has light from two sides, and could have
a fireplace on same chimney as kitchen
for an additional price of about $150.
Dining room has bay window, giving

outlook to street, even if this house is

placed close to another.
The Pantry, which is between Dining

Room and Kitchen, has enclosed shelv-

ing
;
Kitchen arrangement is excellent,

having entrance at rear also at grade on
cellar stairs.

Second story has four bedrooms each

with a good closet, two are of the ward-

robe type described in the February

number.
The exterior of a house is largely a

matter of individual taste, these two ex-

teriors are identical in plan. One shows
the usual roof with its' long ridge and
the verge board at gables, turned porch

posts and framed balustrade; the other

shows the more modern roof, a combina-
tion of hip and gable with projecting

eaves all around, square porch posts with

heavy brackets and blinds on the win-

dows giving the house quite a distinctive

style.

The roof shingles and gable should be

stained, the body of house painted dark

and trimmings light. This type of house
is suitable for all locations where
economy of material and labor are

essential.

Story Heights.—First 8 feet 4 inches;

Second, 7 feet 8 inches; Cellar under the

entire house 7 feet. Attic unfinished.

With yellow pine finish throughout
and yellow pine floors, this house costs

from $1,500 to $2,450, the price varying
according to locality.

Any other information regarding this

house may be had by addressing Horace
T. Hatton, 64 Cutler Building, Roches-
ter, N. Y. ,

or a forty-eight page (6^x10
in .

)

practical handbook for those who
intend to build, containing thirty-three

designs and descriptions of houses cost-

ing from $1,000 to $10,000, suitable for

any locality, will be sent postpaid for

I
25 cents.

CROI TS & KEEJ
ChicagoDept. 10‘4»

SK US HOW WE GIVE
[This Fine CouchA
S

_

This Fine Couch
with orders for gro-

ceries—tea, coffee, baked pork and beans, rice, soaps, pure
foods, extracts, perfumes, etc. Send for ou r catalog to 11-

iritf “How the Housewife Can Furnish Her Home Without
Cost" and “How the Housewife Can Have

$10 every few weeks.” A posta l will do.

Modem Homes
Before you build

Heud for my port-

folio containing

over SO designs

in frame, brick

and plaster
bouses. 1‘rice

$1.00. My book

“Concrete

Block Houses”

contains 27 ex-

ceptionally artistic designs in concrete block con-

struction, price $1.00. Both books show floor

plans, etc. H. V. WITTEK1ND,
4730 N. Clark St., Chicago, III.

Great Big Mail Free
Your name and oddresa printed 25.000 time*

in our Mailing Directory, and sent to linn all over
the world bo they can send you F KKK, Catnlotf**
SainpicM, Paper*, MugH/ineN, Itook*, Dtc..
ICte. Send ONLY 10 CENTS today to be in ne t i-

siie. Copy containing your name sent you noon a*
printed. Send 10 cento NOW. Address,

MODERN MONTHLY,
INOIANAPOLIS, IND.

Help Wanted:
I Men and women, everywhere, tin

I able to do bard work; work to do
1

at home; also boys and girls who
wisli to earn spending money; work eu-y; lnex periwice

no drawback; great opportunity: you pay nothing; we
do all that. Write at once—today for full particular.-..

I'. Kaas, Hoorn 3-41, 40 Hose Street, N. V. City.

The New Lullaby Song
which is making a big hit everywhere. To introduce
it will mail a copy postpaid for 10 cents.

F. BROWN, 2069 E. 107th St, CLEVELAND, O.

/ FM9FF look at a beautiful gold plated or gun
AS r flE-C. metal watch, sent by express prepaid,

privilege of examination. If satisfied pay agent *1.07

and the watch is yours. Guaranteed for one year.

HOLLINS COMPANY, ALLEGAN, MICH.

p ^ Latest assorted Cornu; Cards 1 <»c (Busiieb.

of Fun). M. Hess, 213 Randolph, Chicago.

Farmers* Sons Wanted edge offarm

stock and fair education to work' fn an office, &GO a month with
advancement, steady employment, must be honest and reliable.

Branch offices of the association are being established in each
state. Apply at once, giving full particulars. The Veterinary
Science Association. Dept. IS* London* Canada*

Bargains in Fruit Trees,
Vines and

Special low prices on Apple, Peach, Plum and Dwarf Pear Trees,

Roses, also Asparagus Roots, Currant Bushes and other small fruits.

Order trees direct from our nursery and save agent’s profits and
half your money.

, _ _

Everything you want for Orchard, Garden, Lawn or Park. Send
to-day for Green’s Dollar Book on Fruit Growing, also for our Fruit

Catalog, and a copy of Green’s Fruit Magazine, all a gift to you.

ftDFCM’G OllflDI T ftfrrn . One Elberta Peach Tree, one Red Cross Currant

linttN O OAmrLL Uirtn. Bush, one C. A. Green New White Grape Vine, one

Live-Forever Rose Bush, all delivered at your house by mail for 25 cents.

GREEN’S NURSERY COMPANY, Rochester, N. Y. Box 127

BEAUTIFUL EVER-BLOOMING ROSES
A Rare and Liberal Offer of Six Beautiful New Roses, including one of the most

beautiful roses in existence, the Royal Kaiserin Augusta Victoria. All handsome,
well-rooted, hardy plants, A wealth

of Beauty and Fragrance which will

last for months. The Rose is the

most Popular Flower,

and every family
should grow them in

profusion. This is the

finest collection of

Roses ever offered as

a premium. They are

described as follows:

KAISERIN AUGUSTA VICTORIA-Tliis Rose is a
continuous bloomer, with large petals of best sub-
stance; color pure creamy white. It far surpasses any
other white Rose and has a ranch richer perfume.
HERMOSA (the Old Favorite)—It is hardy as au oak,
and always covered with its clear pink blooms; there is

uot a shade or color of any kind to mar its purity.

MAMAN COCHET—The growth is vigorous, with rich,

healthy foliage. The extra large flowers are produced
ou long stems, and are very double. The color is deep rose-

pink. STAR OF LYON—This magnificent Tea Rose is

a rich golden-yellow ; a strong, healthy aud vigorous

grower- immense bloomer, beariug flowers and buds early and late. ANNA MULLER—The
New Piuk Baby Rambler. The shiuing, brilliant pink flowers are produced in great pro-

fusion in large clusters. SCARLET BEDDER—This is, without doubt, the very best of all

red Roses for bedding. It eau be planted anywhere, being entirely hardy. Flowers are large

size, fiery scarlet, a color rarely seen in Roses.

In order to introduce The Housewife into homes where it is not now taken

we will send it on trial all the rest of this year together with the above de-

scribed Collection of Choice Roses for only Thirty=five Cents.

THE HOUSEWIFE
Published exclusively in woman’s interests. There is never a dull or uninterest-

ing line printed in The Housewife, and no household publication in existence is

more thoroughly read or more fully appreciated; it is always Wholesome, Cheerful,

Helpful, Practical, and Timely.

WHAT THEY SAY
A Postmaster’s wife in Ohio says:—“The Housewife is always clean, pure delightful, entertaining

anti sensible.”

A Minister’s wife in Washington says:—“It helps me more than any paper that I read.”

A Doctor’s wife in Massachusetts says:—“The stories are iuteresting, the fashions simple and sensi-

ble, the household articles useful to those of moderate means.”

A Farmer’s wife in Michigan says:— “ I read it over two or three times; it is the most restful paper
published.”

OUR DEPARTMENTS
Those who are interested in the improvement and enjoyment of their homes will find the

following departments invaluable: Editorial-Outlook—Terse aud sympathetic talks in every

number by a level-headed writer. The Newest,Fashions—Always timely
,
stylish and never

extravagant. Fancy Work Department — With carefully worked-out designs and ideas.

Mother’s Hour—A comforting aud dependable feature. Home Nook—For the young house-

keepers who do not know enough and the older ones who do uot know too much. Social

Circle—Wherein our readers exchange ideas aud experiences, which is, as one reader ex-

presses it, “as good as a visit from a friend.”

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY REFUNDED. The Housewife is well printed, attractively illustrated,

enclosed in beautiful colored covers and each number comprises from 2U to 36 pages. The trial subscrip-

tion gives you more than 200 large quarto pages of reading matter of the best quality for a very small sum.
and the amount cannot be used for a better purpose. Remit by P.O. Order or Registered Letter. Address

THE HOUSEWIFE PUBLISHING CO., 56 Duane Street, New York
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Light HouseKeeping’

Canton Incandescent Gasoline Lamp
One match lights it—just like gas.

Handsome fixtures, i, 2
, 3 , 4 burners.

Agents make big success everywhere. Get
catalog and terms.

CANTON LIGHT CO., 906 9th St., Canton, 0.

might just as well wear a becoming
190 8 hat copied after the exclusive designs

1 now making their appearance in New York^ and
Chicago shops. Our designers have been busy
for mouths preparing a line of hats of latest
models, correct ia design and of suitable ma-
terials.

Y 9700 is but a sample. You would easily
appreciate the value if you asked your milliner's
their price for duplicating it. The shape is
slightly drooping, all around. It is strictly hand
made on a wive frame. The facing and upper
brim are made of gathered and shirred black
silk chiffon, while the draped tarn crown is a
piaeque of black silk pyroxyline braid. Trim-
med in front with silk Chantilly lace, a largo
wired bow. of black silk at left side with pretty
pink silk and muslin poppies and buds. Can
also be ordered in white, light blue, straw
color or brown with trimmings to 04 ja
match. Each

Each hat sold by ns is packed in a box for
shipment. Express charges amount to from 2 5
cents to 60 cents according to distance.

Perhaps this hat i» not just what you desire
Tf not let us send you our illustrated

Millinery Catalogue
Over 100 different designs in all desirable and
popular materials are shown in this hook, which
is in reality a city millinery shop, with every
design new for this spring and with prices in
proportion to our price for the hat illustrated.
We are large dealers in women’s finery, selling
thousands of trimmed hats eveiy season.
Ask us to send you our Millinery Catalogue

with its selection of new hats and other items
of interest to women. Write us right now.

MontgomeryWard& Co.
65 CHICAGO
Michigan Ave., Madison and Washington Streets

Branch House, Kansas City » »

LADY SEWERS
wanted to make up shields
at home; $10 per 100

; can
make 2 an hour; work sent

prepaid to reliable women. Send reply envelope lor
information to UNIVERSAL CO., Dept. 5, Phila, Pa.

New Post Cards.
OF REAL MERIT.

To Introduce. 1 will send Twenty
Beautiful Post Cards—Original Artistic De-
signs, of superb quality and highest char-
acter for only 15 ets. 40 for 25o. 60 for 35c.,
postpaid. Absolutely
unlike all others. Every
card different. No com-
ics or trash. Get the
best—real gems of in-
trinsic worth and beau-
ty. -8®* I give a valua-
ble Premium Coupon, .

and my Seed Catalog of 3

Bargains Free with ev- f

ery order.
(
8®* I also offer Twen

ty Special Temperance
Post Cards, beautifully illustrated, at same
price. Every one should have these.)
Please order cards at once, and tell your

friends of this bargain, I want club agents.
It is easy to make money and earn W atch-
es and other nice Premiums. Thousands
do it every year. Remember every order,
large or small gets a Premium Coupon of
corresponding value. Please Address, f

>V-

m- 3 My Trade Mark, f
crmtv’* vTrmTTTTrrt

A. T. Cook. Skedsman, Hyde Park, N. Y
lrnnmytfMv«mTmmTrrTmmvTT»TTTTTUYmfc

Theme for the Month
Old is the saying yet true, “What is

worth doing at all is worth doing well.’’
In keeping with this thought a flower
theme will he chosen for each issue. If
too many designs and random ideas are
suggested, the result is too often con-
fusing, sometimes discouraging, and
even distressing to the amateur desirous
of becoming proficient in the delightful
art of needlework. The thought for
March is the wild rose and its pleasing
fragrance will pervade all the suggestions
given herein showing how this romantic
flower may be made to adorn various
articles of utility and beauty.

The Wild Rose Shirt Waist
As winter merges into spring no other

phantasy so makes up the stuff of which
countless maideu
dreams consist as r —
does that of the
coming summer i

shirt waist, f
'**'

Herewith appears
j

one of the!
maiden dreamers

[

^ s*
fair attired in a ' '«*“

veritable dream
j A ly

of a wild rose - '•

shirt waist. This
'

beautiful crea-
tion—that is the
shirtwaist — may
become the pos-
session of either
maid or matron
through a tri-

fling outlay for a
few yards of white lawn, a few spools of
silk, and the devotion of a few hours of
time to the pleasant task of embroidering
the fabric. Designs can be had, stamped
on very best quality India lawn, three
yards, 36 inches wide, including collars
and cuffs. The stamping will wash out

after the embroidery has been completed.
The design can be worked in three
shades of a single color, as a light pink,
a medium light pink, and a dark shade
of pink.

It is best to make all shadow em-
broidery on the wrong side of the
material. Shadow designs can be em-
bellished with small French
knots set close together,
around the outlines of
petals, leaves, and stems.
The knots should be made
on the right side of the
material. When stems or
other parts of the design,
are worked with satin
stitch, this part of the work
should be done also, 011

the right side of the ma-
terial.

The design is stamped
upon the material in such /

manner that a waist can be made to fit

any figure. Should the design be too
wide lor a slender figure, take up the
fullness in a series of small tucks made
on the shoulders, near the arm holes.
If more width is desired across the bust,
make a fold down the material from
neck to waist line, exactly in the center
of the embroidery.

Dresser Cover
With the dream of a wild rose shirt

waist transformed into glad fruition, the
mind of every beauty-loving woman
naturally turns to the thought of l*er

room and what will the whole year
round impart to it the most of outdoor
flavor and the free and happy atmosphere
of the woodland. What can do this
better than the incomparable wild rose?
The happy idea then takes possession of

her mind. “How lovely it would be to
have everything in my room harmonize
with that charming shirt waist I am to
wear!” She needs a new scarf for her
dresser and she soon finds herself most
happily employed embroidering one,
20x50 inches. The fabric is tinted
white lawn. The scarf will require only
twenty skeins of Grecian floss. The
illustration herewith shows only one-
half of dresser scarf.

Pin Cushion Cover
“And there” she remarks to herself,

“is that old pin cushion. How much
better it would look if it were replaced
with a pretty wild rose cushion to match
the cover I am just completing!” So
she sends to Vick’s Magazine for the
artistic design like the one appearing
herewith. This is made to fit a nine-
inch cushion; to be fastened with ribbon
through embroidered eyelets; tinted on
white Lawn. It requires about twelve
skeins of Grecian Floss.

A Wild Rose Pillow
The need of a new sofa pillow is quite

evident as there are only about a dozen
over there on the cosy corner sofa, but
the collection would certainly be in-
complete without one to match the wild
rose shirt waist, dresser scarf, pin
cushion, and hair receiver, the last
of which she will make later on.
Hence she sends for this attractive pillow’
design. Upon Its arrival she finds it so
beautiful that she embroiders as much of
it solid as possible. While the vase will
look well simply outlined, the effect of

(Continued on page 24)

Pin Cushion Cover

flower and Vegetable garden, how to sow
the seed, and how to care' for the plants,
ccurately illustrates and describes the

Famous Vick'Asters
Marvelous ‘-Magic Flower”
Mammoth Fringed Pansies

New “Swastika” Garden Pea
Vick’s Scarlet Globe Radish

Ailsa Craig Onion
Big Boston Bettuce

and hundreds of other “ Vick Quality ”

standard varieties and novelties of merit.

C.To interest you in Vick’s seeds and
Plants, we offer The Catalogue and
A Packets Flower Seeds (retail price 25c.)

Pansy. tine mixed Petunia, fine mixture,
Shirley Poppy, Phlox Drummondii, mixed.

OR
Cj Packets Vegetable Seeds for in 4.^ Danvers Yellow Globe Onion lU 0 *8 -

White Spine Cucumber, Imperial Lettuce.
Moss Curled Parsley, ScarletTurnip Radish
Send for Catalogue anyway—it's free
JAMES VICK’S SONS, Seedsmen
495 Main Street Rochester, N. Y.

J6£g“An offer of special interest to you will
be sent with either of these collections.

10c

Bigger Packets, Better
Colors, Supreme Quality.

Why sow inferior grades when our center

“Imported Flower Seeds”
Prize winning strains of the great foreign ex-
hibitions can be bad for a few cents more ? Will
give your garden new interest.

Send stamp for full description.

THE IMPORT SEED CO.,
1181 Broadway, New York.

SB? REMNANTS

We have recently been so fortunate as to come in
touch with the enormous output of a greatsilk factory
so that weare enabled to buy great quantities of iteait-
tiful silk remnants at an especially low wholesale
price. We have arranged to purchase for you that
class of remnants which is especially adapted for
crazy-quilts, sola pillows, etc., as well as for use In
fancy work, art and needle work. Therefore, the big
assortment of silk pieces heredisplayed is made up of
some of the most delicately variegated colors of due.
rich silk ever offered in a remnant assortment. Bril-
liant sky-blues, reds.greeus and soft-toned vellows give
exceptional character to this great color collection.
Now, this entire big assortment of silk pieces is givenABSOLUTELY" FREE to all who mail a quarter

—

2 ",

cts—for two year’s full subscription to the biggest nat-
ional monthly published at a popular price, AMERI-CAN HOME MAGAZINE. This big new periodical
lias drawn npou all the almost unlimited resources ot
a great publishing organization foritseudless variety
oi startling feat u res. Here you will rind theprovok-
iugl.v tunny color cartoons, the screamingly oddHappy Hooligan, Buster Brown, And Her NameM as Maud, and the dozen and one other marvellous
creations o£ those master minds of mirth and fun—
Opper, Dirks. Bunny, OutcauH—and all the rest. Of
the magazine's great editorial wriiersonlv a feu of the
dozens upou dozens can here be mentioned. tmon«
these are; ELLA WHEELER WILCOX the roost
brilliant woman in contempora American life-R1NKELSPIKL, the inimitable- > man who has
set all the world a-laugblng; MAURICE MAETER
LINCK, Belgium's foremost living philosopher and
lilevateur; CLARA MORRIS, the noted actress, who
will write of lire on the stage and of the busy world-PROFESSORGARRETT P.’SERVTSS. who has mag-
ically transformed the mysteries of science into tales
of marvellous romance. and BEATRICE FAIRFAX
i lie most brilliant, cleverest woman who has ever
written on love, romance and the things of the bean.
These are hut a FEW of the master minds who will
contribute regularly to the great new monthly For
the strange—the unlike—the fascinating, read the
brilliantly interesting new AMERICAN HOMEMAGAZINE.
FREE OFFER, To all who svill mail their

quarter AT ONCE we will give in addition FREE
a copy of our great 64-page book. "Fancv-Work
Manual,” containing 95 fine eug.avings, and describ-
ing all forms of needle-work, crocheting, knitting and
embroidery. Therefore, to secure ALL THREE
offers—tlie big free Silk Collection, the big 64-page
" Fancy-W ork Manual .

** and isvofull vears’^ub^crin-
tiou to AMERICAN HOME MAGAZINE, mail a

n
ow

r.!°^-yT
to
oAMERICAN HOME MAO A-

2INE, Dept. 3
, 3-41-4U Hose St., New York City.

/

From Ward’s
A

At the Point of the Needle
Conducted by Lauretta Miller

m
GARDEN AND
FLORAL GUIDE FOR
brings the Flowers and Fruits of
Summer before old Winter’s gone



GRANDMA'S WONDER HEALING

AND COMPLEXION CREAM
Preserves and Beautifies the Complexion

A WONDERFUL REMEDY
For all Skin Diseases, Eczema, Pimples,

Blackheads, Salt Rheum, Sore Eyes,
Burns, Scalds, Chafing, Insect Stings,

Chapped Hands, __ Sunburn, _ Freckles,

Tan, Etc., Etc.

PRICE 25 CENTS A BOX

Nickel Alarm Clock
This Nickel Alarm Clock is a beauty,

5Yz inches high and fully guaranteed in

everyway. Given for disposing of six boxes
Grandma’s Remedies at 25 cents a box.

For Regular Table Service
This Dainty Individual Tea 5et is hand-

somely plated and finished in nickel silver, and
consists of five pieces as follows: Tea Pot,

Sugar Bowl, Spoon Holder, Cream Pitcher and Twelve-Inch Tray. A neat and useful

set that will please every lady who receives it. Warranted to wear for years with ordinary usage.

Remember this is not a toy set, but of regular table size for “grown people,” and will be carefully

packed and promptly shipped. This five-piece Nickel Silver Plated Tea Set will be given to any

lady selling only six boxes Grandma’s Wonder Healing and Complexion Cream at 25 cents a box.

NICKEL SILVER An Elegant Toilet Cream
that is neither greasy nor sticky. Removes
Freckles, Pimples, Blackheads, Wrinkles

or defects, leaving the skin soft, clear and
smooth. It is perfectly harmless and will

not injure the most delicate skin. Pre-

serves and brings back the youthful glow
to the face and ruddinessto the cheeks, pre-

serving it in this condition past middle age.

Magic Lantern
AND

100
PICTURES

This Imported Magic Lantern
Outfit is complete with 100 Colored

Pictures, and will be given to any boy or

girl selling six boxes Grandma’s Wonder
Healing and Complexion Cream at 25
cents a box.

Toilet Case
This artistic Toilet Set Combi-
nation is a beauty, richly dec-

orated and finished. Contains

a handsome mirror, with comb and brush to match. Given
for disposing of only six boxes Grandma’s Healing and Com-
plexion Cream at 25 cents a box.

Gold
Decorated

Latest

Shape

Nine Pieces
IndudingGovers

China Tea Set
This lovely imported
China Tea or Lunch Set

of nine pieces is hand-

somely decorated in gold and red flowers, and is given for dis-

posing of only six boxes Grandma’s Wonder Healing and

Complexion Crean at 25 cents a box.

WATERSON
PEN

Gold Plated

Bands

Lace Curtains
This handsome pair of

Lace Curtains are three

yards long and are given

for disposing of only six

boxes Grandma’s Wonder
Healing and Complexion
Cream at 25 cents a box.

w 1 (Actual Size) with 14 Karat Plated Gold Pen. This handsome Fountain Pen is sixiA||HV9 ||| inches long and made of hard rubber, removable cap, fancy engraved barrel, and 14k gold
VUIIIHIII I Vll plated non-corrosive pen, complete with filler. A reliable Fountain Pen and a splendid

article for every person to own. Given for disposing of only six boxes Grandma’s Wonder Healing and Complexion Cream
at 25 cents a box.
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BIG POST CARD ALBUM
This big Post

Card Album
elaborately em-
bossed in gold
and artistic col-

ors, with hand-
some panel pict-

ure on front
cover, and holds
200 post cards.
Given for dis-

posing of six
boxes of Wonder
Toilet Cream at
25 cents a box.

Latest

Style

Pattern

Gold

and

Flowers

Dainty

China

LARGE DEEP TEN INCH DISH

Six

Inch

Dishes

Fruit, Cereal or Berry Set
This lovely imported China Fruit, Cereal or Berry Set

is a beauty of seven pieces handsomely decorated in

gold and flowers and is given to any lady or girl selling

only six boxes Grandma’s Wonder Healing and Complexion Cream at 25 cents a box.

LADIES AND GIRLS
]g

Do you wish to earn one or more of these handsome and valuab

premiums easily? If so, simply dispose of only six boxes of Grandma’s
Wonder Healing and Complexion Cream at 25 cents a box, and take

your choice. A wonderful medicinal toilet cream that whitens and beautifies the complexion, also a grand remedy
for all skin diseases. A reliable and standard preparation that sell3 quickly at nearly every house. Ladles and Girls,

send us your full name and address and we will mail you postpaid, six boxes Wonder Cream on credit. When sold

remit us the money ($1.50) and we will promptly forward, carefully packed, any one premium you select. This is

absolutely the most liberal and bonafide offer ever made by a reliable concern. A “square deal” guaranteed. Money
back if not as represented. Write us at once for six boxes Healing and Complexion Cream, We trust you.

Ou-«
1(^L WORKS, Laboratory 282 Main St., BRIDGEWATER, CONN.
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Nickel Watch
This is a guaranteed

American Nickel Watch,
stem wind and. jet, runs 30
hours at one winding, and
is a good timekeeper. We
offer to give this watch to

any person disposing of six

boxes Grandma’s Wonder
Healing and Complexion
Cream at 25 cents a box.

w — m
-1 > _

OP 25

FORK

This handsome full size set of six Plated

Table Knives and six Forks in a neat box,

given for disposing of only six boxes of

Grandma’s Wonder Toilet Cream at 25

cents a box.
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Vick’s Free Seed Offer
300 Varieties—Mammolh Collection—Over 3000 Seeds

This is a Grand Collection of Beautiful Flowers and will

produce a perfect cloud of bloom and fragrance from, earliest summer
until the snows of winter. It will be a continual surprise and
pleasure to see the odd and curious—as well as the old favorites

—

constantly appear. You can have bushels of blossoms for boquets,
vases, and to give away.

“Flowers are God’s Jewels for Earth’s Ornament”

Gorgeous Combinations of All Shades and Colors
Each package contains seed of the following and hundreds of others

Asters, all colors

Pinks, 10 Varieties

Forget-me-not

Petunias, 10 Varieties

Sweet Peas, 10 Varieties

Cockscombs
Candytuft

Four O’clock

Salvias

Prize Poppies

Ageratum
Sweet Mignonette

Calendulas

Centaurea
Ricinus, 13 feet

Gilias, Mixed
Chrysanthemums
Job’s Tsars

Sweet Aiyssum
Godetas

Rose of Heaven
Nasturtiums

Everlastings, 10 Varieties

Sweet William

Calliopsis

Weather Plant

Stocks

Portulacas, 10 Varieties

Love-in-a-mist

Clarkias

Mourning Bride

Joseph’s Coat

Marigolds

Larkspur

True Ice Plant

Zinnias, 10 Colors

Flowers are one of Nature’s sweetest gifts to man. They are “little mission-
aries teaching us beauty, purity and innocence.” Flowers cheer the heart and
make the home life pleasant; nothing for the money spent can give as much
sincere pleasure and delight. No one should fail to plant these interesting flowers.
Many are rare novelties. You cannot get them elsewhere. Over 500,000 of these
collections have been sold, and they receive unbounded praise.

We give the above Brilliant New Flower Collection absolutely
FREE to all who send us an order for

THE GREAT RURAL TRIO

&
Farm and Fireside LXwt

1 - —-m the giant of the farm press—the Na-
V / CI\ S , f

tional farm paper. It prints and cir-

M/\Qa '/iZ f
culates each month more copies than

>4j/Yp f any other farm paper. The “old relia-

ble” FARM & FIRESIDE is growing
greater and better all the time. It is

the most helpful paper published. 25c
per year. Price to be increased this

Spring.

WBBBSS1 Green’s Fruit Grower

n#

and
Home

Companion, 1 year, 12 numbers, is a
magazine that will appeal to every
grower of fruit and every one interested
in gardening and poultry. It is help-
ful and interesting as well as instruc-
tive. It has a larger circulation than any
other paper of its kind. 50c per year.

Vick’s Magazine s
nmE; t

just the magazine for the wife, her daughter and the home. It is a magazine of
home decoration and improvement, gardening, flowers, etc., and other things
that concern every home. Vick’s is brimful of good stories too, and is beauti-
fully illustrated. 50c per year.

The Most Popular Club of the Season
T T rainnnTl Including VICK’S MAGAZINE three AJ AA

/1|| |U|Jh|H whole years 3(i big numbers .... VL 1 fillM Bill 111 ll 111 i If you want Vick’s Magazine for only one HI B *111"
vear the urire of this club is onlv rents. » v

Use coupon when ordering, pin a dollar bill to it and send it at our risk. Do it to-day.

Date.VICK’S MAGAZINE, Dansville. N. Y.
Gentlemen:—Enclosed llnd $1 .00 for which please credit my subscription to Vick’s flagazine

three years (3) from the date it expires or expired, (if a new subscribers years from date), also
send me Farm and Fireside one ;l) year ( >f numbers) and Green’s Fruit Grower; also send me
one of your mammoth Seed Collections all for $1.00.

Name.

P. O.

St. or R. F. D
NOTE—Magazines sent to different addresses if desired.

This oiler will not appear again

Household Economy
ROUND TABLE TALKS

By Florence M. Howe

State.

“Now I say this is simply delight-
ful!” exclaimed Mrs. Eddy, as we took
our seats around the table in her attractive
diuing-room. “ I spupose we must con-
cede that this is Maud's bright idea of
devoting the Wednesday noon hour just
to ourselves,—not for one word of gossip,
you know,—a fact which we must all

take care to remember,—but for very
practical suggestions in the art of cook-
ing and serving. Our object in these
table talks will be to learn how to pre-
pare simple and wholesome dishes; also
how we may economize time in the daily
routine work of the kitchen. A simple
dish, daintily served, may be just as
effective in coaxing one’s appetite as a
more elaborate dish requiring a great
expenditure of time and patience on the
part of the cook. None of us can deny
that a good breakfast or a good dinner
does help smooth out the little worries
and wrinkles that are so ready to assert
themselves in the course of a day’s work.”

Cooking a Science

“People still hesitate to call cooking
a science, for the reason, no doubt, that
so little of it isconducted along' scientific
lines,’” said Mrs. Adams. “We mix
our ingredients together in every sort of
fashion, the only requisite being that the
mixture shall taste good.”
“When we come to realize what cook-

ing really means, we shall have a better
right to the word science,” added our
hostess. “ Isn’t it Ruskin who says, ‘It
means the knowledge of all fruits and
herbs and balms and spices

;
it means

carefulness, and inventiveness,' and
watchfulness, and willingness, and readi-
ness of appliance; it means the economy
of your great grandmothers and the
science of modern chemists ?’ ”

Food Values

“We can not all buy just the same
kind of foods, nor would we care to; but
we do want to know the relative value of
foods, and how to combine them properly.
“There is certainly no economy in

buying cheap food
;

but that does not
mean that we should always buy that
which costs the most. Milk, dry peas,
beans, lentils, and the grains will furnish
us by far a greater amount of nutrition
than other foods which we might choose,
aud which would be bought at much
greater expense

;
but whatever we get,

let us have the best and most wholesome
of its kind. Variety, too, should be
sought as much as possible. We do not
need a host of separate dishes at the
same meal, but our dinner to-morrow
should be entirely different from the
one served today. In order to accomplish
this, the housekeeper must take a lively
interest in arranging the menus, and
occasionally must visit the markets her-
self. By doing this she can often arrange
little surprises that add much to a meal,
and yet make the additional cost very
little.”

“If man is known by what he eats, as
some people insist on telling us, I think
most of us would do well to keep an eye
on our bills of fare,” exclaimed Maud.
“At any rate our health is often

materially affected by what we eat,”
observed Mrs. Eddy; “aud if we only
knew how to select our food with
reference to our needs, we might add
years to our life.”

Various Nutritive Values

“In the first place nearly all our foods
contain, in proportion, some more and
some less, the elements, carbonates,
nitrates, and phosphates. These, with
the necessary waste material, which gives
bulk to our food, form our principal
food material, and fully meet the re-

quirements of nature in imparting
strength to the bones and muscles and
vitality to the brain and nerves. The
carbonates are the heat and force-produc-
ing foods, aud constitute by far the
largest part of all foods. In this class

we have the starchy foods as rice,

potatoes, buckwheat, portions of the
grains, and all sugars. The nitrates
supply the muscles with strength

;
such

foods as meat, cheese, fish, lentils, peas,
and beaus are found in this class. The
phosphates give vitality to the brain and
strength to the hones: shell fish, lean
meats, active fishes, and birds belong in
this class.”

Importance of Proper Diet

“Doesn’t it seem odd,” interrupted
Mrs. Adams, “ that we have not thought
of these tliiugs before and given closer
supervision over the preparation of our
meals! Only yesterday did I read that
in five cities in the United States over
sixteen thousand children had been taken
out of the public schools because their
nervous systems were wrecked

;
of course,

as is usual, the author of the article
attributed all this evil to the cramming
processes of the American public-school
system ; but I was told, on very good
authority, that iu many of these cases
the trouble might have been averted if

the children had been furnished with a
proper diet—one containing more of the *

phosphates. Did you ever notice how i

children, in selecting portions of chicken,
almost always show a decided preference
for the white meat, which in reality
possesses no more nutriment than so
much white bread, while the darker
portions, which are rich in the phosphates
and nitrates, are refused?”
“These facts show that we do not

know how to appreciate our foods,”
remarked our hostess. “In all probar

bility most of these children, as well as
hosts of others in the same condition,
were put under a doctor’s care, and
tended with loving solicitude by their
anxious parents.”

The Bread=MaKing Problem

“You know you promised to tell us
something about bread,” said Maud,
sweetly, as she passed her cup to Mrs.
Eddy, aud helped herself lo another
sandwich. Bread-making, she admitted
had long been her Rubicon which she
had not dared attempt to cross

;
so that

all the bread-stuffs consumed in her
household were always purchased at the
bakery. Upon one or two occasions she
had tried very hard

;
but it had always

ended in a burial scene somewhere out
in the back yard. “You know I felt too
much ashamed of myself to put it in the
tefuse bucket,” slie added, “for fear
some one might find me out.”
Our hostess infoimed us that the bread

from which she had made her sand-
wiches, aud which we all pronounced
delicious, was made of whole wheat
flour, “And,” she continued, “the flour
I consider first in importance. It is not
so difficult to make bread in these days
of compressed yeast, if one is careful to
have pure wheat flour. We should use
more of the entire wheat, and less of
white flour; for with the improved
machinery that we have nowadays, and
the desire on the part of the millers to
produce a perfectly white flour, there is

iu the finest white article really little or
nothing but the starchy part of the grain.
Suppose we examine a kernel of wheat

;

first there is the external tegument, which
is of a hard, woody substance ; this is

wliat we call bran, and is wholly in-
digestible. Then there is an inner por-
tion of several layers, containing gluten
aud all the necessary muscle-making
elements, but these are discarded in
making white flour. The white center,
which is by far the larger part of the
grain, is retained. This, however, is

almost entirely composed of the car-
bonaceous elements, with only a sprink-
liug of the braiu-and-ruuscle-making
elements. Then there is wliat we call
the germ, very small as compared with
the rest of the kernel, but containing a
large amount of the phosphates. This
of course is discarded ; for it would
darken the flour. Thus we see how little

of real value -we have left of the wheat
after it has been ground into white flour,

whiie graham flour contains the whole
of the wheat, it also contains more or
less of the outer husk, or covering

;
when

this is eliminated, we have what we call

whole-wheat flour.



MARCH VICK'S MAGAZINE PA GE

For 50c cash with order(statnps will’
do) we will ship you nil charges
paid, one dozen first-class grape
vines as samples.
3 Concord 3 Niagara 2 Moore’s Early
2 Ives ''.n2 Catawba 1 Delaware
If we get your order in the next 3 days, we
will add free as a premium 1 Baby Rambler Rose
(or your choice of roses). Address
Iowa Nursery Co., Desk 10.Dec Moines, la.*'

SOMETHING NEW.

YOUR PORTRAITURE
A Life-Size Picture of Yourself, Father, Mother,
Baby or Friend—madeon an Austro-Silk Pillow Top
size 18x18. Theycan be washed repeatedl y and nev-

er fade. This is a Brand-New, Refined and Artistic

Novelty—just the thing to add a touch of Beauty
And Charm to your Parlor or Sitting Room. The
regular price of these Pillow Tops is $2.00; but we
are going to GIVE YOU ONE FREE. if you will help
us Advertise Our Seeds by Distributing 20 Packets
among your Friends and Neighbors at 10c a packet.

Simply send us a Photo of the person whose portait

you want. SEND NO MONEY.
Simply SAY “SEND SEEDS.”
When sold, send the $2.00 collected
to us. Your Pillow Top will be sent
immediately and Photo returned.
Write Today—be first in your town
to have one of these pretty Pillows.

Lancaster County Seed Co.
North 1 2th. Street, La Park, Pa.

O a"« fri for our 190S Catalogue of Seeds, BulbsMEM and Plants. Dahlias a specialty.

MILLS & CO., Mamaroneck, N. Y.

25 BEAUTIFUL COLORED CARDS
of Friendship, Greeting, Art, Bcenery,

Pretty Girls, Floral, Novelty and Comio;

no two alike; eaoh worth 2 to 5c;‘ with

big oatalog (500 illustrations) and list

of 1000 cara exohangers, sll Bent pre-

paid for only 10 cts. ELLIS ART CO.,

Dept. 118, 321 LawndaleAve.,CHICAGO.

S|0.CashPaidK-l^SStlS"
•f
A LOVELY rOSTALS, 25a. SILK Floral & Tour Name

Beautifally Frosted . Perfumed Satin, Entrancing
Love Scenes .

Easter, t£c.
AMERICAN ART CO., West Haven, Conn.

INVISIBLE INK
For correspondence and any invisible writing or draw-
ing. Can be read only when made to appear by a secret
process, which goes with each bottle. Sent to any ad-
dress for a silver dime. Large bottles 25c. Agents
wanted. Theo. A. Hailing, 65-57 Skinner St., Little Falls, N. T.

Send No Money
Just your name and ad-

dress and I will tell you how
to get this watch, either
ladies’ or gentleman’s size,

ABSOLUTELY FREE
To the boys I will give the
chain as an extra present and
to the girls a chatelaine pin,
if you write at once. With
the chain or pin it is im,«>
sible to lose the watch. The
watch is a beautiful stem*
wind and stem-set one, and
guaranteed to keep correct
time. -All 1 want is one hon-
est boy or girl in every town
to sell 6 of my fast-selling
articles at 25 cents each.
Write today for all particu-
lars which will be 6ent free.
JENNETTE McDOftALD
“The Watch Girl”

10 Hack Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

Silk Direct From Mills
Black taffeta. 19 inches, 58 cents ; 36 inches, 98 cents ;

extra brilliant, 20Js inches, 78 cents. Samples FREE
on application. Quality unequalled for price.

HALCYON SILK WORKS,
Dept. Z, 170 Fifth Avenue, New York.

|

TO LEARN BOOK-KEEPING

WHEN I WILL MAKE A FIRST-CLASS

BOOK-KEEPER^^
in SIX WEEKS for 33 OR REFUND MONEY ! Fair

1

enough ? Distance and experience immaterial. I find

POSITIONS, too, EVERYWHERE. FREE. Placed pu-

pil Dec. 20 at 360 WEEKLY. PERHAPS I CAN PLACE
YOU, TOO : Have 9133 TESTIMONIALS. SA VE
THIS & write, ), H. GOODWIN, Expert Accountant,

Room 538, 1215 Broadway, NEW YORK

A RICHLY DECORATED
Floral Scripture Text Post Card
Write today. You will be delighted
with our beautifully colored artistic

Scripture Text Post Cards.

UNION M. WORKS, CASTORLAND, N. Y.

Free

See my ad. on page
17 of Feb. Vick’s.
Send 25 cents for
25 assorted flower-
ing size bulbs and

my catalogue. Mention Vick’s. Don’t delay.

GEO. S. WOODRUFF, Independence, Iowa.

GLADIOLUS

Clever Ways of Doing Things
GOOD IDEAS FOR HOUSEHOLD USE

We offer a yearly subscription for each contribution to thin department that is found acceptable for publi-

cation. Write each “idea” submitted on a separate sheet of paper, writing on one side only, and with pen and

ink. Write concisely, expressing your idea in from 200 to 300 words, or less If possible, and addn-ns to “Now
Tdea Department.” Domestic recipes and lace patterns are not desired for thin department, bend atwo-cent

stamp if you wish your manuscript returned.

ilUJPIViTQ
- $75 Monthly, Combination Boiling Pin.

/itljLi 1 1 3 Nine Articles Combined. Lightning seller

Sample Free. FORSHKE 00., I) 10,’ Cincinnati, Ohio.

Try This

Pork cut iu slices soaked over night in

water or milk and dipped in flour, before

frying, will be a surprise to one that lias

never tried it.—C. A.

A Nice Breakfast Dish

Sometimes in the country one cannot
get any beef .except fore-quarter; so iu

tbe absence of steak tor breakfast, take

the ribs and after cutting in suitable

lengths stew until tender, (the day
before,) season to suit taste. Prepare for

breakfast by dipping in baiter and frying

quickly in smoking fat until a delicate

brown. Serve at once.—F. L. J.

A Labor Saver

To prepare pumpkin for pies, try cut-

ting pumpkin in quarters, or smaller,

and baking until the pulp can be scraped

from the skin with a large spoon. Be
careful not to brown. The pulp can
then be boiled down until ready to put
through a collander.—M. W. S.

About Pies

In baking pies, the oven at first should

be as hot as for cookies or biscuits, then

gradually decrease tbe heat. This pre-

vents boiling over which disfigures the

pie, as well as wastes its richness.

It is also well to have a rather deep tin

if one wishes a thick pie.—M. E.

Corn Meal Mush
In strirring mush, use a strong wire

potato masher, instead of a paddle or

spoon, and see how much easier to stir

and make smooth, and tree from lumps.

Corn mush should be cooked not less

than one hour
;
two would he better and

three better still. Stop putting in meal
before it is near thick enough, as the

heat expands it, and evaporation helps

thicken it.—D. B.

When Cake Sticks to the Pan

When removing a cake from the oven
after it is baked, if it does not come out

easily wring a cloth out of cold water:

fold, and lay on table; set the hot pan

on this for a few moments and the con-

tents can he removed smooth and entire

without the slightest difficulty.—G.

H. S.

Corn Cob Syrup

Boil twelve sweet corn cobs, in three

quarts of water, one hour, remove the

cobs, strain the water, add three pounds
of brown sugar, and boil to the con-

sistency of syrup.—S. E. W.

Deviled Eggs

Boil eggs steadily for forty minutes
and lay in cold water for five minutes

and remove the shells. When perfectly

cold cut each egg into halves
;
remove

yolks, mash them perfectly smooth and
to each dozen add two tablespoons

softened butter, one tablespoon vinegar,

one teaspoon made mustard, salt and
pepper to’taste. Blend these ingredients

thoroughly and heap the mixture in hol-

low whites.—Mrs. J. S. M.

To Sew on Lace

In sewing on lace that is to be gathered,

always pull it up with the cord next the

straight edge and it will sew on much
easier and be smoother than if gathered

in the regular way.—E. R. H.

Mending on Machine

The family mending of underwear and
stockings may he easily and quickly

done on the machine. If the tension is

loosened the thread will not bind and
break.—E. R. H.

What a Lump of Lard Will Do

Put a small lump of lard in starch

when making it and the irons will not

stick to the starched clothes.—M. I.

Trees
SHEER IN’S Trees are fruitful Trees. Tlieyare propagated pu honor.

Sold on their merits. Guaranteed absolutely free troui all disease and
Fresh Dug. Why not plant eleau, healthy Trees when they cost nr. more
than those infested with Seale ? Our 80 page catalog will tell you more
about it. It is full of good information Free to everybody.

Sheerin’s Wholesale Nurseries, Dansville, N. Y.

,A Quilting Suggestion

When knotting comforts try stitching
the cover and lining together on one
side before putting in the cotton.
Lay the cotton on the lining to seam

then bring over the cover and when
knotted only three sides are left to he
finished by hand.—M. I.

A Hint for Wash Day
To save aching fingers, and torn cor-

ners, take a tea-towel, pin a row of nap-
kins, handkerchiefs, doilies, collars,

etc., on one edge, and another row on
opposite edge, do this in the house, and
one lias only one piece to hang on the
line.—M. E. B.

How to Mend Stockings Correctly

To mend stockings so they will feel

comfortable is an art, and I want to pass

on this piece of good news. Get a shoe
last, (a medium sized one will do the
whole family.) By putting it in the

stocking you will be able to mend it

without drawing it up in bunches. This
method of darning with the last is par-

ticularly fine for the heels and saves

much time, which
.

soon pays for the

small cost of the last.—H. R.

Easy Way fo Clean Kettles

A simple way to clean cooking uten-
sils, is to put a good pinch of soap pow-
der, or a few slices of soap in the kettle

or pan, fill partly with cold water, cover
and let simmer, and by the time one is

ready to wash it, the utensil is easily

cleaned, besides removing every sug-
gestion of the taste of any highly
odoriferous food, as fish, onions, or

kraut.—N. E. B.

TO WOMEN WHO DREAD MOTHERHOOD!

Information How They May Give Birth to
Happy, Healthy Children Absolutely

Without Pain—Sent Free.

No women need any longer dread the pains of
childbirth, or remain childless. Dr. J. H. Dye
lias devoted his life to relieving the sorrows of
women. He has proved that all pain at child-

birth may be entirely banished, and he will gladly
tell you how it may be done absolutely free of
charge. Seud your name and address to Dr. J.

H. Dye, 116 Lewis Block, Buffalo, N. Y., and lie

will send you, postpaid, his wonderful book
which tells how to give birth to happy, healthy
children

,
absolutely without pain

;
also how to

cure sterility. Do not delay but write to-day.

SILK REMNANTS

Agents$l 03.50permonth.
Belling these wonderful Scissors. V. C

Glebner, Columbus. O. sold 22 pairs in 3— - ^
hours, made 313; you can do it, we show CuT& ID IrifEUDi ,

bow. Fas* Outfit, y Thomas Mfg. Co., 212 H St., Day too, 0.

PPPiP

The
Modern Priscilla

A Fancy-Work Hagazlnc
Authority on all kinds of Art Needlework ,

Crochet, Knitting, Luce, Costumes, Lin-
gerie, and Home Decoration in all its var-

ious branches. It is the only monthly

Fashion Hagazinc of Embroidery
illustrating and giving directions for work-
ing out the newest ideas and designs for

Ladies’ and Children's Waists, Gowns, Neck-
wear, Hats and underwear in the most
artistic and approved styles. A special de-
partment is devoted to Chin>a, Oil and
Water-Color Painting, containing valuable
hints and information: also Home Arts and
Crafts, such as Stenciling, Leather Work,
Basketry, etc.

Subscription Price, SO cents per year
Canadian .Subscriptions, 25 cents extra

Special Corset Cover Offer

Price of perforated stamping pattern of this
new corset cover design, 25c. Send 60e and w©
will send you this pattern and The Modern Pris-
cilla for 1 year. Price of pattern stamped on
linen lawn, $1-00. Send $1.25 and we will send
you pattern stamped on linen lawn and The Mod-
ern Priscilla for 1 year- Pattern stamped on cot-

ton lawn, 50c; given with The Modern Priscilla
for one year, 75c. Cotton for working 20c extra.

4 yds. Vnl. Edging, 45c extra. Stamping paste lOo

extra.
Books'Given Away

If you subscribe for The Modern Priscilla before
May 1st we will send you entirely without charge,
in addition to the above offers, a copy of our new
book of designs flOOl for colored embroideries.
Colored embroideries promise to be very popular
the comming season and this new book is well
worth having. Don’t fail to state in your letter

that you want a copy of this book, otherwise it

might be omitted.

Sample Copy- of th© Priscilla sent for 1 cts,

THE MODERN PRISCILLA
85 Broad St., Dept. V

, Boston, Hass.

Established

30

Years

BEFORE USING AFTER USING

Henry Lottie Company's Wrinkle Remover
Why grow old and wrinkled when one night’s us© of

our wrinkle remover produces such effective results ?

No face bleaching, no massage, no mechanical appli-

ance, with days of tedious waiting. By tbe use of our
Remedy only a few hours are required to remove your
Wrinkles and thus restore the youthful beauty of your
complexion. My long experience in the manufacture
of Hair and Toilet Goods and in the conduct of a Ladies
Beautifying Parlor, has enabled me to compound a
Remedy for the removal of Wrinkles and the restora-

tion of the
(

Complexion which our Customers 6ay is

simply marvelous. No secrets, no contract.
Catalog on application.

Henry Loftie Company, 242 W, Onondaga St., Syracuse, N. l.

Ladies’ Fast Black or Brown
cotton hose. Direct from manufac-

turer to consumer. Best stock used.

2 pairs by mail 36 cents. Big bargains

in large quantities. Address,

GE/lRHaRT HOSIERY CO.

Clearfield, Pa.

FOR YEARS
we have sold thousands of Packages of beautiful

silk Remnants suitable for fancy or crazy work to

women all over the country who are now regular
customers and buy from us regularly. We have
purchased all the available supply of silks from
several large silk manufacturers and are able to

give you a magnificent assortment of beautiful and
varied patterns for only 25 cts. Stamps taken.

GAGE SILK CO.. New Bedford, Mass.

RHEUMATISM
Cured to stav cured. I will guarantee to cure any case
of Rheumrtism, Neuralgia, Sciatic, Gout, Lumbago or
Constipation. I do notask you to send me one cent.

Send me vour name and addrsss. WRITE TODAY.
C. E. Frye, S’-i N. Lincoln St., Boston, Mass.

„ C«l/» High Class Stock such as Dogs,

rOr OalC Pigeons, Ferrets. Rabbits, Cattle,

Sheep and Swine. Send 10c for

60 page Descriptive Illustrated Catalogue.

MOUNT PENN KENNELS, READING, PA.

«-»*/-» maivtEV Entertaining. Book Free.

DIyJ 1 IUAl I Devoll School of Magic and Mysterirs,— — — fori Worth, Texas.

Special Pillow Top Offer.

Send 10 cents for a magnificent
18 in. pillow top stamped on
sheer lawn for Shadow em-
broidery. This is a special offer

to merely introduce the Spring
- and Summer number of our
catalog of new designs in shirt
waists, hats, corset covers, pil-

low tops, etc. Choice of Spider
web. Floral, or Conventions 1

designs. Send today. Address
CHA3. F. KRAUS CO.,

1101 Pearl St., Port Huron, Mieh.

BRIEHMCKS flHtBgffiinC
fcESrt

Get a Lunoh of Stage Greenbacks (not counterfeits) wrap

them around your own roll and show your friends what

a wad you carry. Big bunch of $1570 f°r 10 cents.

8. DRAKE, DEPT. 232. 1941 HARRISON BT.. CHICAGO.

POSTCARDS. Join Regal Exchange Club. Eight
' handsome New York City views and club plan 10c.

Begat Card Club, 2333 Davidson Avenue, New York.

S8C US HOW WE GIVE
i Carpet, Curtains, Rugs

H Sand over 1200 other nice
things for the home with orders
for groceries—tea, coffee, baked
pork and beans, rice, soaps, pure
foods.extracts,perfumes, etc.Send
for Catalog telling “How the

f
Housewife Can Furnish Her FTome/1
Without Cost,” “Howto SaveNear-&
ly Your Household Expenses.
Crofts&ReedCo.,Dept. 102,Chicago
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BOYS \
I)o you want a fine Rifle

for Hunting >? A Genuine Take-down
Hamilton Hunting Rifle —that has all the latest

appliance, accurate and true, one you can depend
on; that’s the kind we are offering you, something

r you will he proud of—The Best Boy’s Rifle Made—
f

Steel barrel, rifled brass inner tube, steel frame, peep
sights, automatic shell extractor, shoots long and short
J-calibre cartridges. Boys, you can’t get a better rifle

anywhere—and wc are going to give you this handsome
rifle for selling only thirty packages of our beautifully

colored artistic and comic Post Cards at 10 cents a package.
(10 assorted Post Cards to each package.*

Everybody buys pretty Post Cards, no trouble to sell 4hem.
We trust you with our Post Cards to sell. Send no money
in advance Your fine Hamilton Rifle will be sent you the day
your money trom sale Is received. Don’t delay, write at once.
STANDARD PUB. CO.,S56RCapal Street,' Passaic, N. J.

GIVEN to BOYS

BOYS
1

Vou can

r
have a Fine
BASEBALL

r
SUIT made to*

. your measure in BLUE,.
Mr BED, GRAY or BLACK,
„ consisting of H eavilt Paj>

f CED Pants, ant style Shirt
, or Cap, and Fine Beltjoryoif ,

v
' can hare a Player's OUTFIT,’*

r consistipg_,of; heavily PaDDKd I
CHEST PROTECTOR, steel wlre\

Mask. -.Catcher's, MITT. Fisuma’si
GLOVE, CAP. Belt and Ball, if you wilF*
Ofil) „n A_l.. -1A ra A. A ...sell for us only 30 Packages of our beaut Ifufly

T CARDS at 10 Cents a Packagecolored POSt
(10 assorted Post Cards to a package). Everybody
buys pretty Post Oards. No trouble to sell them.WE TRUST YOU WITH OUR POST OARDS TO
8ELL Send no Monet iD sdvanoe. The Base-
ball Outfit yon select will be sent you the same
day your money from sale is received. Don’t

J delay, write at once^

|
STANOARO PUBtea, 856A CafialSt>,Pfltsa1c,IM.

LADI1LS TRfLE,
A beautiful superb figure, perfectly developed bust,

beautiful neck and pretty arms. We guarantee to
develop your bust from 8 to 6 inches iu 30 days. You
will be able to appear in low neck and short sleeves;
build tip your physical condition and be the admir-
ation of all mankind. Our treatment can be taken in
the privacy of your own room without the know-
ledge of any one. Write to-day for our FREE book-
let, "BEAUTY ANIA GRACE,” sent in a plain sealed
wrapper. Address

Develop Company, Dept. 42 , Rochester, N.Y.

St. Patrick
BY G. E. LESLIE

Malty people wonder why some friends
of Saint Patrick persist in denying that
lie banished the snakes. They apparent-
ly think there is nothing about that to
be ashamed of, so long as no one claims
that lie took any unscrupulous advantage
of the snakes.
Banishing a few snakes that may

chance to cross one’s path from time to
time is all right; and if they happen to
be large, well-developed reptiles, or if

they display a provoking unwillingness
to shuffle off their mortal coil when a
good opportunity has been given them,
it may amount to a certain variety of
popularity, and he productive of a degree
of pardonable pride to banish them.
But for one’s imperishable fame to

rest largely on the false supposition that
lie made a specialty of banishing reptiles,
is different. Any one can see that
banishing snakes for a regular pastime
is a low kind of business. It would
probably be as honorable a vocation as
that of a circus snake-charmer, find no
less exalted than that of devouring snakes
for public amusement

;
but it is not an

occupation that any of us would advise
our ancestors to adopt in the present
state of the art. No one boasts now that
his mother or grandmother was Mile De
Tulseau, the queen of snake-charmers;
or that liis favorite uncle was Bosco, the
Australian snake-eater.
Aside from all this, Saint Patrick was

a modest man, and was averse to notoriety
of any kind. It is difficult for us to
comprehend such unusual traits in men

;

but we must remember that he lived
fifteen hundred years ago, and that his
early training and environments were
different from that of most of the young
men of the twentieth century. For six
yeais his life was that of a mountain
shepherd. Cut off from the world of
vanity and from all the social haunts of
vice, he contracted habits of modesty
and reticence that would sit awkwardly
on our society men, and would make
them objects of suppressed comment
everywhere. He loved music, but
strangely preferred the simple, uncul-
tured notes of the mocking-birds and
wild canaries to the operas and, cantatas
of the masters. He was not at home in
society. He never attended a full-dress
French ball in his life, nor a banquet of
the far famed Gridiron Club. He knew
nothing of the art and beauty that flitted

behind the foot-lights or before them
either. If he had gone to an eight-course
six-thirty function, he would have been
as innocent as David Harum at the Price
dinner party. Growing up thus, Saint
Patrick’s character was robbed of that
sparkling and shimmering richness of
exterior that is now in such favor with
the elite everwyliere.

.SUPERFLUOUS HAIR CURE.
A Lady Subscriber Will Send Free to Any

Sufferer the Secret Which
Cured Her.

One ot our lady subscribers asks us to announce that
she will tell free to any reader of this magazine bow to
secure permanent relief from all traces of superfluous
liair by the same means that cured her, after every
other known remedy had failed. She states that the
means used is harmless, simple and painless, and
makes the electric needle entirely unnecessary. Sue
will send, entirely free, full part iculars to enable any
other sufferer to achieve the same happy results. Ail
sheasks is a 2-cent stamp for reply. Address,
Mrs. Caroline Osgood, 853 E. Custom House St., Providence, R, I.

RllV flicJlPV from pottery, 100 pcs, $2.00. 100 pc Din-maiica ner set, $3.00. 12 piece Toilet set, $2.75.
Agents wanted. Fred W. Penfield, Salem, Ohio.

Our Poultry Department
The publishers take pleasure iu an-

nouncing that hereafter our Poultry De-
partment will be in charge of Mr. Carl
G. Loeber, one of the best known and
most successful chicken and homing pig-
eon fanciers in this country. At the re-
cent Feathered Stock Show in Milwaukee
his flock won 91 prizes. Evidently he
has few superiors as a poultry expert.

Truly good and sensible young people
will he tender-hearted without being
soft, and will have soundness of heart
without hardness of heart.

If one’s life is what it should be, he
will have neither regret for the past nor
apprehension for the future.

BOYS AND GIRLS 1 Easy money for you.
Write, DAVID H. KING, Box 427, Pittsburg, Pa.

POST CARDS.'.'.™’,!:
Buy direct from the publishers and manufacturers at whole-

sale prices. Post-cards selected to suit you from Colored and
Photo-tints of Art, Pun, Love, Pets, Babies, Views Floral
Fruits, Mottoes, Songs, Jokes, Side-Splitting Comics, Pretty
Women, Actresses, Dancing Girls, Bathers, etc. Over 2 OHO
kinds, made in three grades. Quality A, 20 for 12c; 50 25c-
100 36c; M, $3 Sell 1 to 2c each. Quality B, better ’cards
and richer finish, 20 for 30c; 50, 60c; 100, $1; M. $H. Sell
* to 5c each. Quality C, best procurable, including Embossed.
20 for 60c; 50, $1 ; 100, *1.75; M, $15. Sell 5 to 8c. Best Bargains
ever offered and ideal for collectors and exchangers. All fancy
cards but not. fancy prices. Cash prizes to users. New plan and
useful booklet free with all orders. $1 Album, 48c Fine Rich
Pictures for framing, ten subjects, exact imitations of costly
pastels. Only 25c each All ten, *2. When nicely framed they
kiok just like $10 pictures. Wonderful Microscopic Charms,
Keveals Lord s Prayer, Ten Commandments, Views, Statuary
Actresses, etc. Powerfully and Magically magnified and life-like’
10c each

; 3,25c; 12,60c. “What the World Wants," 100-pg bookon Self-Culture, Personal Influence, etc., 25c. “Practical Self-
"“P> J1

£u,de to Success in a)1 undertakings, H8-pgs, 35c.
Beauty, Bram and Brawn," tells how to secure and retain

them, 10c. Everything offered worth double or money back
Nice selection from all the above, $2. MORE MONEY made selling
our goods direct to the people or by Mail-orders than at anything
else. Everybody buys over and over again. We furnish every-
thing and instruct you. Experience unnecessary. Illustrated
Catalogue of our complete line free if request is made at once.

Self Culture Box, V 161 E. Liberty Street, Pittsburg, Pa.

DON’T
Neglect PIL
Piles Never Cure Themselves But
Progress Steadily Toward the

Dreaded Fistula and Cancer

Dr. Van Vleck’s 3 - fold Absorption
Cure is saving thousands from the cruel
knife—many from worse. It is curing
cases of 30 and 40 years standing, as well
as all the milder stages.

Let us send you a

$1 Package
On Approval
A tube of sooth-
ing, healing Ab-
sorptive Plasma, a
Box of Cones to
soften and nourish

the membrane, a Box of Pile Pills to re-

move the cause. Sufficient to cure mild
attacks and to bring relief to the worst.

If you are satisfied with the benefit re-
ceived, you can send us One Dollar. If
not, keep your money. We take your
word.
Only,a true cure could be sold on this

plan, which has been our ouly plan for
years. Some of your neighbors have used
this treatment; we have cured patients
everywhere. Can you afford to suffer
when such a cure is at hand? Send your
address to Dr. VanVleck Co., 367 Majes-
tic Building, Jackson, Michigan. You
will get the dollar package, in plain
package, with free illustrated book, by
return mail prepaid, just as we agree.
Send no money. Write today.

I Can Cure Cancer
At Home Without Pain, Plaster or Oper-

ation and I Tell You How, Free
r have discovered

a new and seemingly
unfailing treatment
lor the relief and
cure of the deadly
cancer. I have made
some most astonish-
ing cures. I believe
every person with
cancer 6 h o u 1

d

know of this mar-
velous medicine and
its wonderful cures,
and I will be glad to
give full informa-
tion free to all wlio
write me and tell

me about their case.
Peter Keagan

Galesburg, ill., had
cancer of the mouth
and throat. t>octora
said “no hope .

” Mr.
Keagan w rote : “It
is only a question of
a short time— I must
die.” Today h i s
cancer is healed up

„ _ and be is well. My
i Have Proven Cancer Can be marvelous radia-

rIT, .“v L'"”r ,
' L1

',?' So tizo-1 fluid did it.
Plaster, Xo Knife. —Hr. Wells.

It ha9 othcr just
such cures to its credit. It is saving people
every day and restoring them to health and
strength. If you have cancer or any lump or sore
that you believe is cancer, write today and learn
how others have been cured quickly anti safely and
at very small expense. No matter wbat your condi-
tion may be do not hesitate to write and tell me
about it. I will answer your letter promptly,
giving you absolutely free, full informa l ion atid

e
roof of many remarkable cures,
r. Rupert Wells, 32 14 Radol Bide , St. Louis,Mo.

Off Again-

NOTWO
CARDS

SOUTHERN
BEAUTY

BEAUTIFULLY COLORED
ARTISTIC & COMIC

POST CARDS
por10 centsI

NOT LIKE IT

USED TO BC

Do it Now

ALIKE
ALL The
LitestMd

most Foctnar Cards on
the Market. (Most Post
Card stores sell the

same cards at S cents

each). Remember, No
Two Cards Alike. Our
Selected Assortmentcon

sists of Reproductions from Famous
Paintings. Kiilens, Dogs, Birds, Pretty
Children. HandsomeWcmen. Birth and
Greeting Cards and the Funniest Assort-

men! of Comics Ever Pnnted. Regular
Side Splitters. Such as "Do it now.”
"Who said Divorce," “No! like itusad

.to be,""Keep right on,""Seeing the Sights," and many
others. Don’t Miss this Wonderful Post Card Offer.

You Can Sell our Cards at One Cent Each and make
big Money Ig ordering Post Cards send Silver, if

stamps are used, send two cents extra.

RTEBLINQ PUBLISHING CO- PASSAIC. N. J

Our Great Easter Offering For Women
$100 000 tvorth of New Spring Waristings aud

Dress Goods bought through bank-
ruptcy of a prominent manufacturer. These will
be offered to you less 75% of cost. Special this month,
Silk Finished Dress Goods 3 yds. for 69c, 15 yds. for $2.95.
Other Great Values. Samples Free.
THE NOVELTY MERC. CO., 714 Union St, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Over Two Hundred Physicians—both Allopathic
and Homeopathic—here in the East, have been using
“Hilex” under another name, for a longtime, as a
Guaranteed, absolute Cure of RHEUMATISM.
“Hilex” is applied by hand friction, and gives im-

mediate relief. Money returned to patients if results
are not satisfactory. Over eight hundred pounds
sold the past four months. Not for sale in stores but
through local agents. A liberal sample box and
agents’ terms mailed for 25c. Larger sizes, 50c, $1.
Kennedy Manufacturing Co., Hackensack. New

Jersey. Sole manufacturers. Personal references of
T. IV. Kennedy; Rev. W. W. Holley. D.D.; Robert
Mackay, Attorney; Postmaster Jeffers; Robt. T.
Amos; Jeweler Yreeland.

Suffer no longer, I will re._,ore
you to health and happi-
ness. I do not ask you to
send oue cent. Address.

“ HEALTH,” P. O. Box 5, Augusta, Maine.

This Fine Picture Free
This Family Record
is a magnificent
work of art, 16x20
inches,in ten beau-
tiful colors; back-
ground solid gold;
spaces for pictures
of the family, also
beautiful scrolls
on which to regis-
ter marriages,
births and deaths.
It is a picture of
dazzling beauty
that you will al-

ways oe proud of.

To introduce our
splendid family
magazine and
story paper, which
already has a half
million readers,we
give it to anyone
who sen ds’ 10c
(stamps or silver)
for The Household

8 months and picture. We make this unusual offer to in-
duce you to become a regular subscriber. Send at once be-
fore.they are gone. Address, THE HOUSEHOLD, 411 U. S,
Express Building* Chicago*
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Old Ziiumerhacklc's Observations

Not Brilliant Pcrhapa

But Original

By J. W. BURGESS

Keep Your Temper

STo matter what troubles you may bump against;

No matter how stormy the weather—
t’s dollars to dough-nuts that you will pull

through,
If you just hold yourself together.

Jut if you go flying off into space,
The devil will sure win the heat.

Vud wheu it’s all over, you’ll have to admit
’Twas your temper that caused your defeat.

It Didn’t Work
They were alone in the parlor. She

nad twisted the conversation around un-

i 1 they were discussing names.
“I like your name.” she coyly re-

marked, with a tailor-made twinkle in

ter off eve.
But you can’t have it, Miss Blank,”

lie blurted out, “unless you marry my
brother, for I’m already engaged.”

No Scrap Book Now
“Yes, we keep a scrap-book, don’t

you?”
“We did, until it took all our time to

•ecord the scraps we had. Finally, we
got into a scrap as to which of us should

ieep the scrap record, and then we con-

iluded it was time to discontinue. Since

hen our scraps go unrecorded.
* *

•x-

At a recent examination in a rural

school, one of the questions asked was:

‘Name four insects to be found upon a

farm.” The paper handed in by one of

the boy pupils answered the question

thusly : “Head lice, body lice, sheep

ticks and potato bugs.”
-X- *
*

Johnnie was watching a hen which had
just lost her head at the chopping-block.

She bled profusely, and after observing

that fact for some time, he sagely re-

marked that she must have been a “full-

blooded Brown Leghorn.”
* *
*

When you catch yourself imagining
that you are a trifle smarter than anybody
else, just try and carry two pails ot milk,
and a lantern simultaneously, up a steep,

icy path, and watch the conceit ooze out
of you.

* *
*

A clergyman met a young parishioner

whom he had missed for some time:
‘Good morning, James! and are you

still trying to be good?”
“No, sir, I’m studying to be a law-

yer.”

Farmer Parsley was hit in the eye
while threshing beans with a flail. Now
he is spending all his spare time trying
to figure out how a fellow could get a

'black eye while threshing “yellow-eye”
beans.

*'

Speaking of the old barrel churn—the
farmer who won’t cheerfully grind out
a hundred or two revolutions on it while
his wife is singing the baby to sleep, is

a disgrace to the profession.
* *
*

“Come home at noon,” cautioned a
parent to his seven-year-old, “for we
don’t sponge our meals, you know’.”

1
‘ Nope, ’

’ was the curt reply, ’
’ we don’t

sponge ’em, we eat ’em dirty.”
* *
*

When snow banks are piled to the top of the fence;
Wheu staying indoors shows a man’s common

sense;
When the wind howls and screeches ,o beat the

band,
Scattering snuffles and grip o’er the laud

—

It’s March.
* *

•X-

Half the men on earth hollow in where
the other half stick out. So there would
!be plenty of room, if people would only

' be accommodating.
* *
*

If you don’t want this world to be a
howling wilderness, then don’t howl.

FREE OUR MAMMOTH PACKAGE OF 300 CCEnC
EASY GROWING VARIETIES OF^CCW^

Look up full description of this package on page 24 of this issue. It’s worth reading. We will give this collection of

over 3,000 seeds to any one who orders a magazine club from our

MAGAZINE BARGAINS FOR MARCH
If you care to save from 25 to 50 per cent on your magazines for 1908, don't lay this down until you have made your de-

cision as to what magazines you want. The figures at the left of the magazines indicate the classes to which they belong.

Should you want to change, a magazine in any dub, the number at the left of the name of a magazine will show from what

class you can select another magazine that you like better. To-morrow will be too late, ltemernber, the season is almost

gone and now is the time.

WE CAN FURNISH ANY OF THE F0L»
LOWING CLUBS FOR ONLY $1.00SPECIAL DOLLAR OFFER

Vick’s Magazine
Boston Cooking School Mag.

Vick’s Magazine
4 N. Y. Tribune Farmer

Vick’s Magazine
McCall’s and Housewife

Vick’s Magazine
4 American Boy

Vick’s Magazine
Farmer’s Wife
7 Poultry Success
Green’s Fruit Grower

Vick’s Magazine
Woman’s National Daily

Vick’s Magazine
Housekeeper
Farm and Fireside

Vick’s Magazine
6 McCall’s Magazine
Green’s Fruit Grower
Farmer’s Wife

Vick’s Magazine
Housewife
Farmer’s Wife
Metropolitan & Rural Home
Twentieth Century Review

Vick’s Magazine
Pictorial Review

Vick’s Magazine
Farmer’s Wife
Gentlewoman
9 Successful Farming
Woman’s Magazine

Vick’s Magazine
Green’s Fruit Grower
7 Am. Poultry Advocate
Farmer’s Wife

Vick’s Magazine
Green’s Fruit Grower
Missouri Valley Farmer
Woman’s Magazine
Farmer’s Wife

Vick’s Magazine
Green’s Fruit Grower
Missouri Valley Farmer
Woman’s World •

Household Magazine

Vick’s Magazine
5 Home Needlework

Vick’s Magazine
Woman’s Magazine
Modern Priscilla
Farmer’s Wife
Farm and Fireside

Vick’s Magazine
Housekeeper
Woman’s World

Vick’s Magazine
9 Peoples Popular Monthly
Poultry Keeper
Green’s Fruit Grower
Farmer’s Wife

Vick's Magazine
McCall Magazine
Farm and Fireside
Farmer’s Wife

Vick’s Magazine
Housekeeper
9 Woman’s World
Farmer’s Wife
Metropolitan & Rural Home

Vick’s Magazine
9 Woman’s World
Farm and Fireside

8 National Home Journal

Vick’s Magazine
6 Housekeeper
Farm .d Fireside
Farmer’s Wife

Vick’s Magazine
6 McCall’s Magazine
7 Green’s Fruit Grower

THE GREATEST BARGAINS—NOT OVER $1.50

Vick’s Magazine
6 McCall’s Magazine

Vick's Magazine
Farm and Fireside
8 National Home Journal
Green’s Fruit Grower

Vick’s Magazine
3 Cosmopolitan

Vick’s Magazine
McCall’s Magazine
Green’s Fruit Grower
7 American Poultry Advocate

Vick’s Magazine
Housekeeper
McCall’s Magazine

Vick’s Magazine
3 Modern Priscilla

Green’s Fruit Grower
Housekeeper
Farm and Fireside

75c501
50/
50 1

50
$10°

50 J

50 1 rf,

|
, s

1.00 /**
°

501

50 I

** 30

50 J

501
60 $1 25
50 J

501
50
50 Ul 50
60

I

25 J

50
j“ $125

Vick’s Magazine
ft Ladies’ world
Green's Fruit Grower
7 Modern Priscilla 50 j

Vick’s Magazine 501 Sqc
Housekeeper 60 j

Vick’s Magazine 501 7
Green’s Fruit Grower 50 j

°

Vick’s Magazine 50 I t, ,5
3 Harper’s Bazar 1.00/

®

Vick’s Magazine !
"'n

1 $1 35
3 Woman's Home Companion 1.00>

^

Vick’s Magazine 50
I

7 Green's Fruit Grower 50 , $1 00
Human Life 50 J

Vick's Magazine 50/

Green’s Fruit Grower 00 I

Farm and Fireside 25 r $ i 35
Housekeeper

_

00

Woman’s Magazine 10 J

Vick’s Magazine
3 N. Y. Tri-Weekly World
Farm and Fireside

Vick’s Magazine
3 Harper’s Bazar
3 Pictorial Review

Vick’s Magazine
Missouri Valley Farmer
Home Magazine
People’s Home Journal

Vick’s 'Magazine
3 Woman's Horae Companion
Farm and Fireside

Virk f Magazine
3 < Cosmopolitan
National Home Journal
Farm and Fireside

Vick’s Magazine
ft Housekeeper
4 Woman’s National Daily

501
1.00 V$1 35
25 J

501
1.00 '

r $l 50
1.00 J

$1 20

501
1.00 50
25 J

501

^ $150
25 J

501
60 L$1 35

1.00 J

If You Do Not Find Any Combination Above that Suits You Make up any club you wish from
the following lists.

CLASS 3
1 00

1 00

1 00

1 00

1 00

American Magazine
Boston Cooking School

Magazine
Commoner
Cosmopolitan
Garden Magazine
Gleanings in Bee Culture. 1 00

Good Housekeeping 1 00

Harpers’ Bazar 1 00

Health 1 00

Hoard’s Dairyman 1 00

Little Folks (new) 1 00

Magazine of Mysteries 1 00

N. Y. Tri-Weekly World. . 1 00

Pictorial Review 1 00

Progressive Farmer 1 00

Style 1 00

Success 1 00

Taylor - Trotwood Maga-
zine 1 00

Toledo Blade 1 00

Travel Magazine 1 00

Woman’s Home Com-
panion 1 00

World Today 1 50

CLASS 4

American Boy
Cincinnati Enquirer
Everywhere
Farmer’s Voice
Good Health
Home Magazine
Chicago Inter Ocean Wkly
Iowa Homestead
Irrigation Age
Kimball’s Dairy Farmer...

Nebraska Farmer 1 00

N. Y. Tribune Farmer 1 00

Prairie Farmer 1 00

Vegetarian 1 00

Woman’s National Daily.. 1 00

Woman’s Work 1 00

World’s Events 1 00

CLASS 5

Farm Journal (Syr.)

Home Needlework
Indiana Farmer
Inland Farmer...

Michigan Farmer
Ohio Farmer
Practical Farmer
Wisconsin Agriculturist...

CLASS 6

American Queen 50

Human Life 50

Housekeeper 60

Ladies’ World 50

McCall’s Magazine 50

Sabbath Reading 50

Southern Planter 50

CLASS -7

Agricultural Southwest... 5o
American Poultry Advo-

cate 50

American Poultry Journal 50

Commercial Poultry 50

Farm Poultry 50

Floral Life 50

Green’s Fruit Grower 50

Vick’s and any 1 class 1),

Vick’s and any 1 class 8,

Vick’s any any 1 class 7,

Vick’s and any 1 class 6,

Vick’s and any 1 class 5,

Vick’s and any 1 class 4,

Vick’s and any 1 class 3,

Vick’s, 2 of class 7, and 'J

if .60, any 2, $ .70, any 3, $ .80, any 4,

If .65, any .2, $ .00, any 3, $1.10.

$ .75, auy 2, $1.00, any 3, $1.25, any 4,

$ .85, any 2, $1.25

$1.00, any 2, $1.50

$1.00, any 2, $1.50, any 3, $2.00, any 4.

$1.35, auy 2. $2.00, any 3, $2.65

of class 9 $1.25

$2.50

1 00
1 00
1 00
1 00
1 00
J 00
1 00
1 00
1 00

1 00

Vick’s, 1 of class 5, and 1 of class 7 $1.25

Vick’s, 1 of class 3, and 1 of class 6 $1.70

Vick’s, 1 of class 3 and 1 of class 9 $1.75

Vick’s, 1 of class 6 and 1 of class 4, $1.35

Vick’s, one of class 8 and one of class 4 $1.15

Vick’s, one of class 9, one of class 7 and one ol class 6 $1.20

Vick’s, one of class 5, and two of class 9 $1.20

Vick’s, one of class 7, and one of class 5 $1.25

Vick’s, two of class 7, and one of class 6 $1.35

Vick’s one of class, 6, and one of class 4 $1.35

Household Realm.. 30
Housewife 35

Modern Priscilla 1 50
National Fruit Grower 50
Ohio Poultry Journal 50
People’s Home Journal... 35
Poultry Herald 50
Poultry Success 50
Poultry Tribune 35

Rauch, The 50
Reliable Poultry Journal.. 50

Spare Moments 50

CLASS a

American Farmer 50

Apple Specialist 50

Farm and Home 50

Farm News 50

National Home Journal... 50

Poultry Keeper 50

Twentieth Century Re-
view 50

CLASS 9

Farm and Fireside 25

Farmer’s Wife 25

Gentlewoman 20

Home Monthly 20

Household Magazine 20

Metropolitan and Rural
Home 25

Missouri Valley Farmer... 20

People’s Popular Monthly 25

Successful Farming 25

Woman’s World 25

Vick Publishing Co., Dansville, N. Y. Gentlemen enclosed find $ •••• for which send the following publications for

one year to addresses given. Also 6end me Free one of your Munimoth packages of seeds as advertised in February issue of A lek s

Magazine

:
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Stomach Troubles
and Constipation

Vanish
Like Magi

FREE
to

Every
Man

or

Woman

At the Point of the Needle
( Continued from page, iS)

solid embroidery on this part of the
design is much richer. Embroider the

Would you like to eat all you want to. and what
you want to. when you want to, without a chance
for trouble in your stomach?
Would you like to say farewell for the rest of

your 1 ife to Dyspepsia, Indigestion. SourStomach,
Distress after eating. Nervousness. Catarrh of
the Stomach, Heart Fluttering, Sick Headache,
and Constipation?
Then send me 10 cents to cover cost of packing

and I will mail you absolutely free one of these
Stomach Drafts. They regulate the bowels, relieve
soreness, strengthen every nerve and muscle of
your stomach, relieve you at once and make you
feel like a new man or woman. So write today en-
closing 10 cents for the postage, etc., and get one of
these Stomach Drafts that are celebrated because
they cure where medicines fail. Write Dr. G. C
Young, 800 National Bank Bldg., Jackson, Mich.

FREE Ta
sieepi DOLL

ANY LADY OK GIRL CAN HAVE ONE
IF SHE WRITES AT ONCE
This is the prettiest doll offer-
ed bv any premium house.
Nearly a footand a half tall, a
perfect little queen

; eyes open
and close; stylishly dressed:
has complete wardrobe; will
say“papa”and “mamma. ’’All
I ask of you is to send your
name and address at once. I

then send you, all charges paid
eight* beautiful multi-colored
art, pictures, you to sell at 25c
each. Pictures sell at sight. All
different, printed in 10 colors.

Send No Money in Advance
I trust you with pictures until
sold.

_
I take back pictures if

they do not sell. I also give an
elegant gold-finish locket and
long chain. You receive both
premiums without one cent of
cost to vou. Only one doll
and locket to a family— no
more. Don’t delay. Address
HEADQUARTERS- 409 U. S. EX-

PRESS BLDG., DEPT. 33 CHICAGO.

fO'£$ALL FOR 10 CENTS
/ Blfgest bargain ever offered. 20 Popular 8ongs. words and

muBlo, £6 Portraits Actresses, all Presidents of the U. 8., 17
Complete Stories, 63 Maglo Trloka, 56 Amusing Experi-
ments, 64 Puzzles, 20 Rebuses, 101 Funnj Conundrums,
62 Parlor Games, 324 Jollj Jokes and Funny Stories. 100

i Money Making 8eorets, 100 Cooking Reolpes, 22 Toilet
1 Reolpes, 255 8eleotlons for Autograph Albums, Lover’s
ulTolegraph, 15 Versions of Love, 12 Love Letters, 14 Funny
gflPiotures, 6 Bathing Girl Post Cards, 6 Tolegram Cards, 6

_ _ .
Hot Air Cards. ALL sent for 10 cents with our story

Biper 6 months. KING MAGAZINE, Dept. B. Dos Moinott, Iowa.

FREE DEAFNESS CURE
A remarkable offer made by one of the leading

ear specialists in this country. Dr. Brauaman
offers to all applying at once two full months’
medicine free to prove his ability to cure per
manently Deafness, Head Noises, and Catarrh
in every stage. Address Dr. G. M. Branaman
1361 Walnut Street, Kansas City, Mo.

Why Do The
Girl, Rafuao

Me 9

16 Comic Postcards Free
Ponoiwt Colored Cards ever printed. All New. No two alike,
end every one a Corker. Full set of 16 cards sent F R E E If
yon send only TEN cents for membership in our Post Card
Exohaogo, which has thousands ofm«mbers. Foil'll cet hun-
dreds ofpretty and eomio Post Cards FREE from all over
the world. Don t miss gutting a set of the.oIMMEN^F

to your friends. TEEL POST CARD CO., HURLEYV1LLE, N/Y

YOUR FULL NAMELY

1 nnilPflN Nn 191171
Sen<1 12°" for * Solw Oo1''

jUUUrUlT IMP, l^U/l shfll Signet King, Bar.
ranted for jenrs, with raised scrolls on sides, any
Initials engraved FREE. Pass for a$5.00 ring and
all the rage. ADVANCE CO., 61 Murray St., N.V.

Any Woman Can Earn $35 Week
PISASnnt. Pfinivenial wo rlr h, I. n A- L> - t r>

CpPB We will send you
* thfsheautiful Gold
Platod Ring absolutely Free if
you will send us the names of
live of your neighbors and 10c to
pay postage, etc. ELKINS MFG.
CO., Kansas City, Mo.

THIS BEAUTIFUL RING FREE!
vSM \,U// ii ///

S
.

ct
.
vv,

.

t1
}
four Sapphires surrounded with

BIX bright sparkling iin. Diamond*. This is

nwwiW

”

positively the most beautiful ring ever
" given and can be had without costing

you one cent by distributing only four
of our lar^o beautiful pictures at 25c.
by otirsnccYal plan. We send pictures

,,
** onpfS all charges paid, all different,

printed in into It different colors. Send No Money in advance.
v\ e trust you with pictures until disposed of. You can alsoWnLadv s watch. Doll. Fur Scarf or Lamp, if you wish.PU8H CO., 80 Washington 8t., Dept. 43, Chicago.

flowers and foliage solid, with long-and-
sliort stitches.

Hair Receiver
Peculiarly feminine, indeed, is this

necessary adjunct to
every woman’s
dresser. Possibly a
plain tin cup tied
round with a knitted
sack has answered
the purpose hereto-
fore, but now that
the wild rose is be-
coming dominant in
the room, the thought
soon finds audible
expression: “I must
have a wild rose hair
receiver” as a result
she sends for the de-
sign shown in the
accompanying illus-

tration. When it
arrives she finds it 9
inches high; tinted
in colors on white
lawn, and including
cone for inside;
made in one design only, and requiring
about six skeins Grecian Floss.

General Suggestions
There are several other designs for

articles of beauty and utility that would
admirably befit a wild rose sleeping
room, designs for which may be had by
writing the editor of this department.
The needle worker doing wild rose

designs will find the following sugges-
tions both timely and helpful.
Prepare the silk before beginning the

work. Cut through the knot on the
skein and open out the two ends. Slip
the tag down the skein, to the center of
the skein, and fold the two ends together.
After all the skeins have been prepared
in this manner, gather all the pink
shades together and braid in one strand,
beginning at the center of the skein,
where it is folded

;
braid down to the

ends of the skeins. Repeat the operation
for the green silk for the foliage.

FLOWERS.—The petals of the Roses
may be embroidered solid, or half-solid;
with long-and-short stitch. If half-solid
work is preferred, then, two or three
rows of the long-and-short stitches must
he worked across the larger petals. Two
rows of the long-and-short stitches will
be sufficient for the smaller petals. The
more nearly solid the embroidery the
handsomer will be the finished article.
Start on one side of a petal and work a
row of long-and-short stitch straight
across the top of the petal

;
when the

opposite margin has been reached, go
down the side of the petal with an out-
line stitch, to a point that shall mark
the lower edge of the second row of
long-and-short stitches; work back to
the opposite margin, blending the stitches
of the second row well back between the
stitches in the first row of long-and-short
stitches. Do not cross or split a stitch
in the first row, when blending in the
stitches of the second row. Keep the
lower edges of the long-and-short stitch
rows irregular. The lower edge of the last

|
row of long-and-short stitches should be

' quite uneven, the long stitches coming
well below the shorter stitches in the
row.
FOLIAGE.—Work the leaves half-solid,

with long-and-short stitch. Start at the
tip end of a leaf and, on one side of the
center-vein, work a row of long-and-
short stitch down the side of the leaf, to
the stem. Slant the stitch toward the
center vein. One row of long-and-short
stitches can be made to cover each half
of the leaf with solid embroidery, if the
long stitches are brought almost to the
center vein. For solid embroidery, two
or three rows of the long-and-short
stitches will be required. In using a
second row, be careful to blend the
stitches of the second row back between
the stitches of the first row. When one-
half the leaf has been completed, repeat
the work on the opposite half. Outline
the vein down the center of the leaf with
Grecian Floss.

STEMS.—Embroider the stems solid,
with satin stitch, taken diagonally across
the width of the stem. Or, with long-
and-short stitches, as may be preferred.
BUDS.—Work the buds solid. The

green case on the bud is the calyx. The
calyx is attached to the stem, and is

round, like a small ball; this calyx
extends up the bud, and is divided into
small sepals. Embroider the calyx and
sepals solid, with long-and-short stitches.
When the sepals are opened, the color of
the bud shows through, and should be
worked solid, with long-and-short
stitches.

If any reader finds it impossible to
purchase any designs illustrated and de-
scribed in the department from her local
dealer, or desires information as to any
of the embroidery designs, the editor
will be glad to supply her with the de-
sired information free of charge. Address
all communications to Miss Lauretta
Miller, Editor Embroidery Department,
Vick’s Magazine, Dansville, N. Y.

Kokomo Woman

Gives Fortune

To Help Women Who Suffer.

In the past few years Mrs. Cora B. Miller has
spent $125,000.00 in giving medical treatment to
afflicted women.
Sometime ago we announced in the coluinus

of this paper that she would send free treatment
to every woman who suffered from female dis-
eases or piles.
More than a million women have accepted

this generous offer, and as Mrs. Miller is still
receiving requests from thousands of women
from all parts of the world, who have not yet
used the remedy, she has decided to continue the
offer for awhile longer, at least.
This is the simple, mild and harmless prepara-

tion that has cured so many women in the pri-
vacy of their own homes after doctors and other
remedies failed.

It is especially prepared for the speedy and
permanent cure of leucorrhoea or whitish dis-
charges, ulceration, displacements or falling of
the womb, profuse, scanty or painful periods,
uterine or ovarian tumors or growths; also pains
in the head, back and bowels, bearing down feel-
ings, nervousness, creeping feeling up the spine,
melancholy, desire to cry, hot flashes, weariness
and piles from any cause, or no matter of how
long standing.
Every woman sufferer unable to find relief,

who will write Mrs. Miller now, without delay,
will receive b}' mail free of charge, a 50-ceut box
of this simple home remedy, also a book with
explanatory illustrations showing why women
suffer and how they can easily cure themselves
at home without the aid of a physician.
Don’tsuffer another day, but write at once to

Mrs. Cora B. Miller, Box 45, Kokomo, Indiana.

BIG VALUE FOR 10 CENTS.
2U Popular fcongs with words and music, 90 Stories of ad-
venture, 25 Pictures of Pretty Girls, 20 new Games for
[joung folks, 25 Pictures of the Presidents, 50 Ways to
Maks Money, 1 Great Joke Book. 1 Book on Love' and
Courtship. 1 Book on Magic. 1 Book on Letter Writing,
1 Dream Book and Fortune Teller, 1 Cook Book. 1 Bass
Ball Book, gives rules for all popular games, 100 Con-
undrums, 60 Verses for Autograph Albums. All tbs
above by mail for 10 cents. Address,

J. H. PIKE. Box O. So. Norwalk, Conn,

Corn Rest

STOPusincTOBACCO

GU
A booklet telling: how any mart

can stop the use of Tobacco with-

out a particle of discomfort will

be mailed FREE for. the asking:.

The ANTI-HABIT LEAGUE,
Box 501, Adrian, Mich,"

VETERINARY COURSE AT HOME.
SI 900 year and aPwarde ca° be made taking onr Veterinary
9 • tUM Coarse at home during sparetime jtangbt insimplest
English ;Diploma granted, positions obtained successful stu-
dents ;cost in reach of all ;satiefaction guaranteed rparticalars

°STA?.'J?„YETERINARY CORRESPON-
DENCE SCHOOL, Dept.1 7, London,Canada.

The ONLY PIPE MADE That CANNOT BE TOLD From
A CICAR. It

holds a large pipefulif— J S 1 p
of Tobacco and lasts. E

for years. Agents Out
fit and a 25c Sample by Mail for 10 Cents. Big Money for Agents, as every
smoker buys. NEW ENGLAND PIPE CO., Dept. 14 , Bo. Norwalk ,

Cox*.

COLD TEETH;
La that fits any tooth. Easily a

wilL Looks like regular dentist

THE LATEST FAD
Fill your own teeth.

IA Gold plated shell

J adjusted; removed at

wilL Looks like regular dentists’ work. Fools them
SlL Over two million sold- Everybody wants a gold tooth.

PriOC 10 eents each, 4 for 25 eenta, 12 for SO oents.

C J. FARGO, FKENCHTOWN. A. J.

$90
a month for men to put out Merchandise and Gro-
cery Catalogs. Mail Order House. Blew Bros„Cbiraeu

STRANGE INVENTION! NEW IK1MU
•MUngjirriNiii causing great excitementMILLIONS MADE HAPPY. Wonderful but true, no more
farm, town or city homes without a bathroom and some-
thing more. THE ALLEN PORTABLE BATH APPARATUSV™ with one gallon of water, yet does more than a
tub full. Used everywhere that water exists. Everybody
nas water, hence everybody can now have their own bath-

room. Cost but $3.75 ready to u*e

—

cost
nothing to operate. Makes a bathroom of
any room at home, or when traveling—even
better, does more than bathrooms costing
$ 1 00 .00 . Sounds strange, even impossi-

1 ble, yet its being done.
SEE HOW SIMPLE. EASY. CONVENIENT:

To use—place Metallic non-corrosive foun-
1 tain on wall or shelf—fill with water—turn
screw

—

that’s all -thereafter it works au-
tomatically. A bath, hot or cold, in one
operation, 5 minutes’ time, your skin con-
stantly flushed with clear running water,
pores opened, cleansed, invigorated by hun-
drds of littlesoft self-cleansing teeth work-
ing gently, thoroughly. Only clear, run-
ning water touches the body—a delightful,

tingling, sparkling spray that re-
freshes while it cleanses.
CLEANSING, FRICTION. MAS-

SAGE, SHOWER BATH ALL IN ONE—same time. What a pleasure
—Could anything be more perfect?

sponges—No dirt, splashing or muss. No plumbing, tools, valves—not even
a screw to set. Move it about at will. Simple, durable, handsome, sani-
tary. Saves time, expense, labor, space. The ideal bathroom for town
and country homes, travelers, roomers. No experiment.
USED AND PRAISED BY THOUSANDS.
INSURES CLEANLINESS WITHOUT DRUDGERY, inconvenience, annoy-ance—promotes health, beauty, happiness, sound sleep—prevents colds,

Fa Grippe, contagiousand other diseases.

. C. R. MARTIN, PA., writes: "Outfit is a marvel of effectiveness, conven-
ience, simplicity, Certainly will create a sensation.”
H. H. CRAFT,' KANS... writes: “A God-send to any family.”
W. W. DRURY, O., writes: ^Exceeded my expectations. Mechanically

perfect, attractive. Can bathe in one-fourth the time of ordinary methods.”
Guaranteed by an old, reliable house, capitalized for $50,000.00. Price

complete, ready to use, anly $3.75 and up. Sent to any address. Order
now,—you’ll be satisfied. Send card anvhowforfulldescription, valuable
bock, catalogue, testimonials—ALL FREE.

ITg MONEY FOR AGENTS
or spare time. Here's proof: M. G. Stoneman, Mont., writes: ”My
sales run over $1 200 per month. Best seller on market. Enclose
order for $6187.00.” W. A. Macoubrie, Kans., writes: "Made $50.00
in 4 hours.” Hundreds making big money. You can, its easy.
This invention new. Millions everywhere eager to buy. Write to
day for EXCLUSIVE Agency proposition, stories of success. All free.

'

Send ns your name and address
with 2c stamp to cover cost of mail-
ing and we will send yon FREE a

n / - full size box of FRIENDS CORN
Guaranteed to remove hard and soft corns and

callouses without pain. <Agents wanted.)
Friends Herbal Ass’n. 109 State St., Elkhart, Ind

Just think-Notubs to clean bowls?*
-

buckets to fill—No washragsorl THE ALLEN MEG. CO-, 3 i 7 ALLEN BLDG., TOLEDO, OHIO
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RHEUMATISM
Don’t Take Medicine, but Try Magic

Foot Drafts, the Great Michigan
External Remedy which is

Curing Thousands—
Let us send you a

$1 Pair on Free Trial
Magic Foot Drafts are curing every

kind of Rheumatism without medicine,

no matter where located or how severe.

Muscular, Sciatic, Lumbago, Gout—
chronic or acute—-all yield quickly to

these wonderful Drafts, which have
brought comfort to hundreds of thou-

sands, including cases of thirty and
forty years standing.
Magic Foot Drafts are today in use all

over the civilized world. They are cur-

ing where doctors and baths and medi-
cines fail.

Magic Foot Drafts are the only Amer-
ican external remedy ever protected by
the courts of England, the worst rheuma-
tic country on earth, where Magic Foot
Drafts have become a universal household

remedy.
Magic Foot Drafts are always sold on

free trial, their world wide success hav-

ing been accomplished on the “pay
after satisfied” plan. Only a true cure
could succeed on our plan.

TRADE MARK

If you have Rheumatism, let Magic
Foot Drafts cure you. Simply send

your address. You will get a fi pair of

Drafts by return mail. If you are satis-

fied with the benefit received, you can

send us one dollar. If not, keep your

money. We take your word and trust

you for a square deal. Our new illustrat-

ed book on Rheumatism comes free with

the trial Drafts. Magic Foot Draft Co.,

367 Oliver Bldg.
,
Jackson, Mich. Don’t

delay, but write today.

We Pay $80 a Month Salary rT,
d

expenses to introduce poultry and stock powders in
packages and bulk; new plan; steady work; reliable

manufacturer. BIGLER CO., X 323, Springfield, III.

TEN FINEST POST CARDS 10 CENTS
Ten high-grade imported artistic cards, all different, in

beautiful colors,our big post card catalogue and 3 months
subscription topopularlmagazine, all for lOcts, 3 sets 25c.

POST CARD CO., 409 C. S. Express Bldg., Dept. 62, CHICAGO.

GIVENforSELLING postcard;

I
GIVEN,To
G IRtfS'

j

Tins' ll AN D80MK
BIG DOLL fqND
LARGE GENUINE.
TEDDY BEAK. « Both

|

as one premium for
(

’

selling only 30 pack-
ages of our beautiful

I

colored Post Cards at
10 cents a package.
(ro assorted - Post

I Cardsto a package.)

Our big Dolls are 18

inches tall, sleep,rv
have fine bisque yi
heads, long curly
hair, elegantly,
dressed from head
to foot, beauties.'

|

Our big Teddy
Bears are the real

genuine fuzzy fel-

lows. A foot tall

I. and sell in stores
forfi.oo. Remem-

I her you get both
I' the beautiful Doll

I’ and the big Teddy
, Bear for selling 30

j
packages of our,

j, fine Post Cards at

I ro cts. a package,v
Extra Premium:

Box containing sixj

1
heavy silver plated 1

tea spoons, a butter ,

spreader and sugar,
shell to all our agentSj

I
for quick work.
Write at once fori

Post Cards. Send no,
I money. We trust yon
Premiums forwarded 1

same day money frotnl

I sale is received.

[
ST ‘N DA ill) PUB. CO.
856B Canal Street

|
Passaic, N. j.
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JAMES COUKSEN BARTHOI.F, Editor

To Subscribers. This Paragraph when marked in blue pencil is notice that the lime for which
your subscription is paid, ends with this issue. It is also an invitation to renew promptly, for while
Vick’s Magazine will be sent for a short period after the expiration of paid-up subscriptions it should lie

understood that all subscriptions are due in advance and we cannot allow your subscription to become more
than four months in arrears. Order Blank for renewal enclosed for your convenience.

Please notice that if you wish your magazine discontinued it is your duty to notify us by letter or card
immediately. Otherwise, we shall understand that you wish it continued and shall expect your renewal at

an early date. I 11 writing always give your name and address just as they appear on your magazine.

To Our Contributors. All manuscripts, drawings or photographs sent on approval to this

magazine should be addressed to the Editor, James Coursen Bartholf, Dansville, N. Y., with stamps
enclosed for their return if not found acceptable.

Future Features of the New Vick's
Elsewhere in this issue announcement is made of the editorial policy and atti-

tude of Vick’s Magazine, but on this page the publishers desire to have a heart to

heart chat wdth our readers as to the many interesting new features that will be

found in early numbers of this publication. The April issue will be a

Sunshine Number
And will be pervaded throughout with the delightful and ever welcome quality

of sunshine. The artistic cover design will beautifully typify the theme of the

month and will prepossess every one who sees it in favor of the magazine, fhe

leading article will be by one of the world’s most famous and best known press-

women, Mrs. Cynthia Westover Alden, President-General of the International Sun-

shine Society. Therein Mrs. Alden will, in her own peculiarly fascinating style,

give our readers an account of the founding, history, growth, and splendid achieve-

ments of this most deserving organization. Another important feature of the April

issue will be two symposia, one contributed to by eminent men of our country in

all walks of life, and the other by women equally eminent, in which all will

briefly give their views as to the Sunshine movement and its importance, also as

to the human welfare policy advocated by this magazine. Other departments for

the month in keeping with the Sunshine idea will be: Sunshine and Flowers,

Sunshine in Song. Building for Sunshine, etc. It is with very great pleasure the

publishers announce that, beginning with the April number,

Mr. Eben E. Rexford

The world’s greatest and ablest writer on floral topics, will become a regular con-

tributor to the New Vick’s and will hereafter have charge of our floral department.

This announcement is proof positive to our readers that the publishers are sparing

neither expense nor pains to make this department the very best to be found in

any magazine the country affords. All lovers of flowers everywhere should sub-

scribe for Vick’s at once and thereby avail themselves of Mr. Rexford’s unexcelled

suggestions as to the intelligent care of flowers. It is an interesting fact in this

connection that Mr. Rexford did his very first writing on floral subjects more than

twenty-five years ago for Vick’s Magazine, then edited by its founder, the honored

and lamented James Vick. Thus it is that in again taking up this work Mr. Rex-

ford is returning to his old time and first love. On behalf of our thousands of

readers we bid him a thousand welcomes and more.

The Arbor Day Number
Extensive plans are already well advanced for making the 1908 May issue of

Vick’s Magazine the finest Arbor Day number ever gotten out in this country. It

is the purpose of the publishers to make this issue a complete compendium regard-

ing Arbor Day, its founding, its history, and the wonderful growth of interest in

forestry and arbori-culture since Arbor Day was founded about fifteen years ago by

one of the Nation’s greatest benefactors, the Hon. J. Sterling Morton, Secretary of

Agriculture. One of the most interesting features of this issue will be a biography

of Secretary Morton by a person intimately associated with him throughout liis
_

ac-

tive life. Another most attractive feature of the May number will be a symposium

of poems written specially for this magazine by several of our best known liv-

ing poets, all of which will bear upon the subjects of trees, tree planting, arbori-

culture, and forestry. These poems, while of great interest to all, will be specially

adapted for the use of school pupils for recitation purposes on Arbor Day, and will

therefore make it unnecessary to rehearse to their hearersall the old-time and some-

what hackneyed poems on this subject. These offerings will be newly coined from

the mental mints of a most interesting group of our best poetical writers. In every

number all the home departments will be made intensely interesting and all matter

regarding the special theme of the month will be closely related to home life and

welfare. In each number will be many happy surprises ior our readers.

The Good Roads Number
Of the New Vick’s will be the June issue, which will be a thoroughly up-to-date

embodiment of the best achievement of the American people thus far in securing

for themselves and their posterity, one of the greatest of civic blessings—Good
Roads. More definite details will be given next month.

Both the Arbor Day and the Good Roads numbers will be of exceptional educa-

tional value and should be read and studied by every school pupil in the land.

State, county, and city superintendents, and school principals and teachers every

where will find these two issues of great aid to them in their laudable endeavors to

interest both pupils and school patrons in Arbor Day and all the' good it stands for,

in the everywhere-important subject of Good Roads, and also in that other equally

important subject, The School Beautiful. We are in position to show all school

officials named herein how they can do much to make real in their own educational

work, The School Beautiful. All educators are earnestly invited to address letters

of inquiry to the editor of Vick’s Magazine. All other readers are urged to call

the attention of their educational friends to this matter so that a united effort may
be made in the interests of Arbor Day, Good Roads, and The School Beautiful.

Our Guarantee to Vick’s Subscribers It is not our intention to admit to tlie columns of

Vick’s Magazine any advertising tliat is not

entirely trustworthy and we will make good to actual paid in advance cash subscribers any loss sustained by

patronizing Vick advertisers who prove to be deliberate frauds, provided this magazine is mentioned when
writing advertisers and complaint is made to us within twenty days of the transaction.

Wfe-will not not attempt to settle disputes between subscribers and reputable advertisers, nor will we
assume any responsibility for losses resulting from honest bankruptcy. We intend to protect our subscribers

from frauds and fakirs and will appreciate it if our readers will report any crooked or unfair dealing on he

part of any advertisers in Vick’s.

We want a trial
Coffee Order from Yon

200,000 pounds of coffee
per month — our average
for 1007 : the largest retail

sales in the world.
Our customers are buying

at wholesale prices and get-
ting- coffees suited to their
tastes. One of ou r most pop-
ular Coffees is ou r Trianu 1 e
Club brand.
We want you to try this. It Isa

superior bJend of old crop mount-
uin grown SouthAmerican coffees
that possesses the flavor, aroma
and strength that commend it to
the exacting coffee user who i«

willing to pay a comparatively low price for high
grade goods. Bold onJy in 10-lb. air-tight fanev can-
ister8. Will keep fresh and crisp for many weeks.
Order No. AN 222. 10 lbs. in canister for $2.50.
You do not have to pay from 30 to 45 cents per lb.

to get a coffee which will suit you. A trial of our
coffee will convince you of thisfact. We want your
trade. If coffee or tea is used in your family you need
our ColFee and Tea Cutalo^ue.
All good grades of coffee und teas are shown in this

catalogue. Some of our goods are packed in milk
pails, canisters, bread and cake boxes, wash boilers,
etc., which we give free. Our (Coffee und Ten
Catalogue tells all about it. Right now. while you
have this advertisement in your hands, send us your
name and address. The catalogue will go by return
mail. Address

MontgomeryWard &Co. Chicago
Michigan Ave., Madison and Washington Sts.

64 BRANCH HOUSE, XNASA8 CITY.

TEX-OL
cures the worst Eczema. Sample FREE.
THE SPECIFIC WELL CO., Mineral Wells, Tex.

YOU CAN EARN

$2 to $10 Per Day

Selling our merchandise specialties.

Quick, easy sales. Big profits. Any-

body willing to do a little work dur-

ing spare hours can make big money.

Send a postal card for free particulars.

CHAS. A. DOE SUPPLY CO.

1 46 N. 1 0th St., Phila., Pa.

BE VOBR OWN BOSS
SELL
PHOTO
KNIVES

Indestructible, transparent handle. Photo emblem and
name underneath. Every blade forged from Razor
steel. Agent3 make from $25 to $40 a week. Exclusive
territory. Big commission. Write for particulars.

CANTON CUTLERY CO.,
1259 W. 10th Street, Canton, Ohio.

Foreign Post Cards FREE SkUXSSl
cards in beautiful colors, famous views from European
countries, all different, if you send 10c for big post c ard
catalog and 3 mos. trial sub. to our popular magazine.
3 sets 25c. POSTCARD CO., 26 U. S. Express Bid., Chicago.

ttOAA fn CCAA HER MONTH readily made
«p£Uv IU by an one representing us.

Experience unnecessary. Greatest Patented
wonder of the age. THE MINUTE CHURN will

make butter from sweet Milk or Cream
in less than 5 minutes. Every owner of a
cow will be wild to possess one. No more
all day, back-breaking churnings. FREE
churn to workers. Address

rnre MINUTE CHURN CO.
1‘KEiLi Dept. 43, Cincinnati, O.

MILD YOU LIKE TO BE A DRUMMER?
te teach you free. Tor samples and particulars send

10 to EUREKA CO., Box 530, So. Norwalk, Ct.

HOWTO BE HAPPY!
A Little Book for Women wko Worry.
Price 10c. WRITERS’ AIU ASS’N, S ft 9 Park Row, New York.

0. BOX 335,

Write for free sample Clover

Blossoms (io days trial) remedy
for all female diseases.

MRS. C. FREEMAN, Toledo. Ohio.

pinv CIA weekly addressing postals at home in
LrLHli spare time. Full particulars for 10c silver.

M. Bartletf, 19?0 Seventh Ave., New York.

1 A Easter Post Cards and Magazine 6 months, 10 cents.

THE BADGER, 425 G. Chestnut St.. Milwaukee, Wis.

Greatest Futurity Book rectly. Tells your
lucky days, entertains company. Great fun. Postpaid
25c.

' Kieran Novelty Co., 22 Clinton St., Newark. N. Ji

EASTER POST CARDS FREE MM?
lerent.if you send 10 cts. for our big post card catalogue
and 3 mos. trial subscription to our story paper. 3 sets for

25 cts. POST CARO CO., 102 U. S. Express lltdg.. Chicago, 111.

Half Letterheads and 100 Envelopes, Printed
J Ul/ on Crash Rond, Pnd. for 86 cts. Samoles free.

Jeffrey co., 14 N. Vermont 8t. Brooklyn, n. y.

jejjr'r' To women—Our illustrated catalog of toilet

t' trim ILL antl rubber goods, drugs and sundries. Ad-
dress Standard Co., BY, 60 Wabash Aye., Chicago.
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.'GOLD COIN
Stoves

Direct

From
Factory

Freight

Paid

SaveYou

$5 to $20
If yon are dissatisfied at any time during one

year, send the stove hack at our expense.
Send for Free Catalogue to-day

THE GOLD COIN STOVE CO., 20 Oak Street, Troy, N, Y.

GLOBE INCUBATORS
do this all the time—have done
It for 16 years. They hatch
strong and healthy chicks—
chicks that live and grow.
Every latest improve-
ment — patented hot
waterpipe system and

_ v automatic heat reg-

HATGHESX Ulator. The bestnniunb« \ machine, either
for beginners

„ or for profes-

FVERY \ slonal poul-t,ul" ' try raisers.

FERTILE

Our
Free

Book
on Globe

Incubators

tells you how
to make more
money out of

poultry. Marvel-
ously complete, with
beautiful color plates,

and worth dollars to
those using Incubators
Sent free on application.

A postal will bring it.

G. C. SHOEMAKER
Box 454, Freeport, III.

EGG

JUMBO SQUAB BREEDERS
are largest and fastest Breeders. Money
makers everywhere. If you wisli to be
successful start with our “JUMBO
HOMERS,” every pair of which is guar-
anteed mated and banded, not over 2 years
old and ready to go breeding at once.

* Send 4 cents in stamps for our large illus-

trated Book “How to Make Money with Squabs.”
PROVIDENCE SQUAB CO„

772 HOPE STREET, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

You Haven’t Got The Lowest Prices
UnfikYou Get Mine

I quote you the lowest prices on
the best Incubatorsand Brooders.
1 know how to build them.

IDEAL Hot-Air and Hot-Water
INCUBATORS and BROODERS
are made to give best results. Send for my
handsomely illustrated free book, “Poultry
•or Profit." Read my trial offer. Seehow I protect yon*

J. W. MILLER COMPANY. Box 314 FREEPORT. ILL.

REIDER’S FINE
Poultry Catalogue

for 1908 is larger and better than ever.

Tells all about pure-bred poultry and
illustrates 60 varieties. Contains 10

beautiful chromos of leading breeds

—

pretty enoughto frame. Tells of best Louse
Killer, bow to cure diseases, make money.
Only 10c postpaid. Send to-day for a copy.

B. H. UBEIDEB, Bheems, Pa.

125 Egg Incubator

and Brooder B
F
°
0V
h

If ordered together we
send both for SIO

_ and pay freight. Hot
water, copper tanks, double
walls, double glass doors. Our
free catalog describes them.
Wisconsin Incubator Co.,
Box 36 Racine, Wis.

LET ME SHOW
how easy it is for you
to build your own In-
cubators and Brooders with
my Free Flans. I furnish
all parts vou can't make.
Thousands doing it— not
a single failure. Send to-

for my free Book
and Catalog.

H. M. SHEER CO.,
237 Hampshire St., Quinoy, 111,

Catalogue.

Hatch Chickens by
Steam with the

EXCELSIOR INGUBATOI
Or WOODEN HEN

Simple, perfect, self -regulating
Hatch every fertile egg. Lowe#
priced first-class hatchers made.
«KO. H. STAHL, Quincy, 111

Q IT Var's. 3200 Birds to offer, consisting of
Uuall Breed. Poultry and Eggs, Dogs,
Ferrets. Plgeons(Homers), Angora Goats.
Belgiau Hares, etc. , all described and in-

formation in colored 60 Page Book anil
store at your Door 10c. List Free.

J.A.BERGEY, Box I,. Telford, Pa.

POULTRY
Conducted by CARL G. LEOBER

Getting Ready for Spring Brooding

Although it is still early in the year,

there is a feeling throughout the land
that spring is coming. In all lines of
business as well as pleasure we see many
proofs of this fact. City and country
alike are awakening to its calling. The
business man, having bought liis spring
styles months ago, is laying his plans
for the coming season and as the goods
arrive he carefully looks them over and
puts them in shape for early spring
buyers. He takes advantage of every
little detail, profiting by former ex-
perience, trying new ideas and carefully
avoiding old mistakes. As it is in
business, so in private life; the ever
ready housewife is by this time deeply
eugaged in sewing for the coming sum-
mer. She does not wait till the warm
weather is here, but tries to have her
work so far advanced, that she can, with
the first peep of warm weather, lay aside
her old gowns and attire herself and
little ones with bright, new spring-time
suits. And so it is everywhere. Hence
why would not a little extra attention to

our poultry pets be the proper thing just
now.

Early Attention Valuable

Yes it is time well spent. An hour
each day devoted to the poultry house
now is worth more than double that time
later on. Time spent on our stock now
is well invested, as it brings big returns
later in the season. (In fact your success
or failure of this year may be directly
traced to how you take advantage of

early spring days. There are so many
little things that need attention. The
coops must be whitewashed, it being-
far better to do this now than to wait till

lice and vermin have set in.

The Fight With Vermin

Rat holes must be looked after. Dur-
ing the cold weather, when everything
was closed up, they found many a good
hiding place, from which, if not driven
away now, they will plan their ever
successful battle upon the little chicks.
Nothing is so discouraging as to have
one by one of our little pets thus carried
away. It is now that this pest can be
fought most successfully.

The nests for setting hens should he
gotten ready now. Have j'ou exlra
places, where they can sit undisturbed?
Perhaps you remember how that fine
setting of eggs was spoiled just because
your laying hens wanted to use the same
nest that was occupied by the setting
hen. Did your liens last year hatch in
places frequently passed by teams or on
the same floor with the ever stamping-
horses? Does not this account for your
poor hatches? Thiuk it over. This jar-

ring hurts the eggs. Make arraugements
for a better place now.

A House for Setting

The best way is to have some separate
room. Most persons, especially those in
the country, have some old room or
vacant shed at their disposal for this pur-
pose. Rig up a row of nests on the floor,

with removable fronts. Here you set all

your liens, making it much handier and
saving many a step by not being com-
pelled to run to a dozen different places
to look after each one separately.

The Setting Hen—Her Care

Feed and water them twice a day, tlhe

first thing in the morning and again
before dark in the afternoon. Have
plenty of fresh food and water each time
you feed. I,et the liens out one by one
and they will soon learn what is wanted,
when the front of their nest is opened.
It will not take long before they go back
to dutjr and, should one forget that duty
calls her, gently drive her back.
In one corner have some dry road dust

for au occasional bath, this they will
relish very much and it helps them, to

keep healthy and free from vermin.
Have a box or better still a grit box filled

with charcoal, grit, oystershell and the
like; it all helps to keep the little

worker in better health and shortens the
long weeks they have to remain quiet.
Of course it is understood that you have
carefully dusted each hen and nest well
with some good insect powder before
starting her on her job, for well we know
that the heat that hatches the little

chicks, also hatches the chicks’ worst
enemy—the lice. It is here where most
young stock receives a set back, hard to

overcome again. Always remember, to

be successful with geese, ducks, pigeons,
in fact any poultry, you must fight their

•worst enemy—the lice, first, last, and all

the time. Tobacco stems and pine shav-
ings are best for nesting material for

poultry as well as pigeons.

Eggs for Setting

If you have attended to all this you
are now ready to await results. During
the weeks of anxious waiting you will
ask yourself many a time “Wliat will
the harvest be?” You have looked after

all the details of hatching, but have you
done the same and given equal attention
to the most important part? Are you
satisfied that you have given your breed-
ing stock the proper attention before
using eggs from them? What good does
all jour work do you now if the eggs
you set, come from unhealthy, over fat,

or poor conditioned stock. You cannot
expect good strong, fertile eggs from
stock shut up in over-crowded, ill-

ventilated and poorly cleaned houses.
Select eggs from the most vigorous stock,
not birds that have had a cold all win-
ter, even if they are getting over it now,
or ones that have been sitting around,
too lazy to move. No. Use the eggs
from stock that scratch for their living
from morning till night. It is this hen
—the real hustler in hendom—that will
give you the sturdy, well developed
chick that grows with every hour, one
that gives pleasure as well as profit.

In closing, a few words regarding
the freshness of the eggs will not come
amiss. An egg, if it is fertile, starts to

incubate while passing through the
oviduct of the hen. When it is laid the
lower temperature checks the growth of
the germ, and holds it iu suspension, so

that it naturally follows, that every day
that elapses before the egg is put below
the hen, causes some degree of loss of
vitality and makes the eggs less liable to
hatch and hatching a less sturdy chick.
Eggs kept in forty to fifty degrees fahreu-
lieit will keep much longer and produce
better chicks than those kept iu varying
temperature. After ‘ you put the eggs
under the hens remember this well,
which applies to the pigeons fully as
well as to larger fowl

—

Don't tinker with
the eggs during incubation.

SUPERFLUOUS HAIR.
I have made the cure of Superfluous Hair my specialty

.

1
1 have never had a reported failure when my pupil

was sincere and conscientious. If you have hair on your
face, neck or arms—have tried all old methods of treat-

nent—may I send you letter of advice ? My method is

so harmless-so simple-so certain-so reasonable. 1 solicit

obstinate cases. (Enclose stamp.) ASK ME HOW.
M. E. CLARK, DepL 25, Syracuse, N. V. Box 306.

Aiiy of our readers, ladies or men, who want
light work during spare time,or permanently,can
make $10 to $30 per week introducing one or more
of 30 useful articles for homes. Write Fair Mfg.
Co., 63 Fifth St., Racine, Wis. for full particulars.

Post Cards for All

Our Post Cards are all the rage. Every one
should use them. We call attehtiou to the special
offer of Cards by A. T. Cook ou page lS. Mr.
Cook furnishes" many of our Premiums and all

will be fairly dealt with.

FIVE BOILERS
first-class condition, for sale—cheap ; each 4xlS feet

with IS 3-inch fire tubes. No longer large enough for
onr factory needs; will sell separately or altogether.
Write for "terms and description.

HI TTIG IUFG. CO.. HISCATINE, IOWA.

RANCH LIFE IN THE WEST.
Still Plenty of Chaucer* to Get Rich And

Secure Free Homes.—Book of 100
Views And Map Free.

A new book has been published describing ranch
life in the west. There is an enormous demand for
the volume—truly, everybody wants it. Reads like
fiction, yet absolutely true. It describes big ranebe
tells how farmers and ranchmen are amassing hug,
fortunes and shows how new citizens may do likewise'
The book gives the government land and mining

laws, fish and game law's, together with a late count
map of Colorado. Contains 100 photo-engravings o
farm and ranch views, cowboy life, etc. Edition
cost $2,000 to issue.
The book is free—do you want it? To introdue

our big Illustrated western family magazine (estab
lished 1002) we will send you the above describ*-
ranch book and our famous monthly magazine a who.
year, all for only 30c. cash or postage stamps. Club
of 3 and 3 books, 70c. 5 for $1. Money back if no
more than pleased. Our magazine prints views o
scenery, stories of adventure and sketches and tells all

about the west. Act quick, send today. Address
Ranch Life Magazine, Block 140, Denver, Colorado

P
Tve AcreThiit.
& Berry Farms ii0O~

J $5 Down
Many people are making big $5Monthly
successes in Southern New
Jersey raising fruit, berries, chickens,
pigeons and market gardening. Soil
particularly adapted to these pur-
poses. Mild, healthful climate forces
produce early for fanev prices. We
sell 5-acre choice high, level land,
only 17 miles from Atlantic City mar-
kets, for $100—$5 down, $5 monthly.
Best shipping fatalities to New York
and Philadelphia markets. Three
main-line railroads and two large
manufacturing towns nearby. Pure
water. Perfect title. Write for illus-
trated booklet.

DANIEL FRAZIER COMPANY,
690 Bailey Building, Philadelphia.

£ A Var. Poultry, Pigeons, Hares, 20 Eggs, $1.0
Stock for sale. Catalog and show Becord fre

H. D. ROTH, Box 20, Franconia, Pa*

We ship thousands each si

son. Write us now. Stamn
* for prices and testimonials!

Box 14. Freeport Hatchery, Freeport, Mich.

45 VARIETIES BEST POULTRY. Fine
large poultry Book 10c. Stock and eggs cheap. Prii

list free. John E. Heatwole, Harrisonburg, Vi

Baby Chicks

15
CTS* will bring to yonr address one year a good poul.

try paper. Told monthly by experienced people, aUtheina
and outs of the business and how to Make Poultry Pay,

Address BLETT’S POULTRY POINTERS, Farwell, Mich*

“LAND”
is a magazine that tells bow you can make money io
New York real estate. It gives fascinating facts aboil
the wealth that is being made and tells how yon ca
share in It. With as little as $10 you can secure a piece
of land that will multiply in value with the wonderful
growth of New York City. Send me your name, ad
dress and occupation on a postal caret and I will sene
vou “Land” free for six months.

W. M. OSTRANDER,
Suite 408, 437 Fifth Avenue, New York

LEARN HOW TO

Judge Investments
My book “How To-Judge Investments” tells how

you may safely start on the road to wealth. It tell

you about everything you should know before makin;
any kind of an investmeut. A financial critic says i

thisbook: “ft is the best guide to successful inves
iug I ever read.” The regular price is $1.00, but to i

troducemv magazine, the “Isvesioe’s Review,”
will send the book postpaid on receipt of a twoq-en
stamp and in addition will send you the Review fo

three month's free. Address F-dltor.

INVESTOR'S REVIEW, 1599 Gaff Bid?., Chicago, III

SEWS LEATHER QUICK
Myers . ...

Rock- Stitch Awl sews like sew-
ing machine. Loop on both sides.
Repairs shoes, harness, satchels,
etc. Great for agents. Sent pre-
paid $1. Guaranteed. Book H free.

C. A. MYERS CO..
6537 Woodlawn Ave., Chicago.

A PIT hiTO "'ill you represents us in your community? ,

QlltN | 0 Sis money madeby all our agents; you can
do the same; we supply everything; good ?

business opportunity: write today and get free outfit and
easy instruction.C.Dreebye, I'pt. 8-41,Box 2079,X.Y.City

will give
two solid
rings, one

brilliants, one with three
one that will sell

sends us the
you cannot sell.
4E8t., Providence,

i

Roses or Cinnamon Vines

Would make a beautiful gift for a friend.

Send us your renewal according to our

offer, and tell us to whom you want the

premium sent, and wre will forward to them

either the Roses or Cinnamon Vines, with-’

out any further expense to you.
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( Fro7n the Chicago Inter Ocean of December 7 )

FINDS NEWK1DNEY CURE

Dr. T. Feank Lynott, New York Specialist, Dis-

covers Remarkable Remedy

At last a perfectly harmless and positive cure ap-
pears to have been found. Dr. T. Frank Lynott,
formerly of the University City of New York and
the famous Bellevue Hospital, New York City, but
now a celebrated specialist in Chicago, has a very
simple, quick-acting formula which has already
been approved by the best doctors.
Last night Dr. Lynott read a paper on the treat-

ment of kidney troubles that proved a revelation to

those present. Dr. Lynott was highly praised for

his deeply interesting paper, but is liable to criticism

for allowing his new treatment to be advertised, es-

pecially as he was advertising a free treatnjent on
an introductory offer.

Dr. Lynott, however,explained that this free treat-

ment offer was not so mucli for patients in the big

cities as for the people in villages and country dis-

tricts who have access only to country doctors.

Many of these country doctors, Dr. Lynott explain-

ed, were not posted on up-to-date methods of cure,

and in fact were jealous of the more educated physi-
cians in cities; so to make quick work of introducing
the treatment that the best doctors must recognize
as the proper remedy for kidney trouble, he had
decided to offer it free for. the time being to people
in the country. Dr. Lynott said that the free treat-

ments would not be continued indefinitely.

That racking pain, those awful twists of the muscles, that sharp

digging soreness—digging right through the bones and flesh—all

day long—half the night long—pain and misery unbearable-

Theil Suddenly—
such a relief, the back becomes straight and eased, the internal

pains cease, the bones quit aching, the muscles stop twitching

—health, strength, freedom from all torture—as if by magic.
That is what can and will be done for you, if YOU will only take the time and trouble to read

this free offer carefully. It is YOUR loss if you do not get the free treatment—it is your own self

you must blame if your torturing, twisting, digging pains do not cease.

Now don’t think that this is only an ordinary advertisement—it is a high grade scientific offer—

a real free offer—especially for the readers of this paper, endorsed personally by the editor of

this paper, and I do not want you to neglect this illness of yours one minute. I want you to

get the free treatment and the free book, fully explaining your real illness.

For, in the first place, you must understand that those internal pains and aches (a backache that

comes from an ordinary twist or exposure and lasts only a few hours is not meant by this, but

the chronic aches and pains) are due to

ney TrouKid bl e
Either Kidney Trouble itself, or Bladder Trouble, or Uric Acid leading to

Rheumatism. All these diseases go back to the kidneys, and show them-

selves by internal pains, pains inside and by a racking of the back.

FREE TREATMENT!
The Free Treatment
if you answer this advertisement the first time you

see it and send your name. An introductory offer for

those who really want to get well and who, when cured,

will not hesitate to tell their friends. Don’t miss this

wonderfully liberal offer.

DOCTOR
T. FRANK
LYNOTT
whose picture appears

here, will personally take

charge of your case. He
will give your case his per-

sonal attention, for he wants

to take your case as au example

for others. He wants to prove by

you that his wonderful treatment is

positively efficacious.

Now we positively know that Dr. Lynot has THE remedy
for kidney trouble that will do the work. This remedy
for the sake of humanity—ought to be introduced at once

into every community in the United States. The easiest

way to introduce it would be to establish one cure
quickly, showing relief is instantaneous, how the cure
is certain. So, a free treatment will be given to one
person in each town. Just send your own name
and address—that is all—and the free treatment
will be promptly forwarded to you, also the
free book explaining about backaches and. all

other symptoms of kidney trouble. Now
remember that you are under no obligations
—all vou ha^e to do is to send your name
and' YOU will get the free treatment.
Then, after the treatment has helped
you so much, you will, of course, be
glad to tell all your friends about it—
you are under no obligations to do
'
so, but we know you will be glad
to do it anyway. You would be
grateful to us for' the treatment
and cure even if we had charged
you half of a year’s salary—
*
it would be worth that much

You may have heard of Dr. Lynott’s

high standing in the profession and espec-

ially of his deep knowledge of urinary dis-

eases (Dr. Lynott received a special diploma

for study of urinary diseases from New York

University) so the editor of this paper considers

himself fortunate in having been able to offer

Dr. Lynott’s services absolutely free to the

readers of this paper.

Fill out and mail this certificate now, today.

to you surely—but the treat-
ment is absolutely free. pre-
paid. This is, of course,
strictly an introductory
offer—so be the first in
your town to Write. If

you are suffering with
any symptoms of kid-
ney trouble or if

any member of
your family is so
afflicted, sign
and mail the
free trial

certificate.

Any sick person who fails to write at once for

this absolutely free treatment has no right to

complain longer of illness. If you are seeking

a cure, answer this liberal offer.

—

The Editor.

Here is a Table of the Symp-
toms of Kidney Trouble.

REID OVER THESE SYMPTOMS

See Which of the Symptoms are Yours

It is important to state in your
reply to Dr. Dynott what your
symptoms are. Just as soon as
the doctor receives your reply,
either in a letter or on the free
certificate shown below, he will
send you the free treatment.
Now do not miss this opportun-
ity. Just imagine how you will
feel as soon as you get the treat-

ment. You must feel relief at

once. So do not delay, but
write a letter today stating what
the symptoms are. Send this
certificate at once to Dr. Lvnott,
1715 Pontiac Building, Chicago.

1

—

Pain in the back.

2—Too frequent desire to urinate.

3

—

Bnrning or obstruction of urine.

4—Pain or soreness in the bladder.

5
—Prostatic trouble.

6—Gas or pain in the stomach.

7—General debility, weakness, dizzi-

ness.

8—Constipation or liver trouble.

9—Pain and soreness under right

ribs.

10— Swelling in any part of the body.

11— Palpitation or pain around the

heart.

12—Pain in the hip joint.

13—Pain in the neck or head.

14—Pain or soreness in the kidneys.

15

—

Pain or swelling of the joints.

16—Pain and swelling of the muscles.

17

—

Pain and soreness in nerves.

18—Acute or chronic rheumatism.

9 • fir® «| Jte mi Him am mm mm tmm mm mm ebbs bm hw mm mm 1m

This Certificate free treatment certificate

Is Good for the Free Treatment 1

i

What Symptoms of Kidney Trouble h
Give numbers fn

If you write at once and send your name.m -m » v ami remember that you are under no

1%/B obligations whatever in sending your
JLH.VI. I 1TU/U name and address. But when you do

send your name and address we are

What is Your Name?.

What is Your Address?.

.State Plainly, Mr., Mrs., or Miss

under obligations to send you the free treatment as promised, and then of course, as soon as you

see the wonderful quick relief this free treatment gives you, you will be glad to recommend the

treatment to your friends, who ought not to object to paying for the treatment, when the worth of

this wonderful treatment (sent free to you) has already been proved in your case. So, if you are

wise, you will not delay, blit will write at once for this wonderful free treatment. Write to

DR. T. FRANK LYNOTT
1715 PONTIAC BLDG., CHICAGO, ILL.

I

have you?
ram tables above—that is all.

What is Your Age ? Married f

Just fill out the above—nothing to sigu, you see. Just answer the questions and be sure
to give your name and address. The FREE treatment will then be sent at once, prepaid. It
will be up to you to say whether you want to recommend it, and you are under no obliga-
tions whaiever. Cut out this certificate (or write a letter describing your symptoms) and
mail to

Dr. T. FRANK LYNOTT, 1715 Pontiac Bldg., Chicago.



PACE 2S

RHEUMATISM
A CURE GIVEN BV ONE WHO HAD IT

la the Spring of 1S93I
was attacked by mus-
cularandlnflammatory
rheumatism. I suffered
as those who have it

know, for over three

|

years, and tried almost
everything. Finally I

found a remedy that
cured me completely
and it has not return-
ed. I have given it to a
number who were ter-

ribly afflicted, and It affected a cure in every
case. Anyone desiring to give this precious
remedy a trial, X will send it free. Address,

Mark H. Jackson, No.252 James Street, Syracuse, N. Y.

Mr. JaeltKon is responsible. Above statement trne.-Pab.

Silk Fringe, Envelope, Gold B«veled ^ A DI>Q
i Edgo, Hidden NamoC&rdB.eto. 200 uAlvUtf

^
w w J Love Verses. 125 Rich 6c Raoy Jokes. 1 Pock Ac*

CkW>kmU~3JMKJO g..nir.A«r,/.. fei PaokEsoortOards. New Beau Catcher & Big

Sample Book .all for 2ota. Columbus Card Co..l29F.8t.,Coluuibus,ObIo

OaCT CARDS—15 Post Cards and Big ri)rr
f Vi5i Novelty Catalogue for 10 cents, J {Viil-i

Send today while offer is good.
L. CARL CO„ 34 Mill Street, Deposit, N. Y.

VICK’S MAGAZINE
This Fine

ROCKER
IN A FEW HOURS

_f rs. W. W. Ammermau
of Eureka, Wis., wrote
recently: “My daugh-
ter and I sold $42 worth
of your goods in a lit-

tle while and can sell
to every customer
agaiD. Have received

. offers from other com-
\panies, but like your
goods, premiums and
Ate plans best.”

Anyone can earn valuable premiums like cut
or get cash for selling our Guaranteed Pure
Food Products. We make 150 home table
needs and give agents cash or premiums for
orders. Products we guarantee to please or no
pay. Write for Big Premium Book showing
1200premiuma and full information. Do it today.

Crofts ® Reed Co., Dept. 102 Chicago

j" of Yellowstone Park, Chicago,

' with big catalog only 10c.

Earn $8! W. SCOTT, COHOES. N- f.

I
—

H

/"•* vr%Q CTC Going Blind, Bary Co.
'vW IK - Iowa City, la. Can Cure.

25 PosfGards lOci
Beautiful Photo-tint Views ofOhleago,

NlagaraFal la, Capital, Park, Ac. No comics.
_08old In stores at 2 for 5c and 6c each. All

prepaid to introduce big catalog only 10c. W A l.K F.R 00., 10 Fairfield Ave.,CHICAGO.

ONE HANDSOMELY ENGRAVED WATCH, One
Chain, 12 fancy pattern Tea Spoons all for $1.15
prepaid. C. L. SLADE, Saratoga, N. Y.

25 PosfGards
Beautiful Phototint Views ofOhioago,

^ NiagaraFalls,Capltal,Park,&c.Noeomlce.

v _ _ _ _ _ _ — J Sold in itors* at 2 for 6o and So each. All

prepaid to Introduce big catalog only 10c. LOCAb CARD 00. , 1229 Lake Bt., CHICAGO.

SOLID GOLD i0p
iraJfm

Pattern SIGNET RING.
Wsrrented three years. Initial engraved
FREE. Sent with Premium List for 12c.

SHELL NOVELTY CO.,
Dept, VM, 83 Chambers Street, New York.

,

|bA M J Hidden Name, Friendship, Bilk Fringe,

;
I Envelope and all other kinds of CARDS

j
V I and Premium Articles. Sample Album

: of Finest Oard9 and Biggest Premium List, all for a
* 2 cent sUmp. OHIO CARD COMPANY, CADIZ, OHIO.

B O ur Viburnum Co. is guaranteed to
relieve painful or suppressed periods.

$1.00 by mail. Peeler fledicine Co,, St. Louis, Mo.

CANCER "CURED
At Home With My Mild Com*
bination Treatment. It is not
a New Remedy; It Has Ex-
perience of Years Back of It.

I have spent my entire professional life in the treat-
ment of Cancer. I have so perfected my Mild Combina-
tion Treatment that I can furnish to any sufferer positive
proof and scores of testimonials showing that my treat-
ment quickly destroys the cancerous g-rowth, and at the
same time eliminates the poison from the system, thus
preventing a return of the deadly disease.

My Mild Combination Treatment has cured scores
of cases where all other methods which had been
used failed. This is especially gratifying: when it is
known that Cancer is increasing at an alarming rate,
the disease having quadrupled itself in the last forty
years, statistics showing that it alone causes thousands
of deaths yearly in the United States. Cancer is a dread- DR. O, A. JOHNSON
ful disease, and

THERE IS NOTHING MORE CERTAIN
than that if a single cell of the disease remains after treatment it will soon re-
appear and effect the new surrounding tissues. There must be complete
eradication of every diseased cancer celb By my Mild Combination Treatment,
which has worked wonders in many cases thought to be incurable, the entire cancer
has been destroyed, and the necessity for a painful or dangerous operation avoided.

IT WILL COST NOTHING
to secure my professional opinion, the length of time required to effect a cure, and
whether it would be necessary to visit Kansas City and obtain my personal attention
and personal treatment. 1 have a large number of testimonials from grateful persons
who nave been restored to health through using my Mild Combination Treatment
among whom are the following:

CURED OP CANCER OF BREAST IN IO
WEEKS

I feel it my duty to tell others of your
*4gSSk wonderful success. I had a cancer

tt,e 8lze a half-dollar, for three

f _ Jh years. After consulting two ladles
and one man In our town, whom you

\ 1253 had cured, I lost no time In putting
inyself under your treatment. Iam,

"‘TwJW after ten week's treatment, cured
i and In the best of health.

MRS. B. L. WOOD, PBRRT, 1A.

CANCER OF BREAST, FOUR YEARS
STANDING, CURED IN A FEW WEEKS
y—v I inform you, with great pleasure
Jy£wS| that I am now enred of a very bad
§ la Cancer In the Breast of four years|9U standing. Four doctors, two of them
V hsU specialists, gave me no relief and I

kUW was badly disheartened. I tried yonr
Combination Treatment and It

• di(j w ijat y0u claim. I know you can
cure canoer for you oured my mother also.

Mrs. C. W. Smith, Yates Center, Kan.

CANCER OF THE LOWER LIP CURED
IN A FEW DAYS

I suffered two years from oanoer of M
lower lip. Tried everything. You ’ ,U
cured me. I was disoouraged for a
long time, but when you cured Mr. V J&W
Donnell, our postmaster, I decided \ ~ SJI
you oould cure me. You undoubt- *-;/.• —4FVr*
edly know your business. My ad-
vice to sufferers Is to not wait, but
commenoe your treatment at onoe.

J.M. RaTHMEL. Waverly, Kans.

CANCER ON SIDE OF JAW LARGE ASA
DOLLAR CURED IN 3 WEEKS caj*-
1 write to let you know that the Can-

/
eer whlcn you treated for three weeks
beginning April 26, 1905, Is entirely L -f®
oured. I am much pleased with the r
successor yonr treatment and want X'-'/V.
to say to all suffering with cancer not
to be discouraged but try Dr. Johnson (J/

y

and be cured. M. MYBR8.
521 N. Kansas Ave., Topeka, Kan*.

YOU CAN BE CURED AT HOME 1 bave so perfected my Mild Combination Treat-
ment tiiat patients may use it at their home with

practically as good results as though it were applied at my offices. I will gladly furnish to every suf-
ferer positive and Indisputable proof that my treatment does cure Cancer. I will furnish ample
evidence of my Integrity, honesty, financial and professional ability. No matter how serious yonr
oase may be—no matter how many operations yon have had—no matter what treatment you have tried
—write for my book.“Cancer and Its Cure.” It will cost you nothing and will tell you how you can be
oured at home. Address,

DR. JOHNSON REMEDY CO. Kansas City, Mo.
Nav# you a friend suffering from Cancer? Do him a favor he it never forget by sending him this ad.

Heralds of Spring
The Seedmen and their Beauteous Catalogues

flfTMTQ Au opportunity to make big money. Your
HULIl I U name and address sent to us today will

put you in touch with one of the best
agents’ propositions ever made; only those who mean
business need apply ; experience not necessary; write
at once for full particulars of our big offer to
Manager, Dept. 3=41, Box 1815, New York City.

Goitre Cure
THE BEST. CHEAPEST AND QUICKEST

REMEDY IN THE WORLD.
Our Medicated Goitee Baubici*

I

is a convenient, soothing appli-
ance, worn at night and cures
while you sleep. The Bandage ab-

1 sorbs the swelling and the Goitre
disappears in a few days. 16 years
success. Write for free Treatise
on Goitre, full particulars, etc.

PHYSICIANS REMEDYCO. 32 Slnton Bldg, Cincinnati, 0.

ANY are the proofs abounding
everywhere in all North Amer-
ican states and provinces that
happy spring will soon be here
and that the joyous spring time
days will a little later ou be

followed by the glad summer time, with
all its woudrous wealth of flowering and
fruiting. To all whose life-task calls

them to the care and cultivation of flow-
ers, plants, grains, shrubs, or trees, there
is no more welcome evidence of ap-
proaching spring than is the reappearing
of the seedsman’s advance guard, liis

beautifully illustrated catalogue. On the
editor’s desk is quite a library of these
heralds of the coming awakening, all

laden with something of its' rich beauty
and fragrance. Not only this, but each
catalogue bears a special message from
that section of the country from which it

comes, showing clearly what plant or
product there is king or queen.

Where Barley Holds Sway
King Barley certainly holds sway over

a large region of the Middle West and
there disputes honors with King Corn.
In the great Northwest, including Illi-

nois, Wisconsin, Iowa, Minnesota, and
the two Dakotas, barley is surely a lead-
ing grain product, and it is from this
region that a catalogue comes with a
cover in royal blue decorated with a
beautiful specimen of Oderbrucker bar-
ley. This attractive annual is issued by
the well known firm, the L. L. Olds
Seed Co., Clinton, Wis. Herewith is

presented a half tone
facsimile of the Olds
artistic cover. The con-
tents of this catalogue
prove that this concern
has a fine constituency
not only of barley grow-
ers, but also of produ-
cers of corn, clover,

grasses, and all kinds of

farm and garden pio-
duce, together with the
choicest of flowers. The
company’s exceptionally
fine showing of potatoes
indicates that this firm
is bearing an important
part in giving to the
Badger State its pre-
eminence as a producer
of the great American
tuber with an Irish

name. The art work
and typography of the
Olds annual are exceptionally' attractive

and both bespeak an extra fine quality
of goods advertised thereby.

The Rose Regnant in Ohio

The attractive catalogue issued by The
George H. Melleu Co., of Springfield,

O.
,
makes it clear both that Ohio is, iu-

deed, a state of beautiful flowers, aud that

in the Buckeye State the Rose is the

queen of flowers. The varieties of roses

offered by The Mellen Co. are almost
without number, as are also other flowers,

pansies, asters, nasturtiums, easter lilies,

dahlias etc. The fine showing made by
this company indicates what maybe done
by any concern that intelligently spec-

ializes in flower seeds alone.

Where the Tomato Reigns

In the great state of Ohio—that mighty
commonwealth, the mother of presidents

just now laboring arduously to bring
forth another ponderous specimen of the

presidential plant—we conclude that the

Tomato must be king, judging from the

brilliantly colored cover page of the

Seed annual published this year by The
Livingston Seed Co., of Columbus, O.
Both the cover and the descriptive pages
within give special emphasis to the Liv-

ingston New Coreless Tomato, which is

described therein as the most perfect

canning tomato ever produced. In Ohio,
where thriving manufacturing cities are

to be seen on every hand, the production
of all kinds ot fruit and garden stuff is

remarkably profitable. That the Living-
ston Co. is fully meeting the expectations
of farmers aud gardeners of that region, is

evident from the beautifully illustrated i

pages of their 1908 catalogue. Few Seeds-,
men anywhere are offering a more com-
plete and better assorted variety of seeds
for gardening purposes than is the Liv-
ingston Seed Co. The company’s show-
ing of floral seeds is also most excellent.

Ratekin’s Seed Book

Issued by the Ratekin Seed House;
Shenandoah, la., forcibly illustrates tin

last statement. It also proves, withoi
question, that in that mighty empire
the west, including the states of low;

Missouri, Illinois, Nebraska, and Kan
—corn truly is king. That the realm
King Corn and that supplied with a!

kinds of seeds by the Ratekin Seet

House, is not limited to the states named
is clearly shown by a map published in

their 1908 catalogue. This shows that the

firm received during 1907, 172,359 orders

Iowa naturally leading with 19,107; Mis-

souri following with 18,504; Illino"

next with 17,505, and Texas with 16,500,

The remaining orders came from eve
state of the Union, ‘ 1

Little Rhody” sen
ing in forty-two, and arid Nevada bring-

ing up the rear with twenty-five. Wliild

the Ratekin Seed House may truly be

said to specialize in corn, it is fully up
with the times in all other branches of

seed production.

Where the Strawberry is King

V. F.

nvinc-
1

The catalogue at hand from W
Allen, Salisbury, Md., affords conv
ing proof that, in “Maryland, My Mary-

land” aud thereabouts,

the luscious, succulent
Strawberry is certainly

king. Just a look at the

cover of the Allen cataS

logue, with its portrayal

of the rich, red un-
rivaled fruit of the

vine, makes one’s mouth
water aud fills the

owner of the mouth with
a longing for a liberal

supply of the reality*

An examination of the

Allen annual recalls to

the mind the saying at-

tributed to Henry Ward
Beecher, Prof. VanDyke,
and other eminent men,
“I have no doubt that

God can make a better

berry than a strawberry,
but one thing I know,
He never did make a bet-

ter berry than a strawberry.” Owing to

the unfortunate fact that the strawberry
season lasts only a few short weeks in

any locality, Mr. Allen has also pro-

vided abundantly for various plants bear-

ing other kinds of palatable fruits. H<
also supplies. a full line of seeds for the

growth of all kinds of “garden truck,!
for which exists so great a demand, witl

good prices attached, in the great citi

of our Atlantic seaboard.

FREE GARDEN SEEDS
Best Quality with

VICK’S MAGAZINE
LETTUCE, iceberg variety; CABBAGE,

extraearly; RADISH, earliest white; RAD-
ISH, early 3carlet globe; ONION, silver king;

.

TOMATOES, the matchless; TURNIPS,
early white egg: CUCUMBER, improved
early white spice; SQUASH, true hubbard; ’

PARSEE Y, mass curled.

EVERY SEED WILL GROW
These seeds are fresh, fertile and all will

grow and are furnished to us by one of the
|

most reliable seed houses in tile country.
Your big gain is in receiving them abso-
lutely free aud postpaid with a year's sub-
scription to Vick’s Magazine for 50 cents.

Vick Publishing Co.,
Dansville, N. Y.

1908

Gentlemen:—Please send me Vick’s Mag-
azine for one year and the 10 pkges of “Free

JGarden Seeds” described in this advertise-
,

mem for which I enclose 50c in
j

Very truly yours

Name
J

P. O
]

St. or R. F. D State 1



5-PIECE
OUTFIT

This outfit is the very latest Parisian design

and every lady should not fail to take advant-

age of my great offer. . ... .

CORSET—made of white or drab batiste.

Double steel front and back, steel sides.

Double clasp elastic HOSE SUPPORTERS
with plated clasps and buckles. Non-corrod-

ible aluminum eyelets, plated fasteners—not

the cheap japanned kind. Edged “JgS
pattern lace. Stylish straight front. CORSET
COVER—Made of white cambric, edged with

nice pattern lace. Cut full and well made..

Fastens with pearl buttons. CHEMISE—
Made of good quality muslin. Edged with

nice pattern lace. Has panel front of embroid-

ery and lace edging. A full size well made-

garment. DRAWERS—Made of good qual-

ity cambric. Has a wide ruffle with hem on the

bottom. Fitted with waist band and button

holes. Full size«and well made.
I have a special 25c offer in which I want you

to help me interest only 10 of your neighbors.

It is a very liberal offer and any one of your
neighbors will be only too glad to accept it at

only 25c. I will supply you with a free outfit

and everything necessary to start the work with

and I know you can easily earn this fine outfit

in a short time. Send no money but write to-

day. Address

D. DAVIS, Manager, Dept 49)1 CHICAGO

Uttit WfiOt'

Corjet. Comb
Cover. Chemise,

Hose Snp-

porters,

Y V^n, Drawers

^.Vf)
,

Cr*,t
-A * Intro-

A HANDSOME SANITARY ENAMELED BED

This is an imported mercerized silk shawl with
beautiful silk stitch design and fringed border;

can be had in assorted and combination colors

and measures nearly’ a yard square.
The fascinator is also made of all worsted floss

and mercerized silk with zigzag stripes, fancy
and chain stitch wide lace border, knit pompom,
fully lined.

I will give both the shawl and fascinator (not one but

both) to any lady who will do a little pleasant work for

me in her spare time, by interesting only ten of her

neighbors in my liberal 25c offer. It is the most liberal

offer you ever saw and all your neighbors will be glad to

accept it. As soon as you have collected the $2 50 send it

to me and I will send you both presents at once.

SEND NO MONEY, just your name and
address, and I will send you the complete outfit at

once with which to commence 'work. It costs you nothing

to try as the outfit can be returned if you do not care to

accept my liberal offer. Address

0. DAVIS, Mgr., Dept. 49CC,
• * Chicago, III.

/4

/

BIG MAGIC LANTERN FI|E|
and TEDDY BEAR i HEX
to BOYS and GIRLS for doing a little

special work for us among your friends.

Only requires a few minutes of your time.
This is an Imported Brass Mounted Stereopticon

showing large colored pictures. We give with it a
large assortment of colored pictures, many funny,
and several moving picture slides. Also this large,

brown, woolly Teddy Bear that has mov-
able joints so that itw >4^ can be placed in all

sorts offunny positions

This Magic Lantern Is fitted
with Double Telescope
Crystal Lenses. Lantern
is Fully Lacquered in Red or Black, with

Nickel Plated Trimmings;
handsomely designed; has
metal props for slides.

AIR RIFLE
WATCH AND RING and hunting outfit

GIVEN FARE FOB A FEW MINUTES OF YOUR SPARE TIME

Complete with oil

lamp and a large as-

sortment of color
slides. I am going to give'

one of these big magic lanterns and complete outfits

and also the Teddy Bear absolutely free of cost to every I

or girl who will spend aD hour 01 two of their time doing a

little work for me. I have a special 25 cent offer in which I want you to help me interest only 10 Of

vour neighbors. It is the most liberal offer you ever saw and any one of your neighbors will be only too

glad to take advantage of it at only 25c. I supply you with a free outfit and everything necessary to

start work with, and if you will follow my instructions I know that you can earn both the Magic Lantern

outfit and Teddy Bear in about an hour of your spare time.

D. DAVI8, Mgr. Lantern Dept. 49 T * * * * “ CHICAGO

PRINTING PRESS AND COMPLETE OUTFIT FREE

This is
-

a solid iron

Printing Press, and will

print a first-class busi-

ness card or small cir-

cular. A complete out-

fit goes with each press,

consisting of a complete
set of type, tweezers,

ink rollers, colored inks,

cards, instructions, etc.

All neatly packed in

strong box. Boys and
girls make lots of mon-
ey with this outfit.

Send no money.
| just your name and ad-

dress, and I will send
you 10 of my beautiful

multi-colored art pic-

tures to dispose of on my special plan at 25c. It is the

most liberal offer you ever heard of. When you have col-

lected the $2.50 from the 10 people, send it to me and I

will positively send you the Printing Press and complete

outfit at once, absolutely free of charge. Write today

Address

D. DAVIS, MGR. DAVIS BROS.,
Dept. 49KK* Chicago, III.

K
Any Lady can hay© on© of my beau-
tiful, full size Sanitary Enameled
Beds absolutely free of cost by Just
giving me a few minutes of her
spare time.
Remember the bed in double width and full

length. The end posts are heavy and "Irong;

heavily enameled, und all the cuHtingn are made of the best

malleable iron.

DON’T SEND ME A CENT. Jttfft tumd mo
your name and uddroHH and ) wiil «end you a corn pJefce outfit

and full particulars how you can frot a beautiful bed
just for Interesting and getting only 20 people to accept
our remarkably liberal offer at only 20c each. You will be
surprised to find out how easy it is to do this when you gefc

my outfit and full particulars, for the people will be only
too glad to accent the offer at only 25c each. As soon an

you have collected the $5.00 you send it to mo and i will

positively send you the bed at once, exactly as promised,
absolutely free of charge. Write today for the outfit. It
costs you nothing: to try as the outfit can be returned
if you decide not to take up the work. Address

D. DAVIS, Mgr., Dept. 49IJ, CHICAGO, ILL.

CAMERAM COMPUTE OUTFIT FREE

This is a first-class leatherette covered snapshot camera guar-
anteed to take first-class pictures size inches just as

good as any high priced camera. I also give with this camera a com-

plete printing and developing outfit, in fact everything necessary to

take and finish a first-class picture. I also give a complete instruc-

tion book with each outfit so that any child can take pictures success-

fully by following instructions. Remember this is a real camera ana
absolutely guaranteed to take a first class picture.

I will give this camera and complete outfit to any one who win

dispose of only 10 of my beautiful multi-colored art pictures on my
special plan at 25c. Anybody you show my offer to will be only too

glad to accept it at 25c. each as it is the most liberal offer you ever heard

of. Send no money. Just your name and address and I will forward

the pictures and complete outfit at once. Address

D. DAVIS, Mgr., Pept. ^ff CHICAGO.

ALL FOUR PRESENTS
TO

GIRLS
FOR A FEW MINUTES OF THEIR SPARE TIME

This is a big, handsome doll, beautifully dressed in

satins and laces, closes and opens its eyes, has shoes and

stockings that can be taken off and put on, and is one of

the best dolls ever offered as a premium.
The Teddy Bear is the cutest fellow you ever saw. big

and shaggy with movable head, arms and legs, will stand

up or sit down in whatever position placed.

The Kitchen Set consists of a complete set of kitchen

utensils just the right size for Dolly.

The Ring is gold laid and set with a beautiful spark-

ling white stone.

WE WILL GIVE NOT ONE BUT

all FOUR PRESENTS
all at one time to every girl that will do a little pleas-

ant work for us in her spare time. All we ask you to do

is show our great special offer to your neighbors and get ID

of them to accept it at only 25c each. It is the most liberal

offer you ever heard of and they will be glad to accept it.

SEND NO money!
Just send us your name and address and we will

send you the complete outfit with which] to start

work at once. As soon as you have
collected the $2.50 send it to us and
we will positively send you not one
but all four presents at once, ex-

actly as promised. Write today. It

costs you nothing to try, as wo will

take back the outfit if you decide not

to accept our offer. Address

hi Gepl 4saa, Chicago

O

Q Q

Q
©

Q Q

FREE
POOL and BILLIARD TABLE

A fine Pool and Billiard Table,
special size, made of solid, quartered oak
finish, has carved legs, trimmed with
metal comers, six pockets, cushion sides,

and is covered with fine quality green
billiard cloth. This together with fifteen

pool halls and triangle, two cues properly
tipped, chalk, etc., all ready for use.

If you want to earn this elegant outfit,

just send me your name and address, and
I will send you ten of my handsome multi-colored
Art Pictures, perfect reproductions of famous
paintings, todisposeof on mySpecial Plan, at 25c
each. Immediately upon receipt of the $2.50 col-

lected, I will forward the complete pool and
billiard table outfit, exactly as described above.
Write today. It costs you nothing to try, as I

take back the pictures if you fail to dispose of
them. Address
D. DAVIS, Mgr., Dept 49V Chicago, III.

An American Watch Movement

with beautifully engraved
Solid Gold Plated Case.
Equal in appearance to a
Solid Gold Watch. Fully
warranted to keep correct
time. Also a Solid Rolled
Gold Ring set with white
gem which sparkles with fiery

brilliancy, given absolutely
FREE to boys and girls or

anyone. Just send us your name and address

and I will send you 10 of my beautiful multi-

colored pictures to dispose of on my special plan

at only 25c each. Any one of your neighbors

will be glad to accept my liberal 25c offer.

Send no money, just your name and addiess,

and I will send you the pictures and complete
outfit at once. When you have collected the

$2.50 send it to me and I will positively send you
both the watch aud ring at once. Write today.

Address

FREE

We give you this fine all steel Air Rifle, also Hunting Belt and a big
supply of shot without costing you a cent. This Air Rifle is all steel

and is guaranteed to be made of the best high grade materials through-
out. The barrel is finely nickel plated and all parts are interchangeable. It is fitted with the

latest globe sight, thus making it an accurate and reliable shocier. It is guaranteed abso-

lutely safe and harmless, is a powerful rifle and is just the thing for hunting all kinds of small

game, such as birds, rabbits, etc. We also give you a handsome Hunting Belt and a big sup-

ply Of Shot. We give you all three of the presents for just a few' minutes of your spare time.

This air-rifle with shot belt and a supply of shot will be given absolutely free.to any boy
who will spend a little time doing some work for me. I have a special 25c offer in which I

want you to help me interest 10 of your neighbors. It is a very liberal offer and any of your
neighbors will be only too glad to take advantage of it at only 25c. I will supply you with a
free outfit and everything necessary to start work with, and I know that you can easily earn
this fine premium in a very short time.both the watch aud ring at once. Write today. this fine premium in a very short time. (

IL DAVIS, Mgr., Dept. 49LL , Chicago, III D« DAVISj P6pt. 49M i OHIOAdOg SLL>
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TO BAKE WELL OR HEAT WELL
The Gold Coiu Stove Company of Troy, N. Y.,

have been making stoves for nearly fifty years,
and they assure us that it is an art, and no easy
one either, to make a stove that bakes well or
heats well, and does it every time.
Then there is a wide difference in the quality

of material used. Many stoves are only service-
able for a year or two, but it is not uncommon
among high-grade manufacturers to have cus-
tomers report having used one of their stoves
continuously for 25 years to 30 years, and the
stove still be in good condition.
When you are looking up on stoves, it will

prove far wiser to look up good old reliable
makers of such recognized standing. Send for
their catalogues. They all have them and are
glad to send them. It will pay you, and you will
be surprised at what reasonable prices you can
get this grade of stoves now-a-days. Selling
direct at “Wholesale Prices” is another economic
feature about Gold Coin Stoves.

Before You Buy Your New Buggy
Write to TUB OHIO CARRIAGE MKG. CO.,

Columbus, Ohio, for their new 1908 192-page
Vehicle and Harness Catalogue.
You don’t have to buy your buggy from them

if you don’t want to, and your sending for their
catalogue will not obligate you to buy their
goods, but if you want to get posted, if you want
to find out just how buggiesare made, what they
are made of and the lowest price at which they
can be sold, namely the wholesale price from
manufacturer to you, get this large catalogue
and post yourself before you spend your money.
Possibly you have, in the past, been simply

picking out the kind of buggy that appealed to
you as something pretty and have paid the price
asked for it without any quibbling over it—but
you certainly have made a mistake doing this.
A good buyer always looks the market over,

thoroughly posts himself on the different quali-
ties of goods that are on the market before he
makes up his mind.
This large catalogue will quote you the prices

at which buggies should be sold that is, the
rock-bottom, wholesale manufacturer’s price to
you, without any middleman’s profit between

—

the prices that will save you from 33% to 50%.
It can do no harm and will only cost you a

penny for a postal or a two-cent stamp to write
for this catalogue, and if you do not want to buy
from this company after you have received their
catalogue, you can place your order anywhere
you please and wherever, in your opinion, you
will get the best value for your money, but be
fair to yourself and post yourself fully on all
prices before you do buy.
Address, THP) OHIO CARRIAGE MFG. CO.,

H. C. Phelps, Pres., Station 318, Columbus, Ohio.

BEADS Our Sample Card of Beads,
and instructions for mak-

ing; Necklaces and Purses sent for 10 cents silver or
stamps. Ladies’ Art Co., C25, St. Louis, Mo.

ipryrn use our reputation; a mine for live agents
fllJUl I U establish a pleasant, profitable, permanent

business; be your own boss; we start you
on the way to independence; we have worked up from
the ranks ourselves and are glad to help you; free out
fit ahd simple instructions; write for them today.
Home Co.. Desk 3-41, 2 Duane St., New York City.

MBITS $25 A WEEK
14 new patented articles. No scheme. No risk. Sample
Tree. A. M. YOUNG & CO. 1 84. Dearborn St,, R 24 Chicago, 111.

6 Easter Post Cards 10 cifs.
Beautifully colored and embossed. No Two Alike
B. PLACE SOUVENIR CO.. PASSAIC, N. J.

Lovely Postals’
^
Imported, richly embossed Floral,

^ „

J

Satin, Lace, Views, Love Scenes,
F ASTER, etc?, with your name Frosted. 10 for 25c. and Agent's offer.
Grandest offer. EASTERN TRADING CO.. New Haven. Conn

POST CARDS 18 very latest cards and beau-
tifully illustrated catalogue con-

taining 400 views. All for 10c. Universal PostCard
Co., Dept. (’, cor. Market & Ward Sts., Newark, N. J.

—3 sparkling ini. diamond ring to every

-

o sending lOcfor this new patent 1908 stylo

, Fountain Pen. Send 10c for fountain pen get

elegant ring and big cat’l’g FREE. I’nl.que

Novelty Co,, 611 W. 112 St., New York C'ty

.

DO fltfl Every month selling our wonderful

AGtra 8 S 3J3UU seven piece kitchen set
Send for sworn statement $12 daily profit. Experience unneces-

6nry. Outfit free. V Thomas Mfg. Co, 7212 H St., Dayton, O.

20 Post Cards 1 0c Beautiful Photo Tint View Cards (no comics.) All

different, Retailed everywhere at 2 for 5c, and 5c each. All sent prepnid to

introduce our big wholesale catalog only lOo. Lucas & Co.,1223 Lake St. .Chicago

RIC MAYFY Growing GINSENG, Worth CVDIu ilium Cil Pound. Roots and Seed Cheap.
Write today, T. J. Stout, B 283, Edinburg, Ind.

25 PostcardsIOcSSsSSSSS
jiopaid to iotroduc* big catalog only 10c. LUCAS & 00., 1222 LAKE ST., CHICAGO.

WC PAY A WEEK
VI k 1 Wl I VW troduce poultry compound. Year’s contract.

larKKLAL BLFti. CO., DEPT. SO, PARSON'S, KANS.

PATENTS
48p. book free. Highest refs. Long
experience. FITZGERALD Ac

CO., Dept. F., Washington, D. C.

EASTER POST CARDS
tor**.

1 Kasteru Trailing Co. New Uuvcu,<Jt.

$21 a Week to put out Merchandise and Grocery Catalogs. Home
territory. American Home Supply Co. Dept. M52 Chicago.

77 .Stunning Post Cards aud magazine 1 year in.,LL BURGES PI R. CO., 204 E. A., Grand Rapids, Mich.

Transparent. Hidden Name. Silk Frlnc®
Envelope and Calllag l nr»|Q

} New Joker and Escort 'k*A l \ fjO
|
NO TRASH, with Agent's finest Sample Book. All for a

1 2 -ccnt stamp. Buckeye Card Co., Laceyville, Ohio.

13263

CD CC Dlklfi This beautlftil gold filled

IIILL 11 1 11 U Ring, set with spark l inj
Ruby, absolutely free If you send names of five

ladles and lOo for 3 mos. trial subscription to

our story magazine. 3 rings for 26o. Address
H. J. Lee, 400 U.ts Express Bld.Dept.3‘.\Chlcag<i

/I Select List of Popular AT rnrifp
Copyright Fiction - vvillj

The following list includes some of the most popular and best selling titles among recent fiction as well as some standards of earlier issue. All
of these titles were formerly sold at $1.50 per volume. Complete editions. Handsome cloth binding. Our price is reduced to 45 cents per volume
If ordered sent by mail or express prepaid add 12 cents per volume. [Space allows us to list only a portion of these books carried in stock. See our
Catalogue for full list together with 4,000 other books at proportionately low prices.]

Abroad With the Jimmies—Lillian Bell.
Adventures of Francois—S. Weir Mitchell.
Adventures of Gerard—A. Conan Doyle.
Alton of Somasco—Harold Blindloss
Alice of Old Vincennes—M. Thompson.
Apache Princess, An—Capt. Charles King.
Aristocrats, The—Gertrude Atherton.
Arms and the Woman—-Harold MacGrath.
Arncliff Puzzle, The—Gordon Holmes.
Arthur Bonnicastle—J. G. Holland.
Ashes of Empire—Robert W. Chambers.
At the Mercy of Tiberius—Augusta Evans

Wilson
Audrey—Mary Johnston.
Babs the Impossible—Sarah Graud.
Barabbas—’Marie Corelli.
Barlaschof the Guard—H. Seton Merrinlan
Battle Ground, The—Ellen Glasgow.
Beautiful Joe’s Paradise—Marshal] Saun-

ders.

Belle of Bowling Green, The—Amelia Barr.
Ben Blair—Will Lillibridge.
Beverly of Graustark—G. B. McCutclieou.
Black Douglas, The—S. R. Crockett.
Black Friday—Frederic S. Isham.
Black Wolf’s Breed, The—Harris Dickson.
Blazed Trail, The—Stewart Edward White
Blennerhassett—Chas. F. Pidgin.
Bob, Son of Battle—Alfred Ollivant.
Boss, The—Alfred Henry Lewis.
Bred in the Bone—Thos. Nelson Page.
Brethren, The—H. Rider Haggard.
Brewster’s Millions—Geo. B. McCutcheon.
By Right of Sword—A. W. Marchmont.
Caleb West—F. Hopkiuson Smith.
Californians, The— Gertrude Atherton.
Calumet “K”—Merwin-Webster.
Call of the Wild, The—Jack London.
Cap’n Eri—Joseph C. Lincoln.
Captain of the Grayhorse Troop—Ham-

lin Garland,
Captain of the Janizaries, The—James M.

Ludlow.
Cape Cod Folks—Sally T. McL. Greene.
Captain Kettle, K. C. B. C. J. C. Hyue.
Captain Macklin—Richard Harding Davis.
Captain in the Ranks, A—George Cary

Eggleston.
Cardigan—Robert W. Chambers.
Cardinal’s Snuff Box, The—FI . Harland
Castaway, The—Hallie Erminie Rives.
Castle Craneycrow—Geo. B. McCutcheon.
Cavaliers, The—Geo. W. Cable.
Checkers—H. M. Blossom, Jr.

Chicago Princess, A—Robert Barr.

Chronicles of Count Antonio—A. Flope.
Choir Invisible, The—James Lane Allen.
Christian, The—Hall Caiue.
Circle, The—Katherine Cecil Tlmrstou.
Circuit Rider, The—Edward Egglestou.
Claim Jumpers, The—Stewart E. White.
Clansman, The—Thos. Dixon, Jr.

Colonial Free Lance, A— C. G. Hotchkiss.
Common Lot, The—Robert Herrick.
Conqueror, The—Gertrude Atherton.
Conquest of Canaan, The—B. Tarkington.
Courier of Fortune, A—A. W. Marchmont.
Crisis, The—Winston Churchill.
Darrow Enigma, The—Melvin Severy.
Darrel of the Blessed Isles—Bacheller.
Dash for a Throne, A—A. W. Marchniout.
Daughter of the Snows, A—Jack Loudon.
David Harum—Edward N. Wescott.
David Balfour—Robert Louis Stevenson.
Deborah—James Ludlow.
Deluge, The—David Graham Phillips
Deliverance, The—Ellen Glasgow.
Doom Castle—Neal Monroe.
Don Orsino—E. Marion Crawford.
Dorothy South—George Cary Eggleston.
Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall—Major.
D’ri and I—Irving Bacheller.
Eben Holden—Irving Bacheller.
Elizabeth and Her German Garden.
Eternal City, The—Hall Caine.
Exploits of Brigadier Gerard—Doyle.
Fat of the Land, The—J. W. Streeter.
Filigree Ball, The—Anna Katherine Green.
Flowers of the Dust—John Oxenham.
For Love of Country—Cyrus T. Brady.
Fool Errant, The—Maurice Hewlett.

Fortunes of Oliver Horn, The—E. H. Smith.
Four Feathers, The— A. E. W. Mason.
Four Roads to Paradise—MaudW.Goodwin
Friend with the Countersign, A — Benson.
Garden of Lies, The—Justus Miles Forman
Gentleman from Indiana, The—Tarkington
Girl and the Deal, The—Karl E. Harriman.
Grafters, The—Francis Lynde.
Graustark—George Barr McCutcheon.
Great Mogul, The—Louis Tracy.
Grey Cloak, The—Harold MacGrath.
Guy Fawkes—W. Harrison Ainsworth.
Hearts and Masks—Harold MacGrath.
Heart’s Highway, The—Mary E. Wilkins.
Hearts Courageous—Hallie Ermiuie Rives.
Heart of Rome, The—F, Marion Crawford.
Heart’s Desire—Emerson Hough.
Helmet of Navarre, The—Bertha Runkle.
Her Mountain Lover—Hamlin Garland.
Hoosier Schoolmaster, The—Eggleston.
Hope Loring—Lillian Bell.
Horseshoe Robinson—John P. Kennedy.
House by the Lock, The—C. N. Williamson.
House of a Thousand Candles, The—Mere-

dith Nicholson.
Hurricane Island—H.B. Marriott-Watson.
If I were King—Justin H. McCarthy.
Indifference of Juliet, The—Grace S.

Richmond.
Infelice—Augusta Evans Wilson.
In the Bishop’s Carriage—M. Miclielson.
In the Palace of the King—Crawford.
In Connection with the DeWilloughby

Claim—Frances Hodgson Burnett.
In the Name of a Woman—Marchmont.
Isle of the Winds, The—S. R. Crockett.
Janice Meredith—Paul Leicester Ford.
Jessamy Bride, The—F.^Frankfort Moore.
Jungle, The—Upton Sinclair.

King of Diamonds, The—Louis Tracy.
Kindred of the Wild, The—Roberta
Lady Paramount, The—Henry Harland.
Lady of Quality, A—Frances H. Burnett.
Lady Rose’s Daughter—Mrs. H. Ward.
Lane That Had No Turning, The—Parker.
Last Hope, The—Henry Seton Merrimau.
Lazarre—Mary Hartwell Catherwood.
Leopard’s Spots, The—Thos. Dixon, Jr.

Levenworth Case, The—Anna K. Green.
Lightning Conductor, The—C. N. and

A. M. Williamson.
Lilac Sunbonnet, The—S. R. Crockett
Lin McLean—Owen Wister.
Little Minister, The—J. M. Barrie.

Little Traitor to the South, A—C.T. Brady.
Looking Backward—Edward Bellamy.
Love Affairs of an Old Maid—Lillian Bell.

Love or Crown—A. W. Marchmont.
Luck of Roaring Camp, The—Bret Harte.
Lucy Harding—Mary J. Holmes.
Magic Forest, The—Stewart Edward White.
Maid of Maiden Lane, The— Amelia Barr.

Maid at Arms, The—Robt. W. Chambers
Main Chance, The—Meredith Nicholson.
Man on the Box, The—Harold MacGrath.
Man from the Red Keg, The—Eugene

Thwing.
Man of the Hour, The—Octave Thanet.
Mantle of Elijah. The—Israel Zangwill
Many Cargoes—W. W. Jacobs.
Marcella—Mrs. Humphrey Ward.
Marriage of William Ashe, The—Mrs.

Humphrey Ward.
Master Christian, The—Marie Corelli.

Masquerader, The—Katherine C. Thurston.
Master of Warlock, The—G. C. Eggleston.
Millionaire Baby, The—Anna K. Green.
Misdemeanors of Nancy, The—Hoyt.
Missourian, The—Eugene P. Lyle, Jr.

Miss Petticoats—Dwiglit Tiltoy

.

Mississippi Bubble—Emerson Hough.
Monsieur Beucaire—Booth Tarkington.
Motor Pirate, The—G. Sidney Paternoster.
Mr. Dooley in Peace and War— Dunue.
Mr. Isaacs—F. Marion Crawford.
My Lady of the North—Randall Parrish.

My Friend Prospero—Henry Harland.
My Friend the Chauffeur—Williamson.
Mystery of June 13th.—Melvin Sever}’.

Mysterious Disappearance, A—G. Holmes.
Nancy Stair—Elinor Macartney Lane.

Octopus, The—Frank Norris.
Odd Craft—W. W. Jacobs.
Oldfield—Nancy Huston Banks.
Old Gorgon Graham—Geo. H. Lorimer. *

Order No.n—Caroline Abbot Stanley.
Pam—Bettina von Hutton
Partners of the Tide—Joseph C. Lincoln.
People of the Abyss—Jack London.
Phroso—Anthony Hope.
Phra the Phoenician—Edwin Lesfer Arnold
Pillar of Light, The—Louis Tracy.
Pit, The—Frank Norris.
Price of Freedom—Arthur W. Marchmont.
Pride of Jennico, The—Egerton Castle.
Princess Maritza—Percy Brebner.
Princess Passes, The—Williamson.
Prisoner of Zenda, The—Anthony Hope. ;

Prisoners of Hope—Mary Johnston.
Prodigal Son, The—Hall Caine.
Prospector, The—Ralph Connor.
Queen’s Advocate, The—A.W. Marchmont.
Quincy Adams Sawyer—Chas. F. Pidgin.
Raffles—E. W. Hornung.
Reckoning, The—Robt. W. Chambers.
Redemption of David Corson, The—Chas.

Frederick Goss.
Red Fox—-Charles G. D. Roberts.
Red Keggers, The—Eugene Thiwng.
Resurrection—Leo Tolstoi.
Return of Sherlock Holmes, The—Doyle.
Richard Carvel—Winston Churchill.
Richard, Yea-and-Nay—Maurice Hewlett.
Richelieu—G. P. R. James.
Right of Way, The—Gilbert Parker.
Rise of Silas Lapham, The—Howells.
Road Builders, The—Samuel Merwin.
Road to Frontenac—Samuel Merwin.
Rose of Old St. Louis, The—Mary Dillon.
Rose of the World—A. and E. Castle.
Rudder Grange—Frank Stockton.
Rupert of Hentzau—Anthony Hope.
Sant’ Ilario-—F. Marion Crawford.
Saracinesca—F. Marion Crawford.
Sarita the Carlist—A. W. Marchmont.
Sea Wolf, The—Jack London.
Seats of the Mighty, The—Gilbert Parker.,
Secret Woman, The—Eden Phillpotts-
Senator North—Gertrude Atherton.
Silent Places, The—Stewart E. White.
Singular Life, A—Elizabeth Stuart Phelps.
Sir Richard Calmady—Lucas Marlet.
Soldier of Virginia, A—B. E. Stevenson.
Soldiers of Fortune—R. H. Davis.
Son of the Wolf, The—Jack London.
Southerners, The—Cyrus Townsend Brady.
Speckled Bird, A—Augusta Evans Wilson. •

Spenders, The—Harry Leon Wilson.
Spirit of the Border, The—Zane Grey
St. Elmo—Augusta Evans (Wilson).
St. Ives—Robert Louis Stevenson.
Sunset Trail, The—Alfred Henry Lewis.
Sword of the Old Frontier—Randall Parrish
Tales of the Road—Charles N. Crewdson.
Tales of Sherlock Holmes—Conan Doyle. ;

Tekla—Robert Barr.
That Lass 0’ Lowries—Burnett.
That Printer of Udell’s—Harold B. Wright.
That Mainwaring Affair—A. M. Barbour, j

The Puppet Crown—Harold MacGrath.
The Web—Frederick T. Hill.
Ticonderoga—G. P. R. James.
To Have and to Hold—Mary Johnston.
Tom Grogan—F. Hopkinson Smith.
Two Captains, The—Cyrus T. Brady.
Two Vanrevels, The—Booth Tarkington.
Uncle Terry—Charles Clark Munn.
Vashti—Augusta Evans Wilson.
Virginian, The—Owen Wister.
Voice of the People, The—Ellen Glasgow.

'

Westerners, The—Steward Edward White.
1

Wheel of Life, The—Ellen Glasgow
When Knighthood Was in Flower—Major.
When Wilderness war King — Parrish.
When I Was Czar—Arthur W. Marchmont.
White Aprons—Maud Wilder Goodwin.
Who Goes There— B. K. Benson.
Wind in the Rose Bush, The—M. E. Wilkins
Wolfville Days—Alfred Henry Lewis.
Woman of the World, A—Ella Wheeler

Wilcox.
Woman in the Alcove, The—Anna K.Green.

Send for Complete Catalogue Listing Over 4.00Q Books

We make a specialty of supplying Libraries, and thus necessarily carry a large assortment and purchase in large quantities for
this purpose. We give our customers the benefit of the very low prices thus secured, whether they buy one or one hundred copies,
’t on can save money by buying your hooks from us. We prepay freight on orders of §20.

F. 4. OWEN PUBLISHING COMPANY, DANSVILLE, NEW YORK
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Paint Without Oil

Remarkable Discovery That Cuts

Down the Cost of Paint Seventy-

Five Per Cent.

A Free Trial Paokage la Mailed to Every-

one Who Writea.

A. L. Elce, a prominent manufacturer of

Adams. N. Y., has discovered a process of

making a new kind of paint without the use

of oil. He calls It Powdrpalnt. It comes In the

form of a dry powder and all that Is required is

cold water to make a paint weather proof, fire

proof and as durable as oil paint. It adheres to

any surface, wood, stone or brick, spreads and

looks like oil paint and costs about one-fourth as

much.
Write to Mr. A. L. Klee, Manuf’r., 223 North

St., Adams, N. Y., and he will send you a free

trial package, also color card and full Informa-

tion showing you how you can save a good many
dollars. Write to-day.

FAT PEOPLE
I Will SendYou aTrialTreatmentFreo

I can reduce your weight Thre®
to Five Pounds a Week and turn
ill health into robust health, men-
tal sluggishness into activity, and
relieve that feeling of fullness and
oppression by producing healthy
digestion and assimilation. No
distasteful dieting or starvation,

no exercising, no nauseating
drugs or sickening
pills that ruin the
stomach. I am a
regular practising
physician and a spe-

cialist in the success-

ful reduction of su-

perfluous fat. My new
a and scientifically per-

—r-g- lj' fected method strengthens the heart

,nd enables you to breathe easily, and quickly removes donble-

rhin .large stomaeh and fat hips. Prominent physicians advise

their patients to take my treatment and leading doctors them-

elres are my patients. I absolntely gnarantee satisfaction in

every case. Write to-day for free trial treatment. I will also

lend yon free mynewbook on Obesity. It will give you detailed 1

Outline of my treatment; it will be sent you free. Address

HENRY C. BRADFORD, M. D.,

303 Bradford Building, 20 East 22d Street, New York City#

HEART
DISEASE CURED

!

Dr. FDIMIt’SHEAKT AND
NERVE TREATMENT lias

i'ured to stay cured a vast number of cases in the last

live years. We believe it will cure YOU, even though
irour trouble has become chronic and deep seated. To
irovethis we will send you by mail, absolutely free

ind postpaid, a regular full size package of the com-
pete treatment, and illustrated book that tells you the

ruth about your trouble. Both Free. Have you
Palpitation? Dizziness? Faintness? Heart Pains ?

dyspepsia? Asthma? Dropsy? Are you nervous,
iveak and run down ? Don’t wait, you are in danger !

Accept NOW this free help. Write us about your
case, we are specialists Address.

THE HEART CURE CO.,
29-40 Masonic Bldg., Hallowell, Maine.

Every Woman
needs my Sanitary Pad Protec-
tor. made of linen rubber cloth

;

It is washable and durable. En-
dorsed by physicians. Favored
by tourists and automobilists.
Sent postpaid for 50c. Address

MADAME LOUISE,
Suite D. 246 Hampden Ct„ Chicago. III.

RUPTURE
PAY WHEN CURED

Instant Relief. Permanent Results
A new radical treatment of wonderful cur-

ative power, which will do for rupture what
the X Ray has done in medical science.

THROW YOUR OLD TRUSS AWAY
Don’t allow yourself to pass another day

in fear and misery. Your rupture can he
cured, even though you may not believe it.

To convince you we will wait for our
money until you are cured. Write today
for our handsome booklet FREE.
F. E. GORDON CO.
Box 11. WILMINGTON, ILL.

KANSAS
ANTI-LIQUOR SOCIETY

We are distributing free to all who write and
inclose a stamp, a prescription for the cure of
the liquor habit. It can be given secretly in
coffee or food. Also a recipe for the cure of the
tobacco habit, that can be given secretly*,^ The
only request we make is that you do not sell the
recipes, but give free copies to your friends.
KANSAS ANTI-MQUOR SOCIETY.
Boom 693 Gray Bldg.. KANSAS CITY, MO.

OTUBJI B CUREDTOSTAY CURED

fislBa H No relapse. No return of
D I B Ivin choking spells or other

asthmatic Symptoms.
Whetzel system of treatment approved by best U. 8.
medical authorities asthe only system known to perm a-

?~-^.FREE TEST TREATMENT
including medicines, prepared for any one giving a full
description of the case and sending names of 2 asthma-
tio sufferers. AddressFRANK WHETZEL. M.D.
Dept. Y, American Exprew Building, Chicago.

Theobroma
(Continued from page 7)

who had taken offense at the drastic meas-
ures adopted by him to prevent the cus-

tom. After his death the women tri-

umphed and the old-time custom again
revived in all its glory (?), tinkling, and
clatter, and resulting irreverance.
From more recent authorities on the

culture of the succulent cacao berry and
the uses made of it we learu that it was
first found in Mexico and brought de-

light to the hearts of its consumers when
it was introduced abroad. It is now grown
in the West Indies, Centra!, and South
America, extensively, and its cultivation

has been introduced into some parts of

Asiaand Africa. Trees grow with a bare

stem to the height of six or seven feet,

dividing into many branches and attain-

ing a height of only about eighteen feet

in all, as a rule. The trees have large

undivided leaves and clustered flowers.

They yield two principal crops yearly.

The fruit is a five-angled capsule, of a

substance half leathery and half woody,
containing many seeds in a butter-like

pulp. The pods, which are six or eight

inches long, are yellow, and red on the

side next the sun. Fifty to one hundred
seeds are found enclosed in each of the

pods. A fragile skin or shell covers the

dark-brown, oily, aromatic, bitter kernel.

Cultivated trees produce larger seeds.

There are two methods by which the

cocoa beans are extracted. Sometimes the

cucumber-like pods are placed in heaps

on the ground or in earthen vessels and
allowed to stay for five days’ fermenta-

tion, after which the pods are opened by
hand. The seeds are dried by the sun or

by artificial heat. Clay rotting is the

other method and this is said by some
growers to produce best results. The co-

coa fruit is buried in clay or earth till

the pulp becomes rotten, when the beans,

or seeds, are extracted and dried. The
beans are then shipped in great bags to

the factories, where the beans are first

roasted in the great revolving ovens, some
what as are peanuts. And skill is here

required because there must not be a bit

too much heat applied. When properly

roasted, the cocoa beans are broken by
machinery, the “shells” falling into a

place by themselves, down to the lower

floor of the building where they are carted

away to be used as fertilizer. At the same
time that the shells are being separated

from the kernel, the “nibs,” as the

broken bits of bean are called, are being

passed through wire in such a manner
that nibs of different sizes are taken care

of by themselves. The nibs are reduced

to powder by grinding and pressure.

Afterwards, the cocoa butter is extracted

from a certain proportion of the cocoa.

It would be well at this stage to state that

this is the American process which we
are considering and American manufac-

turers feel that it is far better than the

foreign knethod. Across the water the

cocoa beans, after being roasted, are

chemically treated. An alkali process

yielding “soluble cocoa” is employed.

The American manufacturers recognize

no need or gain in this method and it

is surely true that in American cocoa and

chocolate the purchaser gets the pure ar-

ticle.

It is a great pleasure to note iu this con-

nection that one of the most successful

American manufacturers of cocoa and

chocolate, The Walter A. Baker Co., to

whom we are indebted for the loan of the

accompanying illustrations, constantly

takes an intelligent interest both in the

welfare of its patrons and that of its thou-

sands of employes. In Massachusetts,

where its immense factories are located,

the company has provided generously for

the intellectual and social well being of

its army of employes. The factory build-

ings are kept neat, sweet, clean, and in a

perfectly sanitary condition and the em-
ployes are provided with a beautiful club

house with ample grounds, where oppor-

tunities are afforded for all kinds of ath-

letics and sports, social entertainments,

study and debating clubs etc. Thus is this

great company of world wide fame not

only building up one of the nation’s

most notable business successes, but is

also adding its share to the sum of hap-

piness here on earth and showing a real

heart interest in human welfare.

Vick’s three years Only One Dollar

Like soap to the skin are Cascar-

ets to the bowels. Use them like

soap—in small doses and regular-

ly. It is nice to keep clean inside.

It is a great deal more necessary to keep clean on the inside

than on the outside.

Cascarels are more important than soap.

The pores of the skin may become clogged with dirt, but they

don’t absorb the impurities.

The pores of the bowels do.

There are myriads of pores in the bowels, the duty of which
is to absorb the nutriment from food.

That’s how we get our nourishment.

But if the bowels are sluggish I he food is delayed. It decays

and forms gases and poisons. Then those pores of the bowels
suck poison into the blood.

That’s how we get our ills.

We urge the habit of cleanliness.

Don’t wait till you need a physic. That leaves too much of

the time when you are only half well.

Keep yourself at your best1
.

The right way is to carry a box of Cascarets with you. It fits

the pocket or purse. Take one just as soon as you know that you
need it. It is gentle and sure.

Cascarets are candy tablets. They are sold by all druggists,

but never in bulk. Be sure you get the genuine, with CCC on
every tablet. The price is 50c, 25c and

Ten Cents per Box 791

BARGA 1 N SALE
REMNANTS Of SILK RIBBONS

BEAUTIFUL SILK RIBBONS

ALMOST FREE To close out our
tremendious large
stock of Remnants of
Silk Ribbons, which is

the largest in quan-
tity, value and variety in New York City, we have marked the
prices way down. These are the most beautiful Silk Ribbons in

the East, and at this remarkakable mark-down sale we are
making an unprecedented and unparelleled BARGAIN OFFER.
These beautiful Silk Ribbons were recently purchased at whole-
sale auction sales at prices which will enable our lady customers
to secure unheard of bargains. We are overstocked and must sell

them at a greatly reduced price from their real value. These
ribbons are really very line ribbons. Please do not judge them
by our MARK-DOWN PRICES. They are bought in very large
quantities at wholesale auction sales, and we generally buy for

spot cash all the rillons a mill has. We have bought as high as

S3,000 worth of these beautiful Silk Ribbons at one time, and they
are certainly of most excellent value. We are anxious to sell a

lot of these rare Silk Ribbons in every neighborhood as their
beauty and value at OUR CUT PRICES will sell lots of them to

your lady friends.
Now, remember, these remnants are all from one to two and

three yards in length, and many of them are the.finest qualisy of
Ribbons in the market, of different widths, in a variety of fash-

ionable shades; in fact nearly all colors are represented; also

different kinds of Ribbons adapted for bonnet strings, neckwear ,

trimming for hats and dresses, boics, scarfs, etc., etc. No lady

can purchase such fine Ribbons as these at any store in the land
for manv times our price, so that the bargains offered by us

should be taken advantage of by our customers.
Our stock of Silk Ribbons, from which we put up these 3o-cent

packages, consists of Crown Edge, Gros Grain, Moire, Picot

Edge, Satin Edge, Silk Brocade, Striped Ottoman, and various other styles of Plain and Fancy silk Ribbons

"tSSMSa, of Bilk Ribbon, assorted colors, no remnants less than one yard long.

a
We will send 1 paokage’for 35 cents, or 36 cents in 2-cent stamps, postpaid, upon receipt of price. Address

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.PARIS RIBBON CO., Box 1713 Station E,

AFREE BOOK
FOR THE POOR IN HEALTH

INFORMATION about food, digestion, causes of

disease, antidotes, kidney, bladder, liver, stomach,
nervous troubles, rheumatism, reconstructive trem-
ment, systemic poison and other subjects; costs noth-

ing; mav bring you a fortune in the form of good

BEST FOR TWENTY YEARS
We have just decided to advertise our great Rheuma-
tism, Lumbago, kidney and urinary troubles cure, ft

has sold on its merits for twenty years and now w e

feel that we should extend the helping hand to every-

body. That is the purpose of this ad. AVe want you
to send your name and address today—a postal will do

—we want to tell you what our great medicine will do.

AND DO IT NOW. „ .

S. NASH & CO., 80 Howard St,, Detroit, Mich.

To introduce, we will mail

I
you our Pile Cure. 50c size
for 25c. A positive relief at

once. Bell Mfg. Co.. Detroit, Mich.

A GENEROUS OFFER
To sufferers of CATARRH and D LAI* NESS. lo

show our confidence in Ayers’ Catarrh Jelly we w ill

send25c tube on ten days FREE trial. II benefited

seDd money, if not a 2c stamp will return it. write

today. Ayers Chemical Co., Box V, Sidney, Ohio.

I HAD CANCER
FOR 5 YEARS

There was a large lump on my left breast, and
words could not describe the pain. After treat-

ment from Drs. Jones & Rinehart at home the
lump is entirely gone. I was cured without pain
or even bieaking the skin.” Mbs. Ida C. Dinius,
1814 Fairfield Ave., Ft. Wayne, Ind.

C. E. Hayse, Enou, Mo., cured of cancer of the
neck in 1898, writes us October, 1007, nine years
after, that he is still well and will he glad to tell

anyone of his experience with our treatment.
Write him.

Send for free book “Cancer and its Treatment.
''

Tt tells how to distinguish cancer and how ti may
be cured at. home without pain. Send today.
This offer may not appear again. A'ou or some
friend may be. spared a terrible lingering death by
the knowledge gained from this book.

DRS. JONES & RINEHART,

Suite G, 1908 W. Washington St- Indianapolis, Ind.

ECZEMA
CAN BE CURED. My mild, soothing, guaranteed care
does it and FREE SAMPLE proves it. STOPS THE ITCH-
ING and cures to stay. WRITE NOW— TODAY.

DR, CANNADAY, 139 Park Square, Scdalia, Mo,
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YOUR
LUNGS
Are They Weak or Painful ?
Do your lungs ever bleed?
Do you have night sweats?
Have you pains in chest and sides?
Do you spit yellow and black matter?
Are you continually hawking and coughing?
Do you have pains under your shoulder blades?
THESE ARE REGAINED SYMPTOMS OF LUNG TROUBLE AND

CONSUMPTION
You should take immediate steps to check the progress of these symptoms. The

longer you allow them to advance and develop, the more deep seated and serious your
condition becomes.

We Stand Ready to Prove to You absolutely, that Lung-Ger-
- mine, the German Treat-

ment, has cured completely and permanently case after case of advanced Consump-
tion (Tuberculosis), Chronic Bronchitis, Catarrh of the Lungs, Catarrh of the Bron-
chial Tubes and other lung troubles. Many sufferers who had lost all hope and who
had been given up by physicians have been permanently cured by Lung-Germine.
It is not only a cure for Consumption but a preventative. If your lungs are merely
weak and the disease has not yet manifested itself, you can prevent its development,
you can build up your lungs and system to their normal strength and capacity.
Lung-Germine has cured advanced Consumption, in many cases over five years
ago, and the patients remain strong and in splendid health today.

Let Us Send Yon the Proof-Proof that will

Convince any Judge or Jury on Earth
We will gladly send you the proof of many remarkable cures, also a FREE TRIAL of Lung-Germine
together with our new 40-page book (in colors) on the treatment and care of Consumption and Lung

JUST SEND YOUR NAME
LUNG-GERMINE GO., 99 Raa Block, JACKSON, MICH.

|Qc
Complete Novels, Stories, Sketches, Pictures,

Games, Recipes, Jokes, Illustrated Fashions,

Fancy Work Designs, Poems, Etc., for Only
ISend only 10 Cents incbinor stamps for a Full Trial Subscription to Ladles’
Favorite Magazine, the best of its kind in America, every issue printed
on good paper, handsome covers In beautiful brilliant colors, and receive an the
above as follows;—6 complete thirty to forty thousand word Novels by
CharlotteM.Breame,Ida M. Black, Fergus Hume and other famous authors; 15
very funny, side-splitting Stories; 15 complete Poems; 20 new and original
Fancy Work Designs, with full descriptions now to make and work; 30 complete
and fascinating Stories; 50 recipes on Health ana Beauty; JOO new and inter-
esting Game descriptions

; 125 new and up-to-date FasUion Designs; ISO Pic-
tures, some very funny ; 200 new and very funny Jokes; 300 new recipes on
cooking, candy making, new ways to make pies, ieily, fancy and plain dishes, etc.
All the above nc"«ls, stories, games, etc., will be printed in the Ladies’ Favorite
Magazine while y.ci are a subscriber.AAA C*6% ftl! A Big Collection of Humorous and fl _
ST IB II duJlvlilN Pathetic Songs with 12 Pieces ot if ft******* VwliWW Music for Piano and Organ all tor

“

*

J For 2 cents extra, to pay for actual cost and postage, making
J12 cents in all, we will send 200 complete songs, including 12
Jcomplete pieces of musiofor piano or organ. Someof the more

popular songs included are; Not Because Your Hair is Curly, Everybody Works
but Father, Waltz Me Around Again, Willie; My Irish Molly O; He's My Pal; Nothin'
from Nothin’ Leaves You; My Name is Morgan but it Ain't J. P.; Mary’s a Grand Old
Name; Bright Eyes Good Bye; The Holy City; Navajo and 189 others.

Send 10 Cents Today to secure all the above which you will receive In a full
trial subscription and include 2c extra or 12c In all if you want 200 songs extra. Address
LADIES* FAVORITE MAGAZINE, Desk 60, DES MOUSES, IOWA

A BLESSING TO WOMEN
Toilet and Rubber Necessities to your Home. Address,
Desk J. J. Adv., M. O. House, 98 Market St., Chicago

GANGER
Treated at home. No pain, knife, plas

ter or oils. Send for Free Treatise
Add. A. J. Miller, M. 1)., St. Louis, Mo

I.ndies tosell our Queen Protector sanitary belts
For terms, write Mildred Doubleday Co., Athol, Mass

Silk Remnants Free

VARICOSE VEINS
“VarioosA” Remedies have cured them. Write,
describing vour case. Mention sex.
V. CURTISS MEDICINE CO., Denver, C olo.

Send 1

0

cents for 15 dif •

I* ferent cards and Club plan.
I'* You will receive cards for
" exchange from whole world.

Standard Postal Club, Boston, Mass.

25 Fine Post Cards 10c B®»utiftilPholo-tlntViews ofYellowstone
Park, Chicago. Battleship. Capitol, etc. Sold In adores at *2 for 6c and 6c each.

All prepaid with big catalog onlj 10c. Souvenir Cart! Co.,1*2*24 Lake St.,Chicago

We have on hand over 2000 pounds of beautiful
silk pieces, suitable for crazy quilts, cushions,
sofa pillows, eto. In order to advertise ourselves

and make room for new stock we will send you

A BIG PACKAGE of these pretty Bilks

free. They are beautiful colors and designs and
^ you are bound to bo more than pleased. Enclose

ll2o to pay postage, packing, eto., or 20o for 2 packages. A usefu
I present with each order. Your money back If you are not more than

pleased. WE KNOW YOU WILL BE DELIGHTED. Send to-day.

V V VI,I,EV MEG. CO. 89 Washington St. llrjjt. 31, Chicago^

A PAINLESS HOME CUKE. We will send any
one addicted to Opium, Morphine, or Laudanum, a
free tria 1 treatment of our remedy. No matter how-
severe your case, with reasonable co-operation, we
can promise you a perfect cure. Confidential cor-
respondence invited from all, especially physicians.
ST. JAMES SOCIETY, Suite 310, list Broad-
way, >. Y. City.

Old Nole’s Awakening
( Continued from page 6)

ing in the last five psalms, and calling
npon “everything that hath breath to
praise the Lord.”
When mother had her new gowns all

made, father and she went to visit all the
folks. How father looked after her on
the train, and how proud he felt of her
in her new clothes! When she grew a
little weary on the journey, and was
lying back on the seat, father laid her
head on his shoulder, and drew the blind
so the sun would not dazzle in her eyes,
and snugly hugged her up to him, with
a little smiling joke, as he looked down
into her eyes through her new gold-
bowed spectacles.

A young girl said to a friend in the
seat behind them: “Did you ever? What
a loving old husband ! Isn’t it lovely to

see that kind of attention given to an
old wife? He must be a perfectly lovely
husband !”

With that up starts mother, and says,

witli twinkling, smiling eyes, and
happy, shining face, “He is just the
best old husband alive, and I hope you’ll
be as happy in your sixties as I am in
mine. I wouldn’t marry another man on
earth.”
“Not even Shannon,” chuckled old

Noles.
‘ And I’m an old fool.”
“I’m so glad. I just wish we’d been

fools all our lives. We’ve missed it

being so sensible.”
“That’s so,” said Noles, patting her

hand; “but we’ll try and redeem the
time by a little more foolishness than
is usually seen in people of our age.”

Fertilizing Wheat
Prof. A. M. Soule in Southern Farm

Magazine

The advisability of using commercial
fertilizers on wheat is borne out by the
following data obtained in experiments
made under the writer’s direction, and
further illustrate the importance of

supplying soils with vegetable matter on
which complete fertilizers are used. On
rather thin land on which cowpeas were
plowed under and an application of

nitrate of soda at the rate of seventy-five

pounds and muriate of potash at the rate

of thirty-seven five tenths pounds were
applied the cost of a bushel of increase
was twenty-two cents. On the same land
treated in like manner an application of

150 pounds of acid phosphate and thirty-

seven and five tenths pounds of muriate
of potash gave a bushel of increase at a
cost of sixteen cents. In these two in-

stances the increase from the use of fer-

tilizers was between ten and eleven
bushels per acre. Acid phosphate alone
applied at the rate of 500 pounds per
acre gave a bushel of increase at a cost
of twenty-seven cents. We are of the
opinion that practically the same increase
would have been obtained from possibly
half the application, which would have
reduced the cost of a bushel of increase
quite materially. Where a complete
fertilizer was used at the rate of 300
pounds per acre the cost of a bushel of

increase was twenty-seven cents. These
figures are quoted to show that fertilizers

properly compounded and used on wheat
will increase the j’ield quite markedly
and at a cost that is profitable to the
farmer. Besides that, all the fertilizer

applied to the wheat crop is not used by
it, and there is a residue left in the soil

which will put it iu better condition for

succeeding crops.

It sometimes happens, saj’s
1 ‘ The North

American” of Philadelphia, that the
historian skips the most interesting

incidents in giving an account of the
customs and habits of a race of people.
Thus it comes about that it is not
generally known that there were colored
slaveholders iu the South before the war.
Negroes actually owned slaves and bought
and sold men and women of their own
race the same as did white people. In
the official list of taxpayers published
in Charleston, S. C., iu i860 the names
of 132 colored people were given as the
owners of 390 slaves in that city. Many
owned from one to seven each, three

held twelve, one thirteen, and one
fourteen.

Thesad story of
MYFATHERS GREATSUFFERING
Trom CANCER

Read the following and be convinced,

WE CAN CURE YOU.
Forty-fir© year*

ago my father who
was himselfa doc-
tor, had a vicious
cancer that was
eating away h i s
life. The best phy-
sicians in America
could do nothing
for him. After nine
long years ofawful
suffering,and after

the cancer had
totally eaten
away his nose
and portions of
his face (as
shown in his
picture here

given) his palate was entirely destroyed together with por-
tions of his throat. Father fortunately discovered th© great
remedy that cured him. This was over forty years ago,
and he has never suffered a day since.

This same discovery has now cured thousands who were
threatened with operation and death. And to prove that this

Is th© truth we will give their sworn statement if you will
write us. Doctors, Lawyers, Mechanics, Ministers, Laboring
Men, Bankers and all classes recommend this glorious life-

saving discovery,and we want the whole world to benefit by it.

HAVE YOU CANCER, Tumors,
Ulcers,Abscesses, Fever Sores.Goitre, Catarrh,
Salt-Rheum, Rheumatism, Piles, Eczema,
Scald Head or Scrofula in any form.
We positively guarantee our statements true, perfect

satisfaction and honest service—or money refunded.
It will cost you nothing to learn the truth about this won

derful home treatment without the knife or caustic. And it

you know anyone who is afflicted with any disease above men-
tioned, you can do them a Christian act of kindness by send-
ing us their addresses so we can write them how easily they
©an he cared in their own home. This Is no idle talk, we
mean just w hat we say. We have eared others, and can cure
yon. Forty years experience guarantees snecess. Write at
today; delay is dangerous. Illustrated Booklet FREE.

DRS. MIXER. 206 State St., HASTINGS, MICH.

FREE to the RUPTURED
A Quick New Cure

I have made new
and important dis-

coveries in the cure
of Rupture and for
the next 30 days I
will give every rup-
tured person who
follows these direc-
tions a chance to
try this remarkable
Home Cure, FREE.
Mark on the dia-

gram the location
of the rupture. An-

swer the questions and mail this to

DR. W. S. RICE, 700 Main Street, Adams, N. Y.

Age. Time Ruptured

Name J
Address ‘

Does rupture paint Do yoib wear a Trusst

nniU’T MARRY, DOCTOR, or despair

LI O E S 1 "Don’t do a thing” till you see
clearly wliat’s best by aid of Flash-

lights on Human Nature, on health, disease, love,
marriage and parentage. Tells what you’d ask a doc-
tor, but don't like to. 240 pages illustrated, 25 cents;
but to introduce it we send one only to any adult for
postage, 10 cents.

MURRAY HILL HOOK CO., 129 East 28th Street, New Yorla
,

PERFECTLY rustI have the safe and true E# W I
SECRET for perfectly developing:
the Bust, making thin cheeks, neck and
arms plump and beautiful. Write for in-

I

formation: I send it sealed, FREE.
DELMAR ASSOCIATION, 84 E. *8d St., Nevr York.

$1000 REWARD!
| ADIESI l positively guarantee my C on-

La centrated Ergo=Kolo “Monthly- Compound.
Safely relieves some of the longest, most obstinate, ab-

normal cases in three to five days. No harm, pain or
interference with work. Mail $1.50. Double strength
$2.00. “LADIES” BOOKLET FREE.
DR, SOUTHINGTON, R.CO., DEPT. SO, KANSAS CITY, MO.

RHEUMATISM
Sufferers can send address (no stamp re-
quired) and receive FREE a PAMPHLET
which tells what Rheumatism really is,

the cause of the pain attending it, and how
to obtain a lasting and inexpensive cure.

(*. F. KIMBALL, 1 and 3 Union Sg., New York

Free Trial Treatment
Let us prove to you that

“CAPO” Is The Greatest and
Most successful Method in the

treatment of Piles ever placed before the public. We
are curing thousands in every stage of this cruel dis-

ease. No Knife. No Pain. Write today for free trial

treatment and be convinced.
THE CAPO CO.,



320 Moving Picture
and this marvelous Moving Picture Machine, with complete equipment—all given away—all FREE—absolutely

Here is a photograph of the

marvelous moving picture

machine which I want to

send you FREE. It flashes

moving pictures in which
men,* women, steam engines,

boats, animals and automo-
biles move before you just

as if you were looking at the

real objects. And the ma-
chine and the pictures are

FREE— absolutely free to

every boy in this land who
wants to write for an outfit

—free to girls and free to

older people.
Read how to get this marvelous ma-

chine and these 320 moving pictures.

A REAL GOLD MINE.
• i

DftVO Alin C you can make lots of motley when
DU I C Hi® D UlflLtS you get this great outfit of 320 mov-
ing pictures and the marvelous moving picture machine free. And
you can entertain your friends as they were never entertained
before. Bring the great interesting events from every part of the
globe right into your own home. See the great football games,
the thrilling automobile races, the hurrying throngs on Broadway,
the great steamships coming in churning the foam and puffing
out smoke. Hundreds of people will be glad to pay money to see
these things.

SB

„LA,JVIP THROWS
UPERBLY

'BRILLIANT LIGHT

MY OFFER: HERE !S what you are to do in order to get this amazing moving
picture machine and the 320 moving pictures : Send me your name
and address on the free coupon—that is all. Write your name and
address very plainly. Mail this to me to-day. As soon as I receive it

I will mail you 28 of the most beautiful premium pictures you ever saw—all in brilliant and shimmering colors.
There are fourteen different colors in the pictures, all wrought together in the most splendid manner. I want you to dis-
tribute these premium pictures on a special 25-cent offer among the people you know. They cannot get these
pictures at the art stores at any price. When you have distributed the 28 premium pictures on my liberal offer
you will have collected $7.00. Send the seven dollars to me and I will immediately send you FREE the moving
picture machine outfit and the 10 feet of film, containing 320 moving pictures, all complete, FREE.

I have the sole right to give away the moving picture machine and the moving pictures, and the first one who
answers will be the first one to receive the great gifts.

AN HONEST STATEMENT.

$11.00 Made by Two Boys in

One Night

READ THIS INTERESTING LETTER.

MR. CHARLES E. ELLIS,
Dear Sir:—My chum, Ben Perry, and my-
If worked together and got a wonderful

moving picture machine from you. We gave
a show together and made $11.00 in one
flight. EUGENE TORBETT,

Gatesville, Tex.

Complete Moving
Picture Machine
Outfit, with safety
carbide generator
and lamp, other
equipment and 10-
foot film set of
320 pictures.

This great Moving Picture Machine is no
toy nor small outfit, but a regular moving
picture machine, operating with films on
the same principle as the moving picture
machines that are used by entertainers cost-
ing hundreds and hundreds of dollars.

HOW you can get this stupendous out-
fit tree is explained above where.it

says in big black type, “MY OFFER.’’
Send me the Free Coupon.

CHAS. E. ELLIS, President.

GOOD WORDS
Received the moving picture machine two

weeks ago and it is certainly all right. The
people all speak well of your magazine. I

cannot speak too highly of Mr. Ellis, and I

tell all my young friends that he deals fairly
with everybody.—Nellie Laden, 940 Duane
Ave., Schenectady, N. Y.

I find the wonderful moving picture
machine to be exactly as represented, and I

wish to thank you a thousand times for it, as
I am having plenty of fun and also making
lots of money with it.—Earl K. Martin.

fib For the convenience of my Western friends
you may send your answer to my Chicago office

(see .coupon) if nearer your home.

CUT OCT COUPON AND MAIL TODAY.

FREE COUPON
GOOD FOR MOVING PICTURE MACHINE OFFER

CHAS. E. ELLIS, President,
649 W. 43d St., New York City,

or 112 Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111.
Dept. 509

Deak Mb. Ellis:
Please send me the twenty-eight premium pic-

tures ond Outfit, so that I may earn the greatMOVING PICTURE MACHINE. Yours truly.
Sign your name and address.

A BIG BOX
OF

PRESENTS
GIVEN TO GIRLS

A Beautiful Doll

A Big Teddy Bear

A Kitchen Set and

10 SOUVENIR POSTCARDS

love children and I want to be known as the children’s friend. And so 1 want to give FREE to every child who reads this
paper A REAL TEDDY BEAR, A BEAUTIFUL BIG DOLL, A 25-PIECE KITCHEN SET, and TEN COLORED POST CARDS.

Just think of it! A Teddy Bear, Doll, a 25-Piece Kitchen Set and 10 Colored Post Cards FREE!
You do not have to pay a cent of money to get them, I give them to you free as a pres-

ent, on my FREE OFFER, which is printed in the lower right-hand corner.
Now be sure and read EVERY WORD of this, for I am sure that every girl (and even the

boys) will want one of these Teddy Bears I am giving away, and I know the girls want both the
Teddy Bear, and the Doll, as well as the 25-Piece Kitchen Set and 10 Colored Post Cards.

A COMPLETE KITCHEN SET FREE—25 PIECES
I want every little girl to have one of these kitchen sets.

They are made of stamped metal, in a great many pretty de-
signs, and every little girl who has a set can play house bet-
ter than she ever could before. The set contains everything
that a little girl wishes:
• KNIFE 1 CANDLE STICK 1 BAKING PAN 2 PATTY PANS
8 FORK 1 GRATER 3 PIE PANS 2 FANCY TRAYS
2 TEA SPOONS 1 FRYING PAN 1 JELLY MOULD 1 LARGE TRAY
1 DUST PAN 1 FLOUR SCOOP 2 LARGE PATTY 1 CAKE PAN
k SUGAR SPOON 1 SUGAR SCOOP PANS 1 CAKE DISH

There an; 25 pieces in the set, so many that a small picture
cannot give you an idea of how nice it really is. I want to

send you the set free in a big box with the other presents.

FREE—10 Comic Colored Post Cards for You
I will also send you a package of ten of the finest colored

post cards you ever- saw. You will laugh until your sides
ache when you see them. So will your friends when they see

them. Funny is no name for these cards. They are included in the big box of presents I want to send you.

CUT OR TEAR OUT THIS COUPON

P. J. ALLEN, 627 W. 43d St., Dept. 754 , New York City

Dear Mr. Allen: Please send me the twelve premium pic-
tures and outfit so that I may earn a Teddy Bear, a beautiful
Doll, the 25-Piece Kitchen Set and 10 colored Post Cards.

Name

Address

Just Sign and Mail Coupon. No Letter Necessary.
The Coupon Will Do.

No Letters

Necessary
-Fill Out
This Cou-
pon

and
Mail it

To-day

A BIG TEDDY

BEAR FREE
I have had thousands of these fine

big Teddy Bears made specially for
me, to give away to the children of
this country.
This Teddy Bear is nearly a foot

high. He is made of fine quality of
genuine bear skin cloth, and lie looks
as though he were alive. You can
move his arms, legs and head, and
make him do anything you want.

I know you will enjoy him as a
play-fellow, just as my little girl does.
Teddy Bears are so popular that it is

hard to get them now : but by buying
thousands I have been able to get a
large supply for my little friends. I

want you to have one. and will gladly
send it to you with the other presents
if you will give me just a few minutes
of your time. Read how to get the
big box of presents in the lower right
hand corner of this advertisement.

This 9F
Beautiful
DollHT
Also Free

Girls, I am sure you never had a
finer doll than the one I will give you
free. She is EIGHTEEN INCHES
HIGH and as life-like as your own
little baby sister would be. She has
beautiful hair, large, bright eyes,
pretty cheeks, and is handsomely
dressed.
Really, my little friends, she is one

of the cleverest dolls you ever saw.
She walks and she goes to sleep.
Her arms, head and neck and legs
are movable. I am sure you would
like this doll for your very own. Now,
then, children, read my offer and see
how to get the Doll and Bear as well
as the 25-Piece Kitchen Set and 10
Colored Post Cards.

How to Get the Big Box of Presents Free

Any little girl can have this big box of presents containing the TEDDY BEAR, the BEAUTIFUL
DOLL, the COMPLETE KITCHEN SET and TEN COLORED POST CARDS absolutely free. There is
not a penny to pay. SEND NO MONEY. All you have to do is to send me your name and address on
the coupon. I will send you at once twelve FAMOUS PREMIDM PICTURES by great ARTISTS to
distribute among your friends and neighbors on my special liberal offer.

THE FREE PRESENTS ARE SO EASY TO EARN
Simply distribute the premium pictures on my liberal offer. They are such beautiful works of art

that everyone who sees them wants them. The originals would cost probably more than a thousand
dollars apiece. These premium pictures are reproduced in the most beautiful colors known to the
artist’s palette and you will find it very easy to dispose of them, on my special 25-cent offer. Send me
the money, and the very day I receive it I will send you the big box of presents free. It will take you
only a little while to distribute the premium pictures and there is no reason why you cannot have the
cute Teddy Bear, the big Beautiful Doll, the Complete Kitchen Set and the Colored Post Cards to play
with very soon.

Thousands of girls everywhere are taking advantage of this offer and are being made happy with
these big boxes of presents. Do not wait: but send me the coupon to-dav, and before you know ’it you
will have your big box of presents. Write your name and address plainly on the coupon, put it in an
envelope and address it to me. Remember I will send you, all charges prepaid, this big, fine Teddy
Bear, the Beautiful Doll, the 25-piece Kitchen Set and the package of 10 Souvenir Post Cards. All
securely packed in a big box; so everything will arrive safely and then your heart will Jump with joy.

Address P. J. ALLEN, 627 West Forty-third St., Dept. «754 , New York City



Boys and Girls

If You Want a Pony Outfit
SEND YOUR NAME TODAY

/V-v.

V

’ A

W

FLORAL
LIFE

Desk 46

Springfield, Ohio

WE are going to give away some very handsome and valuable ponies

and rigs to boys and girls who are willing to do us a favor. These

are the finest we can buy, and are the genuine Shetland
ponies that have become so famous as pets because of their kind disposition.

Well trained, and easy to drive or ride. About 42 inches high; from

3 to 5 years old. An outfit includes pony, carriage and harness, or saddle

and bridle. Every one is a beauty, and worth from $250.00 to $300.00,

but you can get one. The carriage is handsome, well built, has wicker top

and bright running- gears, made especially to our order. The harness

matches nicely—black leather, gold mountings.

DON’T SEND ANY MONEY, Just Hurry. Write

today, and say you want a pony outfit. Of course, the first one

answering this advertisement stands the best chance. Every
boy or girl writing us can get a prize. Use
the attached coupon.

I ana anxious to win a
pony. Please send me par-

ticulars of your great contest.

Name

.

St. No. or R.F.D.

FLORAL LIFE
Desk 46, Springfield, Ohio

OUy. State.





GRAND
FREE

OFFERS
BEAUTIFY YOUR HOME AT OURW r EXPENSE WITH THE “QUEEN OF FLOWERS”

/ To add 100,000 names to the subscription list of VICK’S MAGAZINE, and, at the same time, to
encourage the planting of flowers and the beautifying of the homes of this country, we are makin«
Three Unprecedented Free Flower Offers. Every man and woman who loves flowers and kno’
their value will appreciate these offers. Read this entire announcement, select the offer that suits you bi

and send in your order at once. Don’t delay, the early orders will get the best selections of Roses and Vi

OFFER NO. 1

Mrs. Ben R. Cant—A fine garden variety of even shade of dark %
rose red. It is round and full, a free grower, flowers continuously and

,

freely and is especially fine in Autumn.
Duchesse de Brabant—This Rose combines exquisite perfume,

beautiful coloring and matchless profusion of flowers and foliage. Soft, i
light rose with heavy shading of amber. <

Crimson Rambler—The bush is of very vigorous growth, making
shoots of from eight to ten feet during the season, rendering it a charming

™

pillar Rose. It is also magnificent in bush form, and for covering buildings,
trellises, etc., it cannot be excelled. One of the striking characteristics of
this Rose is its remarkable color, which is of the brightest crimson, that
remains undimmed to the end. The individual flowers measure from one to
one and one-half inches in diameter and remain for upwards of two weeks
with their freshness of color unimpaired. It is hardy in every latitude
yet tried, as far north as the lakes.

CPIINESE
CINNAMON VINES

Pride of the Flowery Kingdom
10 Chinese Cinnamon Vines Free
A Gem from the Far East. The most desir-

able, easiest grown, rapid climbers in the world.
The Cinnamon Vine is a contribution from the
Orient. It is enticingly fragrant, hardy and beau-
tiful. Grows in shade or sun, wet or dry. No
insects ever trouble it—no winter harms. Once
planted they will grow for a lifetime. Will grow
30 feet in a single season. When first introduced
they sold for $10.00 each. Dainty flowers, beau-
tiful leaves, exquisite perfume, handsome foliage.

No home is complete without this Oriental luxury.
They will surround your windows and cover your
porch and trellises with a profusion of vines and
sweet-scented blooms that perfume the air for a
long distance. Nothing like them in the world.
No words can describe their delicious perfume.

These vines, covered with a mass of heart-
shaped leaves and abundant blossoms, make per-
fect “bowers of beaut}',” a charming addition to
every home. May be used to beautify your win-
dows, shade your walks, cover porches or hide some
unsightly spot. No one should miss planting these
charming vines, oriental gem of the Far East. They
willbe a constant delight to every lover of vines and
flowers. They stand the hardest winter, and burst
forth in all their beauty very early in the spring.
Cinnamon \ ines may also be grown indoors in
winter and make lovely window climbers.

We will give 10 Cinnamon Vines T7"D T7T7
with Vick's Magazine 1 Year 50c. ^ ^lAlA

NO. 3. This beautiful collection of Roses and the 10 Chinese Cinnamon Vines— _J _I will be sent you absolutely free, if you will send us $1.00 to pay for Vick’s Magazine for
This is the greatest offer of the year. Fill out coupon below and send a dollar bill at our risk.

13 rtcno Outdoor Culture—Choose a warm, sunny, well-drained location, sheltered from strong: winds, spadeW l/LP J. 1 dill U the ground to a depth of 15 inches, and thoroughly mix with one-fourth well rotted manure. When
the soil is thoroughly prepared—fine aud in nice condition--wet the roots of the roses

so that the earth will adhere to them, make holes of suitable size, put in the plant slightly deeper than it was before, spread the
roots out evenly in their natural.position, and cover them with fine moist earth, taking care to draw it closely around the A

stem and pack firmly down with the hand. If the ground is dry when planted, water thoroughly after planting, so as to
soak the earth down below the roots, and if hot or windy it may be well to shade for a few days.

Winter Protection.—Ever-blooming roses in cold climates require a heavy mulch about the roots, and must be
protected with evergreen boughs, straw or dry leaves; or their tops may be bent over and covered with sods.

By following these insti uctions we believe you will have some beautiful flowers. ^

Fill Out N
This Coupon
and Mail It X
TODAY X
Viex Publishing Co.,'N

8i Vick Block,
'

Dansville, N. Y.

Enclosed find for w
please send me VICK’S I

ZINE and Premiums as per

Subscriptions may be either new, renewal or extensions



APRIL VICK'S MAGAZINE

Ranch Life in the Rockies
THIRD EDITION JUST OUT

Revised. new views and reading, describes ranch lifo

in the wont. There is an enormous demand lor 1 ho

volume—truly, everybody wants it. Roads J ike notion,

vet absolutely true. It describes big ranchos, tells how
farmers and ranchmen are amassing huge fortunes and

shows how now citizens may do likewise.
.

Tho book gives the government land and mining laws,

fish and game laws, together with a late county map of

Colorado. Contains 100 photo-engravings of farm and

ranch views, cowboy life, etc. Editions cost $3,UUU to

issue. Third edition now ready. _ . x ,

The book is free—do yon want it? To introduce onr

Ilia illustrated western fatni.l.v magazine ( established

1903) we will send you the above described ranch book

and onr famous monthly magazine a whole year, all for

only 30c. cash or postage stamps. Clubs of d and 3 books,

70c. 6 for $1.00. Money back if not more than pleased

.

Our magazine prints views of scenery, stories of adven-

ture and sketches and tells all about the west. Act

quick, send today. Address. Inter-Mountain Farm
Magazine, Sta. 127, Denver, Col.

CASH PAID our Subscribers per 100 to ad-
ipw dress our Advertising Postcards. Nice income
for spare time. No canvassing, Send 10c silver for

trial subscription, supply of cards and full particulars.

Economic Pub, Co., Tumwater, Wash,

I WISDOM POST CARD lc EACH
I 31 varieties. Well worded mottoes attractively print-

1 ed. A distinct novelty. 10 different cards 10c. 25o

I boys the whole assortment of 32 cards. _£^®nts

J make big money selling CO EE Rill S FTIf$^^ipost Cards. Write for iHtl DUULtim
"AUGUST KIRILOW CO., 3236 F. Pine St., St. Louis, Mo.

A ft LOVELY TOSTALS, 25c. SILK Floral with Greetings &•

1U Tour Name Beautifully Frosted ,
Easter, Perfumed—— Satin, Entrancing Love Scenes, &c.

AMERICAN ART CO., West Haven, Conn

WHEN IN DETROIT STOP AT

HOTEL TULLER
New and Absolutely Fireproof

Corner Adams Avenue and Park Street

1 :

In the Center of the Theater, Shopping'ard Business District

A la Carte Cafe

Newest and Finest Grill Room in the City

Club Breakfasts - - 40c up
Luncheon - S0c

Table deHote Dinners - 75c

Music from 6 P. M. to 12 P. M.

EVERY ROOM HAS PRIVATE BATH
EUROPEAN PLAN RATES: $1.50 per Day and up.

L. W. TULLER, Prop. M. A. SHAW; Mgr.

A TIP TRAVELERS
Why pay $2.00 for a

stuffy room in a second-

class hotel, or $4. 00 for

a cheerless apartment

in a first class hotel

In Chicago
when you can seenre

comfortable lodging,

supplemented by a

Turkish Bath, a scien-

tific rub, a shower aud

a plunge in the finest

swimming pool in

America for

One Dollar
Moral: When in Chi-

cago stop at

The New Northern Baths and Hotel
Sylvester J. Simon, Pres.

14 QUINCEY STREET, Near State
IS THE VERY HEART OK THE CITY.

VICK’S MAGAZINE
APRIL, 1908

Established by James Vick in 1878

Published by

VICK S MAGAZINE CO., DANSVILLE, N. Y.

Entered as second-class matter at Dausville postoffice

JAMES COURSEN BARTHOLF, Editor

NO MORE WRINKLES
SCRANTON WOMAN MAKES REMARK.

ABLE DISCOVER V THAT PROVES
TO BE A GREAT AID TO

BEAUTY.

Broad Minded mid Liberal, She Offer** tr

Give Particular* to All Who Write
Absolutely Free.

Tn Subscribers. This Paragraph when marked in bluo pencil is notice that the time for which

your subscription is paid, ends with this issue. ft is also an invitation to renew promptly, tor while

Vick’s Magazine: will be sent for a short period after the expiration of paid-up subscriptions it should he

understood that all subscriptions are due in advance and we cannot allow your subscription to become more,

than four months in arrears. Order Blank forrenewal enclosed for yourconvemence.
Please notice that if you wish your magazine discontinued it is your duty to notify us by letter or card

immediately Otherwise, we shall understand that you wish it coutinued and shall expect your renewal at

an early date. In writing always give your name and address just as they appear on your magazine.

To Our Contributors. All manuscripts, drawings or photographs sent on approval to this

magazine should be addressed to the Editor, James Coursen Bartholf, Dansville, N. Y., with stamps

enclosed for their return if not found acceptable.

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENTS

FREE
or, and we
New 1908 Illustrated Catalogue of up-to-date Househol
articles. The separation of the egg is perfect. Not a
drop of the white remains in the separator, and the yolk
is held perfect and unbroken. We will send the Egg
Separator. Large Catalogue of our Free Premium Plan
with Beautiful II lustrations* On receipt of 12 cents,
stamps or silver to pay postage.

THE PEOPJLES MERCANTILE CO.,

Under Human Welfare on page 24 will

be found special announcements regard-

ing Arbor Day and Good Roads features

of the May and June numbers respectively

.

While the general theme of these two
numbers will relate to the subjects

named, the regular departments of the

magazine will be maintained at higli-tide

quality and interest. The second install-

ment of the splendid floral matter furn-

ished us by the celebrated writer,

MFk. EBEN E. REXFORD
Will appear and our readers will find it

of exceptional value at this joyous spring-

time season of the year when all are busy

planning and planting for the harvest of

both flowers and fruit hoped for later in

the season. A specially interesting new
department will be begun in the May
number entitled Pulpit Talks on

“LOVE, COURTSHIP, MARRIAGE
AND HOME”

By the Rev. Charles Edward Odell, a

brilliant and effective pulpit orator of

the Empire State. Both old and young
will find this department of keenest inter-

est and of real practical value in the

making of those important decisions in

life that are so closely related to individ-

ual happiness.

FAMOUS CONTRIBUTORS
It gives the publishers of Vick’s Maga-

zine great pleasure to announce that in

early issues of this magazine will appear

articles of unusual power and interest by

several of our greatest authors. In the

near future an exquisite prose poem en-

titled “Give Her the Fruit of Her
Hand,” by our greatest living American
poet, Mr. Edwin Markham, will appear

in the columns of Vick’s Magazine. In

an early issue also will be published a

masterly word picture of the celebrated

Bible character “Ruth,” written by the

gifted former actress, Clara Morris,

who, after having retired from a most

brilliant career on the stage, has devoted

herself with equal success to the beauti-

ful art of producing choicest literature.

Readers of Vick’s Magazine will have a

rare treat when this beautiful tribute by

one of our greatest modern women to a

noble sister of the ancient past appears

in this publication.

AN INTENSELY INTERESTING STORY
To run through several numbers will be

begun with our May issue. This, to-

gether with our usual choice short story,

will make our fiction features fully equal

to the best. The continued story will

be by an author of note and dramatic

power. This remarkably interesting story

to begin in the May issue will well

be worth the price for an entire year’s

subscription.

CONSTANT IMPROVEMENT THE
WATCHWORD

No pains will be spared to make each

succeeding number of this publication

more interesting, more beautiful, and in

every way better than any of its prede-

cessors. Every issue will have a distinc-

tively human welfare interest and will

Box t£?4 Hamilton, Vr.

be devoted to some special line of en-

deavor leading on to the betterment of

conditions that environ our modern life.

This magazine is deeply interested in all

that pertains to the well being, of human-
ity everywhere and invites the co-opera-

tion of all who are in like manner inter-

ested therein.

OUR SPLENDID OFFERS
Our readers should bear in mind that

they may send in their renewals at any
time, and their time subscriptions will

be extended so that they will not receive

two copies. It is always wise, however,
to state that you are an old subscriber,

and also use the same signature that you
used on your previous orders.

We would call especial attention to our

offers of Roses and Cinnamon Vines ad-

vertised on the inside of the front cover.

The Roses and Vines are just as de-

scribed. Directions for planting accom-
pany both. If you do not wish the Roses
or Cinnamon Vines, you may send in

fifty cents for the renewal of your sub-

scription, and we shall be glad to send
the premiums to whomever you may
wish.

SALESMEN WANTED
We are also able to make solicitors a

very liberal proposition in connection
with our offer of Roses and Cinnamon
Vines as stated on the inside of the front

cover. There is an opportunity to make
almost any amount of money, the results

depending upon the amount of time and
energy devoted to the work. Address
the Circulation Manager of Vick’s Maga-
zine, and he will reply by return mail,

giving full details as to commissions,
sending sample copies and order blanks,

so that you may begin to make things

hum at once. Do not let this remarkable
offer escape you, as there are thousands
of people that would be glad to beautify

their lawns and yards with the Roses
and Vines, if this very liberal offer could
be brought to their attention.

' JUST A WORD
To State Forestry and Good Roads Commis-

sioners, Educators, Editors, Public Officials,

Officers of Women’s Clubs and Commer-
cial Bodies, and all Public-Spirited Citizens

Will you unite heartily with Vick’s

Magazine in the splendid campaign now
on for arousing wide-spread public in-

terest and well directed activity every-

where in the three splendid causes of

Forestry, Good Roads, and the School

Beautiful? Let all named above heartily

unite in getting up rousing Forestry and

Good Roads entertainments or celebra-

tions, and devote the profits arising

therefrom to the School Beautiful fund.

What better thing could any community

do? Write at once for complete plans

and particulars to

VICK’S MAGAZINE,
Dept. A. R. G. R., 68 Vick Block,

Dansville, N. Y.

mfw. Virlc’c <?iih<srrihpr« It is not our intention to admit to the columns of
Our uuarantee IO VICK S ZSUDiCUDCrs VlCK >s Magazine any advertising that is not

entirely trustworthy and we will make good to actual paid in advance cash subscribers any loss sustained by

patronizing Vick advertisers who prove to be deliberate frauds, provided this magazine is mentioned when
writing advertisers and complaint is made to us within twenty days of the transaction.

We will not not attempt to settle disputes between subscribers and reputable advertisers, nor will we

assume any responsibility forlosses resulting from honest bankruptcy. We intend to protect our subscribers

from frauds aud fakirs aud will appreciate it if our readers will report any crooked or unfair dealing on the

part of auy advertisers in Vick’s.

ii m

Della Ellison, of Scranton, Pa., seems to be the

woman whose name shall go down in history as

the discoverer of the true secret of beauty. For
centuries past women have realized that wrinkles
not only made them look much older than they
were, but were also the destroyer of their beauty
and with ceaseless efforts they have sought to

stay the hand of time, which robbed them of
this most valuable charm.

Knowing that the homely woman with deep
lines and furrows must fight an unequal battle

with her younger and better looking sister, many
resorted to annoying and even dangerous experi
ments trying to regain their former youthful ap-
pearance. This new discovery, however, will do
away with all these rash measures, as the treat-

ment is harmless and simple. It is said that
aside from banishing wrinkles in from one to

three nights it is a great aid to beauty, making
the skin soft and velvety and beautifying the
complexion. Many who have followed Miss
Ellison’s advice look from five to twenty years
younger, and, judging by the number of replies

she is receiving daily, people are not slow at
taking advantage of her generous offer.

It comes as a surprise that the discovery should
be made by a modest little woman in Scranton
when our large cities are full of beauty doctors
and specialists who have sought in vain for a
treatment that would turn back the clock of
time and place the imprint of youth on the fast-

fleeting footsteps of age, but far more surprising

is the fact that she is to remain where she is.

In speaking of her discovery she, said: “Yes I

know there would be many advantages in my
going to some of the large cities, but I have
made arrangements to give particulars of my
treatment Free to all who write me, so that the

women in every city and town may have the
benefits of my discovery.”

This statement shows that she is both broad-

minded and generous, and all who wish to banish
their wrinkles and improve their complexion
should write her at once. Her address is:

DELLA ELLISON, 55 Burr Bldg., Scranton, Pa.

Justfstate that you wish particulars of her dis-

covery and she will sendthem in sealed envelope,

free of charge.

JUST WHAT’S NEEDED
F. R. PARRETS’ LIGHTNING ERADICAT0R

has for twenty-five years proved itself

THE WORLD’S BEST CLEANER
Removes all kinds of grease, paint and stains

from any kind of Fabric without injury. Cleans
Straw and Felt Hats. Jewelry, Silverware, removes
Fruit Stains and it will clean the Hands and leave
the skin soft and tender. If your dealer can’t sup-
ply you, we will; mailed for 25c. Descriptive circu-

lar ftgg.

PHILADELPHIA ERADICATOR CO., Dept, f, 2125 front St., Philadelphia. Pa.

RIBBONS
A rare chance to purchase ti

silk ribbons at 1-2 their rc ti

Suitable for all purposes,
sample yard of taffeta—3 :

15c yd., 4 inch 20c, 5 incl

in all colors. State color wanted. Your money back if not

THE ELK MERC. CO., Dept. A, 5Q6 Broome St-

I niro • SOMETHING ENTIRELY NEW! A REAL PLAF-
1 /I Illr> * KET FASTENER THAT DOES AWAY WITHltu/uju • hooks and eyes, buttons and snap
FASTENERS! Closes the sides as tightly as if sewed to-

gether. Will not gap, pull or pucker. Gives skirt

artistic finish. To close it, ‘‘a pull and it’s done.
1

Sample prepaid 35c, or 3 tor §1. Circular free. Address

KUSNITZ & CO.,
Box 1135 St. Louis, Mo.

MAKE MONEY AT HOME
In your spare time, tinselling post cards. $5 to

per week made. Write plain aud enclose 10c
'

beautiful colored cards (worth 25c) with your •

and “Greetings” tinselled on them in gold, an
particulars free. Address
LOCK BOX 34, Rutherford

J
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How Women Beautify Themselves

Some Secrets Worth Knowing

JULIA M. WAKELEY says

:

“NO WOMAN NEED APPEAR OLD, FOR PREMATURE
AGEING CAUSED BY WORRY AND ILL HEALTH CAN
BE CHECKED, AND THE FRESHNESS OF YOUTH RE-
STORED. THE MATRON OF FORTY, BY PRESERVING
HER PERFECTED MATURITY, MAY RIVAL THE AT-
TRACTIVENESS OF HER DAUGHTER OF EIGHTEEN.”

ATTARM weather has begun to smile upon ns once
* more and with it comes some new duties for the

woman who would preserve the beauty of her skin
which from now on will be more or less exposed and
subject to tan, freckles and— blotches. These latter

blemishes are the most annoying because they just

will crop out and disfigure one. Still, there is a rem-
edy for them.

Just now, I am receiving a great many letters about
this particular form of aunoyance, and a little careful

reasoning will show that perhaps it is largely our own
fault that they are there.

Their appearance on the face and not on the body is

due to the fact that we are pursueing a course of facial

treatment that has opened up the pores where the treat-

ments are thoroughly and conscientiously performed to

the utter neglect of the remainder of the body, and
as a matter of fact, the pores of the skin of the face are
very active and are practically doing a large part of the
duty of those of the whole body.
The quickest, the surest, and the only way to yid

oneself of this trouble is to thoroughly cleanse the
pores of the skin of the whole 'body and thus distribute
the labor of throwing off this poisonous excrements.

Cleanse the Blood
At this time of the year some good blood cleanser

should be taken and I am a firm believer incur Grand-
mother’s old and reliable remedy of sulphur, cream of
tartar and molasses. Go to your druggist, and he will
prepare for you the first two ingredients in the’, proper
proportion's at a small cost, then add the molasses and
beat it well until thoroughly mixed. The dose to be
taken is a teaspoonful each morning before breakfast
for a period of from ten days to two weeks. As the
sulphur is heavy and settles this preparation should be
thoroughly stirred each time before taking. It is a
mild laxative and an excellent skin bleach. While
taking this treatment, the pores of the r? in should be
kept clean by a daily sponge bath and bn.Js rubbing,
after which the body is ready for the next very impor-
tant step, which is massaging.

tji course, in making these suggestious I am assum-
ing that your general health is good, for if you have
any ai.raent that is sapping your vitality, or your di

gestion is impaired, you must remedy that before you
can hope to accomplish the beautifying of your face
or form. You must not expect, either, to accomplish
too much all at once. Remember that the ma ks
placed upon you by ill health and time were of a grad-
ual and constant process and L will take time and
patience to remove them.

For the development of the bust and for filling out
the little hollows in the neck and shoulders, a good
flesh food should be massaged into the skin liberally

and preferably just before retiring, so that it may re-

main on all night. The following morning a spatting

of cold water applied with the palms and a brisk rub
with a coarse towel will invigorate you. After drying
the skin, rub briskly with +he palms and get into your
clothing quickly.

In addition to this, you should practice inhaling
deeply and as often as you cau think of it. Just fill

your lungs as full of air as you comfortably can and
then exhale' it slowly. In a very short time you will

experience a sense of exliileration that will amply re-

pay you for the few minutes spent daily in this exer-

cise.
i

Removing Wrinkles
Once again I am confronted with the inquiry “How

can I remove the wrinkles from my face?’’ and I must
answer as I have always done heretofore, “Massage
treatments with a good flesh food is the sovereign rem-

edy.”

When massaging the lines of the forehead from tem-

ple to temple, it is wise to use only the soft balls of

the fingertips, as the palms of the hands and the entire

finger are not so soft and delicate. Place the finger

tips in the center of the forehead and draw them gently

but firmly outward toward the temple. Never rub the

reverse way (toward the center) as that tends to in-

crease and emphasize the lines. Keep the fingers well

moistened with the Flesh Food so that the pores may
drink in every possible bit of its nutriment. Continue
this movement for about five minutes and a little

longer will do no harm.

Another and more difficult movement, which is more
important to learn, is the rotary movement. This is

done by placing the tips of the first and second finger

on the cheek about an inch from the corner of the

mouth, circling inward and gradually working upward
in little circles nearly to the outer corner of the eye.

Then begin again a little farther back on the cheek
and work upward over the temple to a point high upon
the forehead circling in toward the center. This move-
ment should be continued for a period of about five

minutes on each cheek.

Massaging around the eyes is always the most deli-

cate part of the work and a more gentle stroke should
be employed. You should begin by placing the finger

tip just above the inner corner of the eye bringing it

down and then outward past the outer corner of the
eye. Next commence at the inner corner of the upper
lid bringing the finger upward and outward in a curved
line just below the eyebrow. These two movements
should be very gentle, and extreme care used not to

press the eye ball.

It should be remembered that the upward strokes

should be used whereever practicable as the downward
strokes have a tendency to cause the face to droop or

sag. The finger tips should be placed on the chin and
slightly underneath it. Draw them backward toward

the ear and then upward, when the palms may be em-
ployed to take a firmer hold and strengthen up these

muscles.

Last of all, after you have become familiar with the

different movements, j-ou may finish by going over

the entire face alternating them, when you will ex-

perience such a glorious sensation of rest and eased

muscles as will amply repay you for the efforts put
forth. This treatment faithfully followed will surely

show beneficial results in the appearance of your face,

but be sure that you make no error in the selection of

your Flesh Food. A cold Cream will not suffice for

flesh building and the removal of wrinkles. What you
need is a flesh food prepared by a physician who under-

stands the requirements of the skin and tissue for their

developmeut. The preparation must be nourishing and
stimulating and I can cheerfully recommend the Dr.

Charles Flesh Food wdiich is an old friend of many
jears. It is prepared by the Dr. Charles Co., Dutch &
Fulton Streets., New York City. They have been

making an offer to the readers of “Vicks,” of one box
of their Flesh Food, one box of their exquisite Face
Powder and a cake of their Healing Soap by mail and
in a plain sealed wrapper for one dollar. As this is

the time of year when tan, freckles and blotches

must be guarded against, this offer comes at a conven-

ient time and I would advise all of my women friends

who have not tried these preparations to take advan-

tage of this liberal offer.
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The history of art proves that many of its most

celebrated adepts have looked upon art as an end, not

a means
;
have not sought to make it a means of giv-

ing to the many benefit, blessing, joy, peace, happi-

ness, and inspiration to nobler aspiration

Then and better life. Too often has the fee—
Art “ current money with the merchant,” and

Brought honeyed words of praise from the favored

Joy to few—been their only purpose. Even in that

Few period when Italian art was at the zenith of

its glory, only the ruling classes shared in

its benefits. To the common people art was a sealed

book. Truly has a noted clergyman said: ‘‘It was an

age of marble for rich men
;
but an age of mud for

peasants. It was an era of art for princes, an era of

ugliness and squalor for the common people. ” Speak-

ing of this time, Frederick Harrison has well said:

‘‘They (the masses) were cooped up in walled towns

tyith narrow courts and sunless alleys. They slept in

airless, windowless, pestiferous chambers, wearing the

same leather garments for successive generations, pil-

ing the refuse in the backyard, walking along streets

narrow and unpaved, through which man and beast

trampled knee-deep in noisome mire. Every church

was crammed with corpses and reeked with vile odors,

even the banqueting hall of the castle being built

above dungeons where prisoners were reeking in

dampness and filth.”

^ ip

But since that gloom-enshrouded day the spirit of

light, love, and liberty has, in large measure, broken

the shackles wherewith the masses of the people were

bound Knowledge has been increased, stagnation

has abated/human ingenuity has-been quick

-

Now ened, invention has resulted, the useful arts

Art have been multiplied, and thus have the peo-

Brings pie been brought in touch with -the wonderful

Joy to creations of the great masters. Through the

Many marvelous progress made in the art of pictorial

reproduction, we now find in nearly every

home copies of the great pictures of Raphael, Angelo,

and other celebrated artists. Tlius, though some ol

these gifted painters may not have had the loftiest

aim in view, their works have come to make glad and

bless the children of men.
In Order to make the earth a pleasant; happy, and

good home for his creatures, God spread over ail his

works a mantle of beauty. What nobler object then

could the art of man have than to make happier and
better and sweeter and purer the homes of all the

people, and who can be more a benefactor of mankind
than he who aids in making home beautiful, without
and within,—beautiful in all its environs and ap-

proaches,—beautiful in its interior arrangements and
appointments,—and, above all, beauiful in the lives

of love lived therein? In this glorious work all may
have a part.

yp yp

No scene or picture is perfect in its beauty, in any
part of which appears the least defect or lack of har-

mony. So also there can be no perfectly happy indi-

vidual human life, no perfection of soul-beauty, so

long as any human life is defective, joyless,

True and lacking in soul-beauty. Each human life

Art is a part of all human life, and all is insepar-

Brings ably a part of each. As the joy of each is by
Joy to right the joy of all, so also the sorrow of each
All is the sorrow of all. True it is, as the great

apostle Paul well says, when one member of

the body suffers, the whole body suffers with it. This
being so, he who truly participates in Easter joy and
beauty cannot be content until ail are partakers with
him. He will do his utmost in every possible way to

give forth freely to others both the best that he is and
the best that he has, in order to bring to them the

same sunshine that brightens his own life. He will

not look dreamily forward to some far-away sometime
or somewhere for an opportunity to do a great work for

humanity. He will seek to bring the ‘‘glad tidings

of great joy to all people,” to those right about him,
first of all to those of the home circle, aud later to the

outer spheres of life of which he is a part. The shar-

ing of his joy and any soul-beauty he may happily

possess with others does not consist in some great or

heroic act, but in ‘‘just the art of being kind,” in

acquiring such a manner of speech and bearing as that

one’s very presence will radiate joy’s sunshine aud be
a message of good cheer and helpfulness and an in-

spiration to higher and better living to all whom he
meets. Thus may we have and give true Easter joy,

now in gladsome spring-time and throughout the live-

long year.
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Few people walk properly. The importance of a

graceful carriage can scarcely be overestimated. It has
been most truly said, ‘‘A gentleman never puts on a

pompous manner, and a lady never struts.” One’s
walk should be easy, graceful, and above

The all, natural. Turn the toes out slightly;

Graceful make the step firm, decided, yet quiet and
Gait moderately long. Never indulge in a

slouching, irregular, unsteady, wabbling
walk. Dr. Dio Lewis in his excellent work ‘‘Our
Girls,” gives a rule for correct carriage that is well

worth practicing. He says :
‘

‘ Whoever carries the chin
close to the neck is all right from top to toe, and will

walk well. ”

The pervading spirit of the Eastertide is that of joy

and beauty,—the joy of beauty and the beauty of joy.

With all Nature making utmost effort to clothe her-

self with a mantle of beauty, man can scarcely do

otherwise than to become a co-worker with the great

Master Artist in the creation of things beautiful.

Thus do we have the art divine conjoined in beau-

teous wedlock to the art of man. The exquisite

beauties revealed in Nature,—the gorgeous sunset; the

scintillating, far-distant stars
;
the high,

The up-rearing mountains, crowned with eter-

Eastertide, nal shoves, and the bright-hued and tra-

its Joy, grant flowers nestling at their feet; the

Beauty, wide-spreading verdant valley; the sing-

Art ing of the birds; the lowing of the cattle

upon a thousand hills; the gurgling of

the forest streamlet; the soughing of the summer

breeze; the merry prattle of little children,—all these,

through the medium of the senses, find access to the

inner sanctuary of the human soul, where impressions

more or less enduring are recorded. Man’s successful

efforts to give expression to these impressions is the

art of man. As the Creator’s purpose in beautifying

this world was and is too make it a desirable place of

habitation for the race, so should man's object, in

making reflections of nature’s manifold beauties, be to

cause the surroundings of his fellow-mortals to be such

as will make them happier and better,—such as will

lead them ever onward, through the delightful avenues

of the beautiful, up to the good and the true.

It is doubtful if the historic Christian Church has

perpetuated to the modern world any other festival

with a setting more beautiful and fitting, and a sug-

gestiveness more inspiring to higher ideals and nobler

living than is Easter. The word ‘‘perpet-

The uated” is used in this connection advisedly,

Happy as it is well known that the annual celebra-

Easter tiou of Easter was observed largely throughout

Time the civilized world generations before the

dawn of the Christian era. To be sure the day

in that far-away time signified much less than now,

as the rise of Christianity has not only added to the

ancient observances, but has also imparted to them a

vastly higher spiritual meauing.

In the olden days the Easter festival celebrated the

glorious awakening of all Nature, which spring-time

invariably brings. Becoming was it, then as now, to

celebrate with joyful enthusiasm this revivifying, this

rising up, this resurrection Of the mighty powers of

beneficent Nature. With the dawning of the new era,

when, ‘‘in the beauty of the lilies Christ was born

across the sea,” Easter came to symbolize not simply

the annual revival of life as seen in material forms,

but that soul awakening, that resurrection of spiritual

1 fe, which is the portion of every human intelligence

when in tune with the Infinite—the Power Eternal

that eternally works for righteousness.
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INTERNATIONAL SUNSHINE
THE LARGEST PHILANTHROPIC NEWSPAPER CLUB IN THE WORLD

Cynthia Westover Alden, Originator and Founder

HE largest philanthropic newspaper club in

the world is, no doubt, the International

Sunshine Society, of which Mrs. Cynthia
Westover Alden, of the Ladies’ Home Jpur-
nal, is Founder and President-General.
The Society was organized merely by

chance one Christmas time when Mrs. Alden insisted

that the Christmas gifts given her by the members of

her staff should be free from writings of any kind,
especially of a^personal nature, that would prevent her
from passing them on after she had enjoyed them.
Being a firm believer in giving everything, animate
or inanimate, an opportunity to do the work for which
it was born, she was constantly urging those about her
to “pass on” the pretty things they didn’t need.
The first branch of this great society was formed in

the old New York Recorder editorial rooms in 1896.

There were eighteen persons, who, half in fun,

(promised they would live up to the simple rule Mrs.
Alden laid down for them to do some kind deed every
day, as dues—and make an effort to pass on everything
that was in good condition and for which they had no
further use. In other words, they were not to break
the back of the messengers that brought them good
tidings simply because they were through with them.
When one is through with a wheel chair it doesn’t
mean the wheel chair should be sent up into the garret

to rust out
;

it was made to serve the sick and a sun-
shiner would make an effort to see that it was passed
on to some deserving invalid who could ill afford such
a luxury. Today the main rule of the society is to

try to lend a hand when nobody else seems ready to

;

never to compete, and do the kind deed in the quick-
est, easiest, and most effective manner.
There are now over three thousand branches, and

over three hundred thousand members enrolled. Every
State in the union is organized. There is as little red

tape as possible, and just enough constitution and by
laws to keep the money matters straight. Our object

is simply to incite members to the performance of

kind and helpful deeds. To join, one has only to

sympathize with the object, and help to carry on the

work. The membership fee is an act or suggestion
that takes with it sunshine and good cheer. That may
be a sunny smile, a happy “good morning,” the found-
ing of a college, or paying off the debt on our Sun-
shine Sanitarium. I am sure I would not dare esti-

mate the value of any deed labeled “kind.” I have,

known of just a sympathetic handshake saving a life
;

I have known too, where one word of encouragement
prevented a downfall. Many of us are too much
afraid of giving commendation or “passing on” a

kindness.
Almost every church in the country now has its Sun-

shine branch. The kind deeds of these workers may
be confined to the church, or made to cover the needs
of the whole neighborhood. The society is unde-
nominational, maintained entirely through branch
work and the newspapers that publish the news. The
official organ is the Ladies’ Home Journal, that pub-
lishes a column of news every month written by Mrs.
Alden. The official publication, reporting all moneys
received, announcing all important meetings, is the
International Sunshine Bulletin, published by Mrs.

Alden herself, at her own expense. This is done in

order that a strict account of all the work of the
society may be set before the public every four weeks.
The local newspapers and magazines chronicle the
home news.

Other Good Works

Traveling libraries are sent to any isolated part of
the country from which a call may come. Consump-
tives are taken care of. It is thought many lives have
been saved through prompt help of the society. Hot
Springs, Ark., has a Sunshine Home; every room is

occupied by a gentlewoman, crippled with rheumatism.
There are many fresh ait homes, rents, sunshine camps,
nurseries, vacation homes, summer rests, hospital cribs,

hospital rooms, depot libraries, endowed beds, visiting
committees, sewing circles, university scholarships,
sailors’ libraries, miners’ club rooms, sunshine churches
and Sunday schools, relief work, playgrounds, edu-
cating the blind, old men’s homes, schools, lunch
counters, wheel-chair circles, care for cripples, ex-
changes, fresli-air work, flower depots, prison work,
branches among the Indians, day outings, club rooms,
orphan asylums, care of defectives, newsboys’ clubs,
and homes for the aged.
There are no paid officers in this society. Mrs. Aldeu

not only gives all the time she can spare to the work,
but all the money she can spare as well. The books
of the society are kept by an expert accountant and
much of the office work is contributed.

• Sunshine Blind Babies

A visit to the Blind Babies’ Home in Brooklyn will
never be forgotten. Mrs. Theodore F. Seward, the
President of this branch of Sunshine work said: “In
providing a home and caring for the blind babies, the
International Sunshine Society has followed its usual
method of work

;
that is, doing the work which has

not already been undertaken by other societies. The
discovery made three years ago, that not only in the
state of New York, but also in every state of the union
with but two exceptions, there is no specal care on
educational provision for the young blind under eight
years of age, led this society to make the attempt to
remedy this condition in one city, hoping it might
prove a valuable object lesson to die whole country
and rouse the public to the need of such work.
“The most critical and important time in a blind

child’s life is the period from one to eight years.
These years decide whether it shall become imbecile
from the lack of proper development, and help to
swell the already large number of imbecile adult blind
under the charge of the state as years go on, or with
special care and training shall take an intelligent part
in the world’s work and, if necessary, become self sup-
porting.
“ When we started this work in February, 1905, we

were told that it was a foolish undertaking, for there
were no blind babies, but when we began to look for
them they seemed to come from every part of the
country, and we have now’ nearly a hundred more on
our list than we can receive in our limited accommo-
dations, as we can only care for twenty-five at once.
These have come to us from several different states.

Some have been sent by the City from the idiot depart-
ment at Randall’s Island, the only place the city has
had to send the dependent blind babies.
“ The success with these little ones under the in-

telligent care and kindergarten training of our superin-
tendent, Mrs. Cynthia M. Tregear, graduate nurse,
has been beyond our highest hopes and proved the
value of what we were trying to accomplish. These
babies who w’hen brought to us were pale, sad, help-
less, often crippled and full of fear, would hardly be
recognized in the bright, happj-, rosy children, going
alone up and down stairs, romping out of doors, in the
swings, on the sleds and rocking horses, dancing and
playing games so independently

;
doing the same work

in the kindergarten which sighted children do and
just as well.

International Sunshine Sanatarium and Rest Home, Cropsey and Twentv-Third
Avenues, Bensonhurst, Brooklyn, N. Y.

The International Sunshine Home for Blind Babies, 84th Street and
Dyker Heights, Brooklyn, N. Y.

13th Avenue.
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Play Hour at the Blind Babies Horae 84th St. and 13th Ave„ Dyker Heights,

Brooklyn, N. Y.
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Mrs, Cynthia M. Taeag’er, Supt. of the Blind Babies’ Home, Dyker Heights, Brook-

lyn, and Helpers giving the older children a dip in the ocean.

“Although several of the children who came to us

from the Island were thought to be imbecile, with the

special care they have received in the Home their

minds unfolded with the result that it was proved to

be only neglect that made them appear so. Since
we started this work we have graduated ten who have
entered the Thirty-fourth Street School for the Blind in

New York city. They all stand well in their classes.

Come and see the Blind Babies in their Home at

Eighty-Fourth Street and Thirteenth Avenue, Dyker
Heights, Brooklyn. This beautiful home was given to

us by interested friends upon the condition that we
pay off the two mortgages of $5,000 each when due.

Through the strenuous efforts of our Sunshine friends,

the first mortgage has been paid. The other $5,000

will be due in 1911.

“Many members have helped us to carry on the

work, but it is greatly handicapped by lack of an en-

dowment fund. The city gives us help in caring for

the dependent blind children it sends to us, but the

expense for blind babies is greater than for sighted

children, because they need special individual atten-

tion.

“We earnestly solicit the hearty cooperation and aid

of all who are interested in this important problem
of helping the blind babies to help themselves.’’

Among the many needs which the society discovered

was the lack of an undenominational Hospital, San-

itarium, and Home combined. Circumstances so

brought it about that such an institution was established

at Bensonhurst-by-
the-Sea, and it is

hoped that when
all debts are paid
the income of the
Sunshine society

will be sufficient

to keep the Emer-
gency Fund well
supplied to meet
the many calls sent

to General Head-
quarters, 96 Fitfh
Avenue, New
York City.

A Free Bed is

the great need just

now. Single beds
in private rooms of

three are five thou-
sand dollars each

;

private rooms are

ten and fifteen

thousand dollars.

These amounts en-

dow a room in

perpetuity. It was
hoped that the

newspaper people
alone would en-

dow one bed, and
pleas have been
sent forth to this

effect. What more
beautiful way to

provide a memor-
ial to some loved
one gone before?

The Internation-
al Sunshine Sani-
tarium is unique in
the advantages of-

fered to patients

and guests. Pa-

tients are cared for by graduate nurses while guests

have the liberty and conveniences of a hotel. An at-

mosphere home-like and cheerful, which has an im-
mediate effect upon the despondent or discouraged,
pervades the place. From the Solarium and front por-

ches the view is entrancing. A moving panorama of

vessels entering and leaving New York Harbor has a

peculiar fascination to patients who have been im-
prisoned in sick rooms, and to the convalescent the

charm is irresistible.

This is an exceptionally fine Home for aged people
who require more care than an ordinary family can
supply, yet are not patients for hospitals. Special at-

tention is given paralytics, and entertainments are

furnished for the helpless, to make life less dreary.

The Rest Home Annex is especially equipped for

convalescents who go from hospitals or sick rooms to

recuperate. Here they can continue special diet and
have the privilege of calling a graduate nurse, if de-

sired, in an emergency.
The International Sunshine Society is just now par-

ticularly anxious to have an endowed bed in the In-

ternational Sunshine Sanitarium and Rest Home. If

we could get a certain number of newspapers or peri-

odicals to raise through their columns, $100 or more,
each, we would soon see our way to the $5,000 nec-

essary to endow a bed. Every week we turn away
some deserving person because there are no accommo-
dations free. If fifty persons, or papers, should stand

for $100 each we would have the bed right away.

It often happens that people of rare culture and re-

finement, through sudden reverse or misfortune, are

left stranded and penniless in the nation’s metropolis,

and today there is not a single endowed bed in this

great city outside the public almshouse. Surely to

endow a bed as herein suggested would be to scatter

sunshine to many who would otherwise be hapless,

hopeless, helpless, and sunless. As that beautiful

song says: “Ret a little sunshine in.”

What’s the- wa,y to Wonderland -
Why, it Ires on every ha.nd,
Yonder1 where the cricket calls,
Down beneath the. waterfalls,
High within the vaulted blue,—
BerKoniog fo_meand yowl

They sba.II see its

c%&

__ pa.s>ea.nfs t>a.ss

Through the rill’s browk JSoking- glass.
Through the tremulous Abril rain,
Through rhe mists upon fhe. bl<

‘

Gods green aamfh is wonderland
To fb£* souls that understand?

W</,

Antony E Anderson

Welfare Women
If the men of the world were doing as much and

doing that much as unselfishly for human welfare as

are the w'orld’s women, the sum of human misery

would be divided at least by two and the sum of human
happiness would certainly be doubled, if not even more
largely increased. Men, as a rule, are so completely

absorbed with the strenuous chase of the artfully

dodging dollar that they have very little time or

energy remaining to devote to the better things of

life, those things that make for refinement, and bet-

tered intellectual, social, and moral conditions for all.

Hence in church work and other improving activities

we find that the number of women thus engaged far

exceeds that of the men. Another evidence that wom-
en are outstriping the men in high humanitarian en-

deavor is clearly shown in the difference obtaining in

the club life maintained by the two sexes. Men’s
clubs are, for the
most part, purely
selfish in their

aims, purposes,
and methods, and
are usually lavish-

ly furnished quart-
ers where men
while away their

leisure hours,
smokiug, drink-
ing and, tooofteu,
relating question-
able stories they
would not wish to

repeat to wife or
sweetheart. While
this is unfortu-
nately true of most
men’s clubs, there
can scarcely be
found anywhere in
the land a single
woman ’ s club iden-
tified with our
State and National
Federations, but
that stands for high
intellectual life

and betterment and
is an active force
in its community
for some definite

program of public
improvement and
worthy altruistic

endeavor, Ameri-
can clubmen could
w'ith great advan-
tage imitate Amer-
ican club women in
the many good and
noble things the
latter are doing
for human welfare.

Every loitering breeje'fhaf blows,
Every smiling, radiant* rose,
Every sunseff every shower.
Every dewdrop on fhe flower

—

Shows fhe way to Wonderland
Unto eyes fhaf _ understand

.

i
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SUNSHINE AND WELFARE
OPINIONS WORTH WHILE BY WORTH-WHILE PEOPLE
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HON. EUGENE V. DEBS

HON. WILLIAM JENNINGS BRYAN, the most Probable
Candidate ol the Democratic Party for President

of the United States.

Your favor at hand I have read advance pages of
the April number of Vick’s Magazine and am pleased
with the general tone of it. It gives evidence of a
desire on your part to deal with the broad questions
that affect human welfare and human progress.

Wishing you success, I am,
''Very truly yours,

W. J. Bryan.

HON. JOSEPH E. RANSDELL, Member of Congress from Louis-
iana, President of American Congress on Rivers and Harbors

Many thanks for your letter of the 9th enclosing ad-
vance pages of your magazine, containing an article

on Mrs. Cynthia Westover Alden. I wish every citizeu
of the world could know of and appreciate the great
and noble work of this good woman in founding the
International Sunshine Society. To “ scatter sunshine”
over the whole earth, carrying warmth and gladness to

so many hearts, is truly doing our Master’s work, and I

earnestly hope that Mrs. Alden and all her co-laborers
are receiving a large share of the happiness they so
bountifully give to others. Please say to her that her
suggestions and beautiful example inspired my wife
to imitate her in a small way in our Louisiana home,
Lake Providence, where Mrs. Ransdell helped to or-

ganize a Sunshine Society that has done much to

scatter its precious rays in that community.
I also desire to express my deep interest in the sub-

ject of Good Roads, which you are to treat in your
June number. Good Roads are the greatest temporal
blessing which can be bestowed on rural communities,
and as such a large percentage of our people live in
the country, you will be performing a noble task if

you can arouse them to the vast importance of this sub-
ject. We proud Americans think we excel the Old
World in everything, but many countries, such as

France, England, Germany, etc., areas far ahead of
us in good roads as we surpass the natives of an Af-
rican jungle in civilization. Your magazine is entitled
to high praise for its interest in these important sub-
jects, and on behalf of humanity I wish to thank you.

Sincerely yours,

Jos E. Ransdell.

[In a personal letter to the editor, Congressman Raus-
dell paid a most beautiful tribute to his wife, which
reveals so much of the Sunshine spirit that liberty is

taken to publish the following extract therefrom.]

‘‘As requested, I send under separate cover one of
my portraits and also one of my wife. Would much
prefer for you to publish her picture instead of mine,
as she has really done and is doing most excellent
Sunshine work. She organized the Lake Providence
society, which is called ‘‘ The Sunshine Sewing and
Singing Society,” and is deeply interested right now
in a big festival for the society to be given on the 21st

of April. Instead of spending the winter w'ith me in
Washington, she is staying at home to nurse her old
mother, who is ill, and incidentally scattering all the
sunshine she can.”

Prof. Samuel Dickie, President Albion College and Well Known
Prohibition Leader.

Mrs. Cynthia Westover-Alden, in her activities

through the Sunshine Society, is doing a work of in-

estimable value. To bring cheer and joy and smiles
to thousands of lives is no mean task, and for doing
so much to put gladness into life, Mrs. Alden makes
us her debtors. Your stand in Vick’s Magazine for

good homes and good wives and good husbands, for

good roads and good hopes and good things in gen-
eral, is sure to meet the approval of your many readers.

Samuel Dickie.

HON. J. L. SNYDER. President Michigan State

Agricultural College.

Mr. James C. Bartholf,

Dansville, N. Y.,

My dear Mr. Bartholf:

Your letter of the nth hist, came duly
to hand. I was glad to hear from you. I

remember quite well theaddress you gave
to our students. I note with pleasure the
position which you now hold. I wish
you great success in this undertaking and
can assure you that we shall be glad to

reuder you all possible assistance.

Very truly yours,

J. L. Snyder.

HON. JOHN C. CUTLER, Governor of Utah.

Complying with your request under date of March
9th, I take pleasure in giving my hearty endorsement
to the aims and purposes of the International Sunshine
Society. To the members of that Society, and espec-
ially to its worthy founder and President-General, Mrs.
Cynthia Westover Alden, I send greeting and sincere
encouragement.
There is so much gloom and sorrow in the world,

Hon. J. E. Ransdell

that people should gladly welcome an organization
having as its aim the dissemination of cheerfulness.
Optimism and happiness are of so close kin to the
faith that ‘‘moves mountains” and to which ‘‘nothing
is impossible,” that they are w'orthy of our most en-
thusiastic encouragement. And this is especially the
case when, as at present, a period of business depres-
sion is on. Therefore I was glad to give support, a
few months ago, to the ‘‘Optimist Club, ” organized in
Salt Lake City, and I am equally glad to give encour-
agement to the ‘‘International Sunshine Society.”

I note with pleasure your determination to conduct
the magazine of which you have editorial charge along
the lines indicated in your editorial announcement.
The evil that is in the world is always prone to come
to the surface, and to engross our attention. The good,
however, is worth seeking for; and the ‘‘pearl rake”
is a better implement to work with than the ‘‘muck
rake.” The results arising from its use are much
more pleasant and satisfactory. There are enough peo-
ple using the latter implement

;
we need to have more

‘‘pearl rakers.” Success to you in your efforts.

Yours very truly,

John C. Cutler.

Governor of Utah.

HON. OVERTON W. PRICE, Associate Forester, U. S. Forest

Service

In Mr. Piuchot’s absence, I want to assure you that

the Forest Service is heartily in sympathy with your
effort to bring the subject of forestry to the attention
of School officials, in connection with Arbor Day, and
is much interested to know' of your plans for your May
number. There is hardly anything more important
than to spread, through the medium of our public
schools, an intelligent knowledge of the vital im-
portance of forestry to the Nation, and I believe that
your effort will do much good in helping this work
along. I wish you all success in it, and hope that
your plan will receive a hearty response from the State
Superintendents of Schools, as I do not doubt it will.

Very sincerely yours,
Overton W. Price.
Associate Forester.

HON. L. W. PAGE, Director U. S. Office Public Roads

I learn with pleasure of your intention to bring out
a Good Roads number of your magazine in June, and I

believe that it will not ouly’ be ot interest to your read-

Pres. Samuel Dickie

ers but will do much to bring before them the neces-
sity for a united effort on the part of all classes of cit-

izens to obtain a general improvement of our public
roads.

All efforts on the part of your magazine to educate
the people, and particularly the rising generation, on
this important subject, should have, and doubtless will
receive the hearty co-operation of all progressive edu-
cators.

I shall be very glad, as you request, to prepare an fl

article for the June number of your magazine.
Very respectfully,

L. W. Page.
Director.

Hon. Eugene V. Debs, Former Socialist Candidate for President.

The advance pages of Vick’s Magazine, which you
sent, are specially interesting and give promise of still

further achievement in the field in which you have |
already won enviable distinction.
Most heartily do I congratulate MrsI^Cynthia West-

over Alden, President-General of the International
Sunshine Society, and her many thousands of enthus-
iastic co-workers, upon the w'ide-spread recognition of
their laudable mission and the rapid growth of their
splendid organization. Mrs. Alden is peculiarly fitted

Mrs. J. E. Ransdell by her rare ability, her education, and experience, to
preside over the Sunshine movement and direct its des-
tinies; she is endowed with all the qualities of head
and heart to inspire her follow'ers with her own ardor
and enthusiasm, and the success already achieved au-
gurs well for the future under her administration. To
lift the fallen, help the weak, to cheer the despairing,
to comfort the sorrow'ing, to spread the light in dark
places, and reclaim the erring and unfortunate by the
power of love, is the self-appointed work of the ten-
derest and most unselfish of souls, and deserving of
the heartiest commendation.
The several articles in your ‘‘Human Welfare” de-

partment I have read with pleasure. Your attitude is

broad and liberal, kindly and fair. The encourage-
ment you give to unselfish effort to serve humanity
especially appeals to mej That is the final and su-
preme test of w’ortli. To consecrate one’s self to so-

cial service, what can be purer, nobler, more sublime?
The social conscience of mankind is beginning to

make itself felt and the time is coming when human-
ity will be so far advanced and so truly civilized that
an injury' to one will be felt by all and the happiness
of each will be the concern of all.

Your Arbor Day number -will doubtless meet with
hearty appreciation. The observance of this day is not
only a beautiful custom, but a wise arrangement and
is sure to become increasingly fruitful of blessings to .

the people. "ours very truly.

Eugene V. Debs.

ELIZABETH AKERS. Ue Noted Author.

I certainlyy do most sincerely congratulate Mrs. Cyn-
thia Westover Alden on the good she has done, is do-
ing, and may' hereafter do for the betterment and hap-
piness of her fellow' creatures; for I hope she does not
leave out of her benevolent and merciful work the
helpless and often shamefully abused creatures which
men are pleased to call the ‘

‘ lower animals, ” although
they often show noble qualities in w’hicli many men
are deficient. Respectfully yours,

Elizabeth Akers.

r\R. J. HORACE ncFARLAND, President
American Civic Federation.

I have y'ours of March 12, and am glad to note that

Vick’s Magazine is giving attention to civic improve-
ment subjects. I know this is good public work, and
I believe it is good business, for the public is inter-

ested in improvement work of all sorts.

I regret that extreme pressure of work prevents the
preparation of a statement for you upon
the matter of school improvement, in

" which I am deeply interested and upon
w hich I have been writing and speaking for

!

many years.

Wishing success to your efforts, and
asking to be kept posted as to what is

done, I am Yours truly,

J. Horace Me Farland.

JEFFERSON THOflAS, Manager .TcFarland Pub-
licity Service, Harrisburg. Pa.

We have doted your favor of the 16th
in reference to the improvement of Vick’s
Magazine and congratulate you upon these
evidences of more energetic policy for

the future. Yours very truly,

Director L. W. Page Pres. J. Horace McFarland Jefferson Thomas, i

%
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Hon. J. A. Hughes, Member of Congress from West Virginia.

It is certainly a great pleasure to extend greetings

to an organization that is doing so much good as is the

International Sunshine Society. Thus to drive away
the clouds that overhang many lives and admit the

sunshine of love, helpfulness, and good will thereto

is indeed a noble work and should receive the un-

reserved commendatiou of all who delight in seeing

men and women happy in this world.

It is also a satisfaction to note that one of our

popular magazines is henceforth to be distinctively

positive and progressive in its tone and policy and
holds itself in an attitude to give all possible aid and
encouragement to every truly worthy cause in the in-

terest of human welfare.

I shall be greatly interested in watching the future

career of Vick’s Magazine, feeling confident that it

intelligent carrying out of

forth in the March number.
the excellent policy set

Jas Hughes.

Hon. J. W. Murphy, Member of Congress from Wisconsin

Great, indeed, is the good being accomplished by
the International Sunshine Society, of which Mrs.

Cynthia Westover Aldeu is president. She and her

thousands of associate workers are certainly entitled to

the cordia., greetings, good will, and the commenda-
tion of all who have at heart the well-being of man-
kind. I have also been much interested in reading

the editorial utterances of the March number of Vick’s

Magazine. You are on the right track. Much good
work has been done the past few years in the effort to

expose, overturn, and destroy certain social, civic, and
economic evils, and now the time is fully ripe for the

builders to appear upon the scene and rear, upon the

ruins of our old-time temples to false deities, new and
better fanes on whose entablatures shall be inscribed

in letters of living light, truth, honor, justice, right.

I am glad to note that at least one of our popular mag-
azines of large circulation is to sound a rich, resonant

nbte of confidence and hope
;
is to be positive rather

than negative
;
is not going to croak, croak, croak

month atfer month, but will boost, boost, boost every-

thing that is worth boosting. Your editorial policy

surelv deserves the cordial support of all good citizens

and I am confident the same will be given most gen-

erously. I heartily wish you the great success I firmly

believe will come to you in your praiseworthy efforts

to advance the common good and to promote human
welfare. J. W. Murphy.

Hon. Newton C. Blanchard, Governor of Louisiana.

(Evidently the editor’s communication to Gov.
Blanchard was not called to his attention until very

late in March. Fearing the inability of a letter to

reach this office in time, his Excellency sent the fol-

lowing telegram, which fully attests his heartfelt in-

terest inSunshine and Human Welfare.

—

The Editor.)

Humanity owes a debt of gratitude to Mrs. Cynthia
Westover-A lden and as General and director of its ben-

eficient work, all the world wishes her and her army
of co-workers God- speed.

Newton C. Blanchard.

PROF. B. E. FERNOW, Dean University of Toronto,

Faculty of Forestry.

The Forestry Quarterly is a strictly professional

journal not intended for propaganda work, and hence
you will hardly find any use for it. Its illustrations

also are merely of a technical character, and hence
would hardly be of use to you.

I recommend, however, your worthy efforts to bring

forestry, and all that hangs upon it, home to the public.

Yours truly,

B. E. Fernow.
jjL

SARAH K. BOLTON, the well known Author

I like very much the hopeful and helpful attitude of

your paper. I was greatly interested in the article about

Mrs Westover Alden. I recall a pleasant talkwith her

in the Tribune office some years ago about kindness to

our dumb friends, especially to lost and homeless dogs,

and the excellent article that followed in the paper,

doubtless at her suggestion. She took time to be cour-

teous, kindly, and interested in thesubject, and proved

herself a friend to human and dumb as well.

I rejoice in an Arbor Day, a Bird Day, (and it ought
to include all dumb animals)and in all that helps to-

wards good citizenship. The good roads of England
teach us a lesson. We are rich enough and civilized

enough to have good roads all over America Bad roads

kill horses, spoil trade, and spoil the dispositions of

those who travel on them.
Sincerely,

Sarah K. Bolton.

M. SLOCUM, Editor Motor Talk, Detroit.

I cannot resist from expressing my
deep interest in and pledgeing my
hearty support to so noble a cause as

you are planning to push forward in

your “Human Welfare’’ campaign in

Vick’s Magazine. The move is a

most commendable one on your part

and I am certain that thousands like

myself will follow your progress with
interest.

I also send a word of sincere ap-
preciation to Mrs. Alden. Ample re-

ward for so noble a life given to so

Hon. J. A. Hughes Hon. R. L. Owen

pose. This is the s;

element in life and
and idealizes life.

rit that meets every soi

disperses the clouds ;

Robt. D.

sweet a purpose is certaip. I can wish her no more
than the success that must surely crown her efforts.

My best wishes to Vick’s Magazine and every success

to the new Editor, in any work he may take up.
Fraternally yours,

G. M. Slocum.

PROF. FRANK W. HOWE, Michigan State Agricultural College.

“Let a little sunshine in”—this is the remedy for

many if not most of the ills that flesh and spirit are

heir to. As the bacteria of physical disease are

blighted by the touch of sunlight, so are the humors
of melancholy and irritation dispersed by the radiance
of a sunny smile of human sympathy. Godspeed the

international brotherhood and sisterhood of Sunshiuers
and their worthy founders! Without question of

creed or limitation of faith the whole world may join

in the persistent purpose to smile a gentle word or

kindly deed upon one’s neighbor. Godspeed the Sun-
shiners and the large aims for human betterment that

have enlisted the support of your able magazine.
Frank William Howe.

DR. BOOTHE COLWELL DAVIS, President

Alfred University, Alfred, N. Y.

I am pleased to receive the advance pages of the

April number of the Vick’s Magazine which you have
been kind enough to send me. I am particularly in-

terested in the biographical sketch of Mrs. Cynthia
Westover Alden, President-General of the International

Sunshine Society. It has been my pleasure to know
Mrs. Alden very well for a number of years, and as an
evidence of the high esteem in which she is held by
the president and faculty of Alfred University, I may
say that when she visited our college at commence-
ment time in 1906, the University conferred upon her

the honorary degree of Master of Literature. Mrs.
Alden is therefore one of the most highly esteemed
honorary alumae of Alfred University.

It is a great pleasure to me to extend to Mrs. Alden
and to all members of the International Sunshine So-
ciety, through the courtesy of your magazine, a very

cordial greeting and to express the profound regard I

have for Mrs. Alden and the great movement inaugu-
rated by her, the International Sunshine Society.

Furthermore, the Sunshine Society and its members
have established a number of free scholarships in Al-

fred University and we are having every year young
people in our college courses who are receiving the

benefit of these scholarships. Sunshine has no more
appreciative friends in the world than can be found at

Alfred University. Very truly yours,
Boothe C. Davis.

HON. ROBERT L. OWEN, United States

Senator from Ohlahoma.

Mrs. Cynthia Westover Alden,
Care of Vick’s Magazine,

Dansville, N. Y.

I wish you to receive from me assurances of my heart-

felt appreciation of your services as the President-Gen-

eral and promoter of the International Sunshine So-

ciety. It is a great thing for the spirit of man to look
through the clouds and to look through the dark shad-

ows of the night and see the glorious sun whose beams
envelop the earth and bathe even the clouds with ever-

lasting sunshine. Those who stimulate this vision of

hope, of faith, of knowledge, and promote it by such

an organization as the International Sunshine Society

are good angels, with whom I have the most earnest

sympathy. I glory in your courage and in your pur-

Mrs. Sarah K. Bolton Pres. Boothe C. Davis

Editor Vick’s Magazine,

I enclose a greeting to Mrs. Cynthia Westover-Ahlen

,

and the more than one hundred thousand members of

the International Sunshine Society. I am delighted
to know that you will have an Arbor Day Number for

May and a Good Roads number for June. These are

two matters of special interest to me. I am delighted
to see the growth of public opinion favoring Good
Roads and the planting of trees. The public press and
especially the Magazines can render the most valuable
service in promoting public knowledge and interest

in these very important factors of our advancing civ-

ilization. With best wishes. R. L. Owen.

MR. Wfl. H. BLACK, Treasurer New England
Automobile Journal, Providence, R. I.

We wish to acknowledge receipt of your letter of re-

cent date as well as advance pages of the March and
April numbers of the Vick’s Magazine. Your efforts

are to be commended and your expressions will, we
know, meet with the hearty approval and support of

those who are looking for the welfare of all.

With best wishes for your continued success and re-

greting that we are not in a position to extend more
substantial cooperation, we beg to remain,

Yours very truly,

Wm. H. Black.

W. G. HOLMES, flanager The flatilda Zeigler

flagazine for the Blind.

I thank you for yours of the 14th inst. enclosing the
advanced pages of the March and April magazine. I can-
not imagine any grander work than that you have un-
dertaken of interesting people at large in human wel-
fare, and there is no telling the far reaching influence
for good that you will exert.

I would like you to keep me posted from time
to time on the success of your work. With best wishes,
I am, Very truly yours,

W. G. Holmes.

ADA BLENKHORN, Author of “Let the Sunshine In”
and and many other much loved Gospel Songs.

Darkness and light, shadow and sunshine, mark the
turning of the pages of our daily Hje. Spiritual sun-
shine does for the heart of humanity, what the Sun in
Our sky does for the realm of nature. The night may
be long and dark and sorrowful, but “Joy cometh in
the morning.’'
To dispel life’s clouds, to flood with blessed sun-

shine the ad wed spaces, this is the work of the In-
ternatior :n .due Society, whose loved and honored
Presid'int-'jc.,e_ is Mrs. Cynthia Westover Alden, to
whom ad to ih. thousand of members of the society,
my b art-greeting is, God bless every one who makes
sunsL. .10 for others. Ada Blenkhorn.

HON. EL/tER ELLSWORTH BROWN,
National Commissioner of Education, Washington, D. C.

In a letter tp the editor, among other things, Com-
missioner Brown said :

“ In some of our states the ques-
tion of the improvement of the country schools hinges
in a large degree upon the problem of good roads. I

shall be glad to know of anything which may be done
by your magazine, or through any other agency, for
the promotion of these ends, which are of vital impor-
tance to the educational movement of the time.”

MRS. L. D. AVERY-STUTTLE, Author and Poetess.

The publishers of Vick’s Magazine are certainly to
be congratulated, as well as their readers. Why?—be-
cause of securing reliable and readable information con-
cerning the blessed work of the great army of Sun-
shine makers represented by Mrs. Alden, and because
the policy of this magazine is an echo Of the senti-
ments of this unique and philanthropic body. What
so beautiful, so desirable, so needed in this dark old
world, as sunshine? There are too many vultures and
carrion hunters abroad, looking for a job. Yes, let us
tell of good deeds and praiseworthy actions,—there are
more than we know' about, because virtue is like the
violet,—modest a nd retiring. The policy of this mag-
azine is to be commended. God bless the “gem
rakes,” and the gem-rakers; the world needs them.

Fraternally yours for sunshine,
Mrs. U. D. Avery-Stuttle,

HON. WILLlArt E. CHANCELLOR, Superintendent of
Schools, Washington, D. C.

Vick’s Magazine can do a great deal for these bene-
ficent things by helping to create a
strong and wide-spread public opinion
for betterment of all educational con-
ditions including buildings, grounds,
and gardening. And I am glad, in-
deed, to see you taking this matter
up.

Faithfully,

William E. Chancellor.

Hon. Thos. C. /tiller. State Superintendent,
West Virginia.

I congratulate you upon the service
you are rendering the public in this
good cause (Forestry, Good Roads,
aod The School Beautiful), and shall
hope to keep in touch with your
magazine. Thos. C. Miller.Mrs.L. D. Avery Stuttle

,
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Aunt Mirandy

Easter Bonnet
rirsA^'l) AveTSTu<T^

HERE comes Aunt Miran-
dy, as sure as I live!
We’re in for it, girls! dear
me! what ever are we go-
ing to do!” and the speak-
er, a tall girl, with dark,
bright eyes and an imper-
ious toss of the head,

—

Judge Thorpe’s queenly
daughter,—looked out of
the window, while an om-
inous little pucker marred
the fair brow.

‘ 1 Wait, Bernice, do stand
aside and let me get a
peep, do—you’re blocking
the entire window;” and
Eevelyn Thorpe gave her
sister a mischievous pinch
and a quick pull as she
glanced hurriedly though

the tiuy window of the pleasant alcove.

At once a silvery laugh rang through the hall.

"Dear me! sure enough! there she comes—bag and
baggage. Mercy preserve us, what a fright! do see
tire Easter bonnet, surely your new one will stand poor
show beside this marvel. Madame Clymer could never

• duplicate such a creation as thab^-never !
” and the

thoughtless girl lifted her hands in mock despair.
‘‘What is it, Evelyn?” called a soft, quiet voice

from the doorway of the alcove, which the owner of
the voice had just entered from the library.

‘‘Why !” she exclaimed, peeping from the window
at the withered little old figure hobbling up the path,
with a huge carpet-bag in one hand and a dubious-
looking umbrella in the other, ‘‘why, it’s Aunt
Mirandy! too bad, poor old soul ! I’ll hurry down and
Help her up the steps with her things; she looks all

tired out.” And Dolly Thorpe dashed out of the room
and flew down the broad stairway with as much zest as

though she were going to welcome the Princess Beau-
tiful, with all her train.

Bernice Thorpe watched the fairy-like little figure of
her gentle sister, as she flitted down the stairs, and
her lip curled with a haughty smile:

‘‘I don’t see whom in the wide world that > silly

child takes after, Evelyn. I expect nothing on eartli

but she will disgrace the whole family one of these
days, with her eccentricities. One never knows what
she’s going to do next. There she is at this moment,
assisting that weather-beaten old fossil up the steps.”

‘‘Well, well, never mind, Beruie. dear, we ought to

be willing to sacrifice something for the sake of getting
the pattern for that bonnet!” and Evelyn Thorpe’s sil-

very laugh rang out again.
‘‘It’s wrell enough for you to laugh, Ev, you always

see fun in everything; but I have not forgotten that
tomorrow is Easter, and Mr. St. Clair, the young
lawyer, dines with papa. He will probably walk home
from church with us, and I dare say our distinguished
relative will insist upon accompanying us to church.”

‘‘Certainly, certainly; would you be so heartless as

to deprive the innocent and unsuspecting members of
Dr. Blair’s church, of feasting their eyes on such a
vision of beauty?” and the giddy girl, more thought-
less than cruel, more silly than heartless, laughed once
again at her haughty sister’s expense.

‘
‘ Well, I don’t see why she has to inflict herself

upon us every single year, just because she happened
to help papa to a few' hundred years and years ago,”
and the imperious beauty, with an ill-tempered frown
upon her handsome face, swept down the broad stairway.

In the great hall stood her sister, graciously assist-

ing the new coiner, who was the unconscious cause of
all this trouble.
‘‘How tired you must be, Aunt Mirandy,” she was

saying, ‘‘do let me take your wraps. ” And Dolly
began removing the odious bonnet as carefully as
though it were her own dainty one.

‘
‘ Come into the sitting-room, —there’s a fire in the

grate,

—

and it’s quite cool.”
‘‘Sure, sure, Dolly,” said the old lady, meekly;

“it grow’d colder after I sot out, and this here buin-
bazeen gownd liaiut none o’ the comfortablest. It

begun to mist, like, about a mild from here. I guess
it must be two good milds from here to the depot,
liaiut it Dolly?” and the talkative old lady carefully
spread out her shabby, damp shawl over the backs of
two dainty rockers. But Dolly Thorpe only smiled,
and asked her guest if she would like to go up to her
room, thinking that she would then have an oppor-
tunity of removing the damp wraps before Bernice or
Evelyn came in.

‘Oh, no, dearie; I liaiut no ways in a hurry; I

guess I’ll lay down on the lounge a little while afore

supper’s ready. I liaint a feeliu’ a mite well,—my
neuralgia’s pesterin’ of me considerable this spring.”
“Certainly, Aunt Mirandy; shall I fix the pillows?”

Just at that moment, Dolly Thorpe glanced up
;

she
had heard a step in the hall, and someone was standing

in the door. She was just spreading a rich, warm robe
over the poor old body, when she encountered the
dark, scornful gaze of Miss Bernice, and—there was a

strange gentleman standing beside her, with his hat
in his hand, and such kind, handsome eyes,—though
Dolly was sure she discovered a twinkle in them, as

his keen glance took in the panorama before him.
“Mr. St. Clair lias arrived a day earlier than he

expected, Dolly,” explained Bernice; “perhaps it

would be well for you to try your hand at entertaining

him until papa comes in, while I see about lunch

—

that is,” she added spitefully under her breath, “that
is, if you can leave your interesting and intelligent

patient long enough.”
Poor Dolly only smiled quietly, and explained in a

whisper that the old lady was a distant relative of her
father’s, and that this was only her annual visit.

‘
‘ She

is quite a source of annoyance to Bernice, and Evelyn
sees something very funny about her, but to she

seems a nice, kindly old lady,—I’m sure I feel it my
duty tq be good to her.”
Miss Bernice felt decidedly uncomfortable to observe

the look of admiration and approbation gather in Mr.
St. Clair’s expressive eye-.

At that moment a clear voice rang through the hall,

and a pair of mischievous brown eyes peeped through
the curtain’s as their owner, Miss Evelyn, sang
mockingly'

:

“Poor old girl with her umberell,
Come to stay with the folks a spell,

Poor old chickadee, isn’t she swell?
Isn’t she fine indeed?

Isn’t her Easter bonnet gay?
Old as Methuselah to a day,

—

Crown’d on top -with an old bouquet,

—

Flowers all gone to seed.”
That was all. Then the patter of slippered feet

sounded in the hall for a moment, and the mocking,
silvery laugh died away in the distance.

Bernice Thorpe was quite dismayed that Mr. St.

Clair should have heard anything so undignified from
her sister, and well she knew the mischief-loving and
thoughtless girl was not aware that he was in the house.
So she hastened to explain as she left the room:

—

“Evelyn inclines to put everything into rhyme,
but she’d no idea of your presence, Mr. St. Clair.”
Other ears, however, than Mr. St. Clair’s had heard

the thoughtless song. The lonely old body on the
coucli had heard it, and a tear stole from the dim,
faded blue eyes, and trickled down the wrinkled,
pallid cheek. Dolly Thorpe's quick eye had seen that

tear, and in her tender heart at ouce was born a reso-

lution to befriend the old lady and to make her stay
as pleasant as possible, and that, she should have an
Easter bonnet to wear to church next day, which
would furnish no mirth for her thoughtless sister.

The next two or three hours were busy ones for
Dolly, but an ingenious brain, deft fingers, and a will-

ing heart can accomplish wonders. She thoroughly
believed in the little verse from the good book, which
she bad learned in childhood.—
“ Whatsoever thy hand findeth to do, do it with thy

might,” so that, late in the afternoon, a very happy
girl stood in the sewing room, poising a neat, tasty
bonnet on her fingers, while a trembling voice was
earnestly calling down blessings on the fair golden head.

Well, Miss Dolly I don’t see but you can make
bonnets as well as your sister can sing songs in their
honor,” said a manly voice in the doorway.
Of course Dolly could only blush, and murmur

something about its only being fun to play milliner

;

and Jack St. Clair thought he had never seen so fair
a face or so graceful a form.
Aunt Mirandy made a very creditable appearance the

next morning at church, thanks to the transforming
skill of Dolly’s cunning fingers. The church was
beautifully decorated. The music was a success, and
it seemed to Doily that the Rev. Mr. Blair had never
preached so effectively before. The sermon, from the
text, Behold lie is not here, he is risen,” was very
earnest and tender. And as Dolly Thorpe listened, her
heart grew warmer, and grateful tears shone in her blue
eyes, that she had been able to minister to one of the
least of his little ones

Strange how events shape themselves—or rather—are
shaped by the Mighty Hand which overrules the lives
of the children of men. And so it came to pass that,
in one short year, the pampered and petted daughters
of Judge Thorpe w'ere penniless orphans, thrown upon
a cold world alone.

Bernice, the haughty, proud-spirited daughter of
fortune, upon whose graceful shoulders had rested no
burden or care, is earning her daily bread as a gov-
erness. Accustomed to regarding the poor as not far
removed from the brute—indeed a “brother to the
ox,” she

^
frets and pines over her unhappy state con-

stantly. Sometimes she thinks of the handsome young
lawyer, Jack St. Clair, whose affections she had at one
time hoped to win. /

’ Evelyn turned her musical ability to account, in
earning a precarious living. Sometimes she, too,
thinks regretfully of the past, and wonders why fate
should have been so hard with them. She has quite
iorgotten the cruel song she sang—just for fun—only
one little year ago, but the quiet, wise old lady to
whom that heartless song came as a cruel revelation,
did not forget, nor did she forget the loving kindness
of the gentle, golden-haired girl whose tender thought-
fulness had made the lonely old heart rejoice on the
fiever-to-be-forgotten Easter. Dolly Thorpe—tender-
hearted Dolly—was turning her handy fingers to good
account in a large millinery establishment.
One day there came a letter announcing the death

of Aunt Mirandy, asking that the three sisters attend
the funeral. The letter implied that there were some
business matters to attend to, that the old lady had
left a will, and w'as very desirous that her relatives
attend the funeral. Bernice Thorpe’s lip at once took
on the old haughty curve

:

“The idea! just as if she had anything to will to
any body. I have no money to squander on the trip.”

Perhaps she has left us her old umbrella and her
Easter bonnet,” sneered Evelyn.
“I am going, girls; I think it is cruel to refuse to

grant her last request. Poor old auntie. I can go

;

madame has just paid me last week’s wages.”
So that very afternoon found Dolly Thorpe spinning

over the road to attend poor old Aunt Mirandy ’=

funeral. The first person she met at the depot was
Jack St. Clair.
“Why, Mr. St. Clair! I am surprised to see you

here. \Ve have not heard from you since poor papa-—”
and the sentence ended in a sob. _
“I see your sisters have not come,” he began; “1

had hoped to see them as well as you. But perhaps il

is as well
;
it may avoid some rather embarrassing

details and some rather painful memories.”
“I do not understand you,—really, Mr. St. Clair,”

stammered Dolly, her blue eyes opening wide.
Let me explain, Miss Dolly,” he began, rathei

enjoying herperplexity. “Of course you didnotknow
that I was the attorney to whom your poor aunt en-
trusted all her business affairs.”
“Business affairs—’’echoed poor Dolly, more mysti-

fied than ever.
“Certainly; it was I who drew up her will just

before she died, and I have the honor to inform you
that Miss Dolly Thorpe is a rich woman.”
“Mn St. Clair! I, a rich woman! I can’t under-

stand it. Aunt Mirandy certainly never left me an’
money,—she was poor—poor—

”

“Your aunt was quite eccentric, as the world call
it, and did not care to let her relatives know of lie

wealth. Her own wants were simple and her dai!’
life quiet and obscure ; she wished to have it so. Bu
she could never forget the kindness of a certain litth
maiden, and she determined to reward it, and so—

”

Well, we will draw a curtain over the rest of tin

story, and leave a little to the imagination of tin

reader. I will only add a fragment of conversatioi
which occurred a few months later, between Jack St
Clair and his bride.
“Really, Jack, it seems all so strange. When dii

you first fall in love with me? do tell”
“I think it was the exact moment, my dear, when •

golden-haired little maiden had just put the fiuishin
touches to Aunt Mirandy ’s Easter Bonnet.”
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SUNSHINE IN SONG
SILVER THREADS AMONG THE GOLD AND ITS AUTHOR—By Mrs. A. P. S. Stansbury

flower-spirit which must often

will consent to put on its beauti-

It is this rarer sort of

W— - ERE a new canon to be
promulgated, to the

quiet, unassuming man
of letters who is the
subject of this sketch he
must be accorded with-

out challenge the title of “ Patron

Saint of Gardens. ”

What office could be closer or

dearer to the universal heart?

Human life and love began, as

the old §tory tells us, in a Gar-

den, and in alt the millenniums
since through the garden has been
transmitted that“ touch of nature”
which “makes the whole world

kin.” The dwelling measures all

grades between palace and hovel,

but in the garden flourishes per-

ennially the true democracy of

the soil. Vines clamber and
cling, pansies lift quaint fairy

faces, roses fling their largess oi

color and fragrance, for the poor

man as well as the rich. Bees,

butterflies, and humming-birds,
pilgrim sprites of the air, seek

their mecca among the paths and
borders where spring +he sweet,

common flowers dear the"chil-

dreu of the people.

To love flowers is one thing

—

no man who did not love them
could be a poet,—but to know
the methods of their life, the

secrets of their bloom, to be en-

rapport with the delicate, elusive

be cherished and allured before it

ful garment of form,—this is quite another.

knowledge in which our poet excels.
.

i
It was only to be expected that the extent and scientific thorough-

ness of Mr. Rexford’s studies should have earned for him his present

enviable position as the foremost American authoritfy in matters ol

floriculture. As such, his work is familiar to the readers of leading

periodicals both east and west, with which lie has been connected as

floral department editor during the last twenty years. For fourteen

years consecutively he served
‘ 1 The Ladies’ Home Journal m this

To have been so long a recognized teacher and inspirer along such

lines of living beauty, is to have attained no small eminence, yet

parallel with the course of this, Mr. Rexford’s avocation, runs that of his voca-

tion of pure literature. - ,, ,

Born in Johnsburgli, N. Y., July 16, 1848, he removed with his father to Wis-

consin, when eight years old. His literary tendencies discovered themselvse at

an early age. “Writing,” he naively confesses, “always came easy to me.

His first essay in verse was published in a New York paper when lie was four-

teen, and at sixteen he received from the publishing house of Frank Leslie Ins

first cheque in payment for literary work. For a time he wrote only in verse,

but soon supplemented this with story-writing.

The facility and smoothness of Mr. Rexford’s metrical work, together with

his peculiar ability in choosing a theme at once simple and of universal human-

appeal, combined to make him an ideal song writer. While still very young,

he had written a number of songs which were set to music by the well known

composer, George F. Root, of Chicago. It was while a student at Lawrence Un-

iversity, Appleton, Wisconsin, that he recieved from Mr H. P. Danks, of New
York, a request for some songs, with the offer of three dollars each for such as

might prove available. In response he sent nine manuscripts, among them the

now famous “Silver Threads Among the Gold.’ To quote Mr. Rexford s own

half-humorous relation
: T

“I sent him nine. He paid me for six, and the other three I never heard

from. One of the lot was ‘Silver

Threads.’ So I do not know
whether this was one of the paid-

for songs or one of the three not

paid-for, and it remains an open
question as to whether that song
brought me three dollars or noth-

ing. ” But although the composi-
tion became so largely profitable

in material returns to its publish-

ers, it gained for its author no le§s

real, though intangible rewards

Mr. Rexford himself first heard

the song under circumstances of

peculiar interest. He writes:

“I went to hear the Oneida In-

dians from the reservation near

Green Bay, at a concert they gave in

Shiocton. One of their numbers
was the song of ‘Silver Threads
Among the Gold,’ which had just

been placed on the market. I was
not aware that it had been pub-
lished until I heard it sung by these

Indians.”
“Silver Threads” was the first

song by Mr. Rexford to achieve
universal popularity. Its compan-
ion song, “When Silver Threads
are Gold Again,” had a good run
but was not so pronounced a fav-

orite.

“Only a Pansy Blossom” came
nearest to “Silver Threads” in

popularity. This was introduced

by the Thatcher, Primrose and
West Ministrel Co., and at once
sprang into favor.

“I heard it in Chicago, ’’writes

Mr. Rexford, “and recognized it

as my own. The words had not

been w ritten for song-use, but were
published in a magazine. I

bought a copy of the song and
found that both words and music
were claimed by a Mr. Frank
Howard. I wrote Mr. Howard
claiming the authorship of the

words. He made no reply. I put
my claim before the publishers

of the music and backed it up
with the clipping of the words as

originally published, and a letter

from the publisher of the maga-
zine in which it first appeared,
giving dates of receipt and pub-
lication. When the next edition

of the song was issued my name
appeared as author of the words,
and the publishers paid me gen-
erously for it, although under no
legal obligation to do so, the song
not having been copyrighted.”

Unfortunately for the public,

Mr. Rexford has thus far* shown
little inclination to house be-

tween bookcovers the widely-
scattered children of his brain in

verse and fiction. One beautiful long poem, “Brother and
Lover,” felicitously inscribed “To all Women, north and south,

whose memory goes back to War Time,” appeared in 1887 in a

volume of nearly one hundred pages. The book tells a story of

exquisite simplicity and pathos of the days
“When sorrow sat by every hearth, and tears

Were dropping swiftly like the sands that mark
The passing moments in the glass of time,”

and although never advertised or “pushed” in any way, has

passed through a number of editions and is still selling.

Mr. Rexford’s home in the quiet Wisconsin village of Shioc-

ton, is rarely beautiful, embowered among the flowers he loves

and by which he is congenially companioned. Here he leads the

ideal life of the artist in words who seeks his inspiration from
nature at first hand, choosing to hear only from afar the echoes of the great

world of struggle and unrest.

“Let the Sunshine In”

By the Editor

It was the extreme good fortune of the writer, several mouths ago, to be one of

an audience of over three thousand people who sang this gloriously inspiring

hymn, with that prince of the baton, Prof. E. O. Excell, of Chicago, as pre-

centor. No one in that large audience could fail to feel the thrill of life that

comes only from the vitalizng force of true spiritual sunshne, when the clear,

ringing tones of the leader reverberated through the vast auditorium “Let every-

body sing!” and in cheerful compliance all, with beautiful, but thunderous

melody, joined in the chorus:—
‘Let a little sunshine in.”

The many thousands of people to whom this hymn has brought much of good
cheer and sunshine will certainly desire to know somethiug about the two
people to whom themselves and the world are indebted for “Let a little sun-

shine in.”
The author of the words is Miss Ada Blenkhoru, of Cleveland, Ohio. She

was born at Coburg, Ontario (for-

mer site of Victoria University,

now of Toronto,) She received her

education at the public schools and
the collegiate institute of her na-

tive town. In 1884 with the other

members of her family, she re-

moved to Cleveland, where she has
since resided.

About twelve years ago Miss
Blenkhorn began to write song-
poems. In a letter to the writer,

in reply to questions as to her life

experiences and career as a song-
writer, she thus interestingly but
modestly writes:

—

‘
‘ The success with which I have

met is largely due to the kind,
encouraging, and helpful wrnrds

written me by the publishers of my
hymns; but most of all do I owe
my thanks to Him w7ho has given
to me this talent. The earthly

source of my inspiration is my
mother.

‘
‘ I scarcely know what to give

as ‘incidents’ that led to the writ-

ing of ‘ Let the Sunshine In. ’ I

will simply state how I came to

write it. This song was one of a

number written for Prof. Charles

(Continued on page 31)

'
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Just Between Ourselves

I

mm* N ASSUMING the editorship of this depart-
ment, the writer feels like having a little
personal and confidential talk with his

SSI readers before “getting down to business.”
*3§! A good many years ago, when the old

Vick’s Magazine was edited by James Vick,
the man who loved flowers as he loved the birds, and
the children, and everything else that was beautiful,
and good, and helpful, a boy who also loved flowers
was one of its most interested readers. He had always
loved flowers, but the magazine made him so enthusiastic
over them that he set about growing them, simply
because the editor of the little magazine infused into
it a personality which was always keenly alive to the
beautiful. What he was doing he interested others in
doing, and from him the boy caught the contagion
which resulted in the establishment of a little home
garden. This garden flourished, and so many beauti-
ful things grew in it that the boy, out of sheer delight
in the'work he had undertaken, could not help telling
somebody about the new pleasure that had come into
his life. Quite naturally he told this to the man who
had influenced him to attempt the culture of flowers.
He wrote to Mr. Vick about his garden, and some of
the things he said pleased the past-master of flower-
growing so much that his letter was given a place in
the magazine, and he was asked to write more. He
did so. The little garden furnished him, at first,

with material. By and by a little greenhouse fur-
nished more. And after a little the boy who began
writing about flowers because he loved’ them became
one of the regular contributors to Vick’s Magazine.
Between editor and contributor grew up a friendship
that was full of helps and inspiration to the latter,
and this friendship was only broken by the death of
the man whose life was a beautiful one in all senses
of the word. Though the boy never met Mr. Vick,
personally, he felt, when the news of his death came,
as if he had lost a near and dear friend, and to this
day a sense of personal loss comes over him whenever
he turns over the pages of the magazine into which
James Vick injected so much of his delightful person-
ality. To this man, more than anyone else, the grown-
up boy attributes much of the success of his later life,
along the line of work which had its beginning in
Vick’S Magazine. He has not forgotten,—he will
neverforget,—the wisecounsel, the encouraging words,
the all-around helpfulness by which this man who
took pleasure in doing kind things made him his life-
long .debtor.

That boy was myself. Do you wonder that, in
assuming control of this department in Vick’s Maga-
zine, it seems like coming home, after having been a
long time away?

I do not believe it a wise policy to make extravagant
promises for the future. I believe more in doing
things that will win confidence, as one goes along.
What one does counts for a great deal more than what
one promises to do, for one cannot always live up to
the spirit of a promise. If he does the best he can, he
will get credit for it. It is always a relief to feel that
no one can accuse you of falling short of what you
said you would accomplish. Therefore the writer con-
siders it wise to not hamper himself with any state-
ment of intentions which may not be fully carried
out. He desires to say simply this: “His aim is to
make this department practical and helpful. He
believes that flowers are preachers of beautiful ser-
mons, teachers of all things that refine and uplift, and
make men and women better, and, with this belief in
mind, he hopes to do and say something each month
that will help in the cultivation of them, and thus
bring the sunshine of the gospel of beauty into the
lives of others.”

I believe in practicality, rather than in theory. I
shall not theorize in this department. I shall not in-
dulge in speculation. But I shall tell my readers
about the flowers I grow, and how I grow them. I
shall be ready, at all times to help them out of diffi-
culties into which they have fallen, if I can do so. I
shall hope to establish a relationship with them which
will have as its basis the mutual love of flowers. If I

do this, I shall feel that I have made friends of my
readers, and what is more beautiful, more worth hav-
ing than friendship?

I shall be very glad to hear from the readers of this
department on all subjects of interest to the lovers and
cultivators of flowers, ^door and out, the care of the
home-grounds, and the making of home beautiful by
means of shrub, and plaut, and vine, and tree. Most
persons who have had experience along these lines

have made little discoveries of “ how to do things”
which would help others, if they were told about
them. Can’t we have a column each month devoted
to hints and suggestions and experiences of this sort?
I would be pleased to receive short, practical letters
containing just this kind of information.
The Question Box feature will be continued. In it

I will answer any question submitted to the best of
my ability. If your plants fail to give the satisfaction
you think they ought to give, tell me about it. Tell
me how yoq have cared for them, and perhaps that
will give me a clue to what is wrong. I have worked
among plants a good many years, but I don’t know
all about them yet. I am learning something new
every day, but from what I have already learned I may
be able to help those who are in difficulty, and I want
every reader to feel perfectly free to ask advice. Not
every inquiry may be answered individually, but I

shall aim to have the information asked given some-
where in the department, therefore, if those who ask
do not find a personal reply in the magazine, will
they kindly do me the favor to read through the de-
partment in search of what they want to know. Space is

limited, you know, and we must condense as much as
possible. If one reply can be made to answer for
several inquiries, each inquirer will find in it the
knowledge he or she was in search of just the same as
if each inquiry were given a separate answer, and the
space saved by “composite” answers can be devoted
to matters of general interest.

I want to get perfectly in touch with my readers. I

can only do this by the means of correspondence along
the lines touched on. I want all flower-lovers to
think of this department as a home which they can
“drop into” whenever they feel ill the mood, by sim-

The Window Garden

ply pulling the latcli-striug, which will always be out.
Pull it, please.
“Scatter sunshine” is a good motto to live up to.

I believe it possible to make this department the sun-
parlor of the magazine. Let’s aim to do it.

Most cordiaiiy,

Eben E. Rexford.

What to Do in April

Not much actual work can be done in the out-door
garden this month, at the north. But a good deal can
be done towards getting ready for active work as soon
as the weather becomes favorable and the ground is
in proper condition.

I believe in planning things. Your garden may be
small, but it will pay you to think over the arrange-
ment of it in advance. “Making garden” doesn’t
consist simply in spading up a bed and putting seed
into the ground. Thought sho 1 be given to the
arrangement and location of each kind of flower you
make use of. The hap-hazard location of any plant is
likely to do it injustice, and the whole garden suffers
in consequence. Make a mental picture of your gar-
den as you would like to have it, and then go over the
material you haf'e to work with, and try to find the
proper place for each flower. Study up on habit and
color, and season of bloom, and you will not be likely
to get things in the w'rong place, as you will be almost
sure to if you do not give considerable thought to this
matter. There should be orderliness and system in the
garden as much as in the home, and this can only
come by knowing your plants well, and so locating
them that each one of them will have the opportunity
to make the most of itself.

Beds can be spaded as soon as the frost is out of the
ground. But do not attempt to do anything in the
way of pulverizing the soil until sun and air have had
a chance to exert their mellowing influence on it. If

ground is worked over wfhen wet, it dries out into
small clods. What should be aimed at is that perfect
pulverization which makes clod and lump impossible.
This can only be accomplished after the soil has
parted with the excessive moisture consequent on
melting snows and spring rains. Let it lie as thrown
up by the spade tor several days, before attempting to
reduce it to that fine, mellow' state w'hich puts it iu
the right condition for the reception of seed.

In buying seed, buy only the best. How' am * to
know which is best? does some one say. To which I

reply, by purchasing of seedsmen who have built up
a reputation for honesty, and fair dealing, and the
reliable quality of everything they handle. Such
men must live up to the reputation they have made
for themselves. They never misrepresent. They
never send out inferior seed. They may charge a
little more for their seed than some of the “cheap”
dealers do for theirs, but you can be sure of getting
your money’s worth every time. And that is some-
thing you are never sure of if you patronize irre-

sponsible parties.

I always advise buying seed in which each color is

kept by itself. Mixed collections give you a little of
everything. It stands to reason that beds planted with
seed of this kind must often lack that harmony of
color which is so important a factor in gardening.
True, seed in which each color is by itself costs more
than mixed seed, but not very much more. I would
advise dropping off a package or two, if nceessaty, in
order to bring the purchase within a stated amount,
rather than investing in mixed seed. A better plan is

for several persons in the neighborhood to club to-

gether and order distinct colors and varieties, and
divide the seed between them. In this way cost can
be reduced, and quality be kept up to a high standard.

Shrubs can be reset tlie-Tatter part of this month.
Prune them sharply when this is done. Remove all

defective roots. Make the soil in which you plant
them mellow and rich, and have the hole large enough
to admit of spreading out their roots naturally. If

new shrubs are planted, be sure to keep their roots

moist after receiving them from the nursery. Spread
moss, or old carpeting, or a mulch of damp leaves

over them after removing them from box or bundle.
If their roots have dried at the tips, cut off the end
smoothly with a sharp knife before planting. New
feeding roots will start much sooner if this is done
than they will from the dried ends.
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of the tuber, and if any of last year’s roots remain,

shave them off with a thin-bla'ded, sharp/ knife. If

the tubers are planted without doing this, the old

roots are likely to decay, and this condition may be

communicated to the tuber. Tuberoses require a long

season to develope in, and out-door planted ones sel-

dom mature, as planting in the open ground can not

be done until the weather becomes settled anil warm.
This is an excellent flower to grow through the sum-
mer in pots for the autumn decorations of window-
garden and greenhouse. Pot-started plants should not

be turned out into the garden before the first of June.

Examine such tubers as dahlia, canna and caladium,

to make sure they are keeping well. If any of them
show signs of decay isolate them from sound roots at

once. Sometimes they can be saved by cutting away
the diseased part. Dust the cut over with fine sand.

But if badly affected destroy them. It used to be

thought absolutely necessary to start dahlias into

growth in the house, early in Jhe season, in order to

secure a good crop of flowers from them. But this is

no longer done. Early-started plants, nine times out

of ten, will be so weak and spindling by the time it

is safe to put them in the ground that they can not

stand the change without injury. Therefore nothing

is gained by early starting. If the dry tubers are put

directly into the ground where they are to bloom,

about the first of June, and the young plants are well

fed, you will get just as early flowers from them as

you would from tubers started in pots in April.

If you have no stock of dahlias on hand do not fail

to order some for the coming season’s use. We have

so many varieties, now-a-days, that all tastes can be

suited. Personally, I prefer the decorative class to all

others. Others will prefer the old, very double type,

and many have a preference for the cactus sort, with

curiously twisted and reflexed petals. The decorative,

cactus and single dahlias have long stalks which
make them very useful for cutting. The doubles are

too heavy and formal to be satisfactory for this pur-

pose. Some of our dahlia specialists offer twenty

choice varieties for a dollar. In no way can that

amount of money be invested to better advantage for

garden material.

Another most excellent flower for everybody’s gar-

den is the gladiolus. Give it a soil of sandy loam,

made quite rich and very mellow, and plant it about

four inches below the surface, and it will require

very little more at your hands. In July and Augu-t
it will send up flower-stalks to a height of three and
four feet, and for weeks you will have a most brilliant

display of magnificent colors, ranging from the most
intense scarlet aud maroon to delicate pink, and pure

white, while in between will be purple, yellow, lilac,

cherry, orange and almost all the colors of the rain-

bow, these colors distributed among the flowers in

flakes, blotches, featherings, and other striking and
peculiar markings. I know of no flower better adapted

to amateur culture. Anybody can grow it, and it will

do well in almost any soil, though it seems to prefer a

rather sandy loam. If you conclude to make use of

this plant the coming season, send in your order for

roots at once, but do not put them in the ground
until about the middle of May. Best effects are

secured by planting from six to a dozen roots in a

group. Each root will, as a general thing, send up
from two to four flower-stalks.

Ten Men are Favorably Mentioned for this Great Office

BRYAN, CANNON, FAIRBANKS, FOLK, HUGHES, JOHNSON, KNOX, LAFOLLETTE, SHAW and TAFT

We know something of their political views, but little of their personal traits and habits

What are their antecedents and ancestry?

What are their home occupations and relaxations?

What are their social ties and to what secret orders do they belong?

What are their church connections?

What are their views on temperance and other great moral issues?

IfTen articles wholy impartial but absolutely true, describing the personal side

of these ten men, are to be published immediately m ten weekly issues of the

HOME HERALD,

$100.00 IN GOLD
<JA prize of $100.00 in gold will also be given to that person, young or

old, who gives the best reasons (in 100 words or less) for the nomination
of the particular candidate of his choice next June. The committee awarding
this prize is composed of the editor, in association with these well known men:
Bishop Samuel Fallows, and Gov. J. Frank Hanly of Indiana.

<JIf you wish to compete for the prize or if you wish to know some interesting

and authentic facts concerning the personal life of the ten men who are being con-

sidered for the greatest elective office in the world read the HOME HERALD for

the next ten weeks. It will be even more than ever one of the most interesting

publications in the world.

Judge McKenzie Cdeland, who has been a subscriber for nearly fifteen years, has lately said:

"Of all the papers -which come io my house the HOME HERALD is oneof the very brightestand
best and most highly prized. My children are always eager to get it, and sue all like it and feel sue

could not do without it. / enjoy a paper that dares to be original, independent and fearless.
’ ‘

<]JIf you wish to read an original, independent and fearless description of the
personal side of these ten leading presidential candidates, cut out or copy at-

tached coupon which secures you the HOME HERALD thirteen weeks for only
25 cents—a quarter of a year for a quarter of a dollar, including these ten great
articles and a chance to compete for the $100 prize.

Do not delay, send
your money now be-

fore these articles

begin. This offer is

for a limited time

only and will not be
repeated in this pub-
lication.

THE HOME HERALD, 1550HIO STREET. CHICAGO,
I ENCLOSE 25 CENTS FOR WHICH SEND ME POSTPAID THIRTEEN

WEEKLY ISSUES OF THE HOME HERALD. WHICH WILL CONTAIN THE AR-
TICLES ON THE TEN PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES. DESCRIBING THEIR
PERSONAL LIFE.

Perennial plants can be set or removed, and old

clumps can be divided. This can lie (lone to best ad-

vantage before growth begins. If care is takeu, and

old plants are lifted with a large amount of earth

adhering, they will not suffer noticeably by removal.

If they are divided—as most four or five-year-old

clumps ought to be—cut away all but the strongest

aud newest roots. Plauts so treated will not bloom as

freely this season as those will which are undisturbed,

but next season they will give flowers so superior in

evfery respect that you will be convinced of the wisdom
of frequently dividing your old perennials. Make the

soil in which you set them very rich. If the season

happens to be a dry one, water well to assist them in

gettiug a good start. But, as a general thing no water-

ing will be needed with plauts set this month.
i.

:

There will be considerable work to do in tlie window-
garden. Plants which have completed their flowering

should be gradually dried off. By that I do uot mean
that they should be allowed to get really dry, but that

the supply of water, should be cousideiably reduced.

We do not aim to encourage growth with these plants

Gloxinias

at this season. Rather to make them dormant. Many
of them cau pe cut back sharply, especially such
kinds as renew themselves readily.

Pelargoniums ought to be coming into bloom. Keep
them in a cool place, but give them full benefit of the

sun. Apply some reliable fertilizer once a fortnight.

Keep on the lookout for aphis. If this insect attacks

them, shower promptly with nicotine extract.

Repot old fuchsias which are expected to bloom
during the summer. Give them a rich, porous soil,

with good drainage, and then water with great liber-

ality. Never let them get dry at their roots. If

drainage is wliat it ought to be, there need be no fear

of injury from over-watering. At the time of repotting,

cut old plants back sharply. Make them renew them-
selves as completely as possible, if you want them to

be most satisfactory. Shower the foliage frequently.

Pinch off the ends of the strongest branches to en-

courage the productions of side-shoots, and make the

plauts bushy and compact.

Go over your collection of geraniums and mark
those you do not care to make use of in the house for

another season. These can be transferred on the gar-

den by and by, where they will be quite likely to

flower well the greater part of the season, if cut back
somewhat when put out.

If you have some choice old plauts, which seem to

have exhausted themselves and outlived their useful-

ness, make cuttings from the strongest of the new
wood from which to perpetuate the variety. But do
not attempt to perpetuate anything that is inferior.

We have so much, now-a-days, that is well worth

growing, that we canuot afford to give up space in

wiudow-gardeu or the home grounds to anything that

does not have positive merit.

Gloxiuias aud tuberous begonias should be started

into growth at ouce. Lay the tubers in rich moss or

damp cloths uutil sprouts appear. If this is done, you
are sure to get them right side up. Give them a light,

spongy soil with some sand in it.

I would like to urge the lover of fine flowers to give

the tuberose a trial tliis season. If she does, the roots

should he procured at once, and started in pots of rich,

sand^y soil. Before planting them, examine the base
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From Ward’s

You might just as well wear a becoming
1008 hat copied after the exclusive designs
now making their appearance in New York and
Chicago shops. Our designers have been busy
for months preparing a line of hats of latest

models, correct in design and of suitable ma-

Y 9700 is but a sample. You would easily

appreciate the value if you asked your milliners
their price for duplicating it. The shape is

slightly drooping, all around. It is strictly hand
made on a wire frame. The facing and upper
brim are made of gathered and shirred black
silk chiffon, while the draped tam crown is a
placque of black silk pyroxyline braid. Trim-
med in front with silk Chantilly lace, a large
wired how of black silk at left side with pretty
pink silk and muslin poppies and buds. Can
also be ordered in white, light blue, straw
color or brown with trimmings to CO iA
match. Each

Each hat sold by us is packed in a box for

Shipment. Express charges amount to from 2 5
cents to 60 cents according to distance.

Perhaps this hat is not just what you desire

If not let us send you our illustrated

Millinery Catalogue
Over 100 different designs in all desirable and
popular materials are shown in this book, which
is in reality a city millinery shop, with every
design new for this spring and with prices in
proportion to our price for the hat illustrated.

We are large dealers in women’s finery, selling
thousands of trimmed hats every season.

Ask us to send you our Millinery Catalogue
with its selection of new hats and other items
of interest to women. Write us right now.

MontgomeryWard& Co.
65 CHICAGO
Michigan Ave., Madison and Washington Streets

MEND IT
Granite Otsh or

ot Water Baq LeaK ?

USE COLLETTE’S PATENT PATCHES
mend all leaks in all utensils—tin,

brass, copper, graniteware, hot water
bags, etc. No solder, cement or rivet.
Anyone can use them; tit any surface;
Send for sample pkg. 10c. Complete pkg.

assorted sizes, 25c. postpaid. Agents wanted.
Collette Mfg. Co.. Box 414 Amsterdam. N. Y.

FIVE-DRAWER SS MACHINE
Do you know

about the won-
derful offers we
are now making
on sewing ma-
chines? The best
in the world for
very much less
than the prices
generally asked.
Look for sewing
machines in our Big Catalogue,
your own or a neighbor’s, or
write us a postal and say, ’’Mall
me your new free Sewing Ma-
chine Book ” and see the great
offers we will now send you.

Address SEARS, ROEBUCK & CO., CHICAGO.

CHAPPED HANDS, CHAFING
and all skin troubles. ** A little

higher in price perhaps than
ifn itations, but a reasonfor it

rvilghtful after nhavlng anil after bath.
Inp. S«M erarywhere, or mailed en receipt of

25e. Got Monnen'a (the original). Samplefree

Gerhard Mcnnen Company, - Newark, N. J.- 1 1 T > "

GREAT..MONEY MAKER FORAGENTS
Sell' Magnetic
Combs and get
rich; agents
wild with suc-

cess. They remove dandruff; stop falling hair; RE-
LIEVE 11 E A DAC.1IE. never break. Send 2c atampfor
sample. PROF. LONG, 731 Ash St., PEKIN, ILL.

Paris Fashions
For Readers of Vick’s Magazine
Our large catalogue of eighty pages, containing the illustrations and descriptions

of one thousand seasonable styles for ladies, misses and children, mailed to any

address on receipt of IS cents. Send for our catalogue today.

Note
In ordering patterns do not fail to give number

and size of pattern and send correct amount to cover

cost of same. Do not simply say send me skirt or

waist pattern, but give number. For prices see

bottom of this column.

No. 2315—Ladies’ Tucked Shirt-Waist. A good
model for the every-day waist. 7 sizes. 32 to 42.

No. 2303—Ladies’ Tucked -Shirt-Waist, with
high or low neck and long or three-quarter length
sleeves. Pretty for any of the thin novelty silks.

6 sizes. 32 to 42.

No. 2300—Girls’ Apron. Checked, plain or fig-

ured dimity, chambray or gingham are suitable
for this pattern. 4 sizes. 6 to 12 years.

No. 2290—Girls’ Jumper Dress, with Guirape.

A pretty pattern for cotton voile, or chambray.

4 sizes. 6 to 12 years.

No. 2325—Ladies’ Nine-Gored Plaited Skirt.

An excellent model for the separate skirt of thin

serge or flannel. 7 sizes. 22 to 34.

No. 2309—Ladies’ Nine-Gored Skirt, with an
inverted box-plait at centre-back seam and below
hip at the other seams. A good model for linen,

pique, or serge. 7 sizes. 22 to 34.

No. 2111—Ladies’ Tucked Night-Gown, with
back yoke and long or three-quarter length sleeves.

Cambric, nainsook or jaconet are suitable for this

model. 4 sizes. 32, 36, 40 and 44.

No. 2126—Girls’ and Childs’ Wrapper. Flowered
or plain cotton crepe, or thin flannel are the best
materials for this style. 6 sizes. 2 to 12 yrs.

No. 2152—Ladies’ Tucked Shirt-Waist. Suit-

able for morning wear, developed in any material.

7 sizes. 32 to 44.

No. 1655—Misses’ Tucked Jumper or Guimpe
Waist, slipped on over the head. Suitable for a
separate garment or as part of a costume. 3 sizes.

13 to 17 years.

No. 231

1

—Ladies’ Work Apron. Suitable for

plain, dotted or checked gingham or chambray.

4 sizes. 32, 36, 40 and 44.

No. 2291—Ladies’ Nine-Gored Kilt-Plaited

Skirt in Pinafore style and instep length. A pretty
model for linen or mohair. 6 sizes. 22 to 32.

No. 2121—Ladies’ Tucked Shirt-Waist. Suit-

able for pique, linen, organdie or silk. 6 sizes.

32 to 42.

No. 2026—Ladies’ Jumper, slipped on over the
head. One of the most popular styles. 6 sizes. 32

to 42.

No. 2151—Girls’ Sailor-Suit, consisting of a

blouse slipped on over the head, with or without
yoke facing, and a one-piece plaited skirt joined
to an underwaist having a shield facing. Thin
navy blue serge, tennis flannel or linen are the
best materials for this style. 4 sizes. 6 to 12 years.

No. 2137—Girls’ Dress. Suitable for any occa-
sion according to the material used in its develop-
ment. 4 sizes. 6 to 12 years.

No. 2038—Ladies’ Five-Gored Skirt, with side-

plaits at top and tucks at lower part. A good
model for the separate skirt of serge or henrietta.

6 sizes. 22 to 32.

No. 2094—Misses’ Thirteen-Gored Ripple Skirt,

with an inverted Box-Plait at centre of front and
back. One of the seasons most popular models.

4 sizes. 14 to 17 years.

No. 1926—Ladies’ Tucked Jumper, closed at

back. Taffetas silk, or any of this seasons mater-
ials are pretty made in this style. 6sizes. 32 to 42.

No. 1948—Ladies’ Tucked Shirt-Waist, closed
at left side of front and with high or square neck.
Linen, pique, lawn or dimity develop well in this

style. 7 sizes. 32 to 44.

No. 1872—Childs’ Square-Yoked Dress, with
high or round neck and long or short sleeves. A
pretty little frock for warm Summer days. 4 sizes.

1 to 7 years.

No. 2004—Infants’ Underwear Set, Consisting
of Petticoat, Pinning-Blanket, Diaper Drawers and
Band. Persian Lawn should be used for the petti-

coat, while canton flannel is used for the other
garments. One size.

/Vo. 2293 -Ladies’ One-Button Cutaway Coat.
Adaptable to thin serge, flannel or linen, pique or
pongee. 7 sizes. 32 to 44.

/Vo. 2306—Misses’ Coat. One of the host models
for the separate kuoek-a-bout Coat. 4 sizes. 14

to 17 years.

SPECIAL OFFER.

We will mail patterns shown in this issue, to

any address for only 10 cents each or three for

twenty-five cents. The regular retail prices

range from 25 to 40 cetyls. The Patterns are all

of the latest New York models and are unequaled

forstyle, accuracy of fit, simplicity and economy.
With each is given full descriptions and direc-

tions—quantity of materials required, the number
and names of the different pieces in the pattern,

with a picture of the garment to go by. Be sure

to give sizes desired.

VICK PUBLISHING CO., Dept. X, DansviUe, N. Y.
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and you save $5 to $20.

The range will last

a lifetime. Send
]

for Free Illustrated

Catalogue of com-
plete line of styles.

GOLD COIN STOVE CO.

20 Oak St., Troy, N. Y.

Gold Coin Ranges
are sold under an
ironclad guarantee

—

one year’s trial and
return if not satisfac-
tory; besides you buy

Oirect from Factory

Freight Paid

Suitable Styles for the Present Season.

fA PERFECT BUST

}

Would you have a form sec-
ond to noneY All flat places
made plump and beautiful
in contour, and a bust as

Jfull, plump and firm as
you could desire ?

THE NADINE SYSTEM

of Development m&kes
plain Women Beautiful

Instructions also
given thin women
how to gain 15 to 30
lbs. in weight. Con-
stant care given by
mail nntil you are
entirely developed.
Enclose stamp for free

sealed package, contain-

ing photos from life and
'

full information how to

develop yourself at

home.

Address

MME. HASTINGS, D. E-, 52 Dearborn St., CHICAGO,

2sJ

The Best Strawberries
growfrom Farmer’s plants. Introducer of
“Oswego” strawberry and “Plum Farmer”
raspberry. Fruit plants, all kinds. Catalog

free. L. J. Farmer, Box 826,Pulaski, N. Y.

have been recognized the leai
era because they do bet
ter work, doit easier,
do more of it, and
thus save hired
help. Excep-
tionally well
made — dur
able. Our
No.60om- 1
bined
Double ^
and
Sto-

le Wheel
Joe, Hill and
Drill Seeder,
shown here,
is the most
o o m p 1 e t e

tool made. 1908
catalog free.

BATEMAN MFQ.CO.
Box 124G

Grenlooh, N. J,

110 VARIETIES
STRAWBERRIES
If you want Strawberry Plants
the best, strongest, piost vigor-
ous and most prolific that can be
grown In a good, favored
strawberry climate, I am sell-

ing that kind at reasonable
prices. Millions of them packed
to carry anywhere. Also other
email fruit plants and special
seeds. My Free Catalogue tells

about them and gives the price.
If Interested, write for it today-.
Address

W. F. ALLEN
63 Market St. Salisbury. Md.

[

I?W\7\7
/ \/ ’

mi Don’t- Rust Farm Fencem made. Old-fashioned galvanized, therefore
can't rust. 40-Carbon Blastic Spring Steel Wire.
30 DayB* Free Trial. Send for free catalog No. 57, with
prices, freight prepaid, on Farm and Poultry Fence.

\ / \i Address The Ward Fence Co., Box 815 Decatur, Ind.,
alsomfrs, Orna’l Wire and Oma’l Steel Picket Fence.

HAIR GROWS!
when our Vacuum Cap is used a few minutes
daily. Sent on GO days FREE trial at our ex-

pense. No drugs or electricity. Stops falling

hair, cures dandruff. A postal brings illus-

trated booklet.

MODERN VACUUM CAP CO.
410 Barclay Block. Denver, Colo.

BE YOUR OWN BOSS
SELL
PHOTO
'KNIVES

Indestructible, transparent handle. Photo emblem and
name underneath. Every blade forged from Razor
steel. Agents make from $25 to $40 a week. Exclusive
territory. Big commission. Write for particulars.

CANTON CUTLERY CO.,
1259 W. 10th Street, Canton, Ohio.

BETTER WORK
LESS LABOR

Two things much desired by every
* Two things you’re sure

in Iron Age Imple-
ments. For over 70 years they

ad--

Every year we hear that the separate
waist, made in an entirely different
color and material from the skirt, is to he
a tiling of the past, yet with the return

of every season it is just as popular as

ever, and the present one is no exception
to the rule.

The first illustration (2319) portrays

one of the newest designs for the every-
day waist. It is strict-

ly tailor-made in de-

sign, and though very
simple, is extremely
stylish. It is adapt-

able to cliambray,
liuen, duck, or auy
of the fancy cotton
shirtings in stripes,

checks or broken
I plaids. Four wide
tucks on each should-
er stitched to nearly
the bust line, give the
required fullness to

the fronts, and these

tucks continue to the
waistline in the back.

The narrow shawl or turn-over collar is

of the material, and the removable
chemisette is of the same material as the
waist, or of white linen or all-over em-
broidery. The full length sleeves are

gathered into stiff cuffs, fastened with
links, and the model is double-breasted,
fastening with small smoked-pearl but-

tons. For 36 bust the shirt-waist requires

5 yards of material 20 inches wide, 4
yards 27 inches wide, iy% yds. 36 inches
wide, or 2y2 yards 42 inches wide. The
pattern No. 2319 comes iu sizes—32, 34,

36. 38, 40 and 42 inches, bust measure.
The second waist (2327) is designed

for more dressy wear, during the after-

noon or early evening
hours, and it would
make up well in plain
or embroidered batiste,

one of the new dotted
Swisses, “Efleure”
the new washable
voile, or in taffetas,

snrah silk, or China
silk or satin messaline
or marquisette. The
original model was de-
veloped in pale mauve
marquisette. The shap-
ed yoke was of all-over

cream color Valen-
ciennes lace, and this was banded by
narrow insertions of Cluny lace. The
body portion was attached to this yoke
by groups of narrow tucks, these being
separated by bands of wide Cluny inser-

tion, and the full sleeves, were trimmed
to match and finished with insertion and
edging. The Mikado sleeve-bands were
of the wide and narrow insertion, and
the high collar was finished by a band
of the narrow insertion. For 36 bust the

waist requires yds. of material 20

inches wide, 3
x

/% yds. 27 inches wide,

2 y% yards 36 inches wide, or 2 yards 42

inches wide
;

as illustrated, y yard of

all-over lace 18 inches wide, 8% yards of

wide insertion, 8 yards of narrow inser-

tion, and 1 yard of edging. The pattern

No. 2327 is in sizes—32, 34, 36, 38, 40
and 42 inches, bust measure.
The pretty jumpers which are worn

quite as much as the separate waists,

with skirts of white flannel, mohair or
thin serge for after-

noon or informal even-
ing wear are slightly
different in design
this season. One of

the prettiest and most
popular is shown in

2323. The material
used in its develop-
ment is cotton voile,

in an invisible blue-

and-white check. The
fronts, back and wide
kimono sleeves are

trimmed with inser-

tions of filet lace, and
the girdle is made of the material and
lace. It is also an excellent model for

linen, pique or cliambray, worn over a

plain white lawn shirt-waist or slip,

trimmed with English embroidery and
worn with a skirt of their own material

they make au attractive costume for

morning or afternoon wear during the

Summer. For medium size the Jumper

may

requires 3J6 yards of material 20 inches

wide, 2J6 yards 27 inches wide, yard

36 or 42 inches wide
; y/z yards of filet

insertion to trim. The pattern No. 2323
is in sizes

—

Small, Medium and Large.

The Childrens’ models shown arc all

stylish and suitable for the present time

as well as during the

coming Summer. The
first one (2312) is cap-
able of many com-
binations in both color

and materials, and is

particularly becoming
to the growing girl,

being simple in con-
struction and becom-
ing when worn. Bright
turquoise-blue Indian-
head cotton or chain-
bray was used for the

original model. The
full skirt is attached
to the waist, under
the belt, and the tie is

of black satin taffetas.

For a girl of 8 years,
the dress as illustrated, requires 3^ yards

of material 27 inches wide, Y& yard of

contrasting material 27 inches wide, l
/z

yard of silk 20 inches wide for the tie,

and i i
y. yd. of ribbon to trim chemisette;

or of one material it needs, 4 yards 27
inches wide, 3 yards 36 inches wide,
or 3 yards 42 inches wide. The pattern

2312 is in sizes—6, 8, 10 and 12 years.

The second frock (2316) is very dainty,

and may be made with high or Dutch
square neck. It is developed in fine

dimity flowered with small red cherries

and tjieir foliage. The full waist is made
with a wide tuck on each shoulder,
which gives the required fullness to the
front. It is gathered into the upper edge
of the narrow belt, and the full sleeves

'full or three-quarter
length and are gather-

ed into narrow bands
of the material. The
short skirt is gathered
to the lower edge of

the belt and is finish-

ed by a deep hem.
Bands of English em-
briodery outline the

Dutch neck. For a

child of 6 years the

dress requires 3^ yds.

of material 27 inches

fZl wide, ?.%. yards 36
inches wide, or 2y
yards 42 inches wide,
with 1 yard of inser-

The pattern No. 2316 is in

8, 10 and 12 years.

The attractive all-over coat (2308) is

developed in thin cream white serge.

The body portion which is very full, is

box-plaited into the square yoke and
finished with a deep hem. The shaped
cape falls in points at the front and back,

and over back shoulder, and this, as well

as the turn-back cuffs are trimmed with

a double quilling of
narrow satin taffetas

ribbon. The turn-
down collar is finished

with a single row of

similar quilling. The
pattern is adaptable to

(

heavy linen and pique
and if made in these
materials, embroidery
insertions and edging
should be used instead
of the ribbon. For a

child of 3 years the
coat requires 4^ yds.
of material 20 inches
wide, 2 Yz yds. 36
inches wide, 2^ yds.

42 inches wide, or 1 y%
yard 54 inches wide;
io }4 yds. of ribbon to trim. The pattern

No. 2308 is in sizes—1, 3, 5 and 7 years.

tion to trim,

sizes—2, 4, 6,

U

aaos

SPECIAL OFFER
We will mail patterns shown in this issue, to

auy address for only 10 cents each or three for
twenty-five cents. The regular retail prices
range from 25 to 40 cents. The Patterns are all

of the latest New York models and are unequal-
ed for style, accuracy of fit, simplicity aud econ-
omy. With each is given full descriptions and
directions—quantity of materials required, the
number and names of the different pieces in the
pattern, with a picture of the garment to go by.
Be sure to give sizes desired.
Vick Publishing Co., Dept. X, Dausville, N. Y

ROSE gayIFREE
The finest hardy climbing

rose ever introduced*
A Btrong, well*rooted, grow-
ing plant of thU free with
every order for any two of
the collections named b

at 25c. for each collection.

' 6 Everblooming Roses 23c.
The Bride, white; Bridesmaid,pink ; Hain-
an Cochct, silver pink ;M*r©cL*l KM, yel-

low; Mr ;. B. B. Cant, red ; Baby Karri Wnr.the
famous evcrbloomlngDwarf CrimsonKbtablet.

Q Best Ferns for 23c.
1 Boston Sword Fom, 1 Pieraonii,l Elegantlsslma,

4k I Barrows! i, 1 Wiiitmannii.

6 Exhibition Chrysanthemums 23c. I

Tho best largo flowering kinds. All diffeient.no two alike. I

Any two of the ubovo collection* with a strong, vigorous I

I

plant of Lady Gay Hose for 50c., all charges paid. Order today. I

HPKINGFnvM^FLOKA^CO^io^401i^FKIN()KlKM>^*imy

A WOMAN FLORIST

5
Hardy Everblooming |™
Tfc ^ On their own rootd. W
KrtQPQ ALL WILL BLOOM / viMUJVlJ THIS SUMMER iSm
Sent to any address post-paid;

guaranteed to reach you in good growing condition.

GEM ROSE COLLECTION
White Maman Cochet, pure white.
Mrs. Ben R. Cant, deep red.

Bridesmaid, grandest pink.
Helen Gould, bright red.

Maman Cochet, deep rose.

SPECIAL BARGAINS
5 Carnatiorsthe “Divine t
Flower,” all colors, 25c. 1

6 Prize- Winning Chrys-
anthemums, - - 25c.

6 Beautiful Coleus, ----- 25c.
3 Grand Orchid Cannas, - - - 25c.
8 Sweet-Scented Tuberoses, - - 25c.
5 Fuchsias, all different, - - - 25c. j
10 Lovely Gladiolus, ----- 25c.f
10 Superb Pansy Plants, - - - 25c.
15 Pkts. Flower Seeds, all different, 25c.

Any Five Collections for One Dollar, Post-Paid. Guaran-
tee satisfaction. Once a customer, always one. Catalog Free.

MISS ELLA V. BAINES, Box 280 Springfield, Olilo

ROSES
108 Varieties.

Including all the choicest Ameri-
can and European sorts described
in our beautiful, large catalogue.
We are the largest growers in the^
West. Our plants are strong
and vigorous and our prices are
right. Asan introductory offers
we will furnish

10 Choic
t

e
or
Roses 50c'

all desirable sorts including the noted
Baby Rambler, delivered to you, charges
prepaid. We havealso largetwo year old .

roses, tree roses, choice house and bed-
j

ding plants, floral novelties, etc. 32 large
greenhouses—20 acres in flowers. Cata-
logue free if you mention this paper. J

Iowa Seed Co., Des Moines, Iowa J

Rose
Bush Free

For50c cash with order(stamps will"
do) we will ship you, all charges
paid, one dozen first-class grape
vines as samples.
3 Concord 3 Niagara 2 Moore's Early
2 Ives i 2 Catawba 1 Delaware
If we get your order in the next 30 days, we
will add free as a premium 1 Baby Rambler Rose
(or your choice of roses). Address
Iowa Nursery Co., Desk 10. Des Moines, la.

FIFTY MILLIONS OF
Hardy Evergreens 14.00 and up per 1.000.

60 wonderful bargain lots for 1908, quality
tbe highest, prices the lowest of all, 81.00

to 810.00 per 100 prepaid. Pedigreed trees,

not wild, but NURSERY CROWN AND
GUARANTEED. Also full line Fruit,

Forest, Shade, Ornamental Trees and
Shrubs. Get my Free Catalog and Bar-

? gain Sheet. Don’t buy till you’ve seen
it. A beautiful Red Cedar Tree free
with every order.

^^HiII^Evcrj^ccn^^ecia^st^Ho>^^^^undccM!l^

The Three New

ders. Regular price
$1.50. We mail the 3 for25 cents just

to get acquainted and throw in a Crimson
Rambler. 4 splendid roses for 25 cents,
with Catalog. BINGHAMTON SEED CO.

112 Court St. Binghamton, N. Y.

LAWN FENCE
, Many designs. Cheap as
wood. 32 page Catalogue

I free. Special Prices to

J
Churches and Cemeteries.

|

Coiled Spring Fence Co.
I Box 430 Winchester Ind

Farmers* Sons Wanted edge of

.

stock and fair education to work' fn an office, OOO a month
\

advancement, steady employment, must be honest and relia

Branch offices of the association are being established in e
State. Apply at once, giving full particulars. Tbe 1'eterina
Science Association, Dept, 19, London, Canada*

SIRMMmb*
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SPECIAL CREDIT

We Ship All

Goods on Ap-

proval and on

30 Days Trial

ON

Everything You Use in Your Home
. CATA-

4, LOGS
^ FREE

Read This Carefully. II Is of Interest to All

WE ISSUE FOUR HANDSOME CATALOCS any one or all of the
P
beautiful and com-

plete books in yoflr hands. If you have any idea of purchasing any of the goods we handle be sure and
write today for our catalogs.

THE PAT ft | flf1? ARE CRCCand you cannot afford to be without them. Simply drop us a
• lit Uftlftkuug nnc rntt postal, say which ones you desire and we will send them to you
by return mail, all postage prepaid. Catalog IO contains a new and complete line of furniture and
household goods of all kinds, carpets, rugs, oil cloths and portieres, illustrated in their
actual colors, lace curtains, clocks, crockery, silverware, sewing machines, and
washing machines, refrigerators, ice boxes, baby carriages and go carts. Catalog
20 includes the finest line of high grade stoves and ranges of all kinds and description ever placed
on the market Catalog 30 embraces Columbia Graphophones and records, the world’s

standard line of talking machines. Catalog 40 contains the cele-
brated Meyerhotf and Beckmann Pianos offered at prices
from $144.50 up.

EVERYTHING ON LONG CREDITS'KISS^S
be purchased on our world famous “National Open Account Credit
Plan” and we fix the terms of payment to suit your income. Ours is

the most dignified system in existence and buying from us on open
account credit will be a pleasure to you. We are the originators
of National Credit, we have made it a life study and we are the one
concern that can serve you as you wish to be served.

WE SAVE YOU 25 TO 50 PER CENT
This is absolutely guaranteed and when you receive
our free catalogs and make comparisons you will be
instantly convinced of this fact. We are the largest
distributors of furniture and household goods, car-
pets, stoves, talking machines and pianos in theworld.
We own and control twenty-five mammoth retail
stores located in the principal cities of the United
States, our combined capital is $7,000,000.00 and on
account of our great size, which gives us a tremend-
ous purchasing power and enables us to control the
output of a score or more of the largest factories, “we
can and do undersell any other concern in the world,
cash or credit.”

OUR RESPONSIBILITYMM
house or newspaper in Chicago, St. Louis, Cincinnati,

Pittsburg, Kansas City, or any of the cities where our
retail stores are located, to any express or railroad com-
pany or to any of our 400,000 customers in every section
in the United States.

Pianos On Free Trial
Send No Money With Your Order
Our Handsome Beckmann Piano Catalog; No. 40

contains the most remarkable piano offer ever made by any con-
cern. We will ship any piano you select on 30 Days Free Trial.

You need not send us one cent until you are convinced that you
have saved at least $100.00 on our piano.

WE PAY FREIGHT ON

'Columbia Craphopbouts
Send no money— Free Trial

Our 46-page Columbia Graphophone Catalog
No. 30 explains in detail how we will ship a complete outfit,

prepay the freight and allow you 10 Days absolutely Free Trial.

Send no money. Drop US El postal today.

iTerms : 75c cash, 50c monthly
This handsome Morris Rocker, price $4. 9 6. Send
us 75c and we wMl ship it to you on approval. It

is built of solid oak, solidly constructed and well
finished* Has carved front, full spring seat, ad-
justable back and is upholstered in fabricord
leather. Shipped on 30 days free trial.

We Trust The People Everywhere.

CHICAGO

We have some beautiful and valuable Shetland ponies and outfits that we propose to give to boys and girls

who are wide awake and ready to do us a favor. These are genuine Shetland ponies, stand about

41 inches high, from 3 to 5 years old, well trained and broken,
and as gentle as kittens, just the very thing you have been want-
ing for a long time. These outfits include pony, carriage and
harness or saddle and bridle. Beauties, every one of them.

Send Name and Address on Posta! Today
The carriage is a beauty, black body and yellow running gears.

Harness is black leather, gold-mounted buckles, and russet
lines. Saddles and bridles are fine. These pony outfits are
worth from $200.00 to $300.00 but will not cost you a cent, if you
hurry. Send no money, just your name and address. The first

to answer this advertisement will stand the best chance to get a
pony: so don’t waste a minute, but send us your name and
address to-day. Every person who answers this advertise-

*•1 got pony.” ment can secure a prize. “So did I.”

FARM PRESS, 1165 MEDINAH BLDG., CHICAGO, ILL.

I

ii. C. Phelps

Lei Me Pay the Postage on My Big
Free Buggy Book to You
Just write mo a postal. Let me pay the post-
age to you on my Big liH)S “Split Hickory”
Vehicle Book. Shows over 126 styles of ve-
hicles ami how you can save $25 to $10 by
ordering direct from my factories. My

"Split Hickory" Book Free
—also shows how I make any Vehicle you
want to-your-order.—Also full lino of

High-Grade Harness all at great _ . . _
saving prices. Address me person- ^ ^fiwr ii»*

r - -
• u# a

ally—H. C. VHKLPS, President,The Ohio Carriage Mlg. Co., Statlon318 Columbus. 0.1
rr- ' -m-i" i m i n i Lii i. i

v.7vn^

THE PANSY PRINCE
JA Fairy Tale

By Rena L. Hamilton

On the border of the kingdom of Pansy-
laud, dwelt a little Pansy youth. His
mother had died when he was an infant.

He inherited from her a very sunny dis-

position, which shone in his beaming
face. His father, the Black Prince, as

he was called by the inhabitants of Fairy-

land, was a very studious person—quite

unlike his brother, the king. King
Goldface did not know much, but he had
a good, true heart and was a kind ruler

to his people. The inhabitants of this

country were of quiet and happy disposi-

tions, and had it not been for trouble with
some neighbors of Roseland, they would
have lived peaceful lives. The roses, 1

unlike the pansies, were a vain, frivolous

race, caring for nothing save pleasure.

In Pansylana were many famous insti-

tutions of learning, over which the most
perfect pansies of the kingdom presided.

Here was where the saying, “Pansies for

thoughts,” originated. Here in a beau-
tiful leafy temple, while listening to

the discourses of the wise-visaged sages,

clad iu their black, yellow, and purple
robes, the little Pansy Prince first heard
of Fairyland. At night when his nurse
tucked the blades of green grass about
him and tried to put him to sleep, he
insisted that she tell him of this new’

country of which he had so often heard.
Finding all things else unavailing, she
finally sang him to sleep with the songs
of the little elves having gossemar wings
and wands of magic,—the people of

Fairyland.
The Pansy Prince had slept for many

hours, and the moon was high iu the

heavens, when a terrible war-cry awakened
the inhabitants of Pansylaud. It was an
invasion by the Roses from Roseland.
Arrayed in red roses and armed with
thorns, their faces flushed with the

thought of certain victory, the pitiless

Roses possessed themselves of the peace-

ful kingdom, tore down its temples and
laughed in derision as the learned Pansies
fled without resistance. The Pansy Court

with its tulip domes and its blue-bell

chimes was laid waste, and the wicked
Roses vowed that should King Goldface
be captured they would burn him in the

fire of the cardinal flower. The Pansy
Prince had just sufficient time to fly for

safety into a dense forest, where he soon
became lost and lay down to sleep in a
bed of violets.

Iu the morning, awakening with the

birds, the Pansy Prince threw back his

coverlid of blue; washed the sleep from
his eyes with a dash of dew from a but-

tercup, then bowed to the sun, and said:

“Good morning, Morning Light, I thank
thee for making the world so beautiful.”

Hardly had he spoken when there ap-

peared before him a tiny being. She
was clad in white, w’ore butterfly wings,

and carried in her hand a star-tipped

wand fashioned from the sting of a

golden bee. “My little friend,” she

said, “I am the fairy called Thistledown.

Upon my last visit to your uncle’s king-
dom I heard you speak so kindly of the

fairies that I requested our Queen to

permit you to visit Fairyland. I am to

lead you, if you will, to that realm of

light.” At this she waved her wand.
The hillside where they stood opened
inward like a door, ana they heard the

sound of distant music. Beckoning the

youth to follow, she bravely led the way
into the cavern, from whose wall sparkled

millions and myriads of rainbow-colored

lights. In a moment the Pansy Prince-

found himself kneeling before a throne

where sat Titania, the beautiful Queen of

the Fairies. Titania spoke words of

cheer and bade the Prince follow wliere-

ever Thistledown should lead him. Ex-
pressing profound thanks, the Prince
arose and walked backward, as was the
custom of the court, out of the presence
of the Queen. Thistledown then led
him to the workshop of the fairifes.

Here some were coloring delicate fabrics

with paint made from the petals of roses;

others were mixing wonderful water-
colors distilled from drops of dew. Dozens
of little sprites were making diamonds
from petals

;
while others were changing

bits of sky into sapphires and amethysts.
Many were distilling emeralds from
leaves of forest trees, and a few were
making wigs from maiden-hair ferns.

Some wrought rubies from tears of pain
;

some fashioned pearls from tears of joy,
and a few, with tireless skill, fashioned
garnets from the blood of heroes. Next,
the Pansy Prince was led into the sewing
room of the fairies, where scores of little

seamstresses plied their needles. “These
gowns,” said Thistledown, “are for the
royal family.” “This one,” she said,

pointing to a beautiful silver satin,

broidered with paarls, “is for the King
of one of the flower lands. I think it is

for the King of Pansylaud.” The Pansy
Prince gazed with intense interest.

Beside the gown he sawr a crown of crystal-

ized moonbeams delicately wrought and
studded with pearls.

Thistledown then led him into the
chapel of the fairies. Here a Jack-iu-
the-pulpit was finishing 'what had evi-

dently been a very long and tiresome
sermon. Nearly all of the faries, weary
with their frolic of the previous even
ing, had fallen asleep, but they all

woke up when a chime of harebells
began to ring the doxology.

The Pansy Prince requested Thistle-
down to lead him where the regiment of
fair)' soldiers was drilling. He watched
them practice at fencing with blades of
grass for swords, and observing how
clever they were in the art of war, he
requested their general to send a detach-
ment back with him to Pansylaud to

make war upon . the barbarian Roses.
The request was granted, and the Pausy
Prince, bidding a hasty adieu to Queen
Titania, set out with his new found
forces to recover the lauds of his uncle,
King Goldface, from the hands of the
enemy.
At the sight of the gay banners and

waving plumes of the fairy phalanx, the
roses fled in terror, leaving the King of

Roseland and his beautiful daughter
behind them as captives. The Pansy
Prince treated the Rose King with re-

spect, and extended the Princess of Roses
especial favor, but. his heart was sad, for

he found that his father and his uncle,
King Goldface, had been slain. And
now the wdse-eyed Pansy counselors of

the former king pressed a crown upon the
prince and asked him to rule them.

The day of the coronation was set.

Queen Titania sent the Pansy Prince the
beautiful robe he had seen in Fairyland
for a coronation gift. The crown was
put upon his head, and all the assembled
fairy soldiers lifted up their swords and
shouted, “Long live the king.” The
new king’s first act was to pardon the
King of the Roses; and it is written in

the records of Pansyland that his next
act was to marry the beautiful Rose Prin-

cess who had formerly been his captive.

Whether this is true or not I cannot say,

I only know that the Roses and Pansies
have ever lived in peace, even to this day.

There is hope for every lad and lassie

who is always asking questions.

Our success in making others happy
will be the measure of our own happiness.

The upward look should always pre-

cede the forward step. Then will our
onward movement be safe and sure.
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The Fine Art of Gardening

BY APP M. SMITH

STARTING EARLY PLANTS
The month of April is peculiarly the

month in which the foundation of the

summer supply of vegetables is laid. If

you want early lettuce, start your seed
growing now, either in a box in the

window or in a hot house, if you have
one. And if you have one convenient
for the purpose, make a sloping frame
three feet square or more, a foot high on
the north end, and six inches high on
the south, draw a yard of cloth over it,

paint the cloth with a pint of boiled
linseed oil, and plant your seed under it.

The April sun will make it “red hot’’

under the frame, and your seed will grow
faster under it than it would outdoors in

May. Most any kind of plants will grow
under this frame, and be three weeks
earlier than you can get them outdoors.
Tomatoes, peppers, parsley, beets, onions,
celery, asters, pansies, and, in fact, any
kind of plant can be made to come early

under such a frame. Try it this spring
and see if you do not find plant raising

easy.

THE BEST CULTURE PRODUCES
THE BEST RESULTS

Intensive culture of the farm, garden,
or flower-bed is one of the most im-
portant points to be observed in the culti-

vation of the soil. It means that the
ground shall be as thoroughly fertilized

as possible, cleanly cultivated, and all

the possible means of making the soil

produce its highest and best crop be re-

sorted to. Keep the weeds down, for

they rob the crop of a part of that which
it grows upon. Stir the soil often, for

that means absorption to fertilizing ele-

ments from the air, and the drawing up
from below, by capillary attraction, of

more moisture which the plants must
have to make them grow. The prettiest

pansies, the brightest asters, the most
gorgeous chrysanthemums, and the deepest
colored violets, as well as the big pump-
kins and squash are all produced alone
by the most intensive culture.

HOW TO GET SOME EARLY GREEN
PEAS

The usual time to plant green peas in

the latitude of southern Michigan is

April io, in that of northern Michigan,
April 25. Everybody loves green peas,

and they love everybody; for, in spite of

the common idea that they are unhealthy,
they are, nevertheless, when just right
for eating, one of the most nutritious
foods raised in the garden. In fact, they
are so delicious that we always take a
little trouble to get some earlier than
our neighbors, and we will tell you how
to do it. Make a frame, such as we have
described in this issue for raising plants,

and start some peas to growing under
that. Cut strips of sod three inches
wide and as long as your frame will take.
Turn these strips of sod upside down,
plant peas in the sod by making holes
in it with a round stick, and dropping
the peas in the holes.

The heat from the sun will be sufficient

on the finish of April to start the peas to

growing. About three or four weeks, or

as soon as the frost is well out of the
ground, take off your frame, slip these
strips of sod, with the peas growing in
them, onto a board and take them out
in the garden. Make a furrow and put
the strips of sod in the furrow and cover
up. leaving the growing peas standing
out of the soil. You can get green peas
two weeks earlier than your neighbor in
this way.

CROSSING PLANTS
A Study Both Curious and Interesting

Some very curious and interesting ex-
periments may be made by those who
love to study garden science in the work
of crossing flowers and vegetables. Those
who suppose there is nothing new to be

found in this field of research are very
much mistaken. In fact, comparatively
speaking, there is but little known in
this field of exploration. Some of those
who have made the subject a life study,
have picked up a few results which may
be obtained by following specific direc-
tions, but what is known as sports in the
vegetable and flower kingdom are always
appearing and reappearing to mystify and
perplex us and demonstrate the falsity

of many well-settled conclusions. Two
different kinds of strawberries may be
crossed and new kinds produced, but no
man can tell us exactly what the product
will be like. A common field bean may
be planted and the seed saved and planted
again, but although there might not have
been another bean raised within miles of
that one, new kinds of beans will gen-
erally be found in the lot. These new
kinds may come from the original seed
several generations before. The beauti-
ful wax beans, so well known to gar-
deners, have never yet been free from
green pods here and there, no matter how
carefully one may have watched to pre-
vent mixing with others. The tendency
established by the old parent away back
to the time “when the memory of man
runneth back not to the contrary,’’ may
come out and show itself after years of
absence. Tomatoes have been propagated
from cuttings off a well-established vari-
ety, and yet two different kinds of toma-
toes produced, evidently the result of the
original crossing of two different kinds
in the parent plant. Experiements in
squashes are very interesting. Plant two
kinds in the same patch and take one of
the fruits from each vine and plant the
seed the next year and see what a variety
of squash you will have. No work in
the garden will interest and teach chil-

dren more than a few experiments along
these lines. The deep interest which
they will show in the work is surprising.
Try it.

APRIL SHOWERS
BY MRS. L. D. AVERY-STUTTLE

From the South came April, fair,

Wreaths of crocus in her hair,

Robed in dress of brown and green,
Like a fairy, Orient queen.

From the North, with cheeks aglow,
Clad in robes of fleecy snow,
Boisterous March came puffing by
Neath the gray and cloud-wrapped sky.

April, smiling, greeted him,
Then at once her eyes were dim,—
Fickle she, as well as fair,

—

Then she tossed her glorious hair,

Wept and smiled and wept again,
Breathing soft o’er hill and glen.

Wherefore, April, dost thou weep?
See! the flowerets spring from sleep;
Hark! the wood begins to ring
With the melody of spring

;

Nature doth not always sleep,

—

Wherefore, April, dost thou weep?

“If I weep not,’’ April cries,

Glancing up with starry eyes,
“Fragrant blossoms would not spring,
Pretty birdlings would not sing;
I must smile, and I must weep
Till the flowerets wake from sleep,

Till the cold earth, brown and sere,

Feels each warm and humid tear,

And the rootlets, one by one,

Stir to greet the beaming sun.”

Brother, when within life’s skies

Winds and clouds and storms arise,

Ne’er forget that April showers
Bring the fragrant, spring-time flowers.

Call the attention of all your friends to the

unrivaled seed and rose offer made in this issue

on the inside cover page. When they read it

they will thank you for calling their attention to

so splendid an opportunity.

trade mark, which has been branded on the toes of our products
for nearly thirty years, has a double value.

It means your protection and ours against inferior substitutes.

It means that when you demand socks from a dealer
he has got to give them to you, or else admit that he is behind
the times and does not carry the line.

When you buy from your dealer, look for the trade mark. If he
doesn’t carry socks, then send your order, with remit-
tance, to us and state size, efiwwp socks are seamless, fast

colors, and made from yarns combed and spun in our own mill,

which we absolutely guarantee to be superior to the highest
standard tests for strength and durability.

Ask your good dealer for Shawknit Socks i
Style 19s9. Solid fast Snowblack

,, 5*1. Oxford mixture, white inside

are two of our mecjtim weight cotton socks. 25c. a pair
; 6 pairs in box,

$1.50 ;
sizes, 9 to 11^4 inclusive. Sent to any address in U. S. upon receipt

of price.

shaw stocking go 25 Smith St., LOWELL MASS.

Our beautiful illus-

trated, colored cata-

logue shows styles

and prices and gives

useful and valuable

stocking information.

We want you to have

it. Write for it

to-day.
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Elkhart and Harness
are sold direct from our
factory to the user. In buy-
ing from us you save the dealer’s
expenses and profits. 35 Year* Sell-
ing Direct is our record, and we

are today

The Largest Manu-
facturers in the World

N0.31S. Light Extension Top Currey with
Se^D£ t<3 F1® COQ-

Double Fenders. Price complete 378 oo SUmcr 0XCluSIV6ly#
AS good as sells for ass more. We ship for exam-
ination and approval, guaranteeing safe delivery.
No cost to you if not satisfied as to style, quality
and price. Over 200 styles of Vehicles and
65 styles of Harness. Send for new,

free catalogue.

ELKHART CARRIAGE &
HARNESS MFG. CO. NO. 656.

Elkhart, Ind.

Send ^ For
New, Free
Catalogue

Combination Buggy .

etyle seat. Bike gear and estra
Price complete, 364.60.
for |25 more.

rlth Stanhope
spindle Beat,

good 63 Bella

A Kalamazoo
Direct to You"

We have more than 100,000 satisfied customers in more than 17,000 cities,
villages and towns in the United States who have each saved from C5 io
(HO by buying a Kalamazoo stove or range on

360 DAYS APPROVAL
direct from our factory at actual factory prices. No stove or range
a higher reputation or gives better satisfaction. You run no
risk. You save all dealers’ profits. We pay the freight.

Send Postal Fop Catalog No. 318
•nd see list of towns where we have satisfied customers.
Kalamazoo Stove Company, Mfrs., Kalamazoo, Mich.

Oux patent oven thermometer makes baking
and roasting easy.

^ A
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WE’LL ship you a single article or furnish your home com-
plete and give you from twelve tu sixteen months in which
to pay tor your purchases. You enjoy the full use of the

home furnishings while paying for them.

HOMES FURNISHED BY
MAILONCREDIT

, , , ... , . . „ We charge abso-
lutely nothing for this Credit accommodation—no interest-
no extras of any kind.
22 Great Stores. This is positively

the largest home furnishing institution
on earth and handles more goods than
other store or combination of furniture

stores in America, none excepted. It enjoys
buying advantages which enable us to sell at

lower prices than any other firm in the business.

CATALOG Ho. 31 FREE trated catalog Quoting
^

astonishingly low prices on everything to furnish and beautify
the home, picturing a wonderfully extensive line of Furniture,
Carpets, Rugs, Draperies, Refrigerators, Go-carts, Stoves,
Crockery, Sewing Machines, Clocks, Silverware, etc., illus-
trated very elaborately in colors. W rite for this beautiful cat-
alog—this pricewonder. Write for it TODA Y.

SOLID OAK ROCKER No.
71

extra larpe and massive, beautifully carved, upholstered in Nan-
tucket leather which has the wearing quality of genuine leather, has wide com-
fortable back, artistically tufted and secured with leather tufting buttons—edge
ruffled. It’s a magnificent rocker—an unmatchable value — a world beater
at the price. Terni9 75c cash with order, balance payable 50c monthly.
Satisfaction or your money back. You have our reputation of 53 years'
standing and our positive guarantee, backed by a capital of two million dollars, to insure you of absolute satisfaction.

HARTMAN FURNITURE & CARPET CO.
223-225-227-229 Wabash Av., Chicago, tl.S.A.

Music
Lessons Free

IN YOUR OWN HOME

A wonderful offer to every lover of music, whether
a beginner or an advanced player.

Ninety-six lessons (or a less number if you desire)

for either Piano, Organ, Violin, Guitar, Banjo, Cor-
net, Sight Singing, or Mandolin will be given free to

make our home study courses for these instruments
known in your locality. You will get one lesson

weekly, and your only expense during the time you
take the lessons will be tne cost of postage and the
music you use, which Is small. Write at once. It will

mean much to you to get our free booklet. It will

place you under no obligation whatever to us If you
never write again. You and your friends should know
of this work. Hundreds of our people write: "Wish
I bad known of your schoql before. ” "Have learned
more in one term in my home with your weekly les-

sons than in three terms with private teachers, and at

a great deal less expense.” "Everything is so thorough
and complete.” “The lessons are marvels of simplic-

ity, and my 11-year-old boy has not had the least

trouble to learn.” One minister writes : “Aseachsuc-
ceeding lesson comes I am more and more fully per-

suaded I made no mistake in becoming your pupil.”

We have been established seven years—have thou-
sands of pupils from eight years of age to seventy.
Don’t say you cannot leai n music till you send for our
free booklet and tuition offer. It will be sent by re-

turn mail free. Address U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC,
Box V., 225 Fifth Ave., New York City.

FREE DEAFNESS CURE
A remarkable offer made by one of the leading

ear specialists in this country. Dr. Branamau
offers to all applying at once two full months’
medicine free to prove his ability to cure per
maneutly Deafness, Head Noises, and Catarrh
in every stage. Address Dr. G. M. Branamau,
1351 Walnut Street, Kansas City, Mo’

Artistic Post Cards
Luudscapes, Buildings, etc. (No Comics)

B. PLACE SOUVENIR CO., Passage, N. J.

Don’t Hesitate
Send Ten Cents for One
Box of “EMPIRE” Metal
Polish. T. It. Bolton, Cohoes, N.Y.

FREE GARDEN SEEDS
Best Quality with

VICK’S MAGAZINE
LETTUCE, iceberg.variety: CABBAGE,

cxtraearly; It A D1SII. earliest while: RAD-
ISH. early scarlet globe: ONION, silver king;
TOMATOES, the matchless; TURNIPS,
early white egg; CUCUMBER, Improved
early white spine; SQUASH, true hubbard;
I’ARSI.EY, mass curled.

EVERY SEED WILL GROW
These seeds are fresh, fertile and all will

grow and are furnished to us by one of the
most reliable seed houses in the country.
Your big gain is in receiving them abso-
lutely free ami postpaid with a year’s sub-
scription to Vick’s Magazine for 50 cents.

Vick Publishing Co.,
Dausville, N. Y.

190S

Gentlemen:—Please send me Vick’s Mag-
azine for one year and the 10 pkges of "Free
Garden Seeds” described in tins advertise-

ment for which I enclose 50c in
Very truly yours

Name

P. O

St. or R. F. D State

Ten Days9 Free Trial
allowed on every bicycle we sell.
We Ship on Approval and trial

to anyone In U. S. and prepay the freight.
If you are not satisfied with bicycle after
using it ten days don't pay a cent.

Factory Prices gyg t
pair of tires from anyone at any price until
you receive our latest Art Catalogs of high
grade bicycles and sundries and learn our un-
heard of prices and marvelous new offers.

It Only Costs a cent to write a postal
and everything will be sent you FREE
by return mail. You will get much valuable
Information. Do Not Wait; write it Now !

Tires, Coaster Brakes, single wheels,
parts, repairs and sundries at half usual prices.

MEAD CYCLE CO., Dept. C124, Chicago

FOR
READY MIXED PAINT
Have you heard of our latest and
greatest offers in Ready Mixed
House, Bara and other Paints?

Comparatively speaking, we have
reduced the cost of painting to next to nothing, and
made It so easy that a boy can do the work.
If you don't know all about our great paint offer,

then look in one of our Big Catalogues for the Paint
Department. If you haven’t the Big Book, borrow
your neighbor’s, otherwise, on a postal card addressed
to us simply say, "Mail me your great free PAINT
OFFERS AND FREE PAINT BOOKS.” Address,

SEARS, ROEBUCK & CO., CHICAGO, ILL.

I
WILL giveyoamy
splendid outfit on

a 60-day free trial en-
tirely at my own
risk, providing you
are the first from
your locality to ac-
cept my generous

offer. I have always sold these splendid Outfits to deal-

ers, but this season, commencing with this very day, I

have made up my mind to sell direct to the wearer and
save every man the enormous profit that has always
gone Into the pocket of the dealer. To make my new
plan a success right from the start I decided to place
with one reliable person In each community my com-
plete outfit for 85.00 and not one cent more.
This Is my stylish ten-plcce Outfit — 1 StyllGhly

tailored suit, 1 President dress shirt, 1 King Edward cap,

1 pair Empire suspenders, 1 pair mend-proof hose, 1

Chesterfield tie, 3 fine handkerchiefs, 1 set gold buttons.

To be safe In securing this offer send at once for tape,

order blank, etc., for I can give to but one in * locality

at this advertising price.

F. 0. LINDQUIST, Manager

CANADA MILLS CO.. Dapt. 199 . GREENVILLE, MICH.

VETERINARY COURSE AT HOME.
0

1
nnn year and upwards can be made taking oar Veterinary

0 I ZUU Course at borne during sparetimejtaught insimplest
English ;Diploroa granted, positions obtained successful stu-

dents ;cost in reach of all {satisfaction guaranteed particulars
free. ONTARIO VETERINARY CORRESPON-
DENCE SCHOOL, Dept.1 7, London,Canada.

I WillMake
You Prosperous

’ you are honest and ambitious, write
i today. No matter where you live or
t your occupation, 1 teach you the Real
Estate business by mail; appoint you

Special Representative of my Compa-
nyin your town; start you in a prof-

itable business of your own, and
help you make big money at once.
Unusual opportunity for men with-

|

out capital to become independent
i

for life. Full partlcu lars free.

Write today. Address Dept. 1>.C.0. |

NATIONAL CO-OPERATIVE
REALTY COMPANY.
WASHINGTON, D.C.or

CHICAGO, ILL.

The Wealth of Health
BY THE EDITOR

SUNLIGHT AS A HEALTH GIVER
The choicest of all God’s blessings is

the sunlight. It is given to all, without
distinction. “He maketh his sun to
shine on the evil and on the good. ”
Where the sun shines, life and light
abound, the plants and trees are rich in
foliage, the birds sing, and the anitnal
world is full of power and energy.
Where there is darkness, gloom and death
prevail. If we put a plant in a dark
cellar, where there is but a small aperture
to admit the light, it w'ill lose its

strength and color, and will use all its

vitality in growing out toward the light.
Sunlight is the strongest purifier and

the greatest health-giver we have. Why,
then, do so many people do their best to
exclude it from their dwellings? Blinds,
shades, and curtains are used to keep it

out. I have met some housewives who
seem to think it a calamity to admit a
ray of sunlight into their parlors or
sitting-rooms. As one enters a house
from which the sunlight is thus ex-
cluded, a damp, lieavj’ atmosphere greets
him

;
all life and freshness seem gone.

Is it any wonder that women and chil-
dren who have to pass their days in such
homes are pale and sickly? Sunlight is

the best cosmetic for a poor complexion,
the best medicine fora weakly body, and
an excellent tonic for a troubled mind.
Let us no longer keep sunlight out of
our homes and lives.

will clean the enamel without injuring
the gums. A little wintergreen may be
added to give a pleasant flavor, but will
in no way improve the chalk.
“Avoid all dentifrices,that foam in the

mouth, as all such contain soap, which
injures the gums without cleaning the
teeth. A teaspoonful of listerine iu half
a glass of water makes an excellent wash
to use after meals; it is a good antiseptic,
sweetens the breath by destroying odors
emanating from diseased teeth, and is

good for sore gums. Coarse, hard brushes
and soapy dentifrices cause the gums to
recede, leaving the dentin exposed.”

MORTALITY OF HEALTH
There is a broad sense in which dis-

ease is certainly immoral. In many
cases, perhaps in most, its victims are
clearly unfortunate; but there are in-
stances in which disease is the result of
carelessness or ignorance so gross as to
be really criminal and sinful. These
forms of disease are also often more or
less contagious. All filth diseases are
contagious. It is an accepted saying that
cleanliness is next to godliness. If that
is true, it is not too much to say that
uucleanliuess is next to ungodliness

;
and

that when it results in the spread of dis-
ease, it is ungodliness. Ip this sense it

is surely true that there is a morality in
health and an immorality in ill health.

HUNGER CURE
SUNSHINE AND DISEASE

Sweetness and light go together, says
the “Leisure Hour,” like darkness and
disease. Everyday experience teaches us
this, and proves true the Italian proverb
which says, “Where the sun does not
enter, the doctor does.” The sanitary
powers of sunshine have long been recog-
nized by the people of many nations,
though the “wliv” and the “wherefore”
of the action have not been understood.
It was left to Professor Marshall Ward to
prove that the hygienic effects were due
to the direct destruction of bacteria by
certain light rays, and not by heat rays.

It has lately been proved that the bacillus
of the bubonic plague at Bombay, though
very hardy, succumbs to the influence of
light. In fact, sunshine appears to be
its most powerful natural enemy, two or
three hours’ exposure to the solar rays
being sufficient to destroy it. We are
thus given another proof that sunshine
in the houses and streets is as essential
to the health of a city as cleanliness.

VALUE OF MOSAIC HYGIENE
Probably few persons kuow that the

Jews ar^ longer-lived than any other
civilized race.

Of 100,000 Hebrews born on the same
day theiie will be 50,684 males and 49,316
females. At the end of the first year the
100,000 Jewish infants will have shown
their superiority iu point of vitality; for

only 8,091 will have died, as compared
with 14,192 English and 16,706 Americans.
This difference is practically main-

tained throughout life. At the eud of

five years, oniy 13,844 Jewish children
J

out of the 100,000 will have died; while
]

out of a similar number of English cliil-
)

dren, 24,679 will have joined the great

majority, aud America will have 26,912
j

deaths. At fifty years of age the deaths !

will have been 26,519 Jews, as compared
with 49,079 English; and at sixty-five

the mortality returns will stand at 37,442
and 66,110 respectively. But the full

force of the comparison is hardly seen
until extreme old age is reached. At
eiglitjvfive years 25,135 of our 100,000

Jews will be living, while the survivors

of the English baud will be but 5,566.

CARE OF THE'TEETH
Many dollars may be saved and much

ill health preveuted by taking proper
care of the teeth. Writing ou this im-

I

portant subject iu the “Pacific Health
Journal,” Dr. F. B. Moran makes the
following excellent suggestions

:

“Use a soft brush and tepid water.

Brush the teeth thoroughlj- upon rising

in the morning and after each meal. Use
a good tooth powder twice a week. Pre-

cipitated chalk makes the very best tooth

powder, aud is absolutely harmless, and

Medical journals are of late giving not
a little attention to the “hunger cure.”
To the unsophisticated, it would seem
that the very best of cures is a sufficiency
of good, wholesome victuals, carefully
and intelligently prepared by a good
housewife, and partaken of about the
family board in an atmosphere thor-
oughly surcharged with those most excel-
lent of all tonics, cheerfulness aud love.
Scientists may experiment, aud doctors
may philosophize as to “water-starva-
tion cures,” etc., ad infinitum, and never
discover a remedy so effective as a
“hunger cure” as that herein given.
Try it.

IMPROPER EATING
Sir Henry Thompson is authority for

the statement that more than half the
disease that embitters the middle aud
latter part of life is due to avoidable
errors in diet; and that more mischief,
in tlie-form of actual disease, or impaired
vigor, and of shortened life, accrues to
civilized man from erroneous habits of
eating than from the habitual use of al-

coholic drink. In view of the enormous
evils resulting from the use of alcoholic
liquors, the concluding opinion of this
eminent man should arouse the indif-
ferent, and cause the careful to be more
carfui iu matters of diet.

CAUSE OF GRECIAN BEAUTY
Throughout aucieut medical writings,

certain exercises are prescribed for par-
ticular diseases. Much of the healthful,
buoyant capabilities of the mind for
which the Greek race are remarkable, as
well as their supple aud beautiful physi-
cal development, which no other race has •

ever equaled, is due to their apprecia-
tion of. aud love for, the exercises of the
gymuasium. Obesity was unknown
among them

;
the form remained erect

aud elastic until past the age of seventy.
They were strangers to melancholy

, sunny
in disposition

;
neither suicide nor in-

sanity found victims among them.

NO MICROBES THERE
A scientist has discovered that at an

altitude of two thousand feet on the Swiss
mountains there are absolutely no mi-
crobes. All who are suffering from germ
scare, super-induced by ingeniously de-
vised tales of woe regarding the ravages
of the ubiquitous, multifarious microbe,
will be relieved to know that there is at

least one locality upon this mundane
sphere where this much-dreaded little

organism does not enjoy the right ot
eminent domain

By being pleasant to others, one makes
himself the more agreeable to himself.
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WHILE
WE SELL

a thoroughly relia-
ble, high grade, sin-

gle tube pneumatic
bicycle tire as low as
$2.85 per pair, the great
Improved America, plc-

, tured above, made according to
our specifications, Is undoubtedly

the highest grade single tube tire made,
and our new 1908 Peerless Bicycles are equipped with
these practically non-destructlble great America tires.

look in our latest —
BIO CATALOGUE for our
wonderful offerings on bi-

cycles, tires and
equipment,

,
If

you haven't the
Big Book,borrow
your neighbor’s,
or on a postal
card addressed to
us simply say,
“Mall me your
treat freeBlcycle
lifers.' • and get everything by return mall, free, post-

Address, SEARS, ROEBUCK & CO., Chicago.

Vick’s Home Building Department
Practical Suggestions For Those About to Build

Edited by Horace T. Hatton, Architect

the^l^o. nomoney wanted till goods are
“ sold. We take back all not sold. Address

A. J. Morse, Providence, ft. 1.

KMI PARKER’S
HAIR BALSAM

Cleanses and beautifies the hair.
Promotes a luxuriant growth.
Never Fails to Restore Gray

^ ^air to its Youthful Color.
Cures scalp diseases & hair falling.

50c, and $1.00 at Druggists^^^

,m jn—im at —b DESIGNS
. ilanTS-iinrC? TRADE-MARKS

; n B SbN 1 w and
o
c
btaIned

hts
i

• ADVICE AS TO PATENTABILITY CHISE
Notice in “Inventive Age ” H W p ‘

• Book “How to obtain Patents” | fl fi fig Bog
- Charges moderate. No fee till patent is secured.

(
- p Letters strictly confidential. Address,

_

‘ E. G. SIGGERS. Box 9, N.c.Biag, Washington, 0. C.

.

TWO GOLD RINGS FREE!
Sell 10 Packages Bluing at \i\|['ll/,*

10 cenls, when sold send us v

these two beautiful Solid gold

’iwl
Pat *ern R*“PS FREE, one a

sparkling Jura Diamond. You
will be delighted. We trust you. Address

Columbia Mfg. Co., Dept. 43,Manchester, N. H.

A A It S g $3 to steady workers
vC M Ilf B a eellia B Dr. Trice's coin-

vjjIIaw iBii^ou^s
with premiums. No experience necessary.

Just follow our instructions. Davis Agents always win
And have plenty of money. The reason, lowest cash prices,mod
attractive goods. Write at once and ask for special trial offer.

(, aa. DAVIS SOAP CO.f 470 Carroll Av«„ Chicago, 111.

^gTFish Will Bite
season if you use Magic Fish Lure. Best

IHA fish bait ever dicovered. Keeps you busy
pulling them out. Write to-day and get a
box to help introduce it. Agents wanted.

^ J.F.GREGORY,33250res?on At,, St.Louis, Mo

£k G COMB
JUJ|L • German patent; produces any shade by

simply combing withoutstainingtliescalp,
perfectly harmless, durable, undetectable.

fi Saves time and money and is the only
ItlirTWfJl practical way of coloring the hair. Write

f°r particulars. Address H. BIENECK,
J Jnmvw ir

[)ept. 86,251 E. 1 44th St. , New York

ELECTRIC NOVELTIES
™

Dynamos, Motors, Fans, Bells, Lamps, Belts, Batteries, Miniature R’ys Toys

EVERYTHING ELECTRIC—AT LOW PRICES
Largest stock in United States. Catalog FREE. 1000 Agents Wanted.

OHIO ELECTKIC WORKS. . . . i . CLEVELAND, OHIO.

JIL SUPERFLUOUS HAIRPERFECTLY REMOVED.
fer X have a safe and positively SURE way

gf raft to take hairs off face, neck, arms, etc.,

IT FOREVER. IHAVETHETRUE SECRET. Write

J .. / for Information. 1 send It sealed, FREE. Address* HELEN DOUGLAS, 20 E. 22 St. New York

Silk Direct From Mills
Black taffeta, 19 inches, 58 cents ; 36 inches, 98 cents ;

extra brilliant, 20^ inches, 78 cents. Samples FREE
ou application. Quality unequalled for price.

HALCYON SILK WORKS,
Dept. Z, 170 Fifth Avenue, New York.

16 Comic Post Cards Free
Z Funnioet Colored Cards ever printed. All Now. No two alike.

and •very ono a Corker. Full set of 16 cards sent F R E E if

| /tClJtj you send only T E N oente for membership in our Post Card
Exchange, which has thouaandaofmembers. You’ll get hun-

1
vVAA 4A/ dreds ofpretty and com lo Post Cards FREE from all over

HITS to muilto your friend.. TEEL P08T CARD CO., HURLEYVILLE, N. Y

BIG VALUE FOR 10 CENTS.
k ZO Popular Songs with words and music, 30 Stories of ad-
venture, 25 Pioturea of Pretty Girls, 20 now Games for
young folks, 25 Pioturea of the Presidents, 50 Ways to
/Maks Money, 1 Great Joke Book, 1 Book on Love and
Courtship, 1 Book on Magic, 1 Book on Lettor Writing,

I 1 Dream Book and Fortune Teller, 1 Cook Book, 1 Baea
Ball Book, gives rules for all popular games, 100 Con-
undrums, 60 Verses for Autograph Albums. All the

1 above by mail for 10 oenta, Address,

J. 2, PIKE, Box 0. So, Norwalk, Conn,
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A Wonderful
New Tomato

Free Seeds to Anyone
The New Tomato, " Illinois Purple ” has a

new globe shape, has a new color between red
and purple. It Is the most uniform tomato in
size and smoothness ever seen. The flesh is

solid, clear in color, fine quality and small seed
space. In addition to its new qualities It is

medium early and a heavy cropper. The variety
is as yet so new that we cannot offer seed for
sale, but anyone who has a garden may obtain
a packet of about 200 seeds of this new tomato
Free, by sending in name and full address with
the statement whether the garden la used for
Home or Market purposes.

The Montgomery Ward & Co.

190S Seed Catalogue
is also worth having as it contains not only a
list of tho best seeds but has the lowest prices on
all Seeds lor Farm, Field and Garden; on all Fruit and
Ornamental Trees, Roses, Shrubs and Hardy Plants.

This is a handsome book, truthfully written
and profusely illustrated by actual photographs.
If you wish a copy mailed to you at once free
of charge, send in your request—a postal card
will do. Send all requests for Seed Catalogua
or “Illinois Purple” Tomato Seed to

Montgomery Ward & Ca
Michigan Ave., Madison and Washington Sta.

<5 CHICAGO

FIRST
FLOOR.

The Sunshine House
How seldom we find a home in which

sunlight has full play. The real sunshine
from within may be there in abundance
but the curtains are closely drawn to ex-
clude the sunshine from without.
We all know why it is, and lay the

blame upon makers of carpets, curtains,

upholstery and wall paper for not man-
ufacturing their goods so they will not
fade when exposed to strong sunlight.

Too frequently we find houses from
which the sunlight is excluded from the

principal rooms by porches. In the

northern states, where there are many
cloudy days, we especially need in cer-

tain seasons, plenty of light and air in

the home and without these essential

features we cannot have the best of

health.
English homes have always been

built to let in sunshine and greater

value is placed on the sunlight than on
the materials which it fades, hence a

house full of large casement windows
divided with mullions and glazed with
leaded glass* will often have no curtains

within.
The sunshine house presented above

is for the lovers of light and air. All

of the rooms have large windows, all

^but one have windows on two sides.

The principal first story rooms have bay
windows.
That room which used to be opened

for weddings and funerals, “the
Parlor,” has no place in this house.

The Living Room has taken its place.

We find it furnished with “Mission”

or other substantial furniture that is

built for use, upholstered with leather,

which wears well and does not fade
;

carpets are being replaced by rugs
and, if we can afford it, we buy an
oriental rug which does not fade to

any extent
;
ou the walls we have a

burlap which fades hut little and can
be dyed without removing from the
walls when it has faded. With these
furnishings we can fearlessly let in

the sunlight.
This house is quaint and interest-

ing. It has been planned in a
thoroughly economical manner, de-
signed in quiet taste and adapted to

the uses of a large family. While
inexpensive it shows that a house may
be built in a simple way and be
beautiful, relying as it does upon its

materials rather than ornamentation
for richness and individuality. The
sides and roof are of stained shingles

which give a variation of^ color not
obtainable by using painted clapboards.
From the large porch (which does not

cover the windows), through the vesti-

bule, one enters a central hall. To the
right is an attractive Living Room, hav-
ing bay window fitted with a seat, a wide
fireplace with bookcase built in at the
side. Back of the Living Room is the
Den, which may be used as a children’s
room or study

;
this is completely shut

off from the Living Room so the usual
noise of growing Young America will not
disturb the occupants of the Living Room.

{Continued on page 32)
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.Artistic
Modern Homes

Before you build

send for my port-

folio containing

over 50 designs

in frame, brick

and plaster
bouses. Price
$1.00. My book

“Concrete
Block Houses”

contains 27 ex-

ceptionally artistic designs in concrete block con-

struction, price $1.00. Both books show floor

plans, etc. H y wiTTEKIND,
4730 N. Clark St., Chicago, III.

FOR
THIS

—NEW LOW DOWN—
AMERICAN
CREAM

^SEPARATOR
Guaranteed to skim closer
than any separator in the
world. Sold direct from the
factory. We are the oldest ex-
clusive manufacturers of hand
separators in America. You
save all agents’, dealers’ and
even mail order house profits.
We have the most liberal 30

DAYS’ TRIAL, freight pre-
paid offer. Write for It to-
day. Our new low down,

waist high separator is the
finest, highest quality ma-
chine on the market; no other
separator compares with it

in close skimming, ease of

cleaning, easy running,
simplicity, strength or qual-

ity. Our own (the manu-
facturer’s) guarantee pro-
tects you on every AMERI-
CAN machine. We can ship
Immediately. Write for
our great offer and hand-

some free catalogue on our new waist high model. Address,

AMERICAN SEPARATOR GO . bainbrid<3
9
e,’n.y.

5 aTHIR QUICK
Myers
Lock-Stitch Awl sews like sew-
ing machine. Loop on both sides.
Repairs shoes, harness, satchels,
etc. Great for agents. Sent pre-
paid $1. Guaranteed. Book H free.

C. A. MYERS CO.,
„

6537 Woodlawn Ave., Chicago.

T
HE ONLY PIPE MADE That CANNOT BE TOLD From
A CiCAR. It

holds a 1 arge pipe fall f—
of Tobacco and lasta.y

foryears. Agents Out
fit and a 25c Sample by Mail for 10 Cents. Big Money for Agents, as every
smoker buys. NEW ENGLAND PIPE CO., Dept. 14 , So. Norwalk, Coms.

Gold Watch F P F»F
AND RING I
An American movement Watch. Solid Gold Plated

. Case, fully warranted timekeeper, appears equal to

t Solid Gold Wateh Guaranteed 25 Treara. Also

2 a Solid Gold Plated Ring set with a sparkling

I Cisco Gem, are given Free to Boys & Girls or anyone

f Belling 20 Silver Aluminum Thimbles at 10c each, a
paper Gold-Eye NeedleB Free with each Thimble.

They are easy to sell. Write for

them. When sold send ub the $2,
and wo will positively Bend you

the Watoh and Ring. Ladies’ or Gent’s Chain also. Address I

HOMESUPPLY CO. Dept. 159 CHICAGO.'

BE YOUR OWN BOSS
WHY DRAG YOUR LIFE OUT
WORKING FOR OTHERS?

I
want one honest person (male or female) in every local
ity to represent my large Mail Order House. Over 1000
rapid selling specialties. From $5 to $10 per day easily-

made, costly outfit free. No experience necessary. It

will cost you nothing to find out about i t; send me your name
and address and let me start you in a profitable business free.

George A. Parker, Dept r 720 ChestnutSt., Phila.. Pa.;

...
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uove
made
fine qu:
Kid 1
i s I. M
liii,tdmi
front a.

back as sho
with four rows
1-inch rich

’

Lace, alternaU
with 1 -inch stri

of self inaterl
A row of Match,
Lace Edge «
tends entire’

around yoke, b;

and front, follow
by beading throu

Ribbon, Armholes a
with Matched Lace Edging. Sizes 32 to

inches bust measure. Ee sure to state size waaf
Price only 45c. We pay the postage.
When you receive the Corset Cover, if v,

don’t find it just as good as you can buy for 76c, se
it right back and your money will be promptly
funded, also postage for returning same.
We are selling these Corset Covers atremarkably low price to introduce to new v.uo-,

tomers our Enlarged Catalog of TrimmedHats, Millinery, Suits, Shoes, Corsets,
Gloves, Underwear, Coats, Hosiery, Skirts
Waists, Cravenettes, Jewelry, Hair Goods
Dress Silks, Ribbons, Laces and all kinds of
Ladies’, Children’s and Infants’ Wearing
Apparel; also newly enlarged departments Men’s
and .Boys’Clothing, Shoes,Furnishing Goods.
Trunks, V alises, Silverware, MusieaFlnstru-
ipentg, etc. Sent free upon application

CHICAGO MAIL ORDER CO.
S.E. Cor. Indiana Ave. and 26th St., Chicago, III

Reference: Com’i Mat’l Bank. Capital 53, 000,0(1

APR

working full time through

thO dull, panicky months,
making thousands of these

stylish suits which woinowioftor

to you at an unheard of bargain price.

Your Money Back If
You Do Not Like It.

No, 96-1. Most, popular jumper
wush suit made or beautiful flow-
ered and checked organdie, with
fleur de lis embroidered strap-
piny on front and back and over
shoulders; inlaid yoke of lace
with linen embroidered straps

;

newkimona sleeves pleated and
trimmed with straps of em-
broidery to correspond. Full
pleated skirt model; panels be-
tween box pleats trimmed
with stitched embroidered
straps, set off below with deep
side pleats. Sizes : bust 32 to
44,waist 23 to 29, length 38to
43

Only $1.79
By mail, 25 cents extra.

Get our largo

catalog No. 229

picturing, de-

scribing and

pricing all

that in new-

est in wearing

apparel for ladies,

misses, children and

infants. Also samples of

cloth In the most fashionable

weaveB and patterns. Name
materials and colors preferred.

PHILIPSBORN. The Outer Garment House
197-199 E. Adams St. CHICAGO

“LAND”
i9 ft magazine that tells bow you cau make money in
New York real estate. How you can start with $10
and secure a piece of laud that will multiply iu value
with the wonderful growth of New York City. It
gives fascinating facts about the wealth that is lieiug

made in New York real estate and tells how you can
share it. Send me your name, address and occupa-
tion on a postal card, and I will send you ’‘Land”
free for six mouths.

W. M. OSTRANDER,
Suite 408, 437 Fifth Avenue, New York,

FACE WASH
Mrs. Bradley’s Face
Wash is guaranteed to
remove moth, tan,
freckles, pimples, black-
heads. Prevents wrin-

kles. oilinesB and aging of the skin. Makes it soft,
white and beautiful. By mail 25c. Agents wanted.

HIKS, C. S. BRADLEY,
A1921 Western Avenue, !H innea polis. Minn.

jo SOUVENIR POST CARDS |0c
I
w 10 BEAUTIFUL COLORED HISTORIC NEW I

ENGLAND VIEWS, and our club plan, lOo.

You will receive curds from all over the world for ex-
ehonge. IDEAL CO., Dept. 169, Dorchester, Mass.

CDCP Wo will send yon
this beautiful Cold

Plated Ring absolutely Free if

you will send us the names of
five of your neighbors and 10c to
pay postage, etc. ELKINS MFG.
CO., Kansas City, Mo.

YOUR FULL NAME WORDS^
Up to five, Tinseled bu Hand, on beautifully inn bossed
FLOWER POST CARDS to order, for 1 Oct*. Will also
luelndeour FREE WRITING OUTFIT OFFEli. Address
FRANK J. SUTER A CO., 6 Hill Sta., Harrisburg, P«.

EDISON PHON06RAPH
And Outfit, Including 12 Gold Mounted Records.
SEND POSTAL OR LETTER
for beautiful life-like reproduction in eight actual
coIotb of Edison Phonograph and complete outfit, and
authentic portrait of Mr. Edison, enlarged from
original steel engraving done from life. Get this
magnificent artistic picture, executed by the best
stone lithographic artists in America. Took 6 months
to reproduce. Size 22 x 28 inches, suitable for framing.
Worth 50c.—You will not take $1.00 for it after you
once see it. Your name and address on a post-card brings
this splendid colored reproduction and full details of
ourliberal Free Trial Offer. The most liberaloffer
ever made. Don’t think of buying any kind of talk-
ing machine until you get this beautiful picture and
read our offer to you. We tell you something about
phonographs you ought to know. Write today.

MANUFACTURERS' OUTLET CO. ^M. O. Dept. 134-P Providence, K. I.

SAY, BOYS
and GIRLiS

sex. The design for this shirt waist can
lie had stamped on a good quality white
linen, 3 yards, 36 inches wide, includ-
ing collars and cuffs. Each design re-

quires about ten skeins of Grecian floss,

and should be embroidered with two
shades of any color preferred. Pink, blue,

green, yellow or red can be used with
equally good effect. Wallachian petals

and leaves always show a vein down their

centers, and each half is to be worked
separately. Long and short buttonhole
stitches, and outline stitch, are the only
stitches required for a pure Wallachian
design.

Pillow Design : Daisy Girl

A girl in afield of Daisies. A most at-

tractive design. Work daisies solid and
fill ceuters with French knots. Work in

a little green at the base of the white
daisy petals, at the point where they join

the center. Use Grecian floss.

Sunflower Photo Frames

Secure one circular machine cut foun-
dation with photo opening, machine cut,

one tinted Ecru Moire Art Cloth Cover,
one fancy paper lining for back. Em-
broider the petals and leaves of the

flower almost solid, with long and short

stitch. Afterthe cover has been embroid-

wadding away from the opening for the
photo. Paste the wadding down with
library paste. Stretch the cover over the
wadded side of the foundation, pull the
edges of the cardboard and paste down
with library paste, which must be used
very dry. Cut a slash to form a cross in
the center of the opening

;
turn back and

under the cut sections, which must be
pasted down to the cardboard

;
to make

these sections lie smooth and flat slash
them at short intervals. Punch two holes,
one on each side, at the upper part of the
photo frame

;
cut two pieces of ribbon

equal lengths, in one end of each piece
make a small bow

;
run the plain end of

each ribbon through one of the holes, and
draw through; this will leave the bow
on the right side of the frame. Tie the
two ends together to form a loop by

ZENO
Means Good Chewing Gum

It's on sale everywhere, Buy it. Save the
wrapper from each stick. Send them to us
and get valuable preseuts. Also

Money Prizes
ff*)C fA<IH Kach to the five sending in

.fl/,J G/WJIl xhe Largest number of Zeno^ Wrappers before September 1, 1908. '

C 1 C PACK To tlle one sending in the
In I 3 vXIOll Second largest number of^ Zeno Wrappers before Sept. 1, 1903.

1 A PAQH To t,le °ne sending in tlm

SiU Third largest number of Zenov Wrappers before September 3, 1908.

TP1U $5 cash prizes for the ten next large!*Li! number.
You m ay send Zeno Gum Wrappers as often.'

as you like for the regular presents, but U
you want to try for one of the cash prize
send for entrance certificate and prospectus
Cash Contest will close September 1, 1903
No one not enrolled cau be considered i
awarding the cash prizes.
Write for BIG FREE list ofpresents.

ZENO MFG. CO., Dept. R,
150-160 YV. Van Buren St., Chicago, IlL

‘How to Remember
Sent Free to Readers of thie Publication

You are no greater intellectua

than your memory. Easy, inexpensi

Increases income, gives ready memory for faces,

studies, conversation; develops will. Send for Free Book
DICKSON MEMORY SCHOOL, 712 The Auditorium, Chic

which to bang up the frame. Before the
ribbons are added paste fancy paper lin- !

ing ou the back of the frame. This
unique and handsome frame will prove
an acceptable gift for man or woman.

SUGGESTIONS FOR WORKING DAISIES

Field Daisy is a yellow flower with
brown center. The sentiment of the
flower is “I will think of it.” The les-

sons are given on yellow shades, but lad-

ies who desire usuallj’ to work the White
Daisy, sometimes called Marguerite, cau

(ConitnueJ on page 29)

Post Cards of Real Merit.

To Introduce I will send Twenty Beautiful
Post Cards—Original Artistic Designs, suberb
quality and highest character for only 15 cts. 40
lor 25c. 60 for 35c. postpaid. Absolutely unlike
all others. Every card different. No comics or
trash. Get the best—real gems of worth and
beauty. 05* I give a valuable Premium Coupon
and Seed Catalog of Bargains Free with every
order. Please order at once. I want your friend-
ship and future trade .

Address.
A. T. COOK. SEEDSMAN', HYDE PARK, N. Y.

SILKS
SEND POSTAL fo:

latest sample'

o f Taffetas

Plaids, Stripes

and Satins for Waists, Suits anc

Linings. Exceptional wearing values.

TALLMAN SILKS. B391, Spring Valley , N.Y

Grow Mushrooms
For Big: aad Quick Profit*. *

I can give practical Instructlo.

worth many dollars to you. No matt*

what your occupation is or whei
located, get a thorough knowledg,
of this paving business. Partlculan.

free. JACKSON MUSHROOM FARM,
2243 N. Western Ave., B-2 5, Cbica

PATENT INVENT
Our three books, giving full informatl

in patent matters and containing ma
valuable suggestions to inventers, mall)
free. Write for them.

Patent Obtained or Fee Returned
No charge lor opinion as to patentabili
send sketch or model. Patents adver"

i for sale free.

WOODWARD & CHANDLEE, Attorney
1250 F Street Washington,

The Daisy Girl

Iu her daisy shirt waist is certainly ‘‘a

daisy,” and the admiration for her will

be by no means confined to the gentler

At the Point of the Needle
By Lauretta Miller

The Month’s Theme
In harmony with the Sunshine idea of

this issue, our theme for April will be
the daisy and its large sized composite
brother, the sunflower. As last month
our readers were introduced to a beaute-

ous dream of a wild-rose shirt waist girl,

so now they are made acquainted with

her sister of the Wallachian daisy.

ered press it on the wrong side. Cover
one side of the cardboard foundation
with a layer of sheet wadding

;
cut the
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FOR Catarrh UNO

Deafness!
IHy Book of 128 Pages
and Instructions How
to Cure these Diseases
at Home.

One

Month’s

Treatment

On Trial
I want every person
who suffers with Ca-
tarrh of the head, nose,
throat, ears on constl-

stltutlon, or Deafness, Loss of Hearing, Head Noises,
Ulceration of the Ears, or any disease of the nose,
throat, or middle ears, to write me immediately.

I have published a book of 128 pages which tells all

about Catarrh and Deafness, and how to curelt at home
by simple methods.

ACCEPT MV FREE QFFER TO-DAV
No matter where you live or who has treated you or

said that you were incurable, I want you to give me a
chance to make you a present of this magnificent book
and to show you the results of the Absorption remedies
which you can use at home and cure yourself.

I will send you this book absolutely free, without one
penny’s cost to you, and it will not place you under any
obligations whatever to spend any money with me.
After you read the book, if you wish it, I will send you

a month’s treatment for your Catarrh or Deafness on
trial. A 100,000 people have used these remedirsand
read this book and I want to prove to every sufferer
just what this treatment will do for these diseases,
Write today—this offer may not be made again to you.

Address —

DR. IV. O. COFFEE, Dept. 999,
Care National Eye and Ear Infirmary a

PCS MOINES, IOWA. ®

Men and women, everywhere, un-
able to do hard work; work to do

” at home; also boys and girls who
wish to earn spending money; work easy; inexperience
no drawback; great opportunity; you pay nothing; we
lo all that. Write at once—today—for full particulars.
F. Kaas, Room 4-41, 40 Rose Street, N. Y. City.

n»EENBACKSHHgegMnnc
Get a bunch of 8tage Greenbacks (not counterfeits) wrap
them around your own roll and show your friends what
a wad you oarry. Big bunch of $1570 for 10 cents.

». BRAKE, DEPT. 232. 1941 HARRISON 8T.. CHICAGO.

SS REMNANTS

We have recently been so fortunate as to come in
ouch with the enormous output of a great silk factory
iO that we are enabled to buy great quantities of beau-
:iful silk remnants at an especially low wholesale
price. We have arranged to purchase for yo\i that
;lass of remnants which is especially adapted for
:razy-quilts, sofa pillows, etc., as well as for use in
ancy work, art and needle-work. Therefore, the big
issortment of silk pieces here displayed is made up of
some of the most delicately variegated colors of fine,
ich silk ever offered in a remnant assortment. Bril-
iant sky-blues, reds,greens and soft-toned yellows give
:xceptional character to this great color collection.
Sow, this entire big assortment of silk pieces is given
ABSOLUTELY FREE to all who mail a quarter—25
its—for two year’s full subscription to the biggest nat-
onal monthly published at a popular price, AMERI-
CAN HOME MAGAZINE. This big new periodical
tas drawn upon all the almost unlimited resources of
igreat publishing organization foritsendless variety
)f Startling features. Here you will find theprovok-
ngly funny color cartoons, the screamingly odd
Happy Hooligan, Buster Brown, And Her Name
Was Maud, and the dozen and one other marvellous
creations of those master minds of mirth and fun—
tpper, Dirks, Bunny, Outcault—and all the rest. Of
he magazine’s great editorial writers only a few of the
lozens upon dozens can here be mentioned. Among
hese are; ELLA WHEELER WILCOX the most
irilliant woman in contemporary American life:
ifINKELSPIEL, the inimitable—the man who has
let all the world a-laughing; MAURICE MAETEB
C.INCK, Belgium’s foremost living philosopher and
iterateur; CLARA MORRIS, the noted actress, who
will write of life on the stage and of the busy world;
PROFESSORGARRETT P. SERVISS, who has man-
ually transformed the mysteries of science into tales
>f marvellous romance, and BEATRICE FAIRFAX,
he most brilliant, cleverest wjoman who has ever
vritten on love, romance and the things of the hearl.
These are but a FEW of the master minds who will
lontrlbute regularly to the great new monthly. For
lie strange—the unlike—the fascinating, read the
irilliantly interesting new AMERICAN HOME
MAGAZINE.
FREE OFFER. To all who will mail their

luarter AT ONCE we will give in addition, FREE,
t copy of our great 84-page book, “Fancy-Work
Manual,” containing 95 fine engravings, and deserib-
ng all forms of needle-work, crocheting, knitting and
mbroidery. Therefore, to secure ALL THREE
iffers—the big free Silk Collection, the big 84-page
'Fancy-Work Manual,” and two full years’ subscrip-
ion to AMERICAN HOME MAGAZINE, mail a
luarter uow-todHy-to AMERICAN HOME MAGA-
ZINE, Dept, 4, 3-41-40 Rose St., New York City.

Household Economy
Noonday Round Table Talks

By Florence M. Ilowe

“It is "worth our while to know how
to select good flour. In the first place,
iu buying white flour let us uot be too
particular that we get the pure white

;

that with a creamy tinge is better, be-
cause it contains more real nourishment.
Now to test its quality, take up a hand-
ful. If it falls lightly from the hand, we
may feel quite sure that it is good, but if

it feels moist and sticky, and leaves the
impress of fingers, we may very reason-
ably discard it, for it will not make good
bread. In choosing the darker flour, such
as graham or the entire wheat, we may
be guided by the taste. A pure article
will contain considerable gluten and a
rich, nutty flavor will be quite percepti-
ble, such as we experience when eating
a grain of wheat.”

Teachings of a Dear Old Aunt
1

1

1 remember that when I was -quite a
little girl a dear old aunt taught me some
things about bread-making which she
said I must always remember. In school
I never took very kindly to chemistry,
but when my aunt took me into her own
well-equipped kitchen and began to teach
me in her own sweet way some of the
principles of chemistry I soon became
quite enthusiastic over the subject. I re-

member my first lesson in bread-making.
When I set my 1 sponge’ she told me that
the reason for adding water to the flour
was to dissolve the starch. This brought
into contact with the other elements of
the flour would soon start a process of
decomposition. At the same "time the
effect of the moisture upon the gluten
would tend to develop the gum-like prop-
erties of that substance, causing the
whole mass to stick together. The yeast,

which is composed of small living or-

ganisms, kept in a dormant state on ac-
count of the low temperature to which it

has been subjected, is then added.
“Plant-like, it requires only moisture

and the proper temperature for these or-

ganisms to grow and multiply. The tem-
perature most favorable is from seventy-
five to eighty -five degrees ; so my ‘sponge’
was kept at this temperature and the same
degree of heat was maintained through-
out the whole process.

“The yeast acting upon the starch in

solution forms two new substances, alco-

hol and carbonic-acid gas, which render
the loaf light and porous. Care must be
taken now that the fermentation does not
proceed too far, for if all the gas escape,
w.e would have only heavy, sour bread.
On the other hand, if it should not pro-
ceed far enough the results would be
much the same. As a rule, when the
first sponge is light and foamy through-
out, it is time to add the flour and knead
the bread. The flour should, if possible,

be warmed, and as little added in knead-
ing as will be required to keep the dough
from sticking to the board. There are

two good rules which no doubt most of

us have heard over and over again by
which we may know when this process

has been properly accomplished. The
first is when the dough shows a tendency
to stick to the hands or board. The sec-

ond method is to strike the dough hard

with the fist, and if it quickly springs

back to place like a rubber ball, it is

ready to be set away to rise. If every-

thing has gone smoothly, little kneading
is necessary the next time, only so much
as will be required to shape into loaves.

By giving attention to these details given
to me so long ago I avoid feeling (due
or worried when baking bread day comes
round.”

The Baking of the Bread

“But you haven’t saida word about
baking the bread, which to my mind is

quite as important as the mixing,” sug-

gested Mrs. Adams. “Our kitchen maid
was away on a vacation last week and I

attempted the baking myself. All went
well, until in the process of baking, a

hard, thick crust formed on the loaves,

while the interior seemeii underdone.
When I took the loaves from the oven
I felt almost sick

;
for (.lie whole thing

wasmoreuearly a failure than a success.”

“I think I can account for that by the

fact that your oven must have been too

hot,” ventured Mrs. Biddy. “Duringthe
first twenty minutes the oven tempera-
ture should be between five and six hun-
dred degrees; after that the heat should
be reduced, and if you are using a gas
range, just turn off the back burners
under your oven.
“The use of an oven thermometer, of

course, is the best means by which to reg-
ulate the heat, but if that little conven-
ience is lacking place a teaspoonful of
flour on the bottom of the oven

;
if at

the end of five minutes it is nicely
browned, put in your loaves. For rolls

the beat must not be so great
;

conse-
quently the two should neyer be baked
together. It is by the proper application
of heat that the starchy and glutenous
cells are broken up and rendered digesti-

ble ; the starch isconverted into dextrine
;

the cells formed by the carbonic-acid
gas are made permanent

;
the yeast cells

are destroyed, and the alcohol is vaporized
and liberated.”

Whole Wheat Bread

“The following recipe for whole wheat
bread was given to me by a friend some
time ago, and I have always found it to

be most satisfactory: Scald one pint of
milk, and when lukewarm add two table-
spoonfuls of sugar, one teaspoonful of
salt, and one cake of compressed yeast
dissolved in one-fourth cup of warm
water. To this, add three cups of flour

and beat until elastic; then add remain-
ing flour. Let rise until double in bulk,
beat again, pour into pans, let rise until
double, and bake forty-five minutes.
This amount will make two loaves.

“In making whole wheat bread, it is

much more satisfactory to use part white
flour, and this can be used to better ad-
vantage at tlie beginning of the- process.

In this way good results are easily ob-
tained, and the flavor of the bread is in
every way superior. The length of time
required for making whole wheat bread
is not so great as is required for plain
white bread, as fermentation goes on
more rapidly and the dough rises sooner.
It is not necessary to start the bread at

night; by rising just a little earlier than
usual and setting the sponge before break-
fast, one can have the baking all out of

the way before dinner.”

Whole Wheat Biscuit

“Here is a recipe for baking powder
biscuits made from the entire wheat

;
and,

I believe, used by a very famous cook.
I am spre you will all want to try it.

Two level cups of flour, sifted before
measuring; one-half teaspoonful of salt;

4 teaspoonfuls of baking powder
;
2 ta-

blespoons of butter: 1 cup of milk.
“By the way, always measure every-

thing level, never heaping. A knife is

used in mixing these ingredients and the
milk is added slowly. Toss the mixture
on the board, roll the dough and cut into
shape with as little kneading as possi-
ble.”

Carpe Diem
By A. Lincoln Millet

Young friend, don’t sigh for the morrow;
Be satisfied with to-day,

And make each rich hour of it,

Appropriate tribute pay.

For life is not of the future,

Nor yet is life of the past

;

But life is the present moment,
That measures our life at last.

We want a trial
Coffee Order from You

200,000 pounds of coffee
per month — onr average
lor 1 007 : the largest retail
sales in the world.
Onr customers arc buying

at wholesale prices and get-
ting coffees suited to their
tastes. One of our most pop-
ular Coffees is our Triangle
Club brand.
We want you to try this. Tt in a

superior blend of old crop mount*
tnn grown HouthAcoerioan coffee*
that possesses tho flavor, aroma
ana strength that commend it to

.... tho exacting coffee user who is
willing to pay a comparatively low price for Inch
grade goods Hold only inl(J-ll». air-tight fancy ran-
lsfcere. VVill keep fresh and erisp for many weeks.Order No. AN 222. 10 lbs. in canister for $2. GO.You do not have to pay from 00 to 45 cents per lb
to get a coffee which will suit you. A trial of our
coffee will convince you of this fact. We want your
trade. If coffee or tenia used in your family you need
our Co ire© and Ten. * ;t I ;i log iic.
All good grades of coffee and teas areahown In this

catalogue, home of our goods are packed in milk
pails, canisters, bread and cake boxes, wash boilers
etc., which we give free. Our Coffee and TeaCatalogue tells all about it. Right now, whileyou
have this advertisement in your hands, send us vourname and address. The catalogue will go by return
mail. Address

MontgomeryWard &Co. Chicago
Michigan Ave., Madison and Washington Sts.

G4 BRANCH HOUSE. KXASAS CITY.

SIIPFWR 20 KINDS $1.
Awarded Grand Prize (highest

_ _ honor) at St. Louis Exposition, ffat-

1/lV alog free. H.F.Burt, Taunton, Mass.DftULI/W 20 KINUS *1.

Send for our 1908 Catalog of
SEEDS, BULBS, PLANTS. Dahlias a Specialty.

’ Mills & Co., Mamaroneck, N. Y.

9E COLORED POST CARDS IQc
Highest grade colored vi«wg of Chicago, Park. Capital, ate. No comic*. I » W
8old everywhere at 3 to .0c each. Greatest postcard bargain «r«r offered. Prepaid to

Introduce oar bargain catalog only 10c. WALKEli CO., 12 F&irfieldAve.,CHICAGO

Post Card
Album FREE

TKIIC fiDEAT IIEEED i9 made to introduce The
mid lineA I Ur r Erf ILLUSTRATED Companion to
New Readers. It is the best story paper in the world. It

publishes all of LIBBIE SPRAGTIE PHILLIPS atones.
UNKLE DAN TOOKER’S Artikels appear in no other paper.
A SERMON in each issue, with various other departments
which make it a desireable journal for the home. Pnce
only 15 cents per year.

SPECIAL POST CARD OFFER 10
6
toe

1

Post
Cards of celebrated New York views and other subjects for
10 cents. These are line cards and sure to please. No trash.

EDCC *1 Dllll ACCCD If yon wiu send “s 2o

rlftc ALBUM U“r Ell CENTS for both the paper
and post cards we will include FREE this handsome
BIO SOUVENIR POST CARD ALBUM, it is a beauty, Hi
inches wide by —’— ' ’— r,J1

POSTCARDS.
in artistic colors and gol_
time to simply advertise and introduce our paper. With
each order we will send <

’ '

over 400 Post Cards. AM
Address THE I LiliUST
Dept. V.F, 95 Chambers Street, New York

This Fine Picture Free

Prize Pansies for All Our Readers.
To Introduce his Giant pansies, A. T. Cook,

the reliable Seedsman of Hyde Park, N. Y. will
mail OUR readers his complete Pansy Collection
—comprizing seed of 50 lovely Everblooming
Varieties: Life-size Picture in 10 colors: Treatise
on Growing Pansies—giving all the secrets of
success—all for One Dime or 12c. in stamps. 3
Collections for 25c. Every reader, and every
reader’s friend should secure this great bargain.
Address as above and be sure and name this
paper.

This Family Record
is a magnificent
work of art, 16x20
inches.in ten beau-
tiful colors

; back-
ground solid gold

;

spaces for pictures
Of the family, also
beautiful scrolls
on which to regis-
ter marriages,
births and deaths.
It is a picture of
dazzling beauty
that you will al-

ways be proud of.

To introduce our
splendid family
magazine and
story paper, which
already has a half
million readers,we
give it to anyone
who sends 10c
(stamps or silver)
for The Household

3 months and picture. We make thi9 unusual offer to in-
duce you to become a regular subscriber. Send at once be-
fore.they are soDe. Address, THE HOUSEHOLD, 411 U« S.
Express Building, Chicago.

Rfl Y1HI I nVF FI flWFRS? I
C
S0 ?ou

’U be flighted with Park’s Floral Magazine. It’s aUU 1 UU LUIL uunuw. charming monthly, fully illustrated, up-to-date, entertaining and iustruc-
tive; brings sunshine and cheer to 450,000 homes the year round. Only 10 cts a year. For club of 3 (25 ct« )
I’ll send a big Surprise Papkage—10 pkts Choice Flower and Vegetable Seeds, enough for vour garden, and 10
Splendid Flowering Bulbs in many fine sorts. See friends and club now. GEO W PARK B*>i La Park Pa

.

-
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:WE WILL GIVE A:

$10 GOLD PIECE
To the person who selects the most attractive advertisement in this

issue of Vick’s Magazine and gives the best reason why he or she con-

siders it so.

Look over all the advertisements carefully. Pick out the one

you consider best in general appearance and in wording. Then write

the name of the advertiser on a plain sheet ot paper and also the

number of the page on which the advertisement appears and below it

tell in not more than twenty-five words why you consider that particu-

lar advertisement the best.

Then address your letter to Prize Editor, care of Vick’s

Magazine, Dansville, N. Y.

The person who sends in the best answer, in the opinion of the

judges, will be awarded the $10 prize and the name of the winner will

be published in the June issue. Your reply must be received not later

than May tenth.

TRUE WHITE POULTRY YARDS
offer White Wyandotte Eggs at $3.00 per setting of 15, from the

birds that have won among many other valuable prizes the 1906 and

the 1907 $25.00 Trophies for the

BEST DISPLAY OF WHITE WYANDOTTES
at the Wisconsin Feathered Stock Association’s Show,

White Wyandotte Pullets and White Rook Hens
From $1.00 up.

We also offer YOUNG RACING HOMERS at $4.00 per pair.

Our lofts are flown in the Milwaukee District, Int. Fed. For the

last three years we have won the High Honor of Best Display of

Hornets.

Highest quality SCOTCH COLLIES always for sale.

Address all correspondence to

C.G.LOEBER, 1715-1717 Walnut St., Milwaukee Wisconsin

GRAND BASEBALL OUTFIT—

FREE TO BOYS

This grand outfit contains seven full size pieces. The ash hat Is 32 Inches

long. The mask is made of heavy wire, full size. The catcher’s mitt is finely

made. The ball is strongly stitched and finely finished. The cap is well made.
A tanned leather fielder’s glove and adjustable fancy baseball belt complete this

dandy outfit. I will give you this splendid seven-piece outfit for a little easy-

work. Just write me to-day and X will tell you bow you can get this great outfit.

A. M. PIPER, Sec., 317 Popular Building, DES MOINES, IOWA.

PROFITABLE GARDENING

A statement issued last month by the freight
departmeutoftlie West Jersey and Seashore Rail-

road (Pennsylvania system) will open the eyes
of some persons as to the vast annual output of
fruit and poultry from south Jersey, that part of
New Jersey bordering on and extending south of
the line from Philadelphia to Atlantic City. The
statement shows that during the year 1907 it

carried from southern New Jersey to other states

alone over 12,000 carloads of perishable freight.

Of course these figures hardly give a bare idea
of the agricultural output of south Jersey. They
show freight shipments of perishable goods over
one road. They do not represent the tons of prp-

duce carried by wagon to Atlantic City, Phila-

delphia and other big towns. They do not indi-

cate the millions of eggs or the amount of truck
and other goods not rated as perishable.
Much of this produce came from theimmediate

vicinity of the five-acre farm plots sold for $ioo

on installments of $5 a month by the well-known
real estate firm of Daniel Frazier Company, 690
Bailey’ Building, Philadelphia, Pa.
These five-acre farms are only seventeen miles

from Atlantic City, the great all-year-round sea-
side resort, which is visited annually by millions
of pleasure and health seekers, and is one of the
best markets in the United States.

South Jersey’ is rapidly becoming the great
market garden of the Union. The agricultural
products of this section are worth more to the
acre than those of any’ other state, and the best
markets are practically at its elbow.
No other locality offers such a combination of

attractions for the man who wishes to be abso-
lutely independent. Five acres, intensively
worked, is ample to support a family and pro-
duce a substanial surplus iti actual cash.
Write to the Frazier people and ask them for

their booklet

Let us send you a free trial
treatment of DR. CATHERINE
KELLYS FORM DEVELOPER,
theidentical perscription by
whieh she enlarged her bust
measure four inches and

i which brought attractive de-
velopment to her patients,

f

This is the jperseription of a
skilled physician ofyourown
sex. It benefits the general
health, clears the complex-
ion. and gives a full bosom
and well rounded limbs.
This treatment that we

will send you on request is

absolutely free of cost, and
we will send it in a plain en-
velope. Write today, no mat-

ter what causes your thinness. und let us show
you how to bo plump and beautiful, and obtain
perfect development.

DR. KELLY MEDICAL CO.,
Dept. 39 A. Buffalo, N. Y.

VARICOSE VEINS
At last. All afflicted with discolored, hard, knotted,

painful and Itching, ruptured und ulcerated veins, cun
receive immediate relief, and removal of the same, by-

using the “Viiiico-i.V” method of treatment that
have cured said conditions. Write, describing your
case fully. Mention sex.
V. CUKTISS MEDICINE CO., Denver, Colo.

Clever Ways of Doing Things
GOOD IDEAS FOR HOUSEHOLD USE

We offer a yearly subscription for each contribution to this department that is found acceptable for p

cation. Write each “idea" submitted on a separate sheet of paper, writing on one side only, and with pen

Ink. Write concisely, expressing your idea in from 200 to 300 words, or less If possible, and address to “

Idea Department.-’ Domestic recipes and lace patterns are not desired for this department. Send atw

stamp if you wish your manuscript returned.

I' Ut’n 90. WEEKLY addressing postals at home in spare
Ldl XI time. Full particulars for 10c silver.

M. BARTLETT, 1970 Seventh Ave.. N. Y.

To Keep the Range Bright

1 black the top but once a week, but
still keep it looking nicely. I keep news-
papers cut and folded on top of the

warming oven, so that I do not have to

go and hunt up some when I want it.

When cooking meat or any thing gets

spilled on the stove, if it is rubbed off

before it gets burned on, it will scarcely

show at all. The bottoms of pans often

get smoked, but are easily cleaned with
the newspaper. If you have never tried

it, do so now, for there are too many
things to do to take the time to black a

stove every day. A few seconds hard
rubbing with the paper and it is clean.

-J. W. R.

In the Laundry

Washing fluid is made by dissolving

in two gallons of water the following in-

gredients: one can of lye, one ounce salts

of tartas, one ounce carbonate of amonia
;

and one ounce of powdered borax. Keep
in a jug well corked. Use a cupful of

fluid and one-lialf bar of soap for each
boiler of clothes and boil twenty minutes.

Rinse in clear water and place in blue
water, when they are ready to be hung
on the line.

Soak linens in milk to remove ink
stains. If, obstinate apply lemon

,

and
salt. When ironing, rub the irons on
parafined paper to prevent starch sticking

to them, and produce a fine polish.—Mrs.

R.
How to Mend a Corset

The front stays or steels of a corset

are verv apt to break, especially if the

wearer is at all inclined to be stout.

I have learned to save expense and
trouble by mending them in this way.
Take one of the wide flat steel pieces

from the underarm of an old corset, and
slip it under the broken stay in the same
casing. The corset can then be hooked
as well as ever, if the first one inserted

breaks in time put in another. Just try

it.—Mrs. G.

To Remove a Tight Stopper

No doubt every one lias tried wrapping
a hot cloth around a bottle with a glass

stopper which refused to come out.

After repeated efforts, it is usually suc-

cessful. But here is a method suggested

by a druggist that is much easier, and
surelv a druggist, of all people, should

be familiar with the subject: Tip the

bottle to one side and hold a lighted

match under the neck of the bottle. The
heat expands the bottle, but not the

stopper. Rather clever, isn’t it?—L. R.

An Emergency Remedy
When small children put corn or beans

in tlieir nose, put your finger on the other

nostril and place your lips to the child’s

mouth and blow as hard as you can and

the obstruction will come out. I have

seen this tried and I know it to be sure.

—S. F. H.

Good Home Made Glue

Every one may not know that a really

good glue will stick the sole of a shoe

to the upper and it will stay. Sometimes
a comparatively good shoe will suddenly

drop a portion of the sole or heel. Sat-

urate edge with a good quality of glue,

press well aud leave until dry. A heel

or lift may be treated the same way and

the shoe do longer service.—L. E. E.

Good Floor Paint

2 ounces of glue; I qt. of rain water;

staud on back of stove till dissolved.

When cool add yellow ochre or any de-

sired colors, till it spreads nicely. Then
paint your floor. Wlieu floor is dry, give

it a coat of linseed oil. This is fine and

wears well and the cost is very little.

Mrs:. E. M. B.

Teasing the Butter to Come
To secure butter more quickly in

winter weather, heat cream to scalding

point then cool to churning heat before

churning, and add a little sour milk with

cream.—Mrs. C. A. L.

A QuicK Mustard Plaster

Trim the crust from a thin slice o:

light bread, then sprinkle it very thick]}

with ground mustard. Spread a verj

thin cloth over the mustard, and damp
with vinegar or water. Your plaster)

dl ready and nothing to clean up af
making it and much better than the
sticky batter-plaster. A piece of brea
well dampened is better as a poultic
than flax-seed or slippery elm; wi]

neither dry out nor sour so quickly.—

I

L. S.

To Sweep Carpets with the Least Dus

Possible

Save all your coffee grounds, dra
them thoroughly, and sprinkle ove
dusty carpet and see if they do
gather up more dust than tea leaves,

.

sawdust, etc. I’ve used them for tea

years. Since I ruined a pretty new cai

pet with salt and stained another wii
tea leaves, I now always use the coffe

grounds.—Mrs. M. B. M.

Extra Good Stove Polish

A cheap and good stove polish is mat
this way : Shave half a bar of any goo
soap, add one cake of Dixon’s carboY
of iron m a basin with one pint s

water and one pint cold coffee. A<

one tablespoonful turpentine. Let boi

a few’ minutes. When cold apply wi
an old paint brush, and polish witli

cloth. Old corduroy is excellent fort
polishing.—A. C. M.

Preparing Codfish

To prepare codfish quickly pour bo
ing water over the fish, and when
enough to put one’s hands in the wa
the fish will shred more easily tha:

soaked for hours. Scald again wi

shredded, drain, and cook in the usB

manner.

To Brighten a Carpet

Sweep it well, then wipe well wit!

Cloth wrung from soapy water to whi
has been added one or two teaspoon
amonia. Rub the dirty spots until cl

This will make the carpet fresh

bright.—B.

A Good Use for Newspapers
If while traveling, you have reason •

suspect the presence of those pests of
'

night, “Bedbugs,” spread newspape
overlapping, under the lower sheet,

go to sleep, assured you will not be <

turbed.—-R. M. F.

My Way to Clean the Head
Make strong salt water, put enough!

the skin aud hair to dampen well,

wrap up well with a towel to keep
taking cold. After the hair gets dry co

aud brush well. The hair will get
and glossy also clean.—A. M. R.

A Hurry Up Method

When in a hurry for potatoes to

put them in boiling water as usual,

three or four minutes pour off first

and add a second lot of boiling s

water.—Mrs. L. E.

To Remove Ironrust

Wet the spot with lerinon juice, spr

kle with salt, aud hold over the steami

spout of the teakettle. This will rei

stains even after they have been
several times.—Mrs. L. L. B.

To Brighten NicKle on Stoves

To brighten nickle on stoves, dat

a woolen cloth aud dip it in finely si

sapolio and rub vigorously. It

brighten it beautifully.—A. B. M.

A Good Remedy
When a child has a cold and is feve

wring clothes out of cold saleratus

and lay on the head. It will cool

soothe immediately.—S. G.

To Relieve a Burn Caused by Stean

Wet with thick sour milk, then
on thickly, baking soda. Will rel

[

instantly.



Sick People, Let Dr. King HelpYou At His Own Expense.

I am willing to send to every man and woman in tlie United States, entirely at

my own expense, a Proof-Treatment, put Up in Capsules ( making it very easy

and pleasant to take ) with, full directions, and alsomy simple rules for keeping in perfect health.

I have so much faith in my skill and experience that I am willing to do this free. I repeat, I

will send this treatment free to you, yes to every reader of this paper. I know how I have cured

others. I know I can help you. Could anything be fairer or more convincing ?

Thousands Have Been Cured. Why Not You?
There are many grateful, honest people in all parts of the United

States who tell of health and strength wonderfully restored by my
treatment. They first read my offer, just as you are doing now, sent

for my free treatment, and as if by magic, chronic, lingering and com-

plicated diseases disappeared, and glorious health was renewed. To-

day these people are vigorous and strong, and able to face life’s duties

anew. Their trust in my ability to cure them brought them from

sickness to health.

Sick People, Why Suffer?
Just sit down and write me your troubles, tell me in confidence

what ails you, fully, freely and frankly—talk to me as a wife would

talk to her husband, or as a husband should talk to his wife. No
matter what your ailment is, or of how long standing, I will send you

my trial treatment absolutely free, and also my letter giving you

advice, the same as if I was sitting by your side, telling you just what

you are suffering from and how I can cure you. It may be you have

a cough or a cold, a pain in the arms, legs or body, or perhaps you are

suffering from the first symptoms of stomach or bowel trouble. The

neglect of early symptoms often paves the way to serious illness, when;
if taken in time, the trouble can be stopped right at the start.

Most all patients can receive the medicine in twenty-four hours.

Remember, my treatment does not interfere with your everyday

occupation or social habits.

Why go on day after day, month after month, year after year, carry-

ing’that load of sickness? Why handicap yourself in life’s race? All

you’ve got to do is to just sitdown and tell me all about it. I do the rest.

Let Me Send You a Free Treatment^
I trust my patients. I don’t want your money. My confidence

tells me I can cure you, and I am willing you should try it free, and
without its costing you one cent. I have cured many. Why can’t I

cure you? I don’t want you to take my word for it—try my remedy,
it is free to you and free to your suffering friends and neighbors.

I want to give you positive, permanent proof. I want a chance to

convince you. Remember, it will place you under no obligation—noth-

ing to pay. Don’t delay a single day. Delay is often fatal. The cost

of a stamp and a few minutes of your time will bring you a free start

on the road to' perfect health. Don’t you think it is worth it?

Dt*. King Treats Every Disease. ^
I treat thenfall, even many of those considered incurable. I have cured where patients had been given up to die. From every part,

almost every city in the United States, patients have written me, placing their case in my care. . The many different diseases thus brought to

my personal attention during the years of my practice have given me similar knowledge to that acquired by the great physicians of Berlin,

London, Paris, New York and Chicago, through constant and life-long study in the world-renowned hospitals of those cities.

Grippe
Catarrh
Asthma
Malaria
Piles

Rheumatism
Neuralgia
Nervousness
Constipation
Bronchitis

Blood Biseases
Chronic Colds
Skin Diseases
Female Diseases
Throat Diseases

Lung Troubles
Liver Troubles
Kidney Troubles
Heart Troubles
Bowel Troubles

Chronic Diseases
Stomach Troubles
Bladder Troubles
General Debility

Eye & Ear Troubles

Do You Suffer From Any Of The Above ?
If so, send today for free trial and my book, which is an invaluable guide to self-diagnosis of all diseases,

and contains other information, making it a most useful and indispensable Ready Reference Book.

DR. E. P. KING, 427 Security Trust Bldg., Indianapolis, Ind.
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Health, Strength and Beauty
; ——-— i Secured by using

f
ROBINSON'S

ALFALFA-NUTRIENT
jRfij (The New Century food Discovery)H The ideal Food Medicine
mi for Bruin Workers, the

taisy Business IMan or the

I care-worn, uervouH woman.
Alfull'u-Niitrient makes

fi Tliin I’coiile I’lnmii,
, JB rich red blood tliat is lile

‘ ...» 1 seif—the kind Of life that
L 1— ' J

S„ives the bright eyes — the

ruddy cheek and the elast c step and vigor of youth.

Why is Alfalfa such a blood, flesh and
Sti'cnetli maker ? Because it counteracts the acid-

ity of the stomach, aiding the digestion of the sugars,

fats and starchy foods—the constituents for making
blood and flesh.

The Human System is composed of fourteen ele-

mentsand when any of these elements are lacking in

the system, Disease sets in and the only Natural
Law ofCnre is to supply the deficiency and restore

health.
ROBINSON’S AUFALFA is Natures own

Remedy, contains the identical elements of

which the tissues, blood, nerve and brain of the sys-

tem are composed and with which they must be sup-

plied if Life, Health and Strength are to be maintained.

Sarsaparilla and most tonics tbin the blood and
make weak nerves.
ALFALFA enriches the blood, makes strong

nerves and is the greatest Reconstructive Cura-
tive Agent yet produced. More than a tonic—

a

builder—a revitilizer aud rejuvenator of the entire

system, unequalled in the world of medicine for shat-

tered nerves, and a run-down, debilitated condition.

There is no expevimentalism with Robinson’s
Alfalfa. Contains no Drugs, Opiates dr Poisons,
—simply supplies lacking elements and always acts

the same,—as much a specific for disease as food is for

hunger. „ .

Cures where doctors with their Drugs and Opiates

fail—Anemia, Indigestion, Constipation, Catarrh, Loss
of Appetite, Week Circulation, Sleeplessness, Nerve
Depressions, all Stomach. Liveraml Kidney Troubles,

Malaria, Rheumatism, Locomotor Ataxia and all

Blood and Nerve Diseases.
Sent. |)osl|>«i<1, $1. per box. i t month’s treatment)! 6 boxes, $5.

TEN DAYS TRIAL TREATMENT FREE
A lioo package In plain wrapper with interesting 50-pnge Scientific Booklet,

»emt fro® for 4o postage.

First class Laily nnd Gentlemen agents wanted.

ALFALFA CHEMICAL CO., 756 Unity Bldg., Chicago, III

Watches and Cameras Given Away
for seed orders. Also elegant Jewelry, Sewing
Machines, Bicycles, Fountain Pens, Organs, etc.,

etc. Nothing on earth sells like A. T. Cook's
famous seeds. ’Club-Agents everywhere should
know that his matchless Premiums and cash
Discounts beat the world. Anyone—even boys
and girls—can make lots of money and obtain
splendid Premiums free of cost and at almost no
trouble at all. Full particulars are sent with
every answer to his great bargain offers in this

number. Dont miss one of them.

CTS. brings you postpaid a package of beantilul
ail silk Ribbon remnants. Suitable for fancy
work or pillow top for cosey corner.

OEM MEItC. CO. Dept. B. Paterson, N. I.

VICK’S MAGAZINE

WITH THE CHILDREN
By Eda W. vonAlten

Easter Thoughts
Last month we talked about the trees

and leaf-buds that the rain awakened.
This month I hope some of the flowers
will wake up, so we can gather a few for
our Easter Festival. We shall have a
nice Easter lily, too. I wonder if you
remember the story we told about a wee
baby, that was born the first Christmas
day? You remember hisname was Jesus,
and he was born in a manger. When he
grew up to be a man he was a carpenter,
and later, he told people all about the
“Heavenly Father.’’ This month we are
going to remember the day he arose.

This is called Easter. We all want to sew
a pretty card for mamma, a lily would
be pretty I think. We can also mold a
little clay egg and color it very prettily

and tie a ribbon through it. In Miss
Jenk’s song book can be found a very
pretty little Easter song, the words of
which may be sung to some popular air.

The following is one stanza

:

“The little flowers came through the
ground,

At Easter time, at Easter time;
They raised their heads and looked

around,
At happy Easter time

—

And every pretty bud will say,

‘Good people, bless this holy day,
For Christ is risen, the angels say,

At happy Easter time!’’

Water and Fishes

The ice in the streams has all melted
now, and where do you think the water
drops are going? Well, the sunbeam
comes dancing out of the sky and lights

right in the middle of the stream. The
little drops of water are so glad to see

the sunbeam, that they play and dance
together and have .such a good time.

When the day grew warmer, and the warm
sun rose higher and higher, the little

sunbeam thought it must be time for her
to fly away. She asked one of the little

water drops to go with her. The little

water drop was delighted to go and soon
found itself in the arms of the sunbeam,
going up and up, itknew not where. All
at once it fell fast asleep. When it awoke,
it found itself, with a great many other
water drops, and they were all sitting on
a nice fleecy cloud. There were other
little fleecy clouds right near, so they
all decided to go together and ask the
wind to take them to the earth. When
they got down to mother earth they came
so fast that we could hear them say:
“Pitter, patter, pitter, patter.’’ The
grass and flowers were very glad for they
had been waiting for a long time.

The Fishes

Now who knows what live in the
streams?
Yes, fishes. Children who live i-n the

country, near brooks and streams, have
all the opportunities imaginable to ob-
serve the habits and life of fishes, also
the varieties of color, form, size and mo-
tion, which they exhibit. What do you
think of the little children who live in
a big city, who never have a chance to
watch a real, live fish, unless it is in an
aquarium? I once visited a kindergarten
in one of the larger cities where the chil-

dren had a number of pets, among them
a dozen pretty fishes

;
some gold fish

and the others were sticklebacks.
Fishes all have very large mouths and

round eyes. Their ears do not show, but
they can hear even the slightest sound.
I am sure you all know we breathe
through our noses. Now fish do not
breathe that way; they have small gills,

with little thin, hard covers on each side
of the head, which open and close. A
fish takes in water continually through
his mouth and lets it out through his
gills; but before he sends the water out
he takes all the air out of it. This is the
way he breathes. We use our feet to
walk

;
but the fish uses his fins with

which to drive himself through the water.

Do it Now

SOUTHERN
BEAUTY

AND I0CARDS
EXTRA,FREE

EACHH
2 5 CT. mmfk
ORDER SHI

BEAUTIFULLY COLORED
ARTISTIC 8, COMIC

POST CARD
FOR10 CENTS!

MOT LIKE IT

USED TO BE

NOTWOI
CARDS
ALIKE
ALL The
Latest and

Most Popular Cards on
the Market. (Most Post

Card stores seU tht

same cards at 5 cents

each). Remember, Ho
Two Cards Alike. Our
Selected Assortmenfcon-

sists of Reproductions from Famou*
Paintings. Kittens, Dogs, Birds, Pretty

Children, HandsomeWcmen, Birth and

GreetingCards and theFunniest Assort-

ment of Comics Ever Printed. Regular

Side Splitters. Such as "Do it now.”
"Who said Divorce," "Nol like it used

to be,""Keep right on,""Seeing the Sights," andmany
others. Don’t Miss this Wonderful Post Card Offer.

You Can Sell our Cards at One Cent Each and make
big Money Ig ordering Post Cards send Silver, if

stamps are used, send two cents extra.

STERLING PUBLISHING CO., S-ASSAIC. N-

A THING TO A-DOOR
Just what you want on every door in

your house—a door stop and secure catch
combined. It prevents the door slamir“
protects your wall and saves the breaki
of glass. Works like a glove snap. Ci
herewith shows how it operates. Work*
equally well on screen doors or blind*.
Will last a life time. Only 15 cents, t

™
for 25 cents by mail. Agents wanted.

COOK NOVELTY WORKS _
603 University Bldg., Syracuse, N.Y.

WANTED-Boys and Girls
To learn typewriting free. Write for particulars,

UNITE D SUPPLY CO., Dept. 1 Rush Run, 0.

12 fop
Send any photo with 25c and 2c stamp for
return postage and get 12 Elegantly Fin-
ished Photos, size 2x3 inches, made
from it. Your photo returned unharmed.
Write for Free Sample and Catalog show-

ing latest style photos, 25c to $3.00 per doz.

STANTON PHOTO CO., 97 Center St Springfield,

APRIL

DINGEE Roses
The Aristocrats of the Rose Garden

“Dingee” is the name that has been associated with America’s most famous Roses for

nearly sixty years. It is a name that stands for “Roses of Quality,” and is in itself a guarantee

that Dingee Roses are the strongest, hardiest and most beautiful grown.

Rose growing is our specialty. We grow and sell each year over a million Rose plants

—each one on its own roots and guaranteed to grow and bloom.

With seventy greenhouses and over a million Rose plants in a thousand different varieties

to choose from, we may fairly claim to be the Leading Rose Growers of America.

Success in growing Roses depends upon, two things,—quality of the plants themselves

and knowledge of how to care for them. The 1 908 edition of

New Guide to Rose Culture
the leading Rose Catalogue of America, is a book that tells just how to succeed with Roses.

Tells when and how to plant them, how to care for them and how to select the best varieties.

Contains 1 34 pages of valuable information, illustrated with many pages in full colors ; also

tells how to succeed with all other desirable flowers. We want every Rose lover to have

this book. Complimentary copy sent postpaid to any address upon request.

We consider this the greatest collection of Roses ever offered. It will

appeal strongly to those who look for quality rather than quantity. Ten
strong, sturdy plants on their own roots— all labeled, true to name, sent post-

paid anywhere. Guaranteed to reach you safely and to grow and bloom.

Killarney (pink') Souv. de Pierre Notting (yellow) Pink Maman Cochet
White Maman Cochet Kaiserin Augusta Victoria (white) Helen Gould (crimson)

La France (pink) Mad. Abel Chatenay (rosy crimson) Etoile de France (crimson)

and the wonderful Tausendshcon (Rose of a Thousand Beauties)

The Tausendschon is the most sensational climbing Rose ever introduced. Blooms profusely.

Each cluster has ten to fifteen Roses of various colors—white, pink, yellow, carmine, etc. This
Rose plant alone is worth the price of the whole collection.

Orders booked for delivery when wanted. Ji dollar bill will
bring them all postpaid. Mow is a good time to order.

While our specialty is the “Rose,” we also grow all other flowers worth while, Carnations,
Chrysanthemums, Violets, Perennias, Hardy Flowering Shrubs and Vines, etc. Finest varieties.

Flower and vegetable seeds a specialty.

THE'DINGEE & CONARD COMPANY. West Grove, Pa.

The Leading Rose Growers of America j
70 Greenhouses

$ 1.00
Buys
10

Famous
Roses

Established 1850
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fl^#§FB°YS
lKAita&aSf You caff

have a Fine
BASEBALL

SUIT made to
your meaeureinBLUE..
RED, GRAY or BLACK,

consisting of HeavilyPad*
" ded Pants, Amt style Shiet I
’orCAp, and Fine Beltyor yoif •

,
can hate a Player’s OUTFIT,’

-* Ur consisting.pf heetyily Padded l
s^CHEST PROTESTOR, steel wire'''.

<MA6s,_CAT0HER’8_:M;mv £ish>k8?s! _
GLOVE, CAP. Belt and Ball, if yon wili\
sell for usonly 30 Packages of our beautifully
colored POST CARDS at 10 Cents a Package
(10 assorted Postcards to a packaged Everybody
buys pretty Post Cards. No trouble to sell them.
WE TRUST YOU WITH OUB POST CARDS TO
SELL. Send no Mosey in advanoe. The Base-
ball'Outflt you select will be sent you the same
day your money from sale is received. Don’t
delay, write at once. <

STANDARD PUBL. CO.
i 920A CartaTSt.,PakSatC,’Nvf.

Important Notice

You may renew your subscrip-

tion to Vick’s Magazine now and

your time will be extended on your

present subscription. You do not

need to wait until your subscription

has expired. You will miss our at-

tractive offers of Roses and Cinna-

mon Vines if you do. The first

orders will obtain the best selec-

tions, £nd we urge upon you the

wisdom of sending your order as

soon as possible. Beautify your

home AT OUR EXPENSE.

BROOKS’ NEW CURE
(rooks’ Appliance. New
lscovery. Wonderful. No
bnoxlous springs or pads,
automatic Air Cushions.
iinds and draws the broken

j

arts together as you would]
broken limb- No salves.j

lolymphol. No lies. Dur-f
iWe, cheap. Pat. Sept.10,’01.1

SENT ON TRIAL.!
catalogue free. I

E. BROOKS 7345 Brook’s Bldg.

FOR

MARSHALL, MICH.

H CONSTIPATION
causes sickness. Keep your bowels open and you’ll

be well. Cure your constipation with Laxaminls,

*
the constipation candy ; keep the bowels regular, no
gripe, no cramp; taste good, do the work every

day. 10 cents a box. Try them FREE.
Write to-day to

MARSHALL REflEDY CO.,
327 Edgecomb Ave., New York (

and learn how to cure

HEADACHES AI!D BILIOUS ATTACKS

OX BLOOD TABLETS
FOR THIN PEOPLE

FIRST $1.00 BOX FOR 25c
» lend 2.5c in stamps and
f ve will send you pre-
1 mid, full sized $1.00 box
l.'fOX BLOOD TAB-
LETS for thin people.
Jure Rheumatism. Indi-
gestion, Nervousness. A
ireat Flesli Producer.
Thin people gain ten pounds
i month. Pleasant to take. If
ton are a sufferer or wish to
lain flesh, trythem. Pirstbox
inly at 25 cent rate.

V. A. HENDERSON DRUG CO., S3 lGth St., Clarinda, loivn.

PERFECTLY bust- I have the safe and true Ear Wr
|
SECRET for perfectly developing
the Bnst, making thin cheeks, neck and
arms plump and beautiful. Write for in-

__ formation: I send it sealed, F*RE2E.
EL11AE ASSOCIATION, 34 E. «8d St., New York,

By CY CYLER and His Friends

TELL ME WHAT
Wlieu your treasure
Takes your measure,
Voids your seizure,

Also sees you’re
Lookiug not

;

Finds lier pleasure
In full measure,
Where your censure
And displeasure
Reach her not

;

Your feet measure,
Not with pleasure,
Nor with leisure,

For she flees your
Hasty trot.

If you find your
Frecious treasure

And within your
Own inclosure
Have your tot

;

If hand presure
To be—measure
Your displeasure
Will not cure your
Wand’ring tot.

If the spank cure
Will not sure cure,

Then from out your
Wise child culture,

Tell me what.

The other day a high school pupil
went to the public library and drew the

book, “Princess Arline,’’ As he passed
out the door with the volume under his

arm he was heard to remark, “This is

the first time I ever escorted a princess
home. ”

Au Irish lawyer questioning an Irish

defendant in a trespass suit (gruffly)

—

1 ‘ How mauy cows have you besides your
old faithful pump!*” The defendant
makes no answer.
The Attorney (more gruffly)

—“Why
don’t you answer my question?”
Defendant (very deliberately)—“I was

just a thinkin’. ” Another pause.

The Attorney (still more gruffly)—
“What were you thinking?”
The Defendant (with great composure)—‘

‘ Oh,—I—was—just—a—thinkin’
,
what

a foine windmiii you’d make for my
pump. ”

Not loug since a supply of new books
was received at one of the branch public
libraries. Among them was “The Fugi-
tive Blacksmith.” When one of a group
of eighth grade school-boys spied this

book he dryly remarked: “I’ll bet that

fellow bellowed when he got caught.”

In a large western city the young sou

of the mayor dropped in at the city hall

one morning, when the following con-

versation ensued:

“My boy, you should begin to be
more observing in the field of politics.

Hence I will occasionally ask you ques-
tions regarding the great men of city,
state, and nation. For instance this:
How would you most tersely describe
our strenuous youug president?”
The lad puzzled a moment and- then

said: “I haven’t thought much on that
line, but how’d it do to call him Ready
Rosey?”
Hizozner—“That’s good, but I’d call

him Tireless Teddy.”

VALUABLE ADVICE
Mr. Cyler—Dear Sir: I have a gentle-

man friend with lovely mocha hair and
hazel eyes, who is a full-back in a foot-
ball team, who got his collar-bone and
two ribs broken following his first punt
last Thanksgiving day, and who is not
engaged. Will you please advise me as
to what would be the most appropriate
valentine, both as to sentiment and de-
sign, for me to send him?

Respectfully,
MAGGIE .

Dear Maggie : I deeply deplore the
fact that I am unable to advise you so
iutelligently as I would like, chiefly
because you omitted so mauy details. You
make it reasonably clear that your friend
plays the role of the heavy villain on
the gridiron, and you give a fair idea of
his hair and eyes, but you do not relate
any of liis family history. You do not
state whether he sustained a simple or
compound fracture of the collar-bone,
nor the exact location, whether near to,

or remote from, the superior maxiliary
ligament. The most valuable informa-
tion 3’ou furnish is that the two ribs

I which were broken were those following
his first punt. I have noticed that they
are the ones that are always most apt to
get injured in such cases. You stated
rather confidently that he is not engaged,
but you do not say how you know it.

The statements of full-backs with mocha
hair aud broken clavicles and ribs are
uot always to be relied upon in such
matters. You do not say whether you
love him, and if so why, and to what
extent, whether simply as a brother or
otherwise. The best I can do for you,
Maggie, with the meager information
at hand, is to suggest that you send him
a valentine of the Queen Anne style of
architecture, with deckled edges and
cornices, all profusely decorated with
miniature hot-water bags and chrysanthe-
mums

;
the former will typify the

Farenheit of your devotions, and the
latter will insure him that you approve
of liis estheticism and applaud his
aspirations.

Yours truly,

CY CYLER.
Lover’s Lane, Gull Lake, Mich., Feb.

io, 1908.
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FINE
RIFLE
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FOR,
SELL-
ING
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Do yon want a fine Rifltt

Hunflngjr' A Genuine Take-down
Hunting Rifle— that has all the latest

appliance, accurate and true, one you can depend
on; that’s the kind we are offering you. something
you will be proud of—The Best Boy's Rifle Made-

Steel barrel, rifled brass inner tube, steel frame, peep
sights, automatic shell extractor, shoots Jong and short

22 -calibre cartridges. Boys, you can't get a better rifle

I /- x anywhere—and we are going to give you this handsoma
I rifle for selling only thirty packages of our beautifully
>. colored artistic and comic Post Cards at io cents a package.

4

( to assorted Post Cards to each package.

i

- Everybody buys pretty Postcards, no trouble to sellthem.

We trust you with our Post Cards to sell. Send no money
In advance. Your fine Hamilton Rifle will be sent you the day
your money from sale Is received. Don’t delay, write at once.

STANDARD PUB. CO.^OUCanal Street, Paaaalc, N. J.

25 !

GlVENJo

y^-fl-EXTR '

(premium/!

GIVENroRSHLING POSTCARD

thisDUTnosomk
BIG 'DOLL®*HN»

tLARGE GENUINE'
,,

TEDDY BEAR.'StBotlU l
as one premiumjlfor,'
selling only 30 pack-'
ages of our beautiful*
colored Post Cards at’’

10 cents a package./
(10 assorted Post'
Card&loa package.)
Our big Dolls are 18

inches tall, sleep,

have fine bisqueW/
heads, long curly »

hair, elegantly,
dressed from head
to foot, beauties.)

Our big Teddy/
Bears are the real

genuine fuzzy fel-

lows. A foot tall

.
and sell In stores
for$i.oo. Remem-
ber you get both
the beautiful Doll
and the big Teddy

,

Bear for selling 30 .

packages of - our,
fine Post Cards at
xo cts. a package.^
Extra Premium:

Box containing six
heavy silver plated/

|

tea spoons, a butter ,

spreader and i-sugar.
shell to all our agents]
for quick work.
Write at once foM

Post Cards. Send no]
money. We trust yon.'j

Premiums forwarded!
same day money from!
sale is received.
STANDAURPUB. CO.
920BCanalStreet «!

Passaic, N. I.

POST CARDS]GIVENAWA^ PIECE «

FULL SIZE

P' I A DIFS* YOU CAN EARN THIS ELEGANT TEA SET
9 by selling only 30 packages of our beautifully Col-
ored, Highly Artistic and Comic Post Cards at 10c. a package (10 assorted

1 l,^,r
]

' a pkg). Our Post Cards are the best on the market. Your friends will be glad of the]
o buy them. This handsome 23-Piece Tea Set is made from the highest grade American!
n, finely modeled, delicately embossed and decorated in small, dainty flowers with bright

930 D Canal Street, Passaic, N. J«
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BEAUTIFUL EVER-BLOOMING ROSES
A Rare and Liberal Offer of Six Beautiful New Roses, including one of the most

beautiful roses in existence, the Royal Kaiserin Augusta Victoria. All handsome,
well-rooted, hardy plants. A wealth
of Beauty and Fragrance which will

last for months. The Rose is the
most Popular Flower,
and every family
should grow them in

profusion. This is the

finest collection of

Roses ever offered as

a premium. They are

described as follows:

KAISERIN AUGUSTA VICTORIA-This Rose is a
continuous bloomer, with large petals of best sub-
stance; color pure creamy white. It far surpasses any
other white Rose and has a much richer perfume.
HERMOSA (the Old Favorite)—It is hardy as an oak,
and always covered with its clear pink blooms; there is
not a shade or color of any kind to mar its purity.
MAMAN COCHET—The growth is vigorous, with rich,
healthy foliage. The extra large flowers are produced
on long stems, and are very double. The color isdeeprose-
pink. STAR OF LYON—This magnificent Tea Rose is
a rick golden-yellow

;

a strong, healthy and vigorous
owers and buds' early and late. ANNA MULLER—The
uiug, brilliant pink flowers are produced in great pro-

, .. . BEDDER-This is, without doubt, the very best of all
red Roses for beddiug. It can be planted anywhere, beiug eutirely hardy. Flowers are large
size, fiery scarlet, a color rarely seen iu Roses.

«

In order to introduce The Housewife into homes where it is not now taken
we will send it on trial all the rest of this year together with the above de-
scribed Collection of Choice Roses for only Thirty=five Cents.

THE HOUSEWIFE
Published exclusively in woman’s interests. There is never a dull or uninterest-

ing line printed in The Housewife, and no household publication in existence is

more thoroughly read or more fully appreciated; it is always Wholesome, Cheerful,
Helpful, Practical, and Timely.

WHAT THEY SAY
A Postmaster’s wife iu Ohio says;—“The Housewife is always clean, pure delightful, entertaining

and sensible.”

A Minister’s wife in Washington says:—“It helps me more than any paper that I read.”
A Doctor’s wife in Massachusetts says:—“The stories are interesting, the fashions simple and sensi-

ble, the household articles useful to those of moderate means.”
A Farmer’s wife in Michigan says:— “ I read it over two or three times; it is the most restful paper

published.”

OUR DEPARTMENTS
Those who are interested in the improvement and enjoyment of their homes will find the

following departments invaluable: Editorial Outlook—Terse and sympathetic talks in every
number by a level-headed writer. The Newest Fashions—Always timely, stylish and never
extravagant. Fancy Work Department — With carefully worked-out designs and ideas.
Mother’s Hour—A comforting and dependable feature. Home Nook—For the young house-
keepers who do not know enough and the older oues who do uot know too much. Social
Circle—Wherein our readers exchange ideas and experiences, which is, as one reader ex-
presses it, “as good as a visit from a friend.”

,

satisfaction GUARANTEED 0lt MONEY REFUNDED. The Housewife is well printed, attractively illustrated,
enclosed in beautiful colored covers and each number comprises from 20 to 36 pages. The trial subscrip-
tion gives you more than 200 large quarto pages of reading matter of the best quality for a very small sum,
and the amount onnnot be used for a better purpose. Remit by P.O. Order or Registered Letter. Address

THE HOUSEWIFE PUBLISHING CO. 56 Duane Street, New York
\

Rolled Gold Spectacles

GIVEN AWAY
V ?

rDON’T SEND ONE PENNY.

NOTE

Just write me your name and

address and I will mail you at once

my Perfect Home Eye Tester and Rolled

Gold Spectacle Offer absolutely free of charge.

• You see, I want to 'prove to every spectacle-wearer on earth

that the Dr. Haux famous Perfect Vision Spectacles are really

and truly ever so much better than any you have ever worn before

—and I am going to give away at least one hundred-thousand
1

pairs of the Dr. Haux famous Perfect Vision Rolled Gold Spectacles

in the next few weeks, in order to introduce my wonderful glasses

to the largest number of spectacle-wearers in the shortest

possible time.

Write today for my free Home Eye Tester and Rolled Gold
1 Spectacle Offer. Address:

—

DR. HAUX SPECTACLE CO., Block 221 St. Louis, Mo.
I ALSO WANT A FEW AGENTS

And any person not earning at least $50 weekly should ask for my
Special Agents Terms at once.

—The' Above is Hie Largest JSlail Oriler Spectacle House in the World «nd perlectJy reliable

THE NEW LULLABY SONG
Which is making a big hit everywhere. To iutroduce
It, will mail a copy post paid for 10c.

F. BROWN, 2100 Adclbert Rd., Cleveland, Ohio.

Ladies’ 10k Solid Gold
Signet Ring only $2.00 postpaid.
Gent’s Ring $4.00. Any initial or
monogram engraved free. JohnV.
Dcnniston, Jeweler, Dansvllle, N. y’.

HUMAN WELFARE

Great Opportunity for School Superintendents
Principals, Teachers, and Public Spirited Citizens

Everywhere to Lead the Way
In a Splendid Forward Movement for the Three Good Causes

Forestry, Good Roads, and The School Beautiful

.

Every school superintendent, state,
county, or city; every college president,
every college professor, every priucioal,
in fact every competent teacher lias an
influence outside the schoolroom quite
as great as that exerted within the temple
of learning where bis special daily
ministry is performed. The people every-
where naturally and rightly look to the
educators of their children in both public
and private schools to lead out in the
noble work of improving local condi-
tions, in advancing the common good,
and in lending a hand to promote every
worthy cause that makes for human wel-
fare. What three causes are more deserv-
ing than those of Forestry, Good Roads
and The -School Beautiful? How can
educators everywhere do more for the
common good than by taking the lead
in an enthusiastic and earnest movement
for bettered conditions in these respects.
Thereby their own pupils would obtain
much valuable information regarding
these vastly important welfare subjects,
knowledge that will aid them better a
few years hence to assume the duties
of citizenship, and to do their part in
solving the problems involved. Not only
this, but thereby also would parents and
others in mature life in each community
be thoroughly aroused and actively inter-
ested in a determined and united effort
to bring to all the unnumbered blessings
which more and better forests, good roads
and more schools beautiful would mean.

Splendidly Endorsed
The attention of progressive educators

and public spirited citizens everywhere
is respectfully invited to the unqualified
endorsements appearing iu another col-
umn of the efforts of Vick’s Magazine to
promote these great civic and educational
blessings: Forestry, Good Roads, and
The School Beautiful. These hearty com-
mendations are from men and women of
noble lives and purposes, most of whose
names are household words from ocean
to ocean. We would specially call to the
favorable notice of all engaged in educa-
tional ’work the earnest letters of Hon.
O. W. Price, Associate Chief of the Forest
Service, and of Hon. L. W. Page, Dir-
ector of the Office of Public Roads, Wash-
ington, D. C., wherein they cordially
endorse the efforts of this publication iu
this important matter and strongly urge
the educational value of the same.

t
Arbor Day Number

Much valuable and very interesting,
information will be given regarding the
truly great man and public benefactor,
the late .Hon. J. Sterling Morton, the
founder of Arbor Day. Mr. John Nord-
house, who for ten 3-ears was the secretary
and trusted friend 'of Mr. Morton, will
contribute a most interesting biographi-
cal sketch of his former chief, which
will be richly embellished with choice
photo-engravings portraying the beautiful
home life of the Mortons. Extracts from
the eloquent address of Ex-President
Grover Cleveland at the dedication of
the monument erected at Nebraska City
to the memory of Ex-Secretary Morton,
will also be published in the Arbor Day
number. This article will be illustrated

by >a photo-engraving of the monument
itself and a recent picture of our dis-

tinguished Ex-President, Mr. Cleveland.
In addition, will be published a

Beautiful Picture Premium
Of Mr. Morton, on super-calendered
paper, suitable for framing, which should

of American homes. The great educa-
tional value of such wide distribution of
this picture can not be overestimated.

President Theodore Roosevelt
Has shown his great interest in the
three magnificent causes to be specially
championed in the May and June num-
bers of Vick’s Magazine by presenting
its editor with an autographed recent
photo of himself, a fine half-tone repro-
duction of which will appear in the
Arbor Day number.
Not only this, but Vick’s Magazine was

given special permission to publish ap-
proved extracts from recent speeches of
President Roosevelt bearing upon the
important subjects of public welfare so
near his heart: Forestry, Arboriculture,
Good Roads, Children’s Gardens, and The
School Beautiful. Every one of these
extracts, as well as that from Ex-Presi-
dent Cleveland’s dedicatory address, can-
not he excelled for recitation purposes
on Arbor Day and at special entertain-
ments given in the interests of Forestry
and Good Roads for the splendid purpose
of raising funds for The School Beautiful
in every community.

A Symposium of Poems
Another most attractive feature of the

May number, and one that will be of
great value for recitation purposes also,
will be a symposium of poems written by
a most interesting group of our best and
best-known living poets. Supplied with
this fine collection of timely verse, school
pupils will not need to rehearse again
the oldtime and somewhat hackneved
poems relating to trees, tree planting,
arboriculture, and forestry. Among those
who will contribute to this symposium
will be Edwin Markham, Margaret E.
Sangster, Richard Watson Gilder and
Fben E. Rexford. Several poems from
other authors equally well known are
expected, though not yet received.

The Good Roads Number
This issue will be no less interesting

than will be the Arbor Day number.
Among its most interesting features will
be approved extracts from President
Roosevelt’s splendid address at St. Louis
regarding the subject of Good Roads, and
a timely symposium contributed to by
prominent educators and road experts
throughout the United States and Canada
as to the editorial suggestion herein made,
proposing that a Good Roads Day be
established when this important subject
may be made the theme of special exer-
cises iu our schools with a view of devel-
oping interest and intelligence therein
among our citizens of tomorrow, whose
duty it will be to build good roads.

Plans for Co-operation
The management of Vick’s Magazine

have definite plans worked out whereby
progressive and up-to-date educators,
public spirited citizens, and last but not
least, school children everywhere can
co-operate with this publication in creat-
ing in every community a genuine revival
of interest among all classes in the
glorious gospel of Forestry, Good Roads,,
and The School Beautiful—an interest,
too, that should lead to positive and
practical results in achieving these three
most desirable betterments. Will you
not write this office at once asking for
complete information regarding these
plans, and upon receipt of the same begin

find its way into hundreds of

the active work of carrying them out in— the interests of both present and future
thousands ' human welfare?
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DEAFNESS CURED

By New Discovery

“I have de-

monstrated
that d e a 2-

ness can be
cured.”—Dr.

Guy Clifford

Powell.

The secret of how to use the mysterious and in-

visible nature forces for the cure of Deafness and
Head Noises has at last been discovered by the
famous Physician-Scientist, Dr. Guy Clifford Powell.
Deafness and Head Noises disappear as if by magic
under the use of this new and wonderful discovery.
He wilt send all who suffer from Deafness and Head
Noises full information how they can be cured, ab-
solutely free, no matter how long they have been
deaf, or what caused their deafness. This marvelous
Treatment is so simple, natural and certain that you
will wonder why it was not discovered before. In-
vestigators are astonished and cured patients them-
selves marvel at the quick results. Any deaf person
can have full information how to be cured quickly
and cured to stay cured at home without investing
a cent. Write today to Dr. Guy Clifford Powell, 818

Bank Bldg., Peoria 111., and get full information of
this new and wonderful discovery, absolutely free.

STOMACH Troubles FREE
By Dr. Dill’s Stomapad Treatment.

Immediate results, relief at
once when medicines alone
fail. If you have heartburn,

'• ’distress after eating-, indi-
gestion, sour stomach, dys-
pepsia, nausea, heart flutter-
ering, catarrh of the stom-
ach, dizziness, sick, head-

1 ache, nervousness, cramps,
etc., you can be permanently cured at your own
home. Send 10c. to cover cost of mailing, and we
will send you a $1.00 treatment, Free. Send to-day.

DILL’S TRINITY CO., 218 Oakland Music Hall, Chicago

A PCLTO Atl opportunity to make big money. Your
UUkll I 0 name and address sent to us today will

put you in touch with one of the best
agents’ propositions ever made; only those who mean
business need apply ; experience not necessary; write
at once for full particulars of our big offer to

Manager, Dept. 4=41, Box 1815, New York City.

Henry Lottie Company’s

Wrinkle Remedy

3

i

*

BEFORE USING

Why grow old
and wrinkled
when one night’

s

use of our Wrin-
. kle Remedy pro
i duces such effeo
|tive results ?

No face bleach-
ing, no massage,
no mechanical
appliance, with
days of tedious
waiting. By the AFTERUSING

use of our Remedy only a few hours are required to re-
move your Wrinkles and restore the youthful beauty of
your complexion.
My long experience in the manufacture of Hair and

Toilet Goods and in the conduct of a Ladies’ Beautifying
Parlor, has enabled me to compound a Remedy for the
removal of Wrinkles and the restoration of the Com-
plexion which our Customers say is simply marvelous.
Catalog on application.

HENRY LOFTIE CO.
Dep’t F 239 W. Onondaga St.,

(Estab. 1878)
SYRACUSE, N. Y

Remodelled, Handsomely Furnished,
New Throughout

THE ALBANY
41st Street and Broadway

New York

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF.
In the heart of the city.

500 Rooms. 300 Bath Rooms.
European Plan. Cuisine Unexcelled.

Gentlemen's Cafe, Ladies’ Restauiant and
Moorish Room. Popular Prices.
Plenty of life—but liome like.

Single Room and Suites With and Without Bath.

$1.00 Per Day and Up
Send for Booklet.

ROBERT P. MURPHY.

Prompt Action Necessary
In order that this office can do its part

effectually in carrying out these plans it

is important that definite information he
received here not later than May jo, as
to the extent different communities and
schools will co-operate with us in carry-
ing out the plans herein referred to.

Hence it is earnestly hoped that all in-

terested parties will communicate with
us at once, to the following address:
Department A. R. G. R., 68 Vick Block,
Dansville, N. Y.

Good Roads Day
In the economy of our American school

life we now have established several
special days, such as Arbor Day, Bird Day,
etc., all of which serve a very excellent
purpose of calling the attention of the

rising generation to the importance of

the speeial progressive movements with
which each of such days is identified.

These days are proving very effective in

impressing upon the minds of the young
most important lessons, the learning of

which cannot fail to have a most bene-
ficent influence upon the formation of

character and the development of the
child’s future usefulness as a member of

society and a citizen of state and nation.
Educators are unanimous in tlieir approval
of these special days thus far established

and also in stating that the children
themselves enter into the actual work of

the planting of trees, vines, and shrubs
with wonderful zest and enthusiasm.
They also bear testimony to the fact that

children in like manner take the same
lively interest in the actual work of

making children’s gardens in connection
with school work, which is proof positive

that the same children would take the
same kind of interest in studying practical

ways and means of improving the roads
and streets of our country. One of the

things at which children like most to

play is that of making play roads, which
indicates that their minds are open and
their hands are ready and willing to do
certain things along this line in the way
of actually making and improving walks
on the school grounds and about their

homes, etc.
,
all of which activities can be

given intelligent direction and sugges-
tion in connection with special exer-

cises that could be held with great profit

on Good Roads Day. In view of these

facts, therefore, Vick’s Magazine sug-

gests the idea of the establishment of a

Good Roads Day to be generally observed
by the public and private schools in the

United States and other adjacent coun-
tries. And why not? In the Good Roads
number of this publication, to be issued

for June, wili appear a most interesting

symposium, to which contributions will

be made by some of our most prominent
educators and Good Roads enthusiasts

and experts. This will prove an unusu-
ally interesting feature of our Good
Roads number and no one should fail to

secure this issue of Vick’s Magazine.

A Splendid Movement
The editor of Vick’s Magazine recently

had the great pleasure when in New York
City of visiting the American Institute

of Social Service, at whose head stands

its heroic president, Rev. Dr. Josiah

Strong, who believes and each day lives

the splendid gospel that the highest and
noblest expression that can be given to

any religious system is constant service

devoted to the welfare of human kind. A
short editorial paragraph cannot even
make a small beginning in setting forth

the multitude of good things being done
under Dr. Strong’s inspiring leadership.

One enterprise of special importance and
far reaching results for human welfare is

the holding in New York in the near fu-

ture of an International Conference and
Exhibit of safety appliances intended
effectually to prevent the reckless loss

of life that now prevails in railroading

and other hazardous industries, especially
iu this country. In view of the recent
terrible school calamity at Colliuwood,
Ohio, it is to be hoped that a special de-
partment will be maintained for the ex-
hibit of carefully devised appliances for

safeguarding the lives of school children
in our public schools. A later number
of Vick’s Magazine will be devoted to

the most excellent welfare work being
carried forward by the Institute of Social
Service.
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500 Pictures

of Roosevelt
Free With Your Subscription

to Farm and Fireside

uopyrigiit, uncierwoouoc unaerwooa, liew lone

This is but a crude illustration of the Roosevelt Pictures. The one you will get

is 1354 x 20% inches—over twenty times as large as the above illustration, and
printed on finest laid paper.

Read This Remarkable Offer
For a few weeks only we will give the readers of this paper

one great last chance to subscribe at the present low rate for Farm
and Fireside—and get, in addition, 500 pictures of the greatest

living American—President Roosevelt—all carefully arranged in

one large reproduction 13J4 x 20^ inches.

A $1,000 Picture
This great picture cost $1,000. It is the most wonderful pic-

ture ever produced—the triumph of the photographers’ art! It is

really 500 different pictures of the President all on one superb

mounting. There is no other picture like it anywhere on earth.

We want one of these great pictures in every farm home

—

because no President has ever been as friendly to the farmers as

President Roosevelt. This picture is printed on fine supercalen-

dered coated stock, and will be a real adornment to your parlor

or sitting room for all time.®

#
The National Farm Paper

—that’s what Farm and Fireside is. It contains more helpful,

interesting editorial matt er than any other farm paper. Comes twice

a month and gives you the equivalent of 1,600 standard-size pages

of reading matter a year. Farm and Fireside prints and circulates

more copies each month than any other farm paper in America.

That shows how well it is liked! Has twelve departments cover-

ing every side of farm life
,
from plowing to the kitchen. Made for

the whole family. Stops when your time is up. Join the Farm
and Fireside family. You will never regret it. Our readers

are in the millions.

Our Offer .
jT Dipt.J 7

Send us only 25 cents with this coupon or a letter, / farm and «

and we will send you Farm and Fireside till April, / 25

1909, and the 500 pictures of Roosevelt besides, / cents, for which

by return mail, postpaid. This offer is lim- / and Fireside to April,

ited, and you cannot get Farm and ’ / of
™9

sldenVR™fevri;
C

wffh-

Fireside with these pictures any- • ,.<•• 0ut cost.

where else on earth. Subscribe now be- /
fore the price goes up !

FARM AND FIRESIDE / S orR R

Dept. I SPRINGFIELD, OHIO / To"“

/ Date State ™...— -
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BIG PROFITS
MADE IN

FRUITS
iimi

BERRIES
In Southern New
Jersey. Soil and
climate particular-
J y adapted to fru i ts,

berries, grapes*
early vegetables, poultry and pigeons.

5 ACRES, $100
$5.00 DOWN $5.00 MONTHLY
Near two largo manufacturing towns and three

miles from famousA TLANIiC CI1 Y MAHKl.rs. Best facilities toNew York and 1 hiludelphia. Mild, healthful climate
forces early crops for fancy prices. Pure air and
water. Title perfect. Write for free booklet.
DANIEL FRAZIER CO.. G90 Bailey Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.

Pedigreed Scotch Collies
The Scotch Collie Is the ideal dog. Strong, wise and

watchful, wonderfully Intelligent, be is beyond ques-
tion tbe most useful as well as the most handsome dog
for the borne.
We believe our strain of dogs Is not excelled by any

kennel in tbe country, either in breeding or marking.
None but Pedigreed Puppies sold which are entitled
to registry in the American Kennel Club Stud Book.
Pull and authentic pedigree sent with each puppy.

Write us for prices and further particulars.

hillside: kennels,
West Grove, Penn.

JUMBO SQUAB BREEDERS
are largest and fastest Breeders. Money
makers everywhere. If you wish to be
successful start with our “JUMBO
HOMERS, ” every pair of which is guar-
anteed mated and banded, not over 2 years
old and ready to go breeding at once.

• Send 4 cents in stamps for our large illus-
trated Book “How to Make Money with Squabs.”

PROVIDENCE SQUAB CO„
772 HOPE STREET, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

/^REIDER’Si FINE
3 Poultry Catalogue
I *or 1908 is *ar£er an<* ketter than ever.

I
ftUoat pure-bred poultry and

I Illustrates 60 varieties. Contains 10

I beautiful chromos of leading breeds—
n pretty enough to frame. Tells of best Louse

H Killer, bow to cure diseases, make money

.

. JP Only 10c postpaid . Send to-day for a copy.
B. H. GKE1DEK, Bheems, Pa.

15
CTS. will bring to your address one year a good poul-
try paper. Told monthly by experienced people, alltheins
and outs of the business and how to Slake Poultry Pay.
'Address BLETT’S POULTRY POINTERS, Farwell, Mich.

Qlj Var’s. 3200 Birds to offer, consisting of
uU all Breed, Poultry and Eggs, Dogs,

i

Ferrets. Pigeons(Homers), Angora Goats,
Belgian Hares, etc., all described and in-
formation in colored 60 Page Book and
store at your Door 10c. List Free.

J.A. BERtJEY, Box L. Telford, Pa.

Dnk.f fllLlrc We ship thousands each sea-

DdUV blllLKN son - Write us now. Stamp
J for prices and testimonials.

Box 14, Freeport Hatchery, Freeport, Mich.

(\A Var. Poultry, Pigeons, Hares, 20 Eggs, $1.00.
Stock for sale. Catalog and show Record free.

H. D. ROTH, Box SO, Franconia, Pa.

$500 YEARLY PROFIT out ^u^e hens

United Supply Co., Lock Box 49, Franklin, O.

45 VARIETIES BEST POULTRY. Fine
large poultry Book 10c. Stock and eggs cheap. Price
list free. John TO. Heatwole, Harrisonburg, Va.

A GENEROUS OFFER
To sufferers of CATARRH and DEAFNESS. To

show our confidence in Ayers’ Catarrh Jelly we will
send 25c tube on ten days FREE trial. If benefited
send money, if not a 2c stamp will return it. Write
today. Ayers Chemical Co., Box V, Sidney, Ohio

Agents$103.50permonth
tiling these wonderful Scissor*. V. 0.

Glebner, Columbus, O. sold 22 pairs in 3 1

hours, mads $13; you can do it, we show Ul ljg
bow. Fail Outfit, yibomat Mfg. C«„ 21? K St., Oaftaa, 0.

Lovely Postals
P ASTER. With txvnv r, lP-r,

Imported, richly embossed Floral,

_www-j wwmij Satin, Lace, Views, Love Scenes,
EASTER, etc., with your name Frosted, 10 for 25c. and Agent's offer.
Grandest offer. EASTERN TRADING CO.. New Haven. Conn

POULTRY
Conducted by CARL G. LEOBER

P
ICTURE AGENTS SS&
Framed Wall Picture, cost 43c, sell 98c easy. 100 subjects.
Crayou Portraits 45c. FACTORY

y, Wayne, III.

PN CREDIT
* Splendid 8ew1ngr Machines, $8.
Blegant UPRIGHT,PIANO
Only $125.00, warranted 25
years; senton three months’ FREE

trial. Elegant
Parlor Organ,
820. up; war-
rantod 25
years; sentOD
free trial. We
sellforcashor,
easy monthly
payments. We trust honest

, people located in all parts of
pthe United States. Write for
free Catalogde.

CENTURY MFQ. CO., Dept. 8SS S, EAST ST. LOUIS, ILL;

Few realize how important sunshine is
in a poultry house. It you are one who
is successful with poultry, has not the
fact that your house faces south, admit-
ting plenty of nice warm sunlight,
accounted for much of your success?
You who are not so fortunate as you

would like to be in this regard, may ac-
count for your ill success by the reflec-
tion that it is perhaps this, that your
poultry house is damp and poorly ven-
tilated. Can’t you cut a window into
the south wall, for it will amply repay
for all work and expense. Sunshine and
fresh air will convert a dull place into
a bright cheery room, drying up damp-
ness and converting lazy, humped up
chickens into a singing active lot of egg-
layers.

The value of sunshine and good fresh
air cannot be over-estimated by poultry
keepers. Those who keep chickens mainly
for the eggs produced will.swell their re-
ceipts considerably by having their hens
lay when eggs are highest in price, and
in order to do this it is very essential to
have the right kind of house. It is not
always the one that pays out the most
money for his poultry houses that gets
the best results. If some, instead of
building great big expensive buildings,
would construct houses on the order of
the one I will try to picture to you, it

would be better for all concerned. It is

the same here as in every other under-
taking, the more money involved, the
smaller the percentage of profit. It makes
a big difference whether we have $300 to
$400 invested in buildings or $50 to $100.
Yes, $50 will go a long way if used for
buildings as described in the following.
A house fronting south, ten feet long

by six feet wide, the front six feet high
and the rear five feet high will make a
very nice place for a limited number of
hens. Be sure to board up the north and
west walls tight, doing the same with the
east wall, except that you leave an open-
ing for the door two feet wide at the
highest end. This will leave all walls
tight except the front, or south wall.
On this side run a 2x2 inch piece one

foot from the bottom clear across. Do
the same at the top, one foot from the
roof. Now place another 2x2, running up
and down, right in the center. By board-
ing up two and one-half feet from each
end, it will leave you two openings for
your windows, each one four feet high
by two and one-half feet wide. You need
no hinge on your windows, just slide them
back and forth on the lower 2x2. Nail
a 1x2 along the upper 2x2 to hold the
window in place. At the bottom it is

best not to place such a strip, but hold
the windows in place with finishing nails,
set about every six inches. This will hold
th® windows just as tightaud in addition
keep them from freezing so tight as not
to be easily opened. Above the top 2x2
toward each end leave an opening about

$10 for Five Days

Don’t you think our offer to give

Six High Grade Rose Bushes with a

year’s subscription to Vick’s Maga-
zine is an attractive one ? It is safe

to say that you would enjoy their

blossoms and fragrance during the

coming summer. Many of your

friends would accept this offer if

they could see it, or if some one
could show it to them. We would
like to give some one $10 for 5 days’

work in doing this. It ought to be

you, or some friend who would ap-

preciate an opportunity like this.

Write for particulars to VICK’S
MAGAZINE., Dansville, N. Y.

PILES
Send No Money
Only Your Address

And Qet
DR. VAN VLECK’S

SI CURE
trt FREE
Then If folly satisfied
with benefit received,
send us $1.00. If not
It costs you nothing.
We take your word.
Dr. Van Vleck’s 3-fold
Absorption Treatment
for Piles, Ulcer, FIs-
sura. Prolapse, Tu-
mors, Constipation,
etc., is curing thou-
sands in every stage
of this cruel disease-

chronics of 30 and 40 years suffering as well as all
the milder stages. Don’t wait for the surgeon’s
knife, but write the Dr. Van Vleck Co.. 467
Majestic Buildlag. Jackson, Mich., for this Trial
Treatmet (in plain wrapper). Write for It today.

$21

8x12 inches; tack fine mesh poultry wire
over the outside of this opening and for
the inside have a frame covered with
muslin to slide over it. You will find
that only in the coldest weather will it

be necessary to close this opening, as
same acts as a ventilator, letting out the
foul air. It is also a good plan to put
wire on the outside of the windows,
giving you a chance to opeu them any
time even if you have the birds confined.
The opening for the chickens to go out

should uot be placed below the window,
but toward the eud, and should be fitted
with a good well-closing door, as this is
the place where all draughts come from,
a here is also another good reason for
placing this opening away from the
window, as the space below the window'
is always more or less damp, which is a
drawback to a good closing door, and
your chickens are always liable to get
soiled more or less when passing in and
out.

Noiv as regards inside arrangements.
The drop board or roost should be placed
on the north wall. A frame made of 1x2
on which l/2 inch, boards are nailed will
be found to be the best. Run a partition
also made of inch lumber, thirty
inches wide and run from the floor clear
to the ceiling, placing it in the center,
five feet from each end. Now fit your
drop board (also thirty inch wide) on
each side between this partition and the
outside wall. Have it two and one-half
feet from the floor, which will allow the
chickens to use the entire floor space for
scratching room. It is best to build all
the partition of 1x2 with yi inch lumber
over them, as you can use boards from
old boxes, and it is much easier to handle
than heavier lumber. Another advantage
is that when using frames you can re-
move it at any time leaving you the clear
walls. A good place for the nests is in the
upper northwest and northeast corners
above the roosts. A frame thirty inches
long and twenty-one inches deep will act
as floor. By leaving a space of six inches
in the front and dividing the rest into
two places you will have two nests 15x15
each.

Looking over our building, we have
a fine pen of 10x6, with two windows in
the front, a roosting place, divided in
the center by a partition and two nests on
each end. The best part of this house is
that when occasion arises for additional
pens, or when (you need places to mate
up your different pens, all you need to
do is to place a wire frame with a door,
running from between the partition sep-
arating the roosts to the place between
the windows and you will have two per-
fect pens of 5x6. They are large enough
to accommodate a pen of from five to
twelve birds. It is a good idea to run
muslin or any other kind of cloth along
the bottom of the wire partition to pre-
vent fighting.

a Week to put out Merchandise and Grocery Catalogs. Home
territory. American Home SupplyJCo. Dept. A M, Chicago.

HORSES Going Blind, Bary Co.

—FREE $1.00 COUPON—a
Good for a fi Pair of Magic Foot

Drafts to be sent Free on Approval,
as explained below.

To

Address

Magic Foot Draft Co., Jackson, Mich. 67

This free offer Is open to every
man woman or child who has

RHEUMATISM
Let Magic Foot Drafts cure you

Rheumatism, no matter where,or how y<
suffer. They are curing cases of ever
kind, Muscular, Sciatic, Lumbago, Gou
chronic or acute—curing after docto.
and baths and all else had failed, curin
even after 30 and 40 years suffering.
Magic Foot Drafts are powerful y

harmless antiseptic plasters worn on tL,
sensitive foot soles, their soothing an
healing effects reaching the entire bod
through the circulatory and the nervou
systems.
Don’t Doubt. Take our word and that

of the thousands upon thousands who
have tried the Drafts without cost and
afterwards gladly paid for value received.
You can see that we couldn’t afford to
send them on approval if they didn’t cure.

RACE MARK

Let Magic Foot Drafts cure you
Send us the coupon with your full ad
dress today. You’ll get the Drafts bj
return mail

—

to try free. Then if yc
are satisfied, you can send us One Dolla
If not, keep your money. You decide
We take your word. Address Magii
Foot Draft Co., 467 Oliver Building,
Jackson, Mich. Send no money—just
the coupon. Write today.

, fk ft JO £ Hidden Name, Friendship, Bilk 1 _

! /WflL I Etwekpe and all other kinds of CARR.,
\
™^ and Premium Article*. Sample Album

;

of Finest Cards and Biggest Premium List, all for l
2 cent stamp. OHIO CARD COMPANY, CADIZ, OH"

PATENTS
48p. book free. Highest refs. Long
experience. FITZGERALD
CO., Dept. F., Washington, D. i

25PostCardsl0c
Void to i tiroduc. big catalog oaly 10c. W,

Beautiful Photo-tintViews ofP
Chicago, Niagara FaKs.CajitaI.4c. I

comic*. Bold at 3 to Sc each. All p
CO., 10 Fairfield Are., CHICA

WTA'WT'p'TY Reliable representative, prof,’’ A able position; salary after tria
Address, Standard Silver-ware Co., Boston,Mass

$90
a month for men to put out Merchandise and Gr
eery Catalogs. Mail Order House. Blew Bros.,Ch

VISITING CARDS
R. D. Elliott, Dept. B., Box 1376 , St. Louis, Mo

YnilP Nnmp *n Gold on handsome Postals cent!IUU1 HdlUC SANTA FE CARD CO., SuU». \>n Mwdc

ASTHMA
Instant relief and
positive cure. Trial
treatment mailed
free.

Toxlco Laboratory. 1123 Broadway, New York.

LADIES’ SUITS S7SISSHS
Man-tailored to your measure at wholesale prices. Newest styles.
Guaranteed to fit. Write for catalogue and fWe samples.
Chicago Suit Co., Dept. 40, 125 Haddon Ate., Chicago, III.

(pf I alpd Ronp Antograph Pillow Painted _UU LdlcM IV.iy f, ural violets. Front and back
cents. D.UXTY4XOGGERY SHOP, Selah, Washington.

BOYS AND GIRLS I Easy money for
\\ rite, DAVID H. KING, Box 427, Pittsburg, ]

For Sale
High Class Slock such as Dog
Pigeons, Ferrets. Rabbits, Cattl
Sheep and Swine. Send 10c

60 page Descriptive Illustrated Catalogue.
MOUNT PENN KENNELS, READING, PA.

IF TROUBLED WITH ANTS
Write me enclosing stamp. I will send informati

FREE bow to get rid of them iu 24 hours.
F. A. THOMPSON. Mareellus. N.

ONE HANDSOMELY ENGRAVED WATCH, Ot
Chain, 12 fancy pattern Tea Spoons all for $1.:
prepaid. C. L. SLADE. Saratoga, N. Y.

53 Latest assorted Comic Cards 1 0c. (Bush
of Fun). M. Hess, 213 Randolph, Chi'

Earn $8 ADVERTISING OUR WASHING FLUlO
In tout town with 100 samples. Send 6c Srasi—
A. W. SCOTT, COHOES. N. ’

25 POST CARDS 10§
Beautifully colored views—Capital, Chicago. Park S
etc. Finest yet published. No oomlca or black and w*
Sold at 8 to 6c each. All sent prepaid to Introduce our

Urgain p*3t card vftlj 10c. SOUVENIR CO., 1226 ST.,CHIC
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A Cosy Corner On The Farm

The Grape Arbor
No farmer’s home is quite complete without a

grape arbor. There’s a spot somewhere near
the house—a side entrance possibly—that will be
improved in appearance by a tastily built grape
arbor. How many times, on a hot summer after-
noon, have “Ma” and “the girls’’ longed fora
cool, shady spot where they could sit in com-
fort and sew! How many Sunday afternoons
would “Pa” find real rest under the cool, refresh-
ing shade of a grape arbor! The average farmer
has to work mighty hard for everything he gets
—and it isn’t right for him to live on, year after
year, depriving himself of these little comforts.
The comfort derived — the beautifying of the
farm—is after all only a small part of the attract-
iveness of a grape arbor. Then comes the har-
vest. Think of the luscious bunches of big red,
purple or white grapes—there is the real charm
after all. The Iowa Nursery Company, through
their remarkable offer appearing on another
page of this paper, make it possible for any
farmer or farmer’s wife to have a delightful
grape arbor at a very small cost. It will pay the
readers of this paper to write the Iowa Nursery

i Company, Desk 10, Des Moines, Iowa, and get a

p
copy of tlieircatalog and their special offers on

I' grape vines, tree, etc.

Heralds of Spring
The Seedmen and their Beauteous Catalogues Nearly all our little ills come

through inactive bowels. Those

days that you lose because you

don’t feel right—Cascarets
will save them all.

In the old days, physic was dreadful — calomel, castor oil, salts or

cathartics.

And they were worse than they seemed, for they irritated the stomach

and bowels.

They acted much as pepper acts in the nostrils. They flooded the

bowels with fluids.

But those fluids were digestive juices. And a waste today means a
lack tomorrow.

You secured relief, but you were actually worse off than without it.

It’s different with Cascarets.

Their effect is the same as that of laxative foods, or of exercise. They
stimulate the bowels to natural action.

No griping, no irritation. They act as a bowel tonic.

The old way, too, was to take large doses of physic. People waited

until the bowels were clogged.

The new way is to take one Cascaret when you need it. Carry the

box in your pocket or purse.

Ward off the troubles instantly.

The modern plan is to keep at your best. The old way wasted tOO

many good hours.

Cascarets are candy tablets. They are sold by all druggists,

but never in bulk. Be sure you get the genuine, with CCC
on every tablet. The price is 50c, 25c and

TEN CENTS PER BOX 792

EVERY LADY READ THIS
Years ago wbeu I was a sufferer, an old nurse told

me of a wonderful cure for Leucorrhea, Displace-

ments, Painful Periods, Uterine and Ovarian
troubles. It cured me in one month. It is a simple,
harmless lotion that can be prepared by any ODe
having the recipe. I will send it Free to every
suffering sister who writes to me. Address .

Mrs. M. V. HUDNUT, South Bend, Ind.

Clothes-Pin Apron 25 cents postpaid. Send for free de-

scriptive circular. Mildred Doubleday Co., Athol, Mass.

bCMTC—$15 Monthly, Combination Rolling Pin.
JL1\ 13 Nina Articles Combined. Lightning seller

Roses or Cinnamon Vines

Would make a beautiful gift for a friend.

Send us your renewal according to our

offer, and tell us to whom you want the

premium sent, and we will forward to them

either the Roses or Cinnamon Vines, with-

out any further expense to you.

I flniFQ Send $1.00 and receive a beautiful” *-* 1 waist length (plain or stamped).
Yarwood & Kadeliffe, 847 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn,N.Y.

•m ft Half Letterheads and 100 Envelopes, PrintedW on t’raab Honil, Ppd. for85cts. Samples free.

JF.FFRF.Y CO., 14 N. Vermont St., BROOKLYN, N. V.

The Flower Girl Substantials First

Is the title of

ithe annual an-
nounc ement of

Heller Brothers,

New Castle, Ind.,

which abundantly
proves that, in and
about the Indiana

;

town from which
it is sent forth,

the Rose is queen
and a most fasci-

nating, and gorg-
eously attired

|

queen she is too.

It is no disparage-
ment to any of
the other cata-

|

logues at hand to

say that Heller
Brothers’ excels
them all both in

the happy conceptions of its author,

I

in its delightful illustrations, and the

truly artistic effects achieved in its

mechanical execution. Evidently this

firm has caught the inspiration of

beauty imparted by the exquisite things
in which it deals and has successfully

transmitted that beauty to the printed

page. If one were previously wholly ob-

: tuse to the elevating influences of flow-

; ers, the perusal of the beauteous “Flower
Girl’’ would arouse him from his leth-

argy and create within him something of

a love of flowers. A most engaging feat-

ure of “The Flower Girl” is that a dis-

tinctive human interest pervades its pages,

thus emphasizing the truth of the state-

ment made in the March issue “flow-
ers are made for folks.” Herewith Vick’s

As one examines
the H. W. Buck-
bee seed annual of

1908, he finds the

good things there-

in pictured and
described served
up very much as

meals are in all

well ordered
homes : substan-

tials first, delica-

cies, pie and cakes
afterward . As one
peruses the early

pages, he is car-

ried forward to the
‘

‘ good old summer
time” now ap-
proaching, soon
finds his mouth
watering for the

feast of good things which planting of

Buckbee’s almost endless varieties of

choice garden seeds will surely bring.

Turning the pages one comes later to an
equally attractive description of high
grade flower seeds. No one desiring to

be fully informed as to the latest and
best in garden and flower seeds should
fail to include Buckbee’s catalogue for

1908, which comes from the Forest City

Greenhouses, Rockford, 111.

A Fine Large Annual
One of the largest and most complete

seed catalogues of the year is that issued

by the Storrs & Harrison Co., Nursery-
men, Painesville, Ohio. Not only do
these nurseries supply a widely extending
area with choice stock in the way of

A Happy Combination

I The German Nurseries and Seed House,
( of Beatrice, Neb., certainly have a happy

;

combination in that they conduct an np-

I
to-date nursery in conjunction with a first

i|class seed business. Their beautiful cat-

alogue just at hand indicates that they

[cover a wide field and command a liberal

patronage. On the prairies of the West
there is great need for ornamental shade

trees, shrubs, aud hedges, and the Ger-

man Nurseries catalogue shows clearly

that the firm issuing it have given spec-

ially intelligent attention to this impor-
tant subject also to the culture of vines

I

for the beautifying of homes both in

city, village, and country. This firm is

also doing excellent work in introducing

in the western states the successful culture

I

of apples, plums, pears, quince, peaches,

aud other tree

fruits, which many
have hitherto
Thought not to be
adapted to the
climate of the

states principally
tributary to the
German Nurseries.

By thus acclima-
tizing these fruits,

this firm is render-

ing a valuable
service to the en-

tire West.

Magazine takes pleasure in introducing
to its readers through the courtesy of

Heller Brothers the., beautiful “Flower
Girl,” who, by the way, is the charming
little daughter of Mr. Myer Heller, the

senior member of the firm.

Where the Rose Reigns
One of the most attractive catalogues

of the year comes from the Dingee and
Cotiard Co., West Grove, Pa., and proves
conclusively that in the floral kingdom
of the Keystone State the Rose truly is

sovereign. The examination of this

beautiful catalogue makes one instinct-

ively long to enjoy life in that fortunate

land, where Dingee & Conard roses hold

sway, for no court on eartli could be

more splendid aud gorgeous and no royal

realm abound with more exquisite beauty
and fragrance than this one. Not only

does this annual
make most tempt-
ing offerings of

everything the

heart could wish
for in roses, but
also a most attrac-

tive line of other

floral favorities.

The Dingee &
Conard catalogue
for 19081s cer-

tainly a thing of

beauty from cover
to cover.

How CROFTS & REED’S Plan of Direct Dealing Will

FURNISH YOUR HOME
WITHOUT COST
We want to talk this buying-direct-from-the-maker plan

over with vou. We want to show you how you can save nearly

one-half your household expenses. There is nothing

funusual about it-simply the cutting out of ail middle-

men’s profits by buying your grocery needs direct
from the maker, getting them at first cost instead

of third cost. When you buy from a storekeeper you pay
these middlemen’s profits and get no value in return.

Why not save this extra expense—get the benefit your-

self, On our plan with the saving you make you can

GET THESE ARTICLESFREE
1
You can furnish your home without cost. If you doi£t

I want a premium you can save nearly one-half in cash.

I Suppose in the next 30 days you will spend atyour local

stores, say $10 forTea# Coffee, BakingPowder,
Baked Pork and Beans, Riee. Spices, _ _»ooa

dl Uafw^
Products. If ordered from us direct from the ffiptory—y011 w0U--Ljj^TTW^
worth of Products and a $10 Premium, $20 value for only $10,

. just double what your storekeeper gives. How can we_ao
it? Because wo save you all middlemen’s profits, ine
quality of Products and Premiums we guarantee to

w please yon. We let you use them 30 days—if not satisfactory you can

|

them at our expense. Write for Big Premium Book showing over 1200 premiums. It s free.

CROFTS REED CO.. Dept. 441 Chicago
Our Club of Ten Plan* This is another saving plan in which 10 families

can club together and order $1 worth per week or month
and each get a $10 premium. Ask for booklet

plaining it.ECZEMA
CAN BE CURED. My mild, soothing, guaranteed euro
dies it Sid FREE SAMPLE prove. It. STOPS THE ITCH-
ING and cure* to stay. WRITE NOW—TODAY.

DR. CANNADAY, 139 Park Square, Sedalia, Mo.
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apple, plum, pear, peach and other choice
fruit tiees and vines, but also an almost
limitless variety of flower seeds and in
addition, seeds, the planting of which
will yield an abundance of good things in
any garden where planted.

The Iowa Seed Co’s Annual
Another Iowa catalogue that indicates

Corn to be king is the well written and
beautifully illustrated annual sent out
by the Iowa Seed Co., of Des Moines,
la. While with this company the corn
idea easily is in the lead all other depart-
ments of seed culture receive ample at-
tention notably that of the grasses, both
for feeding and ornamental purposes.
Under this head the writer of the cata-
logue gives the following advice: “Make
your place look like home this year by
fixing up the lawn.” He also drops into
verse and quotes approvingly these beau-
tiful lines.

“Thank God for grass! No other glory
vies

With the refreshing glory of the grass:
Not e’en the blue of the o’er bending

skies,

Nor fading splendors when daylight dies,
Can this sweet smile of living green
surpass,”

Tor the lawn the Iowa Seed Company
offers a tempting variety of seeds and also
gives ample instructions showing how
properly to make and care for a good
lawn, one that shall justify the old ex-
pression, “a thing of beauty is a joy
forever.” Not only does this company
supply all kinds of seeds for the produc-
tion of things of utility from the farm
and garden, but also for the floral adorn-
ment of the home estate without and
within. The lovers of roses, pinks, and
pansies will find this company’s offerings
for 1908 specially attractive.

Farmer’s Choicest
£. J. Farmer, Pulaski, N. Y., issues a

very attractive catalogue, on an early
page of which appears a fine picture of
three bright, pretty children, under
which appears this legend : “The choicest
productions from Farmer’s Nursery.”
When the reader has looked through the
pamphlet and noted the beautiful pic-
tures of fine large succulent strawberries
of many varieties, luscious raspberries,
blackberries, currants, gooseberries, etc.

,

etc., be can the better appreciate the
high estimate and regard Mr. Farmer
rightly bestows upon his children. In
addition to the products named, this an-
nual devotes a few pages to choice
poultry.

Geraniums
The exquisite catalogue, entitled “Ger-

aniums,” issued by D. Vjncent, Jr. &
Sons Co., White Marsh, Md., may be
more properly called a Geranium Art
Album, so artistic and attractive is it in
every way. Any lover of geraniums and
any devotee of the art of arts—the art
preservative—should send for this an-
nual. Either will find its perusal a veri-
table feast.

TO WOMEN WHO DREAD MOTHERHOOD!
Information How They May Give Birth to

Happy, Healthy Children Absolutely
Without Pain—Sent Free.

No women need any longer dread the pains of
childbirth, or remain childless. Dr. J. H. D} -e
has devoted his life to relieving the sorrows of
women. He has proved that all pain at child-
birth may be entirely banished, and he wilt gladly
tell you how it may be done absolutely free of
charge. Send your name and address to Dr. J.H. Dye, 11G Lewis Block, Buffalo, N. Y., and he
will send you, postpaid, his wonderful book
which tells how to give birth to happy, healthy
children, absolutely without pain ; also how to
cure sterility. Do not delay but write to-day.

POST CARDS with your name and address neat-
ly printed on them for oulv lie. 100 for 28c; 25
envelopes printed for 12c, ll)0 for 30c; 25 Note-
heads for TGc, 100 for 35c ; 25 Name Cards 10c post

puid. C. Franklin Ptg. (i Pub. Co., E. Bridgeport, Conn.

PILES

CURED WITHOUT THE KNIFE
J. C. FAY, Edgertou, Minn., says, "I suf-

i t'ered years, operated on twice. Bought
J box 15 MINUTE PILE REMEDY, and,

thank God, it cured me.” Free trial. Write today
now. ARTZ 1HED. CO., Dept. V., St. Paul, Minn.

FRFF A CiOI.D WATCH. Handsome gold watch given
f.

24 packages our FAMOUSBLUEING at 10c each. W hen sold return the $2.40 andwatch will be sent FREE the same day. Send name and
address to LAGLL MEG. CO., Port Wellington, W'is.

CALIFORNIA’S beautieul wild poppy.v.ilii vmuit d It Is called the Cloth of Gold.Every garden should have a bed or these lovelv
flowers. 10c pkt. Wood Bros. Novelty Co.,

t Ver *— - -1350 East Vernon Ave., Los Angeles, Cal.

CURE YOUR CATARRH
MY NASAL DOUCHE

MY FREE OFFER TO CAIakkh SUFFERERS
I want to have the name of every man, woman or child who suffers from CatarrhHawking or Spitting, Headaches, Discharging Ears, Head Noises. Ringing or

\
Buzzing in the Ears, so I can send them absolutely free my Nasal Douche Five

I
Bays Treatment and my New Book on Catarrh, Eye and Ear Troubles! My
Nasal Douche is my own invention, constructed on scientific principles easily

,

cleaned, perfectly sanitary and so simple that any child can use it. I’ve proved
its value in thousands of cases and I want to convince you that I can cure you

. I can prove this statement to you in five days’ time if you will only let me do so

'

1
1 don t care how serious your case may he or how long you may have suffered or

I what other doctors have told you. I want you to prove it for yourself at inv
expense. Simply send me your name and address and I will send

My 50c Nasal Douche, Five Days’ Treatment andMy Illustrated Book—ALL FREE

.
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118 bow to quickly relieve and cure Distressing Head Noises, RingingBuz/Jng In the Ears, Discharging Ears and Catarrh. It tells how deaf people, except thosedeaf, may be restored to perfect hearing. It tells In plain, simple language how all diseasesdefects of the Eye, such as Failing Eyesight, Cataract, Granulated Lids, Scums Sore Eyes etc etc
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fU y tre?ted by my patients in their own homes. It tells all about my Mild Medicln
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ur ’ and 19ddress on » post card and you’ll receive by return mall my 60c Nasal Douche 6 Dave’ Treatmentnu IllUIICy Catarrh, Eye and Ear Troubles-aU Free. This means absolutely free, no obng*Jo™u0wmee£^^ayTSrcondltlon whatever. Write today.

OR. F. Cm CURTS, 170 Gumhel-Curts Building, KANSAS CITY, MO.

GOITRE
THE RIGHT REMEDY IS FOUND AT LAST

$2.50 WORTH-FREE
Don’t be dUfig-
ured by an ugly
goitre on yous
neck. It can be
cured, Let me
send you a good
liberal sample ol

my great remedy
for a trial in your
own case. The
sample will quick-
ly relieve the chok-
ing and other dis-

tressing symptoms
and it often re-

duces the goitre
one to two inches.
Don’t hesitate be-

cause of former disappointments, for the sample alone will
convince you that a true remedy has been found. Write for
the sample treatment today and let it speak for itself. Address,
W. Thompson Bobo, 41 Minty Block, Battle Creek, Mich.

Free Trial Treatmen
Let us prove to you tha

“CAPO” Is The Greatestaii'

, „ MostSuccessful Method in th
treatment of Piles ever placed before the public. W
are curing thousands in every stage of this cruel dis
ease. No Knife, No Pain. Write today for free tria
treatment and be convinced.
THE CAPO CO., COLUMBIANA, OHIO

ASTHMA
CUREPTOSTAY CURED
No relapse. No return of
choking spells or other

lx?i 7 7 7 , x asthmatic symptoms.Whetzel system of treatment approved by best U. 8.medical authorities as the onlysystem known to permal

sK-j^FREE TEST TREATMENT
including medicines,prepared for any onegiving a full
description of the case and sending names of 2 asthma-
tic sufferers. AddressFRANK WHETZEL.M.D.Dept. Y, American Express Building, Chicago.

A OfMTO OOflfl ^©ry month selling ourwonderful
flUtN loqoUU SEVEN PIECE KITCHEN SET
Send for sworn statement $12 daily profit. Experience unneces-
sary. Outfit free. V Thomas Mfg. Co., 7212 K St., Dayton, O.

-Return thlg“ with 50 one*
cent 8tamp9
and I will mail
youaDollarof
Wolcott sPain

. , . _ Paint pow-
ders, with full directions tr make sixty 25-cent bottles.
Pain Paint stops pain instantly; removes Headache,
Toothache, Neuralgia, in one minute; cools faster than
Ice; burns will not blister. A spoonful taken four
times a day kills Dyspepsia. Sold 40 years by agents.
Ok ti. WOLCOTT, Wolcott Building, New York,

WE PAY $80 A MONTH SALARYand furnish rig and all expenses to Introduce poultry
k P°*'der*i new plan; aleady work. AddressBIGLER COMPANY, X323, SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS.

FREE MY BOOK entitled
“COLD FACTS ABOUT

HEALTH”
Obstinate cases of Rheu.matism. Headache, Nervousness, Consti-

pation, Kidney and Liver Complaints
easily and readily cured by iny Rational Method,
the Scientific Combination of Foods. My
treatment is economical, as you secure the advan-
tages of a .Sanatarium right in your own home.
This marvelous work is yours for the asking".
Absolutely freee.

Dr. ORION A. SILER
suite 2, Warren National Bank Bldg., Warren, Pa.

$1000 REWARDI ADIES
,I positively guarantee mv Coth centrated Ergo=Kolo “Monthly” Componnt

Salely relieves some of the longest, most obstinate al
normal cases in three to five days. No harm, pain o
interference with work. Mail *1.50. Double strengt
§2.00. “LADIES” BOOKLET FREE P
I)K. SOCTH1.YGTOK, K. CO., DEPT. 80, KANSAS CITY, M0

I CARDS—20 Post Cards and Big TTkfxi
Novelty Catalogue for 10 cents. JPOST
Send today while offer is good.

L. CARL CO,, 34 Mill Street, Deposit, N* Y

AFREE BOOK
FOR THE POOR IN HEALTH

RHEUMATISM
A CURE 6IVEH BY ONE WHO HAD IT

In the Spring of 18931
was attacked by mus-
cularand Inflammatory
rheumatism. I suffered
as those who have it
know, for over three
years, and tried almost
everything. Finally I
found a remedy that
cured me completely
and it haB not return-
ed. I have given it to a
number who were ter-

ribly afflicted, and It affected a cure in every
case. Anyone desiring to give this precious
remedy a trial, I will send it free. Address,
Mark H. Jackson, No.252 James Street, Syracuse, N. Y.
Hr. Jackson is responsible. Above statement trne.-Pnb.

FAT PEOPLE
I Will SendYon a Trial TreatmentFreo

I can reduce your weight Three
to Five Pounds a Week and turn
ill health into robust health, men-
tal sluggishness into activity, and
relieve that feeling of fullness and
oppression by producing healthy
digestion and assimilation. No
diBtasteful dieting or starvation,

no exercising, no nauseating
drugs or sickening
pills that ruin tha
stomach. 1 am a
regular practising
physician and a spe-
cialist in the success-
ful reduction of su-
perfluous fat. My new
and scientifically per-

fected method strengthens the heart
and enables you to breathe easily, and quickly removes double-
ehio , large stomach and fat hips. Prominent physicians advise
their patients to take my treatment and leading doctors them-
selves are my patients. I absolutely guarantee satisfaction in
every case. Write to-day for free trial treatment. I will also
•end you free my new book on Obesity. It will give you detailed
outline of my treatment; it will be sent you free. Address

HENRY C. BRADFORD, M. D.,
1123 Bradford Building, SO But 224 Street, Sow York City,

CANCER CURED
To Stay Cured. C. E. Hayse, Knon. Mo., was
cured of cancer 9 years ago. Is still well. He will
gladly tell you how our treatment cured him.
Write him.
Thousands are dying from cancers that our

treatment will cure. Our free book “Cancer and
its Treatment” tells bowr to distinguish cancer,
and how to cure it painlessly at home - Write for
it today. You risk nothing, and you mav be
rescued from a living death.

Drs, loaes 1 Rinehart, Suite C, 1 908 W. Washington St.. Indiaidpolis, Ini

ASTHMA
lUBiani rener am
positive cure. Tria
treatment mallei
free.

Toxico Laboratory, 1123 Broadway, New York

13263

O C II* _Be»vthulPkoto-UntVl«*sofTark,,

40 rOStwardSIUCftrlft^
(•aid to introduce big catalog only 10c. LUCA8 CARD CO. , 1229 Lake Bt

,

CHICAGO.

Transparent, Hidden Name, Silk Fringe
Envelope and Calling ja m r*

r New Joker and Escort Uw
|
NO TRASH, with Agent’s finest Sample Book. All for a

i 2-oent stamp. Buckeye Card Co., Lacey vllle, Ohio.

LEARN VETERINARY DENTISTRY^
dJOQQQ a year. We teach you at home in three

months of your spare time by illustrated
lectures and grant diploma with degree. Particulars free.
The Detroit Veterinary Dental College, Detroit, Mich.

RHEUMATISM
Sufferers can Bend address (no stamp re-
quired) and receive FREE a PAMPHLET
which tells what Rheumatism really is,
the cause of the pain attending it, and how
to obtain a lasting and inexpensive cure.

S. F. KIMBALL, 1 and 3 Union Sq., New York
t

DflAPT MARRY, DOCTOR, or despair
UUIl I “Don’t do a thing” till you see

clearly what’s best by aid of Flash-
lights on Human Nature, on health, disease, love,
marriage and parentage. Tells what you’d ask a doc-
tor, but don’t like to. 240 pages illustrated, 25 cents:
but to introduce it we send one onlv to any adult for
postage, 10 cents.

MURRAY HILL BOOK CO., 129 East 28th Street, Sew York

Asthma
CURE sent by express to yo
Trial. If it cures send $1 ;

if

Give express office/ Nations
Company, 70s Ohio Ave.,

25 Postcards 10c
paid to lotrodac* big catalog only lu

BoautlftilPhoto-tlntYlewBofParki,
1

Chicago, Niagara Falla, Capital, &c. No
F IWW comic*. Sold at 3 to Sc aach. All pra-
LUCAS A CO., 1222 LAKE 8T., CHICAGO.

CALL STONES #v liver disease
tell of a cure FRF.F. Address: C. Covey. R. f. D. 5, lansinj. Mich.

LADIES Our Emmenagogue is guaranteed to
relieve monthly irregularities. $1.00

post-paid. C. Peeler Medicine Co., St. Louis, Mo.

CANCER
Treated at liome. No pain, knife, plas-

ter or oils. Send for Free Treatise.
Add. A. J. Miller, M. D., St. Louis, Mo.

PftFUrc WANTED. Send me yours. I make
kJVii\i 1 ULiHj honest offer. Music composed.
Free booklet brings success to authors and exposes
fake “composers” and free “publishers.” Write today-
ARTHUR A. PENN, Studio 11, Daly’s Theatre Bldg., New York

nervous troubles, rheumatism, reconstructive trea
ment, systemic poison and other subjects; costs notmg ; may bring you a fortune in the form of go<
health. Drop a card or letter today and get a cop
Address DR. SHAFER, 1G7 Garfield Place, CINCINNATI, i

Morphine
A painless home remedy for tl»

Opium, Morphine, or Laudanum habit

Free trial sent on application.

ST. JAMES SOCIETY,
Suite 310, JJ81 Broadway, New York

! Free $1.00

|

Package
/ Remember, Foso grows hair, stops hair falling

( out, removes dandruff; insures a new growth of

!

eyebrows and eyelashes, and changes gray or

faded liair to its natural color.

Free $1.00 Package Coupon
Fill out the blank lines below, cut out the cou-

pon and mall to J. F. Stokes-. Mgr- 8141 Foso Bldg.,
Cincinnati, Ohio. Enclose ten cents in stamps or

/ silver as an evidence of good faith and to nelp
J cover packing, postage, etc., and a full S1.00 pack-
S age will be sent you at once by mail prepaia free

J of charge.

,

AfterBefore
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the Point of the Needle
{Continued from page 18

)

list as well follow this instruction,

imply using white filo, for flower, in-

tead of yellow, and using yellow shade
t!0 r center, instead of brown. The senti-

uentof Mite Daisy is “Innocence.”

In embroidering the flower, start from

he tip of a petal and work toward the

enter of the flower. Iu working leaves,

,rt from the outer edge at the top and

ork toward the center vein.

STEMS .—Stems may be worked in satin

titch or with repeated rows of outline

titcli. Begiu at the right side of stem

t the top. When the first row is finished,

;ork the second row as close as possible

o the first row, and so on until desired

iddtli of stem is filled.

Veins.

—

For center vein for a leaf,

jake outline stitch, using second shade

i^hter or darker than the shade that

omes next to the center vein. For side

eins also use outline stitch in the like

aanner. In a leaf, if one side is shaded

rom light to dark, and the other side

rom dark to light, use medium shade for

enter vein, which makes contrast in

hade to both sides. For the center of

lie flower, take tw'o strands of filo into

,he needle and make French knots, com-

nencing from the outer edge, and make
hem close to each other and gradually fill

nto the center. In shading the center

if the flower, use brown shdde for the

mter edge, and shade gradually lighter

iw£)rd the center. This shading may be

FREE! “AYARD OF ROSES” FREE!

jversed.

Caution.— The
tretched (evenly

ever with bias of

linen should be
with i grain of linen,

linen) drum-tight on

be hoop. Take a soft sharp pencil and

raw on the design the .slant of stitches,

n -working, carefully follow these lines

o that the proper slant can be obtained

,-ithout difficulty.

•‘Yard of Roses” is conceded by everybody to be one of the grandest flower pictures offered this year ; one yard long, on

heavy copper-plate paper, in ten beautiful colors, making it so true to nature that you can easily imagine you aro look-

ing at the real flowers ; over 300,000 sold in lant 30 days ; a handsome ornament for any home that you will always be proud

of. To introduce our splendid family magazine and story paper, which already has a half-million readers, we mail this

grand work of art all charges paid to anyone who sends 10 cents (stamps or sllver)for The Household •> months and
picture. We makothis unusual offer to induce you to become a regular subscriber. Send at °ncc b^orc thw arc ?one.

Address THE HOUSEHOLD PICTURE DEPARTMENT. 525 JACKSON ST., TOPEKA. KANSAS.

aprilTO you represents us in your community?
Alltn I y Big money madeby all ouragents; you can

do the same; we supply everything; good
business opportunity; write today and get free outfit and
easy instruction.C.Dreebye, Dpt.4-41,Box 2079,N.Y.City

wanted to make up shields
at home; $10 per 100; can
make 2 an hour; work sent

prepaid to reliable women. Send reply envelope for

information to UNIVERSAL CO., Dept. 5, Phila, Pa.

LADY SEWERS

AGENTS-
on the way to Independence; ^

the ranks ourselves and are glad to

/it and simple Instructions; writ'

Home Co., Desk 4-41, 2 Duane Ht., 1

20 Postcards 10c

Instant relief and
positive cure. T rial
treatment mailed
free?.

Toxico Laboratory. 1123 Broadway. New York.

Hend 10 cents for 10 beautiful art
p* W Liti colored po t cards and get a handsome

^ scarf pin free.

Frank Hmith Co., 303 15th St. Brooklyn. N. Y.

1

89 k Fringe, Envelope, Gold BeTeled PAD HQ
Edge, Hidden N&meCards. etc. 200 wHnUu
Love Veme. 126 Rich a lUcjr Joke*. 1 PickAt-

II inm i i n i mm 1 1 i
nCB * 1 p*°k F»«^tOerde. New Lem Catcher b Big

8ample Look, ell for 2cta. Columbus Card Co. ,12*>F.8t., Columbus,Ohio

9K FINE POST CARDS 10P2^S^.°i:p.
mm Capital. «to. Bold in .tor.* at 2 for .V, nA f/e *aeb. All

bl7.Zl.yi Uo. SOUVENIR CAR O CO.. 1221L.k.BL, CHICAaO.

ASTHMA

E&3ffiggr^
F

Seed-Time and Harvest

By A. R. Wilcox

brough all the days of spring-time fair,

Good seed in love be sowing;
emembered not may be the deed,

Yet ’ tis growing, ever growing;

nd in the ripening autumn days,
'

When comes the time of reaping,

hy meed will be a harvest store

Of golden measures heaping.

A Tomato Novelty.

Everybody likes tomatoes and almost every one
rho has any garden at all devotes some space to

hem, therefore any improvements in tomatoes
ire considered of universal interest. Three years
igo when the mammoth pink variety called

‘Majestic” was introduced, it sprang at once in-

o popularity and Mr. J. R. Lawrence the noted
lorticulturist and experimenter of Massachus-
etts, grew one specimen weighing 5% lbs. Other
>ersons reported single plants producing 100 to

47 lbs. of tomatoes. The next year several per-

10ns exceeded even that marvelous weight and
Mtrs. A. Cronlin of Akron, Iowa, grew a few
>lants with special care, fertilized them heavily
ind permitted only one fruit to ripen on each
fiaut. Thus the entire strength of the plant
vent to one tomato and this resulted in some
mormons specimens, the largest weighing 7 lbs.

oz.

This year a new variety is being introduced by
.he same seedsmen, called “RedMajestic” which
ippears to be identical except that it will be pre-
ferred by many on account of its bright red
:olor. It is fairly smooth, very solid, with but
ew seeds, wonderfully productive and of pecul-

arly fine flavor. The seed is quite scarce this

rear and sells at forty cents per packet of 100

;eeds. Knowing that our readers would be in-

erested in it, we have arranged with the intro-

lucers, the Iowa Seed Company, of Des IVJoines,

owa, to send a trail packet of 25 seeds of the
Sew Red Majestic Tomato free provided you
nention this paper in writing them. They will

ilso send a copy of their large illustrated cata-
ogue of all kinds of garden and farm seeds. A
postal card request to the above named firm is

sufficient.

TEMPERANCE POST CARDS.
Something new. Twenty Original Artistic de-

signs. Every one a Gem of Beauty. They con-
tain inspiring Temperance quotations and sent-

meuts—charmingly illustrated. They will offend
10 one—but will make people think. Of special
•alue to the young. May save many a good boy
rom going astray. These unique Cards possess
haracter, beauty, and intrinsic value. They
hould be circulated far and wide, for their mis-
ion is to make this old world better. They re-

vive unbounded praise from critics everywhere.
ISf I give a valuable Premium Coupon, and my
Seed Catalog full of Bargains Free with every
order. To IntroduckI will send 2oTemperauce
Post Cards [all different] for only iscts. 40 for 25c
00 for 60c. postpaid. Please order at once, and
ell your temperance friends. Club agents want
;d everywhere.
A. T. COOK. Seedsman HYDE PARK, N. Y.

This Great World History,
SENT TO YOUR HOME FREE

Just send your name and address on the coupon below—that is all you need to do. It does

not cost one penny and as soon as your name and address is received a set of the world famous

Library of Universal History will be sent to you prepaid.

U”C, 'D |7 is the greatest opportunity ever offered— an oppor-
Akrx.J-1

£Unjt,y (or our readers to secure at less than half price

these fifteen beautiful volumes all printed from large new type,

embellished with over 100 double page maps and plans. 700 full page

illustrations, many of which are in colors, and over 5,000 pages of

reading matter.

This offer Is made possible by the failure of the publishers, the

Union Book Co. of Chicago. Hundreds of sets of this work have

been sold at 856.00 each and they are worth every cent of it, but we
now name you a rock-bottom bankrupt price of only 50c after ex-

amination and $2.00 per month for 12 months. It is impossible to

name a lower price for cash in full, as this is less than half the

publisher's price and is made only to close out the few remaining

sets quickly.

Before you decide to buy we invite you to examine this work in

vour own home for an entire week absolutely free of charge, and

should vou not want the books after examination we will have

them returned at our expense. We earnestly request you to ex-

amine this Library; let your wife and children and friends see it.

No better set of books could be placed in the hands of children

than this: it reads like a thrilling novel, and is in fact a complete

connected History of every country, nation and people .from1 the

beginning of time to the present year; the greatest World History

ever written and endorsed by scholars everywhere.

Prof George Fellows, of Indiana, says: “Most histories of the

world 'are dreary compilations. This work, however, is clear,

interesting and accurate.”

Ex Vlce-Pres. Stevenson says: “It is a complete record of the

human race and should find a place in every Library.

E Beniamin Andrews, Chancellor of the University of Nebraska,

says : “Its educational value in the home is sure to be very great.

Rev Frank W. Gunsaulus, of Chicago, says: "These volumes

will be of immense service in stimulating history study in our

country. It is a work of real genius.

Prof. Dabney, of Virginia, says: “Southern readers will

be gratified at the impartial spirit in which the war for

Southern independence is treated.”

The St Louis Globe Democrat says: “This work

invests the study of History with a new oharm

that will be felt by both young and old.

15 Massive Volumes
Each volume 7 inches wide

and 10 inches high;

weight, boxed,
nearly

75 lbs.

BEFORE In the annals of the publishing business
In .Lj V LI\ have we seen such a bargain. We do not hesitate

to recommend this offer to every reader of this paper; indeed we
believe every family should own a standard World History, for by v

j

knowing how other countries than ours are governed it gives us a

better knowledge and higher appreciation of our own system of

government and makes us better citizens.

We will be glad to give you an opportunity to see for yourself

and make your own decision after you have seen the beautiful

binding, the magniefient illustrations and have read parts of this

great History of man on earth. Then you can.decide. Should you

not wish to keep the work you will notify us and we will have it

returned at our expense.

The Illustration of tho books given here does not do them justice

;

you must see them to realize what they are. Vou assume no

obligation to us or any one else by making this request, you

simply ask for a free examination in your own home without

paying any one anything, and remember you can
send the books back at our expense, and re-

member, too. this bankrupt rock-bottom
price of $24.50 for this $56.00 Library
has been made possible only on ac-

count of the failure of the Union
Book Company, thus necessi-

tating a receiver's sale at a
price which barely cov-
ers the cost of the pa-
per and binding.

MAIL THE
COUPON

-evi
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A Select List of Popular fVmfr
Copyright Fiction > - - J tullj

The following list includes some of the most popular and best selling titles among recent fiction as well as some standards of earlier issue Allof these titles were formerly sold at $1.50 par volume. Complete editions. Handsome cloth binding. Our price is reduced to 45 cents ner volume
If ordered sent by mail or express prepaid add 12 cents per volume. [Space allows us to list only a portion of these books carried in stock See
Catalogue for lull list together with 4,000 other books at proportionately low prices.]

" c u

Abroad With the Jimmies—Lillian Bell.

Adventures of Francois—S. Weir Mitchell.
Adventures of Gerard—A. Conan Doyle.
Alton of Somasco—Harold Blindloss
Alice of Old Vincennes—M. Thompson.
Apache Princess, An—Capt. Charles King.
Aristocrats, The—Gertrude Atherton.
Arms and the Woman—Harold MacGrath.
Arncliff Puzzle, The—Gordon Holmes.
Arthur Bonnicastle—J. G. Holland.
Ashes of Empire—Robert W. Chambers.
At the Mercy of Tiberius—Augusta Evans

Wilson
Audrey—Mary Johnston.
Babs the Impossible—Sarah Grand.
Barabbas—Marie Corelli.
Barlaschof the Guard—H.Seton Merriman
Battle Ground, The—Ellen Glasgow.
Beautiful Joe’s Paradise—Marshall Saun-

ders.
Belle of Bowling Green, The—Amelia Barr.
Ben Blair—Will Li Hi bridge.
Beverly of Graustark—G. B. McCutclieon.
Black Douglas, The—S. R. Crockett.
Black Friday—Frederic S. Isham.
Black Wolf’s Breed, The—Harris Dickson.
Blazed Trail, The—.Stewart Edward White
Blennerhassett—Clias. F. Pidgin.
Bob, Son of Battle—Alfred Ollivant.
Boss, The—Alfred Henry Lewis.
Bred in the Bone—Thos. Nelson Page.
Brethren, The—H. Rider Haggard.
Brewster’s Millions—Geo. B. McCutclieon.
By Right of Sword—A. W. Marclimont.
Caleb West—F. Hopkinson Smith.
Californians, The—Gertrude Atherton.
Calumet “K”—Merwin-Webster. v
Call of the Wild, The—Jack London.
Cap’n Eri—Joseph C. Lincoln.
Captain of the Grayhorse Troop—Ham-

lin Garland,
Captain of the Janizaries, The—James M.

Ludlow.
Cape Cod Folks—Sally P. McL. Greene.
Captain Kettle, K. C. B. C.—J. C. Hyne.
Captain Macklin—Richard Harding Davis.
Captain in the Ranks, A—George Cary

Eggleston.
Cardigan—Robert W. Chambers.
Cardinal’s Snuff Box, The—H. Harland.
Castaway, The—Hallie Erminie Rives.
Castle Craneycrow—Geo. B. McCutclieon.
Cavaliers, The—Geo. W. Cable.
Checkers—H. M. Blossom, Jr.
Chicago Princess, A—Robert Barr.
Chronicles of Count Antonio—A. Hope.
Choir Invisible, The—James Lane Allen.
Christian, The—Hall Caine.
Circle, The—Katherine Cecil Thurston.
Circuit Rider, The—Edward Eggleston.
Claim Jumpers, The—Stewart E. White.
Clansman, The—Thos. Dixon, Jr.
Colonial Free Lance, A—C. G. Hotchkiss.
Common Lot, The—Robert Herrick.
Conqueror, The—Gertrude Atherton.
Conquest of Canaan, The—B. Tarkington.
Courier of Fortune, A—A. W. Marclimont.
Crisis, The—Winston Churchill.
Darrow Enigma, The—Melvin Severy.
Darrel of the Blessed Isles—Bacheller.
Dash for a Throne, A—A. W. Marclimont.
Daughter of the Snows, A—Jack London.
David Harum—Edward N. Wescott.
David Balfour—Robert Louis Steveusou.
Deborah—James Ludlow.
Deluge, The—David Graham Phillips.
Deliverance, The—Ellen Glasgow.
Doom Castle—Neal Monroe.
Don Orsino—F. Marion Crawford.
Dorothy South—George Cary Eggleston.
Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall—Major.
D’ri and I—Irving Bacheller.
Eben Holden—Irving Bacheller.
Elizabeth and Her German Garden,
Eternal City, The—Hall Caine.
Exploits of Brigadier Gerard—Doyle.
Fat of the Land, The—J. W. Streeter.
Filigree Bal^, The—Anna Katherine Green.
Flowers of the Dust—John Oxenham.
For Love of Country—Cyrus T. Brady
Fool Errant, The—Maurice Hewlett.

Fortunes of Oliver Horn, The—F. H. Smith.
Four Feathers, The— A. E. W. Mason.
Four Roads to Paradise—MaudW.Goodwin
Friend with the Countersign, A— Benson.
Garden of Lies, The—Justus Miles F'orman
Gentleman from Indiana, The—Tarkington
Girl and the Deal, The—Karl E. Harriman.
Grafters, The—Francis Lynde.
Graustark—George Barr McCutclieon.
Great Mogul, The—Louis Tracy.
Grey Cloak, The—Harold MacGrath.
Guy Fawkes—W. Harrison Ainsworth.
Hearts and Masks—Harold MacGrath.
Heart’s Highway, The—Mary E. Wilkins.
Hearts Courageous—Hallie Erminie Rives.
Heart qf Rome, The—F, Marion Crawford.
Heart’s Desire—Emerson Hough.
Helmet of Navarre, The—Bertha Runkle.
Her Mountain Lover—Hamlin Garland.
Hoosier Schoolmaster, The—Eggleston.
Hope Loring—Lillian Bell.
Horseshoe Robinson—John P. Kennedy.
House by the Lock, The—C. N. Williamson.
House of a Thousand Candles, The—Mere-

dith Nicholson.
Hurricane Island—H.B. Marriott-Watson.
If I were King—Justin H. McCarthy.
Indifference of Juliet, The—Grace S.

Richmond.
Infelice—Augusta Evans Wilson.
In the Bishop’s Carriage—M. Michelson.
In the Palace of the King—Crawford.
In Connection with the DeWilloughby

Claim—Frances Hodgson Burnett.
In the Name of a Woman—Marchmont.
Isle of the Winds, The—S. R. Crockett.
Janice Meredith—Paul Leicester Ford.
Jessamy Bride, The—F. Frankfort Moore.
Jungle, The—Upton Sinclair.
King of Diamonds, The—Louis TracJ'.
Kindred of the Wild, The—Roberts.
Lady Paramount, The—Henry Harland.
Lady of Quality, A—Frances H. Burnett.
Lady Rose’s Daughter—Mrs. H. Ward.
Lane That Had No Turning, The—Parker.
Last Hope, The—Henry Seton Merriman.
Lazarre—Mary Hartwell Catherwood.
Leopard’s Spots, The—Thos. Dixon, Jr.
Levenworth Case, The—Anna K. Green.
Lightning Conductor, The—C. N. and

A. M. Williamson.
Lilac Sunbonnet, The—S. R. Crockett
Lin McLean—Owen Wister.
Little Minister, The—J. M. Barrie.
Little Traitor to the South, A—C.T. Brady.
Looking Backward—Edward Bellamy.
Love Affairs of an Old Maid—Lillian Bell.
Love or Crown—A. W. Marchmont.
Luck of Roaring Camp, The—Bret Harte.
Lucy Harding—Mary J. Holmes.
Magic Forest, The—Stewart Edward White.
Maid of Maiden Lane, The—Amelia Barr.
Maid at Arms, The—Robt. W. Chambers
Main Chance, The—Meredith Nicholson.
Man on the Box, The—Harold MacGrath.
Man from the Red Keg, The—Eugene

Thwing.
Man of the Hour, The—Octave Thauet.
Mantle of Elijah. The—Israel Zaugwill
Many Cargoes—W. W. Jacobs.
Marcella—Mrs. Humphrey Ward.
Marriage of William Ashe, The—Mrs.

Humphrey Ward.
Master Christian, The—Marie Corelli.
Masquerader, The—Katherine C. Thurston.
Master of Warlock, The—G. C. Eggleston.
Millionaire Baby, The—Anna K. Green.
Misdemeanors of Nancy, The—Hoyt.
Missourian, The—Eugene P. Lyle, Jr.
Miss Petticoats—Dwight Tilton.
Mississippi Bubble—Emerson Hough.
Monsieur Beucaire—Booth Tarkington.
Motor Pirate, The—G. Sidney Paternoster.
Mr. Dooley in Peace and War— Dunne.
Mr. Isaacs—F. Marion Crawford.
My Lady of the North—Randall Parrish.
My Friend Prospero—Henry Harland.
My Friend the Chauffeur—Williamson.
Mystery of June 13th.—Melvin Severy.
Mysterious Disappearance, A—G. Holmes.
Nancy Stair—Elinor Macartney Lane.

Octopus, The—Frank Norris.
Odd Craft—W. W. Jacobs.
Oldfield—Nancy Huston Banks.
Old Gorgon Graham—Geo. H. Lorimer
Order No.n—Caroline Abbot Stanley.
Pam—Bettina von Hutton
Partners of the Tide-Joseph C. Lincoln
People of the Abyss—Jack London.
Phroso—Anthony Hope.
Phrathe Phoenician—Edwin Lester Arnold
Pillar of Light, The—Louis Tracy.
Pit, The—Frank Norris.
Price of Freedom—Arthur W. Marchmont
Pride of Jennico, The—Egerton Castle.
Princess Maritza—Percy Brebner.
Princess Passes, The—Williamson.
Prisoner of Zenda, The—Anthony Hope.
Prisoners of Hope—Mary Johnston.
Prodigal Son, The—Hall Caine.
Prospector, The—Ralph Connor.
Queen’s Advocate, The—A.W. Marchmont.
Quincy Adams Sawyer—Chas. F. Pidgin.
Raffles—E. W. Hornung.
Reckoning, The—Robt. W. Chambers.
Redemption of David Corson, The—Chas.

Frederick Goss.
Red Fox—Charles G. D. Roberts.
Red Keggers, The—Eugene Tliiwng.
Resurrection—Leo Tolstoi.
Return of Sherlock Holmes, The—Doyle.
Richard Carvel—Winston Churchill.
Richard, Yea-and-Nay—Maurice Hewlett.
Richelieu—G. P. R. James.
Right of Way, The—Gilbert Parker.
Rise of Silas Lapham, The—Howells.
Road Builders, The—Samuel Merwin.
Road to Frontenac—Samuel Merwin.
Rose of Old St. Louis, The—Mary Dillon.
Rose of the World—A. and E. Castle.
Rudder Grange—Frank Stockton.
Rupert of Hentzau—Anthony Hope.
Sant’ Ilario—F. Marion Crawford.
Saracinesca—F. Marion Crawford.
Sarita the Carlist—A. W. Marchmont.
Sea Wolf, The—Jack London.
Seats of the Mighty, The—Gilbert Parker.
Secret Woman, The—Eden Pkillpotts,
Senator North—Gertrude Atherton.
Silent Places, The—Stewart E. White.
Singular Life, A—Elizabeth Stuart Phelps.
Sir Richard Calmady—Lucas Marlet.
Soldier of Virginia, A—B. E. Stevenson.
Soldiers of Fortune—R. H. Davis
Son of the Wolf, The—Jack London’.
Southerners, The—Cyrus Townsend Brady.
Speckled Bird, A—Augusta Evans Wilson.
Spenders, The—Harry Leon Wilson.
Spirit of the Border, The—Zane Grey.
St. Elmo—Augusta Evans (Wilson).
St. Ives—Robert Louis Stevenson.
Sunset Trail, The—Alfred Henrv Lewis
Sword of the Old Frontier—Randall Parrish
Tales of the Road—Charles N. Crewdson.
Tales of Sherlock Holmes—Conan Doyle.
Tekla—Robert Barr.
That Lass 0’ Lowries—Burnett.
That Printer of Udell’s—Harold B.Wright.
That Mainwaring Affair—A. M. Barbour.
The Puppet Crown—Harold MacGrath.
The Web—Frederick T. Hill.
Ticonderoga—G. P. R. James.
To Have and to Hold—Mary Johnston.
Tom Grogan—F. Hopkinson Smith.
Two Captains, The—Cyrus T. Brady.
Two Vanrevels, The—Booth Tarkington.
Uncle Terry—Charles Clark Munn.
Vashti—Augusta Evans Wilson.
Virginian, The—Owen Wister.
Voice of the People, The—Ellen Glasgow.
Westerners, The—Steward Edward White.
Wheel of Life, The—Ellen Glasgow
When Knighthood Was in Flower—Major.
When Wilderness war King — Parrish.
When I Was Czar—Arthur W. Marchmont.’
White Aprons—Maud Wilder Goodwin.’
Who Goes There— B. K. Benson.
Wind in the Rose Bush, The—M. E. Wilkins
Wolfville Days—Alfred Henry Lewis.
Woman of the World, A—Ella Wheeler

Wilcox.
Woman in the Alcove, The—Anna K.Green.

New Vegetable Peaches
A Genuine Wonder,

Who would not grow them ?Who would not eat them ?
Perfectly delicious.

Nothing like them under the sun.
Grows from the seed in 80 day*.

Size of an Oringe.
Of easiest Culture—marvellous yielder*

Succeeds everywhere.
Buy at headquarters.

Onlyiocts, per pkt. with full directions
‘

1 Gl ve * nice Present with every order.
'

Illustrated Catalog accompanies the seeds.
Don’t delay. Address,

A. r. Cook. (Seedsman,) HYDE PARK, N. Y.

Send for Complete Catalogue Listing Over 4.000 Books
We make a specialty of supplying Libraries, and thus necessarily carry a large assortment and purchase in large quantities forJ our customers the benefit of the very low prices thus secured, whether they buy one or onebunTedcopies"

1 ou can save money by bit} mg your books from us. We prepay freight on orders of $90.

”

F. A. OWEN PUBLISHING COMPANY, OANSVILLE, NEW YORK

Low Prices on High-Grade
Vehicles and Harness.

I here are few business concerns in this connty that have a stronger hold upon the publi,than the Elkhart Carriage and Harness Mann
lacturing Company. For over thirty-five years-
o\ei a third of a century—they have been maun
lacturing vehicles and harness and selling thennot to jobbers, wholesalers and dealers, butways direct to the people who use them.
Direct dealing would not alone have giveithem the hold they have upon the public. Bu'they have dealt honorably. They have beermanufacturing high-classgoods and selling then

direct on narrow margins of profit. People al
over this country have learned to know this antthe result is that the Elkhart Carriage and Har
ness Manufacturing Company now enjoys thtproud distinction ofbeing the largest manufac
ttirers in the world doing business direct with
the people.

It goes without saying that we think it one ol
the best places in the country to buy vehiclesand harness. The vehicles and harness areknown everywhere as high grade. As to pricesno one can read the advertisements regularly
appearing in this paper without being convinced
that they are right.
The Company’s great catalogue shows 20c

styles of Vehicles and 65 styles of Harness. Thetime honored Elkhart plan is to send everythin''
on approval. It costs you nothing if you are not
satisfied ou style, quality or price. Write theCompany for the big catalogue, at Elkhart In-
diana. It means the saving of from a third to ahalfon the price on everything you may want tobuy in the vehicle or harness line.

GET A RELIABLE STOVE
A stove is just a stove in many ways, but when

you come to get right down to usiug one ybu re-
alize that they don’t all work alike or all last
alike. There is much more to a good stove than
you can see with one look, and it is advisable to
always select from a reliable manufacturer.
There are a number ofold reliable.stove makers

ou whom you always can depend, but very few
of them will sell direct to you from the factory.-

,

One that does is the Gold Coiu Stove Company
of Troy, New York, and they have the right kind
of stoves and sell them at very economical prices.
You see their advertisement in this paper from
time to time.
They have been high-grade stove-makers for

nearly fifty years, and we are glad to recommend
them to our readers.
If you need a stove, write for their catalog be-

fore you buy.

Drunkards
Cured Secretly

Any Lady Can Do It at Home
Nothing to Try.

-Costs

A 310DERN 31 1 It ACL.E.
A new tasteless and odorless discovery which

can be given secretly by any lady in tea, coffee,
or food. Heartily endorsed by temperance
workers. It does its work so silently and surely
that while the devoted wife, sister or daughter
looks on . the drunkard is reclaimed even against
his will and without his knowledge. Many have
been cured in a single day.

FREE TRIAL COUPON.
A free trial package of the wonderful Golden

Remedy will be sent you by mail, in plain wrap-
per. if >ou will fill in your name ana address on
blank lines below, cutout the coupon and mail it

at once to Dr. J. W. Haines, I960 Glenn Building,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
You can then prove to yourself how secretly and

easily it can be used, and what a God send it will
be to you.
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IFE’S MESSAGE
Cured Her Husband of

Drinking.

Write Her Today and She Will

Gladly Tell You How She Did It.

My husband waa a hard drinker tor over 20

rears and had tried in every way to stop, but
— could not do so. I at last

cured him by a simple
home remedy which any
one can give secretly. I
want everyone who has
drunkenness in their
homes to know of this and

_ _ if they are sincere in their
S, i STM r' desire to cure this disease

lO- \ M V, and will write to me, I will”
tell them just what the
remedy is. My address is

Mrs. Margaret Anderson,
340 Home Ave., Hillburn,
N. Y. 1 am sincere in this
offer, t have sent this
valuable information to

;housands and will gladly send it to you if you
I gill but write me to-day. As I have nothiug
whatever to sell I want no money.

I REMOVED MY

FRECKLES
I will show you how to remove yours

FREE
For years I tried
every known rem-
edy without suc-
cess. Skin special-
ists and doctors
said I would take
them to the grave.
I fooled them all.

I cured myself by
a simple discovery.
I will send you the
prescription free if

you will write for it.

It took off ray

Ireckles and the freckles of thousands of others,

t will remove yours. It will clear the worst
omplexion. Write today.

IRS. E. C. WHITE, P.O.Box 746, Dept. 3, Buffalo, N. Y.

Cured.
First Treatment

FREE
T*. Tun# 0ur Crown
ID try Eczema
treatment is the greatest
md quietest cure in the world for Eczema and Skm Dis-

lases. To prove it to you we will send theflrsttreatment

ree for you to try. Send your nrme and address to

JRACE MEDICAL CO.. Dept. 208, Des Moines, Iowa

ECZEMA

TO

Women who Suffer
Dr. Peebles Offers to Send Every Lady
Reader of this Paper a Sample Bottle of

His Famous Herbi-VIne Compound.

Or. Peebles Institute, Battle Creek, Mlcb. Box A.-22.

Silver Threads Among
Gold

( Continued from page. 9)

H. Gabriel, in reply to a request for

hymns for a Sunday school book. It ap-
peared first in his Sunday-school song-
hook, ‘Sunshine.’ As I sat in my fav-

orite chair one morning, not thinking,
but just waiting for an inspiration, and
‘gazing into space,’ as one of my friends,

a prominent musician, very aptly put it,

the following words came to me :

—

‘Clear the darkened windows,
Open wide the door,

Let a little sunshine in.

“I thought the words might do for a

chorus and wrote them down as such.

Herbi-Vine is

woman’s truest
friend. It is prais-
ed by thankful and
happy women in
eve ry part of
America as the
most wonderful
medicine they have
ever taken. It lit-

erally snatches the
victims of female
disorders from the
invalid’s chair and
the operating table
and restores them
to full and robust
health. It is truly
a grand medicine
and every woman
old or young who
suffers from any of
the life-destroying
weaknesses pecul-
iar to her sex should
send for a sample
bottle at once.
Just send the doc-
tor your name and
address and he will
immediately send,
all charges prepaid,
a sample bottle
together with a
beautiful and valu-
able booklet “Wo-
manhood” which
should be in the
hands of every wo-
man both young
and old. Address,

Then it remained to write a hymn appro-

priate for such a chorus. The words of the

song then followed, almost as rapidly

as the pencil could put them down. I

did not realize, at the time, that I liad

written anything more than an ordinary
verse. But under the gifted pen of Pro-

fessor Gabriel, the song has become to-

day what it is.
”

Is it any wonder that this talented

young writer has succeeded as she has,

when, at every step of the way she ac-

knowledges her dependence upon God,
returns thanks toHim for the gifts where-
with He has endowed her, and ever re-

members her mother as the earthly source

of her inspiration? Surely God spoke to

the world when, “ resting on the everlast-

ing arms,’ trusting in God as her strong-

hold, with the light of His countenance
shining full upon her, and inspired by
the holiest of all earthly loves,—mother

love,—Ada Blenkhorn wrote “Let the

Sunshine In.’’

As already indicated, the one wnose

magic touch gave wings to the verse of

Miss Blenkhorn, and sent it forth upon
its mission of blessing, was Prof. Charles

H. Gabriel, the well known musical com-
poser and publisher, of Chicago. He was

born in Iowa, in 1857. The first seventeen

years of his life he spent on the farm,

where he acquired that physical, mental,

and moral strength which has resulted in

making him one of the most successful

and best-known of his country’s compos-

ers of music. Among the most popular

of his productions may be mentioned:
“Send the Light,’’ “His Love,’’ “He
Is Mine, I Am His,’’ and “Let the Sun-

shine In.’’ He has also been a prolific

writer of anthems, having issued five

books in this particular line, besides

many anthems prepared for other authors.

In addition to his productions of gospel

songs and anthems he has also attained

marked success as a writer of cantatas for

children.
Mr. Gabriel has also been prolific m

popular songs many of which are very

bright and taking, and have sold largely.

He has also prepared two operettas, a

class-book, a collection of piano duets,

and another of ‘ Children's Songs. ’ Hav-

ing received little or no instruction and

being a self-made man, he has a style

peculiarly his own. 1

Of Professor Gabriel as a man, a well

known musical publication says:

“Personally, Mr. Gabriel is a very gen-

ial and kindly spirited man. His large

success has not spoiled him, but seems

rather to have added kindness and help-

fulness to his naturally generous disposi-

tion. He has no sense of rivalry with

other composers, and no inclination to

emphasize their limitations or shortcom-

ings. There is probably no composer in

the land who has so many friends among
music writers, both famous and obscure,

as has Mr. Gabriel.’’

No other defence so fortifies the soul

as that of a good conscience.

.SUPERFLUOUS HAIR SECRET FREE

A Lady Subscriber Offers to Send Free to

Any Sufferer' the Secret That Cured Her

Editor Paragon Monthly.
Dear Sir- As I am one of your subscribers aud

know that you want to do all your readers good,

I write to tell you that I have found a permanent

means to get rid of all superfluous hair You
may publish in your paper that I will tell free to

any reader the secret that cured me after many
things had failed. It is harmless, simple, pain-

less cannot hurt the complexion, and makes the

electric needle entirely unnecessary. If anyone

will send a 2-cent stamp for reply, I will send en-

tirely free full details so that every sufferer can

secure the same happy results I did privately at

Your faithful subscriber,
CAROLINE OSGOOD.

854 G Custom House. Providence, R. I.

Kokomo Woman
Gives a Fortune

Receives Hundreds of Requests Daily

In the past few years Mrs. Cora B.

Miller has spent $125,000.00 in giving
medical treatment to afflicted women.
Sometime ago we announced in the

columns of this paper that she would
send free treatment to every woman who
suffered from female diseases or piles.

More than a million women have ac-

cepted this generous offer, and as Mrs.
Miller is still receiving requests from
thousands of women from all parts of

the world, who have not yet used the

remedy, she has decided to continue the

offer for awhile longer, at least.

This is the simple, mild and harmless
preparation that has cured so many
women in the privacy of their own
homes after doctors and other remedies
failed.

It is especially prepared for the speedy
and permanent cure of lucorrhoea, or

whitish discharges, ulceration, displace-

ment or falling of the womb, profuse,

scanty or painful periods, uterine or

ovarian tumors or growths; also pains in

the head, back and bowels, bearing down
feelings, nervousness, creeping feeling

up the spine, melancholy, desire to cry,

hot flashes, weariness and piles from any
cause, or no matter of how long standing.

Every woman sufferer, unable to find

relief, who will write Mrs. Miller now,
without delay, will receive by mail free

of charge, a 50-cent box of this simple

home remedy, also a book with explan-

atory illustrations showing why women
suffer and how they can easily cure

themselves at home without the aid of a
physician.

Don’t suffer another day, but write at

once to Mrs. Cora B. Miller, 4,275 Miller

Building, Kokomo, Indiana.

Goitre Cure
THE BEST. CHEAPEST AHD QUICKEST

REMEDY IN THE WORLD.
Our Medicated Goitre Bandaqb
is a convenient, soothing appli-

ance. worn at night and cures
While you Bleep. The Bandage ab-
sorbs the swelling and the Goitre
disappears in a few days. 16 years

_ success. Write for free Treatise
TBumnf* on Goitre, full particulars, etc.

PHYSICIANSREMEDY CO. 32 Slnton Bldg, Cincinnati, 0.

I WANT TO SEND MY CURE for Rheumatism and
Asthma to all sufferers. ITISFREE. SEND FOR IT.

M. O. Webber, Dept. 60, Box 681, Bath, Maine.

BEST FOR TWENTY YEARS
We have just decided to advertise our great Rheuma-
tism, Lumbago, kidney and urinary troubles cure. It

has sold on its merits for twenty years and now we
feel that we should extend the helping hand to every-
body. That is the purpose of this ad. We want you
to send your name and address today—a postal will do
—we want to tell you what our great medicine will do.

AND DO IT NOW.
S. NASH & CO., 80 Howard St,, Detroit, Mich.

CANCER%CORED
At Home With My Mild Com-
bination Treatment. It is not

a New Remedy; It Has Ex-
perience of Years Back of It.

I have spent my entire professional life in the treat-
ment of Cancer. I have so perfected my Mild Combina-
tion Treatment that I can furnish to any sufferer positive
proof and scores of testimonials showing: that my treat-
ment quickly destroys the cancerous growth, and at

^
the

time eliminates thesame time eliminates tne poison from the system, thus
preventing a return of the deadly disease.

My Mild Combination Treatment has cured scores
of cases where all other methods which had been
used failed. This is especially gratifying when it is

known that Cancer is increasing at an alarming rate,

the disease having quadrupled itself in the last forty
years, statistics showing that it alone causes thousands
of deaths yearly in the United States. Cancer is a dread-
ful disease, and

DR. O. A. JOHNSON

THERE IS NOTHING MORE CERTAIN
than that if a single cell of the disease remains after treatment it will soon re-

appear and effect the new surrounding tissues. There must be complete
eradication of every diseased cancer cell. By my Mild Combination Treatment,
which has worked wonders in many cases thought to be incurable, the entire cancer
has been destroyed, and the necessity for a painful or dangerous operation avoided.

IT WILL COST NOTHING
to secure my professional opinion, the length of time required to effect a cure, and
whether it would be necessary to visit Kansas City and obtain my persona 1 attention
and personal treatment. I have a large number of testimonials from grateful persons

have been restored to health through using my Mild Combination Treatmentwho ]

among whom are the following:

CURED OF CANCER OF BREAST IN IO
WEEKS

I feel it my duty to tell others of your
wonderful success. I had a cancer
the 6ize of a half-dollar, for three
years. After consulting two ladies
and one man in our town, whom you
had cured, I lost no time in putting
myself under your treatment. I am,
after ten week’s treatment, cured
and in the best of health.

MRS. E. L. WOOD, PERRY, IA.

CANCER ON SIDE OF JAW LARGE ASA
DOLLAR CURED IN 3 WEEKS
I write to let you know that the Can-
cer whlcu you treated for three weeks
beginning April 26, 1905, is entirely
cured. I am much pleased with the
success of your treatment and want
to say to all suffering with cancer not
to be discouraged but try Dr. Johnson
and be cured. M. MYERS.

521 N. Kansas Ave., Topeka, K*n».

CANCER OF BREAST, FOUR YEARS
STANDING, CURED IN A FEW WEEKS

I inform you, with great pleasure
that I am now enred of a very bad
Cancer In the Breast of four years
standing. Four doctors, two of them
specialists, gave me no relief and I

was badly disheartened. I tried your
Mild Combination Treatment and it

'did what you claim. I know you can
cure cancer for you cured my mother also.

MRS. C, W. Smith, Yates Center, Kan.

CANCER OF THE LOWER LIP CURED
IN A FEW DAYS

I suffered two years from canoer of
lower lip. Tried everything. You
cured me. I was discouraged for a
long time, but when you cured Mr.
Donnell, our postmaster, I decided
you oould cure me. You undoubt-
edly know your business. My ad-
vice to sufferers is to not wait, but
commence your treatment at once.

J.M. KATHMBL, Waverly, Kans.

vaii Aiu Dr nilDrn AT unUE I have so perfected my Mild Combination Treat
lUU liAN DC uUnCII As nUIVIC ment that patients may use it at their home with

practically as good results as though it were applied at my offices. I will gladly furnish to every suf-

ferer positive and indisputable proof that my treatment does cure Cancer. I will furnish ample
evidence of my integrity, honesty, financial and professional ability. No matter how serious your

case may be—no matter bow many operations you have had—no matter what treatment you have tried

—write for my book,“Cancer and Its Cure.” It will cost you nothing and will tell you how yon can be

cured at home. Address,

DR. JOHNSON REMEDY CO. Kansas City, Mo.
Have you a friend suffering from Cancer7 Do him a favor he'l I never forget by pending him thisaa.

I I
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WONDERFUL LYRA
GIVEN
A W A Yl PHONOGRAPH givenaway

WITH 3 COLUMBIA
GOLD MOLDED
RECORDS

Not a toy, but a practical
Instrument, built on scien-

tific lines, producing results
in every way equivalent to the
work of phonographs costing
$30 or more. Each instru-
ment is tested and guaranteed
to work perfectly. Remember,
this is not a toy, but a com-
plete, self-playing Lyra Phono-
graph, with automatic gov-
ernor, adjustable speed regu-
lator, powerful spring motor
and standard mica reproducer.

Three popular Columbia
Gold-molded Records fur-
nished free with each phono-
graph. Either Columbia or
Edison Records may be used.

HOW TO GET THIS PHONOGRAPH v

I need thousands of people to help me in my business. Just write a postal and I will
tell you all about it. Say that you want to know how to
get the Lyra Phonograph, and ask for my free baseball
score card.

BASEBALL SCORE CARD FREE
If you are one of the first 1,000 to write me, I will

send you free a fine BASEBALL SCORE CARD with
movable wheels, numbered to indicate the runs, strikes,
innings, etc. Write to-day. Address,

Geo. V. Cook, Box 118, Elgin, 111.

Silk Remnants Free
We have on hand over 2000 pounds of beautiful
silk pieces, suitable for crazy quilts, cushions,
Bofa pillows, eto. In order to advertise oursolveB
and make room for now stock we will send you
A BIG PACKAGE pretty silks
free. They are beautiful colors and designs and

_ you are bound to be more than pleased. Enclose
1-Jo to pay postage, packing, eto., or 20o for 2 packages. A nsefu
present with each order. Your money back If you are not more than
pleased. WE KNOW YOU WILL B^ DELIGHTED. Send today.

^.VALLEY HFG.C0.S9 Washington St. Dept. 31, Chicago &

THIS BEAUTIFUL RING FREE!
\\A(I, v .\(l// I.///

s
.

et with four Sapphires surrounded with
Six bright sparkling im. Diamonds. This is
” positively the most beautiful ring ever

given and can be had without costing

y ^
~ one cent by distributing only four
our large beautiful pictures at 2.5c.
our special plan. We send pictures

• 77.
'

"77, at0nc <s all charges paid, all different,
printed in 10 to 17 different colors. Send No Money in advance.We trust you with pictures until disposed of. You can also
earn Lady’s Watch, Doll, Fur Scarf .or Lamp, if vou wish.PUSH CO., 89 Washington St., Dept. 43, Chicago.

Home Building

(Continued from page 17 )

At the left of the Hall and connecting
with it by sliding doors is the Dining
Room; here also is a fireplace and bay
window with seat. Back of this room is
tlie Pantry with shelving and drawers
which serves as passage to a well arranged
Kitchen with its milk closet, table shelf
with cupboard below, sink and drip
board which connects with Pantry through
a slide.

The front door may be reached from
Kitchen without passing through any
rooms, and there is a grade entrance on
cellar stairs. The main staircase has a
window on landing which lights Hall in
both stories. The second story consists
of Bath Room and five good sized bed
rooms; each has a closet and is well
lighted.

Story Heights:—9 and 8 feet: Cellar 7
feet under the entire house, has usual
fittings, including Laundry.

Prices of houses vary greatly in differ-
ent localities so that it is difficult to
quote price to coverall parts of the coun-
try. This house can be built at from
$3,000 to $4,800, varying according to lo-
cality and the kinds of woodwork used
in its floors and interior finish.
Cost of drawings and specifications or

other information desired in regard to
this house will be furnished by the arch-
itect, or upon receipt of 25 cents a forty-
eight page book [6% inches by 10) con-
taining 33 designs and descriptions of
practical modern houses will be sent post
paid. Horace T. Hatton,

64 Cutler Building,
Rochester, N. Y.

TEN FINEST POST CARDS 10 CENTS
Ten high-grade imported artistic cards, all different, in
beautiful colors,our big post card catalogue and 3 months
I

1

Acm £Pi1?£ *° P°Pu
J-
a7m̂ gftz 1ne a11 for 10cts, 3 sets 25c.POST CARD CO., 409 U. 8. Express Bldg., Dept. 62, CHICAGO.

* handsome mimp^^rTrnFFTflgwFBYiinW

The Most Gigantic offer of theicentury TESg&SgSLlOur Goods. Ever Made bvan Old Established House. READ AND BE CONVINCED. and Premiums.

f ‘SI®]
1

'3 *2 ea j" ?
National Reputation as the most progressive house in_ ..

—
54-PIECE DINNER SET FOR THE SALE OF 0NLY.- I2 BOXES SOAP

We also pay la^ge cash commissions.’ W Et PREPAY FREIGHT fn/nl
P ’

Set
,

and ^miiims, allow- ,

Remember, we Snev re,„i5 OUHMETHODS ’

I

Sr^CIAI^PBEanUM given if you
. seadaa order in 30 days. Satisfaction Guaranteed. Write fofour PEERComplete Agent^Outff.TJ7- 7 .

° ~ v “ “ “ oaubiacuon ouaranteea. write lor our FEL.E, complete Agent’smm tre also give Beautiful Presents for appointing one or more agents to work for us.Reference :—Merchants National T|IP PUPC EH ft 11 Aft KOUCESSENEEDED. WB PROTECT YOU.
|inE rune ruuu UU. 759 w. Pearl, Cincinnati o,

Bank, Franklin Bank, Postmaster.
ESTABLISHED 1897.

safely recommend The Pure Food Co. es being a thorcughly reliable and responsible fi . qi,—TjPITOR.

Special

60=Day

Offer
T0INTR0DUCE0UR
NEW EXCELSIOR
SOLAR TELESCOPE

No telescope with a solar eye
piece has ever before been sold
for less than $8.00 or $10.00.

T H I S is a long powerful
* achromatic Telescope for
terrestrial and celestial us?.
This telescope is provided with
an adjustable eye piece, fitted
with a solar dark glass lense tor
sun observations. With this
wonderful solar eye piece you
look the sun squarely in theface
on the brightest and hottest day
and study its face as yon do the
moon at night. Every student,
male or female, needs this
telescope to study the sun in
eclipses,' also the mysterious
recurrent sun spots. Never be-
fore was a telescope with such
an eye piece attachment sold for
less than $8.00 or $10.00. This
eye piece alone is worth more
than we charge for the entire
telescope to all w ho wish to be-
hold the sun in its tranquil
beauty. Remove the solar eve
piece lense and you have a good
practical telescope for land !

observations, etc.

POSITIVELY such a good tel-
escope was never sold for this
price before. These telescopes
are made by one of the largest
manufacturers of Europe; meas-
ure closed, 12 in., and open over
3Yz feet in 5 sections. They are
brass bound, brass safety cap on
each end to exclude dust, etc.
with powerful lenses, scientifical-
ly ground and adjusted. Guaran-
teed by the maker. Heretofore
telescopes of this size have been
sold for from $5 to $8. Every
sojourner in the country or at
seaside resorts should certainly
secure one of these instruments;
and no farmer should be without
one. Objects miles - away are
brought to view with an astonish-
ing clearness.

OVER V/2 FEET LONG.
CIRCUMFERENCE 5 INCHES ’

PRICE AABy insured mail
ONLY Y-I.UU 20 cents extra.
Ordinary postage only 10 cents.
Our new catalogue of guns, etc.,

sent with each order. This is a
grand offer and you should not
miss it. We warrant each tel-
escope just as represented ot
money refunded. Interesting
Booklet, entitled Telescopic
Talk, FREE with each order, or
sent on request. This booklet tells
all about the care of Telescopes.
Eclipses of Sun and Moon for year,
where visible, etc.

The mysterious spots on the
Sun. Get our Solar Tele-

scope and see them.

WHAT PURCHASERS SAY.
WORTH MANY TIMES THE PRICE-
The Saxon. New York, Nov. 4, ’05

Messrs. Kirtland Bros. & Co.
Gentlemen: I had with me on

my recent European trip, one of
your Excelsior Solar Telescopes,
with which I had the pleasure of
observing an eclipse of the sun.
At the Austrian Tyrol it was al-
most 80 per cent concealed. Y'our
solar eye piece is a great thing.
Its value to me on this occasion
was many times greater than the
entire outlay for the teleseope.

Yours truly,
L. S. Henry.

SUPERIOR TO $15 ONE-
,

Fred Walsh, of Howe Island,
Ontario, Canada, says:
Gentlemen: I have just received

your Telescope, and must say it

surpasses all expectations. It is

far superior to one which we have
had, which cost $15.00 some years
ago. Just a few sights I have
seen with it are worth more than
double w-hat it cost me.
Hundreds of others saying good

things about these telescopes.

GET ONE AND TRY IT.
Send $1.00 by Registered Letter,

Post Office Money Order, or Bank
Draft payable to our order.
Sent postpaid for 10 cents extra.
By insured mail for 20 cents extra.

KIRTLAND BROS.

ILLUSTRATION

ONE

THIRD

ACTUAL

LENQTH



personal paragraph
rO OUR READERS

£
VERY lady reader of this

paper ought to be interested

jn the offer made on this page.

Ilcre is a watch offered just for

n effort. Here is a genuine gold

hated watch absolutely given
way just for trying for a prem-

ium. Look at the picture of the

atch, and ask yourself how can

,ny lady “pass up” this offer

hen the watch is given just

'or making an honest effort.

Besides the watch there is a set

>f dishes. These dishes are not

Exactly free like the watch—it

s a premium that you must earn

with only a slight cflort.

iTou can earn it by a few hours’

Ivork. I know you can easily

;>arn these dishes and anyway
-oil get the beautiful gold watch
fee. Send your name and ad-

tress to-day, either on the cou-

pon, or send your name and ad-

Iress to-day in a letter; but
yvrite to-day to Mr. Roberts.

This Beautiful Watch is Free
Yes, we mean.FREE, If you send
your name and address at once
and fulfill these simple conditions
of our great offer. Just send your
name and address and tell us you
want the watch.

Ladies!
Ladies, just write today for this elegant gold-

plated watch, a watch that is stem wind and

stem set and guaranteed to keep perfect time.

You can have this watch just for your effort

and promptness in fulfilling the simple con-

ditions of the offer below.

Remember this beautiful watch IS
given away—it is sent you free, pre-

paid, just for your promptness and your effort in our
behalf* Our object in giving you the watch is because we want to introduce our

firm in your locality, but even if you do not earn the dishes, you can get the watch

inyway. So send your name and address to-day. That is all WC ask*

We will guarantee this watch to be gold- plated and genuine throughout. We guarantee it to you to be a good time-keeper, more sub-

;tantial, more durable than many watches sold at high prices. It is only by special arrangement with the manufacturers, who want a tew ot

hese great watches introduced at once, that we are enabled to give this splendid gold-plated watch away with our magnificent set or dishes.

An Honest Dinner Set Otter
A real, high-grade, genuine Blue Willow Dinner Set. Not given away, but easily earned. When we say easily earned, we mean e^ilj earn

Tq do not intend
S
to give you this genuine Blue Willow Dinner Set for nothing. We want some of your time Jo“

® ive us your
ork from you. We do not want any canvassing or peddling, but we want your help. We want just live hours worth of

:
your time, and you can 8 1je us j

me in the evening or in an, ot your spare hours. It yon haven't the time S glorious, genuine
Blue Willow Dinner Set will be yours. It will be sent you absolutely fiee of

charge to you, .and you pay absolutely nothing for it. Not one penny of youi money

We cannot describe the beauty of this genuine Blue. Willow Dinner Set,

with its handsome decorations. So handsome and aristocratic that they till eveiy

woman with rapture. We know that a great many dinner sets have. been sold which

are not up to expectations, and when we tell you that this is genuine Blue Willow

China it ought to be enough. It ought to convince you that we mean what we say,

that our offer is an honest one, and that when you have done the work tor us, you

w ill o-et this Dinner Set free. This grand Dinner Set is really worth your while, a

Dinner Set of which you and your family will be proud—for this is not a cheap prem-

ium, but just the kind of a Dinner Set you would buy at the store for a high price.

There are sixty-one pieces in this beautiful set. W e have.smallei sets of

this glorious Blue Willow ware. We have 24-piece sets and entrancing 30 and. 35-

piec.e sets. We also have sets of 176 pieces if you want that many. And every piece

is the rarest and best china we can give. __ T , , ,

I know you want that kind of china on your table. I w ant you to hai e

the very best china-the kind of china used in the homes of rich people. I want you

to have it and enjoy it, and I want you to picture to yourselt how your table will

look set with the beautiful genuine Blue Willow china. Look closely at the Picture

of the dishes. See the handsome and aristocratic decorations—a picture can hardly

do justice to the set, but you can get a faint idea of the beauty ot the dishes by

l0

°See the rich oriental effect. Even though you become very rich and have

the finest kind of house furnishings, you will always be proud to entertain your

friends with this Dinner Set, for everyone knows that when you have the genuine

Blue Willow china you have the best that can be obtained any place.

Now do you want this Dinner Set ? This beautiful, genuine Blue Widow
Dinner Set iust for a few of your spare hours? Would not your children, or your

neighbors or some of the members of your family be willing to help you on the little

work we ask ? We do not want to delay you one minute. Our offer is limited.

Those who want to earn the Dinner Set, should earn it at once.

Just Your Name and Address
Just vour name and address on this coupon or on a postal card, or in a letter will be

enough We will promptly send you the material so that you can earn the beautiful genuine Blue

Willow Dinner Set If you decide that you cannot do the work, or that your children don t "ant

^ th^<^s hlharmdtlie-just return the material, and you will be under no obligations what-

ever We do noT^kyo® to sign any order or any contracts. Just your name and address and

we will send you every-
cf7T QR TEAR QFF ALONG THIS LINE — — —

thing prepaid, and it

will cost you nothing.
“Thinking about it”
does not earn you any
Blue Willow Dinner
Set. No harm done if

you don’t succeed. Send
your name and ad-
dress today. Remem-
ber, the gold plated
watch, stem wind and
stem set, tree anyway,
just for trying, as is

fully explained in our
circular. Write at once.

M. S. ROBERTS, Mgr.
DKPT. 1231

41 Dearborn Avenue, Chicago, 111.

M. S. Roberts, Manager1 Dept, 1 231

41 Dearborn Avenue, Chicago, HI.

Name-

Address_

Do not bother with letter Coupon will do.

!



One Agent Made $3,200 Last Year
Working For Me!

MRS. D. E. WISMER, of Chicago, III., made that much money in
twelvemonths sellingmy goods. You can do as well or better because
my Nineteen Quick=Selling Novelties are necessities in every home.

IWiil Give You a Sample
Outfit, Worth $6.30, and
My Lessons In Salesmanship

I
WANT more men and v

work for me. I want yo
to work. You can make

a few hours daily work rigl

I will do everything I

you a sample outfit wortl

lessons in salesmanship.
,

After reading my les

agents started out to wc
eight of the ten he sold t

sities and his profit wa$

'

'ad boys and girls to

T fk for me if you want
< 4 /.oo to $10.00 a day by

'

c ar own community.

* help you. I will give
' £* Free, and my course of

-sj salesmanship, one of my
called on ten families. To

i ine of my household neces-

j>
for two hours work. This

is not an unusual experience.

There are many ways to make money, but if you want
to make big money, and make it quick, you must sell my
line of household necessities. I don’t care whoj^ou are all I want
to Know is that you are honest and that you really
want to work. Experience is not necessary be=
cause I teach you and make you a real salesman,
absolutely free of charge.

While any one can easily sell my goods, it stands to reason that
a well trained salesman will sell three or four times as many goods
as one who is untrained. That is why I go to such expense and
trouble to teach my agents to sell goods successfully.

The lessons in salesmanship, that I give you free, will enable
you to earn from $300.00 to $600.00 more every year, even after

you give up my work. You cannot afford to take one chance of

losing this opportunity of increasing your salary or income the rest

of your life, and that is just what this offer means to you.

Complete Sample Outfit Free
Rktaii, Prices

Grips and Ironing Board Sample 10c
Grips -for Ironing Board, set of 12 35c
Grips for Ironing Board, set of 8 25c
Grips for Holding Bed Covers, 6 25c
Grip for Sewing or Work Holder 10c
*E-Z Sanitary Belt, Lisle, Dr. Young’s 40c
*E-Z Sanitary Belt, Merc., Dr. Young’s 50c
*E-Z Sanitary Belt, Small Buckle 35c
E-Z Sanitary Napkin Pattern 5c
Midget Waist and Skirt Supporter 25c
Ribbon Beader, Young’s Tliree-Eye 15c
Skirt or Trouser Hanger (Dana) 15c
Hat Fasteners, Style B (Fair’s) 25c
Dip Pin or Waist Extender 10c
Hose Sup., Ladies’ Plain (Young’s) 35c
Hose Sup., Children’s Plain (Young’s) 20c
Hose Sup., Men’s (Young’s) 25c
Dust Pan, Long Handle 25c
Elegant FREE Sample Case, worth '.

’

’. £2. 00

Total, $6.30
This complete sample outfit, with a

handsome $2.00 Sample Case, together with my full
instructions how to make from £4.00 to $10.00
per day, all Free to you if you mean
business.
Read my Special Sample Case offer.

*When sample outfit is ordered by man or boy,
we leave out the Sanitary Belts and substitute a
£1.25 garter purse, unless otherwise instructed.

My Special Sample Case Offer.

I
DO not charge you a penny for my complete line of samples, packed in
an elegant free $2.00 sample case, ready for work. I do not sell them
to you—they belong to me, I just let you use them to sell goods. Last year , /

many dishonest people got these samples because they were free—and never went
to wirk—I never heard from them again and consequently I lost money. Now /
I mean business and to show me that you mean business, I s®*
want you to send me $1.00 as a deposit for these goods, which are ^
worth £6.30. My full instructions how to become a successful agent, are or /
absolutely free with samples. You realize that I am taking all the
risk, as the samples are worth much more than the small deposit I

want you to make, which is merely to prove to me that you do 4®

Cut
Out This

COUPON
and Mail It Today.

mean business.

To show you that I am fair and honest, I allow you 4?
to deduct the $1.00 deposit from your first $5.00
order: or, if for any reason you are not successful S
and do not maKe at least $4.00 a day. return the y
samples in good condition and 1 will gladly
refund your money. Isn’t this a fair propo= c
sition ? Could 1 possibly be more liberal ?

Our reference:—Bun’s or Bradstreet's Commercial .. /
Agency, any Bank, Express Company or large busi-
mess firm in Chicago. If you have the slightest ,o°
doubt about our honesty or financial standing, we ^

A. M. YOUNG & CO.,
400 Howland Bldg., Chicago, 111.

I hereby accept the agency for your
patented quick selling household neces-

sities. Send me the complete $6.30 sample
outfit which is free to me. The ($1.00) which

>x ,'' I enclose herewith is simply a deposit to show
that I mean business. I will deduct the $1.00 from

my first $5.00 order or if I can’t earn $4.00 a day I

will return the samples in good condition and you.
A. M. Young & Co., agree to return to me my one dollar

($1.00) deposit.

will not only ask you, hut we will consider it a jy
favor if you’will drop a line to the Hamilton ev
National Bank of Chicago and ask what
they think of our Honesty and
Responsibility.

When writing to the Bank for /
reference send Self Addressed,
Stamped Envelope. /

M-
To get right outfit, write Mr. Mrs. or Miss, name and address plainly,

Street and No

Town -State-

Last year Mrs. D. E. Wismer, 1762 Arlington Place, Chicago,
made $10.26 a day, that is $3,200.00 a year, selling my goods. I have
many agents who make nearly as much money as Mrs. Wismer.

I manufacture only the best and quickest selling necessities,

because, after 20 years of responsible business ex-
perience, I know just what agents want and what they can
sell most easily and quickly. When you handle this line of goods
with 100% profit, you double your money on
every sale you make, and you are then on the right road
to success. You are your own boss:—you control your
own trade in your own territory and you earn, according to your own
ability, from $4.00 to $10.00 a day. Remember, my firm is

the only firm in the country that can guarantee its agents a
minimum profit of $4.00 for everyday they work.

This is the chance of your life to get intp a good money
making business of your own, so be wise, don,t wait or waste any
time; fill in the attached coupon and mail same to me with one
dollar and I will ship you the complete outfit mentioned above.
But do it now, don’t waste time, because every day is worth
$5.00 at least.

j

A. M. YOUNG & GO.
7
400 Howiaisd Bldg.,Chicago Express Office-

If different from Post-Office.
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DISEASE CAN BE CURED
WITHOUT THE USE OF MEDICINE

WE PROVE IT TO YOU

This cut shows how the Magnetic waves from the vest, which is one
of the most powerful shields we manufacture, envelope the entire trunk
of the body and saturate the patient with powerful Magnetic vibrations.
I he vest contains over 800 powerful Magnetic storage batteries constantly
radiating over 800 streams of Magnetic energy into the vital organs and
nerve centers, keeping the patient continually bathed in a stream of this
revitalizing force. We make shields for every part of the body, all de-
scribed in our new book, “A Plain Road To Health.” Free to all who
send descriptions of their cases.

We prove every statement we make.
We do not ask you to take our word as

final evidence.
When we say disease can be cured without the use of medicine, we mean every wordwe say Every word of it is true. We prove it by living witnesses. Not only in one case,

nor a hundred cases, hut in thousands of cases, where the patients state in joyful satisfac-
tion that they have been cured after their cases had been considered incurable.

We are constantly on the lookout for other diseases to prove it on We prove it toanybody—m fact we want to prove it to everybody. We do not care what the disease is
nor how severe it is, nor how many other diseases are complicated with it. We can showyou parallel cases that have been cured by the famous Thacher Magnetic Shields and these
cases are sound and well today as living monuments to the grand revitalizing’ power of
Magnetism. & 1

These Magnetic Shields keep the body bathed in a constant stream of Magnetism which
floods the system with its life and energy.

Patients are often told that they have incurable diseases. We want to tell you right
here that nearly all of these cases can be cured, and we can prove it to you. More than 7S
per cent of all the patients that we have cured were first given up as bevond all hope of
cure, and they have been made sound and well by applying Magnetism according to scien-
tific instruction.

All we ask of you is to send us a full statement of your case so that we may give it
careful study, and we will advise you fully by letter just what can be done for 'von andhow it can be done.

’

We will agree to tell you all about it and prove to you, by evidence that cannot be de-
nied, that all we say is true.

We will point you to cases of paralysis, consumption, diabetes, Bright’s disease
locomotor ataxia, dyspepsia, rheumatism, tumors, nervous prostration, obesitv°and a hundred
and one other diseases that are called incurable. We can show you the most incontestable
proof that we have cured them.

We have cured these cases after they had been given up to die.

When you write, don’t be afraid that we are going to try to sell you somethin^ We
know that if we can prove to your satisfaction all we say, you will want the Thacher Mag-
netic Shields without any urging from us, because we prove that they will do just what we
say they will do. There is nothing else on earth to take their place, and do as much as
they can do. Read the evidence in these letters from grateful patrons who have been cured

READ THIS POSITIVE INDISPUTABLE EVIDENCE
"GOD BLESS DR. THACHER!”—CURED OF PARALYSIS OF LOWER

HALF OF BODY OF SIXTEEN YEARS’ STANDING.
THACHER MAGNETIC SHIELD CO., CHICAGO, ILL.

Dear sir:— It would take a large amount of space to give a history of my case from start to finish,
but for the sake of suffering humanity I will give a few words to help along, if possible, the great
work you are doing ior thealtlicted. In 1883 I was taken with malarial fever of tvphoid form, caus-
ing complete muscular paralysis. By the aid of the best medical skill in the East, I became, after
several years able to sit up and use my arms, but my lower limbs remained paralyzed until after I
put on the Magnetic Shields in 1899, sixteen years afterward. My case is a noted one in York
state, and all the medical fraternity decided I would never be able to walk again. Dr. C. I.
1 hacher said I could and would walk again, and he was right and all the rest were wrong. It is
needless to sa\ that l had spent money freely all these years without receiving results, until I
lound the Magnetic Shields. \Ye who have been restored by its wonderful power begin to realize the
great work being accomplished by Dr. Thacher, and we would be unjust to our Creator and to our
fellow beings, as well as being very ungrateful, if we did not use all our efforts and powers in spread-
ing the grand truth, bringing greatest joy and hope to the chronic ifi valid, deliverance from disaster,
transition from the old life to the new. I am one of the thousands who with all my heart can say
fervently, “God bless Dr. Thacher, and his great work.” All personal letters, enclosing stamp for
reply, will be promptly answered for those wishing minute data of mv case. Yours trulv,

CLARENCE D. SMITH, R. F. I). No. (5, Rome, N. Y.

CATARRH OF STOMACH AND BOWELS AND BORDERING
ON PARALYSIS COMPLETELY CURED AFTER ALL

HOPE OF CURE HAD BEEN GIVEN UP.
__ - Jan. 16 , 1906.
For the benefit ol the sick aud suffering I wish to make the following statement:
I. had been afflicted with catarrh of the stomach and bowels and general debility, bordering on

paralysis, for the past fifteen years. For two years I lived altogether on fresh fish and dry bread andmilk. Alter a while I had to quit fish, and for three months I lived on toasted bread and milk andkept getting worse until I had to quit work, having no strength left. Mvself and friends thought thatmy time in this world was short, having all this time been in the hands of at least twelve doctorssome noted specialists and the doctors all diagnosed my case as catarrh of the bowels aud stomach’After I had given up ah hope of getting well again, a friend of mine who had taken Dr. Thacher’streatment, advised me to consult the doctor. I wrote him aud lie advised me to come to him andhe would greatly benefit me. I made up my mind to make one more effort and give him a trialand the result was I went to Chicago and was six weeks under his treatment, and todav I am well
arid sound as ever r was, am attending to my business, which requires from sixteen to twentv hours“~vthing that is set before me. having perfect digestion, and I think Dr. Thacher’s

ising to suffering humanity, and would advise persons with chronic diseases to

a day. I eat anythin;
treatment is a blessi _ _

consult him as I honestly believe he can do for others what he has doneTor’me. Very trulv
J. Y. KECK,

17 E. Third St., Pottstown, Pa.

A WONDERFUL CURE OF SPINAL DISEASE—HELPLESS FOR
MANY YEARS—NOW COMPLETELY RESTORED.

Dear Doctor Thacher:—My experience has convinced me that there is no other healine aeent
like Magnetic Shields. 6 &

r used them for spinal trouble aud the Shields did the work of lifting me from a chronic invalid
to a well and busy woman, at the -ame time reducing mv weight lrom 250 pounds to iso poundsObey nature’s laws, wear Dr. Thacher’s Shields aud vou do not need to he sick Muv the light
of truth dawn ou the intelligent minds and teach them the wav to be healthy and happy Mav
(iod's blessing rest on your good work. Very truly yours,

‘ 1 ’ "

MISS ADA IlfCK IXSO X. Farmdaie, Ohio.

We have thousands of just such letters. They come unsolicited in every mail every day in the year. People write to us from Maine to California, statiim
they have been cured of disease that had been considered incurable. Do not be discouraged. Do not give up hope—no matter if you have been told your
trouble could not lie cured. Investigate our claims. It is a duty you owe yourself. All we ask is for you to write us a full and complete description of vour
case and let us PROVE TO VOU THAT WE CAN CURE YOU. We will send you free of charge our new book,“A PLAIN ROAD TO HEALTH,” by C I
Thacher, M. D., containing most valuable information on the subject, and we will advise you just what application of MAGNETISM will be r’eauired to
cure your case. Write us fully today aud we will take the same careful pains to advise y

rou as if you could call at the office and see us in person.

THACHER MAGNETIC SHIELD CO., Inc.,
SUITE 204, 169 WABASH AVENUE,

CHICAGO, ILL.



EN BEAUTIFUL
ROSES FREE!

WILL BLOOM THIS SEASON
What is more

beautiful than a

lavyn or garden
full of Roses, or

a magnificent
Lady Gay Ram-
bler for covering
buildings, trel-

lises, or for cov-
ering up the bar-
ren spots about
the home and
lawn? There is

no cottage so
humble or man-
sion so magnifi-

cent that its
beauty cannot be
enhanced by this

queen of all flowers, the Rose. We have
arranged to give ten choice Rose plants free

to our reader^. They are one year old, well
rooted, not clippings, and are the finest spec-
imens that grow. No better, more healthy
or beautiful plants are grown anywhere.
Lady Gay. The beautiful new Pink Climbing

Rambler Rose a new departure in color with this
celebrated family. The color is a rich cherry
pink on opening, passing to the varying tints
found only in the beautiful sea shells. Won the
honors and medals wherever exhibited at home
and abroad. A thoroughbred American.
Pink Baby Rambler. A new dwarf Rose with

shining brilliant pink flowers that are produced in
the greatest profusion.
Crimson Baby Rambler. An everblooming

dwarf Rambler Rose that blooms every day in
the year, of brilliant ruby rose color, cannot be
beaten for growing in pots or for bedding.
Pink Cochet. Superb flowers of enormous

size of rich coral pink color shaded with rosy
crimson lovely shell-like petals.
Bridesmaid. Everybody’s favorite, a rich

deep pink color with elegant buds and flowers of
perfect form.
Bouquet of Gold. Very large perfectly dou-

ble flowers of rich golden yellow.
Red Cochet. The buds and flowers are large,

double and very sweet of a rich bright crimson
color.
President Carnot. Beautiful and exquisitely

formed flowers of delicate rosy blush delightfully
fragrant.
The Bride. The beautiful pure white rose with

perfect form and a favorite with all.

Snowflake. One of the freest flowering pure
white roses. A perfect gem for garden or pot
culture.

HERE IS OUR OFFER
Send us the names of 5 boys between

the age of 8 and 14 years and 50c for a

year’s subscription to Spare Moments 'Maga-

zine, and we will send you the above 10

Rose Plants carefully packed and prepaid.

address, SPARE MOMENTS, dept, r. v.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

¥ 1 rv fp ff wanted to work for us a few
I A I 1 1 r<^ hours each day. Pleasant and en-L/lTl/tGO joyable work. Address for par-

ticulars and Handy Outfit FREE
The Cushman Co., Dept. 218, Springfield, Mass.

^ ^ DACT riDAC with your name and address rnrr
I Ui3l v/iIClP.3 neatly printed on them f IvEL
to every one sending us 25 cents for a year’s

subscription to our big monthly Magaztne. Address :

Everybody's Companion Publishing Company, Dept. C, East Bridgeport, Conn.

DUPLICATE DIAMONDS— 1 carat. Notpasteor
stage, but beautiful stones set in warranted gold rings.
Experts alone can tell them. Sent postpaid for $2 . 00 .

Use standard ring measure for size wanted. Catalog
free. Reading Diamond Co., Bx. 482, Reading, Pa.

Watches and Cameras Given Away
for seed orders. Also elegant Jewelry, Sewing
Machines, Bicycles, Fountain Pens, Organs, etc.,
etc. Nothing on earth sells like A. T. Cook’s
famous seeds. Club-Agents everywhere should
know that his matchless Premiums and cash
Discounts beat the world. Anyone—even boys
and girls—can make lots of money and obtain
Splendid Premiums free of cost and at almost no
trouble at all. Fjtll particulars are sent with
every answer to his great bargain offers in this
number. Dont miss one of them.

R
anch Life the Rockies

NEW BOOK JUST OUT
100 Photo Engravings of ranch and farm

views, a correct Colorado county map, Government
land and mining laws, etc. Tells how huge fortunes
are being made in the west, describes great ranches
and cowboy life. Reads like a romance yet absolutely
true. EditioDscost $3,500 to issue. Truthfully des-
cribes Colorado, New Mexico, TJtali, Wyoming and
Texas Panhandle. Unbiased, disinterested,

p |
Solely to introduce our big western farm,

L F&A I
ranch and family magazine, we will send

I I till I
5,011 t" e above great book, map and our

I I 1 big magazine a whole year on trial for
30c cash or stamps.. Clubs of 3 and 3 books 70c, 5 for
$1.00. Our magazine contains 64 or more columns
monthly, tells all about the west, scenery, views, etc.
Send today.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN FARM MAGAZINE, Slition 5, Denver, Colorado.
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WITH THE PUBLISHERS
The publishers of Vick’s Magazine are

happy—decidedly so; and “there’s a
reason”—a good one, too. The reading
public is treating this magazine hand-
somely—better, far better, the past two
months than during any other like per-

iod in the more than thirty years since

its founding by the late James Vick.
More names have been added to our list,

more renewals have come in, and more
money has been received on subscription
account than during any previous two
months in the publication’s history.

March proved a record breaker and the
publishers thought that April would show
a decline of income from subscriptions,
but no. On the contrary the daily re-

ceipts for the first twenty days of the
month averaged far above the correspond-
ing days of March. Our clerical force

has been greatly increased and yet we
have been unable to keep up with the
rush. This statement will explain the

situation to some who have been wonder-
ing why they have not heard from the
orders they have sent in. To all such
we would say

:

just be patient
;

your
wishes will be carried into effect at the
earliest possible moment. This unprece-
dented growth of circulation is most grat-

ifying and proves that the efforts of the
management to improve the magazine are

thoroughly appreciated by the intelli-

gent readers.

ANOTHER EVIDENCE
Of the growing popularity of Vick’s
Magazine was clearly indicated in last

month’s issue by the splendid endorse-
ments appearing in the Sunshine and
Welfare Symposium from leading states-

men, scholars, educators, poets, authors,

and publicists, most of whose names are

known from ocean to ocean. Many other

letters have been received from our read-

ers from all parts of the nation heartily

endorsing the pditorial attitude and pol-

icy of the New Vick’s and the work this

publication is doing on behalf of Sun-
shine, Forestry, Good Roads, and other
Human Welfare movements.

FUTURE WELLFARE NUMBERS
As previously announced, the June

number will be a Good Roads issue and
will contain much valuable information
and suggestion on this most important
subject, which will be made intensely in-

teresting. Among the leading features

of the month will be the able, compre-
hensive and statesmanlike address deliv-

ered by Pres. Theodore Roosevelt before
the Good Roads Convention at St. Louis,
and also a timely article by Hon. L. W.
Page, Director of the office of Public
Roads, Washington, D. C. The Mid-
summer special number will be decidedly
patriotic in tone and will give particular

attention to the last great commonwealth
to be added to the Union, Oklahoma.
While the schedule for the qnsuing

year lias not been definitely arranged as

yet, it is safe to state that among the
numbers of great human, interest that

will appear during the ensuing twelve
months, will be: Human Welfare in In-

dustry, The Happy Farm Home,
Women’s Welfare, The City Beautiful,

The Woman’s Club Movement, Human
Welfare in Railroading, School and Col-
lege Welfare, Land Irrigation and Re-
clamation, and Children's Welfare. All
these subjects are of vital interest to the
people everywhere and no one desiring
to keep fully abreast with the great for-

ward movements of the Twentieth Century
can afford to be without Vick's Maga-
zine.

In one of our late autumn numbers
will appear a most charming and exquis-
itely told story by Miss Clara Morris, en-
titled “The Princess Porcelain.”

In the early autumn the New Vick’s
will publish an article by our greatest
American poet, Mr. Edwin Markham,
entitled “Give Her of the Fruit of Her
Hand,” the reading of which will bring
hope and cheer to every woman’s heart
and a higher appreciation of true woman-
hood to every man.

OUR. OKLAHOMA NUMBER
Will be patriotic in tone and will spec-
ialize regarding the great new Common-
wealth of Oklahoma, the last state to add
its star to the coronet of the Nation’s
glory. This number will contain articles

of thrilling interest regarding the roman-
tic Indian life that formerly prevailed in
the territory that now constitutes this
wonderful state. In addition will be other
articles showing the marvelous develop-
ment of the state, its many advantages,
its industrial growth and progress, and
its achievements in solving many of the
difficult problems of civilization.

A SPLENDID SERIAL STORY
As announced in the April number

there begins in this issue of Vick’s Maga-
zine a high-grade serial story by an
author well known to fame, Mrs. Fannie
E. Newberry, who, a few years since,
wrote for David C. Cook, the eminent
publisher of Sunday School papers, the
|i, ooo prize story, “The Wrestler of Phil-
ippi,” a book of deep interest and great
power, which has run through several
editions and had a very large sale. The
story beginning in this number is en-
titled “Unchaperoned in Spain” and
gives a thrilling account of the adven-
tures of a bright and vivacious typical
American girl when apart from her tour-
ing party for one brief day. The story
also gives a vivid word picture of life in
‘Spain.

WORTH WHILE FOR.ESTR.Y BOOKS
Every one desiring to become thor-

oughly posted on the important subjects
of Arboriculture and Forestiy should be-
come the possessor- of the following most
excellent works :

“ A Primer of Forestry”
(’’Parts I and II) by Hon. Gifford Pin-
cliot, Chief of the Forest Service, Wash-
ington, D. C. ;

“Practical Arboricul-
ture,” by John P. Brown & Co., Conn-
ersville, Ind., President of the American
Arboriculture Association; and “Getting
Acquainted With The Trees,” by J.
Horace McFarland, Harrisburg, Penn.,
President of the American Civic Associa-
tion. All these splendid books are beau-
tifully illustrated and enter a most earn-
est and eloquent plea for the tree.

(Continued on page 19)

Our Guarantee to Vick’s Subscribers It Is not our intention to admit to the columns of
Vick’s Magazine any advertising that is not

entirely trustworthy and we wilt make good to actual paid in advance cash subscribers any loss sustained by
patronizing Vick advertisers who prove to be deliberate frauds, provided this magazine is mentioned when
writing advertisers and complaint is made to us within twenty days of the transaction.

We will not not attempt to settle disputes between subscribers and reputable advertisers, nor will rve
assume any responsibility for losses resulting from honest bankruptcy. We intend to protect our subscribers
from f rauds and fakirs and will appreciate it if our readers will report any crooked or unfair dealing on the
part of any advertisers in Vick’s.

$18 to $30
A Week

Any flan or Woman, Married or
Single, Can Barn from $18 to $30

a Week Right In Their
Own Locality

I have a method that will furnish every man or
woman a chance to make large profits in the
locality of their own home.

If you are single this work will appeal strongly
to you. If you are married and desire to earn a
good living by devoting several hours a day in
your home locality, this method will interest you.
The work is pleasant and dainty, and will put

you in touch with the best homes of your
community.

It will make your name respected and loved by
mauy families. You will have your own means
ofearuing a living and you can retain it as long
as you desire.

This Business Makes Me Welcome
In Every Home

You will be your own master, name your hours
of work and your earning power is only limited
Dy your ambition.
The work is really not toil, but is more play

than anything else. All that is necessary foryou
to do is cut out the coupon printed below, send
it to me and I will send you back th_ plan of
making a living that will last as long as you
want it to.

We want every man and woman to write for
this plan. Thousands are doing this work all

over the land, and earning a lot ofmoney thereby.
I am a thoroughly responsible man, with 20

years of experience along the line of work I want
you to undertake.
A company rated at over $200,000 by R. 6 . Dun

& Co
,
stands back of everything I say or do. I

refer to the Commercial National Bank, Detroit,
Mich., and scores,of prominent men and women
everywhere.
Write to-day for this plan.

FREE COUPON
Fill in your name and address and mail to

General Manager, Royal Mfg. Co., Box 813,
Detroit, Mich.
Dear Sir: Please send me Free, all charges

prepaid, your plan for making me a good income
in my own locality.

Name

Address

Full Handy Outfit FREE
All subscribers and readers of this magazine who

would like to get some fine premiums, should send at
once to the Woman’s Home Journal for their Full Handy
Outfit which is sent Free on request. It will help you
immensely to have it to work with and it costs you noth-
ing. We have prepared these Full Handy Outfits in
order to help in every way possible those of our friends
who want to raise clubs of subscribers and earn some of
the handsome premiums that we offer for clubs of sub-
scribers. We make some very inviting offers so if you
want to raise a few clubs and thus earn some spoons, a
tea set, a camera, a lamp, musical instruments or any
other premium offered (always remember we guarantee
them all to be exactly as represented and to give entire
satisfaction^ send to us at once for our Full Handy
Outfit. It will be sent to you at once absolutely Free,
including instructions to friends how to go to work to
raise clubs easily, letters from other friends who have
secured premiums from us and been delighted with them,
lettersfrom subscribers who enjoy their magazine and a
duly signed Card Certificate authorizing you to act for
us and collect subscriptions, etc. Send us your full
name and address at once. The Full Handy Outfit will
help you immensely. Send for an outfit today. Address

WOMAN’S HOME JOURNAL,
Dept. 12, - - Springfield, Mass.

TEMPERANCE POST CARDS.
Something new. Twenty Original Artistic de-

signs. Every one a Gem of Beauty. They con-
tain inspiring Temperance quotations and sent-
iments—charmingly illustrated. They will offend
no one—but will make people think. Of special
value to the young. May save many a good boy
from going astray. These unique Cards possess
character, beauty, and intrinsic value. They
should be circulated far and wide, for their mis-
sion ir, to make this old world better. They re-
ceive unbounded praise from critics everywhere.
0®” I give a valuable Premium Coupon, and my
Seed Catalog full of Bargains Free with every
order. To Introduce I will send 20 Temperance
Post Cards [all different] for only iscts. 40 for 25c
100 for 60c. postpaid. Please order at once, and
tell your temperance friends. Club agents want-
ed everywhere.
A. T. COOK. Seedsman, HYDE PARK, N. Y.
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barrels of Air Burned as Fuel "“REMNANTS
New, Remarkable Stove-Ohioan’s:«reat Invenlion-Consumes 395 Barrels ol Air lo One Gallon ol common Kerosene

oil making oil-gas—the New Fuel that looks and burns like gas.

Wood, Coal and oil all cost money. ONLY FREE FUEL IS AIR! Unlimited snnnlir ™ . , ....
poor alike. We can’t burn air alone but see here! Our wonderful stove burns air and gas—very little a™8* 10 ”Ch^

principally air. Takes its fuel almost entirely from the atmosphere
~

A miniature gas works-penny fuel for every family-save * to /2 on cost-save dirt and drudgery-no more coal or wood to carry-ashes unknown—absolute safety. J

SEE HOW SIMPLE! TURN A KNOB—TOUCH A MATCH—FIRE IS ON
TURN AGAIN-FIRE IS OFF! THAT’S ALL.

Astonishing but true—time-tested—proved facts—circulars give startling details—overwhelming evidence.

NO SUCH STOVE SOLD IN STORES — UNLIKE ANYTHING YOU’VE SEEN OR HEARD OF.

A genius of Cincinnati has invented a new,
scientific oil-gas generator that is proving a bless-
ing to women folks, enabling them to cook with
gas relieving them of drudgery. Makes cooking
and housework a delight and at the same time
often saves K to% in cost of fuel.
How often have many of our lady readers re-

marked that they would give anything to get rid
of the drudgery of using the dirty coal and wood
stoves—also the smoky oil wick stoves and their
gasoline stoves which are so dangerous and liable
to cause explosions or fire at any time.
Well, that day has arrived and a fine substitute

has been discovered and every family can now
nave gas fuel for cooking, baking and heating and
not have their kitchens a hot, fiery furnace in
summer, and be carrying coal and ashes—rruining
their looks and health.

Thousands a Week
.

tTP<>n calling at the factory we found that this
invention has caused a remarkable excitement all
over the U. S.—that the
factory is already rushed
with thousands of orders
and evidently the Com-
pany’s represent-
atives and agents
a,re making big
profits as they
offer splendid in-
ducements.
As will be no-

ticed from the
engraving, this
OIL-GAS GEN-
ERATOR is en-
tirely different m -

stove -although SECTIONAL CUT OF GENERATOR
its construction is very simple—may be easily and
safely operated and is built on the latest scientific
principles, having no valves, which is a marked
improvement, as all valves are liable to leak,
carbonize, clog up or overflow.
By simply moving a knob the oil is automatically

fed to a small, steel burner bowl or retort where it
is instantly changed into gas, which is drawn up-
wards Detween two red hot perforated steel
chimneys, thoroughly mixed with air and con-
sumed, giving a bright blue flame—hottest gas fire,
similar,m color and heating power to natural gas.
This invention has been fully protected in the

U. S. Patent Office and is known a.s the HARRISON
VALVELESS, WICK-LESS, AUTOMATIC OIL-GAS
GENERATOR—the only one yet discovered that
consumes the carbon and by-products of the oil.
The extremely small amount of Kerosene Oil

that is needed to produce so large a volume of gas
makes it one of the most economical fuels on earth
and the reason for the great success of this Gen-
erator is based on the well known fact of the
enormous expansiveness of oil-gas when mixed
with oxygen or common air.
Oil-gas is proving so cheap that 15c to 30c a week

should furnish fuel gas for cooking for a small
family.
Kerosene oil from which oil-gas is made may be

purchased in every grocery—is cheap and a gallon
of it will furnish a hot, blue flame gas fire in the
burner for about 18 hours and as a stove is only
used 3 or 4 hours a day in most families for cooking,
the expense of operating would be but little.
In addition to its cheapness is added the comfort,

cleanliness—absence of soot, coal, dirt, ashes, etc.
What pleasure to ju'-t turn on the oil—light the

gas—a hot fire ready to cook. When through
turn it off. Just think; a little kerosene oil-one
match—light—a beautiful blue gas flame—hottest
fire -always ready-quick meals—a gas stove in
your home.
It generates the gas only as needed—is not com-

plicated, but simple—easily operated and another
feature is its PERFECT SAFETY.

NOT DANGEROUS LIKE GASOLINE
And liable to explode and cause fire at any
moment. This stove is so safe that you could drop
a match In the oil tank and it would go out.
This Oil-Gas Stove does any kind of cooking that

a coal or gas range will do—invaluable for the
kitchen, laundry—summer cottage—washing—iron-
ing—camping, etc. Splendid for canning fruit—
with a portable oven placed over the burner
spleudid baking can be done.

Another Important Feature
*nveu^on a small Radiator Attachment

which if placed over the burner makes a desirable
heating stove during the fall and winter so that the
old cook stove may be done away with entirely.
While at the factory in Cincinnati the writer

was shown thousands of letters from customers
who were using this wonderful oil-gas stove, show-
ing that it is not an experiment but a positive
success and giving splendid satisfaction and as a
few extracts may be interesting to our readers we
produce them

:

L. S. Norris, of Vt., writes: “The Harrison Oil-
Gas Generators are wonderful savers of fuel—at
least 50% to 75% over wood and coal.”
.Mr. H. Howe, of N. Y„ writes; “I find the Har-

rison is the first and only perfect oil-gas stove I
have ever seen—so simple anyone can safely use it.
It is what I have wanted for years. Certainly, a
blessing to human kind.”
Mr. E. P. .Arnold, of Nebr., writes: “That he

saved $4.25 a month for fuel by using the Harri-
son Oil-Gas Stove. That his gas range cost him
$5.50 per month and the Harrison only $1 .25 per
month.”
J. A. 8ha{er, of Pa,, writes : “The Harrison - Oil-

Gas Stove makes an intense heat from a small
quantity of oil—entirely free fromsmoke or smell-
great improvement over any other oil stove. Has
a perfect arrangement for combustion—can scarcely
be distinguished from a natural gas fire.”
Mr. H. B. Thompson, of Ohio, writes. “I con-

gratulate you on such a grand invention to aid
the poor in this time of high fuel. The mechanism
is so simple—easily oDerated—no danger The
color of the gas flame is beautiful dark blue, and
so hot seems almost double aspowerful as gasoline. ’ ’

Mrs. J. L. Hamilton, writes: “Am delighted—
Oil-Gas Stoves so much nicer and cheaper than
others—no wood, coal, ashes, smoke, no pipe, no
wick, cannot explode.”
Hon. Ira Eble, J. P., of Wis., writes: “Well

pleased with the Harrison—far ahead of gasoline
No smoke or dirt—no trouble. Is perfectly safe-
no danger of explosion like gasoline.”
Chas. B. Bendeke, of N. Y.,writes : “It isa pleasure

to be the owner of vour won-
derful Oil-Gas Stove— no
coal yard, plumbing—ashes
or dust. One match lights
the stove and in 10 minutes
breakfast is ready. No dan-
ger from an explosion — no

|

The writer personally saw these Oil-Gas Stoves
in operation— in fact, uses one in his own home—isdelighted with its working and after a thorough
investigation can say to our readers that this Har-
rison Oil-Gas Stove made by the Cincinnati firm isthe only perfect burner of its kind

™r
a
v,

de in three sizes, 1, 2 or 3 generators to a
stove. They are made of steel throughout—thor-oughly tested before shipping—sent out complete—
ready for use as soon as received—nicely finished
with nickel trimmings and as there seems to benothing about it to wear out, they should last for

£?
ars

- JS** se
,
em t0 satisfy and delight every

user and the makers fully guarantee them.

Making

HEATER AND COOKER OR HEATING
EXCLUSIVELY. A. H. Size 3.

smoke — no dirt — simply turn it off and expense
ceases. For cheapness it has no equal.”

Agents are doing line

big money
WONDERFUL QUICK SEILER

Geo. Robertson, of Maine, writes: “Am delighted
with Oil-Gas, so are my friends—took 12 orders in
3 days.”

A. B. Slimp, of Texas, writes: “I want the
agency—In a day and a half took over a dozen
orders.”
Edward Wilson, of Mo., writes : “The Harrison

very satisfactory—Sold 5 stoves first day I had
mine.”

J. H. Halman, of Tenn., writes: “Already have
70 ordeis.”
This is certainly a good chance for our readers to

make money this summer,
Hundreds of other prominent people highly

endorse and recommend oil-gas fuel and there
certainly seems to be no doubt that it is a wonder-
ful improvement over other stoves.

HOW TO GET ONE
All our lady readers who want to enjoy the

pleasures of a gas stove—the cheapest, cleanest and
safest fuel—save % to on fuel bills and do their
cooking, baking, ironing and canning fruit at
small expense should have one of these remark-
able stoves.
Space prevents a more detailed description, but

these oil-gas stoves will bear out the most exacting
demand for durability and satisfactory properties
If you will write to the only makers,

WORLD MFG. CO.,
6886 World Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio.
and ask for their illustrated pamphlet describing
this invention and also letters from hundreds of
delighted users you will receive much valuable
information.
The price of these Stoves is remarkably low, only

$3.25 up. And it is indeed, difficult to imagine
where that amount of money could be invested in
anything else that would bring such saving in fuel
bills, so much good health and satisfaction to our
wives.

DON’T FAIL TO WRITE TODAY
For full information regarding this splendid in-

vention.
The World Mfg. Co., is composed of prominent

business men of Cincinnati, are perfectly re-
sponsible and reliable, capital $100,000.00 and will
do just as they agree. The stoves are just as
represented and fully warranted.
Don’t fail to write for Catalogue.

$40.00 Weekly and Expenses
The firm offers splendid inducements to agents

and an energetic man or woman having spare
time can get a good position, paying big wages by
writing them at once and mentioning this paper
A wonderful wave of excitement has swept over

the country, for where shown these Oil-Gas Stoves
have caused great excitement. Oil-Gas fuel is so
economical and delightful that the sales of these
Stoves last month were enormous and the factory
is rushed with thousands of orders.
Many of our readers have spare time, or are out

of employment and others are not making a great
deal ot money, and we advise them to write to the
firm and secure an agency for this invention.
Exhibit this stove before 8 or 10 people and you
excite their curiosity and should be able to sell 5
or 8 and make $10.00 to $15,00 a day. Why should
people live in penury or suffer hardship's for the
want of plenty of money when an opportunity of
this sort is open ?

Prize Pansies for All Our Readers.
To Introduce his Giant pansies, A. T. Cook,

the reliable Seedsman of Hyde Park, N. YL will
mail OUR readers his complete Pausv Collection
-comprizing seed of 50 lovely Everblooming
Varieties: Life-size Picture in 10 colors: Treatise
on Growing Pansies—giving all the secrets of
success—all for One Dime or 12c. in stamps. 4
Collections for 25c. Every reader, and every
reader's friend should secure this great bargain.
Address as above and be sure and name this
paper.

ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND NEW SUBSCRIBERS
If one out of every five of the readers of Vick’s Magazine would send us a new

subscriber, 100,000 names would be added to our list. This would be a very easy
thing for you to do as explained in our ad on page 20. By adding so many
new subscribers, we can continue to largely improve Vick’s for your benefit. \Ye
are giving away a beautiful story to every subscriber who will help us. Better read
carefully our ad on page 20 now.
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SI ants at au especially low wholesaleprice. We have arranged to purchase for you thatclass of remnants whiph is especially adapted for
crazy-quilts, sofa pillows, etc., as weil as fSr use ?afancy work, art and needle-work. Therefore the hlSassortment of silk pieces here displayed is made up ofsome of the most delicately variegated colors of fine““ offered In a remnant” assortment. Brithant sky-blues reds,greens and soft-toned yellows giveexceptional character to this great color collection'
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sill! pieces ^ givenABSULU IELA I BEE tor a club of two one year trialsubscriptions—the two costing In all ONLY 125 CENTS-to the biggest national monthly published at a nonular price, AMERICAN HOME MAGAZINE ?bis
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Prov°k>ng)y funny cartoons, the scream!mgly odd Happy Hooligan, Buster Brown, And HerName W as Maud, and the dozen and one other marvel-
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stcr minds of mirth and fun—Opper, Dirks, Bunny, Outcault—and all the re«t Ofthe magazine’s great editorial writers only a few of thedozens upon dozens can here be mentioned. Amongthese are: ELLA WHEELER WILCOX tht most

DINKFTSPTFT in
contemporary American life!

o *
immitab]e—the man who hasworld a-laughing; MAURICE MAETEr!

icahy transformed the mysteries of science into talesof marvellous romance, and BEATRICE FAIRFAX
the most brilliant, cleverest woman who has everwritten on love, romance and the things of the heartThese are but a FEW of the master minds who wilicontribute regularly to the great new monthly Forthe strange—the unlike—the fascinating, read the

MAGAZINE
11616^115 D6W AiIERIC'AN HOME

FREE OFFER. To all who will mail theirquarter AT ONCE we will give in addition FREEa copy of our great 64-page book. "Fancy-Work
in£
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containing 9o fine engravings, and describ-ing all forms of needle-work, crocheting, knitting andembroidery. Therefore, to secure ALL THREEoffers-the big tree Silk Collection, the big 64-paiSFancj -Y\ ork Manual ’and two one vear trial subscrip-
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Hardy Perennial Flowers
It is pleasing to know that the hardy perennial

flowers are becoming popular. They are so
readily raised from seeds, so easily grown, and
withal so beautiful and lasting, that they are
sometimes called “the poor man’s flowers,” a
name not inappropriate, as they do not have to
be coddled and fussed over every year to have
them grow and bloom.
Pansies and daisies, which begin to bloom

with the snowdrop in earlj- spring, soon usher in
a wealth of snowy arabis and golden alyssum
and pink carpet saponaria. Then comes the
columbine in great variety, campanula or bell
flowers, stately rows of foxglove, and glowing
clumps of clove pink, sweet-william and car-
nations, forget-me-not, feverfew, and a host of
other beautiful and fragrant perennial flowers,
making a rich array of color in the garden, and
perfuming the air with delicious odors. May
aud Juue are the months in which to sow these
seeds to get the most satisfactory results, and if

you get and plant them at this season, you will
never regret it.

The hardy perennial flowers are tenacious and
free-blooming, aud will yield a glorious return
for the modicum of cost and labor of raising
them. Living and blooming for years, they are
a never-failing source of real garden enjoyment.
Don't fail to start a bed of hardy perennials this
season.

BOYS
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ARBOR DAY SYMPOSIUM
A Blossoming Bough

BY EDWIN MARKHAM

A blossoming bough against the sky,

And all my blood is aleap with life.

As though glad violins went by

In wild delicious strife !

And the Suisun Hills again are green !

And I am a boy in the canyons deep,

Where the gray sycamores flicker and lean

And waters plunge, and sleep.

A light quick wind blows into my heart,

Faint with the odor of apple trees

;

And my lyric lark is back with a start"4*

And orchards, like white seas !

The Planting

BY FRANK WILLIAM HOWE

Sweet Summer’s breath is in the air

On bursting bud and spreading leaf.

And everywhere

Sad nature’s grief

O’er winter’s blight is gone,

—

Gone is the cold and gloom

Of the old year’s death—the dawn

Of hope is here !

Make room

For the throbbing life of another year

!

Stir deep the soil,

And plant the swelling seeds

Of a stately growth. Let toil

Be consecrated to life’s needs.

Plant noble thoughts with the trees v/e set

;

With cheerful smile do faithful deeds

And wait—faint not nor fret.

As giant oaks from acorns grow.

So character’s proportions rise

From thoughts and acts and habits slow

Builded upward to the skies.

The Acorn
BY ADA BLENKHORN

The acorn, planted in the ground.

Becomes a mighty tree

;

Beneath its shadow cool and deep

We rest, from labor free.

The tiny streams that lightly leap

Adown the mountain side,

A mighty river Soon will flow

To join the ocean v/ide.
1

i

The winning smile,' the cheerful word.

The touch of kindly hand

May help some sad and doubting soul

For God and truth to stand,

Upon the tree of smallest growth

The sweetest fruit we find,

And souls we rescue from despair

The richest sheaves may bind.

Then gladly will we day by day

Perform our kindest deeds,

And minister with gentle hand

To others* sorest needs.

While helping some discouraged heart

Who long alone hath striven,

We’ll lift ourselves and others up

A little nearer heaven.

Who Plants a Tree
BY MARGARET E. SANGSTER

Who plants a tree for fruit or shade,

In orchard fair, on verdant slope;-'

Who plants a tree, a tryst has made
With future years, in faith and hope

The babe in cradle-sleep today

Shall grow more swiftly than the tree.

But babes unborn shall shout and play

Beneath the century-living tree.

In branches green the birds shall sing.

And make their nests, and rear their broods.

And many a flight of buoyant wing

Shall flash through breezy solitudes.

Far reaching upward, lo ! the tree

Shall catch the light of early dawn.

The moonlight on its crest shall be

A silver sheen till night is gone.

Who plants a tree for fruit or shade.

In orchard fair, on verdant slope;—

Who plants a tree, a tryst has made

With future years, in faith and hope.

At the Foot of a Tree
BY MRS. EDWIN MARKHAM

O tree, perhaps alive as I

—

One process lacking of my clay.

Give me your outlook to the sky.

The airy cheer that fills your day.

Your grace of perfect service teach

To me, your dare of things that arc.

The noble patience that can reach

Across the years from sod to star.

A Twilight Scene

BY ALONZO L. RICE

Oh night of splendor ! with ambrosial dew.

The trees embowering are dripping wet.

And in the dusk the birds are piping yet.

And sun -kissed breezes softly wander through

The leaves, from out the fields of western blue.

Where Venus her fair taper now has set

On fire to tell us we must not forget

The hour of love’s fond token to renew.

Enchanted visions from Elysian fields

Shed on the night their sweet and subtle spell ;

The bat, intoxicated, blindly reels

From out the tower in the wooded dell.

And drowsy beetles, with their burnished shields,

Ring out their messages that all is well.

Motto for a Tree-Planting

BY RICHARD WATSON GILDER

Stay as the tree—go as the wind ;

Whate’er thy place, serve God and kind !

The tree holds commerce with the skies

Though from its place it never flies.

They serve their God ; they do not roam,

—

The stormy winds that have no home.

*From “ Poems and Inscriptions,” published by
special permission of the author.

The Lesson of the Tree

BY EBEN E. REXFORD

We have brought from the forest a seedling

That Nature planted there

In God’s beautiful woodland garden.

And under her tender care

It began to live out its mission

In a quiet, humble way.

But a broader field of labor

We have chosen for it today.

We plant it here that the children

May watch its leaves unfold'

And grow through the summer’s greenness

To autumn’s brown and gold.

And gain, in the passing seasons.

Some hint of the mighty plan

Thought out by the great God-Teacher

For the growth of the soul in man.

They will watch it struggle upward

To’rds the sky that smiles o’erhead ;

They will watch its strong limbs broaden

As the roots beneath it spread.

It will grow to a thing of beauty.

And men will love the tree

As it comes to the full fruition

Of what God would have it be.

There’s an eloquent object-lesson

In the tree we plant today.

As out of its small beginning

It strives, and makes its way.

Ever aspiring upward

To the sunshine and the light.

It will come, at last, to the stature

Of the giant on the height.

Read the lesson oyer and over

Of God in the growing tree.

Fonder the meanings hidden

In all that you hear and see,

And say—“As this tree strives upward

After the world-old plan

So will I strive, till the student

Grows to the stature of man.’*

Delve for the deeper knowledge

That is taught in the school of God.

Search for the wisdom waiting

Those who patiently plod.

Let the instinct of striving upward

And reaching out to the sun

Govern each thought and action

Till the scholar’s prize is won.

The Beautiful Trees

BY MRS. L. D. AVERY-STUTTLE

O the glorious trees, that ned in the breeze

And smile in the shining sun.

That bow their heads to the stately tread

Oh the seasons, one by one.

From the pine tree plain on the hills of Maine,

With its brave and sturdy look ;

From the beauteous palm neath the skies of balm :

To the willow by the brook ;

We love you all, the great, the small.

And we greet you one by one.

To the cooling shade of the leafy glade

We’ll go when our tasks are done.

In the by and by, neath Eden’s sky

,

When ended earth’s sin and strife,

With joy untold, we may all behold

The glorious Tree of Life.

My Beautiful Cactus

v BY SARAH K. BOLTON

My Cactus stands by the window sill.

Cheery and green since the summer died;

I am watching it now with a grateful thrill.

For it always blossoms at Christmas-tide.

The buds come out from the leaflet’s end.

And day after day grow long and wide.

Till great pink blossoms in beauty bend ;

They always open at Christmas-tide.

Oh hearts! dear hearts, in the passing year.

Made rich by the gifts of One who died.

Do you brighten the world with help and cheer ?

Do you always open at Christmas-tide ?

Arbor Day
BY BIRCH ARNOLD

When first our fathers roamed the land,

The forest reared its head

In mighty domes, and lofty spires

Where’re their footsteps led.

It heard the song of praise at morn,

The grateful prayer at night.

And like a great and shelt’ring arm

Withstood the tempest’s might.

It rang with song of myriad birds

That nested ’neath its shade ;

O’er hill and vale a verdured frame

Of tender green it made.

But now, alas, a treeless stretch

Confronts the weary eye ;

Beneath the axe of reckless greed

The forest giants lie.

But we who love with all our hearts

This glorious land of ours.

Would gladly make it once again

A land of trees and flowers.

For this we hold our Arbor Day,

And plant the tiny tree,

That shall as time unrolls its scroll

A thing of beauty be.

And thousands yet to come shall bless

The kind and generous hand

That gave again the forest paths

To freedom’s fertile land !

In the Woods
BY MARY ROLOSON

When the summer sun shines fiercely down

On the crowded city and dusty town ;

When drooping and faint the flowers lie

And scarcely a wandering breeze goes by.

How cool it is, and how fresh the air,

Where the wood-folk dwell in the forest fair!

But when the storm winds of winter blow.

And the cities and towns are white with snow.

In the forest where the wood-folk dwell.

The fresh, green forest they love so well.

How safe they are sheltered from the cold.

How warm it is in the forest old l

A
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PRESIDENT THEODORE ROOSEVELT
HIS GREAT INTEREST IN ARBOR DAY, ARBORICULTURE, AND THE FORESTRY CAUSE

[Foreword—By virtue of special arrange..!, nl with Colonel
William Loeb, Jr. t Secretary to President Uocsevelt, this

Arbor Day Proclamation, issued April i5, ir- /, is he c pub-
lished with the President’s facsimile autogiaph attached
thereto. The beautiful half-tone picture ol the President
appearing herewith is from an autograph photo presented
to the editor of Vick’s Magazine through the courtesy of
Colonel Loeb.]

Proclamation of the President to the School

Children of the United States

To the School Children of the United States:
Arbor Day (which means simply “Tree Day”) is

now observed in every State in our Union and
mainly in the schools. At various times from

January to December, but chiefly in the months of

April and May, you give a day or part of a day to

special exercises and perhaps to actual tree plant-

ing, in recognition of the importance of trees to us

as a nation, and of what they yield in adornment,

comfort, and useful products to l^he communities in

which you live.

It is well that you should celebrate your Arbor
Day thoughtfully, for within your lifetime the

Nation’s need of trees will become serious. We of

an older generation can get along with what we
have, though with growing hardship; but in your
full manhood and womanhood you will want what
nature once so bountifully supplied and man so

thoughtlessly destroyed : and because of that want
you will reproach us, not for what we have used,

but for what we have wasted.

For the nation, as for the man or woman and the

boy or girl, the road to success is the right use of what we have and the improve-
ment of present opportunity. If you neglect to prepare yourselves now for the
duties and responsibilites which will fall upon you later, if you do not learn the
things which you will need to know when your school days are over, you will suffer

the consequences. So any nation which in its youth lives only for the day, reaps

without sowing, and consumes without husbanding,
must expect the penalty of the prodigal, whose
labor could with difficulty find him the bare means
of life.

A people without children would face a hopeless
future

; a country without trees is almost as hope-
less, forests which are so used that they cannot
renew themsevles will soon .vanish, and with them
all their benefits. A true forest is not merely a
storehouse full of wood, but, as it were, a factory
of wood, and at the same time a reservoir of
water. When you help to preserve our forests or to
plant new ones you are acting the part of good
citizens. The value of forestry deserves, therefore,
to be taught in the schools, which aim to make
good citizens of you. If your Arbor Day exercises
help you to realize what benefits each one of you
receives from the forests, and how- by your assist-
ance these benefits may continue, they will serve a
good end.

President Roosevelt’s Tribute to the Memory
of J. Sterling Morton

I knew him in public life, and as a friend outside
of public life; and I value him most highly for
those qualities of sturdy manhood, of courage, fear-
lessness, broadmindedness, and absolute integrity,
which we like to see in one whom we regard as

specially representative of our nation. Mr. Morton was prominent amo°ng that
limited number of men who champion great movements; to whom it is given to
associate their names with a movement of marked benefit to the people as a
whole. More than any other man, Secretary Mortoh will stand as the representative
of those far-sighted enough to realize the great need of tree culture.

NATURE LOVERS’ CREED
BY MRS. P. S. PETERSON—Chairman Forestry Committee; General Federation of Women’s Clubs

I believe in nature, and in God’s out-of-doors.

I believe in pure air, fresh water and abundant
sunlight.

I believe in the mountains, aud as I lift up mine
eyes to behold them, I receive help and strength.

I believe that below their snowy crowms their

mantles should be ever green.

I believe in the forests where the sick may be
healed and the weary strengthened

;
where the aged

may renew their youth, and the young gather stores

of wisdom which shall abide with them forever.

I believe that the groves were God’s first temples,
and that here all hearts should be glad, and no evil

thought come to mar the peace; I believe that all

who seek shelter within these aisles should guard
the noble heritage from harm, and the fire fiend

never be allowed to roam unwatched
I believe in the highland springs and lakes, and

would have noble trees stand guard around them

;

upon the mountain sides I would spread a thick
cqrpet of leaves and moss through which the water
might find its way into the valleys aud onw’ard to
the ocean.

I believe in the giant trees which have stood for

thousands of years, aud pray that no harm shall

come nigh them.

T believe in the axe of the trained woodsman and
W'ould have it hew down the mature trees of today
that we may secure lumber for our needs, and the
trees of smaller growth have more light aud air
and space.

I believe in the seeds of the trees, and would
gather and plaut them, and I would care for the

I believe in the Mountains : I believe

in the Forests

seedlings until they are ready to stand with their
brothers in the forest and plains; then the wilder-
ness and the dry land shall be glad and the desert
shall rejoice.

I believe in protecting the birds and the animals
that live amidst the trees, and the ferns and mosses
aud blossoming plants.

I believe in all the beautiful things of nature,
and would preserve, protect and cherish them.

“Come let’s to the fields, the meads, and the
mountains,

The forests invite us, the streams and the fountains.”

A I ribute by Governor Furnas

It affords me great pleasure to pay humble
tribute to the memory of J. Sterling Morton.

It was my good fortune to have known him in-

timately and consecutively for a period of forty-

eight years. During the whole of that time, I was
honored by being a close associate and co-worker
with him in his efforts for the upbuilding of

Nebraska and the “New West” generally. He was,

during his entire residence of near a half centu^*, a

devoted, persistent, aud most successful advocate

and laborer in this line of work. His impress is

indelibly stamped on all that tends to “make life

easy and the people happy.” He was a statesman

of marked ability in the true import of that word.

He was generous and of noble heart, as was attested

by his numerous acts of charity and benevolence.

He lived aud ‘

’the world was better for his having
lived in it.” The author of his being has ‘‘called

him from labor to rest.” Robt. W. Furnas.

/



EX-PRESIDENT GROVER CLEVELANI
ELOQUENT TRIBUTE TO aMORY STERLING MORTON—The Author

[Foreword—The following is au excerpt from the brilliant

dedicatory address delivered by Ex-President Grover Cleve-

land at the unveiling of the memorial monument to the mem-

ory of Hon. J. Sterling Morton, delivered at Nebraska City,

Nebr., Oct. 28, 1905.—Editor.]

Our friend loved nature with constancy and de-

light ;
and through nature he was lead to a reverent

love of the Maker of the universe. He served the

purposes of God on earth and taught his fellow

countrymen to realize their relationship to Nature

and the Father of all created things when he es-

tablished the planting of trees as a custom of gen-

eral observance among our people. This work was

done without trumpeting the praise of the man who

founded Arbor Day, and without perverting its ben-

eficent design to the exploitation of his fame. It

was done modestly and quietly— in keeping with

the disposition of its promotor and his estimate of

reasonable service. No beautiful crest or elaborate

coat of arms would so well illustrate his grand sim-

plicity, or typify the spirit in which this project

had its rise and completion, as its symbolization by

a growing tree surmounting the homely legend—

“Plant Trees.”

Though the erection of this monument may have

had its beginning in the loving appreciation of

Arbor Day, we cannot escape the feeling that it

would tell but little of the story of the life and ca-

reer of the founder of that day if there were not

imperishably inscribed upon it the -words, “Pion-

eer, Statesman, Scholar,” as well as “ Tree Planter.”

And even with all that has been here builded and

inscribed, those who knew him best and loved him most cannot see in this dull,

cold effigy any presentment of the tenderness and unceasing affection of the father

and brother, and-the cheerfulness and mirth which in his hours of relaxation he

brought to his fireside, nor the open-heartedness and contagious good humor which

he gave to intimate companionship. The monument which recalls these features

of his heart and soul is built on the hallowed ground of memory.

And yet, none of us should go from this place untouched by the lesson which

this statue teaches. Here we should learn that character uncorrupted by the contag-

ion of ignoble things and unweakened by the corrosion of sordidness and money-

madness, is the cornerstone of every truly useful life, and of every genuinely no-

ble achievement. We shall do violence to the moral sense which God has vouch-

safed to humanity if amid these surroundings we close our minds to the truth that

character represents the real value of a man according to the unalterable standard

of fine gold; and that it diff

reputation which measures *

shifting and untrue standard

successful cupidity. We hav

our people are more than ev

their old faith in the saving grace of character

flocking to the worship of money-making i

•s immeasurably from

man’s worth by the

of mean ambition or

fallen upon days w hen

r turning away from

and

ols.

Daily and hourly in the investigation and exposure,

characterless lives ate seen in appalling numbers

/ without chart or compass, crowded upon the rocks

and shoals of faithlessness and breach of trust. How
ill have these wrecked lives exchanged the safe

course and the harbor of honor and usefulness which

character and rectitude point out, for a wild and

headlong rush over unknown seas in a consuming

search for pelf.

If our people ever return again to their trust in

character as a steadying force in our restless enter-

prise and immense material growth, it will be

when they take to heart the full significance of

such a commemoration as this. We memoralize a

man who not only earned the lasting honor of his

countrymen, but whose life, in all things worthy of

high endeavor, was abundantly successful. As a

pioneer who labored to improve the new country

of his home, he lived to see it blossom as the rose

;

as a scholar he cultivated his own mental pow'ers

and acquired knowledge in order that he might be

able to instruct and benefit others; as a statesman

he left the impress of high aspiration upon our

citizenship, and of usefulness and fidelity upon our

public life; an4 as the father of tree-planting he gained the grateful remembrance

of the old and young of the present generation and the generations yet unborn.

All of these things he wrought out through the power of a strong, wholesome patri-

otic and beautiful character.

Let those of us who were his fellow citizens and knew his life, heed his example,

to the end that our/work may be more unselfish and more loyal to the purposes of

God and the betterment of our fellowmen. Let his sons, in whom was centered all

his worldly pride, remember that the only success which is satisfying and honorable

is that achieved in their father’s spirit and high resolve. 1

It is fitting that this monument should recall memories that must not die.

It is well that it should arouse the living to noble endeavor. But to the

dead it avails not. He has reared his own monument more durable than brass

or stone. ’ ’

Carl Morton’s Orchard
[Foreword:—A few years before the untimely death of

r Mr. Carl Morton, his father, J. Sterling Morton, wrote this

veritable prose poem, which was then published by him iu

The Conservative. The fact that both the author and the

two loved ones of whom he so tenderly wrote have all passed

to the great beyond, imparts to this beautiful passage a most

exquisite pathos.

—

Editor.]

It was a bright, balmy morning in April more

than a quarter of a century ago. The sun was nurs-

ing the young grass into verdure, and the prairie

was just beginning to put off its winter coat of

sombre colorings. Tranquil skies and morning

mists were redolent at Arbor Lodge of the coming

resurrection of the foliage and flowers that died the

autumn before. All about the cottage home there

was hope and peace
;
and everywhere the signs of

woman’s watchful love and tidy care, when sud-

denly, toned with affectionate solicitude, rang out:

“Carl, Carl!” but no answer came. Downstairs,

up stairs, at the barn, even in the well, everywhere,

the mother’s voice called anxiously, again and

again. But the silence, menacing and frightening,

was unbroken by an answer from the lost boy. At

last, however, he was found behind a smoke house,

busily digging in the ground with a small spade,

though only five years of age, and he said: “I’m

too busy to talk. I’m planting an orchard,” and

sure enough, he had set out a tiny seedling apple

tree, a small cottonwood, and a little elm.

The delighted mother clasped him in her arms, Statue of J. Sterling Morton, Nebraska City, Neb.

kissed him and said : “This orchard must not be

destroyed.”

And so now

“I hear the muffled tramp of years

Come stealing up the slopes of Time
;

They bear a train of smiles and tears

Of burning hopes and dreams sublime.”

The child’s orchard is more than thirty years of

age. The cottonwood is a giant now, and its

vibrant foliage talks, summer after summer, in the

evening breeze with human- like voice, and tells its

life story to tjie graceful, swaying elm near by,

while the gnarled and scrubby little apple tree,

shaped, as to its head, like a despondent toadstool,

stands in dual shade, and bears small sweet apples,

year after year, in all humility. But that orchard

must not be destroyed. It was established by the

youngest tree planter who ever planted in this tree

planter’s state, and for his sake and the memory of

the sweet soul who nursed and loved him, it lives

and grows, one cottonwood, one apple tree, one

elm.

“But O, for the touch of a vanished hand,

And the sound of a voice that is still.”

The memories that live and bloom in trees, that

whisper of the loved and lost in summer leaves, are

as imperishable as the seasons of the year—immortal

as the love of a mother.



THE SHIFTLESS MASONS
BY RUTH HAYS
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T WAS a sunny morning in
late March. Already in
sheltered spots the grass
was faintly green, and the
tree branches were begin-
ning to be misty against

the pale blue sky. The wind was
still keen, and here and there a
dingy and bespattered heap of snow
held out against the sunshine. By
and by the da}- would be warm, but
it was yet early and uncomfortably
cold. Tom Mason, raking up the
litter around the slovenly dooryard,
looked about him with hopeless dis-
taste.

The house was bare and unpaiuted,
set well back from the unkempt,
muddy street, which was scarcely
more than a lane on the outskirts of
the town. Back of the house stretched
the remains of an untidy vegetable
garden, still showing the wreck of
last year’s cornstalks and tall dead
weeds

; and beyond that were woods.
The lot was rather large, with dilap-
idated stone walls on three sides, and
a broken, sagging fence in front, a
stretch of coarse grass matted with
weeds and strewn with various litter
lying between it and the house. Under the front win-
dows a few withered stalks showed that a discouraged
flower bed had once been there, but beyond this there
seemed to have been no attempt at improvement any-
where. Two or three gaunt fowls were wandering aim-
lessly about, and the whole place wore a miserable air
of poverty and unthrift.

Presently a girl came to the door and called to him
cheerily, and Tom straightened up, leaning on his
rake.

“Do you know what they call us?” he said bitterly,
not answering her question. “ ‘The shiftless Masons’—and it’s true.”
Janet flushed and her thin fingers tightened around

the broom she held. “Then it shan’t be true any
longer,” she said hotly. “I won’t be shiftless, and
you shan’t either. Say you won’t, Tom! Promise!"
She stamped her foot as she spoke, but tire boy
answered drearily. “It’s no use. Nobody will believe
in us”

—

. Janet interrupted him fiercely. “They shall believe
in us—we’ll make them do it! It’s up to us, Tom.
There’s nobody else, and we two have got to keep
things going, and bring up the children to be some-
body. And we will! We must do it, Tom

;
you know

we must.”
I’ll do what I can,” began the boy doubtfully, but

Janet seized his arm tightly in her eagerness and shook
it. No, no, no! she criedl sharply. “Say you’ll do
it! You’ll do it or die, Tom! Say that.”
Tom’s eyes kindled. He waited a moment, then he

said slowly, “I’ll promise you, Janey—and I’ll keep
it,” and the girl knew he meant what he said. She
patted him on the shoulder in the motherly way she
had learned of late, and her lip trembled, but neither
spoke again for a moment. Then Janet turned to go in.
“Breakfast is all ready—you’ll be late, Tom. We’ll

talk it over tonight—and change all this,” with a
wave of her hand at the general untidiness.
“ I’ll make it clean,” Tom answered, “as clean as

you keep it indoors, and that’s a big job. But it won’t
look much better.”
“It will—lots better! You’ll see. There’s Johnny

calling.” She ran in while Tom left his unpromising
task and slowly followed breakfastward.
Janet Mason was the eldest of six, herself barely six-

teen, while Tom was a year younger. Their father
had been a careless, good-natured man, honest and
temperate enough, but utterly thriftless and irre-
sponsible, nobodyjs enemy but his own. Of course he
married early, a pretty delicate girl, and with the
slender dowry that she brought him, had bought this
bit of land outside the village for a song and built the
little house. Then he rested content, cultivating a
careless garden at the mercy of wandering fowls that
dug more industriously than he did, and occasionallv
working for a neighbor here and there, if he chanced
to feel like it. He had no vices except laziness, and
his poor drudging wife had loved him to the end.
When he was killed Jby a runaway horse (“too lazy to
get out of the way,” one of his harsher neighbors
said,) she had mourned him sincerely, and his chil-
dren grieved as for a better man.
For years the mother’s laundry work had been the

mainstay of the household, and Janet, early taught by
stern necessity, had been her right hand. Tom earned
a little here and there, and at fourteen got “a steady
job” at the nearest grocery, with small pay and long
hours. Somehow they had struggled on, but the
mother s spirit had long been broken by hopeless
drudgery, and kindly death gave her the rest which
lite denied. A fortnight ago they had carried her to
the drear little cemetery on the hill where her husband

JISh
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lay
; and so it was that Janet and Tom were facing the

stern repsousibilities of life, with four younger chil-
dren dependent upon them—or the town—for support.
They were good children in the main, and Janet had

been for so long nearly as much of an authority as her
mother that there was little difficulty on thaUscore.
It was the old problem of what they should eat, and
what they should drink, and wherewithal should’ they
be clothed. Janet had thought much since her father’s
death. The squalor and wretchedness of their lives
had never impressed her before somehow. She saw
her mother fading out of life, crushed by its burdens.
She realized sharply the manner in which their neigh-
bors regarded them

;
and many a long, anxious talk

she had had with her mother, whose ambition for her
children was all that was left her in the wreck. Janet
believed now that she had found a way out, and up.
All through her toilsome day she thought and planned,
and when Tom came home at last from the store-, after
the children were ip bed, he found a very eager’janet
waiting for him.
“Tom,” she began almost directly, “I’ve been talk-

ing to Mrs. Brown. You know how good she’s always
been to mother”—she choked a little, but went on
bravely; “and she’s promised to let me go on with
her work, and so has Mrs. Knox, and Mrs. Hastings.
That’s four dollars a week. I think I could feed

&
us

on that; not good, but we shouldn’t starve. And with
what you earn we can live, I’m pretty sure—

”

“It’s too hard work for you, Janey,” interrupted
Tom. “You can’t do all that—alone.” But Janet
protested eagerly.
“I can, Tom. I’ve done it quite a while now, ever

since mother couldn’t; and I’m strong. I know I can.
And Tom, I hope you won’t mind—I talked to Mrs.'
Brown about you, too, and she spoke to Mr. Brown'
and he says— (Oh, I wonder if you’ll like it!) he says
he’ll give you a chance in the mill. You’ll have to
brace up, he said, and—and not ‘slouch,’ and it’ll be
hard work. But if you suit him, he’ll put you ahead
as fast as you’re fit for it. It’ll be five dollars a week
to begin with,” she added wistfully, “and that’s more
than you get now, and I’m sure vou can suit him. ”
Tom looked very sober, for in 'truth th# mill didn’t

seem to him at all attractive; but how could he dis-
appoint Janet, who was looking at him so implor-
ingly? “I’ll do it, ” he said quietly. “Mother used
to say you could learn to like anything if you only
worked hard enough at it. And I’ll try.”
“You ought to be a carpenter, Tom. Mother always

said so, you’re so handy with tools. But I don’t see
how you could—now. You wouldn’t be earning any-
tliing for so long, and the children are always so
hungry”—with a little sigh.

Oh no, that’s no use. I’d have to be apprenticed
too long. We must have that five dollars a week to
live on, and I’ll be worth more just as quick as I can.”

But that isn’t all.” Janet was cheering up. “Mrs.
Brown is so good

; she’s got a place for Johnny to do
errands at the Woman’s Exchange every day before
school and after, and all day Saturday. They’ll give
him half a dollar anyway, she says; may be a dollar
if he’s good—and he shall be”—Tom nodded, and she
went on. “And Lucy

;
Tom, I don’t know what you’ll

think i I went to Miss Edgerton. ”
Tom whistled. “ Whe-ew ! wasn’t that cheeky ? the

best school in town !

’

’ Janet looked rather shame-
faced. I know it ;” she said humbly, “that was why
I went. Lucy is quick to learn. She’d make a good
teacher if she could have a chance. I asked Miss
Edgerton to let me work for her, and pay for Lucy to
learn how. She—she didn’t like it at first,” she
added, flushing, and Tom said “No,” vert’ soberly.

“But after a while she was different,
and real kind. She said she liked
my spirit

; she did truly, Tom

!

And what do you think she offered
to do?”
“Teach you instead,” answered

Tom promptly. “I wish she would. ”
But Janet shook her head decided-

ly. “Oh no, I’m a dunce. An
what would the children do? But
Lucy’s different. Miss Edgerto-
keeps house, you know, alone, an
she said she’d take Lucy to live with
her and help around the house, and
teach her tor nothing if she did all
right. And if she could make a
good teacher of her, she’d let Lucy
be her assistant when she’s big
enough, and learned how. Lucy’s
twelve you know, and she can wash
dishes and dust, and sweep some.
And she’s a good little thing; she’ll
like it and learn all Miss Edgerton’s
nice ways—things I don’t know at
ail. She was real kind, Miss Edger-
ton was. I wasn’t a bit afraid of her
after the first.”

i Tom W'histled again. “Well!
you’re a planner! Anything more?
Got places for the twins yet?”

Janet laughed a little. “ Oh, the twins ! They’ll be
the most use of any of us, I shouldn’t wonder. I’ve
thought of lots they can do. They help now—Bobby
sets the table and Willy helps me make the beds, and
they run errands, and things like that. Pretty soon
they can begin to go for dandelion greens and cow-
slips and water cresses to sell. And when it’s berry
time, they can go every day.”
“Poor little kids!” put in Tom soberly, and Janet’s

ready tears started.
‘‘
ol1 Tom,” she said imploringly, “You don’t think

I d be hard on them—our babies? I wouldn’t for the
world. But they’re so active—you don’t know! I
have to keep them busy, or they’d be in mischief all
the time, truly !”

“I’ll risk you, Janey. You won’t hurt ’em. I oniy
meant they’d never remember mother, or—

”

“I know it’s worst for them; but we’ll do all we
can. Tom.” Janet paused for a moment. Then she
said cheerfully, “They’ll be a lot of help in the gar-
den, too. We must have the garden, you know, Tom

;we couldn t get along without that. If we can get it
ploughed, we’ll do the rest, all of us. Mrs. Brown’s
lent me a garden book that tells how. And that’s
another thing, Tom—you’ll get home from the mill at
six o clock and have lots of time summer nights. We
can work together, and the twins can weed, and drop
potatoes and that; and so can Johnny.”
Tom looked doubtful of the gardening abilities of

the twins. “I can anyway,” he said smiling. “We’ll
have the garden, Janey. I’ll burn up the weeds
tomorrow. ’ ’ •>

“Yes, and I’ve such plans—you’ll see! Why, its
after ten o’clock, Tom, we must go to bed. But we
can live, don’t you think so?”

We will, Janey.” It was Tom’s turn now to pat
her on the shoulder. “Poor old girl, you’re all tired
out. Go to bed and dream I’m superintendent and
you a lad}7

. No more hard work for you then.”
“A nice lady I’d be! I want to work, thank you!”

and they went off to their rooms more cheerful than
for many a long day. And so the new life began.

In after times Janet used to say that If the long
winter had been before them they could never have
struggl ed through it, but the hope of the springtide
kept them up. The coal didn’t melt away so cruelly
fast; she even fancied the children were not quite so
hungry' all the time. Many and many a day as she
toiled in the lonely house, missing on every hand her
mother’s patience and courage to endure, she felt that
their burdens were greater than she could bear. And
Tom had his dark days too, but they never told. They
kept their cheer for-eacli other, their discouragements
for themselves. And the spring came early that year,
and with its beauty and promise about them, and its
ever new hope to cheer, how could they despair?
“Can trouble live with April days?”
W hen the garden work began, it proved a great

resource to them all
;
the odd minutes were spent out

of doors, and much excitement prevailed. The nomad
lowls roved no more, but were shut up to domestic
life in one corner of the back lot. When Mrs. Browm
gave them plants from her own garden, and flower
seeds in abundance, the discouraged little garden
under the front windows began to take heart of 'grace.
Janet was fascinated by the vine-wreathed cottages of
the Garden Book, and the twins had been cajoled into
bringing Virginia creepers from the woods to plant
about the bare little place, and tumbling stone w7alls.
While these should be growing, morning glories and
scarlet beaus were planted thickly and began to riot
A good neighbor gave them a honeysuckle for th<

(Continued on page rS)
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J. STERLING MORTON—Author of Arbor Day
BY JOHN NORDHOUSE—Secretary to Mr. Morton During the Last Ten Years of His Life

OVE of Nature and Love of Home were the

dominant qualities in the great life of

E f j. Sterling Morton. Hence it was that he
became the author of Arbor Day, the most
glorious Nature festival the world has

known, and, with his noble wife, the

founder and maker of one of the most beautiful homes
in all the mighty empire of the West. The ancestors

of J. Sterling Morton were English on the paternal

side and sturdy Scotch-Irisli on the mother’s side,

whose descendants early settled in New England.

Later their offpsring “went out west,” as New York
State was then called, and it was at the little town of

Adams, Tefferson County, New York, that the subject

of this sketch was born, April 22, 1832. Prior to this

The First Arbor Lodge

event, however, members of the family had lived still

farther west, his grandfather, Abner Morton, having-

resided at Detroit, where he became the first editor,

of the Detroit Free Press, the first daily newspaper
established in the State of Michigan. The parents of

J. Sterling Morton were Julius Dewey Morton, boru
at St. Albans, Vermont, March 10, 1808, and Emeline
Sterling Morton, born at Adams, New York, February

16, 1812. Soon after the birth of their first son, J.

Sterling, they removed to Monroe, Michigan, where,

the lad’s early life was passed and his primary educa-

tion obtained. Later he entered the State University

of Michigan at Ann Arbor. While pursuing his studies

at this institution he frequently contributed to the

Detroit Free Press, of which his grandfather had been
the first editor. When he became a contributor, this

paper was owned and edited by Wilbur P'. Story, later

known as one of the few really great editors this

country has produced. Articles written at this time
by the young university student attracted the favorable

notice and commendation of the great Michigan states-

man, Gen. Lewis Cass. Soon after his arrival in

Nebraska in 1854, Mr. Morton began contributing to

the Bellevue Palladium, the first paper published in

the territory, and upon settling at Nebraska City he
became the editor of the News of that place. Through-
out life he rendered the public much valuable service

as an editor and contributor to the press upon subjects

relating to the general welfare. The young student
did not remain long at Ann Arbor, but later attended
Union College at Schenectady, New York, and was
finally graduated from that institution under its famous
president, Dr. Eliphalet Nott.

Soon after his graduation another event occurred,

October 30, 1854, doubtless the most important of his

life—Lis marriage to Miss Caroline Joy, a young
woman of rare charm, refined, highly educated, and
accomplished. One who knew her most intimately in

life penned this glowing tribute: “Her great generous
heart was a perennial fountain of benevolence, never
failing and never ceasing.” That she was brave as

she was fair was shown by the fact that she cheerfully
left her childhood home the very morning of her
marriage and started with her liege lord on the long
and then uncertain journey to the far West, there,

among strangers and on the very frontier of civiliza-

tion, to begin life with the brave, buoyant, high-hop-
ing, sturdy young man to whom she had just plighted
her love.

After stopping a few weeks at Bellevue, Nebraska,
for the purpose of “taking his latitude and longitude
in the new land,” young Morton “homesteaded” in

the autumn of 1854 on a fine quarter-section of land,

the present site of beautiful Arbor Lodge, near
Nebraska City. He at once set about erecting a small
but comfortable home—the first Arbor Lodge—a picture

of which appears herewith. Scarcely had the little

home been reared, when both husband and wife

cheerily performed together the actual work of plant-

ing the first trees on the quarter-section -the pioneer

trees— that now adorn and glorify Arbor Lodge, one of

the most beautiful country seats of which the nation

boasts. When the future founder of Arbor Day and

member of a president’s cabinet first arrived in

Nebraska, a territorial government still prevailed, and
that had not long been in existence.

Young Morton entered with great zest and enthusiasm

into the vastly important work of “organizing and
putting into motion the machinery of civil government
under the Nebraska organic act, to enable the new
community to live in order regulated by law.” His
first public service was as member of the lower house

of the second legislative assem-

bly, to which he was elected from
Otoe County in the autumn of

1855, though then only twenty-
three years of age. He was at

once recognized as a leader, and
took an important part in the

proceedings of the session, which
had to do with the perplexing
problems connected with the cap-

ital location, regarding which
there was intense and bitter rival-

ry between many aspiring would-
be cities. Another question about
which centered a fierce controver-

sy was that regarding state bank
currency, and Mr. Morton placed
himself in unqualified opposition

to the many “wild cat” pro-

posals that were offered. He was
bitterly assailed as being opposed
to the business welfare of his

“own town.” At the ensuing
election he defended his position

most ably but was defeated at the

polls on this issue. He had the

satisfaction, however, of being
elected by a good majority one
year later, 1857. From this time
to the end of his life Mr. Morton
was a powerful combatant in the

arena of politics, at first in his own
state and later in the broader field of national conflict.

Instinctively the party of his choice, when in sore need
of a bold and resourceful champion to lead a minority
against an aggressive majority, turned to him again
and again, and, again and again, though often after

much persuasion from his fellows, did he take the

party standard and carry it bravely to the front, con-
testing every inch of ground with opposing political

generals at the head of far greater numbers. In several

conflicts the first returns indicated his triumph at the

polls, but in political warfare, as in litigation, posses-

sion often proves to be the “nine points” by which
the palm of victory is finally awarded. His political

career in his adopted state may thus be epitomized :

elected to the legislature, 1855; defeated as a candidate

for the legislature, 1856; elected to the legislature,

1857 ;
appointed secretary of the territory of Nebraska

in May 1858, by President Buchanan, continuing in

such position until May 1861, when Algernon S. Pad-

dock, afterward United States Senator, was appointed
by President Lincoln to succeed him ; was a candidate

for delegate to congress in i860, receiving a majority
of fourteen votes over Samuel G. Daily, but, follow-

ing a contest by the latter, was unseated : on the admis-

sion of Nebraska as a state he was the Democratic
candidate for governor and’ so hotly did he press the

battle that on the face of

the returns he had won
by 148 votes, but an ad-
verse returning board
awarded the certificate

of election to his oppon-
ent, David Butler, of

Pawnee County : was a
candidate of the Demo-
cratic party for United
States Senator before the
first state legislature, but
was defeated by a few
votes by John M. Thay-
er; was the unsuccessful
candidate of his party for

governor in 1882 and
again in 1884, though
in the last named year
he received more than
twice the votes given
him two years before;

was defeated for congress
in 1888 by W. J. Con-
nell, of Omaha; in 1892
he was again a candidate
for governor against Lor-
enzo Crounse, Republi-
can, and Charles H.
Van Wyck, Populist,

the former winning by

st Mr.
the

Morton

as selecl

ipublican-

strongly
the leg-

id by a
as their

,s victory
Omaha,

ith-

a close margin—in this conte

advocated the gold standard; a

islature the following winter,

coalition of gold Democrats and Rc

candidate for United States Senator, but just a

seemed assured, a colored Republican from
through an unjust prejudice against Mr. Morton,

drew from the compact, thus resulting in the election

of another. But J. Sterling Morton triumphed even in

seeming defeat. By his long continued, heroic, and

masterly defense of his political faith against overwhel-

ming odds, he had won his place as one of the leaders of

the Democratic party in the nation, the peer, associate,

and trusted adviser of men like Grover Cleveland,

Thomas F. Bayard, John G. Carlisle, William R.

Morrison, Richard Olney, and other men of their

class. It was but a natural consequence, therefore,

that a few days after his defeat for senator in the

spring of 1893, President Grover Cleveland offered

him a seat in his cabinet as Secretary of Agriculture.

This position he held until the close of the second

Cleveland administration March 4, 1897. During his

incumbency of this important office, he exhibited ex-

ceptional executive ability, accomplished wonderful

economies in the conduct of the department affairs,

introduced the merit system, and greatly increased the

efficiency of .every branch of the service, seeking

always to adhere to the rule that every dollar of the

people’s money expended should yield a dollar’s

worth of value to the great agricultural interests of

the nation.
While he will be remembered as a powerful and

masterful political leader and a great cabinet officer,

J. Sterling Morton will be known in history as the

author of Arbor Day and the eloquent preacher of the

simple gospel, “ Plant Trees.” As this phase of his

life work will be treated in another column, under the

heading “History of Arbor Day,” it will not be en-

larged upon in this connection.
While the story of his public life is fascinating in

the extreme, it was within the sacred precincts of the

home .that the true nobility and greatness of J. Ster-

ling Morton’s character were revealed. Four times in

their married life did the fond wife, through the

martyrdom of motherhood, crown the husband with

the glory and dignity of fatherhood. The first born

was Joy Morton, whose birth occurred at Detroit, Sept.

28, 1855 ; the second son, Paul Morton, was born also

at Detroit, May 22, 1857; the third son, Mark Morton,

was born in the historic Herndon Hotel at Omaha,
November 22, 1858 ;

and the youngest son, Carl Morton,

was born at Arbor Lodge, Nebraska City, February 18,

1865. Carefully safeguarded by the strong, stalwart

father and tenderly nurtured by the loving mother,

tli£se four sons grew to manhood’s estate, and during

all their maturing years might this fond mother with

a just pride have applied to them the very words
spoken by the noble mother of the Grachi in ancient

Rome: “These are my jewels.” With a mother’s

natural prevision she beheld the promise of the sturdy

men they were to be, but alas, it was not given her to

live to see the day when her boys were to take their

places. among the giants of their day in the great world

of business and statesmanship. She never knew that

one of the four, Paul Morton, would, while still a

young man, be the vice-president of one of the nation’s

greatest railroad systems; that he would become an

honored member of a president’s cabinet
;
and knew

not that her son would later be chosen, when the

world’s greatest life assurance company would need a

man of commanding ability and sterling integrity to

improve the administration of its affairs. Nor did she

( Continued on page 31)
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UNCHAPERONED IN SPAIN
BY FANNIE E. NEWBERRY—Author ot the Wrestler of Phillippi

O YOU will not attend the bull-fight, Miss
" Constance,” questioned the high-keyed voice
of Berrien. Constance had once remarked
that this voice reminded her of a bell, and
at a surprised ejaculation from her listeners,
had added, “Yes, a sheep’s bell,” which had

seemed so accurately descriptive that every one had
drawn a long breath before bursting into laughter.
Now her mutinous little head, its bronze tones flash-

ing back the lights of the Plaza Nueva, was turned
quite away from her mature admirer, while her brown
eyes, laughing yet weary, so eagerly besought
relief that her stately friend and fellow-voyager,
Alicia Van Tuyl, interposed, “.Surely, Mr. Berrien’
you would not recommend it as a refining spectacle?”

Norris Berrien, small and precise in more than
build and garb, carefully set down his glass of helada,
that delicious Spanish concoction which suggests
Sierra snows and Castile orange-groves, carefully
wiped his thin lips, and answered :

—

“Not e-x-a-c-t-I-y, Miss Alicia, no. Yet, as one of
the things to see, I should—

”

“We do not travel by the book,” put in Constance,
scornfully, setting down her own glass with a thump
that might have tested anything less thick and clumsy,
“Mama, have you gone to sleep over your helada?
Come, Mr. Berrien is ready to give you his arm, I’m
sure. Where is Jack, Alicia? Oh, there he is! Jack,
we’re going back to the hotel; we’re all tired out.”
“Well, I’m not, then,” resentfully. “The fun

doesn’t begin till midnight, this hot weather. Why
must you always be jerking a fellow off somewhere’s
else, I’d like to know?”
“Jacky,” pacifically, “aren’t you going to the bull-

fight tomorrow?”
“Well, I should remark! What did we come to

Seville for, anyhow?”
“Sure enough. Well, bull-fights are exciting spec-

tacles, and you want to calm your nerves by plenty of
sleep tonight. Besides, I’ve something to tell you.”
By this time, three abreast, the younger people were

bumping along the Calle Sierpes, the Broadway of
Seville, occupying the pavement with that calm in-
stinct to assured possession which seldom forsakes the
English-speaking tourist. The awnings, which in the
daytime often stretch from house to house across the
width of the thoroughfare, were generally furled back
this warm night, and the soft vista of moonlighted
sky above them glowed with a tropical brilliance that
made the feeble lights below a mockery. Mrs. Ger-
maine, a slow walker, seemed to Mr. Berrien fairly
to saunter now, so impatient was he to be up with the
three lithe figures swinging along in front, and evi-
dently enjoying their talk with heads close together.
Constance was speaking rapidly.
“It will be the j oiliest lark, Jack, and nobody’ll

miss me; for you will all be at the bull-fight. Nothing
would induce me to see that brutal affair, anyhow,
and I’ll for once get off the beaten path, and take a
look at Spain in all her native purity, where no
foreigners have penetrated. The Casper boys say it is
the most picturesque place they ever saw. They
worked a month there when they were studying with a
pupil of Daubigny’s. It’sasremote as ‘Darkest Africa,’

Jack dutifully attended her to the station

and almost as uncivilized—an innocent little mountain
hamlet. The rest of you can come on before night.
It will be right on your way to ,tlie coast, and mother
can sleep there, and be fresher to go on next morning.
I shall certainly go.”
Constance generally had her way, first or last; but

Mrs.^ Germaine stood out longer than usual against
this freak, when it was sprung upon her, after Mr.
Berrien’s prolonged leave-taking. He was one of
those unfortunate beings who never know the exact
moment for graceful departure, but keep their enter-
tainers standing to the point of exhaustion through a
score of hopeful, but ineffective feints; and tonight
Constance had coolly yawned in his very face.
Mrs. Germain dimly comprehended that the girl’s

restless, petulant humors and morbid ennui of late,
might be traced to one source alone—the presence of
the little man who had joined them in Paris, deter-

mined to be heard this time. There had been other
times when Constance had outmaneuvered him.
He had been heard—by Mrs. Germaine—who had

stayed the sturdy “No!” on her daughter’s lips by
tears and entreaties, and commuted it to a reluctant
concession that she must take time to consider the
proposal. And tomorrow ended the week of reprieve.
Poor Mrs. Germaine ! Here was a beautiful, willful

daughter nearing twenty-two. still unwed if not un-
wooed

;
and here was a suitor, strictly eligible as to

family, fortune and morals. Yet the girl was ready to
throw him over for reasons too frivolous to mention.
“O, mother!” she cried tonight, as she nervously

flung aside her street wraps, “how can I marry a
creature who is dwarfed by my hat feathers, who talks
falsetto, sings soprano, and never swears at all? And
who beats down every poor wretch who tries to earn
a peseta of us, and—

”

‘
‘ But, my dear, he is lavish to you. Think of the

curios he has bought you.”
“ Who wants his cheap, tawdry truck?” cried Con-

stance, too excited to select her words, her eyes black
and her cheeks aflame. “I want a man, not a hurdy-
gurdy monkey, to go hopping around picking me up
bric-a-brac ! Did you see how ridiculous he looked
when that poor old donkey shied with him, going up
the mountain, the other day? He fairly grovelled to
the guide to pull him off.’ I actually thought he was
going to cry !”

“Constance! my child—

”

‘There’s no use talking, mama; I must go to-morrow I want to get aw'ay and think. It’s the only
chance for him. Perhaps, if I can sit down in some
solitude and count up his virtues, I may conclude to
like him. But if you won’t let me go, that ends it.”
“But you know*, dear, girls can’t travel alone here

as at home. ”

“An American girl can go anywhere. And besides,
Uvetara is a mere hamlet in the hills, as simple and
primitive as the garden of Eden. Regular tourists
never go near it, so what is there to fear?”

‘ Well—if you must. We’ll come on the first train after
the bull-fight. It ought to get us there by six orseven.”

Half-past seven. I looked it up in the railway
gume. You’ll be in time for dinner.”
Spanish trains have a way of starting at unearthly

hours, and Constance was obliged to rise in the cool of
a glorious morning to catch the south-bound accom-
modation. Jack dutifully, though in the sulks
attended her to the station, enlivening the way bv
growling at a girl w’ho could prefer the backwoods to
a bull-fight, till she w’as not sorry to wave him a final
adieu from the coach window.
“Oh !” she thought, with a long, exquisite breath of

relief, how goodr it is to be alone once more! How
tired to death I am of that man, w’ith his precise little
ways, his squeaky little voice, and his tape-measured
compliments and approaches. Br-rr ! I hate a softly
man. If I could see even one of those great swashing
old freebooters of ancient times it would be a relief?
And mama looks so pathetic, and Alicia so superior,
and Jack so grinning and horrid—well, good-bye to it
all for one day, at least.”

(.Continued in theJune Vick's

)

THE HISTORY OF ARBOR DAY
Among the paramount claims that Nebraska may put

forth among her sister states, and in fact before the
peoples of the world, is that Arbor Day originated
within her boundaries and was the conception of one
of her foremost and most honored citizens.
There is much evidence that many years before the

late J. Sterling Morton, founder of Arbor Day, crave
public expression to the beautiful and noble’ senti-
ments embraced in the official action which led to the
legal enactments making this day a holiday in Nebras-
ka devoted to the planting of trees, that the idea had
long found lodgment in his far-seeing, fertile, and
vigorous mind, as for many years before that historic
day in which he presented the idea to the meeting of
the State Board of Agriculture of Nebraska, he had
assiduously practiced all the teachings of Arbor Day
and had been for many years the foremost tree-planter
and advocate of tree-planting in the then pioneer west.
On January 14th, 1872, at a meeting of the State

Board of Agriculture, of which he was a member, the
late J. Sterling Morton introduced a resolution provid-
ing that “Wednesday, the iotli day of April, 1872, be
and the same is hereby set apart and consecrated for
tree planting in the State of Nebraska, and the State
Board of Agriculture hereby name it Arbor Day, and
to urge upon the people of the state the vital import-
ance of tree planting, hereby pffer a special premium
of one hundred dollars to the agricultural society of that
county of Nebraska which shall upon that day plant
properly the largest number of trees; and a farm libra-
ry of twenty-five dollars’ worth of books to that person
who, on that day, shall plant properlv in Nebraska the
greatest number of trees.” The resolution was uuau-
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imousiy adopted. On the day specified in the resolu-
tion the people of Nebraska responded by planting
more than one million trees, and again in 1873 an
equally great number of trees planted.
Supplementing the State Board, Governor Furnas

issued a proclamation March 31st, 1872, and in 1885
the legislature of Nebraska made the 22nd day of
April, Mr. Morton’s birthday, a holiday to be known
as “Arbor Day.” In furtherance of the objects of the
day a provision was incorporated in the state constitu-
tion and numerous legal enactments made.

In the years that have followed, the sentiment of Ar-
bor Day and the example of the Nebraska tree-planter
have spread to every point of the compass, and today
almost every state and territory in the Union and many
places across the seas recognize in some official manner
an Arbor Day at a proper and convenient season of the
year, at which time the teachings of the great Nebras-
ka tree-planter are carried into effect.
The value of this great w’ork is apparent to every per-

son; its total value is absolutely beyond estimation,
and future generations alone will be able to compute
the great philanthropy, the great benefit to the human
race born in the germ of Arbor Day.

It may be fitting to recall the words of Mr. Morton
on Arbor Day, 1894, when standing on the lawn of the
great Department of Agriculture

-

in Washington, of
which he was Secretary, at the close of the tree plant-
ing exercises, when in his closing remarks he said:
“So, every man, woman and child who plants trees
shall be able to say, on coming, as I have come, toward
the evening of life, in all sincerity and truth: ‘If you
seek my monument look around you. ’ ”



The Ministry of Flowers and Plants

By Eben E. Rexford

T—— HE love of flowers “grows
by wliat it feeds on.” Let

the person who has never

taken any particular interest

in them begin their culti-

vation, and in a short time

he becomes so fascinated with the

delightful work that he wonders how
he could so long have been blind to

the pleasures of it. The man, wom-
an or child who has a little bed of

flowers this year, will, if successful

with it, want several beds next season .

The ultimate result is—a home sur-

rounded by' flowers—flowers here,

there, everywhere.

Such a change means much more to

a family than a mere passing "enjoy-

ment of the beauty and brightness of

the flower. It means education, and

culture, and refinement. It means a

larger, keener appreciation of beauty

in all its phases, "it means a great many things that I

need not mention here, but which those who grow

flowers will speedily find out, when this pleasant task

is undertaken.
Much has been said about --flowers as safe companions

for children. I know of one instance in which the cul-

tivation of flowers wrought a complete transformation

in a lad of ten. He had a “hard” reputation m the

neighborhood. Careful mothers did not like to have

thefr boys keep company with him. He was given

some fiow,er-roots one spring, and he became a gard-

ener on a small scale. He took so much interest m
his plants that flower-loving people began to take an

The Tree Planting

interest in him, and after a little they discovered that

he was not such a very bad boy, after all. They saw

great possibilities for good in him, and encouraged

; him in the work he had begun because they believed

it would help him to make something of himself. And

it did. He has become a boy that any mother may

feel perfectly safe to trust her boys with. He finds

in the garden that which interests him more than

running the streets and spending his time with bad

companions, and he is never tired of trying to get

others to share this newly aroused interest. Last tall

he took several prizes at the fair, and he announces

with commendable pride that his premiums will en-

able him to have “just a boss garden” this season. He
has begun to read about flowers, and once in a while

he writes me, asking questions which go to show that

he is in dead earnest, and is “thinking out things

for himself. Now what flowers have done for this boy

they will do for other boys, if given the chance. Get

the flower and the boy together and encourage a friend-

ship between them and a foundation is laid for future

good along more than one of the lines of life.

I want to urge women “with nerves” to take up

gardening as a “treatment.” Many housewives live

in almost prison life. They spend their time in the

kitchen from one year’s end to another, shut away

from pleasant sights and sounds, and fresh air and sun-

shine If we can succeed in getting such women into

the garden for half an hour a day, throughout the

summer we can make new creatures of them. Work

among flowers, where the air is pure and sweet, sun-

shine is a tonic, and companionship is cheerful, will

lift them out of their work and worry, and body and

mind will grow stronger, and new life, new health,

new energy, will come to them. The cares and vexa-

tions thafmade existence a burden because of the ner-

vous strain resulting from them will take wings and

fly away.

I believe garden work the best of all medicines for

overtaxed nerves. It makes worn-out women over into

healthy, happy women. “I thank God
for niv garden,” one of them wrote

me, not long since. “It has made
me feel that life is worth living,

after all. I think the time will

come when I shall pretty nearly

live out of doors. I never fully

realized what I was losing in life until

I began to grow flowers, and got

out among the birds, and the sun-

shine, and the green things growing.

Though I spend a good deal of time

in p-apdenwork, I do more housework

than ever before, and I do it easily,

for, while I am about it I am think-

ing* of my flowers, and am really out

of°doors so far as the mental mood
goes. Again I say, Thank God for my
garden.”

Tired, nerve tormented women,

let me urge you to take, a “course

of treatment” in the garden sani-

tarium this season.

Arbor Day
This month brings Arbor Day. I am glad to know

of its almost universal observance among our schools.

It is a new departure in the right direction. Too long

our school-grounds have been neglected. We have

had good reason to be ashamed of them. I hold that

every schoolhouse in the laud ought to be surrounded

by flowers, and shrubs, and trees, and that the children

ought to be trained to set out and care for these things.

Bv making them partners in the work of beautifying

the school grounds, we arouse an enthusiasm on their

part which will result for more satisfactorily than liir-»

ing a landscape gardener to do the work for us. Give

them to understand that we know they can do this

work, and that we trust and expect them to undertake

it and carry it forward, year by year, and they will not

disappoint us. Children appreciate responsibilities,

and rise to them nobly.

Why not give to the celebration of Arbor Day a sort

of patriotic flavor by making use of native shrubs for

the plantings made each season? _We have shrubs

growing all about us quite as beautiful as those that

come to us from foreign lands. Why not use these

in preference to them, then? By doing so, we work

up an interest on the part of the children in our native

plants, and we stimulate a pride in the productions of

the home land. “Home first, the world afterward” is

a good motto to use in this connection.

If native plants are to be made use of, send the chil-

dren into the woods and fields on Arbor Day morning,

to search for material with which to make the school-

grounds attractive. Give them to understand that large

specimens are not wanted. Rather, specimens of med-

ium size, with perfect roots. If possible, have some

of the soil in which they have been growing brought

with them. Instruct them to keep the plant’s roots

well covered with damp moss. Tell them to select

such shrubs as the elder, wild roses, dogwood, shad-

bush, sumach, and clethra. And such herbaceous plants

as solidago, ver-

vain, vernoina,

meadow sweet,

lilies, asters, liel-

enium, and ascle-

pia. Amon^ desir-

able vines are the

ampelopsis, the

bittersweet, and
the clematis.
Probably not all

these plants can
be found in one
locality. But there

will generally be
others to take the

places of those con-
spicuous by their

absence. It does

not matter so much
what they get as

the condition in

which they get it.

Very ordinary
plants will devel-

op into pleasing

ones under good
cultivation, but,

in order to make a

success of their

removal from their

native habitat great

care must be taken

with them. Pull

or dig them up
carelessly, expose
their roots to air

and sunshine and
plant them hur-.

riedly, and most of them will die. Insist that the < I

dren go in for good, honest work, and give them

understand that a plant is a living organism Hr

entitled to as much respect as a person is. Encoumg'

careful, conscientious work. Impress them with the

fact that tree, and shrub and plant is each a book from

which they are to learn helpful lessons in the love of

Nature, and make them feel that it is just as wrong to

learn these lessons poorly as it is to neglect the books

of the schools.
. . .

While the school-grounds are receiving .
attention, I

would urge that something be done toward making the

schoolrooms attractive. Fill the windows with grow-

ing plants, from which the children will absorb, with

out being conscious of it, a most delightful knowledge

of Nature’s way of doing things. Don’t make a care-

less selection of plants for this purpose, however. Not

everything will grow there. Try such plants as the

aspidistra, with its luxuriant foliage, and its strange

flowers, burrowing down into the soil at the base of its

leaves. And the geranium, always cheerful, always

adaptable to conditions, and always willing to do its

best if given halt a chance. Give asparagus spren-

geeri a north window to beautify, and put a petunia

in the sunniest one, or a nasturtium. The Boston fern

will flourish in the schoolroom if kept well watered.

So will the ficus, and the agaone. Moneywort, and

lysimacliia. and othonna are excellent for hanging

baskets. .Success with them is assured from the start

provided they are never allowed to get dry at the roots.

Make it a rule to water them daily. The best vine

for schoolroom use is the English ivy, because its

thick, leathery leaves are not susceptible to the effect

of dry air and dust. It is a good plan to plant seeds of

peas, and beans, and squashes, and let the children

make use of them as object lessons, in their develop-

ment. The seedlings from them will be short-lived, but

they will live long enough to tell some wonderful

things about the beginnings of plant growth. Who
knows but another James Vick may not be in your

schoolroom, and that the plants in the window may

not be the means of turning his feet into the paths

marked out for him?

Seasonable Suggestions

Don’t be in too great a hurry about gardening oper-

ations. That is, don’t let your enthusiasm induce you

to ^et the start of the season. Be governed largely by

the
&
weatlier. “One swallow doesn’t make a summer,”

neither does one warm day mean settled weather.

“Haste often makes waste,” to quote another pertinent

old saying. A garden made before all conditions are

favorable generally has to be made over. Puttinggood

seed into the ground early in the season doesn’t in-

sure a good crop. Observation proves to us, each seas-

on—that is, if we observe 1—that plants from seed sown

before the ground is warm are almost always later in

development than those planted after all conditions are

favorable to a vigorous and uninterrupted growth.

Generally there will be considerable to do among

the shrubs. Some will need removal. New ones will

have to be set. Old ones will have to be pruned. Do

this work as early in the season as it can be done well.

Get ready for active work on the lawn. Clean, and

oil, and sharpen the mower. Poor tools mean poor

work. Apply a good top dressing of some good fertil-

izer to the sward and be generous with it. Because

grass will grow where other plants will starve to death.

{Continued, on page 30)

School Garden, Pergola and Summer House



THE FOREST QUESTION
By THOMAS ELMER WILL

T HIS isan age of questions:
scientific, literary, social,
economic, race and ethical.
How many realize that there
is a forest question? Well,
there is, and it is a bi<*

question at that. President Roosevelt

a great arch of

has declared that the question of con-
serving our natural resources is the
greatest issue now before the people
To consider it, he has called a great
Assembly of Notables.” It will

consist of governors, congressmen,
judges and distinguished citizens from
all over the United .States. It will meet
in the White House, May 13 to 15,
next, and the nation, if not the world’

/ will await with deepest interest its
conclusions.
But among these resources one of the

most important is the forest. Wood is
essential to civilized life. Our annual
wood bill exceeds a billion dollars.
In addition, we are wantonly, fool-
ishly, criminally, permitting the burn-
lng each year of $50,000,000 worth of
standing timber covering ah area of
15,000,000 acres. The wood famine is
coming in seven-league boots. It is
due in twenty or thirty years. Its
shadow ts already upon the land But
the wood question is only a part of the
forest question. It is the keystone to „ slcai aica Q1
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AT aCh,an campaign has unified the forestryworkers of America and has caused them to know eachother and to learn, in a measure, the lesson of co-operation. Focusing their interests and energies on

lbis great question wc find a multitude
of business organizations, municipal
state and national—boards of trade’
chambers of commerce, manufacturers’
associations, irrigation congresses,
agricultural societies and the like.
With these are w'orking a group of
State Forestry Associations, the Appa-
lachian Mountain Club, the Appa-
lachian National Forest Association
the American Civic Association, the
American Association for the Advance-
ment of Science, the Association of
vState University Presidents and, not-
ably, the General Federation of
Women’s Clubs. The American Fores-
try Association, organized in 1882
maintaining a well equipped office in
Washington, publishing a magazine,
and having a dues-paying membership
of over 6,600, may also be mentioned.

It is hoped that the readers of Vick’s
Magazine who may not hitherto have
been interested in this great questionmay judge, from this sketch, some-
thing of its importance. The U. S
Forest Service at Washington is the
great factory of literatureand the great
administrative center of practical
forestry in this country. Those inter-
ested should get into touch with it.

, . .

Agaln > they should organize the move-ment in their communities. They should get into
wlth the American Forestry Association”they should familiarize themselves with the Appa-lachian Bill and should write their Congressmen urging

its immediate enactment. Thus they can render afthis time, one of the greatest possible services to thismost hopeful and important movement

Looking at Both Sides
The good wife bustled about the house
Her face still bright with a pleasant smileAs broken snatches of happy song
Strengthened her heart and her hands the while,

1 he good man sat in the chimney nook
His little clay pipe within his lips,

And all he’d made and ail he had lost,
Ready and clear on his finger tips.

“Good wife, I’ve just been thinking a bit
Nothing has done very good this year,Money is bound to be hard to get;
Everything is sure to be very dear.How the cattle are going to feed,How we’re to keep the boys at school,

Is a kind of debit and credit sum
I can t make balance by any rule.”

She turned her around from the baking breadAnd she faced him there with a cheerful laugh •

” by
’ busbBnd, dear, one would really think

’

t hat the good rich wheat was onlv chaff ”
And what if wheat is only chaff,
So long as we both are well and strong?

1 m not a woman to worry a bit
But somehow or other we get along.
For thirty years we have loved each other
Stood by each other whatever befell

a
°°ys have called us ‘father’ and ‘mother ’

And all of them living and doing well
Vie owe no man a penny, my dear,
And both of us loving and well and strong •

Good man, I wish you would smoke again
° ’

And think how well we’ve got along. **

He filled his pipe with a pleasant laugh.He kissed his wife with a tender pride-He said : “I’ll do as you tell me, love,
I J

J
l ust c°unt up on the other side.”

Sue left him then with his better thoughtAnd lifted her work with a low, sweet songA ^song that’s followed me many a year—
g ’

Somehow or other we get along !” —Anon.

Resolve
Build on resolve, and not upon regret
The structure of the future. Do not’ gropeAmong the shadows of old sins, but let
Thine own soul’s light shine on the path of hopeAnd dissipate the darkness. Waste no tears

P
Upon the blotted record of'lost years
But turn the leaf and smile, 0I1, smile to see
I he fair white pages that remain for thee.

Trate not of thy repentance. But believe
That spark divine dwells in thee. Let it grow.That which the upreachmg spirit can achieve
Hie grand and all creative forces know.

They will assist and strengthen as the light
Lifts up the acorn to the oak tree’s height.
Thou hast but to resolve, and, lo' God’s whole
Great universe shall fortify thy soul.

—Ella Wheeler Wilcox.
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The Iron Horse

—

The Black Giant of Commerce
THE BUILDER OF EMPIRE, THE GREAT CIVILIZER

By J. B. Coursen

ASILY, the greatest century

in the World’s history, so far

as material and industrial de-

velopment is concerned, is

that whose first years witnessed

the invention of the steam

locomotive, and whose last year is now
only a tew years back. In this greatest

and most wondrous of all the centuries

of which history gives us record, no

other one factor has contributed so

much to the making of that century

truly great as has the Iron Horse, the

Black Giant of Commerce. Truly has

this modern Titan been the great em-

pire builder of this greatest century',

and withal, a mighty civilizer. Where
today is there a continent on the face

of the earth whose plains he has not

traversed, whose valleys he has not

threaded, whose mountains he has not

pierced, and whose wildernesses he has

not made to “blossom as the rose?’’ He has welded

the nations together with bands of steel
j
he has laid

down his own courses and actually hauled cvilization

by the train load from land to land and from sea to sea
;

he has made thousands and thousands of happpy homes

to spring up as if by magic in every clime where his

blazing torches are

seen pdie has founded —
towns, villages, cities,

and great metropolises,

where before his com-
ing were only desert

wastes
;
he has created

states
;
he has builded

empires
;
he has made

civilization.

While the Iron Horse
has accomplished won-
ders in South America
in Australia, in Asia,

in Africa, and in Eu-
rope, it is in the United
States where his most
marvelous achieve-

ments have been ac-

complished, and it is

in the great Northwest
of the American Re-
public—that vast and
mighty empire extend-

ing from Lakes Michi-
gan and Superior, and
from Chicago, Milwau-
kee, St. Paul, Minne-
apolis, and Duluth as

radiating points—that
he has made his great-

est conquests and im-
printed upon the very

earth itself the record

of his most notable

triumphs. In the out-

working of these con-

quests and the record-

ing of these triumphs
no other great railway

company has borne a

more conspicuous or more honorable part than has the

Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway Company,

which has done so much in developing the agricultur-

al and industrial resources of the great states of Illin-

ois, Wisconsin, Iowa, Minnesota, South and North

Dakota, and other states, and is now, with unprece-

dented energy, rushing its lines on across the prairies,

and through the giant western forests, and over the

mountains to the Golden Pacific. When this last her-

culean task is completed a short time hence, this com-

pany will be the first and only railway to have its own
continuous line from Chicago on Lake Michigan’s

shore through to tide-water on the north Pacific coast.

The true significance of this gigantic undertaking

may be better appreciated when the fact is stated that

the total cost of building this new trans-continental

line will be in the neighborhood of $100,000,000, and

the further fact, that during the past twelve months

two cubic yards of earth have been moved in the

buildiug of this road for every one moved in the con-

struction of the Panama Canal. Another interesting

fact in this connection is that the work on this great

enterprise was not halted one whit on account of last

autumn’s financial flurry, but instead was pushed with

increased vigor, the new line being extended westward

at the rate of five miles a day. The entire stretch of

the new road from the Missouri River to Butte, over

500 miles of which are in Montana, is now completed

to Lombard, ninety-two miles east of Butte. It is

expected that rails will be laid into the last named
place early in the summer.

The building of a new railway line through a

sparsely settled country where there are excellent

opportunities for success in farming, cattle raising, and

mercantile work, has invariably been followed by an

influx of settlers. Wherever a new line has been con-

structed, the people at large have been greatly benefited

by being brought near-

er to the markets.
Similar conditions will

result in the territory

along the Missouri,

Little Missouri, Yel-
lowstone, and Mussel-
shell rivers in South
Dakota, North Dakota,
Montana, and also

along the new line in

the states of Idaho
and Washington.

People, not a few,

living in the East, con-

ceive the state of Mon-
tana to consist of but
little other than min-
ing camps, mountains,

and dry and desert

wastes. For the benefit

of such the accompany-
ing view of a Montana
harvest scene is here-

with presented. The
following word picture

of the same region by
an Easterner who re-

cently visited this sec-

tion is also presented

:

1

1

1 spent several days
in and about Lewis-
town. as the Judith
Basin in which the town
is situated is considered

the greatest country in

Montana for dry-farm-

ing. It was wonderful!
Simply wonderful

!

The first day I drove
with Mr. G. W. Cook

for fifteen miles through the farming country and I

never before saw such wheat fields. Mr. Cook

pointed with his whip to right and left, and left and

right, with the succint remark: „ *
‘ ‘

‘ Forty bushels * * * Forty bushels * * *

5

9

A Washington Forest

Forty bushels.’ I did not doubt it in

the least. The grain was as thick as it

could grow and the heads were extraor-

dinarily big and heavy. Fifty bushels

to the acre is not uncommon. The
grade was No. 1 Plard, a fine milling

wheat that sold last year at $1.25 per

cwt. That land sold for from ten to

twenty-five dollars an acre, averaging

about fifteen dollars. I was told that

there were areas of land as good as that

that were still raw prairie or ‘bench

land,’ as they call it. South and east

of the railroad the country has been

settled up for several years. North and

west most of the land has been home-
steaded for one or two years and is de-

veloping rapidly. Last year 74,000 acres

in Fergus County were homesteaded.

But there is still good land open.

Fergus County has a population of

12,000 and could easily support 500,000.

It is a great opportunity for the eastern farmer.”

The traveler just quoted tells of farm land in Idaho,

homesteaded only a few years ago, which is now held

by its fortunate owners at from $100 to $15° an acre,

for the sufficient reason that it is now earning splendid

dividends upon such a valuation. Located near these

are thousands of acres still open to homesteaders,

which will, in a few short years, bound into high

values when the new St. Paul Pacific extension brings

these lands in touch with the great eastern markets.

Another traveler writing under date of March 28th,

says: “Nowhere in the United .States under like con-

'ditions, upon a |solid area of plowable black loam, in

a like space of time, will so vast a number of home-

seekers be accommodated, yet I daresay first hand, hav-

ing just finished a drive of 300 miles or more along

the extension of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul

railway in the heart of northern Montana, that there

remain within five to twenty miles of this new line

to the Pacific coast thousands of homesteads well

worth your while to look at and which will be

occupied within the coming twelve months.” Not

only in Idaho but also in the Pennsylvania of the

West, Washington, are most wonderful openings for

the farmer, the lumberman, and fruit-grower. In the

vicinity of Ellensburg are thousands of acres of irri-

gated land in a high state of cultivation and produc-

tivity. There are 50,000 acres of irrigated and sub-

irrigated land that will be tributary to the Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway, as well as 80,000 acres

that can easily be irrigated,—land that has already

demonstrated that it can raise fruit of a size, color,

and quality similar to that grown at Wenatchee and

North Yakima, where some of the best orchards have

sold as high as $1,500 per acre. In the Yakima dis-

trict apple crops on a single acre often yield from

$500 to $600. But if the easterner looking to this great

region does not desire to engage in agriculture, he can

find ample opportunities fcr succeosful endeavor in

other lines of business in the prosperous cities along

the new line. Among these may be mentioned Mis-

soula, Lewiston, Butte," Tekoa, Ellensburg, Tacoma,

and Seattle, in the la=t of which will be held next

year the great Alaska-Pacific-Yukon Exposition.

Surely, the great region through which the Pacific

extension of the St. Paul road is being rapidly built,

is a land of promise; not only this but a land of rich

fulfillment—a land where those looking for a new
chance in life, looking for a prosperity denied them

in older communities, looking for the open door to

success, can find for themselves, spelled out in bright,

big capital letters, OPPORTUNITY.

Harvest Time in Montana

I



We want a trial
Coffee Order from You

200, 000 pounds of coffee

j

per month — our average
i lor 1907 : the largest retail

j
sales in the World,

f
Our customers are buyinv

3 at wholesale prices and eet-
Sting coffees suited to their
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MontgomeryWard &Co. Chicago
Michigan Ave. f Madison and Washington Sts,

64 BRANCH HOUSE, KNASAS CITY.

American Coffee Seed.
A pure food drink that, gives health and
trength to young and old. Far morehealth-
ul and nutritious than store 'coffee. Thous-

“SSta.y-iCs er< f s^e cut. 1 Very
hardy, grows vigor-
ously everywhere,
and matures earlier

: than corn. Every
one can grow this

j delicious Coffeeand
j
save sio.oo to $20.00

> a year. >6S“I have
received more fa-

I vorable testimoni-
? als from this coffee
than from anything

1 else I ever offered.
? Large Packetgen
uine seed—with full
directions— 1 Dime
or 12 ets. in stamps.

1
3 for 25c. 15 for $1 .

SPECIAL. If you
order the above at once
and will hand out 5 of

. , , _ 7- my Seed Circulars,—

I

wuJ add absolutely free—(for wife, daughter or sweet-
heart,) my mammoth 25c. Package of Mixed Flow-
ers-over 300 lovely Varieties. Don’t miss these.
©3F- My Catalog of Seeds-a bonanza to all planters

ana club-agents—accompanies every order. I give a
4
magnificent, high-grade Talking Machine free for a

1 ^4.50 order. Many other Prems. for small clubs.

I COOK. Seedsman, Hyde Park, N. Y.
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You Prosperous
If you are honest and ambitious, write

me today. No matter where you live or
what your occupation, 1 teach you the Real ,

Estate business by mail; appoint you 1

8pecial Representative of my Compa-
ny in your town; start you in a prof-
itable business of your own, and
help you make big money at once.
Unusual opportunity for men wlth-

1 out capital to become independent
1

forllfe. Full partlcu lars free.
‘

Write today. Address Dept. E.C.O.

NATIONAL CO-OPERATIVE
REALTY COMPANY,
WASHINGTON. D.C.or

“ CHICAGO. ILL.

BE YOUR OWN BOSS
WHY DRAG YOUR LIFE OUT
WORKING FOR OTHERS?

I
want one honest person (male or female) in every local-
ity to represent my large Mail Order House. Over 1000
rapid selling specialties. From $5 to $10 per day easily-
made, costly outfit free. No experience necessary. It

will cost you nothing to find out about it; send me your name
and address and let me start you in a profitable business free.

George A. Parker, Dept. R 710 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.

$30 aWeek!
with premiums. No c

to steady -workers
' felling Dr. Price's com-
bination boxes of Soap

^ and Toilet Article*,— with premiums. No experience necessary.
Just follow oar instructions. D&vl* Agent# always win
and hate plenty of money The reason, lowest cosh prices, mosl
attractive goods. Write at once and ask for special trial offer.

S. II. DAVIS SOAP CO.. 470 Carroll Ava.. Chloago, III.

PPPP We will send you
this beautiful Gold

Plated Ring absolutely Free if
you will send us the Dames of

I
live of your neighbors and 10c to
pay postage, etc. ELKINS MFG.
CO.. Kansas City, Mo.

PULPIT TALKS
ON LOVE, COURTSHIP, MARRIAGE, HOME

By Rev. Charles Edward Odell

F EVER subjects needed fear-
less, candid, wholesome dis-
cussion, the subjects chosen for
this series* of pulpit talks most
certainly do. Both pulpit and
pew have too long left the dis-
InVP PrtnrlcllitY mq^inivn ~ .. A

HAIR GROWS!
when our Vacuum C«p is used a few minutes
daily. Sent on 80 duys FRlSKtrinl ut onr ox-

S
enso. No drugs or electricity. Stops felling
oir, cures dandruff. A postal brings illus-

trated booklet.

MODERN VACUUM CAP CO.
410 Barolay Block. Donvor, Colo.

cussion of love, courtship, marriage, and
home to the inspiration and teaching of
the stage, which abounds in over-senti-
mental sweethearts, suitors, betrothals,
and marriages, which give young persons
almost anything hut the highest, purest,
and noblest ideas of these most sacred
affairs. These subjects also find treat-
ment in the soit, love-sick, romantic
novel, which is. often over-full of woo-
ing®. love-scenes, and tragic plots, which
are untrue to our highest instincts and at
times most vile in their influence.

Then, too, modern society often throws
the weight of its influence on the side of
the sentimental and the silly view of this
very serious subject. As soon as a young
man begins to pay the slightest attention
to a young lady there are winks, grins,
and gossip. Today the sacred ceremony
and relation of marriage is looked upon
as a huge joke. Scarcely do the words,
“whom God hath joined together, let no
man put asunder,” fall from the lips of
the minister, before pandemonium breaks
loose. The newly married couple are
subjected to the' most cruel jokes and
pranks imaginable. They are 'showered
with rice, pelted with old shoes, their
carriage is decorated with banners and
placards which hear inscriptions that are
often an offense apd an insult. They
are followed to the depot and among
strangers with yells and other demonstra-
tions that are very embarrassing.

Is it any wonder that there are so many
strange and lax ideas concerning these
sacred affairs? Is it to be wondered at
that there are so many unhappy alliances,
so many unhappy homes, so many di-
vorces and so many forsaken children,
many of whom are both unnamed and un-
loved ?

It is my purpose, in these pulpit talks,
to take these sacred subjects out of the
realm of silliness and sentimentality and
make an honest effort to place them in
the realm of sense, giving" them a moral
and spiritual tone that will enable young
people to see their real significance and
importance. I cannot but feel that
Protestant churches and ministers give
these affairs of surpassing importance far
too little attention’in their teaching, and
that we should profit by the wholesome
example of the Catholic church aloiig
this line, and seek to instruct and im-
press our young people with their sanctity.

Next in sacredness to the love of God,
is the love of pure men and women

;

next to the sacredness of the altar where
men and women give themselves to God
and His service, is the sacreduess of the
altar where they plight their love each
to the other; next to the sacredness of the
house of God, where men and women are
born from above and frained for life, is
the sacredness of the home where sons
and daughters are born and trained for
lives of usefulness and honor. How
sacred ought these things be to us!

We find in the Old and the New
Testaments, breaking through as a ripple
of light on the surface of the greater
depths of divine teaching, God’s inten-
tion and provision in the establishment
and perpetuity of the family. And while
in the Old Testament the personal
element of love lies mostly in the back-
ground, as file truth of individualism in
general waited for complete recognition
in the life and teaching of Jesus, yet the
passionate, faithful, tireless love of Jacob
lor Laban’s younger dauglitei furnishes
the text for one of the most beautiful
romances of ancient times.
Jacob’s love for Rachel is sufficient

explanation of the fourteen years of
service which he rendered unto Laban
for her. No mariiage is heaven-made,
heaven-sent, or lieaveu-sanctioned which
does not find its source in supreme love.
Alas! how many marry from some less

worthy motive. Some for a home; others
to escape uncongenial surroundings;

others for position
; others for baser

reasons still. All these sin against one
another and against themselves. No two
should marry unless each feels that life,
without the oilier, would he unhappy
and a failure. Less than this will never
suffice, especially in times of great sorrow
and trial. If one loves and not the other,
there cannot he true happiness. If there
is no reciprocity, no mutual satisfaction,
the deepest love will decline and die.
To give without receiving is to run to
waste; to take without giving is to harden
the heart, till it becomes ice and there is
no bond of sympathy, no union of pur-
pose, and life itself is worse than death.

If there be true love, life, though
spent in poverty and in a hovel, is man’s
paradise here below. A Christian min-
ister was called into a home of great
destitution. There was the husband out
of employment, the wife and children
without bread, and not one of the com-
forts of home. Everything indicated
want and struggle. The minister said to
this young man :

‘ 1 Your mistake was in
marrying so early. Do you not see
now that that was the mistake of your
life?” The young man had been told
that before. The minister continued,
‘‘It would have been better for you to
have gone on and gotten something of a
property before vou entered into the
marriage state. Don’t you see that it
would have been better?” And then the
young man looked around, his eves filled
with tears as he looked at his poorly clad
wife, and he said, quietly, but firmly,
No, sir, she has been the same to me

all the way through.”
Ah, yes, that is love. You will need

that kind of love during many of the
emergencies of life. There may come a
time when in poverty and trial you will
need the inspiration of such a pure, holy
love. You may some day be called to
stand by a small white casket that con-
tains one ot the precious jewels of your
home, torn from mother’s breast and
from both your hearts, by the ruthless
hand of death. O, the comfort, the peace
and resignation, when you can look into
each other’s face, then together up to
God, having the full assurance and com-
fort of both divine and human love.
Such love is holy. Yon have no right to
excite or play with such love unless you
are fully prepared to satisfy it with love
equally pure and strong; you have no
right to give that love away until you
discover love as pure and trustful in
return.

Parents ought not to lightly consider
the love affairs of their sons and daugh-
ters. Fathers are very often too .reluctant
to talk these tilings over with their sous.
They fail to tell ihem of the instructive
passages of their own lives and experi-
ences, and to instruct and inspire them
with pure motives and high ideals. What
a sacred duty is intrusted to mothers in
the instruction and training of their
daughters for the highest and most holy
relations— wifehood and motherhood.
There is a false modestv which forbids
the mother to talk frankly and freely
with her daughter concerning the things
she ought to know that she may be in-
telligently fitted for these most sacred
duties of life. Many a poor girl lias
bartered away lier love, her honor, and
sometimes her life, through ignorance
concerning the physical, moral, and
social relations which the marriage state
involves.

It is the most sacred duty of patents to
illuminate the minds and direct the
affections of their sons and daughters in
the way of purity, honor, and love, as it
is to educate them in any of the more
popular branches of learning. Parents
very often toil, early and late, that they
might give their children such advantages
as will broaden and deepen their lives
intellectually, giving them a culture, a
grace, a finish that will admit them into
the higher social life of the town or
city, but utterly disregard the duty of
instructing and leading them in the right
understanding of these affairs, which
hear such important relation to the home
and the family. They are left to drift

on, getting their first instruction from
now and then a bit of gossip or the con-
ndential talk of some young friend with
impure and unchaste ideas concerning
these things.
Mothers, I entreat you, look more to

ihis kind of training of your daughters
than you look upon the questioned dress,
social accomplishments, or family pres-
tige. Do not teach your daughters that
the only rating of a young man is in his
bank account, his family line, his social
conquests, but teach them to regard first
and always the question of his real man-
hood and moral worth. When we give
to our sons and daughters a right and
pure ideal of life, we do far more for
them than were we to leave them thou-
sands, yea, millions of dollars to spend
in prodigality and shame.

Fathers, see to it that your sons never
see or hear through you any word or act
that would lower their ideas of woman-
hood, but ever seek to fill and inspire
their minds with all the sweet memories
of childhood, ail the early impressions
of the beauty and sacredness of woman-
hood that cluster about mother, and you
will be far better able to teach them
purity of life and true manhood than by
sending them away from home to ‘‘see
the world.”

Christian marriage is not a foolhardy
step, not a trifling matter, not a mere
speculation, not a lottery. It is the
leading and blending of two lives into
one, by the inspiration of deep, pure,
holy love.

I have in mind an aged man who looks
back to a crisis in his life when his
fortune was swept away and reason
almost left the throne. He was lost to
know what to do. He now oft recalls a
particular evening when he went home
from his business. He scarcely dared
break the news to bis wife. He could
not bear to tell lier that he had lost
everything, suspended business, and
stopped payment. He went into the
house and closed the door upon the
world, and in the joyous haven of home
had a foretaste of heaven, where panics
never come. What a help lie found in
that wife. She stood by him through it
all, she was ever sympathetic, hopeful,
helpful, and cheeiful withal. After the
piano had gone she could sing without
accompaniment just as sweetly, if not
more so.Jhan when she had it. There
are thousands of true, pure, sweet, women
throughout this country of ours who can
get as much good music out of love
sanctified and made strong through afflic-
tion, as ever they could from a Chicker-
ing Grand or a Steinway.

Home Builders

By Fannie Sprague Talbot

There are those who build up mansions,
And furnish them throughout;

There are those who build up palaces,W ith lofty walls and stout

;

There are those who build up temples
With high and lofty domes ;

But not all of these are building
Those precious things called Homes.

Yet it is the happy privilege

Of all folk, far and wide.
To turn a cot or palace

Into something else beside.

WTence all within its sacred sphere
Reluctantly do roam

—

A place of love and beauty, too,

A perfect kingdom—Home.

V
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How I Took My
Wrinkles Out

After Facial Massage, Creams and

Beauty Doctors Had Failed

BY HARRIETT META

Trouble, worry and ill health brought me deep

lines and wrinkles. I realized that they not only

greatly marred my appearance and made me look

much older, but that they wouligreatly interfere

with my success, because a woman’s success,

either socially or financially, depends very

largely on her appearance. The homely woman

with -deep lines and furrows in her face must

fight an unequal battle with her younger am

better looking sister.

I therefore bought various brands of cold

cream and skin foods and massaged my face

with most constant regularity, hoping to regaiu

my former appearance. But the wrinkles simply

would not go. On the contrary, they seemed to

get deeper. Next I went to a beauty specialist,

who told me she could easily rid me of my

wrinkles. I paid my money and took the treat-

ment. Sometimes I thought they got less, but

after spending all the money I could afford for

such treatment, I found X still had my wrinkles.

So I gave up in despair and concluded I must

carry them to my grave. One day a friend o

mine who was versed in chemistry made a sug-

gestion, and this gave me a new idea. I imme-

diatelv went fo work making experiments and

studying everything X could get hold of on this

subject. After several long months, of almost

numberless trials and discouragements, I finally

discovered a, process which produced most

astounding results on my wrinkles in a single

uicrht. I was delighted beyond expression. I

tried my treatment again, and, lo and behold !

my wrinkles were practically gone. A third

treatment—three nights in all—and I had no

wrinkles and my face was as smooth as ever. I

next offered my treatment to some of my imme-

diate friends, who used it with surprising results,

and X have now decided to offer it to the public.

Miss Gladys Desmond, of Pittsburg, Pa., writes

that it made her wrinkles disappear iu one

night Mrs. James Barss, of Central City, S. D.,

writes as follows : “My face has become fuller

the flesh firmer, and my eyes brighter ;
all of

which is due to your marvelous treatment. The

change is so great that it seems to be more a

work of magic.” I will send further particulars

to anyone who is interested, absolutely free of

charge I use no cream, facial massage, face-

steaming or so-called skin foods ;
there is noth-

ing to inject and nothing to injure the skin. It

is an entirely new discovery of my own and so

simple that you can use it without the knowledge

of your most intimate friends. You apply the

treatment at night and go to bed. In the morn-

ing, lo 1 the wonderful transformation. People

often- write me, “It sounds too good to be true.”

Well, the test will tell. If interested in my dis-

covery, please address Harriett Meta, Suite 171,

Syracuse, N. Y., and I*will send full particulars

FASHION NOTES
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Vegetable Peach Novelty.'
Friends, this is one of the GOOD new things for

your garden^A real vegetable wonder.
{
BjPfg*

Similar to peaches

;

rich, ^ielicious fla-

vor. Tested in eve-
ry state; receives
unbounded praise.
Makes superb pies,
preserves, mangoes
and sweet pickles.

A Wonderful
New Fruit.

Grows on vines
like melons, are size

of oranges, golden
color, very hand-
some. Great curios-

| ity ;
easily grown.

You will miss a
good thing if you do
not grow this valu-

»
1
—- 1

— — — able new fruit.

Selected Seed—with catalog-Packet, One Dime
or 12c. in stamps ;

3 for 26c. Please order to-day.

Grand Novelty for wife or daughter free with
SsWF orders for peaches—if you qame this paper.

A. T. COOK. Seedsman, HYDE PARK, N. Y.

Grow Mushrooms
For Big and Quick Profits

Small Capital 1

9

Start

A Sals Business

I am the largest grower

in America. Ten years' ex-

perience enables me to give

practical instruction in the

business worth many dol-

lars to you. No matter

what your occupation is

or where you are located,

,n here is an opportunity to

acquire a thorough knowledge of this paying business.

Send for Free Book giving particulars and information,

how to start, cost. etc. Address

.lACKSON mushroom farm
n" ".Torn Aw, Ohio.,..

Amoung the many waists tor the young
girls this season is one here illustrated,

No. 2353, which will

be very neat and ser-

viceable yet dressy.

It may be worn for

boating, playing ten-

nis or for walking and
many othfer sports that

young girls take pleas-

ure iu. The one here

portrayed was devel-

oped in heavy white

linen, and the shaped

tucks which extend

from the neck to the

back are heavily stitched. A narrow box-

plaited closing ornaments the front and

the sleeves are put into the wide kimona
armholes without any gathers. The turn-

down collar and straight cuffs are bound

with colored linen and if desired the

sleeve may be made full length by the

addition of louj* shaped cuffs of the

linen. For a Miss of 15 years, the shirt-

waist requires 2 yards of material 36 in-

ches wide. The' pattern 2353 comes in

sizes 13, 15 and 17 years.

This jaunty shirt-waist No. 2360, made

on strictly tailor-made lines, is devel-

oped in heavy white
linen. Four small

tucks on either shoul-

der, stitched nearly to

the bust line, and the

long tuck either side

of the centre closing

gives ample fullness

to the front. The
back has a box-plait,

formed by two out-

ward-turning tucks,

and the three-quarter

length sleeves are the

very newest shape. A
neck and front band
in one, through which ... ,

is slipped a small tie of embroidered edg-

ing, completes the front, and if desired

a removable chemisette of the linen or

embroidery may be worn by those not

liking the round neck effect. The model

would develop well iu any of the season’s

shirtings. For 36 bust it requires 2 yards

of material 36 inches wide, with Y%
.
yarA

36 to 42 inches wide extra for chemisette

and Yi yard of edging YA inches wide to

trim. The pattern 2360 comes in sizes 32,

34, 36, 38, 40, 42 and 44 inches bust

measure.
Black-and-white dotted batiste has

been made into this pretty waist No. 2346,

which is most simple
in construction and
becoming when worn.
The fullness of the

front distributed in a

group of narrow tucks

stitched from should-

er to waistline and a

wide tuck over the

shoulder stitched to

nearly the bust line.

On either side of the

group of narrow tucks

are bands of cream-
colored insertion
pointed at the lower

edge, and jabot of

tll
cream-colored batiste,

finished with a narrow edging matching

the insertion, ornaments the centre front.

A group of narrow tucks is seen at the

centre-back, where the waist closes,

and the collar and cuffs of the three-

quarter length sleeves are of the material,

the former being trimmed with the in-

sertion and the latter being tucked and

finished with the edging. For 36 bust

the waist 2346 requires 214 yards 01 ma-

terial 36 inches wide, % yard batiste 36

inches wide for jabot, i }4 yards of inser-

tion and i
lA yards of edging to trim. The

pattern comes in sizes 32, 34 , 3°> 3®> 4°

and 42 bust measure.

Nothing is more serviceable for a child

or growing girl than one of these pretty

little dresses as No.

2330 worn over bloom-
ers of the same or

contrasting material.

Golden brown and
cream-colored check-

ed chanibray has been
used for the simple

one illustrated here,

and the shield, belt,

cuffs, pocket and
bloomers are of nat-

ural-colored linen,

stitched with brown.
The little dress is cut

in a deep V in the

front. and fastens

with flat brown buttons. The full bloom-

ers are gathered to a waist-band which

should be worked with buttonholes, so

they may be fastened to the linen under-

waist which all children wear. They are

gathered into narrow bands at the knees,

or else finished with a casing run with an

elastic. This style of dress is most sav-

of the laundry bills, besides affording

the child perfect freedom and being far

cooler than the old time petticoats. For

a child of 6 years the pattern No. 2330

requires 2% yards of material 36 inches

wide as illustrated, ^ yard of contrasting

material 36 inches wide; the bloomers

need yards 36 inches wide. The pat-

tern comes in sizes 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 years.

A dull shade of old rose mercerized

poplin has been used for this charming

frock, N’o. 2350.

THIS CORSET

A

COVER ONLY *1
No. 1129G Magnificent

MA C (1 r H u t

5? grtJEl Cover,
/ m a a e of

\Wu M/ fine quality
Ki<i Fin*

Y/ 1 H 1* MlJH-
Ynf-'r&jr* tin,trimmed

front and
back as shown

with four rows of
'

1 Inch rich Val
Lace, altcrr.

with 1 -inch strips
of self material.
A row of Matched
Face Kdge ex-
tends entirely
around yoke, hack
and front, followed

: B by beading through

Chlch Is drawn narrow Satin Klbbon. Annhoh-s are

trimmed with Matched Lace Edging. Mj.cn -tt to M
Inches bust measure. Be sure to state size wanted

Brice only Ale. We pay the postage.

When you receive the Corset Cover, If you

[don’t find It just as good as you can buy for 75c, send

It right back and your money will be promptly re-

funded, also postage for returning same.

We are selling these Corset Covers at this

1
remarkably low price to Introduce to new cus-

tomers our Enlarged Catalog of Trimmed
Hats. Millinery, Suits, SJioes, Corsets
Gloves, Underwear, Coats, Hosiery, Skirts

Waists, Cravenettes, Jewelry, Hair Goods,
Dress Silks, Ribbons, Laces and all kinds ol

Ladies’, Children’s and Infants 'tearing
Apparel; also newly enlarged department ofMen s

and Boys’Clothing, Shoes,Furnishing Goods,
Trunks, Valises, Silverware, Musical Instru-
ments, etc. Sent free upon application.

CHICAGO MAIL ORDER CO.
S. E. Cor. Indiana Avo. and 26th St., Chicago, III.

Reference: Com’l Nat’l Rank. Capital $3,000,000

The front is made
with a princess

panel, formed by
wide tucks, stitch-

ed for considerable

depth below the

waistline, and
these tucks are

only seen in the

waist portion at

the back, sides of

the skirt being
without either
plaits or fullness

over the hips, and
closing under an
inverted box-plait

at the centre. The
sides»of the waist
and the flowing
sleeves, as well as

the V neck, are

trimmed with in-

serting and edging
of coffee-colored
filet lace. A band

TRIAL OFFER

I
wiLLgiveyonmy
splendid outfit on

a 60-day free trial en-

Kamse&B&sam’Jt ttrely at my own

yoar locality to ac-
~~ —-— cept my generous

offer. I have always sold these spIendtdOutfltstodeab

save every man the enormous profit that has always

£& on"able
g
person In1 each community my com-

plete outfit for 85.00 and not °nA ©mt more.
||fM

This Is my sty
1 *eh\rr. 1 King Edward cap,

orde^blank, et<f.° for I can give to but one In a locality

at this advertising price.

F. 0. LINDQUIST, Manager

CANADA MILLS CO., Dept. 221 GREENVILLE. MICH.

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

Cleanses and beautifies the hair.

Promotes a luxuriant growth.

Never Fails to [Restore Gray
Hair to its Youthful Color.

Cures scalp diseases & hair fall ing.

50c, and $1.00 at Druggists

2350

ENNEN’S SSK

WiCKLY HEAT,

/ CHAFING, aai iSSSS
SUNBURN, AAfYA*

’ Removes all odor of perspiration* De-

—^M |/
UghtfJl after Shaving. Sold everywhere

KeaxTrecelpt '
oHscl Get Mermen's (the origiml^,

ImUlea rev V
GERHARD MENNEN CQMPAJ»Y?SSKbl

Sample Free.

of the same lace is set on the skirt a few APRON
inches above the narrow Cias folds, and TT
the belt is of the same insertion. For 36

bust the pattern No. 2350 requires b'A

yards of material 36 inches wide, yard

36 inches wide, extra, for bias band, 7X
yards of applique trimming, y/s yards °f

filet insertion and 2% yards of edging to

trim. Width of lower edge, about 4%
yards. The pattern comes in sizes 32, 34,

36, 38, 40 and 42 inches bust measure.

With Half Sleeve*

and Dast Cup.

2346 SPECIAL OFFER

We will mail patterns shown in this issue, to

any address for only 10 cents each or three for

twenty-five cents. The regular retail prices

range from 25 to 40 cents. The Patterns are all

of the latest New York models and are unequal-

ed for style, accuracy of fit, simplicity and econ-

omy. Witli each is given full descriptions and

directions—quantity of materials required, the

number and names of the different pieces in the

pattern, with a picture of the garment to go by.

Be sure to give sizes desired.

I Vick Publishing Co., Dept. X, Dausville, N, Y

This Work Apron is be-

coming, practical and ser-

viceable and can be made

ofPercale,Linen or cotton

material in white or col-

ors. Convenient pockets

ara arranged over the

front. The cuffs are made

in one piece finished with

hems at the upper edge

with elastic inserted to

regulate the size and keep

them in place. The Dust

Cap is in one piece, faced

and stitched to form a

casing with elastic insert-

ed to regulate the size. 4

The pattern iscutinthree-i

sizes, small, medium and

large . We will sendThe
Housewife, the best

Household and Fashion

Magazine of the day, on i

trial for three months,

*

with the pattern for Workv

Apron, Sleeves and Cap,

for only Ten Cents in

postage stamps or silver. -

THIS HOUSEWIFE, 53 HUAKE ST., NEW »ORK
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NO MORE WRINKLES
SCRANTON WOMAN MAKES REMARK.
ABLE DISCOVERY THAT PROVES
TO BE A GREAT AID TO

BEAUTY.

MA

Brouri Minded and Liberal, Site Oilers to
Give Particulars to All Who Write

Absolutely Free.

HUMAN WELFARE

Della Ellison, of Scranton, Pa., seems to be thewoman whose name shall go down in history as
the discoverer of the true secret of beauty. For
centuries past women have realized that wrinkles
not only made them look much older than they
were, but were also the destroyer of their beauty
and with ceaseless efforts they have sought to
stay the hand of time, which robbed them of
this most valuable charm.

Knowing that the homely woman with deep
lines and furrows must fight an unequal battle
with her younger and better looking sister, many
resorted to annoying and even dangerous experi-
ments trying to regain their former youthful ap-
pearance. This new discovery, however, will doaway with all these rash measures, as the treat-
ment is harmless and simple. It is said that
aside from banishing wrinkles in from one to
three nights it is a great aid to beauty, making
the skin soft and velvety and beautifying the
complexion. Many who have followed Miss
Ellison’s advice look from five to twenty years
younger, and, judging by the number of replies
she is receiving daily, people are not slow at
taking advantage of her generous offer.

It comes as a surprise that the discovery should
be made by a modest little woman in Scrantonwhen our large cities are full of beauty doctorsand specialists who have sought in vain for a
treatment that would turn back the clock oflime and place the imprint of youtli'on the fast-
ileetiug footsteps of age, but far more surprising
is the fact that she is to remain where she is.

State Superintendents Heartily

the Common Good

Last month, under “Sunshine and Wel-
fare,” more than a score of the nation’s
greatest, best and noblest men and women
sent to Vick’s Magazine two pages of
cordial Sunshine greeting and generous
endorsement of the Human Welfare pol-
icy of this publication. This month a
goodly number of the progressive and
up-to-date State Superintendents of the
country have responded to brief questions
sent out by the editor asking what edu-
cators may do most effectually to advance
the three splendid causes of Forestry
Good Roads, and The School Beautiful’
Their replies follow, and will be found
ol intense interest and replete with many
happy, helpful suggestions.

In speaking of her discovery she, said' “Yes Ikuo v there would be many advantages in mygoing to some of the large cities, but I havemade arrangements to give particulars of my
treatment Free to all who write me, so that thewomen in every city and town may have the
benefits of my discovery.”

This statement shows that she is both broad-
minded and generous, and all who wish to banish
then- wrinkles and improve their complexion
-should write her at once. Her address is:

DEDLA ELLISON, 55 Burr Bldg., Scranton, Pa.
Just state that you wish particulars of her dis-

covery aud she will send them in sealed envelope
free of charge. ’

New Potato Collection.
early six weeks. ,

i,!

S ‘^omparablo New Potato Is a mar- 1

earlmess, vigor and productiveness ,
1

Sfvh-qA5.
star* 1S worth its weight in geld .” 1

/Extra strong grower, and delicious quality .
1

True
Seed.

Over
500

I Bush.
Per

Acre.

Superintendent Arch. D. CooK, Wyoming
To lead the way in the promotion of

the good causes of Forestry, Good Roads
and the School Beautiful I would recom-
mend that teachers give occasional talks
and lectures, and hold classes on these
subjects. I am in favor of entertain-
ments on Arbor Day and believe a great
deal of interest is aroused thereby.

Very respectfully yours,
A. D. Cook.

Superintendent C. P. Cary, Wisconsin
We are in receipt of pages of the March

number of your magazine, in which you
call attention to the forthcoming Arbor
Day number to be issued in May. We
should very much like if yon would send
us a copy, both of that number aud of the
‘good roads” number, which you say
you will issue in June.

If teachers, through the instruction
given children preceding Arbor Day and
the exercises in the schoolliouse, are able
to arouse a more sympathetic and
thorough interest on the part of pupils
and parents in the care and culture ot
trees, much will be done toward making
secure the forestry movement which isnow being attempted by the state and
national governments. As the Nation
grows older and the states become more
densely populated, our timber regions are
steadily diminishing. If a supply of
timber adequate to our needs is to be
kept up and our streams are to have a
comparatively uniform flow, not to men-
tion other important considerations, more
attention must be given in the public
schools to teaching children the necessity
of caring for our forests. One half of
the school population of our state are en-
rolled in our district schools, 1 and many
of these pupils will continue to live at
or near the place where they attend
school. Much good can be done in teach-
ing the simple rules necessary for the
successful planting of trees and for the
preservation of the farm woodlot.

Yours truly,

C. P. Cary.

State Superintendent J. Y. Joyner, North
Carolina

Approve Vick’s Campaign fpr

and Pledge Support

business of educating nine out of ten of
the State’s children for citizenship and
social service is carried on? Within,
shall it be a liovel or a home, a place of
beauty or a place of ugliness, a place of
comfort or a place of discomfort, a place
of cleanness or a place of uncleanness?
Without, shali the grass grow green, ami
the sun shine bright, and the flowers
bloom, and the birds sing, and the trees
wave their long arms, or shall it be bleak
and barren, where Nature, God’s great
teacher, never whispers to the children
her sweet messages of peace and love and
beauty from the Master?

Superintendent Edward Hyatt, California

‘ms Door69FIND OUT WHATI
your home dealer vets!
tor 2 x 6-foot 4-panel
SOLID YELLOW PIKE DOORS. .

s»a3SBaai
head ot ''iiill Wo?k-' r, 'T’k un(ier the

Address. SEARS, ROEBUCK & CO., CHICAGO

B
SK HOWWE GIVE

This Large 18x40 Mirror
and 1200 other nice things for the
with orders for groceries— tea, cof-jee, soaps, pure foods, etc. Send for iareefree Catalog telling ’’“How the Housed!Can Furnish Her Home Without Cost ”

CROFTS & REED CO.
, Dept. 417, Chicago

$60,000 Value GwenAwa
THERACYCI F less pressure
1 IlLIYnU 1 U L,E on ita crank hanger,*!
less strain on chain, It runs and climbs
nills easier than other bicycles. Is the
largest selling high-grade wheel In theworld. Will 1 asta 1 if©time. We make no

ItACYCLESbut youcan get yours

AT FACTORY PRICES
l?fnvnTP?.

mp
5

l

n
* Bent Free- 11 ,ellB about theHACYCLE and howto get the $60,000.

The Racych Manufactory, Middletown,

Farmers* Sons Wanted with know!*

establishell?"^

I cannot answer your request for an
opinion on arboriculture and kindred
topics better than to tell yon that I have
resolved to make my next biennial report
info a special number on this verv sub-
!««• This report i, . large and impor-
tant official publication, printed by the — - ‘ P*‘ LoBd°°-

State and sent to every school and every
school officer in the State. I shall have
it illustrated and shall turn into it all the
energy and all the originality we have at
command, with the hope of so arousing «
public sentiment that California shall EflNI $8grow into one of the most intelligent and
most progressive States in the union in
the way of beautiful schools, the plant-
ing of trees and the wise care of„natural
resources. Very cordially yours.

Edward Hyatt.

LADY SEWERS
prepaid to reliable women. Send reply envelope forinformation to UNIVERSAL Co., Dept. 5, Phih^Pa!

wanted to make up shields
at home: $10 per 100 ; can
make 2 an hour; work sent

> -*;°y E fT,s,NG OUR WASHING FLUID
|
ia jour town with 100 samples, fr end 6c Staxpr?A - W. SCOTT, COHOES. N. V.

qofy’An'UJVf ffipngtplwittoe old run out

<

soi ts but plant tins lung of All the Extra i

Earhes ” for it is alwaysaWty Maker. No '

progiassive planter can afford to miss it. i

i m 7 ‘ lor only $1,001 will send U<Selected I ubers ol genuine Early Six Weeks '

Potato—and add free 7 packets—worth 80e — <

’ o f my grandest A eg. and Flower Seed Novel- i

r-pi
I)0,, t

i!
ulsS

p
tl

1

ll 'ln - Two Collections $2.AH sent fw mail postpaid. No ot-
V U l‘^ midersi.oo. and none sold in bulk
rul ;

Io"«y Saving Seed Cntalog-witli unparalleled i

i ( lull-agents terms—free with every order It tells
»!}?'} y>'u can easily make inuoli money and obtain
,
desirable, useful Premiums free of cost

1

^J^COOiGSeedsman, Hyde Park, N. Y.
i

At the very foundation of every success-
ful school system lies the practical prob-
lem of necessary physical equipment in
Houses, furniture, and grounds. This
question of the character of our public
schoo.houses is a far more serious one
than many people think. Nobody has
any respect for anything that is not re-
spectable. A respectable schoolliouse,
then, is not only necessary for conduct-
ing successfully the business of public
education, but is absolutely essential for
commanding the respect of the cominun-
ny lor that business. The character of
the business must to some extent deter-
mine the character of the place of busi-
ness.

W hat, then, should be the character
ot these public schoolhouses where the

Superintendent Thomas C. Miller, West
Virginia

Replying, to your letter of the 25th
inst., under other cover I send you a copy
of my Arbor and Bird Day Annual just
issued, which I trust will serve in some
measure to indicate the interest I have
in this good work. In many ways teach-
ers can do much to promote an interest
in the subject of forestry, improved school
grounds, good roads and better home sur-
roundings, and I am glad to say that this
work is being emphasized all over West
Virginia. For some years many of our
leading workers have been creating a
sentiment in this direction andthe results
in some places are already very manifest.
We have a School Improvement League
with several thousand members, and, with
an awakened public sentiment all over
the State, I look to see a very decided
advance step taken.

I most heartily favor school entertain-
ments for tlie purpose of increasing pub-
lic interest in ali these movements. I
am sure with the awakening on this sub-
ject and with better roads, school libra-
ries, and attractive school grounds, we
shall soon find the schoolhouse the center
of the social, the moral, and the educa-
tional life of the community.

I congratulate you upon the service
you are rendering tlie public in this good
cause, Forestry, Good Roads and The
School Beautiful, and shall hope to keep
in touch with j’our magazine.

Very truly yours,
Thomas C. Miller.

Superintendent Wm. E. Chancellor, Wash-
ington, D. C.

State Superintendents can, in general,
do very little for good roads or beautiful
schools or tree planting. They cau sim-
ply encourage. All power in these mat-
ters in ever}’ State in the Union and in
the Congress-governed District of Colum-
bia is vested in certain boards of laymen,
who care little or nothing about such
matters.

Tree-culture is an important move,
but what is the use of talking about tree-

( Con tin ijf'd on page 38)

FOR
THIS

—NEW LOW DOWN—
AMERICAN

75^ CREAM
’SEPARATOR
Guaranteed to skim closer
‘"a" any separator in the
world, bold direct from the
tactory. We are the oldest ex-
clusive manufacturers ol hand
separators in America. You
save all agents', dealers’ audeven mail order house profits,

e racist Uberal 30DA\ S TRIAL, freight pre-

£
aid offer. Write for it to-
ay. Our new low down,

waist high separator is the
finest, highest quality ma-
chine on the market; no other
separator compares with it
In close skimming, ease of
cleaning, easy running,
simplicity, strength or qual-

ity. Our own (the manu-
facturer’s) guarantee pro-
tects you on every AMERI-
CAN machine. We can ship
immediately. Write for

- „
—. — our great offer and hand-

s
.°.1?EI

rAe .
c
.?
taloSue on our new «*»“' high model. Address,

AMERICAN SEPARATOR CO. bainM£ n.y.

200 Styles
of

Vehicles
65 Styles

of

Harness

|
Sold Direct

from our
Factory

to

xUser

No. 669%. Fancy Car Plush Trimmed
Buggy with auto seat, fancy padded wing
dash, bike gear and rubber tire. Price
complete, 978,00. As good as sells iox
825 more.

Buy Direct From Our
Factory

Saving all expenses and profits of the dealer.Elkhart Buggies and Harness have been sold directfrom our factory to the user for So years. We are
The Largest Manufacturer* In the World
selling to the consumer exclusively. We ship forexamination and approval, guaranteeing safe de*

f' 0
,

CO!
l
t t0 you If not satisfied as to style,quality and price. Send for new free catalog.

Elkhart Carriage & Harness Mfg. Co.
Elkhart, Ind.

No. 313. LigKTl
Surrey with Canopy
top and fine auto
seats. Price complete,
978.00.

[
At good

* as sells
1

for 835
more.
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THE MERRY MONTH OF MAY
‘ The month of May has so many pretty

things to offer that an ingenius mother

will find more than enough for the little

ones intrusted to her care. There, is so

much to see, the wild flowers are waking,

and the birds are building their nests.

P
A11 nature is alive and after the glorious

awakening and preparation of Easter we

are now more than ready to continue our

nature studies, to seek wild flowers, such

as anemones, violets, and buttercups^ A
very pleasant way is to take the little

ones out into the wood^. Take a number

of large baskets and knives and trowels.

With these two simple instruments most

of the plants can be dug up, of course

being careful to leave sufficient dirt on

them so as not to expose the tender root-

lets. These plants are to be taken home,

and the children are to have a garden of

their very own.
Would it not be nice to take for the

foundation of our garden the square?

You know we have drawn, perforated,

and sewed that so many times and made

very pretty designs with it. Let us dig

a little place, say four feet square, right

MOTHER’S REALM
By Eda W. vonAlten

Portfolio,” and ‘‘The Story of the Morn-

ing Glory Seed” in “In the Child’s

World.”
Now a very simple little game tor the

little ones to play at home on a rainy

day, is, “The Garden Bed,” to be found

in Mrs. Hubbard’s book. This book is

already so well known by our readers,

that it needs no special commendation.

THE BIRDS

Have nearly all come back from the

South now, and are ready to build their

nests. Lead the little ones to notice the

places where nests are built, and the diff-

erent forms of nests. The old birds have

built their nests where they can easily

find food for their little ones. When
the little baby birds are born they find

just the weather and the food they need.

Summer brings them berries and grains,

aud in the autumn, when food is harder

to find, they have grown strong enough

to find it for themselves. Call the child’s

attention to the forms of nests and their

adaptions. The finch builds his nest in

the branches of the apple tree, and he is

so cunning about it that you can hardly

We Ship All

Goods on Ap-

proval and on

30 Days Trial

SPECIAL CREDIT
ON—

Everything You Use in Your Home
_ . _ ,

^ —r—

—

u/o Chin All

4

gata-

LOGS
FREE

Read This Carefully. It Is of Interest to All

WE ISSUE FOUR HANDSOME CATALOGS anyone o^alVof the
P
beautiful and com-

plex books in yoflr hands. If you have any idea of purchasing any of the goods we handle be sure an

write today for our cataiogs „„ and you cannot afford to be withoutthem Simplydr^DUsa

THE CATALOGS ARE FREE postal, say which ones you desire and we mil send them to you

by return mail, all postage prepaid. Catalog 10 contain*i a new and complete

household goods of all kinds, carpets, rugs, oil cloths aud portieres, ‘
. an(i

actSlrolore, Mice curtains, clocks,_ crockery,snvervraTO, sewing ^acnines^ana

washing machines, refrigerators, ice boxes, baby carriages a:nd
*f . ever placed

30 includes the finest line of high grade stoves rangeso^^inds and desmpt o e P
ld

,
g

-» “» “>*» °*“ios 30 afaiaafflagg^f »•„

&

brated Meyerhoff and Beckmann Pianos offered at prices

EVERYTHIHG ON LONG CREDITSPKiafigg
pl^^M^we'fix'the terms of*payment to*suit youHtmomeu

1

Ours is

the most dignified system in existence and buymgfrom us on open

account credit will be a pleasure to you. We are the onganators

of National Credit, we have made it a life study and we are the one

concern that can serve you as you wish to be served. .

WE SAVE YOU 25 TO 50 PER CENT
This is absolutely guaranteed and when you receive

our free catalogs and make comparisons you rnUbe
instantly convinced of this fact. We are the largest

distributors of furniture and household goods, car-

pets, stoves, talking machines and pianosm the world.

We own and control twenty-five manunoth retail

stores located in the principal cities of the United

States, our combined capital is $7,000,000.00 and on

account of our great size, which gives us a tremend-

ous purchasing power and enables us to control the

output of a score or more of the largest factories, we

can and do undersell any other concern in the world,

cash or credit.”

OUR RESPONSIBILITY R.’gSEKSK
house or newspaper in Chicago, St. Louis, Cincinnati,

Pittsburg, Kansas City, or any of the cities where our

retail stores are located, to any express or railroad com-

pany or to any of our 400,000 customers m every section

iTftrms ; 75c cash, 50c monthly the United States.

This handsome Morris Rocker, price $4.95. Send

us 75c and we wi*ll ship i t to you on approval. It

is built of solid oak, solidly constructed and well

finished* Has carved front, full spring seat, ad-

justable back and is upholstered in faDncoro

leather. Shipped on 30 days free trial.

mine umicuowiw.

Pianos On Free Trial

Shipped

We Trust The People Everywhere.

>9

1069 35TH ST., CHICAGO

Sent) No Money With Your Order
Our Handsome Beckmann Plano Catalog bo. 40

contains the most remarkable piano offer ever b
f.

cem. We will ship any piano you select on 30 ““L
Ton need not send us one cent until you ara convinced that you

have saved at least $ 100.00 on our piano.

WE PAY FREIGHT ON

Columbia Graphophones
Send no money— Free Trial

^ayVeS and aflow you 10
^bsokuely Free Tnal.

Send no money. Drop US ft pOSt&l today*

WANTED-A RIDER AGENTIM&TO agents everywhere a
jyiuuc » sjtp.r.tal ofrer at once.

IN EACH TOWN
and district to ride

,

and exhibit a 1908

are making money

near the dining-room door, as the little

'sunbeams come there the first thing in

the morning. We can take our butter-

cups and put them in the ground to form

the square; then make the diagonals of

anemones and the diameters of violets.

This will be simple enough for even the

little five and six-years olds.

A VISIT TO THE FARMER
Another interesting thought for the

month is the study of the animals in the

barnyard. Children who live in cities

will find this a very enjoyable afternoon,

as many of them have never seen a real

farm. After naming over all the ani-

mals in the farmyard, let us go out and

see the farmer sow bis seed. He has such

a variety of vegetables and flowers—per-

haps be will give each one of us a little

seed to take home and plant in our own
warden. Two very pretty stories for

mothers to rea<J to the little folks are

‘.‘The Story of the Seeds” in “Mother’s

distinguish it from the bark. The tit-

mouse builds a nest to resemble a bundle

of moss. Tllis assures him of safety. Pic-

tures of these birds and tlieir nests should

be shown to the little ones, as we do not

always have the birds and their nests

nearby to look at.

Robin redbreast is one of the first birds

to come back to ns, aud tlie children all

know them. Take the children to the

hedges where robins usually build tlieir

nests. They build their nests here be-

cause they are so fond of insects, and

you know there are always plenty of bugs

and mosquitoes about these places. Right

here a great many valuable lessons in

life can be taught to the child,—the care

of the mother bird for lier young, tlieir

protection and safety. Just so our par-

ents provide for us a home, shelter,' and

loving care. So also does the loving

heavenly Father care for us just as he

does for the birds. The attention of the

(Continued on page 31)
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When we say FREE we mean it simply

bv the writing lor them. We send them

postpaid They are intensely interesting

Cooks, too. Unusually so. One
(

contains

two complete stories, entitled On the

Brink,” by Eobt. H. Diehl and “ A New
Year’s Gift,” by Minnie Lowe.. A new

song—(words and music) bJ^ibbie Sprague

Phillips, entitled What Shall It Be?

a number of limericks, a parody on

the tariff question by a Tinkle Dan
looker, and a sermon of universal in-

terest.’ Subject: “Jesus and the People, or

How to Help the People,” by the Eev. D.

A. MacMurray, a preacher of great power.

The second hook is the first sectional edition

of three very powerful stories by that won-

derful authoress, Llbbie Sprague Phtops. They are entitled The

Ladv of Cedarkurst,” “A Broken Heart and Lucille s Inneri

tance ” A "lance at the contents of these books will show that

they contain” something that will interest every one. We expect

to give away 100,000 of these books to advertise and popularize

the authors Both sent, postpaid, free for the mere asking.

TWO
BOOKS

FREE

^-^3w^l.’i\P
DVE

P
ET%iNl Chambers Street, New York,
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t rue White Poultry Yards
offer White Wyandotte
eggs at $'100 per setting of 15,
from tlie birds that have won
among many other valuable
prizes, the 1900 and the 1907
$25.00 Trophies for the

BEST DISPLAY OF
WHITE VVYANDOTTES
White Wyandotte Pullets and
Hens from 81.00 up.
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,r . . DISPLAY OP IIOMFKSIghest quality Scorch Collie* always' for saleAddress all correspondence
ior sale.

c. G. L0EBER 1715-1717 Walnut St., Milwaukee, Wls.
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In my article of last month t ... i

Pedigreed Scotch Collies

gSEpmsssw
We believe our strain of dogs is not excelled hv

NonTn.u
'

*£? ?.
0llnt7- rtllierln breeSingor ma^kfng

7

to retds
b
trt in

C
mfT Puppi

,
cs sol(1 which are entitled

fcii'S ” 1

A

™e>'ican kennel Club Stud Booh
\Vr J r^aUthentlc l

)PC, igree sent with each puppyWrite us for prices and further particulars.
PPy ‘

We8tGrove
HIUSIDEKENNEI‘S

' „Penn.

JUMBO SQUAB BREEDERS

HOMppl ,,
start wi

.

th 0U1' “JUMBO
/ J n9i”^5S7

’
evelTPairof which is guar-

At!*V aPtee<1 nrated and banded, not over 2 years“is k£trated B
p^ovfDEN^^
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772 HOPE STREET, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

We ship thousands each sea-
son. Write us now. Stamp

n„vlT t?.. .»
for prices and testimonials.«ox 14, Freeport Hatchery, Freeport, Mich.

90 3200 Birds to offer, consisting of•3" all Breed, Poultry and Eggs Dogs
I

Ferrets. Pigeons(Homers), Angora Goats’Belgian Hares, etc., all described and ini
'

store at vnn
1
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.
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T
age Book and—— store at your Door 10c, List Free.

J-A. BERGEY, Box L, Telford, Pa.

For High Class Stock such as Dogs1 Odlc Pigeons, Ferrets, Babbits, Cattle
Tt .

Mieep and Swine. Send lOr for»T
D
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> Pigeons, Hares, 20 Eggs, *1.00
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h0 "' Record free'H. D. ROTH. Box 20, Franc onia, Pa.
45 VARIETIES BEST POULTRY Fine
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f
poultr? Book 10c - Stock and eggs cheap* Pricehat free. John E. Heatwole, Harrisonbure. Va
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We Give This

FINE BED
and 1200 other nice
things for the home

, with orders for our
• Guaranteed Groceries
' such as Tea, Coffee.
|r Soaps, Pure Foods,
Baked Pork and

BUY “KALAMAZOO COMFORT” NOW
— --- rvi. T rue Relaxation, which gives

.relieved energy to your tired
nerves and muscles and makes
the hot, sultry days cool and en-
durable. Why not be reallvcomfortable when reading, resting or

fiSS
1 ”?* QHtheporch, lawn, or bv your

i

fireside? li ill you would enjoy ‘this
„„ . .

luxurious easo ami adaptability, especially

Writ, today for FREE TRIAL
parlor, lawn, porch, steamer. sick-room
Furniture at popular prices.

and
make

LEARN VETERINARY DENTISTRY
$2000 3 yeaA y

Ve teach you at homc in three

I,., .

mo
,

I

?
tt' s of your s P are time by illustrated

Tkin. SU,
ra

.
nt diploma with degree. Particulars freeThe Detroit Veterinary Dental College, Detroit, Mich.

In my article of last month I tried toshow how all-important sunshine is in

sunshfrre i

P0ultry rising. Now that thissunshine has come, cold winds subsidedand everything waking up to new spring

UHc’fi
4 * look ahead to t'le time when

t at ™,
m

,l

STllil,e has 50 "'creasedthat man and beast alike are lookino
for much needed shade. It is here where
trees, plants, and shrubs of all kinds plavtheir important part in the poultry world.
As the fact remains that the value ofgreens cannot be overestimated and asthere is nothing in the line ot foods so

mm,"/if
t°

1

the b
,

lg e«S yield, both as toquantity and quality, it will be well forus to look into this question of moreshade and more green food more care-
ully. Chickens themselves point theway, as they, when running loose, canalways be seen scratching and digging-away at places where grass andSgrowing things are to be found.
*f
u y

°U
t
have uot as yet erected yourpoultry house or houses, you cannot

select a better place than your orchard.Nothing works so well hand in hand as

t

P
t?e ni7

aD
-M

Ult
f
alSing

’
as one Provides

other wth substance much needed in
its daily life. As most of my readers
lowever, will not be contemplating
building poultry bouses at this time it
will be well to consider and make themost of existing surroundings. It willpay well to plant as many fruit trees as
possible m your yards. They not only
P
lv’e

, ..
sbade and in years to come, fruit

out like all plants, attract insects, bugsand worms which form part of daily
rations tor all fowls, which if not pro-
vided for by nature, we must try to
replace, and this at best is far inferior to
nature s own way.
Then again, in the fall of the yearmany of these shrubs and trees provide

your stock with much relished seeds.One of the best flowers among quick-growing plants is the sunflower, which
besides growing quickly, gives an
abundance of shade and the chickens arevery fond of its seeds.

The most important question, however'
remains the one of how continually tokeep the yards green and fresh, as with
their constant scratching and running it
is only a short time before the yardsbecome bare. A very good way is to
divide your space available for your
poultry into several yards, planting
vines and berry bushes along the fence!
a“d

/.
ru

.

1

,

t
.

trees in the center. The object
o divining into several yards is to usethem alternately, sowing in them a inix-

,.
ure

.. fl
ulck growing grains as soon as

the chickens have run one yard downlow A mixture of grass and oats is very
good, but anything that grows quickly
will answer just as well. By using the
yards in turn that way, you can manage
to keep something green before them all
the time. Thus the growing of these
plants keeps the ground sweet and
healthy which naturally prevents sick-
ness and promotes the general welfare of

the stock, meaning, in turn, more moneyas well as pleasure for yon.
’ y

tin
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A
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U iss"e 1 gave a fu]1 descrip-

* of a b °use 6xio feet in size, whichlen supplied with runners consisting

frn, i

4
,

nalled 0,1 tlle bottom along the

7 i

rear
u
aU easily be moved from

p ace to place by the use of a horse,such a house will be just the thing tobe used on ground as laid out on theaccompanying sketch.
I wonder how many people realize howmuch can be accomplished on a half

f°
f
-?

r
°,
Un d lf laid out on the poultryand fruit plan. This small area can bemade to yield larger returns in this waythan any other. Thousands of farmerscan easily spare a half acre, which bythe way is only a space g0x242 feet ^make two and three times as much asthey could by regular farming. Manyimes a piece oi land can be used thatwould otherwise be of no earthly useSeven and one-half rolls of six feet

htlflrl’ nTfi
lncbmesb poultry wire willbuild all the stationary fences that 'willhave to be provided to fence in a space

90x240, divided into six equal yards of40x90 each. The five fences marked C
111 the drawing should be built six feetand eight inches high, with the top five
feet wire while the lower twenty-inch
should be boards. One inch rough
boards are good enough, unless ySuintend painting them, when smooth
boards will be found cheapest, as they

1

take “u<* ess paint and far less work.
Next build portable fencing enough toextend across two of these yards and

twice the entire length, or a total of 260
feet. These should be built the same asthe ones above, that is with board bottom,
tfuild them in lengths best suited, using
1x2 strips to nail boards and wire on.The 1x2 strips should be at least seven
leet long as you have a little end left atthe bottom to drive into the ground
These sections can easily be fastened by
a few screws and a few stakes driven into
the ground.
Thus you can divide two of these large

yards into eight small ones, 20x45 feet
each, large enough to accommodate
twenty to twenty-five laying hens. Hereyou keep your 150 to 200 chickens until
the grass and other greens are largeenough to offer them a welcome to the
next two yards. By the time they have
exhausted the third set of yards your
first one should be in fine form again.Now as to the trees and shrubs to be
planted By referring to the drawingyou will see you can plant ninety-six
truit trees in the yards, without interfer-
ing or being in the way when moving
your houses. The trees will have plenty
of room, as there is a space of twenty
feet one way and twelve feet the other

or a space of 240 square feet to the
tree. On the outside you can plant up-
wards of 150 bushes, such as currant
raspberry, and the like. These in L
short time pay a handsome profitand greatly aid in beautifying the
surroundings.
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FRUIT FARMS
ticulurlV afLuit^c|

ei
to ^frui^

ar
|^rri^^ grapesearly vegetables, poultry and pigeons.

healthful climate puts produce early intomarket for fancy prices.

5 ACRES $100
$5 Down $5 Monthlv
Successes are being made by fruit growthand pouJtpmen on land adjoining ours N„ ,two manufacturing towns and three railroads

Best facilities to New York. Philadelphia, andAtlantic City markets. Only 17 miles fromTflantio City. Pure water. Title guarantW rite for handsome free booklet ee“-
V DANIEL, FRAZER CO-.

C90 Bailey Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.
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to hear from owner having
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3
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gi7p ”7 a "7 '>ZscrfpUon and^ai

f^tarbyshire, Box 984 X, Rochester^N. Y.

^FRUITS & FlOWERSi
Tells just what care is required
in order to have the finest fruits
and prettiest flowers.

The handsomest, most practical moct
veinent magazine publUhed tha aEftexclusively with the culture of fruits and

v,
f
i°'rashy stories, no fMhfons-nothingbut short, snappy interesting articles on fruits and flowers

g art1 '

10 Cents a year
Or

,?
oiu ' Twelve numbers. Neverless than 16 pages in one issue. Good clear

s
P
c7p»otePaper - SMd 7™ *™

FRUITS 6 FLOWERS
322 V Franklin St.,

Springfield, Ohio.

SUGARINE
gBpfBSrtBB
Vegetable Peach Novelty, a Real Wonder
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uaggett Calf Weaner
Guaranteed to wean or money back.
CALF WEANER CO., Shenandoah, Iowa.

MODESTY IN WOMEN
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01 "'nte t0day' Commnnica-

Hrs. E. M. Deahl, Box 365, Sta. H, Cleveland, O.
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atest Medical Discov-n_ W . , . Twentieth Century
Dr. Link’s Elixir of Life

the g rolltest restorer of vital forces everknown to science, will cure you. it tonesbladder, bowels and generative organssustains the heart against tobacco andtom*!*, cures r.vstitis, and prevents heart
fii ilu re. Just try it.
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A Outside fence, made of I inch 6 ft. wide wire.
B-Movable fencing, the lower 20 inches being boards and the upper 5 fee. I inch wire.

Stationary fence, made same as B.
D- 10x6 ft. Poultry Houses, as described in my article in April number of "Vick's."
A. Shrubs and vines planted around entire outside fence.
• —Fruit trees, planted 1 2 feel apart one way and 20 feel the other way.

FEET-FEET
Tender, Sore, Aching,
Burning, Sweaty Feet,
Excessive Perspiration
oi Armpits, Etc.
A harmless preparation that quickly re-

lieves and permanently cures all of these
annoying conditions, and cause the offen-
sive odor to immediately disappear.

WE GUARANTEE IT.
PERSPIRO is a scientific liquid treat-

ment that is applied directly to the
affected parts, restoring the pores and
glands to a normal condition. Endorsed
by Physicians.
Free Sample and Booklet on Request.
If afflicted WRITE TODAY 1

THE PERSPIRO CO.
Box 244 A. JACKSON. MICHIGAN.

Asthma
CURE sent by express to you on Free
Trial. If it cures send $1 .

if not, don't.
Give express office National Chemical
Company, 705 Ohio Ave

, Sidney, 0.
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TWO GOOD STORIES
For Children and Grown-Ups

mixed packets ofmy choicest Seeds

[Forget-me-nots, Carpet Saponaria
'and beautiful—enough for six big
Now is the time to sow them. I’ll

Magazine, in its 37th year, finel

ral notes and reading. It cheers, 1

homes monthly. •

Finest Flower Cards
Beautiful colored cards of Rosea, Violets,

Daisies, Tulips, Lilies, etc., also Art and
Novelty Cards, worth 2 to 5c each. All

eent prepaid with big illustrated catalog

for only 10 cents. ELLI9 ART CO.,
Dept. 301 , 321 Lawndale Ave.,CHICAGO.

Ps/I AGAZIN EVI( PC'S

ICan CureCancer
K At Home Without Pain, Plaster or Opera-

tion and I Tell You How, Free

I have discovered
a new and seemingly
unfailing treatment
for tlie relief and
cure of the deadly
cancer. I have made
some most astonish-
ing cures. I believe
every person with
cancer should
know of this mar-
velous medicine and
its wonderful cures,
and I will be glad to
give full informa-
tion free to all who
write me and tell

me about their case.
Peter K eaga n,

Galesburg, 111., had
cancer of the mouth
and throat. Doctors
said, “no hope. ” Mr.
Keagan wrote: -It
is only a Iquestion of
a short time—I must
die.” Today his
cancer is healed up
and he is well. My

I Have Proven Cancer Can Be marvelous radia-
Cored at Home. No Pain, No tized fluid did it.

Plaster, No Knife.—Dr. Wells. It Das other just
such cures to its credit. It is saving people every
day and restoring them to health and strength. If
you have cancer or any lump or sore that you believe
is cancer, write to-day and learn how others have
been cured quickly and safely and at very small
expense. No matter what your condition may be,
do not ,hesitate to write and tell me about it. I will
answer your letter promptly, giving you, absolutely
free, full information and proof of many remarkable
cures.

Dr. Rupert Wells, 3391 RadolBldg.,St. Louis, Mo

DID

DO •
RIGHT

We want your opinion of the moral obligation rest-
ing on Lucia, the heroine of our new serial story
which begins in the current issue of the

Woman’s Home Journal,
and will run for several months. It is a story of love,
science, mystery and morals, written by the author of
“The Shadow of the Cross.” The title of the story,

HER

Strange Marriage
O R

Wedded to One But Loved Another
gives you a cue to the lamentable position in which
the heroine finds herself after being tricked into a
marriage by the cold, unsympathetic man of science
who calls himself her husband. She finds she does not
love him. It was not for love that he married her.

There is another whom she does love and who loves
her and with whom she knows she could be supremely
happy. Shall she sacrifice life-long happiness and true
love because of the outward ceremonies that have tied
her to another ? Is it right or wrong to sever the
bonds that bind and gall ? Is she honest and honorable
with the man to whom she is married in keeping the
actual facts from him ?

Wliat would you do in her plaee ?
We want you to read this story so that you will have

an opinion on this question, a question that comes
right home to many a man and woman.

Did Duty Require Her

to be Faithful to Him

TILL DEATH?
You will be interested in the presentation of the

different phases of the question in the story, every
chapter of which is intense with interest.
.A This is but one of the volume of good things pub-
lished in the WOMAN’S HOME JOURNAL every
month. Every issue has from five to ten complete and
serial stories, special articles and departments on
household affairs, fashions, fancy work, “How to Live,”
correspondence, etc., etc. It is the best popular-priced
monthly in the country, with over a quarter of a mil-
lion subscribers now. You will want it, too, after you
once see it. In order to introduce it to you, we will
send it to you from now till January, 1909, on receipt of
only 10 cents coin or 12 cents in stamps. This is a spec-
ial introductory price and will bring you the magazine
every month for 10 months (one cent a copy) with this
interesting story and lots of other interesting features.
Better send your subscription right now so to get the
opening chapters. Ten months on trial, only 10 cents.
Two hill years for 25 cents. Send coin, stamps or money
order to

WOMAN’S HOME JOURNAL, Dept. 13,

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Souvenir Postals, elegantly

done in bright colors, Ide-

picting the thrilling life of
the cowboy; 20 .subjects in_ set, 40c ; set of 12, 25c, or 4 dandies 16c ;

stamps
taken. ROCKY MOUNTAIN POSTCARD
XCHANGE, Block 11, lleiiver, Colo.

An Arbor Day Story

By Alice May Douglas

“Please tell us a story, mother,”
pleaded Lowell Noyes, as lie and liis

sister Verena lay down their trowels
and came into the house on Arbor Day.
“Why, children,” answered Mrs.

Noyes, looking up into their rosy-
cheeked faces, “can’t you find enough
to amuse yourselves with out of doors,
this beautiful day, without wanting a
story?”
“But, mother,” implored Verena,

throwing down her hat upon the table,

“it won’t seem like a holiday unless
you tell us a story.”
“O,” she answered, “then it is an

Arbor Day story that you want, is it?”
“Yes, yes, mother,” came from both

children.

“Let me see,” said Mrs. Noyes, trying
to think. Presently she exclaimed, 1

‘ Ah,
now I have an idea.”
Then she laid aside her embroidery,

and told the children to come with her
to the beach, which was only a short
distance from their home.
“I thought you were to tell us a story,

mother,” said Dowell, rather impatiently,
as they came near the shore.

“You must wait, my dear,” answered
the mother, “until I show you what I

am going to tell you about.”
They had now reached the beach and

had taken seats upon some of the rocks
made smooth by the beating waves.

‘ 1 There, ’
’ exclaimed Mrs. Noyes, point-

ing to an object beside them, “do you
see that long piece of wood?”
“Yes, mother,” was the reply, from

both children. “What is it?”

“That is a piece of a mast, doubtless,

one from some wrecked vessel. I saw it

lying there from my chamber window
and thought you would like to know its

history.”
“Then you are going to tell us about

this old mast?” queried Verena.
“Yes,” said the mother, “ but I am

going to let you help me tell the story.”

“O, I know,” began Lowell, “this

mast was once a tall tree.”
‘

‘ That is correct, and I think this mast
was once a pine tree.”

“Was it really?” Lowell asked in sur-

prise, “Was it once a beautiful evergreen

tree?’
’

‘
‘ It was, ’

’ answered his mother, 1

1

and
little did it think as it grew so proudly

in its forest that it would be carried

over this great blue sea and would then

drift back to shore a part of a wreck.”
“Nor did this other piece of wreck-

age,” observed the lad—“the one here

at my feet. That looks like a piece of

fir, and it has drifted back to its native

country.”
“Yes, that is fir,” said Mrs. Noyes,

“and I may as well give you a few facts

about this tree. The fir grows in many
parts of our country, but it is especially

abundant in the Northwestern coast,

where it is often found growing upon
the high mountain sides.”

“Does the fir have needles for leaves,

like the pine?” asked Verena, twisting

one of her long black curls over her

finger.
“The pine has its needles arranged in

bunches of five, three or two, while the

fir, which is more closely related to the

pine than any of the coniferous family,

has its leaves scattered on the branches

and sometimes in rows of two.”

“I think I like the pine best,” re-

marked Lowell.
“The balsam or balm fir,” continued

the mother, “is found north of Pennsyl-

vania and it grows from forty to fifty feet

in height. This kind of tree is fur-

nished with a liquid balm found in blisters

in the bark.”
“O!” exclaimed Verena, “that is

what Hiawatha asked the fir tree to give

him to close the seams of his canoe
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together. We read about it yesterday, in
school.”
“Did the tree give the balsam to Hia-

watha?” inquired Lowell, as he tossed

a pebble into the water.
“Yes,” answered the sister,

‘

‘ the tree

sobbed and then Hiawatha got the tears.”

“I am glad,” said Mrs. Noyes, “that
you remember what you read. The fir

balsam is gathered from the tree by
puncturing the blisters. This is a very
slow process, but the substance obtained
is useful for many purposes.”

‘
‘ Does the fir have cones like the pine?’ ’

asked Lowell.
“Yes,” was the reply, “the fir has

cones. In the cones are found the
seeds of the tree.”
“After the fir became a tall tree, the

woodman’s axe felled it to the ground.
Then it was hauled upon the snow to a
stream of water and floated down to a

market pl^ce and then taken to a ship
yard, where it became a part of some
staunch vessel.”
“This must have meant lots of work,”

soliloquised Lowell, as he traced his

name in the sand.
‘

‘ I suppose the vessel must have been
wrecked,” said Verena.
“ It probably was,” answered mother,

“and we can only guess at the remainder
of our story. We do not like to think of

what became of it; but as we see this

wreckage lying upon the beach, let us
remember it as it was when it stood in
the forest.

’ ’

“ But what has this to do with Arbor
Day?” queried Lowell.
“Nothing in particular. However,

upon Arbor Day any story about the trees

is in order and is it not pleasant to think
that the place which the trees which
went into the wrecked vessel once occu-
pied is now the home of many younger
trees which in time may be of as much
use to the world as these trees themselves
have been?”
“That is so,” assented the children.

Then they began to amuse themselves in

the sand.

What Margaret Did

By Georgia Doty

Margaret Hanghery was a poor, hard-
working girl who lived in New Orleans.

Her parents had died when she was a

little child, so she never had an oppor-
tunity to go to school and get an educa-

tion. She could not write her own name,
so you see she was very ignorant.

She began to earrr-Ler daily bread by
baking bread for others; and as she did

not shirk her work but did it to the best

of her ability, she soon had enough
money to open a small bakery of her own.
Now Margaret’s loving disposition

found room to thrive. Kind deeds, kind
words and kind thoughts Margaret
believed in. Many a poor man and
woman, and many a little hungry child

could have told of the loaf of fresh bread

slipped into their hand as a gift from
Margaret, while her good, honest heart

prompted the hearty word of encourage-
ment thar accompanied the present.

With all her charitable giving, the

little bakery flourished until its small

i ( Continued on page 26 )
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Learn Dressmaking
<|

At Hflmp We guarantee
rl l IIUIIIl.

,n teach you to

your own uatiefaction, and

b

put you in a position Uj ;

rnan'J th* largest ealery of

woman In your locality, or you
start in business for your-
self. Many women nowadays are

earning $100 a week—$5,000 a

year. One v/oman, the head de-

signer of Chicago's largest retail

dry goods house, earns $ 10,000
Salaries of $25. OO to

k are common.
Graduate Dress-

maker. The regular Diploma of this College is is-

sued to all who complete this course of lessonsl The
American System requires no charts or patterns.

These lessons will teach you how to draft your own
patterns and make your own clothes and enable you

to dress far better at one-third the usual cost. They
teach you how to DESIGN, DRAFT , CUT, FIT,

MAKE, DRAPE and TRIM any garment, including

children's clothing! This College is endorsed by all

high-grade Fashion Magazines—McCalls, Pictorial

Review, Housekeeper, Ladies World, etc!

This Book will be aent to you free. At an
expense of hundreds of dollars this College has pub-

lished 50,000 of the«e copyrighted books to

advertise the AMERICAN SYSTEM OF DRESS-
MAKING, and—v/hile they last—will send you a copy
FREE! Write today! One copy only to each woman.

AMERICAN COLLEGE OF DRESSMAKING
414 College Bldg, Kansas City, A/o.

Skull and Crossboues Ring

All the rage. Silver oxidized fin-

ish, red ruby eyes, artistic and
weird. For 15c we will send post
paid, this ring with our catalogue
containing over 1,000 premiums
and information how to get them
without cost.

LEONARD DARBYSHIRE INC.,

Dept.S. V., Rochester, N. Y.

GANGER
Treated at home. No pain, knife, plas-

ter or oils. Send for Free Treatise.
Add. A. J. Miller, M. D., St. Louis, Mo.

PRIZE

Can You Count the $ Marks?
For purpose of advertising our sweet toned Lombard Pianos,

A S150 PIANO PURCHASING CHECK
will be liven any person who sends us the correct number of S
marks. $1 will be deducted for each $ mark wrong In your count.
Stick a pin In each one as you count it. and get them alLW IF YOU WANT A PIANO
Count the $ mark9, and earn a Lombard Plano Purchasing
Check. If your count earns the $150 Check. by using It you
can save $150 on the price of the piano. Balance of the
price you can pay In cash, or payments If you wish.

CUT out and fill In Ihe blanks below. Write plainly.
ANY ONE. young or old. can compete. It costs nothing to try

rt Send 10c with your count for our Old Time
f" Songs and we will send you a gold-plated

I band finger ring by return mail FREE.
Our OLD TIME SONGS contains the words and music

for piano or organ, of the dear old songs all love, such as Annie
Laurie. Home, Sweet Home, Swanee River. Old Oaken Bucket. Dixie.
America. Old Kentucky Home, Star Spangled Banner, Last Rose of
Summer, Blue Bells of Scotland. Lead Kindly Light, and forty oth-
ers. Just what every one wants Postpaid for 10c coin or Ic stamps.

GALESBURG PIANO CO.. Galesburg, III. Dept 0.

^

S marks.

Name

P. 0.

ft. f 0. Ha.

»iuifn:m«,nfr.. <n. ‘— StfltG.

nil* eofltest expire* SepLI, I90&
" ~Stmt

FLOWERS
WRITE ME A LETTER (not
a postal) and I’ll gladly mail you
a splendid lot of Perennials—six

Seeds:—Carnations, Pansies, Everblooming Pinks,
and Giant Snapdragons, all hardy, lasting
beds that will be the envy of your friends,
also send a sample copy of Park’s Floral

in its 37th year, finely illustrated, and teeming with practical flo-

reading. It cheers, brightens and beautifies more than 450.000

Why Not Yours*? GEO. W. PARK, B70, La Park, Pa.

HFTTFR QTH 1
While writing, just enclose 10 cents and I’U

UL 1 1 LU U 1 lLL""send the Magazine on trial for a year, and a big
Surprise Mixed Package of Perennials old and new—Columbines, Bellflowers,
Foxgloves, and hundreds of other kinds, making a bed of surprising novelty, va-
riety and beauty. No dime could afford more pleasure. Money back if not sat-

isfied. Club of 3 only 25c. Club with friends. B9T*This ad. will not appear again.
Qloxinias, 5 tubers in 6 feolors, all for 26 eta. Begonias, Double. 7 fine tubers in 7 colors, all for 25 cts.
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VICK’S NdAGAZINE M*

Yo\S Keep
SAVE ONE-HALF ORMORE IN COST and get the

best steel wovenwirefencinu
made, strongest and most
lasting manufactured: buy it
at about the cost o! a few
strandsof common dangerous
barbed wire. We make It In

. our own factory. Look for It
in one of our Big Catalogues. If you haven’t the Big
Book, get your neighbor's, or this moment In a letter to us
say. "Mall me your wonderful Woven Wire Steel Fence

Address, SEARS, ROEBUCK & CO., CHICAGO.

At Home The Editor

LAWN FENCE
Many designs. Cheap as
wood. 32 page Catalogue
free. Special Prices to
Churches and Cemeteries*
Coiled Spring Fenoe Co,
Box 430 winchester Ind.

DON’T RiST FARM FENCE
Bold dlreot to farmers at man-

ufacturers’ prices. Catalogue
free. Freight prepaid.
THE WARD FENCE CO.

Box 865 Decatur, Ind.

Highest

Grade.
Guaranteed

to Please

iSK HOW WE GIVE THISA
S

FINE CHAIR and over 1200
other nice things for the home

with orders for groceries— <

tea, coffee, baked pork and
beans, rice, soaps, pure foods,
extracts, perfumes, etc. Send
for Catalog telling "How the

,

Housewife Can Furnish Her
Home Without Cost”—“How
to Save $10 Every Few Weeks.’T
CROFTS & REED CO. Dept. 418 Chicago 1

WT 80DKy;m “How to Remember’
Sent Free to Readers of this Publication

are no greater intellectually
ntr m

'

S ,,
J

SUCCESS than your memory. Easy, inexpensive.

Increases income, gives ready memory for faces, names,
studies, conversation; develops will. Send for Free Booklet.
DICKSON MEMORY SCHOOL, 712 The Auditorium, Chicago

S250TOS500
re" MONTH A,

Real Estate Business’
I will teach you the Real Estate Busi- ^

ness by mail and appoint you my special
representative. I handle Real Estate on
the co-operative plan, the only
profitable way, and need you, no
matter where you are located or |

what business you are in. Ten dol-
lars ($10) will start you. I will help you make
money. You should make $200 to $500 per month.
Write for my free book, “The Real Estate Business
and Its Present Day Opportunities. It is a guide to
the Real Estate Business and it is free. Address

C. H. GRAY, Pres. Gray School Real Estate*
264 Century Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

COLLAR PINS
Gold filled, will wear
for years: engraved

with your initials; | either
style sent prepaid for 6 0 c
PAIR. The greatest value
ever offered—order now.

A. N. HOFFER. 18 North 1 0th St., LEBANON, PA.

Ladies’ 10k Solid Gold
Signet Ring only $2.00 postpaid.
Gent’s Ring $4.00. Any initial or
monogram engraved //rr. JohnV.
Denniston, Jeweler, Dansville, N. V.

RIBBONS
A rare chance to purchase the finest

ellk ribbone at 1-2 their retail value.
Suitable for all purposes. Send for

bu tuple yard of tutVctn— inches wide
16o yd., 4 Inch 20c, ft inch 2fto. Made

In all colors. State oolor wanted. Your money hack If not satlefliotorv.

THE ELK MKKC.CO., Depl. A, GOG Broome St., New York.

GREAT.MONEY MAKER FOR A TFIMTC
v e i.

>

aue.hi i o
LL Sell Magnetic

Combs and get
rich; agents
wild with suc-

cess.- They remove dandruff; stop falling hair; RE-
LIEVE HEADACHE, never break. Send2c atampfor
sample. PROF. LONG, 73 1 Ash St.. PEKIN, ILL.

FACE WASH
Mrs. Brad Icy Face
Wash is guaranteed to
remove moth, tan,
freckles^pimples, black-
heads. Prevents wrin-

kles. oiliness and aging of the skin. Makes it soft,
white and beuutiful, . By mail 25c. Agents wanted.

:>I K S, C. S. BRADLEY,
A1921 Western Aveuue, Minneapolis, Minn.

No Two
Alike.

Finest yel

Published
Beautifully colored views, Capitol, Chicago, Niagara Falls, Yellow-
stone Park, etc. No comics. No black and white. No trash.

The Kind That Sell At 3 to 5 Gents Each
All sent postpaid, with catalogue, just to introduce our large and
select line of fino, high grade post cards, at real bargain prices.

LUCAS CARD CO., 1220 W. Lake St., Chicago, 111.

The Days We
Love. In all lauds
of every clime are
days that the people
dearly love, by
reason of associations
connected therewith
running back through
the years that are
gone, sometimes
through decades, sometimes through the
centuries, and sometimes through the
milleniums. Easily the weekly sab-
bath holds first place in the affections of
the people the' wide world round. Diff-
erent days are observed as the sabbath by
people of different religions and coun-
tries, but it is difficult to find any con-
siderable portion of the earth’s surface
where one day out of every seven is not
set apart as a day of restand worship. By
reason of the religions and many tender
home memories that cluster around the
weekly sabbath, the day has become en-
deared to millions of earth’s dwellers.
Every race and every nation and every

religion has special days that come to be
great memorials of mighty events or per-
sonalities that have made and molded
world history. Easily the first in impor-
tance oi these among the so-called Chris-
tian nations are the annual Christmas and
New Year holidays.

Days of Gladness.. These and other
special days of the calendar we carelessly
call holidays, meaning that they are
times for merry making, when joy may
be quite unconfined, little thinking that
the term originally meant a holy day,
solemnly set apart to some sacred use.
Perhaps it is fortunate that the word hol-
iday has come to lose something of its
original seriousness and now takes on
more of good cheer and lightheartedness.
Were all words of our vocabulary to be
accorded their old-time significance, both
language and life would become sombre,
indeed, and we might quite forget how
to smile, to say nothing of contagious,
health-giving laughter. While thus we
welcome the gospel of good cheer and
gladly admit into our lives the glorious
sunshine of the smile, it is not fitting
that we turn utterly away from the real,
the substantial, the serious things of life;
not fitting that we become vainly “light
and trifling,” but rather that the sun-
shine of royal good cheer may serve to
illuminate our pathway, sometimes’ dark
and; devious, as we toil and struggle, step
by step, ever onward and upward toward
the heights where alone life’s true boon
is found—realworth, good character.
The Christmas holidays are rightly joy-

ous for the reason that they celebrate the
birth oi the truest, the greatest, and the
bravest conqueror ever heralded in this
world—earth’s great master spirit, Jesus,
who won his victories not with the death-
dealing sword but with love, the greatest
power in the universe. Fitting it is at
this happy holiday time that all join the
angels’ glad refrain: “Peace on earth,
good will to men. ”

Another religious festival that is rap-
idly coming to be more and mote re-
garded by all Christian churches is
Easter, which emphasizes§new each year
the resurrection hope of the world uni-
versal, and reaffirms to millions the
“glad tidings of great joy that shall be
to all people.”

The DaysWe Celebrate. Every nation
has its special days, which celebrate some
great national achievement or the birth
of some great public benefactor. Chief
among these in the United States is the
Fourth of July, which serves to keep
fresh in the minds of all patriots that
“new birth of freedom” that gave to the
world the greatest, the mightest, and the
best republic of which history makes
record. This day we celebrate, and
rightly, too, with rattle and roar, with
gayety and joy, with various competing-

games and social
diversions. In like
manner w e cele-
brate Thanksgiv-
ing, Washington’s
birthday, and other
daysof lesser signifi-
cance. But all
holidays are not to

, ,

fte celebrated,
and hence it is we have
The DaysWe Observe. Any day speci-

ally set apart for solemn religious service
is rightly regarded as a sabbath day, and
a.-, such is obsewed and not ccl€l))'cited
The great American national sabbath
is Memorial Day, whether it is that on
which the people of the North bestrew
the graves of their hero dead wth love’s
tribute of flowers, or that other day when
their fellow patriots of the Sunny Southm like manner render the homage of
their hearts to their beloved dead. This
being a holy, sacred Sabbath day, it
should be observed and not celebrated—
not desecrated. It is devoutly to be
hoped that the sacredness of this day
will be more and more realized by
all—especially by the young. Eet
every true patriot, let every good
citizen do all in his power to discourage
every kind of competitive sports, every
sort of diversion on Memorial Day
not in keeping with its holy signifi-
cance. Let all with one accord turn
their thoughts to an earnest contem-
plation of the true heroism, the mighty
sacrifices, and the loyal devotion to
duty and to native land shown by the
nation’s soldier dead,—and to the contem-
plation, too, of how we in this day may
continue and transmit to those who come
after us the priceless heritage of liberty.

A Month With Two Loved Days. In
several of the states Memorial and Arbor
Day both come in the month of May.
This coincidence, it is to be hoped, will
suggest to the minds of educators and
others the close relationship that should
exist between the two days. Everv tree
planted on Arbor Day, as it rises heaven-
ward with each yearly cycle, becomes a
memorial, a monument to those who did
the planting.

.
And why may not school

children be wisely encouraged to extend
the thought and practice of Arbor Day
on to Memorial Day—and on that day,
while they strew the soldiers’ graves with
flowers, also plant trees in suitable places
to the memory of the nation ’s heroic dead.
The flowers will soon fade and die, but
the trees will endure.

Woman’s Aid to the Forestry Cause
W hatever an editor may do to gain re-

liable information regarding the great
forward Forestry movement now gaining
splendid headway in this couutrv, lie
everywhere learns this, that one of the
most potent influences aiding this good
cause is the Federation cf Women’s Clubs
and the many branches of the same
throughout the country. If one writes a
letter to the Forest Service, or to the
American Forestry Association, or to the
American Civic Association, asking for
information as to what is being done to
advance this splendid cause, he will be
told in reply that the Women’s Federa-
tion is doing most effective work every-
where. This is, indeed, mc^t gratifying
to learn, aud American womanhood has
just reason to beproud of the nation-wide
good this great woman's organization is

doing for the conservation, preservation,
aud re-creation of our forest reserves that
mean so much for the public weal. Not
only this, but it is even still more gratify-
ing to know that this is not the only
Human Welfare interest to which the
women of the nation are giving loy’al
aud effective support. Indeed, there are
many such interests—so many that it will
take a special number of this magazine
a few months hence to tell of them, and
then the hall will not be told.

A Wonderful Factory-to-Family Pla
How in liny home* are linni-hed anddouble values made possible

The patrons of mail order houses all over tlUnited States have been watching, with consi.
erable interest, the rapid growth of a youncompany organized in Syracuse, N. Y. a f-years ago, by C. Henry Papworth.
In a recent interview Mr. Papworth gave oisome facts concerning his early business caretwhich might well serve to stimulate young meof today, especially those who complain of la

oi opportunities. He did not look for an eas
berth and then wait for opportunity to comand look him up, but went in search of themuch-admired but 1 ittle-sought agent of SuccessAt an age when most boys are seeking laurel
on some college foot-ball team he had succea
lully embarked upon his first business venture
Mr. Papworth was boru in Baldwinsville thirtt

eight years ago. As a boy lie showed his nature
business ability by purchasing a barrel of kerc
sene oil which he took orders for and deliver)
from his home.
His energy and ability were soon noted by

neighboring druggist who offered him a positioi
as a clerk in his store. Now right here is whenmost young men wouldJu a measure, feel satis
hed with themselves; not so with this youmman. He immediately took hold of his positioi
in earnest and mastered its requirements. Athe early age of seventeen he succeeded in passmg the examination of the State Board of Phar
macy, thus securing his certificate as a licensee
pharmacist.

Armed with this certificate, a small amount of
savings, aud a large supply of determination, he
started in business for himself. By hard work,
strict economy aud careful business manage-
ment, he was able, a few years later, to open up
another drug store in a different part of the city.
His uext step was in the grocery buisness, up-

on a strictly cash basis, with the motto: “When
1 buy a bargain, I sell a bargain,” On account
of his strictly cash terms he is familiarly referred
to as “Cash” Papworth. Success seemed to
await him at every turn. First it was one store,
then two, then three, until he had over a dozen
stores scattered over Syracuse. The next step
was to open up new stores in the surrounding
towns. In a few years he found that he bad
reached the limit of possibilities in the small
circle to which his work was necessarily confined.
His energetic mind would not permit of his

resting content with what he had accomplished,
but soon formulated a plan for extending his
business by mail all over the United States. It
is this plan that I want to tell you about ^because
it means a saving of money to every lam ily in
the land. I feel sure that, in these uncertain
times, every family is interested in any legiti-
mate plan that will enable them to save a dollar.
As stated to me, the plan is to supply nearly

everything in the grocery line at regular retail
prices, in orders of ten dollars or more, and with
each purchase give you free your choice of over
i,ooo useful pieces of furniture or other valuable
premiums, or $20.00 retail value for Sio.oo. By
the way, I think their catalogue of premiums is

oue of the handsomest illustrated mail order
catalogue I have ever seen. A feature which^'
impressed me quite strongly was that, when no
premium is taken, they will ship $20.00 worth
of groceries, etc., for $10 .00 , thus bearing out
their statement of$20 00 for $10 .00 . I also learned
that the greater share of orders are sent in
through clubs of five or ten members, each
putting in oue or two dollars at a time. Iu
such cases the Club Manager or Secretary re-
ceives something extra for her trouble.
Upou seeing some of these premiums and

learning the small amount of goods with which
they are given, I confess that I was truly sur-
prised aud asked him how such values were
possible. Now this is just the point I promised
to tell you about iu the beginning of this article.
Mr. Papworth said: “Do you know I believe

that people at distant poiuts are ofteu afraid to
send in their orders, feeling that it is impossible
for us to do all we claim and that the}’ will not
get all we promise to give. However, we are
always very careful to live up to our agreements
and I firmly believe that this is the secret of our
rapid growth. Read carefully the full page ad-
vertisement on page 33 . (Third Cover)
“The double value is made possible only by

direct dealing between manufacturer aud'coii-
sumer. When you stop to consider the number
of hands through which any given article passes
before it reaches you, that :s, manufacturer,
jobber, wholesaler and retailer, each of whom
has to add a profit to the goods, it ceases to be a
wonder; it explains itself.”

As I took the traiu from Syracuse that evening
I felt the afternoon had been well spent, and car-
ried with me a stronger con viction than ever that
we do live in an age of remarkable achievement.
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Arbor Day Calendar
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State or Territory First obsen

Alabama 1887

Arizona 1890-91

Arkansas 1906

California 1886

Colorado 1885

Connecticut 1887

Delaware
Florida 1886

Georgia 1887

Hawaii 1906

Idaho 1886

Illinois 1886

Indiana 1884

Iowa 1887

Kansas 1875
Kentucky 1886

Louisiana 1888-9

Maine 1887

'

Maryland 1889
Massachusetts 1886

Michigan 1885

Minnesota 1876

Missouri 1886

Montana 1887

Nebraska 1872

Nevada 1887

New Hampshire 1886

New Jersey 1884

New Mexico 1890

New York 1889
North Carolina 1893
North Dakota 1884

Ohio 1882

Oklahoma

Oregon 1889
Pennsylvania 1887

Porto Rico
Rhode Island 1887

South Carolina
Tennessee 1875
Texas 1890
Utah
Vermont 1885

"Virginia 1892

Washington 1892

West Virginia
Wisconsin

Time of Observance

February 22.

First Saturday.in March. (March 7, 1908.)
Appointment of various dates by local officers.

Third Friday in April. (April 17, 1908)

In early May
;
by appointment of governor.

In April, by proclamation of the governor.
First Friday in February. (February 7, 1908).

First Friday in December. (December 4, 1908.)

First Friday in November. (November 6, 1908.)

Various dates in April selected by County Super-
intendents.

Proclamation of Governor. (April 24 and October

23, 1908.)
Spring and Autumn dates, by Sup’t of Public In-

struction. (April 25 and October 31, 1908.)

Appointment by Superintendent of Public Instruc-

tion. (April 24, 1908.)

Option of the Governor
;
about the middle of April.

No law for observance.
Second Friday in January by resolution of State

Board of Education. (January 10, 1908.)

Option of Governor.
Second Friday in April. ( April 10, 1908.)

East Saturday in April. (April 25, 1908.)
Proclamation of Governor. (April 24, 1908.)

Proclamation of Governor. No date set for 1908.

First Friday after first Tuesday in April. (April

10, 1908.)
Third Tuesday in April. (April 21, 1908.)

April 22. (Birthday of J. Sterling Morton).
act of legislature of 1885.

Option of Governor.
Option of Governor.
Proclamation of Governor. (April 24, 1908.)

Second Friday in March, subject to change by
Governor. (March 27, 1908.)

Friday following first day of May. (May 8, 1908.

)

Observed by many schools. No official day.

Option of Governor. (April 24, 1908.)

Proclamation of Governor. (April 17, 1908.)

Friday following second Monday in March.
(March 15, 1908.)

Second Friday in April. (April 10, 1908.)

Proclamation of Governor.
Last Friday in November.
Second Friday in May. (May 8, 1908.

)

Third Friday in November. (Nov. 3,1908.)
Appointed by State Superintendent. In November.
February 22.

April 15, by statute

Option of Governor.
Proclamation by Governor.
Proclamation by Governor.
April 10, 1908.

Proclamation by Governor. (May 8, 1908.)

By

With the Publishers
{Continued, from page /)

OUR SPLENDID PREMIUM PICTURE
No one should miss the opportunity of

becoming the possessor of the magnifi-
cent premium picture (io)4 by 14 in. ) of.

the distinguished Ex-Secretary of Agri-
culture, the late Hon. J. Sterling Morton,
the founder of Arbor Day. Every home
and school in the land should have one
of these beautiful pictures of a truly
great man who did so much for the en-
during welfare of all future generations.
Every one who reads this paragraph,
young and old, can most easily obtain
this splendid engraving. Read every
word of our premium picture announce-
ment on another page.

PHOTOS AND POEM
The beautiful autograph photo of Presi-

dent Theodore Roosevelt, from which was
made the half-tone of the President, ap-
pearing on page 4 of this issue, is a copy-
right picture by Harris & Ewing, artists.

Washington, D. C.

The half-tone of Ex-President Cleve-

I

land appearing on page 5 of this issue is

from a copyright photograph of the dis-

tinguished Ex-Presideut, by Gutekunst,
of Philadelphia. - .

The beautiful poem from the pen of
Mr; Markham, “The Blossoming Bough, ’ ’

appearing in our Arbor Day Symposium,
;i Will be published the coming autumn in
anew' edition of “Lincoln and Other

Poems,” to be brought out this year by
his publishers, McClure, Phillips & Co.,

New York. Of Mr. Markham the cele-

brated Max Nordeau recently said: “A
great poet. I place him higher than Walt

Whitman.” Thus happily, too, does

John R. Buchanan describe him. “The
poet of the people, the laureate of labor.”

Our readers will greatly enjoy “The
Blossoming Bough” in this issue and

will have a rare treat, indeed, when they

read his exquisite prose poem in an early

number of this magazine.

JUST A WORD
To State Forestry and Good Roads Com-

missioners, Educators, Editors, Pubiic

Officials, Officers of Women’s Clubs

and Commercial Bodies, and all Public^

Spirited Citizens :

Will you unite heartily with Vick’s

Magazine in the splendid campaign now
on for arousing widespread public interest

and well directed activity every-

where in the three splendid causes of

Forestry, Good Roads, and the School
Beautiful? Let all named above heartily

unite in getting up rousing Forestry and
Good Roads entertainments or celebra-

tions, and devote the profits arising there-

from to the School Beautiful fund. What
better thing could any community do?
Write at once for complete plans and
particulars to

VICK’S MAGAZINE,
Dept. A. R. G. R.

,
68 Vick Block,

Dansville, N. Y.

a fh'iF and Expenses

$20 tO $35 WEEKLY.
home or traveling, adl or spare time. Easily learned.

NO EXPERIENCE REQUIRED

I
No Fake, Humbug or Toy

Scheme. Costs nothing to
investigate. Write to-day.

I Tamed Out $301 .27 worth of plating in two weeks, writes M. L. Smith of Pa. (used small out-
fit! . Rev. Geo. P. Crawford writes, made $7.00 first day. J. J. 8. Mills; a farmer, writes, can easily make
$5.00 a day plating. Thos. Parker, school Teacher, 21 years, writes, "I made $9.80 profit one day, 80.35
another.” Hundreds of others making money—go ye and do likewise.
I PT I 1C OTA DT \//S| 1 in the Gold - Silver, Nickel and Metal Plating

I KJ ^9 I I T business. $5 to $15 a day can be made doing
p(ating and selling Prof. Gray’s new line of guaranteed Plating Machines. Unequalled for
plating watches, jewelry, tableware, bicycles, all metal goods. Heavy plate. Warranted. No experience
required. We do plating ourselves. Have years of experience. Manufacture the only practical outfits,

including all tools, lathes and materials. All sizes complete. Ready for work when received. Guaranteed.
WE TEACH YOU the art, furnish recipes, formula and trade secrets FREE. THE ROYAL Prof. Gray's new
immersion process. Quick. Easy. Latest method. Goods dipped in melted metal, taken out in-

stantly with fine, brilliant, beautiful plate, ready to deliver. Thick plate every time. Guaranteed 5 to 10

years. A boy plates from 100 to 200 pieces tableware daily, $10 to $30 worth of goods. No polishing, grinding or elec-

tricity necessary. frDEMASD FOR PLATING IS ENORMOUS. Every family, hotel and res-

taurant have goods plated instead of buying new. It's cheaper and better. Every store, jeweler shop,
factory have goods needing plating. You will not need to canvass. Our agents have all the work they can
do. People bring it. You can hire boys cheap to do your plating, the same as we, and solicitors to
gather work for a small per cent. Replating is honest and legitimate. Customers delighted. WE
ARE AN OLD ESTABLISHED FIRM. Been in business for years. Capital $100,000.00. Know
what is required. Our customers have the benefit of our experience, so that failure is next to impossible. WE
ARE RESPONSIBLE and guarantee everything. Reader, here is a chance of a lifetime to go
in business for yourself. WE START YOU. Now is the time to make money. CALL OR WRITE TODAY.
Our new plan. Samples of plating, testimonials and circulars FREE. Don’t wait. Send us your address anyway.

GRAY & CO., Plating Works, 7001 GRAY BUILDING, CINCINNATI, OHIO.

The essence of many volumes put into a nutshell by Prof. J. A. Nichols, A. M., and H. H. Goodrich,
A. M. The biggest little book ever sold forthe money, considering practical worth aDd durability. 1001

practical facts and figures for every day life, specially arranged arad^ systemized for The Busy Man.

The following is the Table of Con-

tents in part, which speaks for itself.

The Hows of Business.
Success, How won.
Notes, How to write, collect, transfer, etc.

Receipts, Different forms.
Orders, How to write.
Due Bills, Howto write.
Checks, Howto write, present and endorse.
Drafts, Hints and helps on writing different

forms.
Bills of Exchange.
Banks, How to do business with.
Papers, How to transfer.
Debt, How to demand payment.
Change, How to make quickly.
Wealth, How to obtain.
Money, How to send by mail.
Difficulties, How to settle by arbitration.
Arbitration.
Agents, How to do business with.
Power of Attorney.

"

Debts, How to collect.

Points of Law and Legal Forms.
Affidavits, Agreements, Contracts, How

to write, etc. Sale of Property, Law govern-
ing. Bill of Sale. Landlord and Tenant.
Leases. Deeds, How to write. Deeds. Mort-
gages. Bail Bonds. License. Copyrights.
Mechanic’s Lien. Wills. Laws and Forms.
Guaranties.

The Busy Man’s Digest of Laws.
Comprising 18 departments.

Practical Information for Busy Men
Comprising 13 departments.

The Busy Man’s Digest of Facts.
Comprising 6 departments.

Computations at Sight.
.Comprising 28 departments.

It should f>e in every home; once there, you will refer to it many times each day and it will save
you many dollars in expenses within one year. Order at once.

Clearly printed on Super-Calendered Paper; neatly and durably bound in cloth; Litho end Sheets;

over 100 apt illustrations; 256 Pages.

OVER io.ooo SOLD

CDCP1AT ACCCD We will mail one copy of Busy Alan’s Friend and CO PITMTCOlXldAL urrtlv a full year’s subscription to Vick’s FOR ONLY Jv bin lo
plus 6c for postage, or we will mail this book free to auy one who will send us Two six months’
trial subscriptions at 25 cents each. The Busy Man’s Friend is necessary in every home whether
in the village or country.

.VICK PUBLISHING CO., DANSVILLE, N. Y.,

C-CURITY
FAJ5TENER Does Away with Hook and

PLACKET Eyes LADIES : Send at once for this wonderful
Placket Fastener. Something entirely new.

A null and it’s done. Positively cannot gap. All smart gowns are fitted with them. Users delighted. Satis-

faction guaranteed. 35 cents each—3 for $1.00. LIVINGSTON MFG. CO., Dept. V, Dansville, N. Y.

ONE BIG THRILLING STORY FREE
We have just started a co-operative plan to add 100,000 new subscribers to our

list. We have decided to give away a beautiful story to everyone who will help us.

Show this copy of Vick’s to a friend. You can quickly obtain 25c to pay for a six-

raontli’s subscription, and for your kindness we will mail you a fascinating story

of nearly 200 pages. See- our offer on page 20.
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Marlon
Harland

Says:

The Offer.

For Years I Have Used

The Need.

and recommended JEWEL RENOVATOR”—for
cleaning carpets and rugs on the floor, washing
(without boiling) lace curtains, silks, woolen blankets,
flannels, chenille curtains, and in fact, every fabric where
care must be taken not to cause shrinkage or fading of
colors.

Jewel Renovator is not a soap.
It works like magic. Cleans

1 1 —— — carpets and rugs on the floor,
disinfects thoroughly, kills moths, removes every stain or
grease spot and restores dull faded colors to their former
brightness and beauty. It is the inexpensive way of
transforming the dullest room in your home into a place
of oheery brightness. No boiling of the article to he
washed is necessary and shrinkage is impossible. Con-
tains no acid or other injurious substance.

This month we are giving every Woman in America a splendid chance to
learn for herself, at our risk, why Marion Hariand recommends Jewel ^
Renovator so highly. Why the finest homes, the most
exclusive clubs, and the largest hotels In New York,

Chicago and other large cities use this cleansing preparation In preference to any
other sold today. Send us only 25 cents In stamps or silver and we will ship you
at once, all charges paid, a large Introductory package of Jewel Renovator. A
one gallon trial of this wonderful cleansing, disinfecting compound will be
enough to prove its great worth to you. Every housewife from Maine to Cali-

pr~

‘The Test” at our risk.

Try It on your dullest rugs, your most delicate lace cur-
tains, your finest silks, or anything else that will test it

severely, and if you are not completely satisfied with what

fornla ought to make

The Test.
It will do to lighten your labors’, and to give that touch of freshness to the fur-
nishings of your home—If you are not delighted with the results—if you do not
find it worth five times what you paid for it, you can have your money back for
the asking. House-cleaning time is here. Your order will he filled the same
day we receive It. Write today.

JEWEL MANUFACTURING CO.. 900-918 Marshall Blvd., Chicago. III.

°NE TRIAL CAU0
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FREE Watch
Thia beautifully engraved Solid Gold Plated
American Watch, oqual In appearance toa21> year

. Solid Gold Filled Watoh,
ft fully warranted to keep cor-

I root time, lfl given free to

I anyone for Belling only 20 of /
' ou. Maelo &tone Set Initial

[

Bangle Rings atlOots.eacb. \
Order the 20 rings today and
when sold send ub the f2.00

and we will Bend you the watch and guarantee safe

li.Uv.rj. STANDARD JklVELRY CO., Dept. 17 CHICAGO, Ihfc

BREEN8ACKS BHEUgM-1 HIC
Get a bunoh of 8tage Greenbacks (not counterfeits) wrap

[

l

them around your own roll and show your friends what
„ a wad you oarry. Big bunob of $1570 10 cents.
DRAKE, DEPT. 232. 1941 HARRISON ST.. CHICAGO-

One Big Thrilling Story Free
TO VICK'S SUBSCRIBERS

We want 100,000 new subscribers. We have 100,000 copies of a wonderful and

beautiful story to give to 100,000 subscribers of Vick’s Magazine who will help us.

This book is only given to subscribers of Vick’s Magazine. You can get it in a few

minutes and it will help to make a better and more interesting magazine for you.

Show this copy of Vick’s Magazine to a friend. Let them read it and see the

remarkable improvements that are being made. In order to try our Magazine, they

will be willing to give you 25c to pay for a six month’s subscription. Vick’s will

be welcome to everyone who has the deepest and best interest of home at heart.

Will you help spread the pleasant message ?

“CALLED BACK”
A Story of Tremendous Power. Given Free to

Vick’s Subscribers for Obtaining One New '

Six Month’s Subscription for Only 25c.
Called Back

hy-
HughConway

1

setv'O'

iO*
•pS

“CALLED BACK”, by Hugh Conway, has won
world-wide fame for its author. The plot is unusual but
natural. The characters are the real men and women
as they exist in the world; not the impossible kind of
cheap fiction. The hero and heroine are of such lofty

type that no boy or girl, man or woman, unless dead
to all the tender sentiments of the human heart, can
read this book without receiving an inspiration. No
one can read “CALLED BACK” and not know that
there is such a thing as pure, unselfish love. 1

“CALLED BACK” is a masterpiece of English
as well as fiction. It enriches both heart and mind.
It is a story so sweet and enchanting that it ought to

be in every home. It is powerful and fascinating
throughput its nearly 200 pages.

ID prnl")£f ‘‘CALLED BACK” will be given free to Vick’s subscribersJtUUJCi only, for getting one six month’s subscription for Vick’s
Magazine.

The greatest and richest story, the biggest and best offer. Spdnd a pleasant
afternoon or an evening or two reading “CALLED BACK”, and you are liable to
read it the second time. It’s a story that sticks, and this is your opportunity to
get it FREE.

today, send us the 25c., and we
will mail “CALLED BACK” to you by return mail

ORDER BLANK

SLnw A/inlr’c t0 some friend nowkJllUW V ILK » -ii _ -i ATT Fn

VICK’S MAGAZINE CO.,
Oansvillc, N. Y.

Gkxtxeacex:—

E

nclosed, herewith, T'l for which please send Vick’s Magazine six months to a new

subscriber whose name Is

P. O St. or H. F. D

Stale am) send "Called Back’ to me as a premium for obtaining Ibis sub-
scription.

Name P- O

St. crR.F. D State

~ 'M v ,

, § A i
'

PLEASING THE PALATE
How This Can Be Done With Corn Meal and Pie Plant

RHEUMATISM
Sufferers can send address (no stamp re-
quired) and receive FREE a PAMPHLET
which tells what Rheumatism really is,

the cause of the pain attending it, and how
to obtain a lasting and inexpensive cure.

S. F.KIMBALL, 1 and 3 Union Sq., New Yoi k

A GENEROUS OFFER
To sufferers of CATARRH and DEAFNESS. To

show our confidence in Ayers’ Catarrh Jelly we will

send 25c tube on ten days FREE trial. If benefited
send money, if not a 2c stamp will return it. Write
today. Ayers Chemical Co., Box V, Sidney, Ohio.

Rhubarb Delicacies

By Mrs. Byron Backus

Few things are more refreshing in the
spring than viands prepared from fruit.

The savory rhubarb, in all its aromatic
freshness, is plentiful now and can be
prepared in an endless number of de-
lightful wavs. The following are tested
recipes.

Rhubarb Jelly and Whipped Cream
Skin and cut one pound of rhubarb

into small pieces, put in a saucepajt with
one cupful of sugar and cook slowly’

until soft but not broken. Soak two
tablespoonfuls of gelatine iu one-half
cupful of cold water until soft, then add
the hot rhubarb, with two tablespoonfuls
of lemon juice. Place in a mold and
thoroughly chill. Serve in squares with
whipped cream or a' soft custard.

Rhubarb Charlotte

Stew rhubarb slowly until it can be
pressed through a sieve. For each pint
allow one cupful of sugar, and one-third
box of gelatine dissolved in just enough
cold water to cover; then add the fruit,

and when nearly cold and commencing
to jelly add oue-third its bulk of stiffly

whipped cream. Turn into a melted
mold and set in a cold place to harden.
By omitting the cream and adding the
stiffly beaten whites of four 'eggs to

this mixture it becomes a sponge.

Rhubarb Tapioca
To one pint of chopped rhubarb, add

two dozen cooked prunes, one quarter
cupful liquid iu which the prunes were
cooked and half cupful sugar. Boil ten
minutes, then add half cupful tapioca
which has been soaked one hour in one
cupful cold water. Cook until tapioca
is transparent, and serve either hot or

chid with cream and sugar or whipped
cream.

Rhubarb Cream Pie

Cut and chop one coffee cupful of
rhubarb, mix with the same measure of

sugar. Moisten two tablespooufuls of

corn starch with one of cold water, and
till the cup with boiling water. Add the
starch to the fruit and sugar, also the
beaten yolks of four eggs. Line a pie
plate with paste, fill with the mixture
and bake in a moderate oven until firm
in the center. Cover with a meringue
made with the beaten whites of four
eggs, four tablespooufuls powdered sugar.
Brown delicately in the oven.

Rhubarb Puffs

One cupful of fiuely chopped rhubarb,
one cupful sugar, two tablespooufuls
butter, one teaspoonful bakiug powder,
one quarter cupful milk, two eggs,
sufficient flour to make a stiff batter.

Cream butter and sugar. Add well beaten
eggs, milk, flour, rhubarb and baking
powder. Half fill W’ell greased cups and
steam half an hour. For the sauce cream
together one-half cupful butter, one cup-
ful powdered sugar, then add by degrees
one whipped egg, beating until smooth.
The last thing before serving stir in

three tablespoonfuls boiling water.

Rhubarb Roll

Mix up a rich biscuit crust ; roll out
half an iucli thick

;
cover with a layer

of raw cut rhubarb
;

sprinkle thickly
with sugar

;
roll up

;
lay ou a buttered

plate and steam forty minutes, then
place iu a hot oveu long enough to dry
off, and serve with a hard sauce.

Rhubarb and Raspberry Jam
To each pound of prepared rhubarb,

allow one pound of raspberries, and two
pounds of sugar. Boil slowly and
steadily until it jellies when tested on a

cold plate. Fill jelly tumblers, cover
with paraffin aud keep in a cool place.
Strawberries may also be used in the
same mauner.

Corn Recipes

By Elma Iona Locke

Raised Corn Bread

One pint of lukewarm water, one tea-

spoon of salt, one-half cup of yeast; stii

in enough corn meal to make a batter,
and set iu a warm place to rise. Whet
light, stir in two well beaten eggs, one
large spoonful of butter, melted, and
one-half teaspoon of soda dissolved in a

little warm water. Bake in a slow oven.
Half a cup of molasses or sugar may be
added if liked.

QuicK Corn Bread
Two cups of sour milk, one well beater

egg, one teaspoon of salt, one teaspoor
of soda, three cups of corn meal

; stir well
and bake in a quick oven.

English Johnnie CaKe
One heaping cup of corn meal, one-

half cup of flour, one-lialf cup each ol

sweet and sour milk, one-fourth cup
each of molasses and sugar, one large
spoonful of butter, one teaspoonful eacl
of salt and soda, one well beaten egg:
mix thoroughly, pour into a well but
tered pan and bake for twenty minute;
in a quick oveu.

Corn Muffins

One cup of corn meal, one of flour
one teaspoon each of salt and soda, ant
two of cream of tartar. Sift all togelhei
twice, and add two eggs, and enougL
sweet milk to make a soft batter. Bakf
in muffin rings or gem pans, in a ho
oven.

Brown Bread
One pint of corn meal, one pint ol

flour, one teaspoon of salt, and three oi

soda dissolved in a cup of cold water,
two cups of sour milk, one cup o*

molasses. Steam for five hours, thee
bake for half an hour.

Corn Meal Pancakes
Three cups of sour milk, one teaspooL

of soda, salt, one egg, one tablespoon oi

molasses, one cup of flour, one cup oi

corn meal, mix well and fry. Sweet
mi’k and bakiug powder may be sub-
stituted for the soda and sour milk.

Raised Corn Batter Cakes
At night take one pint of lukewarml

water, one teaspoon of salt, one spoonfu
of molasses, one-half cup of yeast, sti

iu, alternately, two large spoonfuls oi|

corn meal and one of flour until it make
a batter a little thicker than for buck
wheat cakes. Set in a warm place unt
morning, then dissolve a half teaspo
of soda in a little warm water and add
the batter, beating it well. Bake on
hot griddle.

Mississippi Corn Bread
One pint of boiled rice, mashed fii

one pint of corn meal, one spoonful
butter, bake iu a pan like a pound
in a hot oven.

Corn Gems
One cup of sour milk, two tablespoons

of molasses, one-half teaspoon of salt,

one-third teaspoon of soda, one cup each
of corn meal and flour. Bake iu genii
pans iu a hot oven. This quantity makes]
twelve gems.

Corn Popovers

Scald one pint of milk, add one table-

spoon of butter
;
stir in a generous half-

pint of corn meal. When cool, add three
well beaten eggs, put iu hot gem pans
and bake in a quick oven.

Corn Meal Pudding (Boiled)

Put on one pint of milk to boil, aE
when it begins to boil, stir in slov
four tablespoons of corn meal mil
with a little cold milk and one egg
beaten. Stir until thick, and serve
with sugar and cream, flavored.
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FREE

EMBROIDERY
PATTERNS

FkD a limited time only we are making the
following very exceptional offer; We

will send you—ABSOLUTELY FREE—

a

Full Embroidery Outfit, consisting of ALL the
artistic patterns named below together witb a cake
of the new “IDEAL” Stamping Preparation and
a handy Distributing Pad. The patterns include
new and beautiful designs for a complete set of in-

itials, a large centrepiece, a set of doilies, a ladies’

white linen or lawn hat, a cute cap for baby, sev-
eral of the latest style turnovers for the neck, as
well a? many other charming and graceful orna-
ments, designs for shirt waists and skirts, wash
suits, infants wear, stand and bureau covers and
many other uses that will at once occur to all taste-

ful, resourceful women.

FURTHERMORE
P we send you a cake of the latest Improved
Stamping Preparation the “IDEAL” and a very
convenient distributing pad for use therewith.
This Stamping Preparation is a new invention
which does away once for all with the use of hot
irons and all such bother, makes a perfectly plain
clear impression every time, and yet washes out
at once in ordinary soap and water. It comes in

convenient cake form, and is applied with the
greatest ease by means of our Special Distributing
Pad. which we include with every outfit.

\row
A DSC)

this entire EMBROIDERY a,nd
STAMPING OUTFIT will be given

ABSOLUTELY FREE to all who mail a
quarter—25 cents in all—for a club of two one-year
trial subscriptions to the biggest national monthly
published at a popular price. AMERICAN
HOME MAGAZINE. This big new periodical has
drawn upon all the almost unlimited resources of

a great publishing organization for its endless var-
iety of startling features. Here you will find the
big provokingly funny cartoons, the screamingly
odd Happy Hooligan, Buster Brown, And Her
Name was Maud, and the dozen and one other
marvelous creations of those master minds of
mirth and fun—Opper, Dirks, Bunny, Outcault—
and all the rest. Of the magazine’s great editorial

writers only a few of the dozens upon dozens can
here be mentioned, Among these are; ELLA
WHEELER WILCOX, the most brilliant woman
in contemporary American life; DINXELSPIEL,
the inimitable—the man who has set all the world
a-laughing; MAURICE MAETERLINCK, Bel-
gium’s foremost living philosopher and litterateur:
CLARA MORRIS, the noted actress, who will
write of life on the stage and of the busy world ;

PROFESSOR GARRETT P. SERVISS, who has
magically transformed the mysteries of science
into tales of marvelous romance, and BEATRICE
FAIRFAX, the most brilliant, cleverest
woman who has ever written on love, romance
and the things of the heart. These are but a few
of the master minds who will contribute regularly
to the great new monthly. For the strange—the
unlike—the fascinating, read the brilliantly inter-
esting new AMERICAN HOME MAGAZINE.
Don’t buy an embroidery or stamping outfit, but
just mail a quarter- 25 cents in all—to-day for a
club of two one-year trial subscriptions to the great

,
AMERICAN HOME MAGAZINE, and get this
splendid complete outfit—ABSOLUTELY FREE
—for a short time only. Mail your quarter at once

to: AMERICAN HOME MAGAZINE. Dept.
E. P. 5-41., 40 Rose St., New York City.

When writing advertisers mention Vick’s

A Pure Gold
SHELL SIGNET RING
YQR ONLY 15 CENTS.
We engrave ring with your initial

FREE and fill all orders same day re-
ceived. You would probably pay
any jeweler $1.00 for a ring that
would look no better and be no
better. Has appearance of solid
Gold Ring, guaranteed to wear for
years. THIS IS A SPECIAL
PRIZE OFFER MADE ONLY
BECAUSE WE HAVE A SPECIAL
REASON FOR IT, The 15c. we ask
you to send will not even cover the
expense of mailing, labor, engraving
and cost of this advertisement. WE
WANT YOUR NAME. To get it

we are really giving you the ring
free. We want to place in your
hands our GRAND PRIZE OFFER.
Every one who sends us l Sc. Tor one
of these handsome signet rings shall

be told how easily they may get a
beautiful small GENUINE DIA-
MOND RING. So simple and easy
to get that you will be amazed: We
mean every word we say. We are a
reliable concern, and we are going
to make every one who answers this
advertisement glad they did it.

Send 15c. to-day, stating initial

desired and give finger measurement
(size number or piece of paper).
Write plainly. /

American Family Journal
235 W. 23d St., New York City

© '

THE HOUSE IN THE WOOD

First Floor. Plan

The problem which the architect has to

solve in designing an inexpensive house
is to souse simple materials as to produce
a harmonious whole.
The illustration shows “ Jungle Nook, ”

the residence of Mr. J. H. Howard, at

Lake Bluff, 111 ., from plans by Webster
Tomlinson, architect, of Chicago, and
which was built by day labor.

The first story is covered with boards
10 inches wide, left rough just as they
come from the saw, and nailed at the
bottom only, the top being held securely
in place by the horizontal battens of
special shape, which allows the wide
boards to shrink and swell without split-

ting, as they do if nailed both top and
bottom. The second story is covered
with ship-lap, which permits the use of

simple planks iu window frames made at

the building, thus reducing the bill for

“mill work.” The outside casings are
made of the same batten described above.
The glass is made in a simple leaded de-
sign, with white diamond-shaped spots
as shown, and adds much to the effective-

ness of the exterior.

The divisions in the roof carry out the
idea below of horizontal stratification.

All the work about the house, including
the interior trim, is so designed as to

avoid the use of “special” materials,

and is such that the carpenter can make
all the ‘trim” except the sash and doors,

at the building. Such of the material
as is of special shape can be ordered by
the lineal foot at so much per thousaud
feet, thus effecting quite a saving.
The plastering is what is known as

“laid on” work, the second coat of

rough mortar being put on when the first

coat has had time to set, but before it is

dry. It is then brought to an eveu
sanded surface aud when dry aud hard is

simply stained, which gives it a soft and
velvety appearance, a much more beauti-
ful surface than the flat, hard kalsomine
used so extensively.

The finish outside is one coat of brown
cresote stain for the main story. The
second story is painted white. The shin-

gles are moss green, dipped in stain be-

fore laying. The cornice, sill course and
window casings are dark oiive green in

the second story and white in the first

story. The inside trim is stained and
oiled, all panels being finished natural

with shellac and coat of oil rubbed down.
The floors are quarter-sawed Georgia
pine, stained and oiled.

The plan shows the large living room,
so much desired nowadays, with stair

hall, dining room and kitchen on the

first floor. The second floor is arranged
for four bed rooms, each with closet, and
an extra linen closet off the hall. The
dressing room between two of the rooms
is provided with lavatory, and the bath
room is most conveniently located. An
attic for storage, or in which two more
good sized rooms could be arranged, is

lighted by skylight.
The automobile house adjoining harm-

onizes wdth the residence, care being
taken not to make it simply a duplicate
on a smaller scale.

The cost of the two buildings, based
on the prices for labor and material as

shown by the schedule, would be $2,015.

The following prices include material

and labor;

Mason work $ 235.00
Carpentry 1200.00

Plastering 140.00

Plumbing 150.00

.Sheet metal 20.00

Painting 100.00

Furnace 170.00

$2,015.00

Second Floor. Plan

The foolish and wicked practice of
profane swearing is so low aud mean
a vice that every person of sense and
character detests and despises it.

Artistic
Modern Homes

Before you build

Bend for my port-

folio containing

over 60 designs

In frame, brick

and plaster
houses. Frio e

$1.00. My book

“Concrete

Block Houses”

contains 27 ex-

ceptionally artistic designs in concrete block con-

st ruction, price $1.00. Both books show floor

plans, etc. H v WITTEKIND,
4730 N. Clark St., Chicago, III.

CANCER Painless home cure without knife

or plaster. Send to-day for free
booklet. I) Its. JONES RINEHART, G—
190S W. Wash. St., Indianapolis. Ind.

$1000 REWARD!
T positively guarantee my Con-

centrated Ergo=Kolo “Monthly” Compound.
Safely relieves some of the longest, most obstinate, ab-
normal cases in three to five days. No harm, pain or
interference with work. Mail $1.50. Double strength
$2.00. “LADIES” BOOKLET FREE.
DR. SOUTHINGTON. R.CO., I)EPT. 80, KANSAS CITY, MO.

VARICOSE VEINS
Relief at Last. People afflicted with discolored, hard,
knotted, painful and itching, ruptured and ulcerated
veins, have received quick relief and removal of
same, by using our “VaricosA” method of treatment.
Write, describing your case fully. Mention sex.

V. CURTISS MEDICINE CO., Denver, Colo.

FRFF* If
-
you want t0 £et some good booksDvvUij I DLL. free j'ust send me your name and I

will mail you my catalogue and tell you how to get any
of them without paying a cent. Costs nothing to know.
The Cushman Co., Dept. 221, Springfield, flass.

nflKI’T MARRY, DOCTOR, or despair

Lf U « I “Don’t do a thing” till you see
clearly what’s best by aid of Flash-

lights on Human Nature, on health, disease, love,
marriage and parentage. Tells what you’d ask a doc-
tor, but don’t like to. 240 pages illustrated, 25 cents;
but to introduce it we send one only to any adult for
postage, 10 cents.

MURRAY HILL BOOK CO., 129K East 28th Street, New York.

Western Girl
Souvenir Postals;
just out; hit of the
day; embossed in
bright colors.

The Cowgirl and the “Tenderfoot,” etc. Each card
has appropriate verse. Highly original scenes. Full
set of 8 cards 20c; half set 12c; Stamps or silver.

INTERMOUNTAIN POST CARD CO., Dept. 2, Denver, Colo.

New Vegetable Peaches

A Genuine Wonder,
Who would not grow them ?

Who would not eat them ?

Perfectly delicious.
Nothing like them under the sun
Grows from the seed in 8o days.

Size of an Orange.
Of easiest Culture—marvellous yielders.

Succeeds everywhere.
Buy at headquarters.

Onlyiocts, per pkt. with full directions.
I Give a nice Present with every order.

Illustrated Catalog accompanies the seeds.
Don’t delajr. Address,

A. T. Cook. (Seedsman,) HYDE PARK, N. Y.

JWorphine
A painless home remedy for the

Opium, Morphine, or Laudanum habit.

Free trial sent on application.

ST. JAMES SOCIETY,
Suite 310 ,

IJ8I Broadway, New York.

AGENTS
We want a capable representa-
tive iu every city and town to
solicit subscriptions. Full par-
ticulars aud Agents Outfit/ree.

The Cushman Co., Dept. 219, Springfield, Mass.

$10 for Five Days

Don’t you think our offer to give

Six High Grade Rose Bushes with a

year’s subscription to Vick’s Maga-

zine is an attractive one ? It is safe

to say that you would enjoy their

blossoms and fragrance during the

coming summer. Many of your

friends would accept this offer if

they could see it, or if some one

could show it to them. We would

like to give some one $10 for 5 days’

work in doing this. It ought to be

you, or some friend who would ap-

preciate an opportunity like this.

Write for particulars to VICK’S
MAGAZINE, Dansville, N. Y.
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We'll
ship you ————

—

———wmmm
a single article or furnish your home complete and give you from twelve to sixteen months in
to pay tor your purchases. You enjoy the full use of the home furnishings while paying for

HOMES FURNISHED ON CREDIT
We furnish homes on credit all over the United States. We charge abso-
lutely nothing for this credit accommodation—no interest—no extras.

GATOLOG No. 31 FREE trated
catalog, quoting astonishingly low prices on everything to
furnish and beautify the home, picturing a wonderfully exten-
sive line of Furniture, Carpets, Rugs, Draperies, Refrigerators,
Go-Carts, Stoves, Crockery, Sewing Machines, Clocks, Silver-
ware, etc., illustrated very elaborately in colors. Write at once
for this beautiful catalog—this great price wonder. Write today.

wearing quality of genuine leather) has patent reclin-
ing back, deeply tufted, broad, spacious seat, oil tempered steel
springs. Frame is made of solid oak elaborately carved,
has large carved heads on each arm. It’s a world beater at the
price. Shipped upon receipt of $1, balance payable at the rate of 50c per month.
22 Great Stores. This concern handles more goods than any other store or combination of furniture stores In
America, none excepted. It enjoys buying advantages which enable ds to sell at lower prices than any other Jirm
in the business. Satisfaction or your money back. You have our reputation of 63 years standing and our posi-
tive guarantee, backed by a capital of two million dollars, to insure you of absolute satisfaction. Write us today.HARTMA |U* FURNITURE & CARPET GOnM I IVIM I V 223-225-227-229 Wabash Av., Chicago, U.S./I

SPVfIT A T. fiO.Tl AV fl’F’PP’R to ivtrotutce ottr latest large, powermlOxXil/iail OU-liA A UXJCXjXV achromatic telescope, with SOLAR EYE-FLECtE

FACETO FACE WJTH THE SUN! Violets, “sweet violets—sweeter than
all the roses,’’ these beauteous creations
of nature constitute our theme for May.

- S
on *th« tnn

3 NEEDED ON FARM, SEAOR RANCH. BY MAIL INSURED, Si.20POSITIVELY such a good telescope was never sold for this price before. These TeTesennos ...
largest manufacturers of Europe, measure closed 12 inches and open over 3% feet ini spetfnn^TWBRASS SAFETY CAB on eachend to exclude dust, etc., withPOWERFUL EENSFS ^RA5

S 5?U.
N^>

GUARANTEED BY THE MAKER. Heretofore Telescopes of this sLze hiwFbeensoW from 2s m?Ha
8
£>
011S<i and adJusted-

in the country or at seaside resorts should certainly secure one of these instruments-
one-OBJECTS(MILESAWAY are brought to

lafet packed Hbv

it was almost 80 per cent concealed. Your Solar eye-piece is a great thing. Its value to me on th,VoerashS, £££2}
times greater than the entire outlay for the Telescone. Yours truly. L S HENRY occasion was many
^IRTLAND BROS. & CO., DEPT. V. F„ 90 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW'YORK.

GRAND BASEBALL OUTFIT'

FREE to BOYS

This grand outfit contains seven full size pieces. The ash bat Is 32 inches
long. The mask is made of heavy wire, full size. The catcher’s mitt is finely
made. The ball is strongly stitched and finely finished. The cap is well made.
A tanned leather fielder’s glove and adjustable fancy baseball belt complete this
dandy outfit. X will give you this splendid seven-piece outfit for a little easy
work. Just write me to-day and I will tell you Xrow you can get th'is great outfit.

A. M. PIPER, Sec., 317 Popular Building, DES MOINES, IOWA.

apron
PATTERN

Also &
10 Beautiful

High Art

Post Cards

FREE!
This is the only apron pat-

tern that is neat and pretty,
as well as the best model
ever offered to any lady in
sizes 32, 36, 40 and 44 inch
bust measure. Only one but-
ton to fasten. We are going

to give this apron
pattern together with
10 beautiful high art
three color post cards
to any lady who will
send us two new sub-
scriptions at 10c each,
20c in all. We make
this liberal offer in

,orderto introduce into
many new homes the
Ladies’ Favorite Maga-
zine, one of the hand-
somest, popular priced
papers printed. It is a
woman’s paper from
cover to cover. Pub-
lishes splendid novels
by C. M. Braeme, Ida M.
Black and others. Pages
devoted to Fashions,
Fancy Work, Cooking,
Children. Bright Stories

. etc. Each issue printed
I

. in bright colors and
In fact is better than
many papers ch&rg
Uig 60c a year. Send

k
as two subscriptions
, 0day, one for your-
’j.selFat 10c and get
*Uone friend to sulv
^.scribe at 10c making
two altogether, 20e
in all and we will

— send yon this apron pat-
tern and 10 beautiful Art Post
Cards for your trouble^. Give

.

” Alze of bust when writing.

ladies
1

Favorite Magazine, Pattern 10, Des Moines, Iowa

GALLON
FOR

READY MIXED PAINT
Have you heard of our latest and
greatest offers^in Ready Mixed
House, Barn and other Paints?

. . . Comparatively speaking, we have
reduced the cost of paiDting to next to nothing, and
made It so easy that a boy can do the work.
If you don’t know all about our great paint offer,
then look in one of our Big Catalogues for the Paint
Department. It you haven't the Big Book, borrow
your neighbor’s, otherwise, on a postal card addressed
to us simply say, "Mail me your great free PAINT
OFFERS AND FREE PAINT BOOKS.” Address.

SEARS, ROEBUCK & CO., CHICAGO, ILL.

If you have a Victor,
Columbia, or any make
disk Talking Machine,
send 60c for one of our
Star records. Money
back if not satisfied to-

gether with charges.
Address:

The National
154'! Ave. A.

Schenectady, N. Y.

to PER MONTH readilv made
irv 1U bv any oue representing us.
Experience unnecessary. Greatest Patented

liV uk woader of the age. THE MINUTE CHl'KN will
make butter from sweet Milk or Cream

: '^>yk in less than 5 minutes. Every owner of a
cow he wild to possess one. No more
all day. back-breaking churnings. Free^ ' churn to workers, Address

rnrr MINUTE CHURN CO.
rKLL Dept. 75, Cincinnati, o.

Pillow Cover

Whatever the month may be, no other
flower lends itself with such dainty effect
to the needle-woman’s fascinating art as
does the violet. As spring merges into
early summer the
minds of not a few
turn to the delightful
afternoon teas and
luncheons in a cozy
bay “window, or better,

on the shaded- and
sheltered veranda —
those charmingly in-
formal functions so
enjoyable to both guest
and hostess. Antici-
pating these engaging
summer events the
housewife often re-

marks to herself, and
sometimes audibly to
others, “How lovely
it would be to have a
set of those exquisite
embroidered doilies
and a beautiful center-

piece to match.”

The Luncheon Set

Accordingly she sends to The New
Vick’s and obtains the designs therefor,
and goes to work diligently and inamar-
velously short time the set is complete,
a veritable dream of dainty beauty. She
will find her desigus stamped on white
linen, each set consisting of one i8-iucli

ceuterpiece and six 6-inch, or 12-inch,
doilies. A complete diagram lesson and
a handsome color study will accompany
each set.

Pillow Design

On the porch where the luncheon is to
be served will be rockers, easy chairs,
settees, etc., most inviting places for

violet pillows. Hence designs for these
are also sent for and a little later are
worked. In the design here shown the
flowers are arranged in profusion over
and around a rustic border. A shower of
falling petals drift lazily over the tinted
motto.

Baby’s Bonnet

The Baby’s Bonnet
Then, too, in most well regulatei

homes where charming luncheons ar

often served on the veranda in the warn
afternoons of the “good old summe
time,” there is apt to be a little bab;
toddler dodging in and out, and “hoy
lovely” to have baby’s bonnet harmoniz>
with the doilies, the violet pillows, etc
Hence the embroidery department of thy

New Vick’s is appealed to again to fur

uish a design for the little one’s bonnet
How perfectly charming the combina
tion of baby and bonnet will look, th
illustration herewith indicates.

I

A Beautiful Doily
Should the baby’s proud mamma no

have enough violet embroidery to do ii

working out the designs described tliu

far she could send for several of the in

dividual lace bordered violet doilie
shown in this column.

Helpful Suggestions

FLOWERS—Start on one-side of a petal
near the top, and work a row of long-and

short stitch straigh

across the top end o
the petal. When thy
opposite margin lia.

been reached, go dowi
the side of the peta
with outline stitch, t<

a point that shall mark
the lower edge of the

second rosy of long-

and-short stitch. Keep
the outer edge of this

first row close anc

even, make the uppei
and lower edges ol

each succeeding row
irregular and uneven,
Leave space between
the stitches of eact
row for the stitches oij

succeeding rows. Work
back to the opposite
margin, placing each]

stitch in this row between two stitches

of the preceding row of long-and-
short stitch

;
blend the stitches backj

between the stitches of the first row a

(Continued on page Jj)

A Doily



TO THE READERS OF
THE VICK’S MAGAZINE

A Clean Straight Talk on the Folly of Trying to Cure Constipation by the Use
of Cathartics and the Wonderful Results Accomplished Right

at Home by the New “Midgley Way.
99

For the Benefit of Our Readers, Prof. T. H. Midgley Gives an Interesting Talk On the Remarkable
Results Attained by His New Rational Method in Curing Constipation

Without Pills and Drastic Drugs .

For the benefit of our readers we publish a
timely and interesting talk by Prof. T. H. Midgley
on a point which is most vital to every man,
woman and child in this country—the way to stop
the spreading danger, of chronic constipation.
All be says is true, and evidences of it are so
many and varied, as seen in hundreds of letters

from those who have done as he advocates, that
we think it a public benefit to make them known.
We recommend Prof. Midgley most earnestly to
our readers.

24-Hour “Habit” All Important
“Although it is one of the simplest things in

the world to cure even the worst case of chronic
constipation, yet nearly every other man and
woman you meet is positively so stopped up as
to be hardly able to think clearly. To get the
habit every 24 hours regularly, works wonders.
By the “habit” I don’t mean the cathartic habit,
but I mean that “natural, easy move” that every
one ought to have without being obliged to make
a rush for the pill box every night.

Must Quit Pill Habit
“You young and middle aged men and women

who eat and drink everything you like, and you
old men and women who are addicted to pill

eating to keep your overdue bowels going, you
don’t realize that there would not be one one-hun-
dredth part of the disease on earth today if your
bowels were absolutely regular.
“You can shake your fist at almost any old

disease known if you’ve got the bowels that do
business every 24 hours. This is plain talk, but
any doctor will tell you the same thing, only he
may be more particular in his language and it

won't make the impression on your mind.

Cathartics Can’t Cure Consti-

pation

“It is true that cathartics sluice out the bowels
Clean, but they also sluice out that bowel moving
juice or secretion which Nature has put in every
good bowel to make it work easy and right.

When this natural lubricating fluid is cleaned out,

your bowels become mere dead pipes. Then you
get a bad case of constipation and pills are swal-
lowed to do the moving. This goes on, over and
over again.and this is why so many/are constipated.
•‘Take it for granted now that you would like

to quit taking pills and drugs, castor oil.,cascara,
jalap, gamboge and all other cathartics and con-
sider my new rational method that has cured so
many.

How You Can Stop Constipation

Forever
“If you will do as I say you can get rid of your

constipation right now aud forget about it ever
after.
“Forget forever that there are any pills, pow-

ders or poiions for moving the bowels. They
will move themselves if you will just give them a
start the ‘Midgley Way.’ You will never realize

how gratifying it is to have regular bowels, and
how fine it feels to really live, until you have
tried it.

“My Rational Method includes a remarkable
system of bowel exercises for which I send care-
ful directions with engraved cuts, to show just
how the exercises should be taken. These ex-
ercises are so easy that they are used without
difficulty by delicate women and very elderly
people, yet they are so scientific as to stimulate
the relaxed bowel muscles and restore them to
normal activity in a remarkably short period.
No restrictions are placed, upon the diet, though
I do insist on the use for a time of a certain con-
centrated Fruit Food called “Pomolo,” which I
have discovered to be possessed of a marvelous
tonic and strengthening effect on the entire
digestive system. This wonderful Pomolo Fruit
is as pleasant to the taste as oranges, and I supply
it in a concentrated form from which all harmful
acids are eliminated, so that it not only sharpens
the appetite, but helps to digest starchy foods and
thus prevents the formation of gas in the
stomach and bowels—but I cannot go into details

here.
• “I am willing to teli anyone, who will take the
trouble to ask me, just exactly how to use this
simple method, and how to be cured right at
home, so that it will no longer be necessary to
dose with all kinds

|
0f harmful drugs and acids.

I have published a book which contains this
Midgley Method in detail; and as it would be
impossible to tell you in this brief space what it

contains I will send this book to any man or
woman who is interested enough in a cure to
send me a few postage stamps so as to pay the
bare cost of sending it.”

For the benefit of our readers we have taken
the trouble to pick out at random a few of these
letters and publish them. For instance Mr. F.
G. Jackson, who had almost become a mere
skeleton and had suffered for 10 years, cured him-
self in a few days by the “Midgley Way.”

“Jackson, Old Boy, You’re Look-
ing Fine”

Mr. F. G. Jackson, Mining Engineer of the
American Flag Quartz mine at Comptonville,
Calif., says: “Prof. T. H. Midgley, Dear Sir: I

I have gained 10 pounds in

patients who have tried the “Midgley Way” as
a laBt desperate effort, and to tjieir surprise have
been easily and quickly cured.
Mrs. Morgan Parkhurst of Gerry, N. Y., suf-

fered for 30 years and cured herself in 30 days

;

and so on down the list.

you help to paralyze your own bowels. You can
have them move every day regularly without
taking any of these paralyzers, if you “ill only
follow out my idea, which has already proved
successful in hundreds of cases that I have cured.

took your advice. _ .

weight aud my friends remark as I meet them,
‘Jackson, old boy, you’re looking fine.’ I tried
almost every kind of patent medicine for 10 years
to no good. Your advice has proved marvelous.
I was almost a skeleton but now I feel as young
and hearty as I did 20 years ago. I thank God
and Prof. T. H. Midgley.”

Was Near Death Results of Constipation.

Tlios. Needham, 1528 S. 44th Ave., Chicago,
says: “I suffered from chronic constipation for
10 years. I tried every cathartic in the market
in vain. Doctors could do nothing and death
seemed near. By following your advice I cured
myself permanently in just one month.”

“When a train is stuck in the tunnel and can-
not be disloged, it stops traffic. With the body it

is worse, because when there is a blocking-up
somewhere in your 30 feet of bowels, the poison
from the blockade is going to be soaked up by
the little capillaries on the inside lining of the
bowels, and all this poison is rushed right through
the blood.
“It goes to the brain naturally, and in every

part of the body, every organ is being fed on this
polluted blood, or sewerage. It goes to your face
in the form of pimple-poison and breaks out on
the skin—it goes to your head and gives you head-
aches and dizziness—it goes to your brain and
makes you drowsy— it weakens the stomach and
causes dyspepsia and had breath— it goes to the
liver and causes biliousness— it goes to the kid-
neys and eventually gives rise to Bright's disease—it goes to the heart and makes it thump— it goes
to the eyes and they lose their luster—it makes
your nerves flabby and weak aud out-o ’-sorts, and
is the advance agent of all kinds of disease which
you couldn’t get at all if there was pure, rich red
blood flowing in your veins and your whole body
was in prime condition.”

Doctors Admit “Drug-Sin.”

The Chief Clerk of the Pennsylvania Railroad
company, located at 1 New Brunswick, N. J., says:
•‘I have suffered from chronic constipation for
the past six years, taking most all of th <2 pills

and potions I ever beard of. At one time I be-
came so bad I decided to give up my position
with the railroad, as I felt my days were num-
bered.
“One physician told me that he. as well as

others, were powerless to cure constipation with
drugs, saying that the purgatives inflame the
bowels and eventually paralyze them. I followed
your advice, have not spent, a penny for drugs of
any sort and I am cured.”

Look Out for Your Nerves !

“You simply Can’t Cure Constipation with Pills, Powders or Potions.
Force is Folly. I Tell You How to Cure Yourself at Home

Without Drastic Drugs.’’

Had Tried Every Kind of

Medicine
Miss Ella Cea, of Boone, la., says: “I had been

Cathartics That Increase

Constipation

There is hardly anything which restores the
nerves as quickly and surely as regular bowels.
Most people who have weak nerves and are run
down, are chronically, constipated. It is surpris-
ing in how short a time a man or woman can
build up a stroug body by being absolutely regular
and taking Prof. Midgley ’s treatment.
Our readers can be positively certain of results

if they will but send for Prof. Midgley’s book and
follow his advice. He is known all over the
country as the “Constipation Wizard.” His
method is all so wonderful, and so simple that it

lias been said by a great many to be a positive
pleasure to adopt the “Midgley Way” of getting
cured RIGHT AT HOME. His advice to you
will be worth hundreds of dollars and you will
have saved years of misery, bad health, and dan-
ger of disease.
Those who are cured by his Rational Treat-

ment say they realize what it is to really live
and have that exquisite feeling of perfect health,
cheerful spirits, good digestion, clear mind-, quick
memory, energy, courage and ambition, to a de-
gree which they never before could und rstand
or experience—and all this, by taking his treat-
ment in their own homes.

How to Get the Advice.

a constant sufferer from that dread disease, con-
stipation, all my life, aud had tried every kind
of medicine and consulted many different, doc-
tors but none proved successful. At last I con-
cluded to give Prof. Midgley ’s drugle3s treatment
atria^. I did so and at the end of one month
was entirely cured. My general health grew
better and at present am in the best of health.
Can say it is a wonderful cure and a help to any-
one suffering as I was.”

“Aloes, calomel, croton oil, cascara sagrada,
jalap, gamboge, blue mass, coloeynth, asafoetida,
senna, epsom salts, laxative mineral waters,
podophvllin, castor oil, nux vomica, liyoscy-
amus, belladonna and other acids and drugs
which only physicians know about, cause re-

action in the bowels and increase chronic con-
stipation instead of curing it. —
“It is not necessary to depend on any one of

these sinful drugs; and just as sure as you do,

All you have to do is to cut out the coupon,
fill in your name and address on the blank lines,

and send it, with 10c in postage, to Prof. T. H.
Midgley, 1900 Midgley Block, Kalamazoo, Mich.
He will, by return mail, send you his book, ex-
plaining how you can be cured of chronic consti-
pation RIGHT AT HOME, the “Midgley Way.”
He will also send you by letter his expert advice
upon any point relating to constipation on
which you may ask information. Mail the
coupon today.

Suffered 20 Years, Cured in 30
Days COUPON

Mr, Geo. E. Barker, 39 Bailey St., Boston,
Mass., writes that he had been troubled with con-
stipation for 15 or 20 years and had tried every
drug in the market. He cured himself in one
mouth the “Midgley Way.”

Fill in your name aud address on dotted lines below aud mail to Prof. T. H. Midgley,

1909 Midrrley Block, Kalamazoo, Mich., with 10c enclosed, aud by return mail he will send you

his illustrated book explaining his simple way of curing constipation permanently. Write

plainly,

The Opportunity of a Lifetime

This method offers the greatest opportunity to

be cured of chronic constipation that you have
ever had come to your notice.
You would be amazed to see the array of letters

that are received daily by this benefactor of man-
kind. These letters are from worn-out pill-ridden

a v
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NEW INVENTION!
NOTHING ELSE LIKE IT.

Ohioan’s New Method of

Cleaning Clothes.
Causing Great Excitement

Where Exhibited.
UNLIKE ANYTHING YOU’VE SEEN

OR HEARD OF.

Cleans Family Wash In
30 to 50 Minutes.

No Rubbing—No Chemicals—No flotors
No Washboard—No Wash Machine.

OVER 35,000 ALREADY SOLD—LADIES DELIGHTED
SKE HOW SIMPLE, different, easy. Put on stove—add water, then soap, then clothes—that’s all.

In 5 to 8 minutes clothes clean. Laundries clean
clothes without rubbing—the EASY WAY does the
same at your home. Dirt removed automatically
except to move knob occasionally.

The EASY WAY, in one operation does the combined
work of wash boiler, wash board and washing machine

—

less time, almost no labor—no injury to clothes.

THE EASY WAY develops energy by mechanical
manipulation, associated with hot water, soap suds,
super-heated steam, and scalding vapor, utilized as
a compound force, all confined in a closed metal
compartment. Special operating arrangements.
Cleans woolens, flannels, blankets, or colored

clothes, as well as white goods, finest laces, cur-
tains, bed clothes. Saves time, fuel, labor, clothes,
buttons, strength, looks, health and money.
EASY WAY IN 30 TO 50 MINUTES CLEANS WASHING

WHICH BEFORE TOOK THE ENTIRE DAY.
No rubbing, wear, tear or injury. No soggy, bad-

smelling heavy wood—but all metal, strong, dura-
ble, sanitary, light in weight. Easily used, cleaned,
handled—always ready. Child can use it—no exper-
iment. No motors. Saves 52 days’ drudgery yearly.

Thousands Praise It.

J. McGee, Tenn., writes:—“One young lady cleaned
days’ washing by old method in one hour with Easy
Way—another in 45 minutes." Mrs. T. Bullen, Can-
ada, writes:—“I washed bedding, heavy quilts, cur-
tains, etc., without rubbing, and in a very short time.”
Lauretta Mitchell, O., writes:—Done a big washing
in 45 minutes— sold 3 already.” A.D. Poppleton, N.Y.:
—“Gives perfect satisfaction. Washed bed quilts,
greasy overalls and fine clothes. Greatest thing on
earth.” Walter M. Glenn, O/—'-Easy Way farsupe-
rior to any other method—cleans clothes perfectly.”
J. H. Barrett, Ark., after ordering 38 Easy Ways
says:—“You have the grandest invention I ever
heard of.” J. W. Meyers, Ga., says:—“Find check
for 12 EasyWays. Greatest invention to womanhood,
forever abolishing miserable wash day. Sells itself.”

Price only $0.00 complete—sent to any ad-
dress. Not sold in stores. Send no money
only send your name and address. We’re old firm;
capital $100,000.00. Everything proven. Guaranteed.
Write today for 30 day trial offer, thousands
testimonials, etc. Circulars Free.

ypr> Tp IT' SAMPLET ivJL'lL To Agents
Wanted Agents, Salesmen, Managers—men
or women—at home or traveling, all or part
time—showing—taking orders—appointing agents.
“ Easy Way ’’ new. Nothing like it. World
unsupplied—agents making big money. When
operated, people stop—get excited—watch it us
thing of life. 12 see—10 buy.

C. O. Garrett, O., writes:—Showed 7 families, sold
6. A. B. Verett, of La. sold 8 one day. J. T. Peay,
of N. C, been out 2 days, sold 13. w! R. Stephen-
son, Tex. ordered 241 in (10 days. N. Boucher, of
Mass, ordered 75 more—says everybody wantsone-
best business I ever had.

Write today for special agents plan, free
sample, 1908 offer-—act quick.

HARRISON MANUFACTURING CO.,
638 Harrison Building, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Post Cards ofKeal Merit.
To Introduce I will send Twenty Beautiful
Post Cards- Original Artistic Designs, suberb
quality and highest character for only iscts. 40
for 25c. 60 for 35c. postpaid. Absolutely unlike
all others. Every card different. No comics or
trash. Get the best—real gems of worth and
beauty. 4tS“ I give a valuable Premium Coupon
and Seed Catalog of Bargains Free with every
order. Please order at once. I want your friend-
ship and luture trade Address,
A. T. COOK. SEEDSMAN, HYDE PARK, N. Y.

Vick’s three years Only One Dollar

To Freshen Summer Dresses
White dresses can often be worn one

season without washing if they are
dampened on the wrong side with thin
starch water and pressed as fast as they
are dampened, and tlii§ should he done as
soon as they become wrinkled to keep
them fresh and dainty looking. Hay-
water, made by pouring boiling water
over liay, is excellent for washing tan or
broWn linen, and the ordinary brown
rice flour is the only safe starch for dark
linens and muslins. In laundering lawns
and thin muslins gum arabic should be
added to the starch. Get the fine., white
gum arabic and dissolve it in boiling
water, ana add a tablespoonful to starch
made in the ordinary way, then it should
be strained to make it as smooth as pos-
sible. After washing garments of a
lavender, pink or green color, put a
little diamond dye for cotton of the same
color as the goods in the last rinsing
water and hang them in the shade to dry,
and they will come through the launder-
ing as fresh and unfaded as when new,
if the work is carefully done. A faded
cotton waist or dress can be renewed by
boiling the remaining color out and then
boiling in a strong solution of the same
dye, and dark colors can be selected for
calicos and ginghams and delicate shades
for muslins.
In ironing lace on lawn dresses it is

best to iron all the rest of the garment
first, then dampen the lace and press on
the wrong side. As soon as you have
finished pressing the lace, pull it out to
its fullest width and run the iron over
the wrong side and you can make the
lace look almost like new

;
and tucks

should be ironed first on the right and
then on the, wrong side. After washing
thin white muslins, rinse them first in
water that is slightly blued and then put
them through water of a deeper shade
and rub them carefully through this so
every part will get its share of blue.

—

M. H.
Making Quilts Quickly

All require bedding, and we cannot
spend weeks on one quilt as our mothers
did, and boughten covers are too heavy
for comfort.
Select pretty washable material for the

top, with good muslin for lining. Cut
squares, one-fourth the width desired
for the quilt. From a pretty contrasting
color cut bias folds three-fourths of an
inch wide and baste from corner to
corner on each square, to be quilted at

each edge and through the middle.
Baste sixteen of these squares, with

but little cotton between. Before being
joined together one of these squares can
be quilted as elaborately as desired in less

than an hour. Quilt the bias pieces first,

quilting spaces between in diamonds or
in any way preferred. Join the squares
by felling the lining, then cover each
seam with a bias strip and quilt like the
crosses. Each long strip is easily made.
Now join two and two, felling, basting
and quilting each. Lastly fell and baste
strip through the middle. Roll one
side, so as to pass through the arm of the
machine easily, and quilt. When done
bind with the same bias goods. If a
quilt is desired to be longer than wide
make a border like the bias strips, having
it deeper at each end, and in this case
the binding should be like the body of
the squares. This is pretty quilted in
small diamonds.—S. A. P.

The Way I Mend Stockings

There was a time I would have held
up my hands in horror at the sight of
great holes in the men’s woolen socks.
Now, I only smile and reach for my
crochet-hook. This is how I do it.

First trim off all the ragged edge around
the hole

;
get yarn the shade of sock as

near as possible: crochet all around the
hole with a simple crochet stitch, and
keep going ’round and ’round narrowing

toward the centre. When nearly closed
narrow rapidly, so as not to leave a little
knob, but perfectly smooth when fin-
ished. I find ladies’ and children’s black
hose mend beautifully in the same man-
ner, only using the steel hook and darn-
ing cotton.—B. F.

Mending Holes With Gum Tissue

When a small hole is torn in a garment
that is not launderable, take a piece of
gum tissue larger than the hole and just
the color of the goods. Press the tear
perfectly smooth on the wrong sijle

;

lay the tissue on it, and a piece of thin
goods on that, and place a piece of
paper over the patch and set a moderately
warm —not hot—iron on it for a minute
or two. Take up the paper and the work
is done.—Mrs. A. A. Watkins.

Stopping Griddle Smudge
One of the best devices for preventing

the usual smudge when using a griddle
for cooking cakes, is to use a slice of
turnip to rub over the griddle in place
of the fat commonly regarded as neces-
sary . The cakes turn as easily, while
there is no suspicion of smoke, as when
fat is used. This is recommended by a
celebrated cooking-school teacher and
with me works perfectly.—Mrs. J. M. H.

To Remove Blueing Stains

My baby reached up to the table,
snatched a box of powdered blueing, and
emptied the contents over the front of a
new delicate pink gingham dress. I re-
moved the dress at once, immersed it in
kerosene, then washed with tepid water
and soap, without injuring the pretty
color of the dress, but every vestige of
blueing had disappeared. Kerosene: will
also remove grass stains or grease stains
without injuring delicate colors.—M. B.

To Free Chickens from Vermin

In some warm sheltered spot put your
ashes for the chickens to dust themselves
in, and see how free from vermin it will
keep them. And now a word to those like
myself who cannot afford a bone crusher
to crush bones for the chickens. Get a
flat stone and a hammer

;
go to the

chicken house and crack the bones fine
and see how the hens will reward you
with eggs even in cold weather.—M.
M. G.

Try This

When men’s socks become past mend-
ing cut off just above the heel, split
them down the back and lay two pair
together, stitch down the sides and
through the center, sew a hanger on one
end, hang them near the stove where
they will be handy for lifting hot kettles
and pans.—W. H. G.

Remedy for Burns

Eight years ago our little baby boy was
so seriously burned that it seemed as if

the flesh on the whole top of his head
was cooked. Having seen an article
written by a doctor, who said to cover
such burns immediately with linseed
oil or, if not at hand, to use common
molasses, we tried the latter. Cover a
cloth with either substance, tie it about
the burn and never untie until healed.
I had no oil at hand, so used the
molasses; tied up the little fellow’s
head as directed aud not a scar is left to
show today, and there is as fine, heavy
growth of hair on his head as any one
could wish for. This burn was so bad
that it was several weeks in healing, yet
the child never tried to remove the cloths
that were tied to his head, which seems
to show that the pain must have been
eased.—Mrs. W. M. K.

To Prevent Boiling Over ^
Butter the upper inside edge of a stew

pan to prevent the contents of the pan
boiling over, whether milk, chocolate
or cereals.—A. J. B.

In a Hurry
One hot day in mid-summer I was in

vited out to tea, and had planned a col
supper for the family. I had the po
tatoes diced for a salad, but with s
many things to do, time passed an.
found me without the cream dressing
intended to cook while getting dinner
I let the fire in the range go out as usual
and taking the milk gravy left from din
ner,— a little more than half a bowl ful
—I broke an egg into it and beat it wit)
the egg-beater. Then I added two tea
spoons of mustard, two tablespoons o
sugar, two tablespoons of butter and one
half cup of vinegar. I turned it into ;

sauce-pan, and lighting the oil-stovi
cooked it a few minutes, stirring i

continually. After straining it I fputu
that I had as good cream dressing a
usual, and made in about one-quarter o
the usual time.—L. W.

Airing Blankets

An excellent way to air or dry blank
ets, quilts, and comforts, is to hang then
on two parallel lines about three fee
apart. One who has never tried it wil
be delighted to see liow nicely they maj
be sunned and aired, or how quicklj
they wall dry.—Mrs.-'A. L. C.

To Prevent Thread from Kinking 01

Breaking

Sometimes the upper thread on 1

machine will kink or break. It is more
apt to do so when thin goods, whicl
require a rather loose tension, are sewed.
To stop this, fill the slot or hole in the
needle bar, through which the thread
passes, with flue hard soap or parafine.
This will smooth the thread and will no!
injure the goods, and will be found verj
helpful.—Mrs. G.

To Remove Ink Stains from Cotton Cloth

Put the ink spot to soak in one pint ol

thick sour milk, which in the course oi

a few hours will be black
; then soak it

again in another pint. This will remove
every sign of ink and leave the color at

bright as new.—M. G. C.

Charcoal for Offensvie Breath

The best treatment in regard to offen-
sive breath is the use of powdered char-
coal, two or three tablespoonfuls pei
week, taken in a glass of water before re-

tirijng at night.—Miss F. D.

Fastening Seams

When sewing by machine, sew an inch
or two at the end of each seam in the op-
posite direction from which seam it

sewed, thus doubling strength at ends
and preventing ripping.—A. B. T.

Damp Cupboards

A bowl of quicklime placed in a damp
cupboard will tend to dry it. The lime
should be renewed every day or two, as
it loses its power.—M. G. C.

To Remoye Stains from Marble

Fine table salt rubbed on marble will
remove a stain unless the latter be of too
long standing.—M. G. C.

To Brighten Up a Carpet

I find that to clean a room without
making a dust, that to use a coarse cloth,
such as a towel rung out of salt and
water, quite dry, will remove the dust
and leave the carpet quite bright.—Mrs
C. A. L.

To Keep Lemons Fresh

Place the lemons in glass fruit jar
cover with cold water; seal tight. •

you wish to use part of them, rernov
those 5

-ou want; rinse those left; fill tl

jar as before. They will keep fresh
long time this way.—B. P.

Good Suggestions

Ink stains may be removed from silv
and plated goods by using a paste o
chloride of lime and water, which mus
be well rubbed in.

If when baking, the oven should
too hot, place a basin of cold water in i

This will cool the oven and the ste

which rises from the water will preven
the contents from boiling.

Ladies in washing the head should
'

the liair a few inches from the end; a
if they do so carefully they can w-a

tlieir hair as thoroughly and with le

tangling than men do.
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DWGEE Roses
The Aristocrats of the Rose Garden

“Dingee” is the name that has been associated with America s most famous Roses for

nearly sixty years. It is a name that stands for Roses of Quality, and is in itself a guarantee

that Dingee Roses are the strongest, hardiest and most beautiful grown.

Rose growing is our specialty. We grow and sell each year over a million Rose plants

—each one on its own roots and guaranteed to grow and bloom.

\fyhth seventy greenhouses and over a million Rose plants in a thousand different varieties

to choose from, we may fairly claim to be the Leading Rose Growers of America.

Success in growing Roses depends upon two things, quality of the plants themselves

and knowledge of how to care for them. The 1 908 edition of

New Guide to Rose Culture
the leading Rose Catalogue of America, is a book that tells just how to succeed with Roses.

Tells when and how to pl&it them, how to care for them and how to select the best varieties.

Contains 1 34 pages of valuable information, illustrated with many pages in full colors ; also

tells how to succeed with all other desirable flowers. e want every Rose lover to have

this book. Complimentary copy sent postpaid to any address upon request.

We consider this the greatest collection of Roses ever offered. It will

appeal strongly to those who look for quality rather than quantity. Ten

strong, sturdy plants on their own roots— all labeled, true to name, sent post-

paid anywhere. Guaranteed to reach you safely and to grow and bloom.

Killarney (pink) Souv. de Pierre Netting' (yellow) Pink Maman Cochet

White Maman Cochet K&iserin Augusta Victoria (white) Helen Gould (crimson)

La France (pink) Mad. Abel Chatenay (rosy crimson) Etoile de France (crimson)

and the wonderful Tausendshcon (Rose of a Thousand Beauties)

The Tausendschon is the most sensational climbing Rose ever introduced. Blooms profusely.

Each cluster has ten to fifteen Roses of various colors—white, pink, yellow, carmine, etc. This

Rose plant alone is worth the price of the whole collection.

Orders booked for delivery when wanted. Ji dollar bill will

bring them all postpaid. Alow is a good time to order

.

While our specialty is the “Rose,” we also grow all other flowers worth while, Carnations,

Chrysanthemums, Violets, PerenniaS, Hardy flowering Shrubs and \ mes, etc. Finest varieties.

Flower and vegetable seeds a specialty.

THE DINGEE & CQNARD COMPANY. West Grove, Pa.

The Leading Rose Growers of America

Established 1850 TO Greenhouses

$1.00
Buys
10

Famous
Roses
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Have and to Hold.” On the way lie

tarried at play and forgot the name of

the book. When at the library, with a

puzzled expression on his countenance,
he looked up and said I want that book :

When You Get It You Keep It.”

A gentleman of rare literary attain-

ments and a very able public speaker by
the name of Waite, was being entertained

at dinner. After ample justice had been
done the meal., all withdrew to the parlor

and the hosLess rendered several choice
selections on the piano, much to the

delight of her guest. The host then sug-

gested that the visitor reciprocate by
giving a select reading, wlieu his wife

remarked that nothing very weighty
would be expected so soon after eating.

To tiiis the host replied: “That’s just

what we should expect from him—some-
thing very Waite—y.”

First Philosopher—“Weren’t you talk-

ing about tainted money the other day?”
Second Philosopher—“So I was, and

I’m strongly opposed to churches and
schools accepting this kind of money.”

First Philosopher
—“By the way, do

yon know why so many people are

opposed to tainted money?”
Second Philosopher—-“No, I don’t.”
First Philosopher:

—“Caws it ’taint

theirs. ”

A group of schoolboys were discussing

the rapid gait of a high school football

hero when one spoke up and said: “Oh,
that’s nawtliin’ . One of the kids down
in our alley the other day ran a hundred
yards in eleven seconds.”
“He must have been a regular ali-

gator,” quickly remarked another boy.

In a recent divorce case the witness

declared that the cruel husband beat his

wife until she was pitch black in the

face. Perceiving the amazement of the

judge, counsel, and spectators, the wit-

ness added : “That wasn't, anything re-

markable, you know his wife was a

negress to begin with.”

An elderly gentleman was propound-

ing the somewhat familiar conundrum,
what is the difference between a hen and

a married man. While waiting for the

answer to the effect that the man could

lay an egg on a red hot stove and not

burn liis feet and a hen couldn’t, a by-

stander offered this solution which is not

bad: “One pecks and the other gets

pecked.”

A little three-year-old girl, who, in

her short life had seen a calf but never

a colt, was passing a barn yard when her

bright eyes suddenly spied a pretty little

colt. With great earnestness she ex-

claimed, “Oh mamma, mamma, des see

dat big horse’s little calf.”

A KENTUCKY IDEA

At each of the coming political con-

ventions this summer there will be del-

egates-at-large from Kentucky—yes from

Kentucky, the great commonwealth of

blue grass, fine horses, pretty women,
prohibition and whisky, dark and light

tobacco, night riders, repeating Win-

chesters, etc. ,
etc. In order to guard

against any unseating accidents, these

delegates will provide themselves with

an additional set of credentials, which
will be of the self-adjustable-instanta-

neous-automatic-focusing models to be

carried in the hip-pocket when on duty,

and to be worn under the pillow when
sleeping. The fact that the Kentucky
delegates are “at large” will go a long

way toward guaranteeing a state of

serenity throughout each of the conven-

tion cities. The calm will be most

dense in the immediate vicinity of the

convention hall, and it will bear such a

close resemblance to that variety of order

that springs from a spontaneous and

natural love of peace as to permit the

business of the conventions to proceed

along regular lines. Harmony being the

strength and support of all institutions

and more especially of conventions and

such things, it will not be suiprising if

the Daughters of the American Revolu-

tion should adopt this form of credential

for their next congress.
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BEGINNING

BY BURRITT HAMILTON

li earthquakes fer His plowshear and
liglitnin’s fer His hoe,

he Lord Tmighty went about His farm

to till and sow

;

He fenced His lands with mountains, and
He scooped the valleys deep,

And planted plains and woodlands while

the angels was asleep

;

He ditched His fields with rivers that
' He drained into the seas

;

He set an apple orchard fer the aborigines

;

He built a mammoth ice plant in the

chilly polar zone;
ie lit His roads with planet^ and He

,
walled His fields with stone;

He tried to farm New England, but it

wa’n’t no consequence;
He sweat so much the ocean has be’n

salty ever sence
;

And then, while things was sproutin’,

He set down a little spell

And whittled out ol’ Adam from a piece

of lobster shell.

When Adam growed, He set him out to

watch the trees and crops
;

But Adam let the dinosaurs git in and
tromp the hops

;

And Adam went in swimmin’ and fergot

the onion patch,

While pterosaurs and mastodons got in

and raised old scratch.

Then man’s Inventor was that wroth He
: set the hills afire

(Some few volcanoes buruin’ yet bespeak
how great His ire)

And feelin’ so towards mankind, He
fashioned Eve with care,

Adaptin’ her to say to men the things
He didn’t dare

;

And then He raised His voice aloud and
said unto the man r

“You air so pesky shif ’less-like you
need a guardian

;

So, while you have dominion over all

dumb things, ’tis true,

From now I give the blessed Eve
dominion over you.”

TOKT AND RETORT
The attorneys in a Milwaukee court

had been doing overtime duty in ques-
tioning a prospective juror. Finally one
lawyer said : “You are a married man
and realize that if you serve on this jury
you may be closeted several days and
nights and be away from home all that

time—wouldn’t that be an unbearable
inconvenience ?’ ’

“Oh, no.” quick came the answer,
“it would be a great recreation.”

THE YOUNG IDEA
The janitor at a public school building

had just swept the hardwood floor with
an oiled brush, leaving the surface some-
what slippery. A heavyweight gentle-

man visiting the building lost his bal-

ance and fell heavily to the floor, where-
upon one of the pupils remarked: “That
fellow took a drop too much.”

A small boy was sent to the public
library to get the well known book, “To
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A Select List ol Popular At fnn4c
Copyright Fiction . . .
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T *ie following list includes some of the most popular and he«;t cpinrur fnfiction as well as some standards of earlier issue All nf tSL
3
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1 1 titles among recent
per volume. Complete editions? Handso^ cloth btndin^ “o

" sold ft $1.50
per volume. If ordered sent bv mail or express pren-iid nrPlS->

pnce js reduced to 45 cents
us to list only a portion of these’ books carried in stock See

vol“me - [Space allows
with 4,000 other books at proportionately low prices
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>S Catalogue for lull list together

What Margaret Did
( Continued, from page 77 )

Adventures of Francois—S. Weir Mitchell.
Adventures of Gerard—A. Conan Doyle.
Adventures of Sherlock Holmes—Doyle.
Affair at the Inn, The—Kate D. Wiggins.
Alton of Somasco—Harold Bliudloss.
Alice of Old Vincennes—M. Thompson
Apache Princess, An—Capt. Charles King.
Arms and the Woman—Harold MacGrath
Arthur Bonnlcastle—J. G. Holland.
Ashes of Empire Robert W. Chambers
At the Mercv of Tiberius—Augusta Evans Wilson.
Audrey

—

Mary Johnston.
Banker and the Bear, The— Henry M. Webster.
Barabbas

—

Marie Corelli.
Barlaschof the Guard—H. Seton Merriman
Battle Ground, The—Ellen Glasgow.
Beautiful Joe’s Paradise—Marshall Saunders.
Belle of Bowling Green, The—Amelia Barr.
Ben Blair

—

Will Lillibridge
Beverly of Graustark—G. B. McCutcheon.
Black Friday—Frederic S. Isham.
Black Wolf’s Breed, The

—

Harris Dickson.
Blazed Trail, The—Stewart Edward White
Blennerhassett -Chas. F. Pidgin.
Bob, Son of Battle

—

Alfred Ollivant.
Boss, The

—

Alfred Henry Lewis.
Bred in the Bone—Thos. Nelson Page.
Brewster’s Millions

—

Geo. B. McOutcheon.
By Bight of Sword

—

A. W. Marchmont.
By Wit of Woman

—

A. W. Marchmont.
Caleb West

—

F. Hopkinson Smith
Californians, The—Gertrude Atherton.
Calumet “K”—Merwin-Webster.
Call of the Wild, The

—

Jack London.
Captain of the Crayhorse Troop—Hamlin Garland.
Cape Cod Folks—Sally P. McL- Greene.
Captain Macklin

—

Richard Harding Davis.
Captain in the Banks, A

—

George Cary Eggleston
Cardigan—Robert W. Chambers.
Castaway, A

—

Hallie Erminie Rives.
Castle Craneycrow—Geo. B. McCutcheon
Cavaliers, The—Geo. W. Cable.
Checkers—H. M. Blossom, Jr.
Choir Invisible, The—James Lane Allen
Christian, The—Hall Caine.
Circle, The—Katherine Cecil Thurston.
Circuit Bider, The

—

Edward Eggleston
Claim Jumpers, The—Stewart E. White.
Clansman, The—Thos. Dixon, Jr.
Colonel Carter of Cartersville—F . Hopk i nsou Sm i t h

.

Common Lot, The—Robert Herrick.
Conqueror, The—Gertrude Atherton.
Conquest of Canaan, The

—

B. Tarkington.
Courier of Fortune, A—A. W. Marchmont.
Crisis, The

—

Winston Churchill.
Darrow Enigma, The

—

Melvin Severy.
Darrel of the Blessed Isles—Irving Bacheller
Dash for a Throne, A—A. W. Marchmont.
Daughter of the Snows, A—Jack London.
David Harum—Edward N. Wescott.
David Balfour—Robert Louis Stevenson.
Deborah

—

James Ludlow.
Deluge, The—David Graham Phillips.
Deliverance, The—Ellen Glasgow.
Doom Castle

—

Neal Monroe.
Doctor Bryson—Frank Spearman.
Don Orsino

—

F. Marion Crawford.
Dorothy South—George Cary Eggleston.
Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall—Chas, Major.
Eben Holden

—

Irving Bacheller.
Elizabeth and Her German Garden.
Eternal City, The—Hall Caine.
Exploits ot Brigadier Gerard—Doyle.
Fat of the Land, The—J. W. Streeter.
Filigree Ball, The

—

Anna Katherine Greene.
For Love of Country,—Cyrus T, Brady.
Fool Errant, The—Maurice Hewlett!
Fortunes of Oliver Horn, The—F. H. Smith
Four Feathers, The—A. E. W. Mason.
Four Boads to Paradise—Maud W. Goodwin
Friend with the Countersign, A—Benson.
Gambler, The—Katherine C. Thurston.
Garden of Allah, The—Robert Hicheus.
Carden of Lies, The—Justus Miles Forman.
Grafters, The

—

Francis Lynde.
Graustark—George Barr McCutcheon.
Great Mogul, The

—

Louis Tracy.
Grey Cloak, The—Harold MacGrath.
Cuy Fawkes

—

W. Harrison Ainsworth.
Half a Hogue—Harold MacGrath.
Hearts and Masks—Harold MacGrath.
Heart’s Highway, The—Mary E. Wilkins.
Hearts Courageous—Hallie Erminie Rives.
Heart of Home, The—F. Marion Crawford.
Heart’s Desire—Emerson Hough.
Helmet of Navarre, The—Bertha Runkle.
Her Mountain Lover

—

Hamlin Garland.
Hoosler Schoolmaster, The

—

Eggleston.
Hope Loring—Lillian Bell.
Horseshoe Robinson—John P. Kennedy
House of a Thousand Candles, The—M. Nicholson
House of Mirth, The—Edith Wharton.
Hurricane Island—H. B. Marriott-Watson
If I were King—Justin H. McCarthy.
Indifference of Juliet, The—Grace S. Richmond.
Infellce—Augusta Evans Wilson.
In the Bishop’s Carriage—Meredith Michelsou.
In the Palace of the King —Crawford.
In Connection with the DeWUloughby Clalm-Frauces

Hodgson Burnett.
In the Name of a Woman—A. W. Marchmont.
Isle of the Winds, The—S. R. Crockett.
Janice Meredith—Paul Leicester Ford.
Jessamy Bride, The—F. Frankfort Moore.
Jungle, The -Upton Sinclair.
Kentuckian, The James Ball Naylor.
Kindred of the Wild, The—Roberts'.
Lady of Quality, A—Frances H. Burnett.
Lady Bose’s Daughter—Mrs. H. Ward.
Lane That Had No Turning, The—Parker.
Last Hope, The

—

Henry Seton Merriman.

Send for Complete Catalogue Listing Over 4.000 Books
We make a specialty of supplying: Libraries, and thus necessarily carry a laro-eassortment and purchase in large quantities for this purpose. We give our customers theeneht ot the very low prices thus seemed, whether they buy one or one hundred copies,ou can save money by buying your books from us. We prepay freight on orders of $-20.

F. A. OWEN PUBLISHING CO. DANSV1LLE, N. Y.

leopard’s Spots, The

—

Thos. Dixon Tr
levenworth Case, The—Anna K. G^een

‘

Lightning Conductor, The- C. N. and A. M. William

Lilac Sunbonnet, The-S. R. Crockett.Un McLean—Owen Wister
th
f
M°“se’ The-Klein and Hornblower.

Little Minister, The

—

J. M. Barrie
Little Traitor to the South, A—C. T. Bradv
Long Hoad, The

—

John Oxenham.
Looking Backward—Edward Bellamy
Love Affairs of an Old Maid-LUlian Bell
Love or Crown—A, W. Marchmont.
Luck of the Boaring Camp, The—Bret Harte.Lucy Harding Mary J. Holmes.
Maid of Maiden Lane. The—Amelia Barr
Maid at Arms, The.—Robt. W. Chambers
Main Chance, The.—Meredith Nicholson.
Man on the Box, The.— Harold MacGrath.

R
„
ed Ke

!’,
The. Eugene Thwing.Man of the Hour, The.- Octave Thanet.

Mantle of Elijah, The.—Israel Zangwill
Marcella.

—

Mrs. Humphrey Ward.
Marriage of William Ashe, The.—Mrs. Humphrey WardMaster Christian, The.—Marie Corelli

y

Masquerader, The—Katherine C. Thurston
Master of Warlock, The.—G. C. Eggleston
Millionaire Baby, The.—Anna K . Green
Misdemeanors of Nancy, The.—Hoyt
Missourian, The—Eugene P. Lyle
Miss Petticoats.—Dwight Tilton.

|

Mississippi Bubble.

—

Emerson Hough
|

Monsieur Beucaire.—Booth Tarkington
Mr. Dooley in Peace and War.—Dunne.

'

Mr. Isaacs—F. Marion Crawford
My Lady of the North.—Randall ParrishMy Friend the Chauffeur.—Williamson
Mystery of June 13th.—Melvin Severy

’

Nancy Stair—Elinor Macartney Lane
Octopus, The—Frank Norris.
Odd Craft—W. W. Jacobi.
Oldfield—Nancy Huston Banks.
Order No. 11—Caroline Abbot StanleyPam—Bettina von Hutton.
Partners of the Tide—Joseph C. Lincoln
People of the Abyss—Jack London
Phroso—Anthony Hope.

£f'
ra <he Phoenician-Edwin Lester Arnold,

fit. The—Frank-Nurris.
Port of Missing Men—Meredith Nicholson
Price of Freedom—Arthur W. Marchmont]
rnde or Jennico, The

—

TCgerton Castle
Princess Maritza—Percy Brebner

!f

aS
7
SeS

t
TharC - aud A-M. Williamson.

Prisoner of Zenda, The

—

Anthony Hope
Prisoners of Hope—Mary Johnston
Prodigal Son, The—Hall Caine
Queen’s Advocate, The—A. W. Marchmont
Quincy Adams Sawyer—Chas. F. Pidgin
Beckoning, The—Robt. W. Chambers
Redemption of David Corson, The—Chas." F. Goss
Besurrection—Leo Tolstoi.
Return of Sherlock Holmes, The—Doyle
Richard Carvel—Winston Churchill.
Richard, Yea-and-Nay

—

Maurice Hewlett
Right of Way, The—Gilbert Parker
Rise of Silas lapham. The—Howells.
Rose of Old St Louis, The—Mary Dillon
Rose 0’ the River—Kate Douglas Wi°-oiu
Rose of the World—A. and E- Castle
Rudder Grange-'Frank Stockton.
Rupert of Hentzau—Anthony Hope.
Sant’ Ilario—F. Marion Crawford.
Saracinesca—F. Marion Crawford.
Santa the Carlist

—

A. W. Marchmont
Sea Wolf, The—Jack London
Seats of the Mighty, The—Gilbert Parker
Secret Woman, The—Eden Philpotts
Senator North—Gertrude Atherton.
Silent Places, The—Stewart E. White.
Singular Life, A—Elizabeth Stuart Phelps.
Sir Richard Calmady—Lucas Marlet
Soldier of Virginia, A—B. E. Stevenson.
Soldiers of Fortune

—

R. H. Davis.
Son of the Wolf, The—Jack London.
Southerners, The—Cyrus Townsend Bradv.
Speckled Bird, A—Augusta Evans Wilson'

’

Spenders, The—Harry Leon Wilson
Spoilers, The—Rex Beach.
SL Elmo—Augusta Evans (Wilson).
St. Ives—Robert Louis Stevenson.
Storm Center, The—Chas. E. Craddock
Sunset Trail, The—Alfred Henry Lewis.
Sword of the Old Frontier

—

Randall .Parrish
Tales of the Road—Charles N. Crewdson
Tekla—Robert Barr.
That Lass 0’ Lowries—Frances N. Bn rnett.
That Printer of Udell’s—Harold B. Wright
That Mainwaring Affair—A. M. Barbour
The Web—Frederick T. Hill.
Ticonderoga—G. P. R. James.
Tillie: A Mennonite Maid—Helen R. Martin
To Have and to Hold—Mary Johnston
Trail of the Sword, The—Gilbert Parker.
Two Captains, The—Cyrus T. Brady.
Two Vanrevels, The—Booth Tarkington.
Uncle Terry—Charles Clark Munn.
Vashti—Augusta Evans Wilson.
Virginian, The—Owen Wister.
Voice of the People, The—Ellen Glasgow.
Westerners, The - Steward Edward White.
Wheel of Life, The- Ellen Glasgow.
When Knighthood Was in Flower—Major
When Wilderness was King—Parrish.
When I Was Czar—Arthur w. Marchmont.
When Patty Went to College—Jeau Webster.
White Aprons—Maud Wilder Goodwiu.
Who Goes There—B K. Beuson.
Wolfville Days—Alfred Henry Lewis.
Woman of the World, A—Ella Wheeler Wilcox
Woman In the Alcove, The—Anna K. Green.

home was not large enough to hold it,
and it was moved into a large one; and
still it grew. It later became an immense
steam baking factory right in the midst
ot the business center of the city.
Margaret was never idle. After the

day’s baking was finished she would «et
her favorite little chair and sit at her
office door ready for business. Rich and
poor greeted her, for all knew the true
worth hidden in the plain dress. Whether
it was the milk woman, who rattled
noisily up to the door in her high wheel
cart with the daily supply of milk and
then tarried for a little chat, or the
grave, respectful salute of the banker
under whose control lay the money of
the people. Maybe it was only an old
praline woman with her basket of sweet
candies who called a cheery greeting as
she trudged bravely along the street.

&
No

matter who might the passers be, they
were alike in that each had a friendly
word to say to Margaret.
The needs of the little orphan children

appealed to Margaret’s tender heart be-
cause, as she said—“I was once an orphan
myself. As soon as the bakery earned
enough money she built them a fine
large home, “St. Vincent’s Infant Asy-
lum.’’ The little inmates of this home
gave Margaret a present once on a time
They crocheted a nice, pretty shawl for
her. Tedious work it was for little hands
to do, and still harder for the little peo-
ple to have enough patience to keep up
the wotk until completed. Margaret ap-
preciated this gift so much that she
always spoke of it as “her state occasion
sha wl .

”

Margaret not only built a home for the
little orphans but she also helped to
build an “Industrial Home for Girls ”
and at her death left all her money to
the poor, little orphans of New Orleans.Now listen ! somebody suggested that
a statue be erected in remembrance of
her kind deeds. „ The idea grew rapidly
because everyone wanted to contribute
and help along the work, until one
morning the little orphans of the St.
Vincent Asylum found a statue of their
triend just opposite their windows. This
was where she used to sit and watch
them at their play. The statue represents
her sitting in her favorite chair, with
the state occasion shawl” thrown around
her shoulders. This monument is the
first ever erected to a woman in the
United States.

If any one could have told Margaret
during her busy, hard-working life that
a statue would be erected in honor of
her good and kind deeds she would have
aughed at the idea and dismissed it
trom her mind. For humility was part
ot her goodness.
Not all of us are allowed to fight great

battles, or to discover new countries, or
do some brave act for all the world’ to
applaud. But every one of us has the
daily opportunity of building his own
monument with good deeds, ready kind-
ness and pleasant thoughts.
Had you ever thought about it?

Pleasing the Palate

( Continued from page zo)

Corn Puffs
One cup of cold mashed potato ru

through a sieve, one cup of milk •

the well beaten yolk of one ege’
add very slowly, beating constantly
cup of com meal, and add lastly
white of the egg beaten to a stiff fi
and bake at once in hot gem pans,
the potato was not salted, add half a
spoon of salt to the batter. Wheat 1may be used intsead of the potatc
desirea, mixing it with the corn r
dry.

Baked Indian Pudding
Two quarts of scalded milk, half ,spoon of salt, one and one-half cup

corn meal, one teaspoon of ginger iand let stand for twenty minutes’, t
add one cup of molasses, two weil bea
eggs, a piece of butter the size of a v
nut, and bake two hours.

Hominy Pudding
Boil two-thirds cup of hominy in ,

and one-half pints of milk for an he
then add two eggs, one cup of sue
and one teaspoon of extract rose, w
beaten together, and one tablespoon
butter. Pour into well buttered tmdd:
dish and bake in a hot oven for* tw
minutes.

Corn Meal Pudding (Baked)
One cup of corn meal, one quart

sweet milk, borl together until the m
is done, and w’hile it is cooling b
together three eggs, one cup of sug
and a piece of butter the size of an el
one-half cup of molasses, and the ju
and grated peel of a lemon, mix w
the corn mush while it is still war
and bake in a pudding dish for half
hour.

For Justice

By Burritt Hamilton

have changed. The old faith
The times

dies.

The idols of our sacrifice
Have proved but gods of brass and

stone.
The greatness we esteemed as just,
The names we hallowed with our trust,
Lie mingled with the common dust,
Like temples overthrown.

Long for their splendor we have slaved,
Long for their spending we have saved,
Now, meting justice, shall we spare?

Corn Cake
One cup of sugar, one-half cup

molasses one-fourth cup of butter, t
eS§s

> cup of sour milk, one teaspo
ot soda, one cup of flour, and two ct
of corn meal. Flavor to taste.

Confederate Corn Cakes
Two cups of sugar, one cup of butt<

three cups of bolted corn meal, two cu
of sweet milk, six eggs, one teaspoon
soda, and two of cream tartar. Beat t
eggs separately

; cream the butter ai
sugar, add the yolks, then the milk, ai
the meal sifted with the soda and crea
tartar

;
lastly add the stiffly beaten white

and flavor to taste. Bake in small cal
pans.

Corn Meal Doughnuts
Pour one and one-half cups of boilir

milk over two cups of corn meal
; whe

cool, add one cup of butter, one and on<
halt cups of sugar, three eggs, two cut
of flour, and flavor with nutmeg or cii
uamon. Let rise till very light; ro
about half an inch thick

; cut out an
try.

Emergency Pie Crust
Butter the pie tin well, sift corn me

thickly over it, and pour in the custa
The corn meal settles and forms a ve
tair crust to the custard.

He is a traitor to his race
V ho,

^

owned or awed by power or place,
Makes compromise with Wrong

Upon the gibbet of his lie
His memory shall writhe and die,.
And hosts unborn shall pass him by
With loathing deep and long.

Wait not for other days and deeds;
Trust not the promise that misleads;

Rise, public conscience, in thy mi°ht!
Defend the humble and the poor,
Demand a Justice swift and sure,
Demand a future made secure
By vindicated right.

The man whose own home is not “ti
gate of heaven” is not likely to find thi
gate simply by going to church.

Where love reigns supreme, the labc
that teeds and blesses is most honored
where love is not,t he labor that ki 11s-
war— is most honored.

Education is a companion that n
misfortune can depress, no clime destroy
no enemy alienate, no despotism enslave

SUPERFLUOUS
HAIR CURED

.

A Well Known Lady Will Send,OA
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HOME WELFARE

Higher Household Life

By Alice Maynard Bordeau

e may live without poetry, music,

and art;

may live without conscience, and

live without heart;

We may live without friends; we may
. live without books

;

But civilized man cannot live without

cooks. ”

Such is the opinion of Lord Lytton, as

snressed in his “Lucille.”

The Cook
With every recurring meal, we are re-

l minded of the value of cooks. What
ork, with its results, can be compared
ith that of the one who daily prepares

food for our tables,—the food which
to build blood, bone,, muscle, and
ssue? Even the minister; whose uplift-

ing work is ranked above all else, has to

deal with brains either quick and clear

or dull and clogged, according as they
have been fed at the hand of the skilled
or witless cook.
Shut of the home springs the larger life

of society, and the nation
;
and the nature

of this life is determined by the physical
prosperity of the individuals which com-
pose it; these, in turn, are dependent

, largely upon their cooks for whatever

s
physical prosperity may be theirs to en-

j°y-

j

Cookery Not Necessarily Drudgery

As it falls to the lot of many to be
cooks, how necessary to realize the full

importance of the work, not only that

those who fare about our board may be
(benefited, but that the work may become
a science and an art to the one whose
duty it is to do or supervise this work,

I

that it may never be what, woeful facf ! it

is to so many trudging housewives,—

a

drudgery,—but a pleasurable task, one
hat calls into action our physical, men-
1
,
and artistic powers. As there must

e cooks, why not glorify the work by
bringing into it some of the best of our
better selves? How delightsome will be
the work, and how blessed those who par-
take of the food, if the same careful
thought and taste are bestowed upon it

that are given to other duties. Thus the
work will be made easier, time will be
saved, and many an ache avoided, both
for those who prepare and those who
partake of the food; while every detail
incident to this delightful operation will
be a pleasure to all concerned.

The Uses of Forethought
Let us catch a glimpse of a well-ordered

household, thereby, mayhap, being
strengthened in our own good works and
purposes. The thoughtful housewife be-
fore us, who is compelled to be the only
cook, is preparing dinner. As she moves
quietly about the kitchen, her thoughts
are at work planning the menu for the
following day. Her refined taste and
good judgment lead her to select a few
choice dishes to be carefully prepared
nd daintily served. She often selects a
ereal as the basis of the morning meal,
nd so takes advantage of the time when
dinner is cooking to start the breakfast
rains. A brief study of cereals libs given

valuable information as to the best
hod of cooking them. The mere
wledge that cereals must be subjected
high temperature for at least four

urs, that the heat may do its work of
lisintegiating the cellulose, and breaking

the starch granules, in order that they
y be readily assimilated by the storn-

lends enough of interest to this siin-

task to lift it above the level of
dgerv. Keeping in mind an ideal of
feet order in all things, she nieasures
efully all the ingredients, and puts

them together in a scientific way. Into
the salted boiling water, she sprinkles
the grains slowly, not allowing the water
to cease boiling, and beats rapidly wild
a batter-whip to prevent the formation of

lumps, heaving the- heat to do its quiet
work of transformation upon the grains
while the dinner is preparing, she is

ready to continue her preparation for the
midday meal without being hindered in
the least. In the morning there is no
rush or bustle in preparing this part of

the breakfast; for as soon as the morning
fire has been lighted, the grains become
warmed, and need simply to be served.
Thus, by a little forethought and com-
paratively no work, she gives to those
who come to break their fast, a whole-
some, palatable, easily digested dish.
While doing the little work which

follows the evening meal, she does what
else she can for the preparation of the
morning meal. Accordingly, she leaves
the kitchen after the last meal of the
day with everything in such readiness
for breakfast, that, in the morning, she
has plenty of time for the matinal toilet.

She has time to greet t^e household with
a pleasant smile, and a cheery “Good
morning,” and is enabled, to sit dowu
with the rest, not tired and perhaps a
trifle vexed over some part of the meal
that did not meet her expectations, but
refreshed and gratified.

Some Results of Forethought

The cheerfulness upon her countenance
is reflected back to her from the family,
fortifying her against the many irksome
duties which will come to her through
the day. The thoughts of the housewife
had not been given merely to the lighten-
ing of her work, but to the planning of
a menu which would give right combina-
tions, the necessary food elements, and
nutritive values. She knows that before
them are foods which meet all the de-
mands of vigorous bodies and active
minds.
The -joyous comfort and satisfaction

coming from the consciousness of direct-

ing a well-ordered household are enhanced
by the touches of artistic skill which she
gives to the breakfast. She knows well
how to decorate for state occasions, but
her chief delight is to use her taste for

the everyday, ordinary meals in a way to
make little, if any, added work. In ar-

ranging the fresh fruits, a little thought
suggests to her that the light and dark
fruits are more pleasing in combination,
on account of the contrasts in color. So
she selects the reddest apples, polished
and shining, to place among the dull,
pale-yellow bananas, leaving the paler
apples to be made more effeective by the
bright-yellow oranges at another meal.
Knowing that an inviting table is not

necessarily an elaborate or extravagant
one, she lingered a moment after the
previous evening’s work to attend to the
little details that make a table attractive.

The knives and forks were placed exactly
right, and the plates which were to re-

ceive the different foods were artistically

arranged,—work for which she has no
time in the morning, but which she
wishes to have done as carefully for her
small family, yes, more carefully, than
when guests are to be present.
The best taste and thought at her com-

mand it is her duty and her delight to
use in preparing the three meals, during
which periods of time all the members
of the family are together.

SUPERFLUOUS HAIR
Let me send you absolutely free, a letter of advice with my illustrated booklet

“ABOUT THE HAIR." Results guaranteed or money refunded.
I have made the cure of Superfluous Hair my spec=
ialty. X have never had a reported failure. If you
have hair ou the face, neck or arms, no matter llovv
many times you have been disappointed, let me send
you particulars of my method. Xt is so harmless,
simple, certain. Enclose 2c stamp for sealed and con-
fidential reply. ASK ME HOW.
(Hrs.) M. Eloise Clarke, Dept. 14, Syracuse, N. Y.
N. B. As a maker of Medicine and Perfume ask me for

a dainty Sachet, its lasting fragrance will delight you.

Six Rose Bushes Free
Beautify your Home at our expense with the

“Queen of Flowers'”

NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT ROSES

These Roses

will Bloom

this Season

Ro

The Bride

Mrs. Ben

Cant

Alliance Fran-

co-Russe

Clothilde Sou-

pert

Duchesse de

Brabant

Crimson Ram-

bler

They cannot

be excelled for

outdoor planting'

These Roses are Hardy, High Grade and Vigorous
The Bride—Undoubtedly the finest white ever-blooming Rose ever ofiered to

the public and we take pleasure iu recommending it to all our readers. The
buds are very large and of exquisite form; and the full flower measures from
three and one-half to four inches in diameter. The color is a delicate creamy
white. The blooms can be cut with long stems, and will last in a fresh state

after being cut longer than any other known variety.

ITrs. Ben R. Cant—A fine garden variety of even shade of dark rose red.

It is round and full, a free grower, flowers continuously and freely and is es-

pecially fine in Autumn.
Alliance Franco-Russe—A new Rose of rare kind and color, ranked as

the best yellow Tea Rose. The flowers are of large size and perfect in shape.

The color is magnificent—deep, rich lemon-yellow, with creamy-yellow center.

A strong healthy grower and one of the grandest Roses

!

Clothilde Soupert—Color a French white, deepening to a rosy blush in the

center. The flowers are so perfect that the hottest weather does not cause a

deterioration of quality, so that even in midsummer a boquet of splendid buds
and open flowers can be obtained from this fine variety.

Duchesse de Brabant—This Rose combines exquisite perfume, beautiful

coloring and matchless profusion of flowers and foliage. Soft, light rose with
heavy shading of amber.

Crimson Rambler—The plant is of very vigorous growth, making shoots of

from eight to ten feet during the season, rendering it a charming pillar Rose.

It is also magnificent in bush form, and for covering buildings, trellises, etc.,

it cannot be excelled. One of the striking characteristics of this Rose is its

remarkable color, which is of the brightest crimson, which remains undimmed
to the end. The individual flow.ers measure Irom oue to one and one-half

inches in diameter and remain for upwards of two weeks with their freshness

of color unimpaired. It is hardy in every latitude yet tried, as far north as

the lakes.

Our Guarantee
These goods will be carefully packed, correctly addressed and will be ship-
ped prepaid to your address. In case of any error notify us and we will im-
mediately correct it. That is our policy.

OUR OFFER Send us 50 cents for a year’s subscription to Vicks
Magazine and we will .send the Roses, all charges

prepaid anywhere in the United States. Or we will send the Roses to anyone
who will remit to us $1.00 for a three year’s subscription. We are confident

that these offers will appeal to the careful man and woman.

This is the same offer of Roses as appeared on the inside of the front cover

of Vick’s Magazine for March and April.

East year we made an offer of Roses and thousands took advantage of it.

This year we have made a better selection and we know that every one receiv-

ing the Six Beautiful Rose Bushes will be delighted with them.

ORDER BLANK.

•190SVICK PUBLISHING CO.,
Dausville, N. Y.

Gentlemen:—I enclose herewith $ in for which please send to my address Vick's

Magazine for years, and also send me the Six Rose Bushes Free.

Very truly yours,

Name.. P. 0.

St. or R. F. D state

You may send a One Dollar Bill in this coupon at our risk.

b
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Human Welfare
( Continued from page 24)

culture when so few schools have y;
and grounds in which to plant tre
We need, most seriously, playing sps
for our children in cities. About s
playgrounds we might well have ti
and shrubs. But lands costs money, ;

our lay boards, including Congress, c
more for money than they do for ’cl
dren. .Education is peculiar, in that e
cators are employed and directed by jsons who know nothing about educat
and who seldom have any interest in
results.

But Vick’s Magazine can do a gr
deal for these beneficent things by he
ing to create a strong and widespri!
opinion for betterment of all educatio.
conditions, including buildings, groun
and gardening. And I am glad, indet
to see you taking the matter up.

Believe me, faithfully yours,
Wm. E. Chancellor.

Read this
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VICK'S MAGAZINE, DANSVILLE, N. Y. Dste
Please send me full details as to how I may secure one of your "VICK SPECIAL" ‘ Sewing Machines in accordance withthe special offer in your May issue.
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Address.

The Shiftless Masons
{Continued from page 6)

doorw'ay and Tom made a rude trellis j

it, which they called the porch-
sounded so encouraging. Many a bask
of mould came from the woods to enri
the little flower bed, and the twins d
dared that they were “all the tir
a-digging some old place,’’ but Jar
kept them in good order, and they rarei
objected.

It was well that they were all used
hard fare, and expected nothing els
Janet had been trained in a rough schoc
and saved every penny rigidly. Mi
Brown put her in the way of studvii
the most economical and nourishii
foods, and during its season they almo
lived from the garden. Fortunately th(
all kept well, and there was no doctor
bill

; and remembering the hardships
last winter and the dreaded coal to I
bought, Janet tried each week to lay t
a little for future needs. Johnny took
his work and brought home his w*eek?
dollar proudly, and Lucy, too, was givic
satisfaction. She was a docile child, fa
Losing her untidy, careless ways unde
Miss Edgertou’s training, and very eage
to display her new “manners” on th
Sunday visits home, and to show ho
Miss Edgerton did things. And Janet
painfully conscious of her own deficier
cies, listened and profited.
But even for Lucy it had not bee

smooth sailing always. Some of the gir)
had snubbed her and said hateful thing?
She was still too much of a child to d*
crushed by it, however, and when i

came to Miss Edgerton ’s ear, there wa
a notable lecture upon snobbishness as ;

mark of ill-breeding, and thereafte
Lucy’s trials lessened. She was learning
to sew, and after a while some of he:
teacher's dresses were made over for the
child, who began to wear a different look
altogether. The family looked upon he:
proudly and admired her “nice ways”
with all their hearts. And as for Tom
he had braced up, lost his slouch, and
looked the world squarely in the eye a?
the man of the house should.
The dreaded winter passed. Tom's

foreman was kind, and sometimes en-

j

couraging, and his wages had been
slightly raised. All looked promising.
That spring in the garden they had early
radishes and lettuce to sell, and later,
peas and other things. There was also a
long double row of sweet peas, which
furnished half a dozen bouquets a day in
its season. The convenient twins set up

TO WOMEN WHO DREAD MOTHERHOOD!
Information How They May Give Birth to

Happy, Healthy Children Absolutely
Without Pain—Sent Free.

Iso women need any longer dread the pains of
'

childbirth, or remain childless. Dr. J. H. Dye
has devoted his life to relieving the sorrows "of
women. He has proved that all pain at child
birth may be entirely banished, and he will gladl
tell you how it may be done absolutely free <

charge. Send your name and address to Dr. jH. Dye, 116 Lewis Block, Buffalo, N. Y., and he
will send you, postpaid, his wonderful book
which tells how to give birth to happy, healthy
children, absolutely without pain ; also how to
cure sterility. Do not delay but write to-day.

Given Away to Tadies, Girls and Boys
One double-size 25c. packet of Superb Mixe

Flower Seeds free to everyone ordering the ne
Coffee Seed offered bv A. T. Cook—the reliabl
seedsman, on another page. This deliciot
Coffee can be grown anywhere, and ripens i
S5 days from planting. Hvervoue should gr
a supply and save ten to twenty dollars a year

YOU CAN GET

This Fine Sewing Machine
ABSOLUTELY FREE
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ie Strop That Hones Your Razor

tern’s boning razor strop is unlike anything else

ever manufactured ; will put a keen edge on your
rinajiffey. No canvas. Good leather on both

With good care it will last a lifetime. Price $1.

XES J. EKER N, Dept. B, Willinins, Ariz.

Indian Medicated Corn Leaf
Cnres Corns and Callouses without pain or
soreness from two to three applica-

tions. Easily applied. 26c leaf sent on
receipt of 10c silver and names of three
sufferers. CURTIS, WALTER & CO.,

Sol© Agents U.S.A. NORWOOD. NEW YORK.

CflUf. POEMS WANTED Made. Music
Jl/livl Composed. Mss. Prepared For
big publishers. Booklet telling how to succeed and ex-

rosing fakes sent free. Send poems and request booklet

todayf Arthur A. Penu. Studio XI, Daly’s Theatre Bldg., New Xork

U/ACH RI IIP in powder form. 10c. Pack-
: WASn DLUE age makes 7 y, pints. Agents

wanted. R,. ELLIOTT, Box 1376, St. Louis, lVIo.

WHOLESALE POST CARDS.
1000 for $2.35.

Send for price list. American Illustrated Post
Carp Co., Dept. F, Nashville, Tenn.

in SOUVENIR POST CARDS {Oc
I
v 10 beautiful colored historic new I

1 ENGLAND VIEWS, and our club plan, I0c.

You will receive cards from all over the world for ex-

change. IDEAL CO., Dept. 169, Dorchester, Mass.

WRITERS desiring SUPERIOR
MUSIC for their words and inform-

ation about reliable publishers who
___ _ . pay cash or royalty, I will send one

ofmyown compositions free, on receipt of song poem.
Address G. W. ASHLET, Composer, 6J-83 Clark St., Chicago.

TOSONG

LOVELY POSTALS, 2U. SILK moral with Greetings &
Your Name Beautifully Frosted , Leapyear, Perfumed

' Satin, Entrancing bore Scenes, &c.
AMERICAN ART CO., New Haven, Conn.

10

POST

CARDS, 20 nice cards and big

novelty catalog, 50c. worth for 10c.

Cards sell 2 for 5c. Send to-day.

L Carl Co., 34 Mill St., Deposit, N. Y. FREE
10000 acres tested gold-

bearing gravel. Richest

placer* known. Stock 20 cents Pax 31.00. Installments. Should pay *10 for

every dollar invested. Iliuetrated prospectus FREE.

Yukon Basin Gold Dredging Co., Dept. 67, Kansas City.

Gold Dredging In Alaska
placer* known. Stock 20 cents Par 31.00. Install

,
Mo.

1 IVINQ ORCHIDS Air Plants and Seeds aDd Leaves
" of tropical plants from the forests of Cuba by
mail 10c, or assortment of six 25c silver.

J. S. DODGE, Riverside via Minas, CUBA.

NEWEST CORN CURE ?£
e
afe

.

Corns, Bunions, Warts, Callouses. Absolutely safe.

Never fails. Money back if it does. By mail 25c.

NEWEST CORN CURE CO., 194 Bethune Ave., Detroit, Mieb.

Agents, Don’t Hesitate; positively show you
how to make $25 every day in the week; new invention

everybody wants one; just hand them oat ana collect

yourmoney; freesample. BrahamCo., 796, Cincinnati, O.

I Eft F.u.l.nnn and 1 50 Letter Heads neatly print-

1DU tltVcIOBBS ed for 85 cents postpaid. Address

N. THOMPSON, Printer R. 8, Oswego, N. Y.

* pri]T© Men, women and children wanted to sell

AuLPi I u our new finable pens. Two pens with

each holder. Send 15 cents for samples. Doyles Nov-
elty House, 160 Academy St„ Watertown, N. Y.

25
FINE POST CARDS 10Q of Yellowstone Park, Chicago-

sse&a&ft. tucAs*
1Q&iw tei*ivausss

DaaAaIa Imported, richly embossed Floral,

OSlCfllS Satin, Lao©, Views, Love Scenes,

EASTER, etc?, with your name Frosted, 10 for 25c. and Agent's offer.

Grandeifc offer. EASTERN TRADING GO., New Haven, Conn.

Lovely

l/ICITIAir r/lDne 100,35c. Postpaid. Samples
VlMllNu LAKHS free . Agents Wanted.
R. D. Elliott, Dept. B., Box 1376, St. Louis, Ho.

Agents$103.50permonth
aelllng these wonderful Scissor*. V. 0.

Glebner, Oolumhns. 0. sold 22 palm In 3'

hours, made 313; you can do it, we show CUTS TOJHFERD.

tew. Fan Outfit, y Thomas Ml(. Co., 212 L SI.. DlltOU, 0.

Combination Bolling Bin,
jmbined. Lightning seller.

Sample Free. Forshee Mfg. Co., D. 74, Dayton, Ohio.

/imVITC—S75 Monthly.
HUljlilO Nine Articles Combined. Lightning seller.

PICTURE AGENTS, send stamp for terms. You
are sure to be interested. Mildred Doubleday Co., Athol, Blass,

Blank books and<?|n 1,000 for names and addresses.
v'D instructions 10c. F. Woods Co., Windsor, Mo.

nilTrklTIN 48p. book free. Highest refs. Long
Mfl >1 jr f!|! |

V experience. FITZGERALD &experience.
CO., Dept. F., Washingtori, D. C.

tt Week to put out Merchandise and Grocery Catalogs. Home
$a2JL territory. American Home Snpply Co. Dept. M5, Chicago.

Send No Money

a little wagon of Tom’s making, and be-

came well known in the village, some-

times doing a thriving business. Tom
began to call them the Gold Dust Twins.

The Garden Book was studied diligently.

Janet had a big bed of lavender, and one

of fine herbs that sold well, and in the

fall one or two hotbeds were made, and

a cold frame for violets. It was all so

fascinating that Janet cherished a secret

hope of being able in time to give up the

laundry work and set up as a “real truly

gardener.’’ The creepers flourished, the

little flower bed extended its borders till

it ran entirely around the house, and

along either side of the neat path to

the street. The weeds and coarse grass

had disappeared—the twins and the lawn-

mower knew why—new shrubs and plants

had come to them from various quarters,

with the freemasonry that prevails among
gardeners, who delight to share their

abundance; the garden grew apace and

old things passed away. Out doors and

in, there was a new state of affairs.

Dark days came, as they come to all

;

but after the first year life was easier.

They were gaining ground and hope was

strong. When things went right they

rejoiced in the sunshine. When things

went wrong they fought in the shade,

like the Spartans of old.

So six years went by. Tom had cast

his first vote, and felt himself a man
at last. He was a foreman now, earning

good wages, and ambitious to qualify

himself for the top of the ladder, as he

said. Janet thought he deserved to be a

partner at least. John was a clerk, and
making his way, and Lucy, at eighteen,

was taking charge of the younger classes

in school, exulting in her new dignity,

and gleefully spending her first earnings

on a gown for Janet. The twins had be-

come the scholars of the family and talked

grandly of going to college some day,

“when we get rich.”
And Janet was a woman of twenty-two.

The laundry work had been gvien up for

the gardening some time ago. A little

green house opened from the sitting

room to the southward, and the front

yard was gay with flowers from April to

November. There was a piazza with rustic

posts at one side covered with vines, the

tumbling walls were hidden by creepers

and the old fence was gone. In its place,

from post to post stretched wires, so cov-

ered with vines as to form a green wall,

and under some tall shrubs in its corner

Tom had made a rustic seat close to the

street, but quite hidden, where he and
Janet were wont to sit on summer even-

ings when the work was done. And so it

happened that in the twilight once they
heard a passer comment on the place

—

“So pretty and so well kept. One doesn’t

often see such taste on a small scale.”

“No, not often,” answered his com-
panion, and they knew the voice for that

of the “leading citizen” of the town,

Dr. Bradbury. “It was the forlornest

place you can imagine a few years ago,

but they’ve transformed it somehow.
The Mason children are rising in the

world and they deserve their success.”

Janet looked at Tom with shining eyes,

and the thoughts of both went back to

that March morning long ago. Tom
smiled, “Yes,” he said softly, “‘The
Shiftless Masons belong to the Dark
Ages.’

”

Fragment
BY BRED ALLISON HOWE

There is no pure, sweet joy in earth

below,
Nor any hoped-for bliss in heaven

above,
Nor good thing known to men, or men

. shall know,
That flows not out from the deep springs

of love.

jdmm.mmO mtMKNTS
To introduce our popular woman’s magazine, The Ladies

World, into thousands o£ homes where it is not already taken, we

offer for a limited period only, absolutely free with a year s sub-

scription at 50 cents (the regular price), a Set of 8 I* me, Lver-Bloom-

ing Hardy Hybrid Roses, all choice new varieties, as follows:

1 Dorotliv Perkins. A beautiful Pink Climbing Rose. Extremely

hardy, a vigorous grower anrl profuse bloomer. Flowers are borne in cluster,,

ami are very double. Color clear shell pink. Fine for lattices or porches.

I KaiserIn Augusta Victoria. A Hardy Cream-White Garden Rose.

A strong grower, blooming constantly until late frosts, I las elegant pointed

1 buds and large double flowers, deliciously fragrant. A peerless rose.

1 tilolro Lvonaise. A Salmon-Yellow Hybrid Pcmetual Rose. One

of the finest hardy yellow roses thus far produced. The flowers have all the

beauty of Tea Roses, and are large, full and delightfully sweet. A delight

to its possessor. Easily cultivated, and fine for outdoor planting.

1 Richmond. A Magnificent Red Tea Rose. One of the very finest Hardy

Hybrid Perpetuals. Very rapid and vigorous in growth. Same tone of color as

Liberty, with more scarlet. Produces very freely and has long pointed burls on

tall straight stems, with elegant dark foliage. As fragrantas American Beauty.

1 VIme Jules Grole*. A Hardy Hybrid Pink Tea Rose. Remarkable
*

for its bright rich color (a charming sha le of satiny pink) and for its freedom

and constancy of bloom. As an outdoor rose it has no superior, being a strong,

vigorous grower. The flowers are borne nearly upright, on long straight stems,

in wonderful profusion all through the season, and are large, full and double,

v Ttcsslc Brown. A New White Hybrid Tea Rose. A rose of wonderful

beauty, bearing large, full, double flowers, on strong erect stems. A vigorous

grower, with a hardy constitution, producing flowers profusely all through the

summer. Color pure white, flushed with pink at base of petals.

1 Raliv Rambler. A Hardy Dwarf Crimson Rambler. Grows in bush form

and is not a climber. Blooms continuously through the summer, if P,aPjed

outdoors, in clusters of 20 to 40 flowers at a time. Color bright crimson. May

y also be grown successfully in pots. A wonderful rose, and winner of many prizes.

. ,T J -Rioomintc Yellow Climber. A freer grower than any other climbing variety.

The eight rose plantsde'cnbed above,^^^dStates"1
rosetbul the newest^nl

direct^to o^r subs^^ersfth^receiidng'but one^atidling, and are guaranteed to reach their destination in good order.

THE LADIES’ WORLD
now in its 22d year of successful Publication

up-to-date, recognized as an authority on all matters pertaming^t^ne^oraes^G^^ CHARLjgS DWYER, and its

tical way with eveiy subject in which women are vita y Needlework, The Secret of Good
Departments, comprising The

and Dressmaking are all conducted by experts. Its Illustrated

Looks, The Wavs of
for th^ exceUence, and it numbers among its contributors for

Feature Articles, Serial^and Short Fichon, ir t o
is^ro£use iy illustrated by artists of reputation, and its hand-

1908 most of the high-class magazine writers or tn_ V,

fains from 35 to 43 large pages, 11 x 16 inches m size. It

some colored covers are a special feature.
, similar publication, and is conceded to be the best maga-

lin^pu'blis'hed at50 l^ts^er yVr^lfrinS favo^bly wi^h tnany magazines of double its subscript™ price.

AYTT> CDtrTAT AFUFP .To any lady who will send us 50 cents in payment for a subscription to

UUlv UTTER
La(jje8> World before June 1st, we will send the Magazine for one year,

andinaddition will send free the fuU Set of 8 Hardy Rose Plants above described as a premium, both fufly prepaid

.

and in addition
,

, every lady who is fond of flowers should take advantage cf the opportunity tc
Our offer is remarkably liberal, and every iaay wi o

without cost. Address all orders

:

secure this fine collection of choice hardy rose plants aDSOiuteiy wiu o
pi »rF NFW YORK

S. H. MOORE COMPANY, Publishers, (Dept. W), 23 to 27 CITY HALL PLACE, NEW YORK

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS MENTION VICK/S MAGAZINE.

3 Cents

Just your name and ad-
dress and I will tell you how
to get this watch, either
ladies’ or gentleman’s size,

ABSOLUTELY FREE
To the boys I will give the
chain as an extra present and
to the girls a chatelainepin,
if you write at once. With
the chain or pin it is impos-
sible to lose the watch. The
watch is a beautiful stem-
wind and stem-set one, and
guaranteed to keep correct
time. All X want is one hon-
est boy or girl in every town
to sell 6 of my fast-selling
articles at 25 cents each.
Write today for all particu-
lars which will be sent free.

JENNETTE MCDONALD,
“The Watch Girl”

12 Mack Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

EVERY L/WY READ THSS
Years ago when I was a sufferer, an old nurse told

me of a wonderful cure for Leucorrhea, Displace-
ments, Painful Periods, Uterine and Ovarian
troubles. It cured me in one month. Itisasimple,
harmless lotion that can lie prepared by any one
having the recipe. I will send it Free to every
suffering sister who writes to me. Address
Mrs. M. V. HUDNUT, South Bend, Ind.

Seven Novelties Given Away
The wonderful New Early Six Weeks Potato

will make a sensation anywhere. Don’t lose
money growing old run-out sorts.

See oner by A. T. Cook
,
the well-known seeds-

man on page 14 . He gives seven large packets
superb Flower and Vegetable Novelties absolutely
free Iwith every order. Mr. Cook has furnished
us with Premiums for many years and all will be
fairly dealt with. Send to-day lest you forget.

.

Post Cards of Historic New England
We will sell you these five beautiful Post Cards for three cents. Think

of it ! These cards are lithographed in colors on the best post card paper.

The subjects are dear to the heart of every Amartican. A great addition to

your collection.

How can we afford to make this generous offer? v.

Here is the point: We publish a real magazine—" HUMAN LIFE",

The Magazine About People, edited by Alfred Henry Lewis— which
is 10 cents for a single copy, and 50 cents for a year. The best value

ever offered.

"HUMAN Life" tells you each montn about the live people of the

day; who they are; what they do; where they live; their hopes, and

what they have accomplished to make the world brighter. Instructs,

Interests, Entertains.

"HUMAN LIFE" tells about people all over the world, and will give

you interesting life stories of people you may know among your list of

friends.
1

Alfred Henry Lewis, the editor, David Graham Phillips, Charles

Edward Russell, and Vance Thompson, the four greatest magazine writers,

of the day, and many other good writers, furnish true life stories

for "HUMAN LIFE".

/OC
We wilt send you the post cards for 3 cents if

you will send at the same time 7 cents for 3

months’ trial subscription to HUMAN LIFE
—that is, send 10 cents in all, and sign the

coupon to-day. HUMAN LIFE has
beautiful colored covers ; it is printed

on supercalendered paper, and is 0
'

filled from cover to cover with
illustrations. It is a live

,

up-to-date magazine of Amir
unusual merit.

Human Life Pub. Co.,

52 Broad Street,

Boston, Mass. jUfr ^ ' / T<ywn and State..

HUMAN LIFE

PUBLISHING CO.

52 Broad Street
Boston, Mass

Enclosed find ten cents in two-cent
stamps, for which please send the five

post cards for three cents, and “ HrMAN
Life" three months for seven cents.
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OX BLOOD TABLETS
FOR THIN PEOPLE

FIRST $l.o° BOX FOR
Send 25c in stamps and
we will send you pre-
paid, full sized $l.oo box
of OX Dl.OODTAII.
LETS for thin people.
Cure Rheumatism, Indi-
gestion, Nervousness. A

1 Flesh Producer,
l hin people gain ten pounds
a month. Pleasant to take. If
you are a sufferer or wish to
gain flesh, try them. First box
only at 25 cent rate.

a. iiKMu nsov nitre co., ns letiTst„ eiarinda, t„„„.

CONSUMPTION I

Seasonable Suggestions

- fit ( Continucd from tape of

BRONCHITIS
CATARRH

Gall-Stone Colic
Cure the disease by removing the

cause. If your bile is thick and slug-
gish. don’t be cut up but be built up
by a specialist who has had years of
experience in Chronic Diseases.
Write for particulars and free 74-page
book.

DR. C. D. SHAFER
167 Garfield Place, Cincinnati, Ohio.

FREE Watches and other valuable
premiums for selling 20 pack-

, _ . ,
aees of our sheet Bluing at 10c apackage. Quick seller. CRESCENT MFG. CO.Dept. G, 201 N. 51st Ave., Chicago. ’

A w?nted t0 seH Laximints, the con-
rlUIjll io stipation candy, and Rheumanox

the standard rheumatism remedy’No dangerous drugs. Quick sales-large profits-
liberal plan. Write now to
MARSHALL REMEDY CO., 321 Edgecomb Ave., New York City.

Free Trial Treatment
,,£? ,

vJ?,
s..ProvR t0 you thatCAPO Is The Greatest and

. . .

Most Successful Method in thetreatment of Piles ever placed before the public AVeare cuiing thousands in every stage of this cruel dis-ease. No Knife, No Pain. Write today for free trialtreatment and be convinced.
3 trlal

THE CAPO CO., COLUMBIANA, OHIO.

m ASTHMA
f

fvP
ah sufferers from nose

throat or lung trouble,
we will mail, free and
post-paid, liberal supply
of Condor Inhalation in
order to prove that it is
possible to be permanent
ly cured at home, with-

. „ - “V1 change of climate,
„ , f tlmo or stomach dosing.

t.iP ,.5
no,

V,neglect f>ain ^ chest or betwefnshoulder blades, raising matter, constant snit-fng. lingering colds, hoarseness chroniccough, tickling m throat, loss of taste andsmell, flushed cheeks, night sweats chills

fourbrelth
0^/’ h

,

ay f̂ ver
' nose,rout breath, head noises, deafness, sneezing-shortness of breath, sense of opprSrachoking, gasping, wheezing, failing strength’weakness,. loss of weight, etc., etc

S "
Drawn through mouth or nose, 'this nower-fui, geim-destroying, healing, curative Inhal-

bronchfal
he

t
S
uhJ

ery
S*? °f ^ uasal plssagts,

fJcted
la
V>f«ioo«

an
?

longs—exactly where af-

„
Disease quickly disappears no matter
fagr

.
6’ and health Is restored.

Write Today for Complete Trial,
Illustrated Book and How to
Get Well Without Taking Medi

r *?
en t absolutely free.

Condor Medicine Co., Dept. 375, » tos Angeles, Cal.

YOHr Name d“ g
°I
d °u handsome postals 2 cents.

Santa Fe Card Co., Santa Fe,New Mexico

Goitre Cure*»«****
Onr Medicated Goitre Bandagb

i
is a convenient, soothing appli-
«xnce, worn at night and cures
while you sleep. The Bandage ab-
eorbs the swelling and the Goitre
disappears in a few days. 16 years
Buccess. Write for free Treatise

PMY^lPiawc Drucnv^oft 01 *uU Particulars, etc.PHYSICIANSREMEDY CO. 32 Sinton Bldg, Cincinnati,0.

CANCER ^CURED
CAN
BE

At Home With My Mild Com-
bination Treatment. It is not
a New Remedy; It Has Ex-
perience of Years Back of It.

I ment^fCanc^n* iTave^o perit&myMildKh
r^at'

Treatment that I c|a
8
furnish to anyLaere^positfve

I proof and scores of testimonials showing* that mv trppt-
I ment quickly destroys the cancerous growth and at thp
I same time eliminates the poison from the system thimpreventui^ a return of the deadly disease

SySt6m
’ thPS

My vy Combination Treatment has cured scores
hLda

f
e

-
S
i Ther

r£ -
aI1

-
other methods which had been

I
„This especially gratifying- when it is

iJopo^P that Cancer is increasing at an alarming rate
I the disease having quadrupled itself in the last fnrtvyears, statistics showing that it ,i„„' fasc iorty

(Continued from page 9 )

is no good reason why it should not be
liberally led. If you want a rich, vel-
vety lawn you must fertilize it. There’s
no other way to secure the result youaim at. J

Don’t be in too great a hurry to get
the house plants out of doors. I know ofwomen who banish their plants to the
veranda long before freezing nights are
over. If their plants don't get frozen,
they get chilled, and a cliil is almost
as harmful as a freeze. The first of June
is early enough to turn house plants out
01 doors.

If you have seedling plants growing in
pots and boxes, be sure to give them
fresh air on every pleasant day. Don’t
let the cool air blow directly on them
however. They are too tender to stand
even the slightest chill.

Look over the tubers two or three times
a week. At this season, disease spreads
rapidly, and the only way to keep it in
check is to be constantly on the lookout
for it, and throw out every tuber that ex-
hibits the slightest indication of decay.
If this is not done, your entire stockmay be contaminated before youareawaie
of it.

You ought to be able to tell by this
time, what tlie condition of your roses is
If they seem badly affected by the win-
ter. order new plants to take their places
At some parts of the north it is necessary
to set plants every spring in order to
keep our collections full. Not all plants
will be winter killed, but so many are
likely to be that there will soon be gaps
in the ranks unless we make a habit of
planting each spring a bush to take the
place of every one that we lose.

If trees are to be planted do it at onceWe often neglect this part of spring’s
work until so late in the season that the
tree lias begun to send out its feedino-
roots, and removal interrupts this im-
portant part of its development. Trees
should be set out while dormant. If
their leaf-buds begin to swell before' you
find it convenient to plant them, I would
wait until another season,—or fall—be-
fore doing the work.

Thesadstory of
ttyFATHERS GREATSUFFERING

FROM CANCER
Redd the following end be convinced

WE CAN CURE YOU.
Forty-flye yei

go my father w
v/as himself a d<
tor, had a vicic
cancer that w;
eating away h
life. The best pfc

slcians in Amerl
could do nothli
for him. After ni
long years ofawl
suffering,and aft

the cancer h:
totally eate
away his no
and portions
his face (,

shown in h

given) his palate was entirely destroyed together with po

r.mL?' IT !
hroa,

H T.
ather fortunately discovered the gfl,

l
'“refi h,m. This was over forty years agand he has Dever suffered a day since.

' *™s sam ' discovery has now cured thousands who wei

N the' tr
d
th

lth °P”at,
.

on and death. And to prove that th

JjJi.* * ih w 'u klve 'heir sworn statement if you wi
v,‘'

e
p - Poct°rS

l
La’vl’ers - Mechanics. Ministers, Laborin

fj..
- Bankers and all classes recommend this glorious liftsaving discovery.and we want the whole world to benefit by ifYOU'CANCER, Tumors,

Ulcers,Ahs^sses Fever Sores,Goitre, Catarrh
I? .^

Rieu
l
n ’ Rheuraatism, Piles, Eczemaocala Head or Scrofula in any form.

....’I®
Positively yoarantee onr statements true, perhe:satisfaction and honent service—or money refunded,

d-rf-in
C“! yo

1
nothingto learn the trnth about this wonderfnl home treatment without the knife or eanstlc. And iyou know anyone who is afflicted with any disease above men

caA d0 them a Christian act of kindness by send
J us their addresses so we can write them how easily tbejcan he cared in their own home. This Is no Idle talk, w«™ faQ J ost whst we say. We have cured others, and can enriye“ r‘ experience guarantees success. Write nitoday

, delay is dangerous. Illustrated Booklet FREE.
oma. mixer, 206 State St., HASTINGS, MICH.

LADIES BE BEAUTIFUL
To introaucc our cclehsated Toilet Articles, iremlthe following liberal offer

:

1 box Alroriae Face Powder . i

T
.** ** Hair Fluff and Dry Shampoo

1 jar (your ‘choice of) Alvorine Cold Cream
(grease I ess) or Massage Cream

1 j‘ar Alvorine Deodorant Cream (destroys all
odors of perspiration) ....

rrr ,
Actual value >1

>> e will send above articles to any address for o
dollar postpaid. Wc will send any-ane article at rtular pnee postpaid. Our goods are the finest madWe guarantee them pure and harmless, surpassingtl
highest pneed Imported articles. Money refunded
not satisfactory.

ALVORD OPAQUE CO., Mfrs., Buffalo, N. 1

Send us an order for
Broom Holder this moat!

,
aud receive absolutel

FRICK—a bottle of our Extract Perfume If yoare a good judge of perfume, you will say, wheyou test it, that you don’t see how it can be sen
free. Well, that’s easy. We know that if jpleases you, you’ll send your orders our wavhum ply a method of advertising. Send 16 ceuts
for that useful Broom Holder to-day.
Schulz Specialty House, 400 Annitage Avenue, Chicagt

DR. O. A. JOHNSON

I,, ... ,

THEHE nothing more certain
lappear ar.d eHect

Sl
the

el
ne°w it will soon re-,

has been destroyed, and the neces’sit’Tfor a^ajnf’ul’or^L’nc
a
ri^st.pefatlon

r
avo^ded.

IT WILL COST NOTHING
,

I whether it wou^?/bt/n eceLsary to v fsi t Katfsas tvTn r

!

r Ju 'red to effect a cure, and
and personal treatment. I have a large number of^stmonlSh. Personal attention
who have been restored to health throughulin^mv ^Mi?H ^

fFatef« 1 Persons
I among- whom are the following-:

B Combination Treatment]

Fine Watches to Boys and Girls
Also Talking Machines, Scopes, Lockets etc

etc. You can quickly earn these Premiums. I
is easy. Thousands have done it. Full pat
ticulars and outfit is sent with every order fo
the New Coffee Seed offered on page 12 . Mav i
the month to plant the seed.

* J

Don’t be Thin

CURED OF CANCER OF BREAST IN IO
T . , .

WEEKS
I reel it my duty to tell others of your
wonderful success. I had a oancer
the size of a half-dollar, for three
years. After consulting two ladles
and one man in our town, whom youhad cured, I lost no time in putting
myself under your treatment. Iam,

IT^, a ‘ter ten week's treatment, cured
and In the best of health.

MBS. E.L. WOOD, Perrt, IA.

CANCER ON SIDE OF JAW LARGECOLLAR CURED IN 3 WEEKS
I wiite to let you know that the Oan-
oer which you treated for three weeks
beginning April 26, 1905, is entirely
oured. I am much pleased with the
success of yonr treatment and want
to say to ail suffering with cancer not
to be discouraged but try Dr. Johnsonand be cured. m. MYKRS.

521 N. Kansas Ave., Topeka,

OF BREAST, FOUR YEARSSTANDING, CURED IN A FEW WEEKS
,nfJrm you

i with great pleasure
that I am now cured of a very bad
Canoer in the Breast of four years
standing. Four doctors, two of them
specialists, gave me no relief and Iwas badly disheartened. I tried your
.Mild Combination Treatment and it

cure
you claim - 1 know you cancure cancer for you cured my mother also.Mbs. C, W. Smith, Yates Center, Kan.

Kan*

CANCER O^THEaLOWE R LIP CURED
I suffered two years from caDcer oflower lip. Tried everything. You
cured me. I was discouraged for along time, but when you cured Mr.
Donnell, our postmaster, I decided

could cure me. You undoubt-
edly know your business. Rly ad-
vice to sufferers Is to not wait, but
commence your treatment at once.

J.M, RATDMBL. Waverly, Kans

YOU CAN BE CURED AT HOME I have so perfected my Mild Combination Treat-
J practically as good results as though it were app™ed
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I ferer positive and indisputable proof rhat mrUMtmpinUp^6 I will gladly furnish to every suf-SS >e
f
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I
my b^^•“Citncer

.ni

119 iUaiu .Street,

Gain a Perfect Figure.—

,

Week's Treatment Sent Fr«
by a Woman.
My Magic Nerve and Pies

Builder will develop a firm, heal
tiful bust, shapely neck an
[shoulders, liandsomelv moulds
arms and limbs. It fills out AL

,

the hollow places. Sold under
. written guarantee to do all tin
/ is claimed for it or money ri

funded.

JANETTE BOGART,
Elmira, N. Y

I J UDUtk, Vv ft III
I cured at home. Address,

CO. «'v
2
.
r

’.sS"'"lii5,Kansas City, Mo.
L

H^vc you a friend auffenn* from Cancer? Do him a favor he’Un.Vcr torget b, sending hlm tbl. aa .

1

The Question Box
Large Pots. “Is there any danger of

having pots too large?”—R,
Yes. Plants suffer from what is called

over-potting, as well as from becoming
pot-bound. Keep a plant in a pot until
its roots form a network about the ball
of earth. Then shift to a pot a size or
two larger. A small plant in a large pot
will soon have vegetable dyspepsia be-
cause it is unable to digest the nutriment
in the soil.

Mildew. “My petunias were covered
with a white powder or dust. The leaves
turned yellow, and the plant soon died.
Now I have some roses similarly affected.
What’s tlie trouble, and what the rem-
edy?”—Mrs. M. L. J.
Your plants were affected with mildew.

Dust flour of sulphur over them while
they are damp. If the plants are in a
draughty place remove them to a more
sheltered one.

A Poor Lawn. “The sward was very
thin on our lawn last season. What can
be done to improve it?”—C.

I would advise the application of finely
ground bone-meal. Apply a liberal dress-
ing of it now, and again later in the
season. It may be well to go over it
with a sharp-toothed iron rake, scarifying
its surface well, and then scatter the seed
of lawn grass thickly. Stable manures
are rich in nutriment, but I never advise
their use on the lawn, because they con-
tain the seeds of so many weeds, and a ^weedy lawn is always unsatisfactorj’. ilflRPPn f
Hardy Red Rose Wanted. “I want a

-A

hardy red rose that will stand a northern
winter. What shall I plant? Must I give
it protection?”—S. J. W.

^ I would recommend Gen. Jacqueminot.
This variety is fine in form, rich in color, f » nirc mav pnrvnn«,c
prolific in bloom, and quite fragrant. It LADIES 1

FACTORY^SYOu
° f

is quite as hardy as any of its class, but, Comfort Hair Waver, beautiful wave withoutSeating
at the north, it must be given protection Sanity Ku^
in winter. AL hvbrid perpetuals must, S.eshP

Food bea’ltifiya complexion, removes pimple*
if we want fine crops o‘f flowers from
them. our beautiful Pans Hair Comb. Beat this offer: writ,

1 for circulars. Fans Specialty Co., lu< Broadway, 5ck tort

FACES RLEA CHEZ
and all skin eruptions removed hv using Arseni
C harcoal Tablets. 15 vrs. on sale. 20,000 testimonialsbend for free sample. Ben-wick Co.. AUeganv V \

Try Nash’s Rheumatic Cun
It also cures lumbago, kidney and urinar-
troubles. W rite to us today for testimonials osend one dollar for bottle. We’ve made it fotwenty years and cured thousands.
S. NASH & CO., 80 Howard St., Detroit, Mich

We want every persoi
afflicted with Catarrh t<

send for a package oCOMPOUND MENTHOI
It E. Its curative qualities, proved bv nearlv 20 rear
use. Lse It for ten days. If satisfied with the resultssend us _o cents, if not, a 2 cent istamn will return it

HITCHCOCK ^0.%^“



Mother’s Realm
(iContinued from page, is)

Id may well he called to the words of

IB great Teacher of Nazareth that not a

arrow falleth to the ground without the

other’s notice.

In connection with this thought the

lild may with profit be taught to meru-

ize this pretty poem by Mary Llewellyn

llaypole

:

'Good-night, little birdie up in the tree,

ledtime has come for birdie and me.

o to sleep, birdie, and shut your eyes

tight

nd wake not again till the morning
light.

hat do you dream of, birdie sweet,

s you stir in your sleep and say, ‘ peet,

peet?’

)0 you dream of the time when your

wings grow strong,

'ou will fly abroad the whole day long?

;leep, little birdie up in the tree,

Ve are safely guarded, both birdie and
me.

md I’ll pray as I kneel at dear

mother’s knee,

tear Lord, guard mother, father and me,

lut, please, don’t forget, while you’re

guarding me,
'he dear little birdie up in the tree.”

J. Sterling Morton
( Continued fvom page 7)

ive to see each of her three other sons

ccupying positions of great trust and re-

.
ponsibiiity in the business worid.

While visiting in Chicago in the spring

f 1881, Mrs. Morton had the misfortune
;riously to injure her knee. Despite the

est medical attention and the loving
linistry of those near and dear, malig-
ant inflammation set in, resulting in

er untimely death, June 29, 1881. Thus
/as the devoted husband and father be-
ft of a true and faithful wife and his

ur sons of a fond and loving mother,
ereafter the home of Mr. Morton was
esided over by his only sister, Miss
mma Morton, who had been a life-long

riend of his wife, and to whom she had
ver been devotedly attached.
Though Arbor Lodge remained and was
ver becoming more beautiful, its bright
articular light had gone out, and life

rere never seemed quite the same again,
hough the coming and the going of the
ears somewhat assuaged the poignant
ain thus caused, the wound of the fath-

r’s heart was opened afresh in the year of

901, when his youngest son, Carl, suc-
umbed to a severe attack of double pneu-
lonia, superinduced by over-exertion in
lanaging the affairs of one of the coun-
ty's most important industries, located
; Waukegan, Illinois. The death of his
in Carl proved a crushing blow to the
itlier, and he seemed constantly to lose
eart thereafter.

In December 1901, Ex-Secretary Morton
elivered an address before a stock grow-
rs’ convention at Chicago, and thereat
mtracted a severe cold and returned
ome a very sick man. Early in Feb-
lary, in company with his son, Paul,
len a leading official of the Santa Fe
oad, he made a trip to Mexico in the
pe that the change might give him a
w lease of life. While at the Mexican

ipital the Ex-Secretary was shown great
msideration by President Diaz. After
bout a month’s stay, he returned to his
ome at Arbor Lodge, but a fatal disease
as preying upon his sinuous frame,
ater he was taken to the home of his
>n, Mark Morton, at Lake Forest, Illi-

ois, in the hope that superior medical
till to be found in Chicago might yet
e potent to save his life. But all was
navailing. On April 27, 1902, this
incinnatus of the West laid aside life’s

urdens and passed on to his reward, he-
wed, mourned, and honored by both
ate and nation that shall, as the years
ome and go, ever become more glorious
irough the. continuing influence of his
reat life.

ature, the old nurse, took
The child upon her knee,
aying, ‘‘Here is a story-book
Thy Father hath written for thee.

Come, wander with me,” she said,
Into regions still untrod,
read what is still unread

n the manuscripts of God.”

Introductory Sale
OF THE

GREATEST INVENTION

Midget
Pump
Clothes

OF1 1908.

I
N order to introduce this wonderful 20th century

machine and place it quickly before the pub-

lic I am ready to supply the first 500 of “The
Midget Pump Clothes Washers” at the re-

markable low price of $1.00—if you take advantage

of my offer now.
After the first lot is sold I shall increase the

price—but I want the first lot to go quickly and I

want you to write me a letter which I can use as a

testimonial after you have used my washer and

thoroughly tested it—for I know you will be

pleased with it and I want you to become an agent

for its sale—you can sell a great many of them at

the regular price of $2.00 which will be the price

of the next lot I put out. To the original purchas-

ers of these first machines I shall continue to sell

the washer for $1.00 thereby you can make $1.00

for yourself on every washer you sell.

WASHER

YOU DO NOT HAVE TO PARBOIL YOUR
HANDS IN HOT WATER AND SOAP.

It’s so easy to wash with this machine that a

child or the most delicate woman can do all the

washing of the family with the greatest ease.

Your washing is done in half the time and with

the least effort possible. This new invention is'{

as good, if not better, than other washing machines

that cost $7.00.

Does the work just as well and
more quickly than the washing
machines that cost Eight Dollars.

No other Washer is as strong, dur-

able, or useful as this. You do not have

to scrub any longer, all your washing is

by hydraulic pressure and suction by this

chine, which forces the hot soap subs and water,

back and forth, through the clothes.

1 done

JUST THE THING TO CLEANSE LADIES’

HANDKERCHIEFS AND NAPKINS.

This self-washer not only saves your hands—it

saves the clothes. Clothes are oftentimes torn by

rubbing. This Washer is just what a lady needs

for cleansing handkerchiefs, towels and napkins.

It is just the thing for those who do light house-

keeping or live in hotels. It is always handy, can

be put out-of-the-way in a corner, ready for use

whether you have a few clothes in a pail or dish or

a lot in a tub. It will save time, labor and clothes

—

all of which means comfort and happiness for the

home. For flannels, quilts, blankets and lace cur-

tains this Clothes Washer has no equal. Try it and

you will be convinced.
The Proof is FREE. To show you my confi-

dence— you may take the Washer and use it a

week, and, if it is not satisfactory, return it, and

I will refund the money paid for it.

This labor-saving device will wash a tub full of

clothes spotlessly clean in from five to fifteen

l
minutes.
Write me to-day—now—at once. Address me personally.

PATENT APPLIED FOE.

M.. J. BAKER,
664 Washington Street, Buffalo, N, Y.

Every Subscriber and Reader of Vick’s Magazine
Can obtain a magnificent enlarged photo-engraving (10^x14 in) of Ex-Secretary of Agriculture, J. Sterling Morton, the world-

famed founder of Arbor Day, simply by inducing a friend or neighbor to subscribe for Vick’s Magazine for one T

regular subscription price of 50 cents.

year at the

This splendid picture, much larger than the one appearing herewith, is printed upon
heavy super-calendared plate paper and,
when framed, would be an ornament to

any parlor. No other man in the Na-
tion’s history has done so much as he
for the permanent welfare of all rural

communities, and for the combined
Agricultural, Horticultural, and Forest-

ry interests of the nation, and this ele-

gant picture should find a place in hun-
dreds of thousands of American homes.

Both Old and New Subscribers

Can secure this beautiful engraving in

still another way: *Any person not now
a subscriber to this magazine will be
entitled to the picture who sends to this

office 50c in payment for one year’s sub-
scription

;
and any one now a subscriber,

can also obtain the picture by sending,

in 50c, for which his subscription will

be extended one year from the present
datq of expiration.
You often pay 50c or more for pictures

not equal to this one in artistic effect

and mechanical execution. The plac-

ing of the picture of this truly great

man upon the walls of your home will
prove a veritable inspiration to high
and noble endeavor to all members of

the family—especially to the young.
Call the attention of all your friends to

this splendid offer.

Fill out the coupon below and mail to

Vick’s Magazine Co., Dansville, N.Y.

COUPON

-

VICK’S MAGAZINE CO., Dansville, N. Y.

Date.

Gentlemen:—Enclosed, herewith 50c for which please
send Vick’s Magazine one year lo a new subscriber

whose name is .

P. O

St. or R, F. D State

.

and also send me your enlarged photo-engraving of

.1. Sterling Morton as a premium for securing this

subscription.

J. STERLING MORTON, FOUNDER OF ARBOR DAY.

Name

P. O

St. or R. F.D State.
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When Pain Follows

, the Physic is Wrong
Pain is always a symptom of injury.

Griping means that the physic is harsh
—that it irritates.

You injure the bowels when you seek
to help them in that way.

The bowel lining— like the skin—be-
comes calloused if you constantly
irritate it.

The hardened lining retards the natural
functions. Then you have a chronic
condition calling for constant physic.

And the calloused bowels demand a
heavier dose.

Such physic is wrong. It is wicked.

It destroys the very functions that you
seek to aid.

You cause what you seek to cure.

One should never take any laxative save
Cascarets. They are gentle and
natural.

They never irritate the bowels, never
gripe. Every effect i6 curative.

They are as harmless as they are
palatable.

One tablet is enough unless the bowels
are calloused. The dose never needs
increasing. Take them just as you
need them to insure one free move-
ment daily.

Cascarets are candy tablets. They are sold
by all druggists, but never in bulk. Be sure to
get the genuine, with C C C on every tablet.

The box is marked like this:

The vest-pocket box is 10 cents.
The month-treatment box SO cents.
12,000,000 boxes sold annually. 812

AND SENT PREPAID BY EXPRESS
Solid German Silver,

twenty-six-piece set, con-
sisting of six teaspoons, six
tablespoons, six knives, six
forks, one sugar spoon, and
one butter kbife. Aii in a
beautiful leatherette, silk-
lined case, and guaranteed
by the famous William A.
Rogers. This set may be
yours for a very little of
your spare time. I need
thousands of people to help
me in my business. The
work is easy v and pleasant,
and I will ask you to do
only a very little as your
share, and then the set will
be sent by express, pre-
paid. It won’t cost you a
cent.

Write and ask about it

That’s all! Ask how to
get Twenty-six-piece Silver

;
Set No. 5000-A, and I will
send full particulars.

BEAUTIFUL LAMP
SHADE FREE

If you are one of the first 1,000 to write, I
will send you postpaid a beautiful lamp shade
suitable for gas, electric or oil lamp. Made in
two designs. Say whether you want Rose or
Landscape design.

Address

GEO. K. COOK,
Box 118,

- - - Elgin, III.

Craok - Shot

I STEra$ RIFLE
IT ALWAYS SHOOTS, AND HITS THE BULLS EVE EVERT TIME

We will positively do just what ^we say. This rifle isgiven free to every
good honest boy for just about one hour's

pleasant work. We are enabled by a special
Arrangement with the manufacturers of these

handsome and high grade rifles to give one to every honestboy who will distribute, according toour special arrangement

article* teeerd^S°te
SrtlClC

? 25c beinE colIected with each
f.m

CC0 d Dg *° t
^18 special plan. The Stevens rifle is muchsPPearsnce ' workmanship and in accuracy than any other

. 'J
e

-
,

K
I
s a regular f“!l length 33-inch rifle and has fine V sights pol-.shed walnut stock, blue steel barrel and loads at half cock This makesit almost impossible to discharge accidentally. We are a great large and

whotreat
r
u.

1

heu
e
esU

0mran
^’n

legalIy >ncorP°™‘ed for $25,000.00, and to ’
all® boys

hunting. Remember this i. our free offer^Th^tfoy^ “ I

j

d and a sure guide to 8ucr«sfu{

and the book -t-d^ife in the Woods." Writ, today. FKESIu'KNT^Th^^Otb'cent'ur^I^hTis^hTuir C<TPR RSTDRNT. Mid S.oro c. Uetroit. lwiow S t/°**

Famous
the world
over and c
iehed In the heart of
every boy. Bearinuuuu -<

that It is a sure CRACK SHOT
take down Stevens rifle.

and the book called u
Address a postal to tha ^ Ihe SOth Century Publish!

Great Big Mail Free
tins Locket with fhiiiilbii Hwit g vo, .

W

A. J. Morse,

,this Locket with Chain
rand 7 stone Ring to any'
one that will sell (12)
pieces of Jewelry at 10'

cents each, and send us —
no

.
m£nev wanted till goods are

sold. We take back all not sold. Addresswuv.iv mi iiuisoiu. ^aaress
Provicenoe, R. I,

Your uame and address printed 25.000 rim***
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Director-'-

• sentVfirms all ov?rthe uorld so they can send you FREE, CatalogSamples, Papers. .Magazines, Books. Etc/Etc. .endO>s LY 10 CENTS today to be in next is-sue. ( opv containing your name sent you soon asprinted. Send to cents NOW. Address
as

MODERN MONTHLY, INDIANAPOLIS, INO

FAMOUS ROGERS’ GERMAN SOLID SILVERWARE
26 -Piece Dinner Set Given Away

At the Point of the Needle
( Continued from page 22)

distance equal to two-thirds the length
of the stitches. Bring the remaining
third of the length forward upon the sur-
face of the petal. The long stitches may
be a little lqss than one-half inch long,
and the short stitches may be a little less
than three-eighths of an inch long. The
blending of the stitches of the different
rows of long-and-sbort stitch gives the
velvety depth of cojor and the "body”
to the work, characteristic of the best
embroideries. Repeat as many rows of
the long-and-short stitch as may be re-
quired to cover the petal with solid em-
broidery. Repeat these directions for
each petal.

CENTERS—Cover the small oblong
figure in the center of the flower with
satin stitch, made with File Floss. On
either side of this yellow center work a
few straight stitches with green Filo
Floss. Let these green stitches form a
‘tent” over the yellow figure, the apex
or point directly over the top of the fig-
ure, the ends separating at its lower
point to form an inverted "V.”
LEAVES—Work the leaves solid, with

long-and-short stitch. Start at the tip of
the leaf, -on one side of the center vein;
work a row of long-and-short stitch
straight do the side of the leaf, to a point
where the leaf joins the stem

; slant the
stitches toward the center vein. Go back
to the tip of the leaf, and blend a second
row of the long-and-short stitch back be-
tween the stitches of the first row, as de-
scribed for the flower petals. Repeat as
many rows of the long-and-short stitch
as may be required to cover the half of
leaf with solid embroidery. Repeat these
directions for the opposite half of leaf.
STEMS—Outline the stems with two

threads of green Filo Floss threaded to-
gether in the needle. Use the darker
shades on thos^ stems lying under other
stems.
BORDER—Pad the scalloped border

lengthwise with three layers of outline
stitches, placed one over the other. Take
the stitches of the first layer only through
the material. The stitches^ of succeeding
layers of outline stitches should be taken
into the stitches of the preceding layers
of outline stitch. Cover the padding
with buttonhole stitches taken across the
width of the border. Use Sicilian Floss.
Pad the border with the same silk used
for the buttonhole stitches.

Consumptio
Boot

This valuable med
leal book tells ii

plain, simple lan
sruage how Con
sumption can bi
cured in your owi
home. If you knov
of any one sufferini
from Consumption

Catarrh, Bronchitis
Asthma or any throat oi—

e

trouble, or are yoursel;
afflicted, this book will help yoi

to a cure. Even if you are in th<
advanced stage of the disease and fee
there is no hope, this book will show youhow others have cured themselves after all
remedies they had tried failed, and they be^
lieved their case hopeless.

Write at once to the Yonkerman Con-
sumption Remedy Co., 2423 Water Street,
Kalamazoo, Mich., and they will gladly send
you the book by return mall free and also
a generous supply oi the New Treatment
absolutely free, for they want every suf-
ferer to have this wonderful cure before it
is too late. Don’t wait— write today. Itmay mean the saving of your life.

.^PATENTS

ii

TRADE-MARKS
and COPYRIGHTS

Notice in “Inventive Age.” CDCCBook “How to Obtain Patents” IfkC
E.G.SIGGERSjBoi 9, 1.D.Bldg.,ff,ghiiigton,D. 0.

Silk Direct From Mills
Black taffeta. 19 inches, 58 cents ; 36 inches. 98 cent
extra brilliant, 20 inches, 78 cents. Samples FREon application. Quality unequalled for price

HALCYON SILK WORKS,
Dept. Z, 170 Fifth Avenue, Ndw Yorl

A Star and a Wish
BY RENOS H. RICHARDS

Lo, in the darkened east I see
A star, large, bright, and many rayed

;A kindly beam it throws to me.
I feign it whispers, cheeringly,
"To-night I watch; be not afraid.

"Through the lone vigils of the night,
My course I’ll keep, straight, firm, and

true
;

Nor can the lowering heavens quite
Envelop, with dim, murky night,
The guiding gleam I send to you.”

This wish the star in me has placed :

May the full record of my life,
By no rash, erring deed defaced,
But with beneficence well graced,
Strengthen the Weak in life’s hard strife.

Rough work must needs be done in
this world

; but the doers of such work
may, for all of that, be gentlemen.

UTC Every month selling our wonderful
flbtN 15 5ouU SEVEN PIECE KITCHEN SET
Send for sworn statement $12 daily profit. Experience unneces-
sary. Outfit free. V Thomas Mfg. Co- 7212 L St., Dayton, O.

I STS
'i,
br
4^r^ youpostpald a package of beautilul

I
all silk Ribbon remnants. Suitable for fanevwork or pillow top for cosey corner.

GEfl MERC. CO. Dept. B. Paterson. N. J.

IF TROUBLED WITH ANTS
‘‘U

e
,

mo eucI<>sinS stamp. I will send informationFREE how to get rid of them in 24 hours.
A. TH0.1IP80N, ftlareelliis, N. Y.

Silk Fringe, Envelope. Gold BeTeled pi nno
Edge, Hidden NaneCards. etc. 200 UAllUd

— — - Love Verges. 125 Rich & Racy Joke*. 1 Pack Ac-
quaintance&l Pack Escort Cards. New Beau Catcher& Big

Sample Book, all for 2cts. Columbus Card Co.. 129F.8t., Columbus,Ohio

I A nil7C t £
f!"E

.T
HIXfi ENTIRELY HEW! A REAL PL,

L/lLriljiJ !
hI r fastener that hoes away wr

FtSTFXFRM
H0

?,
KS KYt:S

> BITTOH8 AM) SN
E AsrEHERS. Closes the sides as tightly as if sewed I
gether. \\ ill not gap. pull or pucker. Gives ski
artistic finish. To close it, "a pull and it’s done©ample prepaid 35c, or 3 for fl. Circular free. Addre

„ K.TJSNITZ <fc CO..Box 1 1 St. Louis, YI

INVISIBLE INK.
mysterious liquid for secret w riting,
love letters, etc. Large bottle,
(writes 100 letters) lO Cte
Dept. L. CRESCENT CO. Reading, Pa.

VETERINARY COURSE AT H0MI
SI 200£ear and upwards can be made taking onrVeterina
? athome daring sparetime;taught ineimple
nnglish .Diploma granted, positions obtained successful et
dent* :cofit in renrh of all -RnHafartinn cm a i

_

— — uun.u. pvoitiuuB uutaiuea succesBiui et
dentt.woet in reach ofallisatisfaction guaranteed ;particala
free. ONTARIO VETERINARY CORRESPODP*NCE SCHOOL, Dept.l 7, London,Canad;
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PE MADE Tha * cftNNOT TOLD Fron
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for years. Agents Out ,,,
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Stand a 25c Sample by Mail for 10 Cents. Big Money for Agents, as ever
smoker buys. NEW ENGLAND PIPE CO., Dept. 14 , So. Nobwale.Cow

THE NEW LULLABY SONl
Which is making a big hit everywhere. To introdm
it, will mail a copy post paid for 10c.

F. BROWN, 2100 Adelbert Rd, Cleveland, Ohi

AND SUPPL11

TELEPH0N1
ELECTRIC NOVELTIES
Everything' electric—a

T'r

Lo'w*
l

'pRICE
Larg-.t stoefl in t'nited SUMS. Catalog FREE. 1000 Agents Wan*
OHIO ELECTRIC WORKS CLEVELAND, OHI

ISComicPostCardsFrc
F uccim» Colored Cards ever printed. All New. No two at
acd every cue a Corker. Foil **t of 1«> card* Met FRE
yon seed only TEN cent* for ns ember*!, ip in our Po»i (
Exchange. whichka.tbouKaDd»ofaetab#i*. Yoo’U cell
dredv cl pretty and comic Port Card. FREE from *11 ,

the world. Don’t mi** Retime a u*. oftVeM- 1 M M E N !

1,1 ** ycar ”*!*. TEEL POST CARD CO., HURLErVTLLE, N.

X}/) *girtsl to Wiu Art.r*n.Lote»,Ceai£*
* t/O M R*v* p

o'-
n

.

or
V- Botux*. View., Batf-exv H,od«,

3RE‘'80cFTr7fl'“5?'ACDn^DM'‘kS3r^^a

J5

anLewd
to maima or our cam*.
BELE-CULTORE

CASH PAID our Subscribers per 100 to i

dress our Advertising Postcards. Nice iucoi
for spare time. No canvassing, Send 10c silver i

trial subscription, supply of cards and full particula
Economic Pub. Co., Tumwater. Was

(

Artistic Post Cards
Landscapes, Buildings, etc. (No Comics'
B. PLACE SOUVENIR CO, Passaic, N.J.

10(

AGENTS $25 A WEEK Si™
14 new patented articles. No scheme. No risk. Sami
Free. A. M. YOUNG & CO. 184 Dearborn St., R 24 Chicago,!

B«»u tifulPh oto-t!ntView* ofi
* Chi capo, Niagara Falls, Cap,UL Ac. ]WWWWWWB VIW IwW comic*. 8, !d at 3 to 5c eaTh A i npaid to introduce big catalog only 10c. LCUAS CARD CO., 1229 Lake St, CHlCAO

25 Postcards 10c
paid to introdne* bie r*l*ln. nnir llV. lTdliriB

POST CARDS IOC
J Beautifully colored views—Capital. Chicago. Park Scenes,

$10. CashPaMKS&?as®s$

viewr—Capital, Chicago.

'

— - r—llehed. No comice or blacawuu wuak).
- »t S to 6c each. All eent prepaid to Introduce our big

postwl nal«( wfljl0e.8OCVE.MR CO./1.-.0um si. .CMCAOOV

HORSES Going Blind. Bary
Iowa City. Ia. Can Cur

Half Letterheads and 100 Envelopes, Printe"V", on Crash Hond. Ppd. for So cts. Samples fre
JEFFREY CO., 14 N. Vermont St., BROOKLYN, N.

'



You. My Lastly, Listen

!

Positively every premium on this page FREE, and more than that. If

you take advantage of the coupon in this advertisement you save still more,

making a total of at least $11.00 in retail value upon each $10.00 single or

der or the first order of a club, by dealing with us. Send for my FREE

Catalogue giving full description of these premiums and hundreds of others.

It is not a long story. It will pay you to read it. The title is:

How the Housewife Can Save Nearly Half the Home Expenses.

Is it not reasonable that if you buy

your goods, such as teas, coffees, soaps,

rice, flavoring extracts, toilet articles,

etc., from the man that makes or im-

ports them, and that man sells them to

you at the same price that you are pay-

ing your corner grocer and in selling

these goods that he can give you FREE

premium value equal to the amount of

money you pay him ? It is reasonable

because he saves several MIDDLEMEN’S PROFITS for you, and, therefore,

can give you double value. WHY NOT GET THIS BENEFIT YOUR-

SELF? Be a mail order buyer. You are entitled to the most your money

will buy in any spot or place. I tell you HONESTLY and FRANKLY

that I am positive your money will go further here than with any other

factory-to-family company. Send for my Free Catalogue to-day.

Another way. You may say,
u

l have everything I want in the furniture

line. I don’t want any premium at all.? Well, then, we give you, for ten

dollars, twenty dollars worth of goods. Our plan has great inducements for

Club Secretaries. We give a SPECIAL OFFER to the Club Secretary that beats

anything out. If you are a member of a Soap Club or a Manager of one you will

be delighted with our SPECIAL OFFER—it is so much more liberal than others.

Now just sit right down and fill out the coupon and we will do the rest. Address

C. Henry PapwortH, Mgr.,

PAPWORTH CO., 420 St. Mark’s Ave., SYRACUSE, N. Y.

THIS COUPON IS WORTH S1.00 TO YOU.

Return this coupon and we will mail you free OUR NEW CATA-
LOGUE and a Certificate good for one dolla- worth °t Ptc^ucts

of your own selection when you send us your ~rst Prepaid $10.00 order.

This offer is for new customers only.
,-ttct? xr vPAPWORTH CO., 420 St. Mark s Avenue, SYRACUSE, IN i .

Street .

... State..

i

0
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>ur Money
In a

New Country
Through the Dakotas, Montana, Ida-
ho and Washington, the building of
this railway opens up a country full of
money-making possibilities. Rich farm

\\\
Iands are now selling at $10 per acre and up-
" ar^ s - They are bound to increase in value

within the next few years. Three new towns
Lemmon, S. D., Hettinger, N. D., and Bowman, N.
D.,—have recently been established. Six months
ago the sites of these towns were open prairie
lands. Today at each place there is a well-built

town, with a population of about 500. But there is plenty
of room for more along the Pacific Coast Extension of the

Chicago
Milwaukee £? 5

Railway
1

,

Drtkotas and in Montana, along the new line, the soil is a dark loam with a clav sub-soil
*

;;;

(1 'V,
.

lt,>1 '
l
,leutl

.

lu '; ramfa" is ample to ra% the crops; the climate is healthful: the air is drv
‘ ln' 1K° 1 ‘ lt| ngi "niters are nnld; growing seasons are long. The deeded lands sell at $10 per

Z o '/Zt
U

Tlr "i Al U
SmSOn mw 'u {

armers made nt°ney from their.first „eur\s crops to p,a/ for

,
.

• '

,

rheJ
,

urtl ‘h Bf“Vn ceilt*al Montana, offers exceptional opportunities m farmino-

hne'hi'w' j

1

!

" Ileat an<1 a,falfa raising. The fruit-grower will And a good field along the newc ill W ashington. Apples, pears, plums, cherries, apricots and small fruits grow well there

per 'acre

" U1< reds ot acres °* '’oaring orchards produced crops which brought from $500 to $600

'1 ram service on the Pacific Coast Extension has been established—Daily to .Miles Citv Montanawith through sleeping-cars from St. Paul and Minneapolis. All meals served in diniiw cars’

I imbaul'indfOTV
S ""'

T'
M ‘ leS Clt

-V ‘° H^lowton, Montana, connecting there with trains forLoinbuid and loi Moore, Lewistown and other points in the Judith Basin.

on the' l^cifl
7'S

Tlf
lllovab,es in carloads, or less than carloads, are now in effect to all stationson mo i aciiKi Coast Dxtonsioii.

PuM-phlvts describing these openings arefree for the asking.

Cii 1CA( >0. 95 ADAMS ST., CHICAGO.
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How Women Beautify Themselves

iffv'

h.'C

PRACTICAL HINTS ON
MASSAGING AT HOME TO REMOVE
WRINKLES AND CLEAR THE COM-
PLEXION—MASSAGING FOR DEVEL-
OPMENT.

1 The Beauty Bath

J
UST before retiring is the accepted time for treating

the face for removal of blemishes, and devel-
opment of the neck, arms and bust. The one im-

portant thing being absolute relaxation and repose of
muscles that can be obtained only by sleep.

After removing the clothing, your bowl should be
half filled with water as hot as you can bear it and,
bending over it so as to get the benefit of the vapor as
well as the water itself, sop with the palms until the
flesh is thoroughly warmed, then use Dr. Charles’ Heal-
ing Soap and rub it well into the skin. Afterwards
use your brush, which should be soft enough not to
scratch, but hard enough to cleanse the pores. Do not
be afraid that a scrubbing will injure your skin, for it

will not. First go over the face, then he neck, shoul-
ders and arms. Bathe the bust more carefully, but do
it thoroughly. Then change the water to cold and add
a few drops of benzoin which wall tend to reduce the
pores. Sop and slap the skin thoroughly and dry with
a course towel.

The skin is now' ready for the reception of the Flesh
Food, which is prepared to stimulate and nourish the
tiny vesicles of the skin proper, aud for building the
tissues that directly underlie it. You cannot be too
careful in the selection of the Flesh Food for this
purpose, as ordinary cold creams do not possess the
merit of flesh building. They simply soften the skin,
wdiich will not remove wrinkles or make plump cheeks,
neck, arms or bust.

The starved tissues need a real food which will
cause the collapsed cells to expand and fill out the
hollow places.

Massaging the Neck, Arms and Bust

For this purpose the palms and full hands should
be employed and thoroughly moistened with Flesh
Food. Elevate the chin and grasp the throat firmly
with the full hand; draw the fingers upward over the
jaws, using first one hand and then the other. Follow'
by placing the palms on the sides of the neck with the
finger tips meeting at the back. Draw the hands for-
ward until they meet at the chin, then draw the finger
tips up on the cheeks and begin the rotary motion

&
as

described.

Extend the right arm and grasp the upper arm
with the left hand and proceed to twist, at the same
time double the fist of extended arm and twist it in the
opposite direction. This you will find will develop
the arms rapidly. Follow the treatment with the fore-
arm and then do the same with the left arm. You will
find that this is real exercise, and by keeping the
palms w'ell moistened with Flesh Food the skin will
absorb it rapidly.

These simple directions should be followed daily

either in the morning or just before retiring. The
time consumed will be but a few minutes each day. I

The Beauty Bath is of importance and should be I

heeded.

gdj,

By Julia M. Wakeley

The palms should be employed in massaging the
bust. Stand perfectly erect with the lungs well filled

with air and place the heels of the palms as far back-
ward towards the arm pits as is possible, letting the
fingers kneed the breast. Do this very gently and
then follow by drawing the palms slightly downward
and then inward (using both hands) until they meet.
Then draw them firmly upward, high on the chest and
backward toward the shoulder points. Next pass the
palms downward and complete the circle. Next grasp
the breasts firmly, kneeding them and repeating this
movement for at least five minutes both night and
morning.

To Eradicate Lines of the Forehead
When massaging the lines of the forehead from

temple to temple, it is wise to use only the soft balls
of the finger tips, as the palms of the hands aud the
entire fingers are not so soft and delicate.

Place the finger tips on the center of the forehead
and draw them gently but firmly outward toward the
temples. Never rub the reverse w'ay(toward the center)
as that tends to increase and emphasize the lines.
Keep the fingers well moistened with Flesh Food so
that the pores may drink in every bit of nutriment
possible. Continue this movement for about five

minutes, and a little longer will do no harm.

The Roiary Movement, an Important
One

The rotary movement is the most important one to
learn and is used to a greaCyxtent on all parts of the
face and body. Many expert Masseuse use it to-
gether with a picking up or pinching of the flesh be-
tween the thumb and forefinger, to stimulate a healthly
circulation of the blood. The finger tips begin at the
corner of the mouth, massaging with a circular move-
ment upward and making small complete circles, pass-
ing over the cheek to the outer corner of the eye.
Then begin a little farther out and carry the rotary
movement upward past the eye and inward to the cen-
ter of the forehead. Repeat on both cheeks for about
five minutes.

Massaging Under the Eyes

Massaging around the eyes is always the most del-
icate part of the work and a more gentle stroke should
be employed. You should commence just above the
inner corner of the eye, bringing the finger tips down-
ward and then outward and at the outer corner of the
eye slightly upward. Repeat on the other eye and use
a little more time here as it tends to reduce puffiness,
and lines at the base of the nose. A liberal quantitv
of Flesh Food should be kept on the finger tips.

Removing Lines on Eyelids and “Crow’s
Feet”

In this treatment the most extreme gentleness of
movement should be observed, using the balls of
the fingers very lightly, and be sure that they are well
moistened with Flesh Food. Commence at the inner
corner of the upper lid, bringing the finger tips up-
ward and outward in a curved line just beneath the
eyebrow, being careful not to press the eyeba.l. When
the outer corner of the eye is reached the finger tips
should be brought slightly upward and then back over
the ear. Next alternate with the third movement.

Plumping the Cheeks, Removing Lines

at Corners of Mouth

It should be remembered that the upward move-
ment should be used wherever practical instead of down-
ward, which have a tendency to cause the face to droop
or sag. This is most noticeable with the cheeks and
throat, and becomes more pronounced with advancing
age. In using this movement I wish to impress upon
you the importance of using the Flesh Food liberally.
Also a little more vigor may be used and the palms
may be brought into use. Begin by placing the finger
tips on the center of the chin and bring them finely
back toward the ears and then upward. Also with this
movement you may pinch up the flesh on the cheeks
and kneed it somewhat.

The Selection of the Flesh Food—Cold
Creams Will Not Do

When selecting your Flesh Food for the purpose of
building up firm healthy flesh, you should be careful
that you are using an article of merit. It should be a
preparation that is nourishing to the tissue and one that
stimulates a healthy circulation of the blood in the
tiny vesicles of the skin and adipose tissue. The little
cells or fat reservoirs should be fed with a pure, rich
compound that is going to develop them. The one
preparation that I have found to be superior to all
others is the Dr. Charles Flesh Food, put up by the
Dr. Charles Flesh Food Co., Dept. V, 752 Fulton St,
Brooklyn. N. Y. They are now making a special
summer offer of a box of Flesh Food, a cake of their
Healing Soap and a box of their exquisite Face Pow-
der. all three bv mail with postage prepaid, for one
dollar. This is an excellent opportunity for every
woman who has not tried these excellent preparations,
to do so at a small cost.

i
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To Subscribers. This Paragraph when marked in blue pencil Is notice that the time for which
your subscription is paid, ends with this issue. It is also an invitation to renew promptly, for while
Vick’s Magazine will be sent for a short period after the expiration of paid-up subscriptions it should be
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WITH THE PUBLISHERS
This represents the effect the Kressltn
Treatment has had In hundreds orcases,

sent, free of charge,'to those who apply foritby simply send-
ing name and address. It is called the KRESSLIN
TREATMENT, and many people who have used it have
been reduced as much as a pound a day ,

often forty pounds a
month when large quantities of fat were to be taken off. No
person is so fat but what it will have the desired effect, and
no matter where the excess fat is located;—stomach, bust,
hips, cheeks.neck—it willguickly vanish without exercising,
dieting, or in any way interfering with your customary
habits. Rheumatism, Asthma, Kidney and Heart Troubles
leave as fat is reduced. It does it in an ABSOLUTELY
HARMLESS way, for there is not an atom in the treatment
that is not beneficial to all the organs. Sosend name and
address to the Dr. Bromley Co., Dept. 979W, 4 I West 25th
St., New York City, and you will receive a large trial treat-

ment free, together with an illustrated book on the subject
and letters of indorsement from those who have taken the
treatment at home and reduced themselves to normal. All
this will be sent without one cent to pay in any shape or
form. Let them hear from you promptly. •

I WillMoke
You Prosperous

l you are honest and ambitious, write

1 today. No matter -where you live or

t your occupation, 1 teach you the Real
Estate business by mail; appoint you

Special Representative of my Compa-
ny in your town; 6tart you in a prof-

itable business of your own, and
'

help you make big money at once.

Unusual opportunity for men with-

out capital to become independent
i

forllfe. Full particulars free.

Write today. Address Dept. F.C.O.

NATIONAL co-operative
REALTY COMPANY.
WASHINQTON. D.C.

(
WILL giveyoumy
splendid outfit on

> a 60-day free trial en-
tirely at my own
risk, providing you

r- , -U ir are the first from
lA -> ^ your locality to ae-

~ cept my generouB
offer. I have always sold these splendid Outfits to deal-

ers, but this season, commencing with this very day, I

have made up my mind to sell direct to the wearer and
save every man the enormous profit that has always

gone Into the pocket of the dealer. To make my new
plan a success right from the start I decided to place

with one reliable person In each community my com-
plete outfit for 85.00 and not one cent more.
This Is my stylish ten-piece Outfit — 1 Stylishly

tailored suit, 1 President dress shirt, 1 King Edward cap,

1 pair Empire suspenders, 1 pair mend-proof hose, 1

Chesterfield tie, 3 fine handkerchiefs, 1 set gold buttons.

To be safe In securing this offer send at once for tape,

order blank, etc., for I can give to but one la a locality

at this advertising price.

F, 0. LINDQUIST, Manager

CANADA MILLS CO., Dept. 289. GREENVILLE, MICH.

DUPLICATE DIAMONDS—1 carat. Not paste or
stage, but beautiful stones set in warranted gold rings.

Experts alone can tell them. Sent postpaid for $2.00.

Use standard ring measure for size wanted. Catalog

free. Reading Diamond Co., Bx. 482. Reading, Pa.

BIG PHONOGRAPH OFFER
The original Thomas A. Edison Phonograph.
Unequalled as an entertainer and fun maker.
Immensely enjoyed by old and young. Plays

waltzes, rag-time, sacred and concert mu-
sic* operas—everything. Prices very low.

I SHIP ON APPROVAL
All the latest Edison records, 35c

each. Write today for my Big
Free Catalogue No. 15 .

I l Pay The EUGENE CLINE,
I FREIGHT 6? Dearborn St., Chicago.

If you have a Victor,
Columbia, or any make
disk Talking Machine,
send 60c for one of our
Star records. Money
back if not satisfied to-

gether with charges.
Address:

The National
154’A Ave. A.

Schenectady, N. Y.

OUR GOOD ROADS NUMBER
Not only will those specially interested

in the subject of Good Roads find much
in this issue to interest them, but all in-

telligent readers everywhere will be
greatly pleased with the unusual variety

of good reading to be found in it. A
perusal of it will prove that even the

subject of Good Roads can be made in-

tensely interesting and attractive to all

readers, women as well as men, when
properly presented. Instead of taking

up this subject in a purely technical

way, the distinguished writers whose
articles appear herein have dwelt on this

theme in its close and intimate relation

to home life, especially life on the farm.

Every farmer’s wife will find the splendid

address by President Roosevelt on this

subject intensely interesting, as she will

also the very excellent article by Hon.
L. W. Page, the Director of the Office of

Public Roads at Washintgon. The article

by Mr. Crandall, (see article on page 5),

an expert in the Office of Public Roads,
regarding the work being done by the

national government, will be found in-

tensely interesting to all. The same may
also be said of the articles by Hon. D.

Ward King, the far-famed Good Roads
man “from Missouri;” by Hon. H. S.

Earle, the wide awake and witty Michi-
gan Good Roads Commissioner, and by
Hon. A. C. Jackson, Vice-President of

the National Good Roads Association.

The fiction features of this issue are

unusually attractive. The second install-

ment of the charming story “Unchaper-
oned in Spain,” appears this month, and
our youthiul readers as well as others

will find most delightful reading in
1

1

The
Pink Brocade,” a pleasing colonial story,

and all will be more than pleased with

the bright and chatty road romance en-

titled “An Unstragetic Auto Trip.”

Another story of thrilling interest will

be found on page 18, “Androcles,” that

will greatly interest both young and old.

Under the able editorship of Eben E.

Rexford, the Floral Department will be

found to be of exceptional value this

month and our readers will find many of

their questions as to what to do in the

flower garden anticipated largely in his

excellent articles and his answers to

questions on another page of the maga-
zine. Mr. Rexford's practical and timely
suggestions in any number of Vick’s
Magazine are well worth the subscription

price for the entire year to the many
thousands of our readers who love flowers.

The various home departments of this

issue present an unusual array of choice

and helpful information, showing how
successfully to solve many of the prob-

lems that arise in every home. It will

be noted also that these various depart-

ments are particularly seasonable to the

approaching gladsome summertime.

THE OKLAHOMA AND SOUTH.
WESTERN NUMBER

The July number of Vick’s Magazine
will be distinctively partriotic in tone,

and in view of tlie fact that Oklahoma
has been the last state to enter the sister-

hood of states, special attention will be

given to this great Commonwealth in the
July number. Among the many interest-

ing features will be an article regarding
the organic law of the new state, by
United States Senator R. L. Owen. Other
articles will appear setting forth the
wondrous development of Oklahoma, and
the achievements of her people in bring-
ing into being one of the greatest com-
monwealths in the nation. In addition
to this, attention will be given to import-
ant agricultural and industrial sections of

neighboring states and territories.

An interesting feature of this issue will

be an illustrated article showing how
the American flag is made, and other
articles of special interest will charac-
terize the number. The short story will

harmonize in this regard with the patri-

otic theme of the month. The splendid
serial story by Mrs. Newberry, “Un-
chaperoned in Spain,” will be concluded
in the July number.

A PURE FOOD NUMBER FOR AUGUST
One of the most important forward

movements of our time, and one that has
been given a wonderful impetus within
the last few years, is that making for a

constant betterment of all marketable
food products. The power of an aroused
public sentiment, demanding more
wholesome food preparations, has made
itself felt both in national and state

legislation, resulting in laws that have
done much to protect the people against
fraudulent, adulterated, and injurious
food products.
The August number will set forth what

has been done, what is being done, and
what should be done, to protect con-
sumers against the many dangerous prep-

arations that have found their v?ay into

the market. Not only this, but aritcles

will be published in this number giving
definite and practicable information
showing how tlie housewife may intelli-

gently discriminate in making pur-

chases of food preparations for the home
table.

In addition to this and other most in-

teresting matter on the question of pure
foods, the August number will contain a

pleasing variety of timely articles appro-
priate to the summer outing period, both
in the way of fiction, descriptive illus-

trated matter, and good home depart-

ment reading. In this issue will begin a

most stirring serial story by Mrs. Julia

M. Klink, entitled “The Feudist’s
Revenge,” which will give our readers

a vivid pen picture of conditions that

have long existed in the mountain regions

of Kentucky, Tennessee, and other

neighboring states, showing the loves,

the hates, the long cherished resentments,

the mingled meanness and nobility,

cowardice, and courage of the hardy
people there residing.

WOMAN’S WORTH AND WORK
This most interesting subject will be

the leading theme of the September
number of Vick’s Magazine. Tlie chief

purpose of this issue will be to present to

our readers a truthful view of the present

status of woman as a factor in our social,

( Continued on page 24)
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ALLEN’S FOOT-EASE
SHAKE INTO YOUR SHOES

AlJen'H Foot-Enwe a powder for I be
It cure« painful , «wolJen, Bmarting,
nervous Teet, and Instantly taken the
«ting out of corns and bunions. ft’*

,

the greatest comfort, dlwcovery of the eg*-.

Alien's Foot-Ease makes,tight- fitting
or new shoes feeJ easy. It is a cer-
tain euro for ingrowing nails, sweat-
ing, callous and hot, tired, aching
feet. We have over HO.000 testimon-
ials. TRY IT TODAY. Hold by all Drug-
gists and Shoe Stores, 25c, Do not ac-

cept any eubfttltate. Sent by mail for
25o. in stamps.

fTOJTfT TRIAL PACKAGE-*- eent by mall.

MOTHER DRAY’S SWEET POWDERS, the

"In a pinch) best medicine for Feverish, sickly
..«« inland children. Bold by Druggist* everywher#.

Trial package FREE. Address.
ALLEN S. OLMSTED, Leroy, N. Y.Foot-Ease."

tin VirLr’c It is not our intention to admit to the columns ofUur UliarariLee to VICKS OUDSCITDers Vick’s Magazine any advertising that is not

entirely trustworthy and we will make good to actual paid in advaDce cash subscribers any loss sustained by
patronizing Vick advertisers who prove to be deliberate frauds, provided this magazine is mentioued when
writing advertisers and complaint is maije to us within twenty days of the transaction.

We will not not attempt to settle disputes between subscribers and reputable advertisers, nor will we
assume any responsibility for losses resulting from honest bankruptcy. We intend to protect our subscribers

from frauds and fakirs and will appreciate it if our readers will report any crooked or unfair dealing on tbe

part of any advertisers in Vick’s.

GUIDE TO

LACE MAKING
Be sure to send for our "Guide

to Lace Making.” You will find

it simply invaluable. It explains

all about the different stitches

—

the exact and easiest way of work-

ing them. It contains illustrations

showing the details of each stitch

—Duchesse, Honiton, Renais-

sance, Flemish, Arabian, etc., etc.

We will 'send The Housewife for three
months on trial and The Guide to Lace Making
for only Ten Cents. The Household, Fashion
and Fancy Work Departments in The House-
wife are very attractive features. Address,

The Housewife, 52 Duane St., New York

’•“’FREE
12 in. TALL

Teddy Bear is a fine
specimen of his kind, made
or shaggy cinnamon color
and 12 inches tall. His
head, his arms, and his
legs arejointed on to the
hody so that they can all be
turned in any direction.
And you should see him
shake his head and hear him
grunt when yon hit him in
the stomach! Teddy is

all the rage in the cities.

The children carry him to school and even the grown-up
ladies carry him with them when they go out for a walk
or ride, or to the theatre. The more costly Teddys sell

as high as $25.00 each. We have pickedout this one for

you on account of his good 6ize, his jointed head,
arms and legs, his cute grunt, and nis fine cinna-
mon color, we will send him to you free by mail
if you will send us only five two-year subscriptions to

our popular home and family magazine, Popular
Fashions at 25 cents each, ($1.25 in all.) Yon don’t
have to bother to send for any stuff to sell. Just get five

friends to subscribe and send us the $1.25. We will 6end
Teddy to you by mail. This is a fine Teddy for a very
little effort. Send for free sample copies if you need
them, but you can get Teddy easily without them.

Woman’s Borne Journal. Bept. 6
Springfield, . Massachusetts

.WANTED
to hear from owner having

A GOOD FARM

\

for sale. Not particular about location.
Please give price and description and rea-
son for selling. State when possession can
be had. Will deal with owners jnlj'.

P. Darbyshire, Box 984 X, Rochester, N.

' Removes ail odor, of perspiration. Do-

after Shaving; Sol'd everywhere, or

^5cJ Get Meonen’s (the original).. Sample Ftee.

GERHARD MENNEN COMPAUVnSvuk. N-Ji

FREE HAIR FOOD
Trial Bos to Prove ItsWorth
The ONLY WAY to know the cause
of falling hair in men and women is

41

"o send to Prof. J. H. Austin, the
thirty years’ Scalp Specialist and
Bacteriologist, who completely
demonstrates that there are two
different principal conditions

x of the scalp, scalyand not scaly,
which characterize these trou
bles. Prof. Austin now offers

I to send ABSOLUTELY FREE.
1 a sample box of his remedy to
3 demonstrate its power, toge-

ther with booklet on the care of the hair and scalp.
Enclose 2 cents postage and write to-day to

VROF. J.U. AUSTIN, 1755 McVIcker’s Theatre Bldg., Chicago, IU.
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Don’t Spend a Penny
imjil F«u are certain yon are getting GOOD VALUE for it. In themeg^ftTa^sssag
ir "IEBIcinb unless they feel sure it win give them more thantheir money’s worth in benefit and health. We want our nav fnroar' medicine, but NOT CNIIL yon savur... for
deserve it,” not until we HAVE EABiVFn inn

F°®

SAXKFIETton *° R®‘
H

.
OI'D ON TO YOUR MONEY until you

WHAT YOU WANT IT TO DO. UmifthenfpS usSoBSr 1

headers oTJwsn^e^b *° V£ 7' GJLAD TO ash^Seds oHhereaders of this paper have been glad to pay. YOU ARE TO BETHE JUDGE, We leave it to you entirely for you to decide.

We want your money only when you can say
thatweanfl¥itae»Ore have earned theMar,

Madea NewWoman After
Months of Misery,

Belleview, Tenn.—

I

have been snffer-
tog a long time from Female Weakness and
Bladder Trouble. My Kidneys ached con-
(tonally day and night and my periods were

bo bad that I could not sit
op, but was In bed half of
the time. They usually lasted
for three weeks at a time. I
had doctors attending me,
but they did me no good.
Then Isaw theadvertisement

ra of Vltae-Ore and concluded
SW\\to try It for a month. I sent
da f°ra trial package and began
3H) using it as per directions. I

can now testify that this one
trial package has almost

entirely cured me. I feel like a new woman.
1 can do all my housework with pleasure. Iam only sorry that I did not see your trial
offer long ago and thus save months of
misery. Mbs. M. A. Cumings.

It 1

ca® y°n *efnse to give this remedy. 'vhlcli has won an

If F°® aro sick and ailing, if anyone in vour^ *ickl>’ you do yourself an injusticeliff
? ien^ f®

1" v*tffi'Ore upon the terms of this thirtydavtrial offer* Read U10 offer! Send, for tills Bnedicin© f >« itEach day lost makes a case older, more obstinate, harder and nainsyou more. YOU DON’T PAY A CENT UNLESS IT BENEFITS You!

Rcadl This 3Q~&sy TrisS Offer?
if Yor ~ - t^ tlTA C1IOM* *A J _ * •• m. — —

treatment, t

don’t want
for it, and \

:"a
c
ES‘s$;^ Tii iSMisrs;, s,™ *»

She fs Perfectly Cured,
Tony, Wis.-I have

been using Vltae-Ore
fortwo months. Before
using it, no food would
agree with me what-
ever. Now 1 can eat
almost anything. I
must saythat I am per.
fectly cured. I cannot
praise this medicine

,

enoughand willrecom-
mend it to every one.
Mbs,LendebtBos.

What Vita-Ore Is

(
Fer B®ffh 8nfernal\
and External Use/

Vltaa-Ore Is a mineral remedy, a combination ofsubstances from which many world’s noted cura

»uu moguowuuj, elements wmen areamong the chief curative agents In nearly every
healing mineral spring, and are necessary for the
creation and retention of health. One package of
this mineral-substance, mixed with a quart of
water, equals in medicinal strength and curative,
healing value, many gallons of the world's pow-
erful mineral waters, drunk fresh at the springs.

ITS PURITY IS
GUARANTEED

Vltae-Ore contains no alcohol or
any injuriousorpolsonous drug.
It to absolutely guaranteed to to
pure and wholesome, under all
Pure Food and Drue Laws, both
State and National. Itconsistsof
substances that the body needs
and thrives upon, that all of the
family may safely use, old and
young,chlldrenorgrandmother.
It Isacleanremedy, sold byclean
people, through clean methods.

Permanent Benefit in a
Serious Complication,
Sumnbb, III.—I have been using Vitas*

Or© for five years. After having used local
doctors’mediclneswhich
did me no permanent
good, I found permanent
relief in Vltae-Ore. I
find It a great remedy
for the Stomach, Diver
and Kidneys. It Isa great
relief for Rheumatism

l which I formerly had so
"often, particularly In
,
Winterand Spring. My
trouble was a serious

-

7

.. complication of diseases
QDtl Vltae-Ore Is the only remedy which ever
gaveme any permanent benefit. It saved me
many doctor bills. Mbs. R. M. Habdacbe,

4J'

CURED HIS SCIATIC
RHEUMATISM.

Loft Leg Was Altogether Numb—Spon

t

9P80 for Treatment at One Time.
Des Moines. Iowa—

I

am a brick-mason and have
Buffered with Sciatic Rheumatism for nigh on to three
years. At one time I was in bed for ten months. Thedoctors first .said that I had
Lumbago and then others pro-
nounced my condition Sciatica
cr Sciatic Rheumatism. I spent
$280.00 for treatment at ono
time and received no benefit.
At last I read an advertisement
forVitas-Ore in my Lodge paper
and sent for a dollar package
on thirty days trial. I found It
so beneficial that I sent for
more. Before using Vita-Ore
my left leg was numb; it had
no feeling whatever. Vita-Ore
fixed me up all right. It placedme on a solid foundation and I (can use both my limbs now, the
left as good as the right. Ihavo
no more pain, feel better In -

every way and have a splendid appetite. I suffered so hn/U»
that many a time I Bald to my wife that had I a doethat
suffered as I did, I would shoot him togethlmoutlfhls
misery, no matter how I loved him. I feel so good over mycare that I want to give every sufferer the benefit of my
experience, Fbed Komebowsk, 514 E. 16th stu

TO
PERFECT HEALTH.

Had Kidney Trouble and What the Doc-
tors Called “Rose Cancer. ’*

Ebie, Pa.—

S

ome time ago I was
afflicted with Kidney trouble, and was
all run down. I could not pick up a
ten pound weight: none ofmy friends
expected me to live. 2 procured a
package of Vltae-Ore and In three
weeks from the day I began to use It
1 went to work. I continued the use
of Vltae-Ore and was restored to per-
fect health. I also had what the,ndoctors called Rose Cancer, and lift 1

cured It by keeping Vitse-Ore bound
on the sore for six weeks. It has
never bothered me since, I shall
never cease to recommend Vltae-Ore
while I live. I am seventy years old,
and strong and healthy. A. Msbes.

9

HELP I FRIEND!
If you bavea friend orneighbor
who Is sick or ailing, show him
this offer and tell him to write
to this Company for a 30-day
trial treatment It Is a little
thing for you to do, but it may
mean big things for him,and If
so, he will bless you for it

USE THIS COUPON
if You Don’t Wish To Write a Letter.

THEO. NOEL COMPANY, Vitae-Ore Bldg., Chicago, 111.
Gentlemen:—I have read your advertisement and liberal trial offer In theVICKS MAGAZINE

to 3y. Y-4“° b
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TOWN
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Ip" YOU SUFFER or a !»y Kidney, Bladder, or liver Disease, Dropsy, a Stomach Disorder, La Grume
and Ulcers, Constipation or Other Bowel^ouEle , \rnpu e"!Slod, Tin just* W^r^O^t
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^
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UNCHAPERONED IN SPAIN
BY FANNIE E. NEWBERRY—Author of the Wrestler of Phillippi

^T WAS for Constance an enchant-
ing ride. Exhilarated by her
clever escape, and ready for any
adventure, she freely surrendered
herself to its novelty. The train

crawled along in desultory fash-

ion, as if in no hurry, and carried few pass-

engers, though the incoming trains they
met were loaded to the platforms, for the

whole countryside was enroute to Seville

for the bull-fight. Occasionally she

caught sight of a gaily-dressed borderillero

and at one station a famous matador was
given an ovation but as they left the

sparkling Guadalquivir behind, all evi-

dences of city life disappeared, and they
came, presently, into a rolling country,

where the tobacco and grain plantations

lay in ribbons and squares against the green
hillsides, for all the world, as Constance
thought whimsically, like a crazy-quilt

against a pillow. Sometimes the farmer-boy stopped
his plow and, with his oxen, helmeted in sheepskin,
stood stock-still, to stare as they whizzed by, his

high-booted, sombrero-crowned figure a bit of vivid
color against the dull soil. Once she saw a little fun-
eral procession winding up a long hill, the bier borne
upon eight stalwart shoulders, and along-skirted priest

ahead with lighted candles, doubtless chanting as he
marched. Next in the panorama unfurled beside the

windows was a brigandish group camping close beside
the track, whose men were playing with copper discs.

They turned swart faces, with gleaming teeth, to laugh
into the eyes of the senorita, seeming like a picture

in her frame, and were succeeded by a diligence racing
the train with splendid courage

;
for it was so laden

with luggage, caged fowl, sheep, wine, and water-

skins, that the passengers seemed merely human bal-

last, wedged in to keep the cargo in place. But the

six horses were gaily caparisoned, and upon the leader
sat a little jocky in red and yellow, while upon the
high seat above, the driver, gotten up like a figure in

opera bouffe, cracked his long whip, at which the
bells jingled so loudly she could hear their chiming
above the roar of the train.

It was almost a shock when the conductor bawled
“Uvetara!” and she knew the little journey was over.

She alighted, and looked about her. Though not past

eight o’clock, the sun kissed her face with ardor as

she turned to look up the steep little path leading
villageward. This was huddled upon a rockv-hilltop.
as level as if sawed off by machinery, and Constance
iikened it to a chess-table with the pieces set out of

order.

“And I am ready for the game !’’ she murmured, to

rally her sinking courage.
After a question or two to the station agent in her

best Spanish, she set out bravely, while he started

after her, shaking his head and muttering ominously,
though she did not notice. Her climb was short, but
steep, and she soon ran plump upon a little posada, a

veritable caravansery, with a rude gateway leading
into a court, around which the irregular nest of build-
ings clustered. As she drew near a man appeared in

this arched way, who watched her curiously. His thin
hatchet face broadened around a pair of black eyes,

neither evenly set nor sighted, and this gave him a

sinister expression. He wore loose trousers, carpet
slippers, an olive jacket dingily embroidered, and a
faded red sash-belt. Constance, inwardly quaking,
managed a cheerful “Buenos diasl” and a disjointed
query or two, but he evidently could not understand
her Spanish, and while talking in his own guttural

patois, kept staring behind her, down the hill, as if

in puzzled expectation.
In reality, he was looking for her companions, be-

lieving her to have strayed from them
;
for even in

these wilds the tourist is recognized, though in the
person of a beautiful young woman, entirely unat-
tended, can never be accepted, as Constance was to
learn later.

But with salaams, he now invited la senorita inside,

and after more gibberish and gesticulation disappeared.
Constance glanced around the cool, dim room, which

A Glimpse of Uvetara

,melled abominably of garlic and grease, then stepped
again into the court and seated herself on a stone
bench beside the door. It was a rather pretty spot.

Some oleanders, of shades hitherto unknown to her,

grew in great pots, and a macaw flirted his long tail

and screamed a hoarse challenge. She began counting
the sunken paving-stones, where water had been
spilled, and felt more at home when a gray cat ap-
peared, and began to lap it up contentedly. She
called “Pussy, pussy!’’ but started at the hollow sound
of her own voice, and the creature fled in terror.

She was growing decidedly nervous when the man
appeared with a woman in tow—a hag, rather—tooth-
less and swarthy. She seemed a veritable squaw to

Constance, and her grin was horrible. She came up to

the girl, who had risen, and shouting as if to a deal

person, asked, “Angle—see?’’

“Yes, American,’’ returned Constance, feeling ner-

vously that she must laugh out if the man did not
stop hopping about and rubbing his hands, as if on
hot plates.

“Yang-kee?” shrieked the creature again, and
Constance bowed disgustedly.
“Par- tee?’’ was the next explosion, and after a be-

wildered instant the girl returned,

—

“Oh, my party? Yes, they come by and by—on
train—sabe?’’

Nodding gravely, the woman addressed her husband
in low, rapid gutturals, then yelled fiercely in her
marvellous English,

—

‘ Hon-gar-ee?” pointing to her own dreadful mouth.
Constance nodded most emphatically, adding,

—

“A room, too; I want a room.’’
‘

‘ Appartementa?’ ’

More nods and the appearance of her purse, which
started events to moving on smooth runners. A boy
dressed like a street monkey appeared from some-
where, and snatching her handbag, led her up a

rickety old stairway to the oddest room she had ever
entered. It made her think of a cell in the Tombs,
which she had once visited with shivers of horror.

Its thick walls were pierced well up toward the ceiling
with square openings the size of a handkerchief, and
the one conspicuous article of furniture was a ponder-
ous bedstead, so impossibly high, over-canopied, and
cumbersome, and so abominably dingy and suggestive
of unmentionable occupants, that she felt she could
more easily rest upon the bare, sunken floor than in

such a sepulcher of rottenness. But after bowing the
boy out, she decided to ignore the bed and the little

nap she had determined on after her early rising, and
hanging her bag on a spike driven below one of the
square port holes, she took her courage in her hand,
and went below for breakfast.

Constance was considered fastidious at home in New
York, but she told herself she could not expect a
Delmonico spread here. A bit of cold chicken, a
rissole, indeed, any little thing would be acceptable,

so sharp was her morning appetite. Fatuous belief!

She was led out to a small table in the court by the
toothless landlady,—which so far pleased her,—but ah!
that breakfast. Have you ever eaten puchero? Neither
had Constance. It is esteemed in Spain, but a sight

of the mess was enough for her. I believe
it contains beef and sausage, with sundry
seasonings of oil, red pepper, garlic, stale

tallow, etc., but she felt it must contain
the remnants of every dish left by guests
for a month fast, and strictly abstained.
Making shift with a boiled egg and a bit

of sour black bread, she tried to wash them
down with a native wine, but it tasted so

strongly of the pig skin in which it had
been kept, that she desisted, and left the
table, paying the score with a reckless
feeling that to escape with life and what
little had been swallowed, was all she
asked.

But, after a short stroll into the rocky
wildness close at this hamlet’s doors,
she forgot all else in nature’s harmonious
richness, and finally discovering a solitary

nook well up the face of the cliff, Where
an abutting ledge shut out the too fierce

sunshine, she had before her a picture so exquisite it

soothed her soul to utter content. There she dreamed
away the golden hours

;
but whether she enumerated

Mr. Norris Berrien’s virtues is a matter known to none.
By sundown hunger drove her back to the village,

and she resolved to find some fruit, rather than trust

to the table d’ hote at the posada. As she entered the
one street, the men, lounging with their pipes before
the house doors after the day’s work, stared at her
broadly, some even stepping closer to peer impudently
into her face. One boor, in a smock frock, shouted a
word she had never heard before, and pointed after

her.

The women took it up, gabbling shrilly; while the
men joined in with hoarser voices, laughing or scowl-
ing, and all repeating the unknown word. What was
it? What had happened? Had she suffered some
magical change in this odd corner of the mountains,
and come back a female Rip Van Winkle, to excite
the ridicule of the villagers?
She glanced down at her neat tan suit and boots,

her gloved hands, and sun umbrella. Certainly noth-
ing was altered, yet she felt queer, uncanny. Little
shocks of terror shook her from brain to heel. She
gave up the fruit, and hurried back to the inn. The
sun had set, and the shadow of the high mountain to
the west caused an early twilight. The sky was already
purpling; it would soon be gray.
The landlord stood in the archway, his sinister face

dark with passion. His wife rose from the bench and
joined him, with a leer that suggested the witches in
the book of Doomsday. What could it mean? Even
The boy peered out evilly, while two coarse maids,
with bare feet, stood giggling behind him. A group
of women gathered about a rude fountain just beyond,
set down their water-skins, and came forward, cack-
ling shrilly, though eliciting no reply from the group
at the inn.

But, as Constance drew near, it was as if some nec-
essary circuit were completed

; and with explosive
force all began together, the man roughly scolding
with gesticulations, his wife carrying the aria on
higher key, the maids adding the chorus, and the boy
yodeling and capering in a mad manner impossible to
depict.

When Constance attempted to enter, they waved her
back

;
when she tried to speak, they drowned her with

furious imprecations. The crowd was momently
thickening. In a daze of horror and despair, she saw
them surging about her like an angry mob, making as
if they would tear her in pieces, and yelling like
demons in hell.

In all her petted, aristocratic life she had never
dreamed of a scene like this. The rude, gypsyish
faces thrust close to her own, with mocking gibes; the
fists shaken beneath her chin, with scowls of hatred;
the utter abandonment to beastly passion and savagery,
such as would make even a picture hideous,—all this
was to the unprotected girl like a realization of the
Inferno.
Night falls suddenly, like a cloak dropped before

the eyes, in these mountainous regions of Southern
{Continued on page iS)
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President Roosevelt an Ardent Ad-
vocate of Good Roads

His Great Speech on this Sub-

ject at St. Louis

HEN we wish to use descriptive terms fit to
characterize great empires and the men who
made those empires great, invariably one of
the terms used is to signify that that empire
built good roads. When we speak of the
Romans, we speak of them as rulers, as con-

querers, as administrators, as road builders. There
were empires that rose over night and fell over night,
empires whose influence was absolutely evanescent,
which have passed away without leaving a trace of
their former existence

;
but wherever the Roman

established his rule the traces of that rule remain
deep today, stamped on the language and customs of
the people, or stamped in tangible form upon the soil
itself. And so passing through Britain fifteen centuries
and over after tlie dominion of Rome passed away, the
Roman roads as features still remain; going through
Italy, where power after power has risen, and flour-
ished, and vanished since the days when the temporal
dominion of the Roman emperors transferred its seat
from Rome to Byzantium—going through Italy after
the Lombard, the Goth, the Byzantine, and all the
people of the Middle Ages that have ruled that coun-
try—it is the imperishable Roman road that reappears.
The faculty, the art, the habit of road buildin 0,

marks in a nation those solid, stable qualities which
tell for permanent greatness. Merely from the stand-
point of historic analogy, we should have a right to
ask that this people, which has tamed a continent,
which has built up a country with a con-
tinent for its base, which boasts itself,
with truth, as the mightiest republic that
the world has ever seen, which I firmly
believe will in the century now opening
rise to a position of headship and leader-
ship such as no other nation has ever yet
attained—merely from historic analogy,
I say, we should have a right to demand
that such a nation build good roads. Much
more have we the right to demand it from
the practical standpoint. The great differ-
ence between the semi-barbarism of the
Middle Ages and the civilization which
succeeded it was the difference between
poor and good means of communication.
And we to whom space is less of an ob-
stacle than ever it was in the history of
any other nation, we who have spanned a
continent, who have thrust our border
westward in the course of a century and
a quarter until it has gone from the At-
lantic to the Alleghanies, from the Alle-
ghanies down into the valley of the Miss-
issippi, across the great plains, over the
Rockies to where the Golden Gate lets
through the long heaving waters of the
Pacific, and finally to Alaska, to the Arctic
regions, to the tropic islands of the sea

—

we who take so little account of mere
space must see to it that the best means of
nullifiyng the existence of space are at our
command.
Of course, during the last century there

has been an altogether phenomenal growth
of one kind of road wholly unknown to
the people of an earlier period—the iron
road. The railroad is, of course, some-
thing purely modern. A great many ex-
cellent people have proceeded upon the
assumption that somehow or other having
good railways should be a substitute for
having good highways, good ordinary
roads. A more untenable position cannot
be imagined. What the railway does is to
develop the country; and, of course, its
development implies that the developed
country will need more and better roads.
A few years ago it was a matter of hu-

miliation that there should be so little
attention paid to our roads; that there
should be a willingness not merely to re-
frain from making good roads, but to let
the roads that were in existence become
worse. I cannot too heartily congratulate
our people upon the existence of a body

such as this, ramifying into every section of the coun-
try, having its connections in every State of the coun-
try, and bent upon that eminently proper work ofmaking the conditions of life easier and better for the
people whom of all others we can least afford to see
grow discontented with their lot in life—the people
who live in the country districts. The extraordinary,
the wholly unheard-of rate of our industrial develop-
ment during the past seventy-five years, together with
the good sides, has had some evil sides. It is a fine
thing to see our cities built up, but not at the expense
of the country districts. The healthy thing to see is
the building up of both the country and the city <*0
hand in hand. But we cannot expect the ablest, the
most eager, the most ambitions young men to stay in
the country, to stay on the farm, unless they have
certain advantages. If the farm life is a life of isola-
tion, a life in which it is a matter of great and real
difficulty for one man to communicate with his neigh-
bor, you can rest assured that there will be a tendency
to leave it on the part of those very people whom we
should most wish to see stay in it. It is a good thino-
to encourage in every way any tendency which wilt
tend to check an unhealthy flow from the country to
the city. There are several such tendencies in evi-
dence at present. The growth of electricity as a means
ot transportation tends to a certain degree to exercise
a centrifugal force to offset the centripetal force of
steam. Exactly as steam and electricity have tended

to gather men in masses, so now electricity, as applied
to the purposes which steam has so long claimed ex-
clnsivcly its own, tends again to scatter out the masses,
the trolley lines that go out into the country are
doing a great deal to render it more possible to live
in the country and yet not to lose wholly the advan-
tages of the town. The telephone is not to be mini-
mized as an instrument with a tendency in the same
direction; and rural free delivery is playing its part
along the same lines. But no one thing can do more
to offset the tendency toward an unhealthy growth
trom the country into the city than the making and
keeping of good roads. They are needed for the sake
ot their offset upon the industrial conditions of the
country districts

; and I am almost tempted to say
t ley are needed for the sake of social conditions in
the country districts. If winter means to the average
tanner the existence of a long line of liquid morasses
through which he is to move his goods if bent on busi- >

ness, or to wade and swim if bent on pleasure; if
winter means that after an ordinafy rain the farmer
boy or girl cannot use his or her bicycle

;
if a little

heavy weather means the stoppage of all communica-
tion not only with industrial centers but with the
neighbors, you must expect that there will be a great
many young people of both sexes who will not find
tarm life attractive. It is for this reason that I feel
the work you are doing is so pre-eminently ohe in the
interest of the nation as a whole, I congratulate you

upon the fact that you are doing it. In
our American life it would be hard to
overestimate the amount of good that has v

been accomplished by associations of in- |dividuals who have gathered together to
work for a common object, which was to .

be of benefit to the community as a whole
and among all the excellent objects for
which men and women combine to work
today, there are few indeed which have a ;

better right to command the energies of }
those engaged in the movement, and the
hearty sympathy and support of those
outside, than this movement in which you I
are engaged.
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Two Great Road Congresses
By Arthur C. Jackson

^ icc-Presiden t atioual Good Roads Association

I am greatly pleased to learn that the
June issue of your valuable publication is
to be a Good Roads number, and I am con-
fident that its wide circulation will do
much in promoting the Good Roads cause.

I wish also specially to commend you
upon the splendid suggestion made by you
in an editorial article in the April number
of Vick’s Magazine, entitled “A Good
Roads Day.” Indeed, lean truly say you
have made a most happy suggestion and I
most earnestly hope that it will be favor-
ably acted upon by the people of every
state and territory of the Union. The per-
manent good constantly accruing to the
great and worthy cause of better highways
by the general observance of Good Roads
Day in the public schools of our country
cannot be overestimated.
Permit me to call the attention of your

many thousands of readers to the two great
Good Roads Congresses to be held this
summer, one at Chicago, June 15, the day
before the opening of the National Repub-
lican Convention, and the other at Denver,
July 6, the day preceding the opening of
the National Democratic convention. By
this arrangement a very large attendance is
assured and one more thoroughly represen-
tative than ever before in the history of

( Continued on Page 27)



branch of the National Congress to advance
the Good Roads cause throughout the United
States was the passage of a bill by the Senate

in the year of 1892, providing for the crea-

tion of a National Highway Commission.
This bill failed of passage in the House. The discus-

sion and agiiation aroused by the introduction and
pushing of this measure resulted however, in the

organization at Chicago, in October of the same year,

of the National Good Roads Teague, of which Hon.
Chas. F. Manderson, of Nebraska, was chosen presi-

dent. Among those named by him as members of the

executive committee were:
Philip D. Armour, who paid the largest individual

freight bills of any American
;
Alexander J. Cassatt,

who, as President of the Pennsylvania Railroad Com-
pany, headed the largest transportation company on
the continent

;
Clem Studebaker, largest wagon manu-

facturer in the world; Col. Albert A. Pope, then the

largest American bicycle manufacturer; W. Seward
Webb, head of the Wagner Sleeping Car Company ;

Teland Stanford, railroad and mining king
;
and Judge

E. H. Thayer, Samuel W. Allerton, Chauncey B.

Ripley, and Charles T. Burdett,

These distinguished men in the world of business

devoted both time, energy, and money to the inau-

guration of a nation-wide movement in the interest of

Good Roads. Through the weii directed activity of

the Teague a mammoth petition was presented to

Congress asking for the establishment of a Good
Roads Department similar to the Agricultural Depart-

ment. This petition was distinguished not only for

its enormous size, buj also for the noted names
appended thereto. Among these was that of Wm. Mc-
Kinley, then governor of Ohio; many other State ex-

ecutives, officials of Boards of Trade of Tos Angeles,

Seattle, Milwaukee, Jacksonville, Boston, and other

cities, and of college and university presidents of

many states. In response thereto Congress promptly
made an appropriation of $10,000 and provided for the

creation of an office of Road Inquiry, and the new law
was approved by President^Harrison, March 3, 1893,

the day preceding his retirement from the presidential

office. It is doubtful if he signed on that day any
other enactment that meant so much for the future

welfare of his country as did this one.

This law remained in affecr, practically without
change, until 1897, when the appropriation was re-

duced to $8,000 per year, and a provision was added
providing for the investigation of road making ma-
terials. In 1899 the name of the office was changed
from “Road Inquiries’’ to “Public Road Inquiries.”

With the dawning of the new century came a public

awakening to the growing importance of this move-
ment. The Agricultural bill for 1901 carried

with it an appropriation for $14,000 for road

inquiry, and provided beside for conducting
experiments in Washington and elsewhere,

of collating, digesting, reporting, and illustra-

ting the results of the experiments made.
The following year, the efficiency of the

office was increased by an appropriation of

$20,000 and it was empowered to investigate

the chemical and physical character of road
materials. Since that time, the language of

the annual appropriation bills has remained
practically unchanged, except that the name
of the office was changed from “ Public Road
Inquiries” to the “Office of Public Roads,”
and a statutory organization was provided in

the Agricultural bill, approved Marchs, 1905,
since which time the administration of the
office has been thoroughly systemized.
Since the first law on this subject was passed

in 1893, $386,050 have been appropriated.
The increase of popular interest since 1900
has been shown by the steadily increasing ap-
propriations made by Congress for this pur-
pose, as follows: 1900, $14,000; 1901, $20,000;
1902, $30,000; 1903, $35,000 ; 1904, $35,000;
1905, $50,000; 1906, $70,000; 1907, $70,050.
Since its creation fifteen years ago this

office has issued 32 bulletins, 88 circulars, 5
farmers’ bulletins, 19 Yearbook reprints, and
14 annual reports, or 158 publications of all

classes. It has, as well
,
directed the construction of

145 object-lesson roads in 34 States, the laying of these

stretches scientifically illustrating the uses of macadam,
brick, gravel, sand-clay, shell, and earth. It has in

addition directed the laying of many additional miles

of road of a purely experimental nature. Not less than

half a million dollars was spent by local authorities

on the stretches of highway put down under the direc-

tion of engineers from the Office of Public Roads,

while the subsequent road work done as a direct out-

come of the object-lesson illustrations mounted high
into the millions. Besides thus illustrating the most
scientific, skillful, and economical methods of putting

down modern roads, the Office has made road lectures

and personal advice to highway builders a prominent
part of the work.

It is as great a problem to ascertain of what to build

roads as how to build them, and in determining that,

the Office has been active since the installation of its

road material laboratory in December, 1900. Between
December, 1900, and February 20, 1908, 2,478 samples
of road materials were received, from practically every

State in the Union, and scientifically tested to deter-

mine their relative value for road building.
In many sections of the country hard material is

lacking and clay or gumbo is plentiful. The office of

Public Roads conducted an extended series of experi-

ments, and by burning this gumbo clay, brought forth

a material which it is believed will practically solve

the road problem in large areas of the country . There
have also been experiments with various oils, tars,

rock asphalt, and various other preparations, in the

constant search for a road material that will give the

world dust-proof highways, as well as preserve the

macadam roads from the destruction threatened by
modern traffic conditions. At the present time, the

Office is arranging to conduct investigations to deter-

mine the feasibility of the sand-clay method of road

building in the prairie States, the utilization of blast

furnace slag as a road material, the construction of

natural soil roads by blending that material with oils

possessing asphaltic bases, and the betterment of saud

roads in those sections of the country where clay is

scarce.

Practical far-reaching efforts have been made towards
bringing about a more general use of the split-log

drag, and because of the adoption of that cheap and
simple device, the condition of earth roads show an
improvement each year over the preceding twelve
months.

In February of the present year, the Office of Public
Roads entered into a cooperative arrangement with
the Geological Survey, whereby road materials found
in the various States of the Union may be investi-

gated, and in the laboratory of this Office physical tests

are being made to determine the value of these

materials for road building purposes, the results of

which will be published as joint bulletins.

Intricate and interesting experiments are constantly

being carried on, and some very important results

have been obtained. In this investigation of the de-

composition of rock powders under the action of water,

important discoveries relating to the increase of the

cemeuting values of road materials have been made,
and the investigation of the corrosion of iron and steel

culverts has brought out important results. It has been
definitely ascertained that the generally accepted

theories regarding the rusting of iron are incorrect and
that a strong oxidizing agent on the surface of the

metal will inhibit rust.

One of the most effective of the methods adopted

by this Office for the continued road improvement of

the country lies in the constant training of young
engineers in the science of road construction. Gradu-
ates from engineering courses in colleges are appointed
each year after a competitive examination, and while

rendering practical service to the Government, are

given a most thorough training. In this way a corps

of efficient highway engineers is constantly being
built up and road development is aided. This branch

was begun in the fiscal year 1905, and the increasing

demand for better roads in various sections is evidence

that the work of these young engineers is uplifting.

It was in May, 1907, that the Director of this Office

decided on a comprehensive plan to introduce through-

out the country the best systems of construction, main-
tenance, and administration of roads, and since then
skilled engineers have been traversing the country,

making thorough investigations of ail phases of road

work in counties to which they have been assigned,

and preparing exhaustive reports with plans, estimates

and specifications for the best practicable road system.
On July I, 1893, the Office had one employee; on

July 1, 1907, it had 56. It may interest the friends of

the good roads movement to know that the appropria-

tion is but $70,050, and of that $2,000 is paid for rent

;

the balance of $68,050 paying all salaries, travelling,

expenses, equipment, supplies and running expenses.
During the past three years the most thorough and

systematic plans of organization have been perfected
and the administration of the Office is machine-like in

its methods. Every employee is given specific duties

to perform, a careful system of reports and records is

kept of all work done, and all expenditures made on
every project, and the most approved system of filing

is in use. With great care a library has been formed,
and today it unquestionably embraces the most com-
plete collection of periodicals, manuscripts, books, and
pamphlets on road work to be found on this continent.
It is being added to and made more valuable daily, for

39 periodicals are received regularly, 15
of them being donated by friends of the
highways.
During recent years the policy of this Of-

fice has been
.
to cooperate with the officials

in charge of road work in the various States

as closely as possible, and to bring about such
voluntary co-operation that road improvement
will become more and more a great movement
along uniform lines. To do that and to keep
the States posted as to progress made and
methods employed by others, it was necessary
first to learn what roads the country possessed.

In the early part of 1905 the task of learning
the mileage of improved and unimproved
roads, the character of improvement, amounts
expended, rates of levy and sources of county
revenue was taken up. In June, 1907, the
work was completed and the findings pub-
lished in bulletin form. That publication
proves that there were over 2,100,000 miles
of road in the United States and that of

that vast stretch only about 7. 14 per cent were
improved in 1904. For that year the amount
expended in money and labor was about
$80,000,000. For the present year the ex-
penditures will be much larger, as a num-
ber of States are ready to give aid to their

county governments in road extension work,
and under such competent supervision and
plans as to secure the best results.
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AN UNSTRAGETIC AUTO TRIP
BY MRS. SARA C. POTTS

HEN nephew Harry came home and said that
he had invited young Frank Kenny to <*o
with us on the automobile trip to Pittsburg
Jane that’s his wife, you know— was lust
as provoked as she could be.

, -j
Henry Perkins, you must be crazv,”

she said. After all I’ve been doing to keep Sophyand Frank apart! And only yesterday you promised
to help me break off this affair between them. You
said yourself that it would never do in the world that
as pretty and attractive a girl as Sophy ought to ’make
a better match than to marry an impractical artist like
Frank Kenny. And now what do you do but throw
them right together!”
“My dear girl,” said Harry, “if you will just trust

A° ?? F°u find out that I know what I’m doing.”And lor all the questions we asked, that’s all we could
get out of him.

Too many cooks, you know,” lie kept saying, and
went on reading his paper. Presently he turned tome and said

:

‘I don’t believe you’d better go on this trip, Aunt
hizzie. The roads are bad, you know, between Cleve-
land and Pittsburg, and there may be discomforts, and—ana I really don’t think you had better go.”
But I wouldn’t hear of staying at home. I wasn’t

going back to Topham without having a good Ion**
automobile trip to tell the folks about. I just would
go, so Harry gave up arguing with me and the next
day we started, Harry and Jane, Frank Kenny, a tall
dark, good looking young fellow, Jane’s sister Sophy’
and myself. r J ’

Jane sat in front with Harry and I sat in the back
seat between Sophy and Frank. He suggested that I
should sit on one side so I could see the scenery
Rf

tter
’ ^

ut 1 told that with his artistic tastes I
thought twas only right he should have the best view.He and Sophy kept looking at each other, but didn’t
talk much, so I did my best to amuse them all, telling
stories about Harry Perkins when he was a baby I’m
afraid Harry hasn’t got much sense of humor.
Well, we reached Pittsburg safe and sound and had

a very pleasant two days’ visit with Jane’s cousin, butwhen we started back to Cleveland one thing after
another seemed to go wrong. We stopped in nearly
every town we went through for some sort of repairs
or for Jane to buy chocolates, and lots of times on the
road Harry got out and fussed with things and had
Frank Kenny helping him. Frank didn’t know a
thing about machinery, but he was very obligin'*
about crawling in and out under the auto and dipping
his hands in the oil tank and giving opinions We
didn’t seem to get along very fast and Harry thought
we d better not stop any place for supper but push
right on towards home. After a while it got dark and
when Harry was fussing with the gas tank, out went
the lights, leaving us nothing but two poor little
kerosene lamps that hardly let you see two feet in
front of the automobile. We all exclaimed and won-
dered what we’d do, and Harry said he’d do his best
to get us home, though he didn’t know whether he
could keep to the right road.
So we went on and on and didn’t seem to get any-

where. At first Harry was cheerful enough, and then
he seemed to become decidedly nervous. He fussed
some more with the gas tank, with no success, and
then he began to run that machine up hill and down
dale at such a pace that I was scared to death, and we
were bounced around till Frank Kenny said that before
long we’d look like an imnressionistic water color
I don’t know what he meant, I’m sure. Twice we
left the road and got into cornfields, and I said if we
kept on we’d go off a bridge and furnish the text of
a sensational newspaper write up.
Jane flared up at that and said,’ ‘‘Why, Aunt Lizzie

Harry is one of the best auto drivers in Ohio Of
course he wouldn’t run us off a bridge I”

I said I couldn t see much difference as far as good
driving went between running off a bridge andTiu-mng into a cornfield, but Jane was in a fit of con-
traries and wouldn’t listen to reason.

Well, on we went, trying this road and that, until
we came within a hair’s breadth of dashing down a
steep bank. That scared even Harry, and he stopped
the machine so he and Frank Kenny could puzzle
over the road map under one of the poor little ker-
osene lamps. I climbed out and sat on a stump, and
my land, but solid earth did feel good! The rocking
aud bouncing that I’d had seemed to have gone
right through me, and I felt as if I’d never get over
the idea that I was riding in an automobile. The
thought of our home town, where you never see an
auto, came to my mind, and the longing to be sitting
on my own front stoop looking across the street at
Deacon Enderby s hollyhocks became so strong that I
thought I’d have to scream right out.

Henry Perkins, I called, ‘‘you'll just have to go
slower. It’s a wonder we’re not all dead now, tearing
along like that in the dark. I’m going to sit right
here till you promise—”

But first thing I knew I was in the automobile, and
away we went, rocking and bouncing more than ever.
I felt disposed to die right then and there, till I re-

If we go the way
somewhere some

Our Beautiful Big Automobile Disappearing Up
the Road

membered that in my will I’d left nephew Harry (he
being my dead sister Libbie’s only child) my black
hair cloth parlor set and the family Bible, and I made
up my mind that I’d live to change that will if I
never did another blessed thing.
About eleven o’clock Harry slowed up and said that

we were lost, and there was nothing to do but camp
out for the night. We were mighty hunrgy and, after
eating some bannanas we happened to havewith us and
some of Jane’s everlasting chocolates, we tried to settle
down, Harry and Frank in the front and Jane and
Sophy and myself in the back. They’d put up the
cover of the automobile to keep the damp off, but my
soul and body! I never felt so uncomfortable in mv
life. J

The day had been warm enough, but the night was
chilly and damp and dark—just pitch black— the kind
of night you expect something to reach out suddenly
and grab you.
After we’d been settled down a few minutes a horse

galloping round in a field somewhere near us lauo-hed.
Yes, laughed right out loud, three times. Of course
that started Jane and Sophy giggling, and they had to
upset everything looking for a box of peppermints.
It was my turn to get cross and I improved the oppor-
tunity to the limit, i proceeded to make a few re-
marks that quieted them, and presently they all went
to sleep.

I listened to the crickets and the frogs, and once in
a while I could hear a boat whistle, ’way far out on
Lake Erie. The loneliness of that sound just chilledmy very spine, and I promised myself that If I ever
got safe home I’d never get into another automobile
again so long as I lived. I had a lot of time for
thinking and somehow I couldn’t keep the smell of
Mrs. Deacon Enderby’s hot doughnuts away from me.
By and by the pitch black turned slowly to gray and

as the gray grew lighter I could see a house a little
distance up the road. All the young people were
asleep, so I didn’t say anything, and I guess I closedmy own eyes and went to sleep for a few minutes, for
I started up to see two men staring right in at us. I
gave a screech, and everyone woke up.
The two men spoke up very civilly and gentle-

manly, and asked if we’d had a breakdown. Harry
explained, and they said to come right to the house
up the road; that some of their folks lived there and
we could get a good hot breakfast. We felt like we’d
give our soul’s salvation for a cup of hot coffee, and
Jane, who’d certainly been pretty cross the ’night
before, began to smile and call Sophy aud me' ‘dearie”
and “darling” and offer us the loan of her red jacket
and her tan ulster aud dear knows what all. Even
Frank Kenny stopped admiring the dew on the grass
for a minute to hope we could get some fried ham
and eggs. So we went to the house, the two strange
men standing on the steps of the automobile.
“Go right up to the front door,” they said, “while

we go to the kitchen to tell the folks.”
We marched up on the front stoop and waited for

the door to open, but not a soul came. Then we heard
a noise—and all ran down the path just in time to see
our beautiful big red automobile disaDpearing up the
road with the two men in it!

Nephew Harry turned perfectly white and said—
but there, being a church member in good standing, I
really couldn’t repeat it.

Sophy’s mouth went down at the corners and Jane
cried outright, aud I must say I felt mighty like it
myself. \\ e stood there knee deep in the wet grass,
staring first at each other and then up the road.

After a while Frank Kenny suggested that may be we
could get some breakfast anyway, and we went to the
kitchen door, but it was locked

;
everything was

locked, and no sign cf life anywhere. I don’t know
where the horse belonged, the one we’d heard the
night before.
Never did I see anyone so depressed as Harry.

There he sat, the one who always wants to boss and
manage, saying never a word, and Frank Kennv, the
impractical artist, stepping right to the fore and tak-
ing charge of everybody.

“We’ll have to walk,” he said,
those men went we’ll have to get
time.”

Well, we started and did pretty well fora mileor-so
till Jane began to whimper that her shoes hurt her’
She and Sophy had little bits of feet and wore high
heeled slippres with bi« buckles, real pretty to look
at, but not much use for walking on a rough countrv
road. I wear good stout number seven Congress gaiters
myself. In a few minutes Jane stumbled in a mud
hole and lost her last piece of sweet chocolate,—nat-
urally more tears were shed.
Sophy looked pale, but didn’t complain a mite, and

just smiled very happily when Frank said, “Take my
arm, dearest.” I expected Harry and Jane to look
daggers at the dearest,” but they didn’t seem to
notice it. Harry was as sour as vinegar and JaneIrettmg and carrying on more every minute.
Sophy and Frank kept whispering to each other aud

I walked alone, holding my skirts well up and saying
nothing. Every once in a while we’d stbp to rest
and towards noon we came to a house. It wasn’t any-
thing very fine, come to think of it, but it looked as
grand to us as a marble palace. We had a good square
meal—and a look in the mirror.
My gray hair was straggling round my ears and my

bonnet was down over one eye, while Jane looked even
worse, for besides being mussed up her face was
covered with tear stains. Sophy didn’t look like her
trim little self, but she appeared to much better ad-
vantage than any one else.
Frank arranged for a team to drive to the nearest

town, Harry being still too down in the mouth to takemuch notice. When we reached the town we found
the bank there had been robbed the night before and
folks think it was the robbers who got away so neatly
with the automobile. Harrv telegranhed all over and
offered rewards, but I don’t believe he’ll ever see his
machine again. On that momentous day, however
we were sitting all alone in the station, waiting for
the train for Cleveland, when suddenly Frank said
“Quite an eventful wedding trip.”
“What?” cried Jane.
Sophy pulled off her left glove, and sure enough

there on her finger was a bright new wedding ring’ ,

She was blushing and looking pretty as a pink, and
Frank gazing at her with such a smile that I declare I
don’t wonder she lost her heart to him. Of course
you can’t live on smiles—but I guess they’ll not have v

.

to try.

Finally, after opening his mouth two or three times A
and no sounds coming, Harrv managed to sav“When?” '

?

“Yesterday in Pittsburg, just before we started for
home,” answered Frank. “And vou needn’t worry*
about Sophy, Perkins. I can take care of her.”
Then we all congratulated them and Jane and Sophy

cried and kissed each other.
The next evening, after they had started on a real

wedding trip, and Jane, Harry, and I were alone at
home, Jane turned to Harry and said very coldly, 1
Well, now that Sophy and Frank are safely married’ 1

will you kindly explain to us your grand scheme for 3
breaking off the match? I couldn’t see any method
in your madness from the first, and I m not any more
enlightened now.”
Harry was dreadfully dispirited and just grunted and

poked the fire. After a while, though, we got this "2
out of him

:

He said that Sophy aud Frank had only seen the
best side of each other, that they had always had every-
thiug their ow n way, no hardships or inconveniences
of any kind, aud he thought that'to pretend to be lost
and sit up all night in the automobile, tired and hun-
gry, would make them cross as ail get out, and that
they’d see the worst side of each other, etc., aud the
whole affair would crumble.
So he lost time pretending to make renairs, and then

pretended again that the gas tank was empty, and first
thing he knew he was really lost. When he tried to
light the gas lamps he found he’d been careless and
that all the gas had leaked out. So there we were,
aud everything else happened as I’ve told you.
Jane just stared. “Well, Henry Perkins!” she said.

“If that wasn’t the craziest plan lever heard in my
Hie, Of all—well, if you’d just consulted me—

”

“I did,” broke iu Harry. “I said I’d go to Frank
and tell him he couldn’t marry Sophv, and you said
no, that we must use strategy. I planned it all to
please you, Jane. It’s pretty hard on a fellow—” and
he sat poking the fire aud lookiug just like some
little boy who’d dropped his bread jam side down on
tiit jcarpet.

Suddenly Jane threw herself back in her chair and
laughed and laughed. “Oh,” she gasped, “Sophy and
Frank were perfect bricks

; never a murmur or com-
plaint from them—aud I was the one who fussed—and
they took the trip as a good chance to be married—
and you lost your automobile—

”

Then she ran over to Harry and put her arms around
his neck. “Never mind, honey,” shesaia, “You did
your best. Perhaps Brother Frank will buy you a new
auto when he gets rich and famous.”
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Good Roads in Relation to the School, Church and Home
By Hon. L. W. Page

PERSON rarely ever takes to any proposi-

tion until he is convinced of its merits or

that it will have a beneficial effect on his

interests or general welfare. This is true in

almost every line of business and in every

.
phase of life, and it is especially true when

the proposition involves the expenditure of money or

labor. The improvement of our public roads requires

the expenditure of both money and labor. It is plain,

therefore, that those from whom the money and labor

for improving our roads must come,
must first be convinced that it will

to their financial interestsinure

and general welfare.

The advantages of good roads ex-

tend to every citizen, whether he
live in city or country

;
and to

every enterprise, whether it be

agricultural, manufacturing, or

mining. All are more or less de-

pendent on the common highways
as an avenue of commercial trans-

portation, and in proportion as

these highways are improved so as

to facilitate transportation are they

benefited thereby. These benefits

can be and have been carefully

computed and estimated in dollars

and cents, and so enormous have
they been thus demonstrated to

be that they present a convincing
argument to any thinking man of

the importance and necessity for road improvement.
But there are other elements of advantage which

more urgently recommend the improvement of our

roads—advantages which deserve far more serious con-

sideration than any financial advantages which may be

gained, and which cannot be measured according to

any monetary system, but must be looked for in the

elevation of our citizenship and the moral and intel-

lectual advancement of our people.

Most of our cities and towns have fairly good streets

and driveways, which facilitate business and recreation.

The people live close together and social and friendly

intercourse is easy. The schools and churches are

within easy reach of all. So our urban population

has ample facilities for business, for recreation, for

social intercourse, and for attendance upon church and
school.

It is different, however, with two-thirds of our peo-

ple who are engaged in agricultural pursuits and live

away from the centers of business and population.

They have not the paved streets and good roads of the

cities and towns. They live apart from each other and
have not such roads as afford easy and convenient
means of transacting business, of social intercourse,

and of regular attendance upon church and school. To
them will flow the maximum of benefits from im-

proved roads. Improved roads will bring them in

closer touch with the centers of progress. It will give

them enlarged ideas and assist them to adopt the new
methods which are so necessary for them to keep pace

with the march of progress along all other lines, and
as they advance so will our civilization. As they ad-

vance so will our entire country, and in equal ratio.

Good roads would revolutionize our country schools.

Contrast the lot of the country child on his way to

school in winter with that of the city child with only
a few blocks of paved streets to walk. Our country

child, with satchel over shoulders and lunch basket

in hands, must leave the cheerful fireside of home
from half an hour to an hour before school opens in

order to be there on time. The roads are wet, muddy,
or snow-filled during nearly all of the long, cold winter

months. The country is open and the cold winds are

unmerciful in their attacks upon him. So that, by the

time he reaches the school house, which is often un-
scientifically ventilated and poorly heated, his feet are

so cold and his body so chilled that he is unfit for

study or recitation most of the day, and the exposure
and chilling of the body invite pneumonia and other

diseases.

These conditions cause broken and irregular attend-

ance. They create an aversion in the child for the

schoolroom, instead of a pride in punctual attendance

and studious advancement. Not only this, but a

mother hates to see her children trot off to school two
or three miles away in cold bad weather. She fears
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Director, Office of Public Roads, United
States Department of Agriculture

pronounced as to indicate their early enactment.

These laws prove a blessing when wisely framed and

properly administered. There are no obstacles to their

efficient administration in our cities. Everybody is

in close proximity to the school houses and can easily

reach them with but little exposure in the worst

weather. But in the rural districts, the opposite is

true. If all of the roads were in good condition, so as

to remain high and dry, it. would be possible success-

fully to enforce such a law even in the rural districts,

but with the present condition of

most of the roads, it is impractic-

able. And the States, in their ef-

forts to thus bestow a blessing up-

on their children, would be at-

tempting an unkind benefaction

for which they would pay by a

resultant loss in the physique and
mental vigor of our future citizens.

In addition, improved roads

would make possible some system
of central schools, which would
insure better schools at less cost.

Some scheme could be devised for

carrying the children to and from
school, which would be quite im-
possible over our present bad roads

and with the small and badly lo-

cated schools inmost communities.
It would be possible under such
a system for one school centrally

located to receive all of the chil-

dren within a radius of from four to five miles.

This would make it possible to establish graded

schools in all of the rural districts. Large and
commodious buildings could be provided, more com-
petent teachers could be employed, and all the

modern facilities for teaching supplied at a minimum
cost. This would reduce the tax levy upon the patrons,

provide a better school for the children, and elevate

the moral and social tone of the community.
This is being done now in some of our States that

have improved their roads. Indiana and Ohio have
each improved about one-third of their roads, and in

these States the schools are being consolidated. The
small schoolhouse of one room is being replaced by a

central schoolhouse of half a dozen rooms and as many
teachers. Wagons are sent out every morning to gather

the children up and take them to school and to take

them home every evening. All the children within

a radius of several miles are thus taken to one school.

It is found to cost less proportionately to build and
equip one large central schoolhouse than it does to

build and equip several smaller ones. Libraries and
reading rooms are provided for these schools, lecture

courses are easily arranged, and the children being
brought together in such large numbers, are properly

graded, class spirit is engendered, and greater pride

and love for the schoolroom fostered.

Church attendance would also be stimulated by road
improvement. When one has a nice smooth road to

travel over, he doesn’t mind driving three or four

miles to church, Small congregations would thus be

augmented. The people would become interested in

and take a pride in their churches. Larger and more
comfortable churches would be built, and both chil-

dren and grown people would attend church giore

regularly than they now do with our bad roads and
distant and uncomfortable churches

;
for church going

is not only beneficial from the religious stimulus thus

afforded, but there is also an attractive social feature

connected therewith which is a benefit and a blessing

to the people.
The schools and churches of a community are its

greatest moral and educational forces. Next to them,
perhaps, stands Rural Mail Delivery, which brings
the people of the rural districts in daily touch with
the cities and business world. It places in their hands
the daily papers, magazines, and all of the current
literature of the country, so that they may be as well

informed as to what is transpiring in the political,

literarv, and commercial world as their brothers in the

city. The beneficial effects of this service upon the

happiness and home comforts of our rural population
is immeasurable, and nothing contributes to its effi-

ciency and regularity more than improved roads.

The importance of improving our roads is so great

that it demands the most serious consideration of

every one. It should command our immediate and
persistent efforts. Both old and young, and women as

well as men, have an interest in it, and all should be
educated to a realization of its importance and bear-

ing on their welfare ;
the old that they may begin tire

work of' improvement, and the young that they will be
prepared and willing to take up the work begun and
carry it forward to a high degree of perfection.

To this end it would be a wise policy to include in

our school courses, both high school and college,

male and female, a course in road construction and
maintenance. Such a course would give our boys and
girls rudimentary training as to the importance and
advantages of improved roads. It would instill in

them a desire and an ambition to have them, and a

sufficient knowledge of the subject to enable them to

cooperate intelligently with the men in charge of road
work. It will teach them that by the exercise of a

little knowledge and the judicious expenditure of a

little money and labor, much of the hardships of farm
life may be softened and its isolation dispelled, and
that the same pleasure and comfort may be extracted

from life in the country as may be derived from city

life.

If our rural population can be brought to a realiza-

ion of this, the prevailing tendency to flock from the

farm to the city will cease. They will immediately
begin to agitate the question of improved roads and
to build them. As the roads are improved, the rural

districts will become more attractive, the farmers will
continue to farm and to do so more intelligently; the
congested population of the cities will begin to flow
from their'alleys to the healthy atmosphere of the
farm, and become producers instead of idle consumers,
and our country will march forward to greater industrial

attainments and a higher and nobler civilization.

National Reward for Roads
By Hon. H. S. Earle

that the injurious effects upon the body from the ex-

posure will do greater harm than the beneficial effects

upon the mind will do good. She realizes that a vig-

orous mind can only dwell in a healthy body, and
that it would be a misdirected exercise of maternal
care to force her children to school under conditions
of exposure which endanger their bodily health.

Improved roads would be a great factor in reducing
the percentage of illiteracy which exists throughout
the country. Our present illiteracy cannot be reduced
to any appreciable extent except by marshalling all of

the children, both city and country, into the school-

rooms. This can only be accomplished by a sytsem of

compulsory education. Some of our States have al-

ready passed compulsory education laws, and in many
other States the sentiment in favor of such laws is so

OVERNMENT by all for all. All share in

the expense of maintaining a government,
and that government which gives to all the
most benefits, with
the cost most equitably
divided, is the best

government.
The blessings of government I

appreciate most are,

—

First, the privilege to worship
the God in whom I believe in

the way that I believe I should,
a way which gives me the most
comfort here and which, I am
satisfied, will insure that my
soul will live in peace and hap-
piness hereafter.

Second, the advantages of ed-
ucation, that I may enjoy life

more fully, that I may learn to

love and appreciate my fellow
man and at least one fellow
woman.
Third, a postal service which

makes it possible for me to com-
municate with my kin and friends

matter in what nook or coiner
earth they may happen

no
of this

to be.

Fourth, the roads and streets,

the railroads and boat lines that

make it possible for me to visit

my friends, and for them to come
to me, for me to ship my manu-
factures anywhere in the world

By Hon, H, S. Earle

Michigan State Highway Commissioner

and to have shipped to me what I need and want.
Now, the better the service the better the govern-

ment. The privileges of our government, so far as
religion are concerned, are equal
to those of any nation on earth,

and superior to the most. Our ed-
ucational advantages are far ahead
of any other country. Our postal

service is fair, but not equal to

that of a few nations. However,
we are taking steps every way to

improve it, and have made won-
drous progress in the past ten

years.

Our methods of transportation,

as to the railroads and water
craft, are the best in theworld.
They ought to be; we’ve done
enough to make them good. First

we built them and then gave them
away and paid the takers large

sums of money every year to

keep them. Our boat lines in the
interior are also superior to those
of any other nation

;
our coastwise

lines are equal to any, and our
international are going to be all

right, for sooner or later they
will certainly be subsidized,
which means, that whatever it

costs to put these lines into first

class shape, will be paid by the
taxpayers of the United States.

(Continued on page 22)
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> THE PINK BROCADE—A COLONIAL TALE
ELIVERANCE AINSWORTH, thou naughty
child, thrice have I spoken to thee to con-
trol thy wandering eyes. Take now thy
Primer and learn three pages of thy catechism
as a punishment.”
So spake Mistress Dilloway, of the Ports-

mouth Dame School, and Deliverance Ainsworth roused
herself with a sigh, and turned over the pages of her
New England Primer dolefully.
‘‘Truly do I pay full penance for my naughtiness,”'

she murmured to herself. ‘‘Full well do I wot I shall
also be well punished at home; for school will be over
long before I can complete my task.”
With another sigh she applied herself to her Primer,

but ere her task was finished the daily session had long
been over, and the short November dusk was closing
in around her, when, having recited the lesson to Mis-
tress Dilloway, she was at last free to hurry home. It
was already dark when she reached the little cottage
where she lived with Mistress Ainsworth, her father’s,
maiden sister, and the candles were lighted in the best
room, never used except for grand company.
‘‘Who can be there?” she murmured. ‘‘Surely Par-

son Langley has not come to tea. If so, mayhap my
punishment may have been for my own good. If I do.
but recite to him the pages of my catechism I have
just learned, maybe Mistress Ainsworth may forget to
inquire into my naughtiness, and I mav escape second
punishment.
“ Ah 1 and so thou hast come at last, thou naughty

said the sharp voice of Mistress Ainsworth
as Deliverance paused at the door of the best room!
‘‘Truly thou dost grow more and more reprobate every
day.”
‘‘And here be thy grand-uncle Judge Dillingham,

and thy cousin Dorothy, who have stopped on their
way home to Boston Town to see thee. " A fit report
will they take home of thee to thy fine relations.”
Deliverance’s lips quivered, but she threw up her

head bravely, and smoothing her homesoun dress,
made a low courtesy to the stately, white-haired gen-
tleman, and the pretty, rosy-cheeked young lady,
whose dark curls fell around her face as she smiled
at Deliverance and drew her to her side.

‘‘Art thou not ashamed to have them see thee,” con-
tinued her aunt. ‘‘Well shalt thou pay for thy naugh-
tiness and this disgrace. Three chapters of the Bible
shalt thou learn this night, and supperless shalt thou
go to bed. Yea, and double shall be thy sewing stint
to-morrow. ”

‘‘Nay, nay, good Cousin Ainsworth,” cried Dorothy
gaily. ‘‘I cry you mercy for the little maid. Ido
not believe she hath been naughty enough to deserve
such punishment.
‘‘What did you do, my birdling, that the good Mis-

tress of the Dame School kept you so long?”
Alas, I have deserved her reproach,” answered De-

liverance gravely, ‘

' for I let mine eyes wander frommy tasks to watch the flowers nodding in the meadow,

BY EMMA F. BUSH

and the birds building their nests in the trees; and inmy sinful soul I wished to be arrayed as they in-
stead of in this dingy homespun, which it is moreseemly I should wear.”
Dorothy Dillingham drew the childish form closer in

loving sympathy, and Mistress Ainsworth seeing the
action, set her thin lips more firmly as she said:

T' >
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t tbou deserve punishment for such sinful
thoughts. I have a mind to add still more to thy pun-
ishment, but not one bit will I abate it; and three of
the longest chapters in the Bible will I pick out for
thee to learn. ”

r a
Nay

rVn
ay

’,
Sood Cousin Ainsworth,” answered

Judge Dillingham. I have a word to say in this
matter. I have but waited the coming of the littlemaid to give you this letter from her father, Roger
Ainsworth. Word hath reached him in England of the
treatment the child receives at thy hands. It hath not
pleased him to hear of heavy household labor performed
at an age when the hardest task should be the culling
of flowers, the setting of stitches in her sampler, or
perchance, a little practice at the harpsichord Nor
hath he been pleased to hear that the child goes cladm coarse, plain homespun, when he hath provided
most generously for her maintenance.”

Mistress Ainsworth’s lips closed more firmly, as she
replied J

‘‘There be ever gossips ready to carry ill tales, andKoger Ainsworth was always one to give too much
credence to idle rumors.”“ There bave been no idle tales,” answered Tudge
Dillingham gravely. “ They who have spoken to her
lather have been no idle gossips, but men of high
standing in Portsmouth. In truth, from what I have
myself seen, I think they spoke well in the matter I
believe you are over severe with the little maid »ood
Mistress Ainsworth. Her father in this letter com-mands you give the child into our charge, to live with
us in Boston Town until he come from over the seas
again. I had thought to leave her with you over the
night, but think from what I have observed here it
will be better to take her with us now.”
‘‘As you will,” replied Mistress Ainsworth, tartly.

‘This is ever the gratitude shown to one who does her
duty. I will see Roger Ainsworth myself on his re-
turn. He was ever soft-hearted and a weakling”

‘‘That matter you must settle with Roger Ainsworth
himseif,” answered the Judge. ‘‘For the present we
will not discuss the matter, but in obedience to her
father’s commands we will take the child away with
us at once, if she be ready to go.”
Ready! Deliverance could hardly believe she heard

anght. To go with this grand gentleman who looked
at her so kindly, and this dear cousin, who held her
in such a warm, loving clasp. That alone seemed like
a glimpse of heaven to the little maid, starved for
love and affection, without the prospect of leaving
behind forever those hateful household tasks so much
beyond her strength.

Still clasping Dorothy’s hand, she suffered herself tcbe led from the room as one in a dream, into theoutei
air to the Wentworth Mansion, where Judge Dilling-ham and his daughter were the honored guests.

8

Alone at last with this pretty new cousin, Deliver

-

ance s unnatural calm gave way, and she clung to Dor-othy sobbing bitterly.
s

Bp
there

.’
birdling,” said Dorothy, soothing
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Never gneve so, my darling, at leaving suchhard home-nest. Come, if you cry any more I shallthink you are sorry to be leaving Mistress Ainsworth

thus
1
”

C°me Wlth US
’
aDd S°rry should 1 be to think

With an effort Deliverance stopped her convulsivesobbing, and raised her tear-stained face from Doro-thy s shoulder to smile a watery little smile •—
Nay Cousin Dorothy,” she said. ‘‘It’ would beunseemly I should allow you to have such thoughtsTruly, 1 do deem the Lord hath delivered me out ofmuch tribulation, and perchance, after all I maybeone of the elect He watch'es over, and to whom

7
Hegrants His protection.”

\ou dear old-fashioned darling,” cried Dorothykissing her. Now mind me, love. You are to outall such thoughts away from you. Truly, God is aloving Father, not the stern Judge Mistress Ainsworthhath taught you Worry not your small head oversuch matters. All that will concern you for alongtime to come will be to try to please your Uncle Dilfingham, and your dear Aunt Tabitha, who waits ourcoming in Boston Town. In her you will find whatyou have sadly lacked, motherly love and tendernessAnd now, sweet, see what your father hath sent youfrom over the seas, that you may not forget him whilebusiness keeps him in London.”
She slowly unfolded the gift from its many wrap-pings and there before Deliverance’s wondering

lay a d
r
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,

the jikeness of which she had neve? seen’Made of pale pink brocade, the threads of silver wovento form he pattern, caught the light from the candlesgiving the dress a shimmer like moonlight upon asummer sea. * *

‘‘What dost thou think of it?” asked Dorothy asDeliverance stood before it, gazing with enraptured

‘‘Truly, such lowliness cannot be for me,” answeredDeliverance at last. ‘‘Never saw I anything likl" itbefore. Even Mistress Wentworth goes not fbroad in
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“Why, in Boston Town,” laughed Dorothy, “wheremany more fine clothes await your comim* Yourfather hath sent a chest full of such fabrics, and fromthem all I selected this to bring with us to-day Se™svreet, I will slip it on for you, and arrange your hair’which to me looks as if it could be coaxed" to curl ”
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that be Mlstress Ainsworth’s great thorn inthe flesh, answered Deliverance, “and much time

( Continued on page 28)

A CHILD’S WINDOW-GARDEN
A little window-garden, quickly contrived from

odds and ends of greenery that were speedily availa-
ble, to give interest to a little “shut in” boy of tender
years furnished the practical suggestions for this paper.
Skilled kindergarten and primary teachers will prob-
ably think of other and more attractive ways for con-
tinuing and brightening it.

The little boy had once been taken to a nursery
where his mother selected some plants. He wandered
out into the potting-shed while she made her pur-
chases. The work of seed-sowing, potting, sprinkling,
and stirring the soil seemed to fascinate him. He
talked constantly of it and of planning a little outdoor
garden all his own for the springtime.
A cigar box containing sand, in which egg shells

represented pots, filled with rich earth for seeds to
sprout in, was the first item. Propped up on the pill-
ows he sowed and covered seeds the first day. No one
else might even water them. The little plant sprinkler
was such fun! The sturdier seeds had been selected,
of course,—balsams, phloxes, radishes, etc. The next
day some cuttings from Mamma’s valentine rosebush
were carefully manipulated, leaving just one leaf at
the top and firmed down in the sand between the egg-
shells. We placed a pane of glass over the box also,
by Rafe’s directions, “to keep the dew in.”
Odd and quick-growing plants were tried next, with

varying success. A crumpled brown resurrection
plant, that unrolled and spread out blithe green fronds
soon after it was placed in water, was a wonder and

BY LOUISE PRIEST

delight. The Japanese fern bails, in several fantastic
shapes, did not ‘leaf out” as warranted. With the

Ssav-ed^
1
"6 al6W straggling fronds were all the growth

“Let’s improve upon them,” said Rafe’s motherSo she loosened up the surface of each one rather
heroically and scattered cress seed into all the chinks.
In a vyeek or so crinkling green leaves covered them
entirely. One of the balls was hung in the conserva-
tory and Rafe enjoyed some of the crisp leaves as a
salad for tea when he grew better.
A little triend sent our invalid a sprig of green and

white house-leek for his window garden and Mammawove it among the wires of the bird cage. The bov’s
eyes grew round with wonder to see it grow marvel-
ously there, with no evident sustenance.
The hanging-basket idea seemed to especiallv inter-

est the child and we devised various ones: A pine
cone soaked in water, dusted thickly with fine grass
seed, and suspended by a cord was soon a mist of
green. A rough cocoanut shell from w’hich a green
and white wandering Jew grew lustily was another suc-
cessful effort. The boy himself scooped out the center
of a carrot and of a sweet potato in preparation for
other baskets. Suspended by cords and their centers
filled with water, both grew very well. The carrotwas the prettiest, Rale thought. Its leaves were as
leathery as ferns and curved upward in a whorl of
green about the white root. The potato was a red-
skinned one, with silver-striped leaves. It was much

^ <
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er 2r°wing, but finally made a quaint little

affair that w-ould have delighted a Chinaman. Some
of its vines were trained up over the cords and others
drooped.
Hyacinths and Chinese lilies grown in glasses and

bowls of white pebbles were more diverting than those
grown in plain earth. When the hyacinths faded we
suspended a large water-oak acorn by a thread over
one of the clear hyacinth glasses, freshly filled with
water. By and by, the moisture absorbed split the
shell. A sturdy little root reached downward into the
water while up through the neck of the glass slowly
arose fuzzy, unfurling leaves of pink and green.
Our invalid was beginning to move languidly about

his room when a neighbor brought in a robust plant
of water hyacinth growing in a clear glass bowl. This
was the prime favorite henceforth. It stood on the
window-sill close to his chair, the patient subject ofmany proddings that the boy might see its feathery
purple and white roots trail through the water, and the
tiny round life-preservers at the base of each leaf go
bobbing up and down. The plant endures investiga-
tion patiently so long as its roots are kept underwater.
Some months later when its spike of lilac-purple flowers
appeared Rafe seemed to consider them superfluous.
Another contribution from a kind neighbor was a

plate heaped with green moss and interspersed with
crocus bulbs. A little water poured over the moss oc-
casionally kept the moss green and the oulbs growing
until their white, gold and purple flowers appeared.
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ROAD BUILDING MADE EASY
WARD KING

[Foreword—

O

ftentimes the simplest devices are most poten-
tial in accomplishing great results for the common good. This
is notably true in the matter of road construction and the now
far-famed split-log drag, designed and freely given to the world
by the celebrated Good Roads enthusiast and expert Mr. D. Ward
Kiug of Maitland, Mo. Mr. King has, wi thout doubt, traveled
more miles and addressed more people in the interests of Good
Roads than any other man in America. Of late years no State
Round-Up Farmers’ Institute or Farmers’ Convention is com-
plete without an address by D. Ward King. The burden of his

message everywhere is the utility of simpler, and everywhere to

be found, and ready at hand tools and appliances—chief among
which is the King Drag, which any farmer can build and use,

and that, too, with marvelously good results to the roads. So
great has been the demonstrated success of this simple device
that a few years ago one of the greatest railroad corporations in

the country, the Chicago & Northwestern Company, waged a
well planned Good Roads campaign in the state of Iowa with
the split-log drag and its inventor, Mr.D. Ward King, at the head
of the column. Vick’s Magazine takes pleasure in presenting to

its readers the genial phiz of this King of the road; also a sketch
showing what the King Drag looks like, and a short article by
Mr. King on the Good Roads Problem.

—

Editor.]

WO classes of men stand out in bold relief asT the most prominent obstacles to the general
movement for better roads. To one class be-

longs the man who insists that we can’t af-

ford stone or gravel. And perhaps he adds
that, in his opinion, the dirt road is good

enough anylnsw. Very often he is a retired farmer.

Sometimes he is a banker or a capitalist. Usually,

whoever he may be, he is afraid improved roads will

raise his taxes. He might just as well oppose im-
proved schools, (instances are not lacking w'here he has

done so) and argue that the old-time puncheon floors

and slab desks are desirable in our present compara-
tively opulent circumstances.
But the writer has been insisting for years that where-

ever farming land is worth thirty dollars per acre and
stone or gravel can be procured within three miles of

the road, the community which fails to put a hard sur-

face on it its main traveled highways is not living up
to its opportunities. In sections where land is worth
one hundred dollars an acre the writer is convinced
that the people can afford to ship stone a hundred
miles by rail. There is not space to argue these prop-

ositions at this moment; they are stated in order that

there may be no chance of misconstruing the purpose
of this article.

. The other man who obstructs Good Roads progress

is he who declares, usually with such vehemence that

all peace-loving-hearers are struck dumb, that ‘-there

is no good road except a stone road.” Such men create

much noise in public places. ‘‘All roads must be of

stone,” they shout, ‘‘and the Good Roads Association
will never be satisfied until every mile of road in the

state is macadamized.” The average elderly farmer
who listens to .the harangue goes home, takes out his

lead pencil, sets down the number of miles of road in

his township, multiplies them by three or by five

thousand, perceives that the carrying out of such a

program will bankrupt him, and, lo, an enemy of the

'Good Roads movement is born.
Our extremist friend has done harm. Moreover, he

is not well informed or he would know we are not
likely ever to put stone on all our roads. Probably
the end of the next fifty years will find no single state

with a stone surface on half its miles of highway.
Ret us be reasonable. Can we not agree that when a

certain stretch gives way under the traffic it is asked
to carry it should be surfaced with a hard material of

some sort. The material, the width of the portion to

be covered, as well as the decision whether the im-
provement is actually needed or not, must be left to

each community.
The only proper court of appeal is the brains of the

people, and any successful appeal must be based upon
reason. Dwellers in cities need to realize that in most
states of the union no real advance can be made with-
out the co-operation of the farmer. The farmer may
be conservative but he is open to a reason-giving
argument; on the other hand, he will neither be
bluffed nor bull-dozed.
Our reliance must be on public sentiment, which is

developing rapidly in favor of better roads; and it is

a noticeable fact that where the King drag has been
most thoroughly introduced, there the sentiment in

favor of Good Roads is the strongest. Until the
Chicago and Northwestern Railway carried on its cam-
paign in Iowa for ‘‘Good Roads Without Money,” we
in Missouri had spoken of it as the ‘‘Split-Log Drag. ”

But my friends in Iowa christened it the ‘‘King
Drag.” It seems well, now, since it has become
famous, that it should possess some special designa-
tion, because a number of imitations and so-called
improvements are being urged upon the public for a
price. In fact, this office has received letters from
persons who have been indirectly threatened by
patentees of certain improved implements.

Just here is a convenient place to assure the reader
that he can build himself a King Drag without fear,

and to inform him that the Hon. Logan Waller Page,
Director of the United States Office of Public Roads,
Washington, D. C., will send plans and specifications

free, upon request, to any one in the United States.

We spent tiine and money, j'ears ago, before the Split-
Drag had attracted national attention, trying to

mprove it. We failed. And in these after years we
ave seen nothing offered in the way of proposed im-
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provements that we did not give a try-out during our
experiments.
Do not be alarmed; pay no money for patents;

simply drop a postal card to Director Page and follow

the instructions he sends.

The King Drag has long since passed the experi-

mental stage. It is universally and enthusiastically

voted a success. Only a few people, however, perceive

its possibilities. Originally exploited as an imple-
ment for the earth roads, it is now quite generally used

on gravel wagon-ways and is gradually coming into

service in the East on their macadam. We are con-

vinced that the success of the King Drag on macadam
depends almost entirely on the judgment of the in-

dividual who manages it. More depends on the con-

dition of the surface of a macadam than upon any
other one thing

;
and very much more than upon the

condition of either earth or gravel surfaces.

The shell roads of Maryland have been improved by
it, and sand-clay and oiled-sand need its ‘‘magic
touch,” without which they deteriorate in a re-

markably short period. Its most recent, and perhaps
most remarkable triumph, is in conquering the steel

slag roads of smelter cities. We have space here only
to give it mention, but the Board of Trade of the city

of North Touawanda, New York, will furnish partic-

ulars, we feel certain.

As the Split-Log Drag originated in the West, its

greatest triumphs are thereto be found. Notably is this

true in Iowa whefe the Northwestern Railway campaign
was made several years ago in its behalf. Hence the
verdict of the street commissioner of the Hawkeye
State’s capital city will be of more than passing
interest.

The following extracts from a letter written by Mr.

J. M. Stewart, Board of Public Works, Des Moines,
Iowa, touches on the gravelled road phase of the sub-
ject, as well as on the comparative cost. Mr. Stewart
says: ‘‘* * * We have twenty-eight King Road
Drags that we use in Des Moines. We began
using the King Drag three years ago, and the streets

are greatly improved by the use of the same, and the
saving on each drag used is $5.00 per day, as compared
with the old way. * * * The use of the drag on a

gravel road will add greatly to its life, probably will

add from five to ten years. * * * A little less time
is required on dirt than on the other roads, but the
drag does equally good work on cinders and gravel.”
Mr. Stewart’s letter is dated November 15, 1907, and

is closed with this sentence : ‘‘Too much can not be said
in favor of the King Drag,
and I want to add that I

would not be street com-
missioner over fifty-seven

square miles of territory as
we have here in Des Moines
without it.”

These twenty-eight King
Drags are saying Des Moines
$140 every day they are used
and at the same time are

giving better results than
were obtained by the old
and more expensive plan.
They were not bought; the
city made three for a test

and added to the number
when convinced of their

value. The Des Moines ex-
periment is quite important,
because we have so much

more gravel road than stone
;
because gravel is cheaper

than stone
;
because gravel is a much more satisfactory

road for light or medium travel
;
and because most of

the gravel roads are at present in anything but good
order.

But the King Drag has its champions and friends

in the eastern states also. For instance, Mr. F. P.

Sanborn, of Standish, Maine, who used the King sys-

tem on several stretches, under varying circumstances,

in his report to Mr. Paul D. Sargent, Maine’s High-
way Commissioner, names one and one-half dollars as

the cost for the cheapest mile and five dollars for the

most expensive one. Mr. A. H. Herrick, of Ashtabula
County, Ohio, writes: ‘‘Taxpayers are getting tired of

being taxed for from $5 to $10 per mile for smoothing
( ?) a road with a $400 road machine, when a $4 King
Drag will do a better job at $ji to $2 per mile.” [The
question mark in this sentence was placed there by
Mr. Herrick.]
The secret of the success of the King Drag is that its

use serves to keep the roads well rounded up, high in

the middle and gently sloping in either direction,

thus securing proper drainage. Its beauty is its sim-
plicity. An ingenious boy of fifteen can make one.
The writer feels free to urge its general introduction,

because of its simplicity, its cheapness, its efficiency,

and further, because of the fact that there is nothing
in it for him other than his satisfaction in seeing
more people enjoying the great blessings of Good
Roads through its use.

A New York City Congressman Advo-
cates Good Roads

[Forword—One of the nation’s most earnest advocates of Good
Roads is Congressman William Sulzer, one of the ablest and most
eloquent representatives in the National legistature from the
great American metropolis. The following extract from a re-

cent speech in Congress by Mr. Sulzer fully attests both his
loyalty to the Good Roads cause and his intelligent and states-

menlike grasp of the great problem he discusses.

—

The Editor ]

The burdens of life fall hardest on the farmer. The
least the Government can do for him is to help him
get decent highways. I am with the farmers in this

fight for good roads. I am with the rural districts of

our land in their struggle for better transportation

facilities, and in Congress or out of Congress I shall do
all in my power to hasten the consummation they de-

sire—the ability to go and come along decent roads

without exhausting the time and the effort and the
utiltiy of man and beast. I know farm life. My boy-
hood days were spent on a farm doing farm work. I

know the farmer’s joys and sorrows—his trials and his

troubles, and I know that we owe much to the farmers
and producers of our country—much that we can never
repay. Whatever will aid them 1 benefit the people
in every community. .

The fathers of the Republic wisely recognized the

importance of this question. Washington and Jeffer-

son advocated good roads and projected the construc-

tion of a great highway from the Capital to the Miss-
issippi Valley. The far-seeing statesmen of the early

days of our national existence championed measures
to better the means of transportation. They realized

the necessity of good roads—how important they were
to the couutry—-too its growth and its development,
and to mankind, morally, physically, intellectually,

and industrially, removing national and provincial an-

tipathies and binding together all the branches of the

great human family.
The farsighted wisdom of Julius Caesar built from

the imperial exchequer the magnificent roads that led

in all directions to eternal Rome. The great Napoleon
—Caesar like—built the roads of France that center in

Paris from the general funds of the Government, and
these French roads have done more than any other

single agency to encourage the thrift and increase the

industry and insure the contentment of the people of

France. Caesar and Napoleon were the great road
builders of ancient and modern times, and their fore-

sight and their judgment demonstrated the beneficent

results that follow, as the night the day, the construc-

tion of governmental highways.
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The Planting of the Home Grounds

N CONNECTION with the “Good Roads”
idea, it is well to bear in mind the fact that
an attractive road, in itself, does not consti-
tute all the improvement that can be made
in the thoroughfare's of the land. The mak-
ing of a good road must be supplemented by

the effect of the homes along it. A neglected or
poorly cared for home facing a road that has been
given proper attention, detracts as much from the gen-
eral good effect as a bad road does when it runs in
front of a place that is well planted and well kept.
Both roads and homes must be in harmony in order to.
secure satisfactory results.

The effective planting of the home gr unds, and
especially that portion of them fronting street or road,,
can only be done by giving the matter carefm thought.
Too often we give it no thought. We put out a bush
here, another there, and the result is a jumble of
material which is practically wasted, because nothing
is gained by it. If, before planting anything, we had
looked the place over carefully, and studied its.

possibilities, the same material might have been used 1

in producing a really fine effect. It is not so much a
question of how much to use as how to use it, that
the amateur home-maker must answer, and he can not
answer it intelligently unless he gives the matter care-
ful consideration.
Of course, in an article like this, it is impossible to

give definite instructions as to what to plant or how
to plant it. One must be governed in his selection of
material by the conditions of soil, and climate. No
two places are just alike, and the differences which
exist must govern us largely in our work. Each
home should be considered by itself, and our choice
and arrangement of shrubs, and trees, and flowers
should grow out of a recognition of the possibilities
and the peculiarities of the place. I thinl it a good
plan to treat each place as you would an indi”idual,
if you were selecting clothes for him. You would not
order the garments in haphazard fashion. You would
study the man to be clothed, first of all, and then you
would select that which seemed best suited to his size,
and complexion, and general make-up. The man and
the clothes must be considered together. So the place
and the material you make use of in its development.
One of the prime factors of a pleasant home is—

a

good lawn. It need not be a large one to be pleasing.
But it must have a fine, velvety sward, and it must be
well kept. And that portion of it immediately be-
tween house and street or road ought never to be cut
up by flower-beds or shrubs. Leave these to the sides
of the lot. An unbroken stretch of lawn gives an
impression of breadth and size which can never be
attained when the eye is constantly confronted by
objects with which, unconsciously, it judges distance.
The dignity of a lawn depends upon itself, rather than
upon its accessories, though these add to the general
effect when used judiciously and with good taste. In
other words—where the}

7 belong.
We often make a great mistake in planting too many

trees. Small places cannot stand many, or large ones.
One good one, of medium size, is much better than
several inferior ones. An excellent variety for the
small lot is the cut-leaved Birch. It grows rapidly, is
pleasing from the first, and seldom outgrows the space
that can be allotted it. The Mountain Ash is another
pleasing sort to plant. Elms and Maoles are attract-
ive, bui they are too large, nine times out Of ten, for
the ordinaty home-lot, when developed, and it is a lot
of this kind which the writer has in mind, rather than
the spacious grounds which characterize the homes of
the wealthy class.

I would advise bordering the home-
lot with shrubs, and planting hardy
perennials among them in such a man-
ner as to give the effect of a hedge.
Such a method of planting, by the own-
ers of adjoining lots, can be made ex-
tremely effective, if the owners work
togther according to some definite
plan. Each one will own his half of
the hedge, but the general effect of it

will be a unity of good taste such as
would result if it had been made under
the supervision of one man. Such an
effect can only be secured by neigh-
borly co-operation. Where a home
stands by itself, it is much easier to
plant its grounds satisfactorily.

In planting shrubs, know all about
their habits before you put them into
the ground. Study up on size, and
time of flowering, and general character-
istics. Unless you do this, you will
be pretty sure to get some of them in
the wrong places.

Give the larger shrubs a place at the
rear. Work towards the street, using
the smaller, low-growing kinds in front
But do not plant any of them in

straight row’s, or just so many feet

A Window Pot with Asparagus Sprengeri

apart.'’ Rather group them, making the outline of the
border facing the lawn irregular. Of course this border
can be a continuous one, but the groups of shrubbery
can be linked together by perennials instead of having
the shrubs all a-row.
A good effect is secured by planting evergreens at

the rear of the house. Here they answer a double pur-
pose—they serve as a background tor the dwelling,
also as a screen to hide unsightly buildings. Perhaps
such a planting of shrubs and perennials as I have
spoken of may not be practical. I have seen some
charming substitutes for hedges and boundary-line
fences made by tacking woven wire netting to stout
posts and training Ampelopsis over it until post and
wire were both hidden. Such a hedge is attractive
throughout the entire season, and especially so in
Autumn, when the vine takes on its rich coloring of
crimson and maroon. It is easily made. Set the
plants about twenty feet apart, and train the vines
each way until they meet. In two seasons the netting
ought to be completely covered.
Much more might be said on this subject. But I

have already said enough to set the home-maker to
thinking about the possibilities for doing effective
decorative work in the development of the home. I
trust that he will agree with me that he can do much
to supplement the work of the road-maker, and that he
will be willing to do his share.

The Summer Care of House Plants

A letter just received from an old-time reader of
Vick’s Magazine furnishes the text for this article.
The writer of it says: “I have been growing flowers
lo! these many years, and I haven’t yet learned the
best way to care for house-plants in summer. I have
kept them on the veranda, in the window, and planted

•»rm
Beautiful Foliage of the Boston Fern

them out in the garden. What method do you adv’se?”
I advise keeping every plant that is expected to do

duty in the house next winter in its pot throughout
the season. A plant in a pot is at all times under
perfect control. You can give more water if more
seems needed, or you can withhold it until you have
the plant in dormant condition. A plant put into the
open ground will make a vigorous growth during the
summer, but, when fall comes, it must be lifted and
potted, and this cannot be done without the sacrifice
of so many of its newest and best roots that it receives
a check from which it will be a long time in recover-
ing. Indeed, nine out of every ten plants that are
taken from the ground and put into pots in fall fail to
adjust themselves promptly to the change of condi-
tions, and seldom get into good working shape before
it is time to put them out of doors again. You mav
handle them very carefully in lifting and potting them"
but you cannot avoid sacrificing the larger share of
their best roots, since it is out of the question to give
them the space they would require if these roots were
preserved. This sacrifice takes place at the very seasonwhen the plants are least able to stand it. They must
go into the house before they have reestablished them-
selves, and there the conditions are so unlike those
under which they have been growing in the garden
that this, in itself, would be sufficient to give them a
temporary check and severely shock them. The plant
that has been kept growing in a pot throughout thesummer has no experience of this kind to face.
Give just enough water to keep the plants in healthy

condition. Do not encourage rapid growth. This is
not the time for it. Your plants are resting up—net-
ting ready for active work later on. Nip off every
bud as soon as you discover it. Throw all the strength
of the plant into the plant, rather than allow it to be
used in the production of flowers. Prune as seems
necessary, always keeping in mind the fact that a plant
should be trained while developing, not after develop-
ment has taken place. If repotting is to be done
attend to it during the summer, so that the plant can
get under headway before the time comes when it
must be taken inside. This important change must
be anticipated and provided for as far as nossible. In
order to meet it satisfactorily, a plant must be in the
best possible condition. If weak in any respect, the
change will intensify that weakness and often result
in the death of the plant.
Too many persons put off repotting, dividing aud

pruning, until late in the season. These things ou°ht
always to be done, if possible, by mid-summer, that
the plants may be strong, vigorous and fairly ’well
developed when they go into the house in late Sep-
tember or October. Instead of making the early winter
months a season of convalescene, let it be one of prep-
aration for work, and this it cannot be unless they are
in the best possible condition. The woman who loves
flowers will give them just as much attention in sum-
mer as at any other season of the year.

Plants for North Windows
A correspondent writes: “I dearly love plants and

flowers, but I have only north windows to grow them
in, and I know that the chances are all against me.
But isn't there something I can grow there—something
not too difficult for an amateur to undertake?”
There are two plants I have no hesitation in advisin 07

my correspondent to attempt growing. Both of them
are beautiful, and both are ot easv culture. Neither
of them will give flowers, but their bright* green
foliage will be a constant delight to the eye, es-
pecially in winter when “green things growing” are
tew and far between. One of these plants is the

Boston Fern. The other is Asparagus
Sprengeri.
The Fern requires a soil made up

largely of leaf-mold or turfy matter,
mixed with some coarse sand. Youn^
plants grow rapidly, but they do not
develop into large specimens in less
than a year. They should be given
enough water to keep the soil always
moist, but it is not advisable to keep
them soaking wet, as many persons
seem to think. This plant grows to per-
fection in a window that is wholly with-
out sunshine.
The Asparagus—which is in no sense

a Fern, though we frequently hear it

spoken of as the “Asparagus Fern,”

—

grows well in sandy loam. Keep the
soil from getting dry, and keep the
frost away from it in winter, and it

will ask nothing more in the way of
care for some time. But by and by its
roots will fill the pot, and unless it is
shifted to a pot of larger size, they will
either break the old pot or elevate
the plant out of it. When this hap-
pens it is advisable to divide the
roots, and grow young plants from
each division having “eyes,” or grow-
ing points.
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we look on
visible to human
eyes and see the
many unhappy
homes, the large
number of social

scandals, and the
ever increasing
number of divor-

ces, we are very
apt to answer yes.

But when we con-
sider that marriage
is something more
than a mere expe-
dient for the satis-

faction of desire

and the continu-
ance of the human
species, that the
Institutor of life

laid down its
principles in the
first frame and plan of things, we con-
clude that marriage is a failure in so far

only as the man and the woman enter-

ing into it are failures.

The race springs not from a unit, but
from a united pair. The history of man-
kind began in wedlock. The family is

the first institution of society and the

mother of the rest. It is the life basis,

the primitive cell of the aggregate of the

civic and social body politic. In the

health, purity, and love of the home life

lies the moral wealth, the sturdiness,

and the perpetuity of all our civil insti-

tutions. The growth and development
of nations and the great achievements of

history have had their origin and in-

spiration in the home.
Marriage is a sacred affair over the true

observance of which the Almighty Father
watches with a holy interest. He hath
written its law in our nature and given
it place on the pages of sacred writ.

Saint Paul gives it a very conspicuous
place in his Epistle to the Ephesians, in

which he parallels the relation of husband
and wife to the relation existing between
Christ and His Church. The husband
is to be, in his relation to his wife,

what Christ is to the Church, viz., the

head, having authority to be exercised

only in love, and revealing true, pure,

considerate affection, in which he would
lay down his life for her honor. The
wife is to yield herself to him as the

Church is taught to yield itself in love

unto Christ.

It is our purpose to discuss the kind
of a man to whom any sensible, pure
girl should give herself unreservedly,

constantly keeping in view the higher
life, and her duty to the family and the

welfare of the social order of which she

is a part. Marriage is something more
than a legal contract. There is a higher
law than the one enacted by the state

—

the law of love— a love that gives

voluntarily all rightful authority to the

husband and at the same time makes the

wife’s yielding of herself to him the

chiefest delight of her being,—a true

love, a power both sacred and divine,

which melts two hearts into one—one in

holy desire, one in holy purpose,—one
pure sweet life.

We teach our children to pity and
often to love those who are physically

deformed and to show them kindness and
proper consideration. Should we not
teach our young people ever to shun the

morally crooked and unclean? Espe-
cially, ought we not warn our daughters
against those who through vicious habits,

unclean associates, and impure thoughts,

are wholly unfit for the love, confidence,

and submission of a pure good woman?
To all young ladies I would say:
Don’t marry a man expecting to reform

him. If he will not reform for his sweet-

I

heart, the chances are against his ever

reforming for his wife. If he will not
respect your wishes now

;
if he treats

i

your entreaties

lightly before
marriage

;
if he is

so wedded to his

old wayward life

that he will not
cheerfully give it

up for your sake
now, he will not

do so later. If

you ever hope to

be happy, don’t
marry this man.
Don’t marry an

inveterate ciga-

rette smoker. I

have observed that

he is likely to
show no true re-

spect for woman-
hood. If he re-

fuses to throw
away his vile
cigarette when
walking with you,
comes into your
presence with
clothing reeking
with that vile odor

and even refuses the entreaties of mother,

sister, and sweetheart, but persists in

rendering himself an offense, a poison,

and a nuisance, have nothing whatever

to do with him.
Don’t marry a shiftless, careless, lazy

man,—one who never works unless he

has to and who spends his days and a

large number of his nights in loafing in

billiard rooms, saloons, and on the

street corners. Unless you wish to take

in washing or do other service to support

such a man, beware of the loafer.

Don’t marry a man who associates with

low women, who thinks that women are

created for his convenience, and con-

siders that there is one standard of mor-
ality for men and another for women.
Young lady, demand of the man who
woes you the same in morals, in virtue,

in social purity that is demanded of you.

Don’t marry a man who sneers at reli-

gion, woman’s virtue, and everything

sacred, and who boasts among men folks

of his conquests among the fair sex and
thinks that no woman can resist his

alleged charms. Unless you desire to

spend your life amidst the horrors of his

continual recitals of flirtations and esca-

pades, shun the scoffer.

Don’t marry a pessimist, or a dreamy,
impracticable man,—one who feels that

the world “owes him a living” and is

constantly cheating him out of his due.

Such a "man is likely to regard a gamb-
ling debt as a debt of honor and a tailor’s

bill a nuisance. He will let his land-

lady wait for her board money while he

puffs it out in ten cent cigars sitting on
the front veranda indulging in day-

dreams.
Don’t marry the man who is vulgar,

gruff, and brutal in his speech and
manners, and whose tastes are coarse and

low. He is quite apt to think that a

comfortable home and plenty to eat and
wear should satisfy any woman, and
never thinks of the gentle, shrinking,

hungering womanly love that rightly

yearns for some show of tenderness and
appreciation.
Don’t marry a man who is domineering

and arbitrary and who tyrannizes over

those whom he considers weaker than

himself. Such a man will not regard

marriage as a co-equal partnership in

which there must be mutual concessions,

but will be likely to think that he owns
his wife, soul and body, and that she

must be slave to his every wish.

Don’t marry the man who is likely to

humiliate his wife by making her beg

for every cent she desires for her own or

household use, and then tell his lord-

ship what she is going to do with it, or

one who will howl and grumble if she

does not make her allowance go as far as

he imagines it should.

Don’t marry a dude,—one who thinks

more of how his cravat harmonizes with

his general appearance, or who spends

{Continued on page 27)
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Aluminum Stereoscope and 100 beautiful views, or a really

fine Ladies' Handbag, 8x5, with coin purse and card case,

for selling only 1 doz. Extracts at 20 cents each.

No Money I YOUr Credit
In Advance

|
Is Good 1

07
required

Just send us your name and address; we will send you at

once, postpaid,one doz.John’s“01d Faithful

Extracts, assorted flavors, and one doz.

packages fine imported needles, and
catalogue with full instructions

how to make quick sales. Try it

and see how easy it is to earn
this fine Stereoscope or Hand-
bag, or a Rug, Clock, Set of

Knives and Forks, Bedspread,
Lace Curtains, Dress Goods,

Skirts, or your choice of hun-
dreds of other valuable house-

hold articles. Write at once.

JOHN’S MFC. CO.,
Dept. *14, 318 Clybeufti Awe.. CHICAQO

Don’t be Thin
Gain a Perfect Figure—

A

Week's Treatment Sent Free

by a Woman.
My Magic Nerve and Flssh

Builder will develop a firm, beau-
tiful bust, shapely neck; and
shoulders, handsomely moulded
arms andlimbs. ft fills out ALL
the hollow places. Sold under a
written guarantee to do all that
is claimed for it or money re-

funded.

_ JANETTE BOGART,
119 Main Street, - Elmira, N. Y.

irow Mushrooms
For Big and Quick Profits.

Small Capital to Start. A Safe Business.

I am the largest grower in America, Ten years

experience enables me to give practical instruc-

tion In the business worth many dollars to you.

No matter what your occupation is or where

you are located, here is an opportunity to acquire

a thorough knowledge of this paying business.

Send for Free Book giving particulars and in-

formation, how to start, cost, etc. Address

JACKSON MUSHROOM FARM
3248 N. Western Avenue. Chicago, lii-
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NEW INVENTION!
NOTHING ELSE LIKE IT.

Ohioan's New Method of
Cleaning Clothes.

Causing; Great Excitement
Where Exhibited.

UNLIKE ANYTHING YOU’VE SEEN
OR HEARD OF.

Cleans Family Wash In
30 to 50 Minutes.

No Rubbing—No Chemicals—No flotors
No Washboard—No Wash Machine.

OVER 35,000 ALREADY SOLD—LADIES DELIGHTED
SEE HOW SIMPLE, different, easy. Put on stove—add water,. then soap, then clothes—that’s all.

in 5 to 8 minutes clothes clean. Laundries clean
clothes without rubbing—the EASY WAY does the
same at your home. Dirt removed automatically
except to move knob occasionally.

The EASY WAY, in one operation does the combined
work of wash boiler, wash board and washing machine-
less time, almost no labor—no injury to clothes.

THE EASY WAY develops energy by mechanical
manipulation, associated with hot water, soap suds
super-heated steam, and scalding vapor, utilized as
a compound force, all confined in a closed metal
compartment. Special operating arrangements.
Cleans woolens, flannels, blankets, or colored

clothes, as well as white, goods, finest laces, cur-
tains, bed clothes. Saves time, fuel, labor, clothes,
buttons, strength, looks, health and money,
EASY WAY IN 30 TO 50 MINUTES CLEANS WASHING

WHICH BEFORE TOOK THE ENTIRE DAY.
No rubbing, wear, tear or injury. No soggy, bad-

smelling heavy wood—but all metal, strong, dura-
ble, sanitary, light in weight. Easily used, cleaned
handled—always ready. Child can use it—no exper-
iment. No motors. Saves 52 days’ drudgery yearly.

Thousands Praise It.
J. McGee, Tenn„ writes-—“One young lady cleaned
days’ washing by old method in one hour with EasyWay—another in 45 minutes.” Mrs. T. Bullen, Can-
ada, writes:

—

“I washed bedding, heavy quilts, cur-
tains, etc., without rubbing, and in a very short time.”
Lauretta Mitchell, O., writes:—Done a’ big washing
in 45 minutes sold 3 already.” A. D. Poppleton, N.Y.-— Gives perfect satisfaction. Washed bed quilts
greasy overalls and fine clothes. Greatest thing on
earth. ’ Walter M. Glenn, O..

—‘-Easy Way farsupe-
rior to any other method—cleans clothes perfectly ”
J. H. Barrett. Ark., after ordering 38 Easy Wavs
says:—‘‘You have the grandest invention I ever
heard of.” J. W. Meyers, Ga., says:—“Find check
for 12 EasyWays. Greatest invention to womanhood
forever abolishing miserable wash day. Sells itself."

Price only $6.00 complete—sent to any ad-
dress. Not sold in stores. Send no money
only send your name and address. We’re old firm;
capital $100,000.00. Everything proven. Guaranteed
AVrite today for 30 day trial offer, thousands
testimonials, etc. Circulars Free.

XpTJTp SAMPLE
-T .1x11*1!*’ To Agents
Wanted Agents, Salesmen, Managers—menor women—at home or traveling, all or part
time—showing - taking orders—appointing agents.Easy A\ ay ’’ new. Nothing like It. World
unsupplied— agents making big money. When
operated people stop-get excited- ivatcli it as
thing of life. 12 see—10 buy.

C. O. Garrett, O., writes:—Showed 7 families, sold
6. A. B. Verett, of La. sold 8 one flav. J T Peav
of N. C, been out 2 days, sold 12. W‘. R. Stephen-
son, Tex. ordered 214 in GO days. N. Boucher of
Mass, ordered 75 more—says everybody wants one-
best business I ever had.

AVrltc today for special agents plan, free
sample, J90S offer—act quick.

HARRISON MANUFACTURING CO.,
683 Harrison Building. Cincinnati, Ohio.

8191

Why Do Th.
Oil U 9*fu»o

Hal

HITS lo cd all to your fri»cf». TEEL

16 Comic Post Cards Free
FuddImI Colors Card* »«»r pnoted. All N*w. Noiwoalika.
and every on* a Corker. Full *al ofl« card* **nt FREE if

yoo vend onlj TEN cull for membomhip in our Pod Card
Exchange, nhtohhaelhoaaandiofmambor*. You’ll got hun-
dred. of pr*Ujr and comic Po*l Card. FREE «ron> all or*r

D,n, ’‘ MMCNSE
i. TEEL POSTCARD CO., HURLEY VILLE.N. ¥

8069

Paris Fashions
For Readers of Vick’s Magazine
Our large catalogue of eighty pages, containing the illustrations and descriptions

‘h°USand seasonable styles for ladies; misses and children
, mailed to anyaddress on receipt of 15 cents. Send for our catalogue today.

Note
In ordering patterns do not fail to give numberana size of pattern and send correct amount to cover

cost of same. Do not simply say send me skirt orwaist pattern, but give number. For prices seebottom of this column.

22«t

8000

SILKS DIRECT FROM
THE MILLS

Our unequalled Black and Colored Taffetas sold di-
rect at -10 per cent below the retail price of inferiorand unreliable Roods. Send 10 cents for sampleswhich will be returned on first order.
HALCYON SULK WORKS, Dept. Z, 110 Fifth Are., N. T 1895

/Vo. 2191—Ladies’ Jumper, with a Yoke-Guimpehaving three-quarter length sleeves. This modelwould be most jaunty developed in Rajah orShantung siik, with the yoke guimpe of all-overWet net. 6 sizes—32 to 42.

Ho. 2181 Ladies’ Tucked Shirt-Waist, closed
at left side of front. Checked or figured lawn,dimity or wash silk makes up prettily in this style.
7 sizes—32 to 44.

J

No. 2069-Ladies’ Thirteen-Gored Skirt, inankle length with inverted box plait at centre-back seam and side-plaits below hip at the otherseams. Thin serge, flannel or panama are allserviceable materials for the separate skirt 7
sizes—22 to 32.

9

No. 2261—Ladies’ Nine-Gored Skirt, with aninverted box-plait at centre-back seam and side-
plaits below hip at the other seams. A stylishmodel, much worn. 8 sizes—22 to 36.

No. 2374 Child’s Dress. Plain and embroid-
ered batiste are combined in this design s sizes—
Yi to 4 years.

No. 2294 Child’s Rompers. Checked or figured
gingham, natural colored linen, or khaki are suit-able materials for this cool and comfortable style
for children. 5 sizes—2 to 10 years.
No. 2079—Ladies’ Yoke Shirt-Waist, with long

or three-quarter length sleeves. Linen, chambrayor lawn may be all used with good effect for this
waist. 6 sizes—32 to 42,

No. 2071—Ladies’ Tucked Shirt-Waist, withlong or elbow sleeves. Made up in pin-spottedlawn this shirt-waist is simple in construction andbecoming when worn. 6 sizes—32 to 42,
No. 2000 Child’s Low-Necked One-Piece Dress

slipped on oyer the head. Coral pink chambrayhand embroidered with mercerized cotton makes
this a stylish and serviceable little model for warmsummer days. 5 sizes— 1 to 9 years.

1

1982 Girls’ Dress, with three-quarter
leugth sleeves, high or low neck and with or with-out Japanese sleevebands. Suitable for any oc-casion according to the material used in its de-velopment. 4 sizes—6 to 12 years.
No. 21 79 Ladies Princess Wrapper in shortsweep or round length, with bishop or plain sleevesand rolling or standing collar. Any washable

material makes up well in this stjde. 8 sizes

—

32to 40, 0

No. 1895—Misses’ Empire Dress, the waist withelbow sleeves and high or low neck, and the five-gored skirt gathered and joined to the waist. Acharming model for a young girl’s dressy gown.
4 sizes—11 to 17 years.
No. 2377—Ladies’ Corset Cover. Developed

in wide embroidery flouncing, with a peplun? ofplain material. 8 sizes—32 to 46.
No. 24 IO—Ladies’ Tucked Shirt-Waist, withkimoua armholes and long or three-quarter length

sleeves. A splendid model for butcher’s linenchambray or duck. 5 sizes—32 to 40.
No. 2277—Ladies’ Eleven-Gored’ Ripple SkirtIn plain or striped flannel this is a jaunty skirt towear with separate shirt-waists. 7 sizes—22 to 32No. 2036 Ladies Thirteen-Gored Plaited SkirtA pretty style for skirts of Ithin material such as

voile, cashmere, or henriette, etc. 6 sizes-22 to 12
No. 2372-Girls’ Sailor Suit, consisting of

3
'ablouse with yoke and double collar, and a gathered

skirt joined to an underwaist having a shield
facing. A suitable model for an every-day dressof serge, thin flannel or linen. 4 sizes—6 to 12years.

1
fl/o' 2403—Boys’ Suit, consisting of a double-

breasted blouse with a removable shield aud
knickerbockers. Heavy lineu, pique, duck, khaki
or galatea make up well in this model. 6 sizes-a
to g years. ”

No. 1904—Ladies’ Tucked Shirt-Waist. Ring
spotted gingham has been used for this jaunty
tailored model. 6 sizes—32 to 42.

J

No. TOOT—Misses’ Shirt-Waist with or withoutback yoke-facing. Any of the fancy shirtingschambray, linen or lawn develops well in this
style. 3 sizes—13 to 17 years.
No. 1926 Ladies’ Tucked Jumper, closed atback. As a separate garment or as part of a cos-tume this is one or the- most stylish and popularjumper designs. 6sizes—321042.

H

„,N°\ ».6SS-Misses> Tucked Jumper or Guimpe-" aist slipped on over the head. A simple pattern
suitable for any material, trimmed with silk orcotton soutache. 3 sizes—13 to 17 years.
No. 191

6

Ladies’ House-Dress—the waist with
detached turn-down collar and long or elbow
sleeves aud the six-gored skirt plaited or gathered
at back and joined to the waist. Percale, ging-ham-plain or striped—chambray or cotton voile
are all used for this model. S sizes—32 to 46.
No. 2269 Ladies’ A\ ork Apron. Plain, striped

Cheeked, spotted or figured gingham, chambray orduck are good materials for the development of
this pattern. 4 sizes—32, 36, 40 and 44.

SPECIAL OFFER.
We will mail patterns shown in this issue, toany address for only 10 cents each or three for

twenty-five cents. The regular retail pricesrange from 25 to 40 cents. The Patterns are all
c, the latest New York models anH are unequaled
forstyie, accuracy of fit, simplicity and economv

.

lth each is given full descriptions and direc-tions—quantity of materials required, the numberand names of the different pieces in the patternwith a picture of the garment to go by. Be sure
to give sizes desired.

\ ICK PUBLISHING CO., Dept. X. Dansville, N. Y.

8372 2403

1986

2269 ,
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FASHION NOTES

Now that Summer is here there is a great

demand for frocks for the children as also

for the grown folks. There is no end of

the many new and pretty materials and
styles for both.
Any of the striped handkerchief linens

or the plain colored chambrays are suit-

able for this simple shirt waist. It closes

under the wide box-
plait at the centre-back

,

the front being orna-
mented with a similar

plait. The broad tucks
over the shoulders give
the required fullness,

and the sleeves may be
made in full or three-

quarter length, accord-
ing to taste. The high
collar and straight cuffs

are scalloped and hand
embroidered with white
mercerized cotton. For

a miss of 15 years the waist 2384 requires

1 Y& yards of material 36 or 42 inches wide.
The pattern comes in sizes—13, 15 and
17 years.

Copenhagen-blue chambray has been
used to develop this natty little blouse
dress, which is quite as easy to slip in

and out of as a wrap-
per. The waist is

made with a wide
turn-down collar, or
in a square Dutch
outline, according to

taste, and the gored
skirt is attached to

the waist under a

narrow belt of the
material. For 36
bust the dress 2387
requires 6^ yards
of material 36 inches
•wide. Width of

lower edge of skirt

about 3^4 yards. The
pattern comes in

sizes—32, 34, 36 38,

40, 42 and 44 inches,

bust measure.

A delightfully convenient negligee is

this pretty example of pink figured

challis ornamented with a self colored belt

ribbon, tied in front,

and a narrow edging
of Torchon lace on the

deep pointed collar

and sleeve bands. This
deep lay-down collar

may be omitted if de-

sired. The sleeves are

in three-quarter
length. There are

lines of shirring in the
front and back held in

place by the inside

band. For 36 bust
the dressing-sack
No. 1938 requires 3
yards of material 36
inches wide, 2 yards

of ribbon for ties and 5 yards of edging
to trim. The pattern comes in sizes—32,

34, 36, 38, 40, 42 and 44 inches, bust

measure.

Dark blue pongee has been used for this

simple shirt-waist. The turn-down collar

of the material is made separate from the

shirt, so that it may be worn with the

plain white linen

Eton, if preferred. A
narrow belt made of a

bias band of the mat-
erial is stitched along
the waist line, and
buttons sewed to this

belt at regular inter-

vals hold the trousers

in place. The plain

shirt sleeves are gath-
ered into narrow cuffs

of the material and
the shirt fastens at the
centre-back with

SPECIAL OFFER

We will mail patterns shown in this issue, to

any address for only 10 cents each or three for

twenty-five cents. The regular retail prices

range from 25 to 40 cents. The Patterns are al

of the latest New York models and are unequal-

ed for style, accuracy of fit, simplicity and econ-

omy. With each is given full descriptions and

directions—quantity of materials required, the

number and names of the different pieces in the

pattern, with a picture of the garment to go by.

Be sure to give sizes desired.

Vick Publishing Co., Dept. X, Dansville, N. Y

small pearl buttons. The pattern is adapt-
able to any washable material and is both
serviceable and practical. For a boy of

9 years the waist No. 2397 requires 1^
yards of material 36 inches wide. The
pattern comes in sizes 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13
and 15 years.

This pretty model is suitable for mar-
quisette, cotton voile, chambray, linen,

Shantung, Tussor or China silk. The
fullness is distributed in small tucks at

the front and back, and the square neck
and wide Mikado
armholesare trimmed
with insertion of filet

lace, bound with self

colored ribbon. The
guimpe may be of

the same or a con-
trasting material, the

ILL I tiIRvvO-Thr neck and armbands
being of the filet lace.

For 36 bust the jump-
er No. 2371 requires

\% yards of material
237lil!\ 36 inches wide; the

guimpe needs 2 ]/% yards 36 inches wide as

illustrated, y% yard of all-over lace 18

inches wide, 2^ yards of velvet ribbon,

3% yards of insertion and 1^ yards of

edging. The pattern comes in sizes 32,

34, 36, 38, 40 and 42 inches bust measure.

A very pretty frock is the one here ill-

ustrated, developed in bright pink cotton
voile. The waist, made with a round
neck and flowing sleeves, is cut in one
piece, and a bias band of the voile stitched

with white trims the
lower edge of the
sleeves; similar
hands ornamenting
the front. Small
white pearl buttons
fasten the dress at

the centre-back, and
trim the bias bands
on the front of the
waistwhich isattach-

ed to the skirt under
a belt of the ma-
terial, and a rib-

bon run embroidery
beading trims this

belt and the round
neck. For a girl of

ten years the dress

2393 requires 2%
yards of material 36 iuches wide ; 1X yards

of beading and 2}( yards of ribbon to

trim. The pattern comes in sizes 6, 8,

10 and 12 years.

Wide embroidery is now used for mak-
ing the shirt waist. The thin portion is

decorated with fine tucks that fall from
the shoulder to the waist line, while the

notched edges outline the finely tucked
front vest portion, often tucked across

the front in groups or solid effect. The
back will be a duplicate of the front,

with ornamental buttons closely placed

down the center. The short, moderately
full slevees are ornamented with notched
embroidery cuffs turned back upon the

sleeves. The collar is a duplicate of the

sleeve arrangement. It is a pretty

method for using embroidery for a waist.

1 and Expenses

$20 tO $35 WEEKLY.
At home or traveling, a.11 or spare time. Easily learned.

NO EXPERIENCE REQUIRED

p. <i

No Fake. Humbug or Toy
Scheme. Costs nothing to

investigate. Write to-day.
I Turned Out $301.27 worth of plating in two weeks, writes M. L. Smith of Pa. (used small out-

fit). Rev. Geo. P. Crawford writes, made $7.00 first day. J. J. S. Mills, a farmer, writes, can easily make
$5.00 a day plating. Thos. Parker, school Teacher, 21 years, writes, -T made $9.80 profit one day, 89.35
another.” Hundreds of others making money—go ye and do likewise.
I FT 1 1C CTADT VA I I in the Gold, Silver, Nickel and Metal Plating

1 Sf I n. I T business. $5 to $15 a day can be made doing
plating and selling Prof, Gray's new line of guaranteed Plating Machines. Unequalled for
plating watches, jewelry, tableware, bicycles, all metal goods. Heavy plate. Warranted. No experience
required. We do plating ourselves. Have years of experience. Manufacture the only practical outfits,

including all tools, lathes and materials. All sizes complete. Ready for work when received. Guaranteed.
WE TEACH YOU the art, furnish recipes, formula and trade secrets FREE. THE ROYAL Prof. Gray’s new
immersion process. Quick. Easy. Latest method. Goods dipped in melted metal, taken out in-

stantly with fine, brilliant, beautiful plate, ready to deliver. Thick plate every time. Guaranteed 5 to 10

years. A boy plates from 100 to 200 pieces tableware dally, $10 to $30 worth of goods. No polishing, grinding or elec-

tricity necessary. ^“DEMAND FOR PLATING IS ENORMOUS. Every family, hotel and res-

taurant have goods plated instead of buying new. It’s cheaper and better. Every store, jeweler shop,
factory have goods needing plating. You will not need to canvass. Our agents have all the work they can
do. People bring it. You can hire boys cheap to do your plating, the same as we, and solicitors to
gather work for a small per cent. Replating is honest and legitimate. Customers delighted. WE
ARE AN OLD ESTABLISHED FIRM. Been in business for years. Capital $100,000.00. Know
what is required. Our customers have the benefit of our experience, so that failure is next to impossible. WE
ARE RESPONSIBLE and guarantee everything. Reader, here is a chance of a lifetime to go
in business for yourself. WE START YOU. Now is the time to make money. CALL OR WRITE TODAY.
Our new plan. Samples of plating, testimonials and circulars FREE. Don’t wait Send us your address anyway.

GRAY & CO Plating Works, 102B GRAY BUILDING, CINCINNATI, OHIO,

Will You Let Me.
Toil You About This Speoimi

Buggy Offer?
Just Write Me a Postal For Particulars

1
AM the only Buggy manufacturer in America who can make you—
to order—a Buggy as high in quality—and with as many points of
merit as this Buggy has, for the price offered.
I want to tell you why.
There has been a decline in the price of raw material and labor

in the last 30 days.
I make Buggies TO QRDER—so I can give you the advantage of

this decline. Other manufacturers made their Buggies up before the
decline, for Spring trade. They had to pay the high prices—so their
Buggies have tosellfor high prices. See the point? This Buggy is the

pride of my career. I’ve always wanted to give this quality Buggy for $50.00—never could do it

before on account of high priced material and labor. Now I can—but I can only make 500 of
them this season, so don’t delay in getting particulars of my offer. I cali this Buggy my

Pheips
“Fifty"
Spin Hickory 9SB
Buggy—To Order *

It’s the biggest bargain—and the best bargain—
that I have ever offered. It’s all BUGGY—COOP
Buggy with 130 points of merit and p<
tively guaranteed fortwo years—and
make it to y our order giving you
many options as to trimmings,
finishings, colors, etc. It’s sold

30 Days8 Free Trial
that you may prove it is everythin gj
I claim for it. I’vej ust gotten out

1

a Special sheet on this Buggy. I

want to send it to you, together
with my big catalog of all kinds
of Split Hickory Buggies and Har*
ness—all made to order—all guaran'
toed—all sold on 30 Days’ Free Trial,
* Don’t delay if you are interested in
the best bargain of the year. Remem-
ber I can only make 600 of these Bug-
gies this season—and they’ll go like wildfire.
You take no chances of not being satisfied because
you have 30 DAYS’ FREE TRIAL. Write at once,

H. G. PHELPS, Pres., OHIO CARRIAGE MFG, GO. S/a. 318, Columbus, O.

WE SHIP 0" APPROVAL
without a cent deposit , prepay the freight

and allow 10 DAYS FREE TRIAL.
IT ONLY COSTS one cent to learn our

unheard of prices and marvelous offers
on highest grade 1908 model bicycles.

FACTORY PRICES abicycleor
a pair of tires from anyone at any price
until you write for our large Art Catalog
and learn our wonderfulproposition on first

sample bicycle going to your town.

RIDER AGENTS SSffTSS
money exhibiting and selling our bicycles.

We Sell cheaper than any other factory.
' Tires, Coaster-Brakes, single wheels,

parts, repairs and sundries at half usual prices .

Do Not Wait; write today for our special offer.

MEAD CYCLE CO., Dept. D124, CHICAGO

Vick’s three years Only One Dollar

“HOW TO REMEMBER”
; Free to Readers of this Publication

You are no greater intellectually than

k

£

r t
your memory. Easy, inexpensive. In-

ISUCCESS^S^^ crea8e 0 income; gives ready memory for
faces, nomes, business details, studies, con-

versation; develops will, public speaking, personality,
Send today for Free Booklet. Address
DICKSON MkMOBT SCHOOL, 712 Auditorium Bide., Chicago

The Strop That Hones Your Razor
Ekern’s honing razor strop is unlike anything else
ever manufactured ; will put a keen edge on vour
razor in a jiffej. No canvas. Good leather on both
sides. With good care it will last a lifetime. Price ?1.

ALLES J. EH.ERN, Dept. B, Williams, Ariz.
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CONSUMPTION
BRONCHITIS
CATARRHU ASTHMA

To all sufferers from nose,
throat or lung- trouble,
"wo will mail, free and
post-paid, liberal supply
of Condor Inhalation in
order to prove that it is
possible to be permanent-
ly cured at home, with-
out change of climate,

loss of time or stomach dosing.
P° n°tn®Slect Pa-in in chest or between
shoulder blades, raising matter, constant spit-
! lingering colds, hoarseness, chronic

mUS?’ 2*£h2* l
n

,

throat - loss Of taste and
S“®“* hushed cheeks, night sweats, chills,

hemorrhage, hay fever, stuffed nose
foul breath, head noises, deafness, sneezing

nhol
tn<?SS of

,

breath
' sense of oppression,^ho* 1ng, gasping, wheezing, failing strength,

weakness, loss of weight, etc., etc.
Drawn through mouth or nose, this power-

ful, germ-destroying, healing, curative Inhal-Pery part of th© nasal passages,Khlal ‘UbeS and lungs—exactly where af-
,
disease quickly disappears no matter

^2— staSf, and health is restored.
Write Today for Complete Trial
Illustrated Book and How to
Get Well Without Taking Medi-

-----—

„

cine
i all sent absolutely free.

^Condor Medicine Co., Dept. 37S
,

Los Angeles, Cal.j

Dollars From Doughnuts
AND OTHER THINGS

FACES BLEACHED
and all skin eruptions removed by using Arsenic
Charcoal Tablets. 15 yrs. on sale, 20,000 testimonials,
bend for free sample. Benwick Co., Allegany, N.Y

ELECTRIC NOVELTIES
Dynamos, Motors, Fans, Bella, Lamps. Belts, Batteries, Miniature Jt’vs Tovs
EVERYTHING ELECTRIC—AT LOW PRICES
Largest stock in United States. Catalog FREE. 1000 Agents Wanted.
OHIO ELECTRIC WORKS CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Indian Medicated Corn Leaf
Cures Corns and Callouses without pain or
soreness from two to three applica-
tions. Easily applied. 25c leaf sent on
receipt of 10c silver and names of three

Id sufferers. CURTIS, WALTER & CO ,W Sole Agents U.S.A. KORWOOD, NEW YORK

j
ADIES

,

-
I positively guarantee my Con-™ oentrated Ergo=Kolo “Monthly” Compound,

bafely relieves some of the longest, most obstinate ab-
normal cases in three to five days. No harm, pain or
interference with work. Mail $1.50. Double stren°-tb
$2.00. “LADIES” BOOKLET FREE °

BR. SOUTHINGTON, R. CO., DEPT. 80, KANSAS CITY, MO.

$1000 REWARD!

Skull and Crossbones Ring
All the rage. Silver oxidized fin-
ish, red ruby eyes, artistic and
weird. For 15c we will send post
paid, this ringf with our catalogue
containing over 1,000 premiums
and information how to get them
without cost.

LEONARD DARBYSHIRE INC,,
Qept.S. V., Rochester, N. Y.

Catarrh?
We- want every person
afflicted with Catarrh to
send for a package of

T
COMPOUND MENTHOL

ja b. Its curative qualities, proved by nearly 20 years
use. Use it for ten days. If satisfied with the results
send us 25 cents, if not, a 2 cent istamp will return it.

Syrac^N. V.
HITCH(’OCIi CO., Dept. A.,

A GENEROUS OFFER
To sufferers of CATARRH and DEAFNESS. Toshow our confidence in Ayers’ Catarrh Jelly we willsend 25c tube on ten days FREE trial. If benefited

seod money, if not a 2c stamp will return it. Write
today. Ayers Chemical Co., Box V, Sidney, Ohio.

NATU«E

TOOK •—
'J^^^l^S:F0RADULT̂

lasDON’T
mi»«AY HltUQ, i;9g;t;8T-A T. nm rod*

ECZEMA
rtss? $1.00

FREE
Itch mnd

VSkin Disease
pi

To Tri/
We havo

« rjr the great_
est Eczema and Skin Die
ease treatment in tlie

world and want to prove it
\tc you. Bend your name
land address, we will send
a complete treatment by

.
return mall. Use It accor-ding to directions and if It benc-

r

'flts, send US$1,00. Thousands have
already been cured. It heals the tin

Rightly sores, stops the itching
and removes every trace of
the trouble. No matter what
you have already tried, orbow many years you have
suffered, grasp this opportun-
ity* Write today; if any of
your neighbors and friends
are afflicted,tell them to write.
Address

ijrace Medical Co..
~-S‘ Phillips Blk., Den llointb, low*

What House Keepers Can Do
By Berthie Fogg Anthoine

Did you ever see a person, no matter
whether it be man or woman, who hon-
estly and earnestly set out to find work
who did not succeed? Doubtless it was
not what was desired

; doubtless it in-
volved hard and long hours; but it was
work with some kind of pay. The hand
can find some work, and honest work,
too, if it be not too particular as to the
kind and the pay at the end of the week.
There are fields of labor yet unculti-

vated which necessity makes fertile, and
many women who either need to add to
the family income, or desire a little extra
pin money to support themselves, have
proved that the demand can be created
for the hand to supply. From such in-
stances as have come within my observa-
tion I have selected the least common,
ana perhaps you may perceive some sug-
gestion which may be worked out, and
a previously unrecognized demand created
and filled.

You have seen, no doubt, the hard
pressed corn cakes at the candy counter
and watched the voracious school-boy
cram its dry mass down his throat. Did
it ever suggest itself to yon that there
was a good field for pin money in sup-
planting those husky, almost tasteless
blocks with round, tender, fresh corn
balls at the same price? One woman
did, and cleared about a dollar a day out
of the business.
Doughnuts are sold in every grocery

store. Can you make good doughnuts?
Can you make them economically? One
woman could. She stirred up the batter
at night and got up at half past four or
five in the morning, frying 1800 each day
for a large store. It meant work

; but it
supported her.

A woman with a good fund of general
information prepares each season a series
of talks on various subjects, and these
she delivers to clubs or church or school
meetings for the sum of $2.00 per talk
and her expenses. She is a bright, pleas-
ing speaker, and in this way clothes her-
self and earns enough besides for art
lessons.
From the country woman comes a wail

that all suggestions she has ever read
were for village or city people. From
time out of history the country woman
has had the egg money, and if I could
not earn my clothes with a dozen or two
self-respecting hens to help, I would
keep most artistically still. However, for
the woman who does not keep hens and
who cannot keep them, there still re-
mains a demand for rugs, quilts, jellies,'
pickles, and preserves, which has not yet
been satisfied. The country sister has no
cause to complain.
Two women in a country village of a

dozen houses, miles and miles from any
city, made $150 winter before last knitting
sweaters and added to that amount some-
thing for fancy golf gloves. Another
woman near a large college in Massachu-
setts has all she can do kuitting golf
jackets at $6 each. Shawls, either
knitted and crocheted, find a ready mar-
ket, and are pretty evening work. One
worker gets a dollar a shawl for her
labor, and besides crocheting shawls
ordered, does others for a store.
There is always a demand for hahd-em-

broidered underclothing if it is beauti-
fully done, and shadow-embroidered
white kimouas are easily done and ex-
tremely pretty.
A homeless and kinless maiden lady

devotes her time to a modest subscription
agency. She has customers all over the
small city, and for j’ears has looked after
their magazine renewals. The commis-
sion on these helps in her support if it

does not mean her whole maintenance.
The book-agent is always with us, but

canvassing loses its terrors when one has

iitiag -.jy&r Hi

a list of regular customers for some staple
article. There is no reason why the coun-
try woman cannot manage an agency of
some kind. One young woman handles
wall papers

; another skirts and suits.
Anything that saves a trip to a far dis-
tant city and gives satisfaction for the
money will prove a source of income from
year to year.
Two young girls working in a large

mill add at least half as much as their
wages each month to their income by the
sale of photographs of local points of in-
terest. Calendars, postal cards, photo-
graphs of groups, etc., all find a ready
sale at ten cents each.
The making of dainty neckwear en-

gages the time of two women—mother
and daughter. Anyone with a gift for
designing can, with a little observation
and practice, turn out really beautiful
collars.

One woman prepares from one to two
thousand small hand-painted holiday gifts
and each year holds a well advertised
sale. Photograph frames, pillow tops,
calendars, broom holders, shaving cases,
and pictures at reasonable prices are all
for sale besides many other things—and
sell, too.

But the oddest of all is the soup wo-
man. It is an art to make really good
soup. This little woman knows how; she
has a list of soups and chowders for each
day and these are delivered by the quart
all ready to heat and serve.
When the list of suggestions is ended,

the average woman objects, “But, where
shall I sell these things? What would be
the use of my making collars and jellies
and soups if 1 cannot sell them?” There,
my dear, is just where the suggestions
have to end, and you must take hold of
the matter. Watch for an opening, and
do not be afraid to offer your goods or
your services. Advertise if you can
afford to. Do your work in a business-
like way and business will come your
way. If you can make soup, do not be
afraid to say so, nor ashamed of your ac-
complishment. Very few can make it,

you know.
It is usually safe to sell to those you

know first. You will do better. Then do
not start unless you mean to keep on.
People w ill lose confidence in you if you
fail them once. “Keep at it,” is a good
motto, and you will succeed.

FEET-FEET
Tender, Sore, Aching,
Burning, Sweaty Feet,
Excessive Perspiration
of Armpits, Etc.
A harmless preparation that quickly re-

lieves and permanently cures all of these
annoying conditions, and cause the offen-
sive odor to immediately disappear.

WE GUARANTEE IT.
PERSPIRO is a scientific liquid treat-

ment that is applied directly to the
affected parts, restoring the pores and,
glands to a normal condition. Endorsed
by Physicians.

Free Sample and Booklet on Request.
If afflicted WRITE TODAY 1

THE PERSPIRO CO.
Box 244 A, JACKSON, MICHIGAN.

—NEW LOW DOWN—
AMERICAN

75 CREAM
^SEPARATOR

Guaranteed to skim closer
tnan any separator in the
world. Sold direct from the
factory. WT

e are the oldest ex-
clusive manufacturers of hand
separators in America. You
save all agents', dealers' and
even mail order house profits.We have the most liberal 30

DAYS’ TRIAL, freight pre-

,
paid offer. Write for it To-
day. Our new low down,

waist high separator is the
finest highest quality ma-
chine on the market; no other
separator compares with It
in close skimming, ease of
cleaning, easy running,
simplicity, strength or qual-

ity. Our own (the manu-
facturer’s) guarantee pro-
tects you on every AMERI-
CAN machine. We can ship
Immediately. Write for
our great offer and hand-cw. .— •“—

* vur &icui oner anu rntnu*
some free catalogue on our new mist high model. Address,

AMERICAN SEPARATOR CO. bmnM&n-y,

PATENTS TRADE-MARKS
and COPYRIGHTS

Notice in “Inventive Age." EDCC
Book “How to Obtain Patents" I IfCE
E.G.SIGGERS,Boi 9. A.D.Bldg.,Wailiington,D. 0 .

Accuracy, Then Speed
Young men and women who study

stenography and typewriting, are, as a
rule, always anxious to acquire speed.
This is, indeed, a worthy ambition, as
the very object for which the study is
pursued is to fit the pupil to save time
for those who may avail themselves of
his services. But the first accomplish-
ment the student should seek is, not
speed, but accuracy; for inaccurate
speed is of little, if any, value. He
who strives for speed first will never, in
all probabilit}’, become careful, pains-
taking, and accurate, and therefore will
never become a thorough master of his
chosen work, and will be but little
sought after by employers.

First, acquire accuracy, which is, in
fact, one phase of honesty, and then
bend every energy to acquire speed.
This is the only kind of speed that
possesses either moral or commercial
value.

What* is true of the would-be stenog-
rapher is true of all people, in all the
walks of life. The onlj wise course
is to seek quality first, and quantity
afterwards.

He is not wise and acts not .to profit
who seeks solitude for any purpose other
than that of fortifying himself better to
meet his fellows and do them good.

GREAT.MONEY MAKER FOR A fTWTe
...rs.fir.wii Sell' Magnetic

I Combs and get
I
rich; agents

- wild with suc-
cess. They remove dandruff; stop failing hair; RE-
LIEVE HEADACHE, never break. Send2c stampfor
sample. PROF. LONG, 731 Ash St., PLKIN, ILL.

RHEUMATISM
Sufferers can send address (no stamp re-
quired) and receive FREE a PAMPHLET
which tells. what Rheumatism really is,

nd howthe cause of the pain attending it, anu auw
to obtain a lasting and inexpensive cure.

S. F. iv I >IBALL, 1 and 3 Union Sq., New York

SUPERFLUOUS HAIRPERFECTLY REMOVED. IIB 111
I have a safe and positively SURE way

off face
> neck, arms, etc.,

FOREVER. I HAVE THE TRUE SECRET. Write
' J

°r I
if$.

rm
,
ab ofl’J sand It sealed. FREE. AddressHELEN DOUGLAS. 20 E. 22 St. hew York

$30 aWeek
with premiums. No e

to steady worker*
r eelling Dr. Price's com-
bination boxes of Soap

* and Toilet Articles,
- — «mi premiums. No experience necessary.

Just follow oar instructions. DbtIs Agents always win
and have plenty of money. The reason, lowest cash prices, most
attractive goods. Write at once and aak for special trial offer.

C. M. DAVIS SOAP CO., 470 Carrall Av«., Chicago, III.

T jViCAR
P
lf

E MADE Th*‘ CANNOT BE TOLD From

dll LSH IfiUFi I

Agent. Out -

fitud . 25. SM.pl. by M»il for 1 0 Cent,. Big Money for Agents, u eeerj
raoker boy.. N£W XXGLAND PIPE CO.

,
Dept. 11 , So. k'n.ui, Co««.

HAIR GROWS!
when our CAP is nsed a few minutes daily.

I

60 days’ free trial under option to bay for
|
$25 or return Cap. Cures Dandruff, stops
falling hair, starts a new healthy growth.
Send name for testimonials and booklet.

MODERN VACUUM CAP CO.
410 BARCLAY BLOCK, DENVER, COLO.

AGENTS, $36 A WEEK EASILY MADE SELLING OUR
Pillow Tops, Stereo Views, Portraits and Frames*
Largest picture house on earth. No capital required.
30 days credit. SAMPLES AND CATALOGUE FREE.FRANK W. WILLIAMS CO,, 1261 Taylor St., Chicago.

10
Artistic Post Cards
Landscapes. Buildings, etc. (NoComicsi
B. PLACE SOUVENIR CO., Passaic, N. j.

10c
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At Home The Editor How Harsh
Physic Wrecks the Bowels

Glorious June
Joys. It is doubtful

if the activities of

any other of the

year's months mean
so much to the well-

being of the human
race as do those of June, the sunniest,

the cheeriest of all the twelve. Is it any

wonder that, throughout this glad lunar

period, the minds of youth and maid

should turn to thoughts of love, and

that they should consummate their

plighted troth under its sunny skies,

amid its bowers of flowers and the gay

singing of the birds, which are also mat-

ing. All joy, long life, and happiness to

June’s fair brides and the grooms whom
they make happy.

Not only is June specially interesting

by reason of Cupid’s almost numberless

triumphs during its delightful hours, but

.also on account of the immense number
of buoyant, hopeful, happy young men
and women who go forth from college

and university to enter upon a new life of

stern reality and uncertainty ; who for-

ever leave the drill-ground for the battle-

field of life. Ardent, intense, ambitious,

aspiring, thoroughly confident of the suc-

cess long dreamed of—they bid a fond

farewell to teachers dear and the classic

shades of their beloved alma mater.

There they are, just crossing for the last

time her outer threshold, which is now
to them the entrance to the arena of real

life—a splendid army, a mighty power

for benefit and blessing to the world if

rightly purposed, if loyal to principle,

if devoted to that most glorious of all

causes—that of rightness. Truly the

month of June holds within its keeping

wealth of human destiny inestimable,

much of momentous meaning to the

future, and potential prophecy of human
woe or weal.

“Lilies of the Field.” An amusing
anecdote is told of DeQuincey, the cele-

brated English author. One day the cen-

sus-taker came to his house, and the es-

sayist found no little difficulty in answer-

ing all the questions propounded. One
query was as to his occupation. He was

in a quandary to know just how to make
answer. He at length wrote: “A writer

to the magazines.” He was not so for-

tunate as to the occupations of his three

daughters. He puzzled about the matter

some time, and then bracketed their

names and described them as ‘‘lilies of

the field
;
they toil not, neither do they

spin.” Unfortunately, there is a con-

stantly growing number of this nonde-

script class,—and they are not, by any
means, all women or girls. That full-

grown man or woman whose industry is

not sufficiently great to suggest to the

mind the name of some definite occupa-

tion, is of very little account in the so-

cial economy of this world.

“As We Pass By.” Why not smile

"as we pass by?” Yes,whynot? When
we passa fellow mortal on the street, why
not remove from the face the veil of

shadow, let a little ray of sunshine out

from the visage, and greet him with a

pleasant smile?

That little smile

may give to him
that courage and
cheer which he
needs just at that

moment to help him
over some difficulty in the way of life.

It will cost you nothing, and may do
some weary, foot-worn traveler inestima-

ble good. Think of this, try it, and see

how much you will enjoy it.

The First Weeping. Every child can
cry, and many of the little ones cry
often

;
but not until several sunny sum-

mers have shone into their young lives

do they know what it is to weep
; and

the day when one of them has its first

weeping begins an important era in the

evolution of the child life. To shed
tears of sorrow for the first time, abso-

lutely without vocal utterance, is the be-

ginning ot an entirely new series of ex-
periences. Not long ago a little girl not
quite four years of age broke her new
dolly. Sad and heavy of heart was she,

yet not a sound came from her rosy lips;

but the great tears, in copious showers,
poured over her dimpled cheeks. That
was her first weeping. Perchance we
children of older growth may think of

that first weeping as only a” little sorrow
of a little girl and yet who knows but
that this first silent weeping was born of

a sorrow as grevious to the little maiden
as are those that sometimes come to us?

A Hand-Shake. How little one costs,

yet how much a good hearty hand-shake
will sometimes do! Not long since, a

lone, discouraged boy sat in a park in

one of our great cities. In common
parlance, he was out of a job, and knew
not where to find one. Along came a
man full of courage and cheer. Noticing
the boy’s sad dejected look, he went
over, sat down with him, and heartily

shook hands with him. Thereby, with-

out subtracting from his own store, he
added wonderfully to the hope and cour-

age of the lad. The result was that the

boy cheered up, pressed forward, soon

found a job, and proved both faithful

and successful.

Fathers’ Clubs. These two words thus

combined may seem strange. Yet why
not? The fact is that the average father

is sadly remiss in performing the many
duties he owes to the children for whose
existence he is in part responsible. Too
often does he leave to the mother nearly
the entire burden of training the chil-

dren, and looking after their head, heart,

and soul welfare. Too many fathers

seem to think that when they have pro-

vided the family larder and wardrobe with
an abundance, their duty is done. Hav-
ing accomplished this, the father has just

begun. Through every possible means
he should strive to become equally in-

telligent with his wife, and take as lively

an interest in all that pertains to the

physical, intellectual, moral, and spir-

itual health of their offspring.

To this end, 4 hy would not a fathers’

club be helpful and fitting? or better

still, a father and mothers’ club?

Irritate the skin in any spot frequently
and that spot will grow calloused.

That is Nature’s means of protection.

So with the bowels. When you irritate

the lining with salts or ‘‘pills,” the
lining grows hard.

That so retards the natural bowel ac-
tion that you come to need physic
constantly.

And you need a constantly larger aose
because of the calloused bowels.

You have the “physic habit.”

Cascarets bring the same results gently
and naturally—without irritation.

They restore the natural bowel func-
tions, so you don’t need them long.
And the dose never needs increasing.

Their effect is the same as the effect of
laxative foods—or of exercise.

They act exactly the same as right liv-

ing would do.

If the bowels are already calloused, you
may need two tablets a day for a
time.

But, after that, take one at a time—
when you need it.

Cascarets are candy tablets. They are sold
by all druggists,-but never in bulk. Be sure to
get the genuine, with CCC on every tablet.

The box is marked like this:

T*tV Wo rk wmirvau

The vest-pocket box is 10 cents.
The month-treatment box 50 cents.
12,000,000 boxes sold annually. 813

SONt-rOEM?
Send it to
me. I will
compose
first - class

CAN YOU

WRITE A
music ready for publication. Avoid Fakes. I make
honest otter. My free Booklet tells of my success and
points way for others. Send Poem and request Book-ARTHUR A. PENN,
Studio 3X, Daly’s Theater Bldg,, N. Y City.

PHOTO-POST-CARDS
Made from any photograph,
with 75c and we will mail 1 doi
STAR PHOTO CO.

Send Your Photo
dozen Post Cards.

1421 E. Wilt St., Philadelphia Pa

POST
CARDS, 20 nice cards and big
novelty catalog, 50c. worth for 10c.
Cards sell 2 for 5c. Send to-day.
1. Carl Co., 34 Mill Si., Deposit, N. V. FREE

AGENTS
WANTED

A CHANCE TO MAKE MONEY
DURING THE SUMMER

Here is a real money-making opportunity. It is an oppor-
tunity to make money by furnishing people with something they
do want instead of forcing them to buy something they don’t
want. The work is really in the line of canvassing, but it is

strictly high-grade and dignified in every sense of the word.
We want at least one representative in each locality. Any en-

ergetic man or woman (or boy or girl if not too young) should be
able to make lots of money by presenting our wonderful subscrip-
tion offers to friends and neighbors. You can make money even
if you devote only an hour or two a day to the work.

Vick’s Magazine is a high-class family magazine, backed by a
prestige of thirty years—and it is better today than ever before.
We have set out to make Vick’s Magazine the greatest publication
of its kind in the world. We expect to accomplish our purpose
by means of a series of unique improvements in the magazine
itself, and by means of some of the most remarkable subscription
offers ever put out.

You can share the benefits of these fine offers by presenting
them to the people in your locality who are not subscribers to our
magazine, or to those who wish to renew their subscriptions. For
this work we will pay you extremely liberal cash commissions,
but in addition will give you an opportunity to earn substan=
tial cash prizes. It you have any spare time vou simply can
not afford to overlook this chance to make some money in an
easy, pleasant way.

Let us send you details of the offer we have to make you. Sit
down right now and write us a letter or postal card, saying sim-
ply: “Send me details of your special offer to Agents.” Do it

now before you forget it. It may mean a lot of money to you.

VICK’S MAGAZINE COMPANY
Dept. V, Dan&ville, N. Y.
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RHEUMATISM
Let Us Send You, to Try FREE, a

Dollar’s Worth of the Great Mich-
igan External Remedy that is

Curing Thousands

YRADE MARK

Just send us your name and address.
The Great Michigan Cure, Magic Foot
Drafts, are so sure to cure that we gladly
send them to anybody Free to Try, and
wait for our pay until the work is done.
You’ll get a $1 pair of Drafts by return
mail, prepaid. After a thorough trial, if

you are fully satisfied with the benefit
received, send us One Dollar. If not,
they cost you nothing. You decide and
we take your word. You can see that
we couldn’t make such an offer if the
Drafts were not a genuine cure. Address
Magic Foot Draft Co., 667 Oliver Bldg.,
Jackson, Mich. Send no money, but
write today.

12 DUMPER 4

POST CARDS FREE
Newest Cards—All the Rage—Young and
Old Delighted—You Can Get the 12 Free

We want to introduce our paper, UP-TO-DATE,
into thousands of new homes. It is published for
every member of the family—we know you will be
delighted with it and profit more by reading it

than any other paper you ever read. It is printed
on good paper- from large type. Contains 20 to 10
large four-column pages each issue.

The Dumper Post Cards are something new—all

who get them, can make money with them
; we

will tell you how to make 50c from the 12 you get
if you cart to part with them. Also, we will tell

you how to enter profitable employment in your
own loonbiy or elsewhere and make $3.00 to $5.00 a
day.

FfllO fTDCCD Tbis big offer is made
UUI\ UrrCK for a limited time only,v

so send your order to-
day. We will send UP-TO-DATE to your address
six issues and 12 Dumper Cards—all for 10c. Get
in on this if you want to make a hit and earn the
extra money. Only one set to a family.

UP-TO-DATE,
208 W. Washington St., Indianapolis, Ind.

LADY SEWERS
wanted to make up shields
at home; $10 per 100; can
make 2 an hour; work sent

prepaid to reliable women. Send reply envelope for
information to UNIVERSAL CO., Dept. 5, Phila, Pa.

Samplo Butt-in,Dovll, Mil- A DHC
Homme, Hot Air, & Fi*eatOA I\UO
WrlttonC&UlngCarda you oversaw.Som*
thintt New with Agt’e Big outfit. All 2 eta

J
W. A. BODE, Box 184 ,

Bair iiaveu,

H/omen AND mkn make $10 to $*20 a week Helling article
ff used in every home. No talking, no work, just
show It. Write
E-Z W. L. CO., — 43-47 South Water 8t., - Chicago.

, 25 POST CARDS I Qc
wHtjjl'II Beautifully colored view*—Capital, Chicago, Park Soencs.

M"l
- - I'thfitUk'RI Beautifully colored viewa—Capital, Chicago, ParkSocnes,

M Puj*'hhod. No comics or black and white.
«<*•»»«» iH Sold at 3to6o each. All wont prepaid to introduoo our big

bargain post card catalog only lOo. SOUVENIR CO., 1-iOLAKE ST.. CHICAGO.

| EH Cnunlnrinp and 150 Letter Heads neatly print-

lull C.II lGlUUCt> ed for 85 cents postpaid. Address
N. THOMPSON, Printer It. S. Oswego, N. Y.

VISITING CARDS i^:
!5ex^lp^nt^mi,les

R. D. Elliott, Dept. B., Box 1376, St. Louis, /lo.

ARPNTCa PORTRAITS RGc, FRAMES lGc*^ sheet pictures lc, stereoscopes 25c,
views lc. 30 days credit. Sample** A Catalog Free.
Conaolidatad Portrait Co., 290—B4 W. Adaas SU, Chisago*

Gold Dredging In Alaska
placers known. Stock 20 cents Par fl.UO, Installments. Should pay |l<> tor
every dollar invested. Illustrated prospectus FREE.
Yukon Basin Cold Dredging Co., Dept. «7, KAnUt City, .Ho.

ri A HP I" k I TPO 48p. hook free. Highest refs. LongMl r Vi I ^experience. FITZGERALD &
1 1 1- 11 1 Vco., D-pt. F., Washington, D. C.

v . ,
, „ Q .... ^ TEN beautiful

Vicks Home Building Department ROSES FREE!
Practical Suggestions For Those About to Build

Edited by Horace T. Hatton, Architect

JUST SEND US YOUR ADDRESS

We have found a quick and positive
cure for Rheumatism without drugs.
We are proving this fact day in and day
out by thousands of cures, including old
chronic cases of 30 and 40 years suffering
from this cruel torture.

We know this to be true, gud stand
ready to prove it to any man, woman or
child who suffers with Rheumatism of
any kind, chronic or acute, Muscular,
Sciatic, Lumbago, Gout, etc., no matter
where located or how severe.

A Colonial House Costing

Less Than $2,000
The endeavor to obtain much for a

small outlay is more marked when build-
ing a home than in most other business
transactions.

In order to build at all, with the prices
of labor and materials as high as they
are, it is necessary -o omit all super-
fluities and build c-v.'y the necessities,
with rooms a? sma i vs possible for con-
venient use.

The best way to determine what the
sizes of rooms shall be, is to measure
those in which you are living and com-
pare them with the sizes you desire.
Generally speaking, a bedroom should
not be smaller rhan eight by eleven feet;
this size is determined by the location of
bed, bureau, doors, and windows.
A Dining Room should be at least ten

feet wide; tliis permits using a table four
feet wide and space of three feet on each
side of it for a chair and passage.
Kitchens are usually too large for easy
and convenient use. They are usually
used by but one person and should be so
that very few steps need be taken to do
the work.
Based on these ideas the accompanying

design has been specially prepared for

Vick’s Magazine and made as complete
as if it were for a far more expensive
house

.

While the outside dimensions are but
24x26 feet, it is arranged so that the in-
terior appears to be much larger by hav-
ing wide openings between the principal
rooms.
Hall has open stairs and direct com-

munication with Kitchen.
Living Room is larger than those

usually found in houses of the above
dimensions. Dining Room has china
closet and connects with Kitchen through
a pantry having shelving. Kitchen,
while limited in size, is so arranged that
all of the usual fixtures and fittings are
handily arranged and access may be had
to cellar direct from kitchen by stairs

which have an entrance at grade.
Second story has four good bedrooms

and bath room. Closets are provided for

three bedrooms; a wardrobe will be re-

quired in one bedroom.
Foundations are of concrete to grade

with cement block from grade to sill.

From foundation to belt, at second story
window sills and stained shingles from
this to the wide cornice.
The roof has low* pitch with only small

space above second story ceiling for

keeping rooms cool in summer.
Story Heights.—Cellar, 7 feet, 10

inches
;

first story 8 feet, 5 inches

;

second story 7 feet, 6 inches.
In some sections this house can be

built as low7 as $1,500 but should be built
anywhere in the United States for

$2,000 complete, including heating and
plumbing.
Complete working drawings, details

and specifications will be sent prepaid
by the architect upon receipt of ten dol-
lars ($10.00) or any further information
desired regarding this house will be
furnished upon request.
A forty-eight page book (61/ inches by

10 inches) containing thirty-three designs
and descriptions of practical modern
houses costing from $1,000 to $10,000,
suitable for any locality will be sent
postpaid for twenty-five cents.

Horace T. Hatton, Architect,

64 Cutler Building,
Rochester, N. Y.

WILL BLOOM THIS SEASOIS
What is mor

beautiful than
;

lawn or gardei
full- of Roses, o
a magnificen
Lady Gay Ram
bier for covering

buildings, tref
Uses, or for cov
ering up the bar
ren spot* abou
the home an<
lawn? There i

no cottage sc

humble or man-
sion so magnifi
cent that it:

beauty cannot bt

enhanced by thi
queen of all flowers, the Rose. We havi
arranged to give ten choice Rose plants frei

to our readers. They are one year old, wel
rooted, not clippings, and are the finest spec
imens that grow. No better, more health)
or beautiful plants are grown anywhere.
Lady Gay. The beautiful new Pink Climbing

Rambler Rose a new departure in color with this
celebrated family. The color is a rich chem
pink on opening, passing to the varying tints
found only m the beautiful sea shells. Won thehonors and medals wherever exhibited at homeana abroad. A thoroughbred American.Pink Baby Rambler, A new dwarf Rose with
shining brilliant pink flowers that are produced in
the greatest profusion.
Crimson Baby Rambler. An everblooming

dwarf Rambler Rose that blooms every day ir
the year, of brilliant ruby rose color, cannot bebeaten for growing in pots or for bedding.Pmk Co chet. Superb flowers of enormous
size of rich coral pink color shaded with rosy
crimson lovely shell-like petals.
Bridesmaid. Everybody’s favorite, a rich

deep pmk color With elegant buds and flowers oi
perfect form.
Bouquet of Gj>ld. Very large perfectly dou-

ble flowers of rich golden yellow.
Red Cochet. The buds and flowers are large,

double and very sweet of a rich bright crimson
color,

cPresident Carnot. Beautiful and exquisitely
formed flowers of delicate rosy blush delightfully
fragrant.

#The Bride. The beautiful pure white rose with
perfect form and a favorite with all.
Snowflake. One of the freest flowering pure

white roses, A perfect gem for garden or pot
culture.

HERB iS OUR OFFER
Send us the names of 5 boys between

the age of 8 and 14 years and 50c for a

year’s subscription to Spare Moments Maga-

zine, and we will send you the above 10

Rose Plants carefully packed and prepaid.

address, SPARE MOMENTS, dept. r. v.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

EYE GLASSES SENT FREE
In order to introduce Greengard’s Spectacles quickly,

I will send FREE of Cost one pair of glasses on six
days’ trial. Send me a postal card for Free Eye
Tester and confidential advertising offer.
H. Greengard, 91S Central Park Ave, Chicago, ill.

Agents$103.S0permonlh^=ai/siaiir>oro(Ci
ee'.Iine these wonderful Scissors. V. 0.

Giebner, Columbus, 0. sold 22 pairs In 8«
hours, made »13; you can do it, we show CVTS VDtf

,

bow Fail Outfit, y Thomas Mfg. C*., 212 N St. ( Diftta, 0.

3 miL

COUPON
No. 121 5

Beautiful

pQst (Jgfc U Assorted I

A great variety of subjects, Birthday, Valendnej
Caster, Holiday, U. S. Battleships, Niagara Falls, U. S. Capitol, 1

etc. Sold by some stores at 2 for 5 cents and others 6 cent9 each.
DEFIANCE STUDIO, 66 W. Broadway, New York*

IF TROUBLED WITH ANTS
Write me enclosing stamp. I will send information

FREE how to get rid of them in 24 hours. ,

F. A. THOMPSON. Marcellas, N. Y

Earn $81° W. SCOTT. COHOES, N. V.

| jQ pjjg p* f*» Going Blind, Bary Co
Iowa City, la. Can Cu

AGEHTS $25 A WEEK
14 new patented articles. No scheme. No risk. San
Free. A. M. YOUNG & CO. I SI Dearborn St., R 24 Chicago,

Silk Fringe, Envelope. Geld Beveled
CARDS

I Etc, Kldd6nN.medttdB.ete. COO

. — — J Love Verne. 125 Rich SRttj Joke,. 1 PsciA

il*-- fi r , r n - ...I-,.--. . l Psct E p eert Cords. New Been Cttchet*B.
s&mple Boot ..uforSetB. CoIombasCard Cn..l29F,8t., Columbus,Ohio

Vnnn IVomo in Gold on handsome Postals 2E cent*
10UI llcllllv SANTA FE CARD CO., Santa Ee, New Mexico

I ff rliae
" rite *or ff6® sample Clorer Blossoms (10

LdulCu trial) remedy for all female diseases.
P. 0. Box 385, MRS. C. FREEMAN, Toledo, Oh!

32 Post Cards, good subjects, 10c. Closing out stocS

R. Morgan, 3S24 Vernon Ave., Chicagr

PERFECTLY rustI have the safe and true w I
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MOTHER’S REALM
By Eda W. vonAlten

Mp. 'PP

in —a

OUT OF DOORS WITH THE CHIL=
DR.EN

Children are never happier than when
mother will play with them. “Let us
live with our children,’’ says Froebel,
the founder of the kindergarten. The
frolicsome little games that we play with
them, such as hide-and-seek, will not
soon be forgotten. Do not think you
will lose control of your children by do-
ing this

; on the contrary, the bond of
•sympathy between you and the little
men and women about you in the home
will be strengthened.
In the summer, when everything is

fresh, fragrant, and alive, the ordinary
household duties should be suspended at
least a short time each day, and we should
live with our little ones, enjoying with
them the wonders and beauties of nature.
Take your cardboard, needle, and

thread out in the arbor; or walk to a
stream a little distance away, and look
for leaves. These can be traced,. and
afterward sewed or painted. There are
such varieties of pretty leaves that a
little book can be filled with them, also
with the flowers that bloom in the month
of August. The children should match
the color of the blossoms or flowers, and
learn to give the name of each by the
feeling or smell. A little soug used fre-
quently in the kindergarten for strength-
ening the sense of feeling is ;

—

“Though your little eyes are blinded,
Your little hands can feel

;

Now take the thing I give to you,
And quick its name reveal’’

A child is blindfolded, and given a
leaf. After the other children finish
singing, the little one feels of the leaf,
'and tells its name. The words may be
sung to any familiar tune suited to the
meter.
We are also brought to another inter-

esting phase of work, which Froebel
teaches us under the head of grass-mow-
ing. There is the gratitude to our
Heavenly Father for sending rain and
sunshine. We must also thank Peter for
mowing the grass, and Molly for milking
the cow and making the butter; for you
know we eat the butter and drink the
milk in order to grow strong and
healthy.
The child should be led to see that

many people have been busy that - he
might be fed, clothed, and made happy ;

and that if he takes, he must give in
return. This teaches the very important
lesson that nothing worth having comes
to us without effort. The children
should be taken out to see the grass and
clover, watch the machinery, and learn
the names of the implements used. Let
them help drive the cows from the pas-
ture, watch the milking, and taste the
warm milk; put some away in a shallow
pan and have them skim the cream.
Let them watch the process of butter-
making, and work a little themselves to
Help make the butter they eat with their
bread. A walk can be taken t® the
factory where large quantities of butter
are made.
Mothers will find the following books

well worth reading, and filled with many
helpful suggestions:
“Nature," by Emerson; “A Barnyard

Talk,’’ by Emilie Poulson
;
“Farmyard

Songs,” by J. T. Trowbridge; “The
Farmyard,” by S. E. Wiltze

; “The
Farmer and His Sons,” by Alsop.
The next subject may be the honey-

bee. Let the children watch the bee as
it lights on a flower, and thrusts itself,
head first, down to the nectar and gathers
the honey. Bees get something else from
the flowers besides honey,—a yellow-
powder, called pollen. The pollen is

packed in little baskets and carried to
die hive, where it is mixed with honev.
This mixture is called “bee bread,” and

fed to the baby bees. The bee also
has eight pockets on the under side of

its body out of which it gets the wax to
build the cells. These cells are white
and of a very pretty shape—six-sided—
and serve as storehouses for the honey
and homes for the baby bees. Explain
to the children that three kinds of bees
live in every colony,—the workers, the
queen bee, and the drones. The workers
gather the honey and wax, make the
cells and keep the hive tidy; the queen
bee lays the eggs; and the drones pro-
tect the queen when she leaves the hive.
Then the children may watch for some
flower that the bee visits, and with a
tumbler covered with netting capture a
bee with the flower. In this wTay they
W’ill be able to see the pollen-baskets.
After watching the flowers that bees visit,
one can be perforated or sewed bv the
children, A charming writer on the
subject of bees is John Burroughs, who
has given us an excellent work entitled,
“An Idyll of the Honey Bee and Pas-
toral Bee.” Helen Keller has also
written a delightful story, “Edith and
the Bees.” Other suggestions can be
found in “Ants, Bees, and Wasps,” by
Lubbock; and “To the Humblebee,” by
Emerson.
These are but a few suggestions for

summer lessons
;
and as mother and child

take these strolls together, and leaiu of
the wonderful provisions of nature, the
bond of sympathy will be strengthened.
The mother will .more fully realize the
worth of Froebel ’s motto, “Come, Let
us Live with the Children.”

SUMMER DIVERSIONS
Come with me and let us, for a moment,

study mother nature’s impulses. Mothers,
who have taken an active part in their
little one’s interest, will notice that
there is a season for all their different
little games. We have the regular re-
currence of the marble, skipping rope,
and “pump pull away” in the early
spring. At this time of the year chil-
dren long to get out-of-doors and expand,
as it were. Every muscle in their little

bodies seems to vibrate and respond to
nature’s call. What is nature's call?
What does she bid the children do in
Summer? What should mothers do in
finding an answer to this question?
Put overalls or large gingham aprons

on your little folks and give them a little

spade or shovel, and I assure you (from
my long experience with “other people’s
children” and one of my own), that their
little hearts will be made glad and a rich
fund of good health will thus be gained
for them. To dig is the normally healthy
child's delight. Call it a relic of one of
our savage ancestors, or a trait of the
cave dwellers, it is nevertheless a fact.

There are some mothers, though, who
think that their darlings should be kept
spotlessly clean from about seven in the
morning until seven at night. It worries
them if this is not so. Let us get away
from this oversensitiveness and educate
our children according to natural laws.
When a mother’s attitude of mind is set

right in regard to her own children and
toward other mothers and children, then
I think we can truly apply the good
words of Mrs. Andrae Hofer Proudfoot,
and say, “When a mother is inspired to
take hold of her work, her house, her
home, and her children, then her natural
mother genius and the knowledge of her
children will lead her into doing the
highest and best for them.” Follow
their childish inclination. So I say, let

the little ones dig to their hearts’ con-
tent. Get a load of sand for them and
put it in your yard and you will never
regret it.

EVERY LADY READ THIS
Years ago when I was a sufferer, an old nux-se told

me of a wonderful cure for JLeucorrhea, Displace-
ments, Painful Periods, Uterine and Ovarian
troubles. It cured me in one month. It is a simple,
harmless lotion that can be prepared by any one,
having the recipe. I will send it Free to every
suffering sister who writes to me. Address
Mrs. M, V. HUDNFT, South Bend, Ind.

Personal To Rheumatics
I want a letter from every man and woman in America afflicted withHnoumatlsm. Lumbago or NouraJgia, giving me theirname anti addrens. ho
1 can send each one Free A One Dollar Bottle of viy Rheumatic
Kemedy. X want to convince every Rheumatic sufferer at rny expense thatmy Rheumatic Remedy does what thousands of so-called remedies have
failed to accomplish—ACTUALLY CURES RHEUMATISM.
I know it does, 1 am sure of it and I want every Rheumatic sufferer to
know it and be sure of it, before giving mo a penny profit. You cannotcoax Rheumatism out through the feet or skin with plasters or cunning
metal contrivances. You cannot toaso it out with liniments, electricity
or magnetism. You cannot Imagine it out with mental science. YouMust Drlvo It Out. It is in the blood and you must Go Aftor It

.. . ..
Got It, This is just what Kuhn’s Rheumatic Remedy does and

that s why it cures Rheumatism. Rheumatism is Uric Acid and Uric Acid and Kuhn's RheumaticRemedy cannot live together in the same blood. Tho Rheumatism has to go and it doos
g°- My Remedy cures the sharp, shooting pains, the dull, aching muscles, tho hot. throbbing
swollen limbs, and cramped, stiffened, useless joints, and euros them qulcltly-

I CAN PROVE IT ALL TO YOU
If you Will only let me do it. I will prove much In One Week, if you will only write and ask myCompany to send you a dollar bottle FREE according to the following offer. 1 don’t taro what form
of Rheumatism you have or how long you have had it. I don’t X / - /<
care what other remedies you have used. If you have not used /ymine you don’t know what a real Rheumatic Remedy will do.

\
^Read our otter below and write to us Immediately.

A FULL-SIZED §1,00 BOTTLE FREE!
We want you to try Kuhn’s Rheumatic Remedy, to learn for yourself that Rheumatism can be cured
and we want no profit on the trial. A fair test is all we ask. If you find it is curingyour Rheumatism
or Neuralgia, order more to complete your cure and thus give us a profit. If it does not help you, that
ends it. We do not send a small sample vial, containing only a thimbleful and of no practical value,
but a full-sized bottlef selling regularly at drug-stores for One Dollar Each . This bottle is
heavy and we must pay Uncle Sam to carry it to your door. You must send us 25 cents to pay
postage, mailing case and packing and this full-sized One Dollar Bottle will be promptly sent you
free, everything prepaid. There will be nothing to pay on receipt or later. Don’t wait until your
Heart-Valves are injured by Rheumatic Poison, but send today and get a One Dollar Bottle free.
Only one bottle free to a family and only to those who send the 25 cents tor charges. Address

KUHN REMEDY CO., DEPT. B. A. HOYNE & NORTH AVES., CHICAGO

QUICK THIS HAT f
AS A GIFT >

We publish the best magazine for the money in
the country. We make more generous and attractive
offers for introducing it into new families than any
other publishers. Everybody wants it, it is so up-to-

date, interesting and inspiring. Brim full of good
short and serial stories, pointed departments, fancy
work, etc. Get two friends to give you 15c each for

a year’s subscription, and send to us 30 cents In all,

and we will send you this pretty Wallachian em
broidery hat, 18-inch size, stamped on first quality

Butcher Linene, with crown to match, also one large

skein of lustre cotton for embroidering the design.
Sent stamped for eyelet work if preferred. Address

POPULAR FASHIONS, Dept. 5,
Springfield, ... Massachusetts

$2022 to $6022 A WEEK
1 Want To Start You In This Big Paying Business

It’s A World Beater and I Can Prove It.
1 want one man or lady acent in every onmitv tn moin ,1^ _,,,,
1 want one man or lady agent in every county to make *10 every day selling myJEyeready grips for all ironing boards. You can make more money than you ever made in your life

heard of. Ladies go wild over them^Lll you have to do is to show the £{£> and th “2b ismade, and you double your money every time you do it. No experience needed; no talkingnecessary. The goods sell themselves. If you want to make ready money, big money quickm°"e
^’n

h
v wJ™" i“!.

a
u
nd m“ke *10 every dny; that's what they're doing^

Mrs. D . E.Wismer made $800 in 3 months selling my goods; over $10 a day. Easywork! CharlieSchauh made $221.82 in less than three weeks this spring sel”Hov nr 870 75 i. cl . ,
* *a.,,, . ___ __ - - - v—

m

selling “Eveready” grips; that’s over
$12.29 a day or $73.75 a week. Jake Shoemaker sent me 8 orders in six weeks ior grips alone.
Charlie Foster called on 18 families and sold 16. Made $9.30 the first lour hours he worked. Grips
se I like hot cakes. Can’t hold ’em back. Hundreds do as well because my “Eveready” grips sell
lor only 35 cents a set, and my agents have no competition as I do not sell to stores.

1
„ !?r,

thls blg £arin S business. I will send you a complete sample outfit ofthese quick selling Eveready grips, a demonstrating board you can put in your pocketinstructions and particulars of ray big offer and appoint you my agent for two weeks trialfheu if you want tokeepon with theibusiness you can doso. Nolimit to what you can make.bend me 15c today to pay the postage and expense for this sam pie outfit and go to work
I will refund your money if you are disappointed. Don’t delay. Send today and be thebest paid man or woman m your community. Address me personally

To put on or take off the cloth from your
ironing: board—touch the spring on Young's
“Eveready” Grip—THAT’S ALL.

[Bldg., Chicago l

’SELLING MY
'EVEREADY'
GRIPSr

DEAF?
THE MAGNETOPHONE

FITS the FAR.
Is made of MFTAL,

Improves your Hearing,
Prevents Chronic Deafness,

Reproduces the faintest Sounds,
Has a powerful Vibrating capacity.

Booklet “V” Free.

218 ILIUM BUILDING, TROY, N. Y.

Are You Suffering With Grippe?
If so, don’t let it make you miserable any longer, for

I can cure it. Have discovered a remedy
which will positively cure any and every
case of Grippe, in people of all ages. I
am in my 77th year, been doing a large
country practice for 40 years and know
from personal experience the truth
of this statement. Don’t suffer with
grippe any longer—be relieved of it per-
manently. Send $1.50 today for 8oz. bot-
tle with full directions, express prepaid.
Correspondence solicited, with stamp.

DR. W. E. LINK,
Williiigron, Abbeville County, South Carolina

Asthma
CURE sent by express to you on Free
Trial. If it cures send $1 • if not, don't.
Give express office.* National Chemical
Company, 705 Ohio Ave., Sidney, 0.

CANCER Painless home cure without knife
- or plaster. Send to-day for free
JONES & RINEHART* G-1908 W. Wash. St., Indianapolis- Ind.

THE SOVEREIGN REMEDY FOR
DYSPEPSIA* INDIGESTION,
Sick Stomach in Pregnancy, Sea-Sick-
ness and all disorders of the Digestive
Organs, acute or chronic. Reliable

and palatable. Box of 30 tablets sent by mail on

GASTRINE
TABLETS

UL1 L. yoiBiiauic, xj yj .v vj l uxr lauirls btill L III cl 1.1 OU
receipt of 50 cents by the roefiMno Fd\ ,, ,

Write for circulars. lldSiriHC New York

Tioga Kidney Cure
How are your Kidneys ? It is dangerous to neglect
this most important function of the body. It may
mean trouble, it may mean Bright’s Disease. The
only remedy that can be relied upon to absolutely re-
lieve these dangerous conditions is the Tioga Kidney
Cure. Write us. Have you a pain in the back ? it
may mean life or death. It costs but little. Life is
worth living, but . not with this disease. Address

FRANKLIN-WARD CO.,
333 Dearborn Street, Chicago, His.

S10. Cash Paid V
fi Jfc 7 Rill)L w of Moses Egyptian Secrets, BlackU Ot f DUURS Art, also Mineral Rods. Circular 2
cents. I. H. F.NDERS, -2011 Boas St., Harrisburg Pa

V inline Hlustrated catalog ofrubbergoods and use
Lullies family articles sent sealed for 2c post

age. Standard Co., II 60 Wabash Ave , Chicago

•fnn Half Letterheads and 100 Envelopes, Printed
/-\n rrncl. It it ,i3 Dr.3 OC O lr , « A n J r

iwihuveiupes, rrmtea
on Crash Bond, Ppd. for 85 ets. Sammies free

JEFFREY CO., 14 N. Vermont St., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

pHOTO FRAMES. Handsomely decorated with
roses and pansies, 25c by mail. A. J. CLARK

2126 East 9th Street, Sheepshead Bay, N Y

PIANft 01 orSan quickly taught by mail. Pleasant1 ,r,1,u home employment given to pav charge if
desired. Address, Guarantee School. Chicago.

2HL_ I
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BABY CLOTHES PATTERNS
We will send Patterns and directions lor either 30

articles of .Long Clothes or 10 of Baby’s Short
Clothes (your choice),
with illustrated instruc-
tions lor making, mater-
ial, etc., together with a
copy of a very instruct! ve
and necessary pumphlet
entitled ‘‘hints to
nothers” by a Trained
Nurse, to all who answer
this advertisement and
send us 25 cts. for a trial
subscription to T H J£

Housewife from now
until December, 1008. In
addition to its splendid
stories and helpful De-
partments. The House-
wife contains in every
number, special and //mein articles of exceptional in-
terest to Young Mothers. These alone are worth more
than the price of a subscription. When ordering be
Sure to mention whether the long or short clothes
are desired. Address,
THE HOUSEWIFE, 52 Duane St., New York

mmmmm

With Vick’s Young People

m
„ _ a __ , : - .

rf Our Free Catalog tells how we |

"XXsell Genuine

Elgin and Waltham
Watches In fine gold cases on I

. credit everywhere. You do
not pay aeentuntilyou have

,

received the goods, then only
$2 month. Charges prepaid. I

_ ’special this month
r

r
$22 Watch $18. Written guar .

^ antee. Elgin or Waltham, latest
__ model, 17 genuine Ruby Jewels in
fine 20-year gold case. Only safe way to

I buy a high grade watch. Write today for
I catalog Watches, Diamonds, Xmas goods.

HARRIS=GOAR CO.
1245 Grand Ave. KANSAS CITY

LARGEST WATOH HOUSB IN TUB WEST
I

OXO is a new discovery. It is our own. This powder
has no equal for use in bathing the feet, killing all
odors and giving the feet freshness, after the bath. It
also softens and whitens the hands. Oxo is an antisep-
tic for cuts, pimples and eruptions. It is unsurpassed
for the bath, Price 25 cts.

HONEY BLOSSOM CREAM
Our Honey Blossom Cream is the best preparation of

the kind that can be made. It will build up the tissues
9f the skin; it is a perfect skiu food. While it is heal-
ing and softening it will not promote the growth of
hair. Price 60 cts.

FACE POWDER
Oar Face Powder is the purest that can be com-

pounded—does not make the face feel dry and the skin
harsh after using—gives the skin a soft and velvetv ap-
pearance. Price 60 cts.

FACE BLEACH

ASTHMA

This preparation removes tan, freckles and prevents
sunburn. It contains no corrosive mercury oY other
dangerous poisons. Price 76 cts.
The four preparations in combination will be sent

postpaid for $1.50.

THE SMART SET TOILET COMPANY,
Dept. B. 203 The Bastable, Syracuse, N. Y.

Goitre Cure
1HE BEST. CHEAPEST AND QUICKEST

REMEDY IN THE WORLD.
Our Medicated Goitre Bandage

bis a convenient, soothing appli-

[

anoe, worn at night and cures
While you sleep. The Bandage ab-

' BorbB the swelling and the Goitre
;
disappears in a few days. 16 years
success. Write for free Treatise
on Goitre, full particulars, etc.

PHYSICIANSREMEDY CO. 32 Slnton Bldg, Cincinnati, 0.

and HAY FEVER, cured
before you pay. I will send
any sufferer a bottle of
DANE’S ASTHMA CURE

cnrr If It cures you send me $1.00. If It does
nCC not, don't. Give express office. Address

D. J. DANE, Box V, St. Marys, Kansas

J 5 Beautiful Post Cards, Art, Birthday, Scenery,
Flowers, Fruits, our charming magazine 1 year,

25c. ENTERPRISE CO., Dept. V, Texas, Ivy.

SOO a month aud expenses to advertise and leave sam-
v pies. Get terr'y quick. Silverton Oo., E 13,Chicago

('imp Embroidery Magazine free. Particulars for
UlrVLA stamp. Howard, 61 Carver St., Boston

M rtf-HTPO Every month selllngonr wonderful

AGENTS 5300 seven piece kitchen set
Send for sworn alateui«nt$12 daily profit. Experience unnecea-

eary. Outfit free. V Thomaa Mfg. Co, 7212 N St.# Dayton, O.

VARICOSE VEINS
Our“VARICOSA” TREATMENTS have given
quick relief and cured hard, knotted, painful, Itching
and ulcerated veins. Write. Describe your case.

V. CURTISS MEDICINE CO., Denver, Colo.

ASTHMA CURED FREE
We want every sufferer from any form of Asthma to write to-

day for a froo trial of a method that cures this disease complete-

ly and permanently. Don't send any money. We send the

euro free, all charges propaid Address,
Frontier Asthma Co., Room 223, 109 Delaware Are*, Buffalo, R. V

An Adventure in Africa

By W. Walthers VonAlten

NCE upon a time there lived in

Germany a poor widow with
her only son, Androcles. In
order to support herself and
her little boy she was obliged
to wash the clothing of her

wealthy neighbors. When Androcles
became a man, he learned the carpenter’s
trade, and, as a journeyman, was com-
pelled to leave his mother and his
humble home, according to the custom
of the country. After a sad parting from
his beloved mother, he went forth to face
the world, and to perfect himself in his
chosen occupation.
After working in nearly all the great

cities of Germany, he went to Venice.
Being unable to find employment there,
he engaged as a ship carpenter on an
Italian vessel bound for Algiers. While
approaching the coast, the vessel was
attacked and captured by an Algerine
corsair. Androcles and his companions
were taken to Algiers, and sold in the
slave-market to the highest bidders. He
was then taken by his new master into
the interior of the country, and set to

work in the field with his fellow slaves.

It was the habit of his master to ride
around among his slaves daily, and beat
them unmercifully with a whip provided
with a long, stinging lash. Androcles
did his best to please his master

;
but the

harder he worked, the more numerous
and severe were the stripes he received.
One day when he had received an un-

usually severe scourging, his anger be-
came uncontrollable, and with a single
blow of his hoe he unhorsed his master
and laid him dead upon the ground.
The alarm was soon raised, and the ser-

vants who were loyal to their master rode
in hot pursuit of Androcles, who had
mounted his fallen master’s good steed,

and was putting him to his utmost speed
for life and liberty. Nearer and nearer
came his pursuers, and faster and faster

sped the fugitive horseman. All at once
his horse stumbled, and, with his rider,

disappeared in a large, deep pit. An-
drocles became unconscious, and when
he recovered from the effects of the
terrible concussion, he found himself
partially underneath the horse, which
was dead.

Androcles managed to extricate himself
from the horse and the pit just as night
was approaching. As he searched for a
place of shelter, he heard near him a

deep, hoarse growl. Looking in the
direction of the peculiar and startling

sound, he saw with horror a huge lion

about to spring upon him. He ran to

the nearest tree, and on climbing it,

suddenly felt something cold against his

cheek. He quickly turned his head, and
saw the fiery eyes of a snake staring him
in the face. In an agony of terror, he
slipped down the tree, and ran for his

life.

He finally succeeded in reaching one
of the caves with which the country
abounded, joyfully crept into it, and
soon feli asleep from sheer exhaustion.
He had slept, he knew not how long,

when he was suddenly awakened by a

loud uoise; and on looking up, he saw
a large lion standing at the entrance of

the cave. He was greatly frightened, for

he saw no means of escape. On observ-
ing the lion more closely, and hearing
him moaning piteously, Androcles saw
that the tight forefoot of the lion was
much swollen, and that a large thorn was
sticking in his foot. Then Androcles
took courage: he boldly stepped up to

the lion, lifted the -wounded foot, and
extricated the thorn. The operation,
however, was evidently a painful one,
for while it was being performed, the
lion growled and lashed his tail furiously.

On finding himself relieved of his pain,

the lion bounded away, and w?as soon out
of sight. Androcles was glad enough to
get rid of his patient on such easy terms;
for he was not sure of his friendship,
notwithstanding the kindness he had
shown him.
Not having seen or heard anything of

the lion for some time, Androcles lay
down, and once more fell asleep. When
he awoke, the sun was shining into the
cave, and there stood the lion with a
rabbit in his mouth, which he laid at the
feet of Androcles, looking at him as
much as to say, “Here, my friend, I

bring you food.’’ Androcles was glad to
get the rations thus strangely provided,
tor he was very hungry. With the hare
and some berries, he prepared w-hat to
him was a palatable breakfast.
Day after day the lion bought Androcles

a part of his game
;
and upon this, with

berries and roots, he managed to subsist.
In this way several weeks passed. One
day the lion did not return to the cave as
usual. Androcles searched far and wide,
but could find no trace of his lost friend;
night came on, and he gave up the search.
The next day he made up his mind

that, rather than starve, he would try to
find the dwelling of some human being.
After walking several days, he came to a
hut in which he found a man and his
wife, who received him kindly, and
offered him shelter and nourishment.
When Androcles was asleep, the woman
asked her husband if he knew who their
guest was. On his answering that he
had no idea as to his identity, she re-

minded him of a murder that had been
committed by a slave who had killed his
master, adding that she thought this man
was the murderer. The man at once
communicated to the authorities his sus-

picions concerning his unsuspecting
guest ; aud Androcles was promptly ar-

rested, tried for his life, found guilty,
and condemned to die. The death he
was to suffer was a horrible one,—he was
to be devoured by a fierce, hungry lion.

Androcles was placed in the midst of a
large arena surrounded by seats, which
were filled with spectators composed of

the “ leading citizens” of the city. A
cage containing the lion was then
wheeled into the arena. The lion, being
leleased from his cage, soon discovered
Androcles standing in the midst of the
arena. Carefully approaching him with
cat-like tread, until he had reached the
proper distance, he sprang upon his
victim, and brought him to the ground
stunned and senseless. Every one ex-
pected to see the lion bury his sharp
teeth in the flesh of the prostrate man,
when, lo ! the lion examined Androcles
by looking at him aud smelling of him,
all the while moaning and showing
signs of pity and affection,. . When
Androcles had been aroused from his
stupor by the caresses of the lion, he
opened his eyes, and at once recognized
his missing friend of the wilderness,
put his arms around the neck of the lion,

and caressed him as he would a long-
lost brother who had just returned to him.
The spectators were amazed

;
they could

scarcely believe their eyes, but they soon
found out the truth ; for Androcles told
them how the lion had become his friend.
By common consent the vast audience
prevailed upon the authorities, who were
present, to pardon the prisoner, and give
him the lion.

Finding himself at liberty to go where
he pleased, Androcles with his faithful

pet boarded the first ship that left the
shores of Africa, and reached home in
safety, to the great joy of his mother,
who, by reason of his long absence, had
given him up for dead. By telling the
story of his adventures and exhibiting his
faithful lion, Audrcoles became weatlhy.
He then married an estimable lady, and
lived to see his children filling with
credit the different positions of honor
assigned them.

FRUIT FARMS
pay in Southern New Jersey. Soil par-

ticularly adapted to fruits, berries, grapes,
early vegetebles, poultry and pigeons. Mild,
healthful climate puts produce early into

the markets for fancy prices.

5 ACRES $100
$5 Down $5 Monthly
Successes are being made by fruit growers

and poultrymen on land adjoining ours. Near
two manufacturing towns and three railroads.

Best facilities to New York. Philadelphia, and
Atlantic City markets. Onlyl7 miles from At-
lantic City. Pure water. Title guaranteed.

Write for handsome free booklet.

DANIEL FRAZER CO..
tJ90 Bailey Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.

Consumption
Book
FREE
This valuable med-
ical book tells in
plain, simple lan-
guage how Con-
sumption can be
cured in your own
home. If you know
of any one suffering
from Consumption,

Catarrh, Bronchitis,
Asthma or any throat or

lung trouble, or are yourself
afflicted, this book will help you

to a cure. Even if you are in the
advanced stage of the disease and feel

there is no hope, this book will show you
how others have cured themselves after all

remedies they had tried failed, and they be-
lieved their case hopeless.

Write at once to the Yonkerman Con*
sumption Remedy Co., 2495 Water Street,
Kalamazoo, Mich., and they will gladly send
you the book by return mall free and also

a generous supply of the New Treatment,
absolutely free, for they want every suf-

ferer to have this wonderful cure before it

is too late. Don’t wait— write today. 11

may mean the saving of your life.

PILES CURED
Let Us Send You ON FREE TRIAL

j

Our New $ 1.00 Treatment which
is Curing Thousands

JUST SEND YOUR NAMt\

You’ll get bjl

return mail, pre-j

paid, our 3=fold|
Absorption Curel
for Piles, Ulc

Fissure. Tumors, I

Con st ip ation,

etc., (in plau
wrapper) TO TRY

FREE.
Try it thoroughly, and then if satis-

fied that you have
found a true cure
at last, send us
One Dollar. If

not, it costs you
nothing. You de-
cide and we take
your word. You
can see that only
a really wonder-
ful cure could be
offered like this.

Dr. Van VIeck’s

3 =Fold Treatment
isYuring many of the very worst
even cases of 30 and 40 years’ standin
well as all the milder stages. Ne
of the early symptoms of piles

leads to a lifetime of suffering,

down now and write to Dr. Van Vll

Co., 667 Majestic Bldg., Jackson,
You’ll get the $1.00 treatment at once <

free trial, just as we agree,
today.

CYSTITIS
Or Inflammation of the Bladder

Causes annoyance, suffering and often death. Ii

are afflicted with any form of kidney or bk
Trouble, send me a brief history of your case a

small bottle of your urine and I will mail my op
of case free. Write for my free, 74-page boot
Chronic Diseases. Address. DR. C. D. SHAI
1I>7 Garfield Place, Cincinnati, O.



Are you up to date 1 Well—let us see,

iWhat time have you?
How many of our readers will have to

hesitate! “I have no watch/’—or—“my
watch has stopped.” Or, perhaps your
watch is running fast or slow. Nine
chances in ten you cannot tell the cor-

rect time.
You know, I believe there is nothing

that indicates more in any man or an '

lady an air of being somebody, of being

up to date, of enjoying prosperity—than

»
to carry a really first-class, fine-looking

watch.
You can afford to save on many or-

dinary luxuries in order to possess such

a time-piece. That is why the editor of

this paper is particularly glad to call

your attention to the great watch offer

on this page—an offer that J personally

recommend.

You May Buy on Tima
For although it costs more than the

(ordinary “cheap” watches, it is sold on
a direct offer at the positive rock-bottom
price, and in addition those who prefer

(to buy on time can get easy payments
at $2.50 a month and yet at the rock-

bottom price.

Such is the offer made 'direct to the
public by the large and fearless concern
the Burlington Watch Company.
An d this has been made necessary on

account of the way manufacturers and
dealers in this watch trade hang to-

gether in boosting other goods.

If you are posted on watches you have
undoubtedly heard heretofore of the fac-

tory producing Burlington watches; and
now you have the opportunity to own
this absolutely superior time-piece,

thanks to the special direct offer.

What if the watch does cost a little

more than the “cheap,” inferior watches—you can get it for $2.50 a month at

the very rock-bottom price, and with the
Burlington direct guarantee. It is the
most economical watch in the long run,

Beautiful Watch Pleases All

Yes, I am enthusiastic about this Bur-
lington Special no-trust watch, for

heard of this latest superb product of

the Burlington Company a short time
ago, even before it was ready for sale.

As soon as the watches were put on sale

I bought one and showed it to my
friends.

You ought to have heard how they
were pleased and surprised. Pleased
when I showed them the case, the double-
sunk dial, the delicately fine movements
and other features of the very, very
finest watches.

Surprised when I told them the price

—a direct to the consumer no-trust
price—on this superb Burlington Special

Watch.
Well, after I had bought my watch a

lady neighbor of ours bought one also

—

the ladies’ Burlington watch—and surely

if you had seen it—well, I know you
would not think of buying any other

kind of watch for your wife, daughter
or lady friend.

Better Not Miss This Chance
Now, do not miss an opportunity like

this. Just consider what a fine thing
it is for a man—a young man or an
older man—to own the superb and latest

product of the honest, reliable Burling-

ton factory—the greatest factory the

world has ever known, not in quantity
of product but in quality. No matter
whether you are employed on 'a salary

or are in business for yourself, or are

running a farm, you ought to have this

watch.
The Burlington watch book, which you

can get free, quotes surprising rock bot-
tom prices on all Burlington Special

watches—one-half and less than one-half
the price ordinarily charged for first-

class watches.
And if you do not want to pay cash

in full you can pay $2.50 per month

—

$2.50 a month for only part of a year
and then the payments cease, but your
fine Burlington Special watch goes on,
year after year, faithfully ticking off

the seconds and accurately recording the

i

time from decade to decade.
f The Editor advises you once more not
to overlook this offer. Sign the coupon
now and get a free book of watch facts
and prices on the superb Burlington
Special watcK Better attend to this at
once.

Fighting the Trust.
(BURLINGTON DIRECT GUARANTEE TO BOTH

MOVEMENT AND CASE
,Jp(.ASS OUST CM»v

JQUBLE SUNR QIAt)

Retested MOVEMENT?
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Get the Benefit
Of the most remarkable offer

ever made on a high-grade watch.

Write At Once for Our Free Book od
Watches. This free book will tell you not

only about the trust, hut especially about

the remarkable offer on the Burlington.

Get Posted on watches—on the fine points of

superior quality in watches—(on the secret trust

price and the No-trust prices)—get posted before

you buy a watch. Get our bookletand copy of our

$

$2,

1,000= Challenge
to the Waltham and the Elgin

How the Challenge Sfarledl The Waltham Watch Com-
pany published a challenge to all foreign factories to put 50 for-

_ _ eign watches against 50 Waltham watches in a competitive test

niApJAMffjra of time keeping, the whole 100 watches to become the property
KS of the Winner. For copy of this challenge get our free booklet.

buys the Burlington Special—(acknowledged the
finest and best made watch in the world)—and at
the Rock-Bottom, NO TRUST, direct price.

Send coupon below and get full explanation (free) of

the most remarkable offer ever made on any watch.

No Money Downs We ship your choice of watch on ap-
proval,prepaid ( your choice of lady ’s

or gentleman’s open face or hunting case). You risk absolutely
nothing—you pay nothing—not one cent—unless you want the great
offer after seeing and thoroughly inspecting the watch.

Sign the coupon and get the FREE Burlington catalog.

Mr. C. B. HULL, one of the editors

of the VICK’S MAGAZINE has one of

the Burlington Special Watches, and I

want to assure you that it is an absolute-

ly magnificent timepiece. Indeed, this

is a rare opportunity to get the superbly

beautiful Burlington at a rock-bottom
direct offer. I should like to see my
readers posted on the inside facts of the

watch business
; so better write for the

free Burlington watch book.

CUT OR TEAR OUT ALONG DOTTED LINE

Why Did the Waltham Company carefully confine its
challenge to foreign competitors? Of course the Waltham can
afford to challenge Swiss watches, for American-made watches
are certainly better—but would the Waltham dare to face a test
with the Burlington ? Or would the Elgin dare 7

We Challenge the Waltham (also Elgin)

We have deposited in the Colonial T. & 8. Bank of Chicago
$1,000.00 in cash tobe forfeited to the winner. We absolutely
and positively back ony Burlington against any Waltham (or
Elgin) ofthe same size and grade; and we make this challenge
irrespective of price. NO MA TTER WHA T PRICE the
Waltham or Elgin charge. The loser in this contest is to for-
feit his $1,000.00. The bank now holds the $1,000.00.—Why do
not the Waltham or Elgin accept this challenge ? Why not ?

WE CALL THE BIG FACTORIES A TRUST BECAUSE (.with

the prices on over twenty similar movements EXACTLY
IDENTICAL) THEY HAVE A MUTUAL ARRANGEMENT OF
NOTICE ON CHANGE OF PRICES.

Do Not Miss this opportunity to get the best
watch made anywhere in the world—not the big-
gest seller, but acknowledged among experts as
the best—the genuine BURLINGTON watch—sold
by our no-trust plan—on a rock-bottom offer

—

at no-trust price

—

one price, direct to the public
(and, if desired, on terms of $2.50 a month).

FOR THE FREE
WATGH BOOK

BESURE to write for this booklet telling all

about this challenge, and pointing out the super-
ior quality of the Burlington (at its one direct
price), and giving you other facts of importance
about watches, especially trust watches.

And the FACTS in this booklet with reports from the Congressional ReeordSs
speeches in Congress, aud briefs now before the Department of Justice in
Washington, will Quickly convince you that the American people are paying two
prices for 6ome of the best known makes of watches.

THIS BOOKLET will quickly convince you, too, that you do
want a no-trust watch made in a smaller but better factory—the
independent factory that is fighting the trust as best it can by giving
better quality and superior workmanship throughout; the book will
convince you that the Burlington watch, on which there is only one rock-bottom
price (the same rock-bottom price everywhere) is THE watch for the discrimi-

natingbuyer; thatitis THE watch for the man or
woman who wants, not the largest selling brand
which everybody has, but the best watch, the
watch bought by experts. THE watch that is
absolutely perfect in its many points of
superiority—the Burlington watch. Send
letter or postal or sign coupon today—just
your name and address—and the free Bur-

lington book will be sent at once.

BURLINGTON WATCH CO
Oept. Z41X Millard Station, CHICAGO

SO WRITE

BURLINGTON WATCH CO., Dept. 24IX, Millard Station, CHICAGO |
Please send me without obligation and prepaid your free

book on watches and copy of your $1,000.00 challenge to the I
Waltham or Elgin with full explanations of your cash or $2.50
a month offer on the Burlington Watch.

|Name
^

Address

NO LETTER NECESSARY. COUPON WILL DO.

Here is the coupon
good for our won-
derful FREE book
on watches. Sign
and send it.
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HOT WEATHER—KIDNEY TROUBLE
This Man Tells, Free of Cost or Charge,

How Men and Women, Kidney,
Bladder and Rheumatic Suffer-

ers, May Cure Themselves
at Home, FREE

He Sends the Book—the Prescription—and the Remedy to Test—All
Free, Prepaid and Sealed—To All Who Write

Read His Generous
Offer

If you suffer with Kidney

or Bladder trouble or Rheu-

matism— if your days are a

horror and your nights a de-

spair with any of the symp-

toms of these strength-con-

suming, vigor-sapping dis-

eases, such asT—

1. Pain in the bach.

2. Too frequent desire to urinate.

3. Burning or obstruction of urine.

4. Pain or soreness In the bladder.

5. Prostatic trouble.

6. Gas or pain in the stomach.

7. General debility, weakness, dizziness-

8. Pain and soreness under right ribs.

9. Swelling In any part of the body.

10. Constipation or liver trouble.

11. Palpitation or pain under the heart

12. Pain in the hip joint.

13. Pain in the neck or head.

14. Pain or sor eness in the kidneys.

15. Pain or swelling of the joints.

16. Pain and swelling of the muscles.

17. Pain and soreness in nerves.

18. Acute or chronic rheumatism.

Do This - - - -

DR. T. FRANK LYNOTT,
Specializing in Kidney, Bladder

and Rheumatic diseases

Sit right down without one instant’s further waste of precious time and send a
letter short, like this, to me; Dear Doctor—I notice symptoms number

( then putdown the nnmbers). Sign your name and age and send it to me. That’s all—sendno money. By return mail, sealed and secured and prepaid and free of charge ab-
soiutely free of charge, or obligation on your part—I will send you help—a «reat
deal of help, real, honest, practical, skillful, experienced help.

My Fourfold Free Offer
First: I will give you a full and complete professional letter of advice on your

case.

Second: I will send you a book—a great big book—the biggest book of
its kmd ever printed for the general public—that tells in plain American language
fully illustrated by medical pictures, all about the cause, treatment and erne ofKidney, Bladder, Urinary and Rheumatic diseases and how modern scientificmethods are curing them permanently, to the delight and astonishment of all—es-
pecially old school physicians who only a short time ago believed these ailments
to be absolutely incurable.

How to Be Cured at Home
Third : I will show you how you may cure yourself quietly and safely at homeand send you a description of the iirgredients of a recipe for Kidney, Bladder andRheumatism that have the praise and recommendation for use in these diseases of

not only the great and famous physicians of the world—whether German French
English or American—but the heartfelt enthusiastic endorsement of many ’thousands
ot people of both ‘-exes, all ages, and every nationality who have found new health
strength and joy of life fuller power of spirit, mind and body—in these simple
household remedies. r

I Prove You Can be Cured Free
Fourth: I will send you some of this harmless, but proved effective, kidnev-upbuildmg, pain-soothing, swelling-reducing remedy to prove to you in yourown case—by the speedy and astonishing relief of your own pains and aches andweakness that at last you have found a recipe that will add warmth to your blood

strength to your muscles, vigor to your nerves, keenness to your brain and years of
life to your life.

Write M!e Today
Write me today as I showed you—.write me without fail—and by return mail

sealed and free—positively secure from observation and absolutely free from all
cost or obligation, I will send you prepaid—the letter—the book—the description
ot the prescription with which you may cure yourself in the quiet and privacy ofyour own home—and last, the medicine itself—carefully packed and all ready to do
tor you wliat it did for legions whose addresses I will send you.

Write today if you possiblj7 can and address your letter

DR. T. FRANK LYNOTT,
1715 Annex Building,

CHICAGO, ILL.
r - S'~The human system is seldom in a more favorable condition to receive

the benefit of medicine than in the Summer, when the pores of the skin which areopened by the heat help to excrete the poisons. Therefore now is the time to trythe free medicine otfered above. J

i.
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Cooling Edibles and Drinks
How to Make Them

Breakfast, Luncheon and Dinner on

the Lawn or Veranda

By Verna La Dale

be sprinkled with sugar, and the whole
pineapple should be peeled, the eyes
carefully removed and the top leaves
allowed to remain.

Breakfast

For a breakfast of this kfnd, fresh fruit
is always appropriate for the first course.
The fewer hot dishes served, the better,
as it is difficult to keep them warm.
Baked slices of cornmeal mush, served
with a fruit sauce, are very palatable

;

also some kind of stewed fruit, with
cocoanut crisps or currant puffs. Fruit
cocoa can be easily kept warm, and may
be served last.

Baked Cornmeal Mush
Dip slices of left-over cornmeal mush

into beaten egg, then roll in bread-
crumbs, and bake in the oven until
slightly browned on both sides. (Zwie-
back, or twice-baked bread crumbs are
best for this purpose.)

Cocoanut Crisps

Two and two-thirds cups of pastry flour,
two and one-half cups of dessicated cocoa-
nut reduced to a fine meal, one-third of
a level teaspoonful of salt. Thoroughly
rub the meal and salt into the flour,
then with about two-thirds of a cup of
cold water make a dough stiff enough to
work nicely without sticking. Knead
carefully, folding in plenty of air; and
when it snaps as the dough is pulled into
fragments it is ready to be rolled out as
thin as brown wrapping-paper, cut into
three-inch squares, well perforated, and
bake until nicely browned.

Currant Puffs

Measure into the crock one-third cup
of cream and two-thirds cup of milk,
into which drop one-fourth of a level
teaspoonful of salt and a whole egg.
Into a basin measure one and one-half
cups of whole wheat-flour, one-half cup
of white flour, and mix thoroughly.
Then with batter-whip, beat the milk in
the crock until foamy, and continuing to
beat, gradually introduce the flour mix-
ture, until batter is of sufficient stiffness
to pile up a little in the crock as it flows
from the batter-whip, yet not too stiff to
flow freely. Beat until full of air, which
will be shown by numerous bubbles
rising and breaking on the surface. Add
to this one-half cup of seedless raisins,
which have been washed, dried in a bowl,
and dusted with flour to prevent their
settling in the batter. Pour immediately
into warm gem-irons, and bake slowly
for one hour.

Luncheon
The luncheon can be made quite simple

and yet be attractive. Fruit may be used
again, either stewed or fresh fruit, and
served with cake of some kind. Walnut
dates, and sandwiches are often served,
also buns and cold sliced chicken, choice
canned salmon, or other cold meats. A
cold beverage is best for the luncheon.

Walnut Dates

Wash and seed nice large dates, insert
half an English walnut, and roll the
whole in a little pulverized sugar.

Dinner

There are many things that may be
served for a summer dinner, only a few
of which will be mentioned. Chicken
croquettes, cabbage slaw, baked beans,
and green corn, may all be served. Sliced
tomatoes and a fruit salad of some kind
are palatable. For dessert, a shortcake
is excellent. The breads and crackers
may be promiscuously chosen. The table
should be decorated with flowers, and if

the salad is garnished with parsley or
lettuce, it will add greatly to the appear-
ance of the table. A fruit dish of oranges
with smilax woven in among them, is

attractive, as is also fresh pineapple,
sliced and served with one large pine-
apple, with a pretty top, in the center
of the dish. The sliced pineapple should

Ices and Sherbets

Fruit Ices

Express the juice from a pint of stoned
red cherries, add the juice of two lemons,
one cup of sugar, and a quart of cold
water. Stir well for five minutes, and
freeze in an ice-cream freezer. Equal
parts currant and red-raspberry juice may
be used instead of cherry, if preferred.
A general rule for sherbets is one pint

of any kind of fruit juice, one quart of
cold water, two cups of sugar, the whites
of two eggs beaten stiff and dry, and
added when the sherbet is half frozen.
Add to the fruit-juice, water and sugar;
and when partially frozen, add the whites
of the eggs and finish freezing.

Lemon Sherbet
Press out the juice of seven lemons, ;

add one quart of water, twTo or more cups
of sugar, and strain into the freezer.

'

When half frozen, add one pint of milk, :

and the whites of two eggs, beaten stiff
and finish freezing.

Orange Sherbet

To one quart of cold water add one
pint of orange-juice, two cups of sugar,
and the juice of oue lemon. Strain and
freeze. A little cherry or currant juice
will give a pink color, if desired.

Cooling Drinks

Currantade
Wash thoroughly a pint of ripe, red

currants, and one-half the quantity of •

red raspberries
;

add sugar to sweeten, '

and two quarts of cold water. Crush,
j

stir, strain, cool on ice and serve.

Orangeade
Rub lightly two ounces of lump sugar

on the rind of two fresh oranges, to ex-
tract the flavor

;
put this sugar into a

pitcher, to which add the juice expressed
‘

from the oranges, and that from one
lemon. Pour over all one pint of cold
water, stir thoroughly, and serve.

PinK Lemonade
For one glass of lemonade squeeze the'

juice of half a small lemon into the
glass; carefully remove all seeds and
particles

; add a dessert spoonful of sugar,
and three of currant, strawberry, or cherry
juice. Fill the glass with water, cool
on ice, and serve.

Our Sage’s Seasoning
A dinner table without cheerfulness is

like salt which has lost its savor,—where-
with shall it be cheered!

Many centuries ago a fish was caught
with a piece of silver in its mouth, and, i

strangely enough, it has been thought
ever since that fish must be served with
silver,—on a silver salver and eaten with
silver.

' As a bouquet is arranged and harmo-
nized according to the colors of the
flowers of which it is composed, so a
dinner party should be grouped accord-
ing to the tastes of its members and the
texture of their brains.

There is a philosophy of cooking,
serving, and eating. Who is the philoso-
pher of the kitchen, the dining-room, and
the table? Where does he live, and
where may he be found, that we may go
angling for an invitation to crook our
knees under his mahogany?

If dyspeptics could only be persuaded
to exercise their jaws as much while
eating as they do afterward in talking of
their ailments, they would soon have
nothing left to talk about. What an im-
petus the art of polite conversation would
then receive, when so many people .

'

would be compelled to find something.^
new and more edifr ing to converse upon! 1



“Nep”—A True Story
By James K. Walter

\ “Nep” was a big, shaggy Newfound-
land dog. When he first became a mem-
ber of my friend’s household, he was an
overgrown puppy, fond of funj and, like

puppies, full of mischief, but good
natured and affectionate. After some
time a baby boy, came to the home
of my friends. At the first cry of the

new baby, Nep went into ecstasies of

delight. He took up his position by
the cradle, and constituted himself little

Harry’s special guardian. As the child

grew and was able to toddle around, Nep
never left his side, and the mother
learned to trust the little one implicitly

in the care of the big dog. Whenever
she went to seek the child, it was the

dog’s name that she called, and the dog
that answered. When little Harry was
about three years old, it appears that he
and Nep wandered one day farther than
usual, and in some way got upon the

railway track. The line ran on an em-
bankment, the sides of which were over-

grown with brambles. There was a curve
in the road a short distance away. Sud-

mistress as usual. She said, “Nep, old
fellow, I cannot go this morning, but
you shall go if you wish.” Placing the
flowers in the basket, she opened the
door. Nep looked gravely into her face,

and then, seeming to realize what was
expected, he took up the basket and
trotted off.

A little time afterward the sexton was
astonished to hear a dog barking at the
gates, which were fastened. Coming out
of his house, he saw Nep standing three
with the basket in front of him. Know-
ing the dog well, the man opened the
gate, and let him in, and then followed
him at a distance to see what he would
do. When the dog arrived at the child’s
grave, he put down the basket, and tak-

ing out the flowers carefully with his
teeth, deposited them in an orderly
manner on the little mound. When this

was done, he took up the empty basket,

and solemnly trudged away home.

Bird Mother-Love
By J. J. Thomas, Jr.

A few evenings ago, while riding along
a country by-road, I espied a small clump

Nep

denly, beyond the curve, the sound of
an approaching train was heard : but, un-
conscious of impending danger, the child
stood motionless on the track. As the
engine whirled round the cruve, Nep
suddenly realized the child’s peril, and
rushing at the frightened boy rolled him
completely off the track, and down the
embankment on the other side. The
engineer had already seen the child, and
the train slowed up as it approached the
spot. The little one was lying below on
the grass, considerably scratched by the
brambles; and Nep was standing over
him, licking his hands and face. A
neighbor who was driving by, saw the
situation, and picking up little Harry,
took him home in his buggy. Nep
trotted contentedly behind the carriage.
Sad to relate, when Harry was four

years old, he caught the scarlet fever.
The dog would not leave the child’s bed-
side, and when the little one died, Nep
svinced signs of the deepest grief. He
ollowed the casket to the grave. Dur-
ing the summer, little Harry’s mother
ent every morning to the cemetery with
basket of fresh flowers to deck the dear
re’s grave. Nep always brought the
isket, and waited to have the flowers

placed in it; then, taking the handle in
ibis mouth, he trudged to the grave with
ais mistress, and waited patiently until
she had arranged the flowers.
This was repeated every day for some

months. One morning in the fall, the
weather was inclement, and the lady was
indisposed, so that she was obliged to
elinquisli the idea of going to the child’s
;rave that morning. Nep could not un-
ferstand what was the matter. When the
uour came, he brought the basket to his

of rose-bushes by the roadside. The
flowers looked so inviting that I deter-

mined to pluck a few of the choicest

buds. I had hardly plucked the first one
when my attention was attracted by the
quick, sharp cries of a female meadow-
lark.

Looking in that direction, I saw the
bird fluttering and trembling along on
the ground. It was apparently in the
greatest distress, as if with a broken leg
or wing. Compliant to my curiosity,

and determined to investigate, I crawled
through the fence, and advanced slowly
to the spot where the bird was. It

moved slightly, but apparently with con-
siderable difficulty. At the same ratio

that I approached, it receded, so that I

was unable to get any nearer than within
a few feet of it. After I had followed
the bird about ten yards, it suddenly
arose in the air all unimpeded, with
loud, sonorous notes of joy. The
feathered hypocrite had been leading me
from her nest.

I immediately retraced my steps, and
resumed the picking of the roses. Again
and again the bird tried the same tactics

;

but seeing that I did not heed her, she
suddenly dropped all her strategy, and
began drooping her head and beating her
wings on the ground. She uttered a few
low, moaning tones, as if pleading with
me not to disturb her nest. I could not
withstand this last appeal, so I hastily

climbed back into the carriage without
getting half of the flowers I had intended
to. No human being could have ex-
pressed more joy than did this mother
bird then. Up into the air she rose, cir-

cling about, giving vent to her ecstasy

in rapturous bursts of melody.

Our Great

Renewal Offer
To Readers of Vick’s Magazine whose subscrip-

tions are about to expire or have expired.

Your choice of any two of the following books,

free with Vick’s Magazine for one year.

Here’s a great opportunity to renew your sub-

scription to Vick’s Magazine for another year
and profit by the transaction.

You may have your choice of any two of the
following excellent, 12mo cloth bound books:

£

1 . Forging the Fetters. Alexander.
2. Her Heart’s Desire. Garvice.

3. A Man of Mark. Anthony Hope.
4 . The Lady Nicotine. J. M. Barrie.

5. Story of the Gadsbys. Kipling.

6. Stickit Minister. Crockett. /
'S /

7 . Sign of the Four. Doyle.

8. Man in Black. S. J. Weyman.
These are first class books, well printed, cloth bound, and are

popular sellers at the bookstores. If you will send us only fifty

cents, and six cents extra to help pay postage, (postage on books

costs us 12 cents) we will send you any two of the above mentioned

books by return mail, postpaid, and renew your subscription to

Vick’s Magazine for one year.
Don’t forget that Vick’s Magazine is to be improved steadily.

You have doubtless noticed the editorial improvements that have

already been made. Never before has Vick’s been so full to the

brim of good things—stories and articles of special interest to every

member of the family. But this is only the beginning. The im-

provement is to continue right along; and beginning with the fall

numbers we shall begin improving the magazine in general appear-

ance by means of better covers, better paper, better illustrations, etc.

Whatever you do, don’t let your subscription lapse now. If you
do you’ll miss the best numbers Vick’s ever produced.

Take advantage of this extraordinary offer and send us your re-

newal now.
Remember, only fifty cents brings you Vick’s Magazine for

another whole year and two of the above excellent books with-

out any additional charge except 6 cents to help pay postage.

Fill out and mail the coupon below without delay.

Date.

Vick’s Magazine, Dansville, N. Y.

I enclose herewith 50 cents, and six cents extra for postage, for which
you are to renew my subscription to Vick’s Magazine for one year and also

send me free (except the six cents postage above mentioned) two cloth

bound books, No and No (Fill in numbers of the books vou
select.)

Name

Complete Address.

I

1 .
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h MONEY IN (I

hjTENCIL DESIGNi]
We are teaching the latest fad—the art of

1

Decorating Fabrics
With Stencil Designs

Sofa pillows curtains, draperies etc., can
be easily and inexpensively decorated, and
sold at a liberal profit. No art training
necessary. Simply follow our five helpful
lessons, containing practical suggestions
and illustrations, sent postpaid for 259.
(stamps or silver). Dept. V,

HirshberfJ Art Co., 418 N. Howard St., B&lto., Md.

BOYS PLAY BALL

FREE!
An Elegant Baseball

Outfit like this FREE to

Every Boy Who Writes

Us at Once.

Boys, this outfit Is a dandy—seven
pieces in all: A Western League Ball,
Catcher’s Mitt, made from good yellow
oil tan leather, well padded; the mask
is firmly braced, well padded chin and
forehead protection; cap any color, col-

lege style; fielder’s mitt, fine quality
oil tan leather, heavily padded palm;

th<j belt is inches wide with double strap nickel-
plated buckle; the bat is madefrom the very finest

quality second growth coarse grain ash and is 33

inobes long, livery piece of this outfit is made from
the best material. Every boy can secure this out-
fit absolutely free. Send us your name and address
before they are all gone. Do it now. Address

SUCCESSFUL FARMING. Box 715, Des Moines, l«

NEW AMSTERDAM
HOTEL

4th Ave. and 21st St., New York

European Plan
Rooms with use of Bath $1.00 and up. With Pri-

vate Bath $2,00 for one, $2.50 for two and upward,

NEW BATHS and Plumbing
Most Convenient Location in City.

From 23rd street railroad ferries or from Grand
Central Station, take curs direct to hotel; no
transfers.

SPECIAL RATES MADE

Old Men and Women
You need Vitte-Ore and should £ive it a chance to
prove what it will do for you. It is nu ideal tcnic and
curative medicine for the old and has benefited thous-
ands of elderly people. Head the liberal Vitse-Ore
oiler on page 2.

National Reward for Roads

(Continuedfrom page 7)

But our common, every-day wagon
roads! By Gum ! They are by all odds
the poorest on the face of this green
earth

;
no other civilized nation on the

earth but has better than we. Why is

it? Is it because we are poor? A people
that has created and buiided a nation in

a day, with more millionaires than any
other two countries can claim, poor?
Well, hardly. The trouble is that we
are so blamed rich that we can live even
with poor roads. It would bankrupt a
commonly blessed nation to haul its

products over such abominable roads.

What are we going to do about it?

Knowing, as we do, that the nation has
paid out in land and money to railroads

and rivers and harbors two billions of

dollars, or one thousand dollars per mile
for every one of the two million miles
of public wagon road there is in this

home land of ours, isn’t it about time
that we insisted upon having some
national aid for our highways

;
that the

roads of our country may show signs of

civilization
;
may show that our religion

has taken effect and that we are putting
our education to a good use, benefitting

our postal facilities and making it easy
for us to get to the church, to school, to

library, lodge, theatre, to market, and
last but far from least, to our neighbor’s
dinner table and sitting room. This can
be brought about all over the United
States only by national assistance. No
other country ever got good roads in

any other way ; then why should there

be longer delay in following the pre-

cedent established by all the nations
that have good roads. I am one of a

very large majority of the people of this

country who demand national help, and
I have drawn a National Reward Road
Bill and have sent it to several congress-

men, and hope that some one or more of

them will introduce and vigorously push
it, or one with the same object.

The gist of the measure I would like

to see placed upon our national statute

book is as follows:
That the Bureau of Public Roads

be abolished, and all matters be-

longing to it be placed in charge of a

United States Highway Commissioner,
who shall make and promulgate all

needful rul£s and regulations under
which the various States and Territories

may apply for and receive the benefits of

this Act, which said rules and regula-

tions shall be approved by the Secretary
of Agriculture.

Sec. 6. That whenever any State or

Territory shall file notice with . the
United States Highway Commissioner
* * * * that it is the inten-

tion of the State or Territory to build

a certain number of miles of road such
as will merit United States reward, it

shall be the duty of the United States

Highway Commissioner to furnish gen-
eral plans and specifications, which, if

followed, will entitle the State or Ter-

ritory to receive the amount of reward
due for the length and class of road

built.

Sec. 7. That every mile of well graded
road on which the steepest incline shall

not exceed six per centum and the

width of which shall not be less than
eighteen feet between side ditches, and
which shall be properly drained, and
crowned so as to shed water quickly to

the side ditches, and which shall have a

wagon way or travel track not less than
twelve feet wide, made in two courses
and thoroughly compacted; if built in

accordance with the plans and speci-

fications of the United States Highway
Commissioner, and approved by him,
shall merit reward as follows: If built

of gravel, five hundred dollars per mile;
if built with one course of approved
stone and one course of gravel, seven
hundred fifty dollars per mile ;

if

macadamized, one thousand dollars per

mile. If the United States Highway
Commissioner shall, by investigation or

experiment, find that some other material

than those mentioned in this section is

equal to them or any one of them, then
he may prepare plans and specification

for roads to be built of such material,

and shall place them in one of the

classes described in this section, and such
roads shall be entitled to receive the

reward of the class to which they are

assigned by the said Commissioner.

Your Own
Souvenir Post Cards
Send us your own photograph, or any other de-

sired, and we will copy it direct upon a Post Card.
ThiH will give you a unique Souvenir card ol your
own. Best materials used and fine results obtained.

Price 50 cents a dozen; 3 cents for eaeh
additional one from same photograph.

We will copy your photograph, mouDt it on hand-
some photo mounts, 4)4 by 8 inches in size, such as
used by the regular photographers, and send you
One Dozen for $1.00. Equal to work of best
photographers. Send for sample of our work.

F. A. OWEN PUBLISHING CO., DANSVILLE, N. Y.

ished ? Send 10 cents
silver for the Sophie LaSalle Information Leaf with
one free remedy to E. SALES, Manager, (i90
Ashland Boulevard, Chicago, 111.

Combination Rolling Pin,
mbined . Lightning seller.

Forshee Mfg. Co., D. 143,Dayton, Ohio.

ACFl\IT^-$75 Monthly,
nufljii l J Nine Articles Combined.
Sample Free.

WITCH Headache Bands
relieve Headache, Neuralgia, Insom-
nia; no drugs; instant relief, safe,

' sure; guaranteed; highly indorsed;
lasts six months; only 25c., postpaid.
Awarded Gold Medal, Jamestown Exposition. Agente
wanted. ABBOTT SALES CO.

,

U16 Chestnut St., Philadelphia

PITS ST. VITUS’ DANCE and all Nervous Diseases
II1CJ permanently cured by Dr. Kline’s Great Nerve Re-
storer, Send for FREE $2 trial bottle and treatise.
UK. R. II. KLINE, Ltd., 931 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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Brought to manv

AgreatsuRPR'SE

AtPSESHOE isluOW

S^SOAHCRSESi*?

This emblem of Good Luck postpaid 10 cents.
NEW IDEAS M’F’G CO., 409 Lewis St., Weehnwfeen, N. J.

Big Fishing Outfit FREE

This is the most complete fishing outfit ever
given away free—everything yon want to fish
with:

A big throw line 84 feet long, Bras, reel,
Three Unde of lines, Fly hooks,
Hook fioa t and slob line complete, Sinkers,
Fluted trolling line, Alarm bell,

-27 BIFFERENT PIECES-Everytbing Just as
represented. The reel is for fastening on a
pole, to be used in catching all kinds of fish.
The flies have long gut leaders to prevent the
fish biting off the hook, This 1 s one of the best
outfits ever offered. An outfit like this at stores
would cost lots of money.
Bfvery boy who writes us this week can get

this outfit absolutely free. Just send your
name and address and get complete outfit free,
Address

Successful Fanning, Box 710, Des Moines, la

PARKER’S
HAIR BALSAM

Cleanses and beautifies the hair.
Promotes a luxuriant growth.
Never Fails to Bestore Gray-
Hair to its Youthful Color.

Cures scalp diseases & hair falling.

^^^50c^nT$L0(^a^Dniggist^^^^

STAY FAT
SEND FOR A FREE TRIAL TREATMENT

of the remarkable new discovery which quickly reduces superflu-
ous flesh from men, women and children leaving the person in
normal weight and good health.

ANTI-FAT treatment takes off fat at the rate of five pounds
a week. No person is so fat but what it will reduce no matter
where the excess fat is located—Bust, Hips, Stomach, Neck.
Cheeks—it willquicklyh'educe without exercise, exertion or dieting.

ANTI-FAT Strengthens the Heart and enables yon to breathe
freely. Itis a natural scientific obesity reducer. It has done for
others what it will do for you. It is perfectly harmless being a
physicians prescription. Vou will feel a hundred times better the
first day you try tnis wonderful treatment. No woman can he
beautiful who has overweight. No dressmaker can overcome the
pudgy, puffed and awkward appearance of a fat woman.

ANTI-FAT treatment reduces most obstinate cases. Toucan
not he healtbly and happy while you suffer from an excess of fat.
Fat people are barred from the general pleasure of life and many
timesare subject to such diseases as Asthma, Rheumatism,Kidney
Trouble and Heart Disease.THE ANTI-FAT treatment cures all these—removing the'eause. Do not take our word for it.

Send for FREE TRIAL TREATMENT to-day. It is free for the asking.
INTERNATIONAL LABORATORY, 1133 Broadway. New York City.

Instant relief and
positive cure. Trial
treatment mailed
free.

International Co., 11J53 Broadway, New York
ECZEMA

Instant relief and
positive cure. Trial
treatment mailed
free.

T.xico Laboratory, 1133 Broadway, Hew York.

ASTHMA

vV-

THE HOUSEWIFE
There is never a dull or uninteresting line printed In The
Housewife, and no household publication in existence Is

more thoroughly read or more fully appreciated; it Is

always Wholesome, Cheerful, Helpful, Practical and Timely.

All who are interested in their homes will find the depart-
ments invaluable: Editorial Outlook—Sympathetic Talks
in every number. The Newest Fashions—Always timely,
stylish, and never extravagant. Fancy Work Depart-
ment—With the latest designs and ideas. Hother’s Hour
—Comforting and dependable. Home Nook—For young
housekeepers who do not know enough and the older ones
who do not knowtoomuch. Social Circle—Wherein our
readers exchange experiences, and is as one reader express-
es it. "as good as a visit from a friend.” In fact, every
suhject dear to woman’s heart is treated intelligently, agree-
ably and in season in The Housewife. The stories

printed iii The Housewife are extremely interesting and teem
with Good Cheer.

On receipt of only 25 cents, vve will send The House-
wife all the rest of this year, together with The latest

BRIGGS’ STAMPING OUTFIT
This is the easiest method for stamping. You

place the pattern face down on the material to be
stamped, place a hot iron for an instant on the back of
the pattern, and it instantly transfers the design to
the material. These patterns will transfer on any ma-
ternal. Our Stamping Outfit contains the following
list of Briggs’ Transfer Patterns: Shirt Waist Set for
French or Eyelet Embroidery, consisting of whole
front (see ilUisSmtiou) with collar and cuffs to match;
Three yards of Scallop Border; Two Mannish Collars

for French and Wallachian Embroidery; French and
Eyelet Hat to match the waist; Two Belt designs for

French and Wallachian. sachet (French) Baby's bib,

Chemise (French). Corner for Pillow; Work Bag( Eye-
let), Yoke (French), Hand Bag (Wallachian), Pin
Cushion (Eyelet), Bow Knot; Basket of Flowers; Spray
of Clover, Spray of Holly, Spray of Poppy, Spray of

Strawberries, Spray of Violet, Spray of Bose, Spray of

Chrysanthemum, Spray of Pansy. Spray of Forget-me-
nots, Spray of Wild Rose, Spray of Buttercups, Spray
of Daisy, etc.

With the outfit we send free a little book showing
Illustrated directions for doing all the latest Embroid-
ery, showing also the popular stitches, etc., etc.

We will send the Briggs’ StampingOutfitasabove
described, together with The Housewife all the rest

of this year for only 35 cents.

The Housewife is carefully edited, artraetlrely illustrated, eoelosed in heautlfni colored eorers. and earh number eoi

prise* from 20 to 3(1 paces. The trial subscription rives yon more than 150 large pages of reading matter ol the best quality-

tor n trilling sum, and the amount cannot he used for a better purpose. Remit by P. 0. order or in postage stamps. Addi

'V

THE HOUSEWIFE 52 Duane Street, New York
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Non»Flowering Cactus. “Will you
please tell me why my Christmas Cactus
does not bloom. It hasn’t blossomed for

two years.”—M. C.
The above inquiry is ideal, in a way.

It is a fair sample of the questions which
ask for information without giving any.
I suppose it never occurred to the writer
that I ought to know something about
the treatment that has been given the
plant in order to form an opinion as to
its behavior. If questioners would tell

how they have cared for their plants it

might make it easy for us to diagnose
the case very accurately, but, lacking
this information, we can only make gen-
eral suggestions which may, or may not,
fit the case. In answer to the above
query I can only say that the Cactus does
not require much water, except while
making growth,—and not much then,—

•

and that it should be given full sunshine,
and kept on the dry side while dormant.
Treated in this way, and given a rather
sandy soil, most varieties will do well.
Non=Flowering Rose. “I have a two-

year old American Beauty Rose. Have
worked two years with it, and never had
a blossom. Can you tell me why? Have
taken good care of it.”—-Mrs. S. M. P.

If the plant has had good care, it ought
to have blossomed. I would like to
know what sort of care was given it be-
fore giving any opinion.
A Batch of Questions. 1st. “I have

what I call a Sea Onion. Is there another
name for it? 2nd. Why did my Pansies
not bloom last year? They had rich soil

and plenty of water. 3rd. My Calla has
never blossomed. It grows well. 4th.

When should Candytuft be planted?
5th. Name price of a good Tuberose bulb.
6th. Please tell me how and when to
grow Nasturtiums. 7th. Give me some
information of growth and character of
Cosmos, Columbine, Sweet Allyssum,
Marigold, Bachelor Button and Gilly
flower. Which of these are grown from
seed?”—L. D.

1st. The proper name is Squill. 2nd.
I can’t say. 3rd. Perhaps your Calla
fails to bloom because you keep it grow-
ing the year, round. I would advise
putting the plant out of doors this
summer, and letting it get so dry that its

leaves die off. Repot in fall in rich
soil, and it may give flowers the coming
winter. 4th. In May. 5th. About 5
cents. 6th. Plant in May, in soil of only
moderate richnss. A very rich soil will
result in a great growth of vines and few
flowers. 7th. Read your catalogues.
They will tell you all about these plants,
all of which can be grown from seed.
Lemon Tree. “I have a Lemon grown

from seed. The plant is nearly three
feet tall, and about six years old. It does
not bloom. When ought it to do so?”—
Mrs. M. J. R.
Seedling Lemons seldom bloom or

bear fruit under ordinary window-garden
culture. Perhaps your plant might do so
if you were to have it grafted from a
bearing plant.

Oleander. “What is the proper way to

grow the Oleander?”—Mrs. R,
Give this plant a soil of rich, sandy

loam. Water it freely while growing
and flowering. In fall it can be stored
in the cellar, where it should be kept

quite dry. Young plants are grown by
taking cuttings of half-ripened wood,
about five inches long and putting them
into a vial of rain-water. Hang the vial
in the window where the sun can strike
the base of the cutting, but not the top
of it, and add water from lime to time,
as evaporation takes place. In a month
or six weeks roots will appear at the base.
When these have grown to be an inch
long, crumble ear t li into the bottle until
it is about half full, letting it settle
among the tender roots at the bottom.
When new leaves are put forth by the
plant, break the bottle, lift out the plant,
without disturbing the roots, if possible,
and put it in a pot of rich soil. If you
want it to grow in tree form, train it to
one straight stalk until it reaches the
height where you want the head to be,
then nip off the top of it and force it to
branch. If you prefer a shrubby speci-
men, do your nipping while the plant is

small, thus causing it tosend out branches
near its base.

Bulbs after Blooming. “How should
I treat Paper White Narcissus after bloom-
ing in pots? Also Hyacinth. G. E. C.

I would advise throwing the bulbs
away. They seldom bloom a second
time after having been forced in the
house. Of course, they may bloom again,
but you can’t depend on their doing so.
It is always advisable to procure fresh
bulbs each season.

Primroses. “What can be done to
make Primroses bloom? I have several,
grown from seed. They are healthy,
thrifty plants, but do not show any signs
of blossoming. The seed was planted
last spring.”—Mrs. J. A. K.

Chinese Primroses.—and their near
relative Primula Abconica—ought to
bloom in winter from plants grown from
seed the spring before. I do not under-
stand why your plants did not do so.

Possibly you gave them too rich a soil.

If they were not strong and healthy
plants, I would take it for granted that
conditions were unfavorable. But they
would not be such plants as you describe
if unfavorable conditions existed. Be
patient, and later on they may reward
you with flowers.

Ladies’ Suits to Order

5*922
Direct from the

Canad i an
Mills ® Suit Co.
Why pay *15.00 to *35.00 for

’’United States” (roods NOT
as good wool, NOT as welt
woven. NOT as thoroughly
shrunk as the cloth from
which you can have a suit
man-tailored In the latest
City Style and from the best
and newest materials by us.

Ladies’ Man-Tailored

Suits $9.85
You do not pay one cent

of duty and only one
very small profit. We
guarantee to dress you In
the latest city style, fit you
perfectly and save you
money, or to refund your
money in full.

To get this Special Sale Price of $9.85 you
must write at once for Samples, Fashion Plates,
Tape Measure and Order Blanks—all Free.

Canadian Mills and Suit Company
U. S. Office, 106 N. Carpenter St., Chicago.

LADIES BE BEAUTIFUL
To introduce our ce’.ebaated Toilet Articles, we make

the following liberal offer :

1 box Alvorine Face Powder .... 25
1 “ “ Hair Fluff and Dry Shampoo . 25
1 jar (your ’choice of) Alvorine Cold Cream

(gTeaseless) or Massage Cream ... 50
1 jar Alvorine Deodorant Cream (destroys all

odors of perspiration) . . . .25
Actual value SI 35

W e will send above articles to any address for one
dollar postpaid. Wc will send any one article at reg-

ular price postpaid. Our goods are the finest made
We guarantee them pure and harmless, surpassing the
highest priced imported articles. Money refunded if

not satisfactory.

ALVORD OPAQUE CO., Mfrs., Buffalo, N. Y.

postcards :

I ford White; taken direct froi

OF THE BEAUTIFUL EVELYN
1 The famous •Artists’ "

. J’ 1’ ’.'J
Model, posed by Stan- NFS BIT

; from photos. 16 different B

poses and cosrumes, suoh as: Girlhood, Sweet Sliteen.The TUA
Lily, The Butterfly, Ready for Misohlef, The Stage Baby , Artists’

Model—3 poses, Floradora Beauty, At Fate’s Doorway, The Bride, etc. These
Post Cards are now all the eraze. Printed on fine cardboard in colors,

ready for mailing. We send 16 all different with a PRIZE COUPON and
big Catalog for CE NTS? 3 sets 25e. Don’t miss these. Address

STAR CO., dept. E, DES MOINES, IOWA.

IF DOCTORS HAVE FAIT/ED YOU
try Vitae-Ore and see what it will do. It has cured
many after the doctors had used all the ordinary
medicines. Test it withont risk according to the offer
on page 2 of this paper.

Do You Know
There is no month more favorable to the setting out of plants in the open ground
than during June? And why not? Is it not the month of Roses? The very best
results come from June planting. We do all our planting out this month

—

and we
aim to achieve the greatest possible success.

We are confident there are a great number of Vick’s readers who would like to
have a flower garden this year, and if they will set aside all fears as to the season
being too far advanced and take advantage of this wonderful offer their yards and
gardens this year will be a source of keenest pleasure to them and the envy of
their less fortunate neighbors to whose attention this great offer may not come.

Dingcc’s Great June Collection
2§ Roses, Geraniums and Other Plants Postpaid for $1

FOR $1 we will send postpaid by mail to any Post Office in the U. S.,

and guarantee safe delivery, twenty-five (25) strong, healthy DINGEE
PLANTS, all sure to grow and bloom this year. The collection will

comprise 10 choicest hardy, ever-blooming Roses, including the greatest
and most sensational new pink Hybrid Tea Rose of recent introduction

—

QUEEN BEATRICE, the original stock of which is said to have cost
$30,000. This magnificent Rose, producing its gorgeous flowers in amaz-
ing profusion is alone worth the price of the entire collection. There will

also be included besides 15 high grade miscellaneous plants such as
Fuchsias, Geraniums, Guava, Ageratums, Vincas, Swainsonia,
Begonias, Hibiscus, Lantanas, Asparagus Sprengeri and Plu=
mosus, Genista, Ferns and many other of the choicest plants in

existence.

Take our word for it—and it has nearly sixty years of an honorable business
reputation back of it—we will send you the greatest dollar’s worth of plants ever
sent out.

THE REASON why this offer is made is that we have the stock in large quan-
tities

;
rather than carry it over until next year we will sell it far below the cost of

production. We need the room—our loss is your gain.

Order To-day

—

A dollar bill—we will be responsible for its safety

—

will bring the June Collection, fresh and green, ready for garden, yard or
house culture. This offer will appear but once. Free for the asking
OUR NEW GUIDE TO ROSE CULTURE FOR 1908, The Leading
Rose Catalogue of America.

The Dingee & Conard Co., West Grove, Pa.

The Leading Rose Growers ol America.

The Sensational New Pink Hybrid Tea Rose, Queen Beatrice.

Established 1850, 70 Greenhouses.
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JUMBO SQUAB BREEDERS
are largest and fastest Breeders. Money
mul-trs everywhere. If you wish to be
successful start with our “JUMBO
HOMERS,” every pair of which is guar-
anteed mated and banded, not over 2 years
old and ready to go breeding at once.
Send 4 cents in stamps for our large Illus-

trated Book “How to Make Money with Squabs.”
PROVIDENCE SQUAB CO„

772 HOPE STREET, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

JUNE

Baby Chicks
We ship thousands each sea-

son. Write us now. Stamp
for prices and testimonials.

Box 14, Freeport Hatchery, Freeport, Mich.

I Var’s. 3200 Birds to offer, consisting of
_ Jail Breed, Foultry and Eggs, Dogs,

|

Ferrets. Plgeons(Homers), Angora Goats,
Belgian Hares, etc., all described and in-
formation in colored 60 Page Book and
store at your Door 10c. List Free.

J.A.BERGEY, Box L. Telford, Pa.

Pedigreed Scotch Collies
The Scotch Collie Is the ideal dog. Strong, wise and

watchful, wonderfully intelligent, he is beyond ques-
tion the most useful as well as the most handsome dog
for the home.
We believe our strain of dogs is not excelled by any

kennel iu the country, either in breeding or marking.
None but Pedigreed Puppies sold which are entitled
to registry in the American Kennel Club Stud Book .

Full and authentic pedigree sent with each puppy.
Write us for prices and further particulars.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
West Grove, Penn.

True White Poultry Yards
OFFER FOR SALE
A five month’s old Tricolor

Scotch Collie Bitch well
bred and marked and excep-
tionally promising. Price
$35.00. Many other Scotch
Collies of Highest Quality
and breeding for sale.

A White Wyandotte Male
—bred May 1907, exceeding-
ly active and one of the very
best birds I have seen.

Price $30.00 White Wyandotte hens and pullets
Irom $1.00 up. Males from$3.00up. Eggs after
June 1st $2.00 per 15.
Young and old Racing Homers $4.00 per pair-

full pedigree. Squab=breeders $1.00 per pair—
Best Pigeon Perch 10c each, $1.00 per dozen.
Address all correspondence.

CARL G. LOEBER, 1715-1717 Walnut St*, Milwaukee, Wis.

Homers for squab breeding; mated birds: prolific breeders,
r ree illustrated catalogue. Missouri Squab Co., St. Louis.

45 VARIETIES BEST POULTRY. Fine
large poultry Book 10c. Stock and eggs cheap. Price
list free. John E. Heatwole, Harrisonburg, Va.

BIG POST CARD C O P If you send
CATALOGUE . . . K C Cr 2-cent stamp.
Fine sample assortment view cards ten cents. No
trash; all colored. LA FRANCE COMPANY,
Dept* 4, Bridgeport, Conn.

DR. THORNBER S

HERB RENOVATOR
Cures all diseases of the Stomach, Kidneys and
Liver. 6-month treatment $1.00 by mail.'
J. D. CREEDEN, . Wilmington, Ohio.

^GINSENG!
Pure American, Northern grown. Seeds and plants

for sale. Write us for booklet.
COBlRN BROS., Perry, Shiawassee County, Michigan.

ruRPET SWEEPERS. The BIssell Ideal have all the latest
improvements—Oyco Bearings, Anti-Baveler, etc,

Complete in every detail, price $3.00. Guaranteed to give
satisfaction. Enclose a rea stamp for our free catalogue
ana 25 needles. Kirk Supply Co., Dept. B, Youngstown, Ohio.

^ Latest assorted Comic Cards 10c. (Bushels
of Fun). M. Hess, 213 Randolph, Chicago.

“Nika-Capatti-Ton-O-Oonon”

(Baffle all evil, 0 ! Rising Shi)

An exact reproduction of the Lucky Star
of the Ancient Egyptians. Used by them
to ward off evil and protect the household.
Fastened on the porch, steps or window it

makes an unique and novel ornament and
indicates the points of the compass. How
few people know just how their house
stands in this respect. Do you?
The Star is made ol burnished brass and

fastenings furnished. With each Star we
give a reliable pocket compass by means
of which the Star may be correctly placed.
The compass is itself worth the price asked
and is an article that no one should be
without. Full directions and history of the
Star with each set. Price 50c by mail pre-
paid. Money refunded if you want it.

Agents are making big money handling
this latest novelty. Write for special terms.

A. H. FORD
Mutu&l Life Bldg'., Philadelphia

With the Publishers
('Continued from page 1)

business, industrial, and professional
life, showing what women are doing for
the advancement of the common good,
and by so doing promoting their own
individual welfare, both financially and
otherwise.
In many thousands of homes are to be

found women and children who would be
glad to devote some of their time to some
line of congenial activity which would
result in adding materially to the family
income, or in securing for those thus
engaged more of that much-sought-for
possession, a sufficiency of “pin money.”

In this issue will be several practical
articles and also several interesting stories
showing how this problem may be
solved. The editor will be glad to re-
ceive letters from subscribers to the maga-
zine describing different ways in which
the writers have successfully engaged in
different kinds of home work, and have
thereby added materially to their income.
Such of these as prove to be of real value
will be published in this number of the
magazine., Articles for this department
of the September number should not ex-
ceed two hundred words. The editor’s
desire is to make this department a sort
of an “experience meeting” on this
important subject. What you have done
with success others may do with equal
or greater success

;
so also what others

have done you may be able to do, and
even with greater success.

MR. EDWIN MAKKHAM
America’s greatest living poet, Edwin

Markham, will contribute to the Sep-
tember number of the magazine an
article which will be peculiarly appro-
priate to a Woman’s Worth and Work
issue. This will be entitled; “Give
Her of the Fruit of Her Hands.”
Though this production is not in the
form of verse, it is a veritable prose
poem, a most beautiful tribute to the
worth of woman, and eloquently de-
mands for her the rightful fruitage and
reward of her own industry and toil.

No truly progressive woman in the land
should fail to secure Vick’s Magazine,
and thereby favor herself with an oppor-
tunity to read and study this classic plea
for the sacred rights and privileges of
womanhood.

LATER AUTUMN NUMBERS
Though the sequence in which they

will follow has not yet been definitely
decided, the three numbers following
that for September, as now planned,
will have as their principal themes sub-
jects as follows: Wellfare Work in Rail-
roading, The Enjoyable Farm Home,
and The Alaska Pacific-Yukon Exposi-
tion and Country. The leading article
of the “Enjoyable Farm Home” number
will be a charming delineation of that
ever engaging Bible character “Ruth,”
written by Miss Clara Morris, so well
known to fame as one who has delighted
two generations of art lovers; one,
through her wonderfully successful char-
acter portrayals on the dramatic stage,
and the other, through her equally suc-
cessful life and character portrayals with
the pen.

VICK’S AND THE GOOD ROADS
CAUSE

The active and effective interest taken
by Vick’s Magazine in the cause of
Good Roads has already attracted the
attention of the leading Good Roads
advocates throughout the country. The
editor is in receipt almost every day of
letters from men of this class expressing
unqualified commendation and apprecia-
tion of what this magazine is doing to
foster a strong and aggressive sentiment
in favor of an early and wide spread
improvement of the public highways of
the United States. As an evidence of
this appreciation, the editor of this
magazine has been invited not only to
address the Good Roads Congress to

meet in Chicago, June 15, but also to
become one of the founding directors of
National Good Roads Congress. Other
members of this board, are Hon. Arthur
C. Jackson. President; Mr. H. H. Gross,
an expert in the Office of Public Roads,
Washington, D. C., Secretary

;
Hon.

Martin Dodge, former Director of the
Office of Public Roads, Washington, D.
C., Treasurer; Mr. Frank G. Soule, a

prominent business man of Chicago

;

Mr. F. C. Donald, President of the
Chicago Motor Club, Chairman of the
Central Passenger Association, and one of
the most popular and best known rail-

road men in the country; Ex-Gov. N. J.
Batchelder of New Hampshire, Master
of the National Grange

; Congressman
George Pearre of Maryland, and Congress-
man Wm. Sulzer of New York. This
organization purposes making from now
on a constant, persistent, and aggressive
nation-wide campaign for the buidling
and extending of better highways in
every state, territory, and island posses-
ison over which floats the Stars and
Stripes.

This publication will take pleasure
from time to time in keeping its readers
posted as to the progress of this splendid
movement in which all of its readers,
old and young, women as well as men,
have a deep and abiding interest.
We know that many of our readers

wish to become members of this organi-
zation and have therefore made arrange-
ments with the officers of the Congress
to issue membership certificates to every
one who sends us $2.00 for a Four Year
subscription to Vick’s Magazine. In
addition to receiving big value for the
$2.00, each one accepting this offer has
the satisfaction of aiding one of the
very best causes in which a public
spirited citizen can become interested.

Prize Contest Announcement
Rev. Geo. L. Story, South Burlington,

Vermont, has been declared winner of
the prize—a $10 gold piece—which we
offered in our April number to the per-
son who would select the most attractive
advertisement in that number and give
his or her reasons w'hy in not more than
twenty-five words. The following is a
copy of Rev. Story’s letter including the
reasons for his selection.

Prize Editor Vick’s Magazine,
Dansville, N. Y.
Referring to proposition page 20, April

number of Vick’s Magazine, would reply
as follows:

Barring Vick’s advertisement, second
cover page, which I think, in justice to
outside advertisers, should not enter con-
test, I make selection of “The Home
Herald” advertisement found on page 11,

for the following reasons :

(a) Uniqueness,
Commanding attention by

(b) Skillful use of type,
(c) Proportionate spacing,
(d) Comprehensive paragraphing,
(e) Interesting reading matter

;
not

misleading,
(f) From start to finish tersely stated,

(g) Requiring action.

Yours truly.

(Rev.) Geo. L. Story,
South Burlington, Vt.

We agree with Rev. Story that in fair-

ness to outside advertisers our own ad-
vertisement on the second cover page
should not be considered in the contest.

We have taken this into consideration in
awarding the prize.

Contest Committee.

I REMOVED MY

FRECKLES
I will show you how to remove yours

FREE
For years I tried
every known rem-
edy without suc-
cess. Skin special-
ists and doctors
said I would take
them to the grave.
I fooled them all.

I cured myself by
a simple discovery-.
I will send you the
prescription free if
you will write for it.

It took off my
freckles and the freckles of thousands of others.
It will remove j-ours. It will clear the worst
complexion. Write today.

MRS. E. C. WHITE, P. 0. Box 746, Dept. 5, Buffalo, N. Y.

Vick’s three years Only One Dollar

\CMtf
1

\ -

DAILY SERVICE
BETWEEN

DETROIT -BUFFALO
The D. & B. Line steamers leave

Detroit week days at 5:00 p. m.,
Sundays at LOO p. m. (central time)
and from Buffalo daily at 5:30 p.
m. (eastern time) reaching their
destination the next morning.
Direct connections with early
morning trains. Superior
service and lowest rates be-
tween eastern and western
states.

RAIL TICKETS AVAIL-

ABLE ON STEAMERS
Ail classes of tickets sold

reading via Michigan Central,
Wabash and Grand Trunk railways
between Detroit and Buffalo in
either direction will be accepted for
transportation on D. & B. Lina
Steamers,

Send two cent stamp for illustrated
pamphlet and Map of Great Lakes.

Address, L. G. Lewis, G. P. A., Detroit, Mich*

Detroit & Buffalo Steamboat Co.
Philip h. mcmillan, vice-pres. a. a. schantz, gen. mgr.^

FRE E TO LA DIES
5,000 “Polar Star” Ice Cream Freezers to

be Given Away—You Can
Have One.

The Polar Star Ice Cream Freezer is a wonder
it’s the quickest freezer for it freezes the crean

in five minutes.
Its the cleanest for it is all steel—no woode

bucket to become water soaked and rotten.
It is the most sanitary.
It is the simplest for there are no cogs to brea
Its the lighest freezer made, and the easiest

keep clean.
It holds two quarts, enough for 12 people.
It requires little ice. and is exceptionally fin

for freezing custards, ices, sherbets, etc.
it is guaranteed and is “worth its weight

gold.”
I will give you one of these freezers for a lit

pleasant work. Thousands of ladies have dc
this work, it is so easy you will be surpris
Write to-day for full particulars.
A. M. Piper, 104 Popular Bldg., Des Moines, low

NOTICE EVERYBODY^ipe
to \M oman and Child given free. Send a self-addn

stamped envelope.
II. M. ENDERS, Lynch, Nebr

FACE IMASH SWffii
to remove x

tan, freckles, pimples, blackheads. Prevents ..

kies, oiliness and aging of the skin. Makes its
white and beautiful. Bv mail 25c. Agents wantf

MRS. C. S.' BRADLEY,
A 1921 W estern Avenue. Minneapolis* Min

AGENTS, DON’T HESITATE;
show you how to make $25 every day in the week; a
invention, everybody wants one; just hand them out a
collect your money; free samples and catalogue.
BRiHlJl COMPANY, 958 Cincinnati, (

Tell a Friend About It

If you have neighbors who are ailing In any way, sb
them the Vitse-Ore advertisement on page 2 "of t

paper. They can try it without a penny risk and

}

will be doing them a big favor when it helps them.

SHEET MUSIC
- at wholesale, postpaid,

oonlight Mary Darling. I Miss
Latest popular hits
When its Moonlight .
You like_Roses Miss the Bain* Dolly Dear.
Empire Express* Girl Who Threw Me Down,

s 2 copies 25<
Smartv, When Spring Brines the Roses. I'm Waiting for Summertime and You. Land of Buffalo, Let or (

Summer Time. Miss Dixie- Moonlight on the Prairie, Triumphant Banner, Tournament march. When You I
Her and She Loves You, and others- Ordor now or send for eat. Korlh Shore ansic Co., Eii. 2*2. Huntington, IX,
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Be Independent!
INSIST ON YOUR BIRTHRIGHT
Demand YOUR share of Ameri-
ca’s Virgin Soil—Every man is

entitled to it, no matter whether
he wants to live on the land or not
Men and women9 fathers, wives and mothers—do you want
financial independence?—Prosperity! —Protection for your old age!—
an income ASSURED for yourselves, your children and your
children’s children?

THEN READ THIS—See how you can put your savings (without
money down) into the most wonderful profit-bringing proposition
in the world—and safer than the safest national bank. Learn how,
without capital, just the savings bank plan, you can become a LAND
OWNER—owner of a farm in America’s most promising soil.

SO WRITE TODAY— for the free book which explains this offer.

TEXAS PANHANDLE
NOW OPEN!

Open to Settlers — Open to Investors

And you do not have to homestead this land
,

you do not have to live on it
,
nor even place

your foot upon it to own it.

The stupendously rich virgin soil of the Pan-
handle, the vast ranges, are now being cut into

farms
;
towns are springing up ; thousands of

miles of railroad are projected. The iand (still

to be had at the ground floor price) is on the eve
of perhaps the greatest and most phenomenal rise

in land values the country has ever seen.

$8.00 a Month
Clinches a Panhandle farm—guaranteed
absolutely choice soil

;
no stumps, ‘no rocks, no

sand, all tight, level, chocolate loam soil, need-

ing only the plow to convert it tomorrow into a

profit making farm. $8.00 a month—abso-

lutely on the savings bank plan—no interest, no
taxes, no recording fees, no brokerage

—

not one
cent down, just your $8.00 a month—and the

ground floor price on every acre.

No MoneyDown
Then $8.00 a month
will make you a land-

owner in the wonder-
ful virgin soil of Tex-
as. No interest, no
taxes, no brokerage.
You do not have to

homestead the land
to get a clear title.

SPECIAL

OFFER TO

READERS OF

VICKS

MAGAZINE

Beats Any Bank!
Just think how people pinch themselves to save

their pennies, to put them in the bank for 3%
or 4% interest, and even then, sometimes, the
banker takes the money—and the bank fails.

Compare this with the golden opportunity of
securing immense profits on your own land,
which is rising

, rising, RISING in value.

Geo. K. Holmes, Chief of the Division of Foreign Mar-
kets, Department of Agriculture,- Washington, D. C., says:
“There is no bank that is more sure and safe than a farm.”
If you own land your credit is established anywhere and
everywhere.

And when you can get such a farm on virgin
soil, a land where settlers are pouring in by the
hundred thousands, where railroads are projecting
vast enterprises, just think what that golden op-
portunity means to you ! To you right now

!

JJt£ Rock Island Ry.
Wants Thiese Lands Settled

The main line of the Rock Island Railway runs right through the Panhandle land.
While the railway is not selling these lands which are offered by Immigration Agent Nolen, you
can readily see how important it is to the railway to see this country bought up by settlers or
by investors who own small tracts and who either expect to settle there later themselves or /
will sell to settlers. Never^ before have such remarkably easy terms /
been made to small investors, and the ground floor prices /
besides, even to the smallest buyers. Now is the f

'

get the very, very choicest tracts.

Write For Free Book
Ok Texas Parahiandle^ijp^

PA

' ? rPjt

“in-

formation on land values.

$8.00 a month terms without a cent of capital down,
your opportunity.

This valuable book tells you about the Panhandle, tells you how farms in
Oklahoma, just across the state line, were opened to'the public and rose .

in a few years to thrice, fourfold, yes, fivefold their purchase price. / Y he
This book describes the soil, the climate, the towns, the railroad y
activities of northern Texas and gives accurate, authoritative in-

\fl

The book also explains how and why the choicest farms are now being offered on S’ ' '

Everybody can afford to save $8.00 a month. Now is

/
X,

- ^ ^

EDWARD M. NOLEN,
Immigration Agent, 1171 First
Nat*I Bank Bldg., CHICAGO, ILL

.

. or

/ FREE—A capy of the Southwest Trail, a magazine published by the

Rock Island Ry. and telling about the wonderful opportunities in the

southwest
,
sentfree when you r^nd your name and address.
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CAN
BE

At Home With My Mild Com-
bination Treatment. It is not
New Remedy; It Has Ex-

perience of Years Back of It.

I have spent my entire professional life in the treat-
ment of Cancer. I have so perfected my Mild Combina-
tion Treatment that I can furnish to any sufferer positive
proof and scores of testimonials showing- that my treat-
ment quickly destroys the cancerous growth, and at the
same time eliminates the poison from the system, thus
preventing a return of the deadly disease.

My Mild Combination Treatment has cured scores
of cases where all other methods which had been
used failed. This is especially gratifying when it is
known that Cancer is increasing at an alarming rate,
the disease having quadrupled itself in the last forty
years, statistics showing that it alone causes thousands
of deaths yearly in the
ful disease, and

DR. O. A. JOHNSONnited States. Cancer is a 4read

THERE IS NOTHING MORE CERTAIN
than that if a single cell of the disease remains after treatment it will soon re-
appear and effect the new surrounding tissues. There must be complete
eradication of every diseased cancer cell. By my Mild Combination Treatment,
which has worked wonders in many cases thought to be incurable, the entire cancer
has been destroyed, and the necessity for a painful or dangerous operation avoided.

IT WILL COST NOTHING
to secure my professional opinion, the length of time required to effect a cure, and
whether it would be necessary to visit Kansas City and obtain my personal attention
and personal treatment. I have a large number of testimonials from grateful persons
who have been restored to health through using my Mild Combination Treatment
among whom are the following:

CURED OF CANCER OE BREAST IN IO
WEEKS

I feel it my duty to tell others of your
yjga&L- wonderful success. I had a cancer

the size of a half-dollar, for three
Ijf GjatW years - After consulting two ladies

and one man in our town, whom you
\ had cured, I lost no time in patting

,P-JM myself under your treatment. Iam,TWv after ten week's treatment, cured
1 *>—

• aQ(i in the best of health.
MRS. E. L. WOOD, PERRY, IA.

CANCER OF BREAST, FOUR YEARS
STANDING, CURED IN A FEW WEEKS

I inform you, with great pleasure
that I am now cured of a very bad

w Ja Cancer in the Breast of four years
» standing. Four doctors, two of them
w hfej specialists, gave me no relief and I

\_2Sir was badly disheartened. I tried your
^^^ijte^Mild Combination Treatment and it
‘-i*agPf*^did what you claim. I know you can

cure cancer for you cured my mother also.
Mrs. C, W. Smith, Yates Center, Kan.

CANCER OF THE LOWER LIP CURED
IN A FEW DAYS

I suffered two years from caDoer of ff a.

lower lip. Tried everything. You V
cured me. I was discouraged for a 6
long time, but when you cured Mt. V
Donnell, our postmaster, I decided
you oould cure me. You undoubt-
edly know your business. My ad-
vice to sufferers is to not wait, but
commence your treatment at once.

J.M. RATHMEL. Waverly, Kans.

CANCER ON SIDE OF JAW LARGE AS A
DOLLAR CURED IN 3 WEEKS .r®^,
I write to let you know that the Can-

/ Sk
cer whlcn you treated for three weeks
beginning April 26, 1906, Is entirely
cured. I am much pleased with the r\.
success of your treatment and want
to say to all suffering with cancer not A//'
to be discouraged buttry Dr. Johnson '1/7
and be cured. M. MYERS.

621 N. Kansas Ave., Topeka, Kani.

YAII A All DC AIIDCn AT IIAliC I nave so perfected my Mild Combination Treat-
I UU UHn DC llUnCII HI ilUmC ment that patients may use it at their home with
praetieally as good results as though i t were applied at my offices. I will gi adly furnish to every suf-
ferer positive and indisputable proof that my treatment does cure Cancer. I will furnish ample
evidence of my Integrity, honesty, financial and professional ability. No matter how serious your
case may be—no matter how many operations you have had—no matter what treatment you have tried
—write for my book, “Cancer and Its Cure.” It wlllcost you nothing and will tell you how you can be
cured at home. Address,

DR. JOHNSON REMEDY CO. *“^£5?,
Have you a friend suffering from Cancer?

Kansas City, Mo.Ave. Suite3I5
Do him a favor he’ll naver forget by sending him this ad.

The essence of many volumes put into a nutshell by Prof. J. A. Nichols, A. M., and H. H. Goodrich,
A. M. The biggest little book ever sold for the money, considering practical worth and durability. 1001
practical facts and figures for every day life, specially arranged and systemized for The Busy Man.

The following is the Table of Con-

tents in part, which speaks for itself.

The Hows of Business.
Success, How won.
Notes, How to write, collect, transfer, etc.

Receipts, Different forms.
Orders, How to write.
Due Bills, How to write.
Checks, How to write, present and endorse.
Drafts. Hints and helps on writing different

forms.
Bills of Exchange.
Banks, How to do business with.
Papers, How to transfer.
Debt, How to demand payment.
Change, How to make quickly.
Wealth, How to obtain.
Money, How to send by mail.
Difficulties, How to settle by arbitration.
Arbitration.
Agents, How to do business with.
Power of Attorney.
Debts, How to collect.

Points of Law and Legal Forms.
Affidavits, Agreements, Contracts, How

to write, etc. Sale of Property, Law govern,
ing. Bill of Sale. Landlord and Tenant
Leases. Deeds, How to write. Deeds. Mort
gages. Bail Bonds. License. Copyrights
Mechanic’s Lien. Wills. Laws and Forms
Guaranties.

The Busy Man’s Digest of Laws.
Comprising 18 departments.

Practical information for Busy Men
Comprising 13 departments.

The Busy Man’s Digest of Facts.
Comprising 6 departments.

Computations at Sight.
Comprising 2S departments.

It should be in every home; once there, you will refer to it many times each day and it will save
you many dollars in expenses within one year. Order at once.

Clearly printed on Super-Calendered Paper; neatly and durably bound in cloth; Litho end Sheets;
over 100 apt illustrations; 256 Pages.

OVER 10,000 SOLD
QDCf'IAT flCCCji We will mail one copy of Busy Man’s Friend and Eft PEWTCdrtclftl, urrcn a fuR year’s subscription to Vick’s FOR ONLY vlililo
plus 6c for postage, or we will mail this book free to any one who will send us Two six months’
trial subscriptions at 23 cents each. The Busy Man’s Friend is necessary in every home whether
in the village or country.

,VICK S MAGAZINE CO., - DANSVILLE, N. Y,.

Were the census enumerator to make
a careful investigation, he would doubt-
less find that July and August are great
months for the coming of the stork. This

Diagram B

Diagram A

fact, taken together with the other one
that but little embroidery work is done
during the summer months, constrains
the writer this month to give special at-

tention to the little strangers who make
their entrance into the world during the
gladsome summer time.

Naturally, one would not expect to find
much change in the making of infant’s
wear, and this undoubtedly is true as re-

gards mere style, but
of recent years hy-
gienic methods
touching upon the
comfort and health
of the child have been
given more consid-
eration than elaborate
clothes.

Patterns for the
infant’s sets are easy
to secure from the
leading pattern con-
cerns, that include a dress, slip or night-
gown, a wrapper, a skirt and a pinning
blanket. Illustrations will be given of

the most desirable of these, and thus one
may gather from the experience of other
mothers suggestions that will prove of

great advantage.
The long, cumbersome garments for in-

fants have been discarded, and the three-

quarter or short lengths are now1 used.

The child is easier to handle and much
more comfort-
able, and the
1 a undrying,
which is an item
to be considered
whether this is

done by the
mother or ser-

vants, is not
such a burden.
As buttons and

buttonholes are

not desirable ex-
cept on the Diagram K
dresses, slips

and outer garments, it is usual to tie or pin.

Pinning Blanket

Diagram A show’s the body of one that

is tied with wide tapes. The body should
be cut from longs-cloth or cambric. The
edges may be bound or faced. Of these

two methods the former is preferred, but

it will be found most satisfactory to make
the body double. For this purpose twice
the quantity of material called

for in the pattern will be
necessary and two body por-

tions cut out. Join the shoulder

seams of each portion and press

open. Then lay the tw’O body
portions evenly together, the

shoulder seams of both tow’ard

the outside, and stitch around
the outer edge except at the

points at the edge and the space
between the notches that indi-

cate the part to be left open to

insert the upper edge of the

skirt or pinning blanket. After

being stitched, the two body
parts are turned to bring the

seams inside. The edges at

the pointed ends are turned in

and a piece of tape about three-

fourths of an inch slipped in

each opening and the edges
sewed down. The edges around
the waist are then pressed fiat

and stitched. Baste around

the armholes about one inch in from t

edge to keep the portions evenly togeth
Notch the raw edges, turn them
evenly, baste together and stitch by ms
chine and over-hand the folded edges fc

a neat finish. The opening at the sid

should be bound with tape.

The skirt to this garment is open i

front, the hems finished with a feathe

stitch. (Diagram B.)

Night Gown
Cut the front and back portions wit

the straight edge of the pattern on th

length W’ise fold of the material, whic
may be nainsook. The ordinary bisho
sleeve (Diagram II is generally used, br

the Vassar sleeve is growing in favc

with many mothers as there is no sleev

or armhole to bind the infant, and thi

style thus readily adjusts itself to th

rapidly growing child.

Finish the neck with a narrow strip

the material to form a casing, and pi

in a fine bobbin tape
;
or the goods ma

be gathered to a narrow band, and
button and buttonhole placed in same
However, unless the band is made large

it will soon be too tight. A lace edgin
is a softer finish than embroidery an
wears fully as well.

Dresses

The round yoke (Diagram K) is espec

ially favored for infant’s dresses becau?

it is very becoming and there is pient

of room across the chest to allow fc

growth. A dress made in this style

thus well adapted to the cutting dow
process in making short clothes. Th
finest quality of wash materials is use

for infant’s dresses, Persian, India

Victoria lawn, dimity, batiste, etc

These combined with dainty lace or em
broidery and fancy stitches give mo5

satisfactory results. Clusters of fine tuclc

with featherstitching between, are pleas

ing. Rolled an
whipped ruffle

edged w’ith lac

are very delicat

and attractive

Place the frof

and back portion

on the length
wise fold of th

goods, placin.

carefully an<

accurately
;

fol

low all direction

on the pattern

French seam
are used throughout the garment, and i

an inch tuck or several small tucks ar

made iu the upper portion of the sleeve

they can be taken out as extra length i

needed. For this purpose the sleev

should be cut longer than the patten

and the tucks put in after it has b

seamed.

Diagram I
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progressive Good Roads movement.
It is surely a matter of tremendous im-

port that, in the United States bad roads

are directly responsible for the loss of

over a billion dollars a year. The saving

of this stupendous sum constitutes an

economic question of very much greater

importance than tire tarriff or currency,
“hirty-four Governors have thus far

ned the call for the Congresses and
the time you go to press for your

June number, the mayors of one hundred
cities will appear thereon.

I am very much interested in the work
70U are doing in behalf of the Good
loads movement, and I hope you will

authorize me to add your name to the

call for the National Congress. You ask
me for a short statement of what one
thing in my judgment will be most ef-

fective in advancing the vastly important
:ause of Good Roads. In reply thereto,

! unhesitatingly say to j’ou, that in my
ipinion the one thing which would be
most effective would be the passage by
Congress of the Sulzer Bill, introduced

by Congressman Sulzer, of New York,
!dd several other Congressmen. As it is

short bill, and of such great importance
in this movement for Good Roads, I hope
you will publish it entire as my answer
0 your question. It is as follows:

A Bill. (16627) t° promote the construc-
tion of good roads and the efficiency

of the postal service in the States and
Territories of the United States.

- Be it enacted, etc., That upon the ap-
dication of the proper authorities repre-

senting any State or Territory of the
jnited States, the Secretary of the Treas-
ury shall loan to such State or Territory
:or the construction or improvement of

oost-roads within such State or Territory
liid outside the limits of any city or in-

corporated village the actual cost of such
construction or improvement: Provided

,

That the construction or improvement of

said post-roads shall be under the gen-
eral supervision of the Post Office Depart-
ment and according to specifications ap-
proved by it, and. the Postmaster-General
is hereby authorized and directed to
nake all needful rules and regulations
•elating thereto: Provided further, That
me twenty-fifth part of all money re-

ceived from the United States Govern-
rient under the provisions of this act
>ihall be each year returned to the Treas-

ury of the United States by the State or
Territory receiving the same, until the
whole amount received by such State or
Territory shall have been returned.
('.Sec. 2. That no interest shall be
iharged ' upon money loaned under the
provisions of this act when return to the
reasury is promptly made as provided for

iy. this act, but a 5 per cent per annum
hterest charge shall be added to all de-
erred payments. And the Secretary of
he Treasury is hereby authorized and di-
;ected to make all necessary arrange-
hents with the States and Territories
with respect to said loan.
‘ SEC. 3. That the President is directed
a cause to be laid before Congress, as
non as convenience will permit after the
:ommencement of each session, a state-

ment of all proceedings under this act.

‘Sec. 4. That this act shall take effect

mmediately.

Pulpit Talks
(Continued from fags 11)

nore time in parting his frizzled hair
n the middle of his silly head than he
kinks of the serious affairs of life.

Don’t marry a weak effeminate man,
—a “Dizzy’ ’ ora" Jane. ’

’ Marry a man,
)ne with both brain and brawn. Marry
Your equal, not beneath nor above you,
socially, intellectually, morally. Marry
1 man,—a pure minded, whole-hearted,
mlturea, Christian gentleman, one who
ipeaks reverently of the dear old mother
who bore him and toiled all her life for

a
;
who is never ashamed to kiss that

ther; who taiks with true respect of

itlier” and enters heartily into his
ns, making an honest effort to help
: and bear his cares and burden of toil

;

o respects his sisters and all other
men, and who seeks your love to the
and purpose that he and you in

py union may be the makers of earth’s

est semblance to heaven—a happy

Marry for love, a divine, a holy, a
heavenly love, deep and sweet and sacred
and pure,—a love not seen alone in the
beautiful face and superb figure, but a
love which is revealed in true soul-
beauty and rests securely upon an endur-
ing affinity of kindred spirits.

True love burns bright in courtship,
brighter in the honeymoon, and brightest
of all at the golden wedding. Love lasts.

Love that enraptures lad and lass of seven-
teen haloes with golden glory the hus-
band and wife of seventy.

Kindness to Animals
One of the surest evidences any person

can give of being a truly good man is

the showing of kindness to every living
creature,—to dumb animals as well as to

human beings. The poet, Cowper, thus
beautifully gives expression to the sen-
timents of many good people:—
“I would not enter on my list of friends,

Though graced with polished manners
and fine sense,

Yet wanting sensibility, the man
Who needlessly sets foot upon a worm.”

One summer evening a gentleman
passed under an electric arc light. On
the walk he noticed a huge beetle on its

back, vainly struggling to regain its feet.

The man passed on, but he could not
help thinking about the poor beetle. He
therefore retraced his steps, and turned
the hard-shelled bug over. The bug
could not express its thanks in words,
but it trudged off in a happy contented
way, that seemed to say, “ Thank you.”
Think you not the beetle’s benefactor
felt himself well repaid for this thought-
ful kindness to his much-mailed friend
of the insect world.

The world’s greatest benefactors have
ever been those who were not afraid of
being laughed at.

$5.00
PER. DAY TO CANVASSERS. WRITE
FOR PARTICULARS AT ONCE.
WOODS’ FI RllLESS COOKER
COOKS WITHOUT EIRE.

“A Wonderful FireleNM CooUMtove.”
Sold on an absolute guarantee. PRICE ONLY

$7,00. WE PAY THE FREIGHT. Every home ;j

customer. LOCAL SELLING AGENTS WANTED
EVERYWHERE.. Homer A. Woods Co., ill fr.,
HOI Majestic It'iililing, Indianapolis, Ind.

Experience Unnecessary
Hustlers can make big money selling our high
grade Household Specialties. Sell In every
home. Every sale brings repeat orders. Send
at once for free particulars.

THE LIVINGSTON MFG. CO.,
Dept. V, Dansville, N. Y.

Fireless Cooler
THF A T Combination Steam

Cookers, Bakers.

Greatest, most successful cooking in-
vention of the age. Cooks a complete

meal for from 2 to lopersonsover
one burner of any stove (including
electricity) with less luel than any
cooking device on the market,
No special preparation of food or
watching needed. Whistle Blows

when cooker needs more water,
Nutrition of bfood retained. Can-

- — not overdo, ,

Holds 12 to 18 quart jars in canning fruits and veg-
etables, $2.50 up. Write for catalogue now.

THE TOLEDO COOKER CO,, Desk 7, Toledo, O.
Agents Wanted. Exclusive Territory.

f* r\vr\ Pamf t r\
Having cured my corns and a

r Mil!! W.U* very bad bunion of several
years standing with Corn Paint, I recommend it to all

sufferers, Annie MacClement, Evansville, Ind.—Corn
Paint can be used at any time, gives instant relief with-
out inconvenience. No grease. 25 cents postpaid.
CORN PAINT CO., 1024 V-Powell Ave., Evansville, Indiana.

Business Opportunities—A book for those will-

ing to meet success half way. Price §1.00. Agents
wanted, Middleton Supply Co., Pewee Valley, Ky.

Don’t Delay Any Longer

If you suffer from any ailment, you should not allow
it to get a day older before you send for Vitje-Ore,

Give it a trial and a chance to cure you. as it has
thousands. Read the offer on page 2.

Dorean Hotel
(Brick Fireproof)

Ocean Front at Vermont Avenue

Atlantic City, N. J.
OPEN ALL YEAR

Gambol Room, Music, Ocean Front,

Refined Surroundings

Accommodations for 350 guests, ele-

gantly furnished, rooms and bath single
or en suite.

Dining rooms and sun parlors over-
looking ocean.

EXCELLENT CUISINE.

NEW GRILL A LA AMERICA.

Billiards, Shuffle Board, Etc. Music.

Write for literature.

E, E. MORALL, Prop.

32 Fine Post Cards Jpe
Don’t *ni88 tbla grand collection (no comics), California

Bathing Girls, Wild West Beenes, Cow Boys and Cow Girls,

Yellowstone Park and Mountain Beenes, Artists Models, Base

Ball, Pretty Girls, Animals, eto., ON FINE CARDBOARD
(no cheap trash) IN BEAUTIFUL COLORS. You’ll be

surprised and delighted. Just to IntlC^uoe, the complete eet

of 32 Bent for 10 GENTS; 3 eeta 25o. Address

STAR GO., DEPT. 26, DES MOINES, IOWA.

n rriVTTC BIG PROFIT for agreeable vacation

AvIIjIt! 1 13 work selling our wonderful rheuma-
tism cure. Send for information.

Monarch Drug Co., Bath, Maine, Dept. 65.

TO EVERY LADY

pis Being determined to earn a National Reputation as the most progressive house in

the U. S. and gain a wider distribution for our strictly pure, high-grade groceries, we
now offer ABSOLUTELY FREE a handsome, artistically floral decorated, full size

,
54-PIECE DINNER SET FOR THE SALE OF ONLY IS BOXES SOAP
of extra duality and finelyperfumed, givin g as premiums, with each box of7 large cakes,Baking Powder, Perfume, Talcum Powder, Tea - 1

snoons. Shears and Needles, (as per Plan 195) illustrated above. QUALITY as well as QUANTITY ,sin this offer, as we buym such large

lots we can give more good goods for less money than any other concern. OUR PLANS SELL AT SIGHT. One pleased customer brings an- l

other and with our othir Baking Powder, Tea, Coffee, Spice, Extract, Perfume and Soap Offers, you will get duplicate orders and

earn some of our many useful premiums such as Dinner Sets, Watches, Clocks, Silverware, Furniture, Graniteware, Violins, Guitars, Accor-

I We also pay large dash commissions. WE PREPAY FREIGHT ing plenty of time to examine and’deliver
j

i before paying us one cent. Remember, we repeat, positively no money required. OUKMETHODS ARE
,

•

SPJECIASj PREMIUM given if you send an order in 30 days. Satisfaction Guaranteed. Write for our FEEE complete Agent s Outfit.

£0“ We also give Beautiful Presents for appointing one or more agents to work for

Reference ;_Merchants National TME DBIDE" CAAII AA NOMCEWSE WE PROTECT YOU.
|

runt ruuu tiU., 235 W, Pearl, CINCINNATI, O-

caa safely recommend The Pure Pood Co. asbeing a thoroughly reliable and responsible firm.—EPIXOS.

TeT,
E
u
D
s.
NY°o“ The Most Biaunc Offer of theCeiturt SiK-SSS

Our Goods. Ever Made bvan Old Established House. .READ AND BE CONVINCED. and Premiums-
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Barrels of Air Burned as Fuel
New, Remarkable Stove-Ohloan’sIGreal Invention-Consumes 395 Barrels of Air to One Gallon of common Kerosene

oil, making oil-gas—the New Fuel that looks and burns like gas.

The Pink Brocade

Wood, Coal and oil all cost money. ONLY FREE FUEL IS AIR! Unlimited snnnlv nn « . , ,

poor alike. We can’t burn air alone but see here! Our wonderful stove
r

burns air and gas—verv little

^ and

principally air. Takes its fuel almost entirely from the atmosphere.
g

A miniature gas works-penny fuel for every family-save * to # on cost-save dirt and drudgery-no more coal or wood to carry-
ashes unknown—absolute safety. ^

SEE HOW SIMPLE! TURN A KNOB—TOUCH A MATCH—FIRE IS ON.
TURN AGAIN-FIRE IS OFF! THAT’S ALL.

Astonishing but true—time-tested—proven facts—circulars give startling detaUs—overwhelming evidence.

NO SUCH STOVE SOLD IN STORES — UNLIKE ANYTHING YOU’VE SEEN OR HEARD OF.

A genius of Cincinnati has invented a new,
scientific oil-gas generator that is proving a bless-
ing to women folks, enabling them to cook with
gas—relieving them of drudgery. Makes cooking
and housework a delight and at the same time
often saves % to % in cost of fuel.
How often have many of our lady readers re-

marked that they would give anything to get rid
of the drudgery of using the dirty coal and wood
stoves—also the smoky oil wick stoves and their
gasoline stoves which are so dangerous and liable
to cause explosions or fire at any time.
Well, that day has arrived and a fine substitute

has been discovered and every family can now
have gas fuel for cooking, baking and heating and
not have their kitchens a hot, fiery furnace in
summer, and be carrying coal and ashes—ruining
their looks and health.

Another tmporfant Feature

Thousands a Week
.
Upon calling at the factory we found that this

invention has caused a remarkable excitement all
over the U. S.—that the
factory is already rushed
with thousands of oi

'

and evidently the (
pany.’s represent-
atives and agents
are making big
profits as they
offer splendid in-
ducements.
As will be no-

ticed from the
engraving, this
OFL-GAS GEN-
ERATOR is en-
tirely different
from any other
stove — although SECTIONAL CUT OF GENERATOR
its construction is very simple—may be easily and
safely operated and is built on the latest scientific
principles, having no valves, which is a marked
improvement, as all valves are liable to leak,
carbonize, clog up or overflow.
By simply moving a knob the oil is automatically

fed to a small, steel burner bowl or retort where it
is instantly changed into gas, which is drawn up-
wards Detween two red hot perforated steel
chimneys, thoroughly mixed with air and con-
sumed, giving a bright blue flame—hottest gas fire,
similar in color and heating power to natural gas.
This invention has been fully protected in the

U. S. Patent Office and is known as the HARRISON
VALVELESS, WICKLESS, AUTOMATIC OIL-GAS
GENERATOR—the only one yet discovered that
consumes the carbon and by-products of the oil.
The extremely small amount of Kerosene Oil

that is needed to produce so large a volume of gas
makes it one of the most economical fuels on earth
and the reason for the great success of this Gen-
erator is based on the well known fact of the
enormous expansiveness of oil-gas when mixed
with oxygen or common air.

Oil-gas is proving so cheap that 15c to 30c a week
should furnish fuel gas for cooking for a small
family.
Kerosene oil from which oil-gas is made may be

purchased in every grocery—is cheap and a gallon
of it will furnish a hot, blue flame gas fire in the
burner for about 18 hours and as a stove is only
used 3 or 4 hours a day in most families for cooking,
the expense of operating would be but little.
In addition to its cheapness is added the comfort,

cleanliness—absence of soot, coal, dirt, ashes, etc.
What pleasure to just turn on the oil—light the

gas—a hot fire ready to cook. When through
turn it off. Just think; a little kerosene oil—one
match—light—a beautiful blue gas flame—hottest
fire -always ready -quick meals—a gas stove in
your home.

It generates the gas only as needed—is not com-
plicated, but simple—easily operated and another
feature is its PERFECT SAFETY.

NOT DANGEROUS LIKE GASOLINE
And liable to explode and cause fire at any
moment. This stove is so safe that you could drop
a match In the oil tank and It would go out.
This Oil-Gas Stove does anv kind of cooking that

a coal or gas range will do—invaluable for the
kitchen, laundry—summer cottage—washing—iron-
ing—camping, etc. Splendid for canning fruit—
with a portable oven placed over the burner

Is the invention of a small Radiator Attachment
which if placed over the burner makes a desirable
heating stove during the fail and winter so that the

cook stove may be done away with entirely.
While at the factory in Cincinnati the writer

was shown thousands of letters from customers
who were using this wonderful oil-gas stove, show-
ing that it is not an experiment but a positive
success and giving splendid satisfaction and as a
few extracts may be interesting to our readers we
produce them

:

L. S. Norris, of Vt., writes: “The Harrison Oil-
Gas Generators are wonderful savers of fuel—at
least 50% to 75% over wood and coal.”
Mr. H. Howe, of N. Y., writes; “I find the Har-

rison is the first and only perfect oil-gas stove I
have ever seen—so simple anyone can safely use it.
it is what I have wanted for years. Certainly, a
blessing to human kind.”
Mr. E. D. 'Arnold, of Nebr., writes : “That he

saved $4.25 a month for fuel by using the Harri-
^'^as Stove. That his gas range cost him

$5.50 per month and the Harrison only $1.25 per
month.”
J. A. Shafer, of Pa„ writes: “The Harrison Oil-

Gas Stove makes an intense heat from a small
quantity of oil—entirely free from smoke or smell

—

great improvement over any other oil stove. Has
a perfect arrangement for combustion—can scarcely
be distinguished from a natural gas fire.”
Mr. H. B. Thompson, of Ohio, writes: “Icon-

gratulate you on such a grand invention to aid
the poor m this time of high fuel. The mechanism
is so simple—easily operated—no danger The
color of the gas flame is beautiful dark blue, and
so hot seems almost double aspowerful as gasoline ”
Mrs. J. L. Hamilton, writes: “Am delighted—

Oil-Gas Stoves so much nicer and cheaper than
others—no wood, coal, ashes, smoke, no pipe, no
wick, cannot explode.”
Hon. Ira Eble, J. P., of Wis., writes: “Well

pleased with the Harrison—far ahead of gasoline
No smoke or dirt—no trouble. Is perfectly safe-
no danger of explosion like gasoline.”
Chas. B. Bendeke, of N. Y.,writes : “It isa pleasure

to be the owner of your won-
derful Oil-Gas Stove— no
coal yard, plumbing—ashes
or dust. One match lights
the stove and in 10 minutes
breakfast is ready. No dan-
ger from an explosion — no

I
.
The writer personally saw these Oil-Gas Stoves

in operation—m fact, uses one in his own home—is
delighted with its working and after a thorough
investigation can say to our readers that this Har-
rison Oil-Gas Stove made by the Cincinnati firm isthe only perfect burner of its kind.

It is made in three sizes, 1, 2 or 3 generators to a
stove. They are made of steel throughout—thor-oughly tested before shipping—sent out complete—
ready for use as soon as received—nicely finished
with nickel trimmings and as there seems to benothing about it to wear out, they should last for
years. They seem to satisfy and delight every
user and the makers fully guarantee them.

"HOW TO GET ONE

HEATER AND COOKER OR HEATING
EXCLUSIVELY. A. H. Size 3.

smoke — no dirt — simply turn it off and expense
ceases. For cheapness it has no equal.”

MakiitgAgents are doing fine

big money
WONDERFUL QUICK SELLER

splendid baking can be done.

Geo. Robertson, of Maine, writes : “Am delighted
with Oil-Gas, so are my friends—took 12 orders in
3 days.”

A. B. Slimp, of Texas, writes: “I want the
agency—In a day and a half took over a dozen
orders.”
Edward Wilson, of Mo., writes: "The Harrison

very satisfactory—Sold 6 stoves first day I had
mine.”

J. H. Haiman, of Tenn., wwites: “Already have
70 orders.” ,

This is certainly a good chance for our readers to
make money this summer.
Hundreds of other prominent people highly

endorse and recommend oil-gas fuel and there
certainly seems to be no doubt that it is a wonder-
ful improvement over other stoves.

All our lady readers who want to enjoy the
pleasures of a gas stove—the cheapest, cleanest and
safest fuel—save % to % on fuel bills and do their
cooking, baking, ironing and canning fruit at
small expense should have one of these remark-
able stoves.
Space prevents a more detailed description, but

these oil-gas stoves will bear out the most exacting
demand for durability and satisfactory properties

If you will write to the only makers,

WORLD MFG. CO.,
6933 World Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio.
and ask for their illustrated pamphlet describing
this invention and also letters from hundreds of
delighted users you will receive much valuable
information.
The price of these Stoves is remarkably low, onlv

$3.25 up. And it is indeed, difficult to imagine
where that amount of money could be invested in
anything else that would bring such saving in fuel
bills, so much good health and satisfaction to our
wives.

DON’T FAIL TO WRITE TODAY
For full information regarding this splendid in-

vention.
The World Mfg. Co., is composed of prominent

business men of Cincinnati, are perfectly re-
sponsible and reliable, capital $100,000.00 and will
do just as they agree. The stoves are just as
represented and fully warranted.
Don’t fail to write for Catalogue,

$40.00 Weekly and Expenses
The firm offers splendid inducements to agents

and an energetic man or woman having spare
time can get a good position, paying big wages by
writing them at once and mentioning this paper.
A wonderful wave of excitement has swept over

the country, for where shown these Oil-Gas Stoves
have caused great excitement. Oil-Gas fuel is so
economical and delightful that the sales of these
Stoves last month were enormous and the factory
is rushed with thousands of orders.
Many of our readers have spare time, or are out

of employment aud others are not making a great
deal of money, and we advise them to write to the
firm and secure an agency for this invention.
U'v- V. 4 VvJ 4 4- Vi 4 r. .'trt I- ^ r O ^ A . _ 1 1

(Continued from page 8)

hath she spent over it to keep it tidy
and straight as becomes a member of her
household. ”
“ And all for naught,” laughed Doro-

thy, unloosening the tight bands that
confined it, when it fell in loose, tangled
curls, that a little careful brushing soon
made smooth and tidy.

‘‘There, love, now we are ready for
Mistress Wentworth’s supper table, and
I for one am ready to do full justice to
her bounty.” J
Holding her new-found cousin’s hand

Deliverance slowly descended the broad
stairs, to be welcomed by stately Mistress
Wentworth.

After such a feast as Deliverance had
never known before, she sat in the
drawing-room between the Judge and
Mistress Wentworth listening to Dorothy
who was softly playing the harpsichord,
until her eyes were heavy with sleep
and she could no longer reply to the
kind inquiries of Mistress Wentworth;
and, at a sign from his hostess, Judge
Dillingham gathered the childish form
in his ams, and carried her to the room
she aud her cousin were to occupy.
When the daily stage from Portsmouth

to Boston stopped at the Wentworth
Mansion the next morning, a demure
little maid, dressed in the pink brocade,
with her brown curls falling around her
face, came forth between the Judge and
his daughter. Her eyes shone with the
happiness of the morning, but the hand
clasping Dorothy’s tightened its hold,
as she beheld so many of her neighbors
gathered to bid her farewell.
The Judge, aroused from thought byj-

the low murmur of admiration from the
crowd, as they recognized Deliverance,
looked down upon her attire doubttully!

‘‘Truly, Dorothy,” he remarked. ‘Did
you not bring something more seemly

-

for the child’s journey than this costly
and showy attire that I am afraid may ]
attract much attention ere we reach
Boston Town.”

Deliverance shrank a little closer to
Dorothy as she heard his words, but with '

a reassuring clasp of the little hand, -

Dorothy answered.
‘‘In truth, Sir, it will not be so un- jseemly as you think. When we are J

once upon the way I will wrap her in
my gray travelling cloak*. I was fain to
have the child, in leaving forever the?*
old life, leave it arrayed as is fit and
proper for her father’s heiress. Yes, I
wished her father’s gift to be to her the’.,
rose-colored promise of her future.”
And so, arrayed in the pink brocadeJ

Deliverance Ainsworth passed from the
old life of sorrow’, toil and bitterness,!
into the new life that proved far happier
than she had ever hoped or thought
coud be.

Unchaperoned in Spain
(Continued from page 3)

Exhibit this stove before 8
'or 10 people and you

be abl

1 AV MCVpiC tkUU VOll
excite their curiosity and should be able to sell 5
or S and make $10.00 to $15.00 a dav. Whv should
people live in penury or suffer hardships for the
want of plenty of money when an opportunity of
this sort is open ?

Ink and It 11 st Remover. Best ever. Send 25 cents
for large package. Catalogue free. Agents wanted
for Household goods and novelties. MiddletOx
Supply Co., Pewee Valley, Ky.

Do Not Have a Bald Head

One Million People Know It

nor Gray Hairs. Send me $2 for a Recipe of a remedy
that will cleanse and beautify the hair and restore
gray hairs to their youthful color. Hannah E.
Hull, Logan, Iowa.

One million people have tried Vlttp-Ore ou the thirty
day trial offer and seen what it is and what it does.Y ou should try’ it too. See offer on page 2.

100 Finest Vlsitiiis Cards 25o. postpaid, (latest
styles). Hess Card Co., 213 Randolph St., Chicago.

See Our Book Offer on Page 21

Treated at home. No pain, knife, plas-

tft «ftfl EACH MONTH selling TheIU Minute Butter Churn.
» ill make the highest grade sweet creamer.'
butter from cream or milk fresh from the

cow in less than 5 minutes. A mechanical
wonder. Use it yourself and every owner of a
cow will buy one from you. Used and recom-
mended by the most noted dairy experts.
FREE churn to workers. Address

rnrr MINUTE CHURN CO.
riiEiL 91 , Cincinnati, O.

Spain, and already its definite outlines
added weirdness to her terrors. Still,
these people had not touched her—not
a hair of her head, not a fold of her
gown—though their tobacco and garlic-
laden breaths smote her cheek, and
their shaken fists almost grazed her face
in their nearness. She was a dauntless
little creature, and, after the first shock,
could observe this and take comfort from
the fact—but not for long.
Suddenly something grazed her cheek,

her hat was tipped over her <yes, she
was whirled roughly about, a handful
of mud broke against her side.

In one agonizing instant she realized
that all restraint was over; she was lost.
She had not made a sound, so far.
Dazed, astonished, outraged, but seem-
ingly as calm as a statue, she had stood
and faced them. Now her spirit broke.
Throwing up her arms despairingly, she
cried to the darkening heavens, ‘‘O my
God! must I die like this? Will nobody
help me?”

It was not a call—hardly an appeal to
Deity— it was the cry of the tortured,
who, feeling its uselessness, cannot re-
strain its expression. Yet, clear and
quick, out of the darkness came an
answer, in her own sweetest mother-
tongue :

—

» ‘‘Yes, yes, I am here. Where are you?

(Continued in the July Vick's)



ARE YOU BILIOUS?

Are, You Sick

flDr. Sawyer,
Dear Sir: — For 8 years I

suffered from extreme nerv-
ousness that gradually un-
dermined my health and
resulted in a general break-
ing down. My digestion

was impaired. I was con-
Jstipated and could not sleep.

I was very miserable. X was treated by
so many different Doctors without any
lasting results that I was very much dis-

couraged. When I saw a magazine de-

scribing your KO-RO-NO, I sent and got

a box and began to take them. I feel so

much relieved and I think entirely cured.

I am glad to give this testimonial, hoping
to persuade others to try KO-EO-NO
and get the same relief. Mrs. N. G.

Shreckengast, Binghamton, N. Y.

|Dr. Sawyer,
Dear Sir:—I have been a

great sufferer from Stomach
trouble and nervousness. I

have taken KO-RO-NO and
am glad to tell you I am
greatly improved. I cannot
say enough in praise of your
KO-RO-NO. X think they

are a wonderful medicine. I shall ever

be thankful that so gTeat a medicine as

KO-RO-NO has been brought before the

suffering people, for they will help all

who are sick. Very truly, Sara Miller,

Converse, Ind.

Dr. A. V, Sawyer,
Dear Sir:—It gives me

pleasure to recommend your
KO-RO-NO, as they have
been such a great benefit to

me. For years I have suf-

fered with Constipation and
headache, and never used

r
— l anv other medicine

_
that

gave me the relief KO-RO-NO did, I

feel like a different person. I thank you
for what they have done for me, and
will recommend your KO-RO-NO to all

Buffering humanity. Respectfully, Miss
BenaSharits, Athens, Tenn.

jDr. Sawyer,
Dear Sir:—I can recom-

II mend your KO-RO-NO tab-

lets very highly for Liver
trouble and Gall Stones. I
have suffered with Gall
Stones for over two years.

1 1 saw your advertisement in
" a paper so I sent for a trial

box and commenced taking them and X

have not been sick since. Respectfully,

Mrs. E. D. Carter, Whitney Crossing,

N. Y.

Dr. Sawyer,
Dear Sir: — I have thor-

oughly tried your great rem-
edy, KO-RO-NO, and can
truthfully say that it has
done me a great deal of good.
I believe there is no other
medicine so good for remov-
ing the cause of so many

little ills as KO-RO-NO, and therefore I

will always speak well of KO-RO-NO.
Respectfully, Walter L. Kirk. Rosebud,
111 .

j
Dr. Sawyer,
Dear Sir: —Words cannot

!|
express how grateful I am
for the benefit I have recelv-

j
ed from the use of your KO-

;

RO-NO. Since I began tak-

j
ing them I have gained

( seven pounds in weight. I
jwish to add my testimonial,

tru-itlDg it will induce others to try vour
valuable medicine. Respectfully, Mrs.
Jennie Knight, Strawberry Point, Iowa.

My 30 Days’ Trial Offer
I will send you a full sized box of KO-RO-NO, containing ISO days’ treatment, postage paid, on the

following terms: After using KO-RO-NO 30 days if you are entirely satisfied with the benefits you have

received, you are to send me $1,00 for the box of KO-RO-NO. If you are not satisfied you are to return the

balance of the medicine to me by mail and you do not need to send me a penny. Isn’t that fair ? Please read

this offer over again and understand that we do not ask you to send us a penny unless you are

thoroughly satisfied with KO-RO-NO. . You run no risk. We take it all. Send us your name and address

plainly written.

TAKE KO-RO-NO FOR
Biliousness, Constipation, Stomach Trouble, Kidney and Bladder Trouble, Rheumatism,
Malaria, Dropsy, Bad Blood, Headache, Yellowness of the Face and Eyes, Dizziness,

General Debility, Sleeplessness, Nervousness, Water Brash, Pimples on the Face,
Muddy Complexion, Dull Eyes.

THE REASON WHY
You ought to know that the Liver is the balaace wheel of the

system. The Liver is like the mainspring of a watch. The Liver
is the most important organ of the body. If your Liver is well

you will be well. If your Liver is sick you may have all sorts of
trouble. When your Liver stops working the factory must shut
down. When your Liver works properly you will have good,
pur^ blood. When your Liver works well your diseases will have
a hard time. The Liver is the Boss; whatever it says goes. If

your Liver stops, everything stops. If your Liverstops you will

. imagine you have all kinds of trouble. TakeKO-RO-NO for a lazy
The Liver Liver. If you are bilious you will soon be sick. Keep your Liver

active and you will feel active. Keep your Liver active and all your troubles will dis-

appear. If you are sick and discouraged get your liver right by using KO-RO-NO. Do
not continue to use drastic mineral poisons. An inactive liver may be the cause of any
other disease you may have. It makes no difference what disease you may have, the

first step toward recovery is to get your liver right by using KO-RO-NO. Your liver is a
hard worker. It might be called a great blood factory.

CLEAN HOUSE
You must know that the body is constantly undergoing rapid changes every day.

Worn-out tissues of the body must be disposed of so that the new supply of blood each
day can build up new tissues. You must know that the best way youcan assistNature
is to assist her ip these changes by helping Nature dispose of broken down tissues. You
cannot be sick if the process goes on rapidly, as it should. You must know that you do
not want some violent drastic mineral poison for a medicine which will poison you more
than it will do you good. You should have a vegetable remedy like KO-RO-NO which
cannot do you any harm but will set the liver to work and all the organs.

150 Days Treatment Sent
A box of KO-RO-NO contains 150 Tablets. The average dose for an adult Is one Tablet per day.

Have You Found It

You must trv KO-RO-NO yourself to know what It will do for you. Have you tried all the old-

fashioned mineral drugs without benefit? Have you given up in despair? Have you made your-
self worse by using drastic mineral poisons? Have you found anything that satisfies you
thoroughly ? Have you given up hope of ever being well? If so, try KO-RO-NO at my expense.

Don’t Try It
Don’t doctor the wrong disease. Don’t exhaust your purse and patience trying to get rid of

some ailment you haven’t got. The chances are your troubles are simply the fault of your liver.

Dr. Sawyer,
Dear Sir:—I was all run down and was so tired when rising in the morning I could

hardly get around. Could not sleep at night, until I purchased a box of KO-RO-NO of your
agent. By the time I had taken one box I was cured, the tired feeling is all gone and I

can sleep well. I was subject to sick headaches ever since X can remember and would be
so ill that I wished I might die to he relieved. I have tried many other remedies and found
but little relief. Your medicine is the only medicine I have found to do me any good.
Your tablets are the best thing for catarrh and cold in the head. I have catarrh of the
head and the first dose I took loosened the cold in my head. Your remedies are the best
I have ever taken and I will recommend them to my friends. I am very thankful for

the good they have done me, for I believe I should have been dead had It not been for them.
Yours truly,

Mrs. Blanche Lindner, Indianapolis, Ind.

i|
Dr Sawyer,
Dear Sir:—I can truly say your

I

KO - RO - NO is very pleasant to

take and has greatly benefited

me in regard to Biliousness. Very
truly, Miss Nora Sams, Burden,
Kans.

|Dr. A. P. Sawyer,
Dear Sir:—I have had Stomach

Itrouble for a number of years and
Have tried many remedies, but

|

Have never found any that lias

1done me so much good as KO-RO-
NO. I will certainly recommend

! them to all my friends and gladly
Janswer any letters in regard to

them. Very truly, Blanche Smith,Park,Idaho.

Dr. Sawyer,
Dear Sir:—I am glad to say your

KO-RO-NO has done me more
good than three years at Hot
Springs, Ark. I wish every one
that has Stomach trouble would
just try KO-KO-NO. Mrs. A.
J. Lynch, Dallas, Tex.

Dr. Sawyer,
I am thankful that I can praise

your KO-RO-NO so highly. They
are the best medicine I ever used
in my life and I can highly recom-
mend them to all who suffer from
indigestion. Very truly, Mrs.
Ralph Rogers, Cruso, N. C.

%
A. P. SAWYER, M. D.

Is Your Tongue Coated?
The tongue is generally a good guide to the condition of your

stomach and liver. The stomach and liver act as partners.
One is responsible for the other one’s doings. If one gets in
debt, the other one has to help pay up, so that if you have anv
indication of stomach trouble, you have liver trouble. And if
you have any indication of liver trouble, you have stomach
trouble. If your liver refuses to work, your stomach will get
lazy, and if your stomach goes on a strike, your liver will
They both belong to the Union and want, good pav when they
work. You are entirely dependent upon them, so that the best
way for you to do is to look after them and take an interest in
their working ability. KO-RO-NO is a very important article
to have. It is just as important as oil for machinery, or a good
broom for a housekeeper. If your stomach and liver go on a
strike you might as well shut up shop. KO-RO-NO is a
remedy that you will be pleased with. See my special 30 day
offer.

What Is Disease?
Sometimes persons suffer from a disease and they doctor for

that disease until they are almost drugged to death, when the
cause of that disease is biliousness. In other words, all the organs
are being poisoned from the fact that the waste and broken down
tissues of the system are not properly disposed of. The organs
cannot work under such circumstances any better than a ma-
chine can work if it is filled with sand. Cleanliness is godliness.
If you will keep a clean house, you will have no trouble. Take
my advice and stop taking all your medicines, live plainly, take
some exercise and try KO-RO-NO, See my special 30 day offer.

All About It ?
Do you know what sickness is? You may have been told that

you have some disease; perhaps you have. You may have sev-
eral, but what is disease? It is either vital action in excess or ab-
normal vital action. It is simply the organs overworked, or they
may have been so overworked that they have stopped. Why are
they overworked? It is because the waste and broken down
tissues of the body are not disposed of properly in the right
way. Take my advice, drop the medicines you are using, forget
all your aches and pains and use my 30 day free trial of KO-
RO-NO. Why should you not get entirely well as many others
have? KO-RO-NO is a simple vegetable remed37 and cannot
do any one any harm.

Constipation Leads to Disease.
You will become diseased if you neglect your bowels. 36 feet

of intestinal track to keep clean. Just think of it. Constant
constipation Is constant death. The bowels are the great sewers
of the body, and must be watched very closely. Do not neglect
the first symptoms. Nearly every disease has its beginning in
constipation. No matter what disease you may have, your
recovery may be prevented by this trouble.

Do You Remember ?
Do you remember what your Doctor said the last time you

were sick in bed? He said, “Let me see your tongue?” ' Are
you bilious?” Do you remember how quickly j-our condition
changed for the better as soon as you took medicine for vour
biliousness? It will not do to allow yourself to be bilious,
whether you are sick in bed or attending to your work. If you
do not attend to the biliousness, biliousness will attend to you.

We Take all the Risk

DR. A. P. SAWYER, No. 26 Longley Bldg., Chicago, 111.

You need not send me a penny unless you are satisfied that KO-RO-NO
has done you good. Isn’t that fair? A trial costs you nothing. This is an
honest offer made in good faith to the readers of this paper who are sick
and want to get well. Send me your name and address plainly written.



Sets of
half dozen
rich, strong
Dining Chairs,
given free with
$7 60 orders.

Beautiful Parlor fj
Couches, given free with

$10.00 order®

Genuine
Rogers',

20- Piece
Silverware Set
like cut, given
free with
$5.00 orders.

Massive, com
Kitchen C

given ft

Artistic Cobler Seat,

Oak or mahogany
style Rockers, like

cut, given free

with $5,00 orders. ,

These and over 400 other valuable, use-

ful and beautiful articles of home fur-

nishings and wearing apparel are GIVEN
AWAY ABSOLUTELY FREE by us

with small. VERY SMALL orders for

our pure, fresh, high-grade groceries and
General Household Supplies, that you
can use in your own home or sell to

your friends and neighbors, just as you
like. Our handsomely illustrated and

fully descriptive 1 1 6-page Book tells all

about our plan, the easiest, simplest and

best for housekeepers to save money and.

get beautiful premiums ever deviszd.

Write for this free Book at once, today.

NOW. before you, forget it. A postal

will do it. Just say “Send Book” and sign

your name and address. REMEMBER
IT’S FREE. We make shipments to any

responsible person anywhere on 30

DAYS’ FREE TRIAL. Furthermore,

you’re atNO EXPENSE FOR FREIGHT
CHARGES: we bear them, and if goods

or premiums should prove unsatisfactory,

you can return them to us at our expense;

you won't be out a cent.

TYRRELL WARD & CO.
72-94 No. Desplaines St.. CHICAGO.

Complete Grantteware Kitchen Sets, beautiful

bighest-grade ware, given free with $5.00 orders*

Pair blanketS, like cut, heavy

weight, given free with
i

*TiBii„ $8.75 orders.

Substantial and
handsome Trunks, giveD

. free with $7.50
k orders.

Watches like
I cut,. 10-year
guarantee,

|
gold-filled.

l\ given free
W with $10.00

i. orders.

' Stylish, ser-

viceable Shoes,

given free with

Massive, Comfortable,
tich-looking quarter-sawed

oak Morris Chairs,
given free

with $10.06 orders.

Rattan vtekUNif /Sj
Rockers.

strong, handsome
designs, given free, wiih $5.00 orders.

iieautiful, reliable, accurate clocks given free with

$5.00 orders* several other striking and artistic styles.

A Handsome Present Given With Every Order
Save one-halfthe money you are now paying for your Teas, Coffees, Baking Powder
Spices, Flavoring Extracts, Groceries, Soaps, Perfumes and Household Supplier
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Special Midsummer Offer
THESE THREE ARTICLES BY M ATT.

POSTAGE.PAID, $1.00

Dr. Charles Flesh Food
is an indispensable toilet requisite.

It nourishes, stimulates and purges

the skin and is a veritable

Flesh guilder

It smoothes away wrinkles by de-

veloping the subcutaneous tissues

rounds out the thin, wasted arm,

cheek, neck and bust.

Price 25 Cents

Dr. Charles Face Powder
White, Flesh and ‘Brunette

This powder is finely screened and is reduced to the last de-
gieeof perfection. Not a trace of any deleterious substance
is to be found in its composition. It can be used as freely as
desired and will be found to have .a soothing, coo mg effect
upon the skin. Indispensable for the toilet and nursery.

Dr. Charles Healing Soap
For Toilet and Nursery

It is absolutely pure. It is responsive
to every requirement for the preservation
or renewal of skin beauty.
It is antiseptic and refines the texture
of the skin.

It removes pimples and blackheads

—

cures eczema and similar eruptions, leav-
ing the skin in a healthy condition.

*
*

9*\% % ,
<$ A

Of °{- <>„. P.

THE READERS of Vick’s Magazine we will
send one package each of our Flesh Food

V "va, A
, Y O0

Face Powder and Healing Soap upon receipt of
^•OO* We prepay the postage and send

^ ^lem in a plain sealed wrapper.

A) % ^ /k
> V V,

, % Q Price 50 Cents

Dr. Charles Flesh Food Co.

Dept. V, 752 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y,

Price $100



GRAY HAIR
Changed to its natural color by

1 one application of the Queen
Cray Hair Restorer, a liquid,

preparation that Is simple to

apply and leaves the hair soft and
fluffy. Any desired shade can

be made from the one package.
Special Size 25c, at druggists
or from us postpaid. Stamps
taken. Booklet Free.

"GUGGENHEIM MFG. CO., Inc.,

9 S. Clinton Street, ROCHESTER, N. Y

Young, Tame
Parrots
Guaranteed Talkers

The most jolly, sociable and
interesting of all home pets.

Choice, hand-raised Mexican
Redheads or Cuban Parrots,

if ordered during June, July

or August for only $05 each,

including shipping case and
food for journey. Each bird
guaranteed to reach desti-

nation alive, and with written guarantee to learn

to talk. Double Yellowhead, African, Panama
and other varieties at low prices. A first class

cage, $1.50. Fine large cage, $2.50. Large, illus-

trated catalog free. Complete parrot book, with

illustrations in natural colors, only 25 cents. We
also sell imported Canaries, Goldfish, etc.

IOWA BIRD CO., Des Moines, Iowa

ENNEN'S 5ESB
JejSi *IAl

it®

JPRICKLYHEAT,^,

I
CHAFING, an* iSSil
SUNBURN,
Removes all odor of perspiration.- De

filghtft/1 after Shaving. Sold everywhere, or

[iaied on receipt ot 25c' Get Mennen’s (the original), Sample F-ee.

GERHARD MENNEN COMPANY.'NTV.rk. N.J.

mcut
1 regardless of cost or profits, on all 0f my
1 125 styles GENUINE SPLIT HICKORY Bug-

I gies and Harness— Sola

|
. -1— I Direct from Factory one

I, / 30 Days Free Trial—Two
I

Year-Guarantee. Now 13

k. your chance to savemany
fiLa dollar. Write for big =

* ^^Catalogue, Special
B. C. Phelps (jut Price Sheet ful-

.

ly explaining the proposition.
|

Everything goes In this sale.

OHIO CARRIAGE MFG. CO.
Columbusa Ohio
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Established by James Vick in 1878
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VICK’S MAGAZINE CO., DANSVILLE, N. Y.

Entered as second-clas9 matter at Dansville postoffice

JAMES COURSEN BARTHOLF, Editor

c„hoorih.r. This Paragraph when marked In blue pencil is notice that the time for which
To Subscr1pers.

with this issue. It is also an invitation to renew promptly, tor while

K" KS5

Pf/i'V sent for a start period after the expiration of paid-up subscriptions it should be

undfrsto^^^hatan subscriptions are due in advance and we cannot allow your subscription to become more

lou°^i iiTom“on^fy us by letter or card

wp shall understand that you wish it continued and shall expect your renewal at

InTarly daTe
Mldzeu just» theyappearon your magazine

Tr. Oi.r Contributors- All manuscripts, drawings or photographs sent on approval to this

maJazin"hou?d
tr
MTressed to the Editor James Coursen Bartholf, Dansville, N. Y., with stamps

enclosed, for their return if not found acceptable.

EDITORIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS

FREE HAIR-FOOD
Trial Box to Prove ItsWorth

s The ONLYWAY to tell the cause of
' falling hairin men andwomen is to

Vmake a MICROSCOPIC EXAM-
, INATION of the hair. When the

\ DISEASE is KNOWN the CURE
VdAN BE PRESCRIBED. Send a

\ few hairs to Prof. J. H. Austin,
\ the 30 years’ Scalp Specialist

s
and Bacteriologist an receive

\ ABSOLUTELY FREE a diag-

3 nosis of your case, a Booklet
Lon Care of Hair and Scalp

-
. .. a Box ol the Remedy

which he will prepare for you. Enclose 2 cent postage

teOF. J. H. AUSTIN, 1782 HIoYicker’s Theatre Bldg., Chioag®

Have You Wrinkles?
A New Process Which Produces

Marvelous Results

They sav that the days of miracles are past- It may
be true, but something very like it is the change caused

by my treatment on faces showing the lines of ill nealtn,

worry and age. A woman is as old as she looks; ana

the pity of it if she looks old. when by a little patience

and care, she might enjoy the soft, smooth face of youth.

There is no tiresome massage, steaming or sticky

creams in my treatment; and it positively will not in-

jure the most delicate skin. _____
,

Will be glad to send full particujars FREE to anyone
interested,

MADAME DUVAL, Suite 113, Syracuse, N. Y.

Our Vacation Numbers. In view of

the fact that general advertisers place but

very little copy during the summer
months, and our readers are very busy

with their outdoor pursuits, we have de-

cided to reduce the number of pages

somewhat in keeping with the less volume

of business for the mouths of July and

August. Though the quantity of matter

in this issue and that for August will be

found to be somewhat less than usual,

our readers will observe that the quality

thereof is fully up to the standard, if not

better than in any preceding number.

Beginning with September the usual

number of pages will be issued, a beauti-

ful cover in colors will make its appear-

ance, and the subject matter, illustra-

tions and general tone will be far sup-

erior to anything heretofore achieved in

the columns of Vick’s Magazine.

Welcome Oklahoma. In this patriotic

month of July, it is fitting that special

attention be given to the last great com-

monwealth to be admitted into the

American sisterhood of States. As all

our readers know, this distinction be-

longs to Oklahoma, which justly and

rightly might be termed “the marvel

state,’’ in part because of the fascinating

and weird traditions, legends, and folk-

lore of its one-time Indian life, but

chiefly by reason of the lightning-like

rapidity with which, at almost a single

bound, it leaped from a condition akin

to civic nothingness up to an assured

position as one of the greatest com-

monwealths ever brought into being.

Sweet Corn Slitter
Onlyway to eat Sweet Com offthe Cob

Send 3 two cervl stamps for sample by mail

Bahn OpticalGompany-
‘‘HOW TO REMEMBER”

Sent Free to Readers of this Publication
MY B00I

UJj HiilL
, You are no greater intellectually than
your memory. Easy, inexpensive. In-

/ creases income; gives ready memory for

faces, names, business details, studies, con-
versation; develops will, public speaking, personality,
Send today for Free Booklet. Address
DICKSON MEMORY 8CH00L, 712 Auditorium Bldg., Chicago

FACES ‘BLEACHED
and all skin eruptions removed by using Arsenic

Charcoal Tablets. 15 yrs. on sale. 20,000 testimonials.

Bend for free sample. Berwick Co., Allegany, N.Y.

Acknowledgment. The Publishers

of Vick’S Magazine are under odIi-

gations to the Atchison, Topeka, and

Santa Fe Ry. Co. for the plate from

which is printed the splendid berrying

scene appearing on our fiist cover page

this month; also to the same company for

illustrations of Oklahoma scenes appear-

ing in connection with the article en-

titled, “Oklahoma, the Marvel State.”

We are also indebted to the Chicago,

Rock Island and Pacific Company for

illustrations used in connection with Mr.

Jesse B. Taylor’s excellent article, en-

titled, “Reads Like a Romance.”

*
A State in the Lime Light. Not only

by reason of its great advance in a busi-

ness, commercial, and industrial way,

has Oklahoma become one of the seven

modern wonders, but her people have

attracted to themselves world-wide atten-

tion on account of what they have done

and are doing to solve, along advanced

lines, the great problem of representative

government. Good people, not a few,

look with much apprehension upon many
of the innovations for the first time em-

bodied in a state constitution by the

people of Oklahoma, as extremely rad-

ical dangerous, and inimical to the pub-

lic welfare. While this is true, there are

many other good people, equally honest

and sincere, who most earnestly, and en-

thusiastically endorse these innovations

and believe that the example set by
Oklahoma in this regard may wisely be

followed by all of the other states of the

union. Whichever of these two classes

of observers may be right, all will agree

that Oklahoma is today the American
social, civic, and economic experiment

station. All fair-minded men and

women, whether Conservative or Radical,

Socialist or Capitalist, Progressive or

Reactionary, will watch the experiment

going forward in the new state with un-

failing interest and with a hope that the

results therefrom will be for the common
good.

Time For Toleration. Now that the

quadrennial political pot has begun again

to boil and seethe, it is a fitting time

for all good citizens to pause and reflect

before entering into the conflict of polit-

ical strife and rivalry, and remember
that, though we find ourselves divided

into different parties and factions, we are

all nevertheless human beings and citi-

zens of one country and members of the

family of mankind. There is no reason

why we may not sO remain during the

pending political campaign, even though

we may differ widely upon questions of

social, civic, and economic policy. It is

naturallv to be expected that in the heat

of debate on the stump there will be

many exchanges of heavy body blows

between the contestants who will take

part in the fray; much of criticism;

sometimes, unfortunately, much of scath-

ing denunciation and vituperative invec-

tive, many brilliant sallies of wit, and

much of telling repartee and retort, all

of which will have a tendency to engender

bitterness and often ill feeling between

the combatants.

ALLEN’S FOOT-EASE
SHAKE INTO VOIIR SHOES

Allen's Foot-Ease » powder for the

It cures painful, swollen, smarting,
nervous feet, and instantly takes the
sting out of corns and bunions. *.*•»

the greatest comfort discovery of the uge.

Allen’s Foot-Ease makes tight-fitting

or new shoes feel easy. It Is a cer-

tain cure for ingrowing nails, sweat-
ing, callous and hot* tired, aching
feet. VVe have over 30.000 testimon-
ials. TRY IT TODAY. Hold by all Drug
gists and Shoe Stores, 25c. Do notar,.

EJW V cept nny substitute. Sent by mail for
•V r, \3 25c. in stamps.

7 ^ rorr trial package
f

*-*- gent by mail

-y MOTHER OBAY’S SWEET POWDERS, the

"In a nlnrti. best medicine for Feverish, sickly

use Allen’S children. Sold by Druggl.t.
use Allen S Trial package FREE. Address.
Foot-Ease. ALLEN S. OLMSTED, Leroy, N. Y.

(FRUITS & FLOWERS
Tells just wha,t care is required

in order to have the finest fruits

and prettiest flowers.

The handsomest, most practical, most con-

venient magazine published that deals

exclusively with the culture of fruits and
flowers. No trashy stories, no fashions—
nothing but short, snappy, interesting arti-

cles on fruits and flowers.

10 Cents a year
stamps or coin. Twelve numbers. Never
less than 16 pages in one issue. Good clear

print and good paper. Send in your sub-

scription at once.

FRUITS 6 FLOWERS
322 V Franklin St.,

' Springfield, Ohio

*1

Ten Days’ Free Trial
allowed on every bicycle we sell.

We Ship on Approval and trial

to anyone In U. S. and prepay the freight.
If you are not satisfied with bicycle after

using it ten days don't pay a cent.

Factory Prices geyde *o? l
pair of tires from anyone at any price until

you receive our latest Art Catalogs of high
grade bicycles and sundries and learn our un-
heard of prices and marvelous new offers.

It Only Costs a cent to write a postal

and everything will be sent you FREE
by return mail. You will get much valuable

information. Do Not Wait; write it Now !

Tires, Coaster Brakes, single wheels,
parts, repairs and sundries at half usual prices.

MEAD CYCLE CO., Depf D124, Chicago

BATES’ RHEUMATIC FOOT DRAFTS
and Mountain Herb Compound. A positive cure

for Rheumatism. Sole originators of curing Rheu-
matism through the feet

by using foot drafts. Estab-
lished 1892. Beware of im-
itations. The Drafts can
be worn in any shoes, and
will draw out all pain from— any part of the system.

ODe pair mailed free. Enclose 2 cent stamp to cover
postage. Address.
BATES RHEUMATIC CURE CO., IIIF. Essex Sta., BOSTON, Mass.

The Words of Lincoln. At such a

time as this, is it not well to recall the

splendid words of the immortal Lincoln :

“With malice toward none; with charity

for all
;
with firmness in the right as God

gives us to see the right.” If Abraham
Lincoln could speak these noble words

from the heart at the time he did

utter them, when the mighty struggle

that was then on between the states

was a battle of bullets instead of a

battle of ballots, how much more ought

we in these piping times of peace to be

ready and gladly willing to make our

own the glorious sentiments which he

thus expressed? As conditions now are,

there must needs be something of rancor

and ill-feeling in our political campaign,

and yet much of this could be eliminat-

ed if our leading public men -would ac-

quire more the spirit which Lincoln had.

However fiercely the battle may wage,

shall we not all agree to be friends what-

ever the results of the pending conflict

maybe? Is it not wiser for.us "as indiv-

iduals, when we meet in the business,

professional, and social relations of life,

not to allow' ourselves to be drawn into

bitter and resentful political conversa-

tions.

Don’t be Thin
Gain a Perfect Figure—

A

Week’s Treatment Sent Free

by a Woman.
My Magic Nerve and Flesh

Builder will develop a firm, beau-
tiful bust, shapely neck and
ishoulders, handsomely moulded
jarms and limbs. It fills out ALL
the hollow places. Sold under a
written guarantee to do all that
is claimed for it or money re-

funded.

119 Main Street,

JANETTE BOGART,
- Elmira, N. Y.

CAN YOUR own fruit
e3c==^“ Corn, Peas, Beans, Jellies, Fish, Corned-Beef,

-Preserves, Marmalades—everything with the

N.-W. CANNING BOILER
Glass or Tin Cans. Canned goods never spoil. Same

outfit and process as used by biggest canning factories

,

only smaller. Safe, clean, sanitary. Pays for itself many
times in one season. Complete instructions FREE.
Price reasonable. Write for circulars. Agents wanted.

Northwestern Steel & Iron Works,
Dept. 6 ,

Ean Claire, Wis.

MagicTucker
S1.00. Fits any Sewing Machine."

Makes any size tuck—perfeetlyeven
—in silks, lawns, or any material
without creasing, basting or meas-

uring ; easyto use ;
cannot get out of order. Ruflier for

gathering or shirring 50c. Tucker and Eufher both sent

for $1.25. Agents make S3. 00 a day. Write for terms
and booklet. Magic Tucker Co., 444 B way. New York.

Our Guarantee to Vick’s Subscribers

. reputable advertisers, nor will we

assumran™otaibU^
from frau/a ata fakirs and win appreciate it if our readers will report any crooked or unfair dealing on the

part of any advertisers in Vick’s.

“IMADEH2S
Selling This 7-Piece Kitchen Set”
From, eworn statement of S. S. CUA iYLN GHAM.

AGENTS
are coining money.
Claude H. Rogers sells

500 every week. You
can do it. Send your
address today and let

us PROVE IT. Experi-

ence unnecessary. We
show you how to make
$3 to $10 a day. OUT-
FIT FREE to workers.

THOMAS MFG. CO.
416 Home Bldg.
Dayton f

Ohio



A Talk on Money blatters
Of Interest to all Who want to Save Money and Make Money

.

% By C. TOWNSEND WELLS j 9 I

A Sunday School Superintendent was giving a talk
to the children. During his course of remarks he said:
“I want all the boys and girls who wish to go to
Heaven when they die, to hold up their hands.” All
the children promptly held up their hands except one
little boy back in the far corner. The Superintendent
addressed the boy in a somewhat surprised tone:
‘‘Why, Johnny, don’t you want to go to Heaven, too ?”
The answer came back promptly: “No Siree, not if all
that crowd’s a’goin.”©

The boy probably had some very vague ideas about
Heaven but his answer indicated that he did his own
thinking—he didn’t believe in simply “following the
crowd.”

Sometimes it is wise to follow the crowd: some-
times it isn’t. When money matters are under consid-
eration, DON’T follow the crowd. If you do you’ll be
poor all your life. The people who rise above the com-
mon level, financially, and gain a competence, are in-
variably the people who do their own thinking. They
may have very meagre incomes to start, but they know
how to use those meagre incomes. They don’t simply
follow the crowd, and spend every cent they make be-
cause they think it is necessary.

Most people living on small incomes argue to them-
selves that there is no use in trying to “get ahead.”
They think that the small amount per week or month
that they could save would be so small as to be useless.
Thab’s where they make a big, big mistake. They try
to have a good time by using every cent they can lay
hands on, simply because it seems like too great a
sacrifice to lay by a dollar a month. They lack the
proper ambition.

Someone has said, “A man without an ambition is

a derelict, dangerous to others and of no value to him-
self. ” That’s pretty nearly true, too. When a man is
resigned to Fate, his resignation is generally accepted.
Promotion never comes because he never seeks it and
he finally gets discouraged and “quits.”

Now this is the point I am trying to bring out;
EVERY person should make it a RULE—and a good,
solid, steadfast rule—to save a certain percentage of his
income and put this saving where it will be safe and
where it will produce the maximun amount of interest
consistent with safety.

Don’t say you can’t. You CAN. It may seem
hard at first, but you’ll soon get acr ustomed to it; and
after you learn HOW to save and HOW to make your
savings WORK for you, it will not be very long before
you will be surprised to find how rapidly" your savings
are accumulating. You can’t believe it until you try it.

Drive the plug into your expenses. Stop the
leaks.

.

Then figure frequently and carefully your ex-
pense items. You 11 soon find lots of ways to save.

In the midst of battle one of Napoleon’s marshals
rushed up and explained excitedly: “Sire, we have
taken a battery!” “Take another,” was the laconic
response. This little incident shows one of the charac-

FOLLOWER
Ch made Napoleon a LEADEE instead of a

Now, after the first battle between expenses and
economy has been won, don’t be satisfied. Keep at it.
Get the habit. Then you’ll soon be on the road to for-
tune. Don’t be afraid to build an air castle, but don’t
forget to put a foundation under it after you have it
built.

Now, the question arises: how are you going to
know what to do with your money after you have be^un
to save. The problem is a little hard I’ll admit. You
don Uwant to put it in a bank because the bank pavs
only 3 or 4 per cent interest and you can never make
money at that rate. ^ ou can t put it into a business of
your own because it takes probably a thousand or sev-
eral thousand dollars to start a buisness. You don’t
want to put it into stock unless you have a chance to
buy stock at par, or nearly par, in a SOLID Company
that is SURE to pay big dividends.

Such opportunities are very rare.

What are you going to do?
Well, space is too limited here to tell you what to

do, but I can tell you how to find out. I have made a
study of this problem and I beleive I have solved it. I
have a book which deals with this problem in detail. It
tells how any person who can save one dollar or more a
month can start on the road to wealth. It will tell
you HOW to save and WHERE to put your money after
you have saved it. This book should"be worth "hund-
reds of dollars to you and you should have .a copy
whether you have much or little spare money.

I want to send you a copy of this book without
charge. Of course, I have an object in wanting to send
you the book, but it is sufficent just now for you to
know that it is free and that you will be under no obli-
gations of any kind after getting it.

Get a postal card NOW and send for it. Simply
say “Send me the free book offered in Vick’s Mag-
azine.” If you want to add the amount of money you
are able, or expect to be able, to save, I shall be glad
for the information and may be able to send you some
additional information that will fit your "particular
circumstances.

C. Townsend Wells,
910 Land Title Building, Philadelphia, Pa.
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THE CONSTITUTION OF OKLAHOMA
BY SENATOR OWEN

• HE Constitution of Oklahoma is a new Dec-

laration of Independence. It differs from

other constitutions in the United States by

adding in the bill of rights a new and im-

portant declaration, to-wit :—That, in ad-

dition to the right of “life, liberty, the pursuit of

happiness,” the people shall have the further right of

“The enjoyment of the gains of their own industry.”

To vitalize and make effective the enjoyment of

this right the Oklahoma constitution has established

the Initiative and Referendum, and laws have been

passed to make it effective.

It has provided for a mandatory primary and these

provisions will prevent the formation of corrupt politi-

cal organizations that have been the bane of other

States, and which have been a potent instrumentality

by which selfish interests and monopoly have deprived

the people of,
—“The enjoyment of the gains of their

own industry.
”

Since the right to “The enjoyment of the gains

of their own industry” has been artfully defeated by

monopolies, the Oklahoma Constitution declares that

‘ ‘monopolies are contrary to the genius of a free gov-

ernment and shall never be allowed.”

To make effective this declaration against monopoly

the constitution not only provided the Initiative and

Referendum, which puts and retains all power in the

hands of the people when they choose ' to exercise it,

but it goes further and prevents the legislature from

passing special laws that could be used to shelter mo-

nopoly. ..

It does more; it provides for complete visitorial and

inquisitorial powers over all public service corporations,

railroads, pipelines, car companies, express, telephone,

or telegraph companies, and over all corporations do-

ing business in the State
;
it provides complete pub-

licity, and in order to insure publicity it makes fur-

ther provision that no man called upon to give his

evidence shall be allowed to excuse himself on the

constitutional ground that he fears to incriminate

himself, and makes this effective by providing that

no man giving testimony upon the demand of the

State shall incriminate himself. It forbids discrimi-

Hon. Robert L. Owen
United States Senator from Oklahoma

nation in prices by monopoly between one part of the

State and another part of the State. It forbids one cor-

poration to own the stock of another. It requires cor-

porations to arbitrate with employees, as provided by

law. It forbids them to contribute to elections. It

does not allow them to hide behind the common

law fellow-servant rule. It requires them to deal just-

ly with the people of the State and affords to corpora-

tions complete protection in the State, so that they

have no right to complain of injustice.

EDUCATION

The educational institutions of Oklahoma are the

pride of the State, and it has proposed to make the

educational institutions of Oklahoma the best in the

Union
GOOD ROADS

Oklahoma has established a department of highways

and it has proposed to take a leading place among the

States of the Union in the development of the roads of

the State.

CITY GOVERNMENT
The cities of Oklahoma of tw’o thousand or more

may make their own charter for their own self-gov-

ernment, and the Initiative and Referendum applies in

such cities so that corrupt municipal politics will be

prevented.

TABOR

Eight hours shall constitnte a day’s work in all

cases of employment by and on behalf of the State, or

any county or municipality.

Convict labor cannot be contracted.

Child labor is prohibited under the age of fifteen

in any occnpation injurious to health or morals or es-

pecially hazardous to life or limb. Boys under sixteen

and women and girls shall not be employed under-

ground in the operation of mines. The life and safety

of employees is protected by law.

The defense of contributory negligence is made a

question of fact to be left to the jury.

The right to recover damages for injuries resulting

in death cannot be abrogated and the amonnt recover-

able is not subject to statutory limitation.

No person can waive his constitutional rights by

contract.

Property is taxed in Oklahoma at its fair value,

based upon voluntary sale, and tax-dodging is made im-

possible, so far as human agencies can provide.

These are a few of the principles of free government

which are validated and made effective by the noblest

people ever gathered together in any commonwealth

on earth, the Citizens of Oklahoma.

* %
All Hail to Oklahoma!

JQy John Kendrick JBanks Harper s Weekly

Here’s hurrah for Oklahoma, Uncle Sammy s newest State !

She’s a busting fine addition to the U. S. Syndicate,

And she’s mighty, mighty welcome, as she steps aboard the van

;

So it’s Ho for Oklahoma, Oklahoma spick and span

!

She’s been waiting with a patience that’s a credit to her fame

For to see the Constellation with a star tacked to her name,

And we’re mighty glad to see her in the bright and starry band

;

So it’s Ho for Oklahoma, Oklahoma, here s a hand !

In her soil as yet uncounted lie the greatest stores of wealth

;

In her air so crisp and bracing is an endless store of health

;

In her people there are neighbors who will fill your life with zest

;

So its Ho for Oklahoma, Oklahoma of the West

!

’Tis a pretty gift for Christmas that they’ve brought the U. S. A.,

And a cause for glad thanksgiving on the glad Thanksgiving day.

And the flag that waves above us takes a brighter, fairer hue

When we think of Oklahoma. Oklahoma, here’s to you

!

%

V
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SYNOPSIS OF PRECEDING CHAPTERS
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she cries out in her agony and terror: O mv God i Must Tdie like this ? Will nobody help me V Then comes an answer 1 „
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CHAPTER III

N THE wonder and faintness of her intense
relief, Constance felt, rather than saw the
crowd flung from side to side; a stalwart
shape stood beside her; a stern voice, in
book-Spanish,” uttered a few rapid seu-

teuces; a strong arm steadied her waist, andshe was drawn quickly away by some one whose otherarm shot out right and left, like a flail at work, tillthe mass yielded to superior brain and brawn and letthem through.
voice—a woma«’ s—Aung after them that strangeword, first heard today, when, clasping Constancemore closely, her rescuer shot back one sentence in

patois, short sharp, and full of intense meaning

heard
1 S6emed convlllci ng, for not another sound was

.

He walked her rapidly to a turn, then gently seatedner upon something, and, breathing hard from hisexertions, leaned against a wall. Arising, she clung
to his hand in terror, murmuring, “Oh, let usso on!”No, you are perfectly safe here. Rest a minute.

‘<
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x7

ens * was
!
Ust in time - Are you hurt?”

trnlhAif -r
r V°iCe

.
br
?
ke Pitifully >

but she con-
trolled it. I can not understand it at all, sir, but Ithank you from my heart.”
“Yes, you must trust me, too. It was simply

because you were alone, I imagine. I heard of you
this morning. You have left your party?”
‘‘Yes ’ f° r th

?
day - The

-V are at Seville, and comingon the tram—it is time now. ” s

late^
^ tliat wretcliec* accommodation is invariably

“And I never dreamed of this.”
“Of course not! You are an American girl?”
Yes. „

&

That explains. I am Eawrence Atwood, an artistrom Boston. My mother and I are living in a cottageon the further slope of the bluff. I want to take you
to her. Then I will wait for your people at the
posada. Can you trust me?”

‘ 1

1 can, I do.”
“Thank you. ”

As she rose, he drew her hand within his arm, and
without further words led her to his home. She was
trembling he knew, and battling with tears, as he
felt, and he respected her weakness. Presently she
noted a window, with a cheery glow shining through
sheer curtains of white. He led her to the door, but
she drew back. “Please explain first,” she whispered,
between ner teeth, to keep back the sobs

Wait here, then, if you will.”

,,
seated her on the step and went inside, leaving

the door ajar. In an incredibly short time he re-
appeared, followed by another, a lady. Constance had
a switt vision of a sweet face below white hair, then
worn to exhaustion, she slid into semi-unconsciousness
in the soft shelter of motherly arms.
Waiting but a moment, to assure himself that theyoung lady would not require the services of a phy-

siean, Atwood spoke a sentence, or two aside with his
mother, then started briskly back for the posada. He
was an athletic man of superb proportions, and as heswung along at a rousing pace bis footsteps rang
sharply on the rocky soil. The sound of them struck
terror to the hearts ot the guiltj' group before the inn,
and they quickly melted awaj7 into the darkness, until
the small lighted space beneath the smoky lantern of
the gateway was quite empty as he reached it.
He smiled sardonically as he pushed inside and

confronted the silent group huddled iu the din«y
calle Striding close to them, he fixed the miserable
posadero with stern eyes, and began speaking in the
patois iu a cold, passionless tone, much more effective
with this^people than any show of temper.
“Why,” he asked, “have you so treated the noble

seuorita?”

i

‘ Noble seuorita !

’
’ sneered the wretch. ‘

‘ She was a —
Don’t you dare speak it!” thundered Awtood.

with a movement forward before which the whole
group shrank and cowered like frightened sheep. “She
ls a noble lady, I tell you—a princess of America "

‘Does a princess of America have, then, no friends,

no servants, no cortege?” shrieked the hag-wife
rallying a bit. “These, truly, are strange ways!”

‘“Ves, strange to you because you are ignorant. AnAmerican princess is so high and mighty^slie date go
anywhere alone. She fears nobody, nothing! Butmark you ! Always—every where there are friends
close and ready, who will not let her suffer real harm.
She is always protected.” The two recalled the
dauntless bearing of Constance, and the instantaneous
answer of Atwood to her very first cry for help and
were silenced for the instant. Then the landlord
awoke.

But
J’ou were a stranger,” he argued, and the artist

nad to summon his wits in order to respond. “Ameri-
cans are never strangers—to each other.”

But has your princess no other friends, or people?
Is she all alone in a strange land?” questioned thewoman sharply.
Atwood smiled. He had heard the whistle of the

accommodation some minutes since, and was listening
intently. &

She is not alone,” he said confidently. “She has
powerful friends, who are even now at your door ”
and, as lie spoke, there floated in the sounds of
wheels, of voices—the rattling of harness, the cry of
an impatient vetturino.
Atwood’s eyes were on the pasadero’s face, and he

saw that swart countenance fade into a greenish grey
while the sinister eyes were widened in terror. The
artist stepped forward with a dramatic gesture.

Behold them!” he said, as there poured in Mrs.
Germaine, Alicia, their maid, Jack, Berrien and two
other gentlemen who had joined their party for this
side trip through southern Spain.

c.,??. *v!
e eyes the subdued owner they seemed to

nil his house and take complete possession." That they
should also put him to death, and burn the building
above his head, seemed well within the probabilitiesHe cast a beseeching glance at Atwood, who was
modestly withdrawing into the outer shadow. He was
at least a familiar presence, if a terrible one.

"£° uot leave me!” he implored. “I cannot speak
the English, and my wife is much afraid.”

1(
Atwood, with an effort, restrained his laughter.My wife,” indeed! Even from the days of Adam

it has been the woman who must bear the blame.
'I m here,” he said proudly, “and will see that you
have justice. Go forward, man!” for the bewildered
party were calling for the landlord, and demanding toknow if Miss Germaine were present, all in a breath.
Atwood, perforce, took the floor and explained the

Arising, she clung to his 3rm in terror

situation softening history as much a$ possible,then added in rapid English—“ And, for the benefit
ot future travellers, I would suggest that vou repay
these people in kind. Make some demonstration to
trighten them as she has been frightened. It is the
only way to impress their benighted minds. Haveyou any weapons with you? Anything would do, so
it 11 not really go off. ”

Before he could finish Jack had whipped out a tov
dagger and now, with the yell of an Apache, sprang
towards the huddled group. The boy was so enraged
for his sister that lie did it well and, as it this were a
concerted signal, each broke into -some demonstration.^
Mrs. Germaine shrieked and raved, Alicia, tall and
stern as a young goddess, threw out a long arm andseemed invoking curses from above, though she wasonly repeating one of Riley’s poems. The two-stran^emen produced formidable revolvers, while Berriln
flourished his cane and hopped about like an ana ry

'

rooster. s 3
\

It was effective. The terrified inn people felt their
hour had come, and literally fell over each other in
trantic but futile, efforts to run and hide, begging
frenziedJy for mercy. When Atwood thought them
sufficiently subdued he sprang forward, and cried in
bpauish—“Do not kill this peoole, even if they'
deserve it!” The late'comers seemed to demur, each

*
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men standing threateningly over a selected
victim, tor none had been allowed to escape. A short
parley followed, then Atwood said in patois, “These
lords and ladies have agreed to grant you mercy, on
one condition. They will spare vour lives if you go
at once and make ready the rooms they need tonight,

fi °v PI
epare them a g°°d, hot supper, and mind you !

the beds must be clean and the food of the best. Now
go, and be quick about it!”
They needed no second bidding. Each flew to his

task, and as the last petticoat whisked out of sight
Alicia cried, breathlessly, “I feel as if I’d been Act-
ing m opera bouffe 1 But poor Connie ! It wa« anv
thng but funny for tier, I fear!”
Atwood answered gravely. “You are right, Miss—”
‘Van Tuyl” quickly supplied Alicia. ‘“First friend

to the rescued party, let me introduce you to her
mother and these brave knights who are ready to
deiend her with their lives, yon see—Jack, for mercy’s

e
’-7Ut uP.t

.
hat dagger before you hurt yourself with

1 Where did you get the thing, anyhow’?”
Bought it, of course. They say you need ’em in

bpain and I guess that’s true enough. Beastly things!
1 a like,to hurt some of ’em in earnest—that I would !”
“Well, it was a frightful experience, but I can only

hope Constance will profit by the lesson,” sighed
Mrs. Germaine. “She is a bit willful, at times, and
would come, though Mr. Berrien and I tried our best
to dissuade her.”
Atwood glanced towards the little man so markedly

lugged into the conversation, and, with something
ike a pang, understood that Mrs. Germaine wishedhim to know Mr. Berrien had the right to remonstrate.
\et could it be? Could a girl like that be attracted
by this little whipper-snapper? It seemed incredible.He roused himself to offer the ladies the hospitality
ot his roof, which was gratefully declined, though
Mrs. Germaine added, to his inner delight, “But we'll
not disturb my daughter, if your mother will be so
kina as to keep her—

”

“Certainly !” cried Atwood. “And I will go at
once and bring back the latest news of her

&
for I

remain here, myself, tonight.”
Mrs. Germaine gave him a comprehending glance.

Then, with rare cordiality, suddenly held out her
hand.

‘

' You are more than kind, Mr. Atwood. This is
delicacy, indeed!”
He flu slid with pleasure, and Jack broke in “Mayn’t

I go with you? I’m not a bit sleepy—sav yesmamsey!” ’

“All right—yes!” and the two swung out together,
'

Berrien looking longingly after, but making no effort
to follow, much to their content. This Jack frankly
\ oiced by a Gracious! I was afraid he’d come too
wasn’t you ?’

’

Atwood laughed. “You don’t like the gentleman?”
Like him! Not any better’n Connie does. How-

can you like such a little dotty ? That’s the reason
she came ott on this w ild goose chase to get rid of him
and the bullfight. \ou see mother's so set on—

”

“And did you go to the bullfight?” interposed At-
wood hastily, feeling iu decency bound to nip these
tamilv disclosures in the bud, though he was thrilled
with a relief that seemed strangely disproportioned to
the occasion. What were these strangers to him?
But Jack was answering,

—

"Bullfight Cmph! call that a fight? Why, there
wasu t but one beast in the whole show that had life
enough to fight—poor starved things ! They’d driveem ln fairly tottering, then the fellow in the red
cape would stick ’em full of those little flags on sharp
sticks, capering and dodging as if there was any real
danger. I just hoped they would gore him sometimes,
it looked so cruel ! But they never did. And then
the horses ! They w ere more starved than the bulls, if

( Continued on page 8?
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READS LIKE A ROMANCE
THE STORY OF THE WONDROUS GLENN POOL OILFIELD IN OKLAHOMA

By Jesse B. Taylor, Editor Western Trail

When Lightning Strikes Oil (a tank of it) in Oklahoma

T was the bulldog tenacity of Robert Gal-

breath, an erstwhile townsite boomer,

that brought in the Glenn Pool oilfield

in the new state of Oklahoma, the richest

petroleum deposit ever discovered. In-

cidentally this display of grit, which en-

countered such obstacles as would have dampened

the ardor of most men, has created scores of fortunes

in the great Southwest.
Unlike many cases in history, the real discoverer

of this rich oil field gained his rightful share of the

wealth it has produced. In two years and a half

since he brought in the first well he has amassed

a fortune of more than $1,000,000, and his wealth

continues to pile up. He is a member of the firm

of Colcord and Galbreath, which owns the leases

on 320 acres in the heart of the Glenn Pool. On
these acres are fifty-seven flowing wells, the initial

production of which ranged all the way from 100

to 2,000 barrels a day each.

So rapidly have these wells produced petroleum

that the railroads and pipe lines have been unable

to take it away. Each month increases the stock

on hand by many thousands of barrels, and a visitor

to the field is nearly deafened by the tattoo of

hammers in the hands of steel workers who are

erecting monster, tanks for storage. Even these

cannot be built fast enough, and on the Concord

and Galbreath lands there is a lake of oil said to

contain upwards of 600,000 barrels. So long has

this stood outside that many of its valuable prop-

erties have evaporated, leaving only fuel oil.

Mr. Galbreath is one of those energetic men who
attract attention in whatever role they are found.

He is of medium stature and has the bright, steady

eye of the keep trader and promoter. He is an

Ohioan and he went to Oklahoma in the rush of

1889, when the territory was opened to settlement.

He was under 30 years of age when he reached the

new country to which he had emigrated, but he

made himself felt. He immediately entered the
)(

ranks of that class of real estate dealers known as “townsite boomers

While developing new cities in what is now the new state, Mr. Galbreath was

stationed at Shawnee, Edmond, Oklahoma City, and a number of other places He

was successful and when he got the oil fever he had about $20,000 with which to

go in search of the sands that nourish petroleum.

About this time he became interested in the Red Fork townsite. Red Fork is

now a thriving town of about 500 souls, but two years ago it was simply a station

on the Frisco railroad. It is four miles southwest of Tulsa, the real headquarters

of the Glenn Pool field. But there was no Glenn Pool when Mr. Galbreath first

began operations at Red Fork.
, ,

,. .
..

During his spare moments, when he was not selling town lots, this energet

boomer began to study geological formations. He scented a trail of oil reaching

from the Kansas fields to the Texas deposits. He began to use his>$20,0001 of sav-

ings in an effort to find the sands of wealth at Red Fork. He didn t find them,

but he did sink all of his money at the point of a drill.

Once again without funds, but not dissuaded, Mr. Galbreath began a closer study

of the earth formations in that section of what was then Indian Territory, and

finally decided he had found the treasure spot. But it was necessary to find some-

body who would help bear the $5,000 burden necessary to equip a well—provided

they found the much-hoped tor oil.
, ,

At Keystone, a small place seventeen miles west of Tulsa, lived Frank Chesley,

than postmaster and a merchant in a small way. In addition to having saved some

money he had some knowledge of oil fields. Although born m Connecticut, he had

spent most of his life in that part of New York state where petroleum flowed from

Postmaster Chesley drove with Promoter Galbreath to the charmed spot the latter

had selected. It was four miles a little north of east of

where Kiefer, the world-renowned tented city, later was

established. Here in the quiet of an almost barren piece

of country these two men decided they would delve for

wealth. As soon as permission was gained from the gov-

ernment’s representatives drilling was begun on the

allotment of Ida C. Glenn, a little girl whose mother was

a full-blooded Creek squaw and whose father was a white

man.
Early in the morning of November 22, 1905, the pros-

pectors sunk their drill into oil sands and brought in

the first well in that section of the country, and it had an

initial production of 100 barrels a day. The field thus

tapped immediately became known as Glenn Pool, taking

its name from the little Indian maiden before whom the

avenues of wealth had been opened.

The field developed rapidly after the first well came in.

And as the derricks grew thicker it became known by

what narrow margin Messrs. Galbreath and Chesley

“struck it rich.’’ Wells drilled only 100 feet east of

their original No. 1 proved to be dry. Hence it is

plain that had this final stand of Mr. Galbreath led him

into the dry section he would have lost his chance. And

there are those who believe such a failure would have

long delayed the discovery of the wonderful Glenn Pool

deposit.
,

No sooner did the news of the Galbreatli-Chesley strike

get noised about than there came one of the wildest

scrambles for leases ever recorded in history. Purchase

of land was impossible because the property belonged to

Indians and negroes and was held by the government in

such manner that change of title was impossible.

Location ot many of the persons to whom the land

had be enallotted was difficult, so the entire bhootmg

winter practically was taken up in the search.

While others were seeking the right to drill, Gal-

breath and Chesley were working into the sand.

If these prospectors were to continue developing

the land on which they had secured a lease they

realized they must have money. True, they were

getting oil from the one already brought in, but

they could not market it. They had not even

built a tank in which to store it. They realized

that other wells would cost $5,000 each and that

tanks to hold the product would be expensive

things to erect.

So Mr. Galbreath harked back to his Oklahoma

City days. He remembered that he had become
friendly there with Charles F. Colcord, a man who
already had amassed a considerable fortune. He
had been the first sheriff of Oklahoma county and

had served as a United States marshal under Presi-

dent Cleveland. His faith in the new country had

long been at high tide and he was ready to invest

his money in an effort to further develop its re-

sources. Hence he was a willing listener when his

caller arrived. Together with C. G. Jones, he said

he was prepared to risk his capital in the venture.

John O. Mitchell, a comaratively recent arrival

from Missouri, also joined in the drilling of the

second well, which soon was brought in with an

initial production of 800 barrels a day.

The construction of the 55,000 barrel tanks is

just now one of the principal industries of the

field. Up to date no less than 125 of them have

been erected and there is a large force of steel

workers now engaged in adding to that number.

The Prairie Oil and Gas Company, which is an

acknowledged branch of the Standard Oil Company,

has a large farm of these huge tanks, besides a large

number of 35,000 barrels capacity each. This com-

pany has a pipe line to Bayonne, N. J., by way of

Whiting, Ind., which has a capacity of about

20.000 barrels a day. But the company’s wells are

producing oil much faster than that.

There are two other pipe iines running from the Glenn Pool. One is the Gulf

Pipe Line Company’ running to Galveston, and the other is The Texas Co“ p^’
reaching Port Arthur, Tex. These are considered by some independent, and these

predict that the competition of the three concerns will make tne Glenn Pool the

oil clearing house of the world, where prices are made, instead of Oil City, Pa.,

which point has enjoved that distinction for many years.
.

There are others in the field who contend that the Standard octopus has its tenta-

cles securely wound about the latter two lines, and they point to the harmony

with which prices are maintained as evidence of that fact.
^

But be that as it may,

these three lines and the large number of tank cars provided by the railroads are

insufficient to handle the output of the field. The pipe lines produced in October

77 000 barrels of oil daily and the individual owners produced 30,000 barrels

daily. The shipping possibilities, both by pipe line and by rail, are inside o

75
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view of the Glenn- Pool is impressive. To reach the heart of the

field the Oil Flyer of the ’Frisco road, which starts early in the morning from

Tulsa is the vehicle most patronized. It lands you at the bright, new station m
Kiefer, world-renowned as the city of tents, where all about you rise oil derricks

Climbing to a high knoll just back of the town a wide expanse of these derricks

is visible With a strong glass it is possible to see the original Galbreath well

fouT miles away, and then the vista reaches even farther west. The pool has an

area of about fifteen square miles. Within that domain 1,200 wells have been

drilled and practically all of them are producing today.

Huo-e sums have been expended in the development of the Glenn Pool As has

been stated above, it costs about $5,000 to drill and fully equip a well, hence the

I 200 wells now in operation represent an investment of $6,000,000. Tho.=e who
1,200 wens now F

haye ^ tQ do with the fitting up of the field say

the steel tankage and the necessary surface pipes have

cost as much as $4,000,000, making a total of $10,000,000.

Add the estimated cost of pipe lines, which is $30,000,-

000 and approximately $10,000,000 for tank cars and load-

incr’ racks, and there is the amazing total of $50,000,000.

Alt of this sum has come back and, repeating again, the

field has made several millionaires and has created scores

of comfortable fortunes. Its end is not yet in sight.

Fortunes still are being created at a rapid pace.

The operators in the field are not the only ones who

are piling up wealth as a result of the discovery ot

petroleum deposits there. The government served as a

watchful guardian of the interests of the Indians and

negroes to whom the land had been allotted. A minimum

royalty of 10 per cent of the gross receipts was fixed,

and good prospects in many instances brought this

figure as high as 16 2-3 per cent, in tne face of strong

competition. This means that, with the price of oil at

41 cents a barrel, where it stood last month, an ordinary

twenty-acre tract would bring in the region of $100 a day

in royalty. . ..

Each twenty acre tract has from five to eight wells on

it. In figuring average production as ranging from 100

barrels to 2,000 barrels a day, as indicated above, it can

be seen that a daily run of 2,500 barrels from twenty

acres would be moderate. .

Not in rovalties alone have these people gamed

wealth. Competition frequently has brought high bonus

bids An example is found in Robert Glenn, a two-year-

old half Indian lad, whose 20 acre allotment brought

him a bonus of $43,ooo. His royalties m addition have

exceeded $100 on many different days, Edith Durant, a

an Oil Well {Continued on page *3 )
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J HE MINISTRY OF FLOWERS AND PLANTS
The Weeping Birch

HE inquiry is frequently made for a quick-
growing, ornamental tree suitable for small
grounds—something that will not outgrow
the space that can be given it, and dominate
the yard when well developed, as such va-
rieties as the maple and elm are sure to do

unless the grounds are of more than ordinary size.
Whenever this inquiry is made to liie, I aim to always
recommend the weeping or cut-leaved bircli.
This tree is always beautiful. Small specimens do

not show the slender, drooping nature of the branches
which characterize it after the first two or three years
of its growth, but the foliage of the small tree is ex-
ceedingly attractive, and its habit quite as graceful as
that of its later growth, only, of course, there isn’t
enough of a head to make a great deal of show But
development is rapid, and it does not take long tomake a miniature tree [out of the small sapling No
attention in the way of pruning is required. Yet it
follow out its own instincts in the direction of o-race-
fulness and it will develop into a most charming
specimen, with spreading limbs thickly set with
delicate, drooping branches, symmetrical in form —m fact, an ideal tree for the home grounds, if it can
have space enough fully to display its attractions.
Crowd it in among others, and its beauty is lost sight
ol, tor it is never an aggressive tree. It must have a
space all to itself in order to display its charms to th“
best advantage. Its foliage is small, finely cut and
not plentiful enough to give a dense effect. On the
contrary, it is delicate, almost fernlike in its airy
gracefulness. Through its veil of slender branches
and dainty foliage, the snow-white beauty of its bark
shows most charmingly. Iu the fall, the foliage takes
on a golden richness that makes the tree more beau-
tiful than ever. It seems to have caught the sunshine
in its branches, so bright and glowing is its color.
Alter its leaves have fallen, the slender branches
pendant from its larger limbs show to fine effect
against a background ot blue sky, and its white bark
takes on a silvery luster in the winter sunshine Iknow of no other tree in which so many ornamental
features are combined. It is one of the trees attractive
at all seasons.

.

H very hardy. I have never known it to be in-
jured by our severest northern winters. It grows well
in all kinds of soils. I cannot say too much in its
praise as an ideal tree for the small home lot.

Seasonable Suggestions

Go over the Sweet Peas daily and cut off
flowers. Do this to prevent the formation
of seed. Similar treatment is advised for all
plants that bear seed freely.

If the season is a hot, dry one, don’t
neglect to mulch your plants. A good mulch
is better than an application of water. Grass
clippings from the lawn are excellent for this
purpose. They prevent the soil from parting
rapidly with whatever moisture there is in it?
and they break the force of the sun’s rays on
the soil about the'roots of "the plants. When
they begin to decay, work them into the soil
about the plants, and let fresh clippings take
their place.

Tea Roses, bedded out, should receive
about the same care as is given the Hybrid
Perpetuals. Feed well, to keep them grow-
ing, and cut their branches back to strong
“eyes” after each period of bloom. As long
as you keep them producing new branches
you can expect flowers from them.

If you have beds of Coleus, or this plant is
used as an edging, go over them daily and
remove every yellowing leaf, and nip out
every bud that shows itself. If any branches
seem inclined to outgrow the rest of the plant
cut them back at once, and keep them cut
back until other branches are strong enough
to hold their own against them. It may be
necessary to shear your plants to keep them
even and symmetrical. Unless well cared for,
they soon take on a straggling look and be-
come anything but attractive.

Now is a good time to divide old plants
of Boston Fern, and start new ones for next
winter’s use. Don’t wait until fall before
beginning to prepare for winter. Keep in
mind the fact that a fine plant can’t be grown
in a month, or in six months.

faded

EDITED BY EBEN E. REXFORD

,

>’our Chrysanthemums are kept going
steam Iv forward. If in pots shift to larger ones as the
old ones become filled with roots. Give them a
strong, rich soil, and be sure that it never gets dry.hew plants can make use of more water, during sum-
mer. Allow the roots to get really drv and the plant
receives a check from which it will be a long time in
recovering. °

If the black beetle attacks your Chrysanthemums,make a strong infusion of soap suds, and shower the
infested plants thoroughly. Then go over them with
clear water.

See that vines about the house are given proper
support as their branches lengthen. If this is not
d°ue

>
,

the uew growth is pretty sure to be whipped
about by strong winds, and often severely’ injured.

It is a good plan to go over all old vines trained
against the house, at least once a year, and renew their
supports. If this is not done, the entire vine is often
torn loose by sudden and severe storms, and anyonewho has ever tried putting a vine back where it belongs
knows how impossible it is to perform the task satis-
factorily.

Keep the ground about the lilacs mowed close. This
prevents the thousand and one sprouts that annually
appear about the old plants from developing into the
thicket that so many persons urge as an objection to
this really excellent shrub.

Go over the plants in pots that you are growing for
n
f
xt winter’s use, and pinch them into shape. Nip

oil the end of the most vigorous branches, to give other
branches a chance to “catch up.” Also, to make the
plant produce more branches. Persistent “pinching
back will force almost any plant to become bushy
and compact. It seems a pity to interfere with a plant
wmen it is growing luxuriantly, I know, but one must
look ahead and plan for the future of it. The time to
tram a plant into pleasing shape is when it is makino
its best growth. Neglect it then, and you lose you?
opportunity. A plant that has been’allowed to devel-
ope to suit itself can seldom be brought into satisfac-'
tory shape later.

Never be satisfied with inferior varieties of plants
tor house use. We have so many really fine sorts now-
a-days that one can afford to give room to the best
only. Therefore discard any that you may have that
are not of superior merit, and get those of acknowl-
edged excellence to take their places. I often see old
varieties of Geraniums growing in the windows, and
their unlikeness to the improved varieties of today

emphasizes the fact most forcibly of the great improve-ment that is constantly being made bv the floristsamong a 1 clases of plants. Verily, this is an age otGera
u
niums iu ray greenhouse with

petals so wide that they overlap, like those of thePansy. No one, seeing them, would ever be satisfied
to go on growing the old kinds, with their two narrowupper petals and their skimpy lower ones. The grower

tS W1 “^"'-garden ought to visit the es-tablishments of the modern florist at least once a year

mifcF n ^ep UP Witb the ^mes.” If she does

ufith hi
be sure to take a few new plants homewith her on each visit, and it won’t be long before

how .f ?n
CO leC

c°
n that "’ii make he? wonder

plants
16 C0U d ever have been content with her old

Sequester'd leafy glades.

That through the dimness of their twilight show
Large dock leaves, spiral foxgloves, or the glow
Of the wild cat’s-eyes, or the silvery stems
Of delicate birch-trees. —Keats

Unchaperoned'in Spain
(Continued from page 6
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hyTthey badll ’* a show for themselves
tbe fi-T- ,N°w, I tell you, I like a fight as wellany fan, if it s on the square and sides are evenlymatched but that! Why, ’twas a regular butcheryGuess Connie was all right in not wanting to go, after

,, J,

s
r

n * T°ur sister usually about right?”

l t 7
e

j

yOU bet she is ! And I just wish Mamsev’dlet her alone. Connie likes men that are men-bwstrong fellows—bet a cooky she’ll take to you ” with

SffiS*
”” « «“ * »« °f »'«»bood

We cried Atwood hastily, pointing tohe cottage, still ablaze. “My mother is
7

’ waiting upror me, I see, and he threw wide the door for hisyoung guest to enter. .

meeting
and

’
the rather wearisome

E, W ?
U h 7tn

.

lly over
- Constance nestled backin her easy chair, glad of a respite till noon. Sheglanced snyly up at the artist as he returned frombowing out the l^ies, and blushed as she met his

T .

l00k verT comfortable,” he said gently, “butI m glad you were not quite rested”-a s^rkle in hise>e It was a bitter experience for you. but I atleast, cannot regret it.” / ’ ’

.,,
N<T I—n°w. Only for you, though—Ah ! how

ha thne ’

7 How terrible I But you were there

1 there ' I saw you earlier in the day, Iand was restless. I wandered up to the villa°e andon to IU. posada, «he„ , p
P
s„ “f

to be. I could not“make out what was iu the 1midst of that surging mass, outside
; but when .

forll
1
” 7°Ur Cfy

'
1 1 bad beeD waiting

And you came at once. How you cleaved -

your way, as if they had been paper men itwas splendid ! How could you do it?”‘‘
y had to. They separated you from me.” JAnd you saved me!” in a low murmur.
iou clung to me; you trusted me. Ibrought you to my mother.”

The deep, intense voice ceased
; and as J

thieir eyes met words were unnecessary. £Convention still measured the room’s breadth
between them, but their souls had leaped the ’

barrier. In that moment of glad surrender !

Constance forgot the very existence of Mr 1
Norris Berrien.

[THE end]

No wonder New Yorkers have dyspepsia —
daifj

631 seven fy‘five thousand pork pies

The true philanthropist does not ‘‘sound atrumpet ' when he does alms, neither does he
take special pains to have himself written up
b} a representative of a daily newspaper.

“Charity begins at home. ” Very true but
it does not end there. Far too manv have
a so-called charity that both begins and ends
at home. The latter variety is not the
genuine.

Weeping Birch—Betula Pendula

The birch-tree swang her fragrant hair.

The bramble cast her berry.

The gin within the juniper

Began to make him merry.
The poplars, in long due.

With cypress promenaded,
The shock-head willows two and two
By rivers gallopaded. —Tentiyson
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OKLAHOMA, THE MARVEL STAT E
BY JAMES COURSEN BARTHOLF

Shawnee Today; Eight Years Ago a Wilderness of Timber

. jhE NATION’S greatest day for joy-making and jollification is the ever

T o-lorious Fourth of July, on which day we celebrate the new birth of

freedom which found expression in the Declaration ot Independence,

first heralded to the world on July 4th, 1776. Then th
^

e we
J
e on

J
thirteen stars on the blue field of our national banner Now there are

. forty-six ;
each one added giving a new lustre to Old Glory. The last

one thus to be added is that of Oklahoma, which at the time of becoming a state,

was the Greatest in population, wealth, and wondrous natural resources ever ad

mitted into the American union. At the time of its admission Oklahoma had a

population of approximately two millions of people, nearly two-thirds as many a»

existed in all the thirteen colonies when they declared themselves to be free and

independent from Great Britain and all other nations. The greater is the amazing

wonder attaching to this important fact when we

realize that the territory constituting the new state

was first opened to homestead entry and settlement by

white people less than a score of years ago.

To be exact, Oklahoma, at the time of its admission,

according to a special census taken by the United

States government, had a population of 1,850,000 ,
the

taxable wealth was $800,000,000, and the value of farm

and mineral products was more than $500,000,000 per

annum. There are 5,000 miles of railroad 250,000,

farms, more than 1,700 postoffices and ninety-six cities

with populations exceeding 1,000. A showing

such as this is marvelous, indeed ;
seems more

like a fairy tale than history ;
is almost incredible ot

belief, -and yet the facts herein stated are the official

figures of the national government, the reliability ot

which no one can, for a moment, question.

Another evidence of the wondrously rapid, yet per-

manent development of Oklahoma, which can not be

controverted, is that of the unerring photographic

camera. Hence herewith are presented several excel-

lent half-tones, which testify in another way to the

truth of statements made by our dear Uncle Sam, who

has never been accused of being otherwise than truth-

Ahe last State to be admitted to the Union, Oklahoma, seems truly to be an

embodiment, as to its vast natural resources, of ^ f^hich^re^ot to'Sound
United States as a whole, can boast of very few ot these which are not to

in abundance in the new State.
, . TOr, rm • her oi 1 wells

Oklahoma has millions of acres of the best coal lands in t

^ forests
produce thousands of barrels daily; tram-loads of Jk ni tror* *

and there are thousands of acres that the ax has not yetW ed ,
st°*e qu|mes are

. worked in a dozen parts of the state, gypsum mills are gnn<

^

f fn t̂rv thereby
and a hundred and one other enterprises are

^
® the a i moSt measureless

' transmuting into a thousand and one and more artici
,

• a +

wealth that lies buried beneath the surface of mountain, valley and plain. Ihat

A Gala Day at Perry, Oklahoma

State comprising 400,000 acres, he can easily think himself trudging amidst the

stately pines of the old Pine Tree state, or the Wolverine, the Badger, or the

Gopher commonwealths,—and so the farther he travels and the longer he remains

in the state of the “Fair God,’’ the more will his mind revert to all the states and

to those things that have made them all great and prosperous. As provident Nature

has seemed thus to have gathered up something of the best of her bounties from

all the other states into a huge cornucopia and lavishly poured them out upon

Oklahoma so also, in like manner, has Nature taken somewhat of the climatic

conditions' obtaining in all the other forty-five states and given a portion thereof to

Oklahoma The climate in the new state has been most aptly described as am

“equable overlap of both North and South.’’ Continuing, the same writer weK

=av= • “ In winter the thermometer rarely reaches zero, and the season of cold
~ y '

weather is short. There is not a month in the year

when work may not be done out in the open. in

summer the weather is warm, even hot at times, else
J

cotton would not grow, but cool gulf breezes temper

the heat, and a hot night is a rarity. People in this

midland country suffer from neither excessive heat

nor cold. The rainfall is ample, and there has never

yet been an absolute failure of crops.’’

Climatic conditions being thus a composite of that

obtaining in all the states and soil conditions being ail

that could be desired, it is but a natural result that

almost anything that can be grown anywhere can also

be produced to advantage in Oklahoma. An enumer-

ation "of farm produce, raised in abundance in the

new state, gives, most substantial proof of this state-

ment. Among these may be mentioned: wheat, corn,

cotton, oats, brown corn, alfalfa, potatoes, melons,

Kafir corn, fruits of all kinds other than tropical,

garden vegetables of every variety, and many other

things. In addition to these products of the ground

there are those always found in connection therewith,

—

poultry, live-stock of all kinds, and dairy products.

Though scarcely a furrow had been turned eighteen

years ago in what now comprises Greater Oklahoma,

the argicultural products of the state now being a

total annual return of more than $200,000,000,
.

lust as the a reat natural resources of Oklahoma are a composite ot those where-

with the other states are blessed, and the climate there obtaining is an “ overlap

of both North and South,” so also is the now great state, as to its splendid popu-

lation, a composite and “ overlap” of much of the “ choicest of the wheat” from

wealth that lies buried beneath tne suriace 01 muuu^,
- rapidly

die ingenuity, enterprise, and industry of Oklahoma s P » the state’s annual
developing these mighty resources is shown from the t
CreVclOpilI^ LllCbC 111

1qu l y 1

output of manufactured goods aggregates more than $25,000 -

ooo In certain parts of the state one could imagine liimselt

back in the old Keystone commonwealth, or in Ohio, or

West Virginia, or Indiana, surrounded as he would be by oil

wells «as wells, coal and iron mines, and by thriving in-

dustries that always find a home in their vicinage; when

wandering
“ ’mid the cotton and the co n of the cc-tto

counties, he could easily think himself down on some ole

plantation” of Alabama or Mississippi ;
when strolling over

the farms where is grown the succulent peanut he is came

in memory back to “ ole Virginny” and naturally begins

reminiscing regarding the F. F. V’s. and other things t 1

have made the Old Dominion famous; when,

from some sunkissed hill, he overlooks a vast

ocean of growing corn, or wheat, he is forcibly

reminded of the splendid prairie sister states -of

Illinois and Iowa ; when he walks through the

beautiful orchards of almost any part of Okla-

homa and picks from heavily laden trees right

and left, most luscious peaches, pears, plums,

apricots, cherries, and apples of every variety,

he easily imagines himself down in old rork

State, in Michigan, Oregon, Washington, Cali-

fornia, or almost any other state that lias been

made famous by the abundant production of

these unrivaled fruits; if he takes a detour

through the majestic pine forest reserve of the Group of Buildings, A

lation, a composne aim uvciiau of much of the — -

all the older states. Such being the general high character of the people who have

so wondrously created this mighty commonwealth almost in a day, it is only-

natural to find that they have provided magnificently for the cause of education

culture and refinemment, for schools, colleges, universities, libraries, churches and

all those things that make for the higher and the better life.

The educational system includes the rural school, the high school, the preparatory

school, the normal school, the agricultural college, and the university. The ar-

rangements of the courses of the several schools has been so perfected that m the

remote-country school a boy or girl may start on an educa-

tional career, finishing at the university, without a break.

Quoting from the last report of the superintendent of public

instruction, we find an enumeraton of children of school age.

six to twenty-one years, of 204,630 ;
an enrollment in the

public schools of 152,886; an average daily attendance of

93,495 1
that 3,671 teachers were employed

;
that the common

schools collected and expended $i,459.^23 f°r school pur-

poses
;
that school houses have been built aggregating a

valuation of $2,072,000. These statistics speak concisely and

tersely of educational conditions and progress, but do not

fully present the spirit inspiring the work. Enthusiasm,

harmony, and good will are characteristic of

the educational forces of the great public school

system. Each year sees more thorough organi-

zation, a richer course of study, a better under-

standing of the child mind and its development,

improved methods of teaching and better man-
agement, and a more effective growth.

There are seven institutions of higher learning

supported by the state of Oklahoma. The State

University at Norman, the University Prepara-

tory School at Toukawa, the Agricultural and

Mechanical College at Stillwater, the Colored

Agricultural and Normal University at Lang-

ston, and three Normal Schools, the Central

& M. College, Stillwater ( Continued, on page 15 )

This is a Typical Oklahoma Homestead
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RHEUMATISM
Let Us Send You, FREE TO TRY, a
Dollar’s Worth of the Great Mich-
igan External Remedy that is

Curing Thousands

Let Us Have Your Address Today
We have found a quick and positive

remedy for Rheumatism. We are prov-
ing this fact day in and day out by thous-
ands of cures, including old chronic cases
of 30 and 40 years suffering from this
cruel torture. We know this, and if any-
one doubts, we will introduce him or her
to hundreds we have cured. We will let
everybody know, as we know, that Magic
Foot Drafts are a real, genuine cure for
this dread disease.

PULPIT TALKS
ON LOVE, COURTSHIP, MARRIAGE, HOME

BY REV. CHARLES EDWARD ODELL

DON’T MARRY THIS GIRL

JUL\

Will make a FIRST-CLASS

book-keepei
'of you in 6 weeks for $3 or RETUR
MONEY, i find POSITIONS, to?FREE! WRITE. J. H. GOODWIIRoom 321, 1215 Broadway, New York

Magic Foot Drafts are so sure to cure
that we gladly send them to anybody
Free on Approval and wait for our pay
until the work is done. Send us your
name today. Return mail will bring
you a regular dollar pair of Drafts, pre-
paid, to try free. Then if you are satis-
fied with the’ benefit received, you can
send us One Dollar; if not, they cost you
nothing. You decide. You can see that
we couldn’t afford to make such an offer
if the Drafts didn’t cure. Address Magic
Foot Draft Co., 767 Oliver Building,
Jackson, Mich. Write today.

of what
wliat she
She, too, has been
slow in finding
her place and even
slower in suspect-
ing that any place
of power and dig-
nity is her due.
She has been
placed in the stall

with the cattle and
she has been set on
Olympus with the
gods

;
she has been

conceded to have
powers of thought
and to be suscepti-
ble to a degree of
discipline, but
these susceptibili-
ties have ever
been regarded with
suspicion. The

OMAN has been
called the conun-
drum of history, be-
cause men have been
slow in coming to a
true understanding
she is and of just
is for

Smoke Havana Stogies
Fresh from Factory Direct to You

Our LITTLE HAVANA is 6 inches long. Handmade by skilled Union Labor, in clean sanitary
factories. Strictly long filler and Havana seed
wrapper. Contains no scraps, no stems; just
the best grade of select broad leaf tobacco
properly cured and prepared.

$2.00 per Box of 100 Prepaid
Sent by mail or express direct to you at Fac-

tory Prices- If you don’t find them just whatwe claim, return at our expense, and your
“gney will be promptly refunded. SEND FOR
SPECIAL TRIAL BOX.

I J LITTLE HAVANA STOGIES sent 'J g"
1 for trial, postpaid, for only i.,7

U

Order a supply today and get acquainted
with a good smoke. Address

THE SIMPSON CO., Dept. 10, Wheeling, West Va.

$

$

$

$

MAKE $50.00 gA%M
v?EU

nearn to write advertisements
; our unique new

method is simple and practical; covers thor-
oughly every detail of publicity; we will start
you in a profitable mail order business, from
your own home; no money required; send only
ten (10) 2 cent stamps for ten (10) complete les-

sons, also valuable proof-reader’s chart FREE.
W. p. MiLLS, Pres. Ad-Writers’ Associ-
ation, 14 Oak Lane, Philadelphia, Pa.

Dorean Hotel
(Brick Fireproof)

Ocean Front at Vermont Avenue

Atlantic City, N. J.
OPEN ALL YEAR

Gambol Room, Music, Ocean Front,
Refined Surroundings

Accommodations for 350 guests, ele-
gantly furnished, rooms and bath single
or eu suite.

Oining rooms and sun parlors over-
looking ocean.

EXCELLENT CUISINE.

NEW GRILL A LA AMERICA.
Billiards, Shuffle Board, Etc. Music.

Write for literature.

E, E. MORALL, Prop.

small boy says of his
jitl playmate, “O, she is nothing but a
girl!” The relics of such sentiment
disappear but slowly after we have grown
to manhood.
Woman, however, is finding her place

and she is finding it with dignity and
power. Her true nobility consists in her
most wonderful influence for good. This
influence is not monopolized by the re-
presentative women in public life who,
through brilliancy of mind, have written
and spoken in the interests of nations
and of men

;
women who charm and de-

light vast assemblies with their fervor
and eloquence

; women who have, through
great sacrifice, delivered their people;
women who have made for themselves a
place in the affection of many and whose
names are recorded in halls of faipe

;
but,

refer to the wives and mothers who have
had no ambition for public place and
recognition; who are not in the scramble
for social position or national reputation,
but who are quietly, sweetly, and earn-
estly performing the ten thousands of
humble offices of love and home, and,
who, like Susanna Wesley and Nancy
Hanks Lincoln, are living in the affec-
tions of thousands because of tlieir influ-
ence upon the minds and hearts of those
whom God gave them to rear for Him,
and whom they influenced to turn the
currents of history and live and labor in
the interests of humanity. The place
that wives and mothers fill is so supreme
that if they fail in their duty, human
life as a whole is a failure. In their
hands lie the issues of life for mankind.
It is the high duty and beautiful function
of woman to make homes, and within
her power lies the terrible capacity for
marring them. Wtoman is more than
queen, she is the fountain of honor. The
honor she gives and the honor she com-
mands will decide the ’whole tone of
society. Pure, true, strong, she com-
pels men to worship purity, truth,
strength. Corrupt, false, base, she blights
the ideals of men, lowers their ambitions,
excites tlieir baser passions and degrades
their souls to a level below the brute.
Again, there is a sense in which woman

is the interpreter and revealer of God to
the human race. She has religious in-
tuitions and spiritual susceptibilities
which, together with her sweet and sacred
relation to the birth, infancy7

,
and child-

hood of the human race, place her far in
advance of the other sex in tender sym-
pathy and blessed helpfulness. Woman
is in more than one sense “the mold of
the human race.”
Hence the choosing of a wife is no

trifling matter. It is a question of the
utmost importance. We should bring to
it the thought and heart which we give
to other questions which have direct
bearing upon all subsequent life.

To all young men I would say:
Don’t marry a flirt, a dashing, dazzl-

ing, dizzy devotee
to coquetry, ‘

‘ A
peacock with the
claws of an eagle
and the self-
assurance of a
magpie.” Miss
Flirt is not always
Miss Virtue.
There is nothing
sacred or holy
about love or mar-
riage to her. She
goes forth to con-
quer, heart light
and head lighter.
She delights in
counting her con-
quests and in
dreaming of others
to fall under her
spell. She is al-
ways on dress
parade, always ad-
miring herself,
always casting sly
glances towards
all young men,
a n d sometimes,

made bold by the slightest attention on
their part, enters into the most disgust-
ing flirtations. She is not a charming
flower with the bloom and fragrance
still upon it, but a wilted daisy to be
admired for a moment and then tramp-
led in the dust forever.
Don’t marry a society girl. I mean

the girl whose one thought, whole heart,
and entire time are given to dress, style,
pompadours, powder, mirrors, cards,
dances, and a continual round of social
gaieties. Such a girl is no more fit to be
the wife of your heart, the mother of
your children, the queen of your home
than a boa constrictor. Society7 is rearing
today a race ot girls who know no art of
use or value. They know not how to
sew, broil a steak, play a sweet melody,
smooth the pillow of pain, repeat a
psalm, or offer a prayer—a race of girls
whose heads and hearts are empty of
anything solid or helpful. Imagine such
a girl fifteen years hence, having her own
boys and girls gather about her knee
begging to know what to do, how to
entertain themselves, what to read.

i have no malice toward this society
craze that absorbs every thought and
minute of its devotees and submerges
bead, heart, ard home in the wliirlin°
vortex of fashion’s frenzy, only a pro^
found pity for the narrow, pinched ud
lives such people are living, and for the
sorrows with which they are so often
afflicted.

Don’t marry the girl who is lazy and
who spends the early morning hours in
bed, and drags through the day in a
listless, heartless manner. You may
know but little of her home life, yet you
can tell her at a glauce. She is neither
neat nor tidy in her personal appearance.
Her every aspect indicates that ‘‘tired
feeling.” Her hair, a woman’s glory,
is bunched up carelessly

; her gown is
put on in a haphazard manner; her hat
awry, and with dowdy appearance and

!

listless gait, she roves the' streets, the!
very picture and personification of shift-
lessuess. Unless you wish to live on
cold meals, sleep in ill-made beds, sit in
rooms ihat are cheerless, I warn you to
beware of the lazy girl.

Don’t marry the masculine girl, the
girl who is unwomanly and bold—

a

modern Xantippe, who will tyrannize
over her household in a loud, lordly,
boisterous manner. She has strong (min-
ions and will ever feel free to voice them
to your disgust and perhaps to your
sorrow.

Dou’t marry the girl who is ashamed
(Continued on page 14)

tA / L^?rn the most profitable and fasci-
/ bating profession in the world for
' men and women. Our method
ot thorough and individual instruc-
tion by mail means $50 to $200 perweek
as illustrator. Beautiful portfolio with
drawings and cartoons for 6 cents in

,?iff
ap5

i
Catalogue giving full partic-

ulars of our plan and Special SummerCourse FREE. Write for it TODAY,
to develop your talent NOW.

,
ART SCHOOL of drawing,

Omaha Bldg., Chicago, Iii.

Corn Paint Co Having cured my corns and i

recommend ift^S

53 assorted Comic Cards 1 Oc. (Bushelf
of Fun). M. Hess, 213 Randolph, Chicago

Grow Ginseng
Pure American

Seed and Roots for Sale foi
Special Prices this season. Ad
dress, Chas. Anthony, Alliance, Ohio,

(UEARN to make an Electric Motor,
strument, Telephone.
tour oOc. H. O’Connell 3Ife . Co., Elgin, 111!

MFP nn * offer. ]31j G. CO., Box 6/, Racine, Wis.

1 Sample Butt-ln,DeTil,]kfil-tf% i qaa
lionaire, Hot Air, & FinestwAllUy
Writt^iCallingCardj you CTereaw Sonny

w Eil outfit. All 2 «aW. A. BODE, Bos 104, Fair Havan, i ^

our latest, most popular sack

APRON PATTERN
very neat, simple and comfortable
sizes 32 to 44. We are anxions to
introduce our splendid magazine (and will give away 10,000 of these'
Prize Aprons, For 30 days we will
send magazine on trial 3 months
and apron pattern for the special
introductory price of only 10 cents.
Our big handsome new book of

fashions with illustrated lessons on
cutting and dressmaking, showing
beautiful illustrations of 1,000 lat-
est styles for ladies and children
with JessoDs in home dressmaking
full of practical suggestions worth.WUfll
many dollars to any woman.
Ma i Jed free to an y ladywho sends
15 cents for mailing expense. Ap-
ron pattern and fashion book
both for 20 cents,

HOUSEHOLDFASHION
MAGAZINE. .

420 t). S. Express Bldg., Chicago^

WITCH Headache Band,
relieve Headache, Neuralgia, Insom-

-
° drugs

' instant relief, safe,
> sure; guaranteed; highly inclor^ed'

six months; only 25c. pcnDaid’Awarded Gold Medal. Jamestown

"“'t ABBOTT SALES CO.,
1116 Cheshtdt St„ Philadelphia

CYSTITIS
Or Inflammation Of The Bladder
A painful affliction that often yieldsquickly to the treatment of a skilledkidney specialist. (Water Doctors
1 suffered very severely from blad-dertrouble for three years. Dr. Shafercured me.’ Mrs. A. Dav, 137 Sixthno

i

n ’ Ky
• JVrite to Dr. Shaferfor particulars and free 74-page bookConsultation free. Cases treated bymail. Address, Dr. 0. D. Shafer,

167 Garfield Place, Cincinnati, Ohio.

WHY SUFFER
The Dangers of VARICOCELE?

I found the cure sixteen
years ago. Safe, Sure, Painless.
' ancocele dethrones health
and vitality. My book ex-
plains tne symptoms and
cure. Sent sealed, Free.

G. ALLAN ROWE, M.D.
60 Niagara Street, L, Buffalo, N. Y.

IMPLICATE DIAMONDS—1 carat. Notpasteor
stage, but beautiful stones set in warranted gold rings.
Experts alone can tell them. Sent postpaid for $2.00.
Use standard ring measure for size wanted. Catalog
free Agents wanted. 50 cents commission per ring
sold. Additional cash prizes for sales during Julv and
August. Write at once for Special List 105
Reading Diamond Co., Bx.4S2, Reading, Pa,

P|T FC Send No Money
J Only Your Address

And Get
DR. VAN VLECK’S

SI CURE
FREET O

TRY
Then if fully satisfied
with benefit received,
send us $i.oo. If not it
costs you nothing.
We take your word.
Dr. VanVleck’s 3-fold
Absorption Treatment
for Piles, Ulcer, Fis-
sure, Prolapse, Tum-
ors, Constipation, etc.,
is curing thousands in
every stage of this
cruel disease—chronics

ol 30 and 40 years suffering as well as all the
milaer stages. Don’t wait for the surgeon’s
knife, but write the Dr. Van Vleck Co., 767 Maj-
estic Build g, Jackson, Alich., for this Trial Treat-ment (in plain wrapper). Write for it today.
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Are you up to date ? Well—let us see

What time have you?
How many of our readers will have to

hesitate! “I have no watch,”—or
—“my

watch has stopped.” Or, perhaps your

watch is running fast or slow. Nine

chances in ten you cannot tell the cor-

rect time.

You know, I believe there is nothing

that indicates more in any man or an •

lady an air of being somebody, of being

up to date, of enjoying prosperity—than

to carry a really first-class, fine-looking

watch..
You can afford to save on many or-

dinary luxuries in order to possess such

a time-piece. That is why the editor of

this paper is particularly glad to call

your attention to the great watch offer

on this page—an offer that I personally

recommend.

You May Buy on Time
For although it costs more_ than the

Ordinary “cheap” watches, it is sold on

a direct offer at the positive rock-bottom

price, and in addition those who prefer

to buy on time can get easy payments

at $2.50 a month and yet at the rock-

bottom price.

Such is the offer made direct to the

public by the large and fearless concern,

the Burlington Watch Company.
An d this has been made necessary on

account of the way manufacturers and

dealers in this watch trade hang to

gether in boosting other goods.

If you are posted on watches you have

undoubtedly heard heretofore of the fac-

tory producing Burlington watches; and

now you have the opportunity to own
this absolutely superior time-piece,

thanks to the special direct offer.

What if the watch does cost a little

more than the “cheap,” inferior watches

—you can get it for $2.50 a month at

the very rock-bottom price, and with the

Burlington direct guarantee. It is the

most economical watch in the long run.

Beautiful Watch Pleases All

Yes, I am enthusiastic about this Bur-

lington Special no-trust watch, for I

heard of this latest superb product of

the Burlington Company a short time

ago, even before it was ready for sale.

As soon as the watches were put on sale

I bought one and showed it to my
friends.

You ought to Have heard how they

were pleased and surprised. Pleased

when I showed them the case, the double-

sunk dial, the delicately fine movements
- and other features of the very, very

finest watches.
Surprised when I told them the price

—a direct to the consumer no-trust

price—on this superb Burlington Special

watch.
Well, after I had bought my watch a

- lady neighbor of ours bought one also

—

the ladies’ Burlington watch—and surely

if you had seen it—well, I know you

would not think of buying any other

: .kind of watch for your wife, daughter

or lady friend.

Better Not Miss This Chance
Now, do not miss an opportunity like

this. Just consider what a fine thing

it is for a man—a young man or an

older man—to own the superb and latest

product of the honest, reliable Burling-

ton factory—the greatest factory the

world has ever known, not in quantity

of product but in quality. No matter

. whether you are employed on a salary

or are in business for yourself, or are

running a farm, you ought to have this

watch.
The Burlington watch book, which you

can get free, quotes surprising rock bot-

tom prices on all Burlington Special

watches—one-half and less than one-half

the price ordinarily charged for first-

class watches.
And if you do not want to pay cash

in full you can pay $2.50 per month

—

$2.50 a month for only part of a year

and then the payments cease, but your

fine Burlington Special watch goes on.

year after year, faithfully ticking off

the seconds and accurately recording the

time from decade to decade.

The Editor advises you once more not

to overlook this offer. Sign the coupon
now and get a free book of watch facts

and prices on the superb Burlington
Special watch. Better attend to this at
once.

Fighting the Trust
(BURLINGTON DIRECT GUARANTEE TO BQTHf

MOVEMENT, AND CASE

JUBLE SUNK
19 jewels
IMPORTED

RETESTED MOVEMENT?

ANTIQUE BOW OF
SOLID COLD]

^FRENCH -
PATTERN BAR
-t.iKy

MICROMETER regulator
WITH SPECIAL ADJUSTOR

HAND HAMMERED IMPORTED
Sfc, MAIN SPRING
-TUNGSTON STEEL,1

PINIONS
’ADJUSTED TO
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$2.50 aMonth
buys the Burlington Special—(acknowledged the

finest and best made watch in the world)—and at

the Rock-Bottom, NO TRUST, direct price.

Send coupon below and get full explanation (free) of

the most remarkable offer ever made on any watch.

Nn MatcAU FSnww We ship your choice of watch on ap-PSO money BJQWSI.
provaljprepaid (your choice of lady’s

or gentleman’s open face or hunting case). You risk absolutely

nothing—you pay nothing—not one cent—unless you want the great

offer after seeing and thoroughly inspecting the watch.

Sign the coupon and get the FREE Burlington catalog.

Mr. C. B. HULL, one of the editors

of the VICK’S MAGAZINE has one of

the Burlington Special Watches, and I

want to assure you thafr it is an absolute-

ly magnificent timepiece. Indeed, this

is a rare opportunity to get the superbly

beautiful Burlington at a rock-bottom

direct offer. I should like to see my
readers posted on the inside facts of the

watch business
;
so better write for the

free Burlington watch book.

Get the Benefit
Of the most remarkable offer

ever made on a high-grade watch.

Write At Once for Our Free Book on

Watches. This free book will tell you not

only about the trust, but especially about

the remarkable offer on the Burlington.

Get Posted on watches—on the fine points of

superior quality in watches—(on the secret trust

price and the No-trust prices)—get posted before

you buy a watch. Getour bookletand copy of our

1,000= Challenge
fo the Walfham and the Elgin

How the Challenge Started

I

The Waltham Watch Com-
pany published a challenge to all foreign factories to put 50 for-

eign watches against 50 Waltham watches in a competitive test

of time keeping, the whole 100 watches to become the property

of the winner. For copy of this challenge get our free booklet.

Why Old the Waltham Company carefully confine its

challenge to foreign competitors? Of course the Waltham can

afford to challenge Swiss watches, for American-made watches

are certainly better—but would the Waltham dare to face a test

with the Burlington ? Or would the Elgin aare ?

We Challenge the Waltham (also Elgin)

We have deposited in the Colonial T. & S. Bank of Chicago
$1,000.00 in cash to be forfeited to the winner. We absolutely

and positively back ony Burlington against any Waltham (or

Elgin) of the same size and grade; and we make this challenge

irrespective of price. BO MATTER WHAT PRICE the

Waltham or Elgin charge. The loser>in this contest is to for-

feit his $1,000.00. The bank now holds the $1,000.00—Why do
not the Waltham or Elgin accept this challenge ? Why not ?

WE CALL THE BIG FACTORIES A TRUST BECAUSE (with

the prices on over twenty similar movements EXACTLY
IDENTICAL) THEY HAVE A MUTUAL ARRANGEMENT OF
NOTICE ON CHANGE OF PRICES.

Do Not Miss this opportunity to get the best

watch made anywhere in the world—not the big-

gest seller, but acknowledged among experts as

the best—the genuine BURLINGTON watch—sold

by our no-trust plan—on a rock-bottom offer—
at no-trust price

—

one price, direct to the public

(and, if desired, on terms of $2.50 a month).

FOR THE FREE
WATCH BOOK

BESURE to write for this booklet telling all

about this challenge, and pointing out the super-

ior quality of the Burlington (at its one direct

price), and giving you other facts of importance
about watches, especially trust watches.

SO WRITE

r,

i

a

a

i

i

i

a

i

\ ^ %
CUT OR TEAR OUT ALONG DOTTED LINE

And the FACTS in this booklet with reports from the Congressional Records,
speeches in Congress, aud briefs now before the Department of Justice in

Washington, will quickly convince you that the American people are paying two

prices for some of the best known makes of watches.

THIS BOOKLET will quickly convince you, too, that you do
want a no-trust watch—made in a smaller but better factory—the
independent factory that is fightingthe trust as best it can by giving
better quality and superior workmanship throughout; the book will

convince you that the Burlington watch, on which there is only one rock-bottom

price (the same rock-bottom price everywhere) is THE watch for the discrimi-

nating buyer; that it is THE watch for the man or

woman who wants, not the largest selling brand
which everybody has, but the best watch, the
watch bought by experts, THE watch that is

absolutely perfect in its many points of

superiority—the Burlington watch. Send
letter or postal or sign coupon today—just

your name and address—and the free Bur-
lington book will be 3ent at once.

BURLINOTON WATCH CO.
Dept. 241V Millard Station, CHICAGO

BURLINGTON WATCH CO., Dept. 24IY, Millard Station, CHICAGO I

Please send me without obligation and prepaid your free

book on watches and copy of your $1,000.00 challenge to the B
Waltham or Elgin with full explanations of your cash or $2.50

||

Here IS the COlfpOtl

a month offer on the Burlington Watch. ® good for our won-
1 derful FREE book

Name *'**’*

H
ora watches. Sign

^
and send it*

Address «
NO LETTER NECESSARY. COUPON WILL DO. 8
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Brown Your Hair
“You’d never think I stained my hair, after I use Mrs.

Potter’s Walnut-Juice Hair Stain. The Stain doesn’t hurt
the hair as dyes do, but makes It grow out fluffy.”

Send for a Trial Package.

Tt only takes you a few minutes once a month to apply
Mrs- Potter s W alnut-Juice Hair Stain with your comb.
Stains only the hair, doesn’t rub off, contains no poi-
sonous dyes, sulphur, lead or copper. Has no odor, no
sediment, no grease- One bottle of Mrs. Potter’s
V\ alnut-Juice Hair Stain should last you a year. Sells
for.

c
a bottle at first-class druggists. We guarantee

satisfaction. Send your name and address on a slip of
paper, with this advertisement, and enclose 25 cents
(stamps or coin) and we will mail you, charges prepaid,
atrial package, in plain, sealed wrapper, with valuable
sSPj?ot*on §>ir -

^Mrs. Potter’3 Hygienic Supply Co.,
669 Groton Bldg, Cincinnati, Ohio.

The D. & B. Line steamers leave
Detroit week days at 6:00 p. m.,
Sundays at 4:00 p. m. (central time)
and from Buffalo daily at 5:30 p.
m. (eastern time) reaching their
destination the nest morning.
Direct connections with early
morning trains. Superior
service and lowest rates be-
tween eastern and western
states.

RAIL TICKETS AVAIL-

ABLE ON STEAMERS
All classes of tickets sold

reading via Michigan Central,
Wabash and Grand Trunk railways
between Detroit and Buffalo in
either direction will be accepted for
transportation on D. & B. Lino
Steamers,

Sond two cent stamp for illustrated
pamphlet and Map of Great Lakes.

Address, L. G. Lewis, G. P. A., Detroit, Mich*

Detroit & Buffalo Steamboat Co.
PHILIP H. MCMILLAN, VICE-PRES. A. A. 8CHANT2, GEN. MGR,

NEW AMSTERDAM
HOTEL

4th Ave. and 21st St., New York

European Plan
Rooms with use of Bath $1.00 and up. With Pri-

vate Bath $2,00 for one, $2.50 for two and upward,
NEW BATHS and Plumbing
Most Convenient Location in City.

From 28rd street railroad ferries or from Grand
Central Station, take cars direct to hotel: no
transfers.

SPECIAL RATES MADE

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
In my mail this morning, came several letters that fairly illustrate the variety of requests that come from corresoondentsand lam going to make a few extracts from rhem for the sake of pointing a moral.

correspondents,

NT ,u
e says: “closed find some rosebuds and lily leaves. What's the matter with them ? I expect an immediate reoiv
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nl mY Questions answered in the way you mention in your article in the April number 1 wantan answer all my own. 1 don t care to have my questions mixed up with Tom, Dick and Harry's"
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d0KS j‘ makj ^ow a question is answered, so long as one gets the information he or she is in search of?
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m
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do“" inquiries, rest assured a dozen separate answers will notLmT Ifa
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f dePartn*ent, anything that applies to her particular case, let her appropriate it as personal
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possible.

D°n f0rge ‘ thlS> and d°n 1 ask me 10 d° the ,rnpOSsible - Every qu«tion will be answered in its turn, and as soon as

Another letter says: 1 don t care to have my questions answered in the magazine. Please answer by mail
”

Tl
mornl

j
g s mail, this week fourteen letters from readers came to me, and ten of them contained the above reauest
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er V ‘ ,T°'
be expecled 1° an5wer lhe «®>e to me“ way Some yS^s
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?,

as edlt°r of ’’he floral department on another periodical, 1 was often obliged to put in two days a week inanswering, by mad, letters that weresent with stamp, or stamped and self addressed envelope, for reply Don't expect me to

of my tS’o pri^e^respoSce.
‘ ^^ “ lhe “a™ I cantl give Up ala^'poHon

whatevtrTo dXth^e'bTurinr p^caT®^ £h°U 'd UnderStand *» 1 haVe nothinS

Ferns from Seed. “Please tell me
how to propagate Ferns from spores.’’

—

N. H. A.
Fill a shallow pan or box with leaf

mold from the woods, and scatter the
ripened spores over it by shaking the
frond bearing them.

Azalea. “Last year my Azalea bloss-
omed well. Now its leaves have almost
all fallen off. Last summer I planted it

in the garden. Took it up in fall and
placed it in cellar, where it grew nicely.
Then I took it upstairs and leaves began
to die off. Will it bloom this season?”
—Mrs. M. K.
Your Azalea should have been kept in

its pot, and the pot sunk in the soil, in a
partially shaded place. Care should have
been taken to prevent its becoming dry
at its roots. Treated in this manner, it

would probably have set buds last fall.
It should not have gone into the cellar,
but have been given a place in a light
room where the temperature could have
been kept at about sixty-five degrees.
Possibly the plant may recover by giving
it good treatment. this summer, but
quite probably it is past help. The
Azalea is not a plant I would recommend
for culture in the window-garden. It re-
quires greenhouse conditions as to heat,
moisture and air.

Magazine Wanted ? “I would like to
subscribe to some magazine making a
speciality of literature concerning native
flowers. Is there such a one?’’—Mrs. B.
G. S.

I do not know of any.

Winter Caranations. “Have wintered
some Carnations out of doors. They
look well. Some buds from last year re-
main. Had I better leave them, or cut
the plants Dack?”— I. W. A.
By all means cut the plants back, and

let them make a strong, new growth from
which to bear a crop of flowers later in
the season. The Marguerite strain of
Carnations can be safely wintered out of
doors in many localities at the north,
but the ordinary sorts almost always fail
to live, even if they come out looking
well in early spring. Hope your plants
will not have “had a relapse” by the
time this answer reaches you.

"A Batch of Ouestions.” “I have a
batch of questions I would like answered.
1st. I have a triangular space of ground
between house and ell, facing north and
west. What would you advise planting
there? 2nd. What would make a good
edging for a bed in such location? 3d.
When my Primroses were about ready to
bloom, they began to wilt, and some
have died. 4th. How shall I treat
Primrose plants that have bloomed dur-
ing past winter? 5th. What should be
done with Cineraria, after flowering, in
order to have it bloom again next season?
6th. Would hardy Phlox succeed in the
corner spoken of *?”—R. A. E.

1st. I would advise the white and lilac
varieties of perennial Phlox in your tri-
angular patch of ground, planting them
next the house. In front of them I
would have the Iris, in variety. As an
edging Myosotis, or Forgetmenot. Or
you could use Phlox sublata, low-grow-
ing, pink and white. 2nd. Already ans-
wered in preceeding paragraph. 3. I
infer that your Primroses had poor drain-
age, consequently weak or diseased roots.
4th. Old Primrose plants are seldom sat-
isfactory a second season. Grow new
plants from seed sown in spring, or buy
seedlings from the florists in fall. 5th.
I would not try carrying old Cinerarias
over the summer. Better procure young
plants each fall. 6th. Answered in first

paragraph.

Cranberry Cuttings. “Where can cut-
tings of the Cranberry be ^obtained?”—
W. E. S.

I don't know. If you can get the ad-
dress of any one connected with Cran-
berry culture write him about plants.

^praying Fruit Trees. “When should
Plum trees be sprayed?”—Mrs. L. C. W.

Shortly after blooming, and while the
fruit is small. See the garden magaz-
ines for spraying calendar.

Calla Troubles. “Have my Callas in
south window. As soon as a leaf devel-
opes it turns yellow. Should the plants
be watered daily?”—Mrs. L. F. A.

I presume there are two good reasons
for yellow foliage on your plants—too
little moisture in the air, and red spider,
—the latter a direct result of lack of
moisture in atmosphere. Examine the
lower side of leaf and see if you do not
discover tiny red or browrn specks and
little web. If so, you may be sure the
red spider is responsible for much of the
damage done. Remedy—water on the
foliage, lots of it, daily. Spray the
plant alT over, or dip it in a tub of
water. Keep it wet and the air moist
and the spider will leave. Water should
be applied to the roots whenever the
soil begins to look dry on its surface.
The Calla is not an aquatic as some seem
to think.

Bulb9 After Flowering. “We have a
large number of bulbs that have complet-
ed their flowering. Wbat shall be done
with them? Have been told they are
useless.”—Mrs. W. A. B.

I presume you refer to bulbs forced
into bloom in late winter and early
spring. I would advise planting them
out in the garden where some of them
may gain strength enough to give
flowers another season. But do not de-
pend on them for flowering in the house
a second time. Quite likely they would
dissappoint you. Always get fresh strong
bulbs for forcing.

THIS KNIFE FREE
It has 2V£ inch blade. Send us the name of 5 bo®

and we will send you this knife and oacatalog of novelties for your trouble Bn
fc close 1 0c to pay postage.

PERI SUPPLY CO. Dept. 48 , Chicago

A JADED FISH relate cannot resist ol

l»onndj attracts all kinds of fish, either fresh or sawater to the hook and then it is bite for the fish an

X'rlm
b
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0
9 FY'leT

eler‘ 25capackage - Sportim
THK E1UBEE CO., WILKINSBURG, PA

ELECTRIC NOVELTIES
Bell, Lamp.. B.1U, Batteries. Miniature Ret TejEVERYTHING ELECTRIC-AT LOW PRICE

Largeit stock la l luted States. Cntalgs FREE. 1000 Agents Wan to

OHIO ELECTRIC WORKS. CLEVELAND, OHIl

The Sweetesl “MOTHER SONG” SSrm
‘‘It Was Home For My Mother Was There.’’ Soland chorus. Fine accompaniment. Send TejCents for Two Copies.

J. W. BIRGESS, Dausville, New York

SONG-POEMS
anted. Send yon*

to-day and get my ol
fer and booklet. ]

o . . , .
write music to you

PPXNi money. AKTHU1PLtsN, Studio 27 Daly s Theatre Bldg,, New York

FACE WASH Wash is guarantee
, , . ,

to remove moth
too, frecKles, pimples, blackheads. Prevents wrin
kies, oilmess and aging of the skin. Makes it soft
white and beautiful. By mail 25c. Agents wanted
4 inoi C. s. BRADLEY,A 19'21 Y> estern Avenue, Minneapolis, )Iiun

AGENTS, DON’T HESITATE; "n atS’|
show you how to make $25 every day in the week: nevinvention, everybody wants one; just hand them outanc
mti iLV rmi pi vv

6’ ’ 1166 samPle3 a“d catalogue.BRAHAM COMPAKY, an Cincinnati, Ohio.

AGENTS —An article that sells and re-selli

,

in every home, office, store
public building, No competition, no investment re
quired. Goods delivered free, 100 per cent profit. Writt
for samples. Atlas Specialty Co., 1S1 Ellicott St., Bnflaio

“FREE”-*”* few days only We will g-Ne our famous “Photo”
card rack free together with 25 beautiful post cards.

assorted, for only 10 cents. *

CONTINENTAL PHOTO CO. 757 Broadway, New York.

Indian Medicated Corn Leaf
Cures Corns and Callouses without pain or
soreness from two to three applica-
tions. Easily applied. 2oe leaf sent on
receipt of 10c silver and names of three
sufferers. CCRTis, Walter a- co ,
Sole Agents E.S.A. AORWOOD, SEW YORK

IEH Ptiuolnnae and 1 50 Letter Heads neatly print-
lull LilvGlUfJGo ed for 85 cents postpaid. Address
N. THOMPSON, Printer R. 8, Oswego, N. S’,

Do Not Have a Bald Head
nor Gray Hairs. Send me |2 for a Recipe of a remedy
that will cleanse and beautify the hair and restore
gray hairs to their youthful color. Hannah E.
Hull, Logan, Iowa.

RAZOR V'~ADE * BUTCHER’S makeav with good strop, only $ 1 . 00 .

Shavinn Outfit Complete set of ten arti-cmavmy uulll( cles in box, only SI.50.
Ail goods delivered free. Rebate on club orders” Men
tion this paper. Otto Novelty Co., 143 Milton St., Brooklyn,S

"

Ontv SI
—3<>;i0 tried secret formulas. Everv thiiU,UJ anyone wants (or every thing wantee

by) farmers, house-keepers, druggists, mechanics,m tgrs., dyers, barbers, renovators, bakers, confec-
tioners, painters, paper-hangers, metal workers, tan-
ners. trappers, decorators, chiropodists.

MIDDLETON SUPPLY CO., Pewee Yaiiey, Kentucky,
j

PHOTO-POST-CARDS
Made from any photograph. Send Your Photo
with Toe and we will mail 1 dozen Post Cards
STAR PHOTO CO. 1421 E. Wilt 9t„ rhiladclphin.

’ CARDS, 20 nice cards and big I

novelty catalog, 50c. worth for 1 0c.
Cards sell 2 for 5c. Send to-day.
L Carl Co., 34 Mill SL, Deposil, N. K. I

™ WESTMONT
(FORMERLY HOTEL SENATE)
Rhode Island Avenue and the Beach

ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.

The Hotel has been enlarged, refitted and
handsomely furnished throughout. It now
occupies one square, with unobstructed
Ocean View. It has 15,000 square feet of
porch floor, 50,000 square feet of flower lawn,
and 200 rooms, 75 of which are en suite, with
priy-ate bath, together with modern sanitary
improvements. The cuisine is unexcelled,
the service the best.

OPEN ALL THE YEAR

of Moses Egyptian Secrets, Black WEST, MONTAGUE & WESTart d len Minornl Ho/lo Pi wynlnv- O 9 ’ —

*

6 & 7 RnnL e Closes Egyptian Secrets, Black
ft. i pUUttS Art, also Mineral Rods. Circular 2

cents* J* H. ENDERS, 2041 Bo&> St., Karrlsbarg, Fa.
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ASTHMA CURED FREE
We want every sufferer from any form of Asthma to write to-

ay for a free trial of a method that cures this disease complete-

j and permanently. Don't send any money. We send the

are free, all charges prepaid. Address,

'rentier Asthma Co., Room 229, 109 Delaware Ave., Buffalo, N. T.

’HYS1CIANSREMEDY CO. 32 SintonBldg.Ctncinnati.O.

VOTICE EVERYBODY A recipe worth many
dollars ' to every Man,

Woman and Child given free. Send a self-addressed
itamped envelope.
Mi M. ENDERS, Lynch, Nebraska.

VICK’S PvlAGAZINE PACE

Consumption
Book

This valuable med-
ical book tells In
plain, simple lan-

guage how Con-
sumption can be
cured in your own
home. If you know
of any one suffering
from Consumption,

Catarrh, Bronchitis,
Asthma or any throat or

lung trouble, or are yourself
afflicted, this hook will help you

to a cure. Even if you are in the

advanced stage of the disease and feel

there is no hope, this book will show you
how others have cured themselves after all

remedies they had tried failed, and they be-

lieved their case hopeless.
Write at once to the Yonkerman Con=

sumption Remedy Co., 2496 Water Street,

Kalamazoo, Mich., and they will gladly send
you the book by return mall free and also

a generous supply of the New Treatment,
absolutely free, for they want every suf-

ferer to have this wcnderful cure before it

is too late. Don’t wait— write today. It

may mean the saving of your life.

Goitre Cure
IHE BEST. CHEAPEST AND QUICKEST

REMEDY IN THE WORLD,
Our Medicated Goitbe Bandage
is a convenient, soothing appli-

ance, worn at night and cures
While you sleep. The Bandage ab

Te Goitre

mmfiiiEF

1 eorbs the swelling and the
disappears in a few days. 16 years
euccess. Write for free Treatise
on Goitre, full particulars, etc,

SONG WRITERS and POETS
We arrange, compose, revise and publish vocal
and instrumental music. Send us your poems
and manuscripts for free advice and best terms.
VICTOR KREMER CO., 307 Marine Bldg., CHICAGO

I REMOVED MY

FRECKLES
I will show you how to remove yours

FREE
For years I tried
every known rem-
edy without suc-
cess. Skin special-
ists and doctors
said I would take
them to the grave.
I fooled them all.

I cured myself by
a simple discovery.
I will send you the
prescription free if

you will write for it.

It took off my
reckles and the freckles of thousands of others.
It will remove yours. It will clear the worst
iomplexion. Write today.

HRS. E. C. WHITE, P. 0. Box 746, Dept. 5, Buffalo, N. Y.

FEET-FEET
Tender, Sore, Aching,
Burning, Sweety Feet,
Excessive Perspiration
of Armpits, Etc.
A harmless preparation that quickly re-

lieves and permanently cures all of these

annoying conditions, and cause the offen-

sive odor to immediately disappear.

WE GUARANTEE IT.

PERSPIRO is a scientific liquid treat-

ment that is applied directly to the

affected parts, restoring the pores and

glands to a normal condition. Endorsed

by Physicians.

Free Sample and Booklet on Request.

If afflicted WRITE TODAY !

THE PERSPIRO CO.
Box 244 A, JACKSON, MICHIGAN.

Reads Like a Romance
{Continued from page 7 )

negro girl 16 years old, was enriched by
a $17,000 bonus paid to secure a lease of

an eighty-acre allotment.

Without something about Kiefer any
Glenn Pool story would be incomplete.

This town is one of the novelties of the

century. When the field first came in

there was no station nearer than Sapul-

pa, and that was wholly out of reach.

So F. M. Selby, head of the Selby Oil

and Gas Company, one of the biggest

producers in the field, induced the man-
agement of the ’Frisco road to put in a

switch where Kiefer now stands. Fol-

lowing closely on the heels of this im-

provement came two abandoned cars

which were set alongside the track to

serve as a station house, and an agent
was installed.

Rapidly the place became a town, the

people, however, living in tents. There
were two reasons why tents were used.

First, the people were too busy drilling

for oil to waste time building habitations.

Second, the land was Indian property,

hence title to it could not be secured

and nobody cared to build a house which
they might have to abandon at any time.

From the standpoint of railroad earn-

ings Kiefer is in a class by itself. Earn-

ings increased by rapid strides uutil a

few months ago, when the monthly figure

footed up to $165,000. Now the two old

cars are abandoned and a new depot is

occupied. It was built to accommodate
a city of 2,000 inhabitants, but already

it is overcrowded.
The townspeople now are looking for-

ward to an era of buifdiug. An auction

sale of lots, made possible by the setting

aside of a town site by the government,
was held recently and many buyers

indicated that they would erect either

residences or business houses at once.

It is declared another year will show a

complete transformation.

The shooting of an oil well should be

written about if one would be complete,

for it is one of the things that would be

most impressive to a stranger to oil re-

gions. When the drilling of a well is

completed, and its initial production be-

gins to slump, it is time for it to be shot.

From sixty to 100 quarts of nitroglycerin

BOYS EARN
AND A

GIRLS PONY
Get Your Name in Quick
Some genuine, live Shetland Ponies, with

phaeton, harness, saddle and bridle, will

be awarded by us. Also a fine $500.00 piano.

DON’T SEND ANY MONEY
Write us a postal today, saying you want

to earn a pony or piano.

FLORAL LIFE

38 Stone Street Springfield. Ohio

FIIME POST CAROS FREE

are run into the pipe and exploded. This
process creates a vacuum that “coaxes”
the oil out of the deeper sands. Many
times it comes forth in a volume of

flame so strong that it has to be capped
back before the burning can be stopped.

This capping back process is a hot and
oily job, but it is only one of the diver-

sions of the camp.
Added to the oil coming out of the

eartli in this field there is a wonderful
production of natural gas. The two do
not necessarily go together, but where
one is found there is usually some of

the other. In some parts of this field

the gas is little short of marvelous in

its quantity. Many towns are supplied
with it and it is being piped to the larger

cities of the new state. Many other

parts of Oklahoma have paying oil and
gas wells, but the wondrous Glenn Pool
field is easily the leader.

DEAFNESS CURED

By New Discovery

“I have de-

monstrated
that deaf-
ness can be
cured.”—Dr.

Guy Clifford

Powell.

EVERY LADY READ THIS
Years ago when I was a sufferer, an old nurse told

me of a wonderful cure for Leucorrhea, Displace-
ments, Painful Periods, Uterine and Ovarian
troubles. It cured me in one month. It is a simple,
harmless lotion that can he prepared by any one,
having the recipe. I will send it Free to every
suffering sister who writes to me. Address
Mrs. M. V. HUDNUT, South Bend, Ind.

A set of 3 most beautiful post cards you ever saw, if you
send 2 stamps for postage. Full setof 10 Embossed Birth-
day, Flowers, Friendship and Greeting cards, lovely de-

signs in beautiful colors, for 10c; 30 cards all different,

26c. No cheap stuff. Everyone answering this ad im-
mediately will also receive our splendid family maga-
zine and story paper 3 mos. on trial with each 10c order
or one year with each 25c order.
THE HOUSEHOLD,) 81 Crawford Block, Topeka, Kamaa

If you have a Victor,
Columbia, or any make
disk Talking Machine,
send 60c for one of our
Star records. Money
back if not satisfied to-

gether with charges.
Address:

The National
154F2 Ave. A.

Schenectady, N. Y.

DON’T Suffer Wfth CRAMPS
in the liinbs. We have an absolute preventative that-
so simple it can be applied by any one. Has never
failed.' Hundreds testify it is the only thing they ever
found to work successfully. Don’t suffer. Send at

once. Price 25c postpaid. Money returned if not
satisfied. Stamps or silver.

NellaCo., 128 Glenwood Ave., Rochester, N. Y.

A GENEROUS OFFER
To sufferers of CATARRH and DEAFNESS. To

show our confidence in Ayers’ Catarrh Jelly we will

send 25c tube on ten days FREE trial. If benefited

send money, if not a 2c stamp will return it. Write
today. Ayers Chemical Co., Box V, Sidney, Ohio.

The secret of how to use the mysterious and in-

visibte nature forces for the cure of Deafness and
Head Noises has at last been discovered by the

famous Physician-Scientist, Dr. Guy Clifford Powell.

Deafness and Head Noises disappear as if by magic
under the use of this new and wonderful discovery.

He will send all who suffer from Deafness and Head
Noises full information bow they can be cured, ab-

solutely free, no matter how long they have been

deaf, or what caused their deafness. This marvelous
Treatment is so simple, natural and certain that you
will wonder why it was not discovered before. In-

vestigators are astonished and cured patients them-
selves marvel at the quick results, Any deal person
can have full information how to be cured quickly
and cured to stay cured at home without investing

a cent. Write today to Dr. Guy Clifford Powell. 3151

Bank Bldg., Peoria 111., and get full information of

this new and wonderful discovery, absolutely free.

or any LIVER DISEASE
Write me ALL about it.

Will tell of a cure FREE.
Address EDS0N COVEY, R. F. D. 5, Lansing, Mich-

GALL STONES

PARKER’S
HAIR BALSAM

Cleanses and beautifies the hair.

Promotes a luxuriant growth.
Never Pails to Hestore Gray
Hair to its Youthful Color.

Cures scalp diseases & hair falling.

50(f, and $1.00 at Druggists

RHEUMATISM

VARICOSE VEINS
Our “VARICOSA” TREATMENTS have given

Quick relief and cured hard, knotted, painful, itching

and ulcerated veins. Wrte. Describe your case.

V, CURTISS MEDICINE CO., Denver, Colo.

CANCERS—No Cure, No Pay.
I do all I advertise. Health Herald and Testimonies
FREE. Address Dr. E. M. Boynton, Lawrence, Mass_

Sufferers can send address (no stamp re-

quired) and receive FREE a PAMPHLET
which tells what Rheumatism

-
really is,

the cause of the pain attending it, and how
to obtain a lasting and inexpensive cure.

S. F. KIMBALL, 1 and 3 Union Sq., New York

and HAY FEVER cured

|"|^ before you pay.
_
I will send

any sufferer a bottle of
LANE’S ASTHMA CURE

rnrr If it cures you send me S1.00. If it does

mEE not. don’t. Give express office. Address
D. J. LANE, Box V, St. Marys, Kansas

GANGER
Treated at home. No pain, knife, plas-

ter or oils. Send for Free Treatise.

Add. A. J. Miller, M. D., St. Louis, Mo.

SfQ.QashPaid
PER lOOO FOR CANCELLED
A. SCOTT, COHOES, N.Y.

The essence of many volumes put into a nutshell by Prof. J. A. Nichols, A. M., and H. H. Goodrich,

A. M. The biggest little book ever sold for the money, considering practical worth and durability'. 1001

practical facts and figures for every day life, specially arranged and systemized for The Busy Man.

The following is the Table of Con-

tents in part, which speaks for itself.

The Hows of Business.

Success, How won.
Notes, How to write, collect, transfer, etc.

Receipts, Different forms.
Orders, How to write.

Due Bills, How to write.

Checks, How to write, present and endorse.

Drafts. Hints and helps on writing different

forms.
Bills of Exchange.
Banks, How to do business with.

Papers, How to transfer.

Debt, How to demand payment.
Change, How to make quickly.

Wealth, How to obtain.
Money, How to send by mail.

Difficulties, How to settle by arbitration.

Arbitration.
Agents, How to do business with.
Power of Attornej’.
Debts, How to collect.

Points of Law and Legal Forms.
Affidavits, Agreements, Contracts, How

to write, etc. Sale of Pronertv, Law govern-
ing. Bill of Sale. Landlord and Tenant.
Leases. Deeds, How to write. Deeds. Mort-
gages. Bail Bonds. License. Copyrights.
Mechanic's Lien. Wills. Laws and Forms.
Guaranties.

The Busy Man’s Digest of Laws.
Comprising 18 departments.

Practical Information for Busy Men
Comprising 13 departments.

The Busy Man’s Digest of Facts.

Comprising 6 departments.

Computations at-Sight.

Comprising 28 departments.

It should be in every home; once there, you will refer to it many times each day and it will save

you many dollars in expenses within one year. Order at once.
T«w a.*,.y

Clearly printed on Super-Calendered Paper; neatly and durably hound m cloth, Litho end Sheet-,

over 100 apt illustrations; 256 Pages.

OVER io.ooo SOLD

CDFriAT OFFFR We wiU mail one coPy -

of Busy Man’*
jrLvliVL Ur r LiV a fuR year’s subscription to tick s FOR ONLY
plus 6c for postage, or we will mail this book free_ to any one

trial subscriptions at 25 cents eacb.
in the village or country.

50 CENTS
who will send us Two six months’

The Busy Man’s Friend is necessary in every home whether

VICK’S MAGAZINE CO., = DANSVILLE, N. Y./
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DON’T STAY FAT
Obesity Quickly and Safely Cured.
Ho Charge to Try the NEW

KRESSLIN TREATMENT.
jQfit Send Your Address and a Supply Will Be

Sent You FREE—Do It To-Day.
Fat people need no longer despair, for there is a home

remedy to be had that will quickly and safely reduce their
weight ,and , in order to prove that it does take off superfluous
ilesh rapidly and without harm, a trial treatment will be

This represents the effect the Kresslin
Treatment has had In hundreds of cases.

sent, free of charge 'to those who apply for itby simply send-
jng name and address. It is called the KRESSLINTREATMENT, and many people who have used it have
been reduced as much as a pound a day, often forty pounds a
month when large quantities of fat were to be taken off. No
person is so fat but what it will have the desired effect, and
no matter where the excess

#
fat is located—stomach, oust,

hips, cheeks^neck—it will quickly vanish without exercising,
dieting, or m any way interfering with your customary
habits. Rheumatism, Asthma, Kidney and Heart Troubles
leave as fat is reduced. It does it in an ABSOLUTELYHARMLESS way, for there is not an atom in the treatment
that is not beneficial to all the organs. So send name and
address to the Dr. Bromley Co., Dept. 980W, 4 I West 25th
St., New York City, and you will receive a large trial treat-
ment free, together with an illustrated book on the subject
and letters of indorsement from those who have taken the
treatment at home and reduced themselves to normal. All
this will be sent without one cent to pay in any shape or
xorm. Let them hear from you promptly. #

ECZ EMA
Itch

Skin Disease

Treatment (4 AA
, Worth -3* ».MV

FREE
TV» TVi# We haveMOB ry the great-
est Eczema and Skin Dis-

ease treatment In the
world and want to prove it

tc you. Send your name
and address, we will send
a complete treatment by
return mail. Use it accor-

ding to directions and if it bene-
fits, send us$1.00. Thousands have
already been cured. It heals the un-

sightly sores, stops the itching
and removes every trace of
the trouble. No matter what
you have already tried, or
how many years you have
suffered, grasp this opportun-
ity. Write today; if any of
your neighbors and friends
are afflicted,tell them to write.
Address
Grace Medical Co..

22StPhlUipfiBlk., Des Moines, Iowa

Tioga Kidney Cure
How are your Kidneys ? It is dangerous to neglect
this most important function of the body. It may
mean trouble, it may mean Bright's Disease. The
only remedy that can he relied upon to absolutely re-
lieve these dangerous conditions is the Tioga Kidney
Cure. Write us. Have you a pain in the back ? It
may mean life or death. It costs but little. Life is
worth living, but not with this disease. Address,

FRANKLINAVARD CO.,
333 Dearborn Street, Chicago, Ills.

6, Return this“ with 50 one.
"cent stamps
and Iwlllniail
youaDollarof
Wolcott sPain

_kPaint pow-
ders, with tull directions tr maSe Bixty 25-cent. bottles.

Pain Paint stops pain instantly; removes Headache,
Toothache, Neuralgia, in one minute; cools faster than
tee; burns will not blister. A spoonful taken four

times a day kills Dyspepsia. Sold 40 years by agents.

IB. lit WOLCOTT, Wolcott Building, Sow York.

PERFECTLY rhst
I have the sate and true EdPV I
SECRET for perfectly developing
the Bust, making thin cheeks, neck and
arms plump and beautiful. Write for in-

formation: I send it sealed, F*REE.
DELMAB ASSOCIATION, 524 E. *8d St., New York.

OX BLOOD TABLETS
FOR THIN PEOPLE

FIRST $1.00 BOX FOR
Send 25c in stamps and
we will send you pre-
paid, full sized $ 1.00 box
of OX BLOOD TAB-
LETS for thin people.
Cure Rheumatism, Indi-
gestion, Nervousness. A
Great Flesli Producer.
Thin people gain ten pounds
a month. Pleasant to take. If

you are a sufferer or wish to

gain flesh, try them. First box
only at 25 cent rate.

W. A. liENDEKS&B mtl O CO., D3

25c

lfitli St., Clarinda, Iona.

( Continued from page id)

of her old-fashioned parents and is always
apologizing for their bad English, slips
in etiquette, and their foggy notions, and
informs you on the side that they are
‘

‘ away behind the times. ’
’ The girl who,

with an air of self-conscious superiority,
is forever telling her dear old pious
mother that the times have changed
since she was a girl

;
that people are

broader and more liberal in their views
and ideas, and that girls are more inde-
pendent.
Don’t marry the girl who scoffs at

religion and laughs at holy things—one
who makes light jests about the church
and who points the finger of derision at
her young friends kneelipg in prayer

;

who places the trashy novel above the
Bible; who laughs at mother’s tears and
father’s anxieties. I do not say, don’t
marry a girl unless she is a Christian,
but I do say shun the chronic scorner
who laughs and sneers at Christian faith
and service.

Don’t marry the girl who attracts at-
tention in public by “loud” dress aud
louder talk

;
who is coarse in jest and

given to’ slang—the girl who is indiscreet
and says that she don’t care if people do
talk about her as long as she has a good
time and is innocent of any great wrong.
That girl puts too little value upon char-
acter and life.

Don't marry the girl who refuses to
work because she thinks it will lower
her in the estimation of her set ; who
thinks that it is beneath her to help sup-
port her faimly if they are in need, and
who is ashamed to let her friends know
that her people have to work.
Don’t marry the selfish girl whose am-

bition never soared above self, the girl
who cannot bear to hear another well
spoken of and who becomes jealous of
another who is praised.
Marry a woman—“the noblest work of

God,” “the improved edition of man,”
“the crown of creation.” A woman
will be a joy to your life, a glory to
your home, a mother to your children,
an honor to your name. It takes
a woman to be a mother. Marry a
woman. You have no excuse for marry-
ing anything but a woman. The world
is full and abounds most richly in them.
While here and there you may find a
butterfly, a society doll, a giggling
emptiness, a gossiping gadabout, a ter-

magant
;
yet, the world is full of whole-

hearted, noble, pure, true gitlsj any one
of whom, through love, would grace
your home and fill your life—heart ans-
wering to heart

HORSES Going Blind, Bary Co.
Iowa City, la. Can Cure.

YOUR IVllUF Gold on handsome postals 2 cents.
I vUI% IirUIIIj Geo M. Kinsell, Santa Fe, New Mexico.

A MONTH and expenses to advertise and leave samples. (Get terri-

tory quick. S1LVERTON, G 13, Chicago.

Earn $8! i your town with 100 samples/ Send 6c Stamps,
. W . SCOTT, COHOES.

¥W ¥ earn 30c an hour. Samples, etc. 2c
Howard, 64 Carver St., Boston.

ASiF’NTQ PORTRAITS 85c, FRAMES 15c,
® sheet pictures lc, stereoscopes 25c,

views lc. 30 days credit. Samples & Catalog Free.
Consolidated Portrait Con 290—Of ». Adams St., CkJaago.

High Grade Post Cards t
cents up. Regular price 2, 4, 5 cents. »Iillersburg
1’. C. Company, MillefsbuYg, Oliio.

nni mnii »i ,nn,l Sen 'I 12c. fOT . Solid Rold
COUPON No. 1207| she ,| sl?n„ Rlng) war.

runted for years, with raised scrolls on sides, any
Initials engraved FREE. Pass for a $5.00 ring and
lUl the rage. ADVANCE CO., 61 Murray SI..N .Y.

I Edge. Hidden Name Cards, etc. 200 I
* Love Verses. 125 Rich A Racy Jokes. 1 Pack Ao-

_ j qualntance&l Paok EseortCards. New Beau Catcher A Big

amploBook ,alifor2cta. Columbus Card Co. ,129F.St.
,
Columbus,Ohio

coupon 1 25“:J Post Cards’
^mailed to any

address for 10c
JNOy_1_21_5| A great variety of subjects, Birthday, Valeutlne,
Easter. Holiday. U. S. Battleships. Niagara Falls, U. S. Capitol,
etc. Sold by some stores at 2 for 5 cents aud others 5 cents eacb.
DEFIANCE STUDIO, 65 W. Broadway, New Y’ork#

AGEHTS $25 A WEEK X«T,!

I t new patented articles. No scheme. No risk. Sample
Free. A. M. YOUNG & CO. 1 S! Dearborn St., R -ji Chicago,m.

VISITING CARDS
R. D. Elliott. Dept. B., Box 1376. St. Louis, Ito.

IF TROUBLED WITH ANTS
W rite me enclosing stamp. I will send informationFRKK how to get rid of them in 24 hours.

F. A. THOMPSON. Jlareellus. N. A'.

At Home With My Mild Com-
bination Treatment. It is not
a New Remedy; It Has Ex-
perience of Years Back of It.

I have spent my entire professional life in the treat-ment of Cancer. I have so perfected my Mild Combina-
tton 1 reatment that I can furnish to any sufferer positiveproof and scores of testimonials showing that mvtreat-ment quickly destroys the cancerous growth, ancTat thesame time eliminates the poison from the system, thuspreventing a return of the deadly disease.My Mild Combination Treatment has cured scores
of cases where all other methods which had beenused failed. This is especially gratifying when it isknown that Cancer is increasing at an alarming rate,the disease having quadrupled itself in the last forty
years, statistics showing that it alone causes thousands
o* deaths yearly in the United States. Cancer is a dread-
iul disease, arid OR. O. A. JOHNSON

THERE IS NOTHING MORE CERTAIN
a sim=rl

?u
ce11 o{ the disease remains after treatment it will soon re-appear and effect tlie new surrounding tissues. There must be comaioto

V\?\nU
C
\?
ti0n

°u
every diseased cancer cell. By my Mild Combination Treatment

ln man^ cases thought to be incurable, the entire cancerhas been destroyed, and the necessity for a painful or dangerous operation avoided.

IT WILL COST NOTHING
to secure my professional opinion, the length of time required to effect a oure andwhether it would be necessary to visit Kansas City and obtain my personal attentiontreatment. I have a large number of testimonials from gmtehal pl?sons
among whom ar

r
|fh°e

r
followin|!

h throu&^ using my Mild Combination Treatment

CURED OF CANCER OF BREAST IN JO
WEEKS

I feel it my duty to tell others of your
wonderful success. I had a cancer
the size of a half-dollar, for three
years. After consulting two ladles
and one man in our town, whom you
had cured, I lost no time in putting
myself under your treatment. Iam,

,
after ten week’s treatment, cured
and in the best of health.

MRS. E. L. WOOD, PERRY, IA.

CANCER ON SIDE OF JAW LARGE AS ADOLLAR CURED IN 3 WEEKS
I write to let you know that the Can-
cer which you treated for three weeks
beginning April 26, 1906, Is entirely
cured. I am much pleased with the
success of your treatment and want
to say to all suffering wi th cancer not
to be discouraged but try Dr. Johnson
and be cured. M. MYKRS.

521 N. Kansas Ave., Topeka, Kant

CANCER OF BREAST, FOUR YEARS
STANDING, CURED IN A FEW WEEKS

I inform you, with great pleasure
that I am now cured of a very bad
Cancer in the Breast of four years
standing. Four doctors, two of them
specialists, gave me no relief and I
was badly disheartened. I tried your
Mild Combination Treatment and it
did what you claim. I know yon can

cure cancer for yon cured my mother also.
Mrs. C, W. Smith, Yates Center. Kan.

CANCER OF THE LOWER LIP CURED
IN A FEW DAYS

I suffered two years from caDcer of
lower lip. Tried everything. You
cured me. I was discouraged for a
long time, but when yon cured Mr.
Donnell, our postmatter, I decided
you could cure me. You undoubt-
edly know your business. My ad-
vice to suflererg is to not wait, but
commence your treatment at once.

J- M. RATBMEL. Waverly, Kans.

YOU CAN BE CURED AT HOME 1 so perfected my Mild Combination TreatW liUlHE ment tnat patients may use it at their home with
practically as good results as though it were applied at my offices. I will gladly furnish to everv suf-ferer positive and indisputable proof that my treatment does cure Cancer. I will furnish ampleevidence of my Integrity, honesty, financial and professional ability. No matter how serious yourcase may be—no matter how many operations you have had—no matter what treatment you have tried—write for my book. “Cancer and Its Cure.” „ j-nu-n i -

cured at home. Address,
It will cost you nothing and will tell you how you can be

DR. JOHNSON REMEDY CO. Kansas Cily, Mo.
Have you a friend suffering from Cancer? Do him a favor he’ll never forget by sending him this sd. *1

SEND FOR A FREE TRIAL TREATMENT
I

new discovery which quickly reduces superflu-,

nor ri!a 1 weight at1d*goS!i heal t hf
^ chUdre“ lea™S person in

en

3

off fat at the rate of five pounds
?° f

at kut what it will reduce no matterwhere tl<© excess fnt is located—Bust. Hips Stoniarh
J
Cheek^it_^]lqmckly reduce without exercise, exertion or dieting!

I

ANTI-FAT Strengthens the Heart and enables you to breathe
freely. It is a natural scientific obesity redneer. It has done for
others what it w ill do for you. It is perfectly harmless being a
physicians prescription. You will feel a hundred times better the

day you try tills wonderful treatment. No woman can be
Deautitiil who has overweight. No dressmaker can overcome the .*

I

a^k'vard appearance of a fat woman.
A-\A l -*AT treatment reduces most obstinate cases. Toucan

not be healthlyar.il happy w hile you suffer from an excess of fat. -

hat people are barred from the general pleasure of life and many
times are subject to such diseases as Asthma, Rheumatism, Kidney

rpTxf7> A vtt r *T * j ,
Trouble and Heart Disease,

fiend for FRFFTRii !,
hese ~jemoving the cause. Do not take our word for it.fiend tor I REE TRIAL TREATMENT to-day. It is free for the asking.

INTERNATIONAL LABORATORY’, 1123 Broadway, New Y’orli City.

ECZEMA
Instant relief and
positive cure. Trial
treatment mailed

|

free.

Instant relief and
positive cure. Trial
treatment mailed
tree.

International Co., 1123 Broadway, New YorklT«iico Laboratory, 1123 Broadway, Hew York*

ASTHMA

EARN
s

80 T0 150 A MONTH
WANTED—Young Men for Firemen and Brakemen.
e prepare you by mail in from four to six weeks for either of
the above positions. We have had more calls for o
competent men than could be supplied. Positions
-re secured. Promotion rapid.
REMEMBER, this Association Is direstadby Railroad Officials

of four of the largest roads ln the United States./
J

If you want to be a railroad man. cut outcou-
pon and send to ns at oncefor full partic-
ulars. Write name and address plainly.
Many positions now open. Address

NATIONAL RAILWAY
TRAINING ASSOCIATION,

OMAHA, NEB. orKANSAS CITY, MO.
O'



PACE

^pare or whole time. My 6oapand toilet article combinations with
Valuable premiums, easiest sellers out. Reserve territory today.

DAVIS SOAP CO.. 48 UNION PARK COURT. CHICAGO.

SEVEN COLORS OF THE RAINBOW
Unique novelty, just introduced.

Seven beautiful flower-pot
wrappers, made of the finest decor-
ative paper in seven different colors,
each with one yard silk ribbon to
match. Readyfor use. Fit for every
size pot. Gorgeous effect.^3000 sold
in 2 weeks. Order at once. You'll be
surprised and satisfied. One set for
15 two-cent stamps. - *

The Rainbow Company
Station G.Box No. G. New York,N.K

25 Highest Grade Post Card
No two alike. Finest yet published.
Pretty Girls, Flowers, Panama Canal,
Battleships,Yellowstone Park,and other
new, choice subjects that always please.
All different; all colored; no comics.
The kind that sells 8 to 5 cents each.
All sent postpaid,with catalogue, just to
introduce ourlargeand select line of fine
high grade post cards at bargain prices.

WALKER &. CO., 36 FairfIeld Ave., Chicago*

MySOAPSjHaliiiWEEKLY

COflft fn EACH MONTH selling The
IU Minute Butter Churn.

Will make the highest grade sweet creamery
butter from cream or milk fresh from the

cow in less than 5 minutes. A mechanical
wonder. Use it yourself and every owner of a
cow will bay one from you. Used and recom-
mended by the most noted dairy experts.
FREE churn to worker,® Address

FREE
MINUTE CHUliN CO.

119, Cincinnati, O.

PATENTS
TRADE-MARKS
and COPYRIGHTS

FREE
E;G.SIGGERS,Box 9, 1.B.BMg.,W»ilingtoa,D.O.

Notice in “Inventive Age.”
Book “How to Obtain Patents"

Ginseng, Paw-Paw, Yellow-Root, Etc.,
CULTURE s—Beat ’em all for easy money on the
side. Work easy, profits immense. We got $28.00
last fall for one small market basket of fresh roots,

7 lbs., from ground 5x16 ft. Write enclosing stamp
for Free Information ; or send ten cents for Booklet.
Address, MEDICINAL PLANT GARDENS, Indianapolis, Indiana.

Delighted
your friends go in ecstacies.

„ Don’t buy junk, get the newest produc-
tions representing childish innocence, picturesque land-
scapes, luscious fruits, lovable domestic animals, birds
that look real enough to sing and delicate tinted or
“rgeously beautiful flowers true to nature’s richest
endowments, lc, 3 for 6c, 2 for 6c, 5c, 10c and up to 60c.

all beautifully tinselled and names added, if desired;
envelopes furnished. Send full particulars. Makemon-

’iaking orders from your friends. Tinselling outfit complete,
[fiing tube tinsel, glue, 25c.. Most successful preparation ever offered.

A. L. OPDYKE, 106 E. Hanover Street, Trenton, N. J.

Fi reless Cooker
Tr\p'AT Combination Steaml LJEjJTS.1^ Cookers, Bakers.

Greatest, most successful cooking in-
vention of the age. Cooks a complete

meal for from 2 to 15 persons over
one burner of any stove (including
electricity) with less fuel than any
cooking device on the market,
No special preparation of food or
watching needed. Whistle Blows
when cooker needs more water.
Nutrition ofifood retained. Can-
not overdo.

Holds 12 to 18 quart jars in canning fruits and veg-
*

iJlleSi. $2.50 up. _ Write_for catalogue now.

IE TOLEDO COOKER CO., Desk 7, Toledo, O.
Agents Wanted. Exclusive Territory.

MARRY, DOCTOR, or despair. “Don’t
do a thing” till you see clearly
what’s best by aid of Flashlights

on Human Nature, on health, disease,

e> marriage and parentage. Tells what you’d
ik a doctor, but don’t like to. 240 pages illus-

trated, 25 cents; but to introduce it we send one
only to any adult for postage, 10 cents.
MURRAY HILL BOOK CO., I29F East 28th St., New York City.

SILKS DIRECT FROM
THE MILLS

Our unequalled Black and Colored Taffetas sold di-
rect at 30 per cent below the retail price of inferior
and unreliable goods. Send 10 cents for samples
which will be returned on first order.
HALCYON SILK WORKS, Dept. Z, 170 Fifth Ave., N. Y.

==
0 11 Var’s. 3200 Birds to offer, consisting of

• I v gUall Breed, Poultry and Eggs, Dogs,
Ferrets. Pigeons(Homers), Angora Goats,
Belgian Hares, etc., all described and in-
formation in colored 60 Page Book and
store at your Door 10c. List Free.

•A.BER6EY, Box L. Telford, Pa.

GINSENG!
Pure American, Northern grown. Seeds and plants

[for sale. Write us for booklet.
,! COBURN BROS., Berry, Shiawassee County, Michigan.

Baby Chicks
We ship thousands each sea-

son. Write us now. Stamp
_ for prices and testimonials.

Box 14, Freeport Hatchery, Freeport, Mich.

I «vg ^ la your fortune and your
I' ™ lover’s delight. Makes a

complexion like velvet. Soothes and heals pimples.
Absolutely harmless. Send 10 cents for a fine sample.
MARIE O. BAYLIES, Winchester, Mass.

Oklahoma, the Marvel State

(Continued from page g)

16 Comic Postcards Free

State at Edmond, the Northwestern at

Alva, and the Southwestern at Weather-
ford. In addition to these state institu-

tions, a goodly number of colleges,
seminaries, and universities have been
established and are being successfully
maintained by different religious de-
nominations.
Moved as if by prophetic vision, be-

holding as from afar the splendid possi-
bilities of the veritable empire that was
to grow up as if by magic in the old-
time Indian Territory, the managers of
the great Southwestern railroads began
early to extend their lines from other
states into and across what they knew
would become in the near future one of
the greatest of American common-
wealths. This they began before the
new State was formed, before the terri-

tory of Oklahoma was created, and even
long before the Indian lands were opened
to entry and settlement. Thus did the
Iron Horse, the Black Giant of Com-
merce, pave the way and, with his flam-
ing torches, show the way for thousands
upon thousands of the homeless of earth
to a veritable Eldorado, where they have
found happiness, prosperity, peace, and
home. Not only this, but he laid down
his own steel courses over hills, through
the forests, across the rivers and prairies,

and then made himself a huge beast of

burden to haul civilization and all the
appliances there by trainloads into the
wondrous new country. This done, he
at once turned about and began to pull
awav to the markets of the South, the
North, and the East the rich harvests
wherewith the labor of honest toilers

was so soon and so richly crowned. So
great has been the traffic oftentimes the
railroads have been nuequal to the task

they have been called upon to perform.
Notably has this bee.n true in the oil

fields, so rapid and unexpected has been
the development in many places. It is

therefore evident that the transportation

lines have borne a most important part

in the all but miraculous growth of the
new state. Chief among the great rail-

way systems whose lines traverse Okla-
homa may be mentioned the Rock
Island-Fricso lines, the Santa Fe, the

M. K. T. Ry., and the Missouri Pacific

and Iron Mountain. The total railway
mileage of Oklahoma is something over
5,000 miles.
Truly has one well versed in the history

and growth of Oklahoma written: “Few
persons have anything like a correct

idea of the country. Originally set aside

as a supposedly undesirable part of the

West, it has been amply demontsrated
that it is one of the most desirable. Its

marvelous growth in the past twenty
years is a world wonder. The people
first to see its advantages were those who
lived nearest to it, and when the oppor-
tunity came they literally overran the
country. The world has never seen the
like of the several “rushes,’’ and never
will again.
“From public ownership to private

occupancy was the work, for the most
part, of only a few hours. While there

was some speculation, the most of the

land was taken by actual homeseekers.
More than three-fourths of those who
acquired a home “on the run” remained
in the country to develop it. Then im-
mediately followed the miracle of city

making. Today the bare prairie, with
perhaps a few tents. Tomorrow more
tents; and next week (on paper only) a

regularly laid-out city, with its public
squares, parks, wide streets, and all that

sort of thing. In another week the
houses begin to go up—not shacks alone,

but substantial brick blocks—and paved
streets are laid.

‘
‘ Look at these same places now

!

Modern cities occupying the land—not
mere collections of straggling houses,
but solid business blocks with asphalted

or paved streets, on which run electric

cars. Miles and miles of electric

lighted streets are occupied by people
engaged in all the varied industries of

modern civilization. What is more to

the point, these towns and cities are

surrounded on all sides by a farming
population that has made a literal garden
of the forrher unbroken prairie.”

not yet. Millions of virgin acres, rich

as the best already entered, will yet be
opened for settlement, and mineral re-

sources unmeasured are still undiscov-
ered. Surely the door of opportunity
and weclome is wide open in Oklahoma,
the land of hope, of promise, of rich

fulfillment—“the land of the Fair God.”

Texas School Lands
$1.00 to $5.00 Per Acre

Texas has passed new School Land Laws. Millions of
acres are now to be sold by the State at $1.00 to $5.00
per acre ; only one-fortieth cash, and no more to pay
cor 40 years, unless you desire ; only 3 per cent interest.
You can buy 160 acres at $1.00 per acre, payable $4.00
down and 40 years’ time on the balance* 3 per centU.UW ll uuu ‘tu yoaxB uiuio ula uiio utwam-o. u vcuu
interest. Greatest opportunity ever offered to farmers
and investors. Land better than Oklahoma, Iowa or
Illinois. Send 50 cents for Book of Instructions, New
State Law and Map of Texas, and I will tell you FREE
how to secure list of over 400 million acres of vacant
public lands in 25 different States, which are open to
homestead. Address
E. C. HOWE, 761 Hartford Building, CHICAGO, ILL.

FREE DOLL
ANY LADY OR GIRL CAN HATE ONE

IF SHE WRITES AT ONCE
This is the prettiest doll offer-

ed by any premium house.
Nearly a foot and a half tall, a
perfect little queen ; eyes open
and close; stylishly dressed;
has complete wardrobe; will

say“papa”and “mamma.”All
I ask of you is to send your
name and address at once. I

then send you,all charges paid
eight* beautiful multi-colored
art pictures, you to sell at 25c
each. Pictures sell at sight. All
different, printed in 10 colors.

Send No Money in Advance
I trust you with pictures until

sold. I take back pictures if

they do not sell. I also give an
elegant gold-finish locket and
long chain. You receive both
premiums without one cent of

cost to you. Only one doll

and locket to a family— no
more. Don’t delay. Address

DOLL HEADQUARTERS, 409 U. S. EX-
PRESSJBLDGmDEPT^IT^^CHICAGO.

BIRTHDAY POST CARDS
10 high-grade artistic and Embossed Birthday Post
Cards, new and lovely designs, in exquisitely beautiful
colors, our big post card catalogue and trial subscription
to poDular magazine, all free if you answer ad immed-
iately and send 10 cts for mailing expense. 30 cards all

different, 25 cts. Post Card Co., 409 U. S. Express Bldg.,

Dept, 119, Chicago.

CONSUMPTION
BRONCHITIS

n CATARRHu ASTHMA
To all sufferers from nose,
throat or lung trouble,
we will mail, free and
post-paid

,
liberal supply

of Condor Inhalation in
order to prove that it Is

possible to be permanent-
ly cured at home, with-
out change of climate,

loss of time or stomach dosing.
Do not neglect pain in chest or between

shoulder blades, raising matter, constant spit-

ting, lingering colds, hoarseness, chronic
cough, tickling in throat, loss of taste and
smell, flushed cheeks, night sweats, chills,

fever, hemorrhage, hay fever, stuffed nose,
foul breath, head noises, deafness, sneezing,
shortness of breath, sense of oppression,
choking, gasping, wheezing, failing strength,
weakness, loss of weight, etc., etc.

Drawn through mouth or nose, this power-
ful, germ-destroying, healing, curative Inhal-
ant reaches every part of the nasal passages,
bronchial tubes and lungs—exactly where af-
fected. Disease quickly disappears no matter
in what stage, and health is restored.

Write Today for Complete Trial,
" ustrated Book and How to

Get Well Without Taking Medi
cine, all sent absolutely free.

Jiondor Medicine Co., Dept 377, Los Angeles, Cal.

FRUIT FARMS
pay in rsoutnern new .jersey

.

icularly adapted to fruits, berries, grapes,

early vegetables, poultry and pigeons. Mila,

healthful climate puts produce early into

ti

nuaivflj- u< ’ luuovo 1 '

*

the markets for fancy prices.

5 ACRES $100
85 Down 85 Monthly
Successes are being made by fruit grower-,

and pouitrymen on land adjoining ours. .Near

twomanufacturing towns and three railroad?.

Best facilities to New York. Philadelphia, and

Atlantic City markets. Only 17 miles from At-

i lantic City. Pure water. Title guaranteed.
Write for handsome free booklet.

DANIEL FRAZER CO..
690 Bailey Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.

Grow Mushrooms
Fo r Big and Quick Profits

Small Capital to Start

A. Safa Business
I am the largest grower in

i America. Ten years' experi-
* ence enables me to give prac-

|

tical instruction in the busi-
'

ness worth many dollars to

you. No matter what your
occupation is or where you

_ _ are located, here is an oppor-

I

tunity to acquire a thorough knowledgeof this payingbusiness.
Send for Free Book giving particulars how to start, etc.

' JACKSON MUSHROOM FARM
3298 N« Western Ave., Chicago, Illinois

SUPERFLUOUS HAIRPERFECTLY REMOVED. IlrllllPERFECTLY REMOVED.
I have a safe and positively SURE way
to take hairs off face, neck, arms, etc.,

FOREVER. I HAVE THE TRUE SECRET. Write
for Information, I send It sealed, FREE. Address
HELEN DOUGLAS, 20 E. 22 SL New York

GUARANTEED 20 YEARS
High grade genuine Amerioan full seven ruby jeweled
- watch,quick train lever escapement, a perfect beau-

ty, guaranteed to keep correct time for 20 years.

Fitted in richly engraved double hunting gold

finished case. Positively the greatest bargain

on the faceoftheearth.Cut this ontand send

it to uswith your name, post office and express

loffice address and we will send the watch and
’a beautiful chain to you by express for ex-

amination. If as represented pay express agent

$3.75 and express charges and they are yours.

Mention eixe wanted LADY’9 or GENT’S.
Address E. CHALM ERS & CO.

.

353 Dearborn St,, CHICAGO.

BIG POST CARD P D P p If you send
... * *V I_« 2-cent stamp.CATALOGUE

Fine sample assortment view cards ten cents. No
trash; all colored. LA FRANCE COMPANY,
Dept. 4, Bridgeport, Coun.>

Ic Vnnr pace Pittprl discolored or blem-
1S tour race I'llieu, lshed? Send 10 cents
silver for the Sophie LaSalle Information Leaf with
one free remedy to E. SALEHS, Manager, 290
Ashland Boulevard, Chicago, III.

Asthma
CURE sent by express to you on Frefl

Trial. If it cures send $1 ;
if not, don't.

Give express office. National Chemical
Company, 70s Ohio Ave., Sidney, 0,

PATENTS
48p. book free. Highest refs. Long
experience. FITZGERALD &:

CO., Dept. F., Washington, D. C.

HayFever!
Instant Relief

! and positive cure*
Trial treatment
mailed free*

Toxico Laboratory* 1123 Broadway, NewYo^i

wanted to make up shields
at home; §10 per 100; can
make 2 an hour; work sent

prepaid to reliable women. Send reply envelope for
information to UNIVERSAL CO., Dept. 5, Phila, Pa.

LADY SEWERS

AfFIVTX- 1
575 Monthly.

rWIjil I J Nine Articles Combined.
Sample Free.

Combination Rolling Pin,
mbined. Lightning seller.

Forshee Mfg. Co., D. 217, Dayton, Ohio.

1 c Beautiful Post Cards, Art, Birthday, Scenery,
Flowers, Fruits, our charming magazine 1 year,

25c, ENTERPRISE CO., Dept. V, Texas, Ky.

Y Y2> Y 42 50 Visiting Cards free. Particulars 2c.UilU^Oi'Howard, 64 Carver St., Boston.

$2022 to $6022 A WEEK
I Want To Start You In This Big Paying Business ’

It’s A World Beater and I Gan Prove It.
1 want one man or lady agent in every county to make $10 every day selling my

“Eveready” grips for all ironing boards. You can make more money than you ever made in^ your life

before. '‘Eveready grips are a new thing* (pat. applied for Mar. 1908.) Unlike anything you ever saw or

heard of. Ladies go wild over them. All you have to do is to show the grips and the sale is

made, and you double your money every time you do it. No experience needed; no talking
necessary. The goods sell themselves. If you want to make ready money, big money, quic.

money, this is your chance. Get in line and make $10 every day; that's what they're doing.

Mrs.D. E.Wismer made $800 in 8 months selling my goods; over $10 a day. Easy work! Charlie

Setaaub made $221.82 in less than three weeks this spring selling “Eveready” grips; that’s over

$12.29 a day or $73.75 a week. Jake Shoemaker sent me 8 orders in six weeks for grips alone.

Charlie Foster called on 18 families and sold 16. Made $9.30 the first four hours he worked. Grips

sell like hot cakes. Can’t hold ’em back. Hundreds do as well because my “Eveready” grips sell

for only 35 cents a set, and my agents have no competition as I do not sell to 6tores.

I will start you in this big paying business. I will send you a complete sample outfit of

these quick selling “Eveready ’ grips, a demonstrating board you can put in your pocket,
instructions and particulars of my big offer and appoint you my agent for two weeks trial.

Then if you want to keepon with thelbusinessyou can do so. No limit to what you can make
Send me 15c today to pay the postage and expense for this sample outfit and go to work.

1 will refund your money if you are disappointed. Don’t delay. Send today and be the
best paid man or woman in your community. Address me'personally.

To put on or take off the cloth from your
ironing board—touch the spring on Young’s
“Eveready’ Qrip-THAT’S ALL.

SELUNG MY
EVEREADY!

r



Publisher Fails!
This Library of Universal History

Sent to Your Home FREE

5,000 Pages
700 Illustrations

15 Volumes
Abraham Lincoln Said:

“Neighbors, Give Youi

Boys and Girls

A Chance”

The American Underwriters Corporation, receivers in Bankruptcy,

HERE

Invites you to
own home for an

We wish to prove to

less than cost, is the most
pared by a staff of great

greatest scholars and teac >

is the gre lortunity

ever off ,
c* n oppor-

tunity for our readers tc i less than

half price these fifteen <v,
- volumes.

This offer is made poeeib
~

lilure of the

publishers. The Union I
' of Chicago.

Hundreds of sets of this 1 been sold at

856.00 each and they are “ ry cent of it,

but we now name you a om bankrupt
price of only 50c after ei -

i and $2.00 per

month for 12 months. I -..sible to name
a lower price for cash i

1 >-4lis is less than
half the publisher’s price made only to

dose out the few remaining sets quickly.

WITH THIS HISTORY you may sit beside the
madman, Nero, on his awful throne; touch his
mantle and hear him speak. Walk with Caesar
and gain inspiration from this genius of the
Romans. Enter the ancient Colliseum and be-
hold once more the martyrdom of the Christians,
whose bravery and sacrifice of life among hordes
of red-jawed jungle beasts, paved the way for the
Christian religion in Rome. Ride beside Alex-
ander the Great, whose steel-hoofed charger
dashes over the blood-stained battle fields of his
Career. Stand beside the mighty Nelson at
Trafalgar, and hear his hoarse commands as the
English fleet sweeps the power of France from
the ocean.

Look once more at the gory battle field of
Waterloo; see English and French in mortal
combat; see the mighty Napoleon sitting like
adamant, the old guard around him, scanning
the field and realizing his iron reign was over;
then talk with Dim at St. Helena, where, stand-
ing alone, he gazes over the trackless ocean,
watching the mists gather and dissipate as had
his power and greatness. Travel back for sixty
centuries when man was but a being of the
forest, as unlike the man of today as we are un-
like the lowest in the grade of humanity. Attend
the Bacchanalian banquet, of the ancient kings Of
Assyria and Persia: watch their mighty armies
clash. Go to ancient Babylon, walk its streets
and see and hear as you would in the days of
Balthazer.

Stroll among the pyramids of Egypt and pry
into the wonderful secrets which these majestic
relics of antiquity possess in their enormous
bosoms; sail down the Nile and visit the ancient
oities, the great white palaced cities which
flourished a thousand years before the dawn of
the Christian era; yes, before the rise and fall of
the eastern empires; see Greece in her regal
power, overcome by the hordes of Rome; watch
Spain as she rises to dominating power, only to
fall and crumble and decay; then go through the
wars of the English and cross the ocean to our
own shores.

Watch the starving line of patriots battling
against the wealth and bullets of the mother
country; grasp the hand of Washington at Valley
Forge, walk through the snow with him and
hear his cheering words to his shivering, ragged
army; sit with him on his wide veranda and
talk with him at Mt.Vernon; follow the thrilling
rise of our own republic and pass through the
dark days when brother was arrayed against
brother. Know the mighty rail-6plitter, Lincoln,
as he was. Stand beside Grant at Vicksburg, or
Meade at Gettysburg; hear the awful cannon-
ading. and see the dashing lines cut to pieces.
See the valor and the courage of the gray,
through the very eyes of the indomitable Lee.
view ali these thrilling events as if the world
were passing onoe more before your own eyes.

To own this history means you need never
spend a lonely evening. It is ennobling to com-
mune with the children of destiny. To he
associated with great men and events is to be
great oneself, and you will add to your store of
knowledge, which is power, and to the richness
of your life.

in yourthis Library of Universal History
absolutely free of charge.

enforced offer of the remaining sets of this magnificent publication, at
book offer ever made. A new publication from cover to cover, pre-
Cost to produce nearly $250,000. Heartily endorsed by America’s

Rev. Dr. F. W. Gunsaulus,

!

President Armour Institute
and Pastor Central Church
(Auditorium) Chicago, says:

"Without the slightest touch of re-
ligious or political bigotry, the editors
of the 'Library of Universal History’
have dealt soberly and deeply with
the forces of church and state which
have ruled mankind. With great
scholarship they have not become
dull; with a trained and genuine
power of imagination they have never
become vague. It is a work of real
genius; its thought is clear and vig-
orous, its English pure and eloquent.
I am certain these volumes must be
of immense popular service’in stimu-
lating historical study in our
country.”

Sen. William B. Allison,

The Grand Old Man of Iowa, Says:

“I have recently bought the ‘Li-

brary of Universal History,’ and
find the topical arrangement of

the matter especially advanta-

geous for ready reference and
take pleasure in recommending
this valuable work as well as the

plan for its distribution."

The editor of this paper advises every reader to

write for these splendidly written, authoritative

and beautifully illustratedbooksforfree examina-

tion in your own home for a week> without any
expense or obligation on your part to purchase.

These
are the words
used by the great
emancipator ia his fa-

mous speech, delivered at his old home to
his friends and neighbors at Springfield, 111.

Recalling what little opportunity he had in
his early youth to get an education, and look-
ing back to the days when he walked miles
and miles for a book (for he then owned none
of his own), Abraham Lincoln pleaded with
the rural and village people, his old friends
and associates to give their children a better
chance—a chance to fight the battles of life

successfully.

SURELY YOU want to give your boys and girls a better
chance, not necessarily a college education, but better still,

a home education. It is not always the school that gives the
education; you can give this same opportunity or better to
your family right in your own home. Good books—valuable
books. Oh! how Lincoln cherished these.

What would Lincoln have said had you asked his advice
on buying a great History of the World, an entertaining
and educational Library for your home, “The Library of
Universal History,” and especially if we offered it at
less than half of the regular price and on easy terms?

We want you to see these volumes, examine them in
your own home without any expense on your part, then
you can decide. That is what the family in the picture
below have done. Mail the coupon now before you forget
it. See the volumes themselves—it costs you nothing.

Here is Our Offer:

Note the quiet, peaceful, happy home scene, the family gathered around the
table under the bright lamp, old folks and young folks reading the Library, and
the child looking at the pictures. Surely you want to help your family. Do not
neglect the opportunity, do not wait until tomorrow but cut out and moil the
coupon at once.

Send Us Your Address
on the coupon or a postal telling us
you would like to receive for free

examination these 15 volumes of the Library of Universal History in your home and we will send
them to >ou, charges prepaid. Look over these books for a week and then if you decide that you do
not want them send them back to us at our expense. If you wish to keep this superb work send
only 50 cents, and $2.00 a month for twelve months—only $24.50 for this $56.00 Library.
The library of Universal History is a complete history of the whole world written by America's
greatest historians and endorsed by America's greatest scholars. There are over 5 000 pages, 100
finely engraved maps and 700 full-page illustrations. Don’t delay.
Write to us at once, just put your name on the coupon. Without obligation or expense we
want you to examine this grand work in your home for a week before deciding. Write today.

Send Your Name and Address
No more obligations than if you asked to look at a book in a book store
—the work sent prepaid and returnable at our expense if you decide not to keep,
it. Look at the TOO pictures, read some of the fascinating chapters, then decide.
flS'You are under no obligations whatever in asking for a trial shipment. We
prepay the charges \ ou pay nothiug No solicitor will call on you—You decide in the
privacy of your own home—And we consider it A FAVOR TO US if you will merely
give us an opportunity to ship the books. You risk nothing—You are under no
obligations. Why should anybody refuse this offer?

American Underwriters Corporation, Dept. 216, 240 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO.

15 Massive
Volumes

Each volume 7 inches
wide and 10 inches
high; weight, boxed,
nearly 75 lbs.

Mail the

Con
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PATENTED TENSION SPRING

EVER-SHARP SHEARS FREE
Dear to the heart of every woman—a pair of shears that are always sharp.
Every user of shears knows how aggravating it is to have shears or scissors that

don 't cut slick and clean. Every woman also knows that to have scissors sharpened
by the average scissors grinder means more disappointment, as he usuaiiy ruins them.
These aggravations may all be avoided by adopting the patented tension spring

Ever-Sharp Shears.
These shears are equipped with a simple attachment that keeps them always sharp

and enables the user to cut anything from wet tissue paper to the heaviest cloth. The
tension spring attachment does away with the resharpening entirely. The tension on
the rivet can be set so that any kind of material intended to be cut with shears may
be cut with perfect ease, without tiring the hand. The tension spring takes up all the
wear on the rivet, making the Shears practically indestructible, with no wear-out to
them. A simple turn of the little thumb-screw tightens up the blades as closely as
may he desired, Any woman who has had the exasperating experience of trying to
use a dull pair of shears can readily appreciate the value of the new invention,
which keeps this pair of Shears always sharp and in perfect cutting con-
dition. No matter how many pairs of shears or scissors you may have around the
house, you need this pair with the tension spring, and when you use it once you will
use it in preference to any other you may have
The illustration is 4 inches long, but the Shears we offer are

8 INCHES IN LENGTH
They are made from the best carbon steel, which insures strength and a keen cutting

edge. The manufacturers guarantee the quality of material and workmanship in
every pair and back up their guarantee with a certificate with each pair agreeing “If
tbi

'
pair of shears breaks or in any way becomes defective within five years from date

of purchase it will be replaced with a new pair without further cost.”
Eemember, the patent tension device does away with the need of resharpening and

doubles the usefulness of the Shears.

How to Get a Pair Free
Send 50c for a year’s subscription to UP-TO-DATE FARMING and we will

send free and post-paid a pair of Shears or a pair of scissors as desired. UP-
TO-DATE FARMING is published twice a month, 24 numbers in the year.
It contains 20 to 32 large four column pages. Published for everybody on the
farm. Excellent departments. Special attention given to getting profitable
prices for all farm products. You need the paper and Shears. This is an
exceptional offer and every farm home should take advantage of it. Send
your order to-day.

UP-TO-DATE FARMING, 208
sTrJT

h
Indianapolis, Indiana,

SPECIAL
ANNOUNCEMENT
TO READERS OF
VICK’S MAGAZINE

We want a few people in each state to serve as members of

Vick’s Advisory Board.

They will be paid for their services and have opportunities

of winning cash prizes for furnishing ideas and suggestions of

value to our magazine.

Vick’s Advisory Board is for the primary purpose of secur-

ing the advise of a number of our representative readers concern-

ing matters of policy, themes of general interest and various con-

templated improvements in our magazine.

We believe the members of the Board will find their connec-

tions very interesting and profitable. They will be required

simply to answer printed questions from time to time and to

furnish any additional suggestions or ideas they may desire.

No particular qualifications are necessary for membership.

Any reader of Vick’s Magazine is eligible. We wish to say,

however, that in view of the very light requirements and the op-

portunities for cash remuneration, we expect the Board to be filled

very quickly; and as the membership will be very limited (possibly

500 or less) we suggest that you write at once for particulars.

Simply fill out and mail the coupon below.

COUPON
VICK'S MAGAZINE, Dansville, N. Y.

Please send me full particulars concerning the requirements

for becoming a member of Vick’s Advisory Board.

Name

Address

QUICK THIS HAT I

AS A GIFT

.cm

We publish the best magazine for the money in
the country. We make more generous and attractive

offers for introducing it into new families than any
other publishers. Everybody wants it, it is so up-to-

date, interesting aDd inspiring. Brim full of good
short and serial stories, pointed departments, fancy
work, etc. Get two friends to give you 15c each for

a year's subscription, and send to us 30 cents in all,

and we will send you this pretty Wallachian em-
broidery hat, 18-inch size, stamped on first quality

Butcher Linene, with crown to match, also one large

skein of lustre cotton for embroidering the design.

Sent stamped for eyelet work if preferred. Address

POPULAR FASHIONS, Dept. 5,
Springfield, ... Massachusetts

VALUABLE PREMIUMS
GIVEN AWAY.

Without a penny of expense, you can get the
many handsome and useful premiums we are
giving away—silverware, cbinaware. jewelry,
books, linen, and various other articles for house-
hold and personal use. These premiums are
given absolutely free in return fora few hours
of your spare time.
Write us today for our Free Premium Catalogue

and see for yourself how easily you can get these
fine Gifts.

GIFT DEPARTMENT.
THE LEWIS PUBLISHING COMPANY,

University City, St. Louis, Mo.

BIRTHDAY POST CARDS
10 high-grade artistic and Embossed Birthday Post
Cards, new and lovely designs, in exquisitely beautiful
colors, our big post card catalogue and trial subscription
to popular magazine, all free if you answer ad immed-
iately and send 10 cts for mailing expense. 30 cards all
different, 25 cts. Pont Card Co., 409 C. 8. Express Bide.,
Dept.. 119, Chicago.

Join Our Post Card Club—FREE
Free membership in the American Home Post

Card Club secures you full privileges of our big Post
Card Exchange Department. Your address will also
be printed free, so as to reach 1,000.000 readers in
America. Germany, France, India, China, Australia,
etc., etc. Secure free membership by merely for-
warding a dime for the great national monthly and
Post Card Exchange. Address American Home magazine
Post Card Club, Dept. 8 >31-41, 4 Duane 8t., New York City.

SILK REMNANTS FREE SSM^Sm
We have on hand over 2000 pounds of beautiful
silk pieces, suitable for crazy quilts, cushions,
sofa pillows, etc. We will send you A BIG
PACKAGE of these pretty silks free. They are
beautiful colors and designs and you are bound to be
more than pleased. Enclose 15c to pay postage, pack-
ing, etc. or 25c for 2 packages. 3 mos. trial subscription
to Household magazine with each 15c order, 1 year with
each 25c order. State whether you are an old or new
subscriber. Your money back if. you are not de-
lighted. SEND TODAY. THE HOUSEHOLD,
Silt Department 16, Topeka, Kansas,

2401

M-

Make Your

House WorK Easy
^^CCORDING to the last census 83%

' ' ' of the housewifes of this country-

do their Own work. That means that

they spend at least three hours each day
in the kitchen preparing and serving

meals — possibly five hours would be

nearer the time. * 83% of our women
therefore should be interested in know-
ing the methods employed by other,

women everywhere for making their tasks

easier. This information can only be sec-

ured from some practical magazine like

PICTORIAL REVIEW
We can mention here only a few of the

many departments and features which
make Pictorial Review so eagerly bought:

Home Care of Common Ilia

Marketing for the Month
Kitchen Stepsavers

Labor Saving Suggestions

House Building Plana

The Flower Garden
Special Articles

The Newest Fashions

Millinery Lessons

Home Dressmaking Lessons

Embroidery Designs

Recipes for Each Month
Crochetting

Home Furnishing

Home Decorating

Entertaining and Etiquette

How to Earn Money at Home Styles for Children

It is a magazine which averages 64 large size pages monthly. It is beautifully

illustrated and its stories, departments, articles and fashions are eagerly awaited

in over a quarter-of-a-million houses each month. We are sure that you will

want our magazine regularly as soon as you have examined a few copies.

We Want You To Know Pictorial Review
The

Pictorial

Review Co.,

S53 Broadway,

New York.SPECIAL OFFER.
We will send you Pictorial Review for

. i r.— — three months and allow you to select

any one of our tissue paper patterns within 30 days of the time
Enclosed please find

you mail us your money ••• all for 25c. Pictorial Review sells

for 15c. a copy ($1.00 a year) and our patterns are 15c

each. This offer gives you 60c . foT 25c.

25c. for which send

Pictorial Review for 3

months. I will select pat-

tern when I get the magazine.

Name..

Address
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GRAY HAIR
Changed to Its natural color by
one application of the Ouccrt
Gray Hair Restorer, a liquid

|

preparation that is simple to

I apply and leaves the hair soft and
fluffy. Any desired shade can
be made from the one package.
Special Size 25c, at druggists
or from us postpaid. Stamps
taken. Booklet Free.

"GUGGENHEIM MFG. CO., Inc.,

9 S. Clinton Street, ROCHESTER, N. Y

Sweet Corn Slitter
On lyway to eat Sweet Com offthe Cob

' Send 3two cent stamps for sample bymail

Bahn OpticalCompany-

MagicTucker
$1.00. Fits any Sewing Machine!

Makes any sizetuck—perfectly even
—in silks, lawns, or any material
without creasing, basting or meas-

uring ; easy to use ;
cannot get out of order. KiifAer for

ernthprine or shirring 50c. Tucker and Ruffler both sent

for Il 2l
g

Agents make $3.00 a day. Write for terms

and booklet. Magic Tucker Co., 444 B way, New York.

SILKS DIRECT FROM
_ THE MILLS

Our unequalled Black and Colored Taffetas sold di-

rect at 30 per cent below the retail price of inferior

and unreliable goods. Send 10 cents for samples

which will be returned on first order.
HALCYON SILK WORKS, Dept. Z, 170 Fifth Are., N. T.

CAN YOUR own fruit
Corn, Peas, Beans, Jellies, Fish, Corned-Beef,

•Preserves, Marmalades—everything with the

N.-W. CANNING BOILER
Glass or Tin Cans. Canned goods never spoil, bame

outfit and process as used by biggest canning factories
,

only smaller. Safe, clean, Bamtory. Pays for itselfmany

times in one season. Complete instructions FREE.

Price reasonable. Write for circulars. Agents wanted.

Northwestern Steel & Iron Works,

Dept. G
,

Ean Claire, Wis.

FACES "BLEACHED
and all skin eruptions removed by using Arsenic

Charcoal Tablets. 15 yrs. on sale. 20,000 testimonials.

Send for free sample. BenwickCo., Allegany, N.Y.

BATES’ RHEUMATIC FOOT DRAFTS
and Mountain Herb Compound. A positive cure

for Rheumatism. Sole originators of curing Rheu-
r matism through the feet

by using foot drafts. Estab-
lished 1892. Beware of im-
itations. The Drafts can
be worn in any shoes, and
will draw out all pain from
any part of the system.

One pair mailed free. Enclose 2 cent stamp to cover

BAT&TItHEU ill ATIC CURE CO., IIIF. Essex Sttt., BOSTON, Mass.

The Sweetest “MOTHER SONG” Sen
“It Was Home For My Mother Was There.” Solo

and chorus. Fine accompaniment. Send Ten
Cents for Two Copies. ,

J. W. BURGESS, Dansville, New York.

mi m ** B m Mrs. Bradley's Face
FtMMmt WW Wash is guaranteed

tQ remove moth ,

tan, freckles, pimples, blackheads. Prevents wrin-

kies oiliness and aging of the skin. Makes it soft,

white and beautiful. By mail 25c. Agents wanted.
MRS. C. S. BRADLEY,

A 1921 Western Avenue, Minneapolis, Minn.

AGENTS ACT QUICKLY!!
Patented Bread Making Machine, Labor

( saver ; sales enormous. Simple inc<^stoictiorL

Child can operate. Agent’s Sample FR E. E> •

Forshee Mfg. Co., B.M. 217 O*

the WESTMONT
(FORMERLY HOTEL SENATE)

Rhode Island Avenue and the Beach

ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.

The Hotel has been enlarged, refitted and
handsomely furnished throughout. It now
occupies one square, with unobstructed

Ocean View. It has 15,000 square feet of

porch floor, 50,000 square feet of flower lawn,

and 200 rooms, 75 of which are en suite, with
private bath, together with modern sanitary

improvements. The cuisine is unexcelled,

the service the best.

OPEN ALL THE YEAR

WEST, MONTAGUE & WEST
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To SntiKrrihprg This Paragraph when marked In blue pencil is notice that the time for which

vour suSrrintion is naid. ends with this issue. It is also an invitation to renew promptly, for while

Vick’s Magazine will be sent for a short period after the expiration of paid-up subscriptions it should be
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WOMAN’S WORTH AND WORK
This most important subject, than

which there is none more important, not

even a presidential election, will be the

theme of the September issue of Vick’s

Magazine. The chief purpose of this

number will be to present to our readers

a truthful view of the present status of

woman as a factor in our social, business,

industrial, and professonal life, showing

what women are doing for the advance-

ment of the common good, and by so

doing promoting their own individual

welfare, both financially and otherwise.

As the home is woman’s natural realm,

where she is justly queen, special atten-

tion will he devoted in this number to

showing what woman may successfully

do in and about the home to promote its

welfare and that of herself by different

kinds of congenial industry, which will

result in increasing her own or the

family income. Articles will also

anpear setting forth what women are do-

ing and may do to advantage in occupa-

tion and professions the arena of which

is otherwhere than the home. The
motive prompting the publication of this

special number is the desire to do world-

wide womankind a positive service in

making plain how woman may best fit'

into the great social scheme of human
life and activity, of which she is ad-

mitedly so important a part, and too,

how she may do this without impairing

her proper preeminence in the home and

in perfect harmony with the highest

ideals of her womanly nature—some-
times described as “the eternal femi-

nine.” Through necessity, women not

a few are too often compelled to engage

in various occupations far too severe and
exacting, long continuance in which can-

not result otherwise than in loss of

health, loss of true womanliness, and in

the end premature death. To show how
good women and true, who, by reason of

reverse and misfortune may be compelled

to be both breadwinners and home-
keepers, may successfully 'solve their

life’s problem will be one of the

chief aims of the September Vick’s.

Not only so, but in later numbers
this important subject will receive

much attention. Evidence of this pur-

pose will be afforded by the intensely

interesting and illuminating problem
serial story—“The Eclipse of the Thorn-

tons,” by Ruth Hays, which will begin

in the September number. This serial

will show in a most graphic manner how
a family, suddenly deprived of a liberal

provider through the unexpected illness

of the husband and father, adjusted itself

to new conditions; how, under the cour-

ageous leadership of the mother and

older sisters, ways and means were de-

rived whereby the family income was

made equal to the family needs, and

each member thereof was made richer in

high resolve, purpose, and character.

MK. EDWIN MAfVKHAM

Who easily is America’s greatest living

poet will contribute an article to the

Woman’s Worth and Work number
which is peculiarly well adapted thereto,

being entitled: “Give Her of the Fruit

of Her Hands,” and being itself a

beautiful tribute to the worth and dignity

of womanhood and an eloquent plea for

her proper safeguarding and the adequate
compensation to her for the valuable

services she renders humanity. This ex-

quisite prose poem will have the place

of honor in the magazine and will be

fittingly embellished with an artistically

set picture of the author.

Another article of the September num-
ber that will be found most interesting

and edifying will be, “Woman As A
Professional Gardner,” written by Miss
Grace Adele Pierce, the well known
poetess, newspaper writer, and mag-
azinist, who has given much careful

study and thought to the vastly im-
portant subject of woman’s w'ork and
welfare. Miss Pierce is deeply interested

in this great question and believes that

a new woman’s movement should be

inaugurated that shall come into closer

heart-touch with the great army of the

world’s women workers than has any-

thing yet undertaken, and one that shall

prove itself more helpful to such a great

army in solving the many hard problems
that its members have to meet.
Our readers will be delighted to learn

that a timely article will appear in the

September number by Mrs. Cynthia
Westover Alden, the world-famed presi-

dent and founder of the International

Sunshine Society, who is also author of

a most excellent book, published by A.

S. Barnes & Co., entitled “Woman’s
Ways of Earning Money.” Mrs. Alden
has had a widely extended and very suc-

cessful experience in many different oc-

cupations and no other woman in Amer-
ica is better able to write intelligently

and helpfully on the important subject

of Woman’s Worth and Work than is

Mrs. Alden.
Still another article that will be of

positive value and of exceptional inter-

est is that entitled “Women in Agricul-

ture,” by Mrs. Ada T. Howie, the well-

known and eminently successful Farm-
ers’ Institute lecturer, whose services are

in constant demand during the Institute

season, the Institute managements of sev-

eral states sharply competing for the dis-

posal of her time each winter.

FICTION FEATURES
The second installment of “The Feud-

ist’s Revenge” will appear in the Sep-
tember issue, also the first chapter of

“The Eclipse of the Thorntons,” and
the first part of a true western frontier

Indian story, entitled “ Ruck and Tuck.”
Added to this unusual array of short ser-

ials will be a most pleasing one number
storyette, as well as the beginning of a

splendid juvenile story entitled “The
Adventures of Ole Knee High,” which
will prove of most fascinating interest to

grown-ups as well as to boys and girls.

THE HOME DEPARTMENTS
Of the September Vick’s will be pre-

pared with special reference to the theme
of the month, “Woman’s Worth and
Work ” and will be replete with many

( Continued on page is)

DAILY SERVICE
BETWEEN

DETROIT -BUFFALO
The D. & B. Line Bteamers leava

Detroit week days at 5:00 p. m.,
Sundays at 4:00 p. m- (central time)
and from Buffalo daily at 5:30 p,
m. (eastern time) reaching their

destination the nezt morning.
Direct connections with early
morning trains. Superior
service and lowest rates be-

tween eastern and western
states.

RAIL TICKETS AVAIL-

ABLE ON STEAMERS
All classes of tickets sold

reading via Michigan Central,
Wabash and Grand Trunk railways
between Detroit and Buffalo in

either direction will be accepted for

transportation on D. & B. Line
Steamers.

Send two cent stamp for illustrated

pamphlet and Map of Great Lakes.

Address, L. G» Lewis, G. P. A., Detroit, Mlelu

Detroit & Buffalo Steamboat Co.

PHILIP H. MCMILLAN, VICE-PRES. A. A. 6CHANTZ, GEN. MGR.

Dorean Hotel
(Brick Fireproof)

Ocean Front at Vermont Avenue

Atlantic City, N. J.
OPEN ALL YEAR

Gambol Room, Music, Ocean Front,

Refined Surroundings

Accommodations for 350 guests, ele-

gantly furnished, rooms and bath single
or en suite.

Dining rooms and sun parlors over-
looking ocean.

EXCELLENT CUISINE.

NEW GRILL A LA AMERICA.
Billiards, Shuffle Board, Etc. Music.

Write for literature.

E. E. MORALL, Prop.

NEW AMSTERDAM
HOTEL

4th Ave. and 21st St., New York
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European Plan
Rooms with use of Bath $1.00 and up. With Pri-

vate Bath $2,00 for one, $2.50 for two and upward,

NEW BATHS and Plumbing
Most Convenient Location in City.

From 23rd street railroad ferries or from Grand
Central Station, take cars direct to hotel; i

transfers.
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A Talk on Money Matters
Of Interest to all Who want to Save Money and Make Money

By C. TOWNSEND WELLS

i I

I

A Sunday School Superintendent was giving a talk
to the children. During his course of remarks he said:
“I want all the boys and girls who wish to go to
Heaven when they die, to hold up their hands.” °

All
the children promptly held up their hands except one
little boy back in the far corner. The Superintendent
addressed the boy in a somewhat surprised tone

:

“Why, Johnny, don’t you want to go to Heaven, too ?”
The answer came back promptly: “No Siree, not if all
that crowd’s a’goin.”

The boy probably had some very vague ideas about
Heaven but his answer indicated that he did his own
thinking-—he didn’t believe in simply “following the
crowd.”

Sometimes it is wise to follow the crowd: some-
times it isn’t. When money matters are under consid-
eration, DON’T follow the crowd. If you do you’ll be
poor all your life. The people who rise above the com-
mon level, financially, and gain a competence, are in-
variably the people who do their own thinking, They
may have very meagre incomes to start, but they know
how to use those meagre incomes. They don’t simply
follow the crowd, and spend every cent they make be-
cause they think it is necessary.

Most people living on small incomes argue to them-
selves that there is no use in trying to “get ahead.”
They think that the small amount per week or month
that they could save would be so small as to be useless.
That’s where they make a big, big mistake. They try
to have a good time by using every cent they can lay
hands on, simply because it seems like too great a
sacrifice to lay by a dollar a month. They lack the
proper ambition.

Someone has said, “A man without an ambition is

a derelict, dangerous to others and of no value to him-
self. That’s pretty nearly true, too. When a man is

resigned to Fate, his resignation is generally accepted.
Promotion never comes because he never seeks it and
he finally gets discouraged and “quits.”

Now this is the point I am trying to bring out

;

EVERY person should make it a RULE—and a good,
solid, steadfast rule—to save a certain percentage of his
income arid put this saving where it will be safe and
where it will produce the maximun amount of interest
consistent with safety.

Don’t say you can’t. You CAN. It may seem
hard at first, but you’ll soon get accustomed to it; and
after you learn HOW to save and HOW to make your
savings WORK for you, it will net be very long before
you will be surprised to find how rapidly your savings
are accumulating. You can’t believe it until you try it.

Drive the plug into your expenses. Stop the
leaks. Then figure frequently and carefully your ex-
pense items. You’ll soon find lots of ways to save.

In the midst of battle one of Napoleon’s marshals
rushed up and explained excitedly: “Sire, we have
taken a battery!” ‘‘Take another,” was the laconic
response. This little incident shows one of the charac-
teristics which made Napoleon a LEADER instead of a
FOLLOWER.

Now, after the first battle between expenses and
economy has been won, don’t be satisfied. Keep at it.
Get the habit. Then you 11 soon be on the road to for-
tune. Don’t be afraid to build an air castle, but don’t
forget to put a foundation under it after you have it
built.

Now, the question arises: how are you going to
know what to do with your money after you have begun
to save. The problem is a little hard I’ll admit. You
don’t want to put it in a bank because the bank pays
only 3 or 4 per cent interest and you can never make
money at that rate. Tou can’t put it into a business of
your own because it takes probably a thousand or sev-
eral thousand dollars to start a buisness. You don’t
want to put it into stock unless you have a chance to
buy stock at par, or nearly par, in a SOLID Company
that is SURE to pay big dividends.

Such opportunities are very rare.

What are you going to do?

Well, space is too limited here to tell you what to
do, but I can tell you how to find out. Ihave made a
study of this problem and I beleive I have solved it. I
have a book which deals with this problem in detail. It
tells how any person who can save one dollar or more a
month can start on the road to wealth. It will tell
you HOW to save and WHERE to put your money after
you have saved it. This book should'be worth ‘ hund-
reds of dollars to you and you should have a copy
whether you have much or little spare money.

I want to send you a copy of this book without
charge. Of course, I have an object in wanting to send
you the book, but it is sufficent just now for you to
know that it is free and that you will be under no obli-
gations of any kind after getting it.

Get a postal card NOW and send for it. Simply
say “Send me the free book ottered in Vick’s Mag-
azine.” If you want to add the amount of money you
are able, or expect to be able, to save, I shall be glad
for the information and may be able to send you some
additional information that will fit your particular
circumstances.

C. Townsend Wells,
910 Land Title Building', Philadelphia, Pa.
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THE HOUSE OF OLMSTEAD
BY RUTH HAYS

HE cat was on the doorstep when Dr.

Duncan came up the walk. As he
opened the door she darted past him
and disappeared up the front stairway,

before he remembered that Mrs. 01m-
stead never allowed her in this part of

Some of the boarders didn’t likethe house
cats.

Being a good-natured man who disliked to

make trouble, he gave a little whistle of dismay
and tried to call her back. But Puss had van-

ished, and he reflected easily that she couldn’t

really do any harm, and Jessica would be sure to

find her presently and put her out. So he went
on to his own room, and threw himself into a

chair by the window with Barstow’s letter before

him.
“Book here, old man,” it began, “What in

thunder is keeping you up in those wilds so long?

Three blessed weeks, you’ve been gone already,

instead of those ‘few days’ of yours. If you
don’t turn up pretty quick, your patients will be

as sheep having no shepherd, for I’m due at

Roden’s, come Friday, and the old lady won t

listen to any excuses, mind you. Sorry to hurry

you, but— ’’

He tossed the letter aside impatiently. Hang
Barstow’s old lady! Why couldn’t she wait a day or two? Another week might

make all the difference in the world. Three weeks was just noth.ng. She wouldn't
-. He lit his pipe and meditated. This was his first vacati an for many a long

day, for he was a busy man, and one of the rising lights of his profession in the

growing city of Alton, with a lrage practice, and hospital work. On his way
northward fora few days’ fishing, he had stopped fora glimpse of this little village

among the hills, where ne had begun practice a dozen years ago, fresh from his

studies abroad. It had been unexpectedly pleasant. In spite of his ten years ab-

sence he had found many warm friends here still
;
his old quarters at Mrs. Olm-

stead’s had been so comfortable and homelike
;

it was such a restful place alto-

gether, and he had met such pleasant people, that he had stayed on from day to

day, until three ‘blessed’ weeks had gone by. Blessed, indeed, if—Oh, hang
Bartsow.
He threw back his head in a vexed fashion, crumpling the letter in his hand.

Well, What must be, must! He would go tomorrow.
Mrs. Olmstead’s small niece Jessica came up the stairs with a big bunch of asters

in her hand, ail white and palest purple. She was humming softly as she passed

his half-closed door, a prim little maid in long checked apron, with flaxen braids

and serious blue eyes like a German “madchen.” He liked Jessica, and there was

no manner of doubt about her liking for him.
Another step came up the stairway presently, quick and light, and a gray gown

fluttered swiftly by his door. She was singing, too, something very low and sweet,

scarcely above a breath
;
but she stopped suddenly at sight of Jessica. “What lovely

asters! ’’she said lightly. “They will be charming in that vase, Jessica.”

It was a lovely voice; one might easily have guessed the grace and sweetness of

its owner from the very sound. She stood watching the child for a minute, then

as she turned to go, she added abruptly, “I’m going tomorrow, Jessica.”

Jessica gave a little cry of dismay. “Tomorrow? OhMiss Amy, howsorry I am!”
“You can’t be sorrier than I am, Jessica,” with a little sigh. “ It's been so

pleasant
— ’ ’

A door shut softly, there was a little smothered exclamation, then it opened
again hastily, and a quick “slioo-oo!” and soft clap of hands followed.

Instantly a startled “Oh!” from Jessica, a yell from the cat, and a crash of

broken china came togther, and as Dr. Duncan started up to rush to the rescue,

Mrs. Olmstead’s reproachful tones arrested him.
“Jessica! how could you be so careless? My beautiful vase! it really is too bad

of you altogether.”
“I couldn’t help it Auntie, truly,” began the child earnestly. “It was that cat.

She ran right under my feet when I was putting it back, and I trod on her tail and
tripped up. I really couldn’t help it, Auntie, and I’m awfully sorry.”

“You should have been more careful.” Mrs. Olmstead was very much vexed.

She prized the vase greatly, and there was nothing else to go in that corner. It was

too bad of Jessica, and her voice grew sharper. “Why didn’t you look where you
were going, child? You aie altogether too heedless. And what business had the

cat up here? You know I don’t allow her in this part of the house.”
“I didn’t know she was, Auntie, ’’pleaded the child again. “She ran right

out— ’ ’

But here the other voice interposed penitently. “It was all my fault. Mrs. Olm-
stead, and I’m so sorry. Please don’t blame Jessica. The cat was in my room,
and I drove her out in such haste I never thought of anything. It was so careless

of me! Your pretty vase—and it suited that corner so perfectly!”

Mrs. Olmstead smothered her vexation immediately. It isn’t of the slightest

consequence, Miss Beckwith,” she said graciously. “Puss had no businessin your
room, and I don’t see how she got there. I’m only sorry you should have been
annovcd.”

The House of Olmstead

Now was the time for Dr. Duncan to appear,

and elucidate the mystery, but Miss Beckwith
spoke again so coaxingly, that he paused once
more.
“But you’ll let me replace it, please—will you

not, Mrs. Olmstead? I know where there is one
exactly like it down street, and it will give me
so much pleasure. Ah, please!” as Mrs. Olm-
stead began a hasty and rather shocked dis-

claimer. That “please” must have melted the

hardest heart in the world surely
;
and she went

on, “Such a pretty vase, and nothing else will

suit that corner half so well. I should be quite
unhappy to go and leave it so, when it was all,

my fault, too. Please let me have Jessica, and
we'll go and get it before the asters fade. You’ll
not be so hard-hearted when I’m going to-

morrow. There— I knew you couldn’t! Run Jes-

sica, and put on your things, and we’ll be off in

five minutes. ’ ’

Dr. Duncan’s door closed softly, as Mrs. Olm-
stead, muttering something about the dust pan,
sweept up the wreckage, and left the hall, fol-

lowed by Jessica’s swift little rush for her
‘things.’ When it opened again presently, the

hall was deserted, and the gentleman went lei-

surely downstairs and out ot the front door again.

It had just occurred to him that it would be as well to wire Barstow that he was
coming tomorrow without fail.

So when the slender young lady in gray, with Jessica beside her, turned the

corner into Main Street, a little later, they came suddenly upon Dr. Duncan chat-

ting with a friend. And what more natural than that he should presently overtake

them and beg permission to join in their walk. He was sure of a welcome from
Jessica, and if Miss Beckwith had any objections they were not manifested on that

occasion.
“But it isn’t a walk,” she explained lightly. “Much more important than that

Dr. Duncan. Jessica and I are going shopping.”
“For a vase,” added Jessica happily, skipping along- beside Miss Amy, and smil-

ing up at him.
“A vase, Jessica? Then I’m sure you need me. I’m the best kind of a judge of

vases. That's a mighty pretty one of Mrs. Olmstead’s, by the way,” he added
craftily, “the one in the upper hall, Miss Beckwith.”

Jessica and Miss Beckwith looked at each other. “That vase is no more, Dr.

Duncan,” the young lady said gravely, shaking her head. “We are seeking its

counterpart.’ ’

“I broke it,” explained Jessica penitently. “But it wasn’t really my fault, was
it, Miss Amy? The cat tripped me up—

”

“A real catastrophe,” murmured the gentleman, but Jessica went on earnestly.

“She rushed right at me. And I stepped on her tail. That was the way, Dr.

Duncan. I wasn’t careless, really.”

“I’m sure not, Jessica,” he assured her. “But why did the cat rush at you? Is

she so ferocious a beast as that? We must beware of her.”

“But it wasn't her fault either,” laughed Miss Beckwith. “I shooed the cat that

tripped the girl that broke the vase—

”

‘That stood in the House of Olmstead,” finished the doctor solemnly. “How is

that, Jessica?
“This is the House of Olmstead,

—

This is the vase that stood in the hall

—

Upstairs in the House of Olmstead.”
Jessica’s eyes shone. “Oh yes, Dr. Duncan! And this is the girl that broke the

vase that stood in the hall, upstairs in the House of Olmstead.”
“ This is the cat with the wicked tail, that frightened the girl that broke the

vase—” went on the gentleman smiling, and Miss Beckwith chimed in,

“Tnis is the maiden all so pale.

That shooed the cat with the wicked tail—
I wonder how she got into my room, Jessica?”

Dr. Duncan made a gesture of mock contrition, “I am the culprit. She went
into the hall witli me. But it wasn’t my fault, either, Jessica, ”he went on laugh-
ing. “She darted in before I knew it. Nothing could have stopped her.”
Miss Beckwith turned with merry eyes. “Then Jessica,

“This is the man who caused it all,

By letting that cat get into the hall,”

—

“To startle the maiden all so pale,” prompted the gentleman as she paused, and
Jessica danced with glee.

“Oh what fun! what fun!” she cried gaily. “Go on, do go on, Dr. Duncan.
The priest comes next, you know; ‘all shaven and shorn’—that married the man
and the maid. Who’ll he be Miss Amy?”

Dr. Duncan darted a quick glance toward Miss Beckwith, but she seemed quite
unconscious. “Oh, it doens’t go any further, Jessica,” she said a little hastily.

“Isn’t t/iat the dearest little pony you ever saw, across the street? See— beyond,
the co^uer there.”

( Continued on page 15)



A UGUS

|IGH up the mountain side was
perched a log cabin. Live oak
boughs spread like protecting
arms above it. Birds sang to
it. Breezes fanned it, and the
breath of blooming magnolias

fell like the spirit of Peace about it.
An old man, with white locks falling

to his shoulders, sat in the doorway in
the gloaming, smoking his pipe. The
gambols of his little son of twelve,—the
last of a large family, and his only liv-
ing relative,

—

who was playing with a
greyhound on the grassy slope before the
door, interested him

;
and while he

watched the pretty sport, with laughter
in his eyes and a light word on his lips,
a shot rang out of an adjacent thicket,
and the old man fell,-1—wounded unto
death,—on his own door-stone.
With a savage cry the boy ran to his

father and lifted his head in his arms,
striving with all his might, but striving
vainly, to stanch the blood which was
flowing from a wound in his father’s
breast. When the first stunning sensation
had passed, the wounded man opened his
eyes and the lad asked eagerly, “Who
shot you, Daddy?”
“It was Lem—Lem Elarth.”
How do you know, Daddy, did you

see him?”
“No, but he is my only enejny. Ex-

cept for him, I should be at peace with all the world.”

die?”
1

' Daddy‘ Daddyl”-his voice rising in a half shriek,-” are you going to

Gasping with pain, the old man went on. “It was Lem Elarth who hounded me
has fill

the b
i

1Ue gr
n
SS t0

t

th
u
S hUle hUt m the clearin ’- Not content with that hehas foUowed me here, to harass and embitter my life.” After a pause he said ina voice made hoarse by pain, It was no fault of mine that bad blood lay betwixthis kin an mine. That was long ago, and they’re all dead now. Why couldn’the leave me in peace?” y 1

His eyes closed in a short silence., “Only last week we had trouble over themdead an gone old km-folk. He threatened me then
;
and oh, my boy my bovhe’s got me at last.

” > j j, j •

His glazing eyes closed and as the boy wiped the little death-bubbles from his
Jl
??L

he
?
eanec* low and whispered, “You’ll forgive him, won’t you Daddy?”

Forgive,-forgive?” cried the old man, lifting himself feebly, and gazingwildly around, “ Who says forgive?” a s
Then with his last remnant of strength, and in terrible language, in the feudal

Sid,? and P «
Ce

’-
he

,

made his son
’
his little son

-
swear that as soon ashe could handle a gun effectively, he would not rest until the last Elarth wasswept from the face of the earth. And Jamie, poor little lad, white with horror

ot the whole infamous tragedy, and yet with some dim idea of upholding the fam-

junctiorT’
SW°re th&t ^ WOuld avenSe his father’s death, according to his last in-

Unobserved, Cissy Dean had come around the corner of the cabin, and had beena horrified witness of a ll that bad passed. Now, seeing the need, she brought a

!u
ll
u
0i wa ter from the spring at the foot of the slope, and helped Jamiebathe the brow of the dying man; then when he was past all human help, sped

light-tooted as a fawn, down the mountain side to spread the sad news.
Very soon the place was crowded with excited mountaineers, who cared for theold man as kindly neighbors will in time of trouble, and the boy Jamie was for-

gotten Ussy came upon him at the back of the cabin, leaning against the rouehlogs and sobbing as only a child cau sob when bereft of his only earthly hope aSd
stay and left in the world alone.

“

With desire to comfort, Cissy crept close to hm, saying nothing until the sobshad lost their keenest edge ot grief; then she whispered, “Jamie,—say Tatnie vouare not going to do that, are you?” J J ’ y

After a long shuddering sob, Jamie gasped, “Do what?”
“What your father said. ”
‘ 1

I’ve swore to.
’

’

“What, Jamie, kill all the Elarths?”
Another silence, broken only by poor Jamie’s weeping, then coaxingly “Youain’t going to are you, Jamie?” s

“Go ’way an’ lem me lone. I—I hef to.”

Cissy was still so long, that Jamie,
wondering if she had gone, slipped
one eye over the edge of his sleeve
to see, and Cissy said softly, “You
know what the circuit rider told us
last preachin’ time?”
Waiting a little for the answer

that did not come, she went on
shyly, “He said, an’ he read it
outen the Bible, too, ‘Thou shalt
not kill.’ ”

Another silence, then, “Now are
you?”

After a long pause, during which
Jamie wrung and twisted in the
stress of his heart grief, he sobbed
out, “Bible says ye must obejr yer
parents; an’—Daddy said fer me
to.”

‘
’ Oh, Jamie.”

A forlorn little figure was trudg-
ing sturdily up the rocky mountain
road. A dog equally forlorn kept
him company. It was Jamie,—poor
little lad,—homeless, friendless,
and heart-hurt, going, on his own
recognizance, to deliver himself as
bound boy into the hand of Abra-
ham Bond, farmer and stock raiser,
over in the blue grass couutry.
With his resolve unshaken to

avenge the death of his father,
Jamie had torn himself away from
the cabin, away from the scenes of
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his childhood, away from Cissy and his
old playmates, but not away from his
sad memories. Time, haply, dulls the
grief of the young, and though they re-
member, it is with a sweet sadness, which
oft-times works good in their lives. Not
so Jamie. Torn away from all things he
knew before, in his heart- and homesick-
ness, his mind dwelt constantly upon the
horrible scene enacted so quickly before
his eyes; and with every remembrance
of his father’s snowy locks dappled with
blood, his resolve grew firmer to carry
out liis grim commission.
lo this end he practised unceasingly

with his gun, glorying over every rabbit,
bird, or squirrel, that he could fell.
Needless to say, the prayers his mother
had taught him were forgotten now. All
the good in his nature was crowded down
and the brutal element, which at times
crops out in the natures of boy’s better
environed, became his ruling characteris-
tic. So the years sped by, and at fifteen
Jamie had grown large and strong, and
held the championship for being the best
runner in the country, and the best wres-
tler of his age or weight

;
but in kind-

ness and in manners much was left to be
desired.

About this time came a letter from
Cissy written in a neat girlish hand, tell-
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“Cissy Dean

—

When is your spelling bee to be? Where is lem elarth
; I can pick a squirrel offa tree any day uow. James Tru ..

To this letter (which demonstrated that, though its writer could spell a little hewas sadly lacking at other points,) came the answ’er in hot haste.
1

1

Dear Jamie

—

Our County Contest will be held in Hapgood’s Hall, in Frankfort, March tenth.Are you m it? Please don’t shoot Lem Elarth. It is bad enough to shoot squirrels.Anyhow you was too little to swear. Cissy Dean. ”
All these appeals moved him not. Jamie’s one fixed rule of future action was to

shoot Lem Elarth on sight. His
yearning to see Cissy, however,
took him to the county contest as
he had planned. It cost him a
good wolf hide and a coon skin or
two, for Bobby Bond came high in
a crisis, and he must be hired to
do Jamie’s work in his absence

;

but it was worth to Jamie all it

cost him to see Cissy triumphant
as of yore, as rank and file went
down before her. Now as she
stood alone, flushing and victori-
ous, the word “Yaourt” was pro-
nounced. Cissy hesitated.

drink.” suggested theTurkish
teacher. It might as well have
been Greek tipple. Cissy did not
know the word and would not un-
dertake it. “Who can spell it?”
sang out the teacher. Like a flash
came the answer, “I can,” and
forgetting his resolution to keep
strictl}’ in the background, Jamie
stepped forth boldly and spelled
the word correctly, not at all
daunted to find himself the center
of all eyes for the moment.

(To be Continued)

Jamie Truman

But dost thou love life? then do
not squander time, for that is the
stuff life is made of,

—Franklin,
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THE FINDING OF HOLLIS
BY L. G. POWERS

S
' O L,ONG, boys,” shouted Grant Hollis gayly
waving his sombrero above his head as he put
spurs to his broncho, dashed out his ranch
gates, and began his journey to the village

twenty miles away—but twenty miles over
the plains of the great southwest is but a

lover’s journey on the back of a fleet footed broncho.

‘‘Good luck to you,” yelled a dozen voices and more
than one cow whip snapped behind him as a good luck

send off. The men, alter watching his tall well-pro

portioned form until it grew small in the distance

made their way to the pocket between two sand dunes
where the lazy smoke was beginning to curl heaven
ward.
Hollis had been deep in the wilds all summer, too

deep to write or receive letters, journeying from ranch

to ranch and herd to herd, buying here a dozen and
there a score until he had bunched several carloads of

what he considered the cream of the Western Grass aud
brought them over weary miles to his ranch, intending

to select the best specimens forwinter feeding and sell

the remainder. They were weary days with but one
sweet thought in them all—the thought of one day be-

ing able to make pretty Mattie Matson his wife. Every
day’s labor, every night’s camp meant only that they

brought him nearer her. How often while lying upon
his blanket under the silent stars had he pictured his

home-coming, how he would take her little hands in

his and look into the face so dear to him. He had
never asked her to be his wife, but he believed that

she understood, and a warm sweet thrill came over

him at the thought.
The sun sank and lost itself behind billowing clouds,

and black darkness covered the earth before he drew
rein at the door of the single village hotel.

It did not take him long to get supper, a bath, a

shave, and get into his ‘‘civilization rags” and set out

for the vine covered cottage at the end of the street.

The breath of flowers came to him as he neared the

gate, and he paused an instant to drink in their fra-

grance before opening the gate. It was a bright home-
like view that met his eyes, but it sent a chill over him
and he was trembling as with cold when Mrs. Matson
hurried forward to greet him. Mattie greeted him
coolly, although once or twice he thought that the

flush on her face deepened and there was a glad light

in her eyes which drooped beneath his, but he looked
at the dark-faced stranger -who in turn lookd at him
with anything but pleasure. ‘‘What was he doing
there?” There was but one answer for him, and after

the first greeting was over he sat silent and studied his

rival, for he told himself that he was nothing less.

The man, with his smooth flow of language and pol-

ished manners, was all he was not, Grant Holils told

himself, and surely Mattie and her mother seemed on
most familiar terms. There was no formality in the

Jack, as they called Jack Hadson,
and he noticed how Mattie laughed
at his witticisms.

slowly made his way back to the

hotel. He was dog-tired, though
he did not know it before, and
after changing his clothes he flung

himself upon the bed, but he
could not sleep—the very air of

the place seemed to stifle him, so

he arose, saddled his broncho and
struck out over the plains,—better

the bowlings of the coyotes, than

the hum of the village to him.
Hollis was in camp the next

morning, and more than one of the

boys looked knowingly at his pale

face and the dark rings around his

eyes but made no comment
;
only

one or two smiled pityingly at his

feeble attempt to be merry, and
left him alone.

This was but the beginning.
Evening after evening did he ride

to the village only to find Jack
Hadson by Mattie’s side

;
evening

after evening did the two force=

contending in his heart grow
stronger ;

but he was a man of

nerve and he played his bluff well.

Sometimes as he lay restless and
wakeful by his camp fire, he was
appalled at the capacity of his

feelings—at the fury that seemed
to possess him— to dog his footsteps

and send him worn and weary at

daylight to sit upon the back of

his broncho and brood over his

troubles.

Over and over again did he
reason with himself at the absurdity

of his suit, and strive to persuade

his heart to relinquish its desire.

The girl was not fitted, dainty and
fragile as she was, to endure ranch
life. She knew nothing of cattle

-could take no interest in his business, and he had
heard of people being unhappy and mis-mated on

that account. Hadson, polished, educated, was

more congenial. He was of her class, while Hollis

had nothing but his strong hands, muscular frame,

and true heart, for his tongue had never been able

to turn the neat phrases that catch ladies’ ears. The
broad acres of his ranch would bring something

upon the market, and his cattle were his stock in trade
;

he w'ould sell them and buy more, that was his busi-

ness. He had always taken pride in his vocation-
prided himself upon his ability to ride up to a herd

and at a glance select the finest, but that time was

past. He would gladly have given all for only the

capacity to talk smoothly or to have polished manners.

He had lost all pride of possession.

Eove knows not reasonings, however, and in spite of

all arguments Hollis’ heart held true to the star of his

affections, and he found himself longing, as always,

for the sight of her face and the touch of her hand.

He was bearing his burden bravely, but, in bowing his

strong shoulders to the cross fate seemed to have fitted

for them, his endurance was limited—he could not see

the happiness of another.

A month had gone by. The September sun was turn-

ing the long prairie grass to a golden brown, and the

quail were calling softly to each other. It was a bright

morning and as far as the eye could reach cattle were

grazing. In the pocket between the dunes men were
surrounding the camp fires and the smell of frying

bacon was upon the air. Grant Hollis sat solitary aud
alone upon his broncho looking out over the prairie.

Men pause before burning the bridges they have pre-

pared long and carefully, but he had paused long

enough. There was none to care it he lived or fell by
the way

;
so it did not matter much, and his plans were

all laid. He had put his ranch upon the market, and
the cars that were to take his cattle to market were
upon the siding. Sitting there he could see the long

black line in the distance, and he was to go with

them. He was going anywhere—he didn’t care much
where, only he could not stay there.

He had not visited Mattie for more than a week, but

every night he saw her walking by the side

of Jack Hadson in the moonlight. He had dug
spurs into the sides of his broncho and dashed out into

the prairie to keep down the wild passion within—the
passion of murder. Sitting in the morning sunlight

he knew that he must go—must put miles between him
and the man who had robbed him. There was no use

of further delay, so he sent a shrill whistle over the

plain.
The cowboys in the pocket sprang to their bron-

choes, and were soon gathering in suppressed excitement
around their chief. Two by two they depart to gather

in the stragglers and round the herd to a common

- v'- ' . Vi*-.;

Hollis Uuged His Broncho Onward.”

center. When all were gone Hollis from his position

on top of a dune sat silent and -.till to watch tli progress

of the round-up, ready to dash in to break any grind
that might occur, for there must be no milling of his

herd.
After a time the stragglers began to come in, and

just as the grazing herd had begun to grow restless

Hollis’ eye caught sight of the head of a man riding
leisurely along in the path of the he rd.

With a loud cry of warning Holli stuck spurs to his

broncho and started towards the man. It is death to

one unaccustomed to be caught in the herd. Before
he reached the man the cattle began to surge restlessly

this way and then that, tossing their horns, pawing the
earth and bellowing.
The man seemed hardly to realize his danger, as he

only quickened the pace of his horse, but did not
turn back. The horse with a wild snort, however,
reared and threw his rider, then galloped wildly back
the way he had come.

Hollis urged his broncho onward, well knowing that

he was taking his life in his hands by thus riding in

front of the herd, and faint and clear behind him came
the shouts of the boys and the thunder of hoofs. As
he reached the side of the man he drew rein, and it

was not until that moment that he looked into the

man’s face—it was Jack Hadson !

So quickly did Hollis’ hand tighten upon the rein

that the broncho reared and pawed the air. The now
thoroughly frightened man grasped his leg. For an
instant the demon raged in the heart of the mounted
man. It was only to turn his broncho’s head for a

little and this man who had come into his life to

wreck it would be out of his way forever! No one
would ever know, and death must come in the end to

us all ! His own chances of life were lessened with
the broncho burdened and self preservation comes first.

He kicked out his leg to loosen the man’s .old. The
man cowered but did not break his grr sp. With a

bitter oath Hollis raised his heavy whipstock. The
cold sweat came out upon his forehead. A black mist

seemed to come between his eyes and the white up-

turned face. He caught his breath. ‘‘Is the love of a

woman’s face to make him a murderer?”
He reached out his hand and drew the man up be-

hind him. ‘‘Live or die, we’ll go together” he said

hoarsely, and waving his sombrero wildly he urged
his broncho forward. Wild eyed and terrible the

cattle surged about them, a maelstrom of broad backs
and tossing horns. On, on ! Their lives were with the

little broncho; should he stumble or falter, death

swift and terrible beneath the sharp hoofs was theirs;

they must ride with the herd,

Gradually the excitement grew less though the clouds
of dust were suffocating and the din appalling. The
cattle swayed this way and then that at the will of the

commander, and was finally cut
into sections.

When the herd was ahead, Hollis
reined up his dripping, panting
broncho and the man slipped to

the earth. You saved my life,”

he said holding out his hand. .

Hollis pretended not to see the
hand. ‘‘That’s all right—I could
do nothing else” he said carelessly
and rode away.
At last the cattle wTere loaded,

the sections sealed and consigned,
and the trains would leave in two
hours. Hollis, wearied to exhaus-
tion, flung himself from his saddle
at the door of the hotel for an
hour’s rest,—he was going with
the cattle cars. A boy handed him
a note.

He knew7 the delicate writing
well and it sent the hot blood
leaping through his veins.
“Dear Grant: ” it ran, ‘‘You can-

not mean to go away wthout com-
ing to see me once more. Come,
if only to let me thank you for

saving cousin Jack’s life.

Mattie. ”

For a little Hollis sat still.

‘‘Cousin!” he repeated, ‘‘why of
course. I had only forgotten

!

Thank God, I saved "him! Thank
God I did not lose my manhood!”
fervently.

It did not take him long to get
into his ‘‘glad rags” and make his
way to the cottage. Hollis did
not go with the cattle train, and
there is a big house upon the
ranch, and a little woman is its

mistress that big hearted Grant
Hollis calls “wife,” and a dark-
faced man comes every year to
visit then, and Jack Hadson has no
better friend and admirer than
Grant Hollis.

; #



THE MINISTRY OF FLOWERS
BY EBEN E. REXFORD

The Hydrangea Hortensis

W HAT hydrangea paniculata
grandiflora is to the garden,
that lu'draugea hortensis is

to the grower of plants in
tubs or large pots, for gen-
eral decorative purposes.

Each summer we see fine specimens
of this variety doing duty on the porch,
or the veranda steps, or in some prom-
inent place on the home grounds, and
though we may become very familiar
with it, we are always impressed
afresh with its massive beauty when-
ever we come upon a new specimen.
The more we see of it, the better opin-
ion we have of it.

This variety of hydrangea has been
a favorite for many years. The writer
knows of many New England families
who have plants in their possession
dating back a quarter of a century. So large are they
that they have been transplanted from time to time to
vessels of larger size, until they are now in tubs that
two men find it hard to lift. Many of these bushes
have ail the dignity of large shrubs, with a spread of
five and six feet, and often hundreds of clusters of
flowers can be couunted on a single plant. The illus-
tration accompanying this article is from a specimen
on which over two hundred clusters were in bloom at
one time. Some of these clusters measured eight inches
across. And this specimen was one of only ordinary
size. Such a plant has a value beyond mere dollars
and cents, and the family of which it is a member has
a right to be proud of it, as many New England fam-
ilies are, of their grand old specimens, which could not
be bought at any price.

This plant is of very easy culture. It likes a soil of
rich loam, into which some sand has been worked to
make it friable. Good drainage should be provided.
While the plant is flowering and making its annual
growth, it should be fed well. When developement
seems inclined to come to a stand-still, give no more
fertilizer, and only enough water to prevent it from
drying out at the roots. In November put it in the
cellar, or some cool, dark place where it will be safe
from frost, and encourage it to remain perfectly dor-
mant until spring. This it will do if kept cool aud
away from the light, and very little water is given it.

In March, bring it out of its winter quarters. Give it

water, and light, aud moderate warmth, aud it will
soon start into vigorous growth. Then apply j'our fer-
tilizer, for a profuse crop of fine flowers ” depends
largely upon generous treatment at this period. Do
not dare to prune it in spring, as it blooms from
branches developed the previous season, and to cut it

back now would destroy much of its possibilities in the
way of flowers. It should come into bloom by June,
and thereafter, for mouths, it will be simply magnifi-
cent, its great globular cluster of pale pink flowers
showing most effectively against the large, rich, shin-
ing green foliage with which the branches are thickly
set. So beautiful are these leaves that the plant would
be well worth growing if it had no flowers. Generally
new branches will start while the plant is in bloom,
and the development of these should be encouraged
by frequent applications of rich food. Keep in mind
the fact that the flowers of next season depend upon
vigorous growth at this period. Neglect to feed the
plant properly now and you need not expect
much from it then. Pruning should be done
after the blossoming period is over. Then go
over the plant and cut out all the old wood
that is not in a strong, healthy condition and
prune back many of its branches to plump
buds. If this is done, the plant is made to
renew itself from year to year, and is always
vigorous. It is frequently necessary to thin
it out well, as an old plant may have many
more branches than it needs. The aim should
be to secure a strong vigorous growth each
season, in order to keep the plant in proper
condition for doing good work.
When a plant becomes so large that it oc-

cupies a tub inconvenient to move or handle,
it may be pruned severely each season, thus
keeping the number of its branches propor-
tionate to the space allowed its roots. If it is

given a top dressing of fresh soil in spring,
and frequent applications of a fertilizer con-
taining all the elements of plant growth, it

will do very well for a number of years
without shifting to a larger tub. The ama-
teur florist will be delighted with this plant
because of its freedom from insect enemies.

Seasonable Suggestions

If you look among the Hollyhocks, Phloxes,
and Delphiniums, and other perennial plants,
you will probably find many seedlings. These
should be transplanted to places where you
would have them bloom next season.

Cut away the old Pansy branches.
Fertilize the soil well about the plants.
In a short time new growth will be
made, and from this large, fine flow-
ers may be expecied during the latter
part of the season.

Next month we may look for frosts.
The Dahlias are generally in their
prime at that period. If we keep
them from injury until the first frost-
wave passes over, we may reasonably
expect the best flowers of the season
from them during the cooler weather
of early fall. Therefore make provi-
sions, now, to give them the protec-
tion needed when frosty weather
comes. Set some stout stakes among
or about the plants, over which sheets
can be spread on frosty nights. This
will not entail much labor. If the
work is not done now, the chances are
that it will be hurriedly, and therefore

poorly, done when the time for protection is at hand.
“A stitch in time saves nine,” is a good old adage
which applies in the garden as well as elsewhere.

Go over the Gladiolus beds and mark for rejection
every plant not coming up to a high standard in size,
form, and color. Superior varieties of this most ex-
cellent flower can now be had at so reasonable a price
that we can afford to grow oniy the best. Tie a string
about the stalks of the kinds you think it worth while
to save.

Mark for removal next month, or early in October,
such plants of perennials as seem out of place, or which
you consider better adapted to other localities in the
garden. Every woman knows that there is a particular
place in nearly every room in the house for each piece
of furniture in it. It takes time to find the particular
place for each particular piece of furniture, but, when
it is found harmony results. It is exactly the same in
the garden. A plant that doesn’t look well in some
place may be just the thing needed to make some
other place attractive. We must experiment with our
plants, and shift them about until we find the places
where they belong.

But these changes should be the result of careful
thought, and study of the habits and peculiarities of
our plants. See that the tall-growing kinds get into
the background. If given place near the paths, they
interfere with the view of the lawn and border, and
make the home-grounds seem small. The low-grow-
ing kinds should have places in the foreground, and
from these to the latter sorts at the rear there should
be a gradual increase in size and height of the shrubs
and perennials used. Such an arrangement always
pleases, because it gives each plant a chance to display
its charms most effectively, and the gradual increase
of height gives an effect of greater distance and spac-
iousness to the home grounds.

Prune the hybrid perpetual Roses well, at this
season, and fertilize the soil generously about them.
Fine flowers, during the fall months, depend on xhe
thoroughness with which this work is done.

If you want annuals for the winter window-garden,
start them now. Sweet Allvssum, Petunia, Nasturtium,
Stock, Browallia—all these do well in the living room
in winter, if not kept too warm, and the red spider is

prevented from injuring them, as he may be if they

Hydrangea Hortensis

are showered frequently and liberally with clear water.
Some of these “common” plants give better satisfac-
tion than the expensive ones bought of the florist.

Repot Callas the latter part of this month. Give
them a rich, mucky soil, if possible. Do not remove
the small plants. Leave these to furnish foliage to
make the base of the plant attractive.

Do not pinch back Chrysanthemums after the middle
of the month. If planted out, get everything in readi-
ness for potting them during the first of September.
Keep the plants well tied up, to avoid their being
broken by sudden winds. If the black beetle is dis-
covered on them, apply an emulsion of kerosene and
soap promptly.

Repot seedling Cinerranias intended for winter flow-
ering. Procure young plants of Primula Obceonica and
Chinese Primrose, also of Loraine Begonias.

While few bulbs can be planted to advantage this
month, it is well to get ready for them. Send in your
order as soon as the fall catalogues are received. Then
decide where your bulb beds are to be, and spade up
the ground thoroughly to the depth of a foot and a
half. Work the soil over until it is as fine and mellow
as it can possibly be made, mixing into it a liberal
amount of old cow-manure, if it is obtainable. If not,
bone meal and other commercial fertilizers can be sub-
stituted.

Be sure to choose a well-drained location for the
bulb-bed. If not well drained, naturally, arrange for
the best of drainage. Nothing injures a bulb more
than water or a heavy, wet soil about its roots.

Do not make the mistake of planting all kinds of
bulbs in the same bed. Give the Tulips a bed by
themselves, and keep the Hyacinths away from Nar-
cissus and Crocus. None of these plants are pleasing
when all kinds are jumbled in together.

Repot Boston Fern, cutting away most of the old
foliage. Encourage the plants to renew themselves for
winter by giving weekly applications of some good
fertilizer as soon as the repotted plants begin to grow.
But don't give them any until growth begins.

Smilax which has been allowed to remain dormant
during the summer should have its roots shaken out of
the old soil, and be repotted in rich, sandy loam. Gen-
erally the old roots can be broken apart in such a
manner as to make several young plants out of each
old one.

Get your hanging baskets ready now, if this work
has not already been done. Use a rich soil. Do not
crowd a large number of small plants into each basket,
as is generally done, but depend upon two or three
strong plants to furnish the foliage needed. They will
do this, if you give them proper treatment. As sOon
as the}' begin to send out branches, pinch off the ends
of them, and keep on doing this until you have enough
to cover the basket satisfactorily. Be sure to keep the
baskets well watered. Nine times out of ten failure
results because not enough water is used to keep the
soil moist all through. Keep this in mind, and water
accordingly.

Questions and Answers
Mealy Bug. “A white, cottony substance forms on

mv plants. It doesn’t look like a live thing, but if I
stir it up I discover that there is life about it. How
can 1 get rid of it?”—L. R.
Your “cottony substance” is the mealy bug. It is

chiefly found on oleanders, lemons, aud other hard-
wooded plants, and is pretty sure to take possession
of colens and similar plants; if they are wintered in

the house. Kerosene emulsion is as effective
as anything I know of. Go over the plants
one by one, applying the emulsion with a
brush, being careful to work it in among the
branches and the axil of the leaf.

Worms in Soil. “What will kill the little

wiry white worms in the soil of pot-plants?” !

—Mrs. W. F.
Lime water. Take a picee of perfectly

fresh lime—air-slaked lime is worthless—put
it into a pailful of rain water, and let it

dissolve. When the sediment of the lime
settles to the bottom, pour off the clear water
above, and apply enough to each plant to
thoroughly saturate all the soil in the pot.
A lessei quantity will do little good. If one
application does not put the worms to rout,
repeat the application. The liberal and per-
sistent use of it will ultimately cause the
expulsion of the worms.

Suckers on Palms. “I have a palm which
has thrown out a sucker near the base of the
plant. Shall I remove it?”—L. R.
No. Let it remain, and help to furnish -

foliage for the plant. “Make-up” palms,
which are so popular, are composed of three
or four plants, small ones being worked in

about larger ones for the purpose of providing
toliage that will take away the bare look at

the base of large plants. Suckers, or sprouts,

if allowed to grow, will do this, therefore
they should never be removed.
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BARBF.R’S RAZOR”

tender skin combina-
further agony. “Vel-
ease and smoothness
Wonder does the work.

OA YEARS experience
kind of razor lias co

surpassed merits of the “

• Imported from Germany.
That "wiry beard and

tion” need cause you uo
vety” cau’t express the
with which this Imported

DON’T TAKE MY WORD FOR IT
TRY IT YOURSELF — IT WILL NOT COST YOU A CENT.

REMEMBER : It’s a “Barber’s Razor” for private
use.

Price, $2.25. Lasts a Lifetime.

[
Money cheerfully refunded if not satisfied.

Send today for a BARBER’S FREE ADVICE as
to “HOW TO SHAVE.” Address

JOHN CHRISTMANN, 309 Dixwell Ave., New Haven, Conn.

MdKF V t Any person can make
it IHAnLi X • m0ney in spare time

tinselling postcards. Even a child can do the work.
- Enclose stamps for mailing and we will send you a

Beautiful Floral Sample, your name elegantly tinselled
" and full instructions for doing this Beautiful Work.

' We furnish everything and start you.
Edward Dixon, 4056PennSt.. Kansas City, Mo.

DO Fine ART POST CARDS in colors 10c, Bathing Girls,H .1.1 Artists’ Models, Animals. Love Scenes, Leap Year,
Yellowstone Park, etc-, 33 comic, all different, 10c.

NO CHEAP TRASH. L. J. COOK, Santa Clara, California.

I 1)11 IL "Safety” Skirt Hanger. No pressing. Skirt
LAUlLJ hangs in folds. Small space required. Send
dime for one and terms to agents.
CARMAN MEG. CO., Canastota, N. Y.

IE ART POST CARDS | A,.
£ tj Bathing Girls and Souvenir Cards. I V/L

Beautifully colored. No trash.
J. C. RICHARD, VO Washington St. , Chicago, 111.

titfZ itAll lYI I'V Growing Ginseng,worth
JVIUIMILY pound. Easily grown. I «M

will start you right, and you will succeed. Roots and
seed cheap. T. J. Stout, B283, Edinburg, Ind.

DON’T Suffer With CRAMPS
in the limbs. We have an absolute preventative that’s
so simple it can be applied by any one. Has never
failed. Hundreds testify it is the only thing they ever
found to work successfully. Don’t suffer. Send at
once. Price 25c postpaid. Money returned if not
satisfied. Stamps or silver.

NellaCo., 128 Glenwood Ave., Rochester, N. Y.

WITCH Headache Bands
relieve Headache, Neuralgia, Insom-
nia; no drugs; instant relief, safe,
snre; guaranteed; highly indorsed;
lasts six months; only 25c., postpaid.
Awarded Gold Medal, Jamestown Exposition. Agents
"anted. ABBOTT SALES CO.,
1116 Chestnut St., Philadelphia

Pedigreed Scotch Collies
The Scotch Collie is the ideal dog. Strong, wise and

watchful, wonderfully intelligent, he is beyond ques-
tion the most useful as well as the most handsome dog
for the home.

>
We believe our strain of dogs is not excelled by any

kennel in the country, either in breeding or marking.
None but Pedigreed Puppies sold which are entitled
to registry in the American Kennel Club Stud Book.

[' Full and authentic pedigree sent with each puppy.
Write us for prices and further particulars.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
West Grove, Penn.

Tioga Kidney Cure
How are your Kidneys ? It is dangerous to neglect
this most important function of the body. It may
mean trouble, it may mean Bright’s Disease. The
only remedy that can be relied upon to absolutely re-
lieve these dangerous conditions is the Tioga Kidney
Cure. Write us. Have you a pain in the back ? It
may mean life or death. It costs but little. Life is

worth living, but not with this disease. Address,
FRANKL!N=WARD CO.,

333 Dearborn Street, Chicago, ills.

FASHION BOOK FREE
For a limited time only, we will send absolutely

free our big handsome new book of fashions with
illustrated lessons on cutting and dressmaking,
showing beautiful illustrated descriptions of 1.000 latest
styles for ladies and children with lessons in home
dressmaking full of practical suggestions worth many
dollars to any woman. This valuable book, and a trial

Subscription to our popular woman’s magazine, will
be mailed free to any lady who sends 10 cents lor
mailing expense. This special offer good only 30 days.
Address at once,
Household Pattern Dept., 10, Topeka, Kan.

RltfF Letters, postal cards, flowers, seeds,
curios, sea shells, minerals, stamps, coins,
catalogues, etc., can all be secured by

JVJ.9.11 members of our -free—INTERNATIONAL
r CORRESPONDENCE CLUB. Free mem-
LrQQ bership secures members the privilege of

I ICu 1,000,000 possible correspondents from
Maine to California, Montana to Florida.

The romance, adventure and keen interest of a cor-
respondence all ever the nation are some of the
privileges of membership. Members are privileged
to have their full name and address printed, for
exchange purposes, and circulated among 1,000,000

I

readers. Free membership in our great International
Correspondence Club, free to all who mail merely
a dime for this in addition to the many other
brilliant features of the great national monthly,
AMERICAN HOME MAGAZINE. To insure your-
self the privilege of a BIG MAIL, ,-<end your 10c—to-day
!—to Club Manager, AMERICAN HOME MAGAZINE.
8-41-40 Rose St., New York City,

THIS BEAUTIFUL RING FREE \
AA,|

\,J.» .if Set with fonr Sapphires surrounded with
bright sparkling im. Diamonds. This is

positively the most beautiful ring ever
given and can be bad without costing’

one cent by distributing only four
yof our lar^e beautiful pictures at 25c.

by our special plan. We send pictures
at once, all charges paid, all different,

printed in 10 to 17 different colors. Send No Money in advance.
Wo trust you with pictures until disposed of. You can also
earn Lady’s Watch. Doll, P ur Scarf or Lamp, if you wish.
•USH CO., 89 Washington St., Dept. 43, Chicago.
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The Old Fashioned Southern

Kitchen
By Madeline A. M. Rowell

To give you an idea of an old-fashioued
Southern kitchen I must draw upon my
memory, as I would to describe some
old picture which left its impression
upon my life many years ago. Though
born and reared in the Southland, I must
admit that I had no practical knowledge
of kitchen mysteries,—save only that
which came through the sense of taste,

and sight. After so many years I fear
that I may fail to record much that might
prove interesting.

Its Situation

In the first place, the old Southern kit-

chen was situated quite a little distance
back from the “house”—as the residence
was commonly called—but a well-beaten
path led from one to the other. It was
fashioned of logs, with its huge log chim-
ney projecting out from one side, and its

heavy puncheon door and floor. It was
guiltless of window glass, and had

WSf,
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back, through the years of observation
and experience, I wonder more and more
at her faithful, earnest, .uncomplaining
energy; her whole life devoted to the
interests of her owners—simply contented
with a few kind words and the where-
withal to eat and be clothed, even though
the apparel were the very plainest. I

greatly fear that many whose stations in
life were more exalted failed to possess
the pure Christian spirit which alone
could make such life endurable.

Kitchen Epuipment

This old kitchen had its great, wide
fireplace—almost covering one side of

the room. There were heavy andirons
upon which to rest the logs, and across
it was stretched the iron rod, or crane—in

some instances a small green pole—from
which hung the traditional pot hook for

holding the kettles, great and small, in

which boiled dinners, meat or vegetables,
were cooked.
There was a great wide hearth of brick

or stone, and on either side the jamb
were the shovel, tongs, pokers, etc., not
the slight, poorly made articles like

an old-time southern home showing kitchen in the 'REAR

wide openings each side the door, near
which stood the rough table secured in
some way to the wall. The ceiling was
usually dark and smoky, and the thought
of renovating it seldom entered the own-
er’s mind. There were rough shelves for

holding necessary articles, but regardless

of all the bare homeliness surrounding it,

its capacity for sending out the most ap-
petizing dishes was truly wonderful.

A Delight of Vacation Days

I find inyself involuntarily describing
a countrj’ kitchen—because, during my
long summer visits, in vacation time, the
kitchen was one of the chief attractions

—the Mecca of my childhood (and, even
in later years, of my womanhood). The
good, old cook would invariably have
some rare treasure for “us children” in
the shape of a lovely red apple, a tiny
pie, a cake, or perhaps nothing more
than a lump of sugar, or a few raisins.

However, it takes but small trifles to sat-

isfy a happy child. Well would it be for

us, if in later years there still existed
that sweet, childlike spirit of content-
ment and thankfulness for every blessing,
however small.

The Good Old Colored Cook

This old kitchen was full of inconven-
iences, and bare of comforts. It was en-
tirely under the care of the cook—herself

a lowly slave-woman. Now, as I look

those of the present day, but made to eu-
dure the rough heavy usage they re-

ceived. There were the large, rouud,
bake ovens, with legs long enough to

raise them from the hearth, allowing
space beneath for hot embers of coals. A
tight heavy cover fitted closely on the
top upon which would be heaped just

enough fire to brown the contents within.

The Marriage Feast

There were no caterers in those good
old days, and if a party or wedding was
on hand what a wealth of good things
came from that dingy old kitchen—more
substantial repasts than usual in oar
northern cities. Instead of jellies and
ice creams there were huge pyramids of
cakes of all descriptions, floating islands,

whips, custards, besides the meats previ-
ously mentioned. Indeed those were gala
days and long to be remembered.

Feasts Fit for Kings

Oh! what delicious egg-bread, biscuit,

light-bread, and corn pones issued from
these ovens! None other can taste quite
so good. There were the roasted trukevs,

chickens, and ducks, even the young
tender pig. No product of a cooking
stove has ever yet possessed, for me, the
same sweet, delicious flavor which
somehow seemed especially to belong to

the output of those same old, iron ovens.

Fashion Book Free!
I want to send you my handsome

new book showing over 400 of the
latest styles with illustrated les-

sons on cutting and dressmaking
I will agree to sell you all the pat-
terns you want /or 5 cents each.
They are the same patterns you
have always paid 10c and 15c /or
the stores, made by the
same people, and cor-
rect in every detail*

HOW I DO ID.
I publish The Home
Instructor, an illustra* (-

ted woman's magazine
and I want your name
on my subscription list.

Home Instructor is bright,
entertaining, clean and in-
structive — just the sort o/ a
paper you should have in
your home. It has depart-
ments for every feature of
home life, and prints the
choicest fiction every month.
Every issue has several

pages devoted to the latest
fasnions, fully illustrated.

JVly Special Offer.
Send me 25 cents and I will send you The Home

Instructor for two years and will send my big fashion
book to you free. 1 will also agree to sell you any
pattern you want thereafter for 5 cts. I «*an sell them
for 5 cents because I buy them by the thousand and
don't make any profit i don't want the profit, I want
your subscription to The Home Instructor. You will

save many times the cost of my offer a year. Write
to-day A. OTIS ARNOLD, Dept. V, Quincy, 111

FREE Ta
siie2finS

d DOLL
LADY OR GIRL CAN HATE ONE
IF SHE WRITES AT ONCE
Thi9 is the prettiest doll offer-
ed by any premium house.
Nearly a foot and a half tall, a
perfect little queen

;
eyes open

and close; stylishly dressed:
has complete wardrobe; will
6ay“papa”and “mamma. ’’All

I ask of you is to send your
name and address at once, i
then send you,all charges paid
eight ‘beautiful multi-colored
art pictures, you to sell at 25c
each. Pictures sell at sight. All
different, printed in ICfcolors.

Send No Money in Advance
I trust you with pictures until
sold. I take back pictures if

they do not sell. I also give an
elegant gold-finish locket and
long chain. You receive both
premiums without one cent of
cost to you. Only one doll
and locket to a family— no
more. Don’t delay. Address

DOLL HEADQUARTERS, 409 U. S. EX-— BLDG., DEPT, 17, CHICAGO.

BIG BARGAINS IN POST CARDS
For 30 days we offer special prices on following col-

lections of popular Post Cards, latest and most beauti-

ful designs in colors, no two alike.

Eight Exquisite Flowers, all different - - 10 cts
Six Artistic Birthday Cards, very fine - - 10 cts
Six Choice Friendship and Best Wishes - - 10 cts
Six Largest American Battleships - - 10 cts
Six Grand Views Yellowstone Park - - 10 cts
Six Finest Views of Niagara Falls - - - 10 cts
S*x Original Life Models, copyrighted - - 10 cts
Ten Puppies and Kittens, cutest of all - 10 cts
Seven Teddy Bears, most popular set out - - 10 cts
Eight Best American Views, splendid - - 10 cts
Six Most Celebrated Foreign Views - - - 10 cts
Six Famous Paintings, all gems of art- - - 10 cts
Eight Views Finest State Capitols in U. S. - 10 cts
Eight Birds and Flowers, artistic, lovely - 10 cts
Six Noted Western Views famous scenery . - 10 cts
Ten Views of Largest American Cities - - 10 cts

Above collections 10 cts. each; your choice of six for
50 cents; or 13 sets for $1.00 prepaid. Trial 3 mos. sub-
scription to our popular home magazine with each 10-
cent order; 1 year with each 50-cent order. Money back
if not pleased. Largest post card house in United
States. Our big post card catalog free with every order
HOUSEHOLD POST CARD CO., 130 U. S. Express Bide., Chicago

Something New in Spoons

ALMOST GIVEN AWAY
We are offering- for THE FIRST TIME a new tea spoon beauti-

fully embossed in floral designs, made of a lustrous white metal
which looks like pure coin silver, and takes a high finish. WE
GUARANTEE these spoons to wear an indefinite time and neve/
turn brassy. We call this beautiful metal "Titanium-Silvere.”
These spoons are pure, clean, beautiful, and good enough to b3
welcomed in the richest homes in the land. We are goingtooffe/
them so that they can be owned by the poorest workingman. OUR
MAGNANIMOUS OFFER; To advertise The Illustrated Companion
and introduce it to new people we will for the next sixty days give
in conjunction with a three months’ trial subscription, a set of six
ofthese handsome spoons FOR ONLY TEN CENTS. The Illnstrated
Companion is a grand, good, family magazine, issued monthly.
It contains original stories, poetry, sermons, editorials, etc. We
offer the spoons first to get you interested, and will deliver so
good a magazine that you will be mighty glad to renew. Don’t
delay; order at once.

F. B. WARNER & CO., DEPT. 6, 95 CHAMBERS ST., N. Y.

6 BRYAN AM) TAFT "BUTTONS FREE
Send 2c stamp for 6 Bryan and Taft Buttons. Sell
them, send me the money and I will send you a big
Bryan or Taft badge or 'watch fob free. Address.
A- 31. PIPER, £ec., A7, Des 3Ioiiie§. Iowa.
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LET ME DO
YOUR

;
f

COOKING
a Wby worry, watch and fret over

a hot Btove when you can put

your meat, vegetables, custards

—

in short, the whole meal for the

whole family—into my ample

nhclvce and cook It, as food never

was or can he cooked in uuy other

way. over ON E BURNER of stove,

range, gas.easoline or oil stove?

1 come in both round and square

shapes—both kinds have whistles.

IDEAL
Combination

STEAM
Cooker and Baker

mad© of heavy tin
or Copper, with nil

Hopper seamless
drawn tank; seam-
less top. I blow my
whistle 20 minutes
before water
needs replenish-
ing; never go on
a strike nor talk

back. * cut the cost of fuel and work in half, I hold 12
1-quart cans in canning fruit.. Write right now for

FrPP P ~ -h 48 pages. It tells you till about me.
1 1 tv / -»v ^ G ives full detail

; letters from people
all o\
tenth es w

who would not do without me 1

’.t.

TOLUH) i oOK ER CO.,Desk 7. Toledo,0.
County and Stfr.e Agents Wanted—Salary and Commission.

SUPERFLUOUS HAIR

Can tell you how I succeed in killing Hair-

Growths When all other Treatments fail.

ENNEN'S BORATED
TALCUM

SlBSTlTUlcA BUT

_

SUNBURN, “*/SSr*
' Removes all odor of perspiration* De-

tT llgbtfdl after Shaving. Sold everywhere* or

I'mailcd oo receipt of 25lv Get Meonen’s (the original),. Sample FtCC.
GERHARD MENNEN COMPANY.*E?S£rk. N.Ji

FEET FEET
Tender, Sore, Aching, Burn-
ing, Sweaty Feet, Excessive

Perspiration of Armpits, Etc.

PERSPIRO is a scientific liquid
treatment that is applied directly to
the affected parts, restores the deplet-
ed pores and glands to a healthy and
normal condition, and causes the offen-
sive odor to immediately disappear.

Endorsed by Physicians.

FREE TRIAL
Send us your name and address and we will forward

you our $1.00 treatment on 5 days trial. If satisfied

remit us $1 .00, if not it costs you nothing. If afflicted

SEND YOUR ADDRESS TO-DAY

THE PERSPIRO COMPANY
JACKSON, MICHIGANyJJox 244 A.

SEND 10 CENTS
For « beautiful IS inch trav cloth on fine
Art Linen, your choice of Walla.'hum.
Eyelet. Mt, Mellick, or Violet design.
Hie Bargain to introduce our new fancy
work magazine teaching all the popular
embroideries and showing the newest
1908 designs in shirt waists, corset
covers, hats, scarfs, centers. etc. Address

SISK & YANDELL,
St. Cliavles, Kentucky.

It is entirely unnecessasy for you to suffer aud
be humilated auy longer. Your chance of success
and happiness socially, financially and especially
in love and home affairs very largely depends
upon your appearance.

No matter how regular your features may be,
or how many intellectual accomplishments you
have—to be DISFIGURED WITH AN OBNOX-
IOUS growth of fuzz or hair on your face is posi-
tively maddening. Little by little it gets worse,
until your appearance is offensive to refined
persons.

For the past few years I have had unusual suc-
cess in proving my scientific method does DES-
TROY hair-growths, that I will cheerfully tell
you how, in the privacy of your own room, you
can actually cure yourself, "Write me all about
your case, enclose stamp for my personal letter
of advice.

ADDRESS. (Mrs.) II. ELOISE CLARKE,
Dept. 14. Syracuse, New Yrork,

Tips For Summer Wear

Some of the neatest and most useful
models are here shown for ladies and
children.

Waist No. 2435 was developed in delft-

blue Indian-head cotton which is partic-
ularly becoming to
slender figures. Two
wide tucks either side
of the centre-front box-
plaited closing—stitch-

ed to the waist line

—

and those on the shoul-
der stitched to nearly
the bust-line, give
ample fullness to the
front. The back is

tucked in the centre,
joined to the shallow
shoulder yoke and
slightly gathered at the
waist-line. A small
pocket ornaments the

Q -c ^ left front and the full

sleeves are gathered
into narrow straight cuffs of the material.
For 36 bust the waist No. 2435 requires

2)4 yards of material 36 inches wide.
The pattern comes in sizes—32, 34, 36,

38, 40 and 42 inches bust measure.
This pretty model No. 2432 is partic-

ularly adaptable to the separate skirts of
serge, thin flannel—either in plain colors
or striped—heavy linen, duck, Indian-
head cotton or cotton
voile. The front is

made with a princess
panel effect, and orna-
mented with buttons,

these buttons forming
the fastening on the
left side. The back is

made with a centre

seam and an inverted
box-plait. It is fitted

over the hips by darts.

A wide bias band of

the material is set on
as a trimming above
the hem

;
or the skirt

may be left plain if

desired. For 26 waist the skirt No. 2432
requires 5 yards of material 36 inches
wide, yard 36 inches W'ide extra for

bias band. Width of lower edge about
four yards. The pattern comes in sizes

—

22, 24, 26, 28, 30, 32 and 34 inches waist
measure.

In making this dainty set of short

clothes, No. 2425, for the small child,

the best material for its development are

batiste and jaconet. The drawers and
the little petticoat (which is fashioned
with a very full skirt attached to a waist)

are made of the jaconet. The simple
little dress is gathered into a square yoke

of all over embroid-
ery, finished with a
narrow edging, and
the sleeves are gath-
ered into tight bands
of similar embroid-
ery and edging. The
pretty little Dutch
cap is of batiste. For
a child of 2 years
the dress requires

1 yard of material

36 inches wide as
illustrated y% yard
of all over embroid-
ery 18 inches wide
and yard of

edging. The petticoat needs iyi yard
36 or 42 inches wide

;
the drawers need

y yard 36 inches wide; yard of
edging. The cap needs ){ yard 36 inches

2432

12425

ribbon for ties. The
sizes—j4, 1, 2 and 3

wide, y, yard
pattern comes
years.

A very stylish little frock is No. 2441
which was developed in Nile-green
linen. The princess front panel makes
it particularly becoming to the youthful
figure of the growing girl aud the
plaited skirt is attached to the waist
under a belt of the material which passes

Pik

2445

through the front panel. The V-shaped
neck, wide armholes, and belt are trim-

med with narrow
white cotton braid.
The guimpe is of
white Swiss with a
green embroidered
dot, the collar and
cuffs being of em-
broidery insertion,
finished with a nar-
row edging to match.
For a girl of 8 years
the dress requires

2)4 yards of material
36 inches wide; the
guimpe needs' ij

yard 36 inches wide
;

1 yard of insertion
and Yt yard of edg-
ing to trim. The

‘S'’*** A pattern comes in
sizes 6, 8, 10 and 12 years.

Dark blue, brown, green or tan denim
is usually chosen to develop these little

all-cover garments, which protect the
child from dust and dirt while playing
out of doors. If desired the straps which
pass over the shoul-
ders aud hold the gar-

ment in place may be
of a contrasting ma-
terial; the shaped
pieces at the front,

back and sides being
of similar material.
The back is made in

two ways either ex-
tending to the waist
line or above, and the
right front is orna-
mented with a small
square patch pocket.
For a child of 5 years
the overalls No. 2445
require 1)4 yard of
material 36 inches
wide; as illustrated y% yard of contrast-

ing material 27 inches wide. The pat-
tern comes in sizes— 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9
years.

Striped blue and gray gingham has
been used to develop this smart little

work apron. It has
the appearance of a
jumper dress in the
front, the back being
cut to represent a
bolero, and fasten
with small pearl but-
tons. The full skirt
portion curves at the
corners in the back,
and is attached to the
waist under a narrow
belt of the material.
Two small pockets
ornament the front,

and the garment is

adaptable to chatn-

o,„ bray, percale, linen
or denim. For 36

bust the apron No. 2433 requires 4)4
yards of material 36 inches wide. The
pattern comes in sizes—32, 36, 40 and 44
inches bust measure.

No Experience Necessary
)J'
e

.

TCant a good rnan to represent us in every town in
the United Statc-s. Cleanest and best paying proposition

1 ever offered. We furnish EVERYTHING FREE to thosewho can do business. We tell you how to succeed—how
to make $100 and upwards every month without exerting
yourself. We give free with each suit order, an extra
pair ofpants and fancy vest. We prepay express charges.

We are the largest, oldest and most reliable tailoring concern in
the country making Buita-to-meaaure. Perfect fit guaranteed. Beat
materials, expert tailors, very latest city styles and patterns. Largest
and finest line of samples in America. This Ib an exceptional oppor»
tunny to establish a profitable, permanent business. Write us today
for big free sample outfit, exclusive territory and special proposition.
The Capitol Tailors, Dept. M 159 Market St.

, Chicago.

NEW HUDSON LINE

$100 Ht, $1-00
Steamers leave GOOLD WHARF, foot of

Schuyler Street, daily and Sunday, 8 P. M. Ser-
vice aud accommodations the best. CUISINE
UNSURPASSED. For tickets and staterooms
apply at Wharf, Albany.
For a free copy of our official organ, “The

Tourist Magazine,’’ which contains over 300 de-
lightful tours from $4.00 upwards. Write J. P.
McCANN, G. P. Agent, 1328 Broadway. New York.

Rider Agents Wanted
in each town to ride and exhibit sample
1908 model. Write for Special Offer.
Finest Guaranteed § jr"$ . ^<0 7
1908 Models *P *U to £
with Coaster-Brakes and Puncture-Proof tires.
1906 & 1907 Models
all of best makes V* # M

< 500 Second-Hand Wheels
I All makes and models, ^
I good as new O « O jpQ
I Great Factory Clearing Sale.
We Ship On Approval without a

I cent deposit, pay the freight and allow

: TEH DAYS’ FREE TRIAL.
Tires, coaster=brakes, parts,

pairs and sundries, halfusual prices. Do not
' buy till you get our catalogs and offer. IVrite now.
MEAD CYCLE CO., Dept. D124, Chicago

Make $30 to $45 a Week
Easy, quick—men, women—all or spare time—show-
ing, taking orders, appointing agents; experience I

unnecessary. E. H. Husted of Mich., writes, ‘‘Sold
f

11 one day/’ Geo. Robinson of Maine, ‘Am de-
|

lighted, so are friends ; took 12 orders three days.”
-Ed. Wilson, “Sold 5 first day.” Geo. Halman. “Al- I

ready have 70 orders.” This patent new—nothing I

else like it. Two sales a day makes $30 to $45 profit
|

weekly. Most wonderful low priced valveless, wick-
less, oil-gas and air-burning stove ever invented.
Consumes 395 barrels of air to one gallon kerosene oil.

Saves one-third to one-half on fuel bills. Not like
those sold in stores. Burns like gas—blue flame

—

no wick, no valve. No more hot fiery kitchens. Wro-
Stevens of Mass., writes, “Best stove out ; no smoke,
easily operated, perfectly safe.” Not dangerous like?
gasolene. Bnormo us demand. Where operated causes
excitement—people stop, look, 10 see, 8 buy. 30 day
trial offer. All sizes ; price $3.25 and up. Get in early
for territory. Write to-day. This won’t appear again.
World Mfg. Co., No. 6952 World Bldg., Cincinnati, O. I—
AGENTS: 5103.50 Per Month Sure

|

The money mode — TUIC.
Belling our Shears —- I 1 I >

and other useful

patented articles **

astonishes agents.

V.C. Giebner.Cols.,

0., sold 22 palr3 of Positive

Tension Shears in 3 hours, made 913.50. We guar-
antee TO SHOW ANY ONE HOW TO MAKE $3 to $10
per day. We have more patented goods for sale through agents,that are I

not found In stores, than any other house in the U. S. Samples free t

workers. INVESTIGATE NOW. A Postal will do. Address
Thomas Mfg. Co., 153 Home Bldg., Dayton, Ohio |

PARKER’S
hair balsam

Cleanses and beautifies the nair.
|

Promotes a luxuriant growth.
Never Pails to Restore Gray!
Hair to its Youthful Color.

Cures scalp diseases & hair falling.

50c. and $1.00 at Druggists

SPECIAL OFFER
We will mail patterns shown in this issue, to

any address for only 10 cents each or three for

twenty-five cents. The regular retail prices

range from 25 to 40 cents. The Patterns are all

of the latest New York models and are unequal-

ed for style, accuracy of fit, simplicity aud econ-

omy. With each is given full descriptions aud

directions—quantity of materials required, the

number and names of the different pieces in the

pattern, with a picture of the garment to go by.

Be sure to give sizes desired.

Vick Publishing Co., Dept. X, Dansville, N. Y.

BE
o
vwT MANUFACTURER

Seud for book containing 350 formulae for quick
selling specialties, together with a number of trade
secrets and money making suggestions. It may start

J

vou on the road to wealth. Oulv 10 cents postpaid.
IDEAL BOOK CO.,

630 E. Cornwall St., Philadelphia, Pa.

100 Post Cards FREE!
I

Send no money, but sell 25 handsome Campaign But-
tons for 5 cents each, send me the money when sold, and
I will send immediately FREE 100 Post Cards. You will

not receive 100 cheap comic cards for your work, but a
nice assortment, including Art, Lithographed, Flower,
Birthday and Embossed Cards. Write quick and be first

to earn 100 Cards. State which you wish. Republican or
Democratic buttons. C. Day, Box 419. New Market, N. J;

25 Highest Grade Post Cards |Qc
No two alike. Finest yet published.
Pretty Girls, Flowers, Panama Canal,
Battleshi ps,Yellowstone Park, and other

j

new,cboice subjects that always please.
;

All different: all colored; no ’comics.
The kind that sells 3 to 5 cents each, t

All sent postpaid, with catalogue, just to

introduce our largeand selectlineof fine

high grade postcards at bargain prices. [

WALKER & CO., 36Fairfield Ave., Chicago.

PATENTS
48p. book free. Highest refs. Lon*
experience. FITZGERALD & I

CO.. Dept. F., Washington, D. r

1
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Let us send you TO TRY FREE, our

new $1.00 External Treatment,

which is Curing Thousands.

| SEND YOUR NAME TODAY

Send us your ad-

dress and you’ll

get by return mail a

pair of Magic Foot
Drafts, the great

New Michigan Ex-
ternal remedy for all

kinds of rheumat-
ism, chronic, acute,
muscular, sciatic,

lumbago or gout,
no matter where
located or how
severe.

Magic Foot Drafts
are curing many of

j

FBED’K DYER, Cor. Sec. the toughest Cases

on record —chronics of 30 and 40 years

suffering—after doctors, baths and medi-
cines had utterly failed.

Let flagic Foot TRADE MARK y
Drafts cure you.
Just send your ad-
dress. Return
mail will bring
the Drafts. Try
them. Then if you are fully satisfied

with the benefit received, you can send
us One Dollar. If not, keep your money.
We take your word.
We couldn’t make such an offer if

the Drafts were not a real cure, for no one
pays until satisfied. Ret us send you a
pair. Magic Foot Draft Co., 867 Oliver
Bldg., Jackson, Mich.
Send no money. Write today.

[PATENTS
TRADE-MARKS
and COPYRIGHTS

Hotice in “Inventive Age.” PQPF
j

Book “How to Obtain Patents” T IICb <

E.Q.SIGGERS,Boi 9. S.D.BWg.,WssIiiag.ton,D. 0.

\ Metal Hame Fastener
IDoes away with straps. Every
'farmer and teamster delight

led. Outwear harness. Fasten instantly with gloves on
lAEFMTC 9fin07 profit. Indispensible whenonceused
lillvUN 13 ZUU /oFERRY’S HANDY HAME FASTEN
IERS bonanza for agents. Many sell dozen an hour.
|Sample 25c, doz.$1.10. Circular and wholesale price free

ICOONER & FORTUNE CO. Dept.17,INDIANAP0LIS,IND

FLASHLIGHTS
ON HUMAN Ifln
N A T U R E lUb

A 24-page Illustrated Boot for Adults, containing com-
plete information on Health, Disease, Love, Marriage, and
Parentage. Tells what you would hesitate to ask a Doctor.

Was 25c.—now 10c., to introduce. By Mail Prepaid on
receipt of price.
HURRAY HILL BOOK CO.. 1 29 F fast 28th St., New York City.

fVI Tb THEIR VALUE ANDVkalk WHERE TO SELL THEM. A
complete list of all rare American anti foreign coins
given In the Hub Coin Book, 16th edition, strongly
bound, attractive cover, well printed on fine heavy
paper, contains more than 150 pages and over 1000
illustrations. Sent postpaid for 25.cents (silver).

W. M. PEELER IYIingo Junction. Ohio.

LADIES 5000 WANTED
To accept this offer, 5,000 Dinner Sets, handsomely

decorated given as premiums, for assisting us to intro-
duce a useful household necessity. Our introductory
plan makes failure impossible. A generous and honest
offer. For complete particulars. Address.
The EDMONDSON CO., Tyrone, Pa.

C9AD CKDft EACH MONTH selling The
IU Minute Butter Churn.

Will make the highest grade sweet creamery
butter from cream or milk fresh from the

cow in less than 5 minutes. A mechanical
tL wonder- Use it yourself and every owner of a

cow will buy one from yon. Used and recom-
mended by the most noted dairy experts.
FREE churn to workers. Address

MINUTE CHURN CO. 143,
Cincinnati, O.

ASTHMA CURED FREE
We want every sufferer from any form of Asthma to write to-

day for a free trial of a method that cures this disease complete-

| ly and permanently. Don't send any money. We send the
cure free, all charges prepaid. Address,
Frontier Asthma Co., Room 229, 109 Delaware Ave., Buffalo, N. I.

Goitre Cure
THE BEST. CHEAPEST AND QUICKEST

REMEDY IN THE WORLD,
Our Medicated Goitee Bandaqs

,
ia a convenient, soothing appli-
ance, worn at night and cures
While you sleep. The Bandage ab-

1 sorbs the swelling and the Goitre
disappears in a few days. 16 years
success. Write for free Treatise
on Goitre, full particulars, etc.

PHYSIGIANSREMEDYCO. 32 Sinton Bldg, Cincinnati, 0.

FREE

The Good Old Summer Time
IN THE KITCHEN

A Wife’s Soliloquy On Hot Weather

Cookery.
By Mrs. M. D. Amadon.

Hot, the thermometer at ninety this
morning on the north porch! Servant
question still unsolved. Evidently, as
the girl very quickly walked away last

night and sent for her things and pay
this morning, with the excuse that she
was ill in bed, although I srfw her half
an hour ago walking in the park. It

puts a cross-eyed appearance to every
thing, doesn’t it?

“Where is the man who can live with-
outdining.’’ Lord Lytton settled this ab-
sorbing question far easier, I fear, than
the Rev. Mr. Sheldon would have done
had he devoted the “Topeka Capital’’
for a week to the defense of wives and
mothers from hot days and unreliable
help. But the working Woman is not a
topic for discussion just bow, although
her rights for ingenious work abound on
every hand in this age of advance thought
along the lines of healthful cookery. I

believe a dinner served at one o’clock
that makes one comfortable and clear-

headed for work in the after part of the
day is a healthful one. It is of no use
to sigh over unpleasantnesses, which if

treated fairly wili bring about favorable
results, especially an art that has been
put into famous verse against poetry,
music, friends, books, etc. What skillful

housewife will not work herself out of
almost any dilemma if she has one or
two things as starters, and at the same
time preserve her own equilibrium, with
a net gain to her household and herself
as well, if she counts, as every true house-
wife does, on her health and happiness.

I think I will utilize the two things I

have on hand today for a vegetable din-
ner. A pint of new peas left yesterday
for soup and a dish of lentils. I think I

can follow Miss G’s. rule for a nut roast.

“One pint of lentils, pass through a

colander, one cup of walnuts, ground,
(hickory nuts are better)

;
one pint of

dry breadcrumbs or zwieback
;
one cup of

cream
;

salt to taste
;

steam two hours
over a gas jet. Bake twenty minutes in

a gas oven. Set the roast away to cool,

finishing on the ice. Cut in slices and
garnish with thin slices of lemon. This
will be taken for pressed meat and it is

(nut meats). A soup of the green peas,
creamed potatoes, sliced tomatoes, cab-
bage salad, prepared with lemon juice,
currant buns and cream sticks from the
baker, fresh fruits and layer raisins.

How to Make Cooking Easy in Mid-

Summer
By Mrs. Isabelle Lyle

This a subject teeming with interest to
all enterprising housekeepers, particularly
during the sweltering days of July and
August. In my judgment the first pract-
ical necessity is a cool, airy, and conven-
ient kitchen, as this is the morning work
room. It should be located if possible
on the west side of the house, so as to

escape the morning sun. It is a good
arrangement to have a door facing north
and one on the south side opposite. In
this way the hot air can be expelled and
we can catch a passing breeze if there is

any. The next requisite is a modern gas
or oil stove, which has done more to help
decrease the temperature of the kitchen
than anything else I know of. We will
presume that we have every other equip-
ment that the culinary department re-
quires, and install a cook, initiated
in all the mysteries of healthful scientific
cooking. The very air breathes organized
system in this intelligent workroom.
Orderly method lightens all labor, and
none more than cooking. The watch-
words of the household of which this
ideal kitchen is a part, are consideration
of others, promptness, and dispatch. The

meals are on time and served happily.
In my humble opinion if the above con-
ditions fail to help make cooking easy,

your only hope is to hie away into the
country to a secluded spot in a shady
grove, pitch your tent and cast your net,

and attempt to live as did the only real

Americans long ago. In the meantime
make up your mind to cultivate a tem-
perate appetite during tropical weather,
and while basking in your cool retreat,

try to solve the problem how to bridle
“Old Sol’s ’’ scorching propensities and
thus make cooking easier in midsum-
mer.

Early Rising and Avoidance of Midday

Work.

By Mrs. Marie H. Sprague.

When the mercury begins to frolic up
around the nineties and the weather be-
comes hot and congested, the housewife
adjusts her thinking cap and casts about
for easy methods whereby the appetites
of her family may be appeased, food,
nourishing and nutritious, may be con-
cocted, and strength and serenity con-
served. We have learned that through
certain months of the year, heavy meats
and gravies, rich pastry and cakes, are

not necessary to our well-being. Conse-
quently they no longer appear upon the
daily menus in summer time. In cities

and larger towns the gas range is in evi-

dence, together with the gasoline stove,

but in country homes the big wood range
is generally used and in the close, hot
kitchen the situation is most aggravating.
Iced drinks are palatable and can be pre-
pared in the early morning. Salad-s of

various kinds can also be gotten out of

the way at the same time.
Not all dishes that appeal to the eye

tickle the palate, but a properly made
salad of nuts, salmon, chicken, or veal

on a bed of crispy lettuce leaves and
covered with a good dressing combines
both qualities. Meat loaf, together with
a cold roast sliced nicely and garnished
with parsley, or sliced beets and tomatoes,
fili any want in the meat line. Steak is

quickly broiled, and potatoes can be
cooked in small quantities, so that sev-
eral meals can be prepared without much
trouble. Vegetables, like peas, beans
and corn, can be gotten ready in the
evening or early morning. Cookies
and small fancy cakes, together with the
various wafers and cereal biscuit can be
always on hand. The breakfast foods are

legion, and served with sweet cream and
fruit, one need never complain of monot-
ony. Fruit in its various seasons should
be given prominence at each meal.
In order to successfully avoid the dis-

comforts of midsummer cooking one must
rise an hour earlier each morning, and
in the inspiration of the awakening day,
with faculties freshened and energies
quickened, the hard work, too often de-
ferred until midday, can be done with
comparative ease and freedom from op-

pressive heat.

Reader, every man—every woman—you, every-
body—can secure a choice Texas Panhandle
farm for No-Money-Down, then only $8 a month.
No interest, no taxes. See the wonderful full

page announcement in last issue of Vick’s. Send
for booklet to Edward M. Nolen, 1171 First Nat’l
Bank Building, Chicago, 111.

About Getting Patents.

Whoever has patent-office business in hand
will do well to correspond with W, T. Fitzgerald
& Co., Dept. F, Washington, D. C., attorneys-at-
law and solicitors of American and foreign
patents. This firm is well-known and we believe
them thoroughly reliable. It is of the utmost
importance in such cases to secure the services
of those who can be depended upon.

DUPLICATE DIAMONDS-1 carat. Notpasteor
stage, but beautiful stones set in warranted gold rings.

Experts alone can tell them. Sent postpaid for §2.00.

Use standard ring measure for size wanted Catalog
free. Agents wanted. 50 cents commission per ring
sold. Additional cash prizes for sales during July and
August. Write at once for Special List ,105.

Reading Diamond Co. , Bx. 482, Reading, Pa,

FRUIT FARMS
pay In Southern N<

ticularly adapted to f

early vegetables, poultr
healthful climate pu
the markets for fam-> j

$5 Down $5 Monthly
Huccesaes are being made bv fruit growers

and poultrymen on lurid adjoining ours. Near
two manufacturing towns and three railroads.

Best facilities! to New York, Philadelphia, and
Atlantic City markets. Only 17 miles from At-

lantic City. Pure water. Title guaranteed,
. Write for handsome free booklet,

k DANUJh FUAZKRCO..
jrg. 690 Builey HIdg., Philadelphia, Pa.

Made $42.75 First Week
Writes Dan Crawford of W. Va.—E)xciting busi-
ness—make mouey quick—sure. All or spare
time. .Experience unnecessary. M. L,. Smith of
Pa. with a $ 16.25 outfit writes, “Turned out $301.27
worth of plating in two weeks.” “Thomas'par-
ker, school teacher, writes, “Made $9.80 profit
one day.” Geo. Crawford ”

7.00 one day.” R. R.
Howard, ‘‘Have more plating than I can do.” H,
H. Bender, “Great demand for replating” W. R.
Sweeney, “Easy to learn.” $5.00 to $ 15.00 a day
in gold, silver, nickel and royal plating business.
Everybody has tableware, jewelry, watches and
goods needing plating. Materials cost 10c to do
$1.00 worth of plating. Big profits—no competi-
tion, We do plating ourselves—teach you to do
finest plating. A lifetime business of your own.
We’re old firm, capital $ 100 ,coo. Write today for
circulars and free sample of plating. Clip this
out, it won’t appear again. Gray & Co., Plating
Works, No. 1031 Gray Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio.

MONEY AT HOME FOR WOMEN
at light pleasant employment tinseling postcards with
crushed cristals so simple a child can do it. For 10 cents
we send samples to guide you with your name on samples
in sparkling colors and include FREE fuli Instruction
for doing this work. Write us about it.

JOHN R. SHACKLEFORD. C-415 Shepherd St., Petersburg, Ya.

BE A C 'TA r> AN ACTRESS
TAN 1 U K, or ORATOR
Learn a profession that pays §25.00 to §200.00 weekly. Write for FREE
booklet on Dramatic Art by Correspondence. Chicago
School of Elocution, T07 Grand Opera House, Chicago.

AGENTS, DON’T HESITATE; will positively
show you how to make $25 every day in the week; new
invention, everybody wants one; just hand them out and
collect your money; free samples and catalogue.
BRAHATI COMPANY, 211 Cincinnati, Ohio.

ELECTRIC NOVELTIES £25
Dynamos, Motors. Fans, Bells. Lamps. Belts, Batteries, Miniature R'ys Tors

EVERYTHING ELECTRIC- AT LOW PRICES
Largest stock in United States. Catalog FREE. 1000 Agents Wanted.

OHIO ELECTRIC WORKS CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Sample Butt-in, Devil, Mil-A k DttO
lionaire. Hot Air, & FinestUnilUw
WrittenCallingCarde you eversaw.Somff
thin? How with Agt’a Big outfit. A112 ct&
W. A. BODE, Box J84, Fair Haven, P(^

POST

CARDS, 20 nice cards and big

novelty catalog, 50c. worth for 10c.

Cards sell 2 for 5c. Send to-day.

t. Carl Co., 34 Mill St., Deposit, N. Y. FREE
lA/TI/Virfl/ and Men—$1 to $6 a day easy. Spare time
ww Lfw or permanent work. Choice of 30 new
/a pr-iif big sellers. Write for $2 FREE offer.
A&fgffZfV £ a FAIR JUFG. CO., Box 68 , Racine, Wis.

ArFMTS*-a75 Monthly, Combination Rolling Pin.
rlUEili 1 Nine Articles Combined, Lightning? seller.

Sample Free. Forshee Mfg. Co., C. 217, Dayton Ohio.

VJt DAV Q 4 n per 1000
»
cash »

for names an<J ad_

If L rfll 01U dresses- Send 10c for blank books and
instructions. F. WOODS CO., Windsor, Mo.

Qe Good Post Cards, Big Bulletin and Refund 1An
del Check. N. Morgan, 3824 Vernon Ave., Chicago. l"v.

Piini C

-

Having cured my corns and a
\*Ulll t aim U/. very bad bunion of several
years standing with Corn Paint, I recommend it to all

sufferers, Annie IVIacClement, Evansville, Ind.—Corn
Paint can be used at any time, gives instant relief with-
out inconvenience. No grease. 25 cents postpaid,
CORN PAINT CO., 1024 V-Powell Ave., Evansville, Indiana.

SlO.CashPaid
PER lOOO FOR CANCELLED
Postage Stamp-. Setid lOc Price List Paid.

A. SCOTT, COHOES, N . V.

IPFRITC PORTRAITS 85c, FRAMES 15c,
HuCibI I w sheet pictures lc, stereoscopes 25c,

views le, 30 days credit. Samples & Catalog Free.
Consolidated Portrait Co., 280—61 W. Adams St., Ckioago.

, , 1

1

\| I. \ and MEN—SI to SC a day easy. Spare time
If U1T1E.1i or permanent work. Choice of 30 new big

ATEMTC sellers. Write for S2 FREE offer. FALK
AD till I A MFG. CO., Box 67, Bacine, Wis.

i i /->. pa £> r—^ Going Blind, Bary Co.
I a KJ rx «c3» L lowa'City, Ia. Can Cure.

VAI1D MAME In Gold on handsome postals 2 cents.
1 UEIA V.tllL \1 Kinsell, Santa Fe, New Mexico.

^ Latest assorted Comic Cards 10c. (Bushels
25w of Fun). M. Hess, 213 Randolph, Chicago.

Grow Ginseng
Pure American

CACTI
Seed and Roots for Sale tor
Special Prices this season. Ad-
dress, Clias. Anthony, Alliance, Ohio.

AND RARE PLANTS
C. R. Orcutt, San Diego, Cai.

4 fk LOVELY POSTALS, 25c, SILK Floral with Greetings
J.” and Yonr Name Beautifully Frosted , Perfumed Satin,
*=* Frosted Flowers. Love, Shells of Ocean, etc.

AMERICAN ART CO. Clintonvflie, Conn.

GANGER
Treated at hoTne. No pain, knife, plas-

ter or oils. Send for Free Treatise.

Add. A. J. Miller, M. D., St. Louis, Mo.
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Clever Ways of Doing Things
GOOD IDEAS FOR HOUSEHOLD USE

Heat Lemons
If lemons are heated before squeezing

much more -juice Will be obtained.—Mrs.
C. A. L.

A Good Use for Rice
A few grains of rice in a salt shaker

will prevent the salt from caking and
cause it to sprinkle out freely.—A. J. B.

Making Starch

Try using rather soapy water in mak-
ing starch

;
it will be found glossier and

the iron will not adhere to the fabric.

—

Mrs. F. Balhagen.

To Keep Stove-blacking from Burning Off

It is worth much to know that linseed

oil rubbed over the kitchen range will

prevent the blacking from burning off.

Go over the surface with a little oil each
morning.

To Remove Burnt Taste

When anything on top of the stove has
burnt, put the utensil, just as it is, in a

pan of cold water. Unless very badly
burnt the burnt taste will disappear.

—

Rebecca L. Tabb.

Good Healing Salve

Use either beef or mutton tallow, about
three parts to one of coal oil; melt tal-

low and mix. It is good for stings as

well as other sores. Coal oil alone will

stop pain caused by stings.—Mrs. A. B.

For Bruises

Hold the bruised parts in hot water as

hot as can be borne for some time. If

the bruise is where you cannot use the

water use a cloth wrung out of hot water
and place on the bruised parts. Great
relief will follow.—Mrs. F. W. S.

Variety the Spice of Life

One grows tired of the same diet be it

ever so wholesome. Try adding chopped
nuts, raisins, figs, dates, arid even cur-

rants to the staid wheaten loaf, (I mean
the entire wheat flour) and behold ! a

delicious fruitcake (or bread).— L. H. B.

Use for Oil Cloth

Table oilcloth makes a neat and servic-

able covering for unpainted ceilings in

bedrooms, kitchens, bathrooms, etc.,

and is very easily cleaned; may also be
used as a floor covering for small bed-
rooms, by using plenty of rugs.—Mrs.

L. L. B.

In Cooking Pork

When pork is put up in brine it should
be washed thoroughly, and soaked in

cold water over night before it is cooked.
Let the water be boiling rapidly when it

is put iu to cook. Boil a few minutes
and put back and let it boil slowly till

tender. Add more hot water as it boils

away, or it may be too salty.—Mrs. A.
A. H.

Rack for Overshoes

A neat rack for overshoes and arctics

can easily be made by any housewife,
by making a wooden rack any size and
driving nails in groups of two for each
pair. This can be painted and hung on
the back porch. It will look much
neater than shoes scattered here and
there, and it will save the housewife
time when sweeping.—'Kentucky.

Mounting Pictures on Glass

Gelatin one ounce, alcohol four ounces,

soft water ten ounces. Dissolve the
gelatine in the water twelve hours, heat

until melted, add alcohol and use hot.

Immerse picture iu solution and apply to

glass, smoothing it down tight. Use
chain and ring to correspond with size of

picture.—B. M. R.

Kitchen Dots

Save your paper bags. To freshen

biscuit or rolls, put them in a bag, twist

up tight, dip iu water, and place in the

oven. You can make John think they

are fresh. Turn a paper bag over your
kitchen lamp chimney to keep it spot-

less in the day. Slip a bag over your
hands wdien polishing the stove, handling
the stove pipe, or cleaning out the ashes.

Put your skillets iu a hot bed of coals,
; n fireplace or grate, and the black will

burn off, leaving them as clean as when
new. It is easier doing that than scrap-

ing, and far more satisfactory. Save
every little bit of soap for the wash
boiler and add a piece of lump borax to

your starch, also a little salt.—M. B. L.

Sewing on Buttons

In sewing on buttons, place a pin on
the button so that the thread will pass
over it. When the pin is removed space
will be left between the button and
garment for thin goods. Use a wire nail

for buttons on thick goods. The thread
is less liable to break in using or the
cloth to be pulled out. The buttonhole
and goods lie and look better.—S. C.

To Remove Ink Spols

Never allow ink spots to dry, but try

the following before it has had time to

set. If the goods is of such material
that it will not run rub on salts of

lemon. For goods which will not run
sponge with milk until the ink is com-
pletely removed, then to take out the
grease which the milk will leave sponge
with benzine.—P. L. H.

EVERY LADY READ THIS
Years ago when T was a suffered, an old nurse told

me of a wonderful cure for Leucorrhea, Displace-
ments, Painful Periods, Uterine and Ovarian
troubles. It cured me in one month. It is a simple,
harmless lotion that can be prepared by any one,
having the recipe. I will send it Free to every
suffering sister who writes to me. Address
Mrs. M. V. HUDNUT, South Bend, Ind.

PERFECTLY duct
I have the safe and true EiW I

GET MUSIC LESSONS FREE
fo vour own Home for Piano, Organ, Violin,
hiutar. Banjo, Cornet, Sight Singing or
Mandolin. One lesson weekly. Beginners or
advanced pupils. Vour only expense is for

postage and music, which averages about 2 cents a day. Established 1898. Thousands of pupils all over the
world. Hundreds write: ‘-Wish I had known of you before.” Booklet and free tuition offer sent free.
Address LJ. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC, Box 17, 225 Fifth Ave., New York City*

FREE! “AYARD OF ROSES” FREE!

Yard of Rosea” conceded by everybody to be one of the grandest flower pictures offered thlj year; oDe yard long, on
heavy copper-plate paper, in ten beautiful colors, making it so true to nature that you can easily imagine you are look-
ing at the real flowers

;
over 300.000 sold in last 30 days ; a handsome ornament for any home that you will always be proud

of. To introduce our splendid family magazine and story paper, which already has a half-million readers, we mail thi3

grand work of art, all charges paid' to anyone sending 10 cts. for trial subscription to The Household. We also have
other “Yard” subjects, comprising Yards of Violets, Pupnies, Kittens, Little Chicks, Pannes, all very fine. We send 3
pictures and one vear’s subscription to our magazine for 30 cts.. or all six for 50c. Send before thev are all goue. Address
THE HOUSEHOLD PICTURE DEPARTMENT, 526 JACKSON ST.. TOPEKA,' KANSAS*

FOR A $4.00 GUAR-
ANTEED HER-
MOS RAZOR
INSURED
ONE

,

YEAR

20TH. CENTURY PUN SALE

THIS IS AN INSURED RAZOR
This Razor must suit you or your money
back. It must stay sharp set and cut well
and not pull. If it don’t, ask for your
money. A written guarantee with each
razor. Razor is of HERMOS steel.

Full size and has fancy Pylite handle.
Sent prepaid.

THE PENN SPECIALTY CO., 430 Market, Phila, Pa.

$2022 to $6022 A WEEK
, ,

I Want To Start You In This Big Paying Business— &
It’s A World Beater and I Can Prove It.

1 want one man or lady agent In every county to make $10 every day gelling my
“Eveready” grips for all ironing boards. You can make more money than you ever made in your life

before. “Eveready'’ grips are a new thing;, (pat. applied for Mar. 1908.) Unlike anything you ever saw or

heard of. Ladies go wild over them. All you have to do is to show the grips and the sale Is

made, and you double your money every time you do It. No experience needed; no talking
necessary. The goods sell themselves. If you want to make ready money, big money, Quick,
money, this is your chance. Get in line and make $10 every day; that's what they're doing.

Mrs. D. E.Wismer made $800 in 3 months selling my goods; over $10 a day. Easy work! Charlie

Sehaub made $221.82 in less than three weeks this spring selling “Eveready” grips; that’s over
$12.29 a day or $73.75 a week. Jake Shoemaker sent me 8 orders in six weeks lor grips alone.

Charlie Foster called on 18 families and sold 16. Made $9.30 the first iour hours he worked. Grips

sell like hot cakes. Can’t hold ’em back. Hundreds do as well because my “Eveready” grips sell

tor only 35 cents a set, and my agents have no competition as I do not sell io stores.

I will start you in this big paying business. I will send you a complete sample outfit of
these quick selling “Eveready” grips, a demonstrating board you can put in your pocket,
instructions and particulars of my big offer and appoint you my agent for two weeks trial.

Then if you want tokeepon with the|businessyou can do so. Nolimit towhatyou can make.
Send me 15c today to pay the postage and expense for this sample outfit and go to work.

1 will refund your money if you are disappointed. Don’t delay. Send today and be the
best paid man or wopaan in your community. Address me personally.

SECRET for perfectly developing;
the Bust, making thin cheeks, neck and
arms plump and beautiful. Write for in-*

fonnation: I send it sealed, F"REEL 0

DELMAR ASSOCIATION, 34 £. 38d St., New York*

To put on or take off the cloth from your
Ironing board—touch the spring on Young’s
“Eveready*- Grip—THAT’S ALL.

SELLING MY

Mammoth Freesi&s!

Winter=Blooming Freesias

Freesia should be planted early for the best results. The sooner the better. The vitality of the

bulbs being stronger uow, they will make stronger plautsand produce larger flowers. By having the

bulbs grown in larger quantities by our owu special grower we are able to offer them sis weeks

earlier thau auy other House. Plant liberally of them. Their good qualities cannot be overrated.

We are the only House offering these Mammoth bulbs, which are three years old. The bulbs are

really magnificent and will produce flowers iu accordance with their size. For a Freesia bulb the

size is enormous and they cannot be had elsewhere at auy price. Again we urge liberal planting of

this superb flower.

Price
Prices of our Improved Winter-blooming Freesias, every bulb sure to bloom: First size, Monster

bulbs, 3 years old 7 cts. each; 4 for 25 cts. ;
10 for 50 cts.

; 25 for Si ; $4 per 100 postpaid. Second
size, Mammoth bulbs, about inch iu diameter, 3 for 10 cts.

; 30 cts. per doz. ; 25 for 50 cts.
; 52 per

postpaid. Third size, extra large selected bulbs, 12 cts. per doz. ; 50 for 50 cts.
; 90 cts., per

THE DINGEE <&. CONARD CO.
WEST GROVE, PA.

100,

100,

Of the many strains of Winter-blooming Freesias coming under the head

of Refracta Alba we wish to state emphatically that ours is the genuine

large flowering straiu and must not be confused with the inferior hybrids

with which the market is flooded. Our Freesia bulbs are grown for us by
our own special grower and we guarantee every bulb sent out to be the gen-

uine Refracta Alba, of large flowering strain.

Winter-blooming Freesias are so well known that a description is hardly

necessary, and for those who have never grown them, let us urge a trial. A
half dozen bulbs planted iu ordinary soil will produce a profusion of de-

liciously scented flowers. Imagine the fragance of the Hyacinth, Mignon-
ette and Jessamine combined, and you will have an idea of the exquisite fra-

grance of the Freesia flow er. The color is purest white, lower petals tinged

with yellow. Buds and flow’ers when cut and placed in water remain per-

fect for two or three weeks. They wall grow in almost any situation, make
good growth and bloom immediately. Anyone can succeed with them.

Freesia Bulb



ARE YOU UP TO DATE?
Are you up to date ? Well—let us see.

What time have you?
How many of our readers will have to

hesitate! “I have no watch,”—or
—“my

watch has stopped.” Or, perhaps your
watch is running fast or slow. Nine
chances in ten you cannot tell the cor-

rect time.
You know, I believe there is nothing

that indicates more in any man or an *

lady an air of being somebody, of being

up to date, of enjoying prosperity—than
to carry a really first-class, fine-looking

watch.
You can afford to save on many or-

dinary luxuries in order to possess such

a time-piece. That is why the editor of

this paper is particularly glad to call

your attention to the great watch offer

on this page—an offer that I personally

recommend.

You May Buy on Time
For although it costs more than the

ordinary “cheap” watches, it is sold on

a direct offer at the positive rock-bottom
price, and in addition those who prefer

to buy on time can get easy payments
at $2.50 a month and yet at the rock-

bottom price.

Such is the offer made direct to the

public by the large and fearless concern,

the Burlington Watch Company.
And this has been made necessary on

account of the way manufacturers and
dealers in this watch trade hang to-

gether in boosting other goods.

If you are posted on watches you have
undoubtedly heard heretofore of the fac-

tory producing Burlington watches; and
now you have the opportunity to own
this absolutely superior time-piece,

thanks to the special direct offer.

?What if the watch does cost a little

more than the “cheap,” inferior watches
—you can get it for $2.50 a month at

the very rock-bottom price, and with the

Burlington direct guarantee. It is the

most economical watch in the long run.

Beautiful Watch Pleases All

Yes, I am enthusiastic about this Bur-
lington Special no-trust watch, for I

heard of this latest superb product of

the Burlington Company a short time
ago, even before it was ready for sale.

As soon as the watches were put on sale

I bought one and showed it to my
friends.

You ought to have heard how they
were pleased and surprised. Pleased

when I showed them the case, the double-

sunk dial, the delicately fine movements
and other features of the very, very

finest watches.
Surprised when I told them the price

—a direct to the consumer no-trust

price—on this superb Burlington Special

Watch.
Well, after I had bought my watch &

lady neighbor of ours bought one also

—

the ladies’ Burlington watch—and surely

if you had seen it—well, I know you
would not think of buying any other

kind of watch for your wife, daughter
or lady friend.

Better Not Miss This Chance
Now, do not miss an opportunity like

this. Just consider what a fine thing

it is for a man—a young man or an
older man—to own the superb and latest

product of the honest, reliable Burling-

ton factory—the greatest factory the

world has ever known, not in quantity
of product but in quality. No matter
whether you are employed on a salary

or are in business for yourself, or are

running a farm, you ought to* have this

watch.
The Burlington watch hook, which you

can get free, quotes surprising rock bot-

tom prices on all Burlington Special

watches—one-half and less than one-half

the price ordinarily charged for first-

class watches.
And if you do not want to pay cash

in full you can pay $2.50 per month

—

$2.50 a month for only part of a year
and then the payments cease, but your
fine Burlington Special watch goes on,

year after year, faithfully ticking off

the seconds and accurately recording the
time from decade to decade.
The Editor advises you once more not

to overlook this offer. Sign the coupon
now and get a free book of watch facts
and prices on the superb Burlington
Special watch, Better attend to this at
once.

Fighting the Trust
BURLINGTON DIRECT GUARANTEE TO BOTH

MOVEMENT AND CASE
[19 jewels
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Get the Benefit
Of the most remarkable offer

ever made on a high-grade watch .

Write At Onoe for Our Free Book on

Watches. This free hook will tell you not

only about the trust, but especially about

the remarkable offer on the Burlington.

Get Posted on watches—on the fine points of

superior quality in watches—(on the secret trust

price and the No-trust prices)—get posted before

you buy a watch. Getour bookletand copy of our

$

buys the Burlington Special—(acknowledged the
finest and best made watch in the world)—and at

the Rock-Bottom, NO TRUST, direct price.

Send coupon below and get full explanation (free) of

the most remarkable offer ever made on any watch.

No Monev Downs We shiP y°ur choice of watch on ap-^ w
proval, prepaid (your choice of lady ’s

or gentleman’s open face or hunting case). You risk absolutely
nothing—you pay nothing—not one cent—unless you want the great
offer after seeing and thoroughly inspecting the watch.

Sign the coupon and get the FREE Burlington catalog.

Mr. C. B. HULL, one of the editors

of the VICK’S MAGAZINE has one of

the Burlington Special Watches, and I

want to assure you that it is an absolute-

ly magnificent timepiece. Indeed, this

is a rare opportunity to get the superbly

beautiful Burlington at a rock-bottom

direct offer. I should like to see my
readers posted on the inside facts of the

watch business
;
so better write for the

free Burlington watch book.

I.GOO^Challenge
io the Waltham and the Elgin

How the Challenge Started

I

TheWaltham Watch Com-
pany published a challenge to all foreign factories to put 50 for-

eign watches against 50 Waltham watches in a competitive test
of time keeping, the whole 100 watches to become the property
of the winner. For copy of this challenge get our free booklet.

Why Did the Waltham Company carefully confine its

challenge to foreign competitors? Of course the Waltham can
afford to challenge Swiss watches, for American-made watches
are certainly better—but would the Waltham dare to face a te3t
with the Burlington ? Or would the Elgin dare ?

Vie Challenge the Waltham (also Elgin)

We have deposited in the Colonial T. & S. Bank of Chicago
$1,000.00 in cash to be forfeited to the winner. We absolutely
and positively back ony Burlington against any Waltham (or
Elgin) of the same size and grade; and we make this challenge
irrespective of price. NO MATTER WHAT PRICE the
Waltham or Elgin charge. The loser in this contest is to for-
feit his $1,000.00. The bank now holds the $1,000.00.—Why do
not the Waltham or Elgin accept this challenge ? Why not ?

WE CALL THE BIG FACTORIES A TRUST BECAUSE (.with

the prices on over twenty similar movements EXACTLY
IDENTICAL) THEY HAVE A MUTUAL ARRANGEMENT OE
NOTICE ON CHANGE OF PRICES.

Do Not Miss this opportunity to get the best
watch made anywhere in the world—not the big-
gest seller, but acknowledged among experts as
the best—the genuine BURLINGTON watch—sold
by our no-trust plan—on a rock-bottom offer

—

at no-trust price—one price, direct to the public
(and, if desired, on terms of $2.50 a month).

FOR THE FREE
WATCH BOON

BESURE to write for this booklet telling all

about this challenge, and pointing out the super-
ior quality of the Burlington (at its one direct
price), and giving you other facts of importance
about watches, especially trust watches.

And the FACTS in this booklet with reports from the Congressional Records,
speeches in Congress, aud briefs now before the Department of Justice in
Washington, will quickly convince you that the American people are paying two
prices for some of the best known makes of watches.

THIS BOOKLET will quickly convince you, too, that you do
want a no-trust watch—made in a smaller but better factory—the
independent factory that is fighting the trust as best it can by giving
better quality and superior workmanship throughout; the book will
convince you that the Burlington watch, on which there is only one rock-bottom
price (the same rock-bottom price everywhere) is THE watch for the discrimi-

nating buyer; that it is THE watch for the man or
woman who wants, not the largest selling brand
which everybody has. but the best watch, the
watch bought by experts. THE watch that is

absolutely perfect in its many points of
superiority—the Burlington watch. Send
letter or postal or sign coupon today—just
your name and address—and the free Bur-
lington book will be sent at once.

BURLINGTON WATCH CO.
Dept. 2411 Millard Station, CHICAGO

SO WRITE

BURLINGTON WATCH CO., Dept. 24IZ Millard Station, CHICAGO 1
Please send me without obligation and prepaid your free B

book on watches and copy of your $1,000.00 challenge to the B
Waltham or Elgin with full explanations of your cash or $2.50

a month offer on the Burlington Watch. B

, I

I

I
Address

NO LETTER NECESSARY. COUPON WILL DO.

Here is the coupon
good for our won-
derful FREE book
on watches. Sign
and send it.
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Consumption
Book
FREE
This valuable med-
ical book tells In
plain, simple lan-
guage how Con-
sumption can be
cured in your own
home. If you know
of any one suffering
from Consumption,

Catarrh, Bronchitis,
Asthma or any throat or

lung trouble, or are yourself
afflicted, this book will help you

to a cure. Even if you are in the
advanoed stage of the disease and feel

there is no hope, this book will show you
how others have cured themselves after all

remedies they had tried failed, and they be-
lieved their case hopeless.

Write at once to the Yonkerman Con-
sumption Remedy Co., 2497 Water Street,
Kalamazoo, Mich., and they will gladly send
you the book by return mall free and also
a generous supply of the New Treatment,
absolutely free, for they want every suf-
ferer to have this wcnderful cure before it

is too late. Don’t wait— write today. It
may mean the saving of your life.

ECZ E MA
Treatment "f ft ft

k
Worth M

TETTER
ITCH

To Try Z,
the greatest Eczema

and Skin Disease treatmen
Id the world and want t«

prove It to you. Send you
name and address, we wil
isend a complete treatmen
'by return mail. Useitac

r cording to directions and i

_ 1 1 benefits, sendus81. 00. Thou
sands have already been cured

It heals the unsightly sores,stopi
•ho Itching, and removes ever}
trace of the trouble.

Send IMo Money
No matter what you have

already tried, or how many
years you nave suffered,
grasp this opportunity. Send
your name and address to-
day. If any of your neigh-
bors and friends are afflict-

ed, tell them to write.
Address,_ Grace Medical Co.

2-8 Phillips Blk.
, Des Moines, Iowa

Special Notice
not wish to wait a few days while you write to us, go to
any first-class drug store and buy Crown Eczema Treat
ment for 81.00.

Catarrh
Medicine

Free
Write To-day

Send your name and address and say you have
Catarrh. 1 will gladly explain my new system of
treatment and tell you how to cure yourself quickly
at your own homo. In addition I will send a months
medicine free of charge to demonstrate that Catarrh
of the Head, Nose or Throat or Constit utional Catarrh
in any form can be cured. Thousands have already
been cured. Many in one month. Others who have
been afflicted 15 and 20 years were cured in two and
three months. I want to cure you to introduce my
new system of treat ment In your neighborhood.

SendNo Money aSdVuare; th.
f
S£

ceptance of it places you under no obligation to me
whatever. I simply want to show one sufferer In
every community that I have the greatest treatment
In the world for catarrh. If interested write to

DR. T. F. WILLIAMS.

_238 Flynn Bldg, Des Moines, Iowa

A GENEROUS OFFER
To sufferers of CATARRH and DEAF NESS. To

show our confidence in Ayers' Catarrh Jelly we will
send 25c tube on ten days FREE’, trial. If benefited
send money, it not a 2c stamp will return it. Write
today. Ayers Chemical Co., Box V, Sidney, Ohio.

VARICOSE VEINS
Our “VAKICOSA" TR KATMENTS have given
quick relief and cured bard, knotted, painful, itching
and ukvrated veins. Write. Describe your case.
V. CURTISS MEDICINE CO., Denver, Colo

The House of Olmstead

( Continued, from page 5 )

But Jessica was not to be diverted.

“Oh do let it goon further, ’’ she begged
earnestly, “Dr. Duncan, you’ll not let it

stop, will you? Can’t you finish the story
for us? Please do!’’

“Indeed I can,’’ very promptly. “If
—if Miss Beckwith will permit me.’’
This last was rather low.
Miss Beckwith did not seem to hear.

“This is our shop, Jessica,’’ she said
again rather quickly. “And the very
vase in the window that we came to seek.
I suppose you are going on to the Post
office, Dr. Duncan. Bring us all some
letters, please;” with a little nod of dis-

missal as she entered the shop.
“By no means. I am going in with

you, urged the doctor, boldly following,
Jessica. “I am the man who caused it

all, and I’m going to buy that vase.”
When it was bought and put up. he

turned to a basket of pond lilies just

brought in. “ Miss Beckwith must have
some of these,” he said, selecting a big
bunch from their cool freshness. “And
Jessica, what’s that little work box I see

over there on the second shelf? Looks
just the ticket for you. Run over and
look at it carefully, and bring it back if

it suits you. You know I’m going to-

morrow. ’ ’

Jessica ran off hastily, followed by the
obliging shopman. Dr. Duncan turned to

his companion quietly. “You go to-

morrow too, I hear.”
Miss Beckwith wondered how he had

heard it, since her summons had but just

corue. But she did not ask, only smiled
a little sadly as she answered, thinking of

the long hours in the schoolroom soon
to be her lot. Yes, her holiday was over.

“And mine too,” added the doctor
gravely, “But your home is on the way
to Alton, isn’t it? Will you give me the
pleasure of escorting you ? and— ” hesi-

tating a little, then speaking very low;
“and, someday, will you let me finish

the story—Amy?”
Jessica came dancing back with the

dearest little box in the world, display-
ing its charms with ecstasy. Miss Beck-
with looked and admired to the child’s

content, and Jessica was supremely happy.
She chattered on about her dear little

box all the way homeward, while Dr.

Duncan watched her with amused eyes,

though his answers were a little absent
occasionally, and Miss Beckwith didn’t
talk at all. But at the door of the house
of Olmstead, Jessica's thoughts came
back with a rush.

“Oh, you will finish that story now,
won’t you'”’ she coaxed again. “It was
such fun! When will you, Miss Amy?”

Dr. Duncan opened the door for them,
and held out his hand, and as Miss Amy
passed in, she gave him hers forasecond,
answeting softly,

“Some day—Jessica.”

Wise or Otherwise.

The practical and the beautiful are not
so widly separated as many people sup-
pose.

The temperature of the atmosphere
does not affect the warmth of a good true

heart.
.

The most important elements of true

industry are honesty, usefulness, cheer-

fulness.

The measure of one’s greatness is his

goodness, and the measure of his good-
ness is love.

Mere possession of a finely adjusted
mechanism is valueless without the pow-
er to use it.

All education is the devlopment of

the power of self-restraint and control,

—capacity governed.

The more one lives with a view to self

and self-interest, the nearer he ap-

proaches the brute creation.

Very truly spoke the Grecian philoso-

pher when he said :

‘

‘In seeking the

good of others, we find our own.”

The wisest and most benevolent use of

money can never atone for any crimes or

injustice committed iu its acquirement.

The boy who is half-hearted in play
will, when a man, be half-hearted in

business.

WE CURE
BAD PILES

We Are Curing the Most Obstinate
Cases on Record—After 3o and
40 Years Suffering—with Our
New 3=fold Treatment.

Let Us Send You

A $ 1 .00 Package to Try Free

Just send us yonr name and address.

Return mail will bring you a full dollar
package of our 3-fold Absorption Cure
for Piles, Ulcers, Fissures, Tumors,
Constipation, etc. (all in plain wrap-
per) to Try Free.
This is enough to cure any ordinary

case. Try it thoroughly. Then if satis-

fied with the benefit received you can
send us One Dollar. If not, you pay
nothing. We take your Word. Y"ou
can see how much faith we have in our
remedy. We are curing many of the
most malignant cases on record—after a
lifetime of suffering—as well as all the
milder stages, and we gladly take all the
risk of failure and wait for our pay until
our remed}' has stood the actual test in
every case.

You know the danger of delay, so
write us at ouce and let this remarkably
certain cure make you well and happy

—

cured to stay cured. Dr. VanVleck Co.,
867 Majestic Bldg. , Jackson, Mich.
Send no money

—

Write today.

CYSTITIS
Or Inflammation Of The Bladder
A painful affliction that often yields
quickly to the treatment of a skilled
kidney specialist. (Water Doctor 1

.

A patient savs: “I suffered very se-
verely from bladder trouble for three
years. Dr. Shafer cured me in a short
time.” Mrs, A. Day, 137 Sixth Ave.,
Dayton, Ky. Write to Dr. Shafer for
particulars and free 74-page book.
Consultation free. Cases treated by
mail. Address, Dr. C. D. Shafer,
167 Garfield Place, Cincinnati, Ohio.

SUPERFLUOUS HAIRPERFECTLY REMOVED. IlfllH
I have a safe and positively SURE way
to take hairs off face, neck, arms, etc.,

FOREVER. I HAVE THE TRUE SECRET. Write
for information, I send it sealed, FREE. Address
HELEN DOUGLAS. 20 E. 22 St. New York

WHY SUFFER
The Dangers of VARICOCELE?

I found the cure sixteen
years ago. Safe, Sure, Painless.
Varicocele dethrones health
and vitality. My book ex-
plains the symptoms and
cure. Sent sealed, Free.

G. ALLAN ROWE, M.D.

60 Niagara Street, L, Buffalo, N. Y.

or any LIVER DISEASE
Write me ALL about it.

Will tell of a cure FREE.
Address EDSON COVEY, F. D. 5, Lansing, Mich.

MAKE MONEY
Easy, quick, sure. Meu, women—experience
unnecessary—spare or all time. See what others
are doing. C. O. Garrett, Ohio, showed 7 fam-
ilies, sold 6

—

profit $iS. A. B. Yerrett, La., sold 8
one day—profit $24. N. Boucher orders 75 more,
says “Everybody wants oue—best busiuess I ever
had.” Mrs. J. Brown, Ta., sold 10, made $30 first

3 days. Ouly two sales per day means $36 per
week profit. Free sample to active agents.
Famous Easj* Way clothes washer cleans family
wash iu 30 to 5o minutes, while you rest. No
work, only move knob occasionally—not a
washing machine. Nothing else like it. No
chemicals. No rubbing. No washboard or boil-

er. Every family wants one when showu. Eas\*
to sell. Low price, $6 . We create demand.
Write today for new plan. Specify territory. Act
quickly. This won’t appear again. Harrison
Mfg. Co., 703 Harrison Bldg., Cincinnati, O.

AUGUST

K REMNANTS

We have recently been so fortunate as to come in
touch with the enormous output of a great silk factory
so that we are enabled to buy great quantities of beau-
tiful silk remnants at an especially low wholesale
price. We have arranged to purchase for you that
class of remnants which is especially adapted for
crazv-quilts, sofa pillows, etc., as well as for use in
fancy work, art and needle-work. Therefore, the big
assortment of silk pieces here displayed is made up of
some of the most delicately variegated colors of fine,
rich silk ever offered in a remnant assortment. Bril-
liant sky-blues, reds,greens and soft-toned yellows give
exceptional character to this great color collection.
Now. this entire big assortment of silk pieces is given
ABSOLUTELY FREE to all who mail a quarter
—25 cents—for two years’ full subscription to the
biggest national monthly published at a popular
price, AMERICAN HOME MAGAZINE, This
big new periodical has drawn upon all the almost un-
limited resources of a great publishing organization for
itsendless variety of startling features. Here you will
find the provokingly funny cartoons, the scream-
ingly odd Happy Hooligan, Buster Brown, And Her
Name Was Maud, and the dozen and one other marvel-
ous creations of those master minds of mirth and fun
—Opper, Dirks, Bunny. Outcault—and all the rest. Of
the magazine’s great editorial writers only a few of the
dozens upon dozens can here be mentioned. Among
these are; ELLA WHEELER WILCOX, the most
brilliant woman in contemporary' American life:

DINKELSPIEL, the inimitable—the man who has
set all the world a-laughing: MAURICE MAETER-
LINCK, Belgium’s foremost living philosopher and
litterateur; CLARA MORRIS, the noted actress, who
will write of life on the stage and of the busy world;
PROFESSORGARRETT P. SERVISS, who has mag-
ically transformed the mysteries of science into tales
of marvellous romance, and BEATRICE FAIRFAX,
the most brilliant, cleverest woman who has ever
written on love, romance and the things of the heart.
These are but a FEW of the master minds who wilT
contribute regularly to the great new monthly. For
the strange—the unlike—the fascinating, read the
brilliantly interesting new AMERICAN HOME
MAGAZINE.

FREE OFFER. To all who will mail their
quarter AT ONCE we will give in addition, FREE",
a copy of our great 64-page book, “Fancy-Work
Manual,” containing 95 fine engravings, and d?scrib-
ing all forms of needle-work, crocheting, knitting and
embroidery. Therefore, to secure ALL THREE
offers—the big free Silk Collection, the big 64-page
“Fancy-Work Manual” and two full year’s subscrip-
tions to AMERICAN HOME MAGAZINE, mail
a quarter now—today—to AMERICAN HOME
MAGAZINE, Dept. 7- 3-41, 40 Rose St., New York City.

pjRRBSESANtyUN
TRIAL OFFER

WILL give youmy
splendid outfit on

a 60-day free trial en-
tirely at my own
risk, providing you
are the first from
your locality to ac-
cept my generous

offer. I have always sold these eplendld Outfits to deal-

ers, but this season, commencing with this very day, I

have made up my mind to sell direct to the wearer and
save every man' the enormous profit that has always
gone into the pocket of the dealer. To make my new
plan a euccese right from the start I decided to place
with one reliable person in each community my com-
plete outfit for 85.00 and not one cent more.
This Is my stylish ten-piece Outfit — 1 Stylltaly

tailored suit. 1 President dress shirt, 1 King Edward cap,

1 pair Empire suspenders, 1 pair mend-proof hose. 1

Chesterfield tie, 3 fine handkerchiefs, 1 set gold buttons.
To be safe in securing this offer send at once for tape,

order blank, etc., for I can give to but one to a locality

at this advertising price.

F, 0. LINDO/UTST, Manager

CANADA MILLS CO.. Dept. 289 . GREENVILLE, MICH.

Mcncc
Bear I 1\LL
12 in. TALL

Teddy Bear is a

of shaggy cinnamon colo:
and 12 inches tall. F*
head, his arms, and



CONSUMPTION
n BRONCHITIS

CATARRH
ASTHM/\

To all sufferers from nose,
throat or lung trouble,
we will mail, free and
post-paid, liberal supply
of Condor Inhalation in
order to prove that it is

possible to be permanent-
ly cured at home, with-
out change of climate,

loss of time or stomach dosing.
Dp not neglect pain in chest or between

shoulder blades, raising matter, constant spit-
ting, lingering colds, hoarseness, chronic
cough, tickling in throat, loss of taste and
smell, flushed cheeks, night sweats, chills,
fever, hemorrhage, hay fever, stuffed nose,
foul breath, head noises, deafness, sneezing,
shortness of breath, sense of oppression,
choking, gasping, wheezing, failing strength,
weakness, loss of weight, etc., etc.
Drawn through mouth or nose, this power-

ful, germ-destroying, healing, curative Inhal-
ant reaches every part of the nasal passages,
bronchial tubes and lungs—exactly where af-
fected. Disease quickly disappears no matter
ih_"diat stage, and health is restored.

Write Today for Complete Trial,
Illustrated Book and How to
Get Well Without Taking Medi-
cine, all sent absolutely free.

^Condor Medicine Co„ Dept." 37ft * Los Angeles, Cal.j

given free to you. Write now for our special gift

proposition, and superb new illustrated catalog:

T K HAMILTON CO 207 VA-AV JERSEY CITY N J

NOTICE EVERYBODY HZ
Woman and Child given free. Send a self-addressed
stamped envelope.
M. HI. ENDERS, Lynch, Nebraska.—

Indian Medicated Corn Leaf
Cures Corns and Callouses without pain or
soreness from two to three applica-
tions. Easily applied. 25c leaf sent on

s. receipt of 10c silver and names of three
Kt sufferers. CI RTIS, WALTER & CO.,
W Sole Agents U.S.A. NORWOOD, NEW YORK.

J EH Cmmolfinoc*
anc* 150 Retter Heads neatly print-

luU EnvGiOUBb ed for 85 cents postpaid. Address

N. THOMPSON, Printer R. S, Oswego, N. Y.

Do Not Have a Bald Head
nor Gray Hairs. Send me $2 for a Recipe of a remedy
that will cleanse and beautify the bair and restore
gray hairs to their youthful color. Hannah E.
Hull, Logan, Iowa.

CHOICE POST CARDS & ALBUM

FREE

SONG WRITERS and POETS
We arrange, compose, revise and publish vocal
and instrumental music. Send us your poems
and manuscripts for free advice and best terms.
VICTOR KREMER CO., 307 Marine Bldg., CHICAGO

I REMOVED MY

FRECKLES
I will show you how to remove yours

FREE
Tor years I tried
every known rem-
edy without suc-
cess. Skin special-
ists and doctors
said I would take
them to the grave.
I fooled them all.

I cured myself by
a simple discovery.
I will send you the
prescription free if

, , ,

..**
*"* you will write for it.

ii It took off my
reckles and the freckles of thousands of others.
It will remove yours. It will clear the worst
:omplexion. Write today.

HRS. E. C. WHITE, P. 0. Box 746, Dept. 5, Buffalo, N. Y.

Sinseng, Paw-Paw, Yellow-Root, Etc
,

CULTURE Beat ’em all for easy money on the
side. Work easy, profits immense. We got $28.00
ast fall for one small market basket, of fresh roots,
r

lbs., from ground 5x16 ft. Write enclosing stamp
"T Free Information

; or send ten cents for Booklet,
tdress, MEDICINAL PLANT GARDENS, Indianapolis, Indiana

Our latest, most popular sack

FROM PATTERN
. neat, simple and comfortabh

sizes 32 to 44. We are anxious to
mtroduceour splendid maeazine
and will give away 10,000 of these ’

Prize Aprons. For 30 days we will
seDd magazine on trial 3 months
and apron pattern for the special
introductory price of only 10 cents.
Our big handsome new book of

fashions with illustrated lessons on
cutting and dressmaking, showing
beautiful illustrations of 1,000 lat-
est stvles for ladies and children
with lessons in home dressmaking
full of practical suggestions worthy
*ny dollars to any woman,
iledfree to any ladywho sends
cents for mailing expense. Ap-

ron pattern and fashion book
both for 20 cents,

household fashion
MAGAZINE.

420 U. 8. Expreua Bldg., Chicago,

The Home Departments
{Contin ued from page ?)

timely and helpful suggestions showing
what women may do within and about
the home to better its finances and pro-
mote its welfare and that of the commun-
ity of which it is a part. The publishers
of Vick’s Magazine gladly devote the
September number to tbe glorious cause
of promoting woman’s highest success,
happiness, and welfare, and will in all
subsequent numbers as gladly do its ut-
most still further to advance this most
worthy cause, believing it ever funda-
mental to true world-wide, welfare and
betterment. To this end and purpose we
invite and earnestly urge our many thous-
ands of readers throughout the nation to
aid us in extending the influence and
circulation of Vicks’ Magazine, until not
only hundreds of thousands but millions
of intelligent people shall become its

regular readers.

BIG POST CARD C D P C If you sendCATALOGUE . . .
*^ Cr Cf 2-cent stamp.

Fine sample assortment view cards ten cents. No
trash; all colored. LA FRANCE COMPANY,
Dept. 4, Bridgeport, Conn.!

Is Your Face Pitted, disool° red or blem-
’ ished ? Send 10 cents

silver for the Sophie LaSalle Information Leaf with
one free remedy to E. SALES, Manager, 290
Ashland Boulevard, Chicago, 111.

Asthma
CURE sent by express to you on Fr©fl
Trial. If it cures send $1 ;

if not, don't.
Give express office National Chemical
Company, 705 0hio Ave., Sidney, 0.

HayFeveri
Instant Relief

* and positive cure.
Trial treatment

„ mailed free.
Torino Laboratory, 1123 Broadway, New York,

LADY SEWERS
wanted. to make up shields
at home; $10 per 100; can
make 2 an hour; work sent

prepaid to reliable women. Send reply envelope for
information to UNIVERSAL CO., Dept. 5, Phila, Pa.

AGF1VTS
- Monthly. Combination Rolling Pin.

a , „ Nine Articles Combined. Lightning seller.Sample Free. Forshee Mfg. Co., D. 217, Dayton. Ohio.

IS Beautiful IPost Cards, Art. Birthday, Scenery,
blowers. Fruits, our charming magazine 1 vear.

25c. -ENTERPRISE CO., Dept. V, Texas,

Q ft Var’s. 3200 Birds to offer, consisting of
UUall Breed, Poultry and Eggs, Dogs,

(Ferrets. Pigeons(Homers), Angora Goats,
Belgian Hares, etc., all described and in-
formation in colored 60 Page Book and
store at your Door 10c. List Free.

J. A. BEItGEY, Box L. Telford, Pa.

GINSENG!
Pure American, Northern grown. Seeds and plants

for sale. Write us for booklet.
COBURN BROS., Berry, Shiawassee County, Michigan.

We ship thousands each sea-

~ son - Write us now. Stamp
«.

——»——»»
for prices and testimonials.

Box 14. Freeport Hatchery, Freeport, Mich.

D fN 4C I IVI /V is your fortune and your
I “ lover’s delight. Makes a

complexion like velvet. Soothes and heals pimples
Absolutely harmless. Send in cents for a fine sample"MARIE O. BAYLIES6, Winchester, Mass.

Baby Chicks
Box 14, Freeport Ha

IBComicPostCardsFree
Funniest Colored Cards ever printed. All New. No two alike,
and every one a Corker. Full eet of 16 cards sent FREE if
yon eend only TEN cents for membership in our Post Card~ :change, which has thousands ofmembers, you’ll get hun-

}ds of pretty and comio Post Cards FREE from all over
eworld. Don’t miss getting a set of theso | M M ENSF

to your friends. TEEL POST CARD CO., HURLEYVILll.N y

25
Artistic Post Cards
Landscapes. Buildings, etc. (No comics)
B. PUCE SOUVENIR CO., Passaic, N. J.10c

ER9!
Silk Fringe, Envelope, Gold Beveled ft A DTtC

I Edge, Hidden Name Cards, etc. 20oUMI»Uw
f

* Love Verses. 125 Rioh & Racy JokeB. 1 Pack Ac-

j quatntance&l PaokEscortCards. New Beau Catcher & Big
Sample Book, alifor2ots. Columbus Card Co. .129F. St., Columbus,Ohio

Is? 1
25 A^-’ted'Post Dards™

3
”,^*0^ j Oc

|

WO. 1 gJ_g|A great variety of subjects, Birthday, Valentine,
Easter, Holiday, U. S. Battleships, Niagara Falls, U. S. Capitol,
etc. Sold by soeie stores at 2 for 5 cents and others 5 cents each.DEFIANCE STUDIO, 65 W. Broadway, New York*

AGENTS S25 A WEEK 25!™
14 new patented articles. No scheme. No risk. Sample
Free, A. M. YOUNG & CO. 1 8*4 Dearborn St., R 24 Chicago,HI.

VISITING CARDS
R. D. Elliott, Dept. B., Box 1376, St. Louis, Ho.

IF TROUBLED WITH ANTS
Write me enclosing stamp. I will send informationFREE how to get rid of them in 24 hours

F. A. THOMPSON, Marcellus, N. V.

If you have a Victor,
Columbia, or any make
disk Talking Machine,
send 60c for one of our
Star records. Money
back if not satisfied to-

gether with charges.
Address:

The National
154-ks Ave. A,

Schenectady, N. Y.

Grow Mushrooms
_For Big and Quick Profits

Small Capital to Start
A Sato Bualnoss

I am tbe largest grower In

l America. Ton years’ oxpori-
' once onablos me to give prac-

|

tical instruction in the busi-
ness worth many dollars to
you. No matter what your
occupation is or where you— .— are located,here is an oppor-

tunity to acquiro a thorough knowledge of this payingbusiness.
Send for Free Book giving particulars how to start, etc.

JACKSON MUSHROOM FARM
-3298 N. Western Ave., Chicago, Illinois

„ ADVERTISING OUR WASHING FLUID
mm mkmtm in your town with 100 samples. Send 6o Stamps.
Swell 91 M* KJ a . w. scott, cohoes, n. v.

RHEUMATISM
Sufferers can send address (do stamp re-
quired) and receive FREE a PAMPHLET
which tells what Rheumatism really is,
the cause of the pain attending it, and how
to obtain a lasting and inexpensive cure.

S, F. KIMBALL, I and 3 Union So., New York

ASTHMA and HAY FEVER cured
before yon pay, I will send
any sufferer a bottle of
LANE’S ASTHMA Cl’E

E

rnrr If Ifc cures you send me $1.00. If it does
rnLL not, don’t. Give express office. Address
I). J. LANE, Box V, m. Mary«, Kansas

7 Rnnkc Mohc* Egyptian Secret^. Black
v* I DUUAa Art, also Mineral Rods. Circular 2

cents. J. H. END I- RS, 2041 Boa* 81. ,
Harrisburg’, Pa.

DON'T STAY FAT
SEND FOR A FREE TRIAL TREATMENT

of the remarkable new discovery which quickly reduces superflu^
ous flesh from men, women and children leaving the person, lanormal weight and good health.

ANTI-FAT treatment takes off fat at the rate of five pounds
a week. No person is so fat but what it will reduce no matterwhere the excess fat is located—Bust, Hips, Stomach, Neck*
Cheeks^— quick 1yt

re d.nc© without exercise, exertion or dieting,,ANTI-FAT Strengthens the Heart and enables you to breathe
freely. It is a natural scientific obesity reducer. It has done for
others what it will do for you. It is perfectly harmless being a.
physicians prescription. You will feel a hundred times better the
nrst day you try tms wonderful treatment. No woman can b9
beautiful who has overweight. No dressmaker can overcome the

,

pud
£
^Puffed and awkward appearance of a fat woman.

it u treatment reduces most obstinate cases. You can
not he healthlyand happy while you suffer from an excess of fat.
Pat people are barred from the general pleasure of life and many
Trouhfe and^

Ct
*t

diseasesas Asthma, Rheumatism, Kidney

SenrLfcvr tort? these-removing the’eause. Do not take our word for it.eena tor 1 KEE TRIAL TREATMENT to-day. It is free for the asking.

_
INTERNATIONAL LABORATORY, 1133 Broadway, New York City.

ECZEMA IASTHMA
Instant relief and
positive cure. Trial
treatment mailed— free. i

— — — iree.
International Co., 1133 Broadway, New YorklT.xloo Laboratory. 1123 Broadway, New York.

Instant relief and
positive cure. Trial
treatment mailed
free.

CANCERVCURED
At Home With My Mild Com-
bination Treatment. It is not
a New Remedy; It Has Ex-
perience of Years Back of It.

I have spent my entire professional life in the treat-
ment of Cancer. I have so perfected my Mild Combina-
tion Treatment that I can furnish to any sufferer positive
proof and scores of testimonials showing; that my treat-
ment quickly destroys the cancerous growth, and at the
same time eliminates the poison from the system, thus
preventing a return of the deadly disease, g*

My Mild Combination Treatment has cured scores
of cases where all other methods which had been
used failed. This is especially gratifying when it isknown that Cancer is increasing at an alarming rate,
the disease having quadrupled itself in the last forty

OR. O. A. JOHNSON

THERE IS NOTHING MORE CERTAIN
than that if a. single cel) of the disease remains after treatment it will soon re-appear and effect the new surrounding tissues. There must be eompletmeradication of every diseased cancer cell. By my Mild Combination Treatment,which has worked wonders in many cases thought to be incurable, the entire cancerhas been destroyed, and the necessity for a, painful or dangerous operation avoided.

IT WILL COST NOTHING
to effect a cure, and

my personal attention
, ,

. from grateful persons

among whom are the following:
through using my Mild Combination Treatment

CURED Of CANCER OF BREAST IN lO
WEEKS

I feel it my duty to tell others of your
><§851 wonderful success. I had a cancer

s *ze a half-dollar, for three
years. After consulting two ladies
and one man in our town, whom you

Y ‘xly had cure<f 1 1 lost no time in putting

,

myself under your treatment. I am,
after ten week’s treatment, cured

t and in the best of health.
MRS. E. L. WOOD, PERRY, IA,

CANCER OF BREAST, FOUR YEARS
STANDING, CURED IN A FEW WEEKS

* inform you, with great pleasure
that I am now cured of a very bad

JT Cancer in the Breast of four years
k standing. Four doctors, two of them
\ jjfr

specialists, gave me no relief and IV-W was badly disheartened. I tried your
Combination Treatment and it

did what you claim. I know you can
cure cancer for you cured my mother also.

Mbs. C, W. Smith, Yates Center, Kan.

CANCER ON SIDE OF JAW LARGE AS A
DOLLAR CURED IN 3 WEEKS
I write to 1st you know that the Can- / Sk
cer which you treated for three weeks JPtll
beginning April 26, 1905, is entirely 4a M$j§
cured. I am much pleased with the r ’ T
success of yonr treatment and want
to say to all suffering with cancer not /mY/'
to be discouraged but try Dr. Johnson nj T
and be cured. M. MYERS.

621 N, Kansas Ave., Topeka, Kan*

CANCER OF THE LOWER LIP CURED
IN A FEW DAYS

I suffered two years from cancer of a
lower lip. Tried everything. You
cured me. I was discouraged for a
long time, but when you cured Mr. V
Donnell, our postmaster, I decided \

you could cure me. You undoubt-
edly know your business. My ad-

™
vice to sufferers is to not wait, but
commence your treatment at once.

J.M. RATHMEL. Waverly, Kans.

YOU CAN BE CURFD AT HflMF I have so perfected my Mild Combination Treat-w ** DUInE ment that patients may use it at their home with
practically as good results as though it were applied at my offices. I will gladly furnish to every suf-
ferer positive and indisputable proof that my treatment does cure Cancer. I will furnish ample
evidence of my integrity, honesty, financial and professional ability. No matter how serious your
case may be no matter how many operations yon have had—no matter what treatment you have tried
write for my book, “Cancer and Its Cure.” It will cost you nothing and will tell you how you can be

cured at home. Address,

DR. JOHNSON REMEDY CO. .
,
"^ffi‘

d
)S>iKansas Cify, Mo.

Have you a friend suffering from Cancer? Do him a favor tWrin.yer forget by sending him thlsaa.



Make Big Money Right inYourOwnTown^
WE START YOU FREE

One good, live, hustling agent wanted in every community to take orders for our celebrated made-to-measure
clothes. Write us at once, before we get an agent in your territory and you will receive one of the most
astonishing offers ever made by a tailoring house. We are willing to back the right man with our capital,

influence and reputation, and help him build up a business of his own that will mean from $50 to $250
a month profit. If you want to get into business for yourself don’t let this opportunity slip through

your hands. We furnish everything

—

you don’t invest a cent, you simply do business on our money.

We Need More Good Men
We have decided to extend our business into every village and

town throughout the United States just as fast as we can get

honest, energetic and capable men to represent us. Big

money and a brilliant future is what the
*
‘line” means

to every man who is willing to get out and do a little

hustling. Just think of all the men in your territory

willing to favor you with their orders if you go after

them . S tart a man wearing
'

'Progress’ ’ clothes

and he will always be a “Progress ’’customer

—

that means a permanent business for you.

Our Men Control theTrade
*

With the Progress line, and Progress prices you can
easily control the tailoring trade of your community.
No one ever becomes rich working for others — it is in

a business of your own where you become independent.
The ambitious man gets into business for himself at

the first opportunity. Here is your chance to start out
for yourself on our capital and establish yourself in a
business of your own. The first man from your territory

answering this ad can have the exclusive sale of the
“Progress line."

PANTS $25? SUITS $9
00 EXPRESS
UP PREPAID

To the RightManWe Offer a Splendid
Opportunity to Make Money

Just as soon as we find you have the ability to look after our interests properly and in-
tend to do so we will supply you with our agent’s big outfit containing the most complete
line of samples ever put out by a tailoring boufce. Our complete outfit consists of the fol-
lowing: Large Sample Book, Beautiful Fashion Book, Stationery. Business Cards.
Advertising Matter, Book of Order Blanks, Tape Line, Confidential Price List, Selling
Price List and everything necessary to do business on a large scale. Promptly on
receipt of your application for the exclusive sale of the Progress line in your territory
we will immediately forward to you one of our preparatory outfits containing a very
fine assortment of woolens and the big book will follow later.

CUT OUT THIS COUPON MAIL IT TO-DAY
THE PROGRESS TAILORING CO.,

105 Sherman Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Gentlemen: I herewith make application for the exclusive sale of your fine made-
to-measure clothes In this territory. I will agree to put forth my best efforts and try to

represent you to the best of my ability. Forward free preparatory outfit, instructions,

etc., at once.

My Name

My Post Office

R. F. D. or Street No.

State

(Write name, town and state very plainly.)

Every garment is cut and made-to-measure in the latest city style—a perfect fit guaranteed. Money refunded
if goods are not made up according to instructions and true to measurements. By following our complete
instructions you can measure a customer just as accurately as any tailor. The work is easy, pleasant
and very profitable. It means a steady and permanent position to you. You need not devote all of your
time to this business right at the start. However, the more time you devote to the work the more money
you will he able to earn. If you are engaged at something else and don't want to give up your present
position you can attend to our businessduring your spare time and you will be well repaid for the time you
put in. It will not take you long to realize the money-earning possibilities of the tailoring business
and you will then be all the more anxious to put in every minute you possibly can soliciting orders
for our fine made-to-measure clothes.

Every Man in Your Territory a Possible Customer
With our “line” you will have materials suitable for every occasion and all demands.
No matter what kind of a

_

suit your customer may want, he is sure to find something
suitable in our outfit. This is indeed a grand opportunity to start in a business of your
own. Here is your chance to become independent and be your own boss. You invest no
money, consequently you are entirely free from all financial responsibility. Act at once
and secure the agency before someone else gets in ahead of you.

Send at once for full instruc- f01717 f
tions and preparatory outfit a EvUilLi •

Don’t delay or put off writing us, for if your territory is open we will start you in bus-
iness at once and give you a fair, honest chance to see if you will like the work. Write
now—fill out the coupon below; it saves your time—do it now. and we will immediately
forward to you full particulars in regard to our offer: also one of our preparatory
sample outfits containing an elegant line of material. Send the coupon at once.

THE PROGRESS TAILORING CO.

105 Sherman Street, Chicago, ///.

WRITE TODAY
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Kidney and Liver Troubles
STOMACH and LUNG TROURI ES

Weak Circulation of the Blood Can be Cured Without a Drop of Medicine

We Prove It to You
We prove every statement we make. We do not ask

you to take our word as final evidence.

. .
This cut shows how the Magnetic waves from the VEST, which is one ofthe most powerful sheilds we manufacture, envelop the entire trunk of ?hesaturate the patient with powerful Magnetic Vibrations. Thecontalns over 400 powerful Magnetic storage batteries constantlv
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^
reams °f Magnetic energy into the vital organs and

“fUe
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Cl '-nter
,
s ’ k< 'eoing the patient continually bathed in a stream of thisrevitalizing force We make shields for every part of the body, all described

WKWuSr'SSj? R0AU TO HEALTH? FREE to aU whos'end

When we say that disease can be cured without the use of medicine we meanevery word we say. Every word of it is true. We know it to be true beca^sTin the
prored “ ,o our — “•"« ££:

;"'rfac*,rwi
y
w” i'

‘

l°:- ,zr
k ,o

1S , nor how severe it is, nor how many other 'diseases art complicated with k “IEcan show you parallel cases that have been cured by the fani SrW M *
Shields, and these ease, are sound and wen todayas7ivi„g „T„^Ljntf.o' ,h“ frevitalizing- power of Magnetism. s TO lne &rana

These Magnetic Shields keep the body bathed in a constant stream of Magnetismwhich floods the system with its life and energy.
grnetism,

• i Tn
tlen^ oft

f
n told that they have incurable diseases. We want to tell vonright here that nearly all of these cases can be cured, and we can prove it to youMore than seventy-five per cent, of all the patients that we have cured were firs? Jvenup as beyond all hope of cure, and they have been made sound and wd by2 n?Magnetism according to scientific instructions.

Dy applyln&
All we ask of you is to send us a full statement of your case so that we mav o-ivo

a„^fci7rdd„„r wm advi“- ^ JadbVdoLfofs*
den5 t

W
h" aiTwety
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,°rue

a11 ab°"' “^ Pr°" *» ^ "“*»<» «»a, cannot bo

,

W<
T
wdl point you to cases of paralysis, consumption, diabetes, Bright’s diseaselocomotor ataxia, dyspepsia, rheumatism, tumors, nervous prostration, obesity and ahundred and one other diseases that are called incurable. We can show von the mo +incontestable proof that we have cured them.

show j on the most
We have cured these cases after they had been given up to die.

We ^
Vhen y°T ^ritC d°n,t be afra ‘d that We are g-°in& to try t0 sell you something-We know that if we can prove to your satisfaction all we say, you will want the

3m C
H
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.
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Ma^et
;
C Shields without any urging from us, because we prove that they

l do just what we say they will do. There is nothing else on earth to take theirplace, and do as much as they can do. Read the evidence in these letters from grate-ful patrons who have been cured.
om grate-

Such Positive, Powerful Statements are Indisputable
“THE SHIELDS HAVE SAVED MY LIFE.'

Extreme Case °f Paralysis Speedily Cured After Having Had Two Strokes.

imsmmism
IssKiiiSiiP

iviKb - h. bCHWAGER, 64b W. 41st Street, Chicago, 111.

Catarrh of Stomac
j>

ft
^B°welsandBordering on Paralysis Completly CuredAfter All Hope of Cure Had Been Given Up.

Fhld b
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n
am, °tr I

he
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ck
?
nd Bufferingr I wish to make the following^tamment'-

1906 '

in the hands of at least twelve doctors, some noted specialists and the doctors all riiacrTme^my case as catarrh of the bowels and stomach. After I had given un all honl’ TfST f

d
%vell again, a friend of mine who had taken Dr. Thacher's treaUnent advised'TT m ?

lt £the doctor. I wrote him and he advised me. I made up mv mind to male .™ ,

COn
„
sult

and give him a trial, and the result was that today I am as well am/sound as eve™I wafamattending to my business which requires from 16 to 20 hours a dav. I eat anything that £set before me, having perfect digestion, and I think Dr. Thacher's treatment k a hfe^sin^msuffering humanity, and would advise persons with chronic diseases To oonsfut himhonestly believe he can do for others what he has done for me
" nsult him, as I

Very truly, J. Y. KECK
, 17 E. Third Street. Pottstown, Pa.

A Wonderful Cure of Chronic Stomach Trouble and Piles. Restored to Youth-ful Vigor at Age of Sixty-four.

D
.V‘
ar
c P.

r - Thacher: It is now eleven years since I first made my acquaintance Wh th„Magnetic Shields. I was then a physical wreck from indigestion and piles which made lifpa burden to my existence. I had suffered with a weak stomach from my bwhood and inthe army I contracted the piles and other complicated conditions which disabled me fFnTactive work. One da I called at a house and for the first time learned ihovr
dro.P

Shields. The book. •'Plain Road to Health." had been sent tF those peTple e Tu' dread it. I recognized and felt the truth of vour statements in that vTlnahle ika*
d

eluded that I would send for a Kell, and Leggings. I soon felt a new°m^s tt I fe'Z'general improvement. My piles left me in three days and I never had them since tTTcovered my health perfectly and am now in mv 64th rear and I am as sound TTi Tr?'
1

»‘

was at 20. I wear the Shields every winter and I am alwav s frFe hoTcolls grip Ttc
3 '

never have any tired feeling." and “under the weather." as the majority of neonfc tell Thoiutheir feelings. I have no aches and pains because the Magnetic vibration oPthe ShTildThT!
fiber ° £ my body = hence, my perfect

r i ii

d
i

eSm C tr> llavc tk ' s statement published that it may go out for the benefit of hnmanih.
Lent.

ir ad > aDSWer anyone wishing to know more of my case and the nature of this treat-

I am yours with love and gratitude. N. AEBISCHER, Wausau. Wis.

man— d- - - >-'• People write us from Maine to California,

AU we ask is for you to write us a full and complete description of your case and let us PROVE TO YOU THAT WE CAN CURE YOTTw book, “A PLAIN ROAD TO HEALTH,” bv C I Th-mher TU n .Lat . ,

YOU
.'

you just what application of M AR IVF.ttsm ™
m

‘

’’ ‘ most valuable ii

We will send you free of charge our new uwn, zx kuad i n h k a i ti t >> l-,,. n t tk i xr v.
nfor-

Write us full3^ todaj^ and

WARM FEET ,

ffr®atest conifort and luxury in modern days; magnetic fire under your feet, the greatest life-Drotector known

.

make, worn in the shoes, will conOn^thT most d?ubt?ng ll^eptic oA'he 'cur?? i ^? kie
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f Foot
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Battei' ies

’ the smallest shield °w?
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SUPERFLUOUS HAIR
PERMANENTLY REMOVED.

.11 .linm T will til'll V l H I llOW I

poi

Send your address, enclose stamp. 1 will sell you how I

permanently cured myself by a home treatment.that is safe,

positive and true to Nature.

PERMANENT RESULTS GUARANTEED OR
I WILL REFUND THE TRIFLING COST.

FLORENCE HAWTHORNE,
103 White Plains Ave. New York, N. Y.

MAGIC
FLAT IRON CLEANER

and waxer, the best, the quickest and the most

satisfactory article yet introduced for the iron-

ing- table, cleans and waxes the iron in one

stroke. By mail postpaid 15c. Agents Wanted.

Eureka Advertising & Novelty Co., Altoona, Pa.

ents ™ Making
Big money. Sample and terms to agents. 10c.

HOME SUPPLY CO,
Decatur, Illinois.

AMERICAN BEAUTY
The exquisite
perfume used
by ladies of

culture one drop on a garment will imrart the true and lasting

odor of a bouquet of American Beauty Roses. Sample Vial ioc.

Addres Stewar* Bros., 1 1 7 Pino St. New Orleans, La.

No Need of Sanatorium!

No Need of an Attending Physician!

Alcoholism (Liquor Habit) Cured
at home by a simple method without dan-

ger OR LOSS OF TIME. Write me and I will tell you of

a harmless and simple method which will cure if you use it

* right. Address K, FORTIN. 95 Dearborn St. Chicago, 111.

R 71. No names ever made public.

Ginseng, Paw-Paw, Yellow Root, Ed.
CULTURE

—

Beat ’em all for easy money on the side. Work

easy, profits immense. We got $28.00 last fall for one small

' market basket of fresh roots. 7 lbs. from ground 5«6 ft.

Write enclosing stamp for FREE information; or send ten

cents for booklet. Address, MEDICINAL PLANT GAR-

DENS, Indianapolis, Indiana.

wanted to make up shields

at home; $10 per 100; can

- make 2 an hour, work sent

prepaid to reliable women. Send reply envelope for informa-

tion to UNIVERSAL CO., Dept. 5, Philadelphia, Pa.

Lady Sewers

FACE WASH Mrs. Bradley’s Face
Wash is guaranteed

__ _ — _ to remove moth, tan,

\ freckles, pimples, blackheads. Prevents wrinkles, oiliness and

aging of the skin. Makes it soft, white and beautiful. By mail

25c. Agents wanted. MRS. C. S. BRADLEY, A 1921

Western Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

10 10c
SOUVENIR POST CARDS
10 Beautiful Colored Historic New Eng-

I
- land Views, and our club plan, ioc. You

will receive cards from all over the world for exchange.

IDEAL CO.» Dept. 169, Dorchester, Mass.

S
acrifice sale of ginseng roots
All firstclass, but must be sold 10,000 one year old roots

at i^cts each and 3000 three yrs. old roots at 5c. each.

Address The J. P. C. Gardens. Box 702, St. Marys, Ohio.

* tk rxfE'O Copy Letters at home, spare time, good pay,

LALJI!lii3 cash weekly, send stamp. U. S. Advertising

hAgency, Dept. 17 A, Cisco Bldg, Chicago.

«i- ARTISTIC POST CARDS 1

A

X New—Beautiful—All Different. Illustrat- I 188,
•*** ed Catalog FREE. Order TO-DAY.
Homer George Co., Dept. 27, Armour Station, Chicago

Actor an Actress or Orator
Learn a profession that pays $05.00 to $coo,oo weekly. Write

for Free booklet on Dramatic Art by Correspondence. Chicago

Schoool of Elocution, 807 Grand Opera House, Chicago.

I r A 15M TO TINSEL post cards and make money at

LLAKrl home. Will send you complete instructions and

necessary material to learn for ioc. silver.

J. C. Brown, 105 BogmanSt., Providence, K. I-

FACES BLEACHED
and all skin eruptions removed by using Arsenic Charcoal Tab-

lets 15 yrs. on sale. 20,000 testimonials. Send lor FREE
sample. BENW1CK CO., Allegany, N. Y.

Our Sample Card of Beads, and in

structions for making Neck Laces

and Purses sent for ioc. silver or

stamps. Ladies’ Art Co., C 25, St. Louis, Mo.
BEADS

aa Var’s, 3200 Birds to offer, consisting of al

Mil Breed, Poultry and Eggs, Dcgs, Ferrets,

Pigeons (Homers), Angora Goats, Belgian

Hares, etc., all described and information in color-

ed 6o page Book and store at your Door 10c,

List FREE.
J. A. BERGEY, Box L. Telford, Pa.

Birthday Post Cards FREE
10 high gradesartistic and embossed Birthday Post Cards,

new and lovely designs, in exquisitely beautiful colors, our

big post card catalog and trial subscription to popular maga-

zine all free if you answer ad immediately and send ioc. ior

mailing expenses. 30 cards, all different, 25c. Post Card Co.

409 U. S. Express Bldg., Dept. 119. Chicago.

I CTTEDC WHITTEN AT HOME,
LL 1 1 L[.u spare time, enclose stam

Independent Mail Order Bureau,

J per 1000, all or

Rockey Ridge, Md.

I ADIES
Mmd Robin Ma

Save your teeth, use our thread cutting thimble

sample and our catalog, ioc.

Robin Mail Co., 368 East 158th St., New York

nvv w C* G. H. BURDICK, Niagara Fall, N. Y., says

1^1 I H ^ I have suffered with piles for 22. years—no
* ,-elief until using your remedy. Itcurednre.

Free'trial write now. Artz Medical Co. Dept. 22 St.Paul, Minn,

SIO.GasbPaki
PER IOOO FOR CANCELLED
Po»UgcBUui|.i. ScndlOo. Puo Li-l Paid.

A. SCOTT, COHOES, N.Y.

Holiday Post Cards
Hallowe’en Post Cards, 6 mailed for ioc. Thanks-
giving Post Cards, 6 mailed for ioc. Christmas

and New Year Post Cards, 10 for ioc. One sample
package of each mailed for 25c. Address,

MADISON ART CO., Mad """n.
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WITH THE PUBLISHERS

N OT a little was promised in our last number regarding the current

issue of Vick’s Magazine. A careful perusal of the October number

will satisfy every reader that the reality far excels the promise. From

the very first article, the splendid prose poem, “Give Her of the Fruit of

Tier Hands,” by our greatest American poet,

MR. EDWIN MARKHAM
to the last page, will be found a most valuable compendium of helpful and

entertaining information, bearing chiefly upon the vastly important subject,

“Woman’s Worth and Work.” Our readers will find tire contents of this

number not only most helpful along the special line indicated, but present-

ing a most pleasing variety of subject matter.

A THREAD OF THOUGHT
It will be noted that the theme of the month often appears with entire

naturalness, as a delicate thread running through the magazine, uniting its

various departments and pages into one symmetrical and logical whole.

This number will stand forth unique in the field of magazine production as

the most valuable contribution ever made by any publication! in this

country to the most important subject: “Woman’s Worth and Work.”

OUR NEXT NUMBER
What this issue is in its relation to “Woman’s Worth and Work,” our

next number will be as to that other very important subject, “The En-

joyable Farm Home,,—the most complete and comprehensive treatise

thereon thus far published. This question has assumed unusual importance

and has attracted public notice everywhere of late by reason of the fact

that President Theodore Roosevelt recently appointed

A RURAL WELFARE COMMISSION
made up of five of the ablest men he could find to make a special study

of this subject. Our next issue will not only contain most valuable matter

bearing upon rural conditions by President Roosevelt, but also a timely

article regarding the personnel of the commission just appointed and the

work its members hope to accomplish. Other very attractive articles of

the month will relate to “The Rural Free Delivery,” “Rural Telephones,”

“Circulating Libraries,” “Consolidation of Country Schools,” etc.

THE STAR LITERARY FEATURE
of the November number will be a most exquisite prose poem by Clara

Morris, entitled “Ruth,” being a tribute of love to one of antiquity’s

noblest women by one of her greatest modern sisters, a woman of world-

wide fame, which rests securely upon her exceptional achievements, both

in the field of dramatic art as well as in that of literature.

OUR COVER
Lovers of the truly artistic will be much pleased with Vick’s cover

design for the month, which is the work of Waskow, one of the most ac-

complished artists of the middle west. The design is both a work of art

and signally emblemizes the theme of this issue, “Woman’s Worth and

Work.”

will

“CHRISTMAS ’ROUND THE WORLD”
be the theme of Vick’s December issue, which will afford

NO MORE
WRINKLES

New Discovery Makes Beauty
in a Night.

After beauty doctors, facial massage and cold
creams had failed I took out my own wrinkles by a
simple home treatment of my own discovery, wli ich
brought back my beautyand the freshness of youth.
Doctors say : “It is the only treatment in the
world that will actually remove wrinkles and make
old faces look young and beautiful.” Many of my
friends look twenty years younger since trying my
treatment. I will send further particulars to anyone
interestedinmy discovery absolutelyfree. Address
Della Ellison, 107 K, Burr Building, Scranton, Pa.

PEPSWFFT*3 the new ’d ea i n stomach’medicines.
I LI diTLLI Itcleanses.purifiesand sweetens the
stomach; clears away the deposits of undigested
matter which clog the pores of the stomach lining;
itopensthepores and helps theglands secretetheir
digestive juices in thenormal manner. Itenables
nature to do her work properly. A splendid, safe,

honest remedy. Guaranteed under Federal Law.
Send 25 cents to-day. Write NOW for price list of

“Reputation Remedies’’ Free.
TEALE & RATHBUN, Brooklyn. N. Y.

SAVE YOUR FEET
There is nothing so painfnl and irritating that

racks the body and mind and distroys the cheer-
fulness of humanity as sore aDd tender feet. The
reason of this tenderness is two fold, namely, cal-
lous flesh on the balls of the feet, causing them to

cramp and draw up, thereby producing corns and
bunions; and perspiration, causing them to ache,
burn and swell, giving off a disagreeable odor, for
which I recommend my foot 6alve. After years of
experience I have found a remedy 'and offer you
my MEDICATED FOOT COMFORTERS which
are easily adjusted, give instant relief and a per-
manent cure; these comforters can be worn at all

times and make walking easy, try them and be
convinced. Why suffer pain, when for the paltry
sum of fifty cents in stamps I will mail you a set
of three of my MEDICATED FOOT COMFORT-
ERS, including the recipe of my foot salve, guar-
anteed to cure or money refunded, with direc-
tions to use both.

MARTIN MILLER, 1 Park Row, N. Y. City.

NEW HUDSON LINE

$1.00
Between ALBANY
and NEW YORK $1.00

Steamers leave GOOLD WHARF, foot of
Schuyler Street, daily and Sunday. 8 P. M. Ser-
vice and accommodations the best. CUISINE
UNSURPASSED. For tickets and staterooms,
apply at Wharf. Albany.

For a free copy of our official organ. "The
Tourist Magazine," which contains over 300 de-
lightful tours from $4.00 upwards. Write J. P.
McCANN, G, P. Agt. 1328 Broadway, New York,

FREE wonder. Also imitation Gold Tooth
and catalogue. Send dime for postage. Satisfac-

tion guaranteed. C. FOSTER, 1307 Flatiron Bldg, N.Y.

DOLLARS IN SONGS!
Does that interest you? Send two cent stamp and

I will mail you my booklet telling how by investing
a few dollars your Poems and Verses can produce
a steady income for you. Plan endorsed by leading
musicians.

H. KIRKUS, Dugdale, Dept. D, Washington, D. C.

EARN THIRTY DOLLARS A WEEK
You can—only Sio capital required, no experience
—either sex—light! pleasant work. Better write
to-day. E. E. WEMET, Springwater, N. Y.

6 GEMS OF ART 25c
Full length, dreamy beauties. Must be seen to be
appreciated. Sent prepaid with too illustrations
of other art pictures, post cards, ect.

T. M. Hamilton, Co., 207 Virginia Ave., Jersey City, N. J.

our

readers much interesting and valuable information regarding the manner

in which Christmas is observed throughout the world. In addition will

appear a fine assortment of fascinating Christmas stories of interest to

both old and young.

$210 Motor Cycle
for traveling besides $85 monthly and expenses,
taking orders for portraits. Particulars free with
beautiful reproduction of 16x20 oil painting.

R. D. MARTEL, Dept. B 62, Chicago.

AGFNTS 536 a WEEK and expenses
AYAJimi 1 J PAID; no experience or capital requir-

ed; 30 days credit; photo pillow tops 30c; enlarged portraits,

bromides, paintings, frames, lowest prices: samples and cata-

logue free. RITTER ART STUDIO, Chicago, I1L

8
Tinselled Souvenir Postals. Your name on 1 A
C. Foster, 1307 Flatiron Bldg, New York

'HE VERY BEST SELLER FOR AGENT
s

Agents wanted for the celebrated Rogers Knives,
Forks, Spoons, ect. Exclusive territory, good pay.

ROGERS SALES CO., New York

ATLANTIC CITY’S
renowned Boardwalk
shown for first time

in 13 continuous Post Card Views, 25c., with illus-

trated catalogue. Beautifully lithographedin colors,

and glossed. LESTER PUBLISHING CO., 215 Sansom
Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Finest Embossed Flower Cards /\
II In colors and gold. Choice selection. >’o two alike. I 11^*

^ Actually worth 5c each. Money hack if not pleased. * v^
LUCAS & CO., 161 Fifth Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL.
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An Important tvent
Vick’s Magazine Removed to Chicago

TTH this number, Vick’s Magazine en-
ters upon a new era in its caree".

For many years this publication was
printed and published in Rochester,
N. Y., by its illustrious founder,

James Vick, of revered memory. Later it was
removed to the neighboring town of Dansville,
N. Y., and now its location has been changed
again, this time to Chicago.
Not only is Chicago the great industrial and

commercial center of this mighty empire, but also
the literary and publishing center of the same.
Pre-eminently Chicago is the place where things
are done strenuously and in a large way, and is,

therefore, the proper place from which to send
forth Vick’s Magazine to all parts of the nation.
It is always an affecting incident in the life of the
individual when he determines to leave the home
of his boyhood and youth in a small country
town and enter the teaming life in a big city. The
change, however, having been decided upon, he
chokes down the sentiments of regret and, hav-
ing bidden his loved ones adieu and paid a parting
tribute to the dear dead ones he leaves behind, he
manfully squares his shoulders, turns his back upon
the old home, which is to be home to him no
longer,, and bravely goes forth into the battle of
life to win the success of which he has long
dreamed. Horace Greeley’s advice, “Young man,
go West,” was never more appropos than in our
own case. Chicago is the location for the head-
quarters of such a magazine as ours from every
point of view—manufacture, circulation, advertising,

mailing, and business.

In consequen’ce of the re-location of our pub-
lication one issue of the magazine has been omitted,
that for September, but every subscription will be
put forward one month in consideration of the

omission of our September number this year. Im
entering upon an enlarged life in a great city we
have thought it seemly and proper to put on
better clothes, a more engaging appearance, grat-
ifying evidences of which are afforded in the ex-
quisite and artistic design which adorns our cover
page, and also in the greatly improved appearance
of every page of the magazine, both typographi-
cally and artistically. Not only will our readers
note this marked improvement in appearance, but
also fully as great a betterment in the subject mat-
ter of the magazine itself. This splendid issue of
Vick’s is but a promise of even better things to
follow. No effort or pains will be spared to make
Vick’s Magazine in every way the very best of
its class in the world. We thereby confidently ex-
pect to retain not only our many thousands of
friends, who have been so loyal to Vick’s Magazine
during the thirty years of its career, but to many

THE GREAT PRESS ON WHICH VICK'S MAGAZINE IS PRINTED

thousands more who will come to know and to
love this publication as it has been known and
loved by hundreds of thousands of the best men,
w'omen, and children who have lived in this country
during the past quarter century.

1 he change of location just made not only means
radical improvement in appearance and content,
but also greatly improved methods and appliances
for the production of the magazine. Herewith is

presented a view' of the magnificent fire-proof
building of the Home Herald Company, at the
corner of LaSalle avenue and Ohio street, Chi-
cago, in which are located the offices of Vick’s
Magazine, and also an illustration of the new
$40,000 Hoe magazine perfecting press on which
this and subsequent numbers of our magazine will
be printed. This press is the newest and in every
way finest magazine press in this country, and is

more up-to-date and wonderful in the things that
it will do than is any other press of its kind ever
set up. It takes the blank paper from immense
rolls for the printing of the body of the magazine
and prints the same, and simultaneously takes the
cover paper from other rolls and prints this in
several colors, assembles the pages in proper
order, stitches them together, and brings forth the
magazine printed, folded, assembled and trimmed,
all ready for mailing without any manual manipu-
lation whatsoever. This great press is one of the
sights of Chicago, and we W'ould be much pleased
to have any of our friends, when in the city, call
and see what marvels it performs. The publishing
plant from which our magazine issues not only
has this press, but has a large battery of flat-beds
that are constantly running and sending forth to
the country every week millions of pages of the
various publications issued therefrom.

Concluded on page twenty-nine

OUR NEW HOME
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The Fruit of Her Hands
By Edwin Markham

EDWIN MARKHAM

Woman, for instance, has inborn aptitude for

studying social problems. For ages she has been

shut out, as by a Chinese wall, from business and

politics; and her life, tethered to home and church,

has been a long schooling in social ethics. Here,

then, she has experience, here she has insight. So

she comes to social problems with warm sympathy,

and with faith avering that things can be changed,

and that whatever is wrong must be

righted.

Woman has made the home, and

now she must help to make that

larger home—the state. She must

come to the help of good govern-

ment. For what is good govern-

ment? It is nothing but good house-

keeping—the larger housekeeping

of the people.

And this feeling in woman for the

betterment of the social order is

growing everywhere. She is begin-

ning to reach out to the slums of

cities, to the perfidies of senates.

Her pen is bright and busy. M.
Ferdinand Brunetiere declares that

“the new interest in social prob-

lems that has given distinctive

stamp to contemporary fiction in

all countries is largely due to wom-
en writers.”

Woman’s whole being (in its best

moment) palpitates to help the

world. Dare I not believe that

Fanny Kemble’s experience speaks

for all? This great actress used to

say that when standing in character

before a vast audience that was

thrilling to her words, quivering in

sympathy to her every mood, she

was often tempted to leave off her

acting and suddenly to cry some

word from her own heart to the

heart of the people. And always,

at such exalted moments, all she

could think of to say was that old

cry of mother to son, of God to

man, “Be good! be good! be good!”

Yes; woman would have the

world be good, but how can it be

made good? Not by a cry from a

stage, not by a shout on the street.

But rather by reaching a practical

hand into the grime and grit of our work-a-day

life.

Men and women need something to love and

something to hope for. But under this love and

this hope lies the bread-and-butter question—terri-

bly practical and terribly persistent. And under

this bread-and-butter question lies a right as old

as the world and as deep as life itself—the right

to work. Every man has a right to live—every

( Concluded on page twenty-seven.)

cf languishing poets, for the fine phrases of court-

ly Chesterfields. She was not a power in govern-

ment save only through the dark and devious ways

of intrigue. She was a mere supernumerary and

accessory of institutions—a pretty bauble, splendid

trinket. But a new spirit is moving on our disturbed

and wonderful epoch. It is the apparition of

woman. She is coming forth at last to take her

place by the side of man in the world’s affairs.

We need not enter into the vexed questions

—

“Shall woman invent and create, or shall she sim-

ply work over the old matter?” Nor need we take

the thorny path where tongues and quills are

fighting out the question, “Which is the better

worker in art and literature, man or woman?” I

care not for the contention that would weigh mag-

nolia against oak, orange against apple. Each is

perfect in its own sphere.

&er tfje ftuft of fjer imnti# ana let

fjet otott toorfeg praise ijet* in tije gate*.”

HUMBLE dial-builder, once upon a

time, approached a great man to

carve a motto for a new-built dial.

The sage, surly at this interruption

of his cobweb cogitation, turned and

croaked out: “Sirrah! Be about your business!”

“Ha, the very thing!” cried the

dial- maker in delight. “A better

mandate for the use of time was

never flung out upon the pathway

of the hours.” And straightway he

carved the legend upon his dial to

speak its wisdom to the passers-by.

“Be about your business!” What
better word for both man and

woman—for the servants of the

Great Purpose, the servants to

whom is intrusted the business of

the Father!

And what is this business? I

am bold to say that the chief busi-

ness of men and women in this age

(and in every age) is to endeavor

to shape and reshape the social

state to the needs and aspirations

of universal human nature. This

does not mean that we should be

petrified conseratives, nor rampant

radicals; but that we should be ser-

vants wisely awake to every whis-

per of the social conscience, to every

hint of the heart, for the extension

of freedom and affectionate justice

in the world. It means that we must

persist in sleeping on our arms, al-

ways ready for a new departure

whenever the bugle sounds on the

mountain—always ready for a new
advance toward the Holy City of

our dream.

The glory of woman is her sym-

pathy, as the glory of man is his

reason. But neither sympathy nor

reason is perfect without an infu-

sion of the other. In the past,

man’s reason has lacked sympathy,

and so has been cold, hard, static;

while woman’s sympathy has lacked

reason, and so has been narrow, un-

balanced, misguided. Her sympathy

has been limited to the home, the church, the set.

But no sympathy is large and divine until it

goes out to the whole humanity. I rejoice that the

womanly sympathies of this day are breaking

through the old traditions of dooryard and neigh-

borhood, and are flooding out to encircle cities,

and states, and peoples. It was once thought to

be the whole business of woman to slave it in the

kitchen or to queen it in the drawing-room. She

was set apart as a theme for the sugared sonnets



WOMANLY
[FOREWORD

.

— The article published herewith
consists of carefully selected .excerpts from a most
excellent volume, “Women’s Ways of Earning
Money, published by the well-known New York
hrm, A. S. Dames & Co., and written by Mrs. Cyn-
thia Westover Alden, the world-famed president of
the International Sunshine Society. This book is

one of a most valuable series of six books, “The
Woman’s Home Library,”edited by the well-known
author, Mrs. Margaret E. Sangster. The other books
of this library are, “The Mother’s Manual,” “Beauty
Through Hygiene,” “House and Home,” “The Court-
esies,” “Correct Writing and Speaking”—all good
books that should find a place in every home. The
first excerpt used is from the pen of Mrs. Sangster,

and is a part of the editor’s introduction to Mrs.
Alden’s splendid book. The tribute therein paid to

the author of “Woman’s Ways of Earning Money "

is fully well deserved.]

Introduction
By Mrs. Margaret E. Sangster

RS. CYNTHIA WESTOVER
ALDEN, in Woman’s Ways of Earn-
ing Money, draws upon large experi-

ence and wide observation. She has

successfully wrought in a number of
responsible positions, and she has an immense
acquaintance with women in a variety of business
pusuits. Her gleanings have been made in many
fields. Mrs. Alden knows both employers and
employed, and keeps the balance fairly even be-
tween both. She describes with painstaking re-

gard to detail numerous ways in which women
may enter the great world-market and reap
rewards for diligent and skilled labor.

A glance at the latest United States Census
shows us that American women are practically

unconfined in their choice of vocation; that they
are debarred, by sex, only from the army and
navy and from the ranks of the police. They
are, if that documentary evidence be accepted,
roofers, deep-sea pilots, and boilermakers, to say
nothing of the hundreds of other trades and
tasks which they may adopt and perform. Mrs.
Alden tells women how they may earn money in

womanly ways. She shows them, with an en-
gaging candor and friendliness, that if they
would achieve distinction and receive salaries
they must not be afraid to work honestly and
honorably, in the open, as men do, but she pref-
erably indicates feminine avenues for feminine
talents. One is struck by the number of original
and novel occupations mentioned.

By MR5. ALDE.N
The women whom I would like to reach and

help are those who need to work for money, who
are willing to work honestly, but who do not
know what they can do. Some of them are
highly educated, others are not educated at all.

Some of them are blessed with good health,
others are sadly frail, but to all, the world says
L.arn your own living, ’ and to the timorous

question “How?” it maintains a dignified but
cruel silence.

Men are taught from childhood that they must
make their own way. In most cases the problem
of what to do, if one occupation is closed to
them, is frankly considered at each point in their
carreers. It is their function to use the wrestling
thews that throw the world. Women, on the other
hand, are brought up properly and normally to
look forward to the normal dependence of their
sex on masculine support. If every man had to-

mat ry, the theory would work out fairlv well,
though the widows would still offer a puzzle to
sociologists. Rut every man does not have to
marry, and having married may not be able to
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WAYS OF EARNING MONEY
By Mrs. CYNTHIA WL5TOVLR ALDLN

suPPort a wife. With a bedridden husband on
her hands, many a woman has been compelled to
seek some money-earning occupation.

The first proposition I want to present' is, that
if there is any one thing that you. can do better
than anyone else, then the world wants you to do
it, and a little ingenuity will bring you and the
world into harmony.

If you can make the prettiest patchwork quilts,

the finest jelly, the most luscious pies, the most
delicious cake, the best bread, the daintiest tidies

and sofa cushions, for miles around, why, you
mustn’t be buried; the world wants you and will

have you. Perhaps you are on a farm far from
any city. Never mind. In the village where
you get your supplies there is a general store.

It is your open seasame to success. Use it. Year
after year, in the country as well as in the city,

busy housewives are tending more and more to
buy what they can, instead of making it. You
can sell your quilts or your bread or your pies
or your cake or your tidies and sofa cushions.
They are wanted because they are good. If the
general storekeeper doesn’t consent at first to put
them on exihibition for a fair commission, just
keep at him. He will yield in time. It will be
a profit to him. The only fair bargain is one by
which both parties profit. If you never seek to
make any other you will be following the best
rule for all business.

The problem for the city woman is somewhat
easier. She has within her reach many occupa-
tions demanding more or less skill for which she
is either fitted or can fit herself. But there is no
place where the energy of a woman willing to
work need be wasted, even on the desert air. She
is at a premium, even in the wilderness.

Out of the book of experience come a few
“don’ts.”

A Few Don’ts
Don’t take the charity-receiving attitude in try-

ing to sell your products or your labor. If what
you have to dispose of is honest, you need not be

ashamed of it. If it isn't then you ought to be
too much ashamed of it to make the effort.

Don’t assume that you should be treated dif-

ferently because you are a woman. In the great
factory ot the economic system, sex ought not
to enter at all. When it does come in, it is to the
disadvantage of the weaker.

Don’t stick to any one thing after you have
proved to yourself that it isn’t the thing that you
can do best in.

Don’t make any change till you are satisfied

that the thing you are doing is not the best.

Don’t fail to improve yourself continually. The
broader your education the more pleasure you
will get out of life, and there are few acquire-
ments that may not be of service to you at some
time, whether they are now or not.

Don’t try to dress above the work you are
doing. You can always look neat. It is not wise
to look eccentric.

Don’t neglect your health by irregular eating,
by late hours, by needless exposure. Health is

everything, if you have your own living to earn.

How to Find Paying Work
Suppose you suddenly learn that you must earn

your own living. The first thing to do is to
screw your courage to the sticking point and
face the practical situation. Your case admits
of no wide choice. You must take the first

opening, even though it only secures for you your
board, but while in it fit yourself for something
better.

The something “better” is generally secured
by serving an apprenticeship. But in what?
Well, there is nothing to be done but to knock
at doors. Surely somebody knows somebody who
wants something done. If it is something you
can do, do it. But if it is something you can't

do, but would like to do, then spend all your spare
minutes learning how to do it. When you feel

yourself capable, apply, keep on applying for the
v/ork until you get it. A good worker always
wins; only the half-way proficient find no place
to “fit in.”

Don’t be afraid to say you want work. Tell
the fact to all your friends; tell them everything
you know you can do, and everything you hope
to do, or think you might do. Ask your friends
to keep you in mind, and give you every sugges-
tion they can, for making a living.

I have a letter on my desk now—a piteous,
pleading one, begging me to help the writer, who
finds herself stranded. She is in San Francisco,
and she writes to me in New York. The thought
occurs to me: “Why, it will be two weeks
before an answer to this can reach her. She may
be dead. Why did she not appeal to her next-
door neighbor 1 Then I notice the postscript,
that says: “Please don’t let anybody here know
of my condition. My pride would never stand
such humiliation.”

A woman like this will always have a hard
time—once she begins to be unlucky it grows on
her so. She would rather have me, almost a

stranger, pay her rent and buy her food than that
her neighbors should know she had no money.
She would rather take charity of me than give
her friends an opportunity of trying to put her in

the way of making herself independent.
If you must make a living, don’t shrink from

the task. Start out with the thought that it is

not so much what you would like to do, as what
you can find to do, that counts.

Work at Home
The question of “home work” bristles with diffi-

culties. In the first place, if it is factory work
that you take home, your wages compare badly
with what the factory operative receives. It

Continued on page thirty-one.
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THE ECLIPSE OF THE THORNTONS
By RUTH HAYS

PART I.

HAT’S the matter,

Nan? Lost your last

friend?”

Nan dropped into

the nearest chair with

a sigh. “You won’t

feel so very cheerful

I tell you, Bob, father’s

Colorado for at least a

Bob stood aghast. “Who

yourself when

got to go to

year
”

“Whe-ew !”

says so ?”

“Dr. Boardman—and that isn’tt all.

Mother’s going with him.”

Bob’s face was as long as Nan’s now.

“Mother, too! Did she say so?”

Nan nodded. “She’s just told me;”

and then there was a few minutes’ si-

lence.

“But what—why—father isn’t any

worse, is he? Dr. Boardman doesn’t

think ” Bob stopped suddenly. He
couldn’t put it into words, this cold fear that had

seized his heart.

“No, no!” cried Nan hastily. “Of course not.

He isn’t worse, I’m sure; only Dr. Boardman

thinks he will get well sooner out there, and

mother will have to go to take care of him till he

does. Don’t look so, Bob! Mother’s quite sure

he’ll get better'—she said she was.”

Bob drew a long breath. All their little world

was falling in ruins about them, and for a moment

neither could speak. But presently Nan moved

restlessly. “We must find Madge and Charley.

Mother told me to tell them, too,” she said rising,

but Bob interposed hastily, “I’ll find them.” It

was a relief to get out of sight of every one for

just a moment. He came back presently with the

younger girl and boy, and the bad news was told.

“We’ve got to move at once,” added Nan bluntly.

“Don’t cry, Madge. You’ll only make it harder

for father and mother.”

“You’re crying, yourself!” Madge brushed away

her tears indignantly. “Isn’t she, Charley? You

know you are,' Nan!”

“No I’m not—at least I’m not going to. I

promised mother we wouldn’t.”

“Well, I didn’t.” Madge was rebellious. “And

I’ve just got to cry; I can’t help it.”

But here Charley broke in. “Hush up, Madge, and

let us hear the rest. Cut along, Nan, and tell us

where we’re going.” But when Nan said “Harrison

street,” there was a chorus of dismay. Even Bob

whistled, and Charley muttered “Beastly place!”

while Madge fairly wailed.

“Nobody will ever come to see us in that hole,”

she began, but Nan interrupted shortly: “Let them

stay av/ay, then!” She wanted it all told and over

with, and added what even she felt to be the last

straw, “Miss Prince is coming to board with us.”

They all knew Miss Prince, by sight at least, the

elderly principal of the Harrison street grammar

school, and Nan was quite prepared for Charley’s

groan.

“Oh, Nan! that prim old thing! We can’t stand

her anyhow. Can’t you get mother to cut her out?

She’ll make us walk chalk, I’ll bet!”

“We shan’t need any making,” returned Nan,

and Bob added gravely, “I should hope none of us

would be mean enough to make trouble that way.”

“Of course, there must be some older person in

the house,” he went on presently. “We’re all too

young (‘and Nan’s too pretty,’ he whispered, smil-

ing at her) not to have a chaperon, and Miss

Prince’s board will help along, too. Father won’t

be getting any salary for a long time, you know,

youngsters. We’ll all have to help.”

The two children looked very grave and neither

1
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spoke, Then Nan went on. “We’re to take Mary,

of course, but not Jane. The house is so small

mother thinks we can get along without her. Peter

isn’t going, either.”

“Not even Peter?” Charley looked thunder-

struck. “Why, who is going to take care of the

grounds, and the horses, and tend the furnace, and

shovel paths, and all that, next winter? Bob

got to?”

“The dickens I have!” whistled Bob. “I don’t

know a thing about the furnace
”

“But you can learn.” Nan smiled at him wist-

fully. “We shall all have to learn so many things.”

And Bob was game.

“All right, I’ll stoke. What else, Nan? There

won’t be any horses, of course?”

Nan shook her head, but here Madge broke in:

“Your tea, Nan—your coming-out tea! Ain’t you

going to have any, after all? You can’t down

there, with mother away. Oh, it’s horrid! perfectly

horrid, so it is!”

The protests and laments had it all to themselves

for a few minutes, till Nan said cheerily: “I shall

just come out in a new direction, Madge. I’m to

be housekeeper, and you’ll see what I can do. I

mean to be a great success, I can tell you!”

“So you will, Nan; reg’lar ripper!” Charley

patted her on the back by way of encouragement.

“When are we going to move? Next week? I

say, Madge, let’s go and pack up
”

“Yes, and find Jacky, please, Madge. Jane

will be so busy and mother wants me to go down

to the new house with her and plan a little. Could

you and Charley look out for him awhile? Let

him pack up his toys, too.”

“All right! We’ll look after him. But Nan—
Nan! Jacky really ought to go to dancing school

this winter, can’t he; don’t you think? He ‘toes

in’ so. Why, he jumped on his own feet coming

downstairs this morning and made himself cry.

He did, truly.”

“Well, how did he manage that, I wonder?”

laughed Bob, “jumping on his own feet, hey

Madge ?”

“Easy enough,” said Madge, tartly; “one foot

jumped on the other, of course. He’s always

doing it.”

“Well, then, suppose you turn dancingmaster and

try your hand on him, Madge! Come, I’ll help

you out. You give him a regular lesson every day

till he ‘toes out’ to suit you, and I’ll give him that

little fishing rod of mine when he does it. And I’ll

give you—let’s see—what shall I give you?”

“That stick pin of yours with the dog’s head,”

returned Madge promptly, “Well, I’ll try, but I

don’t believe he’ll do it. Come along, Charley.”

As the two younger ones went out,

Bob’s face grew very grave.

“No more dreams. Bob,” Nan smiled

as cheerfully as she could. “Mother

says she trusts us to be the two

‘pillars of the house,’ and we’ll try.

The responsibility is upon our shoul-

ders and it is up to us to make

good.”

Bob nodded. “I wonder if I couldn’t

get a place at Brown & Sharpe’s?”

he said thoughtfully. “I like machin-

ery, and perhaps in time I could get

to be a superintendent, as father is.”

“And give up college? Father

wouldn’t hea: to it for an instant, Bob!

Don’t ever mention such a thing.

They’ve got it all planned out—mother

said you must get your education first

to fit you for work by and by. You

mustn’t be handicapped in the begin-

ning.”

“I could enter another year, you

know, if father gets well. Other fellows work

their own way through; so I could. You’re giv-

ing up all your plans ”

“Oh, but that’s entirely different,” interrupted

Nan. “It’s only parties and things for me; it’s

so fortunate I was graduated last spring. Mother

said it would have made it a great deal harder

if I hadn’t finished school, and I’m so glad I

am free. She said she’d have to trust a great

deal to us two, but she relied on our being equal

to it. It was a comfort that Miss Prince would

be there, and if we get into any difficulty we’re

to consult Dr. Boardman. You can sit a little

while with father, can’t you, Bob, till mother and

I get back? We’ll not be long, but there are

some things she must show me.”

“It’s not half bad,” she reported when the visit

had been made. “Quite a pretty little house, only

so small, of course. There’ll be as much room as

we. want to take care of, though,” with a half sigh.

“No grounds at all, Bob. The house sits right on

the street and there’s only a path through for the

side yard; and a little bit of place at the back

big enough for Jacky to play in, perhaps, but

I don’t know about the others.” The half sigh

became a whole one as she looked out on

the trim, well-kept lawns and garden about their

own home.

“Well, it’s September; winter’s coming,” con-

soled Bob. “They’ll not mind so much then, and

besides they’ll be in school most of the time. Tell

you what, Nan,” he added more cheerfully, “I’ve

thought what I can do. I’m going to apply for a

place in evening school, to teach, you know. Lots

of the fellows do, and it will help along. And I’ll

have a try at the Burns scholarship! It would pay

my way through college if I could get it, and I’m

going to work like a trooper. It’s dogged as does

it, you know.”

The days fairly flew past for the next few weeks,

there was so much to do and to plan. Nan often

wondered how her mother had found time to

think of everything as she had, but it was all ar-

ranged. The travelers got off first, before the

moving began, their father very white and worn,

but their mother very cheerful and hopeful. They
all bore up bravely, and if Madge and Charley were
missing for an hour or so and reappeared with

very red eyes no one commented, and they were

in the rush of moving almost 'immediately, and the

excitement and novelty of the new quarters kept

them all too busy to think until they were settled

and shaken down, as Bob said, into the new home.

Continued on page twenty-six.
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When he is ‘'blue” a shadow steals

Athwart the day, the sunlight feels 1

A bit less cheerful, and the pain

Within my heart revives again

—

When he is “blue.”

A loyal heart, as true a friend

As ever Fate to me could lend;

His mild reproof, his gentle praise

Has cheered and guided me through days-

When I was “blue.”

WHEN HE IS “BLUE”
By JUDSON REX

As brothers we, with hopes and fears

That glint between the smiles and tears

That strew the paths o’er which we’ve strayed

These many months, and worked and played-

When both were “blue.”

When he is “blue” I fain would say

Something to chase his gloom away,
The while I know the pain he feels

Too often o’er my comfort steals

—

And makes me “blue.”

And so I know could I but stand

Today and hold him by the hand,

That touch would cheer us both far more
Than all the wealth of wisdom’s lore

—

Since we are “blue.”

Vick's ^Magazine for October

Take heart, O brother mine, although
These words fall weak as melting snow.

My inmost heart goes out to where
You sit slow battling with despair

—

Uncertain—“blue.”

I can but feel that there will dawn
A day, when, looking back upon

These years, we each, close sitting by,

Shall smile through tears and wonder why-
We were so “blue.”

g§jg£ Woman as a Professional Gardener

A highly respectable occupation for women has

developed from the ever-changing economic con-

ditions of the day. The idea is not confined to

America; indeejl, it did not originate with us, since

England, still conservative in regard to woman’s
field of action, first sanctioned the occupation. It

is that of professional gardening. The first woman
to put a stamp upon, to really label this profession

as distinctly in woman’s realm, was a graduate

ffrom a three years’ course in the London botanical

gardens—a thoroughly trained horticulturist. Her
success has opened a new and desirable field for

woman’s consideration. It is not, however, for the

highly trained and extensive operator that this

article is written. There are many women in

suburban districts, in country towns, or even in

smaller cities, who, with a little special study in

horticulture, might make a comfortable livelihood

in this profession. In fact, in several parts of our

country women are already demonstrating the

practicability of the idea. The first woman on our

list is fairly educated with a good artistic sense of

proportions. She lives in a suburban town, and

when she determined to take up this entirely new
occupation she went to an old gardener in charge

of an extensive country place. He smiled at her

request for instruction and shook his head. “A
garden’s no place for a lassie,” he said; “go back

to the pots an’ kettles an’ tha bakin’ o’ tha cakes.”

But the young woman had been about the place

only a short time when the Scotchman discovered

that she was in earnest. She was an apt pupil and

very soon she could trim and prune and graft with

a delicacy and precision that surprised him. She

had been in the garden nearly a year when the old

man was taken seriously ill. “Let the lassie do it,”

he begged his employer; “she will na’ spoil the

job; she knows how it a’ should be doon.” For
months she held the place and gave satisfaction,

and when the old gardener came back he was

ready to recommend without reservation. “The

lassie’s- got more sense than most,” he said. She

then set up an establishment as a consulting gar-

dener and now has three workers—one man and

two young women

—

in her employ.

Another woman, who is acting as consulting

gardener in a California city, began with a small

seed exchange. As the business increased she in-

cluded potted plants, then shrubs and small trees,

until she was able to open an office. She had the

artistic sense strongly developed, and, at the re-

quest of her patrons, she commenced the laying

out of beds and small flower plots. She is now a

consulting gardener with a rapidly enlarging busi-

ness prospect.

Several women in different parts of the country

are starting what may prove to be a lucrative busi-

ness career by going out to work in gardens by

By GRACE ADELE PIERCE

the day. Why not? Women who take up this

employment successfully are quite sure to be re-

fined in taste and of artistic temperament. They
are well received in the families of their employers,

and, on the large country estates, some have
already been accepted as members of the house-

hold. The ordinary man, who acts as under-gar-

dener, is quite likely to be unskilled and indolent,

working only for his daily bread. The woman who
enters the profession does so because she has an
aptitude for it, and she does her work intelligently

and well because she has a love for it. One em-
ployer said not long ago: “I shall never doubt the

ability of a woman to do good and artistic garden-
ing. It was with fear and trembling that I gave
Miss B the place—she was an old friend of the

family and I could not refuse—but now I would
not part with her for any workman I have ever
employed. She understands the color scheme ex-

actly and I have no more hideous combinations.

BLNLATH THL 5TAR5
By Viola E. Smith

,

All day the pressing cares of busy life,

Its petty ills, perplexities and strife

Have claimed me; but as now at night I stand,

And note the shadows deepen o’er the land,

Earth’s weary noise and turmoil seem to cease;

All things are touched with dews of heavenly peace,

Beneath the quiet stars.

Gate after gate of glory swings aside.

Revealing starry vistas open wide;

The heavens seem by feet of angels trod.

And all the universe instinct with God.
Ah, who would think that one could cherish aught
Impure or base, either of deed or thought.

Beneath those holy stars?

O awe-inspirnig, deep, majestic night!

The things of time and sense fade from my sight-

Mysterious voices float with far-off sound,

Infinity seems opening all around;

And face to face with the Eternal One,

My soul in reverence says, “Thy will be done,”
Beneath the solemn stars.

She has an eye for proportion, and my garden cor-

responds with my house and outbuildings as it

never did under the charge of my most expensive

gardener.” •

This particular gardener offers a very pleasing

picture as she passes in her capacity in and about

the grounds. She wears always a simple shirt

waist and skirt combination of dark green that

accords with any environment, and she is so quietly

well informed and ladylike that the profession is

never intruded upon the visitor. A few hints

kindly given from the experience of women already

in the fieid may prove helpful to the beginner. If

possible have a small office; it looks more business-

like and you will be found with much less trouble.

Select a part of the country where new homes are

most likely to be erected. Wear a professional and
extremely neat business suit of color and quality

that will not show earth soil. Wear gauntlet

gloves of good quality and style, as your hands
must have protection and at the same time the

pleasing effect of cleanliness. Much exposure
ruins the skin and the nails. Wear high, well-

laced, waterproof boots. A large soft-brimmed
hat or sunbonnet should be worn in work hours,

but this should be laid aside out of the garden and
a simple street hat donned. Do not affect care-

lessness as going with the garden, for it is no part

of the profession. If possible be able to lay out a

garden on paper as practically as an architect

would design a house. This will help you greatly

in the advancement of your work. Have a good
fundamental knowledge of floriculture—know your
own district perfectly and keep always alert for

new ideas. If you can furnish your own plants it

will add greatly to your income and will prove a

convenience to your patrons. Study color as an
artist would do, always with the thought of perfect

combination in your mind. Learn all the practical

points of your profession, and practice will make
perfect in this as in every other line of work.
Learn to prune, to graft, and to trim neatly. Make
a special study of hedge rows and of the artistic

bedding of seasonable flowers and plants. Be able

to talk shop with your customers and do not be

opinionated. There will probably be a chance for

improvement in your methods for many years to

come. One point of vantage to the wage-earner
in this profession is that the woman of middle age
is as much, perhaps even more, in demand than

her younger sister. Of the half dozen women who
furnish items of experience for this article three

are past middle age and one has reached her

thirtieth year; only two are young women. There
is health in out-of-door life and a vigor unknown
to office or shop. Taken as a whole, gardening
promises to be one of the most all-around profit-

able professions in this new era of woman’s work.
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THL MINISTRY OF FLOWERS AND PLANTS

RECEIVE a great many inquiries from

persons who would like to make money

out of flower growing. They have read

the absurd and misleading articles pub-

lished in various papers and magazines

about fortunes made in violet growing

and along other lines of floriculture, and

1^ it seems to them one of the easiest things

in the world to do what it is claimed oth-

ers have done. But when they make up

their minds to attempt to repeat the so-

called experiences of others they find that really they

don’t know the first thing to do, by way of beginning,

and they apply for information. Now, the fact that

they are willing to undertake a business about which,

by their own acknowledgement, they know nothing,

goes to prove that they would make a failure of it

if they were to start out in it. To make a business

of any kind successful it is absolutely necessary to

know a great deal about it. No level-headed person

would ever undertake to do such a thing without

first becoming familiar with all phases of it, and

the fact that some persons are willing to embark in

a business they understand nothing of shows that

they are utterly lacking in the level-headedness

essential to success. Therefore, when a person

writes, “I have been a teacher. I have worn myself

out in the schoolroom. I would like to earn a living

by growing flowers. I am told it is an easy and

profitable business. Please tell me how to get started

in it and all about what to do. I have saved up a

few hundred dollars that I can invest”—when I get

such a letter, and the above is a verbatim copy of

one received only last week—there is only one thing

an honest man can do in the case, and that is to

advise against the undertaking. Such a letter in

itself is all the argument needed to convince one that

its writer has no business ability. Those who have

genuine business instincts do not need to be told

that in order to grow flowers profitably they must

understand the business of flower growing, and this

comes front actual, personal experience, and in no

other way.

But there are ways in which many women and chil-

dren for that matter, can earn quite a little money in

growing plants and vegeta-

bles. I have in mind a

woman who has a collec-

tion of fine geraniums. Her

friends used to besiege her for

“slips.” One day the idea oc-

curred to her, “Why not make

cuttings from my plants and

sell them? My friends buy

plants of the florist—why

shouldn’t they buy of me?”

She set to work at once and

put all the cuttings she could

obtain from her plants into

sand, and when the next ap-

plicant for “slips” came along

she announced that she had

gone into plant-growing on a

small scale, “as a source of

revenue,” and that all her

cuttnigs would be used in the

production of “plants for

sale.” I presume that some

of her acquaintances criticized

her for stinginess, and thought

it “small” of her to think of

selling what she had hereto-

fore given away, but persons

began to buy, and it was not

long before her last young

plant was sold. She has kept

By LBELN L. RLXFORD

on with the business ever since, and though she

hasn’t made a fortune out of it, she has made some-

thing, and that something has helped her to obtain

many things she would most likely have been obliged

to go without if she had had no plants to sell.

I know another woman who grows a good many

annuals, like asters, pettunias, phlox and pansies

—

plants that do not require a great deal of attention,

but which can be safely transferred. She disposes

of hundreds of seedlings of these to women friends

who do not care to grow their own plants from seed

In fact, so large is her patronage in her home neigh-

borhood each season that she has been enlarging her

garden each year of late. She will not get rich in

the business, but it brings her in a little pin-money,

and “every little helps,” you know.

I know of women who grow vegetables for sale

and find it profitable. Their friends who have no

gardens, or who do not care to cultivate them, are

glad to come to them for a fresher and in every way

better article than they can generally find on sale in

the markets of the ordinary country village. These

women earn considerably in this way. In fact they

find ready sale for everything they have to dis-

pose of.

I also know of several children who are mak-

ing quite a little each year by raising tomato plants,

which they sell to persons who don’t care to bother

with seed-sowing. Last year some of these children

enlarged their business by adding pansies to their

stock in trade, and one of them told me yesterday,

when I asked him about it, that he had no difficulty

in getting rid of all his plants last spring. “I could

have sold a good many more if I’d had them,” he

said. “Folks’ll buy ’em that wouldn’t think of try-

ing to grow them for themselves, if you offerend ’em

to ’em.” That exactly explains the situation. Go to

persons with your plants and nine times out of ten

you’ll sell them some, provided they are good ones,

if they haven’t any of their own. This is not a

reckless assertion, for it is a fact that most people

who have homes want at least a few plants growing

in their yards each season. They may not have
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any there if they cannot have them without sending

to a florist for them, but if they are brought to them,

and offered at a reasonable price, they will invest.

I have said enough, I think, to set persons who

would be glad to earn a little pin-money to thinking

out the possibilities of doing so by plant growing

and vegetable raising on a small scale in their own

gardens. Here is a chance for the children to learn

as well as earn. Who knows but the boy who begins

by growing a few plants for sale may not develop

into a professional gardener? If he does not he will

have learned a good deal about many things, and

this knowledge will help him in whatever business

he may undertake later on. There are certain ele-

mental principles common to all kinds of business,

whether carried on on a large or small scale, and

these can be learned in the garden as well as in the

store or office.

I hope what I have said will help my readers to

think out this pin-money matter for themselves and

that some of them will attempt to profit by the hints

I have sought to embody in the article.

* * *

QUESTION AND ANSWER
Black Spots on Roses—Mrs. B. S. Get Bor-

deaux mixture, either in paste or dry form, pre-

pare as directed and spray your plants with it. Better

pick off all the affected leaves and burn them.

Removing Bulbs
—

“I have tulips, hyacinths, cro-

cus, scillas and narcissus that I would like to move

to another location. If I take them up now can

I store them in the cellar until September and

then plant them?” (Mrs. E. B. S.)

Yes. These bulbs will have completed their

early annual growth and will now be dormant.

Put them away in a dry, cool place and keep them

from the light.

Peonies and Roses—“I would like to set out

peonies and roses this fall. Wffien shall I do

it?”
(Mrs. S.)

Poenies can be planted to the best advantage

in October. Roses I would plant in spring. They

cannot be safely taken up un-

til they have fully completed

the work of the season and

ripened all their wood, and

cold weather comes on so

soon after that the plants

will not have had sufficient

time to establish themselves

in their new quarters be-

fore winter sets in. For

this reason I advise spring

planting.

Sea Onion—“Three months

ago I shifted my onions to

a larger jar. This jar the

plant has completely filled

with roots, but it has only

the two leaves it had when

shifted. Why doesn’t the

top grow?”

(B. U. H.)

Very likely the plant will

make top growth when it

completes its period of root

growth. If it is healthy let

it take its time for develop-

ment. One cannot hurry

these matters. A strong and

healthy plant will grow, soon-

er or later.
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WOMEN IN AGRICULTURE
By MRS. ADDA F. HOWIL

Agricultural School at Pernlth, England Queen Marie Antoinette’s Dairy (Photo taken by Mrs. Howie)

I
T is no modern innovation that has

given women an active and prominent

place in the pleasant and lucrative

occupation of farming, for if we are

to rely on a carefully compiled his-

tory according to Professor Mason, of the Smith-

sonian Institute, women were the first to engage
in this fruitful calling, and any biblical student

who has thoroughly investigated the subject will

recall a regretable incident of an early day that

unquestionably credits woman’s influence with the

hasty abandonment of Adam’s earliest horticul-

tural operations. In short, the ancient and latter

day history of both the old and the new worlds

is so replete with pleasing examples of the power-
ful sway of woman in this field of labor that it

would be difficult to find a single age or country

where land or cattle have not been benefited by
her subtle wisdom and tireless efforts. Hence
it will be needless to turn back in the annals of

agriculture to the days of Ruth with her garnered

sheaves and wifely devotion to substantiate a claim

for her salutary influence on every branch of this

inspiring and intricate business. And while little

credit has been accorded to the women, who have

been instrumental in developing the dairy herds

of the old world, the assuring stamp of her suc-

cessful efforts is plainly manifest in each breed that

has ever attained a prominent standard of ex-

cellence.

Some Royal Examples
The charms of the dairy maid have been for

centuries an inspiring theme for both poet and
painter, and the beneficial results of woman’s ten-

derness and love have worked so potent a spell

upon the characteristics of foreign cattle, that

shrewd American buyers are eager to exchange
their clanking dollars for bovines possessing the

perfection of outline and quality that has been
faithfully transmitted for hundreds of years in a

blessed atmosphere of love and gentleness.

Yes, women have ever been conspicuously pres-

ent during the plodding march of agricultural im-

provement, and if we choose to turn so far back
in the world’s record as to the seventeenth cen-

tury, we will find one of the most pitiable examples
of womanly longing for a simple life, in the grew-
some story of Marie Antoinette, who found relief

from the political intrigues and formal state re-

strictions among the dainty appointments of a tiny

dairy that had been erected in the palace grounds.

History does not name the breed of cattle that

supplied the Delf jars with their precious offer-

ing, but it requires no great flight of a prac-

tical imagination to assume that the little

islands of Jersey, Guernsey and Alderney, in the

English Channel, near the coast of France, were
drawn upon for a type of kine so pleasing as to

find favor in the royal stables. And one can fancy

a queens delight when she walked among her
cattle. A stony-hearted recorder of facts reveals
that the lower ranks of her subjects scorned the
unfathomable nature of a royal lineage that would
revert, even for recreation, to so humble an oc-

cupation; still others of broader conception felt

a thrill of genuine admiration and pity for one,
who, dwelling among many that outwardly gave
her homage, should turn to her barn and dairy

to satisfy a longing for a quiet, simple life and
sincere affection. And while the humiliating sor-

rows and tragic death of the unhappy queen are
now no more than faint echoes in a turbulent

passage in French history, the picturesque little

dairy with its stone walls, thatched roof and self-

same shelving of glass, still stands in the palace

grounds of little Trianon, a pathetic monument to

the sweeter nature and nobler impulses of a victim
of vicious persecution.

And yet a later period in our civilization re-

veals the fact that women are still taking an active

part in tilling the soil and propagating the stock.

Not alone the sturdy peasant of a foreign birth,

whose skillful labor wrenches from the miserly
earth a more abundant crop and whose gentle

and sympathetic methods have exerted so bene-
ficial an influence in the development of flocks

and herds, but women of wealth and rank, with re-

finement and culture, have personally added material

of value to a world’s agricultural achievements.

England’s dearly beloved and revered Victoria

—The Good—took pride and pleasure in well tilled

fields and living creatures that added beauty and
value to the royal farms, and the women of Ameri-
ca who seek so closely to imitate foreign customs,
need feel no hesitancy or belittlement of station

in giving personal supervision for the certain bet-

terment of both land and stock.

Another noteworthy example of regal affec-

tion for this calling, brings us to the present time,

and that is that of the Queen of Holland, who
recently added thirty cows to the royal stables,

we are informed, for the purpose of taking com-
mercial advantage of her agricultural pursuits,

but one may read between the lines and attribute

a more subtle motive in a natural craving for a

simple, wholesome occupation that might serve,

in a measure, to stifle the grievous disappointment
of a blasted ambition for an ideal home life, where
the sweeter ties of wife and motherhood would
mitigate the more irksome obligations of even an
idolized sovereign.

Women of our own land and in the present day
have, for various reasons, turned confidently to

the allurements of this noble pursuit. Among
them may be noted women whose education and
refinement would give them ready entrance to any
social circle. That a sincere love of nature and
creditable achievement has prompted the selection

of this wholesome and fascinating occupation, can-

not be questioned when one observes the absorb-

ing interest taken in the work.

Any woman with inherent ability to intelligently

act, and who possesses a real love for nature, will

find ample encouragement and assistance to enter

this profession. Our agricultural colleges fling

wide their doors to admit women as well as men,
and to the inquiring mind and industrious spirit

there is ready opportunity to become familiar with

every phase and contingency of the business, so

that with a preparation of this kind, a woman
may buckle on her armor and set out with a cer-

tain confidence of winning an enviable position,

and with this equipment of knowledge, a definite

purpose, and the courage to toil unceasingly, the

American woman may ably compete in all branches

of this work with her sisters of any district and
province of the old world.

The Voiceless Who Have Known the Cross
Without the Crown of Glory

Y7 es, there have been many gratifying examples
of woman's efficiency and perseverance to mark
every stage in the annals of this great work;
women, who single-handed and alone, have suc-

cessfully battled with every problem of the art.

In many cases they have received their full mead
of praise and honor, for a restless public, ever

striving for the unique, have singled them out as

objects deserving of special commendation, and
the ever ready press has generously taken up

the hue and cry and as eagerly held them aloft

to a world-wide admiration as models of wisdom
and courage.

And yet, throughout our land there are hun-

dreds upon hundreds of farm-born women whose
greater deeds have passed unnoted, whose persist-

ent efforts, devotion, and success have entitled

them to an equal tribute of praise. The farm-wife,

who, perhaps, has been shielded from care, or

relegated to a place of thankless toil and subjec-

tion; who, when an all-wise Providence has sudden-

ly bereft or released her from the object of her

love or fear, often finds it necessary to cope with

the bread winning problem, and does this most
bravely. After the first gush of her widowhood
tears, she becomes conscious of the dormant en-

ergies she must put forth in order to surmount the

appalling obstacles that rise before her. Then the

sight of her fatherless litle ones becomes a potent

inspiration and spur to truly heroic effort. She
stolidly dons the sombre emblem of her bereave-

ment and bravely steps into the clouded or bright-

ened pathway of the future.

Her first thought and act seeks to perpetuate

the memory of her dead with fitting monument, for

what farm woman ever permitted the grave of

her mate to go unmarked? Then, uncomplaining-

( Continued on page twenty-seven.)
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THE
Synopsis.—An aged man, sitting in the doorway of

his Kentucky mountain home watching his young son

playing with a greyhound in the yard, is shot from the

thicket nearby and is fatally wounded. The lad fondly

seeks to withhold the old man from death, but in vain.

The father knows the slayer, Lem Elartli, and

lives long enough to pledge his boy to be revenged. A
little girl of the neighborhood is a witness to the trag-

edy, listens to the conversation between parent and

child, and tries to dissuade her playmate from keeping

his awful oath. The lad soon leaves the vicinity of the

tragedy and is bound out to a farmer and stockraiser.

During several years he practices with firearms and

becomes a crack shot for the purpose of avenging his

father’s death. Occasionally letters pass between him

and his childhood friend, she pleading with him to re-

lent, forgive, and forget. But the boy remains de-

termined to have a bloody revenge.

HIS doses our regular county spelling

contest,” announced the teacher,

“leaving Miss Cisely Dean winner of

the first county prize and accredited

delegate to the state spelling contest,

which will be held at Bridgeport, April 12. It is

to be hoped that Miss Cisely will go and bring

back the state prize to the county and district

which she has today so highly honored. The good

wishes of all, I am sure, will attend her. Will Miss

Cisely step forward and receive the prize which

she has so richly earned?”

With a happy, glowing face Cissy stepped for-

ward and received with a bow and smile the richly

bound volume which the teacher placed in her

hand. “This book,” said he, “is entitled ‘American

Heroines.’ It is a worthy record of worthy work;

but allow me to say that no worthier work is ever

done by anyone than that which is comprised in

doing one’s best everywhere and all the time. Our
young friend has done very well, indeed, and I am
sure that the contestants, though distanced, will

unite with me in congratulations upon her success.”

Somebody took the cue and started a round of

applause which shook the rafters. As soon as

quiet was restored the teacher announced: “Our
time is not up. We will have an intermission of

five minutes for social converse, and if in that time

we shall have arranged an impromptu contest, en-

tirely unofficial, of course, we will devote the next

hour to it for the entertainment and the good of all.”

Amid the hum of voices that followed Cissy

looked shyly at Jamie and Jamie at her. Then, as

Jamie drew near, Cissy broke the ice by saying:

“Come and see my new book.” And while he was

turning the leaves she asked many questions about

his new home and school, and at last she asked

the old question, “Are you going to do that?”

“Do what?”

“You know; what your father said.”

“Of course I am. Didn’t I swear to? Here’s

your book, Cis; it’s pretty. I’m going now.”

Before Jamie could escape the master had cap-

tured him, and almost before he knew what he was
about he found himself opposite Cissy, entered for

the impromptu spelling match.

Cissy was alert and ready for the fray, but Jamie
heaved a great sigh as he took his place, inwardly

quaking at what he felt was sure defeat, but rely-

ing upon the fact that he had so lately spelled cor-

rectly every word in the speller, as pronounced by
the faithful Bobby Bond, to save him from quick

and certain rout.

They had spelled some two hundred test words
correctly, when the word “granary” was given to

Cissy. To Jamie’s astonishment, she hesitated,

stammered, and finally missed it. The word was
a familiar one to her, as Jamie knew, but perhaps

Cissy was tired, for, flushing and confused, she had
spelled it with two “ns.” Quietly Jamie spelled it

correctly, and, after another round of applause, was
presented with two silver dollars, which sum had
been made up for the victor during the intermis-

sion, but a look into Cissy’s happy eyes told Jamie,

and the teacher as well, that she had given Jamie
the benefit of a very small doubt.

gfi

FEUDI5T5 REVENGE
By MRS. JULIA M. KLINCK

Part II.

Jamie rewarded Cissy for her kindness in shy

boyish fashion—by surreptitiously filling the pock-

ets of her gray jacket with peppermint. This same

gray jacket, too, he kept in sight as it hied down
street until it whisked around a corner. Then he

turned old “Nance” very reluctantly down the river

road toward home. Jogging along, a bright idea

struck him. Why should he be anybody’s bound

boy? There was humiliation in the thought. More
in the thought than in tile actual fact in Jamie’s

case, to be sure, but he chafed at the bond never-

theless. His father had possessed property which

he knew was to be his own when he was 21. Why
not have the benefit of some of it now? He pon-

dered a moment, then started old “Nance” on a

sharp trot back to town. It was a very much puz-

zled guardian to whom, ten minutes later, he sub-

mitted his problem.

“If you had your money and your time, boy,

what would you do with them?”

“I should go to school and get an education.”

“Why?”
Quickly the mottoes written in colored chalks

upon the schoolhouse wall came to mind. He had

read them a thousand times, but today for the first

time he realized their import. They served him

well at this juncture, for he answered quickly:

“Because an educated man is the happiest man.”

“Because an educated man is the most successful

man.”

“Because an educated man is the most useful

man.”

“Because an educated man is the most respected

man.”

Guardian Wells looked over his spectacles at the

boy and murmured: “Maybe he might; maybe he

might; his mother’s kith and kin were educated

people, an’ what’s in the blood is bound to come
out in the flesh.” After a thoughtful pause he

raised his head to say, kindly: “I’ll see about it,

my boy; I’ll see about it.”

A few weeks later Jamie’s time was bought of

Abraham Bond, though he could still stay and

“chore” for his board and clothes. Very much of

a man he felt himself now, as he marched off to

school, where he might have gone for six months
of the year, for the three years preceding, if he

had only cared enough for this privilege, to have
improved the opportunity. Henceforth things were
to be different with him.

Jamie now had an object in life and he set

himself to press dilligently toward it. Studying in

the winter to develop his intellect and strengthen

his best faculties, working in summer to build up a

strong constitution and harden his muscles, Jamie
lived a happy life on the Bond farm, the same bid-

able lad he had been when, as “bound boy,” he had
been at the beck and call of everybody.

Only one cloud was left to darken his sky, and
that had slipped almost below the horizon. So
three profitable years went by and at eighteen Jamie
entered Frankfort Academy, the least of its attrac-

THE TRUTH OF THE MATTER
By Benjamin Keech

“Life’s a hard struggle for things we don’t get,”

A nice, gloomy pessimist said.

“Life is a payment of things that we earn,”

An optimist voiced. “Ere we’re dead

We reap as we’ve sown. And when we object

To the pay that we earn, why, ’tis clear'

We’ve but to retract and so righteously act

That in time we can prove it to be a sound fact

That we get what we struggle for here.”

tions not being the fact that here he should have

Cissy for a school mate once more. How tall she

had grown and how beautiful! But what made her

so shy? And, indeed, why could he not approach

her in the old-time way? Their contests now,

though on larger lines, were not so close as in the

old days. Now Cissy led in all their studies, and

Jamie was obliged to burn the midnight oil and

forfeit all his holidays to make up for those three

wasted years. He had at last fallen into his old

habit of carrying Cissy’s books home from school,

which led to many delightful walks and talks; and

little did Cissy know what aspirations she awoke
in the heart of t’he stalwart youth who carried him-

self so proudly beside her.

One day their chat turned upon a stranger who
had entered the academy. “He is a handsome fel-

low,” Jamie was saying, “and well up in his studies,

but, smart and handsome as he is, I cannot endure

him. All the troubles that I ever had seem to

surge over anew whenever I see him. What is his

name, anyhow?” “His name,” said Cissy; “Why,
don’t you know him, Jamie? You ought to; he is

Lem Elarth, Jr.”

Jamie’s teeth clenched together, audibly, and his

brow darkened. “His father, the man you knew, is

dead.” Cissy went on, “and so, I suppose, the old

trouble, that absurd old fued, is wiped out, isn’t

it?” Jamie said not a word for the remainder of

the walk and the cloud had not lifted from his

brow when he handed Cissy her books at the gate,

and he even forgot, in his abstraction, to reply as

usual to Cissy’s gay goodnight.

The next afternoon Jamie was detained a moment
after the close of school, but, as Cissy gathered

up her belongings, he gave her a glance which

meant as much that night, as it had meant on sev-

eral occasions before, to please wait a moment.
All other times Cissy had waited on slight pretext,

or none at all, but this time, seized by some girl-

ish caprice, she passed on, and Jamie a few mo-
ments later spied her far down the street, tripping

lightly along with Lem Elarth by her side.

The next day Jamie purposely delayed a little,

and as before, Lem very promptly took his place

beside Cissy in the gray mist that was falling, car-

rying an umbrella over her with an easy protecting

grace, for which Jamie longed to throttle him. As
they left the room together Cissy had glanced back
at Jamie with a shy, sweet smile, to which his only

response had been a savage scowl; but despite his

rudeness, his despair, and the jealousy that de-

voured him, that little smile lay like a sunbeam in

Jamie’s darkened heart for many a day.

To make matters worse, in spite of Jamie’s best

efforts, Lem was leading in all their classes.

Three years wasted are not easily made up, as

Jamie- was finding to his cost. Cissy, too, was
leaving him far behind. Her better disciplined

mind could grasp much more easily what was all

nebulae to poor Jamie. The rivalry was now be-

tween herself and Lem. Jamie was out of it. And
now it became quite the regular thing for Lem to

escort Cissy to singing-school and “literary.”

Jamie was missing, too, the shy, sweet smiles which
pride would no longer allow Cissy to bestow upon
him. Decidedly, Jamie was out of it.

The spirit of revenge so long crowded down
now awoke to new life within him, destroying his

finer feelings and his innate goodness like a con-
suming fire. Revenge he must have. The old feud,

which had almost died a natural death, flamed up
afresh, and Lem took care to see that it should
not lack for fresh fuel. Elarth, son of the man
who was acquitted on a technicality from the
charge of murdering the elder Truman, hated
Jamie, even more than Jamie hated him, so every-
thing that he could do, in school or out, to wound
and trouble Jamie was done with an unction,
and whenever their glances met it was like the
clash of two-edged swords.

( Continued in November.)
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ERGEANT RUCK, oi the—the United

States infantry, was one of those

happy-go-lucky individuals who never

knew what the words care or want

signified. Most of his life was spent

in the service of Uncle Sam, which he entered when
a mere slip of a boy of twenty or thereabouts. He
had now reached the age of fifty, but still was as

hale and hearty as on the day he entered the

service.

In manner he was gruff and uncouth, but kindly

disposed when the notion struck him. Being a strict

disciplinarian, he tolerated no undue familiarity

from his subordinates, and in course of time was
shunned by the other non-coms and feared by the

privates.

There was but one creature upon which the old

sergeant showered all the affection of which his

soul was capable. That was his dog Tuck.

Tuck was like his master—well on in years and
of the most disreputable appearance imaginable.

His hide was of a dirty yellowish tint and as

rough as that of a cayote. Blind of one eye and
minus one ear, which he lost in a scrimmage with

a prairie wolf, he was a pitiable object to look at,

and perhaps for that reason the idol of his master.

But, according to Ruck’s mind, Tuck had some
excellent qualities, which coincided very much with

his own. He looked with utter contempt upon an
individual dressed in civilian clothes, and the sight

of an Indian almost drove him mad. If one of the

redskins happened to get in his way he would
growl, snarl, and bark till he was almost exhausted

or ordered by his master to shut up. Then he

would slowly retire, lie down at some distance

from the object of his aversion, and keep his sound

eye upon the intruder, ready at a moment’s notice

to renew his attack. Where that precious canine

hailed from or how he came into the possession

of Sergeant Ruck nobody seemed to know, nor did

anybody remember how he got his name. Some
of Ruck’s comrades asserted that, being so much

Ruck and Tuck
A TALL OF THL PLAINS

By Eugene Wlpfler

PART I.

like the old sergeant, the latter had stumbled upon
the name because it sounded so much like his own,
and Ruck and Tuck could not be beat. When it

is said that all the old man’s affection was show-
ered upon one-eyed Tuck reference is made to the

beginning of their acquaintance, for afterward a

buxom Indian squaw claimed some of it for her-

self, as we shall see later on.

At the opening of our story the regiment was
stationed at Fort Leavenworth. Garrison life was
anything but pleasing to the boys, and the daily

routine of drill, guard, and fatigue duty was irk-

some and wearing even upon the nerves of old

man Ruck, to say nothing of the younger ele-

ment, who longed for excitement and possible hair-

raising adventures and brushes with the red men.
The sergeant, when in the mood, would entertain

the boys with stories of fierce fights and narrow
escapes he had had on the frontier; the pictur-

esque life of a soldier on the boundless plains was
one of the favorite themes. The word picture he
drew of the various customs and doings of the red-

skins, such as the war, beggar, and sun dances, the

antics of their medicine men healing the sick and
their feasts and mode of life in camp, would have
done credit to a professional story-teller of the

East. These tales, so satisfactorily told, made the

men, if that were possible, more disgusted with
their hum-drum life than ever.

Marching orders came at last. The regiment

11

was ordered to proceed at once by boat and occupy
the several forts along the Missouri River—Forts
Randall, Pierre, and Rice. Sergeant Ruck’s com-
pany was assigned to Fort Pierre. It was a hot
and sultry day in August, 1866, when they reached
their destination. Fort Pierre is or, rather, was
(it has long since been abandoned) situated on the
left bank of the river and about three hundred
yards from it. Officially the ramshackle quarters
for the soldiers were known as a fort, but it had
as much the appearance of what is generally known
as a fortified place as a barn has that of a cathe-
dral. It just happened that on the day the troops
arrived a large tribe of the Sioux had pitched their

tepees near the post, and the whole population
turned out to receive the soldiers, not with en-
thusiasm, but with stoical indifference. Outside of

Sergeant Ruck and his shadow. Tuck, it is safe to

say, none of the boys had seen an Indian before.

Most of them had been recruited in Eastern cities,

and, of course, had never been so far west in their

lives. Therefore the sight that met their eyes
seemed to them awe-inspiring and weird. Two
thousand half-naked savages, painted grotesquely
in all the colors of the rainbow and wrapped in

blankets equally conspicuous for colors, their heads
decked with eagle feathers and their black hair tied

with ribbons, formed a picture of which they had
read in Cooper’s Indian tales but never expected
to meet in reality.

“Sergeant,” said a young fellow, addressing Ruck,
“them here Indians don’t look very ferocious,

although their hideous make-up might frighten a

tenderfoot somewhat.”

“Never you mind, boy,” replied the old man;
“wait till you make their acquaintance in a lonely

spot on the prairie, and maybe you will change
your opinion.”

The soldiers soon reached their quarters and
were glad, indeed, to be able to move about more
freely than it had been possible on the boat. But

( Continued on page twenty-seven.)

WHAT WOMEN CAN DO
To ask and answer the question, “What can not

women do?” would be easier than to attempt to

enumerate those things which women now can do.

To say that in these days, and in this country,

women may follow any occupation for which they

find themselves physically and mentally fitted would

not be far out of the way. Those statistics are

probably not exaggerated which claim that today

in the United States nearly four millions of women
are earning independent incomes. There may be

in this fact an element of sadness, suffering, and

tragedy, yet it bears a promise of advantage to

womankind and of safety to society. Anything

which reduces the two extremes of social slavery

and social aristocracy and increases the happy
mean of independent income-producers is beneficial

to society. So it is of the highest benefit to women
as a class, and to the society to which they belong,

that those who have need to earn an independent

livelihood should be able to choose, according to

their tastes and capacities, that which best fits and

pleases them, from various occupations.

The Rule of Love
To the American woman the disabilities of sex

have been reduced to a minimum, and she is a

human being free to go forth and till the garden

of the Lord as her strength and ambition impel or

permit. Not only is this true, but such a condition

has now been long enough in the experience of the

people for its results to be seen, in sufficient meas-

ure to enable us to form a judgment of its influence

upon society and the home. Its effect has been

immeasurably uplifting and ennobling. The model

homes of this land are the ideal homes of the

world, and the reason of this lies largely in the

fact that here husband and wife, father and mother.

By William Henry McKee

are intellectual equals, and there has never come
into their lives any thought of the subjection, or

domination, of either by the other. It is here the

law of love rules, for where there is absolute equal-

ity there is no other authority than that of love,

and love fulfills the law.

Woman’s Wider Sphere
The mother whose faculties have been trained

and developed finds such unexpected results in the

unconscious imitation of her little children that

she is almost led to believe that they have inher-

ited those acquirements and capabilities, which
were developed in herself only by earnest study

and effort. But they have breathed the atmos-

phere by which they w'ere surrounded and have
unconsciously profited by it to such a degree that,

when they come to the age of conscious effort, they

start from a much higher plane than that upon
which their mother began. Thus it has come about

that the breadth of the field of woman’s labor has

resulted in concentrating all its varied and extended

influences upon the home, and that which it was
once thought w'ould suffer from woman’s wider

sphere of activity has been immeasurably bene-

fitted.

Woman’s Only Limitation

The limitations which have heretofore restricted

the sphere of woman’s efforts arc now so far re-

moved that virtually what she can do she may do.

Then it follows that what women can do depends

mainly upon their physical and mental capacity.

This is the partial limitation which, as an inex-

orable law, applies to the whole human race, and
in subjection to which men and women are upon
an absolute equality. The lesson of this is that if

women would do what they may do, if they would
follow' any line of labor and excel, they must be
physically equal to the burden of effort which such
achievements will put upon them. In the last fifty

years there have been many women who have
accomplished great things. Their names have be-

come household w’ords and the personality of each
is familiar to us all. We know that in almost every
instance, where they have proved equal to contin-

uous effort, they have been the possessors of an
abounding vitality, health, and strength.

The Measure of Success
So, if now' we should enumerate the things which

women can do, we can only do so by asking, indi-

vidually, what can the woman do? It all resolves

itself, then, into a question of physical force. This

may seem somewhat gross and earthly at first

thought, but it is practical. But, indeed, the matter

of physical health, strength, and vitality is neither

gross nor earthy. It is that which Eve possessed

in the beginning as she came direct from the hand
of God. It is that which she lost through sin, so

it is weakness and disease which is gross and
earthly and not strength. Edenic health, where
none shall say, I am sick—is the promise of the

future life.

Thus it follow's that wrhat wromen can do is lim-

ited only by their health and by their physical and
mental capacity. What they have done in the last

generation is a promise of the greater things which
they may do in this generation. In the homes and
schools and colleges of today are the Mitchells,

and Stowes, and Stantons, and Anthonys, and Wil-

lards of tomorrow—already heiresses to the ac-

cumulated intellectual and moral wealth of their

predecessors.
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MONEYi
IN FLOWERS

/$35.00 IN A WEEK has been earned by
one woman with her yard and garden

flowers. $5.00 to $25.00 a week can be

easily earned with flowers by any one living

within 20 miles of a city market.

I LET ME TEACH YOU HOW
from my 20 years’ profitable experience. My flower

garden earns as much money as many acres of my
husband’s farm. For a 2c. stamp I will gladly send

full particulars of my plan for helping you.

Write today! Begin this fall to

learn how ! You can earn good
money with spring flowers.

MRS. A. FACKLER
'Dept. 2, Hill Station, Harrisburg, Pa.

$25® SUIT
FOR

Extra Pair of Pants
ana Fancy Vest FREE with Every Suit

Pay Express Charges

We are custom tailors

and positively cut and
make up every gar-
ment just as ordered
and strictly in accord-
ance to measurements
sent us or your money
refunded.
On requestwesend yon
FREE our samples show-

,

ing latest fabrics, order
blanks, style card, com-
plete instructions and
advice, so that yon can
take measurements as

quickly and accurately as
any tailor. Every garment
guaranteed with our Iron-
Clad Money-Back, Guar-
antee as to quality and
perfect fit. Write today
for FREE SAMPLES.
Note : We offer a splen-

did opportunity to SALES
AGENTS in every town.

THE CAPITOL TAILORS
Market & Monroe Sts. Dep. 9 1 2 , Chicagol
References: Hamilton Nat. Bank Capital?!,000,000

:
'

Something New in Spoons

flATf,
S1only!

10 ctsj
Full Size ^ ^
FamilyUee

^ ALl

ALMOST GIVEN AWAYWe are offering for THE FIRST TIME a new tea spoon beauti-
fully embossed in floral designs, made of a lustrous white metal
which looks like pure coin silver, and takes a high finish. WE
GUARANTEE these spoons to wear an indefinite time and never
turn brassy. We call this beautiful metal “Titanium-Silvere. 1 '

These spoons are pure, clean, beautiful, and good enough to be
welcomed in the richest homes in the land. We are going to offer
them so that they can be owned by the poorest workingman. OUR
MAGNANIMOUS OFFER: To advertise The Illustrated Companion
and introduce it to new people we will for the next sixty days give
in conjunction with a three months’ trial subscription, a set of six
ofthese handsome spoons FOR ONLY TEN CENTS. The Illusf rated
Companion is a grand, good, family magazine, issued monthly.
It contains original stories, poetry, seemons, editorials, etc. We
offer the spoons first to get you interested, and will deliver so
•Rood a magazine that you will be mighty glad to renew. Don’t
delay; order at once,

F. B. WARNER & CO., DEPT. 6, 95 CHAMBERS ST., N. Y.

I WILL MAKE YOU
4 PROSPEROUS

If you are honest and ambitious write me
today. No matter where you live or what
.your occupation, I will teach you the Real

| Estate business by mail; appoint you Special

]
Representative of my Company in your town

;

start you in a profitable business of your own,
and help you make big money at once.

Unusual opportunity for men without
capital to become Independent for life.

Valuable Book and full particulars FREE.
Write today.

NATIONAL CO-OPERATIVE REALTY CO.

E. R. MARDEN
President

KCO Marden Building
Washington, D. O.

MAKE MONEY!
Any person can make

lots of money in spare
time tinselling postcards.

Ii is easy to make at least $15 weekly. Even a child can do
the work. We furnish everything and start you. Enclose
stamp for mailing and we will send you a beautiful floral sam-
ple, with full, complete instructions for doing this profitable
work. Write for our big offer to-day.

Edward Dixon, 4056 Penn St., Kansas City, Mo.

FREE
50 best Visiting Cards 20c. FREE to every

lover of flowers. Particulars 2c.
W. R. Hart, 375 S. Div. St., Buffalo, N. Y.

PULPIT : TALKS
On Love, Courtship, Marriage, Home

By Rev. Charles Edward Odell

Ideal Marriage

The institution of marriage is found-

ed upon the requirements of nature.

It is admitted by all civilized and

Christian people that the union for life

of one man to one woman is a divine

ordination. Some philosophers see

the principle of matrimony running

through all nature, not only in the

sexual distinction of all animals, but

in the sexual form of all kinds of

vegetable life. But the Bible is our

authority. Early in the opening pages

of the Old Testament we read these

words: “And the Lord said, it is

not good that man should be alone;

I will make him a helpmate for him.”

And in the New Testament we have

these w°rds from the lips of Jesus

himself, “Have ye not read that He
which made them from the beginning

made them male and female, and said,

for this cause shall a man leave father

and mother, and shall cleave to his

wife, and they twain shall be one flesh;

wherefore they are no more twain, but

one flesh. What, therefore, God hath

joined together, let not man put

asunder.”

Marriage, therefore, is that union

of one man to one woman by which

there is a fulfillment, not alone of the

natural, but also of the Divine Law
of God. Ideal marriage demands moral

royalty on the part of the husband.

Wives are here commanded to submit

themselve “unto their own husbands

as unto the Lord.” The husband is

here called the “head of the wife, even

as Christ is head of the Church.” The

idea of supremacy of the husband is

manifest all through the teaching of

the Word. But what is this supremacy

to consist in? It consists of the Di-

vine right to govern, as head of the

family. But the rulership should be

similar to that rulership which Christ

holds over the church. Not the ruler-

ship of superior muscular force or in-

tellectual power; such a rule would be

despotism and nothing less. The hus-

band is to rule by moral influence.

How does Christ rule the church? Not
by force,' but by love, by royalty of

His character, by the sublimity of His

thought, by the Divine grandeur of

Llis aims. The church bows lovingly

to His authority because of the suprem-

acy of His excellence. Thus the hus-

band is to rule his wife. It is only

as the wife sees in her husband true

moral grandeur, that she can bow
loyally to his scepter and feel a loving

reverence in her heart.

There should be a mutual under-

standing between husband and wife in

all of the affairs of their united life.

The husband should share with her

all the responsibilities of home, of a

family, of the demands of society, and

the claims of the church. The wife

should share with him in the responsi-

bilities of his business or labor in

gaining a livelihood. She should know
his plans, his burdens, his success, his

discouragements, his failures. The
wife can advise, give encouragement,

and, through her Christian fortitude

and prayers, make strong and noble

the hopes, the ideals, the ambitions,

and work of her husband. But this

can not be unless there is in the hus-

band that which the wife can and does

respect, honor, and cherish in deepest

and most devout love.

It is said that the glow-worm never

shines after it becomes a parent.

Some women lose the luster of all

delicacy and refinment under the in-

fluence of men whom the law com-
pels them to call “husband.” The aim

of the true husband should be to make
the character and life of his wife “with-

out spot or blemish,” glorious in its

highest and sweetest realizations of

vital moral and matronly strength and

sweetness.

Behold the picture of a true hus-

band! The marriage in which there

is no such husband is no true marri-

age, it is an impious mimickry. When
a woman is, through the marriage cere-

mony of the church, called upon to

obey a man, smaller in intellect, nar-

rower in sympathies, and inferior to

herself in moral character, she is also

called upon to do violence to her na-

ture—to do that, in fact, which the

eternal laws of her womanly nature

forbid her in sincerity and truth ever

to perform. Who can admire the con-

temptible? Who can reverence the

mean? Who can really love the moral-

ly unclean? Who can obey cheerfully

an inferior?

The true man appears clean, strong,

noble, royal, in the eyes of his wife,

or he is not a husband at all, in the

true and spiritual meaning of life. The
true husband is not a stranger to the

spiritual trials and experiences of the

heart so closely linked to his. He
feels the religious responsibility of

parenthood and shares with his wife

in the work of rearing those whom
God has given them. He shares in

the responsibility of their early moral

and intellectual training and physical

development. He does not throw, en-

tirely upon her, these grave and

heaven-appointed duties, nor does he

delegate them to the exclusive influ-

ence of Sunday school teacher, pastor,

or father confessor. He desires for

them, as for himself, the best and

the highest. He feels, that as head

of the family, he is in charge of souls

as precious, yea, more precious than

his own.

Ideal marriage also implies moral

lovableness on the part of the wife.

If she is to be loved she must be

lovable, for it is impossible for the

human heart really to love the un-

lovely as it is for the mind to believe

a mathematical contradiction. There
are women, beautiful in person, who
are unfortunately repulsive in conduct.

The true wife must possess a love-cen-

tralizing power of character. There
must be that fascination of moral spirit

about her that will draw and hold the

affection of the husband from all the

dearest of other objects and center

them in herself. He should discover

(Continued on page twenty-eight.)

Dress Hat

Our
Y 21

The above illustration, our No. Y21, is

an exact reproduction of one of the latest

styles for Fall and Winter, suitable for

young or middle aged women. Your mil-

liners would charge at least $5.00 for du-

plicating it.

Hat is turned up slightly at leftside, new style bell-
shaped crown, medium size brim; entire hat covered
with black silk velvet, stitched velvet binding at edge
of brim. Trimmed with large black Amazon ostrich

J
dume across front and extending over to right side;
arge wired bow of light blue wide silk ribbon at left
side with draw across the front. Fancy silk and tinsel
band 1% inches wide in front completes the trimming
of this stylish hat. Can also be ordered in brown or
navy. Ribbon in all colors. Plume black only. (1*0 OC
Please state colors wanted. OrderY 21. Each
Each hat is packed in strong box for shipment.

Express charges amount to from 25c to 60c, accord-
ing to distance. Perhaps this hat is not just the style
you wish; if not let us send you our illustrated

Millinery Catalogue
ia which we show over 100 different styles for
Fall and Winter wear. For several months our
lesigners have been busy preparing a line of hats
Of latest models, correct in style and at prices
much less than obtainable elsewhere. Write us
today for catalogue or send order for hat de-
scribed above, enclosing remittance. 69

MontgomeryWard&Co.
MichiganAve., Madison and Washington Sts. CHICAGO

FUR
SCARF!
FOUR FEET LONG

[

This handsome
Ladies’ Fur Scarf

; of a very popular and
fashionable style being
made from black coney
fur, with six bushy tabs,

and is given to any girl

or lady for disposing of
only eight boxes of
Grandma’s Wonder
Healing and Complex,
ion Cream at 25 cents

a box. A reliable

toilet preparation
that leaves the skin

soft and smooth.
Heals Chapped
hands like magic.
Also a wonderful
healing cream for

Eczema, Pimples,
Blackheads, F ree-

ls perfectly harmless and will not injure

I

the most delicate skin. Ladies, send name and
address and we will mail you eight boxes cream on
credit; when sold remit us the money ($2) and we
will promptly forward you this lovely fur scarf for your
trouble. W rite at once.

THOMPSON’S CHEMICAL WORKS
Fur Scarf Dept. 59 Bridgewater, Conn.

We Trust You For

Stoves and Ranges
30 Days* Free Trial

Our catalog shows 70 styles of Empire Stoves
and Ranges, at a guaranteed saving of 15 to 50%.
These stoves pay for themselves in six months
by economy in fuel alone. Any stove or range
sent on 30 days’ free trial. Then, if satisfactory,
pay a little each month.
We are the largest concern of our kind in the

world. Combined capital $7,000,000. We have
450,000 customers. Don’t buy a stove without
knowing how much we can save you. Write a
postal today for catalog No. 20.

Spiegel, May, Stern Co.. 1188 35th Street, Chicago

ith

our1ft LOVELY POSTALS J&iMI £
JL \f name beautifully frosted, perfumed Satin, frost-

flowers. Love, Shells of ocean, etc. American
Co., Clintonville, Conn.
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LADIES’ HEAVY WOOL $7 50
CHEVIOT COAT i =
HALF LINED WITH GENUINE
SKINNER’S GUARANTEED SATIN.

NEVER BEFORE *a
aTuche

?bcen offered for so little money.
9 The illustration shows the correct
graceful style, and as to the qual-

y, workmanship and fit, you have
our word backed by our POSI-
TIVE GUARANTEE that this

coat is right. Made with
half fitted back, double

i breasted front, velvet coat
Icollar and mannish lapelsof
"self material. Full sleeve
with gauntlet shaped turned
back cuff finished with small

buttons to match those in front of
coat; half lined with Skinner's
guaranteed satin. Average
length, 50 Inches. Color, black
SEND US YOUR ORDER TO-
DAY, enclose our price, give
bust measure, and the coat
will go forward promptly,
vlth the distinct understand-
ing that should ltfail to meet

your approval In every
particular we expect you
to return it to us and we

.will refund every cent
you have paid, includ-
ing freight charges.

M08-PAGE FASH-
ION BOOK FREE.

Write and ask for our new
free Book of Ladies’ Fall

and Winter Fashions No. I 06, showing the very
latest in suits, coats, skirts, waists, dresses, turs; beau-
tiful styles at extremely low prices. We can save
you a great deal of money. Address

SEARS, ROEBUCK & CO., CHICAGO
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The WESTMONT
(Formerly HOTEL SENATE)

Rhode Island Ave. and the Beach

ATLANTIC CITY, - - - N. J.

The Hotel has been enlarged, refitted and
handsomely furnished throughout. It now
occupies one square, with unobstructed

Ocean View. It has 15,000 square feet of

porch floor, 50,000 square feet of flower lawn,

and 200 , ooms, 75 of which are en suite, with

private bath, together with modern sanitary

improvements. The cuisine is unexcelled,

the service the best,

OPEN ALL THE YEAR

WEST, MONTAGUE & WEST.

MODES MOST MODERN
By MAY MANTON

5977 16955

With this number, Vick’s begins the

publication of the world-famed May
Manton dress patterns, and hereafter

this department will be edited by Miss

Manton. The timely comments by this

celebrated authority on fashions will

be found to be completely up-to-date

and thoroughly representative of the

best thought and taste in woman’s

dress as seen in the great metropolitan

centers of the world, Paris, Berlin,

London, New York, and Chicago. Not

only do the writings of Miss Manton

vividly portray the latest modes, but

they contain also an unusual amount

of good common sense and afford

much valuable information as to judi-

cious economies in dress, showing how

these can be observed in many cases

without sacrificing good taste and ar-

tistic results. Equipped with the Man-

Ladies’ Work Apron
This Apron, cut

with a collar or in

low round neck

and with long or

short sleeves, is

prov i d e d with
ample pockets for

.holding dust
cloths, etc. It may
be developed in

gingham, jean, al.

paca or cambric.

The Pattern is cut

in 3 sizes : Small,

Medium and Large. We
will send The House-

wife, the best Household

1 Fashion Magazine pub-

lished, on trial for three

months with a pattern for

this Ladies’ Work Apron,

for only io cents in postage

stamps or silver. The
Housewife is Practical,

Helpful, Cheerful and Ele.

vating. Splendid Stories, Useful Departments,

Latest Fashions, Beautiful Pictures, Attractive

Covers; guaranteed to please, or money refunded.

Address THE HOUSEWIFE, 52 Duane Street New York

DON’T

LET THE WIND
BANGTHATDOOR.

Inst what you want on every door in your house—a door stop

anti secure catch combined. It prevents the door slamming

protects your wall and saves the breaking of glass and plaster.

The most effective yet simple device. Only 15c each sent by

The Wiseman Novelty Works,
40 Wicting Block, Dept C. Syracuse, N. Y.

Agents wanted. Reduction to Builders,

ROSE WATER
For toilet use. skin creams, lotions.

A quart for 30 cents.

KEY, 614 Portage Ave., So Bend. Ind.

6035 6036 6033

ton patterns and directions, which

Vick’s supplies, any seamstress of or-

dinary ability can, with advantage, do

the sewing for her own family, and, if

she desires to earn an income by doing

dressmaking for others, she can easily

earn a good income by buying the

Manton patterns from Vick’s Maga-

zine and following the complete, but

simple instructions given therewith.

—

Editor.

The New Waists and Blouses

Each change of seasons for the past

few years has brought with it the

rumor that the separate blouse was

doomed, but each rumor in its turn

has proven to be false, and that state-

ment is true of the present as well

as of the past seasons. That there

are modifications in the wearing of

the separate blouse is unquestionably

true, that it is somewhat more restrict-

ed in its use than was the case a few

years ago is a fact, but it is too es-

sentially satisfactory and even neces-

sary a garment to be allowed to fall

into disrepute, and so long as the

UP-TO-DATL DESIGNS
WORK APRON 6015

The apron is made with the front and

the backs, the backs being extended to

form the straps. The patch pockets are

arranged over the front on indicated lines.

The quantity of material required for

the medium size is 4^ yards 27, or 3^
yards 36 inches wide.

FITTED COAT 6093.

The pattern 6095 is cut in sizes for a

34, 36, 38, 40 and 42 inches bust meas-

ure and will be mailed to any address by

the Fashion Department of this paper on

receipt of ten cents. (If in haste, send

an additional 2-cent stamp for letter post-

age, which insures more prompt delivery.)

TUCKED SHIRT WAIST 5964.

The quantity of material required for

the medium size is 3)4 yards 21 or 24,

3 yards 32, or 2 yards 44 inches wide.

The pattern 5964 is cut in sizes for a

32, 34, 36. 38, 40 and 42 inch bust meas-

ure, and will he mailed to any address by

the Fashion Department of this paper on

receipt of ten cents.

A SMART WINTER COAT 5839.

For a girl ten years of age will he re-

quired 5L yards of material 27, 3(4 yards

44, or 2)4 yards 52 inches wide. This

pattern is furnished in sizes 6 to 12 years.

BOY'S RUSSIAN REEFER 5536.

4 to 10 years.

3 yards of material 27 inches wide, lfg

yards 44. 1 y2 yards 52, ;4 yard of vel-

vet, for 8 year size.

6022 6031

coat suits exist, it is certain to find a

definite place in the wardrobe. Each

season has its novelties, however, and

just now there is a fad for matching

color in the blouses, although those of

white and black, in lace and net, un-

questionably will be worn. For the

handsomer suit net in fatching color

is a favorite material, and exceedingly

beautiful blouses are to be found of

the filet and of the more fancy sorts

trimmed more or less elaborately with

banding, and with embroidery, and with

the little buttons that seem such an

inevitable feature of the season.

Long sleeves are prevalent, but are

by no means the only ones shown.

There are a great many of three-quar-

ter length, and it is worth while to say

that not a few of the blouses made of
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ATTLRN5 MOST PERFECT
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6058 5599

black or white or of color show chem-

isettes and under sleeves of white lace,

these under sleeves being close fitting

while the sleeves of the blouse itself

are somewhat looser and terminate

at or below the elbows, so that it is

quite an easy matter to convert one of

last year into a blouse of the latest

cut by addition of under sleeves, which

are either extended to the wrists or

teminate a few inches above, as the

wearer finds preferable, both styles

being exploited on the smartest cos-

tumes to be seen.

Simplicity the Keynote

In spite of the richness, beauty and

even the splendor of many of the gowns

that are exploited among these early

6061 6068

a notable tend-importations, there is

ency toward simplicity of effect and re-

serve in the matter of trimming that

unquestionably will make a pronounced

feature of the season. By far the

greater number of skirts are quite un-

trimmed, and this fact in itself means

innovation.

!vv

po o of. °
0

6038 6011 6029

5536

GROUP A.

5977. Breakfast Jacket, 34 to 46 bust, to

be made with, elbow or Ion? sleeves.

5955. Eight Gored Skirt, 22 to 32 waist,

to be made with inverted plaits or

habit back, in round or walking length.

6035. Girl’s Dress with Circular Skirt, 8

to 14 years.

6036. Boy’s Russian Suit, 2, 4 and 6

years.

6033. Girl’s Dress, 6 to 12 years.

6022. Russian Blouse Suit, 4 to 10 years.

6031. Tucked One-Piece Waist, 34 to 42

bust.

GROUP B.

6058. Boy’s Russian Blouse, 6 to 12

years.

5599. Knickerbockers and Knee Trou-

sers, 4 to 12 years.

6053. Tucked Blouse or Shirt Waist, 32

to 42 bust, to be made with deep or

narrow cuffs, with or witnout the fitted

lining.

6061. Tucked Blouse, 32 to 42 bust, to

be finished with free edges of collar and
cuffs.

6068. Misses’ Shirt \v aist, 14 and 16

years, to be made with roll-over cuffs.

6038. Misses’ Tucked Blouse, 14 and 16

years, to be made with elbow or long

sleeves.

6011. Over Waist 34, 38 and 42 bust, to

be made either of bordered material or

from bending.

6029. Boy’s Russian Blouse Suit, 2, 4

and 6 years.

SPECIAL OFFER.

We will mail May Manton patterns

shown in this issue to any address for

only 10 cents each. The regular retail

prices range from 25 to 40 cents. The

Patterns are all of the latest New York

modes and are unequaled for style, ac-

curacy of hi, simplicity, and economy.

With each is given full descriptions

and directions—quantity of materials re-

quired, the number and names of the

different pieces in the pattern, with a

picture of the garment to go by. Be

sure to give sizes and numbers desired.

PATTERN DEPARTMENT

,

VICK’S MAGAZINE
110 LaSalle Ave. Chicago, III.

if;!
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SOcojit Drawn\vorkS|00
Handkerchiefs for |~

Hand,,
_Made^

W

LC..S..
'

.

These beautiful handkerchiefs imported and made especial •

ly for us by the most skilled workers are warranted all genuine

hand drawnwork on sheer handkerchief! inen lawn; 4 different

designs, regular value 50 cents each. As a Special Intro-

ductory Offer to Interest you in our Holiday Offerings of

Genuine Mexican Drawnwork, Indian Handicraft and Native

Gems, all direct from our native workers to you, we send all 4

Handkerchiefs illustrated, postpaid to any address for only

$1.00. The same handkerchiefs but in sheer pure Irish 'inen

ror $1.50. Satisfaction guaranteed or money
cheerfully refunded.

Our Holiday Catalogue of Native Handicraftsent Free any-

where. Complete 108 page Art Catalogue for 6c in stamps,

THE FRANCIS E. LESTER CO.
Dept. EG 10, Mesilla Park, New Mex.

gill;

Grow Mushrooms
For Big and Quick Profits,

Small Capita! to Start. A Safe Business.

I am the largest grower In America. Ten years

experience enables me to give practical instruc-

tion in the business worth many dollars to you.

No matter what your occupation is or where
you are located, here is an opportunity to acquire

a thorough’ knowledge of this paying business.

Send forFrea Book giving particulars and In-

formation, how to start, cost, etc. Address

JACKSON MUSHROOM FARM
Dept. 35 3243 N. Western Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

Great Suit Offer
Write us, mentioning this ad, and we will
send you absolutely FREE, by return mail,
postpaid, a largo outfit containing a big
variety of cloth samples, fashion figures,
tape measure, order blanks, etc., every-
thing FREE, and start you in a paying
business. A most liberal offer on a suit
for yourself that will make you wonder.
Terms, conditions and privileges that
will astonish you. We will name you so
much lower prices on men’s fine clothing
that it will surprise you.

WE WANT A LIVE AGENT
IN YOUR TOWN

I You can make from $1,000 to $2 , COO per year. If
I you write us before we pet an agent in your town
'/ you will get a wonderful offer. As soon as we
I get an agent in your town he will get profits on
/ every dollar we sell in his territory. We turn all

our business over to him. That’s why our agents
make so much money. If you want a suit for your-
self ANSWER QUICK, before we get an agent

I
in your town; you will then get all of our great

* inducements. If you would like to be our agent
tell us all about yourself. Address,

American Woolen Mills Co., 168 W. Harrison St., Chicago

5839

SILKS DIRECT FROM
THE MILLS

Our unequalled Black and Colored Taffetas sold direct

at 30 per cent below the retail price of inferior and unre-
liable goods. Send io cents for samples which will be
returned on first order.

Halcyon Silk Works, Dept. Z. 170 Fifth Ave.. N. Y.

SEND 10 CENTS
For a beautiful x8-inchtray cloth on fine Art
Linen, your choice of Wallachian, Eyelet,
Mt. Mellick, or Violet design. Big bar-
gain to introduce our new fancy work mag-
azine teaching all the popuiar embroideries
and showing the newest designs in shirt

waists, corset covers, hats, scarfs, centers,

etc. Address MOUND CITY PUB. CO.,

3225 Sullivan Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

FLOWER POST CARDS 105
Roses. Daisies, Tulips, Pansies, 8weetPeas, Lilies. Violets, etc ;nowo

alike ;alln!oely colored and finished in beautiful silk moire. With big illustrated

catalog for only 100. SILK OARD CO. , Dept. 42, 1941 Harrison St,, CHIOAQO.

Finest Embossed Flower Cards
In colors and gold. Choice selection. No two alike.

Actually worth 5c each. Money back if not pleased

L. LUCAS & CO., 161 Fifth Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL.
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Get Posted. Save Money.
Get the Best Made.

Why^More?
S41/105

with
Tea Kettle
Attachment

j

1 on back
We have been selling stoves for 25
years and have built up our
trade until we now prob-
ably sell more high-grade
stoves than any Arm in the
world. Don’ b buy
a stove of any
kind until you’ve
seen our catalog.
A new edition is
now ready show-
ing the finest line
of Stoves, Ranges
and Heaters
have ever seen.
Prices are great-
ly reduced this
year— LOWER
than ever. Let
us send you
our stove cat-
alogue for you
to examine.

If you need
a stove, get a
good one, hut
don’t pay too
much. See our
catalogue.
Our new 1908-9
WindsorStove
Catalogue will
post you fully
on the Pal-
ace Windsor
Heater and
our full

of Steel,
Mallea-
ble and
Cast
Ranges,
Cook
Stoves,
Oak Stoves,
Airtights,

You can buy the best Base Burner, Self-
Feeder and Double Heater for $24.05.
That is the price of the handsomest and
best Heater on the market as sold only
by us, and we ask you. Why Pay More?

Palace Windsor
a beautiful stove, ornamenting any
om, excelling in every desirable qual-

ity. Good to look at. Holds fire
allwipter. Regulation absolute
and simple. It gives abundant
neat. $20.00 below usual price
-enough to pay half your coal
bill this winter, or more.

lie PALACE WINDSOR
comes In three sizes:

is

room.

Price.

^?? 12Ixl Floor space
25x25. Height 66% in. to top of
urn. Weight 405 lbs.

^>4 ()5

Montgomery Ward & Co.
Michigan Ave. Madison and Washington Sts. Chicago

Prlce^
1

.

8
^.

4
.!?.!^: $26.65

^on I6m* Floor space
29x29. Height 69%" in. to top of
grn.

0
Weight 540 ibs.

25
These prices t° you are actually

lower than factory prices to deal-
ers, on stoves of comparative merit.
J- hey are the lowest prices in the

» an(* ©very stove is perfectand guaranteed to suit you in everyway. 1 he Palace Windsor is ship-
£° ^ireet from factory, allblackened and polished and ready

a
+
nd strongly crated.

* want to buy a stove every
tw®: .

Y°ur stove must lastand give satisfaction. And when yourRT1 get a stove that will last long,
-attractive, burn little fuel,one
that is easy to regulate and per-
iect m every way, and can do
so at a very decided saving inmoney, it is certainly for your
interest to give us your order.Uur strong guarantee protectsyou in every way, and insuresyou perfect satisfaction inyour purchase.

Get a stove that is adapted
to your need and one large
ei^ugh to do its work right.
.
Grderyour stove or rangem time to have it travel the

distance and get to you be-
fore you

,
“ttust” have it.

A1 low at least two weeks for
its being on the road,

j Railroads are often
, ,,, , ,

congested with freightand this causes delays. Order in ample time.
Whatever your stove wants we can
supply you best and most economically

Send lor our Special Stove Catalogue

An 00o
Plume
For $Q 48n

To introduce our bargain catalogue of feathers,
and plumes sold direct to you at less than wholesale

prices,we will send you this richly curled genuine Ostrich Plume
full 17% in. long, any color, for only $2.48, all charges prepaid.

Money Refunded If You Are Not Pleased.
This plume Is sold everywhere for $5.00 to $8.00; many milliners pay

more for it. It’s the kind exclusive milliners use on their line new Merry Widow
and Directoire styles, and we absolutely guarantee It to please you In every way.

OKTBJT IMYV\fIF rr^ITT Hit does not please you when you see It, and
Wll V ft IdbLIhEu is not all we claim and the biggest bargain

FOR EXAMINATIONMIS
at our expense. Or if you wish to see the plume before

y0l\r m i Q(l to buy, send us 25c with your order
®

a
'7.
e will send the plume to you by express, prepaid, for

Iphq
fc0 keep It* pay the express agent $2.48S “u £

r
®,2 '23 and the P,um0 is yours; but if it does not

Fhif V
se
?
4 lac^ t0 us - Remember, we absolutely guarantee

1“ LpA“m? t0 be ® '°ns. wide fibre, genuine Ostrich Plume, which willKeep its shape and color for years. We have only 1,000 plumes to sell

i C6 ' Say WhSt C0l0r ’ aDd Wrlte to U8 today ' ..™»,AFRL^ fl2®T.
RIC

,

H
,

RATHER CO., Dept. 20, 233 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago.HtuggNtjind only exclusive Ostrich Plume house in America. w-“- * *-- .
*=*

16 Inch Plume, SI.25
18 Inch Plume, 3.00
19)4 Inch Plume, 4.00
21 Inch Plume, 5 OO
We will send you any of the

above elegant plumes upon
exactly the same terms. These
beautiful plumes retail at
from $8 to $15 each. We
save you two-thirds or over
and guarantee satisfaction.

Write for catalogue of Wonderful Bargains.

SPECIAL 60-DAY OFFER
FACETO FACE WJTH THE SUN!

Vl li M ALCT l LAUU L-o M Vtl L14
ACHROMATIC TELESCOPE, WITH SOLAR ETE-PLECK

See the Spots NEEDED ON FARM,SE^RJ^H ^YMmWSURED^l'a
f-Alocjpnno TT*n a neon. J • ... _

i,
amiwioopei oen conceaieu. i our Solar eye-piece is a great thing Its mini

^ir^lANd^brosT ™X-1 1

1

j , li. nr.tini.
90 CUAdlHERS STREET, NEW YORI

AGENTS
WANTED

toreprtsent
old estab-

lished Mail Order House.
Over 1,000 rapid selling

specialties. $5 to $10 per day easily made. No
capital or experience required. George A. Parker,
Dept. u. No. 7JO Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

PARKER’S
HAIR BALSAM

Cleanses and beautifies the hair.
Promotes a luxuriant growth.
Never Fails to Restore Gray
Hair to its Youthful Color.

Cures scalp diseases & hair falling.
50cjin<^LO<^

; .

Mwm
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Woman The Superior Human

“SEVEN TALENTS OF WOMEN”
By J. B. Coursert

The “Seven Talents of Woman” was
the subject of an interesting lecture

delivered by Dr. Wallace Wood in the

department of the history of art of

the New York University. The lec-

ture covered a wide field, and made
many interesting comparisons and
contrasts between man and woman.
After perusing the published report of

his lecture, most men would be prone
to sadly regret that they had not been
born women—so engaging a word pic-

ture does the doctor produce of “man’s
better self,” the “eternal womanly.”
According to Dr. Wood, the “seven

talents of woman” are:

“Domestic: House and home are

hers, and of these she is the true build-

er and maker. Here she nourishes,

rears, and educates the race.

“Social: She is the law-giver, and
this is her law, ‘Not to displease and
to please.’ The drawing-room is her
hall of legislation and her palais de

justice.

“Aesthetic: Of taste, style and
fashion in costume and' custom, in

furniture, language, and manners, she

is the arbiter.

“Musical: She is the ‘damsel with

the dulcimer;’ she is the spirit of the

muse, she is music itself.

“Rhetorical and Dramatic: She is

more impassioned, more pathetic, in

her appeal than man. The art of

pleading is pre-eminently hers.

“Educational: Woman is the true

pedagogue, the leader of the child.

“Philanthropic: She is the spirit of

faith, hope, and love; religion, morals,

ethics, piety, and charity are hers; she

is ministrant and leader in all good
works.”

The “seven cultures of man,” by con-

trast, are:

“Poetry: Homer, Goethe, Dante,

Shakespeare, are his models.

“History: Herodotus and Thucy-
dides are his models.

“Art : Phidias and Raphael are his

models.

“Science: Galileo, Harvey, and New-
ton are his leaders in science.

“Philosophy: Plato, Aristole, Spi-

noza, and Hegel are the greatest

thinkers.

“Inventions: He follows the lead of

Gutenberg, Watts, and Stephenson.

“Discovery: Columbus discovered a

world.”

A man’s regret at not being a

woman must needs increase when he

reads Dr. Wood’s opinion, that “these

paths (the ‘seven cultures of man’)

are also open to women;” and still

greater must be his regret as he learns
from the doctor’s erudite lecture that
the “seven supreme qualities of
woman” are:

“Modesty: Modesty, secrecy, pri-
vacy, mystery. She is hidden, ‘No man
has lifted the veil.’

“Grace: Ease and perfection of mo-
tion, both in mind and body, are hers.
Graciousness,

' gracefulness, grateful-
ness, are her qualities.

“Feeling: Man is the unfeeling sex.
Woman has emotion, pathos, affection,

affectiveness, affectivity, susceptibility,

le coeur sensible; she is easily moved
to tears.

“Tenderness: Woman has kindness,
gentleness, compassion, mercy, pity
pity for all small, helpless things.

Sweetness: Man becomes embit-
tered, soured, sharpened, roughened,
by contact with the world. Woman is

the sweetheart.

“Loveliness: She is alluring, charm-
ing, fascinating; she is a blissful one.
“Devotion: She has pity. She is

self-sacrificing, enthusiastic, devoted to
others.”

Unfortunately for man, the learned
doctor does not take the trouble to
state that these paths, “the seven su-
preme qualities of woman,” are also
open to man. Veiily, woe is man that
he is man!

Notwithstanding the fact that Dr.
Wood denies to man any share or par-
ticipation in the seven supreme quali-

ties of woman,” he nevertheless admits
that man has some good qualities, and
enumerates “man’s seven best quali-

ties, as follows:

“Strength: Strength to stand; self-

reliance is man’s first law.

“Power: Power to conquer; Her-
cules overcomes the lion—man con-
quers the beast.

“Courage: Courage to undertake. It

is the nature of man to be fearless and
daring.

“Magnanimity: Greatness of mind.
Honor and liberty are included here.

“Penetration: Power of observation.

Telescope, microscope and instruments
of precision belong to him.

“Generalization: Power of combin-
ing facts. He has logic, reason, judg-

ment.

“Ideas: Power to create is the

crown of the soul. Creation is the

materialization or realization of an
idea.”

But. sad to relate, this New York
philosopher will not allow man to re-

main the sole possesor of these “seven
best qualities;” for he adds, with cruel

unkindness. “These qualities are also *

the heritage of woman.”

If Vick’s appeals to you why not fill out the

enclosed subscription blank and mail it to the

Publishers TODAY! NOW!

MMEM
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MEN-WOMEN -BOYS GIRLC
If You Are Not Earning $5.00 Daily

Sell our splendid line of Richly Decorated scripture and

other l
; loral Wall Mottoes. Wonderfully easy sellers. For 30

cents we will mail you 3 beautiful sample size 10x16. Your
money back if you can't sell them within ig minutes for 75 cts.

We also send you 10 MOTTO COUPONS FREE which you
can sell at 5 cts. each and you may keep the money. Don't

miss this opportunity. Be sure to write to-day.

UNION V. WORKS, Castorland, N. Y.

A 17TMTQ Men and women make money selling

/WjEili 1 O dress silks and laces, direct from looms to

wearer; write to-day. Royal Silk and Lace Co., Clerk O.

487 Broadway, N. Y.

“Goblin Fish” Lure
The Sportsman Supply Co.. St, Louis, Mo,,

will send to any reader of the Vicks Magazine a
large box of "Goblin” Fish Lure for 25 cts, to be
refunded if not satisfactory. Any fish will gob-

ble "Goblin” bait in any kind of wind or weather.
It makes them bite. Wherever they want fish,

they want agents. Maybe you will help intro-

duce them. Address
Sportsman Supply Co., St- Louis, Mo.

THIS KNIFE FREE
Hjj-

_ it has 2K inch blade. Send us the name of 5 boya

and we will send you this knife and our
catalog of novelties for your trouble. En-

lOo to pay postage.

Peru Supply Co. Dept 127 Chicago

P A II Cfl R M I A 25 lbs. Dried Fruit, 12 cans Canned
uALirUnllm Jtfijit, 1/2 gal. Honey, 8 lbs. Nuts.

PURICTMAC RflY Guaranteed first quality and
unnlollVIAO DUA this year’s crop. This box costs

$7.50. WE PAY THE FREIGHT. 2 of our assort-
ments, SO lbs. Dried Fruit, $6; 2doz. Canned Fruit,

$4.75; combination, 2 boxes, $10.50. 3 colored Sou-
venir Post Cards and pricelist, FREE.

California Fruit Products Company
Ref. First National Bank. Ave. 11, Colton, Cal.

M

THE REALM OF MUSIC No More Wrinkles

A PERFECT BUST
AND FIGURE Would you have
a form second to none; free irom

all scrawny and hollow places,

and a bust as full, plump and firm

as you could desire. Instructions

given thin people how to gain 15

to 30 lbs., more in weight. Con-
stant care given you by mail until

you are entirely developed. In-

close stamp for free sealed, pack-

age containing beautiful photos

from life and full information how
to develop yourself at home- Address

Mme. Hasting, D. E. 52 Dearborn St. Chicago, III.

Pedigreed Scotch Collies

The Scotch Collie is the ideal dog. Strong, wise

and watchful, wonderfully intelligent, he isbeyond

question the most useful as well as the most
handsome dog for the home.
We believe our strain of dogs is not excelled by

any kennel in the country, either in breeding or

marking. Nonebut Pedigreed Puppies sold which
are entitled to registry in the American Kennel

Club Stud Book.
Full and authentic pedigree sent with each

puppy. Write us for prices and further particulars

HILLSIDE KENNELS, West Grove, Penn*

FINE POST CARDS FREE
A set of 3 most beautiful post cards you ever saw, if you send

stamp for postage. Full set of 10 embossed Birthday, Flowers,

Friendship and Greeting cards, lovely designs iu beautiful

colors, lor 10c; 30 cards, all different, 25c. No cheap stuff.

Everyone answering this ad immediately will also receive our

splendid family magazine and story paper 6 mos. on trial with

each 10c order or one year with each 25c order.

THE HOUSEHOLD, 81 Crawford Block, Topeka, Kan.

By W. J. KNIGHT

“THE NINETY AND WINE” was originally written for a friend,

There is perhaps not one among our who was the editor of a paper known

familiar gospel songs that is more as the Children’s Hour, and it was

stirringly pathetic than the “Ninety afterwards copied into other religious

and Nine,” which is now so well known papers,

everywhere. The

decent death of

the late Mr. San-

key, the author

of the music, has

served to call

special attention

to th i s great

hymn. I remem-

ber well, when I

heard Mr. San-

key sing it for

the first time,

many years ago,

what an impres-

sion it made up-

on me, and how
I thought that I

had never heard

a song more

touchingly beau-

tiful. There was

scarcely a dry

Few persons

have heard any-

thing about Miss

Clephane’s life,

which was a

very quiet and

retiring one.

She resided in

Melrose, Scot-

land, beneath the

shadow of its

historic abbey.

Here, as a child

she grew up,

modestly shrink-

ing from notice

deeply affection-

ate in her na-

ture, having
very few friends

and companions

outside the cir-

cle of her home

eye in the great audience before which In her disposition she was undemon-

it was sung. The story of the discov- strative, silent, and thoughtful. At an

ery of this beautiful song by Mr. San- early age she was deprived of both par-

key is already familiar to many of mv ents, and so her young life was dark-

readers—how, traveling with Mr. ened with sorrow. She showed, in early

Moody from Glasgow, in Scotland, to years, signs of intellectual ability. She

Edinburg, he purchased a religious pa- was first in her class at school, and a fa-

per at a railway book-stall, and found, vorite with her teachers. As she grew

without the author’s name, the beauti- into womanhood, she overcame her shy-

ful words of the poem beginning: ness to some extent, and developed

There were ninety and nine that into a brilliant woman, whose bright

Scranton Woman Makes Re-

markable Discovery that

Proves to be a Great

Aid to Beauty

Broad Minded and Liberal, She Offers

to Give Particulars to AIT Who
Write Absolutely Free

IRA D. SANKEY

safely lay

In the shelter of the fold;”

so struck with its beauty, he pre-

served it in his note-book. In Edin-

fancy and sparkling conversation made

her the delight of her friends.

Her love of poetry, her sister tells

us, was a passion, and she began, when

FootbaUFree
I Will Give Every Boy a Full Size

Football Covered With Strong Leath-
er and Containing Guaran-

teed Rubber Bladder.

This football is a dandy. It is covered with
tough, strong leather. The bladder is tested and
guaranteed. I will send you another bladder if the

one you receive is in any way defective. The ball

is the regulation size and every boy that gets one is

well pleased. You can have more fun;with afootball

than with anything else you can think of and I want
you to have this ball for I know it will just suit

you. I am going to give away 2000 of them this

year to boys who will do a little easy work for me.
The work is not hard. Just write me today and I

will tell you all about it and send you a big picture

of the football.

A. M. PIPER, 402 Popular Bids., Des Moines, la.

burgh that night, Mr. Moody spoke very young, to write verses of a re-

to an immense audience on the sub- ligious nature. Her life was charac-

ject of the Good Shepherd and the terized by a deep personal piety; but

lost sheep, and, when it was over, she was also thoroughly practical. Her

asked Mr. Sanlcey to sing something heart was touched as she saw around

appropriate. The thought of the cut- her so many forlorn little ones, whose

ting that he had in his pocket came instruction was neglected and whose

to him; and, taking it out, he placed lives were saddened by want. She

it before him on the organ, not know- was deeply burdened for their spirit-

ing what music he was about to sing ual needs. She gathered together

it to. Breathing a prayer for help, groups of the children and cared for

and striking a few chords, he sang them, giving them all the help that lay

the first stanza to -extemporary music, in her power, caring for both body and

He tells us that he was fearful lest he soul. Her heart went out to every

should not be able to repeat the same lost little one, and, like the Master,

air to the other stanzas. His hearers, as

—

including Mr. Moody himself, were “Out in the desert he heard its cry;

electrified by the song, and as he sang Fainting and helpless and ready to

the words; die,”

“Lord, whence are those blood-drops too, was touched by the call for

all the way, help, and hastened to the rescue.

That mark out the mountain’s track? Among the sick and sorrowful, she

They were shed for one who had gon-e won the name of “My Sunbeam;” and

astray, to these sad ones she brought light

Ere the Shepherd Could bring him and joy and sunshine.

back. One of her friends said of her, “She

Lord, whence are thy hands so rent is the purest mind I ever knew,” and

and torn? yet she was ever helping to restore the

They are pierced tonight by many fallen and those who were out of the

a thorn,” way. With the skeptical she was

the audience seemed completely over- gentle, but used all earnestness, and

come. ' the wonderful power of her sweet

The poem, as already stated, had words, to convince them, and turn them

been published anonymously; and it to a faith in the living Father. All

was not until it became famous as one ' her work was done unassumingly and

of Mr. Sankey’s gospel songs, that heartily, for the Master she loved and

the- author, Elizabeth C. Clephane, be- honored.

came known. The “Ninety and Nine” (Continued on page twenty-six.)

Della Ellison, of Scranton, Pa., seems to be the

woman whose name shall go down in history as

the discoverer of the true secret of beauty. For
centuries past women have realized that wrinkles

not only made them look much older than they

were, but were also the destroyer of their beauty,

and with ceaseless efforts they have sought to stay

the hand of time, which robbed them of this most
valuable charm.
Knowing that the homely woman with deep fines

and furrows must fight an unequal battle with her
younger and better looking sister, many resorted

to annoying and even dangerous experiments try-

ing to regain their former youthful appearance.

This new discovery, however, will do away with
all these rash measures, as the treatment is harm-
less and simple. It is said that aside from banish-

ing wrinkles in from one to three nights it is a great

aid to beauty, making the skin soft,and velvety and
beautifying the complexion. Many who have fol-

lowed Miss Ellison’s advice look from five to

twenty years younger, and judging by the number
of replies she is receiving daily, people are not

slow at taking advantage of her generous offer.

It comes as a surprise that the discovery should

be made by a modest little woman in Scranton
when ourlarge cities are full of beauty doctors and
specialists who have sought in vain for a treat-

ment that would turn back the clock of time and
place the imprint of youth on the fast fleeting

footsteps of age, but far mere surprising is the

fact that she is to remain where she is.

In speaking of the discovery she said : “ Yes, I

know there would be many advantages in my go-

ing to some of the larger cities, but I have made
arrangements to give particulars of my treatment

Free to all who write me, so that the women in

every city and town have the benefits of my dis-

covery.
This statement shows that she is both broad-

minded and generous, and all who wish to banish

their wrinkles and improve their complexion
should write her at once. Her address is

:

DELLA ELLISON, 107 K. Burr Bldg., Scranton,

Pa.
Just state that you wish particulars of her dis-

covery and she will send them in sealed envelope

free of charge.

Furnishing cloth at actual miTl prices, adding only abso-

lute cost of our high grade hand tailoring done in our own

work-rooms, and our small profit, which, owing to our enor-

mous business is so small we can make a suit or overcoat to

your individual measure for S10.00 to $18.00—prices that are

positively less than any other tailors must pay for the cloth

alone. Anyone can take your measures. Style, fit and sat-

isfaction guaranteed. Send a postal today

—

RIGHT NOAV

for our great outfit. Our customers are the bestand
. most economicall/ dressed men in their communi-

»l ties.

the homebuyers tailoring co.
®l®i ^1 k a Established 188O

203-217 West Jackson Blvd., CHICAGO

Newest styles, cloth tape measure, 35
fashion plates of latest fall styles, self-

measurement instructions, securely
packed, all charges prepaid Absolutelym
DEAF 25 YEARS

CAN NOW HEAR WHISPERS
I was deaf for twen-

ty-five years. I was
so deaf that I even
used an Ear Trumpet
to hear the human
voice, and I can now
hear a whisper with
m y artificial EAR

MEDICATED EAR DRUM DRUMS in my ears.
Pat. July 15 1908 You cannot see them

in my ears. I Cannot Feel Them, for they are
perfectly comfortable. I keep them in my ears

night and day. Write and I will tell you a true

story—How I Got Deaf—and How I Made Myself
Hear. Address

GEO. P. WAY, 14 Adelaide St., Detroit, Mic
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splendid outfit on
a 60-day free trial en-
tirely at my own
risk, providing you
are the first from
your locality to ac-

_ _ .
cept my generous

offer. I have always sold these splendid Outfits to deal
ers, but this season, commencing with this very day, I

have made up my mind to sell direct to the wearer and
save every man tho enormous proiit that has always
gone Into the pocket of the dealer. To make my new
plan a success right from the start I decided to placo
with one reliable person In each community my com-
plete outfit for $5.00 and not one cent more.
This is my stylish ten-piece Outfit — 1 Stylfcnly

tailored suit, 1 President dress shirt, 1 King Edward cap,
1 pair Empire suspenders, 1 pair mend-proof hose, f
Chesterfield tie, 3 fine handkerchiefs, 1 set gold buttons.
To be safe in securing this offer send at once for tape,

order blank, etc., for I can give to but one in a locality
at this advertising price.

F, 0. LINDQUIST, Manager
CANADA MILLS CO.. Dept.399 . GREENVILLE, MICH

The Art of Home Makin

Centerpiece, Tray Cloth and

Three Doilies.

This Doily Outfit is most
complete, comprising one large

12 inch Centerpiece one n inch
Tray Cloth and three 6 inch
Doilies

; all stamped for em-
broidery upon a good quality of

American Linen with the iden-

tical colors in which they are
to be worked. If desired these
may be used without any
embroidery, or with outline

stitch only. We will send The
Housewife, the best Household and Fashion Maga-
zine published, on trial for three months with Cen-
terpiece, Tray Cloth and Three Doilies, stamped in

colors, for only io cents in postage stamps or silver.

The Housewife is Practical, Helpful, Cheerful
and Elevating. Splendid Stories, Useful Depart-
ments, Latest Fashions, Beautiful Pictures. Attract-
ive Covers; guaranteed to please, or money refunded.
Address THE HOUSEWIFE, 52 Duane Street, New York

DFAF? THE
• MAGNETICPHONE

FITS THE EAR Is made of METAL

IMPROVES your HEARING

Prevents Chronic Deafness.
Reproduces the faintest sounds.

Has a powerful vibrating capacity.

Booklet FREE.

218 Ilium Building, -i . Troy, N. Y.

25 Highest Grade Post Cards fOcr"' - No two alike. Finest yet published.
Pretty Girls, Flowers, Panama Canal,
Battleships, Yellowstone Park, and other
new, choice subjects that always please.
All different; all colored; no comics.
The kind that sells « to 5 cents each.
All sent postpaid, with catalogue, just to
introduce ourlargeand select lineof fine——. high grade post cards at bargain prices.

WALKfER & CO., 36 Fairfield Ave„ Chicago

BORATE&

m stssrmnes. but

PRICKLY HEAT,

&

'CHAFING, and
SUNBURN,
Removes all odor of perspiration.- De*

lightful after Shaving. Sold everywhere, or

[mailed on rcceipi of 25c. Get Mennen’s (the original), Sample Free.

GLRHARD MENNEN COMPANY.fiSw&rk.N.J.

FEET! FEET!
Tender, Sore, Aching, Burn-

ing, Sweaty feet, Excess-

ive Preparation of

Armpits, Etc.

PERSPIRO is a scientific liquid treatment
that is applied directly to the affected parts,
restores the depletedlpores and glands to a
healthy and normal condition, and causes
the offensive odor to immediately disappear.

Endorsed by Physicians

FREE TRIAL
Send us your name and address and we

will forward you our $1,00 treatment on 5
days trial. If satisfied, remit us $1.00, if not
it costs you nothing. If afflicted

Send Your Address To-Day

THE PERSPIRO COMPANY
Box 244 A. Jackson, Michigan

DOMESTIC SERVICE A BUSINESS
By Hope Onslow

The good housekeeper makes a bus- vice, or that mistresses shall them-
iness of housekeeping, and goes at it selves become capable of house-keep-
wjth the same regularity, energy, tact, ing and skilled in culinary arts. The
and thought that are required in any need of reform has brought about
other business. In our observation “housekeepers’ conventions,” the for-
and experience we have noticed fail- mation of “cooking schools,” and clubs
ure in this line because business for the “social betterment of working-
methods were not applied and exe- girls.” Over and over we are forced
cuted. There are women who hate to learn the lesson that humanity was
housekeeping—and no wonder! They meant for unity. The formation of
would hate any employment that was domestic training classes, where both
conducted in the same careless, hap- mistress and maid are pupils, may yet
hazard style. serve to bring about the sympathetic

It should not be natural for a relation that should exist between
woman to hate housekeeping, as the them, and make an element of stable
house and the home are pre-eminently comfort in the home,
a woman’s domain; and what-ever else Could sweet, loveable, sensible girls
a woman may be capable of, she should be induced to take a course in scien-
see to it, as a requisite of womanli- tific cookery and domestic economy,
ness, that she is capable of keeping so that they were thorough masters
house, and of being a real home-maker, of the mysteries of household service,

A Feudal Notion and furnished with a diploma for their
There has been a sentiment in the initiation into the business, why could

world, from the feudal ages, when the they not be fitted to command respect
peasantry were feudal slaves, and the and to demand proper wages? The
lords and ladies were domineering ty- mistress who was equally capable, and
rants, that work belonged to boors, was experienced enough to appreciate
and that it was lowering for a lady such help, would not find it hard to be
to do her own housework. Something respectful and even tender to her co-
of this false notion still prevails, and laborer in the home. Such enviable
accounts for the rush into clerkships, association and mutual benefit would
offices, professions, trades, and arts lift the service to its rightful plane,
on the part of girls who will not and the tide would turn back to house-
“lower” themselves to do housework, keeping and homemaking.
What wonder that there is a constant

cry of complaint on the part of mis-
Improving Conditions

tresses, when they relegate to the The wrong attitude we have men-

kitchen girl the work they consider too ^'oned has created a sentiment against

degrading for their own hands to per-
l10Usew°rk, and mothers have not

form? What wonder the girls seek themse lves made housework attractive

sustenance from some other line of
a t>us 'ne ss way of doing it. Ser-

service, when, as housemaids, they are
van t maids are not trained for house-

considered the inferior of the inferior?
l<eePmg'. and with their despairing

This false notion makes this service
mistresses, who look with disgust on

anything but desirable, and puts up disordered rooms, an empty larder, and

bars of conventional pride between the Senera l discomfort of an unkept

kitchen girl and maid-of-all-work and honse, declare that they, too, hate

the family. housework.

Sensible women, who have looked might be aoided by be-

into this question, find two reforms coming systematic. WTy not make up

necessary in order to change this Yol,r mind to do certain things on cer-

regime, and obliterate the effects of
ta *n days, as nearly as possible; make

this pestiferous notion—a reform on out a menu for a week ahead; and

the part of mistresses and a reform on use drains m planning so that your

the part of the maids. Domestic ser-
hoi1sehold will be well nourished and

vice has been abandoned by the better Your income not be exceeded by your

class of wage-earners, because they exPenditures?

would not endure the slights and in- Sound Sense In Housekeeping
suits of those who looked upon them Come, my discouraged housekeeper,
with disrespect as mere servants and let Us reason together. Put on your
inferior beings, and this has left the thinking-cap, and use the same sound
field to foreigners, and, to a large ex- sense in housekeeping that you would
tent, to ignorant, unskilled, and, some- have to use were you an editor a
times, vicious persons. The evil grow- typewriter, a grocer, or a coal-dealer
ing out of this wrong idea serves only Mix in brains with your difficulties,
to perpetuate and make it more intol- and take hold of the right horn of the
erable; for ladies cannot take the per- d jfficuity .

sons that come to them as servants —

AGENTS: $103.50 Per Month Sure
THISi DOES

IPENIN5

The money m&de
selling our Shears
and other useful
patented articles

astonishes agents.
V.C. Glebner.Cots.,

0., sold 22 pairs of Positive
. v , , lu

Tension bhears in 3 hours, made |13.50. ffe.
antee TO SHOW ANY ONE HOW TO MAKE $3 to $10
per day. We have more patented goods for sa e through agents, that are
not found ‘“Stores, than any other bouse in the U. 8. Samples free to
workers. L-TVESTIGATE NOW. A Postal will do. Address
Thomas Mfg. Co., 153 Home Dayton, Ohio

10 Days9
Free Trial

Columbia

Graphophones
Send No Money—Freight Prepaid
Any style of this greatest talking: machine in the

World will be sent to you on trial, freight prepaid.
Also 12 records. Hear it play its music— sing its
songs. Then, if you are satisfied, pay us a trifle
each month. This concern, with its combined
capital of £7,000,000, Is the largest of its kind in
the world.^We have 450,000 customers. See what
we can do on a Graphophone. Write a postal
today for Catalog No. 30.

Spiegel, May, Stern Co., 1189 35th Street, Chicago

Don't Throw It Awa D6Vs‘'Yb'ur*’Granite Dish
or Hot Water Bag Leak ?

MENDETS
A PATENT PATCH

that mends all leaks in all utensils—tin
brass, copper, graniteware, hot water bags,
etc. No solder, cement or rivet. Any one
can use them: fit any surface; two million
in use. Send for sample pkg. 10c. Complete

pkg. assorted sizes, 25c. jjost-paid. Agents wanted.
Collette Mfg. Co., Box 914 Amsterdam, N. Y.

PATENTS!,
RADE -M,RKS

li

and COPYRIGHTS
Notice in “Inventive Age.”
Book “How to Obtain Patents” FREE
E.G.SIGGERS,Boi 9, H.D.Bldg.,W»sliington,D. 0.

ALL THE NEW SONGS FOR 10S
Afraid to Com* Hume in the Park. Won’t You ftalu
Borne Sweet Home with Mo.Dreaming, Mariutch . Smarty,
School Days, Honey Boy. Somewhere. Are You Sincere,

N apanee. Clover Blossoms, San Antonio.Stingy. Since Yon
Called Me Dearie, Arrah Wanna, Cheer Up Mary and
.nearly 200 othersjust as good. Also a list of 2000 other
songsand thebighit, IFierrr Widow Waltz, complete
with WORDS AND MUSIC. All sent

postpaid for onlylOc. DRAKE MUSIC CO., Dept.39. 1941 HarrisonSt-,CHICAGO

RHEUMATISM
A CURE GIVER BY ONE WHO HAD IT

In the Spring of 1893

1

was attacked by mns-
cu 1arand in flamm alory
rheumatism. I suffered
as those who have it

know, for over three
years, and tried almost
everything. Finally I
found a remedy that
cured me completely
and it has not return-
ed. I hare given it to a
number who were ter-

ribly afflicted, and it affected a cure in every
case. Anyone desiring to give this precious
remedy a trial, I will send it free. Address,

MarkH. Jackson, No.407 James Street, Syracuse, N. Y.

Mr. Jackson is responsible. Above statement true.-Pub.

HIS BEAUTIFUL RING FREE!
V\A|| M/ 1 ,1,1

Set with four Sapphires surrounded with
six bright sparkling im. Diamonds. This is

positive! y the most beautiful ring ever
given and can be had without costing

k-.i y0U one fpnt b v distributing only four
of our large beautiful pictures at 2.7c.

by our special plan. We send pictures
t onee, all charges paid, all different,

printed in 10 to 17 different colors. Send 5o Money in advance.
We trust you with pictures until disposed of. You can also
earn Lady’s Watch. Doll, F ur Scarf or Lamp, if you wish.
PUSH CO.* 89 Washington St., Dept. 43, Chicago.

GOBLIN ” FISH LURE.
Is the bait that baits ’em to a certainty.
Defies wind and weather alike. Any
fish will gobble “Goblin” bait; it
makes them bite. If you’re out for a
good “string” and mean business

—

send 25c. for large box, to be refunded
if not satisfactory. Agents wanted
wherever they want fish. Address,
Sportsman Supply Co„ St. Louis, Mo.

into any friendly relation of comrade- TO WOMEN WH O DREAD MOTHERHOOD !

ship, and the habit of treating their Information How They May Give Birth to
servants as inferiors grows so that Happy. Healthy Children Absolutely

,
without Pain—Sent Free. —:

ley are incapable of Winning a better No women need any longer dread the pains of f AfTl
class Of persons to their homes childbirth, or remain childless. Dr. J. H. Dye

j

^ 1 1
has devoted his life to relieving the sorrows of

Cooking Schools for Maid and Matron I
v

.

<,Tcn - He has
.
proven that ail pain at chiid-™ . .

birth may be entirely banished, and be will gladly
ine trouble growing out of these tel1 >’ou how it may be done absolutely free of

evils has called for reformation, and hX fwiiTSST.
demands either that the domestic ser- t^h^
Vice shall be supplied with better ser- absolutelywithontpaiiualsohowtocuresterility.

Do not delay but write to-day.

SHk Remnants Free
M e hive on Land over 2000 pounds of beautiful
silk pieces, suitable for crazy quilts, cushions,
sof* pillows, etc. In order to advertise ourselves
and make room for new stock we will send you
A BIG PACKAGE or these pretty Bilks
free. They are beautiful colors and designs and

. you are bound to be more than pleased. Enclose
l-o to pay postage, packing, etc., or 20o for 2 packages. A usefu
present with each order. Your money back If you are not more than
pleased. WE KNOW YOU WILL BE DELIGHTED. Bend toslay.

^ VALLEY MFG. CO. S9 Washington St. Dept. 31, Chieago a

AND RARE PLANTS
C. R.Orcutt, - - San Diego, Cal.

25
Artistic Post Cards
Landscapes, Buildings, etc. (Xo comics)
B. Place Souvenir Co. Passaic, N. J. 10c

IF TROUBLED WITH ANTSW rite me enclosing stamp. I will send information FREEhow to get rid of them in 24 hours.

F. A. THOMPSON. M&roellut, N. Y.
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WITH THE EDITOR
Woman’s Worth

No right-thinking man can question

woman’s relative worth in the world.

Judged wholly by the sordid standard

of the dollar, no doubt man can estab-

lish his claim to be worth more to

the world than is woman. But when
the less sordid and the higher and

better things of life are brought into

the problem, then, it must, in all fair-

ness, be conceded that the balance is

greatly in favor of woman. As mental

ascendency is far superior to that

achieved through exercise of muscu-

lar power—mere brute force—so also

are the triumphs of the heart—the seat

of love—greatly superior to those of

the mind. While man unquestionably

excels woman in physical power, and,

to a less degree, in mental ability, the

realm of the heart is without question

that in which woman greatly excels

man. As this realm, in its power for

good to the race, is much more potent

than the two lower realms, those of

muscle and mind, in which man excels,

and as woman excels man in this high-

er realm, it follows of necessity that

her worth to the world is greater than

is that of man. Especially is this true

in the more recent years of the world’s

history, since woman has been given

more freedom and opportunity both

for a better and a broader culture and

a wider field of activity in the world’s

work.

While in former centuries man has

maintained a higher intellectuality

than has woman, it is a serious ques-

tion in the early part of the twentieth

century whether he will long continue

so to do. For decades woman has

been making greater intellectual pro-

gress than has man. To prove this

it is only necessary to study the rec-

ords of our high schools, colleges, and
universities. In every city and village

of our country having high schools,

there are usually four or five young
ladies graduated to one young man,

and it is a notable fact also that in

most scholarship contests in our co-

educational institutions of higher learn-

ing, a majority of the prizes are usual-

ly won by the women students. Sure-

ly, unless young men bestir themselves

most energetically, they will find them-
selves outdistanced by their fair sis-

ters in the race for intellectual su-

premacy.

Woman’s Work
The better trained and more intelli-

gent woman becomes, the more will

she, little by little, year by year, en-

croach upon the field of remunerative

activity heretofore thought by man to

be exclusively his own. If the latter

is to win out in this rivalry, he must
change his tactics: he must make most
strenuous efforts at least to maintain

an intellectual equality with woman.
If boys continue to leave school and

rush into business long before they

have sufficient training, while their sis-

ters go on with their studies for sev-

eral years, and if college men lazily

allow college women to outstrip them,

they will have only themselves to blame

later on if they find the high salaried

positions to which they aspire taken

by women who are abler, better-trained,

and in every way better qualified.

While the sphere of woman’s ac-

tivity and usefulness has broadened
wonderfully during the century just

past, and while many vocations and
porfessions are now open to women
that were formerly closed, it still re-

mains a fact—and an ever glorious one

—that the domain where woman, even

the best educated, the most cultured,

and the most accomplished, is supreme
and queen regent is that beautiful

realm of home. Whatever may be her

triumphs elsewhere, there is not now,
nor has there ever been, a woman whose
fondest dreams of life are not of being

the happy queen and mother in an ideal

home. Testimony to this fact has

only recently been given by Miss

Anna Louise Amendt, who is the

most valued employe of the biggest

real estate firm in New York, and
who is the highest salaried woman in

that great metropolis, if not in the

world, she receiving $20,00 a year. In

conversation with Elizabeth H. Greg-
ory, a well-known syndicate newspaper
writer. Miss Amendt said:

“I suppose many women envy me,
but to my mind, to be a good mother
and a wife is the grandest of all suc-

cesses. Home is the natural sphere for

every woman, and no matter in what
direction her lines may be cast, she

cannot entirely shake off that desire

to reign as its queen some time.”

Our Aim

But in our latter day strenuous life

all women cannot realize their heart’s

fondest dream, and it not infrequently

happens that a happy wife and mother

is bereft of the husband, the father, and

the breadwinner for the family, and

henceforth has to support both herself

and children by her own unaided ef-

forts.

It has been the most earnest aim and

purpose of the editors and publishers

of Vick’s Magazine to make this Wo-
man’s Worth and Work number both

an inspiration and a positive help, not

only to those just described, but to all

women who, for any reason, are under

the necessity of earning their own way
in the world, wholly or in part. Many,
many thousands, yea, millions, are there

of such noble women in the world, who
are, indeed, true heroines, bravely

struggling with life’s difficulties, striving

worthily to achieve an honorable career.

Here’s to their health, happiness, and
success.

An Injustice

One of the remarkable characteristics

of our time is the wonderful success

that women are attaining in many of the

professions and occupations, which it

has been thought, in times past, were

open only to members of the sterner

sex. In some lines, by reason of na-

ture’s own limitations, woman is not

capable of doing as good work as man.

Continued on page tiventy-onc.

Sell it to You
for $3.00 a Week

Geo. E. Barstow
President

Pecos Valley Land &
Irrigation Co.

OF

BARSTOWj
TEXAS

Any one who is familiar
with the nesults from Texas
Irrigated Land will tell you
that the safest, surest way to
gain a large and permanent
Income from a email outlay
Is to get hold of a few acers
of Texas Irrigated Land.
But, "heretofore, It has re-

quired some capital—at least
a few hundred dollars—and

It has been neces-
sary for the pur-
chaser to go and
live on the land
and develop it.

Now, my com-
pany makes it

possible for you to get ten acres of the finest
kind of Texas Irrigated Land, all under cul-
tivation, income property from the very be-
ginning, if you can save $3.00 a week.

You ican go and live on it—absolutely assured of
an independent living from It alone.
Or arrangements will be made to have it cultivated

for you for a small share of the crops.
Now I can and will prove all this from the highest

authorities In the land.
All you have to do is—write to me and say, “ Prove to

me that ten acres of your Texas Irrigated Land can be
made to produce an Income of from 81,000.00 to $5,000.00
a year.”

I have the proof, so read what my company will do
for you.

New Safe Land Plan
I will deliver at once to the Citizen’3 State Bank of

Barstow, Texas, a Warranty Deed to ten acres of the
land of the Pecos Valley Land and Irrigation Company
as per the subdivision of the Company’s property
made by John Wilson and filed for record with the
County Clerk of Ward County. Texas.

I will deliver at once to you, one of our Secured
Land Contracts for the War-
ranty Deed at the Bank— on
the contract appears a certifi-

cate signed by an Officer of the
Bank and certifying that the
Bank has your deed and will
deliver It to you according to
the.cermsofyourSecuredLand
Contract. The Bank acts as an
independent agent for both of
us—to guarantee fair play.
You must pay 83.00 a week,

or at the rate of $3.00a week In
monthly, quarterly, semi-an-
nual or annual payments.
Or you can pay as much faster as you like.
At the end of each year—if you take more than a

year to complete your payments—you will be credited
with 5 per cent per annum on the amount you have
paid.
815 down and $3 a week paid regularly, and the in-

terest credits, will mature your Contract in a little

over two and three-fourths years.
But you can mature your Contract by paying the

same total amount, $183, in a day, a month, six months,
a year, or in any less time than 2\ years, and when-
ever your regular receipts and your interest allowance
credit receipts total $483, all you have to do to get your
land is to take or send your receipts and your contract
to the Citizen’sState Bank at Barstow, Texas, together
with twenty -eight vendor lien notes each for 639,
payable one every three months for seven years.
The Bank will then give you your Warranty Deed

to the land, which, according to the Contract and the
Deed, must be fully irrigated and all under cultivation.
Remember this is ten acres of land which I must

first prove is capable of producing an income of from
61,000 to $5,000 a year.
You get this land for $483, which you can pay in less

than three years—$15 down and $3 a week—and yoo

Safeguarded
The Bank will deliver your deed
direct to you when your $3.00 a
week and interestcreditstotal$483.00

It Doesn’t Take Long

then have only four 639 notes each year for sevenyean
to pay out of your Income.
Can you hope In any other way, so safe and sure as

this, to have so large an independent income in so
short a time?

I believe the purchase of Texas Irrigated Land to be
the best way for a man of small means to make him-
self Independent. And I believe I am qualified to pass
judgment as 1 have been interested In Irrigation mat-
ters locally and nationally for 15 years.
The results are simply astounding to those who are

unfamiliar with the great subject of Irrigation.
And I believe the happiest man these d a - s Is the

man with the little ten acre irrigated farm—(President
Roosevelt says, “Even 5 acres is enough to support a
family and keep it busy”).
The owner of a Ten Acre Irrigated Farm doesn’t

have to “knuckle to the boss,” nor strain his con-
science in the struggle of the Intense commercialism
of the day.
His income is practically untouched by “financial

depression.”
His living and peace of mind are not dependent

upon the whim of any man.
He is king in his own little domain.
He can make his little ten acres earn as much as a

quarter section (160 acres) unirrigated, would produce
—as much as between twenty and eighty thousand
dollars In cash would bring, loaned out at 6 per cent.
He has his close neighbors, his telephone, good

roads, schools and churches—In fact, all the comf orts
and conveniences of life that come with the prosper-
ous close-knit community, though they pass by the
great isolated farm.
The land I want you to buy Is all good rich soil, irri-

gated from Canals and Ditches already constructed
in the most approved modern fashion and carrying
an abundant supply of water taken from the ever-
flowing Pecos River.

It is within a few miles of Barstow, Texas, and Pecos
City, Texas, (the two towns are only miles apart—
the land lies between the towns and a little to the
north) and served by the Texas & Pacific Railway and
the Pecos Valley Line of the Santa Fe System.

TV 1th rich soil, a splendid cli-

mate and the uncertain quan-
tity — moisture— eliminated,
agriculture and horticulture
can here be scientifically car-
ried on to the splendid profit
of the land owner.
The abundant crops of large

and in every other way supe-
rior hays, grains, cotton, veg-
etables and fruits aro equaled
In only a very few favored
spots.
The justly celebrated Bar-

stow Grapes are considered
by many to be even better—variety for variety—than
those raised in Southern California — and we are 1,200
miles nearer the great Eastern market. But all this Is

the merest outline of what I desire to show you i n de-
tail. I am only attempting to make it clear to you that
you can have an assured independent living income In
less than three years if you can possibly save $3 a week.

I have promised to submit the proof. All you have
to do is write for it. Will you do that today, even if

you can’t commence right away? I want the address
of every man or woman who is willing to save $3 a week
if I can prove that the result will be financial Inde-
pendence In less than three short years.
There is nothing philanthropic about this proposi-

tion, but I especially want to hear from the wage-
earners. I have worked for fifteen years to develop
this Irrigation System and this community. It would
be gratifying to me to have those who most need it

reap the benefits of my labors.
It will be more convenient for you to address me at

St. Louis, and I am equipped there to best answer you.

GEORGE E. BARSTOW, President
Pecos Valley Land & Irrigation Co., of Barstow, Tex,,

34® Missouri Trust Bldg., SL Louis, Mo.

Two Beautiful Li
Jf
e this IT" MOSTW

ShetlandPonies uSil.!”..I ll££«
We will give away
FUSEE Two genuine
Shetland {Ponies*

This Pony’s nr.me is BEAUTY
and she is certainly a dandy, and is

perfectly gentle.

We will give with TRIXY, the

other pony, a fine cart and harness.

Trixy is just as pretty as Beauty,

are

est

we could

find at any

price.

Do you

want one

of these
beautiful

P o n i e s

without it

costingyou
one penny? Imogen Means.

Vou Can Get St* Write Quick.
This little girl received a Pony free. Read what her

father says about it. "1 have just received the Pony. I have

two little girls 7 and 8 years old and words are inadequate . _
to express their joy in when the Pony arrived. Had 1 been going out to buy a Pony I could

nr * have found one that suited me so well.—T. J. Means, Dearborn, Mo."

Either one of these Ponies is worth $200.00 but will not cost you a cent if you hurry.

Send no money, just send your name and address,

SUCCESSFUL FAR8/MNG, Box 806, Bes Moines, la.
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THIS PILLOW
riirr If You Write

r K Hi Hi AT ONCE

WRITE TODAY and we win send
— you FREE pre-
paid the materials for the beautiful Wal-
lachian Pillow Outfit shown here. The
following articles absolutely without cost:

1 Wallachian Art Cloth Pillow Top.
(Tinted in colors).

1 Back for Pillow.
1 1909 Premium Art Book.

(with 500 latest beautiful embroidery designs!)

This big liberal offer is made in order to put

Richardson’s Grand Prize Grecian Floss

into every home. Send today, enclosing only
30c (silverorstamps)for 6 skeins of the silk

to work this handsome design, and embroid-
ery lesson with every stitch numbered.

Remember: The Wallachian Art Cloth
Pillow Top, Pillow Back and 1909 Premium
Art Book, with 500 newest embroidery de-
signs, are all free with the silk. Send your
name and address and 30 cents—that is all.

RICHARDSON SILK CO.
220 Adams Street, Dept. 1137 CHICAGO, ILL.

We also make Richardson's Spool Silk.

Baby’s Cap, Bootees and Bib
The Patterns for

these three articles

of Baby’s Clothing

are stamped upon a

good quality of

American Linen
and are ready for

Embroidery. We
will send The
Housewife, the
best Household and
Fashion Magazine
published, on trial

for three months
with these patterns

for Baby’s Cap, Boo-

tees and Bib, for only ten cents in postage stamps or

silver. The Housewife is Practical, Helpful, Cheer-

ful and Elevating. Splendid Stories, Useful Depart-

ments, Latest Fashions, Beautiful Pictures, Attract-

ive Covers
; guaranteed to please, or money refunded.

Address THE HOUSEWIFE. 52 Duane Street. New York

Pianos On Credit
30 Days* Free Trial—No Money Down
This concern, with a combined capital of
,000,000. wants to send you its wonderful Plano
ook. We sell pianos from 1144.50 up, and guar-

antee a saving of at least S100. We ask no money
down. We ship the piano, and let you use It a
month, before you decide to buy. Compare it

with others—compare our prices with others. If
you find It the best bargain you ever saw, take two
years to pay for it—a little each month. Other-
wise, send it back. ^
Don’t buy a piano without seeing this book, for

this is the largest concern of its kind in the world.
We have 450,000 customers. Write us a postal
today and simply say "Send your Piano Book.”
Spiegel, May, Stern Co., 1187 35th Street, Chicago

GRETAT.MONEY MAKEIR FOR

SEoTlONO'S MAGNETIC COMB-ir,
r r'w •

-
i : 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l 1 1 1 1 1 1 . : i . . . 7TT~

AGENTS
I Sell' Magnetic
I Combs and get

j

rich; agents
|

wild with sue-
j

cess. They remove dandruff; stop falling hair; RE-

[

LIEVE HEADACHE, never break. Send 2c stampfor
j

sample. PROF. LONG, 731 Ash St., PEKIN, ILL.

1 C ART POST CARDS 1
IJ Bathing girls and souvenir cards. Beau- 1 VC

tifully colored. No trash. J. C. Richard,
90 Washington St., Chicago.

ATFISIT^* $75 Monthly. Combination Rolling Fin.

Nine Articles Combined. Lightning seller.

Samples Free. Forshoc Mfg, Co. E. 317, Dayton, O.

At the Point of the Needle
EDITED BY LAURETTA MILLER

FANCY WORK FOR PLEASURE AND
PROFIT

When a woman cannot leave home to

earn money, and yet feels that she must
add to the income, the needle offers the

most certain road to success.

Many women, indeed, are now earning

a good living at the point of the needle.

Special kinds of fancy work will find

ready sale in many localities, but a

woman must understand at once that

there is no royal road to customers. If

a woman can do the fine briar or feather

stitching, faggotting, satin stitch, seed

stitch, outline stitches, and eyelet work,

she should try to get customers for

made-to-order lingerie, infants’ outfits,

shirt waists, and tub gowns.

If satin stitch is a woman’s specially

strong point in needlework, she may
find customers among the fashionable

dressmakers. Satin stitch is also used

for marking table linen, and this offers

another field in which women may find

remunerative work. Some of the larger

shops in cities take orders for marking
table linen, and this work is generally

sent out to be done in the homes of the

workers. The most exact stitching is

demanded, but the pay is good for this

kind of embroidery. The writer is ac-

quainted with one woman who has made
an independent income for many years,

and the only embroidery she accepts is

marking napkins and tablecloths with

the owners’ initials or monograms. She

gives employment to nine women
throughout the year, and solicits her

own orders.

All women cannot do satin stitch

equally well, and there are needle-work-

ers who never acquire the art. These

women need not despair of making

money with the needle, because with

the waning of the fad for all-white em-

broidery, there is an increasing demand
for colored embroidery done with the

Filo embroidery silks on white linen,

and with Grecian floss on colored fab-

rics. And it is a fact that has been

thoroughly demonstrated that there is

not a woman who can read that cannot

learn to do the solid embroidery, with

the familiar long-and-short stitch. A
few years ago, one of the large silk

manufacturers (the Richardson Silk

Company, of Chicago) made the test,

printing thousands of lessons illustrated

with marked diagrams of the flowers,

showing the stitch direction and the

color placing. These lessons were sent

broadcast over the country, are still be-

ing sent, the writer is informed, and the

result has been the receipt of hundreds

of letters from women, saying that they

have been enabled to work out most

difficult embroidery designs without oth-

er aid than that afforded by the printed

lessons. The result is a large army of

capable embroiderers. Many of these

self-taught women are making money
with knowledge gained in this manner.

Where a woman who wishes to make
money with her needle is well located,

a small art parlor in the home is gen-

erally successful. In this parlor stamp-

ing to order should be a feature of the

work. A small stock of embroidery silk

may be safely purchased, and lessons

should be given on all kinds of needle-

work. The danger lies in not knowing

just what to buy or how to advertise

the little parlor successfully. The writer

will be glad to answer any question on
this subject from women who desire to

start a small home business
;
from her

years of experience she may be able to

help some sister woman, and this help

will be given freely.

October is an excellent month in

which to make up fancy articles for sale

later ; novelties of all kinds find ready

sale at holiday time, and among novel-

ties that cost little in time and money
may be mentioned the little linen pin-

cushions, the baby bonnets, baby pillows,

birthday pillows, tea aprons, work
aprons, and doileys. It is a curious fact

that single doileys are frequently pur-

chased by people who desire to make
some little gift at Christmas; they

would not spend the money for an en-

tire set, but will purchase one single

piece. The doileys and center to match
can be frequently sold to one customer,

and when this customer is found, the

sale will be a profitable one. A $25

luncheon set can be made up with the

expenditure of a little less than $275.

The set should include one 22-inch cen-

terpiece and six plate doileys to match.

The embroidery should be done with

Filo silk, and the design most popular

should be selected. Violets, roses and

poppies are always favorites. On a $25

set of linen one should use about thirty

skeins of the embroidery silk.

Mention should here be made of the

Women’s Exchanges located in many
cities. Some of these places offer an

opening for the sale of fancy work, but

the woman who needs immediate results

should not depend upon this method of

selling her work. First, there is a small

expense attached to the depositing of the

work, in the shape of a membership fee.

Next, there is a commission asked for

each sale made, and last, there is no

certainty that a sale will be made, and

the work may be returned to the owner

at the end of six months. Personal so-

licitation and judicious advertising are

the only certain means of making sales

or of securing customers.

It is well to remember that more
small, inexpensive articles can be sold

for the holiday season than large, ex-

pensive pieces. Almost any woman can

No. 2 No, 3
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be induced to purchase a dainty pin-

cushion for the dressing-table. The same

design in a pin-cushion cover may be

embroidered with different colors. For

instance, the design illustrated in Fig-

ure 5 may be made up with pale blue

Grecian floss, with pale pink Grecian

floss, or it may be made up entirely with

the white Grecian floss. A pretty dis-

play of embroidered pin-cushions would

prove an attraction for an entire town.

The articles should be displayed in the

living room, on tables spread with white

cloths, and cards should be sent to a

Page ig
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list of probable customers, asking them

to inspect the different pin-cushions.

Some may be square, others round, and

still others like the shape illustrated,

which, after all, is the popular shape.

The pin-cushion illustrated is designed

for the easy and popular Wallachian

embroidery. After the embroidery has

been completed, place the pin-cushion

form between the upper and under cov-

ers and lace the two together with nar-

row ribbon run through the eyelets

made for this purpose. The ribbon

should match the embroidery silk in

color.

Melon Shaped Bonnet for Baby

A baby bonnet should prove a good

article for a home sale of fancy work.

The style is new and popular. Figure

1 shows one of these bonnets designed

for the lazy-daisy stitch. The embroi-

dery stitch is well named, it is so sim-

ple and requires so

little time to work.

The bonnets come

ready stamped, on

fine handkerchief lin-

en or on fine lawn,

as may be desired.

The strings are in-

cluded. The design

is stamped on a size

suitable for a child

three years old. The
same design may be

adapted to a child

from one to three

year,s old by trimming the material

away around the edges of each melon

shaped piece. A woman with any ex-

perience with the needle should be able

to embroider and make up two or three

of the little bonnets in a day.

Baby Pillow with Hemstitched Ruffle

The heart-shaped baby pillow is the

delight of any mother who desires dain-

ty articles for baby’s use. The design,

No. 2, is stamped on fine white lawn,

and the ruffle is supplied, made of the

same material, exquisitely hemstitched.

In making up the pillow, first embroider

the violets in natural tones of violet

silk, or in all white. When the white

Grecian floss or white Filo silk is used,

outline the stems with the same color.

Sew the ruffle to the front of the pil-

low cover, gathering the ruffle more at

the point of the heart than elsewhere.

Sew the front to the back of the pillow

cover, leaving the opening at the point

for inserting the hair pillow. Close this

opening with tapes sewed to the point

of both back and front cover. The

baby bonnet and pillow illustrated

would make an interesting “sale” for an

afternoon.

Fancy and Work Aprons

Tea aprons, sometimes called “fivt

o’clocks,” because they are so much used

by hostesses serving tea at informal af-

fairs, are always in demand. One is

safe to give a friend one of these aprons

daintily embroidered for almost any oc-

casion-—birthday, Christmas,Easter, and

all occasions when such a gift may be

made acceptably. The aprons can be

purchased ready made up with hem-

stitched ruffle, lawn strings and band,

and the design stamped ready for the

embroidery. The design illustrated in

Figure 3 may be worked in shadow em-

broidery, which can be quickly done, or

in solid long-and-short stitch, in the nat-

ural shades of the flower.

Figure 4 illustrates one of the most

useful of work aprons. The design is

the world’s favorite flower for senti-

ment, the forget-me-not. Embroider

the design solid and cover all the ma-

chine stitching on the ready made up

apron with fine feather stitching made
with Grecian floss. Blue ribbon should

be run in the hem on the front of the

pockets and in the tuck made in the

apron, at the top of the hem. This rib-

bon serves to gather the pockets into a

bag from which the work cannot escape

when the apron is removed. If a partic-

ularly dainty article is desired, the lawn

strings may be removed and a wide

blue ribbon substituted.

Vick’s Magazine is desirous of ren-

dering all possible aid to those desiring

to succeed in this line of remunerative

work. If any reader desires to try the

No.

plan of making an afternoon sale, she

can obtain detailed information, helpful

hints, and suggestions showing what to

do and how to obtain all needed designs

and supplies by writing to the editor of

this department of Vick’s Magazine.

SUPERFLUOUS HAIR CURED
A Lady Subscriber Will Send Free to

Any Sufferer the Secret Which
Cured Her.

One of our lady subscribers asks us to announce
that she will tell free to any reader of this maga-
zine how to secure permanent relief from all traces
of superfluous hair by the same means that cured
her, after every other known remedy had failed.
She states that the means used is harmless, simple
and painless, and makes the electricneedle entire-
ly unnecessary. She will send, entirely free, full

particulars to enable any other sufferer to achieve
the same happy results, privately at home. All she
asks is a 2-cent stamp for reply. Address, Mrs.
Caroline Osgood, 850 E. Custom House. Provi-
dence, R. I

We Trust You for Anything

Used in the Home
Whatever you want for use In your home

will be sold to you on credit. Your choice of

3,000 articles will be shipped on approval. Use
our goods 30 days before you decide to keep
them. Then. If satisfactory, pay a little each
month. We mean that exactly. When a person
wants to make his home more attractive, his

credit is good with us.

Save 15 to 50 Per Cent
We are the largest concern of our kind in the

world. Our combined capital is $7,000,000. On
our books are more than 450,000 customers.
We own 25 mammoth retail stores, located in

the principal cities, and we control the output
of a score of great factories. Thus we buy
and sell at prices which no other concern can
compete with. We invite any sort of com-
parison. You can return any goods, sent on

approval, if you don’t find a saving of 1$ to 10

per cent, under the lowest prices, cash or
credit, anywhere.

30 Days* Free Trial

As you can’t come to our store, we send the

goods to you on approval. Use them a month,
and decide how you like them. Compare our
prices with others. If not satisfactory, return

the goods at our expense. The month’s use
will not cost you a penny.

Small Monthly Payments
If you are satisfied, you can pay a little each

month—what you can afford. Take from 10 to

24 months to pay, while you use and enjoy the

articles. We charge no interest and ask no
security. You simply buy as we buy—on
credit—and our dealings are all confidential.

Four Free Catalogs—3,000 Articles

We issue four handsome catalogs, showing
pictures, prices and descriptions of 3,000 things

for the home. Many of the pictures show the

actual colors. Simply write us a postal and
say which catalog you want. They are free*

and we pay postage.

Furniture and Carpets

Catalog No. 10 shows a new and wonderful
line of Furniture, Housefurnishings, Carpets,
Rugs, Oil Cloths and Portieres, illustrated in

actual colors. Also Lace Curtains, Clocks,
Silverware, Crockery, Sewing Machines,Wash-

ing Machines, Refrigerators, Baby Carriages
and Go-Carts.

4664

Stoves and Ranges
Catalog No. 20 shows the whole Empire line

Send us a postal today, saying which catalog you want

of stoves and ranges—the stoves that save fuel

enough to pay for themselves in six months*

Columbia Graphophones
Catalog No. 30 is devoted to the greatest of

all talking machines. We send a complete
Graphophone outfit, freight prepaid. You don’t

pay a penny until you have tried it ten days.
Then send us small monthly payments.

Pianos on Free Trial

No Money Down
Catalog No. 40 shows the celebrated Meyer-

hof! and Beckmhnn Pianos, from $144.50 up.

We send a piano on 30 days’ trial, with no
payment down. Pay us nothing at all until

we convince you that we save you at least

$100. Then pay a little each month.

Spiegel, May, Stern Co. 1069 35th Street, Chicago

FreeFree Free
Catarrh

OneMonths
For

Medicines
To Every Reader of This Paper:

This offer means just what it says aad I want every sufferer to accept it.

No matter who has told you that Catarrh is incurable, regardless or whether

you consider your case hopeless or not, regardless of what you have already

tried, I say you can be cured of this treacherous and dangerous disease.

I have studied Catarrh and made a study of this disease for 20 years. The
results I have produced have convinced me that my system is the proper thing

and what all sufferers need.

To back my opinion and prove my claim and to familiarize all sufferers

with my method of treatment, I will send a month's medicines free in con-

nection with my new vaporizer.

TheGreatestOffer
Ever Made to Catarrh Sufferers

.

No one has ever offered you a similar opportunity . I have

no hesitancy in making it because I have the greatest treatment

in the world for this disease.

It is the surest possible cure, the quick-

est for immediate relief and so perfectly

harmless that it can be used on man,

woman or child, with the best results.

Thousands have already used my treat-

ment. Some had suffered since childhood.

Others for a year or two. After a short

course of my treatment every trace of the

trouble disappeared.

To publish their words of praise and
gratitude would require volumes.

This may mean nothing to you, yet

when I offer you a month’s medicine free

as shown in the above picture in connec-

tion with my new vaporizer. You can-

not help but think that I must have a

good treatment. Write to me today

so I can prove it to you.

DR. T. F. WILLIAMS,
238 Flynn Blit., Des Moines, la,

Dear Doctor:—Kindly send me as per your offer

one month’s Catarrh medicine free.

Tell
Your
Friends

I don’t restrict my
offer to yourself or

members of your

family, but invite

every sufferer, no
matter who they

are or where they

live to accept this

offer.

If you are not

afflicted yourself but

have some neighbor or friend who
is, kindly tell them of this opportu-

nity or show them this advertisement.

I will appreciate it and it will be quite

a favor to them and the means of ridding

them of this dreaded disease.

Cut Out The Coupon
Or simply write your name and address on a postal card.

It will put you under no obligations to me whatever.

Neither will you be compelled to continue with the treat-

ment or spend any money unless you feel satisfied that my
I treatment will do as I say.

a^:::zz:;::z;zz::z:::\ or. t. f. wiluams,
1 238 Flynn Block, Des Moines, Iowa.
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MAKE YOUR OWN
The Awl S^;,.RZPAIRS
For All "os

Save what you pay the har- ^
ness man by usinj? Myers’ Lock"
Stitch Awl, Stitches harnesss, sad-
dles, shoes, etc., both sides like a sewing'
machine. Only $1.00 prepaid. Big seller

A gents wanted. Write today. Booklet I
1 free.

C. A. MYLRS CO., 6537 Wcodiawn Avo., Chicago

Metal lame Fastener
jDoes away with straps. Every
• farmer and teamster delight

L Outwear harness. Fasten instantly with gloves on,

I \ EFNTC OlilVf/ profit. Indispensible whenonoeueed,
-

^UUV°FERRY'S HANDY HAMEFASTEN-
JLS bonanza for agents. Many sell dozen an hour.
Bamplo 25c, doz. $1.10. Circular and wholesale price free

l
OONER & FORTUNE CO. DepU7.INDIANAP0LIS.IND

A Man’s Necessity; A Woman’s Prayer;
A BOX OF HOSE WITH SIX MONTHS WEAR
Buy direct from mill. Triplewear hoiscry guaranteed to

wear six months or replaced free. Men’s (six pair) $ 1.50 per
box. Ladies' $2 .00 . Sent express paid on receipt of price. Good
agents wanted everywhere. Triplewear Hosiery Mills,
Franklin and Girard Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

BE A RAILROAD MAN
We will fit you by mail for position of Fire-man or Brake niTill and guarantee position

to graduates mentally and physically competent.
Only school whose instructors are practical rail-
road men endorsed by railway managers. Write
today, state age and ask for free catalog.

TheWenthe Ry.Cor.School, Dept.S-R-69 Freeoart.lll

.

COUPON
1 25“:;PQst Cariis

m
a"fo7l fle

rcO' 1 5
1
a great variety of subjects, Birthday, Valentine,

Easter, Holiday, U. S. Battleships, Niagara Falls, U. S. Capitol,
etc. Sold by some stores at 2 for 5 cents and others 5 cents each.
DEFIANCE STUDIO, 65 W. Broadway, New York#

7K POST CARDS 103 FLOWER CARDSw Beautiful oolored Roses,Violets, Pansies. Daisies, Tulips, Lilies, etc. .also
r t and Novel tycardB, worth 2 to 60 eaoh. All sent prepaid with our big catalog
'only lOo. ELLIS ART CO., DEPT. 273, 321 LAWNDALE AVE. .CHICAGO.

SANDWICHES FOR PICNIC
SCHOOL OR LUNCHLON

By Rose R. Grosvernpr

Sandwiches, being one of the most
important items in all school luncheons,

every person who may have occasion

to furnish a menu, should under-

stand the selection of suitable materials

and the method of preparing a tempt-

ing variety.

Sandwiches may be made of white

graham, rye, or brown bread, and small

of made mustard and one tablespoon- Neapolitan Sandwiches
ful of lemon juice. Mix well, spread, Are exceptionally dainty, and easily

made. Take square or oblong soda
wafers and spread with thick raspberry

and cut out in small squares

Cheese Sandwiches

Are always welcome To make those

which are exceedingly palatable, grate

jam or fig filling; place another wafer
on top of this, and cover with a plain

one-fourth of a pound of cream cheese !T*' .

Sprinkle with ground nuts and
bake m a medium hot oven until aand mix with one-half teaspoonful each

of salt, white pepper, and French mus-
tard. Melt one tablespoonful of but-

ter and add one tablespoonful of vine-

rolls or wafers, combined with nearly
®ar ’

mi* thor™gh,y
’ then spread me~

all kinds of cooked meats, fish, eggs,

salads, fruit, nuts, and vegetables, such

as celery, cucumbers, cress and toma-

toes, finished with plain seasoning or

the addition of a mayonnaise dressing.

The heartier sandwiches, made of

delicate brown. Another quite as de-
licious, is the

Tutti Frutti Sandwich
To prepare this filling, grind the fol-

dium thin on buttered bread. Press l°w 'n& ingredients very fine; one cup-
ful of stoned dates, one-half cupful each
of candied cherries, English walnuts,
and blanched almond meats; then add
orange juice until the mixture is of

the consistency of butter. Then spread
on unsalted wafers or thin slices of

Tinseled Post Ggrds fift.
_ I Floral designs. All different. Embossed. Richly colored. Your El xfrfl? 0

liamotlnsoled In gold or silver. Retail 10c eaoh. LUCAS CO, *246,UkoSt.,Chicago

PORTRAITS 85c, FRAMES 15c,
inl'S.TJLL.tJl ^7 sheet pictures lc, stereoscopes 25c,
views lc. 30 days credit. Semples Catalog Free.
CoauoUd&ted Portrait Co.* 290—64 W. Adana 8 t. , Ckleago.

GRAHAM RECLIPS
By Elma Iona Locke

Graham Bread with Yeast

Take a little over a quart of warm

OAM I
HIdden Name, Friendship, Silk Fringe,

4L I
EnvoloPe and a11 other kinds of CARDS
and premium Articles. Sample Album

of Finest Cards and Biggest Premium List, all for a
2 oent stamp. OHIO CARD COMPANY, CADIZ, OHIO.

RHEUMATISM
Sufferers can send- address (no stamp re-
quired) and receive FREE a PAMPHLET
which tells what Rheumatism really is,

the cause of the pain attending it, and how
to obtain a lasting and inexpensive cure.

S. F. KIMBALL, 1-3 Union Square, New York City.

WE PAY $10
and instructions.

per 1000 , cash, for names and ad-
dresses. Send ioc for blank books

F. WOODS CO.’ Windsor Mo.

ELECTRIC NOVELTIES an
t
d
elIKe!

Dynamos, Motors, Fans, Bells, Lamps, Belts, Batteries, Min-
iature R ys Toys. Everythin? Electric—at Low Prices. Lar-
gest stock in United States. Catalog Iree. 1000 agents wanted

OHIO ELECTRIC WORKS Cleveland, Ohio

the slices firmly together and cut in

oblong strips. For those favoring an
appetizing

Sandwich

This recipe never fails to satisfy.

meat, fish, cheese, or eggs, are usually Chop the whites of four hard-boiled brea(j ancj cut jn triangles
cut in small squares or oblong shapes, eSSs very fine, rubbing the yolks

while the more delicate ones made of smooth and mixing the two together

fruit, jams, nuts, etc., are cut round w'.th a tablespoonful of well-seasoned

or in a crescent shape, a sharp-edged mayonnaise. Spread this mixture on

cake cutter being useful for that pur- very thin bread slightly buttered, add

pose. as small crisp lettuce leaf, then another

Medley Sandwich thin byer of the filling and the upper water, one-half cup of brown sugar or

For this take two-thirds minced sIice of bread. Trim to the desired molasses, one-fourth cup of hop yeast,

chicken, one-third minced ham, and size and shape - A dainty and 0ne teaspoon of saIt - Thicken the

tongue. Moisten this with just a sug- Peanut Sandwich
va.er with enough graham flour to

gestion of mayonnaise, add a pinch of Will always be a pleasing addition to
nia e a batter, add the sugar, salt,

cayene pepper, and spread between! any luncheon. For these, grind freshly
an

.

^ east >
and sldr *n more flour until

thin slices of browm and white bread roasted peanuts quite fine, salt to taste
fl uite stiff. Let set over night, in the

and shape as desired. For a delectable and add to the product a sufficient
m °rn ’n® add a smad teaspoon °f soda,

Chicken Sandwich amount of sweet cream or melted but-
an °Ur en°ugh to m

.

ake the batter

Chop two cups of white meat, then ter to produce a paste. Spread this
as s ^' as can e stirred with a spoon,

pound it to a paste and add the yolk mixture between thin slices of white
pU mt0 pans an et it rise again in 3

of three hard-boiled eggs mixed, bread or oblong wafers. If bread is Zu™
smooth with melted butter. Season used, cut it in small crescents. In the

with a little celery salt and a pinch wa3
r °f an added tid-bit try the

of wdiite pepper. Spread on buttered Russian Sandwiches
bread and cut in triangles. A tempt- Made by spreading crisp, square,
in ff salted wafers with thin slices of cream

Sardine Sandwich cheese and covering with a

Is made as follows: Count one sar- finely chopped olives mixed with a

dine for each sandwich needed, remove little mayonnaise. Top this with another

all skins and bits of bone and rub the wafer and press gently together,

fish to a .paste, adding a pinch each of Sweet sandwiches help to make a

pepper and salt, one-half teaspoonful variety and should not be forgotten.

For Roofing,.Siding or Ceilings
POSITIVELY THE BEST AND MOST LASTING COVERING MADE.

Requires no painting. Economical and easy to put on; no previous experience necessary.
Absolutely guaranteed. Brand new, clean stock. Bright as a dollar. Sheets are full size. Comes
in Corrugated, “V” Crimped, Standing Seam or Plain Flat Sheets. Heavily galvanized on both
sides, with the most approved galvanizing material that will adhere forever. “Galvanized” means
that the Iron has been coated with liquid Zinc, which makes it absolutely rust and weather-proof;
not affected by heat or cold. Makes buildings warmer in Winter and cooler in Summer. Drains
perfectly and does not soak. Does not taint rain water. Fire and lightning-proof. Makes your
insurance cheaper. Sold direct from our own roofing factory— the largest in the world. Chicago
House Wrecking Co. sells more roofing material than any other concern. We sell thousands of
squares of “Galvanized Rust-proof” Iron every week. It is used in all climates and for every kind
of building. Painted Steel Roofing at $1.25 per hundred square feet.

Also in stock a full line of painted Steel and Iron Roofing, Siding and Celling, all styles
at prices from $1.25 per 100 sq. ft. up. Fill in the coupon below. We will send you sam-
ples free of charge together with a vast amount of BDKOflin DDBJflECroofing information. On application we quote rnCBUEBl lAkl ABU fllUkv

ROOFINC SUPPLIES OF EVERY KIND
FRPC miR finn-DApC PATAIHP Mfi AA It is full of information for the shrewd, careful and econom*
rilLC uun UUU iHUE. UAlriLUu PIU* ical buyer. Lists thousands upon thousands of rare bar-
trams. Price offers that command orders. Millions ot dollars’ worth of merchandise, bought at Sheriffs’, Receivers’
and other forced sales, are plainly described in this book. Send coupon below and. get a copy free.

with a knife dipped in water. Bake
in an even oven, not too hot at first.

Graham Unfermented Bread

One and one-half pints of Graham
flour, one cup of white flour, one table-

layer of
spoon of suSar >

one teaspoon of salt,

two of baking powder, one and one-

fourth pints of milk (sweet); mix
rapidly into a soft dough and pour
into a greased pan. Bake in a rather

hot oven for forty minutes, protecting

with paper for the last fifteen minutes.

44FREE SAMPLE COUPON NO.
Kind of building; X.. j= J
Size of Roof “ ^
If you want Siding or Coiling givo diagram and full dimensions ^ —

PQFF ROnif HF PI A N Q I ? * T°u are P°l n^ to bnlldor improve, wo will send yon free, °nr book ofplans, contain
* »-tfc uUUIX U I r krill O ing many illustrations and descriptions of modern residences, farm homes, barns, etc.

FREE BOOK OF BUILDING MATERIAL

!

Contains thousands of money saving offers.

FREE SPECIAL FURNITURE CATALOG!
you from 30 to QjD per cent.

Who Buy Our Goods at Sheriffs', Receivers' andManufacturers' Safes

Whon do you expect to order..

Name

. R. F. D State..

It will put you in touch with the won-
derful situation in tho lumber market.

Showing Rags and Linoleum In their
natural colors and designs. We save

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING COMPANY
35th and Iron Streets,

Wo Can Save You Money On Wire and Fencing.
Chicago, III.

Another Recipe
Four cups of graham flour, two cups

of buttermilk, one scant cup of mo-
lasses, one teaspoon of soda, one of

salt. Bake for one hour.

Delicate Graham Bread for Invalids

One pint of Graham flour, one pint

of white flour, one tablespoon of sugar,

one teaspoon of salt, two of baking

powder; sift all together, and add three

cups of sweet milk. Mix quickly into

a smooth soft dough, and bake in two
small bread pans for twenty-five min-

utes. Protect with paper for the first

ten minutes.

Graham Lunch Bread
Three cups of graham flour, one cup

white flour, one tablespoon sugar, one

teaspoon salt, two of baking powder;
sift all together, and add sweet milk

to make a smooth dough that can be

easily handled. Flour the board and

loaves, lay in a shallow pan so they

will just touch, wash over thirty min-

utes. When done, remove from the

oven and rub over the crust with a

little butter.
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By Lda W. Von Alton

Proper Food for School Children Some simple but nutritious luncheons

N the whole realm of do- for children to take to school are quite

mestic economy no more important factors for the mother to

important question arises study. In the first place, two things are

than this: What food to be considered: First, the combina-

shall be provided for the tion of foods; and secondly, the change

children when going to school? In of food, or variety. The necessity of

entering upon school life the child is studying the child’s constitution, and of

ushered into an entirely new series of preparing foods necessary for his healthy

experiences, and many new faculties are growth, should be impressed upon every

brought into exercise, the general nerv- mother. Simplicity should be the watch-

ous strain and tension being materially word for the lunch-basket, so that the

increased. This being true, it is im- child may have sufficient natural appetite

portant that special thought be given to t0 eat the f°oc* prepared for it.

the subject of their diet, to the end Two or three butter sandwiches, with

that they shall be so nourished by ade- sliced meat, are always palatable and

quate and well-chosen food as to enable wholesome. Stewed fruit, such as

them to sustain the added tax that school peaches, pears, plums, apples, etc., is

life places upon their maturing powers. better than poor fresh fruit. A little

The first and most important consid- celery, graham wafers, and fruit crackers

eration affecting this question is this : are palatable and wholesome. Eggs can

Has the child a vigorous appetite? A be substituted for meat, making several

good appetite is a prime essential to egg sandwiches, with custard, rice pud-

good health in school children. Children ding, or some simple cake.

thus blessed may sometimes eat more

than they need, but the danger to Suggestions for Mothers
future good health from this tendency

Thg gtudy pf children in the home is

is not comparable with that of ailing
^ most ;mportant one . So many differ-

children who arise morning after morn- ^ temperaments are present that the
ing, declaring, Oh, Im not hungry,

poor mother ofttimes is perplexed, and
don’t want any breakfast,” and on the

knQWS ^ ^ ig best There ;s the
strength of this declaration are allowed ^ -

s of over_quiet; the
to go to school breakfastless. Not only

awkward child . the never-quiet, or “per-

do appetiteless children thus go without
motion„ chnd; and numerous oth.

aaaaiERsm1,

ETBICCSTOVE and RANGE

r ifttBoosstefr.
This book will save you from

[ $12 to $30 when you purchase astove or range. It
'

explains how the best and finest stoves and ranges

in the world are made, and tells you how to know
I
the best ” IIOOSIER STOVES and RANGES

“ FROM FACTORY TO USER
Are heavily made of highest grade
selected material, beautifully finished,

with all new improvements and features.
’ “Guaranteed for Years,” backed i,

by a million dollars. “Hoosiers” are fuel

cavers and easy bakers. A child can operate '

_tt.£<?'Sold on 30 days free trial. No Preiyht to pay.

for Free Stove Book
,

AND OUR SPECIAL FREE TRIAL OFFER BASE BUBllES

iOOSlER SIOVE FACTORY. 150 State St, Marion, Indiana

RUPTURE

r

CURED p

A MONTH, $6o expense allowance at start, to put

out Mdse, and Grocery catalogs. Mall order house.

American Home Supply Co., Desk 10A, Chicago.

ROW GINSENG—Pure American Seed and Roots for
Sale for Special Prices this season-

Address Clxas. Anthony, Alliance, Ohio.

Stuart's Plaster°Pad9

Jg> are self-adhesive, and hold
au0’ the rupture in place without

straps, buckles, or springs—cannot slip, bo

cannot chafe or compress against the pelvic

bone. The pads contain a medicine which
is kept constantly in contact and is gradually

absorbed, thereby quickly curing the most

obstinate cases. Hundreds have successfally Leated them-

selves at borne without hindrance from work* Guaranteed

under National PureFood & Drugs Law. flf™ ff™
V riteto-day and “Trial of Treatment,” BQ Ha tp
with interesting book, will be sent 0 H ® ian
Address 8TUABT PLASTER-PAD CO., Block 26 St. Louis, Mo.

PATENTS

Baby Chicks

48p. book free. Highest refs. Long
experience, FITZGERALD &

OST CARDS FREE!
20 nice cards and Lig novelty catalog, 50c. worth for 100.

Cards sell 2 for 5c. Send today. L. Carl Co. 34 Mill St.

Deposit, N. Y.

(Iiaa a month and expenses to advertise and leave samples
Secure territory now. Silverton Co.. H. 13, Chicago.

F
ree deafness cure

A remarkable offer made by one of the leading g A
ear specialists in this country. Dr. Branaman
offers to all applying at once,two full months’ medi-

cine free to prove his ability to cure permanently, Deafness,

Head Noises and Catarrh in every stage. Address Dr. G. M.
Branaman, 1361 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo.

CO., Dept. F., Wubhington, D. C.

Box 14,

The greatest scien-

tific remedy for all

forms of female dis-

eases. Guaranteed
under the Food and
Drug Act. Do you
realize that the minor

ailments ofwomen, if neglected lead to serious results? Do
not delay. Send for absolutely free ten days treatment to

MRS. KORNIA BONEWELL,
ill cxoiu cm imiiusuiuc

| nfdrnit Mirh
Geo. M. Kinsell, Santa Fe, New Mexico.

|
Dept. C. Detroit, mien.

We ship thousands each sea-

son. Write us now. Stamp

for prices and testimonials-

Freeport Hatchery, Freeport, Mich.

Your Name
*n on ^an^somePosta

]
s

’ ?,
ce?ts -

FREE! “AYARD OF ROSES” FREE!

breakfast day after day, but they often
ers. Awkwardness in children is often

have nothing at noon but a cold, scanty,
d by unnoticed; as t00 fre .

ill-assorted lunch, that neit er satis es
quent rem jnders or harping upon one

the cravings of nature nor affords any ^ ^ subject may |akg a child
adequate nourishment. Is it any wonder

that children thus underfed become puny, .

skinny, boney, and unsightly, and either

die prematurely or develop into chronic

dyspeptics and invalids for life ?

oversensitive, thus exaggerating the de-

:iency.

The morbid child, who loves solitude,

might be called away frequently under

No mother should ever be satisfied to some pretense, as that of helping mother

send any of her children away to school select or change a piece
_

of furniture

day after day without a hearty breakfast. ** the room, or by inducing it to play

Loss of appetite morning after morning * favorite game, or tell a familiar story

is an unerring sign that something is
-anything that will awaken interest in

seriously wrong with the child. If he the welfare of others, and turn its at-

hasn’t an appetite, get him one; and if
tention out and away from itself,

it is necessary to call in. the aid of a The over-active child is perhaps con-

sensible physician, do so. At all events sidered the healthy child by the physi-

let a healthy appetite be obtained, even cian and those interested in scientific

if it is necessary to take the child out of child-study; but what poor mother has

school. not experienced days of trial by a lit-

Neither growing brains nor sound, tie band of perpetual motions. The

healthy bodies can be sustained without best remedy is a series of busy works

wholesome food and enough of it. in the home, such as cutting, sewing,

Having established a proper demand perforating, building, etc. These occu-

in the child for nutr’tious food, the pations should be made so simple that

mother should address herself to the mother can direct, and go on with her

duty of meeting that demand, so as to household duties. Thus is shown the

build up the growing tissues of the body, true kindergarten spirit, and the one

and renew the nerve-forces of the brain, too often lacking in the home.

WITH THE EDITOR
Concluded from page seventeen.

In others she not only does as well, per cent in favor of the men; in Massa-

but often excels him. Whenever she chusetts, men receive $128.55, and wo-

does as good work as her brother, she men, $48.38, a glaring injustice; in

should receive the same pay; and if she Rhode Island, men receive $101.83, and

does better than he, she should receive women, $50.56; in Connecticut, men re-

more. Notably do women excel as ceive $85.58, and women $41.88. The

teachers; and yet as a rule they re- states named above are regarded as the

ceive less pay for like services than do most enlightened in the American Union,

men. In New York, men teachers re- These figures, however, do not indicate

ceive an average of $74.95 monthly, and the possession of an overplus of enlight-

women recive $41.33—a difference of 30 enment on at least one subject.

“Yard of Roses" is conceded by everybody to be one of the grandest flower pictures offered this year ; one yard long on
• _i - i. knnnUfnl onlnro molriniriton trnp TlfltllTft thut VOU C2D C8Sllv lffiEClDS YOU 2r6 iOOk
heavy copner-plate paper, in ten beautiful colors, making it so true to nature that you can easily imagine you are look-

ing at the real flowers; over 300,000 sold in last 30 days; a handsome ornament for any home that you will always bejroud

of To introduce our splendid family magazine and story paper, which already has a half^nillion readers, we mail this

grand work of art all charges paid to anyone who sends 10 cents (stamps or silver)for The Household 3 months and

picture. We make this unusual offer to induce you to become a veRU la.r suh serrber . Send at *heX Y5bf a
AddressTHE HOUSEHOLD PICTURE DEPARTMENT. 636 JACKSON ST.. TOPEKA. KANSAS-

Catarrh,Asthma
CUBED WHILE YOU SLEEP

II Two or Three Cents a day If you are satisfied, and nothing if you
are not. Harmless, Convenient, Agreeable, Private, and Marvelously
Certain. Inhalant is Discovery of an Eminent Physician, and is Best

in the world; Inhaler is our patent, and is Best Ever Devised. Its

Cures of CATARRH caused patients to name it, “THE LITTLE
WONDER.” Its cures of ASTHMA have looked like Miracles. Un-
equalled for BRONCHITIS, HAY FEVER, and Catarrhal Disease in

every form and stage. Cures or prevents DEAFNESS, and restores

LOST SENSE OF SMELL. Cures COLDS, and prevents Pneumonia.

BAD BREATH it has always cured. Succeeds as nothing else can, because it is the Right Medicine

applied in the Right Way; that is, CONTINUOUSLY. A Healing Balm laid directly and steadily on

the Sore Spot, whether at top or bottom of the lungs: Change of Climate without Change of Resi-

ence. Does not hinder the breathing, and may be regulated to any force desired. No tmeded

from other medicines. A Triumph of Science and Common Sense, SOLD UNubK LEUA
GUARANTEE. Write today, as you may not see this again. LONG TRIAL. ADDRE55

E. 0 . G. Catarrh-Asthma Cure, 1339 Van Buren St., Chisago

SEND FOR A FREE TRIAL TREATMENT
of the remarkable new discovery which quickly reduces superflu-
ous flesh from men, women and children leaving the person in
normal weight and good health.

ANTI-FAT treatment takes off fat at the rate of five pounds
a week. No person is so fat but what it w ill reduce no matter
where the excess fat is located—Bust, Hips, Stomach, Neck,
Cheeks—it willquicklyreduce without exercise, exertion or dieting.

ANTI-FAT Strengthens the Heart and enables you to breathe
freely. Itis a natural scientific obesity reducer. It has done for
others what it will do for you. It is perfectly harmless being a
physicians prescription. You will feel a hundred times better the
first day you try tnis wonderful treatment. No woman can he
beautiful who has overweight. No dressmaker can overcome the
pudgy, puffed and awkward appearance of a fat woman.

ANTI-FAT treatment reduces most obstinate cases. You cap
not be healthly and happy while you suffer from an excess of fat.
Fat people are barred from the general pleasure of life and many
times are subject to such diseases as Asthma, Rheumatism, Kidney
Trouble and Heart Disease.

THE ANTI-FAT treatment curesall these -removing thecause. Do not take out word for it.

Send for FREE TRIAL TREATMENT to-day. It is free for the asking.
INTERNATIONAL LABORATORY, 1123 Broadway, New York City.

ECZEMA
Instant relief and
positive cure. Trial
treatment mailed
free.

International Co,, 1123 Broadway, New York

Instant relief and
positive cure. Trial
treatment mailed
free.

Toxico Laboratory, 1133 Broadway, Mow Yorto

ASTHMA
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Money at Home for Women
at light pleasant employment tinseling post cards
with crushed cristais so simple a child can do it.
l'or ioc we send samples to guide you with your
name on samples in sparkling colors and include
FREE full Instruction for doing this work Write
us about it. JOHN R. SHACKLEFORD,

C.415 Shepherd St., Petersburg, Va,

A r.FNTQ to sel! Wllard Steel Ranges. \V. C
1 *3 Willard, 316 Chestnut St., St. Louis, Mo.

F F A RN PIAN0 or ORGAN by mall In s lessons. Won-nL,ruuj derful note Invention. Particulars FREEGUARANTEE SCHOOL, 203 Chestnut St. Chlosgo

O BEAUTIFUL ART COLORED POST CARDS t~ y°ur Ful1 Name In Gold on each. 1 UC
F. E, SMITH CO, 303 15 th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Indian Medicated Corn Leaf
Cures Corns and Callouses without
pain or soreness from two to three
applications. Easily applied. 25c
leaf sent on receipt of ioc silver

- ii and names of three sufferers.
CURTIS, WALTER & CO., Sole Agents U. S. A NOR.
WOOD, NEW YORK.

' K

With Vick’s Young People

'Vick’s Magazine fot October

R e t n r n thig
with 60 one*
cent stamp*
andlwillinail
youaDollarof
w<Pain Paints

ders, with full directions tr malte sixty 25-cent bottles.
I’aln Paint stops pain instantly; removes Headache,
Toothache, Neuralgia, in one minute; cools faster than
ice; burns will not blister. A apoonfnl taken four
times a (lay kills Dyspepsia. Sold 40 years by agents.
Dli. Ii. WOLCOTT, Wolcott Building, flfew \ork*

VETERINARY COURSE AT HOME.
S 1 900 7,

car “nd “Pwards can be made taking oor Veterinary
Z * ,” Course at borne during sparetime;tanght insimplest
JlnglishiDiploma granted, positions obtained successful stu-
dents £ost in reach of all ^satisfaction guaranteed particulars
1

E

IER I NARY CORRESPON-DENCE SCHOOL, Dept.l 7, London.Canada.

flR-FODTE'S FIASHLIGHTS|fU
UonHUMAN'NATURE IU=
The only concise book on the delicate subjects of
Love, Marriage, Parentage, Health and Disease.
Contains 240 pages, fully illustrated. Gives advice
necessary to every man and woman; imparts in-
formation you would hesitate to ask a doctor.
Was 25 c. Reduced to 10c to introduce. Sent
by mail.
MURRAY HILL BOOK CO., 129 F. 28th St., N. Y. City.

GALL STONES
Or any LIVER DISEASE.
Write me ALL about it.

. „ Will tell of a cure FREE
Address C.Ed. Cavey, R.F.D. 5, Lansing, Mich.

CHOICE POST CAROS & ALBUM

FREE
given free to you. Write now for our special gift
proposition, and superb new illustrated catalog-

T P HAMILTON CO *207 VA-AV JERSEY CITY N J

YOUR NAME
Liberty Post Card Co.,

tinselled on an embossed
Floral Post Card. 6 for

10 cents.

130 Pearl St., New York.

|
Silk Fringe, Envelope. Gold Beveled Itjk nnC

I Edge, Hidden Name Oards, etc. 200 UMlaUv
4 — Love Verses. 126 Rich A Raoy Jokes. 1 Pack Ao-

fluWiWMiT'WmQ Tnintfinrn ft 1 Paok EeoortOards. New Beau Catcher & big
Sample Book, all for 2ota. Columbus Card Co.,129F. 8t., Columbus,Ohio

Sample Butt-ln,Devil,Mll-p A DTIO
lionaire, Hot Air, A FinestOA IlUv
W rittenCallingCarde you everflaw.Some*
thlmr New with Apt’a Bl* outfit. A112 ot&
W. A. BODE, Box 190, Fair Haven,P^

I E
| IO Cts.

|j

Artistic Post Cards I

Colored. No two alike. No comics
B. PLACE SOUVENIR CO., Passaic, N.J.

WOMEN and men can make $6 a day
Apr mtC easy, selling Corsets and wellMUCIV I 9 advertised articles. No expert
ence necessary. 40c and SOc profit on every dollar
Write for $5.50 FREE offer.

6. A. SCOTT, 870Broadway, NewYork

^ |l / ] I EXAMINATIONS will soon be held in every4. I \j | I state. 46,712 appointments last year,ww W ha Full information about all Gov’t Posi-
tions and questions recently used by
the Civil Service Commission free.

Colombian Corresp. College, Washington, D.C.SERVICE
1 OTIIIi 1 and Hay Fever cured before you pay.

M J I II III A 1 W 'U send any sufferer a bottle ofno I mil n LANJS,s asthma cure
PR pp If It cures you send me $1.00. Ifitdoesnot
1 don’t. Give express office. Address

D. J. LANE, Box V, St. Marys. Kan.

HayFever
Instant Relief

I and positive cure.
Trial treatment

0 mailed free.

Toxlco Laboratory, 1133 Broadway, Now York,

$4 TO $10 A DAY S!5, !K
rapid Belling artioles. No scheme. SAMPLES FREE,

a. YOUNG Sc CO.,R*24 Howland Bldg., Chicago, 111.

6 Sparkling TINSEL PostCards Iflr
With your iiam* on in Gold, Silver, Red and Green. fl&J-

Worth lOoeaoh. ELLIS ART 00., Dept 738, 321 Lawndale Ava. ,CHICAGO.

B/uxer/ine saves time and money.” Two
spoonfuls of Blazerline will kindle any fire. Non-
explosive,handier and cheaper than pine. Pack’*
prepaid, 25c in coin. Yenoc Company, runswick, Ga,’

Asthma
CURE sent by express to you on Fr^e
Trial. If itcures send $1 ;

if not, don't.
Give express office. National Chemical
Company, 705 Ohio Ave., Sidney, 0.

(GA A mouth and expenses to distribute Grocery and Mdse'
catalogues. Ad. Mgr. 620 Como. Bldg., Chicago

53 LATEST COMIC CARDS 10c.
(Bushels of fun.) M. HESS, 213 Randolph St, Chicago

P* ^A advertising OUR washing fluidaftl 5f%#’C ,n.Your town with lOOaampUs. mind 6 c St* ups.*•1 II MJUa W. SCOTT, COHOES, N V.

THE KING AND HIS TREASURER
By William W. Von Alten

Many years ago there reigned in

Persia a king who was a great hunter.

One day, he was separated from his at-

tendants in the pursuit of a wild boar.

‘Night came on, and the mighty king
found himself alone in the wilderness,

very much fatigued and in despair. He
tied his weary horse to a tree, and
vainly tried to find the way to some
human habitation. All at once he heard
the melodious tones of a flute. Going
in the direction of the sound, he saw
a boy about fourteen years old sitting

on a boulder and trying, by the music
of his flute, to gather some goats which
he was herding. The goats readily

came and started for home at his call,

and when he had collected them all, he

descended from the boulder and started

home.

The king stopped the boy and asked
him where he was going. The lad re-

plied that he was going to the hut of

his father. The king told him to go on,

and that he would follow. After walk-

ing about a mile, they reached a small

hut, in front of which stood a man ad-

vanced in years, and who looked with

great astonishment at the approaching

king. When the king came up, the old

man recognized him at once, for he had
been engaged in many a battle under his

leadership. The old man prostrated

himself before his sovereign, as is the

custom in that country, and implored
him to have mercy on him; for, in Per-
sia, the king is master of all his sub-

jects—even of their very lives. The
king bade him rise and fear not; that

he had lost his way, and asked for hos-
pitality.

“Mighty king,” said the peasant, “all

I have is at your command; a dish

of oatmeal porridge and a cupful of

goats’ milk is all I have.”

“It is well,” said the king. “I am
as hungry as a wolf. I am ready to

enter your hut and partake of such
food as you have.

The king sat down to eat, and never
did food taste so good to him as did

that simple meal. The repast being
finished, the peasant spread some goat-
skins on the floor of his hut, and on
them slept the mighty king, the peas-
ant and the boy, side by side. The
next morning the king was greatly re-

freshed, for he had never slept better.

Before departing for home the next
morning, the king enquired;

“Hew did you know that I was the
king?" the old man was asked by his

sovereign.

“Many a battle have I fought with
your Majesty as my leader; and per-

haps you recall that on a certain occa-

sion a soldier saved your life.”

‘I remember it well,” said the king,

“and I only wonder that I did not
recognize you before as the one who
saved me from death at the risk of

his own life. In vain have I searched
for you these many long years in order
that I might reward you. But now
that I have at last found you, I will

pay the debt of gratitude I owe you.”

“Mighty king.” replied the peasant,

I am not in want. I do not think it

is in your Majesty’s power to better

my condition, for here I am happy with
my boy, my goats, and my flute.”

“Ah!” said the king, “I know far

better than you do what is for your
good. You and your son must go with
me. Your boy shall be educated by
the best masters in my realm, and I

will make a great man of him.”
The peasant pleaded, but in vain, for

they were taken to the palace of the
king, where, by his orders, they were
well provided for.

The years went on, and in course
of time the good old man died. Pascal,
the boy, became a man, and none was
better educated than he in all the
realm. The king had promoted him
from station to station, until at last

he was appointed treasurer of all the
wealth of the mighty king of Persia.

Pascal’s exalted position drew upon
him the envy and jealousy of the cour-
tiers. They told the king that his
new treasurer was dishonest; that he
had built a vault in a secret place; that
he was conveying all the treasures of
the king to this vault, and that this
work was nearly accomplished; and
that he was also at the head of a con-
spiracy to dethrone the king and to
raise himself to his place. The king,
believing these calumnies, ordered
Pascal before him and sternly said:

“Pascal, lead me instantly to the
secret vault in which thou art secretly
hiding my treasures.”

“O mighty king! That I have a
secret vault I will not deny; but all

its contents are mine. I beseech your
Majesty not to pry into my secret,

for if you should once behold the in-

side of my secret vault, you and I

must part forever.”

But the doubts and fears of the king
being strengthened by Pascal’s asser-
tions, he said to him; “Lead on to
thy secret vault, and I will see for

myself what thou hast hidden there.”
Pascal then led the king to the vault,

and both entered together. Great was
the astonishment of the king to find

not a single piece of his treasure con-
cealed there. In the midst of the
vault there stood a plain table made
of common wood, and by its side stood
a simple chair made of the same ma-
terial. Upon the chair lay the hairy
garment of a goatherd, and upon the
table a flute. Pascal took off the fine

robes of his office, and, dressing him-
self in the simple garment made of
goatskins, he took up the flute and
played the same tune by the notes of
which he used to gather his goats
around him when in his native wilder-
ness, and, with tears in his eyes, bade
the king “Good bye,” saying. “O
mighty king! I prefer to go back to
my home and to my goats, where I

was happy, —and notwithstanding the
entreaties of his sovereign, who wras
himself moved to tears, Pascal left

the king’s court never to return. But
the great ruler and his ex-treasurer
remained warm friends ever afterward,
and it often happened that the king,
when overwrought with the cares and
vexations of state, would quietly steal

away from the imperial palaces, seek
out the humble cottage of his goatherd
friend, and greatly enjoy his humble
hospitality.

. Gtrlsl We will giro you a large Mamma doll,
10 inches tail, and a large handsome babybuggy, both as one premium, described below, or

l
.
v
.
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,59u a ,arge Mamma doll and a big

Jsister doll, 16inches tail, both asone premium,
|
for selling only 30 of our pretty Merry Widow

1vOW4 at
,

5

en^8 These bows are the Latest
I £»ew York style. Everybody is wearing them. No
|

..rouble to sell. Every lady will want one or moreon sight. They are just right. Embroidered with
different colored silks. They sell themselves.
,

uur big doll buggies are nobby, genteel and
built for strength. Our big Mamma doll is a great
big beauty, with a large, pleasing face, pretty, big
biue eyes, a dainty rose-bud mouth with pearl

v

teeth, finely shaped nose, long, curly hair. Dolly’s
dress is a wonderful creation of art. Collars and
Bieeves are trimmed with fine lace, a beautifully
trimmed hat of latest design: real slippers and
stockings to match. The big sister doll is nearly
as large as the Mamma doll and as fine in everywaY- Premium sheet fully describes the little
sister doll. An extra premium is an elegant 12-mch beauty. A fine hat, curly brown hair, natural
eyes, fine even teeth. It is also dressed in the
height of fashion.
Girls, you can have your choice of the two A

premiums. The large Mamma doll and bafry
buggy, both as one outfit, or the two big dolls, both
as one premium, for selling only 30 of ourMerry \\ idovv Bows at 10 cents each. Write
for the bows at once. Send no money. We trust
any- honest person with our bows to sell. When
sold, send us the S3 received from sale, and the
doll outht you select will be promptly sent you.
AMERICAN HANDKERCHIEF CO.246L Passaic St., Passaic, N. J.
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To Trv We hav
k u a ry tha ?real
est Eczema and Skin Die
ease treatment In th<

world and want to prove i
jtc you. Send your n&nu
land address, we will sene
a complete treatment bi
return malL Use it accor

ding to directions and if it bene
'hts, send us Thousands have
already been cured. It heal6the un

.sightly sores,stops the Itching
|and removes every trace ol
the trouble. No matter what
you have already tried, or

I

how many years you have
suffered, grasp this opportun-
ity. Write today; If any of
your neighbors and friends
are afflicted,tell them to write.
Address
Grace 3Iedical Co..

IPhlllipi B!k., Des Moines, Iowa

Special Notice
to wait a few days while you write to us, go tc
any first class drug store and buy Crown Eczema
Treatment for $ 1 . 00 .

WHY SUFFER
The Dangers of VARICOCELE?

I found (he cure sixteen
years ago. Safe, Sure. Painless.
Varicocele dethrones health
and vitality. My book ex-
plaines the symptoms and
cure. Sent sealed. Free.

G. ALLAN ROWE. M.D.
60 Niagara Street, L, Buffalo N. Y.

(

Hanpsome Embossed Flower cards
No tiro alike. In colors and pold; worth 5o each
or tnon'T refunded. 6 pke». 60c; 13 j>kes. #1.00.
J. LEE, Dept. 10172A Canal St.,Chicago 10'



TO THE READERS OF
The VICK’S MAGAZINE

A Clean Straight Talk on the Folly oi Trying to Cure Constipation by the Use

oi Cathartics and the Wonderful Results Accomplished Right

at Home by the New “Midgley Way”

For the Benefit of Our Readers, Prof. T. H. Midgley Oives an Interesting Talk On the Remarkable

Results Attained by His New Rational Method in Curing Constipation

Without Pills and Medicines

For the benefit of our readers we publish a timely and

interesting talk by Prof. T. H. Midgley on a point which

is most vital to every man, woman and child in this

country—the way to stop the spreading danger of chrome

constipation. All he says is true, and evidences of it are

so many and varied, as seen in hundreds of letters from

those who have done as he advocates, that we think it a

public benefit to make them known. We recommend

Prof. Midgley most earnestly to our readers.

24-Hour “Habit” All Important

“Although it is one of the simplest things in the world

to cure even the worst case of chronic constipation, yet

nearly every other man and woman you meet is positively

so stopped up as to be bardly able to think clearly. To

get the habit every 24 hours regularly works wonders.

By the ‘habit’ I don’t mean the cathartic habit, but 1

mean that ‘natural, easy move’ that everyone ought to

have without being obliged to make a rush for the pill

box every night.

Must Quit Pill Habit

“You young and middle aged men and women who

eat and drink everything you like, and you old men and

women who are addicted to pill eating to keep your over-

due bowels going, you don’t realize that there would not

be one one-hundredth part of the disease on earth today

if your bowels were absolutely regular.

“You can shake your fist at almost any old disease

known if you’ve got the bowels that do business every

24 hours. This is plain talk, but any doctor will tell you

the same thing, only he may be more particular in his

language, and it won’t make the impression on your

mind.

Cathartics Can’t Cure Constipation

“It is true that cathartics sluice out the bowels clean,

but they also sluice out that bowel-moving juice or

secretion which Nature has put in every good bowel to

make it work easy and right. When this natural lubri-

cating fluid is cleaned out, your bowels become mere

dead pipes. Then you get a bad case of constipation

and pills are swallowed to do the moving. This goes

on, over and over again, and this is why so many are

constipated.

“Take it for granted now that you would like to quit

taking pills and drugs, castor oil, cascara, jalap, gam-

boge and all other cathartics, and consider my new

rational method that has cured so many.

How You Can Stop Constipation

Forever

“If you will do as I say you can get rid of your con-

stipation right now and forget about it ever after.

“Forget forever that there are any pills, powders or

potions for moving the bowels. They will move them-

selves if you will just give them a start the ‘Midgley

Way.’ You will never realize how gratifying it is to

have regular bowels and how fine it feels to really live

until you have tried it.

"My Rational Method includes a remarkable system

of bowel exercises for which I send careful directions,

with engraved cuts, to show just how the exercises should

be taken. These exercises are so easy that they are used

rithout difficulty by delicate women and very elderly

>eople, yet they are so scientific as to stimulate the

elaxed bowel muscles and restore them to normal

ictivity in a remarkably short period. No restrictions

ire placed upon the diet, though I do insist on the use

or a time of a certain concentrated Fruit Food called

Pomolo,’ which I have discovered to be possessed of a

marvelous tonic and strengthening effect on the entire

ligestive system. This wonderful Pomolo Fruit is ns

nleasant to the taste as oranges, and I supply it in a

concentrated form from which all harmful acids are

eliminated, so that it not only sharpens the appetite,

but helps to digest starchy foods and thus prevents the

formation of gas in the stomach and bowels—but 1 can-

not go into details here. ,

.

“I am willing to tell anyone who will take the trouble

to ask me, just exactly how to use this simple method,

and how to be cured right at home, so that it will no

longer be necessary to dose with all kinds of harmlul

drugs and acids. I have published a book which con-

tains this Midgley Method in detail, and as it would be

impossible to tell you in this brief space what it contains,

I will send this book to any man or woman who is inter-

ested enough in a cure to send me a few postage stamps

so as to pay the bare cost of sending it.”

For the benefit of our readers we have taken the

trouble to pick out at random a few of these letters and

publish them. For instance, Mr F. G. Jackson, who

had almost become a mere skeleton and had suffered

for 10 years, cured himself in a few days by the Midgley

tVay.”

“Jackson, Old Boy, You’re Looking

Fine”

Mr. F. G. Jackson, Mining Engineer of the American

Flag Quartz Mine at Comptonville, Cal., says: “Prof.

T. H. Midgley, Dear Sir: I took your advice. I have

gained 10 pounds in weight and my friends remark as I

meet them, ‘Jackson, old boy, you’re looking fine.' I

tried almost every kind of patent medicine for 10 years,

to no good. Your advice has proved marvelous. I

was almost a skeleton, but now I feel as young and hearty

as I did 20 years ago. I thank God and Prof. T. H.

Midgley.”

letters are from worn-out, pill-ridden patients who have

tried the “Midgley Way” as a last desperate effort, and

to their surprise have been easily and quickly cured.

Mrs. Morgan Parkhurst, of Gerry, N. Y., suffered for

30 years and cured herself in 30 days, and so on down

the list.

Was Near Death
Thos. Needham, 1528 S. 44th Ave., Chicago, says:

“I suffered from chronic constipation for 10 years. 1

tried every cathartic in the market in vain. Doctors

could do nothing and death seemed near. By following

your advice I cured myself permanently in just one

month.”

‘You simply Can’t Cure Constipation with Pills, Powders or Potions.

Force is Folly. I Tell You How to Cure Yourself at Home
Without Medicines”

Had Tried Every Kind of Medicine

Mise Ella Cea, of Boone, la., says: “I had been a

constant sufferer from that dread disease, constipation,

all my life, and had tried every kind of medicine and

consulted many different doctors, but none proved

successful. At last I concluded to give Prof.Midgley a

drugless treatment a trial. I did so and at the end ot

one month was entirely cured. My general health grew

better and at present am in the best of health. Gan say

it is a wonderful cure and a help to anyone suffering as

I was.”

Suffered 20 Years—Cured in 30 Days

Mr. Geo. E. Barker, 39 Bailey St., Boston, Mass., writes

that he had been troubled with constipation for 15 or

20 years and had tried every drug in the market. He

cured himself in one month the “Midgley Way."

The Opportunity of a Lifetime

This method offers the greatest opportunity to be

cured of chronic constipation that you have ever had

come to your notice.

You would be amazed to see the array of letters that

are received daily by this benefactor of mankind. These

Cathartics That Increase Constipation

“Aloes, calomel, croton oil, cascara sagrada, jalap,

gamboge, blue mass, colocynth, asafoetida, senna, epsom

salts, laxative mineral waters, podophyllin, castor oil,

nux vomica, hyoscyamus, belladonna and other acids and

drugs which only physicians know about, cause reaction

in the bowels and increase chronic constipation instead

of curing it.

“It is not necessary to depend on any one of these

sinful drugs, and just as sure as you do, you help to

paralyze your own bowels. You can have them move

every day regularly without taking any of these paralyzers

if you will only follow out my idea, which has already

proved successful in hundreds of cases that I have cured.

Results of Constipation

“When a train is stuck in the tunnel and cannot be

dislodged, it stops traffic. With the body it is worse,

because when there is a blocking-up somewhere in yipur

30 feet of bowels, the poison fromhthe blockade is going

to be soaked up by the little capillaries on the inside

lining of the bowels, and all this poison is rushed nght

through the blood.

“It goes to the brain naturally, and m every part of

the body every organ is being fed on this polluted blood,

or sewerage. It goes to your face in the form of pimple-

poison and breaks out on the skin—it goes to your head

and gives you headaches and dizziness it goes to your

brain and makes you drowsy—it weakens the stomach

and causes dyspepsia and bad breath—it goes to the

liver and causes billiousness—it goes to the kidneys and

eventually gives rise to Bright’s disease—it goes to the

heart and makes it thump— it goes to the eyes and they

lose their luster—it makes your nerves flabby and weak

and out of sorts, and is the advance agent of all kinds

of disease, which you couldn’t get at all if there was

pure, rich, red blood flowing in your veins and your

whole body was in prime condition.”

Doctors Admit “Drug-Sin”

The Chief Clerk of the Pennsylvania Railroad Com-

pany, located at New Brunswick, N. J„ says: “I have

suffered from chronic constipation for the past six years,

taking most all of the pills and potionB I ever heard of.

At one time I became so bad I decided to give up my
position with the railroad, as I felt my days were num-

“One physician told me that he, as well as others,

were powerless to cure constipation with drugs, saying

that the purgatives inflame the bowels and eventually

paralyze them. I followed your advice, have-not spent

a penny for drugs of any sort and I am cured.”

Look Out for Your Nerves!

There is hardly anything which restores the nerves as

quickly and surely as regular bowels. Most people who

have weak nerves and are run down are chronically con-

stipated. It is surprising in how short a time a man or

woman can build up a strong body by being absolutely

regular and taking Prof. Midgley’s treatment.

Our readers can be positively certain of results if they

will but send for Prof. Midgley’s book and follow his

advice. He is known all over the country as the Con-

stipation Wizard.” His method is all so wonderful and

so simple that it has been said by a great many to be a

positive pleasure to adopt the “Midgley Way" of getting

cured RIGHT AT HOME. His advice to you will be

worth hundreds of dollars and you will have saved years

of misery, bad health and danger of disease.

Those who are cured by his Rational Treatment say

they realize what it is to really live and have that ex-

quisite feeling of perfect health, cheerful spirits, good

digestion, clear mind, quick memory, energy, courage

and ambition, to a degree which they never before could

understand or experience—and all this by taking his

treatment in their own homes.

How to Get the Advice

All you have to do is to cut out the coupon, fill in

your name and address on the blank lines, and send it,

with 10 cents in postage, to Prof. T. H. M :dgley, 1982

Midgley Block, Kalamazoo, Mich. He will, by return

mail, send you his book, explaining how you can be

cured of chronic constipation RIGHT AT HOME, the

“Midgley Way.” He will also send you by letter his

expert advice upon any point relating to constipation on

which you may ask information. Mail the coupon today.

COUPON
Fill in your name and address on dotted lines below and mail to Prof. T. H. Midgley, 1982 Midgley

Block Kalamazoo, Mich., with 10 cents inclosed, and by return mail he will send you his illustrated book

explaining his simple way of curing constipation permanently. Write plainly.
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HERE’S MONEY!
'k~|T^E want you to know Pictorial Review,
rl 1 We want you to realize its daily
\JLr usefulness to you in your home in

your housekeeping, your dressmak-
ln 8'i your millinery, your upbringing of the
children and in the thousand and one
other things which go to make up your
daily activities.

HERE IS OUR OFFER
<J Send us 25c and we will send you Pic-
torial Review for three months and also any
one of our 15c patterns which you may se-
lect before Decemaer 1, 1908. That means

3 issues of Pictorial Review, .15 .43
1 Pictorial Review Pattern, .15

All For 25 Cents 760
^hat is more

’
if y°u read Pictorial Review for 3 months and at the end

ot that time you write us and say you do not believe you got your quar-ters worth we will cheerfully return your money without question or
delay. Could our offer be stronger? You see how sure we are that
Pictorial Review will please you.

THE PICTORIAL REVIEW CO. ^St. & Broadway NEW YORK

Brass trimmed White Enameled Bed
N o. 965 GIVEN WITH SIO.OO WORTH
PAPWORTH PRODUCTS. 1200 RPE-

MIUMS TO CHOOSE FROM.

This Handsome $10.00 Bed
COSTS YOU NOTHING

J
UST think you can get this beautifni $10.
oo White Enameled Bed aud it won’t
cost you a cent! Here’s the explana-
tion : dealing direct with us, the Man-

ufacturers. makes it possible for you to buy
goods for only a little more than it costs to
make them. The regular patronage of one
million families is strong proof that the Pap-
worth Factory-to-Family idea is a practica.
money saving plan.

Now, a retailer gets most of his goods
from a wholesaler, and the wholesaler gets
them from a jobber. So, you see, three deal-
ers—and the travelers of all—have to make
a profit on the goods, and you pay twice what
they really cost. Papworth Factory-to-Fam-
lly dealing saves you all unnecessary expen-
ses -gives you *20.00 retail value of high
quality for *10.00.

„,
T^er

,

e ?reT
over 200 Papworth products.*

lhey include Laundry and fine Toilet Soaps
Perfumes, Toilet Preparations and Pure

WE SAVE YOU $10.00 EVERY FEW WEEKS

EVERY THING WE OFFER IS OF HIGH QUALITY
Quality and Purity are assured every purchaser of

Papworth Products. Papworth Premiums are noted
for their excellent design, workmanship, finish and
durability. Ask any Papworth customer in your
neigborhood about our fair and liberal dealings.

OUR SPECIAL OFFER
We give $5.00 in cash or any *10.00 premium in our

catalogue for each new club you organize, and con-
duct. This $5.00 is absolutely free and exit a , more
than any other company gives. This extra premium
does not interfere in any way with the regular pre-
mium, certificate premium or cash premium given
with every club order.

Any information you desire, or literature necessary
to conduct a club, will cheerfully be furnished.

A large and handsome chair constructed of solid
oak with quartered oak veneer, highly rubbed and
polished. Curved back and arms, roll seat, spindles
in side extend from arms, to rockers.

Write to-day for our New Catalogue just received
from the printer, containing many new and beautiful
premiums.

Majestic Rocker no. 745 .

GIVEN FREE WITH A SIO.OO ORDER OF
PAPWORTH PRODUCTS.

CASH PAPWORTH PREMIUM CO.
439 St. Marks Avenue, Syracuse, N. Y.

Clever Ways of Doin£> Things
Leaf Printing.

A most interesting experiment is the
transferring to paper of the natural out-
line and tints of a leaf. Take a piece of
fine white linen, free from starch, and
soak it in spirits of nitre until it is

thoroughly saturated in the solution.

Have ready a sheet of smooth paper
and place it on the leaves from which it

is desired to make the impression. Place
over them the piece of linen wet with
nitre, lav a sheet of paper over the linen,

put all between two pieces of heavy
cardboard and put under heavy weights
for three of four days. When removed
from the press the leaves will be bleached
pel fectly white and the shape of the leaf

in all its Natural colors will be im-
printed on the paper. The leaf and leaf,

impression can be used in many ways
for decorative purposes. E. D.

A Dirt Remover.

An old rag carpet is good to lay under
another carpet, and, if carefully rolled

up and carried out at housecleaning time,

will take most of the dust with it

Mrs. S. L. B

Some Uses for Kerosene.

Kerosene and camphor, equal parts,

are good for a sore throat. Wet a cot-

ton cloth and bind on the throat over
night.

A tablespoonful of kerosene in two
quarts of water for washing windows
takes the dirt off and makes them shine.

Kerosene, only a few drops, in warm
water will make your windows shine,

where soap and water will do nothing.

A teaspoonful of kerosene in cooked
starch keeps the irons from sticking and
makes a nice gloss. A. M.

electric iron. It can also be use* on tne
table at meals to keep the coffee ur
other eatables hot or in the place of a
chafing dish. It can be utilized to cook
dainty omelets, etc., when one has no
maid. Such a contrivance will often be
found very handy for the busy house-
wife

- R. R. G.

For Frazzeled Cuffs.

For the business woman who requires
a great number of shirt-waists this sug-
gestion may be of some benefit

:

Often in laundering the edges of the
cuffs are worn to a frazzle, as, being
more soiled, they are scrubbed more,
thus rendering useless an otherwise
good waist.

If the owner will buttonhole the
’ trimmed edge neatly with a fine thread
the waist is as good as ever.

It takes a very few minutes of one’s
time, and, if done neatly, does not mar
the appearance of the waist in the least.

T. L. C.

Little “Helps” for Magazine Readers.

T0 remove grease spots from hard-
wood floors first cover’ spots with soft
soap (which can be made by turning hot
water over any good laundry soap and
let stand until thoroughly dissolved),
then iron with hot flatiron.

To pervent thread from kinking when
sewing, thread needle with end cut from
spool, then make knot with same end,
before sliding needle along the thread.
To prevent thimble from slipping off

the finger when sewing wet the ball of
thimble finger before putting on the
thimble. Mrs. A. M. B.

20th CENTURY PLAN SALE

THIS IS AN INSURED RAZOR
This Razor must suit you or your

money back. It must stay sharp set and
cut well and not pull. If it don’t, ask
for your money. A written guarantee
with each razor. Razor is of HERMOS
steel. Full size and has fancy Pylite
handle. Sent prepaid.

THE PENN SPECIALTY CO. 430 Market. Philadelphia, Pa

Knowing How to Knit.

All ladies should learn to knit, as it

is the most pleasant pastime for old

age and does not require the best eye-

sight. For all round misery commend
me to {he woman that cannot sew for

lack of eyesight and is compelled to

spend long winter evenings with abso-
lutely nothing to do. No lot in the

world is more pitiful.

Mrs. A. A. Watkins.

For the Cough of Croupy Child.

Use burnt alum, powdered, and mixed
with sugar—about one-fourth alum and
three-fourths sugar. Cough will cease

almost at once. Mrs. M. O.

To Remove Stains from Enamel.

The next time you burn anything in

an enamel dish do not feel discouraged,

but go to work and rub thoroughly with

rough salt and vinegar enough to

moisten it. Then wash in the usual way.

P. L. H.

Slicing Pineapples.

The knife used for paring a pineapple

should not be used for slicing, as the

rind contains an acid that will cause a

swollen mouth and sore lips. Salt is a

good antidote for the ill effects of the

peel. E. M. R.

A Convenience in Ironing.

To keep irons hot and save steps and
time purchase a small one-burner gas

plate, attach it to a gas jet and use at

the side of your ironing board as an
iron stand. It is as good almost as an

As to Carpets—A New Declaration
of Independence.

\\ hy must we, because we live in the
country and have rag carpets and soft

pine floors, be doomed to carpets cover-
ing the entire floor and tacked down so
that we must await the convenience of
our lords and masters to assist in mov-
ing the heavy pieces of furniture before
we can do our housecleaning?

I, for one, have rebelled. Every car-
pet has been cut down to twenty inches
from the wall all around the room.
This leaves room at the edges for furni-
ture to be moved about and the carpets
are now small enough and light enough
that I can carry them out and clean
them alone.

Some of the floors are painted, some
left natural, and so on, as becomes con-
3 enient to finish them, and I don’t see
but that we have been just as warm, and
the house has looked just as well, and I

am sure it has been much cleaner for
the past year under existing conditions
than heretofore, and with much less

labor.

Not a tack is used anywhere and it

takes but a few moments to remove a
carpet, wipe the floor with a damp mop,
beat the carpet and relay it. R. E. B.

Keep Bottoms of Vessels Bright
and Clean

When making jelly or anything re-

quiring a quick, hot fire, you may set

your vessel next to fire and have no
double to clean same if you will first

pour boiling water on a cake of soap,

to soften it, and then rub thoroughly
over bottom of vessel before putting on
fire- T. H.
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Home Money Making Methods
WHAT 50ML WOMLN HAVE, berries do not go as readily, but good

DONE, ones seldom lack a market. We also

By Ella H. Stratton make a J
uice of them >

unfermented,

Editor's Note.—In a letter to the
which se,

.

,s as
,

medlclne - Cherries.

f ,, gooseberries, and currants sell well,
editor, the writer of the following most *

• , And then we do not depend upon cul-
mterestmg experiences said: Since

. . , ,
,,

, r . tivated fruits entirely. vVe gather wild
seeing the announcement of the sub-

, ,

. , _ , , , ,
•

. grapes, both green and when ripe; we
ject for October, I have been inter- b 1

,1
,

.
, pick the common black and red cher-

viewing some of my women acquaint-
. . , ,

. . ,

, . ,
ries, huckleberries, and blueberries, and

ances who are earning more or less ’
,

, , ,,
•

, , u we find a ready market for them all in
money and I am sending in the result.

.

J
.

, ,

“
, ,

. the city. Last year we tried a few
All of the enclosed are true and what

, . , ,

, , . „ T , homemade preserves, the kind that
women I know are doing. It is earn-

, „ ,

. , , . ,
,

, j our grandmothers used to make, and
estlv hoped that what is here related ^

.y 1

. . . ,
.. , we have quite a lot of orders for them

wih prove inspirational, suggestive and 1
,

1 F
,

‘
, ., this year, but we have not proved the

helpful to many thousands of other
Thisworth of that undertaking yet. This

is but one of the ways that a farmer’s

wife and daughters may have of getting

women.]

Raising Canaries
Bird men tell us that American a little pin money,

canaries are not salable, but I have

never had any difficulty in disposing

of mine. I keep about thirty pairs,

Bees for Profit

I find that I can earn considerable
mine, i keep apout tnirty pairs,

.1
. , money m an interesting and pleasant

in breeding cages with two compart- T , , • , , .
1 b s

. , way. I started with one swarm of

tneni-s, with a connecting door, there
, , r- (

.

’
. , pure Italian bees, and now have

,

fifty,

is a nest in each compartment and,
J ^ ^ & gQod liying can be

as soon as the female lays in the sec- ^^ beeSj .
f Qne has a liking for

ond nest, the door is closed and the ^ business and room {or the hiyes .

male cares for t e young m tie ns
q| cour3e the honey pasture in the

nest until they are arSe enoug to
v jc jn £ty mus t a l so be considered and

take care of themselves. These young
ded for _ A {aif swarm under good

birds are removed to a flight cage be-
conditions wiU giye from fifty to one

fore their nest is wanted. In addition ^ more pounds of surplus

to the usual seed and fresh water kept
& year . ^ section hives are

in the dishes. I feed the ree ers, as
used tbere js no trouk i e jn controlling

well as the young ones, a mixture of ^ swarming j find that raising

one hard boiled egg to two ro e,
ens for saie j s a very profitable

crackers, which must always be sweet ^ ^ hecQm&s an expert
and fresh, and none left m the cage ^ and j am fagt learning how to do
at night to sour. I keep a cuttle .

g ahyays a ready sale {or

fish bone hanging in the cage and ^ {rQm one tQ fiye dollars each
plenty of clean sand, scattered over ^ ^ mQre gentle tQ handle
the tin floor. I sell the males for from ^ commQn ones> and will gather
wo to five dollars each, according to

hon£y frQm more sources . For in.

stance, they take honey from redong and color. The females bring

rom twenty-five to fifty cents, some
whj]e ^ natiye bge Qnly takes

inely colored ones bringing as high u Altfimio-fi laro-er.
it from the white. Although larger,

as two dollars. As each pair raises
are more act ive in gathering their

from ten to twenty birds each season,
gtoreg ag weU as more beautiful

and fully one-half are males, you can ^ their go]den color They are ca]led

reckon the profit. Of course, there
n bee_„

are some losses and some birds are

not salable, but, taken all around, there

is good money, in raising canaries.

Mending
At thirty years of age, I found my-

self a widow and without any income

In Musselshell Valley

Montana—Profits

Where a few years ago settlers in Montana were

engaged principally in stock-raising, diversified

farming is now being successively carried on at

great profit.

Large yields of wheat, oats, barley, potatoes,

vegetables, alfalfa and timothy hay are being pro-

duced in the fertile Musselshell Valley, in central

Montana, along the Pacific Coast extension of the

Chicago

Milwaukee & St. Paul

Railway

Thousands of acres of fertile lands have been

opened to settlement in Montana in the past year

through the construction of this new transconti-

nental line. Land is still cheap there and plenty

of government homesteads may still be secured

close to the towns on this new line. These towns

are growing and will provide additional markets

for the crops.

It is well worth your while to make a trip there

to see for yourselves the opportunities now offered.

Maps and descriptive books regarding the country

along this new line are free for the asking.

F. A. MILLER
General Passenger Agent

CHICAGO

GEO B. HAYNES.
Immigratson Agent

348 Marquette Bldg., CHICAGO

the golden bee.

Cut Flowers

Yes, father left me this business,

which I had learned by helping him.

My brothers thought that I could not

carry it on successfully, but I have

done so from the start, and have addedII a vviuwvy j UUI1C bU l.UIli EliW OLaii,. auu

must do something at once to sup-
^.be branch of raising cut flowers to

port myself and educate my child. My
neig'hor’s nice tablecloth was badly

the usual routine of furnishing shrubs

iciguui = — ^ and plants. I have built two more

orn accidentally, and, as darning was
] arge greenhouses, and some five hun

r T . . . r 11 J 1 .

I POT’S OF OURS
j MULTI -COLORED!)

kn l w .« a »»

FREE

.
ALl-

KINDS OF
MUSICAL.
m$TRUMOITS
BOYS, GIRTS and LADIES: You Can Have Your Choice of a l

nullity Violin, Mandolin, Guitar. Banjo, Accordeon. etc., for selling only 30 packages o

our Beautifully Colored, Highly Artistic and Comic POST CARDS at 10 Cts. a package.

(10 assorted Post Cards to a package.) Our Post Cards are all the latest and most

popular sublets and are very easily sold. Our Fine Quality Musical instruments are a 11

perfect in tone and workmanship. Our Solo^Juitars are made especially

for us, finished in a rich cherry and handsomely ornamented. Our

Premium List describes fully. A complete self-instruction book Free

with each instrument. We trust you with our Post Cards to sett.

Premiums sent promptly upon receipt of money. Write at once.

Standard Pubfchfog Co., 234 Canal St.. Passaic, N. J. T

one of my accomplishments, I offered

to darn it for her. I succeeded so well
dred feet of cold frames and have a

- ““— — good market for all that I can pro- S _ 1
hat I found myself almost immediately duce _ Last year I cleared a thousand iHtt WW

*
1 T Lrrrrr, oil fllCk ... . J T 1

licit J- IVUUIV, ^ -r bllllC. J_adot JV-at J. V.i'.Ua VU t. X x w. rj u. . .

n a paying business. I have all the do ]kirs above expenses, and I hope to

nending I can do, and am engaged better that this season. I am my own

peeks ahead generally. The work is “boss,” independent, and happy.

no more tiresome than other sewing,

but it is a little out of the usual run

and the pay is quite good—two dollars

per day with board.

Small Fruit

I have proved that there is a good

Doves and Hens
I started with ten Plymouth Rock

hens and six pairs of homer pigeons.

Now I have about three hundred laying

hens and five hundred pairs of breed-

ing pigeons. I aim for winter 'eggs,

irofit in raising small fruits of all but this necessitates broilers and

finds. Strawberries are more care roasters to sell as well. I have regu-

han some other sorts, and it is more lar markets for my poultry, eggs, and

vork to pick them, but they come squabs, and am particular to keep

irst and fill an important place. Rasp- everything in first-class shape. I find

jerries sell best of all in most local- that it pays, and I am. increasing my

ties, and the boxes are about half flocks as fast as I can prudently do

:he size of those with strawberries, so. It is not hard work and there

yet sell at about the same price. Black- is an independent living in it.

I Want To Start You In This Big Paying Business— 1

It’s A World Beater and 1 Gan Prove it.
1 want one man or lady agent in every county to make $10 every day selling my

“Eveready” grips for all ironing boards. You can make more money than you ever made in your life

before. “Eveready ’ grips are a new thing, (pat. applied for Mar. 19U8.) Unlike anything you ever saw or

heard of. Ladies go wild over them. All you have to do is to show the grips and the sale is

made, and you douole your money every time you do it. No experience needed; no talking

necessary. The goods sell themselves. If you want to make ready money, big money,
uioney, this is your chance. Get in line and make $10 every day; that s what they re doing.

Mrs. D. E.Wismer made $800 in 3 months selling my goods; over $10 a day. Easy work! Charlie

Sehaub made $221.82 in less than three weeks this spring selling “Evereudy” giips; that’s over

$12.29 a day or $73.75 a week. Jake Shoemaker gent me 8 ordc. s in six weeks tor grips along.

Charlie Foster called on 18 families and sold 16. Made $9.30 the first four hour9 he worked. Grips

sell like hot cakes. Can’t hold ’em back. Hundreds do as well because my “Eveready” grips sell

for only 35 cents a set, and my agents have no competition as I do not sell to stores.

I will start you in this big paying business. I will send you a complete sample outfit of

these quick selling “Eveready ' grips, a demonstrating board you can put in your pocket,

instructions and particulars of my big offer and appoint you my agent for two weeks trial.

Then if you want tokeep on with the business you can do so. No limit to what you can make.

Send me 15c today to pay the postage and expense for this sample outfit and go to work.

I will refund your money if you are disappointed. Don’t delay. Send today and be t
u ~

best paid man or woman in your community. Address me personally.

To put on or take off the cloth from your
ironing: board—touch the spring on Young’s
“Eveready' Grip—THAT’S ALL.

SELUHGMY
*mmmY
9 GRIPS r
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A-S2. 126 a. of good unimproved timber
land, Greene county, Arkansas; oak, hick-
ory, ash yellow pine and walnut; an abun-
dance of good water. Can be improved
and made a valuable property at a small
cost.

COLORADO
A-Sl. Ranch of 480 a. in Kiowa county,
Colorado, only one-half mile from rail-
road station and adjoining irrigation sys-
tem. An ideal property for raising cattle,
sheep or poultry. Location one of the
most healthful in the world. Price $2,500.

FLORIDA
A-53. 119 a. of good rich land about 3
miles from Orlando, Florida; well located
on a main road. Particularly suitable for
growing oranges and other fruits and
truck. Has considerable growth of young
pine and oak. Price, $20 per acre

MARYLAND
A-61 60 a. farm near Rising Sun, Cecil
county, Maryland. Stone dwelling, good*"’,7^ granary with carriage house
attached, blacksmith shop, chicken houses
and other outbuildings. Price, $4,000

MASSACHUSETTS
A-62. Farm of 140 a.near Methuen, Es-
sex county, Massachusetts. One 12-room
house, one 6-room house, two large barns
carriage house, hennery and other build-
ings. Located near the Merrimac river
Price, $13,000.

IOWA
A-58. Good 80 a. farm in Benton coun-
ty, Iowa, near the town of Urbena. Eight-

house, good barn, sheds, granaries,
chicken houses, etc., also windmill with
tank and water system. Price, $5,250.
A-59. Residence property, Des Moines,
Iowa, Oakland Park addition. Barn, car-
riage house, woodshed, etc. Lot 100x300
feet. Price, $7,500.

KANSAS
A-60. 320 a. farm in Rooks county, Kan-
sas. 150 a. cultivated; all fenced. Two
wells with windmills and tanks. Frame
house, barn, granary, etc. Five mi. from
Webster. Price, $6,400; half cash.

NEW JERSEY
A-63. Good corner building lot in the
business section of Cranford, New Jersey.

Price
1O

$500
d increase in value.

A'64
-
T
Beautiful residence property, Tren-

ton N. J. 12 rooms, 2 baths, laundry, hot
water heat and electric lights. Well fin-
ished throughout with hardwood floors,nine location. Price, $17,0Q0.

SOUTH CAROLINA
5,500 a. in South Carolina, about

,
>r ml - from Georgetown. Intersected

by Georgetown & Western railroad. Good
tor farming and pasture land, or wouldmake good hunting preserve. Price S5
per a.

’ v

A-68. Grain and hay farm of 275 a.
near Alexandria, Virginia. 20 minutes
trom Washington. Excellent land, all
ditched and well drained. Excellent 12-
room dwelling with bath. Frame cottage
near dwelling for servants, also 8-room
tenant house. Large hay and stock barn,
dairy barn with concrete floors, brick
spring house, wheat granary and outbuild-
ings. Fields in excellent condition and
well prepared for rotation of crops. Dwell-
ing beautifully located on high ground in
a 2 a. grove of -reat oaks with winding
drives. Price, $18,500.

she made me take such pains, you can’t
think. I can do that, hut

*'
J he very thing, my dear,” interrupted

Miss Prince heartily. “I’d no idea you
possessed such an accomplishment as
that. Why, 111 find you half a dozen
chances at once—myself for one. I don't
find half time enough with all my school
work, and the other teachers are always
complaining. You can have all the Har-
rison street corps—eight of us—if you
can manage so much mending. They’ll
pay fine prices, too; I’ll see to that.

Why, this is delightful, Nan. I’ll see to
it tomorrow, if you really mean it. You
are sure you want to undertake it,

really?”

“Oh, yes, indeed I do, thank you! I

never thought of that being any use.

I’ll begin any time you like. There’ll be
time afternoons and all these long even-
ings this winter.”

There was a little half-smothered sigh

—these long evenings that she had ex-
pected last year to spend so differently!

To be continued.

WYOMING
A-69. Residence property in Sheridan,
Wyoming. New house with 7 rooms and
bath. Lot 70x125. Fine lawn with
shade ana fruit. Situated on one of the
best streets. Price, $5,000.

SOUTH DAKOTA
c"

6^ A
12

,

5 a ' farm in Duel county,
bouth Dakota, near Goodwin. Good 6-
room house, barn and outbuildings, 2 good
wells, 15 a. pasture. Price, $4,500.
Mortgage, $1,600.

*

l 43
,

a. farm in Duel county,

?i°nnA -T
alcota - 8-room house valued at

$1,000, barn and other buildings. Land
all fenced. Price, $4,400.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
B-21. Coal business in Philadelphia,
northeast section. Gross receipts $50,000
per year. Price only $6,000, including
horses, wagons, fixtures and good will.
Stock on hand will be sold at actual cost.A very unusual opportunity.

MISCELLANEOUS
C-18. For Sale—Smith-Premier typewrit-

xT;-„
late

,

number and in perfect condition.
Will take $40 and will ship C. O. D. if
desired.
C-19. For Sale—Ten thousand names of
investors. Cost $1 apiece through adver-
tising and have been followed up only a
few times. Price, $10 per thousand.
Write for details if interested.

MAY MANTON’S

INFANTS’ WARDROBE

Price Complete, 40c

ADDRESS
PATTERN DEPARTMENT

VICK’S MAGAZINE
110 LaSALLE AVENUE

CHICAGO

Continued from page five.

It was, as Nan had reported, a pretty and Madge and Charley wear out their
little house, and Harrison street was by shoes so fast, and Jacky is almost
no means the “beastly place” Charley worse.” There was an anxious little
lad expected. It was narrow and quiet note in Nan’s voice and a little pucker
and in an unfashionable part of the in her forehead, but Miss Prince's
town, away from all their old associa- cheery “Well, let us see what we can
tions and friends, but it wasn’t half bad, do!” was encouraging at once,
after all. The house was rather a tight “It isn’t hard, after all, to find some-
fit for them all, with the front room up- thing, if you really want it,” she went
stairs given to Miss Prince, and the on. “There’s always work to be done
back parlor was also the dining-room, in the world. The trouble generally is
but Nan had made it very pretty and in not knowing how to do it. Now,
cosy, and even comfortable, and they all what can you do, Nan—really well?
felt it a point of honor not to be home- Anything, small or great?”
Slck

'

,

“I don’t know, Miss Prince,” doubt-
But Nan’s housekeeping was an anx- fully. “I’m afraid I don’t know any-

lous point. She was inexperienced, and, thing well enough to teach it. I can
even with the faithful Mary’s help, it play and sing a little, and embroider,
was hard to keep expenses within the and paint—a very little. But they’re all
limit her mother had been able to allow, nothing. The only thing I can do really
And so one day, after they had been well is just to mend, Miss Prince,
settled a month or so, and Miss Prince Grandma Thornton taught me that two
had become a kind and trusted friend, years ago when I stayed with her.
Nan took her into confidence. She’s very old-fashioned and says every-

I want to earn a little money, she body ought to know how to mend—even
s(aid bravely. “I’m trying hard to man- boys. She tried to make Bob learn, but
age on what mother told me, but every- he wouldn’t,” she added laughingly,
ib ing has gone up so this last month, “He said it was girls’ business; but

The Realm of Music
Concluded from page fifteen.

While yet comparatively young, she

passed away from the scene of her

labors, “taking,” says her sister, “un-

speakable brightness out of the home
she left, and filled the place that

knew her no more with mourning.”
Little is known to the world of her

work besides the few stanzas of this

beautiful hymn, but wherever the

English language is spoken and sung,

the words of this gentle disciple have
been sung to touch the hearts of

thousands. Many a wandering boy
and erring girl have heard, through
the words of this gospel song, perhaps
for the first time, the glad tidings that

the Good Shepherd was seeking for

them; and that wdierever there is a

lost sheep on the “mountains, wfild and
bare,” He is ever ready to “go after

that wdiich is lost, until he finds it.”

This sweet life, hidden away from
the gaze of men, like the undying per-

fume of the lotus-flower, is still borne
on the breeze, bringing gladness and
benediction far and near; so that she,

“being dead, yet speaketh.”

MAY MANTON'S

BABY’S SHORT OUTFIT

TlEi

ADDRESS
PATTERN DEPARTMENT

VICK’S MAGAZINE
110 LaSALLE AVENUE

CHICAGO
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The Fruit of Her Hands
( Concluded, from page three.)

man has a right to express in art and

craft the ideal of his heart, the joy of

his soul.

If men and women could be assured

of labor to the end, labor under humane

conditions, labor assuring a sufficiency

and a little leisure—if the famine of

today and the fear of tomorrow (twin

terrors!) could be lifted from life—how
much of the fret and cark of the heart

would be smothered out ;
how much of

the despair and grief of the world would

be washed away ;
how much dishonesty,

how much drunkenness ;
how much ser-

vility, how much disease, how much sui-

cide would disappear from the ways of

man

!

Perhaps no other one thing would do

so much to make men and women

happy; and to make people happy is to

make them good. If the women of

America would band together for this

one thing—band together to secure to

each one the opportunity to make a liv-

ing—the pitiful army of the unemployed

would disappear and the terrible days of

enforced idleness would be no more.

The allied women of America could

do this thing, for the women of the na-

tion make the public opinion of the

nation; and public opinion is the strong-

est lever in the hand of fate.

RUCK AND TUCK
( Continued from page ten.)

they were not destined to tarry long at

Fort Pierre. On account of the unsan-

itary condition of the buildings, which

were also overrun with all sorts or ver-

min, the government concluded to

abandon the post and establish a new

fortification higher up the river, mid-

way between Fort Pierre and Fort

Rice, to be known as Fort Sully, D. T.

The soldiers, who had dreamed of a

gay and easy time on the plains, were

very much disgusted when, upon ar-

rival at the new location, all soldiers’

duty except mounting guard was sus-

pended and the men turned into com-

mon every-day laborers. The fort was

to be erected on a plateau of consid-

erable height, gently sloping down to-

ward the river. Immense cotton trees

and rank vegetation covered these bot-

tom lands, and it was impossible to

reach the river except to first cut a

road through the dense woods. This

was not alone extremely laborious, but

also dangerous, on account of the large

number of rattlesnakes it harbored.

The men were quartered in small

tents, and before long they found out

what life on the plains really meant.

Winter was fast approaching and when

it set in the officers were at their wits’

end to keep their men from freezing

to death. Every day, even Sunday, at

daybreak every available man was sent

out in charge of a sergeant or corporal

to fell trees, to be hauled to the saw-

mill, cut into logs and lumber used in

the erection of the new quarters. Our
friends, the Indians, also had moved

from Pierre and camped about two

miles from the post, on the bottom

lands, where they were protected some-

what by the woods from the intense

cold and an occasional blizzard, and fed

by the government. The boys soon

seemed to be on good terms with the

wards of the nation. Every spare hour

they had was spent among them, and

they were liberal in supplying them

with eatables, provided they had money

to buy these from the sutler.

Soon there was great talk in camp

about the change that had been

wrought in Sergeant Ruck. The old

man, like the rest of the fellows, had

in sheer desperation and to forget the

hardships of a Dakota winter, spent a

great deal of his time in the bottom

lands. Although he did not know the

Sioux language, he managed to fall

head over heels in love with an Indian

maiden. “Alter schuetzt for Thorheit

nicht” (age is no safeguard against

folly) is a German proverb, and a true

one, and Ruck, who was certainly old

enough to know better, surrendered

unconditionally to the charms of

Wyona, the daughter of a prominent

man in the tribe of the Uncapapas.

But his courtship, like true love, did

not run smooth.

(To he continued.)

Women in Agriculture
( Concluded from page eight.)

ly, she takes up the burden of mortgage

and debt, with perhaps the additional

load of his death-bed and funeral ex-

penses to swell the amount. What if

her lips are a little more tightly drawn

when the last straw is laid upon her

wifely devotion by the methodically

drawn will that plainly states the grudg-

ing amount she is to receive so long as

she remains a widow? She has no time

for tears or resentment, but valiantly

shoulders the cross and sets out to ful-

fill her life’s mission. In every state

may be found many such women, who

have not only succeeded in canceling

both mortgage and debt, but have also

provided means for a superior educa-

tion for the children who were left de-

pendent upon their efforts for support.

And last, but by no means least, on

our honor roll, for she outranks them

all, standing from time immemorial in

the very vanguard of agricultural pro-

gression, the farm woman, who unas-

sumingly and without thought or wish

for public recognition, joyfully takes her

place beside the man whom she has

pledged to love and honor, bending

every energy of supporting influence and

endeavor towards an ultimate success.

This is the real one who should be

rightfully extolled by the sweetest sen-

iment of a world-wide gratitude and

admiration ;
whose hair has whitened

and whose sinews have weakened in a

lifelong struggle for the advancement of

her husband’s calling and the better-

ment of her loved ones—the cheerful

Notice to the Public
We Offer 250 of These Guaranteed $35

Boston Leather Couches
Wholesale Factory Price,Sr AND ON TERMS- 19.75
No Cash Payment Down.

PER WEEK
OUC Until Paid For OUC
We allow the freight anywhere within 500 mile#

Exactly
like
Illustra-

tion
shown
here

WF AILOW YOU THE FREIGHT CHARGES. IF NOT PERFECTLY SAT-

ISFIED WITH COUCH WHEN RECEIVED SEND IT BACK AT OUR EXPENSE.
ONLY ONE TO A CUSTOMER. NO DEALERS SOLD
If convenient, call to see sample. Mail orders filled anywhere within

TL » T J Cuios Posr Cl oirovtr turn uroolro if von nrpfpr.

SEND FOR OUR FREE ILLUSTRATED CATALOG
Showing and describing 195 Articles of Furniture Manufactured Exclu-

sively by us. Each and every piece sold at the Wholesale Factory Price

and on same terms and approval arrangement, similar to plan on which

this Couch is sold.

Only Furniture Factory in the World selling direct to the people at

Wholesale Prices and without any cash payment down.

empire furniture MFG. CO.
General Office 348 Sixth Ave., New York, N. Y • Adams'*.
and

tIs ADVERT1SEMENT MUST BE ENCLOSED WITH THE ORDER
Vick’s Magazine—October

REEN BONE PIAStES EGGS
Lots of them, because it is rich in protein and all other egg elements. You get twice the

eggs, more fertile, vigorous chicks, earlier broilers, heavier fowls, bigger profits,

m m m itTaTin ¥ a 'TrcT n/ff>ThiT¥ cuts all kinds of bone, witb adheringMANN S ^TE and gristle, easy, fast and fine. Automatic
* ^ BONfc* CUI Ifcr feed .open hopper, never clogs. Cat’lg free,

10 Days Free Trial. No money in advance.
f., W. MANN CO., Box 54 ,

Milford, Mu*.

wife and mother, whose courageous ef-

forts and sunny nature, whose God-

loving faith, whose patient endurance,

whose heroic victory over poverty and

discouragement, should have lifted her

step by step into a realm of glorified

prominence; whose purity of purpose

has made her self-sacrificing, Christian

life an everlasting beacon to all coming

generations. The gentle, refined, digni-

fied type of a noble womanhood, whose

husband exalteth her and whose chil-

dren rise up to call her blessed. The

annals of the past have boasted many

such women and the present comes

eagerly forward to do them justice.

Thrise blessed is every land or nation

that can claim them. These are the

women who have honestly earned dis-

tinction and grateful recognition. They

have toiled unceasingly and graciously,

accepted every burden that has been laid

upon them, and, by faithful adherence

to duty, have stamped such resultant

effects of an elevating character upon

their life work that “honorable achieve-

ment” should be indelibly traced be-

neath each jewel-emblazoned name

lYEN
r^ELLIN6P0^^g

gmST
AWAY

A Handsome and
Stylish 6enulne

FUR BOA
ud a (&rg«

iiistoftabla

Muff to Match.
For Belling only 30

packages ofour beau*
tltolly colored highly

artistic and comic Post
ds st 10 cents a psek-
(in assorted post cards

to a package.) Onr Port
Cards are tbs most popular
subjects 00 the market.
Everybody will bay them.
Oar genuine Par Boas are
made from Beal Belgium
Coney cut In the latest *ty le,

36 inches Jong—6 long tails,

nobby and genteel. Dor
genuine Mcfft (bur extra
premium) xr e large and
comfortable and match the
beautiful Fur Boas exactly.
11 be set ia just the kind you
have always wanted, and
they are so stylish and re*

fined looking that any lady
would feci proud to possess them. We trust
yon witb ow Post Cards to sell. Jend no
Honey. Premiums sent promptly upon re-
ceipt of money from sale. Write at once.

, „„ STANDABD PUBLISHING CO.. ^
278PCsdbI Street Passaic. 17. 3 .

throughout the pages of a sublime his-

tory that could be most tenderly and

reverently written as a fitting tribute to

women in agriculture.

VETERINARY COURSE AT H0WG
<M OnnyeRF and upwards can be made taking oar Veterinary
M I £UU Course at home daring sparetimejtaught in simplest
English ;Diploma granted, positions obtained successful stn*
dents jeost in reach ofall .-satisfaction gnaranteed particulars

Ue.?..9^1^£,j?,>YETER,NAR * CORRESPON-DENCE SCHOOL, Dept.1 7, London,Canada,



9 Wake Big Money Right in Your Own Town#®

WE START YOU TREE

Pants $2 Suits $9:21*2! EXPRESS PREPAID
Every garment cut and made to measure
in latest city style—perfect fit guaranteed. STa 1££&I^SNMba,'IB e S
Money refunded if goods not satisfac- | lilL'l inkJilllfl I ITiIbIH 1
tory. Beautiful Preparatory Outfit, FREE.
With our complete instructions you can
take measurements just as accurately as
any tailor. If you are lookingfor asplendid
opportunity to increase your income write
us today. Every man in your vicinity a pos- H * BPgTi 1:

stole customer. Our low prices and able B \ Bjrj§ t 3 JBiEiL'l jp-\
assistance get the trade for you. W i

| ff \\

WRITE TBDflY Preparatory Outfit FREE!
| \ I

Don’t delay or put off writing- us. for If your ter- ;Vf BIB * P"
.

'V
'L|! Irltory is open we will start you Jn buelnessat onoe H \ gB y sE&zi&Sl L ’ V 1

i f - iSSTlI-,**. I
ar

?.. FA
ve

-\
ou ,l falr, honest chance to see if you H •«

. r . .
,

j-.,,..
’

will like the work. 'Write today—do it now, and iti-'r!

f

f’
Jw*Br

we will immediately forward to you full particu- S 8SS-» ffifeu-lii- -ti »

1

lars In regard to our otrer; alsoone of our prepara- -n ,

tory sample outfit' ah -dutch free, containing an
elegant hue of materials. Get busy ut once. ^ ' 5

THE PROGRESS TAILORING COMPANY
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RIFLE
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FOR,
SELL-
ING

ST

'? A Genuine Take-down
—that has all the latest

appliance, accurate and true, one you can depend
on; that’s the kind we are offering you, something
you will be proud of—The Best Boy's Rifle Made-

Steel barrel, rifled brass inner tube, steel frame, peep
.
automatic shell extractor, shoots long and short

t-calibre cartridges. Boys, you can’t get a better rifle

anywhere—and we are going to give you this handsome
rifle for selling only thirty packages of our beautifully

colored artistic and comic Post Cards at ro cents a package.
(10 assorted Post Cards to each package. \

E verybody buys pretty Post Cards, no trouble to sell « hem.
We trust you with our Post Cards to sell. Send no money
in advance. Your fine Hamilton Rifle will be sent you the day
your money from sale is received Don’t delay, write at once.
STANDARD PUB. CO., Canal Street, Passaic, N. J.

For Simply Answering This Advertisement

THIS BEAUTIFUL

MERRY WIDOW BOW
GIVEN ABSOLUTELY FREE

A POSTAL WILL DO
This handsome

bow is made of
extra fine quali-
ty East India
Lawn, daintily
hemstitched and
embroidered
with silk. The
Merry Widow
Bow is the latest
New York 6ensa-
tion ; nearly
everybody wears
them. They are
eo dainty and
eweet. This
offer is genuine.
This bow just as shown in the illustration herewith ia
yours just for the asking. We want your address to
send you our other offers which we ask as a courtesy
J?

us that you carefully read, but there is no obliga-
tion on your part. You will not be disappointed in
this beautiful Merry Widow Bow. Send us a postal or
a letter and ask us to send you one of the bows without
any obligation on your part whatsoever.

E. J. Moore, Pub., 221 W. 23d St.,NowYork City

FREE TO SUFFERERS
„ „ .

FR0M RHEUMATISMWe will aend you ABSOLUTELY FREEOF CHARGE one pair of Bates’
famous Rheumatic Foot Drafts
also valuable advice free, on
curing Rheumatism.
BATHS' RHEUMATIC CURE CO,

22 Jordan Building, Boston, Mass.

TO THE OVER -FAT
We Promise Big Things! Beauty, Energy and

Health! YVeat do these words mean to YOU?
BEAUTY ^ Perfection of face and form is marredULnu 1,1 by excessive fatty formation.

ENERfiY? Imm°derate flesh is wasted force. Its
l. liiu i remova ] conduces to successful effort

HEALTH^ No over 'fat Person is in perfect heal th.
11

1

A11 the above we restore to you. For
over twenty years we have successfully treated
that dangerous disease, Fat.
.Send us your name at once and our Chief Physi-

cians will giveyour case careful attention and send
you Free Advice, Free Sample and Free Booklet
on the subject of Fat and how to remove it.

L0R1NG & CO. Ltd. Dept. P. 10 W. 22d St„ New York City

Highest

Grade.
Guaranteed

to Please

No Two
Alike.

Finest yet

Published
Beautifully colored views, Capitol, Chicago, Niagara Falls, Yellow-
stono Park, etc. No comics. No black and white. No trash.

The Kind That Sell At 3 to 5 Cents Each
All sent postpaid, with catalogue, just to introduce our large aud
•elect line of fine, high grade post card9, at real bargain prices.

LUCAS CARD CO., I I I Lucas Bldg., Chicago, 111.

BROOKS’ NEW CURE
Brooks’ Appliance. New
discovery. Wonderful. No
obnoxious springs or pads.
Automatic Air Cushions.
Binds and draws the broken
parts together as you would
a broken limb. No salves.
No lymphol. No lies,
able, cheap. Pat.Sept.10,
SENT ON TRIAL

catalogue free.

FOR

Pulpit Talks
Concluded from page eleven.

in her virtues so numerous and strong
as to not only attract him, but draw
his sympathies and affinities from all

others unto herself, giving him to feel

that he can repose his utmost con-
fidence in her, trust her with his nobl-
est ideals, and bestow upon her his
most ardent love.

I hus it is in true marriage. The
wedding of a human pair makes each
the other’s property. They are one
flesh so long as the flesh endures. The
husband and wife are no longer inde-
pendent and self-complete personalities,

but are incorporated into a new ex-
istence common to both. Their love
must correspond to this fact. If the
man loves himself, if he values his
own mind, his moral character, his own
body, and tends to guard from injury
or base control, he must do the same
equally by his wife, for her life is the
complement of his own.
Unfortunately there are too often

marriages of convenience, wherein
love has no place, but property is the
chief consideration. Such alliances in-

variably result only in “vanity and
vexation of spirit.” People thus mated
live in constant constraint before com-
pany, and too great familiarity alone.
When they are within observation they
fret at each other’s carriage and be
haviour; when alone they revile each
other’s person and conduct. In so-
ciety they are in purgatory, when
alone, in hell. There is no common
interest that is true, noble, inspiring,

Their life is spent in discomfort, and
very largely in sham.

The happy, the ideal marriage, is

when two persons meet and voluntari
ly make choice of each other, without
personally regarding or neglecting the
circumstances of fortune or beauty.
They see in each other, something that
each can trust, something that each
prizes most highly, something that
strangely warms and thrills the heart
and fills the soul with deepest respect,

reverence, love. They love in spite of

adversity, illness, misfortune. Love,
cheerfulness, hopefulness, trustfulness,

fiill all their life. Their love grows by
loving. Their love abides forever

—

pure, sweet, holy.
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Training School
Under the National

Florence Qrittenton Mission
The object ot this school is, by practical and theoretical

instruction, to prepare women to be sell-supporting. Six
months' course. Departments: Bible Study. Nursing, Com-
mercial, English, Domestic Science, Missionary.

POSITIONS GUARANTEED TO GRADUATES
Terms low and payments easy. A few scholarships. Only
limited number oi students accommodated Apply >o

Sunt. Training School, 218 Third St., N.W., Washington, D.O,

WOMEN A5 INVENTORS
Many of the labor-saving inventions

of the world may be credited to women.
The Chinese Empress Tao, for exam-
ple, worked out useful ideas in her busy
brain. She invented the spinning of

silk, never dreaming of the immense
industry that would grow from the in-

vention. A luxurious woman of Asia
discovered the process of distilling attar

of roses; and this same woman, Mhea-
rai Misi, invented the ingenious handi-

craft, the Cashmere shawl. The Yvomen
who are kept from want by the making
of pilloYV lace have reason to bless the

name of Barbara Uttmann, of Saxony.

Wood engraving was discovered by the

Cunio sisters, two Italian women; and
it was the widow of General Nathaniel

Greene who made the suggestion of the

cotton gin, which was perfected by Eli

Whitney.

Don’t Buy a Stove or Range Until Yon First See
How Much
You Save

By Getting 1

A Kalamazoo.
Direct to Yovi'

YOU want to make every cent you spend this year, count for quality andeconomy.
It you need a stove or range, don’t buy until you get our factory prices.
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save y°u ®5 ' or ?10 on our smallest stoves, and as

$1S 820 ?nd evel
?
830 on our largest. And I promise you that you cannotget anywhere at any price, a better stove or range than the Kalamazoo.
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quote y.°P phoos. Take our catalogue and compare the Kalamazoo
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h® story-. You can see tor yourself. You want to save money
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<3uallt?- Why not investigate our plan, then? Why notme show you the difference between manufacturers’ prices and retail priceson stoves or ranges?
We sell to you, direct from the factory, at actual factory prices.

On 360 Days Approval Test—w
f.r*fyhl

,he

I promise, in blaek and white, to refund your money—every cent

represented
11 d° UOt flud your Purchase In every way exactly as

every Kalamazoo Is of the highest possible grade,
‘j1® .(

jest materials and in the best manner. You deal
, Y T t

!*
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r
manufacturers—a company that has a larger num-Der of individual customers than any other stove company in exis-

tence. We have sold thousands of stoves and ranges toreaders of this journal, and no doubt can refer you to nearneighbors who have saved money by buying a Kalamazoo.
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tthe ĥavesavedenou^h on a single Kalamazoo toa ^ J
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^
on s fuel. You can save enough to buy a new suit, a new

interes "to'get our
°r P6rhaP8 10 ^ 18 “ -‘‘to rour

Send Postal for Catalogue No. 318

gfanf Wood ‘^ea^eref^Hote?" Ranges^ Base*
All Kalamazoo

cook stoves and
have pat-

thermome-
which make

baking and roast-
ing easy.

I know that if you get our prices—and see our quality you will not

can^av'e
* °f buying any otlier make. Let me show you how much you

William Thompson, Vice-Pres. & Gen. Mgr.KALAMAZOO STOVE CO„ Mir*. Kalamazoo. Mich.

Get Music Lessons Free
in your own Home for Piano. Organ,

_ Y.'
0l'.n ’ Guitar, Banjo, Cornet, Sight

weekly. Begmers or advanced pupils. Your only expense is for*pos*'age
r

and^nudcrwhidiliverages
i
C
k j\a day ' Establ ‘sl,ed 1S98. Thousands of pupils all over the world. Hundreds write:known of you before- Booklet and free tuition offer sent free Address I! qSCHOOL OF MUSIC. Box 47. 225 Fifth Ave., New York City.

Address U. S.

In replying to advertisements herein
please mention VICK’S MAGAZINE.
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GIVEN AWaYc FULL SIZE

YOU CAN EABN THIS ELEGANT TEA SET —
by selling only 30 packages of our beautifully Col-

ored, Highly Artistic and Comic Post Cards at 10c. a package (10 assorted
Post Cards to a pkg). Our Post Cards are the best on the market. Your friends will be glad of thef
opportunity to buy them. This handsome 23- Piece Tea Set is made from the highest grade AmericarH
semi-porcelain, finely modeled, delicately embossed and decorated in small, dainty flowers with bright!
green leaves. Every piece perfect and of first quality. The 23 pieces in this set are full size and,
perfectly shaped. Neat and pleasing design.

We also give an Eight Piece Table Ware Set, consisting of Six Spoons, a Butter Spreaderand Sugar,
Shell as an Extra Prem um for quick work. SEND NO MONEY We Trust You with our Post Cards]
to sell. Premiums will be shipped promptly upon receipt of money from sale. Write at once.

STANDARD PUBTiTSHTNG CO., 387 I> Canal Street, Passaic, N. J.^SBESSsminfi

An Important Event
Concluded from page two.

Not only have the publishers of Vick's

Magazine thus effected arrangements1

plants that shall bear an abundance of

beautiful (lowers and good fruit, by

for bettered appearance, contents, and magnifying the good wherever found

methods of production, but plans have

been perfected for the waging of an un-

precedented circulation campaign, as

well as a far-reaching and efficient or-

ganization for the securing of a suffi-

cient amount of desirable advertisin

Vick’s Magazine: a Periodical

of Progress

Vick’s Magazine has been and is to-

day pre-eminently the magazine for the

home, where exists a love of nature as

home circle. Hence that circle, its

needs and its weal, will be constantly

kept in view as the true center from

which all other efforts for social bet-

terment must radiate and to which all

such efforts should directly or indirectly

relate. Hence no effort will be spared

to make the household departments

thoroughly practical, intensely interest-

ing, wholesome, and helpful.

Our readers will certainly feel them- revealed m flowers ’ Plants ’
vmes

’
and

selves more than compensated for their
trees > as seen in conservatory, garden,

somewhat long wait for the appearance
farm

> and God ’

s “great-out-of-doors.'

of this issue of Vick’s Magazine in the As the love of these thln^s 13 by n0

splendid surprise which its publishers
means confined t0 rural sectl0ns

>
30 also

have planned for them in the removal the widely extended circulation of Vick s

to Chicago, and the consequent exten-
Magazine is not limited to the country,

sion, improvement, and enlargement of
but reaches also t0 the towns

’
vllla®es’

its activities in every department—edi

torial, circulation,

advertising.

Vick’s Individuality

and cities of the land, whither it carries

manufacVuring, and the rich fra§rance and vivifying air of

forest, vale, and mountain. Every truly

progressive movement anywhere on

earth, making for the advancement of

Vick’s Magazine has an individuality human happiness and welfare, has in

all its own, and by its unusual but well Vick’s Magazine an ardent friend and

advised policy of giving to each succeed- supporter. Instead of taking the muck-

ing issue a special theme of its own, rake and prowling through dismal

every number will also have an individ- swamps and morasses in search of

uality of its own. Hence our readers earth’s far too many ills, Vick’s Maga-

can confidently look forward to a con- zine will transform the muck-rake into

stant succession of delightful surprises a gem-rake. This will be employed

in the way of pleasing and constantly most industriously in searching for the

improving Issues. The spirit and high real jewels that lie beneath the rubbish

character of the great man by whom of sordidness that cumbers the earth, in

this magazine was founded, James Vick, removing that rubbish and in helping

will peremate every issue, and no effort to extract from the rich mine of human

will be spared to make Vick’s Maga- worth and bringing to view the gems

zine a fitting memorial of this great and “of purest ray serene” that might other-

good man. This can be done in no wise remain forever hidden. Never

bzetter way than by emphasizing the before in the world’s history were so

exceeding value of the civilizing and many really good things being done as

humanizing industry of which he is uni- now by individuals, organizations, insti-

versally conceded to have been the great tutions, and great business concerns,

pioneer. The influence for good of flo- Every succeeding issue of Vick’s Mag-

ral and plant culture upon home life azine will be a special number devoted

cannot be overestimated, hence the flo- to some phase of positive, constructive,

ral and plant flavor will pervade the progressive human welfare development,

pages of this publication, but this will and will be replete with the latest and

be. strictly a flavor and not the substance, best in thought and achievement on the

Flowers and plants are the most beauti- subject treated. Thus the October num-

ful things we know in the whole realm her has for its theme “Woman’s Worth

of nature, also among the most useful, and Work.” Among other interesting

but they are chiefly interesting only as number themes for issues during the

they are related to human need, wel- coming year will

fare and happiness. Truly, flowers are Farm Home,” “Christmas

for folks and folks are not in this world World,” “The Orchard

be “The Enjoyable

Round the

Bountiful,”

advancement of human welfare is the

for the sake of flowers. Beyond all “The Home Garden,” “Railway Welfare

question, the most beautiful flowers that Work,” “The Country Beautiful,” “The

bloom in the garden of the Lord are Woman’s Club Movement.”

those that grow on human plants, the The (Center of Interest
graces of a well-developed body, a cul- .

Q aJ1 wdl directed endeavor for the
tured mind and a noble heart.

The chief aim of this magazine is to

show how these graces of human

nature may best be cultivated, not

by preaching, prating, or long-

drawn-out moralizing, but by giv-

ing in cheery and breezy narra-

tive, story, and verse, interesting

exhibits of good things that have

been done in cultivation of these

most desirable graces. In achiev-

ing this aim our method will be

positive, not negative. Hence we
will devote but little attention,

comparatively, in pointing out and

enlarging upon the weaknesses,

shortcomings, foibles and frailties

of mankind, but rather in seeking

first and foremost to foster the

production of a constantly in-

creasing number of human

Not Every One Can Live in

California

But you can bring the finest California

products direct to your door with a two-

cent stamp. All this is due to the pro-

gressive spirit of the California Fruit

Products Co., of Colton, California, who,

after a careful investigation, convinced

themselves that there are thousands of

families in the rural districts of the Uni-

ted States who use little or no California

fruit because they cannot secure it read-

ily—or what they can buy is high-priced

often unclean and last year’s crop.

Although almost everything else imag-

inable has been sold direct, no one had

ever thought of, or had the requisite

business energy and push, to offer the

people an opportunity of buying Califor-

nia Products direct and at a nominal

cost—delivered free. The California

Fruit Products Co. made their initial test

of selling direct last season and met with

phenomenal success ;
in fact, they shipped

their Dried Fruit, which was the only

thing they offered, to every state in the

Union, also Mexico. This fruit was

packed in 50-lb. boxes, five kinds in a

box.

This season they put up their Dried

Fruit in 2-lb. cartons, 25 cartons, or 50 lbs.

to the case, assorted, so as to make it more

convenient for a few families to club to-

gether. They have also added Canned
Apricots, Peaches, Pears, Plums

;
two

dozen cans to the case, assorted. Pure

extracted Honey made from the blossom

of the Orange and Sage, the finest fla-

vor in the world; also soft-shelled Wal-
nuts and Almonds.

They pay the freight.

Few realize the immensity of the fruit

industry and other products of the soil

of California, and many will be surprised

to learn that last season’s products

amounted to 5,560,000 cases, or 133,440,-

000 cans of fruit, valued at ten million

dollars; raisins, 140,000,000 pounds; dried

fruits, 254,375,000 pounds; figs, 6,000,000

pounds
;

prunes, 180,000,000 pounds, or-

anges, 30,000 cars, $20,000,000.00 ;
olives,

750 000 gals., $425,000.00; olive oil, 200,-

000 gals., $500,000.00 ;
walnuts, 14,000,000

pounds, $1,750,000.00; celery, 3,000 cars;

cabbage, 500 cars
;

cauliflower, 350 cars

beet sugar, 163,800,000 pounds; butter,

5,000,000 lbs.; grain yield, $50,000,000.00

The bulk of the mustard is raised in Cal-

ifornia. In Santa Barbara County 3,000

acres are devoted to it.

The output of canned fruits of Colton

California, equals about 2,000,000 cans

for this season, with a large quantity of

dried fruit, honey and nuts.

o A
?oT$100"

BEST SOIL FOR FRUIT
Near great resorts of southern New Jer- .

sey (only 17 miles from Atlantic Clty.)\
Ground and climate especially adapted for '

fruit, berries, early vegetables, poultry,
pigeons.

PAYABLE $5 MONTHLY
Title insured. Near three mainline rail-

)

roads and two manufacturing towns. Best;
shipping facilities, early crops for fancy

prices. Write for booklet. '

DANIEL FRAZIER COMPANY
690 Bailey Building

Philadelphia, Pa.

WE GIVE
YOU THIS

Beautiful, large, genuine Reed
Rocker FREE and pay you a

CASH SALARY
besides for selling only a
few jars of the famous

MOTHER'S SALVE
at 25 cts. each. Guaran-
teed under the U. S. Pure
Food & Drugs Law. The
greatest cure known for

Catarrh, Croup and Colds
The world never saw its equal for healing Cuts, Burns, Sores,

Chaps, Piles, etc. Ask your neighboi—nearly everyone uses it.

ALL will when once tried! IT IS EASY TO EARN
your choice of over 300 valuable and useful premiums and
double your money besides. Send only $1.50 to-day for one
dozen full size jars, booklets, free samples, etc., and our
new mammoth premium catalog, showing full lines of

Furniture, Rugs, Crockery, Ladies' Wearing Apparel, Rogers’

Silverware, Jewelry, etc., ALL FREE! Fifteen years of honest
dealing has made us the LARGEST FIRM of its kind in the
world to-day. If not ready to order now, write for catalog.

MOTHER’S REMEDIES CO., 1044- 35th Street, Chicago, I

Ask
dealer

for it Lamont,Corliss&Co.Agts.78HudsonSt.N.l

SHINES EASIEST

9 DO-OTHERS DO
SO GAN YOU
MAKE MONEY
Grow Mushrooms
Most pleasant highly profitable

Business. In great demand at fancy prices—
year round—grow anywhere, winter or summer.
My Folder, how I made my first $100 growing

mushrooms for a 2c stamp.

Mrs. Una Feyrelsen, Dept. 4, 2787 North Robey St., Chicago.

LEARN VETERINARY DENTISTRY^
a Fear ’ TVe t£ac h you at home in three

months of your spare time by illustrated

lectures and grant diploma with degree. Particulars free.

The Detroit Veterinary Dental College, Detroit, Mich.

A MONTH and expenses to advertise
and leave samples of cutlery.

J. E. Sharkey, Mgr., £18, Chicago

2Q SILK FINISH Postcards 102
lbW 20 handsome oolored Art Cards.no two alike, all finished in beautiful silk

moire, for only lOo. SILK CARD CO. ,Dept. 131,1941 Harrison 8t,CHICAGO.
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WE GIVE EVERY WOMAN
ITWO GRAND PREMIUMS

Mfr "*

i jfi

ip Ja
]

<11 x /\ ft
' FOR distributing only

24 of Our Superbly Colored Picture Sets at 25c on Our Special Plan
Two handsomely colored pictures, each picture 12x18 inches, to each set.

fro^
y
aFamous

ro
p»irfe
OUR BEAUTIFUL Forty-five-piece Decorated Dinner Sets will surely please you Thev are beautiful in everv

Bcaidas there is not a useless piece in the set, just
what you want, aud ©verytliing you want for any
Occasion.

OUR ELEGANT Three-piece Silver Service Sets (Tea
Vot, Uroam Pitcher and Sugar Bowl), our extra
premium for quick work, will grace any table, and
u

.
conjunction with your Beautifully bee-

orated Dinner bet will form a rich table setting
that the most rehned Housewife would feel proud
to possess.

NOW REMEMBER!—Wo Mean Every Word Wo Say. We
Bre going to give you the Beautiful Forty-five-piece
Dinner Set and the Three-piece Silver Hated Service Set
for dia^ibutlng only Twenty four of our Beautiful
Multicolored Picture Sets (Two pictures in each
set) on our special plan at 25 cents. We trust you

received, and we will Tfe17^°
Address L. M. LOMER, Manager, 287C West 23d Street, New York City

am

RESOLUTION: Be it, and it is hereby

resolved that Vick’s Magazine should be

found in every American home.

All in favor signify the same in the

usual manner by saying Aye! or to be

more practical, by sending in a subscrip-

tion on the blank enclosed for that

purpose. TODAY! NOW!

FLORAL QUESTION BOX
Edited by Eben E. Rexford

Evening Primrose—“Will this year’s the soil does not exactly suit it. But
seedings of evening primrose bloom this

season?” (Mrs. G. D. H.)

Not if your plants are of the perennial

variety, as I infer they are by what you

say.

Ants on the Lawn—“What can I do to

get rid of ants on the lawn? I tried hot

water and kerosene, but they moved to

another place and seemed to thrive bet-

ter than before.” (W. B. D.)

I know of nothing that will rout ants

and keep them away. By the use of hot

water, kerosene, borax infusion, and

things of a similar nature they can be

driven from one locality to another, but

they cannot be gotten rid of in this way.

About the only thing that can be done

is to keep them on the run. That will

prevent them from doing as much dam-
age as they would if let alone.

frequently growth begins all of a sud-

den, and you are surprised at its luxu-

riant production of foliage. In such a
case as this the bulb has doubtless been
making root growth and, after becom-
ing thoroughly established, top growth
will doubtless result. If your bulb looks

plump and feels firm to the touch,

possess your soul in patience and let the

plant take its time.

Lilies for the South—“I want several

hardy lilies. Please give proper season

for planting, with list of half dozen of

the best.” (Mrs. R.)

Plant as early as possible in fall. I

would advise L. Auratum, Speciosium

Rubra, Alba and Lancifolium, Longi-

florum and Ligrium splendens.

Cement Walks-“We are completing
RoSes

>
etc--“Where can 1 P^ure the

a new home. Would like a cement walk ^>es *: roses f° r amateur use? Do you

from road to house. Can you tell us

how to make a satisfactory one ?”

(W. K. H.)

I can tell you how cement walks are

being made in this part of the country.

Our street commissioners are laying

them in the principal streets of the vil-

lage in which I live, and I have ob-

served the process quite closely of late.

They excavate the soil where the walk
is to be to the depth of about eight

inches. Then they set up plank along

the edge of the excavation, fastening

these firmly in place by stakes driven

into the ground on the outside of the

plank. Then they fill in with six inches

of concrete made by mixing gravel or

crushed stone with sand and cement.

Proportions, two parts gravel or stone,

two parts sand and one part Portland

cement. Put thes materials together in

the dry and mix well. Then add enough
water to make the mass moist enough
to work easily. When this is dumped
into the excavation tamp it down solidly

by the application of an iron roller, or

by pounding it well. Then finish off

the walk with a mixture of sand and
cement. The sand for this upper or sur-

face layer should be sifted to remove
all small stones. Use half sand and
half cement. Make it quite soft—so

soft, in fact, that it will almost run.

Spread this over the concrete until it is

even with the plank. Before it begins to

set run a straight-edge along the plank

to level it. Smooth with mason’s

trowel. Shade it from the sun to pre-

vent it from drying out too rapidly.

If this cannot be done keep it well

sprinkled for three or four days.

Walks made in this way are perfectly

satisfactory with us, and they are ap-

parently good for all time to come, as

they become hard as stone when dry.

Amaryllis Failing to Grow—“I set out

an amaryllis early in the spring. It has

given not the least signs of growth, but

the tops of the bulb look green and
plump. What’s the matter?”

(Mrs. J. McR.)
The amaryllis often refuses to grow

for months at a time. Probably because

have any for sale? Do you publish any

books on Horticulture ? Has the present

Vick’s Magazine anything to do with

the Rochester Vick, who used to pub-

lish a magazine devoted to flower grow-

ing? (W. W.)

Any of the large firms like H. A.

Dreer, Philadelphia; Henderson, New
York; Manning, Massachusetts, and

dozens of others can furnish all vari-

eties of roses worth growing. I have

none for sale. All the plants I grow are

grown for my own pleasure and for ex-

perimental purposes. I have two books

on flower growing, “Home Floriculture”

and “Flowers—How to Grow Them.”

The present Vick's Magazine is the

only genuine Vick Magazine. It is the

old, original magazine started by James

Vick and published by him up to the

time of his death. For a time it was

continued by his sons. Then it passed

into other hands, and quite lately it has

been taken over by a new company,

which proposes to make it the leading

periodical of its class.

Poison Oak and Poison Ivy
—“How

can one tell poison ivy or poison oak?”

(E. J. W.\

Poison ivy has a three-parted leaf.

Ampelopsis, or Virginia creeper, for

which it is often mistaken, has a five-

parted leaf. The latter is a true vine.

The ivy is of half-vining habit, but sel-

dom grows to a greater height than four

or five feet. It can always be told by

its three-parted leaf. Poison oak is oft-

ener known as poison sumach, because

of the resemblance of its leaves to the

sumach. It is of shrubby nature and

bears quantities of greenish white ber-

ries. It is seldom found growing on

high land. But poison ivy flourishes

everywhere. Mowing it simply causes it

to spread by underground suckers. But

if mowed and sprinkled with kerosene,

and the ground is then burned over, it

may be gotton rid of without much

trouble. Use plenty of kerosene.
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Womanly Ways of Laming

Money
(Concluded from pa£e four)

makes no difference whether it is

skilled or unskilled labor, the home-

worker as a competitor with the fac-

tory operative labors under a great

disadvantage. However, you must re-

member that these are not: questions

for you to bother your head about

now. You want work that you can

do at home and you must find it.

You seek this kind of employment 1

because of some invalid you must sup-

port, or perhaps small children you

cannot leave, or it may be you are a

partial invalid yourself. The question

is, “What can you do, right now, to

bring in any money at all?” In turn-

ing “every which way,” as you are go-

ing to do, you will hear of many chan-

nels through which one can make a

living without competing with factory

work. But should you personally be

forced by circumstances to do “piece-

work” sent out from these great manu-

facturing establishments, it is well to be

grateful that you get it at any price.

Something is always better than noth-

ing, until you can place yourself in a

position to demand what you ought to

have.

If you live in a city, scan the daily

papers for ideas. Watch advertise-

ments. You may find exactly what

you want, or something you read may

suggest to you something that you

might never have thought of, but for

what you saw in the paper. If you

live in the country, then ask some

friend who does live in the city to send

you the advertising sheets of several

of the Sunday papers. Should you have

no city friends, then save up pennies

and send stamps to the editors of sev-

eral dailies asking that the Sunday

editions be sent you. Get business di-

rectories of nearby cities and look them

through. If you have wares to sell, in

this way you may find where to write,

or go, in regard to them. Ask as

many questions as you can, and write

everywhere that you think there is the

slightest hope of creating a demand

for your particular work.

What Women Are Do n§

Woman is furnishing more than half

of our magazine fiction, perhaps be-

cause her imagination is more active

than man’s; perhaps because most of

the magazine readers are women, and

she caters to their limitations more ac-

curately than man can. She is doing

more than half of the retail selling of

goods. She is fast monopolizing teach-

ing, except in collegiate branches, for

both sexes. She is becoming a real

influence in the world of medicine, and

is invading other professions very free-

ly. She rivals the deft Chinaman in

laundry work; she fills up the factories

where shirt waists and collars and

cuffs are made; she makes all the

feather work and artificial flower work

turned out in America; and in steno-

graphy she has almost driven the man
from the field.

Queer Occupations

From Mrs. Helen Hall, who helps to

block up crowded Park Row selling

newspapers, to Mrs. Marie N. Buck-

man, of Boston, secretary of the Egyp-

tian Exploration Fund, who is called
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TRY THE
NEW WAY
We have a word for the people who are still

buying goods the old-fashioned, hit-or miss way,
and are paying several profits for goods that may
or may not be right in quality.

For nearly 40 years we have been saving money for our

customers and more than that, giving them Quality Insurance.

With over a hundred expert buyers devoting their lives to knowing
just one line Of goods, it is scarcely possible for anyone to supply us with
any but the best merchandise. If it ever does happen that a mistake creeps
in, we promptly make it right and you lose nothing.

Catalogue No. 77 is the Harvest ot a Year’s Careful Planning
Our buyers have gathered together all

the high-class things from the markets
of the world. They have been careful
of the price but more careful of quality.
All these things are shown in the 1200
pages of our new catalogue. Faithful
pictures of the goods, honest descrip-
tions and low prices are what we aimed
at in getting out this encyclopaedia of
values. Some of the things are pictured
in color, just as they will look in your
home.
You will save one-half on lots of

things, one-third on others; and maybe
only 16 per cent on a few items; but
QUALITY Is the key note. Even at no
saving at all you would be the gainer
because of the house that stands back of
your purchases. The risks YOU used
to run in purchasing an article of which
you were not an expert judge WE
cheerfully take, because whatever you
buy from Montgomery Ward & Co. got
Into the catalogue because our expert

The very cheapest article in this im-
mense book is endorsed by us; we WILL
NOT HANDLE TRASH. It might look
nice to see some unheard of bargains In

big head lines; it might Increase our
business a MONTH or a year, but we
are growing in a different way. We
have 3,000,000 customers and they
RELY on our catalogue. They know
our word is good and they don’t bother
much about quality. As a customer
wrote us, “I make out the order and let

YOU do the worrying”. We promise to

please him and that’s all he cares to
know. If you are willing to be shown,we
earnestly suggest that you send for
CATALOGUE No. 77. Millions of copies
are being printed and you are entitled

to one if you want it. It is a guide to
proper Styles and Prices and a trial

order from it will probably put you on
our regular list. Any way, we will TRY
to please you and feel sure enough that
we will, to send you this 3 pound book
free of charge, by paid mail,decided it was good value,

Remember, this modern method of buying will give you a sat-

isfaction and service that you will never want to leave. Just

consider for a moment what a power is behind your purchases.

We stand back of every item, buying a thousand dozen where
the retail merchant buys one, and you reap the benefit. All YOU
have to do to get started in the new order of things is to put

your name and address on the coupon, send it in an envelope
addressed to us—you will receive your copy promptly.

Montgomery Ward & Co.

Fill in
file Coupon
below, cut

It out and
send to Montgomery
Ward & Co., Chicago
or Kansas City

Send me the new, large No. 77 Catalogue without charge. a
1 3

R.F.D

State— County

Dingee ROSES
“Dingee” is the name that has stood for the best in association with American-
grown roses for the past sixty years. The name is a guarantee of the strongest
and hardiest and most beautiful roses grown.

Dingee roses are especially good for fall planting. Plant them early, the
sooner the better, so they have sufficient time to become established before
winter sets in, and they will invariably come through safely, even in the North,
with ordinary procer.:' on. Fall-planted roses get an early start in the spring and
produce flowers in abundance through the season.

Dingee BULBS
Dingee quality in bulbs is almost as famous as in roses. The same knowledge,

care and experience stand back of it. Dingee bulbs are imported from the best
growers abroad, or grown at home under personal supervision. They are good
bulbs in the full meaning of the term.

If you want the very best in bulbs at reasonable prices, send your order for

fall and winter planting to Dingee. Our stock is superior, both in quality and
variety, and complete, comprising everything worth while for indoor or outdoor
culture. No seconds—each bulb guaranteed.

Our New Guide and BULB GROWING
for fall 1908 is now ready. It is illustrated throughout from photographs, giving
an accurate idea of the flowers shown. Bulbs are fully described, and special

attention is paid roses and other plants. A complimentary copy will be sent to

any reader of Vick’s Magazine, on request.
Don’t miss the great special offer of Dingee Hardy Roses specially prepared

for fall planting in the open ground—made on page 24 of Our New Guide.

THE DINGEE & CONARD CO.
WEST GROVE, PA.

The Leading R,ose Growers of America

Established 1850 70 Greenhouses

PHI n ppm Diiyrcc are giving absolute satisfaction in
UULU uUllfl VI All libv thousands of homes for their fuel-

saving, good-cooking, quick-baking qualities. Made in one grade
only—the best—designed for conveni-
ence as well as economy, with oven
thermometers if desired, nickeled
parts removable for cleaning. Made
complete by us in our own factory—not
to be compared with cheap ranges so

often sold by mail. We sell

at a price no dealer can ap-

proach — on a high-grade
range, under a Written Guar-
antee for One Year, as given
in center panel. Write for

Stove Book.

GOLD COIN STOVE CO.

20 Oak Street, Troy, N. Y.

Successors to Bussey & McLeod

At Wholesale Prices
One Year on Approval
_ Direct from Factory

Freight Paid

GOLD COIN
STOVES AND RANGES

$5.00 to $20.00 Saved on
Every Stove—Send for

FREE Illustrated STOVE BOOK
giving information about
stoves, heaters, chimneys,
drafts, etc., with prices and our

Written Guarantee Offering
Trial for One Year

GOLD COIN HEATERS Z
the least care, to require least

attention and look the best in
your home. Made in many styles,

all handsomely ornamented with
nickeled finishings, for burning
ether wood or coal, as desired.
Thousands ip use, making homes
warm and cheerful at smallest
expense. Our written Guarantee
for One Year insures your money
back if you are not satisfied. See
center panel.
There are two reasons why you

should send for

OUR STOVE BOOK
First : It gives valuable stove

information.
Second : it quotes better prices

than any dealer can. Write for it.

'
'
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Select Your Magazine Reading
IFOIES 1 ©OS-ISO©

Make Your Own
Club by Our New
Arrangement

If you care to save from 25 to 50 per cent on your magazines for 1909
don t lay this down until you have made your decision as to what maga-
zines you want. The figures at the left of the magazines indicate the
classes to which they belong. Should you want to change a magazine
in any club, the number at the left of the name of a magazine will show
from what class you can select another magazine that you like better.

Subscriptions may be new, renewals or extensions.

Special Dollar Offers wLr“ l"
y
o°o!

the following

VICK’S MAGAZINE VICK’S MAGAZINE
3 Boston Cooking- Sch’l Mag. 4 N. Y. Tribune Farmer

VICK’S MAGAZINE
McCall’s and Housewife

VICK'S MAGAZINE
4 American Boy

VICK’S MAGAZINE
Farmer’s Wife
7 Poultry Success
Green’s Fruit Grower

VICK’S MAGAZINE
Woman’s National Daily

VICK'S MAGAZINE
McCall’s Magazine
Farm and Fireside

VICK’S MAGAZINE
Pictorial Review

VICK’S MAGAZINE
6 McCall’s Magazine
Green’s Fruit Grower
Farmer’s Wife

VICK’S MAGAZINE
Green’s Fruit Grower
7 Am. Poultry Advocate
Farmer’s Wife

VICK’S MAGAZINE
Housewife
Farmer’s Wife
Metropolitan & Rural Home
Twentieth Century Review

VICK’S MAGAZINE
Green’s Fruit Grower
Missouri Valley Farmer
Farmer’s Wife

VICK’S MAGAZINE
Farmer’s Wife
Gentlewoman
9 Successful Farming
Woman’s Magazine

VICK’S MAGAZINE
Green’s Fruit Grower
Missouri Valley Farmer
Woman’s World
Household Magazine

VICK’S MAGAZINE
5 Home Needlework

VICK’S MAGAZINE
Woman’s Magazine
Modern Priscilla (Fancy
Work)

Farmer’s Wife
Farm and Fireside

VICK’S MAGAZINE
Housekeeper
Woman’s World

VICK’S MAGAZINE
9 People’s Popul’r Monthly
Poultry Keeper
Green’s Fruit Grower
Farmer’s Wife

VICK’S MAGAZINE
9 Woman’s World
Farm and Fireside
8 National Home Journal

VICK’S MAGAZINE
McCall’s Magazine
Farm and Fireside
Farmer’s Wife

VICK’S MAGAZINE
National Home Journal
9 Woman’s World
Farmer’s Wife
Metropolitan & Rural Home

VICK’S MAGAZINE
6 Human Life
Farm and Fireside
Farmer’s Wife

VICK’S MAGAZINE
6 McCall’s Magazine
7 Green’s Fruit Grower

THE GREATEST BARGAINS—NOT OVER $1.50
VICK’S MAGAZINE <

6 McCall’s Magazine
VICK’S MAGAZINE
Farm and Fireside
8 National Home Journal
Green’s Fruit Grower
VICK’S MAGAZINE
3 Cosmopolitan

VICK’S MAGAZINE
McCall’s Magazine
Green’s Fruit Grower
7 American Poultry Advocate ..

VICK’S MAGAZINE
Housekeeper
McCall’s Magazine

VICK’S MAGAZINE
2 Modern Priscilla (Fancy Work)
Green’s Fruit Grower
Housekeeper
Farm and Fireside
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VICK’S MAGAZINE $
6 Ladies’ World
Green’s Fruit Grower
7 Modern Priscilla (Fancy Work)
VICK’S MAGAZINE
Housekeeper
VICK’S MAGAZINE
Green’s Fruit Grower
VICK’S MAGAZINE
3 Harper’s Bazar I

VICK’S MAGAZINE
3 Woman’s Home Companion. .. . 1

VICK’S MAGAZINE
7 Green’s Fruit Grower
Human Life

VICK’S MAGAZINE
Green’s Fruit Grower
Farm and Fireside
Human Life
Woman’s Magazine
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VICK’S MAGAZINE $
3 New York Tri-Weekly World

.

. I
Farm and Fireside

VICK’S MAGAZINE
3 Harper’s Bazar i.
3 Pictorial Review l

VICK’S MAGAZINE...
Missouri Valley Farmer
Home Magazine i.
People’s Home Journal

,.

VICK’S MAGAZINE
.

3 Woman’s Home Companion 1.
Farm and Fireside

VICK’S MAGAZINE
3 Cosmopolitan x.
National HomeJournal
Farm and Farmside

VICK’S MAGAZINE.
6 Ladies’ World
4 Woman’s National Daily.. ...! 1.
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If you do not find any combination above that suits you, make up
any club you wish from the following lists:

CLASS 3
American Magazine 1.00
Boston Cooking School
Magazine 1.00

Commoner 1.00
Cosmopolitan 1.00
Garden Magazine 1.00
Gleanings in Bee Culture 1.00
Good Housekeeping 1.00
Harpers’ Bazar 1.00
Health 1.00
Hoard’s Dairyman 1.00
Little Folks (new) 100
Magazine of Mysteries .. 1.00
N. Y. Tri-Weekly World. 1.00
Pictorial Review 1.00
Progressive Farmer 1.00
Style 1.00
Success 1.00
Taylor -Trotwood Maga-
zine 1.00

ToledoBlade 1.00
Travel Magazine 1.00
Woman’s Home Com-
panion 1.00

World Today 1.50

CLASS 4
American Boy ... 1.00
Cincinnati Enquirer 1.00
Everywhere 1.00
Farmer’s Voice 1.00
Good Health 1.00
Home Magazine 1.00
Chicago InterOcean.wkly 1.00
Iowa Homestead 1.00
Irrigation Age 1.00
Kimball’s Dairy Farmer. 1 00
Nebraska Farmer 1.00

N Y. Tribune Farmer... 1. 00
Prairie Farmer 1.00
Southern Farm M agazine 1 . 00
Vegetarian i.oo
Woman’s National Daiiy 1.00
Woman’s Work 1.00

CLASS 5
Farm Journal (5 yr.) 75
Home Needlework 75
Housekeeper 75
Indiana Farmer 60
Inland Farmer 75
Michigan Farmer 75
Ohio Farmer 75
Practical Farmer 75
Wisconsin Agriculturist. .75

CLASS 6

Human Life 50

Ladies’ World , . .50

McCall’s Magazine 50

Sabbath Reading 50

Southern Planter 50

CLASS 7

Agricultural Southwest. . . 50

Amer. Poultry Advocate. .50

Amer . Poultry Journal . . .50

Commercial Poultry . .50

Farm Poultry 50

Green’s Fruit Grower 50
Household Realm 30

Vick’s
Vick’s
Vick’s
Vick's
Vick's
Vick’s
Vick's
Vick’s
Vick’s
Vick's
Vick’s
Vick’s
Vick's
Vick's
Vick's.
Vick’s,
Vick’s,
Vick’s,

and any 1 Class 9, 60c; any 2, 70c; any 3, 80c; any 4, 90c.
and any 1 Class 8, 65c; any 2, 90c: any 3, $1,10.
and any 1 Class 7, 75c; any 2, $1.00; anv3,$1.25; any 4, $1.50,
and any 1 Class 6, 85c; any 2, 1.25.
and any 1 Class 5, $1.00; any 2, $1. 50.
and any 1 Class 4, $1.00; any 2, $1.50; any 3, $2.00; any 4, $2.50
and any 1 Class 3. $1.35; any 2, $2.00; any 3, $2-65.

, 2 of Class 7 and 2 of Class 9, $1.25.
, 1 of Class 5 and 1 of Class 7, $1.25.
1 of Class 3 and 1 of Class 6, $1.70.

. 1 of Class 3 and 1 of Class 9. $1.75.
, 1 of Class 6 and 1 of Class 4, $1.35.
1 of Class 8 and 1 of Class 4, $1.15.
1 of Class 9, 1 of Class 7 and 1 of Class 6. $1.20.
1 of Class 5 and 2 of Class 9, $1.20.
1 of Class 7 and 1 of Class 5, $1.25.
2 of Class 7 and 1 of Class 6. $1.35.
1 of Class 6 and 1 of Class 4, $1.35.

Housewife 35
Modern Priscilla (Fancy
Work) 50

National Fruit Grower . . .50
Ohio Poultry Journal 50
People’s HomeJournal.. .35
Poultry Herald 50
Poultry Success, 50
Poultry Tribune 35
Ranch, The 50
Reliable Poultry Journal. .50

Spare Moments 50

CLASS 8

American Farmer 50
Apple Specialist 50
Farm and Home 50
National Home Journal. .50

Poultry Keeper 50
20th Century Review 50

CLASS 9

Farm and Fireside 25

Farm News 25
Farmer’s Wife 25
Gentlewoman 20
Home Monthly 20
Household Magazine 20
Metropolitan and Rural
Home 25

Missouri Valley Farmer. .20

People’s Popular Monthly .25

Successful Farming .25

Woman’s World .25

Vick's Magazine Co., Chicago, 111.

year to addresses given.

Gentlemen Enclosed find $ for which send the following publications for one

Name__

St. or R, F. D.

P. 0

State

the Amelia Edwards of America, there
is a wide range of queer occupations
in which the woman of this country
has made a living or accumulated
wealth. Mrs. Mary Shannon is a sec-

tion boss on the Erie Railroad—took
her husband’s position when he died,

and has filled it well. Mrs. Mary E.

Cutler is a rich farmer at Holliston,

Mass. Her fortune sprang from the
purchase of sixty acres of land for

$350, and the place now has a wide
reputation as “Winthrop Gardens.”
Miss Amelia Judson, a graduate of

Cornell, who wanted to go to Paris to
study art,* had her plans changed by
illness in the family. She is a success
in running a sawmill in St. Louis. Miss
Alary E. Adams is Assistant State Mi-
croscopist of Iowa, located at 'Cedar
Rapids. She is a Chicago girl and a
graduate of the Lakeview high school.

Miss Yeomans is known all over Cali-

fornia as a butterfly catcher. She runs
a regular international butterfly ex-
change, and finds it profitable. Mrs.
Frances S. Lee, of Arapahoe County,
as one of three woman members of the
Colorado Legislature, more than once
wielded the gavel over that body of

solons.

Miss Anita Martin is accumulating
a competence raising turkeys in a

Texas country town. Miss Jane Stone
is an oil speculator owning properties
of considerable value in Mexico as well

as in this country. She holds the title

to more than a hundred acres of oil

land near Trombley, Ohio. Miss Asch,
of Aiken, S. C., breeds the best hunt-
ing dogs in the state; and another
Aiken woman, Miss Louise Cheatham,
breeds mocking birds, teaches them to

sing and sells them to the Northern
people who throng this winter resort
during the season. Still another
Southern girl, Miss Ida Norrell, of

Augusta, Ga., has made a field for

herself as a perfumery maker. She
has her own recipe for distilling Cape
Jasmines, and her output is highly ap-
preciated.

Miss Sadie Webb is a mail contractor
in Porter Township, Ohio. She has
a route thirty-five miles long.

Let me repeat that willingness to

work is a prime requisite. Beyond this

come the questions of where and how,
and answers to these questions are

presented in the suggestions offered

herein, which at least have not been
built upon theory or obtained at second
hand. All that has been written is the

result of actual practical experience

both on the author's part and the

part of thousands of questioning wom-
en with whom she is daily brought in

contact.

“Didn’t Know ’Twas Loaded”
The chores-boy at Watchout's Summer Villa, a

dull but industrous youth who filled a “general
utility" roll indoors as well as at the stables, fre-

quently assisted the cook. As the range needed
polishing “Chores" was sent to the grocery to get

a package of stove blacking, and on his return
was told to give the range a good polishing.

The stove was hot, the blacking a fluid mystery,
and as frequently occurs with that kind, the stuff

took fire and an explosion followed. When the
flames were extinguished and "Chores” burns
were dressed, the mistress asked him “ How the
accident happened?”
The boy tearfully replied, “I used the blacking

I got at the store, but please, marm, I didn’t
know ’twas loaded." Then “Chores" was quietly
told they didnot allow that, or any other kind of
dangerous fluid, used in the house, but only the
X-Ray Stove Polish, the kind that was safe for a
child to use, and never caught fire or exploded.



i You Are Sick o

icine Free
If Doesn’t Cost You One Cent To Test My Free Medicine
mi Prove for Yourself That If Weil Hein. Ho Matter
What Ails You, How Long You Have Suffered, or How
Bad You Are, If You Are Sick, Take My Free Trial

Treatment. It Is Sure To Help You.

My trial treatment is as free to you as
sunshine.

I am just as confident of what my medi-
cine will do for you as you are that the sun
will rise tomorrow or that two and two
makes four, not only once but every time.

That's why I am willing to send you my
free medicine to prove to you no matter
what ails you, or how long standing the
disease, or how many other treatments and
doctors you have tried without benefit.

You do not spend a cent.
All that is needed is to just tell me from

what disease you suffer. I will send my medi-
cines flying to you as fast as the mail can carry
them. These are the same medicines and treatment
which thousands of other sufferers all over the
country have accepted and used. Let my treatment
prove what it can do for you.

I Treat AGI Diseases.
I do not care what ails you. It does not matter

to me whether some deadly disease of the heart has
you in its grasp with your life perhaps hanging by
a thread, whether it is some disease of the Threat
or Lungs which is sapping your vitality and life

;

whether you are a victim of Asthma, Bronchitis,
Catarrh, Chronic Colds and Coughs, any Disear e of
the Stomach, Liver, Bowels, Kidneys and Bladder,
or Piles, Rheumatism, Gout, Skin Disease, Nervous-
ness, Neuralgia, Malaria, Congestion, Sores, Grippe,
Female Diseases, General Debility, Tape Worm,
Eye and Ear Troubles or any Chronic Disease.

1 treat them all. My medicines are especially
prepared for every disease, and many testify to their
wonderful merit, bringing their troubles to me for
treatment.

If you need help, no matter what the trouble is,

take my trial treatment and use it free. You are to
judge for yourself whether you have been helped.
I take the risk. I agree to abide by your decision.

RHEUMATISM.
I want to inform yon that your remedies bar#

entirely cured me of a severe case of Rheumatism.
My joints are now limber and I have as good use
of myself as ever. I am suffering no pain at the
present time, and I am confident that your remedies
have entirely relieved ne of this disease.

I certainly am thankful to you for the treatment,
and will be glad to recommend the same to my
friends. Yours truly,

James Vansickel, Newark, O.

STOMACH TROUBLE.
One year ago last spring I doctored with you for

Stomach trouble and I have been bothered but very
little with it since, and 1 feel that I owe you for my
wellness and happiness. Yours very truly,

L. C. Weight, Crary, N. D.

HEART DISEASE. ©

No Matter How Long You Have
Been,Sick or How Bad Your Case.

Take My Free Medicine.
Perhaps you suffer from some °ld trouble of long standing which other doctors have

tried to cure in vain. Do not despair. Do not give up hope. I have cured hundreds
of cases which others said were incurable. Come to me. I treat more cases of a single disease
in a day than many doctors do of all diseases in a month. No matter where you live I can cure you as well
with my medicine and treatment by mail as if you came to my office or I went to your bedside or home.

Why Should You Suffer
longer when I will send you my medicine free? Why should you keep on hoping against hope. You
will not get well without aid. You know that. Your disease will not cure itself. YTou must have help
and m your heart you know it. Just sit down and write to me fully and frankly. I will treat your
letter as a, sacred confidence. Let me study your case, and from my great experience of thousands
cured, send you my free medicine. Remember it doesn’t cost you a cent.

“Dear Doctor :—I am glarl to inform you at the
present time that I am feeling all right in every
way, and that your remedies have effected a com-
plete and permanent cure of my Heart Trouble. I
can also say that other doctors told my husband I
could not be cured, but now I am feeling as well as
ever, and if 1 shall ever need treatment again. Dr.
King would be the one I shall go to.

Yours with respect,
Mbs. Geo. McDaniel, Viewfield, S. D.

PILES AND BLADDER TROUBLE.
Dear Doctor :—I have just received a letter from

you asking me to state my reasons for not writing.
I wish to say. Dear Doctor, that your » * •
treatment cured me of Piles and Bladder Trouble,
for which please receive my thanks. I will say that
If my disease ever returns again, I will write to you
at once. Very respectfully,

W. H. Melton, Kapps Mill, N. C.

MALARIA.
Some time ago I was informed of you by some ©f

my friends who took your treatment. I sent you a
description of my case, and you prepared and sent
me a complete course of treatment. This was tha
only course 1 took from you, and can honestly say,
that I received more benefit from the one course of
your treatment than from any previous remedies I
have taken, and am at the present time able to do
my work, and do not feel in need of any more medi-
cine at this time.

Thanking you for what you have done for me, I
remain, Yours sincerely,

H. Johnson, Fouroaks, N. O.

CHRONIC DISEASES.
I thank you for your goodness. I am feeling all

right aDd can’t pay you any more than telling about
your remedies. I remain as ever. Yours truly,

Cornelius Jackson, Scoipe, Ark.

LUNG TROUBLES.
Many thanks to you. doctor. I think I am com-

pletely cured. 1 am like a new man, able to do a
full day’s work. There is nothing that troubles m.,
and 1 am grateful to you for my present health.

Yours truly.
Geo. Davis, Eaw, Okla.

Do Not Delay a Single Day.
CATARRH.

Tomorrow you may be worse. Next week or next month your trouble may take a more serious turn
and it may be too late. Act now, while there is yet time. I will send the medicine, all charges paid,
in plain wrappers. No one need even know you are using my treatment. Cure yourself in the privacy
of your home and with a cure that will last. With my medicine I will seDd you also absolutely freemy household volume, telling the cause, treatment and cure of all disease. This great work represents
the labor of years. I send it free to you, for I want to make you well. W rite to me today.

Yours of a few days ago i at hand and contents
noted. In reply will say that the first treatment of
medicine that I bought from you seems to have given
me a permanent cure. My health is entirely re-
stored.

I was afflicted with several ailments and was un-
able to receive permanent relief before I tried your
treatment.

Thanking you for your past kindness, I am.
Yours very truly,

Mbs. Rose Mustin, Gainesville,

DR. E. P KING, 525 Security Trust Bldg., Indianapolis, Ind.
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The HOME HERALD, reviewing this famous
work says: "Dr. Ridpath’s History is for the
people. It is entertaining as well as accurate.
In illustrative pictures this history is more pro-
fusely supplied than any other work of its
kind in existence. We can heartily recom-
mend it to our readers especially when they
can secure it on such easy terms.”

PRESIDENT WM. McKINLEY said:
lam familiar with Ridpath’s History of the

World, and cordially commend it to the scholar
as well as to the plain people generally.

BISHOP VINCENT.
Chancellor of Chautauqua, said:

Ridpath's History is in clear and agreeable
style; comprehensive in treatment, readable
type and admirable illustrations. This set of
books is a permanent college chair of general
history in one’s own house.
BISHOP NEWMAN said:
In reading Ridpath I experienced the pleas-

ure realized when looking at some grand pan-
orama. The superb pictures of temples, pala-
ces, scenes, events and men add a charm to the
clear and vigorous style of the learned author.

PROFESSOR WARREN,
Pres’t Boston University, said:

I should be glad to see it placed in the library
of every young person in the U. S.. and even
in the English-speaking world. In families
where there are bright children it will render
excellent service to the cause of popular intel-
ligence.
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IDPATH S enviable position as an historian is due to his wonderfully
beautiful style, a style no other historian has ever equalled. He pic-
tures the great historical events as though they were happening before

your eyes
;
he carries you with him to see the battles of old ; to meet

kings and queeps and warriors
; to sit in the Roman Senate ; to march

against Saladin and his dark-skinned followers
; to sail the southern

seas with Drake
; to circumnavigate the globe with Magellan

; to

^ watch that thin line of Greek spearmen work havoc wit'll ther-*V Persian hordes on the field of Marathon; to know Napoleon
as you know Roosevelt.

IDPATH in your home means you need ‘never
spend a lonely evening. You can associate with the
world’s heroes

; you can cross the Rubicon with
Cajsar, after which Rome was free no more. You can

sit at the feet of Socrates, the loftiest genius of the
ancient world. You can walk with Luther, who did
more than any other man to give to the .world
religious freedom. You can kneel at the shrine
of Lincoln, “the greatest human of all time

;

the gentlest memory of our world.” , It is

ennobling to commune with these chil-

dren of destiny. To be associated with
men and events is to be great

one’s self, and you will add to your
store of knowledge, which is power,
and to the richness of your life.

SEND COUPON TO-DAY

WESTERN NEWS-
PAPER ASSOCIATION -y Q
204 Dearborn St. , Chicago

Please mall without cost to me,
sample pages of Khlputh’* III*,
tory of (heU orld, containing phe»- s

tovjravures of Napoleon and Queen Eliz-
abeth, en^ravln^s of Socrates; Caesar aiw
Shakespeare, map of China and Japan, dla- ,gram of Panama Canal, and write me full par-
ticulars of your special offer to readers of

VICK'S BIAGAZLNE

ssary.just si^n and mail coupon.
VICK'S HAGAZ1.NE

R IDPATH takes you back to the dawn of history, long before the pryamids
of Egypt were built

; down through the romantic, troubled times of Chal-
dea’s grandeur and Assyria’s magnificence, of Babylonia’s wealth and

luxury ; of Grecian and Roman splendor
; of Mohammedan culture and refine-

ment; of French elegance and British power ; of American patriotism and relig-

ious freedom, to the dawn of yesterday. He covers every race, every nation,

every time, and holds you spellbound by his wonderful eloquence. Nothing more
interesting, absorbing and inspiring was ever written by man.

R IDPATH throws the mantle of personality over the old heroes of history.

Alexander is there
;

patriot, warrior, statesman, diplomat, crowning the
glory of Grecian history. Xerkes, from his mountain platform, sees Them-

istocles with three hundred and fifty Greek ships smash his Persian fleet of over
a thousand sail, and help to mold the language in which this paragraph is writ-

ten. Rome perches Nero upon the greatest throne on earth, and so sets up a
poor madman’s name to stand for countless centuries as the synonym of savage
cruelty; Napoleon fights Waterloo again under your very eyes,

and reels before the iron fact that at last the end of his gilded

dream has come. Bismarck is there, gruff, overbearing, a giant

pugilist in the diplomatic ring, laughing with grim disdain at

France, which says, “You shall not.” Washington is there, “four-

square; to all the winds,” grave, thoughtful, proof against the

wiles of British strategy and the poisoned darts of false friends

;

clear seeing over the heads of his fellow-countrymen, and on into

another Century; the most colossal world-figure of his time.

200,000 Americans Own and Love Ridpath
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ani,™arks the beginning of his downfall. The picture shown herewith, from Ridpath’s History, the original of which wasdisplayed at the World s Fair at Chicago, marks but one event out of thousands which are fully described and illustrated in the world-famed publication

HistoryoftheWorld
THE PUBI-ISHER’S FAILURE placed in our hands the entire unsold edition of this monumental work. BRAND NEW, down to date, Including Peace

1 reaty of Russia- Japan War, beautifully bound in Half-Morocco which we must sell immediately. We are offering the remaining sets

AT LESS THAN EVEN DAMAGED SETS WERE EVER SOLD
k
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°Pportun,ty to secure Ridpath’s History of the World at the lowestprice ever offered—and on easy terms. It will cost you nothing to m-
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specimen pages and le_. us give you full particulars of our offer. Dr. Ridpath is dead, his work is done but his family derived in-
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To A*1 Who Write Me
For a Letter Describing Your Case, I Will
Send Free My Special Treatment, Letter
of Advice, and Valuable 1 10-page Book.

SEND
NO

MONEY

This is the Greatest

,

Fa ire sty Most Liberal

Offer Ever Made the

Sick by Any Physician

FREE - Test My Skill - FREE
If some eminent specialist of world-wide practice, and years of successful

his
Pe
helD

Ce>
wfthnn

t‘° in
“‘S

ptZaCy °f rirowi »o.«e and oVered you
S

motley and without price— you would gratefully ac-cept his services, would you not? You Wouldn’t hesitate a moment, be-cause your health is worth more to you than anything in this worldand you could not in fairness to yourself, your family
6
and friends

cn-onoth
a "-y of becoming a Well Plan or woman, with thestrength, vim and vigor that belongs to you by natural right. Wellsuch an opportunity is yours. I offer you niy professionalservices—the utmost that medical science can do for the sick—

freel) and without reserve—as a sincere proof of my interest

f
We tare

i i

My 0I
!
,y reRret is tha t I cannot meet youface to face and hear about your case from your own lips.

I need not tell you Ubw much I should like to grasp yournand ahd give you in person my advice and sympathy.

1 ell Me Your Troubles
But if I cannot go to you— if it is impossible forme to meet you personally, my help is none the
less yours. I want to help you. I believe sin-
cerely—from the bottom of my heart—that I
can do so. This belief is more than a mere
opinion, more than the ordinary expres-
sion of confidence from a successful phy
stcian It Is a deep and abiding convic-
tion founded on record of cures that
cover thousands of cases of desperate
and chronic diseases, many of which
doubtless Were similar to your own
trouble. And all I ask is a chance
to prove my faith. Will you let
me try to cure you ? Will you do
your part? All I ask is that
you write me a letter describ-
ing your case ill your own
way. Simply that— noth-
ing more. I will then
send you absolutely
free my treat-
ment, special letter
of advice and my
valuable no- page
book. Isn't this
worth a letter?

Over a

half million

people have taken

my treatment. The

knowledge gained by

this vast experience is yours for the

asking.

I Can Help You
And My Help is FREE!

My practice-now probably greater than that of any living physician-has longsince outgrown the limits of any City or State. It is now practically world-wideMy record of cures is a splendid monument to the success of my life work Mv
b^nn

1 ^ll'C system of treatment has not only benefited, but has restored to perfecthealth and vigor thousands of sick and discouraged men and women, many of whomwhere given up as incurable by other physicians. The letters I have received fromthese cured ones-the spontaneous ac knowledgements they have made of my servicesas physician and true friend—are of priceless value to me. If you could only read the

F u t Your Faith i n M e !

w> m 'T!
®' er > t *HnK to gain—nothing to lose—by accepting my offer of free help. You simplyui Uc uie a tiieiull.v personal letter, telling me about your trouble and Ipivp pvat-vihln* I

I can bX‘pu“i. form! lo^sifpplvf
rG

A^d thTexpfens^lj^codvinci'ng ply ftS

have faith In
your °"'n Sake~‘° d°Ub ‘ my stecerity or <3 uestion m >' “«ives. Please

My Big Free Offer

S,X*r.M!W3
Free lio-Page'Medi I Book % of whi' 1

°
I

l’U
*!f

,,on
i

on >'m,r W4’ lree Treatment, Special Letter of Advice, and

Write Me That Letter TODAY-SURE!
Don t W ait—Don’t Take Any Chance Whatever—Write Now

DR. JAMES W. KIDD,
JSJi JSLa .Lb.,,:,; *
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CDCU FINE SILK EMBOSSED
r IYEiL POST CARDS IN COLORS
A set of 3 most beautiful post cards you ever saw, if you send
stamp for postage. Full set of io silk Embossed Birthday,

I-'lower, Christmas and Greeting cards, lovely designs in beauti-

ful colors, for ioc; 30 cards, all different, 25c. No cheap stuff.

Everyone answering this ad immediately will also receive our
splendid family magazine 3 mos. on trial with each small order

or one year with each 25c order.

The Household, 99 Capper Bldg., Topeka, Kan.

15
SOUVENIR POST CARDS

10cEmbossed Greeting, Silk, Tinsel, Views.
Christmas, New Years, Thanksgiving, etc.

Catalog and Agts. GROSS CO.,Dept.K.2i47 Arthur Ave.,N.Y-

M ’ I r_A AT YOUR HOME. Our
lVlUSlC Lessons Tree Booklet tells how to learn to

play any instrument—Piano, Organ, Violin, Guitar Mandolin,
etc. Write AMERICAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC, 214
Clark Street, I>ept. 40, Chicago, 111.

Q fl If • How T quickly, harmlessly and per
OUperilOUS nmr manently removed it. Mailed Free
Enlosed stamp. Alice Smith, 834 Race St,, Philadelphia, Pa

XMAS. POST CARDS 10 Gold Embossed “Greetings”
10 c. 65 -50 c. Write at once. You will want more. New
Eng. Post Card Co. Dept. 117, Springfield, Mass.

ATI AlSITir riTY’S BOARD walk in 13 contin-
/ilLailllL vll 1 O uous pos4 Card Views,
25 c. with illustrated catalogue. Beautifully lithographed in

colors and glossed. New, popular. Nothing like them.

Lester Publishing Co., 215 Sansom St., Philadelphia, Pa.

CARDS IOO neatly printed cards or tickets,

postpaid to any address, 35 cents. 250
for 75 cents.

ARTHUR OWEN, 21 SHEPARD STREET., ROCHESTER, N. Y.

1

6 FOR
10 Cts.

Christmas POST CARDS I

Beautifully corled and embossed.
B. Place Souvenir Co., Passaic, N. J.

I

READ THIS We want ladies to buy and agents
to sell genuine Rogers Silver at

bargain prices. CATALOGUE FREE.
United Sliver €0., 24 West 42nd St., New York.
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To Subscribers. This Paragraph when marked in blue pencil is notice that the time for
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T HE beautifully embellished title. page of the November Vick’s presents

a most -exquisite prose poem from the facile pen of Miss Clara Morris,

the world-famed actress-author. Her beauteous “Ruth” will live in

literature as one of the most eloquent tributes ever paid to that heroine

of the most fascinating Bible romance ever told. This charming article

by Miss Morris is

A FITTING INTRODUCTION
to our “Enjoyable Farm Home” number, replete throughout with enter-

taining and helpful information of utmost interest to all who love the old

farm home—and who does not? Description of the great national move-

ment for rural welfare; suggestion, showing how all may unite for the

attainment of this end; Thanksgiving thoughts, stories, sketches, and poems,

and timely home departments, all combine to make this issue of Vick’s

Magazine one of the finest numbers ever gotten out by this company.

AMONG OTHER FEATURES
Of special interest may be mentioned the most excellent article on the

vastly important subject, “Improvement of Conditions Affecting Country

Life,” consisting of excerpts from the eloquent address delivered by Presi-

dent Theodore Roosevelt at the Semi-Centennial of the Michigan Agri-

cultural College. Still another notable article is a splendid story, “Thanks-

giving at Hornacres,” by one of the nation’s truly “ grand old men,” the

REV. DR. EDWARD EVERETT HALE
the venerable chaplain of the United States Senate. “Consolidation of

Country Schools” is the subject of a most timely and excellent article by

Hon. O. J. Kern, admittedly the most successful and widely-known county

superintendent in the world.

FICTION FEATURES STRONG
In addition to the splendid story by Dr. Hale, will be found a charm-

ingly written, bright, and witty sketch of farm life by Mr. Burritt Hamilton;

an exceptionally pleasing farm home story by Mrs. L. D. Avery Stu'ttle,

and the three splendid s-erials now running in Vick’s.

“XMAS ’ROUND THE WORLD”
Will be the theme of Vick’s December issue, which will prove a most

worthy successor to our “Enjoyable Farm Home” number. On the title

page will appear a beautifully illustrated Christmas Symphony, written by

one of the nation’s most distinguished orators. The name of the author

cannot yet be announced, but our patrons may rest, assured that he will

be a person known ’round the world. Another most pleasing feature of

the Christmas number will be an interesting symposium, consisting of

short articles by well-known travelers, missionaries, and other able writers,

describing how Christmas is observed in various lands and climes. This

issue will also contain a vivid description of Bethlehem of Judea, where

Christmas day first dawned, as seen a few years before his death by

IRA D. 5ANKLY
The greatest gospel singer of modern times. The article will be illustrated

by a fine view of the village of Bethlehem as it is today, from a photo-

graph taken by Mr. Ira Alan Sankey.

GOOD THINGS TO COME
The Publishers of Vick’s Magazine are planning for 1909 the twelve best

numbers they have ever issued, and twelve numbers, too, never before

equaled by any other magazine of our class. The first four numbers of

the new year will be indeed, “A Splendid Quartette,” the first of which will

be a “Conservation” number, the second “The Orchard Bountiful,” the

third “The Home Garden,” and the fourth “The Farm Beautiful.”

2 PAIRS LACE
CUR TAINS

FREE
Thesearc targe, full-

tairi*. 2 3-4 yardsilong,
witEcle^ant pal

hands ,me wide
terns,

cr* and firm. well-

finished edge. Suit*

able for parlor, S,Ittiny-

room or chamber, and
will set off any room
In fine flb qx:. Send
us your name and ad-
dress for *4. pac
ofBLl. INl.to ->'•11* a<

xoc a i>a«:k 04c. When
sold return our $2.4c

and we will send^oii
at once TWO P
of these ham
lace curtains. Ad-
dress.

Bluine Mfg. Co.
773 Mil! Street

Concord Jet.,

GIVENfoRSELUNG POSTCARDS

GIVEN To
GIRLS *
THIS H ANDSOJlK v
BIG DOLE AND
LARGE GENUINE
TEDDY BEAR. Both
as one premium for

selling only 30 pack-
ages of oar beautiful
colored Post Cards at

10 cents a package.
(io assorted Post l

Cards to a package.)

Oar big Dolls are i3 «}|
inches tall, sleep,

have fine bisque f\

A

heads, long curly
hair, elegantly TF
dressed from head A*
to foot, beauties,

Our big Teddy A
Bears are the real

genuine fuzzy fel-

lows. A foot tall i|)
and sell in stores (J III

foT$i.oo. Remem- fe/M
ber you get both Rka
the beautiful Dolt Wja
and the big Teddy vgyl
Bear for selling 30
packages of our im
fine Post Cards at Wi
10 cts. a package. W
Extra Premium: q!

Box containing six 1

heavy silver plated '

tea spoons, a butter
spreader and sugar,
shell to all our agentsj
fof quick work.
Write at tince for]

Post Cards. Send no
money. We trust you.

j

Premiums forwarded
same day money from

.

sale is received.
STANDARD PUB. CO.

j

651 B Canal Street
Passaic, • N. J.

‘

LEATHER Art CALENDAR
A BEAUTIFUL HOLIDAY GIFT

Artistically executed in burnt leather with red leather
berries appliqued.

COLORS: Brown, Green or Gray.
DESIGNS: Holly or California Peppers.
Indicate color and design desired.

PRICES: 60c postpaid. Small Calendars with simple
burned design 25c.

PIPE RACKS with burnt Indian design 75c postpaid
All orders promptly filled. DEPT. V.

BURNT LEATHER ART CO., Dansville, N. Y

Memory ffhte Basis

SUCCESS

You are no greater intellectually

1 your memory. Easy, increases

1(,
_ gives readymemory for faces,

FMFMRFR” names, business, studies, conversation;

mtetouay develops will, public speaking.

CKSON MEMORY SCHOOL, 11a Auditorium Bldg., Chicago
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[EY are so sweet, so tender, and

so grave—these women of the

East. There is a thrill of magic

in their very names. True, the

Holy Mother, isolated by her

glory and her grief, is too sacred

to approach—save on our knees,

but the other Marys—Martha,

Ruth, Naomi, Esther,—and the

rest, truly they form a gracious

and lovely group.

“No, I do not love them,—they

are too far away !” a young lass petulantly cried to me.

“Ah!” I said, “you must go to them, approach them

gently and with reverence. You may not rise in the

busy marts of men today and call upon them loudly to

stand forth ! they will not obey. They were creatures

who sought the shadows of the gateways, the colonnades,

the vines
;
women who walked veiled and were ever silent in public places. There-

fore, seek you the shadows, too, and in some quiet place cal! upon them with ten-

der insistence
; and these dear Bible women will raise their broad lids heavy with

dark lashes, and on their grave lips may dawn the slow, mysterious smile, the riddle

of whose meaning each of us must solve—as conscious power, patient grief, or

tender love. Before long each woman will develop a personality, and we will feel

as sure of the haughty and imperial loveliness of Esther as we are of the sun-

burned, Hebe beauty of Ruth, or the willowy, wide-eyed Mary, sister of that active

anxious Martha, who was so tenderly rebuked by the blessed Master.”

“For whither thou goest, I will go, and where thou lodgest, I will lodge. Thy

people shall he my people and thy god my god.”

If reaching us across the ages and through the cold medium of type, these words

still have power to move the heart, what must have been their effect when they

sprang warmly from the loyal heart and lovely lips of that fair Ruth—most human

and most approachable of all Bible women ?

“The Lord do so to me and more also, if aught hut death part thee and me.”

And these world-moving protestations were not addressed to a lover or a husband,

but to an old and sorrowing woman. Can you not see the group standing outside

the walls, by the dusty roadside? Naomi, tall and lean and strong, gray hair

banding her care-lined forehead, a burning light in her fierce dark eyes, for there is

bitterness in her grief, and her lips are pressed hard to keep back lamentation and

wild cries—since she, a widow, has lost both her sons, and now, stricken with

sorrow, takes her sad way back to her own land from which famine had driven

her years before. But by her side stand two Moabitish women, both young, both

widowed, since they were the wives of Naomi’s dead sons. Both are tearful, both

have followed so far the mother-in-law whom they love. But she has entreated

them to return, each to her mother, till they may find rest in a husband’s home.

And one, a little too full and loose of lip, somewhat wavering of eye, hesitates,

while the other, supple, straight, and strong, hesitates not at all. Her veil falls

away undraped, almost to her feet. She weeps, but with her head well up and reso-

lution stamped upon every feature of her beautiful young face, whose flashing eyes

and rich coloring of lip and cheeks makes her look like a damask rose. And so

we recognize these women at once, “for Orpha kissed her mother-in-law (and left

her), hut Ruth clave to her.”

It was a wonderful proof of devotion to leave her own people, her gods, her

country, to follow and serve the mother of her dead husband. What a story of

homely, happy family life is suggested by Naomi’s words to her daughters-in-law!

“The Lord deal kindly with you, as ye have dealt with the dead and me!” Ruth

must have loved her young husband passionately indeed, to feel so tender an affec-

tion for the woman who bore him. So they journeyed together back to Bethlehem,

Naomi’s old home, where she cried out to the pitying friends of other days, “Call

me not Naomi, but Mara, for the Almighty hath dealt very bitterly with me. I went

out full and the Lord hath brought me back empty.”

Poor Naomi was forgetting for the moment the lovely daughter who had followed

her, and who, finding that the barley harvest was beginning, went forth to glean

in the fields, that she and Naomi might have some grain to parch and eat. It is

very easy to sit in a cushioned seat and read of gleaning; but try it for just fifteen

little minutes. Crouch or kneel in the open field beneath the blazing sun. Reach

out and gather from the stubble with smarting, wounded fingers the few scattered

heads of grain the reapers have left in their wake, and after that you will better

appreciate Ruth’s labor in the field of Naomi’s mighty kinsman, Boaz—better appre-

ciate the quality of the beauty that could survive under such circumstances, and in

a crowd of damsels at once attract the eye of the master, coming to overlook the

harvesting. And what a pretty touch of sentiment is in that order of Boaz’s, to his

young men reapers : “Let her glean even among the sheaves and reproach her not,

and let fall also some of the handfuls of purpose for her, that she may glean them.”

He cautioned her, too, against going to any other field than his, and advised her

to keep close to his damsels as she worked. So when the day was over, Ruth beat

out the grain from her gleaning, and, tying it in an end of drapery, returned, weary

but triumphant, to the city and Naomi.

And when the latter had learned that chance had led Ruth into the field of

Boaz, her powerful kinsman, who had taken knowledge of the stranger, too, the

match-making spirit awoke in her and a great hope sprang up in her heart. And

when Boaz has taken lovely Ruth to wife, what a moment came to Naomi! when,

with towering pride and exquisite tenderness, she lays in her own bereft bosom

that tiny Obed, who is Ruth’s son, and proclaims herself his nurse! Obed, of

whom the neighbors say to Naomi : “He shall be unto thee a restorer of thy life

and a nourisher of thine old age, for thy daughter-in-law, which loveth thee—which

is better to thee than seven sons—hath borne him!”
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Improvement of Conditions Affecting Country Life
BY PRESIDENT THEODORE ROOSEVELT

T
HERE is but one person whose
welfare is as vital to the welfare
of the whole country as that of

the wage-worker who does manual la-

bor, and that is the tiller of the soil—
the farmer. If there is one lesson

taught by history it is that the perma-
nent greatness of any state must ulti-

mately depend more upon the character

of its country .population than upon
anything else. No growth of cities, no
growth of wealth, can make up for a
loss in either the number or the char-

acter of the farming population. In the

United' States more than in almost any
other country we should realize this and
should prize our country population.

When this nation began its independent

existence it was a nation of farmers.

The towns were small and were for the
most part mere sea-coast trading and
fishing ports. The chief industry of the

country was agriculture, and the ordi-

nary citizen was in some way connected
with it. In every great crisis of the
past a peculiar dependence has had to

be placed upon the farming population,

and this dependence has hitherto been
justified. But it cannot be justified in

the future if agriculture is permitted
to sink in the scale as compared with
other employments. We cannot afford

to lose that pre-eminently typical Amer-
ican, the farmer who owns his own
farm.

ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL FACTORS AFFECT-
ING RURAL POPULATIONS.

Yet it would be idle to deny that in the last half
century there has been in the eastern half of our
country a falling off in the relative condition of
the tillers of the soil, although signs are multiply-
ing that the nation has waked up to the danger
and is preparing to graple effectively with it. East
of the Mississippi and north of the Ohio and the
Potomac there has been on the whole an actual

shrinkage of this section of the farming population
since the civil war. In the states of this section
there has been a growth of population—in some
an enormous growth—but the growth has taken
place in the cities, and especially in the larger
cities This has been 1 due to certain economic
factors, such as the extension of railroads, the de-
velopment of machinery, and the openings for in-

dustrial success afforded by the unprecedented
growth of cities. The increased facility of com-
munication has resulted in the withdrawal from
rural communities of most of the small, widely
distributed manufacturing and commercial opera-
tions of former times, and the substitution therefor
of the centralized commercial and manufacturing
industries of the cities.

The chief offset to the various tendencies which
have told against the farm has hitherto come in

the rise of the physical sciences and their applica-

tion to agricultural practices or to the rendering
1 of country conditions more easy and pleasant.

But these contravening forces are as yet in their

infancy. As compared with a few decades ago, the
social or community life of country people in the
East compares less well than it formerly did with
that of the dwellers in cities. Many country com-
munities have lost their social coherence, their

sense of community interest. In such communities
the country church, for instance, has gone back-
ward both as a social and a religious factor. Now,
we cannot too strongly insist upon the fact that it

is quite as unfortunate to have any social, as any
economic falling off. It would be a calamity to

have our farms occupied by a lower type of people
than the hard-working, self-respecting, independent

PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT

and essentially manly men and working women
who have hitherto constituted the most typically

American, and on the whole the most valuable ele-

ment in our entire nation. Ambitious native-born
young men and women who now tend away from
the farm must be brought back to it, and therefore
they must have social, as well as economic oppor-
tunities. Everything should be done to encourage
the growth in the open farming country of such
institutional and social movements as will meet the
demand of the best type of farmers. There should
be libraries, assembly halls, social organizations
of all kinds. The school building and the teacher
in the school building should, throughout the

country districts, be of the very highest type, able

to fit the boys and girls not merely to live in but
thoroughly to enjoy and make the most of the
country. The country church must be revived.

All kinds of agencies, from rural free delivery to

the bicycle and the telephone, should be utilized

to the utmost; good roads should be favored;
everything should be done to make it easier for

the farmer to lead the most active and effective

intellectual, political, and economic life.

There are regions of large extent where all this,

or most of this, has already been realized; and
while this is perhaps especially true of great tracts

of farming country west of the Mississippi, with
some of which I have a fairly intimate personal
knowledge, it is no less true of other great tracts

of country east of the Mississippi. In these regions
the church and the school flourish as never before;

there is a more successful and more varied farming

industry; the social advantages and op
portunities are greater than ever be
fore

;
life is fuller, happier, more use-

ful, and though the work is more effect-

ive than ever, and in a way quite as

hard, it is carried on so as to give

more scope for well-used leisure. My
plea is that we shall all try to make
more nearly universal the conditions

that now obtain in the most favored

localities.

CONDITIONS IMPROVING.

It is true that agriculture in the United

States has reached a very high level of

prosperity; but we can not afford to

disregard the signs which teach us that

there are influences operating against

the establishment or retention of our
country life upon a really sound basis.

The overextensive and wasteful culti-

vation of pioneer days must stop and
give place to a more economical system.

Not only the physical but the ethical

needs of the people of the country dis-

tricts must be considered. In our coun-

try life there must be social and intel-

lectual advantages as well as a fair

standard of physical comfort. There
must be in the country, as in the town,

a multiplication of movements for in-

tellectual advancement and social bet-

terment. We must try to raise the av-

erage of farm life, and also try to

develop it so that it shall offer excep-

tional chances for the exceptional man.

A WORD REGARDING THE FARMER'S

FAMILY.

And most important of all, I want to say a special

word on behalf of the one who is too often the very

hardest worked laborer on the farm—the farmer’s

wife. Reform, like charity, while it should not end
at home, should certainly begin there; and the man,
whether he lives on a farm or in town, who is anx-
ious to see better social and economic conditions pre-

vail throughout the country at large, should be ex-

ceedingly careful that they prevail first as regard'

his own womankind. I emphatically believe thal

for the great majority of women the really indispen-

sable industry in which they should engage is the

industry of the home. There are exceptions, of

course; but exactly as the first duty of the normal
man is the duty of being the home-maker, so the

first duty of the normal woman is to be the home-
keeper; and exactly as no other learning is as im-
portant for the average man as the learning which
will teach him how to make his livelihood, so no
other learning is as important for the average woman
as the learning which will make her a good house-
wife and mother.

The best crop is the crop of children; the best

products of the farm are the men and women raised

thereon; and the most instructive and practical treat

ises on farming, necessary though they be, are nc

more necessary than the books which teach us out

duty to our neighbor, and above all to the neighbor
who is of our own household.

No outside training, no co-operation, no gov-
ernment aid or direction can take the place of a
strong and upright character; of goodness of heart
combined with clearness of head, and that strength
and toughness of fiber necessary to bring success
from a rough workaday world. Nothing outside of

home can take the place of home. The school is

an invaluable adjunct to the home, but it is a wretch-
ed substitute for it. The family relation is the most
fundamental, the most important of all relations

No leader in church or state, in science or art or in-

dustry, however great his achievement, does work
which compares in importance with that of the father

and the mother, “who are the first of sovereigns
and the most divine of priests.”
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Homes of Rural America
By BURRITT HAMILTON

OUNT VERNON and Monti-

cello have contributed lasting

dignity to the tillage of the soil.

Horace Greeley and Will Carle-

ton have given American agri-

culture a literature of its own.

Even in the North, the progress-

ive American farmer raises two

crops each year. One crop he

sows in the fields ;
the other he

sows by the fireside. One crop

he reaps in summer and fall

;

the other in the eternal future. The peach blossoms

fade, the red clover turns to dingy brown, the buck-

wheat bows before the frost
;

but the everlasting

flowers of the mind are perennial.

Of course, the house part of the American home

varies in architecture from Doric to dugout, but

the average rural home is large enough to hold

hospitable hearts. The type is a plain frame struct-

ure, having green outside blinds, and often painted

white. The two-story “upright,” with the single-

story “lean-to,” seems to prevail. Thfe form is of

little consequence. The front yard is large enough

so that the children have no need to climb to the

roof of the house to get sunburned. The garden

behind the house is of sufficient size to maintain

onions, beets, lettuce, sweet-corn, popcorn, toma-

toes, beds of asters, dill, asparagus, and an occa-

sional cat fight. Beside the garden is the poultry-

yard, where the crowing, feathered weather-prophet

speculates on the proximity of chicken haws and

storms. I will not enter upon the details of the

unsanitary pig-sty, except to suggest that there is

usually room for more pigs and much improvement.

Off to one side is the horse-barn, and some short-

sighted husbandmen spend more money for one

horse than for the comfort of their wives or the

education of their children. No wonder that, to

borrow an illustration from Lincoln, such men as

these “cover their building with lightning-rods to

protect their guilty souls from the wrath of an

angry God.”

Cow-sheds, usually adjacent to the barn, arc of

as many shapes, colors, and conditions of depravity

as are the cows themselves. There is the sway-

backed cow-shed, the rib-exposing cow-shed, the

bob-tailed cow-shed, and the cow-shed that needs

the delicate service of the curry-comb. No wonder

that cows sometimes become outlaws, and jump
the garden fence for a delicious fast of onions.

A farmer who is progressive enough to keep sheep

is usually conscientious enough to maintain a de-

cent place for them. There seems to be an elevating

influence about a sheep, not possessed by pigs or

cows. It may arise from Scriptural associations;

it may arise from the price of wool.

It seems proper to mention all these outbuildings,

for they are usually noticeable, in one way and an-

other, from the house. In fact, in the case of a few

farmers, who are a disgrace to their calling from

an ethical standpoint, the outbuildings are made the

central feature of the home.

The successful farmer of today is a business man,

not a “hayseed he knows more than ninety-nine

per cent of the lawyers, althouugh he does not pretend

to. In his home there are the usual conveniences

of modern life. Like the late Governor Luce, of

Michigan, he builds a bath-room, and then arranges

the rest of the house around it. In the lives of his

children there is time for pleasure, culture, and ro-

mance.

Romance? Yes, in a mild form. You see, in

the particular case in point, the dinner-bell was to

blame. Had it not rung, twenty men would not

have ceased work simultaneously; the thresher en-

gine would not have set up its demoniac noontime

shriek; the strip-faced Clydesdale would not have

attempted to combine the inconsistent vocations of

draft-horse and ballet-dancer; the boyish driver

would have had no occasion to seem like Alexander

conquering Bucephalus. But the bell spoke, the

whistle answered, the horse reared, and, to the

fresh little gingham-gowned girl standing behind the

porch-shading morning-glories, the driver became a

classic. It mattered not that his uniform was blue

jeans—did not many of the classics wear even less

fastidious clothing?

The hungry threshers trooped to the horse-trough,

where, by the aid of water and towels, they re-

moved as least one thickness of dust; then, respond-

ing to the deacon’s “Come on, boys,” followed him

into the spacious dining-room of the great square-

farm-house.

The table was .characteristic of its class; for, be it

known, in threshing time the housewife, -usually

assisted by neighbors, seeks to acquire fame for her

culinary skill. The table could hardly be called a

work of art, yet there were flowers, boquets of

larkspur, petunias, marigolds, and blume-like aspara-

gus. The only boquet that the hungry hands no-

ticed especially was the boquet of celery. There
were substantial dishes in abundance, platters of

roasted beef, century-old blue china dishes, heaped

with boiled ham ; tureens of gravy
;
dishes of steam-

ing sweet-corn; snow-capped mountains of mashed
potato, with a miniature avalanche of golden but-

ter coasting down its precipitous side; bread, home
made and worth eating; crisp cookies, freckled with

English currants
;
pumpkin pie, with filling two

inches in thickness; doughnuts, rolled in fine sugar

until they resembled the pearly knobs of the gates

of paradise
;

frosted cake, peaches, plums, grapes,

pears—all fresh and sweet and unornamented by the

flies that dwell in the kitchens of city restaurants.

Among others, the conqueror of the recent Bu-
cephalus shuffled into the room. He was an awk-
ward one-hundred-and-eighty-pounder, a member of

the church choir, and a graduate of the district

( Concluded on Page Twenty-Eight.)

T is doubtful if any other

one betterment effecting

social life in rural com-

munities has done so much

to improve conditions there

existing as has the estab-

lishment by the United

States government of the

rural free delivery. In com-
pliance with legislation a short time before, the work
of establishing rural delivery routes was begun

under the second administration of President Grover

Cleveland during the closing months of 1896 and the

first two months of 1897. This service was first

established as an experiment and was continued as

such by the express terms of the appropriations

made by Congress for its support until the fiscal

year beginning July 1, 1902. By the terms of the

postooffice appropriation act of that year it was for-

mally adopted as a permanent feature of the post-

office department.

The wise action of Congress in thfls making rural

delivery permanent was enacted during the winter

of 1901-2, and was based upon the workings of the

system during the preceding five years
;
and no doubt

the report on this subject of Postmaster General

Charles Emory Smith, issued November 25, 1901,

had much to do in bringing about the favorable

legislation that followed. In said report he outlined

the advantages of rural free delivery thus convinc-

ingly :

“The policy of rural delivery is no longer a subject

of serious dispute. It has unmistakably vindicated

itself by its fruits. If the financial results are still

undetermined and require greater experience and

more complete data before a conclusive judgment

can be pronounced, the practical benefits and the

popular appreciation and demands have been de-

Rural Free Delivery
By J. B. COUR5LN

cisively demonstrated. It has been made plain that

this service is a potent educational force
;

that it

brings agricultural life into far closer relations with

the active business world; that it keeps the farmer

in daily touch with markets and prices
;
that it ad-

vances general intelligence through the increased cir-

culation of legitimate journals and periodicals,

stimulates correspondence, quickens all interchanges,

promotes good roads, enhances farm values, makes

farm life less isolated and more attractive, and

unites with other wholesome influences in checking

and changing the hitherto prevailing current from

country to city. The national value of these ad-

vantages is incalculable. They are not theoretical,

but real, direct, and immediate. In diffusing them

the beneficent agency of the government is brought

into the daily presence and thought of the people.

A service which has within three years wrought

such a great improvement in the conditions of rural

life cannot be halted. It must go on until it shall

be fully completed.

“A closer consideration of the material interests

involved enforces this conclusion. On an average

there are 125 families on a route. Under the old

system they traveled from two to four miles in

going to the postoffice. If the cost in time and other

factors be reckoned at 10 cents a day for each

family, it is clearly a moderate estimate. That made
an aggregate of $12.50 a day. The government can

deliver the mail at the doors of all for $2. Why
shouldn’t it do so and save them the larger burden?

Extend the calculation to the whole country. There

are about 4,000,000 families dependent on the rural

service. The aggregate cost to them of going to

the postoffice reaches an enormous sum. The gov-

ernment can carry the postoffice to them for a frac-

tion of the amount. Under such circumstances the

claim to the service becomes irresistible. It is the

business of the government to deliver the mails as

far as practicable. The apprehended obstacles to

rural delivery have largely vanished with actual

experience, and the manifest advantages, now
clearly shown, urge the full development of the

policy.”

It is putting the case mildly to state that the

growth of rural delivery has been phenominal. Dur-
ing the first fiscal year this system was partially

in operation, eighty-three carriers were employed

and $14,840 was expended, though Congress had
provided $40,000 for this purpose. The next year

148 men were employed and $50,241 expended. Since

then the extension of this service has gone forward

by leaps and bounds, until, according to the last an-

nual report of the postmaster general, it shows that

a splendid army of 37,582 men are engaged in the

rural delivery service, and that the last annual ap-

propriation for this service was the princely sum
of $28,350,000.

In a recent report the superintendent of the rural

free delivery pays this splendid and well merited

tribute to the rural carriers of the country:

“As a class there are no more faithful employes in

the government service than the great army of rural

carriers. They perform their duties with great

fidelity, sometimes under most trying circumstances,

especially during the seasons of the year when the

weather is severe and in sections where the roads

are poor and the country is rough. The total sep-

arations from the rural service for cause constitute

less than one-half of 1 per cent of the force. This

record excels that of any branch of our postal serv-

ice, and it is one of which the rural carriers may
feel justly proud.”
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OU do not know the Horn-
acres ? So much the worse for

you. Perhaps, if they should
find you very lonely in dear
old Boston, on the fourth

Wednesday in November next
year, they would ask you to

their Thanksgiving. They
would certainly, if you were a

cousin, and that means, if you
have one of one hundred and
twenty-eight good Mayflower
names, or Bay names.

You do not know what a
Bay name is? Why, a Bay
name is a name of one of the

forty thousand people who
came over between 1628 and 1640, and landed in

Massachusetts bay.

Now do not interrupt again. We do not get on
at all.

Dinner—the Thanksgiving dinner was nearly over.

The turkeys had been eaten, in part, and the chicken
pies, and the Marlboro pies, and the mince pies,

and the squash pies, and the nuts and raisins and
oranges and grapes and bananas had all been eaten
in part, though enough was left for tomorrow. And
the children, at their table, set in the large parlor,

which opens into the dining-room by a folding-door,

had answered the questions old Dr. Hornacre put,

as to their genealogy.

“Walter, who is your father and who is your
mother ?”

Walter (answering) : My father is John Hornacre,
and my mother was Alice Ingham.”

Grandpapa : “Alice, who was Alice Ingham’s
father?”

Florence: “He was Edward Throop Ingham.”
Grandpapa: “James, who was her mother?”
James : “She was Mary Stilling Brown.”
And so on and on, till all in both rooms, at both

tables, were screaming and laughing and contra-

dicting and replying together, when Grandfather
Plornacre said

:

“William, who was Alice Ingham’s mother’s fath-

er’s mother’s father’s mother?” And William, who
“knew no more nor the dead,” replied

:

“She was the Lady Jane Grey, youngest daugh-
ter of Queen Elizabeth and William the Conqueror.”
Then Mrs. Pierpont Hornacre, at whose house

this feast took place, rose and said:

“Grandpapa, I shall fine you for making such a
row. All come into the blue parlor, and grandpapa
or great-grandpapa shall tell us all how he first met
your grandmamma. They must tell it so that Polly

there may tell it to her grandchildren in the year
2001 .”

And we all went into the blue parlor.*****
Grandpapa is really very modest. And all he would

say at first was that they all knew the story. And
it proved that only a part of the second generation

knew it and that they probably knew it wrong. Then
he warmed a little toward compliance, though he

said, to the great amusement of the rest, that he

hated to talk about himself so much. But he did add,

as if by accident, that all this happened because he

was carrying out on one particular Thanksgiving

his own custom.

“What was the custom, grandpapa, what was the

custom ?”

“You had better ask what is the custom,” said

grandpapa. “I had held to it seven years, and I shall

hold to it sixty more.”

“What is the custom, then?” said Lucy.

“Not to ask them who their grandfathers were,
no, not to act charades or dance the Virginia Reel.
Listen if you want to hear.”

“The dumb man’s burdens still increase,” muttered
Hugh, who had been raging inwardly at these in-

terruptions.

Dr. Hornacre went on: “Two little folks joined
in - It takes two to make the custom. These were
fresh from the County Clare, and if I had asked who
their grandfather was, they would have said, We
came straight from Brian Bo-roihme.’

”

“Well, what was the custom? Grandpapa,” said
Cuthbert, “I believe you want to get away from it.”

Grandpapa looked conscious, but he went boldly on.

I was 25 years old,’ said he. “It was seven
years since I came to Boston, and I began the cus-
tom the very year I came. You see I lived in a
little hall bedroom at Miss Willoughby’s, and I had
not been a week in Boston when Thanksgiving came.
It did seem a little hard that first week. At home I

was the fifth of nine children, that happy place in
a family, where you can ‘tag arter’ the first four and
do all the errands for the last four. And here in
Boston where I knew nobody but the office people, I

had not even the office to go to, when Thanksgiving
came. Miss Willoughby had no other lodger, and
they told me that in the cooler I should find a cold
chicken and a Marlboro pie. That was pretty hard
for my first Thanksgiving away from home. They
all went—all the Willoughbys—to Billerica for
theirs.

“Then it was the ‘custom’ began. I went to walk.
And as I went through the main street, there was
a little fellow looking in at Fairbank’s window. It
was just after Harrison’s election, and here was a
red log-cabin, which would take to pieces. I asked
the little fellow why he did not go in. ‘Hain’t got
no money,’ he said. All the same I took him in. I

bought the log-cabin and told him to take it home
and to remember it was Thanksgiving day. And the

NIGHTFALL
By Viola E. Smith

Softly on the earth descending,
Lights and shadows strangely blending,

Conies the night;
While the day, with tireless pinions,
Silently, to new dominions,

Wings her flight.

See the sun, at his departing,
Golden glances backward darting,

Up the sky;
Then the eastern hills caresses,
With his arms of light, and kisses

Them good-by.

Respite comes to high and lowly;
Labor’s myriad wheels move slowly,

And then stop

;

Quietness and peace from heaven,
Blest boons to the weary given,

Seem to drop.

From the sky the stars are peeping.
And like angel eyes seem keeping

A watch there

;

Sad ones, finding sweet remission,
Roam in dreams through fields Elysian,

Free from care.

glory and joy with which he lugged it off
did not forget them.”

“Did he thank you, grandpapa?”
“Well, my dear, perhaps the thanks which can find

no words. But for that I did not care. I was sure
that he was glad somehow.”
Owen was wild to know how it was Harrison’s

election, it could have been fifty years ago. But
Cuthbert punched him, and said something about
Tippecanoe and Tyler too,” and the others hushed

them both, and begged grandpapa to go on.

“I wished he had stayed longer. He looked so
like my little Nathan at home that all I wanted was
to see his eyes open wide. But he ran away. All
the same the ‘custom’ continued.

The shops were always open then before meeting
on Thanksgiving, and that was the best time. And
year in and out I treated myself in this way. There
was only one year that we had Thanksgiving at
home. And this year that you want to hear about,
well, it had been snowing a little, so that I was
afraid the children might not be out. Never fear
that! As I went up toward Miss Marchant’s shop,
I saw my little girl, fore-ordained for me. Well,
almost with her face glued to the glass—a bigger
girl was trying to lead her on. But you could as
soon move to the State House.

“The snow was over now, and it was raining. The
two were sheltered by a red cotton umbrella, I re-
member.”

“What do you see, Polly?” said I. What is in the
window ?”

Look there,” said the child, hardly turning her
face toward me.

“Plaze, sir, she’s crazy about it,” said the bigger
girl. “She came yesterday to see it, and today she
has brought me to see it. It is a boat with a red top
to the house on it. And see, it’s all full of birds and
beasts, some on their heads and some on their feet,

sir,” she added, warming to their intimacy, to her
own surprise.

And the poor little cratur, she has but four cents
her father gin her this morning,” she added, sadly.

“Oh,” said I, “four cents goes a good way on
Thanksgiving Day. Come in, come in,” and with
some trouble we shut the umbrella.

Miss Marchant would have known me. But Miss
Marchant was not there. No, in the rocking-chair in

the back shop there sat a young girl, not a bit like

Miss Marchant. No! This was the very prettiest

girl
”

“William! You shall not talk such nonsense!”
This was the sudden exclamation of dear old Madam
Hornacre, who was trying to stop him. But all the
granddaughters, and even the great granddaughters,
suppressed her, and the old gentleman went on
bravely, —“the very prettiest girl I had ever seen,

or have seen from then till now. She sat with her
bonnet on—a brown beaver bonnet. She had what
we used to call a pellise on, brown silk it was.

“I bowed to her and said, ‘If you please, this little

girl wants the Noah’s Ark in the window. I want
to tell her that on Thanksgiving Day in this shop,

Noah's arks cost only four cents.”

“I did not wink at so pretty a girl. No ! I found
it very hard to meet her eyes. But she did not need
any winking, I can tell you. As you boys say, ‘she

caught on’ immediately. She smiled at my little

wet girl very prettily, and said, ‘Of course, my dear,

on Thanksgiving morning. Here is one quite new
in the paper it came in.’

“Then when she had wrapped it in another paper,

she came outside the counter to give it to the de-

lighted child, and gave to her a paper of pepper-
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mints, and she said, ‘Shem, and Ham, and Japheth

have a long voyage, these will keep them warm !’

“She came back from the door as they went

away, and said, ‘How nice that was!’ and added, ‘If

it were my shop, you should not pay me,’ as I put

the four and six pence in her hand. Then she really

thanked me, but she said, ‘My aunt has gone home,

she left me in charge,’ but she added that she must

lock the shop, as it was time for meeting. So I had

to say good-by.

“Now, you must not laugh, boys and girls, but as

I went through Cornhill, sloppy and mushy, in the

rain, all the time I felt sure that a great beaver

bonnet was behind me, and that blue eyes were look-

ing out of it. But they do say now, that all that

time she was walking to Federal Street church. I

went to Mr. Malcolm’s.
* * * * *

After grandpapa had come so far, he laughed, and

dear old Madam Hornacre blushed very prettily be-

hind the great fan which Captain Horace had

brought her from Madrid. And Dr. Hornacre said,

“That is all the story.”

“All ! all ! It only begins. How do you do it,

grandpapa? How? How?” Ihcse shouts arose

from twenty voices.

Cuthbert, who is a junior, and has a budding

moustache, rose from his chair and said, “How ?

I-Iow? I saw a sweet pretty girl in the elevated yes-

terday, and I shall never, never sec her again 1 Boo

!

FIoo ! Hoo !” And he blubbered with affected tears,

seizing his Aunt Jane’s handkerchief.

“How?” said grandfather, “why, you sec, I sailed

in and won.” “We see that,” said the boy, “but

how do you do it?”

“Oh
!
perhaps grandmamma will tell.”

“I will tell nothing,” said the dear old lady. But

she whispered to Aunt Jane, “You know, as Mrs.

Grant said, ‘he is so dreadfully sot,’ and he would

not take no for an answer.”

“I had just as lief tell,” said Buckminster, “He

bought a newspaper—no, an almanac in the shop the

next day; and the next he said to her that it was a

fine morning
;
and the next time he said he heard

Dr. Malcolm preach the day before. And she said

she heard Dr. Channing. And after the sermon,

which was on the text, ‘work out your own sal-

vation,’ they walked home together. And the next

Sunday he offered himself as a teacher in the Sun-

day school. And, six months after, they w'-rc pub-

lished in the First church. And six months and

six days after, they were married. And if they

had not been married, I do not know where twenty-

three of us would be at this moment.”

And then Lucy Champernoon, who manages such

festivals wonderfully well, cried out, “And then they

all fell to playing ‘Catch as catch can.’ Gentlemen

and ladies, take your partners.”

* * * * *

And little Pierre, who had on his first trousers,

ran and secured Madam Hornacre for his partner,

and Lucy sat down to the piano and played, “The

White Cockade,” and they danced a Virginia Reel,

one set down ;
and then it was time for the charades.

And the very first tableau was a shop window with

two children looking in; and this was the first

syllable in the word

—

“ARK-AEOLOGY.”

THL MINISTRY OF FLOWLR5
By LBLN L. RLXFORD

THL IDEAL FARM HOME

1

^ <-1

'VtA-

HAVE noticed that most men

who claim to look upon flower-

growing as strictly woman’s

work, and who are rather reluc-

tant to acknowledge that they

take any interest in the culture

of “posies,” are rather quick to

see that a well-kept yard adds

not only to the appearance of a

place, but to its selling value as

well. Hardly a home-owner of my acquaintance dis-

courages his wife or children from “fixing up things.”

He may consider it as beneath his dignity to take

part in the work, but he is willing they should go

ahead with it, for he knows very well that he will

reap the reward of their diligence in the long run.

This isn’t very complimentary to the man, I am well

aware, but it shows that he appreciates the money

value there is in making things look well. His

family do the work for the love of it, and the pleasure

they get out of it. He tolerates it, and perhaps en-

courages it in a rather noncommittal way, because

he sees dollars and cents in it.

I do not propose to advocate the development of

the aesthetic features of the home from the stand-

point of dollars and cents. I would urge it because

I believe it is every one’s duty to make home just

as pleasant as it can possibly be made. This, for the

sake of the family, if not for our own sake. I be-

lieve in the gospel of beauty as much as I do in the

gospel of the Bible. I believe there is religion in

beauty and that it is just this kind of religion that

all of us need. It is the religion that appeals to the

finer instincts and calls out and develops all the

better impulses of our natures. It is the religion

that sees back of every tree, and shrub, and flower

the God that makes things, the God that plans, and

the God that expects us to make the most of every

element of good with which He has endowed us.

Not only of the elements of good that are within us,

but the power for good that we may exert if we live

up to the God-given possibilities of every life.

Look back in your own experience and think of

the homes that have been made beautiful by shrub

and flower, and vine and tree, and then of those that

have been neglected, and follow up the lines of those

who have gone out from these homes. In nine cases

out of ten, I believe I am safe in saying, you will

find that those who left pleasant homes behind them

have been most successful in life. If not so in a

money sense, certainly so in the sense that life has

given them more to enjoy, because their early train-

ing fitted them for a proper appreciation of the

things that are above mere money value.

Too many persons seem to think that a country

home, simply because it is a country home, cannot be

made very attractive, or, if it could, that it is hardly

worth while to expend much effort in making it so,

because the result would not attract much attention

from the outside world. Here is where a great,

a serious, mistake is made. In the first place, there

is no reason why a country home should not be

made as beautiful as any other home. In fact, there

are greater opportunities for making it so. It can

be made so, and this with but little expense and not

a great deal of work, if one has the will to do it.

In the second place, why should we who own the

home worry ourselves over the outside world? What

matters it to us whether those who are strangers to

us see it or not? Home should be for the members

of the family, not for the transient visitor. If my
home is pleasant to me and those who occupy it

with me, what matters it to me what the opinion

of the passer-by is? We want to get rid of the idea

that we are making home beautiful in order to win

the approval of other people. We are, or should be,

making it beautiful for the occupants of it. This

should be the motive that actuates us in its develop-

ment, first, last, and always.

Seasonable Hints and Suggestions

Shrubs and perennial plants can be transplanted

safely this month. Do this as soon as they have

completed the work of the season and ripened the

year’s growth.
* * *

In moving a plant aim to disturb its roots as little

as possible. Take it up with a large amount of soil

adhering to its roots, and handle it so carefully that

this will not break apart. If the soil is quite dry, it

is a good plan to apply a liberal quantity of water

before lifting the plant.

* * *

If herbaceous plants are set out take advantage

of the opportunity to cut away all the older roots.

Plant only the newer and stronger ones. Of course,

in making a division, it will be impossible to get

along without disturbing all the roots more or less,

but generally the roots worth saving will be at one

side of the mass, or in such a shape that they can

be separated from the old ones by cutting between

them with a sharp, thin-bladed knife.

* * * .

Large clumps are benefitted by division, even if all

their roots are in a healthy condition. But don’t

throw away the roots you cut off. If you don’t

want them some neighbor will doubtless be glad to

make use of them. Give them to the boys and girls

who haven’t gardens of their own, but who might

be encouraged to attempt them if some one would

take interest enough in them to give them plants and

tell them how to grow them. Get a boy or girl in-

terested in flowers and you will have done a deed

that will be pretty sure to result in much good

later on. We do not fully understand the possi-

bilities in acts of this kind. It is always worth while

to sow the seed and trust to the future for a gen-

erous harvest.

* * *

The frost will have killed the tops of dahlias,

cannas, gladioli, and caladium by this time. As

long as there is no danger of injury to the roots

of the plants from freezing it is well to leave them

in the ground. But as soon as the soil begins to

freeze on cold nights it is well to dig them. Choose

a bright, sunny day for this, if possible. Before

lifting the roots lay down some boards in a place

fully exposed to the sun, upon which to spread.

* * *

Do not cut off the tops of gladioli as you dig the

roots. Simply loosen the soil with a spade and lift

the corn out by the stalk. Spread the stalks out in

a row, with the roots exposed. After the second

day cut the stalks off to within six inches of the corm.

The stub can be left on until the roots are ready

for storing. By that time it will be in a condition to

break away from the corm easily. If we attempt

to separate root and stalk at digging time we are

pretty sure to injure the former.

* * *

I would not advise storing the gladiolus in the

cellar. It is generally too damp there. I prefer to

put the corms in bags of buckwheat hulls or perfectly

dry sawdust, or to wrap them in paper and store in

a cool, but frost-proof, closet or room where the

atmosphere is free from dampness.

* * *

I cut off dahlia tops about six inches above the

tubers. I do this as I dig the roots. The roots are

spread out in the sun, without attempting to free

them from the soil. After a little this will become

so dry that it will crumble away from them readily

and there will be no danger of breaking the tubers,

which are easily injured when first dug. Always aim

to get outside the bunch of roots in digging them.

If a tuber is broken or cut by the spade throw it

away. If this is not done it may decay and com-

municate its unhealthy condition to other tubers

with which it comes in contact.

* * *

If the cellar is a very damp one, it may be ad-

visable to hang the roots up along the ceiling.

Watch them well, and as soon as you see indica-

tions of mould, remove the affected tubers. By

doing this you may save all the rest in the bunch,

but neglect to do it and the chances are that you

will lose all of them.
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OWEVER fiercely the political

battle may wage between the

different parties and their con-
tending chieftains, all right-

thinking men and women who
have the public welfare at heart

will cordially endorse both the

^ _

wisdom and the patriotism of
President 1 heodore Roosevelt’s recent action in ap-
pointing the Country Life Commission, consisting of
the following able and eminent gentlemen

:

Professor L. H. Bailey, New York State College
of Agriculture, Ithaca, N. Y., chairman

; Mr. Henry
Wallace, Wallace’s Farmer, Des Moines, Iowa;
President Kenyon L. Butterfield, Massachusetts
Agricultural College, Amherst, Mass.; Mr. Gifford
Pinchot, United States Forest Service, Washington,
D. C.; Mr. Walter H. Page, editor of the World’s
Work, New York.

While President Roosevelt has wisely taken the
initiative in naming this commission without await-
ing the action of a lethargic and slow-moving Con-

gress, it is no withholding of that meed of praise

justly due our chief executive in this matter to state

that the happy idea of the appointment of a special

commission to study social conditions obtaining in

rural communities and to devise ways and means
for improving the same, was originally suggested
by Hon. Gifford Pinchot, chief of the National
Forest Service, surely one of our country’s most
able, far-seeing, vigilant, courageous, patriotic, and
statesman-like public servants—a man who, by his

well advised and aggressive efforts to preserve and
conserve our great natural resources, has made gen-
erations yet unborn greatly his debtor. It is fortu-

nate, indeed, that one of the members of the Country
Life Commission is Mr. Pinchot. In view of his

being generally regarded as the father of the com-
mission plan, the following from a letter, recently

written by Mr. Pinchot and transmitted by him to

the editor of this magazine, will be of special interest

as showing the purpose and scope of the commis-
sion’s work:

“How have the agricultural schools and colleges

and the departments of agriculture of state and na-
tion met the situation ? Largely by the assertion, in

word or in act, that there is only one thing to be
done for the farmer. So far as his personal educa-
tion is concerned they have tried to give him a sound
body, a trained mind, and a wise and valiant spirit.

But so far as his calling is concerned, they have
stopped with the body. They have said in effect

:

We will help the farmer to grow better crops, but
we will take no thought of how he can get the best

returns for the crops he grows, or of how he can
utilize those returns so as to make them yield him
the best and happiest life.

“We have done more, and have done it more
effectively, for the farmer along the line of bette*

crops than any other nation. But we have done little,

and far less than many other nations, for better busi-

ness and better living on the farm. Our depart-

ments of agriculture should cover the whole field

of the farmer’s life. It is not enough to touch only

one of the three great country problems, even though

(Concluded on page thirty .)

THE ECLIPSE OF THE THORNTONS
Synopsis.

—

The physician of a well-to-do city fam-
ily decrees that the father must go to Colorado for his
health, and that the wife and mother must accompany
him. As a result, the children move out of the pala-
tial family home and have to seek less pretentious
quarters in an undesirable part of the city. A teacher,
Miss Prince, boards with the young people and proves
a great help to them in the planning of their home
life and in devising ways and means for increasing
the income of the household. Nan, the oldest sister,

plans to do mending as a means of earning money,
and each of the older children bravely does his part
to help out.

PART II.

V’E got it,” said Bob, coming

in late one rainy afternoon

some weeks later; and Nan
laid down her mending,

while the three children

rushed to see what “it”

might be.

“Pooh ! only a place to

teach in evening school
!”

said Madge scornfully, when he had explained. “I

thought it was a fortune at least.”

“Fortunes don't grow on every bush, let me tell

you, old lady, ’ laughed Bob. “They have to be
worked for, like everything else worth having, and
this will pay me a dollar and a half an evening. Not
to be sneered at, hey. Nan?”
“No,” indeed, it’s lovely! I’m only afraid it will

be too hard for you, after studying all day.” Nan

By RUTH HAYS
looked at him anxiously, and Bob laughed again.

“Not for me,” he said lightly. “Lots of our fel-

lows do it every winter. It’s you that works too

hard, Miss, and I almost wish I’d let Grandma
Thornton make a seamstress of me, when she wanted
to. Then I could have cobbled up ours, and let you
devote yourself to the lady professors’ mending al-

together.”

“The lady professors' work is easy, thank you,

and Madge is learning on ours. She helps me ever

so much. Nan smiled at Madge, who spoke up

saucily. “And they’re not cobbled up either, Mr.
Bob! I do ’em fine, don’t I Nan?”
“Well, you keep it right up.” Bob was in great

spirits tonight. It was good to feel that he would be
doing something to help the family wheels go round,
as he said, “Hullo, Jacky—fishing rod in sight, hey?”
for Jacky was standing at attention, heels together

and toes turned out at an alarming angle. “Good
enough ! Madge will beat the dancing masters, yet.”

“Oh, he’s learning all right,” said Madge. “Don’t
tumble over on your face, Jacky. But, oh Bob! what
do you think? Mother wrote to me this time; such
a nice letter! And father’s lots better— I’ll get it

for you.”

“Mother must be ever so much encouraged.” Nan
put aside her work, and came over to the fire where
Bob stood. “She tells about the place and the scen-
ery this time, which she hasn’t before. And she says
she wishes she could bottle up a lot of that bracing
air to send us.”

“We seem to be doing pretty well on the home
brew.” Bob looked about him at the healthy, happy
faces quite paternally. “We do your housekeeping
credit, Nan. They don’t bother you any, do they?
any of them?”

“They’re as good as gold,” said Nan warmly.
“Every single one of them! I’ve told mother how
good Charley is about doing errands and things, and
Madge helps a lot. As for Jacky, we couldn’t keep
house at all without him, could We, Boy Blue ? Now
let Bob read the letter, for it’s supper time, and Miss
Prince will be down directly.

“And Mary's making griddle cakes,” put in Charley
eagerly. "So fire away, Bob, and hurry up!”

In those days Aladge confided to Charley as a great
secret, her scheme for restoring the family fortunes.

I m writing a novel, she whispered mysteriously.
They get an awful lot of money sometimes, for real

good ones, you know. I saw the other day about
somebody that got fifty thousand dollars just for
one book ! Of course I wouldn’t expect to get that

—

for a first one—but even if I could get twenty thou-
sand, it would be lovely. I’m going to call it “The
Eclipse of the Montmorencys,” I think, but really,

you know, it will be all about us—ourselves.”
“Well, we ain’t stars, nor moons,” said Charley.

“What do you call it ‘Eclipse’ for?”

“Why because we’ve gone into—into obscurity,
sort of, and by and by we’re coming out again all

right, of course ! said Madge indignantly. “You
( Cotimed on page thirty-two.)
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By HON. O. J. KERN, Superintendent of Schools, Winnebago Counly, Illinois.

N harmony with the “almost universal

tendency to improve country life” are

three clearly defined movements to im-

prove the country school conditions to

meet the requirements of a more com-

plex civilization. They are as follows

:

First—Better material environment for the pupil

in the country school. This is seen in the tendency

to plant trees and flowers in the school grounds
; to

improve the school house ;
the out-door and in-door

art movement ; libraries, etc.

Second—Enrichment of the course of study, the

new education which shall put the country child in

sympathy with his environment. A course of train -

ing that shall be more practical and at the same

time possess high cultural value.

Third—Consolidation of country schools. This is

a union of several small, poorly taught schools, to

secure greater efficiency in school administration

;

a more economical use of public money; and a more

effective teaching force for country children. This

third movement will bring greater things with refer-

ence to the first two movements than is possible

under the single district system. The problem is to

get the great body of farmers to realize this.

What is Centralization of Schools?

Centralization or consolidation of schools does not

necessarily mean that all of the schools of a town-

ship must be combined into one school at the geo-

graphical center of the township, regardless of local

conditions. There may be a union of three or four

districts, making a two-room school, and there may
be two or more of such schools in a township. Also

small schools may be consolidated with a graded

school already established, where conditions are fa-

vorable. Complete consolidation of country schools

means the union of all the schools of a township into

a central graded school. There may be consolida-

tion of schools of two or more townships, as there

are now union districts. I visited both kinds in

Ohio in October, 1900.

Madison Township, Lake County, Ohio

Madison township represents an excellent illustra-

tion of what may be called partial centralization, that

is, a grouping of two, three, or four country schools

into one without attempting to take all the schools

of the geographical center of the township. This

method would not be practical because of the shape

of Madison township. It is one of the townships

along the coast of Lake Erie and is nine miles long

and five miles wide. Most of the townships of the

Western reserve arc five miles square, while in

other parts of the state where centralization is .1

success, the townships are more than six miles

square.

Consolidation has been in operation in Madison

township since 1895. We visited the schools at

Unionville and North Madison. Superintendent J.

R. Adams, principal of the Union-Madison town-

ship, sent me the following data with reference to

compartive cost:

1. The total cost for the township for educational

purposes in 1896 was $7,555 ;
for 1901 the cost was

$7,243, a saving of $312 in one year.

2. Cost of transportation in 1896 was $332; for

1901 the cost was $1,618.

3. Incidental expenses for the township in 1896

were $2,509; for 1901 the incidentals were only $902.

4. Total enrollment in township for 1896 was 390;

for 1901 it was 414.

5. Per capita cost for education in township in

1896 was, based on the total enrollment for the year,

$1 ‘.36
; for 1901 the percapita was $17.50.

Consolidation in Illinois

Consolidation of country schools has begun in

Illinois. Winnebago county has the first one in the

state. In April, 1907, districts 90, 91, and 93, of

Seward township (town), on petition to the school

trustees, were consolidated. A few days later, by a

vote of 38 for and 15 against, the people of this con-

solidated district voted to bond this district for

$7,000 on ten years’ time at four per cent to erect a

modern school house on a central site. By a vote

of 47 for and one against, the people authorized the

directors to purchase a site of 3.6 acres of some of

the finest farming land in Northern Illinois. The

price paid was $1,000.

(Continued on page nineteen.')

Synopsis.—Sergeant Ruck, of a U. S. infantry corps,

stationed at Fort neavenworth in the early days, has

a dog devotedly attached to him named Tuck. The

company was soon removed up the Missouri river to

Fort Pierre, near which Indians were encamped. Soon

after the change of base, Ruck fell desperately in love

with Wyona, a beautiful Indian maiden, thereby in-

curring the bitter hatred of a daring young Indian.

PART II.

Wyona, a comely squaw of uncertain age, had

taken a great fancy to the pale-face warrior in blue

uniform and brass buttons, and had given the mitten

to an admirer from her own people that she might

devote herself entirely to her new object of affec-

tion. Shun-ka-has-ka (Long Dog) was the name

of her discarded lover, who swore by the great

spirit that he would have the scalp of Ruck unless

he should make himself scarce and leave Wyona

alone. But Buck couldn’t see it that way, and de-

fied Shun-ka-has-ka to do his worst. Time passed

on, and as nothing happened the old sergeant and

his Indian love forgot all about their enemy ana

only lived for each other in their own peculiar way.

One night in November the sergeant, who had

just taken an affectionate leave of Wyona, slowly

proceeded on his way to his quarters. The moon

shone brightly and the leaves were studded with

myriads of stars, making everything nearly as dis-

tinct and plain as in the daytime. Suddenly an

arrow whistled through the air, grazing Ruck’s

head by an inch, and lodged in a tree on the other

side of the road. The sergeant stood motionless

for a minute and then coolly pulled the arrow out

of the tree and mumbled something which sounded

like an oath, and Shun-ka-has-ka continued on his

way. Next day he called on Wyona, taking the

arrow with him. The squaw at once recognized

it as the property of her discarded lover.

“Tell you what I’ll do, Wyona,” said he, after he

Ruck and Tuck
A TALL OF THE PLAINS

By Eugene Wipfler

had quieted her fears for his life; “if you are willing

I’ll make you my wife according to the ways of

the pale-face, and that will hurt him more than an

ounce of lead would. What do you say, my girl?”

Of course Wyona was willing, and in the course

of a week they were married by the post adjutant.

Tuck became a great favorite with Wyona and

was as faithful and devoted to her as he was to his

master. Shun-ka-has-ka, after having made his

cowardly attempt of assassination and failed, de-

cided to lay his grievance before the head men of

his tribe. A meeting was arranged by the chief

for the following morning to hear his complaint.

Before the assembled warriors Wyona’s baffled

suitor appeared, proud and confident that he would

succeed in convincing them how grievously he had

been wronged. Fie addressed . them as follows:

“The white man, the eternal enemy of the children

of the great spirit, has for years innumerable op-

pressed, harrassed and exterminated our kindred.

Fie has driven them from, the lands of their fathers,

so they are unable to hunt the game the great

spirit has sent them to subsist upon. Fie lias

broken every pledge given the red man, and to

crown all he has now come to take away their

women, and laughs in the face of him he has

despoiled. The pale-face warrior of our great

father has invaded the sanctity of our tepees and

carried off the betrothed of Shun-ka-has-ka. I

want the warriors of my tribe to rise in their

might and exterminate the enemies of my people.

The scalps of the pale-face warrior shall hang on

the belt of Shun-ka-has-ka before many moons. I

have spoken.”

Several young bucks arose after he had finished

and pleaded before the assemblage in his favor.

The chief, an old man of three score and ten, who
had listened attentively to the speeches, com-
manded silence and replied thus:

“We have heard the words spoken by our war-

riors and kinsmen, who feel themselves aggrieved

by the evil deed of a pale-face in taking unto him-

self for a wife a woman who should belong, ac-

cording to our custom and laws, to the warriors

of our tribe. This is a grievous matter and is only

another instance of the perfidy the pale-face has

always shown toward the children of the great

spirit. But how can we go on the warpath when,

with snow across the earth, our ponies are lean

and weak and our people are hungry? No; we
must abide our time; we must suffer this indignity

in silence till the time comes to avenge this and
many other injuries. When the sun grows warmer
and the green grass decks the earth we will again

assemble and talk it over. I have spoken.”

The pow-wow then broke up and dispersed.

Shun-ka-has-ka was furious. He raved and fumed
and swore he would not abide by the decision of

the chief. From that day on he worked among
the young bucks to induce them to join him in a

raid upon the pale-face warriors. He pleaded,

begged and threatened. How well he succeeded

the sequel will show.

The construction of Fort Sully progressed; the

trees within a radius of ten miles of the post were
all used up and the men had eventually to go
beyond that distance to procure suitable logs.

It was a bitter cold day in January, 1867, when
Sergeant Ruck and a detail of two corporals and

( Continued on page twenty-nine.)
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5ILA5 GILMORE’5 REPENTANCE
By MR5. L. D. AVLRY-5TUTTLL

HEY ain’t no use talkin’, mother; no
girl of mine is ever goin’ to begin to

go with any one of them worthless

Brownlows—not while my name’s Sile

Gilmore. Ole Tom Brownlow done
me a mean trick when he cheated me o’ them
twenty acres. I said I never’d forgive him, and I

won’t! an’ now to think o’ that great lumberin’,

blubberin’ boy o’ hisen sneakin’ ’round after my
Molly!”

When Silas Gilmore shut his thin lips tight and
assumed that defiant manner, meek little Mrs.
Gilmore had learned that as the saying goes, “The
least said, the soonest mended.” But tonight the

occasion was a very grave one, and she ventured
a quiet protest.

“O, I don’t know, father—I don’t think he’s
lumberin’ nor blubberin', neither, for that matter;
he jest came down on his wheel ’tother day, an’

asked me an’ you for Molly in a reel straitforr’d

manner, I thought.”

“Huh! there’s another thing! I jest cacalate them
wheels is a nuisance—that’s my idea o’ them. No,
sir! that idle, good-for-nothin’ Jack Brownlow
never’] git no girl o’ mine—not much!” and old
Silas Gilmore glared fiercely at the faded little

woman who sat meekly darning stockings by the
south window in the yellow light of the September
sun.

There was a woried look in Mrs. Gilmore’s pale,

blue eyes, as she noted the defiant tone of her liege

lord. Still she summoned courage to reply the
second time—a very unusual procedure on the part
of Mrs. Gilmore:

I m afraid, Silas, that really the only thing you
can* bring up agin Jack Brownlow is that his father
and you had a quarrel years and years ago; and I

jest think, bein’ you’r a deakin of the church, it’s

about time to forgive and forget: and you know,
Silas, jest as well as I do, that there ain’t no nicer
nor honorabler chap around than what Jack is

—

an’ as fur that wheel o’ hisen ”

“An invention of the evil one, that’s what! I’m
astonished at you, Sary Jane—raisin’ right up agin
me in my own house ” (Silas Brownlow had a
habit of calling everything on the premises his),

an’ as fur my forgivin’ Tom Brownlow, I don’t
feel called on to do no forgivin’—that was a pesky
mean caper o’ hisen; of course I’m deakin an’ all

that, but that’s neither here nor there ”

Just then a fresh, sweet voice was heard from
the parlor window singing

“Forgive and forget;

Should the sun e’er set

And sink in the peaceful west.

And anger bide in a soul redeemed,
And wrath in a Christian’s breast?”

Silas Gilmore didn’t wait to hear any more. He
put on his hat and sauntered out to the barn, mut-
fering to himself: “O, that girl Molly thinks she’s

mighty cute, a preaching her tunes at her old
father’s expense. Young folks nowdays ain’t got
no reverence for their parents no more.”
Molly Gilmore finished her song about the duty

of forgiveness, in her sweetest manner, and then
rose from the old-fashioned piano, put aside tire

worn muslin curtains and peeped out just in time
to see her audience disappear behind the shed.

“He didn’t hear me sing my song through—

O

dear 1 and it s a new one—I learned it on purpose
for him. Seems as if father never, never will for-
give Jack for being the son of the man who cheated
him out of that land, years and years ago. Poor
Jack! father isn’t decent to him, actually.”

Perhaps it was the fact that Jack Brownlow had
made the journey of five miles, which lay be-

'

tween his home and that of Molly Gilmore, on
his bicycle, on the preceding Sunday, when he had
asked for Molly’s hand, which had exasperated the
old deacon, and added fresh fuel to the old fire

that had never gone out these twenty years. For
Silas Gilmore’s particular detestation was bicycles;

“What did father say, mother?” queried Molly,
laying her dimpled check on the motherly shoulder,
did he say Jack shouldn’t come any more?”
“No, dear, not exactly that, but I’m afraid he’ll

never be willin’, Molly, though I done the best I

could a talkin’ to him, but I didn’t seem to do him
no good.”

“Father never did pay any attention to your
wishes or your words either, for that matter; it

doesn’t seem as if he -ever gave a thought or spent
a cent fixing things up to make it nice and easy for
you and me. Poor mother! you wouldn’t have
looked so old and faded if you’d had an easier life

and a few more nice words from father ” and
Molly Gilmore patted the withered cheek and
looked up into the faded blue eyes tenderly.

“You’re a real comfort to me, Molly, but your
father seems to tjiink all such things is silly—so I

try to be contented.”

It s only last'Veek I wanted him to buy a wash-
ing machine and a wringer, but he said he guessed
we could get along,” continued the girl.

“Never mind, Molly, we mustn’t say nothin’ hard
agin father.”

That night, had any belated traveler passed the
Gilmore cottage, he would have seen lights flicker-

ing and flashing from one room to another, and
heard doors opening and shutting rapidly, and he
would probably have concluded that the Gilmores
were in trouble of some kind. They were—mother
Gilmore was ill—very, very ill. She had awakened
from an uneasy sleep in great pain, and after an
hour or two of dreadful agony, had become quite

unconscious.

From the first Molly had tried to persuade her
father to hurry for the doctor, but the old deacon
seemed either too obtuse to see and acknowledge
the danger or else was unconscious of it, until the
first faint streaks of day struggled through the
shadows, like a dim, uncertain hope of heaven in a

soul black with the darkness of sin.

Then Silas Gilmore seemed fully to comprehend
the danger.

“I guess mother’s a goin’ to die, Molly; O why
didn’t I go for Dr. White before—I’m afraid it’s

too late now.”

Breathless and hatless, Silas Gilmore strode out
in the gray morning toward the pasture where the
evening before he had left his sleek bays—as fine

a team, he prided himself, as any in the county.
He was possessed of cne overmastering fear—that
the precious life of which he had always been so
careless and so prodigal was going out. What! his

Sary Jane dying!

He had noticed of late that the pale, blue eyes
were more deeply sunken than usual and that she
went about the house in a dejected, aimless fashion
not at all like the Sary Jane of thirty years ago

—

he had often meant to speak to her about it and
ask her if she felt well, but he remembered with a
dull pain in his heart that he had never called her
name. But she must not die! He would throw the
saddle on Fleetfoot— it would be only the work of
a moment—and he would have the doctor by
sunrise.

“Come, Fleetfoot! Come, Dandy! It’s a good
ten mile, but we’ll soon make it. Mother shan’t
die!”

Back and forth, back and forth in the gray light,

from one side of the dewy meadow to the other,
Silas Gilmore rushed, hatless and breathless,
shouting frantically.

Where were the horses? Would they never
come? They generally answered him when he
called them, with a low whinnev, for he was always
good to them—far kinder and more considerate
than lie had been to their mistress. He has made
the entire circuit of the meadow many times, and

still he does not find them. They surely cannot
be far away—maybe they are lying behind that
little clump of bushes yonder—no, they are not
there! Fleetfoot and Dandy are gone! Ah! there
is the open gate; he remembers now that he
neglected to close it the night before. The horses
upon which he had depended to save the life

which in the last few hours has grown so unspeak-
ably dear to him are gone! Mother must die. He
could never make the long distance on foot. He
would perish of exhaustion before he could reach
the doctor—and yet he must make the attempt.
The nearest neighbor is three miles away, and he
has horses. No use to waste time in returning to the
house, Molly would only worry.
He recalls, with a sigh, how his wife dreaded to

leave their pleasant Eastern home ten years before
and move into a strange, new country, far away
from all her friends and early associations; but she
had done it uncomplainingly, though she had grown
thinner and sadder every day. O, he sees it all

plain enough now, when it is too late.

He remembers her anxiety, so often expressed,
that Molly should be well settled in life very soon.
T hen he thinks about Jack Brownlow. Mother had
always liked him, and really he was a good Chris-
tian lad. Maybe he had been a little hard on Jack.
What if the father had cheated him and lied to
him?

Strange such thoughts as these should come to
him now—now, while mother was dying.

See! the great sun has slowly mounted, until half

his shining circumference is above the horizon.
Only two long miles of the tedious stretch have
been covered! Eight more miles! and mother must
have help at once.

Look! what is that swiftly moving speck, dashing
over the rolling roadway like the wind? Nearer,
nearer it comes. Silas Gilmore rushes to meet it

with a kind of fascination. The wheels of the tiny
carriage glitter in the sun like the chariot of fire

in which Elijah ascended to heaven.
A firm, manly voice sounds in his ear.

“Good morning, Mr. Gilmore; what can be the
matter? Is Molly-—is anybody sick? Why man

—

where’s your hat? What’s happened? ”

Silas Gilmore forgot—for the first time in twenty
years—the old grudge against the Brownlows, and
only gasped:

“It’s mother! Get the doctor quick, Jack!” and
as he watched Jack Brownlow take his backward
track and disappear in a cloud of dust, he also

forgot that he hadn’t any use for bicycles.

* * *

Five years have passed away. Let us make a
short visit at the Gilmore homestead. Everybody
says old Silas Gilmore is a changed man. In fact,

we hardly recognize the tender, loving voice in

which we hear him talking to the peaceful-looking
old lady who sits on the vine-covered porch with
her hands in his:

Wal, Sary Jane, the Lord had a good, long les-

son for me, and I hope I’ve learnt it good and
thorough. I never shall forgit that awful night
when T thought you was a dyin’, and I couldn’t
find them horses, and Jack came along with that
steel horse o’ his’n, and went for the doctor in a
hurry. I jest dropped onto my knees an’ then an’

there I vowed to the Lord I’d be a different man
" He’d only spare my Sary Jane.

“Jack and Molly’s awful happy together, but they
haint a mite more so than we be, mother.”
Just then two voices were heard in the parlor,

singing the old song which Molly had sung on that

eventful evening so long ago:

“Forgive and forget;

Should the sun e’er set.

And sink in the peaceful west.

And anger ’bide in a soul redeemed,
And wrath in a Christian’s breast?”
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The RURAL TELEPHONE, By Hon. J. B. Ware, Secretary of the International

Independent Telephone Association

S
PEAKING in general

terms, yet conserva-

tively, uring the past cen-

tively, during the past cen-

ence and art, and the in-

ventions and their practical

application to the agricult-

ural and commercial inter-

ests, and to the rural and

urban home life, have been

more numerous and more

valuable than during all the

accumulated centuries pre-

ceding.

Of all wonders of mod-

ern inventive genius no

other has done more to

benefit the farmer and
make farm life attractive

than has the telephone, and

the elimination of no one

implement or accessory would be so felt by the tele-

phone-using farmer as would the loss of his tele-

phone.

Though the telephone was first invented in 1876

and put into commercial use two years later, farm-

ers, on account of the exorbitant royalties and

charges, did not begin to enjoy its benefits and ad-

vantages until the expiration of the patents in 1894.

Then farmers and citizens in villages and towns

in many states bought and used telephones' for pri-

vate line purposes, and neighbor joined with neigh-

bor and lines and small local exchanges were formed

in 1895 ;
during that and the following year larger

towns and cities, noting the success of individuals

in obtaining good telephone service at low cost, were

led to construct exchanges, and thus was born the

opposition or Independent Telephone Movement

—

the People’s Movement.

Of the more than seven million telephones now

in the nited States, three million are Bell and over

four million are Independent, or non-Bell, these

latter serving eight million citizens exclusively with

telephone service. It is estimated that one million

telephones are in the homes of American farmers,

and probably 90 per cent of these are a part of the

Independent system.

It has been estimated by some one that the farm-

er’s telephone, on the average, enables him to sell

his product for $50 per year more than he would

realize without the telephone. This seems a mod-

erate estimate, but aggregates $50,000,000 saved or

earned annually by the farmer, which would other-

wise go into the pockets of commission men or

other non-producers.

When we reflect that there are about 6,000,000

farmers in this country and but one-sixth have tele-

phones, we get a glimpse as to the future of rural

telephones.

The marvelous growth of Independent rural

’phones in the Middle West is attested by the fol-

lowing facts : Iowa now has 200,000 Independent

’phones (mostly rural) to 40,000 Bell; Kansas, 85,-

000 Independent, 15,000 Bell
;

Ohio, 320,000 Inde-

pendent, 130,000 Bell; Indiana, 200,000 Independent,

70,000 Bell.

In the early history of the rural telephone move-

ment, light poles, light wire, and cheap equipment

generally were used. But it was not long until ex-

perience clearly taught the unwisdom of such pro-

cedure. The result has been that lines built more

recently have been far better constructed and

equipped than were the earlier lines. As a conse-

quence, farmers have enjoyed far better service and

have saved much in reduced expense for repairs and

frequent renewals.

There is no electrical advantage in having wires

high in the air. They were so placed, as a rule, to

get above the underbrush, high enough for loaded

wagons, and to “get over” other wires. Where clean

fences are kept, lower poles can be successfully used.

Where the circuit is run from the farmhouse to the

main road, or where a single circuit is put up, the

small pole can be used, and only the durability is

involved. There could, by a little planning, be much

saved in light lines by using every eight or ten

rods in the fence, a post fourteen to eighteen feet

long, thus placing wires out of reach of cattle and

using high poles where necessary at the entrance,

to the field.

The telephone has revolutionized the commercial

world, and if it should be suddenly banished all

would be chaos. During the past ten years the busi-

ness relations of and with the farmer have been

radically changed, by reason of the telephone. Thus,

the commission business is now very largely done

by telephone. This means the fanner, instead of

being visited, as formerly, by a buyer who offers

a price to be taken or left, as the farmer decides

then and there, usually at the latter’s disadvantage,

is now called, with periodical regularity, as to how
much he has to sell, and is given the market price by

the buyer, which price can be and is verified without

delay, if the slightest doubt exists as to its accu-

racy, thus securing not alone the best prices obtain-

able in an open market, but the farmer is in the

position of one sought rather than one seeking.

In times of sudden emergency or demand for fruit

or grain or stock, the farmer with a telephone is in

easy access, and instantly, to the buyer, who, with

mutual profit to each, explains conditions to the

farmer and arranges an early delivery and ship-

ment. Thus innumerable instances occur monthly

where a single such transaction secures to the farmer

a profit many times greater than the cost of the tele-

phone for one or perhaps several years.

The telephone has also largely eliminated burglary

depredations upon the farmers near cities, making

escape almost impossible. It has also prevented the

average tramp from being impudent or a trespasser.

Instant communication with neighbors secures pro-

tection not otherwise possible.

The telephone as a time-saver is invaluable to the

farmer. Whether it be in emergencies, as sickness,

fire, or accident, or in arranging for prompt ship-

ment of a windmill arm, piece of machinery, or de-

livery of products, or for buying or selling. He, by

it, is master of the situation, and in mind and body

and pocket is benefited.

Synopsis.—An aged man, sitting in the doorway of

his Kentucky mountain home watching his young son

playing with a greyhound in the yard, is shot from the

thicket nearby and is fatally wounded. The lad fondly

seeks to withhold the old man from death, but in vain.

The father knows the slayer, Lem Elarth, and

lives long enough to pledge his boy to be revenged. A
little girl of the neighborhood is a witness to the trag-

edy, listens to the conversation between parent and

child, and tries to dissuade her playmate from keeping

his awful oath. The lad soon leaves the vicinity of the

tragedy and is bound out to a farmer and stockraiser.

During several years he practices with firearms and

becomes a crack shot for the purpose of avenging his

father’s death. Occasionally letters pass between him

and his childhood friend, she pleading with him to re-

lent, forgive, and forget. But the boy remains de-

termined to have a bloody revenge.

The young girl, Cisly wins prize at a state spelling

match, attended by Jamie. On return home he de-

termines to secure an education, obtains release, attends

district school, and later an academy where Cissy Dean

is also a student. There he meets Lem Elarth, Jr.,

the son of his father’s slayer. Lem’s attentions to

Cissy arouse Jamie’s old-time desire for revenge, and

young Elarth spares no pains to fan the flame.

PART III.

HAT winter protracted meetings

were held each evening for many

weeks in the chapel of the

academy, to every service of

which Cissy was escorted as a

matter of course by Mr. Elarth.

Jamie did not often attend these

services. He felt obliged to put

in every moment with his books. If he went, it was

only to torment himself with the sight of Elarth’s

deferential attentions to Cissy. The sermon was

usually ignored, in the rush of his torturing thoughts.

One evening, however, the text caught his.attention.

“Vengeance is mine, I will repay, saith the Lord.”

The Feudist’s Revenue
By MRS. JULIA M. KL1NCK

In the very clear exposition that followed, so opposed

to the feudal customs of the times in Kentucky,

Jamie received new light. The oath of vengeance

which he had taken seemed now a horrible thing.

He could see the blighting effect it had had upon

him for three wasted years, until Cissy had brought

such interest into his life as to win his thoughts

away from it for a time. He saw himself now as he

was, with the foul demon of murder lurking in his

heart.

Now the stifling bonds that had so long bound

him seemed burst asunder. The “truth had made him

free.” How glad he was, upon moral grounds, to

be released from that terrible oath. A great load

seemed to fall from his shoulders, leaving him light,

buoyant and happy-hearted, as he never remembered

having been before. This freedom and exaltation

of mind could not, however, last long. The old habit

of hating could not so easily be shaken off. He im-

agined in the night time that he could see his

father’s face, distorted as he had seen it last, with

hate and rage and pain, rising reproachfully before

him, the long finger pointing at him, and the blood-

flecked lips whispering, “Coward, cowrad !” until he

was glad to spring out of bed, light his lamp, and

drown his distressful thoughts in a resolute attempt

at study. He realized, too, that his hatred of Lem
Elarth was not so much on account of the old feud

as the new one, which, like a stronger stem of the

banyan tree, had sprung from the old root, over-

shadowing and choking out all good feeling between

them. All this had a very confusing effect upon his

mind, except in one particular. He knew now that

he loved Cissy—had always loved her. Through all

the years that lay behind she had been everything

to him—friend, companion, little sweetheart. Indeed,

so much had she been to him that she seemed to

have become an integral part of his life. All the

inspiration toward the good in life, since his earliest

years, had come through her. He could not give her

up. He would find some way to circumvent Lem,
and regain his old place by her side, his lost place in

her esteem. Coward-like, he had let what he most

prized on earth slip through his fingers. Now he

would move heaven and earth in an effort to regain

it. The opportunity presented itself sooner than he

expected.

After the service one evening, Elarth was detained

by one of the professors, who, with more zeal than

discretion as to time and place, took him to the

front of the chapel for a moment of earnest conver-

sation. As the congregation slowly dispersed. Cissy

was left in an attitude of waiting, which quickly be-

came embarrassing. After a moment Jamie joined

her, and, after chatting a moment, asked permission

to escort her home, saying that Elarth was being

detained for his own good posibly longer than he

liked. As they passed out, Jamie could not resist

the temptation to cast a glance, which he tried to

keep from being too triumphant, in Lem’s direction;

and the flash of the eye that met his left Jamie in

no doubt that retribution, swift and terrible, would

follow his presumption. No portent, however, could

cloud his present joy. The future might take care

of itself; he had Cissy with him once more, and

nothing else mattered.

Little was said on the homeward way, but in this

instance silence was eloquent. Cissy was not so

troubled over the situation but that she was frankly

glad again to be in the company of her old friend.

(To be continued.)
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Latest Style /

The above illustration, our No. Y21 is an
exact reproduction of one of the latest styles
for Fall and Winter, suitable for young or
middle aged women. Your milliners would
charge you at least $5.00 for duplicating it.

Hat Is turned up slightly at left side, new style bell-snaped crowu, medium size brim; entire hat covered
with black silk velvet, stitched velvet binding at edge
of brim. Trimmed with, large black Amazon ostrich

J
mune across front and extending over to right side*
arge wired bow of light blue wide silk ribbon at left
side with draw across the front. Fancy silk and tinselband inches widein front completes the trimming
of this 8ty*lish hat. Can also be ordered in brown or
navy. Ribbon in all colors. Plume black only. (1*9 or
Please state colors wanted. Order Y 21 . Each yu.bt)
Each hat is packed in strong box for shipment.

Express charges amount to from 25c to 60c, accord-
ing to distance. Perhaps this hat is not just the style
you wish; if not let us send you our illustrated

Millinery Cataloguem which we show over 100 different styles for
1
al

!
an(i Winter wear. For several months our

lesigners have been busy preparing a line of hats
of latest models, correct in style and at pricesmuch less than obtainable elsewhere. Write us
today for catalogue or send order for hat de-
scribed above, enclosing remittance. 69

MontgomeryWard&Co.
Michigan Ave., Madison and Washington Sts. CHICAGO

iMusicTaught ByMail
f^&hisFREE BOOKhow
Learn by mail in spare moments
at borne to play piano or organ
IN 20 EASY LESSONS
Our wonderful Simplex System

saves time, money, work and wor-
ry. No. previous knowledge of
music necessary. Write for Frce
Book today. State whether you
have piano ororgan. Address
SIMPLEX SCHOOL OF MUSIC

Conservatory 135 Kan.asCiiy, M o.

Merry Widow Waltz. Toreador, Two
Grenadiers, Anchored, Rosary, Palms,
Calvary, Lost Chord, Killarney, America
Wedding March and 1400 other regular
50c numbers mailed postpaid 10c. each.Name your favorite songs. We will mail them at

distributers' prices. Catalogue FREE.
National Music Emporim, Vick’s Desk, Albany, N Y

WHY NOT BE AN ARTIST?
^ Our graduates are filling High Salaried

Positions. Good artists

EARN $25 TO $100 PER WEEK
and upwards, in easy fascinating work. Our
courses of Personal Home Instruction by cor-

respondence, are complete, practical. Eleven years*
successful teaching. Expert instructors. Positions
guaranteed competent workers. Write for Handsomo
Art Book , Free.

SCHOOL OF APPLIED ART (Founded 1898.)
shN.66 Gallery Fine Arts,'Battle Creek, Mich. — 1

SHEET
MUSIC
10c,

ROSE WATER
For toilet use, skin creams, lotions.

t, ^ A <luart f°r 30 cents.
H. REY, 614 Portage Ave., So. Bend, Ind

PARKER’S
„ hair balsam
Cleanses and beautifies the hair.
Promotes a luxuriant growth.
Never Fails to Restore Gray
Hair to its Youthful Color.

Cures scalp diseases & hair falling.

^___50c,and $1.00 at Druggists ,

IS?
uf2«|25wHPost:Cards

m«£r
10c1 — IA great variety of subjects, Birthday, Valentine,

Faster, Holiday, U. S. Battleships. Niagara Falls, U. S. Capitol,

£*£, 2 for 5 cents and others 5 cents each.
DEI? 1A>CL to! LIHO, 66 W. Broadway, New York*

AGENTS: $103.50 Per Month Sure
Thn men.* n.,1. —The money made

Selling our Shears
and other useful

patented articles

astonishes agents.
V.G. Qlebnor.Cols.,

•JTHIS\d°es itx~ '< ALL,"

liPENIMS

o.y..id22p,i,/rf pmuit. CUTS TO THE ENtr
Tension Shear. In 3 hour., in, $13,60. We cuar-
.nteo TO SHOW ANY OXE BOW TO NAKE *3 to 410 —
S*r V

'* P»"“Wd good, for ..to through sro

Thomn. Mfg. Co.. 163 Homo Bldg- Dayton. Ohio

ercnce. Skunk, or Alaska sable, will be
extensively used and the sable, or dyed,
squirrel continues all its vogue. Neck
pieces that are made of entire skins

combined to give a cape effect are favor-

ites, but many of the newer muffs are
made in pillow style without either head
or tails, although those consisting of en-
tire skins over a foundation of silk

are seen in generous numbers.
Hats appear to grow larger in one

direction and smaller in another. The
dressy models are of immense size and
lavishly trimmed with plumes, but there

are a great many close fitting turbans,

both of velvet and fur, shown that are
charming for the simpler occasions.

Hats and neck pieces to match are a fad
of the hour and many of them are ex-
ceedingly chic.

Up-To-Date Designs
Misses’ Coat 5994 and Misses’ Nine-Gored

plaited Skirts

For a girl of sixteen years of age will

be required, for the coat, 4 yards of
material 27, 2)4 yards 44, or V/8 yards
52 inches wide

; )4 yard of silk for collar

and cuffs; for the skirt, 7*4 yards 27,

4)4 yards 44, or 3% yards 52 inches

wide for serge or other material with-

out figure or nap; 9)4 yards 27, 5)4
yards 44, or 4)4 yards 52 inches wide
will be needed, however, if there is fig-

ure or nap, with two yards of silk for

the folds.

By May
Manton

Design By Mae Manton.
5994 Misses’ Coat.

6761 Misses’ Nine Gored Plaited Skirt.

November Fashions
Every possible variation of the choker,

or close-fitting collarette, is to be noted.

It is made of fur, it is made of silk, it

is made of ribbon, and it is made of

fur, it is made of silk, it is made of rib-

bon, and it is made of net, but it is al-

ways worn closely about the throat and
fastened with loops and ends of ribbon.

Almost every possible fur 'is to be
noted among those offered for winter
wear, but the long haired sorts, such as
the fox and the lynx, are given the pref-

Dbsign By May Mantoh
6061 Tucked Blouse.

6060 Seven Gored Skirt.

Boys’ Russian Blouse 6105’D
The suit consists of the coat and the

knickerbockers. The coat is made simply
with fronts and back and closes with
buttons and buttonholes, while the
sleeves are laid in tucks at the wrists.

The knickerbockers are of the regula-

tion sort, drawn up by means of elastic

at the knees. The quantity of material

required for the medium size (4 years) I

is 4% yards 24, 3)4 yards 27, 2)4 yards
36, or 2 yards 44 inches wide.

Cj06 Boy’s Russian Suit.

2 4 and 6 years.

6112 Tucked or Gathered Sleeves,

Small 32 or 34, Medium 36 or 38,

Large 40 or 42 bust.

Tucked and Gathered Sleeves
_ 6112
To Be Made in Full or Three-Quarter Length

The quantity of material required for

the medium size is 2 yards 21, 24, or 27,

or 1 yard 44 inches wide for either full

length sleeve; 1)4 yards 21, 24, or 27,

V& yard 44 inches wide, with 3% yards
of banding for either three-quarter

sleeves. The pattern 6112 is cut in three

sizes, small 32 or 34, medium 36 or 38,

large 40 or 42 indies bust measure.

Tucked Blouse 6061 and Seven-
Gored Skirt 6060

For the medium size will be required,

for the blouse, 4)4' yards of material 24,

3)4 yards 32, or 2)4 yards 44 inches
wide; for the skirt, 9)4 yards 24 or 32,

or 5)4 yards 44 or 52 inches wide.
609 J Blouse or Shirt Waiit*

32 to 42 bust.
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25 Highest Grade Post Cards
No two alike. Fines* yet published.
Pretty Girls, Flowers, Panama Canal,
Battleships, Yellowstone Park, and other
new, choice subjects that always please.
All different; all colored; no comics.
The kind that sells ti to 5 cents each.
All sent postpaid, with catalogue, just to
introduceourlargeand select lineof fine

high grade post cards at bargain prices.

& CO., 246 Lucas Bldg.,

HAVE YOU SEEN THE NEW

Parisian Skirt Gauge
A Boon to Dressmakers
Every woman who doe* her own dre*«»

#

making, aa well an drcaamakera, ladies

tailoring establishment* arid college*,

need the PARISIAN SKIRT GAUGE.
NO CHALK IHJJVJKKD

It i .r the Only C,au;'c Manufactured
which wilt IIanft a Shirt Accurately,

There is no guesswork about it

;

it is impossible to make mis-
takes, or for a skirt to bang im-
perfectly when it is used.
It is made of metal, hand-
somely finished, and the
price is so low that every*
one can afford it.

SPECIAL, OFFER
TO YOU.

In order to get you to
send for furtherpartieul-
ar, so we can thorough-
ly familiarize you with the merits of the Parisian
Skirt Gauge, we will send you Absolutely Free of Cost

our new illustrated Home Dressmaking Course, equal
to any $25,00 course sold by dressmaking schools.
Send for it today. Address.
Torchon Lace & Mercantile Co., Dept. 12, St. Louis, Mo.

Get Mennen's (the original)*,

all afflictions of the skin. “A Utile

higher In price, perhaps, than 'Worthless

substitutes, but a reason for it" De-

lightful after shaving. Sold everywhere, or

mailed on receipt of 25c.

GERHARD MENNEN CO.. Newark. N. J.
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PATTERNS MOST PERFECT
BY MAY MANTON

waist is made with front and backs,

while the skirt is five-gored. The waist

is arranged over the lining, which keeps

it well in place and the skirt is joined

to the lower edge of both, the closing

being made invisibly under the edge of

the box plait at the center back. The
sleeves are in one piece each with

straight cuffs. The belt can be of the

material as in this instance or of leather,

as liked. The quantity of material re-

quired for the medium size (10 years')

is yards 27, 5 yards 36, or 3/ yards

44 inches wide.

5529 Girl’s Double Breasted Coat,

8 to 14 years.

BLOUSE OR SHIRTWAIST 6091
To Be Made With Straight or Turned-

Over Cuffs

The waist is made with fronts and

back and is laid in tucks over the shoul-

ders, which give tapering lines at the

back and provide becoming fullness at

the front. There are shirtwaist sleeves

that are gathered into straight cuffs and

when the rolled-over cuffs are used they

are seamed to their lower edges. The

neck band finishes the neck and either

a high rolled-over collar of the material

or a contrasting one can be worn, as

liked. The closing is made invisibly be-

neath the edge of the right front. The

quantity of material required for the

medium size is 3)4 yards 24, 3(4 yards

32, or 2j4 yards 44 inches wide, with

2 lf yards of banding.

GIRL’S DOUBLE BREASTED
COAT 5529

The coat is made with fronts and back

and is supplied with generous patch

pockets. There is a turn-over or mili-

tary collar at the neck that is trimmed

with pointed tabs and the sleeves are

in regulation coat style with cuffs to

match. The quantity of material re-

quired for the medium size (12 years')

is S yards 27, 3.34 yards 44, or 2 lf yards

52 inches wide, with yard of velvet.

CHILD’S CAP 6117

The plain cap is made with brim and

crown and serves also as a foundation

for the Normandy and the fancy caps.

The full crown of each other cap is ar-

ranged over the plain one on indicated

lines and the reverse of the fancy cap

is joined to the front edge. The quan-

tity of material required for the medium

size (4 years) is % yard 21, x/2 yard

either 36 or 44 inches wide for any cap,

with J4 yard 18 inches wide for the

trimming and crown of the Normandy

cap or the reverse of the fancy cap, 3

yards of ribbon for rolettes, V/& yards

for ties.

GIRL’S BOX PLAITED DRESS 5541

The dress consists of a smoothly fitted

body lining, the waist and skirt. The

5541 Girl’s Box Plaited Dress,

6 to 12 years.

6117 Child’s Caps, 2, 4 and 6 years.

CHILD’S NIGHT DRAWERS 6111
To Be Made With or Without Feet

Active children always stand in need

of sleeping garments that can be trusted

to keep them protected even when cov-

ering is thrown off. These drawers are

essentially practical and absolutely com-

fortable. The drawers are made with

the front and the leg portions cut in

one and back body portions that are sep-

arate. The fall is finished with a band

and buttoned into place. There is a

standing collar at the neck and the

sleeves are made in coat style, in two

portions each. The quantity of material

required for the medium size (6 years)

is 4 yards 27, or 3 yards 36 inches wide.

DIRECT FRO
Golil- Till i'll i)in> GuM lil'

<>« 25c.

Gold tillriV imioelics

• 115 20c.

6111 Child’s Night Drawers with Feet,

2 to 8 years.
,

The Illustrations above are actual size. They
catalog stock at our regular prices. The quality is gu:

We refund your money If for any reason you are not

WE SAVE YOU M(
Because we buy and sell for cash— it's an impor

price making— we are enabled to take advantage
counts, and suffer no losses from unpaid accounts. E
we sell ‘‘direct from workshop," eliminating the profi

of both the jobber and retailer. Because you pay
only thecost of manufacture plus one modest profit.

You should buy of us: Because we offer a

selection larger than that of the metropolitan
stores.giving the out-of-town buyer equal advantage
of those living In the largest cities. Because we take
all the risk— if we cannot please you we return youi

money. Because our money-back plan is a guarantet
satisfaction. Because thirteen years of unquestioned it

rity is the best possible assurance of honest values an
treatment.

We are reliable and refer by permission to our
bankers, the Phenix National Bank, Providence,
Mechanics’ National Bank, Providence. R.I.; and
bankers. The Mercantile National Bank, Salem, Mass

I-
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PULPIT : TALKS
On Love, Courtship, Marriage, Home

By Rev. Charles Edward Odell

I

Ask jjWr Trade Mark
dealer jjff

Free Sample. Write Dept. 24
/or It. IT I.amont,Corlls«&Co.A

l;ts.78Hn<iionSt,!V.Y.

SHINES BRIGHTEST

AMoney-Maker for You
ALSO A MONEY-SAVER

Do You Want to Make Money?

A Sure Income Can
Be Earned at Home
With The Little

PRINCESS
, LACE MACHINE

Upwards of 50,000 already in use. It is a Delightful
and Fascinating Work, either in making lace for sale
or for your own use

; by making it for sale you make
money

;
by making your own lace you save money.We guarantee a ready market for all you produce.

A beautiful book handsomely illustrated in colors,
giving full particulars about this delightful work
and what can be done at it, will be sent to anywoman free, upon request

; a postal will bring it to
you, send for it today.
Torchon Lace & Mercantile Co., Dept. G, St, Louis, Mo

ME-GRIM-INE
FOR ALL FORMS OF

HEADACHE and NEURALGIA
Write for a Free Trial Box

The Dr. Whitehall Megrimine Co.
(Sold by Druggists) SOUTH BEND. IND.

I WILL MAKE YOU
PROSPEROUS

If you are honest and ambitious write me
today. No matter where you live or what
your occupation, I will teach you the Real

; Estate business by mail
; appoint you Special

Representative of my Company in your town;
,

start you in a profitable business of your own,
and help you make big money at once.

Unusual opportunity for men without
capital to become independent for life.
Valuable Book and full particulars FREE.
Write today.

NATIONAL CO-OPERATIVE REALTY CO.

B. R. MARDEH K 0 ® Marden Building
President Washington, D. O.

ELECTRIC NOVELTIES
|P%™|

Dynamos, Motors, Fans, Bells, Lamps, Belts, Batteries, Min-
iature R'ys Toys. Everythin®- Electric—at Low Prices. Lar-
gest stock i n United States. Catalog tree, xooo agents wanted
OHIO ELECTRIC WORKS Cleveland, Ohio

Grow Mushrooms
For Big and Quick Profits.

I can give practical Instructions
worth many dollars to you. No matter
what your occupation Is or where
located, get a thorough knowledge
of this paying business. Particulars

J
U
AC£8°/N MUSHROOM FARM,

8rf89 N. Western Are., Chicago, 111.

Christmas & New Year

POST CARDS
10 Beautiful Post Cards mailed for 10 cents. 100
Assorted Designs for 90 cents. One Artistic
Calendar mailed for 10 cents. Address. Madison
Art Co., Madison, Connecticut.

GOLD WATCHtDCP
AND RING r l\EE

American Movement Watch. Solid Gold
* lated case warranted time keeper and a Gold
K Filled Eing, with a Sparkling 6om given

treo forselllng 20Jewelry va
‘Novelties at lOc.ea. Writ©
for them. Whensold.send,
us the $2.00 and wo send’
Gold Watch and Ring:. ____
COLUMBIA NOVELTY CO. .

Dept. 155 fast Boston, Alan.

‘Sleeping Beauty” *f you are not pretty
-

—

2 — it’s because beauty
lies sleeping within you. Wake it and be hand-
some and happy. Circulars telling how. free If
you would be beautiful, don’t fail to write. CARL
ROBB, 211 Indiana Ave., Providence, Rhode Island.

GREAT..MONEY MAKER FOR ATCMTe
ia\k\aVwV>V t ( > itA/Wyvy-,^

„

nUhll 1 O
'5Tr 'vW.uliA-s 1

i n««.i -=?££ Sell
-

Magnetic
Combs and get
rich; agents

ir— — wild with suc-
cess. They remove dandruff; stop falling hair; RE-
LIEVE HEADACHE, never break. Send 2c stampfor
sample. PROF. LONG, 73 1 Ash St.. PEKIN, ILL.

$2 1 0 Motor CvcIp ?
r and Bus«y^ X v/ liiuiui Vjr Lie furnished onr men fot

traveling besides $85 monthly and expenses, taking
orders for portraits. Particulars free with beau-
tiful reproduction of 16x20 oil painting.
R. D. Martel, Dept. C96 CHicago

THE INFLUENCE OF HOME
Several months ago a leading maga-

zine asked its readers to give their defi-

nitions of the word “home,” and the

following answers were among those

which were received: “The golden set-

ting, in which the brightest jewel is

mother.” “A world of strife shut out,

a world of love shut in.” “Father’s

kingdom, the children’s paradise, the

mother’s world.” “The jewel casket

containing -the most precious of all

jewels—domestic happiness.” “A little

hollow scooped out of the windy hill

of the world, where we can be shielded

from its cares and annoyances.”

We see, even as a matter of senti-

ment, home is a cherishable word, and
whatever may be the mid-life thoughts,

the first and last are full of home.
Rising from sentiment to history,

morals, and religion, the subject as-

sumes increasing sacredness. As we
rise we become more and more im-
pressed with the sanctity of the home.
The family is seen to be the fountain,

whose waters gladden, sweeten, and
purify, or sadden, embitter, and pollute

the world. As is the home, so is so-

iety, so is the church, so is the nation.

No people ever rise above or sink below
the influene of their home life. The
home life is the pulse and temperature
of the nation.

A home destitute of truth, virtue, and
godliness sends out its influences with
productive power to curse and under-
mine all forms of social life; whilst

the surest pledge of public well-being is

furnished by the godly training received

in Christian homes. God has bound up,

in the family ties of home, all that

makes for the highest possible develop-

ment of all our social institutions.

Man and woman coming together by
the choice of their hearts, and creating

a place called home, assume relations

and responsibilities of infinite range and
power. This becoming husband and wife
is no “play.” It is no mere temporal ar-

rangement or respectably connection by
which one party agrees to do the cook-
ing, cleaning, sewing, or the superin-

tending of these affairs, while the other

party agrees to provide the means, these

two forming a kind of co-partnership

for material ends. It is something of

far more significance; it is the institu-

tion of a home.

In this founding of a home there
must be the union of hearts with the
joining of hands.” This union means
new and most peculiar relationship, both
sacred and holy. If either has little to

bring of love, cheerfulness, sacrifice,

then sad, indeed, will it be for both.
If either should fail to be true and
keep inviolate what is brought into that

union, it is sadder still.

Remember, a single step cannot be
taken in the way of irresponsible indul-

gence without wrecking the home and
shattering the very foundations of social

order. We cannot afford to forget the

home and our plighted allegiance there-

to. If we would have our sons and
daughters think virtue of small account,

all we need do is to mix socially with
those whom we know to have lax

morals and admit them freely to our
homes. If we would set the feet of

husband or wife on the road to swift

and complete ruin, give them to believe

that they are at liberty to form what-
ever soical alliances they may choose

regardless of home ties; that they may
go wherever their poor, vacillating af-

fections may lead, or dark passions

impel. Conjugal affection is a rare

sensitive plant which is easily blighted

and dies at the touch of anything so-

cially impure or unclean. It shares bur-

dens, cultivates and strengthens pa-

tience, multiplies joys, and gives

character and beauty to everything in

the home.

While we put much emphasis on con-

jugal affection, let us not forget that

the family is divinely instituted to care

for the child. The great work of the

home is rearing and training young
lives for positions of trust and honor

in society, in the church, and in the

state. If the home is responsible for

good men and women, is it not also

responsible for the bad? Do not the

influences of home environment follow

one throughout a life-time, either to

bless or to curse?

There is such a thing as throwing

around a home so many beautiful, so

many blessed influences that the child

will ever cling to it with undying love

and in future life it will ever be a pre-

cious memory, directing weary feet and

making light many of the burdens of

life.

NO MORE
WRINKLES

New Discovery Makes Beauty
in a Night.

After beauty doctors, facial massage, and cold
creams had failed I took out my own wrinkles by a
simple home treatment of my own discovery, which
brought back my beautyand the freshness of youth.
Doctors say : “ It is the only treatment in the
world that will actually remove wrinkles and make
old faces look young and beautiful.” Many of my
f riends look twenty years younger since trying my
treatment. I will send further particulars to anyone
interestedinmy discovery absolutelyfree. Address
Della Ellison, 162 Burr Building, Scranton, Pa.

Don’t Throw it Awa

They mend all leaks in all utensils—tin
brass.copper, graniteware.hot water bags
etc. No solder, cement or rivet. Anyone
can use them ; fit any surface ; two mil 1 ion
muse. Send for earn pie pkg. 10c. Complete

pkg. assorted sizes. 25c postpaid. Agents wanted.
Collette Mfg, Co.. Box

l4 a. Amsterdam, N. Y.

PATFMTQ trade-marksm I bll lO and COPYRIGHTS
Notice in “Inventive Age." CDC IT
Book “How to Obtain Patents” P 19b EL

E.G.SIGGERS.Boi 9, jf.D.BlJg.,Wa B hiiigtoii,D. 0.

Learn Ad-Writinv Make money from theU rtU " ruul5> start. Most thorough
course ever printed. 11 complete illustrated
lessons, elaborate proof-readers chart, also pro-

bl
«
mail order Plan - all for 24c in stamps. W. P.

Mdls, Pres., Ad-Writers' Assn, 20 Oak Lane, Philadelphia.

MAKE YOUR OWN
TkeAwl ^fol^REPAIRS
For All
Save what you pay the har-
ness man by using Myers’ ^
Stitch Awl. Stitches hamesss, sad-
dies, shoes, etc., both sides likea sewing
machine. Only $1.00 prepaid. Big seller.
A gents wanted. Write today. Booklet H free. ——

-

C. A. MYERS CO., 6537 Woodlawn Ave., Chicago

NEW HUDSON LINE

$1.00
Between ALBANY
and NEW YORK $1.00

Steamers leave GOOLD WHARF, foot of
Schuyler Street, daily and Sunday. 8 P. M Ser-
vice and accommodations the best. CUISINEUNSURPASSED. For tickets and staterooms
apply at Wharf. Albany.
For a free copy of our official organ, "The

Tourist Magazine.” which contains over 300 de-
lightful tours from $4.00 upwards. Write J PMcCANN, G. P. Agt. 1328 Broadway, New York!

DON’T Suffer With CRAMPS
in the limbs. We have an absolute preventative
thats’ so simple it can be applied by anyone. Has
never failed. Hundreds testify it is the only thing
they ever found to work successfully. Don’t suf-
fer. Send at once. Price 25c. postpaid. Money
returned if not satis6ed. Stamps or silver.
Nella Co. 128 Glenwood Ave., Rochester, N. Y.

BUT 1 DIDN’T LLT HIM KNOW
By Lilia D. Avery-Stuttle

How I loved him—little Joe

!

Cheek of tan and brow of snow,
Hair of gold and dark blue eyes,

Bright and fair as summer skies.

O, ’tis many and many a day
Since I watched my boy at play

!

Ah, too often with a frown,

Watched the bare feet, plump and brown,
Pacing, racing o’er and o’er,

Making tracks upon the floor.

Once I he,ard his boyish prayer,

On his knees upon the stair.

“O dear Lord,” I heard him say,

“Mamma’s busy, don’t you see?

Let the angels play with me !”

How I loved him—little Joe!

But I didn’t let him know.

Well, at last there came a day

When my birdling went away

;

Vacant was the old home nest

—

Empty arms and aching breast.

On the marble white as snow,

Read the legend: “Little Joe;

Had I only let him know !”

O’ while yet your darlings stay,

Send them not in tears away,

Join them in their childish play!

Mothers, let your darlings know

;

If you love them, tell them so.

Pedigreed Scotch Collies
The Scotch Collie is the ideal dog. Strong, wise

and watchful, wonderfully intelligent, he isbeyond
question the most useful as well as the most
handsome dog for the home.
We believe our strain of dogs is not excelled by

any kennel in the country, either in breeding or
marking. Nonebut Pedigreed Puppies sold which
are entitled to registry in the American Kennel
Club Stud Book.
Full and authentic pedigree sent with each

puppy.Write us for prices and further particulars
HILLSIDE KENNELS. West Grov e, Penn.

AA Var’s. 3200 Birds to offer, consisting of ai

JU Breed, Poultry and Eggs, Dcgs, Ferrets.
Pigeons (Homers), Angora Goats, Belgian

Hares, etc., all described and information in color-
ed 60 pa^e Book and store at your Door 10c.
List FREE.
J. A. BERGEY, Box L. Telford, Pa.

IRON RUST SOAP
Removes Iron Rust, Grass and Ink Stains instantly. Guar-
anteed not to damage cloth. Send for circular or 25c for a
tube, sufficient for removing 500 spots.

H. H. DAWSON, Box 56, Arlington, N. J.

PERFECTLYBRSt. I have the safe and true M <9 |
|
SECRET for perfectly developing
the Bust, making thin cheeks, neck and
arms plnmp and beantifnl. Write for in-
formation: I send it sealed, FREE.PELMAB ASSOCIATION, 24 E. 2Sd St., New York.

VETERINARY COURSE AT HOME.
SI 200 Xear *ad a Pwar<ls can be made taking onr Veterinary
V I

at home during spare time ;taogbt insimpleat
English ;Diploma granted, positions obtained successful stu-

frw
satisfaction Rnaranteed particulars

^«nMS8«KRflJ.ton'®SaB:
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HOUSEHOLD WELFARE
By MABEL DLVAL

Cleaning the Piano

Nothing else so disfigures a parlor

as does a piano on which may be seen

from across the room in vari-colored

patches and streaks the accumulated

filth and poison naturally resulting form

the expirations and exhalations of the

genus homo. Hence it is important

that every good housewife know how

to clean the piano. A writer, who has

evidently had experience, gives these

valuable suggestions on this important

subject

:

“I heard not long ago of a lady who
had been trying to find some way to

clean her piano. It had a dark case

with high polish, and had grown dull

and milky looking, as well as finger-

marked. She tried several preparations

until fianlly some one told her to wash

it with soap and water but this she

dared not do without consulting some

one with experience.

“A tuner was consulted and he told

her that it was the best way he knew of

cleaning a piano case, provided proper

care was exercised in doing the work.

He then told her to have a pan of tepid

soft water, a cake of the best white

soap, and several pieces of cotton flan-

nel of the poorest grade—that is, sleazy

and soft-twisted.

“One piece was to be used to apply

the soap to the piano, first wetting the

cloth, and then rubbing it across the

soap ; afterward applying it to the

piano, rubbing over only a small place

at a time.

“Then wet another piece of the cloth

and rub the same place to remove all

the soap
;
a third piece was to be used

dry to absorb the moisture left on the

wood. The work must be done rapidly,

as the soap ought not to be left on the

polished surface for any length of time.

When using the last piece of cloth, it is

necessary to rub briskly to give polish.

“The whole case must be gone over

in the same way, and if the directions

are carefully followed the piano will

look like a new one ; but if a stiff

quality of cotton flannel is used, the

polish will not be so fine and the sur-

face will have a scratched appearance.”

Rubber Corks

Commenting on rubber corks, an ex-

cellent housekeeper recently made these

valuable suggestions : “Few house-

keepers appreciate the value of rubber

corks for bottles. I have used them
for several years, and find them a great

convenience. I first used them for cat-

sup bottles, as I had so few self-sealing

bottles for the purpose. A druggist

recommended them to me, saying that

if they were pressed in firmly they

would keep the catsup as well as if the

bottles were sealed. Ammonia, chloro-

form, benzine, or any drug which evap-

orates can be safely left in a bottle with

a rubber cork.”

Garnered Helps and Hints

A piece of sponge fastened securely

on a stick makes a good mop with which
to clean lamp chimneys.

Lemons will keep better if strung on
a cord through the blossom end, and

hung up in a dark place; they must not

touch one another.

When hard water is used, if a com-

mon marble—not glass—is put in the

kettle, it will prevent the flakes of lime

from forming on the sides.

When a broom has been used for

heavy sweeping it keeps longer if it is

dipped in hot water, shaken out well,

and allowed to hang up until dry.

It is not good policy to let milk stand

for any length of time in wooden pails

for receptacles; but wooden churns and

butter workers are all right, and can be

kept perfectly sweet and bacteria-proof

by the use of plenty of hot water.

Take a pint of skimmed milk, half

an ounce of spirits of salts, half an

ounce of spirits of lavender, one ounce

of gum-arabic, and the juice of two

lemons ; mix all together, and keep in a

bottle closely corked. Rub the shoes

with a piece of sponge dipped in this

preparation, and when they are dry,

polish them with a soft brush or a bit

of clean flannel.

When a double boiler is improvised

from two saucepans, place two nails in

the lower one to prevent burning.

Slightly moistening the button-hole of

stiffly starched collars may prevent a

morning episode that is quite common,

“even in the best regulated families.”

After cleaning out cupboards, lard-

ers, etc., with sapolio, sprinkle around

the shelves with powdered borax, and

no beetles, ants, etc., will ever trouble

you.

A simple polish for furniture can be

made of one part turpentine and three

parts linseed oil, and is quite as effica-

cious as any of the expensive ones with

fancy names.

The wearisome and continual polish-

ing of brass may be avoided if, when

they are in fiqe condition, they are

varnished with a colorless shellac, kept

in any paint store.

Coppers should be cleaned out every

week after the washing is finished,

otherwise they will become encrusted

inside with a deposit of soap and soda,

and be very hard to clean. As soon as

the water is let out, scour with turpen-

tine and sapolio; then wash with soap

and water, rinse, and dry well.

Coffee forms an excellent weather

prophet. Put two or three lumps of

sugar in your cup of coffee and watch

the bubbles that arise. If they come up

the center and glide quickly over to the

side of the cup, much rain is in store.

If the air-bubbles keep to the center,

then fine weather is denoted. If the

bubbles gradually float to the side of the

cup, showers may be expected.

The knowledge of how to keep ice in

the sick-room may be of service in

saving life. A deep tin pan or pail

should be taken, and a piece of flannel so

fastened over the top that it will sag in

the middle, but not enough to touch the

bottom of the pail. A good-sized piece

of ice can be placed in the flannel and

completely wrapped in its folds so that

no air can reach it. Small pieces of ice

can be broken off, using a hatpin.

He who respects not the aged respects

not himself.

SAVE MUCH MONEY
Through Larkin Fado ry-to-Family Dealing

ANY housewife can save $10.00 every few weeks
by dealing direct with Larkin Co. With
$10.00 worth of Larkin Laundry and Fine

Toilet Soaps, Toilet and Pharmacal Preparations,
Coffees, Teas, Spices,
Extracts, Baking Pow-
ders, and other Food
Specialties and Sundries
you also get this hand-
some $10.00 White
Enameled Steel Bed

—

twice the value a store-
keeper can afford to
give.

There are over 1200 valu-
able Premiums to choose from.
If no Premium is wanted, you
may have $20.00 worth of
Products of your selection for
$10.00. By this offer Larkin
Products actually cost but
one-half our list-prices which
are regular retail prices.

Larkin Products are of
the highest quality—Larkin

Pood Specialties are all absolutely pure. Larkin Premiums are noted for their excellent

design, workmanship, finish and durability. Just ask any Larkin customer who lives near youl

30 DAYS’ TRIAL—SEND NO MONEY.
We will ship to any responsible person $10.00 worth of Larkin Products and any $10.00

Premium selected, on 30 days’ trial. If customer is not pleased at end of 30 days, we
guarantee to remove goods at our expense, refund freight charges and make no
charge for a reasonable amount of Products used in trial. Now is the time to

save money, and we can help you. Christmas will soon be here. You can \

This handsome $10.00 White Enameled Steel Bed

giuen with $10.00 worth of Larhin Products.

easily obtain one or more handsome gifts without cost. But don’t delay.

CDre . Our new enlarged Fall and Winter Edition of the Prod-
* uct and Premium List, also Wearing-Apparel Cata-

logue mailed postpaid. SEND COUPON AT ONCE.

* A*
\V

Litrkitz Cxk
Established, 1875.

BUFFALO, /V. O \y

If you live West-of-the-Mississippi River
please address

LrrrJkm C&+ Peoria, III.

/
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Don’t Buy a Stove or Range Until Yoo First See

How Much
You Save

By Getting

Y

A Kaiamazos
Direct to

TRADE MARK REGISTERED

OU want to make every cent you spend this year, count for quality and
economy.

If you need a stove or range, don’t buy until you get our factory prices.

I promise you that I will save you $5, $6 or $10 on our smallest stoves, and as

high as $18, $20 and even $30 on our largest. And I promise you that you cannot

get anywhere at any price, a better stove or range than the Kalamazoo.
Just let me quote you prices. Take our catalogue and compare the Kalamazoo

quality and prices, with the best line of stoves and ranges you can find sold at

retail. That will tell the story. You can see for yourself. You want to save money
and you want to get high quality. Why not investigate our plan, then? Why not

let me show you the difference between manufacturers’ prices and retail prices

on stoves or ranges?
We sell to you, direct from the factory, at actual factory prices,

360 Days Approval Test- We Pay the
Freight

r centI promise, in black and white, to refund your money—every ce

0f it—if you do not find your purchase in every way exactly as
represented.

Remember, every Kalamazoo is of the highest possible grade,
made of the best materials and in the best manner. You deal

directly with the manufacturers—a company that has a larger num-
ber of individual customers than any other stove company in exis-

tence. We have sold thousands of stoves and ranges to
readers of this journal, and no doubt can refer you to near
neighbors who have saved money by buying a Kalamazoo.
Many customers write that they have saved enough on a single Kalamazoo to

pay for a whole season's fuel. You can save enough to buy a new suit, a new
dress, an article of furniture, or perhaps to pay your taxes. Is it not to your
interest to get our prices?

Send Postal for Catalogue No. 318
describing more than 300 sizes and styles of Coal and Wood Ranges,
Coal and Wood Heaters, Hotel Ranges, Base Burners, Laundry
Stoves, Etc.

I know that if you get our prices—and see our quality you will not
even think of buying any other make. Let me show you how much you
can save.

All Kalamazoo
iCOok stoves and
granges have pat-

ient thermome-
Iters which make
" bakingand roast-
ing easy.

William Thompson, Vice-Pres. & Gen. Mgr*
KALAMAZOO STOVE CO„ MIrs. Kalamazoo. Mich.

YOU WANT EGO®
Lots of them, feed green bone fresh cut, rich in protein and all other egg elements. GettwicG

the eggs, more fertile eggs, vigorous chicks, earlier broilers, heavier fowls, bigger profits.

RSAIIIM^C LATEST MODEL
faMlYffY 9 BONE CUTTER

Makes bone cutting simple, easy and rapid. Try it and see. Open hopper, automatic feed. Cut®
all bone with adhering meat and gristle* Never clogs. Don’t buy until you try it. Cat’lg free*

F. W. MANN CO., Box 54, Milford, Mass.

10 Days Free Trial. N°
o
™0°e

Z,
ln

-— — auvance.
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How Thin People

Can Get Fat, Free
Startling Effect of New Discovery

Which Pats Flesh on Thin People,
Increases Weight and Per-

fects the Figure.

Prove It By Sending Coupon Below for A 50c
Package, Free,

A remarkable, scientific treatment lias
been found which increases the weight of
scrawny or thin people, puts flesh on those
who have been thin for years, whether
from disease or from natural tendency

;

on those who by heavy eating, dieting or
other methods, have in vain tried to get
fat ; on those who feel well but can’t get

FLORAL QUESTION
Edited by Eben E. Rexford

Black Spots on Roses—Mrs. B. S. Plant Lice—“I have little green bugs
jet Bordeaux mixture, either in paste or on my plants, especially roses. Put sul-
dry form, prepare as directed and spray phur in a box and burnt it under them,
your plants with it. Better pick off all The leaves all fell off. The plants are
the affected leaves and burn them. beginning to come out again and the

bugs are on thick as ever.” (H. C. D.)

Removing Bulbs—“I have tulips, hya-
Melt a ca^e S00^ white laundry

cinths, crocus, scillas and narcissus that
soaP- While it is hot add a teacupful of

I would like to move to another location.
kerosene. The soap and oil will unite.

If I take them up now can I store them ^se one Par *- °f this mixture to twelve

the cellar until September and then
parts of water- Apply to your plants in

Protone, the Remarkable Tissue Builder*
Builds Up Cases Like This In

Remarkably Quick Time
fat, and on those who don’t stay well and
stay thin. The new treatment, called
Protone, is a powerful inducer of nutri-
tion, increases cell-growth, makes perfect
the assimilation of food, increases the
number of red blood corpuscles, and as
a necessary result builds up muscle and
solid, healthy flesh, and rounds out the
figure.

For women who can never appear styl-
ish with anything they wear because of
their thinness, this remarkable discovery
solves the problem. An addition even of
10 or 20 pounds of flesh, together with
ruddy cheeks, works wonders in personal
appearance. As a beauty maker for the
figure, it probably cannot be surpassed.
It will cost you nothing to prove the re-
markable effects of this treatment. No
dieting or eating of particular kinds of
food are necessary. The treatment is ab-
solutely non-injurious to the most deli-

cate system. The Protone Company, 570
Protone Bldg., Detroit, Mich., will send
to anyone who sends name and address,
a free 50c package of Protone (with full

instructions) to prove that it does the
work. They will also send you their
book on “Why You Are Thin,” free of
charge, giving facts which will probably
astonish you. Send coupon below today
with your name and address.

a spray, being very careful to see that it

gets to every part of the plant.

Asparagus and Rhubarb—“When shall

I plant asparagus and rhubarb? Seed or
roots?” (F. R. R.)

By all means procure strong roots.

Of course, you can grow either plant
from seed, but it will take at least three

years to make strong plants of seeding?.

Get your plants next spring and plant

as soon as the ground is in good work-
vantage in October. Roses I would plant ing condition. Have the soil very rich,

in spring. They cannot be safely taken Set the asparagus at least two feet apart
up until they have fully completed the m the row, with rows three feet apart,

work of the season and ripened all their Pat the crowns six inches or more be-

plant them?” (Mrs. E. B. S.)

Yes. These bulbs will have completed
their early annual growth and will now
be dormant. Put them away in a dry,

cool place and keep them from the light.

Peonies and Roses—“I would like to

set out peonies and roses this fall.

When shall I do it?” (Mrs. S.)

Peonies can be planted to the best ad-

Set rhubarb about four

FREE PROTONE COUPON
The Protone Company 570 Protone Bldg.

Detroit, Mich.
I want to put more flesh on, so please send me a free

Socent package of your remarkable scicntilic discovery,
Protonc, all charges prepaid, to-gcther with vour free
book telling me why I am thin- As an evidence of good
faith I enclose ten cents to help cover postage "and
packing.

Name

Street

City State

wood, and cold weather comes on so l°w surface,

soon after that the plants will not have feet apart,

had sufficient time to establish them-
selves in their new quarters before
winter sets in. For this reason I ad-
vise spring planting.

Sea Onion—“Three months ago 1

shifted my onions to a larger jar. This
jar the plant has completely filled with
roots, but it has only the two leaves it

had when shifted. Why doesn’t the
top grow?” (B. U. H.)

Very likely the plant will make top
growth when it completes its period of location, making sure to provide perfect
root growth. If it is healthy let it take shelter from cold winds. Then sprinkle
its time for development. One cannot them, while damp, with flower of sul-

hurry these matters. A strong and phur. Apply this to the bushes if they
healthy plant will grow, sooner or later, are in the ground.

EYES CURE]

Without the Knife
Grateful Patrons Tell of Almost Miraculous Cures

of Cataracts, Granulated Lids, Wild Hairs,
Ulcers, Weak, Watery Eyes and All Eye

Diseares—Send Your Name and
Address with 2-Cent Stamp

for Free Trial Bottle.

The cures being made by this magic’ lotion every day are
truly remarkable. I have repeatedly restored to sight persons
nearly blind forbears.

Ulcers, wild hairs, granulated lids disappear almost instantly
with the use of this magic remedy. Weak, watery eyes are
cleared in a single night and quickly restored to perfect health.
It has repeatedly cured where all other remedies and all
doctors had failed. It is indeed a magic remedy and I am glad
to give this free trial to any sufferer from sore eyes or any
eye trouble. 3

Many have thrown away their glasses after using it a week.
Preachers, teachers, doctors, lawyers, engineers, students,
dressmakers and all who use their eyes under strain find with
this Magic Lotion a safe, sure and quick relief. If you have
sore eyes or any eye trouble, write me today. I am in earnest
in making my offer of a free trial bottle of this lotion. I am glad
to furnish proof in many well-proven and authentic cases where
it has cured cataract after the doctors said that only a
dangerous and expensive operation would save the sight. If
you have eye trouble ofany kind, you will make a serious mis-
take if you do not send for my great free offer of this Magic
Eye Lotion. Address with full description of your trouble
and a two -cent stamp, H. T. SCHLEGEL CO., 2877Home Bank Bldg., Peoria, 111., and you will receive by return
mail, prepaid, a trial bottle of this magic remedy that has
restored many almost blind to sight.

Mildewed Roses—“I am enclosing

some leaves from my resebushes. You
will see that they are covered with a

white something. The leaves blight and
the buds are dwarfed. Please tell me
what the disease is and how to cure it.”

(Miss M. W.)
Your roses are affected with mildew.

You don’t say whether they are in pots

or in the ground. Sometimes mildew is

caused by drafts. If yours are pot plants

I would advise shifting them to a new

Roses and Perennials—“When shall I

order roses, perennial phlox and other
plants of that class? I want them for

fall planting.” (Mrs. McR.)

Order at once, instructing the dealer

to ship them as soon as he considers it

safe to do so. In the meantime make
ready for them, so that the plants can go
into the ground as soon as possible

after they are received.

DEAFNESS CURED
By New Discovery

Wanted, Magnolia and Cape Jasmine
A reader who writes from Mississippi

wants to procure plants of the above,

and says she is unable to find them in

any catalogue. Most of our Northern
plant-growers can furnish cape jesa-

“I have de-
monstrated
that deaf-
ness can be
cured.”— Dr.
•Guy Clifford

Powell.

Do You Hear Well?
The Stolz Electrophone—A New, Scientific and

Practical Invention for Those Who Are
Deaf or Partially Deaf—May Now

beTested inYourOwn Home
Deaf or partially deaf people may now make a month’s trial

of the Stolz Electrophone at home. This is unusually im-
portant news for the deaf, for by this plan the final selection
ot the one completely satisfactory hearing aid is made
easy and inexpensivefor everyone.

This new invention (U. S.
Patent No. 763, 575) ren-
ders unnecessary such
clumsy, unsightly and fre-

quently harmful devices as
trumpets, horns, tubes, ear
drums, fans, etc. It is a
tiny electric telephone that

fits on the ear, and which, the
instant it is applied, magni-

fies the sound waves in such
manner as to cause an astonish-
ing increase in the clearness of
all sounds. It overcomes the
buzzing and roaring ear noises and

also so constantly and
electrically exercises the
Vital parts of the ear
that , usually ,the natural,

I

unaided hearing itself
is gradually restored.

Mrs.C.Lidecka.238 i-.thAv.May-
wood, III. wears an electropho»e
Less conspicious than eyeglasses

cr„.
P£°““Vent Business Man s Opinion
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reat *” hearing qualities mages itT
,°fNYIHAVP TRIED. ar.d.Ibehc-oe
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V
‘ l V1 all °S ‘hem. lean recommend it to all per-sons -who have defective hearing.—M. tv. HOYT. Whole-

sale Grocer, Michigan Ave. and River St., Chicago.
W rite or call at our Chicago office for particulars of ourpersonalhome test offer and list of prominent endorsersWho will answer inquiries. Physicians cordially invited to

investigate. Address or call (call if you can.)

STOLZ ELECTROPHONE CO.
1313 Stewart Building, Chicago, III,
Branch Offices; Philadelphia, Cincinnati, Los Angeles

Indianapolis, Seattle, Des Moines. TorontoFOREIGN OFFICE: 82-85 Fleet St. London, Eng.

6
Sparkling Tl NSEL Postcards IflP
hull your name on in Hold, Silver, Red and Green. |V —

Worth lOeeaoh. JSLUS ART CO.,Dopt. 733, 321 Lawnilalo Ave.,CHICAGO.

Duroc Pigs, $4.
conas, cheap

R. and S. C. Bf. W. Leg. and
Orp. W. Rox Col Wyand, An-

WEEKS. DoGraff, O.

For Christmas PrfiSfintS
0°“™ntence. It Enables you to make beautiful and

l ui G (il lOlIiluO I I uoulllo valuable gifts without the outlay of much ready nionev A small onsh imvmpnfand you can give a "loved one" your choice of the finest diamond^watebes^nd otLrLories of hlgh grade

HAPTIC 0I(* R el ' ab| e. Oriainal Diamond I
jewelry. J1aKK YOl'K SELECTIONS NOW. irom our Christmas

ivr lid and Wr'ch Credit House will send them, express charges paid, for your
Ib* 8B 0S.&CO Dent M 642 rhlrT.n i

InsP ect lon. If you like them, pay one-flfth on delivery, hal-
1

nua«ai«u, uepi. In 04*
, Mate St., Chicago, III, 1 ance In 8 equal monthly payments. Write for Catalog Today.

The secret of how to use the mysterious and
invisible natu'-e forces for the cure of Deafness
and Head Noises has at last been discovered by
the famous Physician-Scientist. Dr, Guy Clif-
ford Powell. Deafness and Head Noises disap-
pear as if by magic under the use of this new
and wonderful discovery. He will send all who

mine, but I do not find magnolias listed
su®?r ^r°m Deafness and Head Noises full infor-

= u mation how they can be cured, absolutely free,
in any catalogue I happen to have. no matterhowlongtheyhave been deaf, or what
o ,, , , . , „ ,

caused their deafness. This marvelous Treat-
i ernaps there are dealers ill the South ment is so simple, natural and certain that you
who can sunnlv these and if mv nf l'

411 w?nder why it was not discovered before,no tan suppij tnese, ana ll any Ot them Investigators are astonished and cured patients
happen to see this, and will send me themselves marvel at the quick results. Any

. . T
deaf person can have full information how to be

their address, l Will see that they get to cured quickly and cured to stay cured at home
. . . . . . . without investing a cent. Write today to Dr.

Guy Clifford Powell. 3616 Bank Bldg., Peoria,
111 ,, and get full information of this new and
wonderful discovery', absolutely free.

EALTH AND SUCCESS SCHOOL
OF CORRESPONDENCE

Instruction by written lectures and assigned head-
ings. Health, happiness and prosperity, thorough
mind control. Personal advice given and qties-
iions answered. Certificates issued. Tuition,
twelve lessons, S3.00. 25 cents for first lecture.

ADDRESS
Corresponding Secretary 415 E. Huron St. Chicago, 111.

the party making the inquiry.

<» ii]

THIS
Tine
rifle
(GIVEN
FOIL
lSELLt
JNG

ill
POST

/CARDS

BOYS #

1
Do y°u want a fine Rifle

' f? r Hunfine? A Genuine Take-down^ Hamilton Hunting Rifle —that has all the latest

appliance, accurate and true, one you can depend
on; that’s the kind we are offering you. something

you will be proud of—The Best Boy’s Rifle Made-
Steel barrel. rifled brass inner tube, steel frame, peep

sights, automatic shell extractor, shoots long and short

22-calibre cartridges. Boys, you can’t get a better rifle

anywhere—and we are going to give you this handsome
rifle for selling only thirty packages of our beautifully

colored artistic and comic Post Cards at io cents a package

(10 assorted Post Cards to each package. » ,

Everybody buys pretty Post Cards, no trouble to sell them.

We trust you with oui Post Cards to sell. Send no money
in advance. Your fine Hamilton Rifle will be sent you theday

your money from sale is received Don't delay, write at once.

STANDARD PUB. C0..651R Canal Street, Passaic, N. J.
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WITH THE EDITOR
THE ENJOYABLE FARM HOME
Truly has the poet sung: “There is

no place like home
;

be it ever so

humble, there is no place like home.”

The poet might also have said, with

nearly equal truth, if with not so much

of poetry, “There is no place like a

good farm home.” Thousands of men

and women, whose life’s work has

longingly look back to the dear old

home on the farm, where childhood’s

happy hours were so joyously passed.

How oft would they return to the

sacred spot and in memory live over

the dear days that are forever gone

—

gone, perchance, with the beloved par-

ents to the far country from which

no traveler returns ! Then tearfully

and plaintively does the heart breathe

the prayer : “Backward, turn backward,

O Time in your flight, make me a child

again just for tonight.” About no other

kind of home on earth do there cling so

many precious and tender memories as

do about the old farm home—“the or-

chard, the meadow, the deep tangled

wildwood, and every fond place which

my infancy knew.” It is equally true,

too, that no other class of homes has

given to the world so many truly able,

helpful, good, and great men and

women as have the farm homes. This

being true, it is evident that the most

nearly ideal home life anywhere on

earth—that which most reminds us of

heaven—is to be found on the farm.

THE RURAL WEFARE COMMISSION
In view of this fact, what more im-

portant subject could be made the

theme of a magazine number? Indeed,

what more important subject could be

taken up for consideration by the Presi-

dent of the United States than that of

rural social welfare—rural home life?

No other great act of President Theo-

dore Roosevelt’s administration will

add greater glory to his name and fame

than the appointment by him of a spe-

cial commission of able and eminent

men to study into social conditions ob-

taining in rural communities and to de-

vise sound and sane ways and means

for improving the same. The efforts of

the President and Welfare Commission

to this most worthy end should receive

the loyal and enthusiastic support and

co-operation of every well wisher of

our country. It is devoutly to be hoped

that, whoever may be his successor in

the White House, he will see to it

well that the Rural Welfare Commis-

sion be continued and given all possible

encouragement.

THE SPIRIT OF THANKSGIVING
Thanksgiving-time can bear to us no

more important lesson than to impress

ton our minds the exceeding moral

value that ever attaches to the dispo-

sition gratefully to appreciate every

favor, benefit, or blessing that comes

to us, and to thank both the “Giver of

every good and perfect gift” and also

the human agent through whom the

same may be transmitted. Lean and

famished, indeed, is that soul which ex-

presses its thanks only on one day in

the year. Let the true spirit of Thanks-
giving Day be assiduously cultivated

during all the days of the live-long

year.

What more refreshes the spirit of

one who has had the good fortune to

bestow a kindness upon a fellow mortal,

than to find, after a lapse of time, even

after he himself has forgotten all about

the matter, that the recipient still grate-

fully remembers the favor. Perchance
two student friends may meet after

twenty years have passed away, and one
may recall from across the years some
little kindness, which the other, the

giver, does not remember at all. In

such a case does not one find these

words of Scripture abundantly fulfilled

:

“Cast thy bread upon the waters : for

thou shalt find it after many days?”

Yes, it will be found again “after many
days” to cheer, nourish, and water

one’s soul. What a comfort it is to be

assured by an old-time friend that some
little deed of love, performed by you,

has been for many long years a treas-

ured jewel in the casket of memory,
and has ever brightened and bettered

the life of the recipient.

A CONTRAST

While gratitude and appreciation are

among the most beautiful of virtues,

ingratitude and unthankfulness are cer-

tainly to be counted among the most
disagreeable of all vices. Well says

F. W. C. Meyer: “Of all sins, great

or small, ingratitude seems most con-

temptible. To thank is to think. But
not to thank is a graver fault than not

to think. Thanklessness is a disease of

the heart as well as a defect of the

head. It places one in company with

the nine Jewish lepers, bodily restored,

yet unclean, because ungrateful of soul,

like unto the swine. ‘Give me a penny,

boss,’ said a dirty faced ragamuffin on

one of the streets in New York. Hard-
ly had the kind-hearted gentleman

handed him a coin when the boy, with-

out pausing to say ‘Thank you,’

stretched out his eager hand and said :

‘Give me another.’
”

In pleasing contrast with the New
York lad whom Mr. Meyer describes

is a little 4-year-old German who lives

in a thriving young Western city. One
day he was trudging along by the side

of his mother, near a small grocery

store where, among other commodi-
ties, candy was for sale. As they neared

the store, the little fellow begged for

a penny with which to buy some candy.

The mother was a poor woman, who
supported herself and child by doing

washing and other work. She was
therefore unable to grant her son’e re-

quest. He then began to cry lustily.

Observing his great disappointment, a

gentleman standing by gave the boy
two pennies. What a wonderful trans-

formation ! How soon those tears were
dried. Gratitude was painted all over

the little fellow’s face, and he politely

said, “T’ank you.” The man felt him-

self many times repaid at the time, but

still greater was his satisfaction fully

a month afterward, when the little lad

met the man again, and remarked,

“You’re the man who gave me the pen-

nies.” If all, both old and young, would
appreciate and remember' favors re-

ceived as did this little German boy,

many more kindly deeds would be done

than ever have been in the past.

OU
’Sell it to You

for $3.00 a Week
Geo. E. Barstow

President

Pecos Valley Land &
Irrigation Co.

BARSTOWj
TEXAS

Any one who is familiar
With the nesults from Texas
Irrigated Land will tell you
that the safest, surest way to
gain a large and permanent
Income from a email outlay
Is to get hold of a few acers
of Texas Irrigated Land.
But, heretofore. It has re-

quired some capital—at least
a few hundred dollars—and

It has been neces-
sary for the pur-
chaser to go and
live on the land
and develop it.

Now, my com-
pany makes it

possible for you to get ten acres of the finest
kind of Texas Irrigated Land, all under cul-
tivation, iucome property from the very be-
ginning, if you can save 83.00 a week.

You ican go and live on it—absolutely assured of
an independent living from It alone.
Or arrangements will be made to have it cultivated

for you for a small share of the crops.
Now I can and will prove all this from the highest

authorities in the land.
All you have to do is—write to me and say, “ Prove to

me that ten acres of your Texas Irrigated Land can be
made to produce an income of from 81,000.00 to 85,000.00
a year.”

I have the proof, so read what my company will do
for you.

New Safe Land Plan
I will deliver at once to the Citizen’s State Bank of

Barstow, Texas, a Warranty Deed to ten acres of the
land of the Pecos Valley Land and Irrigation Company
as per the subdivision of the Company’s property
made by John Wilson and filed for record with the
County Clerk of Ward County, Texas.

I will deliver at once to you, one of our Secured
Land Contracts for the War-
ranty Deed at the Bank— on
the contract appears a certifi-

cate signed by an Officer of the
Bank and certifying that the
Bank has your deed and will
deliver it to you according to
theitermsof yourSecuredLand
Contract. The Bank acts as an
independent agent for both of
us—to guarantee fair play.
You must pay 83.00 a week,

or at the rate of 83.00a week in
monthly, quarterly, semi-an-
nual or annual payments.
Or you can pay as much faster as you like.
At the end of each year—If you take more than a

year to complete your payments—you will be credited
with 6 per cent per annum on the amount you have
paid.
815 down and 83 a week paid regularly, and the in-

terest credits, will mature your Contract in a little
over two and three-fourths years.
But you can mature your Contract by paying the

same total amount, 8483, in a day, a month, six months,
a year, or in any less time than 2% years, and when-
ever your regular receints and your interest allowance
credit receipts total 8483, all you have to do to get your
land is to take or send your receipts and your contract
to the Citizen’s State Bank at Barstow, Texas, together
with twenty -eight vendor lien notes each for 839,
payable one every three months for seven years.
The Bank will then give you your Warranty Deed

to the land, which, according to the Contract and the
Deed, must be fully irrigated and all under cultivation.
Remember this is ten acres of land which I must

first prove is capable of producing an income of from
81.000 to 85,000 a year.
You get this land for 8483, which you can pay in less

than three years—815 down and 83 a week—and you

Safeguarded
The Bank will deliver your deed
direct to you when your $3.00 a
week and interest credits total $483.00

It Doesn’t Take Long

then have only four 839 notes each year for fieven years
to pay out of your Income.
Can you hope in any other way, so safe and sure os

this, to have so large an independent income in so
short a time?

I believe the purchase of Texas Irrigated Land to be
the best way for a man of small means to make him-
self Independent. And I believe I am qualified to pas
judgment as 1 have been interested in Irrigation mat-
ters locally and nationally for 15 years.
The results are simply astounding to those who are

unfamiliar v/lth the great subject of Irrigation.
And I believe the happiest man these davs is the

man with the little ten acre irrigated farm—(President
Roosevelt says, “Even 6 acres is enough to support a
family and keep it busy”).
The owner of a Ten Acre Irrigated Farm doesn’t

have to “knuckle to the boss,” nor strain his con-
science in the struggle of the Intense commercialism
of the day.
His income is practically untouched by “financial

depression.”
His living and peace of mind are not dependent

upon the whim of any man.
He is king in his own little domain.
He can make his little ten acres earn os much as a

quarter section (160 acres) unirrigated, would produce—as much as between twenty and eighty thousand
dollars in cash would bring, loaned out at 6 per cent.
He has his close neighbors, his telephone, good

roads, schools and churches—in fact, all the comforts
and conveniences of life that come with the prosper-
ous close-knit community, though they pass by the
great isolated farm.
The land I want you to buy is all good rich soil, irri-

gated from Canals and Ditches already constructed
in the most approved modern fashion and carrying
an abundant supply of water taken from the ever-
flowing Pecos River.

It is within a few miles of Barstow, Texas, and Pecos
City, Texas, (the two towns are only 6}£ miles apart

—

the land lies between the towns and a little to the
north) and served by the 'Texas & Pacific Railway and
the Pecos Valley Line of the Santa Fe System.

"W 1th rich soil, a splendid cli-
mate and the uncertain quan-
tity— moisture — eliminated,
agriculture and horticulture
can here be scientifically car-
ried on to the splendid profit
of the land owner.
The abundant crops of large

and in every other way supe-
rior hays, grains, cotton, veg-
etables and fruits arc equaled
In only a very few favored
spots.
The justly celebrated Bar-

stow Grapes are considered
by many to be even better—variety for variety—than
those raised in Southern California— and we are 1,200
miles nearer the great Eastern market. But all this is

the merest outline of what I desire to show you 1 n de-
tail. I am only attempting to make it clear to you that
you can have an assured independent living income In
less than three years if you can possibly save 83 a week.

I have promised to submit the proof. All you have
to do is write for it. Will you do that today, even If
you can’t commence right away? I want the address
of every man or woman who is willing to save 83 a week
if I can prove that the result will be financial inde-
pendence in less than three short years.
There is nothing philanthropic about this proposi-

tion, but I especially want to hear from the wage-
earners. I have worked for fifteen years to develop
this Irrigation System and this community. It would
be gratifying to me to have those who most need it
reap the benefits of my labors.

It will be more convenient for you to address me at
St. Louis, and I am equipped there to best answer you.

GEORGE E. BARSTOW, President
Pecos Valley Land & Irrigation Co., of Barstow. Tex.,

846 Missouri Trust Bldg., SL Louis, Mo.

STOVE and RANGE

nEEiMSKnBSr
This book will save you

$12 to $30 when you purchase a stove or range. It

explains how the best and finest stoves and ranges
in the world are made, and tells you how to “know
the best.”

HQ0SIER STOVES and RANGES
FROM FACTORY TO USER

Are heavily made of highest grade
selected material, beautifully finished,
with all new improvements and features.
“Guaranteed for Years,” backed
a million dollars. “Hoosiers” are

givers and easy bakers. A child can
them. ll^Sold on 30 days free trial. No

ff^Wriie for Free Stove Book
AND OUR SPECIAL FREE TRIAL OFFER
BOOSIER STOVE FACTORY, 150 State St, Marion, Indiana

SILK REMNANTS FREE
We have on hand over 2000 pounds of beautiful
silk pieces, suitable for crazy quilts, cushions,
sofa pillows, etc. We will send you A BIG
PACKAGE of these pretty silks free. They are
beautiful colors and designs and you are bound to be
more than pleased. Enclose 15c to pay postage, pack-
ing, etc. or 25c for 2 packages. 3 mos. trial subscription
to Household magazine with each 15c order, 1 year with
each 25c order. State whether you are an old or new
subscriber. Your money back if you are not de-
lighted. SEND TODAY. THE HOUSEHOLD,
Silk Department 16, Topeka, Kansas.

10 Lovely Postals, 45c * Silk: FloraI with greet-
ings, and our name beautifully

frosted, Perfumed Satin, Frosted Christmas. Loose
Shells of Ocean, etc, Arner. Art Co. CHntonville,Conn

WE PAY $36
IMPERIAL MFG. CO.,

A WEEK AND expenses
to men with rigs to inlroduce poultry

compound. Year’s contract.

DEPT. D-58, PARSONS, KAN,
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Furnish Your Home Free
By purchasing your household necessities of

THE PAPWORTH COMPANY
You Can Save $10.00 Every Few Weeks

Free with a $10.00 Order
of Papworth Products.

I

N buying of a retailer you must pay for the retailer’s
and other middle-men’s profits, losses and other
expenses. Papworth direct dealing is a practical,

co-operative plan, and gives you double retail value.’

We Reduce the Household Expenses
FOR OVER A MILLION FAMILIES ANNUALLY
Every few weeks the average family can use $10.00
worth of Papworth Products, such as Teas, Coffee,
Baking Powder, Spices, Flavoring Extracts, Laundry
and Fine Toilet Soaps, Toilet Prepearations, and Pure
Food Specialties, etc.—your selection of more than 250
home necessities of superior excellence. You get in
addition, the saved middlement’s expenses in apremium
that would cost $10.00 at a retail store—all for $10.00.

Everything We Offer is of High Quality
Quality and Purity are assured every purchaser of Papworth Products.

OUR SPECIAL OFFER—$5.00 IN CASH.
For each new club of ten members you organize and conduct you will receiveABSOLUTELY FREE, without interfering in any with the regular $10 00
Premium, certificate, or cash premiums given with every club order $5 00 in
CASH or any $10.00 Premium m our Catalogue. You may organize one or more
clubs, thereby deriving the greatest possible benefit in money or premium value.

Our Offer is More Liberal Than Any Other Company Gives
Write for further particul-
ars, ask for our Free Cata-
logue illustrating more
than 1200 useful and beauti-
ful articles of furniture,
crockery - ware, cut - glass,
silver-ware, etc., in fact
everything necessary t o
furnish the home complete,
also wearing apparel and
furs. Write To-day.

PAPWORTH
COMPANY
469 ST. MARKS AVE.

SYRAflNF N V Free with a $10.00 Ordera iRACUOt, IN. I . of Papworth Product..

Free with a $10 00 Order of
Papworth Products.

LADIES * YOU £AN EARN THIS ELEGANT TEA SET by eel line only 30 Dack.“ ,!* ages of our beautifully Colored, Highly Artistic and Comic Post Cards a? 10ca package <10 assorted Post Cards to a pkg.). Our Post Cards a?e the best on thomnrk^
-

made
el

.
a<1 ° j

th
? °PPprtunity to buy them. This Handsome 23-piece Tea Set ismade from the highest grade American semuporcelain. finely modeled, delicately embossed.

- — Every piece perfect and of first quality.
The 23 pieces in this set are full size
and perfectly shaped. Neat and pleasing

« ^ design. Wo also give un 8-Pieco Tablo«“«> Set. consisting of C Spoons, aButter Spreader and Sugar Shell, as an
I; T.nxf unh

,

f°Lq u u:k w°rk. SEND
JjO MONEY. Wo Trust You with our

yjSHSSV MK Postcards to sell. Write at once.

fTANDARD PUBLISHING CO..
6blD Canal Street. Passaic, N. J.

FREE! “AYARD OF n
FREE!

POULTRYON THE FARM
By C. L. Matteson

POULTRY HOUSES AND RUNS
The question of how to build and

equip poultry houses and runs suffi-

ciently large and roomy to accommo-
date the number of fowls kept on the

farms seems to be the hardest of all

to get at. There are but few people

who keep fowls but what have realized

the profits to be derived from them, but

it does seems so hard to get them to

provide room enough for them to do

their work in. Some seventeen years of

experience have taught me that plenty

of room is just as essential as warmth.

They really go hand in hand and should

be combined in the construction of all

poultry buildings; in fact, if they are

not combined, the house is not modern.

All recommendations given herein are

for winter use entirely. We need not

worry much about the spring and sum-

mer months
;
nature assists us at such

times, but fall and winter eggs are al-

ways more profitable, and if we expect

these profits we must be prepared in

advance, so that our winter layers are

not caught out in the inclement weather,

which is sure to come in its season.

Location and Plans for Hen Houses

If a new house is to be erected its lo-

cation is the first thing to consider. A
south or southeast slope is to be pre-

ferred, principally to afford good drain-

age and to catch the early morning rays

of “Old Sol,” and, if possible, pro-

tected on the north and west by either

a grove or some of the farm buildings.

A stone foundation is preferable to set-

ting the house on posts and skirting it

around with boards. As to size, that

must be determined by the number of

fowls that are to be kept. Multiply

the number of fowls you wish to keep

by six, thus allowing six square feet for

each fowl, which indeed is not too much.

Partition off, so that the roosting-

room occupies only one-third of the

whole amount of room, and have that

built just as warm as you would build

your own dwelling, ’because warmth in

the roosting-room represents food, and
there is little danger of getting them too

warm. My houses are constructed so

that two colonies occupy one roosting

room, they being kept apart by a lath

partition (poultry netting is better).

The doors are arranged so they open

directly into the scratching-shed, which
acts as a storm-shed to the roosting-

room; all openings from the roosting-

room, thus making the part of the house

in which the fowls sleep warm and
comfortable.

Equipment of Roostrn£ Room
Roost platforms and perches should

be placed in the warmest part of the

room, not forgetting conveniences in

cleaning, etc. This platform, or drop-

ping-board, as it is more commonly
called, should not be over three feet

from the floor. Nest boxes should be

located somewhere in the rootsing-

room, always lower than the perches,

so as to avoid the fowls going to roost

on them. One word of caution right

here, is not to have any of the furni-

ture of a poultry house nailed there as

a fixture ; everything should be movable
so that any time we wish to clean and
treat for the little red mite, or general

cleaning up is desired, there is nothing
to hinder us and no hiding-places for

these little pests. This applies especially

to the nest boxes—never think of nail-

ing them.

I use just rude boxes of the proper
dimensions, set loosely on a platform
not too high from the ground floor,

each box being an individual by itself,

which makes it easy to clean. Do not
have too many of thefee boxes. Gener-
ally a house is furnished with more
than are needed.

The Scratchin£-Shed

Where single colonies are kept, only

one shed need be erected, always to

the east or west of the roosting-room

and just twice as large. Although this

scratching-shed is cheaply built, only a

single thickness of matched boards,

closed in on all sides, it is really the

most important of the whole house. It

is their kitchen
; it is where we want

them to spend most of their time dur-

ing the day.

Now as to windows, put them in for

the purpose of light only, not for heat,

as many do. If you do, you will be
sadly disappointed. Put in just what
you need for light only, and have those

right down near the bottom sill, so as

to get the light on the floor where the

fowls are. One window, 9x12, twelve
lights, is plenty of light for thirty-five

fowls. You may put as many windows
in the shed as you wish, but be sure

to hang them all on sash bolts, so that

a thorough airing can be given each
day as the fowls are busy working in

the sheds. The rootsing-room, espe-

cially where the fowls sleep, should be
thoroughly aired if possible each day.

Yards

I wish to emphasize with all might
that a house is never complete without

a yard; no matter how small the house,

it is not complete unless the yard is

attached to the south to correspond to

the size of the house. Not that I ad-
vise the yarding of fowls on the farm
where an abundance of range can be
given, but there are times when we
need yards, and if we do not have them
the fowls suffer in consequence. My
winter yards are sixteen feet wide by
forty-eight feet long, but where sum-
mer yarding is practiced I have them at

least three times as large, so that green
food will grow in them the entire sea-

son, thus affording a good, large range.

To Get Winter Eggs

If you have the right kind of hens and
give them the right kind of care, egg-
production becomes largely a matter of
feeding. Give your hens the right kind
of food and they can hardly help laying.
The most important food element for hens,
and the one that is hardest to get, is

protein. Nature supplies protein in the
bugs and worms which hens eat so greed-
il yin summer

; in winter you*must supply
it in some ther form. The cheapest and
most effective way is to feed fresh cut
raw bone. It supplies protein and lime,

and also has a pecuilar tonic effect that

increases the egg production. If you have
never investigated this subject, send to

F. W. Mann Co., Milford, Mass., Box 54,

for their booklet on “Bugs and Worms.”
It is the best thing we know of on feed-
ing for eggs. GeGt it and find out how
record-breaking results are obtained.
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PILES CURED Consolidation of Country Schools
J CuredMy Rupture

T.pf tts Vnn mvr r'OTru' tdtjt (Continued from Dafte 9) J MrLet Us Send You ON FREE TRIAL Our
New $1.00 Treatment which is

Curing Thousands.

JUST SEND YOUR NAME
You’ll get by-

return mail, pre-

paid, our 3-fold

Absorption Cure
for Piles, Ulcer
Fissure, Tumors,
Constipation,
etc., (in plain
wrapper) TO

FRY FREE.
Try it thoroughly, and then if satisfied

that you have found a true cure at last,
send us One
Dollar. If not,
it costs you noth-
ing. You de-
cide and we
take your word.
You can see
that only a
really wonderful
cure could be
offered like this.

Dr.Van Vleck’s
3-Fold Treat-
ment is curing"

mi

TXAOE
mark

;
AZStSTCRety

many of the very worst cases, even
cases of 30 and 40 year’s standing", as
well as all the milder stages. Neglect of
the early symptoms of piles, often leads
to a lifetime of suffering. Sit down now
and write to DR. VAN VLECK CO., 1167
Majestic Bldg., Jackson, Mich. You’ll
get the $1.00 treatment at once on free
trial, just as we agree. Write today.

Tkic ic FR3&TI TO thin, pale
I nib IS ri\E.E,I AND WEAK PEOPLE

I wish a letter from every man and womanwho is thm and pale or suffers from weakness
overwork, poor blood and the effects thereof,
such as Green Sickness, Irregular Menstruation’
Nervousness, Indigestion, Rheumatism Etc
giving their name and address so I can sendeach one Free, A Full SO Cent Package
of my highly endorsed scientific Blood Builderand Restorative, HAEMOGLOBIN PRIMUS

This is not merely a small sample we wish to
send you, but a full-sized package which will
last you over a week. Do not delay. Write
today and enclose ten cents for postage and
packing and we will promptly mail you A Full-

50 Cent Package Free-, everything prepaid,inere will be no more charges whatever,. Onlyone free package to each family and oniy to
those sending 10 cents for charges. We useonly plain wrappers. Address

PRIMUS LABORATORY COMPANY
Dept. V, Modesto, Cal.

(Continued from page 9)

A central two-story building has been ance will be more regular. More pu-
eiccted at a cost of $6,000, including pils will be found getting the benefit of
all furnishings. School began in this the money expended for education, and
new building January 15, 1904. There the per capita will be decreased,
is a basement under the entire build- 6. A centralized school wil> afford
ing, thus affording space for the fuel time and opportunity for systematic
and furnace rooms, a boys’ workshop, instruction in the elementary principles
and a girls’ gymnasium and domestic of agriculture throughout the grades,
science room. The first floor has two With trained teachers working undei
up-to-date -school rooms with cloak the direction of the college of agricul-
rooms and hallway. The second floor ture, such a school will be able to meet
has a school room, a laboratory, and the demand for instruction in things
an assembly room, which may be relating to the farm. Here can
utilized for a school room when taught something with reference
other districts join, for it is only feeding standards and selection
a question of time when other dis- stock, fruit growing; constituents
tricts will abandon the small, unsatis- plants; rotation of crops, etc.

factory country schools and send their 7. Consolidation will help to bring
children to this central school, which better roads. As it is now, the farmers
will attempt to do at least two years of of Northern Illinois always manage to
high school work. get a load of milk to the central cream-
The grounds were planned by Prof, ery if it takes four horses. Is not a

J. C. Blair, chief of horticulture of the child deserving of as much consideration
Ilinois college at Urbana. The scheme as a can of milk?
makes provision for a boys’ play-

ground, girls’ playground, lititle folks’

playground, and experimental plots of

ground for the entire school. It pro-

vides also for the planting of many
varieties of trees, shrubs, and flowers.

School Levy

ASTHMA

enption of the case and sending names of two asthmatic
sufferers. Address FRANK WHETZEL, M. D.Pep«. Y, American Express Building Chicago, III.

CUREDtoSTAY CURED
.Norelapse. No return of
•choking spells or other

... , , ,
—'asthmatic symptoms.

«£3 to ^’aVen^
MF Free Test Treatment

P r
;
par“i

I ,

,or any°ne gghe a full des-

COMBHAIR
DYEING
German patent; produces any shade by simply
combing without staining the scalp, perfectly
harmless, durable, undetectable. Saves time
and money and is the only practical way of
coloring the hair. Write for particulars.

Address, H. (3IENECK,
Dept. 97, 251 E. 144th St., New York

Tinseled Post Cards
Name In Gold

Difficulties

The problem is how to get the coun-

try people to see the advantages. The
difficulties are many, but not insur-

mountable. The time has come for

the improvement of the country school.

To my mind this can best be done by
The school tax levied for 1903-1904 consolidation. How shall I make

for all purposes was $2,800. This is a others see the matter in the same way?
rate of nearly two per cent for build- A thorough study of consolidation; an
ing and operating expenses. The school earnest appreciation of the difficulties;

law permits a maximum levy of five a practical knowledge of farm life; a
per cent annally for both purposes. Of continual study of the advanced
this sum of $2,800 the amount of $1,000 methods of farming and the results
is for the first payment of building Q f scientific investigations with refer-

bonds of $700 and $280 interest on the ence to agriculture; a steadfast devo-
full account. This levy of $1,000 for tion to duty; courage, sympathy, tact,

building purposes amounts to only enthusiasm, a tireless energy, and a

about lo cents per acre annually on hope that never flags are some of the

7,680, and if the entire amount of things necessary for the county superin-
$7,000 were paid in a single year, it tendent who wishes to create a new
would amount to about 92 cents per educational ideal with reference to the

acre. And it is not too much to claim country school and the country child.

that this new school adds at least 92

cents per acre. Offers have been made Boys S™ Girls

recently for farms of several dollars in- — — —
crease per acre by outside parties who A BEAUTIFUL FACE

. , , ,

'
, ,

. . . and a perfect complexion
wished to move into this district and are guaranteed by the use of

educate their children. The offers in
it'p?^^ts

CM mov^
every case have been refused. wrinkles, pimples; black-

ieads: makes skin soft.

Advantages of Consolidation tb^.bOsT^/so

1. There will result that insipration tiechS

.

and interest 'that always comes from them plump and tasyT A. si

, , ,
. . . cation produces remarkable results.,

numbers. A school of eight or ten paid wttb foil directions, 35 cents.

pupils is not calculated to stimulate a Cleveland Supply Cev» 1263 B. 63rd St, CJwoknA, O*

boy or girl to do the best work. With

only one in the class, there is not that

competition and rivalry which calls

forth all the powers of the child.

2. Stronger classes may be formed,

giving the teacher more time for the

recitation and the necessary instruction.

3. It will result in greater econo-

my in school buildings and equipment.

It will cost less to keep one central

building than several scattered school

houses. The children will have the ed-

ucational influence of a modern, sani-

tary, well-ventilated, well-lighted, and

well-heated building, instead of pres-

ent conditions. The first cost of such

a building is not as great as that of

the school houses of a single township.

4. There will be better teachers with

better salaries.

5. The school year for the country

child will be lengthened. The attend-

.
e appa-

rent post-

Any
Colon

I Will Show You How To
Cure Your* FREE!

I was helpless and bed-ridden for years from a
double rupture. I wore many different kinds of
trusses. Some were tortures, some positively dan-
gerous, and none would hold the rupture. The
doctors told me I could not cure it without a surgi-
cal operation.

.

But I fooled them all, and cured
myself by a simple method which I discovered.
Anyone can use it, and I will send the cure free by
mail, postpaid, to anyone who writes for it. Fill
out the coupon below and mail it to me to-day.

Free Rupture-Cure Coupon
CAPT. W. A. COLUNGS,

Box 500 Watertown, N. Y.
Dear Sir:— I wish you would send me your

New Discovery for the Cure of Rupture.

Name

Address

BEST SOIL FOR FRUIT
Near great resorts of Southern New Jersey
(only 17 miles from Atlantic City) . Ground
and climate especially adapted for fruit,

berries.early vegetables,poultry
,
pigeons.

PAYABLE $5 MONTHLY
{ Title insured. Near three main line rail-

l roads and two manufacturing towns.

^
Best shipping facilities, early crops

, for fancy prices. Write for booklet.

DANIEL FRAZIER CO.
690 Bailey Building

uii-AtV Philadelphia, Pa.

/a'*
1!**

WATSON ON

MUSHROOMS
24 p. p, booklet; practical guide on
this indutry; 10c. Enough spawn to
plant bed six square feet, postpaid

.

25c— (booklet free on all orders.) Any
one can grow them andmake money.

G. C. WATSON
839 Market St. * Philadelphia, Pa.

Manuscripts Wanted
We want a few book manuscripts

from writers of good, clean fiction.

We will buy outright the material
for a few. good novels, and may also
publish a few books on a royalty
basis. Each manuscript must be
accompanied by a remittance of One
Dollar to cover cost of examination
and return charges. Address Book
Department,

VICK’S MAGAZINE CO.
Ohio and LaSalle Sts., Cnicago, Illinois

OOAn

Plume
For $^48M

To Introduce our bargain catalogue of feathers,
andplumes sold direct to you at less than wholesale

prices,we will send you this richly curled genuine Ostrich Plume
full 17k: in. long, any color, for only $2,48, all charges prepaid.

Money Refunded If You Are Not Pleased.
This plume Is sold everywhere for «5.00 to $8.00; many milliners pay-

more for It. It’s the kind exclusive milliners use on their fine new Merry Widow
and Dlrectoire styles, and we absolutely guarantee it to please you In every way.

ClST$2"S* UIVlifUrDr If ltdoesnotpleaseyouwhenyouseelt,andO&la i 1 is not all we claim and the biggest bargain

.FOR EXAMINATION
au our expense. Or If you wish to see the plume before

making up your mind to buy, send us 25c with your order
and we will send the plume to you by express, prepaid, for

examination. If you want to keep it, pay the express agent $2.48
less the ~5c sent us, or S2.23 and the plume is yours; but If it does not
please you, send it back to us. Remember, we absolutely guarantee
tnis plume to be a long, wide fibre, genuine Ostrich Plume, which will

wEi i
shape and C0l0r for years. We have only 1,000 plumes to sell

at tnis introductory price. Say what color, and write to us today.
AFRICAN OSTRICH FEATHER CO., Dept. 20,

only exclnsive Ostrich Plnme house in America.

16 inch Plume, $1.25
18 Inch Plume, 3.00
19J£ Inch Plume, 4.00
21 inch Plume, £.00
We will send you any of the

above elegant plumes upon
exactly the same terms. These
beautiful plumes retail at
from $3 to $15 each. We
save you two-thirds or over
and guarantee satisfaction.

233 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago.
Write for catalogue of Wonderful Bargains.
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VIOLIN
FREE

This is a fine, handsome, clear
toned good sized Violin of high-
ly polished beautiful wood, eb-
ony finished pegs, finger board
and tail piece, one silver string,
three gut strings, long bow of
white horse hair, box of resin
and fine self-instruction book,
Send us your name and address
for 24 packages of BLU1NE to
sell at ioc a package. When
sold return our $2.40 and we
will send you this beautiful
Violin and outfit just exactly as
represented,

BLUINE MFG. CO.
777 Mill St. Concord Jet., Mass.

Cowboy
SOUVENIR POSTALS, ele-
gantly done in bright colors, de-
picting the thrilling- life ot the
cowboy; 20 subjects in the set, 40c.

set of 12, 25c., or 4 dandies, 20c. Stamps taken.

Rocky Mountain Post Card Exchange n ”i"r'
k
ctio.

|5
Si]kEmbo«^^A

r

* post cards jqc
" hltor 8oon« desiKiia, all niooly colored and finished m beautiful silk
moire. Worth double. SILK CARD ^0.,Dept. 619, 1941 HarrieonBt.,CHICAGO

Goitre Cure
A Convenient and Soothing Appliance
worn on the neck at night and
cures while you sleep. An anti-
septic, hygienic absorbent thut
reduces the swelling and the
distressing symptoms disappear
in a short time. 16 years success
Write for free booklet, term„
and particulars about the best,

TBAnruoS^^ cheapest, and quickest remedyTRADE MfliiF— in the world for Goitre.
PHYSICIANS REMEDY CO. 114 Sinton Bldg. Cincinnati, 0.

TO THE OVER -FAT
We Promise Big Things? Beauty, Energy and
Health ! What do these words mean to YOU

?

BFA1ITY? Perfect>on °f face and form is marredULH “ 1 ' by excessive fat formation.

ENFRRY3 Immoderate flesh is wasted force. Its
-iii-iiU! ' removal conduces to successful effort.

UFAl TIP No over-fat person is in perfect health.urn. i ii ah the above we restore to you. For
over twenty years we have successfully treated
that dangerous disease, Fat.
Send us your name at once and our Chief Physi-

cians will give your case careful attention and send
you Free Advice, Free Sample and Free Booklet
on the subject of Fat and how to remove it.

10R1NG & CO., Ltd. Dept. P. 10 W. ZZi St., New York City

* THE WEALTH OF HEALTH 4
Importance of Avoiding Exposure

Western Girl
SZIT

Just out; hit of the day; embossed in bright colors. The Cow-
girl and the Tenderfoot, etc. Each card has appropriate verse.
Highly original scenes. Full set of 8 cards 20c; half set 12c;
stamps or silver INTER-MOUNTAIN POST CARD CO.
Dept. 14, Denver, Colo.

iiyEMLUNC-poSTM

.GIVEN

AWAY
A Handsome and
Stylish Genuine

.FUR BOA
'and a largo

>• comfortable

'MIFF TO MATCH
For selling only 30
packages of our boau-
tifully colored, highly

artistic and comic Post
Cards at 10 cents a package.

(10 assorted post cards
|
to a package.) Our Tost
Cnrds are the most popular
subjects on the market.
Everybody will buy them.
Our Genuine Fur Boas are
made from Rea! Belgium
Coney cut in the latest style,
00inches long—G long tails,
nobby and genteel. Our

|

genuine Muffs (our extra
premium) aro large and

I comfortable and match the
rbeantifnl. Fiir Boas exactly.

J
-Lho set is just tho kind you

f
ill

1 vmiRH I**'"6 always wanted, and
II, V they are so stylish and re-

al ,
-fined looking that any ladv

I would feel proud to possess them. We trust
I you with our Post Cards to 6ell. Send no
I Money. Premiums sent promptly upon re-
I ceipt of money from sale. TV rite at once
J STANDARD PUBLISHING CO

’

|(,..lF('uuul Street, Passaic, N. i.

I he heat-producing and regulating

mechanism of the higher animals main-
tains a normal, constant temperature of

the body. This temperature (about 98.6

degrees F. in man) is maintained at all

seasons of the year, and under all the

varied external influences that reach the

body.

The cold-blooaed animals do not have
this mechanism

; consequently, their tem-

perature is not constant, but varies with

the temperature of the external world.

This production and regulation of heat

is at once one of the most important

and delicate mechanisms of the human
body. Heat is also being constantly

dissipated through the peripheral, or

surface, blood vessels. These blood ves-

sels are under the immediate control

of the nervous system. When heat is

applied to the body, it causes a dilation

of the blood vessels, and more blood

is brought from the internal organs to

the periphery. As a result, the skin

is warmed and flushed. The tempera-

ture of the skin is raised by this warmer
blood from the internal organs. The
temperature of the internal organs is

lowered by the blood which is cooled

at the surface and returns to the central

organs.

When cold is applied to the body, the

By Dudley Fulton, M. D.

opposite results. The nerves telegraph

to the center that heat must not be dis-

sipated so recklessly; that it is needed,

and none must be lost. Consequently

the surface, or peripheral, blood vessels

are so constricted that less blood passes

from the internal organs to the surface,

and as a result the skin becomes
blanched and cooled.

Sudden exposure to cold, therefore,

such as is produced by the common very

bad habit of stepping from a warm
room into a chilly winter atmosphere,

without additional wraps for protection,

drives the blood from the surface, and

the skin is chilled, the internal organs

beome congested by the excess of

blood, the head aches, a cold is taken,

and the liability of contracting graver

diseases is greatly increased.

There is no question that many
thoughtless persons have laid the foun-

dation for consumption, pneumonia,

bronchitis, and many other serious

troubles by this and other similar care-

less habits. The importance of care

in this matter cannot be too frequently

emphasized.

The other extreme—that of wearing

too much clothing at all times—is also

to be avoided, as it increases the lia-

bility and danger upon exposure. The

extreme vigor and hardiness of the na-

tive Indian, notwithstanding his limited

wardrobe, in the coldest seasons of the

year, bear evidence to the fact that civ-

ilized people wear too many clothes,

and that bodily resistance is largely a

matter of education and habit.

A cold morning bath increases ability

to resist exposure very much, and is to

many proof against colds and other ail-

ments peculiar to winter and damp
weather.

Breathing Through the Nose
By A. B. Olson, M. D.

Nature designed the nose for the in-

flow and outflow of the breath during

breathing. The air is warmed by going

through the nasal passages more than

by going through the mouth. It is also

more easily moistened, and hence less

irritating to the delicate tissues of the

lungs.

Air contains more or less foreign

particles, which are removed by passing

through the nostrils. Again, noxious

odors and injurious gases are better de-

tected when the air enters the nose.

Indeed, the air is more acceptable to the

lungs when breathed through the nose,

and less liable to be harmful.

HOME RECREATIONS
For Thanksgiving Evening Entertainment

(No more important subject can en-

gage the attention of a home magazine

and writers for the same than that of

home recreations. In the larger villages

and cities there are amusements and

diversions of all kinds, and many of

them not the best, all tending to wean
people away from the sacred fireside

altars. Hence in all such places attra-

tive home recreations should be con-

stant, whereby the home shall be made
so bright and sunny that young and old

will prefer its cheer and shelter to all

questionable allurements without. In

rural communities the diversions out-

side the home are not so numerous and

are usually less objectionable. In such

localities life is apt to become insuffer-

ably dull and monotonous unless parents

do their utmost, thoughtfully and sym-

pathetically, to provide themselves and

their children with home entertainments

that shall be both edifying, diverting,

and amusing. Herewith is presented a

pleasing suggestion for a happy home

—

Thanksgiving entertainment. In later

numbers other helpful suggestions will

be made in Vick’s along the line of

home recreations.—Editor.)

My Lady Chrysanthemum

My Lady Chrisanthemum, dainty and fair.

Has myrtle-green garments and golden

glad hair.

She tripped in so gaily when roses were
done,

And captured our love with a smile from
the sun.

She sent out her children in alley and
street,

They nodded from windows, they smiled

at our feet.

Their simple, glad manners, so child-like

and bland,

Insured them a welcome in all the broad

land.

Both old folks and children rejoiced when
they came,

And thought the chrysanthemum worthy
of fame.

They took them to banquets, oh, gloriously

dressed,

And men, women, children, their beauty

confessed.

Round fair bridal tables they nodded their

plumes,

And clustered so purely round altars and
tombs.

They stood in silk chambers so silent and
light,

And nodded to baby in her cradle of

white.

Why is it, we wondered, these guests from
Japan,

So soon win the praise of child, woman
and man?

And then we discovered their gift from
above

—

They' came for our comfort, from motives

of love.

When all the sky darkens, when leaves

fall away,
When roses are vanquished and snowdrops

decay.

My Lady Chrisanthemum came from

Japan,

And said, “I’ve a mission of blessing to

man.”

Her children came over across the dark

wave.

And love makes the welcome that all

lovers crave

;

And so, lift your hands up and give them
a cheer,

To say you are glad the Chrysanthemum's
here.

IN CONCERT.
So teach us your lesson, dear flowers of

the fall,

So sweetly, so gently, to one and to all,

That we, too, may comfort when hopes die

away,
And be like thy blossoms through a winter-

like day.

Why not have a real, old-fashioned

Thanksgiving evening? It need not re-

quire a great amount of planning to

make the evening of a happy day
the crown of its rejoicing. To eat

and drink and be merry is not the

sole object of Thanksgiving Day.

If the original purpose is lost

sight of in loaded tables and family

reunions, we shall be the losers, whether

we realize it or not. An evening of the

right kind of entertainment will supply

something for mind and heart and sup-

plement the feast that was afforded at

the well-laden board.

Do you sing? Then plan for an old-

fashioned song service, in which you

many recall the comforts for which

you should offer praise. The best of

blessings is "Home, Sweet Home
Follow the song with a charade on

j
some word of gratitude, praise, or re-

J

joicing.

Have you children? Call upon one or 1

two of them to repeat some pretty

poem or recitation, or recite something

yourself.

icn

"I

A Tableau

Could you arrange for a tableau ?

Represent autumn in the person of one

of your lovely dark-eyed girls, draping

her in clinging, yellow garments (a la

.
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Grecian) and veiling her form in purple

illusion, crown her with autumn leaves,

give her a scepter of dried goldenrod,

pile about her feet the fruits and vege-

tables of the year, elevate her on a hid-

den ottoman, turn down the lights, and

as she stands in a graceful, airy posi-

tion, illuminate her with rose or purple

calcium lights. Have some one read

Lonfellow’s poem on “Autumn,” accom-

panied by low music on piano, organ,

violin, guitar, or mandolin.

Put in another rounder of general

singing of familiar songs, such as

“Suwanee River,” “Dixie Land,” or

some tender hymn, like “How firm a

foundation, ye saints of the Lord.”

Let the young folks give you another

charade on the name of some vegetable,

fruit, or autumn flower.

If you could cut the verses out be-

forehand, and either have the natural

flowers or make paper chrysanthemums,

the poem introducing this article could

be utilized to advantage. Select eight

children, and let each one learn a verse,

dividing the fourth verse between two

children in costume of nurse and bride,

and let the last verse be recited in con-

cert. Let each of the other children

be dressed in green paper, arranged like

leaves by crumpling and tying around

the waist. Let the first child wear sev-

eral yellow blossoms, with four or five

towering above her head. Let the next

child wear the same number in various

shades, then in turn, red, white, purple,

pink, garnet, until all are arrayed. The
flower effect can be heightened, by

taking pains to stand each child in a

box, covered with terra cotta colored

paper. In the cheer let all recite the last

verse, waving flowers. Place before the

nurse chrysanthemum a dainty cradle.

Either a baby’s or a doll’s cradle

will do.

Have a song after this, “Scatter Seeds

of Kindness,” or something else of a

kindly nature, that will send home the

meaning of the poem.

“The Witche’s Daughter”

Have some one read “The Witch’s

Daughter,” by Whittier, accompanied by

soft, weird music, and plan for an ap-

propriate tableau, as “Esek” brings

“Mabel” into the husking, announcing

her as his chosen bride.

Follow this with the solo, “The

Arrow,” by Longfellow.

Represent Evangeline’s betrothal with

appropriate tableau. Let the part of the

poem that describes it be read, and the

scene will suggest itself.

Sing Longfellow’s “Bride,” or “The

Day Is Done,” while arranging for a

tableau of the death of Gabriel. Let

some one recite the closing part of

the poem, beginning with “In that de-

lightful land which is washed by the

Delaware’s waters,” to the poem’s end,

omitting such parts as can be spared

without marring the unity of the story.

Represent in the tableau the scene in

the hospital, Gabriel on a couch dying

as an old man, Evangeline as a nun

kneeling beside him, with face upraised,

saying, “Father, I thank thee.”

Have a quartette sing the chant, “The

Reaper.” Close by some cheerful song

in harmony with the general theme or

the feeling of the entertainment : “Sweet

By and By,” “Awake My Soul, in Joy-

ful Lays,” or some good popular ballad,

such as your taste and circumstances

dictate.

THIS DOLLAR BOOK SENT FREE
TO READERS OF THIS PAPER

SEND NO MONEY—NO STAMPS c<&
write us a postal, if you prefer. We will then mail you this Kreat book, now fresh
from the presses, picturing more than 3,000 new-style things for the home. A part of the
pictures are in actual colors. This book shows a greater variety of Furniture, Carpets
and Housefurnishings than is shown in any retail store in Chicago. On each article it

quotes a price lower than you ever saw. It shows the newest creations in furnitur' .

draperies, etc. And it offers you credit on everything. Have whatever you want, at our
lowest cash prices, and pay us a little each month.

WE TRUST YOU FOR ANYTHING
USED IN THE HOME

CUT OUT THIS COUPON and mark which

Please do it now— before you forget it.

credit costs you less than cash.—»_— — —

«

I

I

I

catalogs you want.
Let us prove at once that

SPIEGEL, MAY, STERN CO., 1707 ,35th Street, Chicago |

Please mail me the catalogs marked.

General Catalog. Piano Catalog.

Stove Catalog. Graphophone Book. 9

Name

Postoffice

State. R. F. D._

- I

I

I

~
I

I
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We sell goods on credit at lower prices than
ever were quoted for cash. You can have these
home comforts now, and begin at once to enjoy
them. No need to wait for the money. Simply
pay as you can. We charge no interest and ask
no security. Our dealings are ail confidential.
Any person who wants to make home more
attractive is the right sort of person, and his
credit is good with us.

OVER A YEAR TO PAY
Pay a few cento down on each dollar. Then

take the goods, use and enjoy them, and pay us
a little each month. On the average, we allow
a year to pay. On pianos, two years. If mis-
fortune comes, or loss of work, we do what we
can to help out. Our whole effort, from the
time you first deal with us, is to make you a
permanent customer. And you will be. You
will never buy housefurnishings elsewhere, and
pay others’ prices, after you once deal with. us.

30 DAYS’ FREE TRIAL
Whatever you select can be used for one month

before you decide to buy it. Every article is
sent on approval. You not only see it, but use it.

You compare it with other similar articles, and
compare our prices with others. If the article,
for any reason, is unsatisfactory, simply send it

back. You are under no obligation. The
month’s use will not cost you one penny.

FACTORY CASH PRICES
Cash mail order houses will try to convince

you that credit costs more than cash. See for
yourself if it does. Get our catalog and com-
pare the prices. See who sells the lowest. The
fact is, we sell on credit exactly as low as for
cash. Our cash customers get not a penny of
discount. To all we sell at factory prices, plus
our one small profit. No middlemen of any
kind get profit on our goods. We defy any other
mail order house to 6how one price as low as we
offer on a similar piece.

SAVING OF IS TO 50%
We guarantee on every article a saving of 15

to 50%. We don’t refer to your local store prices.

for they are enormously high. We refer to cat-
alog houses, selling for cash, and claiming to
undersell us. Get our goods on trial. If you
don’t find that we undersell everyone else,
simply send our goods back. Ask others to send
goods on approval, as we do, and keep those
which cost the least.

CAPITAL $7,000,000
This is the largest concern of its kind in ex-

istence. Our combined capital is $7,000,000. We
have 460,000 customers. Our mail order build-
ings cover six aert's of gTOund. In addition, we
own 26 mammoth retail stores, in the heart of
the largest cities, where we meet the fiercest
competition in America. The only way in which
we have grown to this size is by underselling all
competition. Now we dominate the field. We
control the output of scores of factories, and
our enormous buying power enables us to prac-
tically fix our own costs. It would bankrupt any
lesser concern to attempt to meet our prices.
You may pay cash if vou want to, bat we have

no discount for cash. You may a3 well buy on
credit, as half of the world is doing. You gain
nothing by paying cash.

FOUR FREE CATALOGS
Our General Catalog: gives pictures, prices,

and <*®8C
,
rlPtlons of everything for the home—

of 3,000 things like these:

Furnitin-e, Chinaware, Sewing Machines.
Carpets, Rugs, Silverware, Washing Machines
Draperies, Lamps, Clocks, Baby Cabs, etc.

Our Stove Catalog shows 70 styles of Empire
6toves and ranges, costing from 89c np. Any one
of these stoves will pay for itself in fuel saving
before you finish paying us.

Our Piano Catalog shows the very finest
grades of pianos, as low as S144.50. We accept nomoney down, but simply send the piano and let
it sell itself.^ This book will save you at least
5100 on any piano you want.
Columbia Graphophones are shown in a

separate catalog— all styles and all records. We
will send you a machine with 12 records on 30
days free trial.

SPIEGEL, MAY, STERN CO., 1707 35th Street, CHICAGO

Mamouth Freesias!
Of the many strains of Winter-blooming Freesias coming under the

head of Refracta Alba we wish to state emphatically that ours is the genuine
large flowering strain and must not be confused with the inferior hybrids
with which the market is flooded. Our Freesia bulbs are grown for us by
our own special grower and we guarantee every bulb sent out to be the gen-
uine Refracta Alba, of large flowering strain.

Winter-blooming Freesias are so well known that a description is hardly
necessary, and for those who have never grown them, let us urge a trial. A
half-dozen bulbs planted in ordinary soil will produce a profusion of delic-

iously scented flowers. Imagine the fragrance of the Hyacinth, Mignonette
Jessamine combined, and you will have an idea of the exquisite fragrance of
the Freesia flower. The color is purist white, lower petals tinged with bellow.
Buds and flowers when cut and placed in water remains perfect for two or
three weeks. They will grow in almost any situation, make good growth
and "bloom immediately. Anyone can succeed with them.

Plant Them Early
Winter-Blooming Freesias

Fressia should be planted early for the best results. The sooner, the better. The vitality of the

bulbs being stronger now, they will make stronger plants and produce larger flowers. By having the

bulbs grown in larger quantities by our own special grower we are able to offer them six weeks earlier

than any other house. Plant liberally of them. Their good qualities cannot be overrated.

We are the only House offering these mamouth bulbs, which are three years old. The bulbs are

really magnificent and will produce flowers in accordance with their size. For a Freesia bulb the size is

enormous and they cannot be had elsewhere at any price. Again we urge liberal planting of this

superb flower.

of our Imported Winter-Blooming Freesias, every bulb sure to bloom: First size,

Monster bulbs, 3 years old, 7 cts. each, 4 for 25 cts., 10 for 50 cts., 25 for $1, $4 per

100 postpaid. Second size, Mamouth bulbs, about one-half inch in diameter, 3 for

10 cts., 30 cts. per doz., 25 for 50 cts., $2 per 100, postpaid. Third size, extra large selected bulbs, 12 cts.

per doz., 50 for 50 cts., 90 cts. per 100, postpaid.

The Dingee (EX Conard Go.
WEST GROVE, PA.

; Freesia Bulb

Mamouth Size

nmejs rnc.c.
Send yonr name and ad-
dress for 12 pieces of our
Jewelry to sell at 10c
each. Remit $1.20 when
so).d and we will send
these four rings free.

COLUMBIA NOV- CO.,
Boston, Blass.,

90*“^ FLOWER POST CARDS IOS
ta RoBea , Daisies, Tulips, Pansies,8weet Peas, Lilies, Violets, eto.;notwo

alike jallnloely colored and finished in beautiful silk moire. With blglllustrated

catalog for only lOo. BILK CARD CO.
,
Dept. 42, 1941 Harrison St. ,

CHICAGO.

53 LATEST COMIC CARDS 10c.

(Bushels of fun.) M. HESS, 213 Randolph St., Chicago

10 Weeks
The biggest, bightest

and best WESTERN
WEEKLY paper in ex- 10c

istance, grand views of scenery, stories of adventures, and
western news weekly, 17th year, solely to introduce the paper,

it will be sent 10 weeks on trial for 10c., clubs of six 50c., 12 for

$1, stamps taken. INTER-MOUNTAIN WEEK.LY
Sta. 3. Denver, Colo.
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Vick’s Home Building Department
A FIFTLLN HUNDRED DOLLAR MODERN HOME

We place before the readers of Vick’s

Magazine this month a description of a

house, with the illustrations of same,
showing what can be done for $1,500
in the way of a modern home. The de-

sign is not intended to be showy or elab-

orate, but every convenience and com-
fort possible has been arranged for.

There is a spacious porch, a cozy lit-

tle reception hall, with a built-in seat,

which has a hinged lid and so provides
an excellent place for rubbers and such
articles. Opening off the hall by a cased

opening is the sitting-room, which is of

fair size and is provided with a fire-

place, which has tile facings and heart!

Above the mantel-shelf would be a bev-

eled plate mirror. Back of the sitting

room is the dining-room, which is con-

nected with the sitting-room with

pantry, which is equipped with shelving,

flour bins, drawers, and cupboards.

The cellar stair is alike convenient of

access both from the kitchen and the

front of the house. This goes down
under the main stair, onto a landing

four stairs down, from which a grade
door is provided to outdoors.

The rear entry serves to keep out

the cold and provides space for the re-

frigerator, brooms, mops, etc.

$6 Trousers FREE
WITH YOUR FIRST SUIT ORDER

Suits Tailored QIC 4-r\ Q Q
to your order JLO lO

PERFECT FIT GUARANTEED
$100 FORFEIT will be
paid to anyone who can
prove that we do not cut,
trim and tailor every suit
and extra trousers strictly
to order.

To advertise our all wool,
stylish, city tailored Suits,
we will make
you FREEoi
charge, with
your first
suit order, an
extra pair of
$6 Trousers
of the same
material as
your suit, or
of a hand-
some striped
trousering.

Write to-day
for our Free

Trouser
offer, and
samples of
the latest all
wool suitings
(including the newbrown,
gray and olive shades)
Fashion Plates, Tape

Measure, Order Blank and Guarantee to fit you
perfectly, and save you money or refund your
money in full.

UNITED TAILORS
252 United Tailors Bid,, Carpenter St. :: CHICAGO

In the second story there are three would be of siding, with shingles used in

chambers and bathroom and ample clos- the gables. A very good color scheme
ets are obtained under the eaves in would be a gray for the body of the first

roof. The lowest height in the front story and white trimming, staining the
and back rooms is 6 feet 6 inches, the shingles in the gables a dark brown and
middle room being full height. A linen using the white for trim. The same

stain on the roof shingles would also

look very well, or a dark green would
be effective.

The estimate of cost includes double

floors throughout and the exterior walls

back plastered. There is also an ash

pit in the basement to receive the fire-

place ashes.

Following is a schedule of prices used

in making the estimate of cost, and by

comparing these prices with those pre-

No. 2 U.00
Flooring (No. 2 D & M fenc-

ing) 12.00

Sheathing boards (6-in. D & M
No. 3) 10.00

Shingles, Star A Star 2.25

Siding, “C” 17.00

Finish lumber, $20 to 30.00

Tin work, per square 6.00

Carpenters, per day, 9 hours.. 2.25

Masons, per day 3.00

Common labor, per day 1.50

Mason work $ 200.00

Plastering 100.00

Lumber 212.00

Mill work 235.00

Carpenter labor 235.00

Hardware 40.00

Painting 80.00

Heating 115.00

Plumbing and gas fitting 190.00

Tin work 10.00

Electric work 3.00

Hardwood floors 50.00

Miscellaneous ' 30.00

$1,500.00

50
BEAUTIFUL
POST CARDS

r//PST noo/\

closet is provided, which has shelving

and three drawers.
,

The house contains a complete set of

plumbing, the fixtures of which are

modern, exposed, and warranted. In

the basement, which extends under the

entire house, is provided a hot air heat-

er, and in connection with same is a

complete ventilating system, coal bins,

and vegetable rooms are also arranged . .

>5ecos/o rzaaip

in the basement, and if desired, a laun-
vai mg in different localities, one

dry can be finished off. The cellar has
Can ascertain whether the price will be

! DO-OTHERS 00
SO CAM YOU
MAKE MONEY
Grow Mushrooms
Most pleasant highly profitable

Business. In great demand at fancy prices—
year round—grow anywhere, winter or summer.
My Folder, how I made my first $100 growing

mushrooms for a 2c stamp.

Mrs. Lina Feyrelsen. Dept. 4, 2787 North Robey St. Chicago.

WHY IS IT
That some people use
drugs to digest their
food? Why not give

nature a chance? Pepsweet clears away the deposits
of undigested matter which clog the pores of the
stomach lining. It opens andcleanses the pores and
enables the glands to secrete their digestive juices
in the normal manner. It enables nature to do her
own work. A splendid, safe, honest remedy. Guar-
anteed under Federal law. Send 25 cts. today. Write
for free price list of “Reputation Remedies,"
TEALE EATHBCN, BROOKLYN, X. Y.

5 Beautiful Post Cards will be sent Free with each
ioc package of Clahepo Headache Powders.
J. A. Class & Co., Dept. K., 801 W.Erte St,Cbieago

FREE

a concrete cement floor.
increased or decreased.

[Printed inmnny beauti-'
[ful colors. The latest 1

,

wubjects. All different. L

Every card in tho pock-
specially selected to

please. Everybody says

« . M ,
‘just the kind of cards

1 want Eight proportion of subjects. Toaata, Greet-
ing Cards Hunting Scenes. Pet Dogs and Kittens,
Out-door Sports, Pretty Women. Cute Children, artia.
tic cards and beautiful scenery. Refined humorous
cards and comics that will just make you die laughing.
Nothing vulgar. This is the biggest offer ever madeand won t last long. Send coin or atampa.

ELECTRO ART COLOR CO.
241 West 33rd Street NEW YORK CITY

The finish of the house, included in
Excavatin&> Per cubic yard....$

the estimate of cost, is of pine, and may
Eubble stone work (per perch

be either painted or stained. Hardwood cu '

floors have been included for the entire

house, with the exception of the kitch-

en, pantry, entry and closets. There is

some attic space, sufficient for storage,

and a scuttle is provided to same from
the second story hall.

,

The front door, which has a large

Brick laid in the wail, per 1,000

Lathing and plastering, per

yard, two coats

Dimension lumber, per 1,000

.10

1.60

9.00

.14

FREE GOLD WATCH SR FREE
. Guaranteed American Watch g old-laid ea«a

beautifully engraved. Manufacturer!
repair any breaks for 1 year. Perfect
time-keeper

; very
thin. Also hand-
6 o me gold bandi

I Ring will wear fori
I years . Write for 24

’

/Package. HUINE ,

to sell at 10c. a
Jpkge. Return our (

51 .40 and we send
you Gold Watch

and your sire' Ring.
Slnlne Mfg. Co., 776MIU St., Concord June.

M

m*.

"MEND- IT-ALL” CEMENT
The greatest cement in the world for mending holes in agate-
ware, enamelware, iron and copper kettles. An excellent sub-
stitute for solder in mending tinware. Stands 500 degrees heat.
Non-poisonous and harmless. Price 25 cents. Address,

W. 1\ MOYER A CO., FREEBURG, PA.

Free Book on Money

AGENTS WANTED beveled plate glass in same, and the FREE. I have a few remaining copies of
stair treads would be of hardwood. a little book on money matters that should

The foundation walls are intended to be in the possession of every person con-

be of stone, that portion showing above
temPlaLng the purchase of stocks bonds

,
“ or real estate of any kind. The book is

grade to be selected, neatly laid and full 0 f valuable information that every
walls pointed up, both outside and in- person should possess, and is not an ad-

side, with beaded work drawn on the vertisement of any particular investment,

wills nntside
A postal card will bring you a copy free.

; , . . „ ,
.

C. T. Wells, 946 First National Bank
1 he exterior finish to the main cornice Bldg., Chicago, 111.

Song Successes— Big Sellers
“If You Were Only My Rosebud." “Just We Two.”

“Bye-Bye Little Girlie.'' Choice 25c,: all three 60c. Catalog
free. Everything in music, arranging, engraving, printing,
selling. FIDELITY MUSIC CO., Dept. H„ 567 W.
Madison Street, Chicago, 111.

“Three Years in Hell,” or Life in the Rhode island

State Prison. 25c only. Full ot
humor and pathos. Exposes all. Prof. Charles J. Bndlone,
Lock Box No. 424, Phoenix, (Kent County) Rhode Island.

MOTHER'S SALVE
Nearly ovoryone has used it—ALL WILL when
once tried. Sells on sight! Sond $1.50 to-day
for 12 full size jars which bring you in $3.00
and valuable premiums FREE besides. If not
ready to order now write for our new catalogue.

Mother’s Remedies Co., 1077-35th St.. Chicago

WANTFH—10,000 Railway Mail Clerks," * * M-jAJ City Carriers, Postoffice Clerks ap-
pointed yearly. Many Clerks at Washington and Customs
Clerks. Salary $600.00 to $1600.00. Vacation. No layoffs’.

Many examinations comming. Common education sufficient.

25 FREE schoolarships.

Franklin Institute Dept. YJ. Rochester, N. Y.

BARRENBURG ON

GRASSES
Every Gardener and farmer should
know of the wonderful possibilities in
this field. 105 pages (octavo) $ 1.00
postpaid.

G. C. WATSON
839 Market Street PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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Ruck and Tuck

Page 2,3

A TALE. OF THE. PLAINS
( Continued from page nine.)

twenty men fully armed and carrying

axes and a day’s rations, were ordered

to proceed to a point about twelve miles

up the river, where a large grove of

cotton trees was discovered, and to cut

them down. The road ran due north

along the bottom lands, skirted on the

left by the woods and on the right by

a bluff, composed to a great extent

of immense rocks and many cave-like

caverns. The squad got into a wagon

drawn by a six-mule team and leisurely

proceeded on their way. Scarcely had

they passed the Indian village when

Wyona came running after them like

a deer. She waved something in her

hand and shouted: “Jack, oh, Jack, I

must speak to you.” Sergeant Ruck

ordered the teamster to stop the wagon,

jumped out, and asked his wife what

the trouble was. Wyona gave him the

thing she held in her hand, which

proved to be a small piece of tanned

buffalo skin, very similar to parchment,

and on it was painted a crude picture

of an Indian in the act of scalping a

soldier.

Wyona explained that an Indian boy

had thrown it into her tent, after he

had left, and ran away as fast as he

could.

“Jack,” she pleaded, “do not go to-

day; this is Hun-ka-has ka’s doings.

He has certainly hatched some plot to

kill you.”

The sergeant tenderly kissed and

comforted her, and told her that it was

an idle threat; that he must do his duty

whatever the consequences ; the soldiers

were well armed, and her rejected

suitor would not dare to make trouble

for himself and his tribe. He bid her

to return to camp, and promised to be

careful and on his guard. The squad

resumed their journey and reached their

destination without further interrup-

tion. Before the men started in to

work, Sergeant Ruck assembled them

about him and said: “Boys, don’t

spread out too much in the woods. Keep

as close together as possible, because

no one can tell what may happen. Look

well to your guns and ammunition and

have them in easy reach. I shall blow

a whistle when anything occurs of an

alarming nature, and you will fall in

at once right here where we are now.

I shall remain here with the wagon.

Corporals Wagner and Hamilton, you

will keep your eyes open, remain near

your men, and in case of danger fire

a gun. Now, boys, go to work.”

After the men had gone, Ruck shoul-

dered his gun, walked up and down
at a brisk rate, with faithful Tuck at

his heels. The solitude in this wild

region was oppressive, nothing could be

heard but the stroke of the soldiers’

axes in the distance. So time passed

on until nearly noon, when all of a

sudden the report of a gun was heard

in the distance. Ruck was on the alert

in a moment. He brought down his

gun to a charge, blew his whistle, and

awaited developments. Tuck com-

menced to bark and made a dash for

the woods. Then the firing became
more furious, drew nearer and nearer,

an|d presently Corporal Wagner and

half a dozen men broke through the

underbrush out into the road.

“Sergeant,” shouted the Corporal, as

soon as he got his breath, “the redskins

are after us.”

(To be Continled.)

A cheating salesman is more danger-

ous to the community than is the sneak-

ing night-time burglar. The latter is

often captured and punished; but the

former is seldom detected, and less often

is given any adequate retribution for the

robbery he commits.

The Chicago Housewrecking Company

Our readers have doubtless become

familiar with the advertisements of the

CHICAGO HOUSEWRECKING CO.,

whose announcement occupies our last

cover page of this issue. It is a rather

peculiar concern, with a peculiar title.

They sell nearly everything under the

sun, from pockethandkerchiefs to steam

engines. They are backed by tremendous

capital and make purchases often that

are startling. No offer seems big enough

to stagger them. They seem to be al-

ways on hand at any bankrupt or sheriff

sale and always have the ready money

to buy goods in any quantities when a

manufacturer wants to raise money and

will make a price to suit them. This

enables them to give unusual bargains

to their customers. Our readers will

do well to send for their catalogue and

see what they have to offer.

MEN’S SUITS/
4
/?

ON CREDITS
Buy Men's Stylish Fall and Win-
ter Suits and Overcoats direct
from our factory by mail for

$15and$18
We require no security,and

truM any honest person any-
where In the United States.

We send garments on approv-
al—you don’t pay a penny till

you 2«rt the clothes and find
them satisfactory— then pay
$ 1 .00 a week. We are twice
over the largest Credit Cloth-
iers In the world. We operate
71 stores in the United States,

having over 500,000 customers

FREE—Send to-day for
our line of stylish Fall and Winter
samples, self - measurement blank,
tape, and full particulars of our con-
venient payment plan, all free.

Commercial rating, $1,000,000.00.

MENTER & R0SENBL00M CO.
352 St. Paul St., Rochester, N.Y.

Look up our excellent clubbing offers

on page 29. We can save you money.

Dingee ROSES
"Dingee” is the name that has stood for the best in association with American-
grown roses for the past sixty years. The name is a guarantee of the strongest
and hardiest and most beautiful roses grown.

Dingee roses are especially good for fall planting. Plant them early, the
sooner the better, so they have sufficient time to become established before
winter sets in, and they will Invariably come through safely, even in the North,
with erdinary protect' on. Fall-planted roses get an early start in the spring and
produce flowers in abundance through the season.

Dingee BULBS
Dingee quality in bulbs is almost as famous as in roses. The same knowledge,

care and experience stand back of it. Dingee bulbs are imported from the best
growers abroad, or grown at home under personal supervision. They are good
bulbs in the full meaning of the term.

If you want the very best in bulbs at reasonable prices, send your order for

fall and winter planting to Dingee. Our stock is superior, both in quality and
variety, and complete, comprising everything worth while for indoor or outdoor
culture. No seconds—each bulb guaranteed.

Our New Guide and BULB GROWING
for fall 1908 is now ready. It is illustrated throughout from photographs, giving
an accurate idea of the flowers shown. Bulbs are fully described, and special

attention is paid roses and other plants. A complimentary copy will be sent to

any reader of Vick’s Magazine, on request.
Don’t miss the great special offer of Dingee Hardy Roses specially prepared

for fall planting in the open ground—made on page 24 of Our New Guide.

THE DINGEE & CONARD CO.
WEST GROVE, PA.

The Leading i^ose Growers of America
Established 1850 70 Greenhouses

Your name in gilt letters like this, on six(6)handsome post cards
for 10c. Write quick and got our plans to take orders for these
postals. The newest thing out, and earn .good cash income.
COLONIAL COMPANY, Wept. 3,J,

Chicago, XU.

SELF-SHARPENING SHEARS FREE
The cutting edge on these shears is indes-

tructible and will not wear out

all in the SPRING
TENSION

Always Sharp

The Patent Tension
Device permits of cut-

ting the heaviest
woolen goods or the
thinnest silk. A turn
of the thumb screw
either tightens or
loosens the blades
and keeps them
always sharp.

T
HESE Shears make a straight clean cut the full length of the blades. They never get loose at the joints and

these are the only shears that will not. These shears are adjustable, self-sharpening and ever ready. The
tension spring attachment does away with sharpening entirely and enables the user to set the tension on the

rivet so that any kind of material intended to be cut with shears may be cut with perfect ease. No straining

or twisting of the wrist, or forcing the blades together with the thumb and finger, as is required with the old time

shears. It’s All in the Spring Tension. It has a marvelous power and is absolutely indestructible. You should

get one of the self-sharpening spring tension shears while the supply lasts. They are made of carbon steel, with a

keen cutting edge and will cut better and wear longer than any other shears made. They are positively gurranteed

and you will never be troubled with dull shears when you get one of these.

We are giving one pair of these shears away; absolutely free and postpaid, to any-
one who will send us only one year's subscription to VICK’S MAGAZINE, at 50

cents per year. If you cannot get one year’s subscription, you may send us 2 six-

month subscriptions at 25 cents each. It will take only a few minutes of your time, and you will be delighted with

the shears when you receive them. We have an interesting offer to make to a few good agents.

Our Offer

VICK’S MAGAZINE COMPANY, - - CHICAGO, ILL.
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I
WILL give yon my
splendid outfit on

a 60-day free trial en-
tirely at my own
risk, providing you
are the first from
your locality to ac-
cept my generous

offer. I have always sold these splendid Outfits to deal-
ers, but this season, commencing with this very day, I

have made up my mind to sell direct to the wearer and
save every man the enormous profit that has always
gone Into the pockot of the dealer. To make my new
plan a success right from the start I decided to place
with one reliable person In each community my com-
plete outfit for $5.00 and not one cent more.
This Is my stylish ten-piece Outfit — 1 Stylit,illy

fa 4 lAi«nH ail 1

1

1 PrnalrlQnf 1 i paL'U ulilpt 1 1/Inn U1/Imn n />nn

uetfteriituu tic, o luiv uuuu&vrtnicib, A bet gold OUttOUS
To be safe In securing this offer send at once for tape,

order blank, etc., for I can give to but one In a locality
at this advertising price.

F. 0, LINDQUIST, Manager
CANADA MILLS CO.. Dept. 414 GREENVILLE, MICH

FpqqTO girls
riCuand LADIES

FOR THE WEE ONES
A Thanksgiving Story

,G iris and Ladies ! Don ’t

you want to earn a fine pre-
mium for just a little pleasant, ,

easy work? If you will distri- ,

bute under our special easy plan
only 20 of our dainty “Fluffy
Ruffles” butterfly bows at 15 cents, we ^
will give you your choice of the premiums
mentioned below. A fine, large Bisque ,

Doll, stylishly dressed, and a big, genuine
Teddy Bear made Of real shaggy Teddy Bear
skin (both as one premium) or you can have the big
Doll and a stylish Doll Carriage (both as one pre- .

mi|im). We also give-a fine wool Sweater and a dandy L
pair of Roller Skates (both as one premium). You piay
have a genuine, stylish Fur Boa with Muff to match; a
combination 83-piece decorated Tea and Dinner Set, a
Violin, Mandolin, Guitar, Banjo, or many other premiums.;
Our “Fluffy Ruffles” butterfly bows are the latest style in,

ladies’ neckwear, silk embroidered, worn with nearly any
style of dress. Send no money in advance. We trust you'
with our bows to sell. Any premium selected sen' prompt-

*

ly on receipt of $3 from sale.

L. JVl. TOMER. Mgr..

By Loretta Reisman

“Would you like a true story today, they were visiting together, Priscilla
children?” asked Miss True, one day said to him:
early in November. Little black-eyed „ , T , , , . „ . ,

John i„ the fro,,, seat, generally fore- ^'ara,ng
f

a“
""f

a "d

most ill everything, promptly responded,
of'Tn'^and

^ ° ’ * 6 gerows

in a pleading tone, “Oh, yes! and let T . ,. , ,

, .. ®
, „ ,

they are in blossom now, and the
us play it, too—please do! Such eager , . ,, ...

,

. , , ,

* country is all like a garden-
tones are hard to resist, and Miss True t,, . , . - f, , ,

, ut-, , ,
thinking of lanes and fields, and theanswered : Perhaps you may, but we , ., , , , .

c t

*

’

,
song of the lark and the linnet,

must have the story first. See, John, s- • „J ’ Seeing the village street, and familiar
the children are all waiting. If you sit f . . ,

-

... . T , at, ,

faces of neighbors
still, you may be John Alden when we /- • . . , , , ,

, ... a/ ...... Going about as of old, and stopping to
play the story. You are not like him: 11 6

t , u a / i
• , , ,

’ gossip together

;

for he had fair hair and blue eyes . j
„r> , , T , a , .

And at the end of the street, the village
But my names John, he said, fearing

t. , , , ,
’

. f church, with the ivy
that Miss I rue had changed her mind. n '„. ,, . , ,

,.v , . ... . ,

Climbing the gray tower, and the quiet
Yes, but we will have the story,
„ , , , , ,

graves in the churchyard,
now, she answered, and then began: t^--j , T r • , , ,

«tt i i r ,

6 Kind are the people I live with, and dearHundreds of years ago there were no , „ ...
,

. , . , .

6
T ,

to me my religion;
white people in this country. Its only e.-,, , . . , T • ,

•
, . T ,

Stl11 my heart ls s0 sad that 1 wish my-
mhabitants were the Indians, who lived .r , „ ,

• ~ J

^ self back in Old England,
among the wild animals and birds. v . , T

,in;j TT- ,, , „ 1 r
You Wl11 say Jt 1S wrong, but I cannotDid Hiawatha and Nokomis live

help it . j almQst
here too? eagerly asked the irrepres- wish lf back in ow England> I
sible John. , , , , , ...

... „ ... , .
feel so lonely and wretched.’

Miss I rue nodded, and continued:

“But there were white people living

Send_ 1 ove ’ H ealtH and Wealth explained.
1 online three =c stamps and birth date.

Madame La Belle, Box 83, Lima, «.

6 GEMS OF ART 25 CENTS
Full length, dreamy beauties. Most, be seen to be appreciated,
bent Prepaid with 100 illustrations of other art pictures.post cards
etc, 25c. f. HI. Hamilton Co., 307 Virginia Ave, Jersey City,N.J

jSpULACCORDION

FREE
Sweet toned,
d eep-voiced
Accord io n

.

1

Gives beauti-
ful music for home amuse-
ment, concerts, dances
Frame very large,ten keys,
full set reeds, two stops,
double bellows, ebonized
case, nickel plated valves
and trimmings. Best valueinstrument ever given away. Send for 24 packages Bluina

to sell at 10 cts. each. When sold , return our ©2 40»nd we send you this Accordion.
Bluine Mlg. Co.,

7y5 Mill St., Concord Jet., Mass.

MfiTUtDC Ifyour child is unable to hold thewate
lfl\J 1 nClI\J during the night or day it has a danger-

oas disease. My Pastelles will cure it.
25c. package free. C. H. BROWS, Dept. 105, London, Can.

ORGANIZERS WANTED L”!,*
!

"

county. Big money and chance for advancement.
Steady employment. Easy, pleasant work. No
experience necessary.

L. L., 21 Shephard St., Rochester, N. Y.

EXAMINATIONS will soon be held in every
state. 46,712 appointments last year.
Full information about all Gov’t Posi-CIVIL

SERVICE Columbian Corresp. College, Washington, D.C.

tions and questions recently used by
the Civil Service Commission free.

“Then John Alden said he did not

away across the ‘shining big sea-water’ was wrong for her to wish it

;

in a country called England, thousands
for stouter hearts than a woman’s had

of miles from here. They were ruled Quaded 'n that terrible winter. He tried

by a king who did not like some of his
to com f° r t her; but he was lonely and

subjects. They wanted to do right, so
homesick, too, and when the ‘Mayflower’

they went to Holland, a country not
was ready to sail back to England one

far from England. The people there
^ay

’ went on board, with the sailors,

spoke a different language; and the
anc* thought he would go back to his

parents and brothers and sisters. Thamen from England said, ‘If we stay

here, our children will marry among Pd§ldms a^l came down to the shore to

these people, and our grandchildren will
see t ^le ‘Mayflower’ off, Priscilla among

speak this Dutch language, and we shall
the rest

’ and she looked so sad and

not be able to understand them.’ So
lone ^y that John wpuld not go away and

.1 ... - loo liar
they sailed away from that country in

a boat called the ‘Mayflower.’ The

leave her

The Indians came to see the Pilgrims

women and children stayed on the ‘May- sometimes
; and Samoset, a good Indian,

flower,’ while the men went ashore to »ave them some corn to plant. They
cut down trees and build log houses, had never seen any before. One time
The ‘Mayflower’ could not go back some savage Indians sent a challenge of

across the ocean that winter; for it
war

> and the Pilgrims became fright-

was only a sailboat. Here is a picture ened
> but among them was the stout

of it, and here is a little boat like Hia- caPtain, Miles Sandish, who settled all

watha’s canoe. They had to get into a their troubles with the Indians. He had
canoe when they went ashore; for the twelve soldiers among the Pilgrims, and
water was not deep enough for the they protected the settlement.

FREE TO SUFFERERS
1 from RHEUMATISM
We will send you ABSOLUTELY FREE
OF CHARGE one pair of Bates
famous Rheumatic Foot Drafts
also val uable advice free, on
curing Rheumatism.
BATES’ RHEUMATIC CURE CO.

22 Jortlun Building, Boston, Mass

DOLLARS IN SONGS!
Does that interest you? Send two cent stamp

and I will mail you my booklet telling how by
investing a few dollars_ your Poems and Verses
can produce a steady income for you. Plan en-
dorsed by leading musicians,
H. Kirkus Dugdaie, Dept. D., Washington, D, C.

Silk Embossed Post Cards
Floral, Birthday and Christmas; lovely designs;
beautiful colors

; io cards with 3 mos. trial subscrip-
tion to our popular magazine, 10c. *,30 cards and 1 yr.
sub. 25c. Household Card Co., Dept. 43,Topeka, Kan.

I

Fino GOLD SHELL SIGNET
RING, any initial, any size, given
for club two new six-month trial
subscriptions at 10c each, 20c in all

AMERICAN FAMILY JOURNAL
Dept. 74 B 239 W. 23<1 St, New York City

EARN THIRTY DOLLARS A WEEK
You can—only $10 capital required, no experience
—either sex— light pleasant work. Better write
to-day. E. E. WEMET, Springwater, N. Y.

‘Mayflower’ to go close to shore. The “After the ‘Mayflower’ had sailed out
men built seven log houses and a strong of sight, on its way back to England
fort. They called the place ‘Plymouth,’ the Pilgrims went back to their homes
the name of their home in England, where they worked industriously in their

The large rock on which they stepped fields and gardens, and at spinning and
when getting out of the canoe, they weaving. Priscilla could spin, and
called ‘Plymouth Rock.’ weave, and knit, and sew. When au-
“That was a terrible winter. The tumn came, there was a good harvest

;

Pilgrims did not have much food, and and when it had been gathered, Gov-
the weather was so bitterly cold that ernor Bradford invited his neighbors,
many of them sickened, and half of and an Indian chief, Massasoit by name,
them died. They buried their dear ones with his warriors, to come to a feast,

at night, so that the Indians would not The Indians came, ninety of them,
know they were becoming so few in decked out in paint and feathers, but
number. The next year they planted friendly. The men and the warriors
their grain over the graves, so the In- went into the woods and killed deer
dians would not know the graves were and wild tv -keys. They also had nuts
there. and wild grapes from the woods. Pris-

“There was a beautiful young lady in cilia helped the women cook the turkeys
this company of brave men and women, and venison, and made puddings and
named Priscilla Molines, whose father pumpkin pies. The Indians stayed a
and mother and brothers and sisters all week with the Pilgrims,

died that winter. Then she went about “Mr. Longfellow, who wrote ‘Hia-
1k 1 pitig tfie others care for their sick watha,’ wrote a long poem about Pris-
°nes. Every one loved her. Can you cilia and John Alden and Miles Stan-
guess why? But when spring came, she dish. It is a true story, too; for Priscilla
was often very lonely. John Alden and John Alden were the poet’s great,
was kind to her

; and one time when great grandparents.

Itch and \Tr
no™T $f .Ofl

xShin Disease FREE
To Try We hav<

_ the great
eet Eczema and Skin DI«
ease treatment in th<

world and want to prove ii

ito you. Send your name
land address, we will sene
a complete treatment b>
return rnalL Use it accor

ding to directions and if it bene
/fits, send us 81.00. Thousands havt
already been cured. It heals the un

Rightly sores, stops the itching
and removes every trace oi
the trouble. No matter whai
you have already tried, 01
how many years you have
suffered, grasp this opportun
ity. Write today; if any oi
your neighbors aDd friends
are afflicted,tell them to write.
Address
Grace Medical Co.,

228 Phillips Blk., Des Moines,Iowa

RHEUMATISM
A CURE RIVEN BV ONE WHO HAD IT

In the Spring OI1893I
was attacked by mue-
cularandtnflammatory
rheumatism. I suffered
as those who have it
know, for over three
years, and tried almost
everything. Finally I
found a remedy that
cured me completely
and it has not return-
ed. I have given it to a—c number who were ter-

ribly afflicted, and it affected a cure in every
case. Anyone desiring to give this precious
remedy a trial, I will send it free. Address,
Mark H. Jackson, No.407 James Street, Syracuse, N. Y.
Ur. Jackson is responsible. Above statement true.-Puh.

RUPTURE
Stuart's Plaster-Pads

are self-adhesive, and hold
r ALV,W the rapture in place without

straps, backles, or springs—cannot slip, so
cannot chafe or compress against the pelvic
bone. The pads contain a medicine whict
is kept constantly in contact and is gradually
absorbed, thereby quickly curing the most

Obstinate cases. Hundreds have successfully l.eated them-
selves at home without hindrance from work- Guaranty
under National PureFood & Drugs Law.
Writeto-day and "Trial of Treatment, ’*

with interesting book, will be sent _
Address 6TUABT PLASTEB-PAD CO„ Bloch 26 St. Louis. Mo,

Don’t Wear a Truss
Brooks' Appliance is a new

scientific discovery with auto-
matic air cushions that draw*
the broken parts together and
binds then) as you would a
broken limb. it absolutely
holds firmly and comfortably
and never slips, always light
and cool and conformsto every
movement of the body without
chafing or hurting. I make it
to your measure and send it to
you on a strict guarantee of
satisfaction or money refund-
ed and I have put my price so
low that anybody, rich or poor,
can buy it. Remember i maka
it to your order—send it toyou

—yon wear It—and if it doesn't satisfy you, you send it back to
me and I will refund your money. The banks or any responsi-
ble citizen in Marshall will tell you that ia the way I do busi*
ness—always absolutely on the square and I am selling thou-
sands of people this way for the past five years. Remember I
use no salves, no harness, no lies, no fakes. I just give you a
Straight business de»l at a reasonable price.

Brooks, 7722 Brooks Marshall, Mich.

RHEUMATISM
Sufferers can send 1

*-address (no stamp re-ji — - — - • ™ :phlet
.

u ocun auuicao fUU cm
quired) and receive FREE a PAMPlll&t
which tells what Rheumatism really is,
the cause of the pain attending it, and how
to obtain a lasting and inexpensive cure.

S. F. KIMBALL, 1-3 Union Square, New York City.

WHY SUFFER
The Dangers of VARICOCELE?

I found the cure sixteen
years ago. Safe, Sure, Painless.
Varicocele dethrones health
and vitality. My book ex-
plaines the symptoms and
cure. Sent sealed, Free.

G. ALLAN ROWE, M.D.

60 Niagara Street, L, Buffalo N. Y.

Asthma
CURE sent by express to you on Fn
Trial. Tf it cures send 21 ; if not, don‘i
Give express office. National Chemio
Company, 705 Ohio Ave.

,
Sidney, ‘
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THOUGHTS FOR
EVENTIME
FORG1VE.NE.5S
By Eldlene Small

She stretched repentant hands out to the

world,

This erring woman, heartsick and alone

;

The picture, mutely sad, brought not a
tear

—

She had no kindly word in any tone.

The strictly proper world held back its

skirts

And spurned her as it hurried coldly by.

’Tis thus we raise the fallen one and
weak

—

’Tis thus we greet home-turning, you
and I.

* * * * *

The straggling sunshine falls in golden
gleams

Across the furrowed brow, now cold and
white.

Above the pulseless breast the poor hands
lie

—

For she went from us in the silent night.

The world which had no sympathy for her
On yesterday, will neither know nor

care

;

But on the pallid face a smile of peace
Tells us she found forgiveness Over

There

!

November
November days are short, November

skies are gray. The clouds hang low

and are full of snow
;

the fields and

trees are brown, with here and there a

dark-green meadow or wheat field. All

the colors of November are somber.

fini H nmil PAlirCC ore giving absolute satisfaction in
UUL.U UUIH flAilUELd thousands of homes for their fucd-
saving, good-cooking, quick-linking qualities. Made in onegrado

only—the beat—designed for conveni-
ence an well an economy, with oven
thermometers if desired, n i c

k

o 1 e

d

parts removable for cleaning. Made
complete by us in our own factory—not
to be compared with cheap ranges so

often sold by mail. Wo soil

at a price no dealer can ap-
proach — on a high-grade
range, under a Written Guar-
antee for One Year, as given
in center panel. Write for

Stovo Book.

GOLO COIN STOVE CO.
20 Oak Street, Troy, N. T.

Successors to Bussey & McLeod

At Wholesale Prices
One Year on Approval
Direct from Factory

Freight Paid

GOLD GOIN
STOVES AND RANGES

$5.00 to $20.00 Saved on
Every Stove—Send for

FREE Illustrated STOVE BOOK
giving information about
stoves, heaters, chimneys,
drafts, ;etc., with prices and our

Written Guarantee Offering
Trial for One Year

GOLD COIN HEATERS
tho In f) \u
attention and look tho beet i/i

your homo. Made in many styles,
all handsomely ornamented with
nickeled finishings, for burning
other wood or coal, as desired

.

Thousands in use, making homes
warm and cheerful at smallest
expense. Our written Guarantee
lor One Year insures vour money
back if you are not satisfied. Hee
center panel.
There are two reasons why you

should send for

OUR STOVE BOOK
First: It gives valuable stove

information.
Second : it quotes bettor prices

than any dealer can. W rite for it.

SECTIONAL CUT OF GENERATOR.

HEATER AND COOKER,
HEATING EXCLUSIVELY.

BURNS BARRELS OF AIR e
!£™nc

MOSTWONDERFULSSKS EVER INVENTED-SKA'IKKK
drawn principally from atmosphere. Uses 395 barrels of air, while conhumin" one gallon of oil Wood
coal and oil cost money. ONLY FREE FUEL IS AIR. Supply unlimited. No trust in control. Air belongs to rich and noor alike!

„
HARRISON’S VALVELESS oil-cVs'and AIR BURNER STOVEAutomatically generates gas from kerosene oil, mixing it with air. Burns like gas. Intense hot fire Combustion DerfectTo operate—Turn knob—oil runs Into burner—touch a match, It generates gas which passes through air mixer dra-i na

in about a barrel of air, to every large spoonful of oil consumed. That’s all. It is self-regulating, no more attentionSame heat all day, or all night. For more or less heat, simply turn knob. There it remains until yon come again Toput fire out, turn knob, raising bnrner, oil runs back into can, fire’s out. As near perfection as anything in this world’ No
dirt, soot or ashes. No leaks—nothing to clog or close up. No wick—not even a valve, yet heat is under perfect control

D. CARN, IND., writes: “It costs me only 4% cents a day
for fuel.” L. NORRIS, VT., writes: “The Harrison Oil-Gas

Generators are wonderful savers of fuel, at least 60 £ to 76 4 over
wood and coal.” E. ARNOLD, NEB., writes : “ Saved $4.25 a month for
fuel by using the Harrison Oil-Gas Stove. My range cost me $5.50 per
month, and the Harrison only $1.26 per month.” M. KING, VA., writes;
“ Using one Burner and Radiator, I kept a 16x18 foot room at 70 degrees,
when out doors 13 to 20 degrees were registered.” REV. WM. TEARN,
ME., writes: “This morning 16 below zero, and my library far below
freezing point. Soon after lighting the Harrison Oil-Gas Stove temp-

erature roce to summer heat.” WM. BAER1NG, IND.,
writes: “We warmed a room 13x14 feet, when it

was about 10 below zero with one Radiator.” Ob-
jectionable features of all other stoves wiped out.
Mot like those sold in stores. Ideal for

heating houses, stores, rooms, etc., with Radiating At-
tachment ; also cooking, roasting, baking, ironing, etc.
No more carrying coal, kindling, ashes, soot and dirt Absolutely safe from explosion. Not dangerous like gasoline.
Simple, durable—last for years. Saves expense, drudgery and fuel bills. ALL SIZES. PRICES LOW—$3.25 and up.
Sent to any address. Serd no meney-only send yonr name and address. Write today for
onr 30 day ’—fall description—thousands of testimonials. 1908 Proposition.

““S' World Mfg. Co. 6994 World Bldg., Cincinnati, O.

EXCITING BUSINESS FOR AGENTS
SALESMEN— MANAGERS— MEN OR WOMEN at home or

traveling, all or part time—showing—taking orders—ap-
pointing agents. MESSRS. HEAD & FRAZER, TEX., writes

:

Enclose order for $81.00. Rush Sell like hot cakes. Sold
50 stoves In our own town.” B. L. HUESTED, MICH., writes:
“ Been out one day and sold 1 1 stoves.” This patent new.
Mothing like it. Demand enormous. Agents reaping
great harvest. Where operated people stop on street, leave
their homes, place of business, miss trains to watch this
generator—excites curiosity—watch it as though a thing
of life. Show a dozen— sell ten. Write today for
special agents new plan. Send no money.
World unsupplied. Get in early for territory. Write today.

The winds blow; but the fallen leaves

are wet and heavy, and do not race

along the road as when chased by the

Indian summer zephyrs of October.

The gloom of the darkening afternoon

settles early over the scene. Yet the

more chill, and drear, and uninviting

it is without, still in a greater degree

is it bright and delightsome within.

Home firelight is all the brighter when
days are dark. The fireside is the

warmer when cold winds whistle about

the eaves, and drift the early snows

before the door.

So when November days come upon

the heart, and drear December, with

wintry chill, seems about to shed its

congealing blight on all our joys, then

is the time to retire within, where the

fires of love burn bright, and shed

their happy warmth around. Then it

matters little how the winds of adver-

sity blow. There is within a cozy nook

to which their benumbing blasts can

never reach. But as he who would es-

cape the November winds must have

a home-hearth where the fire burns

warmly bright, so, to be protected from

the autumn frosts that betoken from

the coming winter of life, one must

have a heart where the fires of love

for God and man have long been light-

ed and brightly burning. Youth is the

time to light those fires. Light them

in the home' and light them in the hear*-.

Let them be the sacred vestal fires,

which burn forever.

Rest Time
This is the rest time of the year, and

the days are very short. The sun’s

slanting rays strike the earth in such

a way that they spread themselves over

The roots have stopped sending up

the sap to the leaves ; for their work
is finished, and they have bidden good-

by to the trees, and fallen to the ground.

How lonely the old trees look, with

their bare branches standing out against

the sky ! But soon they will be cov-

ered with snow or ice
;
then they will

sparkle brightly in the sunlight or moon-
light.

•

If you will look at the buds on the

trees, you will see that they are all

comfortably wrapped up in their blan-

kets, which are snugly glued together

to keep out the frost. The buds will

be found where the leaves were attached

to the branch, right under the leaf-

stems. The oaks cannot fix up their

buds so comfortably as other trees, so

they keep the old leaves to care for

the baby leaves in the buds.

The insects have curled themselves

up snugly in little cocoons, and fas-

tened themselves to the branches of

trees, shrubs, or tall weeds
;

and the

snakes, turtles, frogs, and crawfish have

buried themselves in the mud.

The farmers have gathered in their

harvest of wheat, oats and corn, hay,

and fodder; and the cellars and bins

are filled with apples, vegetables, and

coal. The little country children have

filled their garrets with nuts and pop-

corn for the long winter evenings. The

ponds and rivers are now ice-bound

and covered with merry skaters.

Are you not thankful for your pleas-

ant winter evenings, and for the oppor-

tunity to improve yourselves by reading

interesting conversation, or study?

Westward the Course of Empire Takes Its Way

is that no other great business organiza-

tion in America is just now doing so

much as is the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul Railway Company to blaze out

a new “Course of Empire” westward
across the fertile prairies, through the

verdant valleys, midst the mighty for-

ests, over the lofty mountains, on to

tidewater on the Pacific coast. And
still another thing is true, no other

great continental railway has ever be-

fore been built with such tremendous

expedition as is now being constructed

the new Pacific extension of the St.

Paul road. Neither panics, hard times,

engineering difficulties, floods, or storms

are at all effective in obstructing the

onward march of the triumphant build-

ers of this great highway for the iron

horse, the black giant of commerce. The
line is now completed to and beyond

Butte, Mont. ; more than seventy-five

miles have also been built from Seattle,

and other work has been done farther

east. The new line was built primarily

to be a carrier of ores and their products

and of lumber. But its greatest mission

will be to carry to the mills each year

millions of bushels of wheat on which

the world has never reckoned in its

computation of the bread supply. The
new road to Seattle and Tacoma by way
of Butte will add enormously to the

population of states that have been of

slow growth since their admission to

the Union and swell the volume of those

commonwealths’ contribution to the

mineral and timber wealth of the nation.

TO WOMEN WH O DREAD MOTHERHOOD!

Information How They May Give Birth to
Happy, Healthy Children Absolutely

without Pain—Sent Free.

FREE Sleeping DOLL
ANT LADY OR GIRL CAN HATE ONE

IF .SHE WRITES AT ONCE
This is the prettiest doll offer-
ed by any premium house.
Nearly a foot and a half tall, a
perfect little queen : eyes open
and close: stylishly dressed;
has complete wardrobe; will
say“papa”and “mamma.” All
I ask of you is to send your
name and address at once. I
then send you, all charges paid
eight beautiful multi-colored
art pictures to distribute at 25c
each

;
everybody wants one. All

different, in 10 colors. Send no
money In advance. I trust you
with pictures until sold. I take
back pictures if not disposed of.

I also give an elegant gold-
finish locket and long chain.
You receive both premiums
without one cent of cost to yon.
Only one doll and locket to a
family—no more. Don’t delay.

Address Doll Headquarters,
814 Jackson St., Topeka, Kan,

Fur Scarf

FREE
We will give you

free this big. beau-
tiful fur Scarf of
Dark Baltic Seal
nearly i 1-2 yards
long, warm and
dressy, made in
stylish fashion with
Six heavy tabs and
pretty chain fasten-
ing. A rich ele-
gant Scarf, that will
wear for years.
Write for 24 pack-
ages of QUAKER
SHEET BLU-
ING—to sell at ioc
each. When sold
return our S2.40.and
we will send the
Scarf and an EX-
T R A PRESENT
FREE of a Gold
Filled Ring with a
sparkling stone.

Address

FRIEND
SOAP CO.

Dept. 944
BOSTON, - MASS.

LOVELY BOOK OF SCENERY FREE
Just to boom our big illustrated family magazine, we will send
you by return mail prepaid a beautifully engraved book ofviews
of the rockies and our great monthly magazine a year on trial
for only 25c. Clubs of three and three books (different), 60 cts.
Stamps taken. Oiler limited. Send at once.
Western Magazine, Block 74, Denver, Colo.

so large a surface that they cannot

warm it as they did in the summer,

when they shone directly upon it. Jack

Frost, too, is abroad in the land, spread-

ing the snow as a warm covering over

the seeds, grass and flowers, which are

now taking their long winter sleep.

True, indeed, was this statement more

than four centuries ago when Columbus

first turned the prows of his tiny fleet

toward the great unknown West, and

it is equally true today during the first

decade of the twentieth century. One
other thing is also quite as true, and that

No women need any longer dread the pains of
childbirth, or remain childless. Dr. J. H. Dye
has devoted his life to relieving the sorrows of
women. He has proven that all pain at child-
birth may be entirely banished, and be will gladly
tell you bow it may be done absolutely free of
charge. Send your name and address to Dr. J.
H. Dye, 116 Lewis Block, Buffalo, N. Y„ and he
will send you. postpaid his wonderful book which
tells how to give birth to happy, healthy children,
absolutely without p a in ; also how to cure sterility

.

Do not delay but write to-day.

Ban Actor an Actress or Orator
Learn a profession that pays $25.00 to $200,00 weekly. Write
for Free booklet on Dramatic Art by Correspondence. Chicago
Schoool of Elocution, 1007 Grand Opera House. Chicago.

LEARN VETERINARY DENTISTRY”.;
$2000 a year * teacfl you home in three

iSs months of your spare time by illustrated
lectures and grant diploma with degree. Particulars free.
The Detroit Veterinary Dental College, Detroit, Mich.
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Low Fares West
i.OO

for the round trip from$25.uu Chicago to Lemmon,
S, D., Hettinger, Bowman and Mar-
marth N. D., and Mildred, Mont.

(1*0A Of! for the round trip from
ipOUtUU Chicago to Mussel-
shell, Roundup, Lavina, Harloton,
Moore and Lewistown, Mont.

Low fares from other other stations

on this Railway.

October 6 and 20, and
November 3 and 1

7

Tickets good to return any time with-
in- 21 days.

A splendid chance to investigate a new
and promising territory at small cost.

Books, describing in detail the new
country opened and opportunities offered
along the Pacific Coast Extension of this

Railway, are free for the asking.

F. A. MILLER, Gen’I. Passenger Agt.,(CHICAGO

Chicago

Milwaukee & St. Paul

Railway

SELF SHARPENING SHEARS

FREE

WONDERFUL INVENTION
These are the wonderful Self Sharpening Shears you have

read about. Always sharp. Cut clean to end of blade. Cut
easier, faster, thicker £oods than any others. Made of best
steel, nickel plated, highly polished, brass nut and tension
screw, 8 inches long. Guaranteed absolutely.

SENT FREE TO YOU
We will send these shears free to introduce the “ Moth-

er’s Magazine.” A large, 72-page, illustrated monthly mag-
azine for the home. Full of

fascinating stories and practical

articles on home subjects by
best authors and noted ex-
perts. Tells how to make the

most of what you've got and
how to get more. Worth a
hundred times its price, printed
on fine book paper. Beauti-
ful, helpful, interesting, cheer-
ful, encouraging. TRY IT.
Send only 25 cents for six
months trial subscription and
6 cents postage on shears
(30 cents in all), and we
will mail the shears immediate-
ly. Wrap 30 cents (coin) in
sheet of paper. We will take
all the risk. Money back if
you want it and you keep the shears.
Address, The Mother’s Magazine, Dept. V. Elgin, III.

SIX HOLIDAY POST CARDS
FREE TO YOU!We have just purchased from a firm in Ger-many some of the most beautiful Thanksgiv-

ing, Christmas and New Year Post Cards you
ever saw. These are not common cards like you
usually see, but are really beautiful, tasty,
and artistic. They are entirely new designs just
out, and would sell at 5c or 10c each at the stores,

fllir flff&r* We want you to read Successfulvmi wilCIi Farming six months, andif you
will send 10c today for a six month’s trial sub-
scnptmn we will give you absolutely free six
of these elegant Holiday Post Cards.
You won’t be disappointed, forthesecards are

all different, and not like any you ever saw.
There are only a limited number, so send today
1 you want them.
SUCCESSFUL FARMING, Dept. 327 Pes Moines, Iowa

^

FREE
CHRISTMAS POSTCARDS
BEAUTIFUL SILK EMBOSSED

Six high-grade artistic Silk Embossed Christmas Post Cards,
new and lovely designs, in exquisitely beautiful colors, our big
Post Card Catalogue and trial subscription to popular maga-
zine, all free if you send locts. for mailing expenses. 18 cards,
all different, and one years’ subscription 25 cts. Your own
cards and subscription free if you send us orders for two
friends. Household, 859 Jackson St. Topeka, Kan.

Boys I Don’t you want ,
to earn a fine premium for
just a little pleasant, (:a.>, -
work? We give away' genuine ,
IHamilton Hunting Rifles. Woo. v
^Sweaters and Skates (both os onX
•premium), Fine Watches, and pearl-v
handled Pocket Knives (both as one pre^
mium ) , Foot-ball Suits and Foot Balls ( boms*
as one premium), Violins, Banjos^Guitare v
Mandolins and a whole lot of other dandy preT3
miums. All we ask you to do to earn your choice of -
these fine premiums is to distribute under our special
easy plan only 20 ofour dainty ’iFhjffy Ruffles" butteH
fly bows at 15 cents. These bows are the Jatest. stylejd
laches’ neckwear.Silk embroidered : worn with_nearly any
style ofjdress. bend no money in advance.We txustyou
with the bows to sell. Premiums sent promptly on receipt
of $3 from sale.

L. M. LOMER,

'Vick’s ^Magazine for November

At the Point of the Needle
EDITED BY LAURETTA MILLER

Novelties for Christmas Gifts

This is the season when the home
woman can make a little Christmas
money. If she can embroider, and is

deft at making up little novelties, and
has some new ideas to show her friends,

there will be no difficulty in taking

orders for small articles. A good cata-

logue showing new ideas for novelties

No. 2383

should be secured. Orders are

much more easily obtained

where a picture of the little

novelty, all made up, can be

shown. Upon application the

writer will send a New Prem-
ium Art Book which will be

found a good salesman for the

woman soliciting orders for

novelties. After the goods
have been ordered and re-

ceived the work of making up
the different novelties should

be begun at once. The neces-

sary materials for the making
up of almost every article will

be found in the following list:

One steel punch, with which to

punch holes in the cardboard

foundations, for running rib-

bon through; several sheets of

sheet wadding; one and one-

quarter yards of ribbon for each novelty
requiring a ribbon hanger and one-half

yard for other novelties; a very small

assortment of embroidery silk. The
prices to be asked for making up the

different novelties ordered must neces-

sarily vary with the amount of work on
each. A good plan, where one does not

care to solicit her friends for orders, is

to secure two or three dozen of the

prettiest articles, selected from the cat-

alogue, and make them up. Then invite

friends in for an afternoon tea, and
incidentally to inspect the goods you
have for sale.

Have selected illustrations for a few
of the best selling and most popular nov-

elties for gifts. As a full and complete

lesson for making up each is sent free

with the materials when ordered, space

will not be taken up here for detailed

instructions for making up the

different articles suggested.

A Dainty Jewell Ba£, Chamois
Lined

The little bag shown in figure

No. 2383 is made of white pure

linen. Inside is a small found
bag of chamois skin. The linen

bag should be embroidered with

shades of forget-me-not blue.

The buds should be tipped with a
little pale pink. The scalloped

edge should be covered with but-

tonhole stitches made with Filo

silk.

Child’s Embroidered Bib

Small articles for the baby are

No. 2334

always saleable at any season of the

year, and more particularly so at

Christmas time. The bib illustrated

in figure 2334 is made of fine white

India linen and embroidered with a

design of forget-me-nots, which should

be embroidered solid with long-and-

short stitch. The bib is lined with a

soft pad of canton flannel.

$2022 to $6022 A WEEK
1 Want To Start You In This Big Paying Business—

It’s A World Beater and I Can Prove It.
•ii?

1 wnn
,

t
y,
nc man or lody agent In every county to make *10 every dny selllnir my

,

' ©really grips for all ironing boards. You can make more money than you ever made in your life
before. Evoready grips are a new thing, (pat. applied for Mar. 1908.) Unlike anything you ever saw or
hoard of. Lndles go wild over them. All you have to do is to show the grips and the sale Isundo, and you double your money every time you do It. No experience needed; no talkin
necessary, rho goods sell themselves. If you want to make ready money, big moneymoney, this Is your chance. Got in line and make $ 10 every day; that's what they're doing.

Mrs. U.E.Wismer made $800 lu 3 months soiling my goods; Over $10 a day. Easy work! Charlie
made $'j2I.8'2 in less than three weeks this spring selling ‘‘Evercady” grips; that’s over

Vd7 0r ® **ek. Jake Shoemaker sent me 8 orders in six weeks lor grips alone.
i barlle Foster railed on 18 families and sold lt>. Made $9.30 the first four hours he worked. Grips
sell like hot rakes. ('an t hold ’em baek. Hundreds do as well because my “Eveready” grips sell
tor only 85 cents a set, and my agents have no competition as I do not sell to stores.

1
riilvw ,,?°

w thl9 big paying businoss. I will send you a comploto sample outfit of
those quick selling Lveready grips, a demonstrating board you can put in your pocket
instructions and particulars of my big offer and appoint you my agent for two weeks trial,
ihon u you want to keep on with tlie|husinessyou can do so. No limit to what you can make.

f
eud me loo today to pay the postage and expense for this sample outfit and go to work.

1 will refund your money if you are disappointed. Don't delay. Send today and be
best paid man or woman in your community. Address mo personally.
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SPECIAL OFFER!
In order to introduce

A/AY
Tapestry painting

FREE
All the expense on your
part is cost of velveteen
pillow tops and postage.
The above outfit will be
sent FREE to anyone
sending us $ .50 in U. S.
Money Order or stamps,
the cost and postage for
one velveteen pillow top,
x2t inches, designed

with roses, like cut, with
part painted, which gives you the

correct idea of colors and how to finish same.
Chance for a limited number to represent us; lib-
eral profits; catalogue FREE. Send this ad».
and write to-dav.

TAPESTRY PAINT COMPANY.
Dept. S 99 Fifth Avenue, Chicago,

FREE HAIR FOOD
Trial Box to Prove Its Worth
The ONLY WAY to know the cause
of falling hair in men and women is
to send to Prof. J. H. Austin, the
thirty years’ Scalp Specialist and
Bacteriologist, who completely
demonstrates that there are two
different principal conditions
of the scalp, scaly and no t scaly,
which characterize these trou-
bles. Prof. Austin now offers
to send ABSOLUTELY FREE,
a sample box of his remedy to
demonstrate its power, toge-
care of the hair and scalp.

Enclose 2 cents postage and write to-day to
PROF. J. H. AUSTIN, j 832 MeVicker's Theatre Bldg., Chicago, HI.

Gold Watch F RAND RINC -8

An American movement Watch. Solid Gold Plated
Case, fully warranted timekeeper, appears equal to

Solid Gold Watch Guaranteed 25 Years. Also

a 8olid Gold Plated Ring Bet with a sparkling

Cisco Gem, are given Free to Boys & Girls or anyone
Belling 20 Silver Aluminum Thimbles at lOo each, a
paper Gold-Eye NeedleB Free with each Thimble.
They are oa9y to sell. Write for

them. When sold Bond us the f2,
and wo will positively send you

the Watoh and Ring. LadieB’ or Gent’s Chain also. Address

HOMESUPPLY CO. Dept.1S9 CHICAGO.

Infant’s Shoes
The little shoes shown in figure

No. 2329 are stamped on a fine but

firm art linen, pure white. The ribbon

may be embroidered solid, with satin

stitch, or it may be outlined. The for-

get-me-nots should be embroidered in

shades of blue Filo silk. The scal-

loped edges on the top and fronts of

the shoes should be

worked with buttonhole

stitches. The ribbon

may be tied at top of

the shoes or it may be

laced down the fronts

through small eyelets

made for this purpose.

Embroidered Hair
Receiver

No prettier gift could

be devised for a friend

than the little article il-

lustrated in figure No.

2308. The receiver cover

is stamped on fine sheer

white lawn. The de-

sign is an arrangement

of rosebuds, softly tinted

in natural shades.

Recipe Case
The recipe case, figure

No. 2348, is one of the

most useful as well as practical novel-

ties 1 have seen this season. The two
covers, the cardboard foundation for

the covers, the six gold stamped en-

velopes for holding recipes, prized by
the housewife, and the fancy paper
lining for the inside of the covers, are

sent, put up neatly, ready for embroid-
ering. A complete leson, which is fur-

nished free of charge, is also included.

Additional Designs for Novelties

In the Premium Art Book mentioned
at the beginning of this article, can be

found almost innumerable other de-

signs for Christmas novelties. Regard-
ing the designs illustrated in this de-

partment, any reader may obtain them
by addressing the editor of this de-

partment, care of Vick’s Magazine.

No. 2310

Needlework Shopping Service

Figure No. 2383, ready to make up,

each, 15 cents.

Figure No. 2334, ready to embroider

and make up, each, 15 cents.

Figure No. 2329, ready to embroider

and make up, each, 15 cents.

Figure No. 2308, tinted, ready to

make up, each, 20 cents.

Figure No. 2348,

tinted, ready to em-

broider and make up,

each, 25 cents.

Figure No. 2310,

tinted, ready to em-

broider and make up,

each, 30 cetits.

Figure No. 2317,

tinted, ready to em-

broider and make up,

each, 30 cents.

PRIZE for roil
Two beautiful
full size >6x20

pictures and a
package of ten
handsomely
colored post
cards given
FREE to all an-
swering this
advertisement
in good faith.

Write to-day.
Wouldn’t you like

a PRIZE of this hand-
some. elegant, attrac-
tive set of dishes? Of
course you would. The
set consists of 42 pieces
embellished with YOUR INITIAL IN PURE GOLD, making the whole set the prid eand
joy of every housekeeper fortunate enough to possess it.

YOU CAN WIN THIS PRIZE AND IT WON’T COST YOU A CENT. We are giving
the dishes away FREE for a very little effort. Think how nice to have this dinner set in your
cmnacioseU Think how proud you can feel to have them on your table when company comes!

SPLENDID PRIZ^I *niis 42 Piece Gold Monogram
Dinner Set CAN BE YOURS IF YOU ACT UPON THIS OFFER PROMPTLY.

sk This set is just as shown in the illustration. This daintily decorated, embellished, gold
initial dinner set, elaborately decorated with wild roses with green leaves and foilage, emy
piece trimmed with coin gold, the next thing to Haviland china, which is owned by multi-
millionaires, equal to a set costing many dollars in your local stores—this PRIZE PREMIUM i 3YOURS fora little of your leisure time. Your initial in gold is put on as shown above. This
dinner set will be the pride of your home and you can WIN it easily by a little pleasant effort

An Extra Free Present for Promptness. Act promptly upon this offer and
WIN ANOTHER PRIZE of a beautiful 8 PIECE SILVER PLATED TEA SET-eonsisting
of six teaspoons, a sugar shell and a butter knife, handsomely plated with coin silver.

You can easily win BOTH of these valuable prizes. One lady writes: “I am very much
pleased with my prize set. It is very much better than I ever expected to get. Any one can see
for themselves by looking at the set I received that there are no cheap articles put out by you.”

Another lady writes: “Received prize set O. K. Am very much pleased with it. It in much
nicerthan I thought it would be. I thank you very much. I am going to earn another set.”

BY MY PLAN ANY ONE CAN SECURE BOTH THESE
BEAUTIFUL PRIZES JUST LIKE THESE LADIES DID.HOW TO GET THESE PRIZES.

Just fill in carefully the coupon below and send it to me, and I will take pleasure in writing
you just what to do. I have such a splendid, liberal proposition to make to you that I know
you will be delight to have a chance to get an elegant, beautifully decoroated 42 PIECEGOLD MONOGRAM DINNER SET and the HANDSOME TEA SET PLATEDWITH COIN SILVER when you see how easily it can be done.

BEAR IN MIND these two Prizes are free. Don’t forget that we give Two Grand Prize
Premiums instead of one, and that as soon as we get the coupon we send you two beautiful
richly colored PICTURES and a set of ARTISTIC COLORED POST CARDS absolutely
free. Don’t delay. Write at once. Address M. A. JOHNSON, Mgr., Warren, Pa.

M. A. Johnson, Mgr., Warren, Pa. FREE COUPON. Date
Dear Sir;—I would like to secure a 42 PIECE GOLD MONOGRAM DINNER SET andA HANDSOME SILVER PLATED 8 PIECE TEA SET. Please send me full particulars.

Name

Address Dept. 177
Editor’s Note.—This firm is reliable and wifi do as they advertise.

An Embroidered Toilet Cushion
l he little cushion shown in figure No.

2310, has two covers, one on the under

and one on the upper side of the round

cushion. The two covers are laced to-

gether with narrow ribbon, which is

run through eyelets made for this pur-

pose. The under cover has the edge

scalloped only. The upper cover has. a

design of yellow Scotch roses, softly

tinted in natural colors, in addition to

the scalloped edge.

No. 2348

Bull-Dog Match Scratcher

The small round match scratcher

shown in figure No. 2317 will make a

welcome gift to one’s gentlemen friends

or to the men in one’s own family. The
design requires outline stitch only. A
completed lesson for making up and
embroidering is furnished free.

Acknowledgment

—

Vick’s Magazine is in-

debted to Hon. Geo.
McKerrow, superin-

tendent of Wisconsin
Farmers’ Institute, for

the loan of the two
half-tone cuts on page
8 of the October is-

sue.—Editor. 1D0Z.
Souvenir Postal Cards of the
loveliest and grandest scenes in the
Rocky Mountains for 12c. in stamps.
All different subjects. 12 cards 20c.
24 cards 35c; 50 cards, all different!
scenes for 60c. Finished in colors

Dandies. TREMONT PUBLISHING CO.,
48 Tremont Building, Denver, Colo.

FREE
packages of I

our very artistio colored I

cards to distribute
'

10 cts. each. Return
and we will send you these two beautiful SOLID

or cash premium if preferred. We take book all not used.

Ring Headquarters, 821 Jackson St., Topeka, Kansas.

ALL THE NEW SONGS FOR 10s
Afraid to Como Home in the Dark, Won’t You Waltz
Home 8weet Homo with Mo.Dreaming, Mariutcb

,
Smarty,

*ichool Days, Honoy Boy, Somewhere, Are You Sincere,

*f a panee. Clover Blossoms, San Antonio.Stingy. SIuceYou
Called Me Dearie, Arrah Wanna. Cheer Up Mary and
nearly 200 others; ust as good. Also a list of 2000 other
songs and the big hit. Herrr Widow Waltz, complete
"ith WORDS AND MUSIC, ah sent

postpaidforvnlylOo, DRAKE MUSIC CO.,Dept, 39, 1941 HarrisooSt.jOHICAGA
No. 2314

bow's

FREE to Girls and Boys
Your choice of either a boy’s or

girl’s fine wool Sweater, or boy’s or
gicl’s Roller Skates (Sweater and
Skates as one premium) for distrib-

uting under our special easy plan, only™ of our “Fluffy Ruffles” butterfly

>s at 15 cents. These bows are the
latest style In ladies’ neckwear, silk

embroidered ; worn with nearfy
every style of dress. Our
Sweaters are always comforta-
ble and handy.. Will keep you
warm in the coldest weather,

l’

They are genuine all wool, lat-

est design Style for boys has
a double-rolled collar. Girls’

sweaters are collarless and cut
(in a very stylish pattern. We
guarantee the colors fo be
fast; white, blue, black, green
and red, and mixed colors.

^Perfect fit ; non-shrinkab!e.

(State size and color rfesfred

(when ordering.

Our Roller Skates are made
of the best rolled cold Swedish
steel, oscillated trucks that

,tum in three foot circles.

,Straps best russet leather, nic-

kel trimmings. Can be ex-
tended to any size.

We trust you with our
“Fluffy Ruffles” butterfly

bows to sell. Send no
'money in advance. Pre-
mium sent promptly on re-

ceipt of $3 .00.
0EPT W

M.LoMER.Mqr.
40 E. 21 ST 8T., NEW YORK CITY
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Vick’s Sale and Exchange Department
The Homes of Rural America

(Continued from Page 5.)

If you want to buy, sell or exchange any kind of real estate in any part of the country, a business, a patent, or personal
property of any kind, it will pay you to make known your wants by advertising in Vick’s Sale and Exchange Department.
Through this Department you can reach several hundred thousand people each month at a very trifling cost. Until further
notice our rate will be only 40 cents per line, but the minimum charge will be $2.00. There are 1 4 lines in an inch of space
and 7 words in a line-average. We will prepare the advertisement for you without .extra charge it you will send us a de-
scription of the property or article that you want to sell, or buy or exchange. You may have your own name and address in-
serted in the advertisement, or you may omit it and have the replies sent to our office, in which event they will be forwarded
to you promptly.

Vick’s Magazine circulates among a good substantial class of people in all parts of the country, a very large percentage
of whom do business by mail. No matter what you have for sale you can reach a large number of possible buyers through
this Department, and if you are willing to accept a reasonable price, you have excellent chances of finding a quick buyer. We
especially recommend this Department to those who want to buy or sell real estate. At all times there are many of our read-
ers who want to buy farms or residences or building lots in different parts of the country, and many who want to sell or ex-
change their properties. It will pay you to get in touch with these people. Copy for advertisements in this Department may
be sent to us direct or through any reputable advertising agency. Orders sent direct should be accompanied by remittance.
When replying to ads which appear without a name, simply address Sale & Exchange Department, Vick’s Magazine, identi-
fying the ad by letter and number.

ARKANSAS
N-Sl. 480 acres mineral land, Marion
county, Arkansas, four miles from rail-

road station. entirely undeveloped, but
adjoins several well-known mines, and
there is every reason to believe that this

tract could be developed into a highly
profitable lead and zinc property. Good
water supply and plenty of good timber.
The timber alone is estimated orth $35,-
000. Price for the entire tract is $27,500
to a quick buyer. A property of 120 acres
adjoining this property recently sold for
$27,000. It will pay you to investigate
this ooffer.

N-50. 400 acres lead and zinc placer min-
ing property, Marion county, Arkansas,
near the White river. Large outcroppings
of ore exposed to view. One open cut
contains ore estimated to average ten per
cent lead of the richest grade. Entire
tract is covered with white oak, hickory
and other hardwoods. Plenty of water.
This property offers a most exceptional
opportunity to any person whi will prop-
erly develop it. Perfect title. Price, only
$25,000.

COLORADO
A-51. Ranch of 480 a. in Kiowa county,
Colorado, only one-half mile from rail-
road station and adjoining irrigation sys-
tem. An ideal property for raising cattle,
sheep or poultry. Location one of the
most healthful in the world. Price $2,500.

FLORIDA
A-53. 119 a. of good rich land about 3
miles from Orlando, Florida

; well located
on a main road. Particularly suitable for
growing oranges and other fruits and
truck. Has considerable growth of young
pine and oak. Price, $20 per acre.

KANSAS
A-60. 320 a. farm in Rooks county, Kan-
sas. 150 a. cultivated; all fenced. Two
wells with windmills and tanks. Frame
house, barn, granary, etc. Five mi. from
Webster. Price, $6,400 ; half cash.

MARYLAND
A-61. 60 a. farm near Rising Sun, Cecil
county, Maryland. Stone dwelling, good
barn, 2-story granary with carriage house
attached, blacksmith shop, chicken houses
and other outbuildings. Price, $4,000.

MASSACHUSETTS
A-62. Farm of 140 a.near Methuen, Es-
sex county, Massachusetts. One 12-room
house, one 6-room house, two large barns,
carriage house, hennery and other build-
ings. Located near the Merrimac river.
Price, $13,000.

OHIO
B-55. Fine residence property, Toledo,
Ohio; 3 big lots 75x150 each; modern 7-

room house in good condition, barn,
chicken house, etc. Large variety of fruit.

Will exchange for a good farm. Let me
know what you have to offer.

NEBRASKA
N-53. Three-quarter section farm near
Neligh, Nebraska. 210 acres cultivated.

All fenced and cross-fenced
;
10 acres alf-

alfa
; 2 windmills

; good pasture with nev-
er-failing spring. Good 9-room house,
good barn, cowsheds, hog houses and other
outbuildings. Price, $36 per acre; $4,000
cash ; balance mortgage.

N-54. 480 acre farm, Sheridan county,
Nebraska; 100 acres under cultivation,

balance hay and pasture land. Property
intersected by railroad. Six-room house,
barn, granary, cowshed, etc. Price, $10,-

500. Possession March 1, 1909.

PENNSYLVANIA
N-52. Slate property of 10^ acres in

Carbon county, Pa.
; 600-foot vein of fine

black slate. Improvements embrace new
50 H. P. boiler, new 30 H. P. hoisting en-
gine, 900-gallon water tank, pumps, der-
ricks, cables, etc.

; also shanty for split-

ting slate, dressing tools, picks, shoovels,
drills, etc. Equipment is sufficient for six
splitting shanties, the estimated profits of

$93 per day, based a production of $168
per day. Property can be boought out-
right for $22,500.

SOUTH CAROLINA
A-65. 5,500 a. in South Carolina, about
4 1-2 mi. from Georgetown. Intersected
by Georgetown & Western railroad. Good
for farming and pasture land, or would
make good hunting preserve. Price, $5
per a.

VIRGINIA
A-68. Grain and hay farm of 275 a.
near Alexandria, Virginia. 20 minutes
from Washington. Excellent land, all
ditched and well drained. Excellent 12-
room dwelling with bath. Frame cottage
near dwelling for servants, also 8-room
tenant house. Large hay and stock barn,
dairy barn with concrete floors, brick
spring house, wheat granary and outbuild-
ings. Fields in excellent condition and
well prepared for rotation of crops. Dwell-
ing beautifully located on high ground in
a 2 a. grove of "Teat oaks with winding
drives. Price, $18,500.

WYOMING
A-69.

_

Residence property in Sheridan,
Wyoming. New house with 7 rooms and
bath. Lot 70x125. Fine lawn with
shade ana fruit. Situated on one of the
best streets. Price, $5,000.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
B-21. Coal business in Philadelphia,
northeast section. Gross receipts $50,000
per year. Price only $6,000, including
horses, wagons, fixtures and good will.
Stock on hand will be sold at actual cost.
A very unusual opportunity.

MISCELLANEOUS

FREE. The Allshine Beautiful Life. The
land where your dreams come true. Home
work and success depts. Free with “The
Woman and the Man—Mistakes of Mar-
riage.” 35c. Allshine Pub. Co., 70, R. 1,

Richmond, Va.

Agents Wanted—You can make quick
money presenting my wonderful premium
offers to the people in your locality. I

furnish free samples and pay liberal com-
missions. I want only good, reliable

agents. Write for full particulars and
send references. W. K. Ingalls, Home
Herald Building, Chicago, 111.

Texas Land Sl.00
To $5.00 Per Acre

Texas has passed new School Land Laws. Millions of
acres are now to be sold by theState at #1.00 to #5.00
per acre ; only one-fortieth cash and no more to pay for
40 years, unless you desire; only 3 per cent Interost
You can buy 160 acresat #1.00 peracre,payable#4.00
down and 40 years’ time on the balance, 3% Interest.
Greatest opportunity ever offered to Investors and farm-
ers. Texas land Is better than Oklahoma,Iowa or Illinois.
Send 60 cents for Book of Instructions, New State Law,
Map ofTexas, and brief description of over 400 million
acres of vacant public lands in 26 different States,
which are open to homestead. Throe Books for *1.00.

E. C. HOWE, 939 Hartford Buildino, CHICAGO. ILL.

WHOLESALE
to jobbers and dealers. AMERICAN TOST CARD CO.

llept. L., Homestead Bldg., Nashville, Tenn.

IfiENTS PORTRAITS 85e, FRAMES 15e,
sheet pictures lc, stereoscopes 25c,

views lc. 30 days credit. Sample* «fc Onto loir Free.
Consolidated Portrait Co., £80— G4 W. Adams St., Ckl«ago*

tfO nPI* 10ft
PAID for securing NAMES of your

1VV FRIENDS for our AGENT'S DIRECT"
OR^ . Send 25c for sample Directory, Blanks and Particulars.

New England Directory Co., Augusta, Me.

Music Free
Send as names of ton musical friends and we will send you 16

latest songs, inarches, waltzes, two-steps (words and musicj;
"Dat’ll Be About All," "I Look Into Thine Eyes," "Chicago
Feet," "Keep Your Promise," “When The Band Goes March-
ing On," "Parson Johnsingts Sahmon," "Social Spider,"
“As The Autumn Leaves Are Falling,” “Memories,” "Phila-
delphia William, "Triumph of Love," "Barcelona Spanish
Waltz,” "Till Then Be True," “what Will The Old Folks
Say,’? "Money Rules the World," "Do As You Please."
This music would cost you 6oc a sheet at music stores, but we
W31U names. Send us 25c, coin or stamps, to pay cost, and we
will send you all the above solections—16 , and our attractive

poultry monthly magazine six months. Charges prepaid
Scud 25c today.

PROFITABLE POULTRY
BOX B, MILTON, WIS.

O BEAUTIFUL ART COLORED POST CARDS 1
with your Full Name In Gold on each. UIC

F. E. SMITH CO, 533 75th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

GALLSTONES
or any LIVER DISEASE,
Write me ALL about it.

Will tell of a cure FREE
Address C. Ed. Covey, R. F. D. 5 , Lansing, Mich.

OST CARDS FREE:
20 nice cards and big novelty catalog, 50c. worth for 10c
Cards sell 2 for 5c. Send today. L. Carl Co. Mill St
Deposit, N. Y.

25 POST CARDS IOS FLOWER CARDS
rnmW Beauilfulcolored Roses.Violets, Pansies, Dallies. Tulips, Lilies. etc., Also
Art and Novelty cards, worth 2 to 5c each. All sent prepaid with our ble catalog
for only lOo. ELLIS ART CO. ,D£PT. 273, SSI LAWNDALE AVS. ,CHICAGO.

10 POST CARDS with your name in gold onwruoi LrtMW eacb Beautiful colored
views at National Capitol, 25c.
U. S. NOVELTY CO. Dept. F. Washington, D. C.

sksilk embossed POSTCARDS IHcBeautiful colored Art and Flower cards, no two alika. I —
Worth double. SILK CARD CO., DEPT. 219, 1941 Harrison 8t., CHICAGO.

Of} J I Hidden Name, Friendship, Silk Prim# Mit I Envelope and all other kinds of CAR
»Qd premium Articloa. Sample Albi

of Finest Cards and Bi*<jest Premium List, all for
2 cent stamp. OHIO CARD COMPANY, CADIZ OH1

I Edge. Hidden NameCards. etc. 200 \

I Love Verses. 125 Rich & Racy Jokes. 1 Pack Ao-

£ qualntance A 1 Pack EscortCards. New Beau CatcherA Rig
Sample Book, ail for2 ct*. Columbus Card Co..l‘29F.St.,Columbas,Ohio

lionalre. Hot Air, A Finest

WrittenCallingCards you eversaw.Sotn9
thine New with Act’s Big outfit. All 2 eta
W. A. BODE, Box 190, Fair Haven,

school. He deposited his sturdy avoir-

dupois in an antiquated heirloom chair,

which creaked portentouslly as he slid

it tableward. His neighbors called him
Bill, but we shall know him as The
Classic.

“Waal, Bill,” said the man next him,

“did ye git yer hoss put out safe?”

“Yep,” answered The Classic, rolling

from side to side in his mouth an in-

judiciously large mouthful of hot po-

tato. “That blasted beast always wants

to pike fer the barn when he hears the

dinner-bell, an’ when the whistle blew,

that settled it. He ’lowed it was either

dinner-time er resurrection day, an’

blame if he knowed which.” Here the

speaker’s comments ended abruptly.

The fresh little girl, hereinafter known
as The Gingham Gowned, placed a cup

of coffee by The Classic’s plate.

A blush made still redder the bronzed

face of The Classic. The Gingham
Gowned was the soprano in the church

choir; in fact, it was slyly hinted that

The Classic had joined the choir rather

on her account than because of his pre-

viously undiscovered vocal talent. A
knowing wink passed from eye to eye

around the table. The Classic swallowed

the hot potato with a gulp. He could

trace it as it traversed his esophagus

like an African simoon. It burned all

the waj’ down. He gulped from a glass

of water. In putting down the glass his

finger came in contact with a lump of

butter. In his embarrassment he did :

not notice it. There was a tear in his

eye; he wiped it away with the buttered .

finger, with the result that the eye was :

beautifully buttered. Then opened a

bombardment of clumsy jokes.

“Bill, ye’d butter not try to be so

oily,” roared Joe Henning.

“Sho,” piped Lute Winklepleck, “I

giss Bill’s thinkin’ of that gal of his’n,
;

an’ of no one butter.”

“Hi, Bill, hev ye got yer new eye-

wash pateneted?” cried Nick Nidy.
“
’Pears Bill’s gitten considerable

stuck up,” observed Comeagain Wilson.
'

“He’s took to usin’ hair-ile fer his eye-

winkers.”

The Classic was perturbed by the

jests. He spilled his coffee, shoved

back when it burned his thinly clad

knees, and then the heirloom chair

careened on its haunches, and went

down, a hopeless wreck. All hands

roared. Crude epigrams fell upon The •;

Classic like flowers about the feet of a

theater favorite. “Bill’s got the floor !
*;

Bill's had a setback! Bill’s appetite has 1
caused his fall !”—so the badinage ran 8
on until The Classic extricated himself,

|
and, rushing from the room with the ']

dilapidated chair, failed to return.

The Gingham Gowned watched the 4

proceedings sympathetically. “What a

booby that Bill is,” another girl ex- I

claimed. The mild-mannered Gingham J
Gowned turned and slapped the speak- S
er’s face soundly, then abruptly left the 1
house. The slapee watched The Ging-

jj

ham Gowned disappearing down the 4

lane, and finally recovered her tongue ffl

sufficiently to snarl, with a rising inflec- a

tion, “The little tiger.” The Classic, 1
watching the same disappearing form |
from the horse-barn, murmured, “The ,
little angel

!”

How much depends upon the point 9
of view! * * *
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RHEUMATISM
Let us send you TO TRY FREE, our

new $1.00 External Treatment,

which Is Curing

Thousands.

SEN® YOUR NAME TODAY
Send us your address and you’ll get by

return mail a pair of Magic Foot Drafts,

the great New Michigan External rem-
edy for all kinds of rheumatism, chronic,

acute, muscular, sciatic, lumbago or gout,

no matter where located or how severe.

>

m-y

Frederick Dyer, Cor. Sec.

Magic Foot Drafts are curing many of

the very toughest cases on record

—

chronics of 30 and 40 years suffering-

after doctors, baths and medicines had
utterly failed. TRADEMARK /
Let Magic

Foot Drafts
cure you. Just
send your ad-
dress. Return
mail will bring the Drafts. Try them.
Then if you are fully satisfied with the
benefit received, you can send us One
Dollar. If not, keep your money. We
take your word.
We couldn’t make such an offer if the

Drafts were not a real cure, for no one
pays until satisfied. Let us send you a
pair. MAGIC FOOT DRAFT CO.,
1167 Oliver Bld’g., Jackson Mich. Send
no money. WRITE TODAY.
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, 321 Lawndale Ave., CHICAGO.
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spoonfuls of Blazerline will kindle any fire. Non-
explosive, handier and cheaper than pine. Pack’g,
prepaid. 25c in coin. YENOC COMPANY, Brunswick, Ga.

AMERICAN BEAUTY gig®
culture, one drop on a garment will impart the true and lasting
odor of a boquet of American Beauty Roses. Sample Vial ioc.

Address Stewart Bros., 117 Pine St., New Orleans, La.

T CAD XT TO TINSEL post cards and make money
home. Will send you complete instructions and

necessary material to learn for ioc. silver.

J. C. Brown, 105 Bogman St., Providence, R. I-

Earn $8
ASTHMA!

ADVERTISING OUR WASHING FLUID
in your town with 100 samples. Send 6o Stamps.
A. W. SCOTT. COHOES. N. V.

can be cured at home. Trial
l treatment and full information
* absolutelv free of an y charge.

Write FRONTIER ASTHMA CO. ,
Room

4 m BUFFALO, N. Y.

Canvassers Wanted 555
on every dollar. Liberal terms. Send xoc for mailing sample
Appropriate Xmas gifts.

G. A. Scott, 890 Broadway, New York

FACES BLEACHED
and qll skin eruptions removed by using Arsenic Charcoal Tab-
lets. 15 yrs. on sale. 20,000 testimonials. Send for FREE
sample. BENWICK CO., Allegany, N. Y.

PATENTS
48p. book free. Highest refs. Long
experience, FITZGERALD &
CO., Dept. F., Washington, D. C.
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The Homes of Rural America
(Continued from page 28)
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Dinner over, the men went out to

lounge under the apple trees, save the

deacon and the owner of the thresher

outfit, who retired to the “settin’-room.”

,
“Them,” said the deacon, “is portraits

of my father an’ mother. A travelin’

feller did ’em in ile fer five dollars

apiece. It was putty expensive, but a

feller owes somethin’ to his ancestors,

ye know.” And the deacon pointed,

with ill-concealed pride, to a pair of

malicious daubs that would have done

credit to the chamber of horrors of a

dime museum.

“Yes, them’s putty good,” assented the

other, “but fer my part, I likes chromos

better than iles. The chromo has a

glossy finish that makes it hard fer flies

to roost onto it. Now that is what I

call art,” and the thresher-man pointed

to a green-eyed Madonna, clad in a yel-

low and white robe, and leaning against

a manger, from which a blue cow was

diligently eating amber-colored hay. The
Madonna’s hair was frizzled in the style

prevailing at the date of the print, and

she held in her arms a babe that, from

its size and general appearance, must

have been at least three years old.

Above each was a gilt halo. The cow

looked neglected; she had no halo.

“Yes,” admitted the deacon, “that’s

putty fine. Ma sets considerable store

by it. I think the expression is mighty

life-like.”

“Yes,” said the thresher-man, gazing

with chin between thumb and finger, and

with the general air of a connoisseur,

“I never seed a caow that looked more

like life.”

The floor was covered with clean rag-

carpet; there was a “whatnot” in one

corner, on which were arrayed bunches

of cattails and teasel, wreaths of ever-

lasting flowers, a stuffed owl that had

lost one eye, fragments of erstwhile

fine china, one or two old samplers,

and a whale’s tooth that a seafaring

brother of the deacon had brought from

the southern seas. There was a slightly

musty odor about the room ;
for it was

kept religiously closed, except on extra-

ordinary occasions.

“Wheat’s turnin’ out putty middlin’

good this year, deacon,” ventured the

owner of the thresher outfit, descending

from art to more familiar themes.

“Yes,” said the deacon, “the yield’s

good enough, but the’ ain’t no decent

price. Tears to me that if things goes

on this way, we’ll come to ruin,” and

he looked out over his hundred acres of

glorious fields, and experienced the

sweet internal satisfaction of knowing

that he was a liar. * * *

By Saturday night the wheat had all

been threshed. The traction engine,

drawing its train of water-wagon and

separator, had disappeared down the

level road, leaving only a faint line of

smoke, that hung, like the track of some

fire-god, in the hazy sky. The roadside

goldenrod peered over the fence into

the farmyard and waved to the cox-

combs in the yard, as some twilight-

exploring bug wiped the yellow dust

from his wings and took flight from

his golden bed. There were splendid

splashes of orange and crimson in the

west, and by and by the dusk turned

on the incandescent stars.

Down the hill from the church came

The Classic and The Gingham Gowned.

There was a light in their faces that

shines but once from the human soul.

“Wheat turned out well this year,” he

was saying. “Father gave me an in-

terest in it, and I have bought the forty

over ’longside the old school house.”

“What 1” she said, cheerfully, turning

to pluck a shadowy goldenrod, “the

forty with the fence-corner where we
used to have our playhouse at recess,

years ago?”

‘Yes,” he said in his earnest, eager

way, “and if you will let me, I am going

to enlarge that playhouse, and I want

you to come and live in it again with

me for always.”

$30,000,000.00 Damage to Apples

Experts estimate the damage to the apple

crop fro mthe drouth in the unirrigated

sections of the country at $30,000,000, and
the damage to potatoes and other crops

is much more, probably making a total

of $100,000,000. This is strong evidence

of the wisdom of our government in

spending over $40,000,000 for irrigation

works in the West. Where irrigation is

practiced a crop can always be depended

upon. The Land LeLague of America,

with headquarters at Rochester, N. Y., is

sending out, free, some excellent litera-

ture upon the subject. It will pay every

reader of Vick’s Magazine to send for

this literature and learn how they can

share in the wonderful profits of irrigation

by adopting the League’s plan.

Free To All Readers Who have Skin

Trouble, Eczema, Itch, Etc.

The Grace Medical Company, manufac-

turers of CROWN ECZEMA TREAT-
MENT, make a very liberal offer to the

readers of this paper. They offer to send

free to try a $1.00 package of their great

remedy to those who have Eczema, Itch,

Tetter, Salt Rheum, or any other skin

trouble.

Their treatment has made many remark-

able cures and is without question the

best of its kind to be found.

Write to them today and get a $1.00

package free to try. This opportunity is

not to be neglected if you want a cure.

Address
GRACE MEDICAL COMPANY,

Dept. 228, Des Moines, Iowa.
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Stomach Troubles
and Constipation

Vanish
Like Magi

to

Every
Man

or

Woman
Would you like to eat all you want to, and what

you want to, when you want to, without a chance
for trouble in your stomach?
Would you like to say farewell for the rest of

your life to Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Sour Stomach.
Distress after eating. Nervousness, Catarrh of
the Stomach, Heart Fluttering, Sick Headache,
and Constipation?
Then send me 10 cents to cover cost of packing

and I will mail you absolutely free one of these
Stomach Drafts. They regulatethe bowels, relieve
soreness, strengthen every nerve and muscle of
your stomach, relieve you at onefe and make you
feel like a new man or woman. So write today en-
closing 10 cents for the postage, etc., and get one of
these Stomach Drafts that are celebrated because
they cure where medicines fail. Write Dr. G C
Young, 303 National Bank Bldg , Jackson, Mich."

AT V All PUZZLE PURSE, A wonder
*^ ** « among purses. Fine quality

jrjjj calf, strong metal frame, no

j
visible means of opening? Of-

1
fer to give contents if it can be

J opened. When shown how,

j
the easiest purse to open. By

I mail 15 cents.

TRADER, 23 Duane St., New York
Dept. 19

THE DEVIL
IS NOW BEADY. We have just issued in book
form NEW YOKE’S LATEST SENSATION,
novelized from Ferenc Molnar’s great play. Creat-
ing discussion everywhere. For human interest and psy-
chological situations it holds one actually spell-bound.
Taking the country by storm. Press, Stage, and Pulpit
intensely interested. Everybody talking about it.

Read it and be up-to-date. This fascinating hook of 200
pages, fully illustrated, mailed, postpaid, paper cover,
25cts. ; or, cloth bound, 60 cts. The J. S. Ogrilvie
Publishing: Co., 5TB Bose Street, New York.

ECZEMA
CAN BE CURED. My mild, soothing, guaranteed cure
does it and FREE SAMPLE proveB it. 8TOPS THE ITCH-
ING and cures to stay. WRITE NOW— TODAY.

DR. CANNADAY, 139 PARK SQUARE, SEDALIA, MO.

6 Tinseled Post Cards lfl„
Floral designs. All different. Embossed. Richly colored. Your

nametineeled In gold or silver. Retail 10c each. LUCAS CO. 8 Lucas Bldg.,Chicago

$6,000.00

In Cash Prizes
AND BIG COMMISSIONS
TO OUR SOLICITORS

<1 If you would like to get into business for yourself, cov-
ering a special territory for us, taking care of our renewals,
securing new subscriptions, and earning from $ 1 5 to $50
a week according to your ability, write to us for our prop-
osition. State your experience, if any. Tell us what line

of work you have been doing, how old you are, etc., and
we can write you more clearly and helpfully just how to

earn the most money for yourself and secure the most
business for us.

THE PICTORIAL REVIEW COMPANY
Desk B , 853 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY
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Bargain Prices in Magazines
The Most Sensational Offers of the Year

FOR 1908-1909
VICK’S MAGAZINE
Ladies’ World

S1.25Modern Priscilla (Fancy Work).
Pictorial Review

VICK’S MAGAZINE
World’s Events

- 1.25National Home Journal.
Ladies’ World

VICK’S MAGAZINE
The Farm Home
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Reliable Poultry Journal
VICK’S MAGAZINE
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MORE MAGAZINE BARGAINS—ASTONISHING OFFERS
VICK’S MAGAZINE f
3 McCall’s Magazine
VICK’S MAGAZINE
Farm and Home
3 National Home Journal.
Green’s Fruit Grower
VICK’S MAGAZINE
5 Cosmopolitan l

VICK’S MAGAZINE
McCall’s Magazine
Green’s Fruit Grower
3 American Poultry Advocate. .

.

VICK’S MAGAZINE
Chicago Inter Ocean (Weekly) . . 1
Ladies’ World
VICK’S MAGAZINE
3 Modern Priscilla (Fancy Work)
Housekeeper
VICK’S MAGAZINE
Housekeeper

.50

.50

.50

.50

.50

.50 j

.50

.00

.50

.50

.50

.50

.50

00
.50

50
50

75

50

75

$ .75

1.00

1.35

1.30

VICK’S MAGAZINE.
3 Ladies’ World
Green’s Fruit Grower
3 Modern Priscilla (Fancy Work)
VICK’S MAGAZINE
Woman’s Home Companion
McClure’s Magazine
VICK’S MAGAZINE
Green’s Fruit Grower
VICK’S MAGAZINE
5 Harper’s Bazar
VICK’S MAGAZINE

$ .501
.50

'

.50

.50

.50

1.25
1.50

.501

.501

.50 I

1.00 f

$1.25

2.20

.75

1.35

1.00
5 Woman’s Home Companion.

.
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VICK’S MAGAZINE. .

.

.50)
National Home Journal .50 >

1.25
3 Human Life • 50 1

VICK’S MAGAZINE .50 )
2 Green’s Fruit Grower .50 /

1.00 Farm and Fireside .25 f
Woman’s Magazine .25 )

1.00

VICK’S MAGAZINE $ .50
5 New York Tri-Weekly World 1.00
Farm and Home so

VICK’S MAGAZINE so
Cosmopolitan 1.00
5 Pictorial Review 1.00

VICK’S MAGAZINE 50
Goodall’s Farmer 50
Woman’s National Daily 1.00
2 People’s Home Journal 35

VICK’S MAGAZINE 50 1

5 Woman’s Home Companion . . 1.00
J-Farm and Home 50 )

VICK’S MAGAZINE 50
5 Cosmopolitan J.oo
Modern Priscilla (Fancy Work) .50
Farm and Home 50

VICK’S MAGAZINE 50 l

3 Ladies’ World 50
4 Woman’s National Daily 1.00)

1.00

$1.25

2.00

1.35

1.50

1.75

1.25

MAKE YOUR OWN CLUBS TO SUIT YOURSELF
CLASS 1

American Farm World. .$ .25
American Woman 15
Beautiful Homes 25
Gentlewoman 20
Good Stories 15
Happy Hours 15
Hearth and Home 15
Household Magazine 20
Metropolitan and Rural
Home 25

Missouri Valley Farmer. .20
People’s Popular M’nthly .25
Poultry Culture 25
Woman’s Farm Journal .10
Woman’s Magazine 25
Woman’s World 25

CLASS 2

American Farmer 40
Farm and Fireside 25
Good Literature 35
Goodall’s Farmer 50
Green’s Fruit Grower 50
Housewife 35
National Fruit Grower . . .50
People’s Home Journal.. .35
Profitable Poultry 50
Reli able Poultry Journal. . 50
Standard (Poultry) 50
Successful Farming 50
Twentieth Cent’y Review .50

Human Life $ .50
Journal of Agriculture. . . .50
Kimball’s Dairy Farmer. .50
Ladies’ World 50
McCall’s Magazine...... .50
Modern Priscilla (Fancy
Work) 50

Mother’s Magazine 50
National Home Journal. .50
Pet Stock Magazine 50
Poultry Herald 50
Poultry Keeper 50
Poultry Success 50
Prairie Farmer 35
Sabbath Reading 50
Southern Planter 50
Spare Moments 50
Up-to-Date Farming 50

CLASS 4

American Boy $1.00
Blooded Stock 1.00
Chicago Inter Ocean,
(weekly) 1.00

Cincinnati Enquirer 1.00
Home Magazine 1.00
Naturopath 1.00
Progressive Farmer 1.00
Toledo Blade 1.00
Tribune Farmer 1.00
Woman’s National Daily 1.00
Woman’s Work 1.00

CLASS 5
American Agriculturist.. 1.00
American Magazine 1.00
American Motherhood .. 1.00
Boston Cooking School.. 1.00
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.
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.
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6 and one Class 5
Amer. Poultry Advocate
Amer. Poultry Journal..

.50

.50

.50

.50
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.50
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Farm and Home " two ‘

5 and one Class 4
Farm News
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5 and one Class 3

Farm Poultry 7 7. .
3 and one Class 2 and one Class 1 .

.

4 and two Class 3
Farmer’s Voice
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“ three 1
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BusmessMan’sMagazinefl.OO
Commoner 1.00
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Gleanings in Bee Culture 1.00
Good Health 1.00
Harper’s Bazar 1.00
Health l.oo
Hoard’s Dairyman 1.00
Little Folks (new) 1.00
Metropolitan Magazine.. 1.50
N.Y. Tri-Weekly World. 1.00
N.Y. Witness 1.00
Pathfinder i.oo
Pictorial Review j . 1.00
Practical Farmer 1.00
Style i.oo
Success Magazine 1.00
Woman’s Home Com-
panion 1.25

CLASS 6
Appleton’s Magazine 1.50
Breeder’s Gazette 2.00
Broadway Magazine
(Hampton’s) I.50

Country Gentleman 1.50
Delineator 1.00
National Magazine 1.50
Overland Monthly 1.50
Pacific Monthly 1.50
Pearson’s Magazine 1.50
Rural New Yorker 1.00
Taylor-Trotwood Maga-
zine 1.50

Travel Magazine 1.50
Van Norden’s Magazine 1.50
World To-Day 1.50
Young’s Magazine 1.50
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Farm Journal (5 years).. .75
Home Needlework 75
Housekeeper 75
Indiana Farmer 60
Inland Farmer 75
Michigan Farmer 75
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The Country Life

Commission
( Concluded, from page eight.)

that is the first in time and importance.
First of all we must have food. But
after that has been achieved is there
nothing more to be done? It seems to
me clear that farmers have as much to
gain from good organization as mer-
chants, plumbers, carpenters, or any of
the other trades and businesses of the
United States.

“But after the farmer has begun to
make use of his right to combine for
his advantage in selling his products
and buying his supplies, is there nothing
else he can do? As well might we say
that, after the body and the mind of a
boy have been trained, he should be de-

prived of all those associations with his

fellows which make life worth living,

and to which every child has an inborn

right. Life is something more than a

matter of business. No man can make
his life what it ought to be by living

it merely on a business basis. There
are things higher than business. There
ought then to be attractiveness in coun-

try life such as will make the country

boy or girl want to live and work in

the country, such that the farmer will

understand that there is no more digni-

fied calling than his own, none that

makes life better worth living. The
social or community life of the coun-

try should be put by the farmer, for no
one but himself can do it for him, on
the same basis as social life in the city,

through the country churches and soci-

eties, through better roads, country tel-

ephones, rural free delivery, parcels

post, and whatever else will help. The
problem is not merely to get better

crops, not merely to dispose of crops

better, but, in the last analysis, to have

happier and richer lives of men and

women on the farm.”

This is certainly the soundest of

sound doctrine—the true gospel of the

enjoyable farm home. Mr. Pinchot’s

criticism as to the inadequacy of the

work done by the agricultural colleges

and departments of agriculture as to

the betterment of social or community
life among farmers and their families

applies with equal if not greater force

to the agricultural press. In most

publications of this class nearly all

the matter therein relates to the in-

creased production of better things on

the farm—grains, vegetables, stock,

etc.—but very little, indeed, has any

relation to the production of that most
important of all crops—a better boy

crop and a better girl crop—the mak-

ing of better and happier men and

women on the farm. It is greatly to

be hoped, therefore, that the Countiy

Life Commission will be able to devise

a means of inducing agricultural papers

everywhere to give far more attention

than they have hitherto done to this

vastly important problem.

In his letter written August 10, 1908,

informing each commissioner of his ap-

pointment, President Roosevelt makes

timely observations on this important

subject that will afford still more in-

formation as to the aims and mission

of the Country Life Commission.

I doubt if any other nation can bear

comparison with our own in the amount
of attention given by the government,

both federal and state, to agricultural
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Radies i You can earn this elegant Combination Tea and Dinner Set by
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Iters. Blit practically the whole of

this effort has hitherto been directed

toward increasing the production of

crops. Our attention has been con-

centrated almost exclusively on getting

better farming. In the beginning this

was unquestionably the right thing to

do. The farmer must first of all grow
good crops in order to support him-

self and his family. But when this has

been secured the effort for better farm-

ing should cease to stand alone, and
should be accompanied by the effort

for better business and better living

on the farm. It is at least as im-

portant that the farmer should get the

largest possible return in money, com-
fort, and social advantage from the

crops he grows as that he should get

the largest possible return in crops

from the land he farms. Agriculture

is not the whole of country life. The
great rural interests are human inter-

ests, and good crops are of little value

to the farmer unless they open the

door to a good kind of life on the

farm.

R “The farmers have hitherto had less

than their full share of public attention

along the lines of business and social

life. There is too much belief among
all our people that the prizes of life

lie away from the farm. I am there-

fore anxious to bring before the peo-

ple of the United States the question

of securing better business and better

living on the farm, whether by co-

operation between farmers for buying,

selling, and borrowing; by promoting

social advantage and opportunities in

the country, or by any other legitimate

means that will help to make country

life more gainful, more attractive and

fuller of opportunities, pleasures and

rewards for the men, women, and chil-

dren of the farm.”

One of the most encouraging devel-

opments in this splendid movement
for an improved social rural life is that

President Roosevelt’s appointment of

the Country Life Commission has met

with all but universal commendation.

Gratifying evidence of this is afford _d

by a recent dispatch from Washington

to this effect: President Roosevelt’s

mail is stacked high these days with

letters concerning the Commission on

Country Life, which he recently cre-

ated, and the number of communica-

tions on the subject is growing greater

daily. A rather strange feature of this

correspondence, considering the far-

reaching significance of the commis-

sion, is that so far it has contained no

word of adverse comment from any

quarter. The suggestions are all con-

structive, and many of them will prove

of great help to the commission when

it formulates its plans of campaign.

Golden Heads Sermon
By Fannie Sprague Talbot

We were sitting in a corner

By the firelight’s ruddy glow,

While without the wind was piling

’Gainst the windows heaps of snow,

j

Golden Head, my little neighbor,

I As he snuggled to me tight,

\
Pressed a kiss upon my forehead

—

When, just then a beam of light

I

Showed to her the glistening teardrops

That were welling in my eyes.

Why, now, Annie, what’s the matter ?”

Quoth the wee one in surprise.

Boys, Girls and Ladies!

GIVEN TO GIRLS!

Wo wll) <?lvo you your choice of
any of then© beautiful and use-
ful premium** without O0Dt Of

cost All wo nflk you to do la to distribute, underourspeclal ea .y plan, 2i)of our latest style

BUTTERFLY BOWB at 16 cents each. Then© boww, which aro known as 1 Fluffy Hurtle

Bows are the latest fashion In ladles’ nockwear, and are boLng worn by all smart dresser'-,

who keep up with the latest styles. Made of Mast iDdia lawn, of fine quality, daintily horn

stitched and embroidered with different colored silks in various design**. It i . no trouble

to distribute these bows under our easy plan. We make It very easy for you to become
he happy owner of any of the elegant premiums hero shown. Remember, you may have
'our choice of any of the fine premiums for distributing, under our easy plan, only 20 of

hese dainty "Fluffy Ruffles" Bows at 16 cents
Do not send money In advauce. We trust you Write to-day. aad we will send the

bows at once, charges prepaid L. M. LOMER, Mgr.

£ l/FN AWAY f
This full sized, fine tone Violin

IDIfLIi Hfinl • for distributing, under our
special easy plan, only 20 of our “FLUFFY
RUFFLES” Butterfly Bows at 16c. These
Bows are latest style In ladles’ neckwear.
Silk embroidered. Especially smart with
shirtwaists, but suitable toany style dress.

Thi8 Violin Is strongly built of
Carefully selected woods, beautifully
stained and varnished. It has a sweet
mellow tone. Model is an exact dup-
licate of the high-priced violins. Its

construction is correctin every de-
tail. Trimmings are substantial,
and instrumentwill give excellent
service. Instrument strung ready
for playing. The bow is strung

of good quality bleached
horse hair, and rosin, etc.,
is shipped with the. violin.
We trust you with our

“Fluffy Ruffles'* Butterfly
Bows. Send no money in
advance. Premiums are eent
promptly on receipt of $3.

1. M. LOMER, Mgr.
40 Cast 21st Street

New York City
Dept. H

Cirls • We will give you this handsome big Doll,

_ Inches tall, and large, genuine Teddy Bear, both a> One|
remium* or you may have the handsome big Doll and large, atrong Baby Buggy I

oth as one premium for distributing 20 o f our “Fluffy Ruffles" Butterfly Bows at 1
5

1

cents. These bows are the latest style in ladies' neckwear. Embroidered with

different colored silks In various designs. Shown In all the fine New York stores.

Our Doll Buggies arc built to last a long time. They are stylish in appearance and

will strongly appeal to the little mother. The big Doll is a fine, big beauty,

most elaborately dressed, bisque head, pleasing, well shaped face, natural f

moving eyes which close on lying! down and open on rising up. Abundant|
curly hair and even, pearly teeth.

Dolly’s dress is wonderfully made
and trimmed. Collar and sleeves

trimmed with finelace,and beau-
tiful picture hat. Shoes andstock-

ings to match. A perfect beauty.

Our Teddy Bears
are the big, handsome,
rollicking, funny kind.
Made from real shaggy
Teddy Bear skin, almost
lifelike. The arms and
legs move and the heads
turn. Cute black eyes.

The Little Sister Doll,

which we give as extra premium is an elegant

12-inch heauty, fashionably dressed, curly

auburn hair, natural eyes, tine, even teeth.

Girlst Y<>ur choice either of the large 18.
* inch Doll and Baby Buggy,
both as one premium, or the
Doll and Teddy Bear, both as.

one premium, for distributing
20 of our Gnffi.r"only 20 of our “Fluffy Ruffles*'

Butterfly Bows at 15 cents.
W e trust you with our 41 Fluffy

Ruffles” Bows. Send no money
in advance. Premiums sent
promptly on receipt of

L. M. LOMER. Mgr. Dept. K
40 E. 21st Streel. New York

Fur Boa and Muff— Free fo Ladies
, A handsome and stylish genuine fur boa. and a large,
comfortable muff to match, for distributing under our special
easy plan only 20 of our dainty “Fluffy Ruffles*’ Butterfly
Bows at 15 cents. These bows are the latest 3tyle in Iadie3*
neckwear Embroidered with different colored silks in varioua de-
signs. Shown in all the fine New York stores. Especially smart
with shirt waists, but can be worn with nearly every style of dress.
Our genuine fur boas axe made from real Belgium Coney, cut

in the latest style. 36 inches long and six long tails. Rich and
stylish. Our genuine fur muffs match the beautiful fur boas, and
are large and comfortable.
We trust you with our “Fluffy Ruffles” Bows. Send

no money in advance Premiums are «ent promptly upon re-
ceipt of $3.

L. M. LOMER. Mgr. Dept. S, 40 East 21 st St., New York City

GIVEfN
Boys ! We give you this TO BOYS

Genuine Hamilton Hunting Rifle
for distributing, under our spec al easy
only 20 of our dainty “FLUFFY RUFFLES”' Butter-
fly Bows at 15 cents. These bows are the latest style In ladles'
neckwear. Embroidered with different colored silks in various de-
signs. Shown In all fine New York stores. Especially smart w4th shirt
waists, but can be worn with nearly every style of dress. This Rifle is accurate
andtrue; has all the latest appliances; one you can depend on. It has a steel frame, peep
sights, steel barrel, rifled brass Inner tube, automatic shell extractor This gun Is absolute ly
safe, as it Is constructed of steel throughout. As It Is of the take-down pattern, the barrel Js easily
cleaned. Highly polished walnut stock. Length of gun *8 In., barrel 8 In., weight 2 pounds. Fully

" «™00t9 stron£ly long and short 22-eallbre cartriages. Boys! VPe trust you with our
“Fluffy Ruffles” Bows. Send 00 money in advance. Premiums are sent promptly upon receipt of 83-

L. M. LOMER, Mgr. Dept. A- 40 East 21st Street, New York City

Then she strove to drown my sorrow

With her pretty childish ways,

Promising to show me many
Lovely things in summer days

;

Telling of the dainty flowers

And the birds, and fish, and bees,

And the “funny little green things

Playing fiddles in the trees.”

So the little one continued

To name all the blessings o’er,

That would come to make me happy

When the winter was no more.

Oh, the perfect faith of childhood

!

Could we keep it in the heart.

All our burdens would be lightened,

All our pain would lose its smart.

As I drew the darling closer,

Tears were quickly dashed away,
'

And my dreams of utter darkness

Were dispelled by light of day.

To my ears there came a whisper

—

Had I heard it e’er before ?

‘Yea, a little child shall dead them,”

Lead them to the open door.
CHAS. A. GREEN, Editor.
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An Opportunity—A Prize Contest
Earn a New $500.00 Piano
Earn a $50 Marlin Rifle

Earn a $12 Internat’l Dictionary
Earn 100 Peach Trees
Earn 100 Plum Trees
NOTE—We offer these and other prizes

besides our regular cash commission.
Send us no money. Simply send us your

name and address and we will send you our
confidential terms to canvassers, stating how you may obtain valu-
able prizes FREE for a little work introducing Green’s Fruit Grower
in your neighborhood.

USE THIS COUPON
Green*s Fruit Grower Co.. Rochester, N. Y.
Gentlemen—send me Green’s Free Agent’s Outfit, consisting of S

different issues of Green’s Fruit Grower and your confidential terms
to canvassers stating how I may obtain hundreds of dollars in prizes
and cash pay for a little work introducing Green’s Fruit Grower in
my own neighborhood.

Name —
Town State

( Green’s Fruit Grower, Rochester, N. Y.)— %
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don't have the least bit of imagination,

Charley. Eclipse sounds good, and I

think Montmorency is a real pretty

name. I’ve described Nan beautifully,

and just as she realy is, only I’ve called

her Beatrice St. John—Ante is such a

dreadfully common name, don’t you
think? But I’ve had to alter Bob a
lot. He’s named Reginald—or do you
like Adelbert better? And of course I

couldn’t let him have red hair. His
hair is rather red, you know, but I’ve

made it black as a raven’s wing, and
he has ‘soulful’ eyes, and such a
haughty air

—

”

“Who has? Bob? ” demanded Char-
ley. “Well, I like that! What do you
call a haughty air?”

“Didn’t I tell you it made him differ-

ent ? I have to alter some things, of

course—they always do. And besides.

Bob wouldn’t like it if I put him in

same as he is. He won’t know it’s

him at all.” Madge’s grammar was
getting weak in her impatience, but she

went on eagerly. “And then of course

by and by I shall have the Prince ap-

pear

—

the real Fairy Prince for Nan.
And father’ll come home all well, and
with a big fortune that somebody out

there has left him, and meantime Ethel-

wyn—that’s me—will have more fame
and fortune by her book, and he’ll find

her a celebrity and very distinguished,

indeed. And he’ll be so pleased, you
can’t think.” Madge quite lost herself

in delight over her own dreams.

“And what’ll I have done?” demanded
Charley. “You might let me do some-
thing, too, and not keep it all to your-

self, I should think.’

“Reginald Adelbert will have won a

‘double first,’ just as they do in English

books—whatever that is,” went on

Madge musingly. “And I’ll think up

something for you, Charley. You might

stop a runaway horse, perhaps, or save

somebody from drowning, and get a

Carnegie medal—how would that do?”

“Pooh ! an old medal ! What’s the

good of that? No, I shall discover some
buried treasure somewhere

;
perhaps out

in the yard in that dark corner over

there. And I shall give it all to mother,

except just enough to buy me a watcti

like Bob’s. There’ll be a whole lot, pots

and pots of gold, and we’ll all live like

fighting cocks ever after.” And Charley

looked about him triumphantly. But

this Madge could no.t allow.

“Who buried it ?” she demanded
promptly; "and what did they do it for?

Nobody that had any money would ever

have lived in such a place as this,” look-

ing scornfully about the dreary little

yard. “I don’t think that’s a good

scheme at all. You’d better let me have

you do something so very brave that—
that Mr. Carnegie’d adopt you, perhaps !

How would that do?” beamingly.

But Charley would have none of it.

“Stuff ! he won’t,” he said brusquely.

“He’s got folks of his own. No, if you

can’t think up anything better’n that, I

won’t be in your book at all.”

“But you ain’t help it,” cried poor

Madge anxiously, “because you are in it.

We all have to be! I’ll think up some-,

thing else,” she added encouragingly.

SOMETHING NEW. DIFFERENT, UNEXPECTED* Readers listen sharp, don’t miss I Investigate—best thine
” W V mm kU

ever happened. Hundred years coming—here at last. Fun
grown. So startling you may not believe at first. Anton,-.,,,.
ing, yet absolutely true.
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intents a new device that

WASHING IN 30 TO 50 MINUTES,WHILEYOU BEST. No rubbing, no chemicals, no motor.
SIMPLE, EASY, DIFFERENT. Thousands ol userspraise It Circulars sent free, give full details.

NO SUCH DEVICE SOLD IN STORES—DIFFERENT FROMANYTHING YOU HAVE SEEN. Nothing else ™t^reat
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minutes family washing clean. You just wait between batches—childcan do it. Laundries clean clothes without rubbing,—the “EasyWay does the same at your home. Does the combined work of wash
boiler, wa,sh board and washing machine. When through, set away
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iM? hietime, light, easy handled. Woman’s God-send. Cleans
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795 Harrison Bldg., Cincinnati, 0.\
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r a fu11 Slze * cut eiass pattern pitcher arfd 6 glasses are included with eachcan of Baking Powder, etc., in our offer No. 420. But this is not all. To every lady who Tends in

her name and address right away, we will give in
addition, as a Special Premium, Absolutely Free,
the handsomely designed 31-Piece Breakfast Set
described below, with first order. You simply can’t
realize what a big offer this is until you see these
beautiful premiums.

NO MONEY NECESSARY
You risk absolutely nothing. We will pay all freight
charges and ship yon the Baking Powder and send yourPremium with the Baking Powder, and also send the
Glass Pitcher and Six Glasses all together, and then

We Give You Time to Deliver and
Collect Before Remitting to Us

Yon start in business on our money. Did yon ever
hear of such a liberal offer ? Now don’t delay. Thesehandsome Dinner Sets will be grasped mighty quick
by prudent ladies all over the country. While it is on
your mind sit down and send us your name and ad-
dres* so that you can get our big Special Premium;
also free, our Mammoth Catalog and Premium List.Be sure and write today.

HAGOOD MFG. CO.
414 N. Commercial St., St. Louis, Mo.

If till Hagood Betted Is aot tte BEST, vbj do otters tnrta imitate it?

31-PIECEeBREAKFAST SET FREE
We are determined t' push our Baking Powder
to the front and to get you to help us, we will
send with your first order this handsome 31-Piece
Breakfast bet and it will not cost you a penny.Remember, we will send the Breakfast Set in ad-
dition to the Dinner Set. This 31-Piece Breakfast
bet consists of the following pieces: 6 Breakfast
Plates, 6 Cups, 6 Saucers, 6 Fruit Dishes, 6 Ind.
Butters 'and 1 Meat Platter- 31 pieces in all.W e have but a few hundred ofthese Sets on hand,
so we urge you to write quick if you want one.

I haven’t got to that part yet. I’m get

ting along as fast as I can, because I’d

like to have it out for Christmas, and
that’s mod here, you know. And Nan
expects me to do so much dusting and
things I don’t get half time enough. I’ll

tell you what, Charley,” as a bright

thought struck her, “you write some

!

You can do all the chapters about your-
self just as you want it, and I’ll put

’em in, if they’re good ”

“They’ll be good, all right,” said

Charley, wagging his head knowingly,

“you’ll see !” And then as Madge was
just beginning again. Nan appeared in

the doorway, looking for them.

(Continued in December Vick’s.)

SPECIAL 60-DAY OFFER
FACETG FACE WITH THE SUN!

on the Sum* NEEDED ON FARM, SEaTTk. RANCH. BY MAIL INSURED, sTi
Telescopes are made by one of l

BliASS SAFETY CAP on each end to exclude du£f etc withPWWVKvr 8ec.“0,18„' They are BRASS BOUT!
GUARANTEED BY THE MAKER. Heretofore!Metres of JhiTf- w.itPlE’v- sclentiflcally ground and adjust
in the country or at seaside resorts should) S’1

?
&0“ *°'00 to »».«>. Every eoj™n

one. OBJECTS MIXESAWAYare ,Ahd no fanner should be w.th<
rail insured. $1 .20. Our new catalogue of Watches etc. sen t

Sent by express for $l*afely packed ;ifW E WARRANT each Telescope JEST As REPRESENTED <

.* Ijrandjofferandyqnshonldriot mia
_ Nov. 4, I90S Messrs. Kirtland Bros. <S Co. Gextleicei

-------— . ~ _
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^lJfTIAnB DRO&. &, CO., DEFT. v. F., 90 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YQR]
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Weta~
S75 monthly. PninHinationW.

* just added 4 new big sellers,
orckforo. III., agent worked 3 days, then ordered 100 dozen.
A:te for particulars and 92.00 FREE offer.
WKFIR MFG. CO. Box 78, Racine, WIs.

Rolling Pin. Nine articles combined. Lightning Seller.
Sample free. F0BSHEL MFG. C0„ Box 217 Dayton, O.



No. 622—This is one of the
many styles of Morris Chairs
we show in our Bn; Premium
Book. We give them for using
or selling $ 10.00 worth of our
products and up.

No. 388—Beautiful Chiffonier. Size of toy)

18x33. Given with $xo.oo worth of our products.

No. 547—Handsome, gilt
frame Mirror, French plate
glass. 18x40, given with a
$10.00 order.

No. 403—Latest improved Child’s iron Crib, wh
enamel finish, brass trimmings. Given for using
selling $10.00 worth of our products.

No. 333—Fine quartered oak, highly polished
Library Table, 24x36 given for using or selling
$10,00 worth oPour products.

HOW TO SAVE NEARLY ONE - HALF
YOUR HOUSEHOLD EXPENSES

No. 38 1 —Library Case,
solid oak, with quartered
oak front. Given with $13
purchase of our product.

No. 1 07—Solid Oak Desk. Has French-
bevel-plate mirror pigeon holes and shelves
for books. Given for using or selling
$10.00 worth of our products.

No. 55%—Mas-
sive Morris Rocker,
upholstered in dark
chase leather. Seat
is 2o%x2o%. C.iven
for using or selling
$16.00 worth of our
products.

ULDN I you like to save about half the cost of the things you buy and use every day! Take for

jfe*
Coffee

>
Spices, Breakfast Foods, Flavorings, Toilet
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e
a
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what it would mean to save NEARLY HALF on these every day articles,n do it—as thousands have done by adopting our Factory-to-Home plan of buying. By this plan you
“ «* - f * *-*•> P'™»m of ySurS

Read What Some of Our
Customers Have To Say:

“I appreciate the saving derived from your Fact-
ory-to-Family plan. Have received the following
premiums: Art Square, Hat Rack, Bread Mixer,
Washing Machine, Wringer, Ironing Board, Rubber
Gloves, and Set of Irons. I am delighted with them
and to think they did not cost me anything.

Pratt City, Ala. MRS. R. L. BUSBY.

HOW YOU SAVE
HALF.

You see we are actual manufacturers
and direct importers of nearly everything
in household supplies—our list covers
about 250 home needs. These we sell only
direct to users and at manufacturers’ prices,
thus saving you all middlemen’s profits
which amount to nearly one-half. Soap
that you pay 5c a bar for we charge you
only 2V2 cents a bar, Baking Powder you
pay 25c a can—our price 12*4 cents. Tea
you pay 60c a lb. for—our price 30c and the
quality of all our products we leave to you.
We give you

“I have been dealing with you for the past 9
years and have received many premiums. Orders
have always arrived in excellent condition and
absolutely what I ordered. Y'our Factory-to-Home
plan is appreciated by me and my neighbors to the
fullest extent. Your Premiums are of the choicest
quality and your method of handling correct.”

Cheyenne, Okla. Mrs. L. W. PATE

Nc. 422 — Ameri-
can Marten Boa.
Beautifully trimmed.
Given for using or
selling $8. o worth of
our Products.No. 31043—A 33-piece Silver set guar-

anteed by makers for five years. Given
with $10.00 worth of products,

30 Days Trial

—

No Money
in Advance

BLANKETS, an excellent pair
of All Wool Blankets

s**. given for using or

LS selling $10 worth of
ri;

:

our products.V B i g Value.

SEND US THE
COUPON

We let you test them in your own home
30 days— if they don’t please you—send
them back at our expense—no charge for
what you use. You are the judge of the
quality. We take all the risk. If you wish
a Premium with your order you pay
regular retail prices and get without extra
cost a Premium of your own selection equal
in value to the amount of your order. For
instance, with a $10 order of Products you
can get a $10 Oak Rocker like No. 657, $20
value for only $10,

On the bottom of this
LADIES APPAREL—in

page. It means the start
of many dollars saving in the future, and the
surest way to household economy. Do not de.
lay another day, but send it now, and receive
our large illustrated catalog of 250 Products and
1200 Premiums, and our Fall and Winter Style
Book of Wearing Apparel FREE, prepaid.

Earn to Farn By f?ettin K y°ur neighbors interested—taking their orders
y jl.ch 11 for our Guaranteed Products—you can earn these valuablepremiums very easily, or on our Club of Ten Plan—io families can club togetherand order $1 worth per week or month and each get a $10 premium Both plans

fully explained in catalog.

* ——- ... latest sty
les—well made of best materials b.
expert workman. Giving for using
or selling $10 worth of our products
and up. We also give furs, boas
muffs, etc. on the same plan. All
shown in our Wearing Apparel cata-
log— sent free if you ask for it.

No. G57 -This beautiful comfortable, highly
finished quarter sawed Oak Rocker, given for

selling or using $10.00 worth of our Products.

15013—Beautiful 8 d y clerk—good m. vement,
for using or selling $8 worth of our products.No. 410 12—Ladies

O Size Watch, Gold fill-

ed, 10 years warranted
hunting < use. Good
movement, Given with
a $ro.oo purchase of our
products.

Crofts

& Reed Co.
Dept. A416. CHICAGO
ise send e your Big

No. 130—Elegant quarter sawed and
Oak Frame Couches given for using or
selling $10.00 worth of our products.

No. 16039—Beautiful yoo-piece white Porcelain embossed Dinner Set
an exceptional value, given for using or selling $10.00 worth of our products.



Special Offer to Readers of VICK’S MAGAZINE
Fill in carefully coupon below. Mail it to Chicago,House Wrecking Co., Chicago atonceWe will send you, fre6 of all cost, samples of the very best roofing, ceiling and siding made.
These samples are large and generous enough to give an idea of the quality of the large

sheets from which they are taken.

Or drop a postal card saying, "Send free samples of Galvanized Iron Coverings as ad-
vertised in VICK'S MAGAZINE - Sign your name and address, carefully in full
These samples are absolutely free. Send no money or postage.

Our galvanized rust proof iron (see No. 1) is made of the very best grade of specially man-
ufactured iron sheets. The galvanizing process protects these sheets from rust for all time.

This thorough coat of non-corrosive metals—tin, lead and zinc—called spelter, is made a
part of each sheet through the special dipping process employed. This gives the heaviest
possible coat of galvanizing necessary for any covering purpose. Galvanized iron roofing
has been used for over 60 years. It has always been and is today the best material for
covering buildings made. Keeps buildings warmer in winter and cooler in summer. Posi-
tively does not taint your rain water—is never injured by contraction or expansion.

Compared to ready roofing, whether rubber surface or felt, cost considered, metal
roofing will outlast it eight to one. Patent, prepared or composition roofings crack
and curl with age. Tar roofings rot and spoil. Most ready roofings soften in the
warm air and sun. They stick to your feet when walked upon.

Suitable for Farm Houses, Barns, Stores, Elevators, City Dwellings, Poultry Houses, etc.

Galvanizing is the life of a metal roof. Our light weight sheets with their
heavy galvanizing give better service, besides saving considerable in freight.
Do not require painting. Have a mottled, sparkling effect, pleasing to the eye.

Anyone can lay our galvanized rust proof coverings. Ordinary hatchet or
hammer are the only tools needed. No previous experience required to lay.

Illustration No. 1 is Corrugated (galvanized rust proof iron), an all
around covering. It is the best. Suitable for ceiling, siding or roofing. Cor-
rugation 1)4 inches apart—inch closer than others. Makes a firmer and better
looking sheet.

Illustration No. 2 shows the "V” Crimped Roofing (galvanized rust
proof iron) suitable for roofing only— makes a splendid water tight roof

—

requires "V” sticks to put on.

Illustration No.3 shows StandingSeam Roofing (galvanized rust proof

iron), requiring set of tools furnished at low price. Makes
first-class covering for any kind of a building.

Illustration No. 4- shows Plain Flat Sheets
(galvanized rust proof iron), suitable for many special
purposes, such as ’ining. ceiling, roofing sheds and
buildings and innumerable purposes independent of
roofing, siding or ceiling. It car be soldered.

Illustration No. 5—Beaded Ceiling or Siding (gal-
vanized rust proof iron) makes a handsome ceiling or
siding. Easy to apply— suitable for stores, etc.

Illustration No. 6—Brick Siding (galvanized rust
proof iron), an exact imitation of regular brick— most
suitable exterior for buildings of any kind. Easy to ap-
ply, requiring only nails and hammer.

$1a to $33g Per Square!
Our Galvanized Rust Proof

Iron Coverings
These six galvanized rust proof iron coverings come in

sheets all 6 ft. long. Can supply sheets 3, 3 and 4 ft. long. Flat
sheets are 26 in. wide All others 24 in. wide, sold by the
square of 100 square ft., not including lap.

PRICES AS FOLLOWS;
Flat, per square ...... $3.00
Corrugated, all other designs, per sq., 3.25

When ordering mention lot No. 18.

Our Semi-Hardened Steel Roofing
(Not galvanized)

In addition to this galvanized iron, we have a plain light weight steel
roofing of superior quality. It is good for general purposes and can be
painted after it is on the roof. Sheets when fiat are 24 in. wide and either
6 or 8 ft. Ion ^r. All other patterns are 22 in. wide and either 6 or 8 ft. long.
Furnished either painted or unpainted. Prices mentioned are for sheets
unpainted. At 10c persq. additional, we will supply it painted red, two sides.

PRICES AS FOLLOWS:
Flat, per square $1.50
Corrugated, all other designs, per square, 1.75

When ordering mention lot No. 10.

SPECIAL FREIGHT PREPAID OFFER!
At abt ve prices we'll prepay freight in full to all points east of Colorado in the United States, except Oklahoma and Texas.
15o per sq. additional for these two states. To all points west of Colorado in the United States 50c per sq. additional.

Send coupon The biggest and most ..

Today lor liberal proposition «*:? '&/?<&*
samples.

. o v e r offered.

business have never been so low.
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• States. C. O. D.. subject to examination. upon receipt oH
v*.or-~ cent of the amount of > our order in cash. Balance to be paid when material reaches destination. You can decide franimation if it comes up to representation. If not satisfied your deposit will be refunded and material returned at our
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,,J ' coverings is but one department, although we sell more than /
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^ 1,1 • : • t,on - xve are constantly buying complete stocks of new high-grao

at SHERIFF S RECEIVERS’ and MANUFACTURERS* SALES. We c.trrx in stock a full line of building
2

lumber, sash, ... ......

FREE SAMPLES!
Mail this coupon to the Chicago House Wrecking Co., Chicago, III.

Send me free of all cost:

jm

Our 30 DAYS’ 0FFEI
The above proposition holds good for 30 days only. This does not mean you must,

goods shipped at once. You can make a small deposit on the order and we will ship uhj
are ready to use it. t >rder must be placed within 30 days at above quotations. Prices in the

H m Order promptly.

I saw your adver Isement in VICKS* MAGAZINE,
1st—Roofing Samples
2nd—Your Big Got ml Catalog

3rd- Your Furniture Catalog
4th—Your “ Book of Pla

Kind of Buila

Size 0/ roof _
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1/ ceiling is unit: led give all dime
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ded *”• building of any kind -wire fencing - miihinery-gasoline e.8nd faction outfits furniture and housshold goods—plumbing material—heating apparatus—water works syshardware of every kind. ' 3

ASK FOR BIG BARGAIN CATALOGUE No.

— •uocnriNQ GO. w. 35th & Iron st. GHiCA
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Cured
Without The Use of Medicine

Hm STRENGTH ,h

,

We Prove every statement we make. We do not ask you to
take our word as final evidence.

We say that disease can be cured without the use of medicine We meanevery word we say. Every word of it is true. We know it to be true becauTe inthe past quaitei of a century we have proved it to our own satisfaction and to thejoyful satisfaction of thousands of others.
10 ine

^ e are constantly on the lookout for other diseases to prove it on. We prove
it to anybody—in fact, we want to prove it to everybody. We do not care what

with
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many other diseases are complicated
1

.7 /• c-, , ,

y u Parallel cases that have been cured by the famousachet Magnetic Shields, and these cases are sound and well today as livingmonuments to the grand revitalizing power of Magnetism.
0

I hese Magnetic Shields keep the body bathed in a constant stream of Mag-netism, which floods the system with ;ts life and energy.
ofte

? t0,
.f

that they have incurable diseases. We want to tell you
liflit here that nearly all of these cases can be cured, and we prove it to youMoie tnan 75 per cent of all the patients that we have cured, were first given upas beyonu all hope of cure, and they have been made sound and well by applyingMagnetism according to scientific instructions.

0

.

A
}}

we fk of y°u is *° send us a full statement of your case so that we maygne it careful study and we will advise you by letter just what can be done toryou, and how it can be done.
\\ e will agree to tell you about it and prove to you, by evidence that cannotbe denied that all we say is trite.

We will point you to cases of paralysis, consumption, diabetes, Bright’s disease
locomotor ataxia, dyspepsia, rheumatism, tumors, nervous prostration, obesity
and a hundred and one other diseases that are called incurable. We can show

READ THESE POSITIVE POWERFUL STATEMENTS:

Dear Sir It gives me great pleasure to testify to the perfect cure I have earner! hvyour wonderful Shields After suffering fifteen years with stomach troubles, althoughdoctor
8

inp the greater part of the time, I kept getting worse, until I was the victim of a severe com'plication of stomach and kidney trouble, which a year and a half ago all seemed to ™ to „lungs. Had dreadful pains, lost my appetite, could not sleep, became so very weak Ihardly walk across the floor, and not able to do my work. At times when Tn. nZrJ uld

so severe I would try to read, but could not for more than five minutes a“a time Ts

T

very nervous. My family and friends thought I could not last another month
1

1
’ S 1 "as

tired of taking medicine. Nothing helped me I happened to see vn,w “St.,-
1 S

paper, which read, "Magnetism Cures Without Medicine " I thought "Wh Wh’^ '

" i^there is hope" So just one year ago today I put on your 'wonderfulMagne^c V~t lelJintand Insoles. The result was a miracle, for in two days I felt relieved - iM a week t'a
L

v
better; in three weeks entirely cured.

renevea, m a week very much

Words cannot express how thankful I am to you for vour kind , .1
ment, to which I owe my life. May you live m

6 treat'

great and sure cure be known a great deal betterlhan it is today Yours respemfully,
ay yOUr

MRS. O. RAY, 654 Hirsch Street, Chicago, 111 .

We have thousands of just such letters,
diseases that had been considered incurable.

-ry day in the year. People write to us from Maine to California, stating they have heenDpe—no matter if you have been told your trouble could not be cured. Investigate nnr riff™duty you owe yourself. All we ask is for vou to write us a full and ^mplete dlscrimien e?,
2 '

et us PROVE TO YOU THAT WE CAN CURE YOU We will sLd you f^e of f
}

book. "A PLAIN ROAD TO HEALTH," by C. I. Thacher, M.D • containing mof.
e
..°i

C
v? rf

?
e
,on tins subject, and we will advise you just what application of MAGNETISM will tL*

1

?
b e mf

!

“?.c -

“

d "'ill takTthe same careful pmns'mldvnL^m^
1^Warm

Feet

.

Suite 204, 169 Wabash Ave,



A FINANCIAL OPPORTUNITY
I want to hear from a few people who would

he interested in a very unusual investment op-
portunity in connection with an old, substantial
business enternrise, in which safety and good
profits are assured. Any amount from $25 to
$500 may be invested and payment made on easy
terms if desired. No scheme or questionable
speculation, but a straightt-forward business
proposition. If you are open for such an op-
portunity, write for full details. All communi-
cations confidenti-1. Address W 10, care of
Vick’s Magazine, Ohio St. and La Salle Ave.,
Chicago.

YOU CAN EARN MONEY
IN YOUR SPARE. TIME
OR PREMIUM IF YOU PREFER

Send us yourname and address and
we will send you 16 copies, assorted,
to sell at 10c. each, for which remit
$1—no money required in advance,

WE START YOU—WRITE TODAY
Keystone Music Co. 2421 N. Broad, Phlla, Pa.

Gold Watch F R E*EAND RING *
An American movement Watch, Solid Gold Plated
Case, tally warranted timekeeper, appears equal to

Solid Gold Watch Guaranteed 25 Years. Also

a Solid Gold Plated Ring set with a sparkling

OI800 Gem, are given Free to Boys & Girls or anyone

selling 20 Silver Aluminum Thimbles at lOo eaoh, a

paper Gold-Eye Needles Free with eaoh Thimble*

They are easy to eelL Write for

them. When eold send us the 92,
'# and wo will positively send you

the Watoh and Ring. LadleB’ or Gent’s Chain also. Address

HOMESUPPLY CO. Dept.I59 CHICAGO.

rWHYNOT BE AN ARTIST?
* Our graduates are filling High Salaried

Positions* Good artists

EARN $25 TO $100 PER WEEK
and upwards, in easy faseinating work. Our„ n courses of Personal Home Instruction by cor-

respondence, are complete, practical. Eleven years’

successful teaching. Expert instructors. Positions

guaranteed competent workers. Write for Handsome
Art Boob, Free.

SCHOOL OF APPLIED ART (Founded 1898-

)

sfN.66 Gallery Fine Arts,»Battle Creek, Mich, mmmrn

WE GOLD TINSEL
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PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY VICK’S MAGAZINE COMPANY, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
C. TOWNSEND WELLS. PRESIDENT A. CECIL SPENCER, SECRETARY AND TREASURER

J. COURSEN BARTHOLF. EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
CHARLES E. GARDNER. DANSVILLE. N.Y . DIRECTOR OF ADVERTISING

To Subscribers. This Paragraph when marked in blue pencil is notice that the time for
which your subscription is paid, ends with this issue. It is also an invitation to renew promptly,
for while Vick’s Magazine will be sent for a short period after the expiration of paid-up sub-
scriptions it should be understood that all subscriptions are due in advance and we cannot allow
your subscription to become more than four months in arrears. Order blank for renewal inclos-
ed for your convenience.

Please notice that if you wish your magazine discontinued it is your duty to notify us by letter
or card immediately. Otherwise we shall understand that you wish it continued and shall ex-
pect your renewal at an early date. In writing always give your name and address just as they
appear on your magazine.

To Our Contributors. All manuscripts, drawings or photographs sent on approval to this mag-
azine should be addressed to the Editor, James Coursen Bartholf, iio La Salle Ave., Chicago,
with stamps enclosed for their return if not found acceptable.

Second-class entry , i7i Chicago, III,, Postoffice, appliedfor.

WITH THE. PUBLISHERS
SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS

Many thousand subscriptions to Vick’s Magazine expire with this, the December
number. A large number will not expire for some months to come, but we urge upon
you the advisibility of sending in your renewal NOW. Notice our clubbing offers on
page 30 and especially our big offer on page 18. You should accept some of these offers
at once as they are made especially for December.

No matter when your subscription expires, we will extend it one year if you accept
any of the special offers referred to. You see, therefore, that you will not receive two
copies of our magazine by accepting one of these special clubbing offers, but will simply
receive it one year longer than you would otherwise.

YQU p» |^/^|^/|£ or your holiday greeting on
_ i handsome embossed post

cards. The prettiest you oversaw. SEND 10 CENTS
FOR SIX CARDS, with your name handsomely tin-

seled in gold on each one. Write quick and get our
holiday proposition, for the handsomest post cards

ever offered. We will tinsel in gold letters almost

wYnfo^K11

COLONIAL CO., Dep. i id Chicago

Unique Novelty Co*

i FREE sparkling ira. diamond gold
f
shell ring to everyone sending 12c

1 for this new 1908 sjyle fountain pen,
send 12c for fountain pen, get elegant
ring and big catalogue FREE.

613 W. 1 12th St. New York City

SONGWRITERS and MUSIC BUYERS
Our big: hits are “Bless Your Heart I Love You** “Just

We Two” “Bye-Bye Little Girlie**’ Choice 25c. Three
60c. Catalogue free. Everything in Music. Arrange

ing, composing engraving, printing. FIDELITY MUSIC
CO. Dept. H. 567 W. Madison St. Chicago, 111.

Souvenir Postal Cards of the
loveliest and grandest scenes in the
Rocky Mountains'for 12c. in stamps.
All different subjects. 12 cards 20c.

24 cards 35c; 50 cards, all different?

scenes for 60c. Finished in colors

Dandies. TREMONT PUBLISHING CO.,
48 Tremont Building, Denver, Colo.

sDOZ.

N OT only does VICK’S absolutely “make good” as to every feature promised

for each succeeding number, but does even more. In our last issue, an-

nouncement was made that a beautiful Christmas symphony would appear

upon our title page by one of the “nation’s most distinguished orators.” This

our readers find amply fulfilled in the exquisite Christmas symphony by that

celebrated divine and leader of modern thought,

BISHOP SAMUEL FALLOWS
Promise was also made of a “vivid description of Bethlehem of Judea”

by the late Ira D. Sankey. This, too, appears, so also the interesting sympo-

sium on “Xmas Round the World.” In addition to this, we present an unu-

sual amount of most interesting fiction, floral, fashion, and household matter.

And besides this, though wholly unannounced, we begin in this issue a most

fascinating and powerful serial story,

“THE MARCH OF THE WHITE GUARD” by Gilbert Parker
One of the world’s greatest living novelists. The thousands of our patrons

who have read the masterly books, “The Right of Way” and other great stories,

by this gifted author, will heartily thank VICK’S MAGAZINE for giving them

the opportunity of reading another of this great novelist’s productions.

OUR JANUARY NUMBER

FOUNTAIN PENS FREEST
Friends Corn Rest, the best corn cure, and receive a guranteed

fountain pen worth more than $1.00. Send $1.00 for 6 boxes of

Corn Rest, and we will mail same with fountain pen to your

address. Agents r wanted. FRIENDS HERBAL ASS'N,
102 State Street, Elkhart, Ind.

Cowboy
SOUVENIR POSTALS, ele-

gantly done in bright colors, de-
picting the thrilling life of the
cowboy; 20 subjects in the set, 40c.

set of is, 25c., or 4 dandies, 20c. Stamps taken.

Rocky Mountain Post Card Exchange Denver, Colo.

CexvA Atrptnfc make big money. Men, women, boys and
'''will /IgCUlS girls wanted to take orders for visiting

cardsatsoca hundred. We give xoc an order commission.

You can take hundreds of orders monthly. 25 cards your name
and address, agents’ terms, etc., xoc.

Hutchison, Box 381, Scranton, Pa.

$1
n p* buys the best razor made direct trom

the factory. “Electric Process” your
name etched in gold on the blade 15c.

Try our genuine horsehide strop 75c. Agents
wanted. Roger. Mfg, Co., Dept. B, Geneva, N. Y.

Everybody Should Read sundries
A book of original stories, jokes, puns, plays, etc.

Price 30c. Ask newsdealers or send orders to
John P. Morton & Co., Louisville, Ky.

-I rv per 1000> cash, for names and ad-

pay -P X vl Presses. Send 10c for blank books
and instructions. Gem & Co. Dept. 20, Windtor, Mo.

PPPP A request will bring a copy of the Na-
rivEE tional Food Magazine. Address
“What to Eat,” 228 Cherry St., Columbia, Pa.

Music Lessons FREE YotrR ,,OME - Our
ivAUtftv m -i Booklet tells how to learn to

play anyi nstrument—Piano, Organ, Violin, Guitar] Mandolin,

etc! Write AMERICAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC, 214
Clark Street, Dept- 40, Chicago, 111.

1 A CHRISTMAS POST CARIj
I II Extraordinary value, beautiful silk fir

|* w deeply embossed, exquisit colors, finest

work. Big Catl. free. Star Post Card C0.122 S.8tl

.10c

500 Post Cards Free
toaccntsandi
money makil

For Particulars, write, Hillson Co. 1 10A Bros

I rs. Big
Lsition.

oston

Will be unique among magazines, in that it will have as its prevailing theme

that most important subject, now attracting almost universal attention: “Con-

servation,”—the editorial purpose being to show how this great movement

had its beginning and has advanced, and also to show how the cardinal virtue

of thrift, wise economy, and true conservation can be successfully wrought

out in all the affairs of everyday life, especially in the home. Among other

timely articles will be one consisting of portions of

PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT'S SPLENDID ADDRESS
Before the Conservation Conference at Washington, also a symposium, consist-

ing of opinions by some of the nation’s most distinguished men on this sub-

ject, including President-Elect W. H. Taft, Hon. William J. Bryan, James

J. Hill, Secretary Elihu Root, and others. In addition, this number will pre-

sent several very delightful surprises. Among these will be a most attractive

and artistic symbolic cover—one with a meaning, one worth more than a pass-

ing look, one worth studying.

5IX GREAT COMING NUMBERS
The publishers are planning a veritable feast of good things for VICK’S

readers the first six months of 1909, and equally good things are in preparation

for the second half of the year, though we are not in a position to make as

definite announcements regarding the same as for the first six months. As

already stated, the general subject of the January number will be: “Conserva-

tion;” that for February will be: “The Orchard Bountiful;” that for March:

“Home Garden and Poultry ;” that for April : “The Country Beautiful ;” that

for May: “The Woman’s Club Movement,” and that for June: “School and

College Welfare.” Most of these numbers will relate largely to the beauties

and attractions of “God’s great out-of-doors,” and man’s relation thereto, and

all will treat in a positive and stimulating way of true social, intellectual, and

industrial progress. Everyone who is desirous of keeping fully abreast with

the great forward movement of our day will surely include VICK’S in their

magazine list.

Farming is Profitable
In Southern New Jersey, only 17 miles from Atlantic
City, America's greatest all-year-round rcv>rt. Three
main-line railroads. Soil fertile. Especially adapted
for fruits, berries, truck, squabs, ducks, chickens, etc.

Early crops at fancy prices. J^ind high, dry and level.

Title Insured. Handsome booklet.

DANIEL FRAZIER COMPANY
^690 Bailey Building Philadelphia, Pa.

Preserve the Picture of

those You Love
Send us the photo and we

will make you a beautiful
gold or black diamond shap-
ed Medallion, 8 inches square
like cut. The photo is herme-
tically sealed on glass which
preserves it against age and
dust; has an onyx background
and front is hand decorated
in gold. Something new and
very beautiful. Price com-
plete, ready to hang up, $1.00
Satisfaction guaranteed o r

money refunded. Write
name, address and kind of
frame, o n back o f photo
when ordering.

4 14A Mutual Life Building.

Medallion Designing. Co.

Buffalo, N. Y.

Washington
today offers the best

opportunities to the

fruit growers. An orch-

ard or farm of your own
along the Pacific Coast

Line of the Chicago Mil-

waukee & St. Paul Railway
will yield sure profits.

Descriptive folder free.

F. A. Miller, G. P. A., Chicago

Xmas Cards FREE
Twenty-five cards no two alike.

Finest yet published. Beautifully
colored, embossed and decorated
with gold. The kind that sell reg-

ularly at 5c each. Big forty-eight

page illustrated post card catalog
free. Send 10c to cover mailing
charges. Order today.
HOMER GEORGE CO.,

Dept. *7. Chicago.

FREE
FINE SILK EMBOSSED
POST CARDS IN COLORS

A set of 3 most beautiful post cards you ever saw, if you send
stamp for postage. Full set of 10 silk Embossed Birthday,

Flower, Christmas and Greeting cards, lovely designs in beauti-

ful colors, for 10c; 30 cards, all different, 25c. No cheap stuff.

Everyone answering this ad immediately will also receive our
splendid family magazine 3 mos. on trial with each small order

or one year with each 25c order.

The Household, 99 Capper Bldg., Topeka, Kan.

P A I IFO R N I A s^bs^ne^Frult^?
Leii cans Canned Fruit. %

CHRISTMAS BOX
“

This Box
Costs $7.50

ity and this year’s crop

We Pay the Freight
2 of our assortments, 50 pounds Dried Fruit, $6.00: 2
dozen Canned Fruit, $4.75; combination, 2 boxes, $10.50.

3 colored Souvenir Post Cards and price list free.

California Fruit Products Company
Ref. First National Bank. Ave. 1 1 . Colton, Calif.

71

IRON RUST SOAP
Removes Iron Rust, Grass and Ink Stains instantly. Guar-
anteed not to damage cloth. Send for circular or 25c for a
tube, sufficient for removing 500 spots.

H. H. DAWSON, Box 56, Arlington, N. J.

aa Var’s, 3200 Birds to offer, consisting of A!
Mil Breed, Poultry and Eggs, Dcgs, Ferrets,w r . — * " — - .

Pigeons (Homers), Angora Goats, Belgian
Hares, etc., all described and information in color-

ed 60 page Book and store at your Door 1 0c.
List FREE.
J. A. BERGEY, Box L. Telford, Pa.

EARN THIRTY DOLLARS A WEEK
You can—only $10 capital required, no experience
-either sex—light pleasant work. Better write

to-day. E. E. WEMET, Springwater, N. Y.

CHRISTMAS BARGAIN BOOKS AND
POST

CARDS. Buy where a dollar stretches most. Send 10c for
Allshine Life,New Thoughts Science Magazine,Bargain list and
set of Post Cards. Allshine Bookshop, 70, Rl. Richmond, Va.

io.coo handsome presents to introduce our new
illustrated household catalogue. Write today.

The Connor Supply Co., Dept* D, Washington, D.C.

FREE

Nnma Cai-dc Aeents samples of the finest Vis-
lialllc vdl Uo iting Cards you ever saw. All
5 cts. Quality Print Shop, 131 S. 10th St., Reading, Pa.

AjrilT Song Book, Beautiful Sword Pin, Mag. half year, all
l"hll for 13c. "Smiles,” 83 1 Bourbon, N. O. La.
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DO YOU KNOW IT?
Bo yon know what Tlts-Ore look* like, what It tastes like, what Itdoes! Bo yon know that yon can net a fall-sized $1.00 package ofVlt»-Ore to try for thirty days, to see what It Is, to see what It does,without paying a penny. Bo yon know that hundreds of the readers
of this paper hare tried it and are using ItJ Bo you know that manyof your own neighbors have tested It and “swear by Itt” Bo yon knowthat Vltse-Ore has been curing sick and ailing men and women of allkinds of diseases for oyer twenty-five years and Is doing it every dayof the week! Ifyon don’t know all this, we want yon to know it. That
is why we pay a lot of money to print this big advertisement In thispaper, so YOU 'WIX.I, KXOW IT, so you will get to know Ylt%,Ore
Itself, so you will profit by Its use, as have thousands.

Try It At Our Risk!
W© want yon to get a fall-sized On© Dollar package, on thlrty*days*
trial. All yon need to do Is to write ns a few words—three short wordswill do. dust say I WANT IT” and the foil-sized package of Vltse-Ore will be sent to you, enough to last you for one month’s time, witheverything prepaid, and you need not pay one single penny if it does notbenefit you not one cent. If you do not care to write a letter. Just fillout and send us the coupon printed near the bottom of this page. Allwe want to know Is that you will try Tltse-Ore, that you will give It a
test as many of your friends and neighbors have done, and we will be
® Be ^ y°u * Don’t send us any money, for we want no moneyuntU you have tried it, until you are satisfied with the good work Itdoes for the sick. Dead our thirty-day trial offer, read what Vltse-Ore
is, read what it has done for othera and send for it today. Don't delay amoment, for you may lose this advertisement or forget our address. Do
it now! Send today and give Vitae-Ore a chance to cure you.

Suffered Terribly
With Kidneys.

Passed Large Kidney Stones, Had Palpitation

of the Heart and Was Always Tired.

Eddy, Tex.

—

Vltsc-Ore has proven to be a won-
derful medicine for me. I was terribly bothered with
my Kidneys and had tried different kinds of medi-
cine until I had decided that none of them would do
me any good. There is no telling how many stones

I passed : the last one was mighty
large and Oh I so painful. No one
can realize what I suffered but
those who have had this kind of
Kidney trouble. I also had Palpi-
tation of the Heart and could not
sleep on my left side at all. It
seemed like my heart would jump
out through my side. I was always
tired and could not do anything I
wanted to do.

5 I saw the Vitae-Ore ad, like a
drowning man catches at a straw,
and when I read “We leave it to

j you to judge," I thought it was
good enough for me, and wrote for

a package. I had used it but a short time when I
could tell a difference and when the month was up I
sent for more. The second week after I commenced
it I got back to doing some of my work and honestly
believe that I walked twenty-five miles a day for a
week, felt all right and slept well at night. Now I
cannot praise Vitae-Ore too much, for it has been a
God-send to me. I feel almost like a new man, better
than for four years past. I eat well, do my work
and sleep on my left side. W. T. Curry.

CURED OF INDIGESTION.
Brimson, Ga —1 was sick with Indigestion for

five years, not able to do anything but sit and wish
for death’s relief. I had three of the best doctors
but all shook their heads and said I hadlt so bad that
Heart Trouble had taken hold. I tried Vitae-Ore and
in five days I could eat anything and have been in
good health ever since. One package cured me two
years ago and I have not spent one cent on doctors
since. Mrs. Tula Cowart.

READ WHAT
VITAE-ORE IS.
Vitae-Ore is a mineral remedy, a
combination of substances from
which many world’s noted curative
springs derive medicinal power and
healing virtue. These properties of
the springs come from the natural
deposits of mineral in the earth
through which water forces its way,
only a very small proportion of the
medicinal substances in these min-
eral deposits being thus taken up
by the liquid. Vitae-Ore consists
of compounds of Iron, Sulphur and
Magnesium, elements which are
among the chief curative agents in
nearlyeveryhealing mineral spring
and are necessary for the creation
and retention of health, tv One
package of this mineral substance,
mixed with water, equals in medi-
cinalstrength and curative, healing
value, many gallons of the world’s
powerful mineral waters, drunk
fresh at the springs.

/For Both lnfernal\

vand External Use./

This is Our
30-Day Trial Offer!
if You IfA SitsIf w® want to send you a full-^ sized $i.oo package of
Vit®-Ore, enough for 30 days’ continuous treatment, by mail,
postpaid, and we want to send It to you on 30 days’ trial. We
don’t want a penny—we just want you to try it, just want a
word from you asking for It, and will be glad to send it to
you. We take absolutely all the risk—we take all chances.
You don’t risk a penny I Ail we ask is that you use V.-O. for
30 days and pay us $1.00 If it has helped you, if yon are satis,
fied that it has done you more than $1.00 worth of positive,
actual, visible good. Otherwise you pay nothing, we ask
nothing, we want nothing. Can you not spare 100 minutes
during the next 30 days to try It? Can you not give 5 minutes
to write for It, 5 minutes to properly prepare it upon its
arrival, and 3 minutes each day for 30 days to use it. That
is all it takes. Cannot you give 100 minutes time if it meansnew health, new strength, new blood, new force, new energy,
vigor, life and happiness? You are to be the Judge. We are
satisfied with your decision, are perfectly willing to trust to
your honor, to your judgment, as to whether or not V.-O. has
benefited you. Read what Vitae-Ore is, and write today for a

Package On Trial.

HEALTHUUTRYING FOR!
It is worth writing for. It is worth getting out pen, ink,
paper and envelope, and writing a short letter or just the
coupon. That is all it takes. Just a word asking for it, justtTAiia TMiAmion iioa 14- TTTUnA . ,

—

bothering me again, ,pwhen here, right at your elbow, right
within your reach, ready and waiting for you to tarn
and get It. is the remedy that has set thousands right,
yours for the mere asking.

WRITE FOR IT TODAY!

Was Nothing But Skin and Bones.
Nkedmore, N. Oar.—

I

was taken sick with a Cold two
years ago and had some kind of a wheeze at the pit of mv
stomach. I thought perhaps I was going to have Con-sumption j I never was so sick before in my life. I tried

everything and finally was examined by
the best 1Joetors. Some told me I had
Stomach Trouble, then Asthma; I
thougbtmytimewasshort. Every Spring
and Fall I would have these attacks. My
husband paid out over$100.00 for different
medicines. I felt as though I was noth-
ing but skin and bones. I could not
even carry a pail of water or stoop to
put wood in the stove. My husband had
to assist me wherever I walked, I was so
very weak. Then I was taken sick with
La Grippe and Bronchitis, and all

M,, „ thought I was going to die. I saw theVltas-Ore advertisement and my husband wrote for itWhen it came 1 stopped all my doctor medicine. Thesecond dose of Vitaa-Ore made me so hungry I had to eatbetween meals. My appetite continued to get better and I
wcuwccu rncaiB. my aypuuu*) continued to get Dette
could eat meat, onions and corn bread. Before taking Vltae-
Ore I only weighed 107 pounds; since taking It I gained 25
pounds. Everybody is surprised to see me so stout and

I nm npt'.t.PF t.hpn T Kg wo Vtnnn « 1 a. +-

ao Duiyiisou i see me so stout and
strong and I am better than I have been In the last two
years. I work in the garden, milk my cow and do other
chores. Mrs. A. H. Welch.

Rheumatism Cured at 80 Years.

stoic ptuu iu uiy necK, anu .

to the ends of my fingers.

Menominee, Mich.—

A

bout six years ago I had an attack
of Rheumatism in my shoulder, which caused me consider-
able painjn my neck, and my arms were badly swollen even

The pain passed to my other
Diuuuau-, and I suffered so terribly I
could hardly turn over in bed and could
not put on my clothes without great
difficulty. The Vitae-Ore advertisement
attracted my attention four years aeo
and I decided to give it a trial. Before
I had used au entire package I felt much
Improved, but to make the cure entirely
sure I used another package. Vitae-Ore
cured me, even though I was 80 years old
I recommend VitaB-Ore with pleasure and
think it is the greatest preventive of sick-
ness and disease. It would be a great
bussing If everybody would give it a trial.

I know It has helped me wonderfully
; gave me an appetite

vigor and strength. I am now 84 years old, feel well and
enjoy working every day. People say it Is wonderful at mv
age and I give the credit to Vitae-Ore. O. F. Buell.

Use This Coupon
It You Do Not Wish to Writs a Letter.

THEO. NOEL CO., Vitae-Ore Bldg., CHICAGO.
Gentlemen.—I have read your advertisement in

VICKS MAGAZINE
and want yon to send me a full-sized One Dollar
package of Vitae-Ore for me to try. I agree to pay
Sl.OO if it benefits me, bnt will not pay a penny if
it does not. I am to be the judge. The following
is my address, to which the trial treatment ia to
be sent by mail, postpaidi

STATE _

Street or
Rural Route_

/Is" JTOU St/FFCP rpoilf Rheumatism, or any Kidney, Bladder or Liver Disease, Dropsy, a Stomach Disorder,
c

" “** ** v,r* Female Ailments, Functional Heart Trouble, Catarrh of Any F'art. Nervous ProstrationCons‘rV- or 01h.r Bo
.yr

e
J
Trouble, Impure Blood, or are just Worn-Out, send for a 30-day trial treatmentoi vitae Ore right away and see what this remedy will do for you. ADDRESS US AS BELOW.

THEO. NOEL CO., «J25!X. CHICAGO, ILL.
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VICK’S MAGAZINE

VER seven hundred years be-

fore the birth of the Messiah,

it was said of Him, by the

“Evangelical Prophet,” Isaiah,

“He shall be called wonder-

ful.” No terms could more

fitly express the characteriza-

tion of our Divine Redeemer,

and the circumstances attend-

ant upon His advent. His

life, His death, His redemp-
tion, and His ascension into glory, than the

word “wonderful.”

Wonderful were the prophecies uttered respect-

ing Him, scores of centuries before He was
born, prophecies which increased in fullness,

luminousness and particularity as the ages swept

on. Their minutest details were found fulfilled

in Him, who, alone, was the

“Light of the prophets’ learned lore,

Lord of the patriarchs gone before.”

Wonderful were the “unconscious prophecies”

of the vast empire of heathendom, voiced in the

philosophies, predictions, and prayers of the best

and noblest of its thinkers and sages. All were
centered and answered in Christ Jesus, “the de-

sire of all nations.”

Wonderful the mystery of the Annunciation, the coming of the radiant

angel to the astounded virgin, the meek, glad submissiveness of the “hand-

maid of the Lord.”

Wonderful that at the very tick of the clock of prophetic time, the

birth-cry of the world’s Deliverer should fall on the startled air.

Wonderful the “glad tidings of great joy,” announced by the angelic

visitant to the wondering shepherds, and the chorus of the celestial choir,

“Glory to God in the highest, and on earth peace, good will toward men,”
and the finding of the babe in Bethlehem’s manger. Wonderful the “Star

in the East.” the journeying of the three wise men from their distant Per-

sian home, and the bending of these intellectual kings of Sheba and Seba

before the cradle of the Christ-child, and the offering of the priestlyy and

princely gifts of “gold and frankincense and myrrh,” and the homage of the

world’s highest culture, and purest and deepest uninspired religious thought,

to its infant occupant.

Wonderful that at the age of twelve he should be found in the Temple,

in the midst of the most renowned teachers of learning, asking and answer-

ing the profoundest of questions.

Wonderful the miracles He performed on the sea and on the land, on

the bodies and on the minds of men, proving His supreme mastery over

every force of nature and

over every faculty of the hu-

man soul.

Wonderful the truth which/

Pie taught with an originality’

spirituality, authority, ai}^

power never witnessed before; truth for all

ages, conditions, and classes; truth yesterday,

truth today, truth forever.

Wonderful that Pie never wrote a recorded

word of this absolute and final system of truth;

that uncultured disciples should take and treas-

ure it up and then send it forth to shine, “not

as a lamp, but as the sun in the firmament, whose

going forth is from the end of Heaven, and his

circuit unto the ends of it, and there is nothing

hid from the heat thereof.”

Wonderful the Transfiguration, when the

mightiest of earth’s Law-Givers and the grand-

est of earth’s Prophets came down upon the

cloud-enwrapped mountain, and, with the Apos-

tle of Light, the Apostle of Life, and the Apos-

tle of Love, witnessed the outraying of the au-

gust splendors of indwelling Deity.

Wonderful the agony He endured in Geth-

semane’s garden, when, though the sinless and

undaunted Leader of all earth’s truest heroes.

He sweat, as it were, great drops of blood, and

prayed, “Father, if it be possible, let this cup

pass from me.”

Wonderful His submission to the betrayal and

scourging, the mocking and the smiting, and

the most shameful and painful of deaths.

Wonderful that He who upheld the universe with the word of His power

should faint beneath the burden of His cross.

Wonderful the scenes attending His crucifixion, the shuddering earth,

the opening graves, the darkened sun, the centurion’s cry, “Truly this is

the Son of God!”

Wonderful that in that hour of exquisite torture, bearing the world’s

guilt upon His breaking heart, and its suffering upon His burdened soul.

He should not forget His weeping mother, but, blending the affection which

was human with the love which was divine, He should tenderly confide her

to the care of the beloved John, the disciple that lay in His own breast.

Wonderful His resurrection from the dead and His appearance to His

dismayed and now enheartened disciples.

Wonderful His ascension from Olivet to His native skies.

Wonderful the mighty works wrought in His matchless name, by His

power-given Apostles, through their books and words and touch.

Wonderful that wherever two or three are met together for His wor-
ship, He is there in their midst.

Wonderful His nearness to every believing soul, in joy or sorrow, in

pleasure or pain.

Wonderful His gracious

waiting to welcome every re-

turning prodigal to the Father’s

house and heart. God only

knows the love of God
; Christ

only knows His love to man.
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MARCH OF THE WHITE GUARD
By 5IR GILBERT PARKER

A
SK Mr. Hume to come here for a

moment, Gosse,” said Field, the
chief factor, as he turned from
the frosty window of his office at

Fort Providence, one of the Hud-
son Bay Company’s posts. The

servant, or, more properly, Orderlly Sergeant
Gosse, late of the Scots Guards, departed on
Ins errand, glancing curiously at his master’s

,

^ace as
.

he did so. The chief factor, as he
turned around, unclasped his hands from be-
hind him, took a few steps forward, then,
standing still in the center of the room, read
carefully through a letter which he had held
in the fingers of his right hand for the last

ten minutes as he scanned the wastes of snow
that stretched away beyond Great Slave Lake
to the Arctic Circle and the Barren Grounds.
Fie meditated a moment, went back to the
window, looked out again, shook his head
negatively, and with a sigh walked over to
the high fireplace. He stood thoughtfully con-
sidering the floor until the door opened and
Sub-Factor Jasper Hume entered. The fac-

tor looked up and said : "Hume, Fve some-
thing here that s been worrying me a bit.

This letter came in the monthly batch this

morning. It is from a woman. The com-
pany sends another commending the cause of
the woman and urging us to do all that is

possible to meet her wishes. It seems that
her husband is a civil engineer of considerable
fame. He had a commissioni to explore the
copper mine region and a portion of the Bar-
ren Grounds. He was to be gone six months.
He has been gone a year. He left Fort Good
Hope, skirted Great Bear Lake, and reached
the Copper Mine River. Then he sent back
all of the Indians who accompanied him but
two, they bearing the message that he would
make the Great Fish River and come down by
Great Slave Lake to ,

H ort Providence. That was nine
months ago. He has not come here, nor to any
other of the forts, nor has any word been received
from him. His wife, backed by the H. B. C., urges
that a relief party be sent to look for him. They
and she forgot that this is the Arctic region, and
that the task is a well nigh hopeless one. He
ought to have been here six months ago. Now,
how can we do anything? Our fort is small and
there is always danger of trouble with the Indians.
We can’t force men to join a relief party like this,

and who will volunteer? Who would lead such a
party and who wil make up the party to be led?”

i he brown face of Jasper Hume was not mobile.
It changed in expression but seldom; it preserved
a steady and satisfying character of intelligence

and force. The eyes, however, were of an inquir-
ing, debating kind that moved from one thing to

another as if to get a sense of balance before opin-
ion or judgment was expressed. The face had re-

mained impassive, but the eyes had kindled a little

as the factor talked. To the factor’s despairing
question there was not an immediate reply. The
eyes were debating, but they suddenly steadied and
Jasper Hume said sententiously : “A relief party
should go.”

“Yes, yes; but who is to lead them?”
Again the eyes debated.

’’Read her letter,” said the factor, handing
him it.

Jasper Hume took it and mechanically scanned it.

The factor had moved toward the table for his

pipe or he would have seen the other start, and
his nostrils slightly quiver as his eyes grew con-
scious of what they were looking at. Turning
quickly, Jasper Hume walked toward the window,
as if for more light, and. with his back to his

superior, read the fetter. Then he turned and said:

With His Back to His Superior, He Read the Letter.

“I think this thing should be done.”
The factor shrugged his shoulders slightly.

Well, as to that, I think so, too, but thinking and
doing are two different things, Hume.”

“Will jfou leave the matter in my hands until the
morning?”

“Yes, of course, and glad to do so. You are the
only man who can arrange the affair, if it is to be
done at all. But I tell you, as you know, that
everything will depend upon a leader, even if you
secure the men. * * * So you had better keep
the letter for to-night. It may help you to get the
men together. A woman’s handwriting will do
more than a man’s word any time.”

Jasper Hume’s eyes had been looking at the
factor, but they were studying something else.

His face seemed not quite so fresh as it was a few
minutes before.

"I will see you at 10 o’clock to-morrow morning,
Mr. Field,” he said .quietly. “Will you let Gosse
come to me in an hour?”

“Certainly. Good night.”

Jasper Hume let himself out. He walked across
a small square to a log house and opened the door,
which creaked and shrieked with the frost. A dog
sprang upon him as he did so, and rubbed its head
against his breast. He touched the head as if it

had been that of a child and said: “Lie down,
Jacques.”

It did so, but watched him as he doffed his dog-
skin cap and buffalo coat. He looked round the
room slowly once, as if he wished to fix it clearly

and deeply in his mind. Then he sat down and
held near the fire light the letter the factor had
given him. His features grew set and stern as he
read it. Once he paused in the reading and looked
into the fire, drawing his breath sharply between
his teeth. Then he read it to the end without a

sign. A pause, and he said : “So this is how
the lines meet again, Varre Lepage!” He
read the last sentence of the letter aloud

:

In the hope that you may soon give me
good news of my husband, I am, with all re-
spect, Sincerely yours,

“Rose Lepage.”
Again he repeated, “With all respect, sin-

cerely yours, Rose Lepage.”

The dog Jacques looked up. Perhaps it de-
tected something unusual in the voice. It

rose, came over, and laid its head on its mas-
ter s knee. Jasper Hume’s hand fell gently on
the head, and he said to the fire, “Rose Le-
page, you can wr:te to Factor Field what you
dare not write to your husband if you knew!
You might say to him then, ‘With all love/
but not ‘With all respect.’”

He folded the letter and said: “Listen,

Jacques, and I will tell you a story.” The
dog blinked and pushed its nose against its

master’s arm.

Ten years ago two young men who had
studied and graduated together at the same
college were struggling together in their pro-
fession as civil engineers. One was Varre
Lepage and the other was Jasper Hume. The
one was brilliant and persuasive, the other
was persistent and studious. Varre Lepage
could have succeeded in any profession

; Jas-
per Hume had only heart and mind for one.
Only for one, Jacques, you understand. He
lived in it; he loved it; he saw great things to
be achieved in it He had got an idea. He
worked at it night and day

; he thought it out

;

he developed it ; he perfected it ; he was ready
to give it to the world. But he was seized

with illness, became blind, and was ordered
’> to a warm climate for a year. He left

his idea, his invention, behind him—his

complete idea. While he was gone his bosom
friend stole his perfected idea; yes, stole his per-

fected idea, and sold it for twenty thousand dollars.

He was called a genius, a great inventor. And
then he married her. You don’t know her. Jacques.
You never saw pretty Rose Varcoe, who, liking

two men, chose the one who was handsome and
brilliant, and whom the world called a genius.
Why don’t Jasper Hume expose him. Jacques?
Proof is not always easy, and then he had to think
of her. One has to think of a woman in such a
case, Jacques. Even a dog can see that.”

He was silent a moment, and then he said : “Come,
Jacques, you will keep secret what I show you.”

He went to a large box in the corner, unlocked
it, and took out a model made of brass and copper
and smooth but unpolished wood.
“After ten years of banishment, Jacques, he

worked out another idea, you see. It should be
worth ten times the o‘her, and the world called the

other the work of a genius, dog.”

Then he became silent, the animal watching him
the while. It had seen him working at this model
for many a day, but never heard him talk so much
at a time as he had done this last ten minutes. Jas-

per Hume was generally a silent man
; decisive even

to severity, careless carriers and shirking under-

officers thought. Yet none could complain he was
unjust. He was simply straigh forward, and had no
sympathy with those who were not the same. He
had carried a drunken Indian on his back for miles,

and from a certain death by frost. He had, for

want of a more convenient punishment, promptly

knocked down Jeff Hyde, the sometime bully of the

fort, for appropriatiig- a bundle of furs belonging to

a French halfbreed, Ga spe Toujours. But he nursed

Jeff Hyde through an jpttack of pneumonia, insist-

ing at the samel, tqe that Gaspe Toujours should

(Contimtuc\ on \^agc twenty-six.)
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XMAS ’ROUND THE WORLD

A Christmas Dinner Party in Honolulu

A Hawaiian Girl

round, but that is the only kind of a Santa which the

little Hawaiians have ever had any experience with,

and they see him every Christmas time presiding over

a Christmas-tree entertainment at the Sunday schools,

and occasionally he makes his appearance in a pri-

vate home before the little ones have gone to

slumberland, so that they get a glimpse of him.

Also the busy old man usually has charge of a great

contribution kettle of the Salvation Army on a

prominent Honolulu street corner for a week before

Christmas, and he is always usjt about the same. It

is even reported that he has met with a number of

tragic accidents in Hawaii, just as he has in other

parts of the world, when his white cottony whiskers

came in cantact with open lights on the Christmas

tree. But Hawaii’s Santa Claus doesn’t travel by

sleigh, but uses a canoe, and of recent years an

automobile instead. Little Hawaiians have but an

imperfect idea of a sleigh, which would certainly be

a rather poor vehicle in a land without snow.

Christmas eve always is the occasion of the big-

gest street carnival of the Hawaiian year. It is

similar to the great frolics on New Year’s night in

San Francisco and some other cities. Generally

speaking, the business sections of Honolulu are

practically deserted after night fall, but on the night

before Christmas the retail district is thronged till

after midnight with the most motly concourse of

people in the world. Everybody seems to be out.

The sidewalks overflow and fill the streets with

Americans and Hawaiians, Chinese and Japanese,

Portuguese, Germans, Spanish, and French, and all

degrees of admixture of these various elements.

People of high and low degree jostle each other in

most democratic fashion, while everybody throws

confetti, rings cow-bells, or blows a tin horn or

other noise-producing instrument, and white and

brown and yellow boys produce deafening explosions

of firecrackers in the streets. There is rarely any

rowdyism (Hawaii crowds are always well be-

haved), but for the time being the bars of conven-

tionality seem to be ignored, and everybody thinks

only of a good time.

Christmas day itself is usually very quiet. The

excitement among the children in exploring stock-

ings in the morning, or, where stockings are not worn,

of finding the pile of gifts which Santa rarely fails

to leave somewhere about the house for all good

boys and girls, is the most interesting feature in

most families. Some years there has been a water

regatta arranged by the several boat clubs for the

afternoon, when rowing races and other aquatic

sports are indulged in either in the water of the

harbor or at Waikiki Beach, the city’s great bathing

resort. Of course there is baseball, for Honolulu is

the greatest baseball city in the world, where they

play all the year through and never seem to grow

tired of it.

Every Christmas there is a considerable quantity

of Christmas evergreens brought from the coast,

but usually some substitute is used for the pines

and cedars of the temperate zones. The Australian

ironwood pine makes a fair Christmas tree, and is

practically the only tree of the pine family available.

House decorations are brought to town in large

quantities from far up in the mountains, in the form
of a low shrub known by the native name “wawae-
iole,” or “rats’ claws,” which somewhat resembles

a symetrical pine tree in miniature.

New Years is always observed in Hawaii, perhaps
more importance being attached to it than is gen-
eraly observed on the mainland of the United States.

Although the large number
cf winter visitors to Hawaii

CHRISTMAS SPORTS IN HONOLULU

always takes a great interest in

the Hawaiian Christmas ob-

servances, the interest is more
in the unusual setting in which
they are held than in the nov-
elty of the celebrations them-
selves. The islands have al-

ways been so closely in touch

with the United States that it

is probable that in no other

part of the world, separate

from the maintand states, is

there less divergence in the

processes of life and thought

than here.

Japanese Children in Honolulu

CHRISTMAS IN HAWAII
By Will J. Cooper

LMOST everyone feels that Christmas,

in a way, is purely a local institution.

Somehow we feel that the day and the

season belong peculiarly to us and our

community, and it is hard to realize

that all over the great world people of every race

are celebrating the birth of the Man whose life and

teachings have done more for the advancement of

mankind than any other thing before or since.

Christmas without snow ! The idea seems impos-

sible to a great number of young folks in most parts

of the United States, where so much of the holiday

festivities are dependent on the weather. But there

are American citizens, not a few, today, to whom a

snowstorm on Christmas would be as great a nov-

elty as a picnic trip would to others at the same

season. And this is the case in Hawaii.

And yet Hawaii’s celebration of the Christmas

festival isn’t so very different from that of mainland

America as some might imagine. The beautiful

group of islands was the scene of early missionary

zeal almost a century ago, and, moreover, these mis-

sionaries were of good old New England stock, and

they brought the New England Christmas to the

naked islanders the same as they did all their other

ironclad ideas. The missionaries raised their fam-

ilies on the new soil, and in their children, as in the

open-minded natives, they implanted their own ideas

of Christmas as far as environment prmitted.

Seamen and traders of the world, who 1 early made
their homes in the islands, had a tendency to modify
the austerity of the religionists, so that Hawaii’s

Christmas became quite cosmopolitan in character.

The “feeling” of holiday-time is in the air,

though not in shape of snow and ice. Instead one

would rather imagine it was the month of May,
judging from the smiling blue skies and balmy air

and the profusion of blossoms and green foliage.

But the store windows are already beginning to

blossom out with unmistakable

Christmas luxuries, while there

is the general air of mystery

in the home, and the children

are talking of Santa Claus,

just as they are from Califor-

nia to Maine. And Santa is

the same identical old saint

(hat we all knew “back in the

States,” even to his personal

appearnace and costume. One
would think that a great fur-

bordered coat and fur cap

would not be particularly com-

fortable in a land where the

thermometer hangs between 75

and 85 degrees all the year
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Christmas in the Land of William Tell
By FLORA HENRIETTA MUELLER

N THE center of Europe there is a free
little country, with high mountains, and
strong, healthy people. There are still

many old hermits living in the woods,
who move farther away from mankind
whenever their hiding-place is discovered.
The hand of man has assisted, but not
yet spoiled the work of nature, and there-
fore the whole country is a beautiful

park. Thousands of Americans cross the

ocean every year to enjoy their vacation in

Switzerland, to find new life and health in its high
altitudes, where the big factories have not yet
polluted the fresh air.

There is a certain little place, called Lusern, one
of the prettiest towns in Switzerland, of which I

am going to tell you. Lusern is built around a pic-

turesque lake entirely surrounded by lofty moun-
tains. It is the most popular summer resort in

Switzerland, and is visited by people from all over
the world. After the season is over it seems as if

everything had died out. The big hotels close for the
winter and all the stores look empty and forsaken.
The little souvenirs that made so many strangers
happy are packed away for next year. At the lake
front, where the different nationalities used to

listen to the Hungarian band, and where the pretty
little children of the rich played on the shore with
their colored nurses, the children of the town now
play, hunting around and trying to find some for-

gotten toys of the little strangers.

Tt is real pleasure to listen to their conversation,
as they are a little resentful about the foreigners. I

happened to be one of them, and I remember how
often we used to say: “Would you like to have a
black nurse ?” “Oh dear, no ! I could never, never
kiss her good night, as I do my dear, sweet
mother;” or, “Would you like to have such pretty

white dresses and shoes?” “Why certainly not; how
could we roll around, climb the trees, and splash in

the water.”

But soon after the visitors leave both the children

and the parents start in with a new sort of life.

They had to work hard the whole summer in order

to provide for the long, cold winter. Many a
mother had to send her little ones away so as to

give al her time to the foreigners, to make them feel

happy and comfortable. But now they remember
their children, and the first thing they think of is

dear old Christmas. It is not customary to buy
the presents ready made. The children empty their

little savings banks so as to buy enough material to

make a little present for each menber of the family.

The smaller girls do knitting and crochet work,
and the older ones do lovely hand em-

broidery cn linen. Every day after

their studies are finished they sit in

their room and work until supper-time.

You cannot imagine how good the chil-

dren are before Christmas.

There is no quarrel between brothers

and sisters; they all help each other.

The boys have to thread the needles,

and, in between time, read a nice story

to the girls. Every evening mother will

come to the door and ask to come in,

and all of them will scream: “No, no,

mother dear; Santa Claus is with us

and helps us work.” One of them will

open the door just a little, and mother
will roll in for each of them a big apple

and some nuts. The boys then have to

peel the apples and open the nuts, and
will feed the girls every little while, be-

cause they haven’t time to look away
from their needlework. At supper-time

they will all look at each other and
laugh and whisper, and every little

while you will hear, “Sh, sh, don’t tell

;

don’t tell.” But father and mother will

understand and not ask any questions.

Swiss Children at Holiday Time.

About one week before Christmas the most ex-
citing time will start. The best room in the house
will be closed, and as the children are taught the
Christkindli (Christ-child) is in there to fix the
tree, they will only walk on their tiptoes past that
room. Some of them, of course, will be very in-
quisitive and peek in the keyhole, but parents are
clever enough to stuff it up. On Christmas eve, all

the children have to give their presents to mother,
each marked with a name, and mother will put them
under the tree.

Then the children have to go to sleep, but what
sleep is it! They crawl together, all in one bed,
even if there are a dozen, and start to pray that
their wishes will be fulfilled. After their little eyes
fall to sleep, mother will get very busy dressing
up a lardy friend in a beautiful white mull dress,
and will put on her a wig of golden curls that hang
down to her waist, and then a long white veil to
cover her face. She is covered with flowers and
looks just like a beautiful bride. About ten o’clock
father will go to wake the children and make them
dress in a hurry and run down in front of the house
to see the Angel fly in the windows. As father is

the first down, he will say: “Oh, I just saw Christ-
kindli fly in.” All will run up in one breath and go

AUSTRALIAN FERNS AT CHRISTMAS TIME

in the room and find the Angel there and the tree
lit. Then the children sing a Christmas song for
her and mother plays the piano. After Christ-
kindli gives presents to everybody, the children will
be very busy examining everything, and in the
meantime the Angel quietly disappears. A little
lffter, the lady friend of mother will come in,
dressed in her street clothes, and everybody is
sorry for her, because she just missed seeing Christ-
kindli.

,

This happens every year, and is always new again
to the children. I must admit I was a pretty old
child (fifteen years) when I first discovered that
it was dear father and mother who gave us all that
joy May be I would still be happy in my ignorance
if I hadn’t been a very naughty girl one Christmas,
and crawled under the sofa to see the Angel’s face
very closely when she fixed the tree, and when I
saw it was only my aunt, I wasn’t afraid any more
In a moment when she left the room for a few
minutes, I came out of my hiding-place and picked
all the nuts off my grandmother’s cake. I was very
sorry after a while, and I still regret that I lost
another year or two of the joy of Christmas; that
joy that will never come back in my whole life,
when I still believed in the dear Christkindli com-
ing down to earth to bring the children happiness.
May every mother try to keep up the childish

beliefs in her children as long as possible. They
learn the stern realities soon enough. And when
they have to fight the hard battles of life, they will
always fondly recollect their happy childhood days
and be guided in the right path.

Christmas at the Antipodes
By Rev. Georfce C. Tenney

THE country nearest antipodal to us is the con-
tinent of Australia, where cold comes from

the south in the summer; where the sun goes
around to the left instead of toward the right;
where the shady side of the house is the south side

;

where summer comes in the winter, and Christmas
and Fourth of July change places.

Plenty of time is allowed by the Australians for
this favorite festival. Holidays are very numerous
in that new United States, and not any of them is

#

forgotten by man or woman, boy or girl. Eight
hours constitute a day’s work by law; the weekly
half-holiday is earned by working eight and one-half
hours daily and a little more on Saturday; and
extra holidays are always warmly welcomed even
if the thermometer is at 100; and the greatest of

these is Christmas, if we except the day
of the Melbourne cup races.

Christmas day itself is observed after
the old English fashion, as a relogious
day, to work on which would be about
as bad as to work on a half dozen Sun-
days. Of course, a good dinner is in
the bargain, but fun and frolic must be
put off a little. These come on the fol-

lowing day, called “boxing day,” also
an English custom, not so much from
the habit of boxing one another’s ears
or getting one another “in a box” as
from the practice of presenting Christ-
mas boxes or presents. Christmas boxes
have now degenerated into little gifts

to those who serve you. The garbage
man, the postman, and various public

servants are sure to call on you on the
morning of “boxing day” and wait a

moment with cap in hand and obsequi-
ous bows, for the expected sixpence or
shilling, or perchance half crown. You
need not feel very badly about that,

howeve ', for your grocer, your vege-

table n ad, and your milkman “remem-
( ' jneluded on page thirty.)
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Where Christmas Day First Dawned
As Seen and Described By the Late Ira D. Sankey

ifcs*
O

NE bright day, soon after

our arrival in Jerusalem,

as we were standing in

the doorway of our hotel, we said

to our fellow-travelers, “Let us

gc even unto Bethlehem.” Ac-
cordingly, carriages were sum-

moned and we were soon on our

journey to the quiet little village

where Christ was born, some six

or seven miles distant, and where,

nineteen hundred years ago, the

angel of the Lord made announce-

ment to the shepherds, who were

watching their flocks by night, of

the glad tidings of great joy

which should be to all people,

saying,- “For unto you is born

this day in the city of David,

a Saviour which is Christ the

Lord.”

As we drove through the Jaffa gate and had pro-

ceeded on our journey some distance, a deep silence

came over our entire party, each one realizing that

we were no doubt passing over the very road which

had often been trodden by the feet of the world’s

Redeemer. Here, perhaps, He may have rested

by the wayside, beneath the shade of some tree

like unto those we were passing, but which had

long since passed away. No doubt He had sat

with his beloved disciples gathered about him, at

David’s Well, looking out upon the sweet fields

and valleys that here opened to our view.

On our way, we stopped at a number of places

mentioned in the Scriptures. The most inter-

esting of these is what is said to be David’s Well.

It was from this well that the grand old singer

longed for a draught of water when he was be-

sieged in Jerusalem by the Philistines. No won-

der David remembered the old well near where he

was born. How often we too have cried out in

the day of trouble, “O for a draught from my
father’s well.”

As we drove on, we arrived at a high point on

the road where we paused to enjoy a view of the

valley reaching off toward the east. Here our

guide pointed out to us what, he said, was the

Shepherds’ Field, where the shepherds of old were

watching their flocks by night. His statement as

to the location of the field was quite a surprise to

us as we had, for some reason, always supposed

it to have been located much farther away from

Bethlehem.

After going on a short distance, we noticed

about half a mile away, a small village nestled on

the hillside. On making inquiry of the guide, we
were told it was Bethlehem of Judea. As we first

beheld the quiet little hamlet where the Christ-

child was born, a verse of the beautiful hymn of

Phillips Brooks came involuntarily to mind, and

I could not refrain from singing

—

“O little town of Bethlehem,

How still we see thee lie;

Above thy deep and dreamless sleep

The silent stars go by;

Yet in thy dark streets shineth

The everlasting light;

The hopes and fears of all the years

Are met in thee tonight.”

As we neared the village, we were greatly im-

pressed by the beauty of the children who flocked

about our carriages for the purpose of selling us

souvenirs of the place, which consisted largely of

engravings upon mother-of-pearl, representing the

Virgin and her child in the manger, crucifixes,

broaches, etc. The principal industry of the place

is the manufacture of these souvenirs. Being much
interested in the beautiful children seen here, we
made niquiry of our guide how k was that these

A Street Scene in Bethlehem Looking Toward the Church of the Nativity.

were so much more beautifl than any we had seen

elsewhere in our travels in the Orient? His reply

was that on the day the Savior was born in Beth-

lehem, his mother pronounced a blessing on all

the women and children in the town, and that this

blessing had been upon them, ever since. Whether
his answer properly accounts for the beauty of the

women and children or not the story was a beauti-

ful one, and I give it as it was given to me.

Upon entering the village, we were at once

driven to the Church of the Nativity, a very an-

cient structure, which marks the spot where the

manger is thought to have been. I believe this

to be the veritable place where the Savior’s birth

occurred, for the reason that the larger part of

the church is underground, indicating that its

foundations were laid long centuries ago.

Upon entering the building we were supplied with

lighted tapers, and preceded by a Greek priest,

were conducted down a dark and gloomy stairway

leading into the interior of the church, and here

visited a number of rooms of historic interest, one

of which is said to be where Jerome studied, and
where he died in the year 420 A. D. He with many
other great men of the East found sepulcher here.

We at last reached the spot where “the young
child was born.” Here we found a large stone,

perhaps six feet long by three feet wide
,
placed in

a niche in the wall of the building. A silver star

was sunk into the center of the stone, which was
surrounded and overhung by gold and silver lamps,

which are ever kept burning as the ages roll on.

This star is modeled after the Greek fashion, as the

Greeks had possession of the place long before

the Latins arrived.

As I gazed upon the beautiful star emblem of

the one the shepherds saw, the star of hope for

all mankind, another verse of Phillips Brooks’

immortal hymn recurred to my mind

—

“For Christ is born of Mary;
And gathered all above,

While mortals sleep the angels keep
Their watch of wondering love.

O morning stars together

Proclaim the holy birth.

And praises sing to God their king.

And peace to men on earth.”

Before leaving the place we were informed that

the stone which we saw was the fourth or fifth

that had been placed in position since the church

was first built, the others having been “kissed

away” by the millions of devout pilgrims who had

come here to pay their loving homage at this

sacred shrine.

The destruction of these stones had not been
caused so much, however, by the action of the

human lips thereon, as by the process of wiping

the surface with the hand or handkerchief before

pressing the lips thereto, evidently

intended as a wise sanitary pre-

caution, though not always effect-

ive. The same theory may un-

doubtedly account for the wearr

ing away of the toe of St. Peter

at Rome. I recall one day, while

standing beneath the high arch-

ing dome of St. Peter’s, seeing

an elegantly dressed lady ap-

proach the apostle’s statue, make

the sign of the cross, and wipe

the toe with her handkerchief,

and then press her lips to the

abbreviated foot. She had scarce-

jiq ly left the place, when a little

|j
street gamin, a veritable raga-

muffin, coming along, vigorously

stroked the toe with his grimy

hand, with the evident intention of

removing the unsanitary condi-

tions created by the “high-born lady” whose kiss

had just preceded the one he was about to imprint.

Upon emerging from the church at Bethlehem

we found its entrance surrounded by a large num-
ber of souvenir peddlers, all desirous of depleting

our purses and repleting our stock of curios. So

great was their persistence that I was compelled

to use my umbrella to force a passage to enable the

ladies of our party to reach the carriages.

Fortunately we gained our vehicles and were

soon journeying back to Jerusalem over the same

road we had come, and which is the only one be-

tween the two places, of which history gives any

account.

As we bade farewell to the town in which Naomi
and her daughter-in-law Ruth had made their

home, and while looking back for the last time

upon the place, from the hill on the road, we had

to sing again another verse of the hymn

—

“How silently, how silently

The wondrous gift is given;

So God imparts to human hearts

The blessings of his heav’n.

No ear may hear his coming,

But in this world of sin.

Where meek souls will receive Him still

The dear Christ enters in.”

As we neared Jerusalem, we could just see Mt.

Horeb in the distance, beyond Jordan, the place

where Moses obtained his last view of the Land of

Promise, and where God kissed away his soul and
buried him. Shortly before entering the Jaffa gate

we saw the dark low tents of the Bedouins near

the road, and now and then we could see dark

visaged Arabs looking toward us, seemingly anxi-

ous for the night to fall, that we, being still out-

side the city walls, might become their prey. Here
we noticed a little Arab boy hurriedly urging his

sheep and goats toward the same gate that we
were approaching, the lad knowing full well, as the

guide informed us, that if he were found outside

the city wall after dark, he would become the prey
of the robbers, both he and his flock, for the Be-
douins were accustomed to put to their own uses

anything found outside the city after nightfall.

As, in the gathering twilight, we were passing
Mt. Zion and about to enter the city gate, I could

not refrain from singing the closing stanza of the

beautiful hymn which had been floating in my mind
all the day long

—

“O holy child of Bethlehem,

Descend to us we pray;

Cast out our sin and enter in

—

Be born in us today.

We hear the Christmas angels

The great glad tidings tell,

O, come to us, abide with us,

Our Lord ImmanueL”
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My Christmas Burglar By Susanne Roberts

L
LEVEN O’CLOCK upon Christmas Eve
and the Christmas tree still untouched!
It had stood there since early morning,
paitently waiting to be decked in holi-

day attire, but everything seemed to

go wrong that day and there was work
enough to keep a half dozen pairs of hands oc-
1 upied. Mother had risen with one of her severe
nervous headaches. Mary was cross and had
shirked as much of her work as she possibly dared;
and I. with swimming head, had gone from one
duty to another, until, tired and nervous, I at last

felt that the preparations for the morrow were
complete with the exception of the tree.

But no matter how weary I might be, that must
be trimmed before I retired, for Brother Arthur
and the children would arrive on the early morning
train, and 1 eddy and little Dorothy would be
heart-broken if not allowed to see it at once. Poor
little motherless tots! They had been looking for-

ward for weeks to Christmas at grandma’s, and had
sent me, long ago, their letters to Santa Claus,
for they had learned that in some mysterious way
Aunty Grace” was in direct communication with

l»im for some days before Christmas.
Though weary in mind and body, I went brave-

ly to work stringing pop-corn, gilding apples and
nuts and filling candy-bags, and I quite forgot my
weariness for a time in thinking of the way in

which Ted’s merry eyes would sparkle when he
would catch his first glimpse of the toy-laden tree,

and how the wonder would grow in Dot’s big
brown orbs as she tries to solve the mystery of
the gift-bestowing Santa.

While mounted upon a small step-ladder, vainly
trying to reach the tip of an objectionably long
branch, I heard the library door softly open, and,
turning about, was startled to see in the doorway
a man whom I rightly judged had entered for no
honorable purpose. Of course, my first impulse
was to scream, but I had presence of mind enough
to know that would be of no avail, for poor, timid
mother, with her weak heart, must not under any
circumstances be startled, and Mary, even if she
heard, would only bury her head in the bed-cover-
ings and remain where she was.

So realizing that I must alone deal with the
intruder, and being of a practical turn of mind, I

hid my terror as best I could and said coolly:

*'I was just wishing for a longer pair of arms
to trim off that provokingly long branch. It quite

spoils the symmetry of the tree. Will you please

step up here and do it for me?”
When he first opened the door and discovered

that the room had an occupant, his right hand was
quickly raised to his hip-pocket, and I could feel

myself growing pale and weak, but as I spoke he
stepped forward in blank astonishment and me-
chanically taking the shears I offered him, stepped
upon the ladder and removed the tip of the branch.

“There! That’s a decided improvement!” I ex-

claimed. “Now this wooly sheep must go upon
that branch, and this doll just opposite—a little

higher, please. That’s right. Don’t you think

another string of pop-corn might be hung from
that center branch and brought down on this side?

And now the candles—I had almost forgotten

them.”

By this time the man had lost his air of as-

tonishment and was intensely interested in his

work. He arranged and gave suggestions, which
I was very glad to have carried out, for I quickly

discovered that he possessed not only skill, but

most excellent taste, and his deft hands soon
wrought wonders, giving to the tree a look of

beauty I myself could never have given it. All

my fear had vanished, and we worked away to-

gether as busily as bees.

While he was intent upon his work, I had the

opportunity of studying the appearance of my mid-
night caller. He was tall and slender, with light

curly hair and a blonde Vandyke beard, which I

readily saw could be doffed or donned at will. It

did not succeed, however, in hiding the handsome,
boyish features and clear, healthy complexion of
the wearer. His blue eyes lit up with pleasure and
pride as his interest in his work deepened. His
hands were white and slender and I could not fail

to notice the grace of his every movement. His
soft, musical voice had the fascinating drawl pe-
culiar to a native of the sunny South. He wore a
plain, neat business suit, somewhat the worse for
wear, and a black derby hat, which he quickly re-

moved as he stepped forward to do my bidding.

As we were putting the finishing touches on the
tree, who should come into the room but mother,
who, hearing our voices, had come down to see
whom I was entertaining at such an hour. I did
not dare tell her the truth, nor did I care to make
the situation any more trying, so I said quickly:

“Mother, this is Mr.—er—Smith. You have
heard me speak of him often. He called this eve-
ning and kindly consented to help me decorate the
tree. Isn’t it beautiful!”

“It is, indeed, daughter, and it is very kind of
Mr. Smith to render his assistance,” she replied,

shaking hands cordially with him. She afterward
confessed that she didn’t remember that Mr.
Smith s name was upon my list of calling acquaint-
ances, but supposed her memory was at fault.

And mother. I succeeded in getting everything
those blessed children asked for excepting the
‘weally, twuly engine with wheels that go wound
and wound’ that was among Teddy’s requests. But
alas!—his wants were more numerous than my
purse could supply.”

The tree was finished at last, and after mother
and I had expressed our delight at its beautiful

appearance, mother, turning to me said, “But,
, Grace, you surely will not let Mr. Smith go away
after working so hard without some refreshment?”

The novelty of a chafing-dish party with a burg-
lar for a guest flitted across my mind and I de-
termined to enjoy such a romantic situation to its

fullest extent. But in this I was doomed to disap-
pointment for “Mr. Smith,” pleading the lateness
of the hour, gracefully excused himself and took
up his hat to depart.

“There!” thought I, “That proves conclusively
that which I have suspected for some time. He is

no ordinary house-breaker, or he would never show

so much delicacy about receiving hospitality from
my hands.”

I led the way to the hall door—he had entered
by way of a library window, carelessly left un-
fastened—and as he stepped into the hall he said
quietly:

“I suppose it would seem almost ridiculous for
me to attempt to apologize for my appearance in
your home tonight, but please believe me when I

say that I am heartily sorry—not for being here,
for that would be untrue—but for giving you the
fright which you must necessarily have felt upon
seeing me, though I never saw a braver woman in

my life.”

“Yes,” I laughed, “When I saw your hand reach
for your revolver I did think that perhaps my last

moment had come, but—

”

"But you don’t think I really would have harmed
you? See—the chambers are all empty, as they
always have been since it has been in my posses-
sion. And I want to thank you for the opportun-
ity you gave me of helping you. This has been
an evening I shall never forget. Will it seem too
bold in me if I ask you to shake hands?”

“I certainly am very grateful to you for your
assistance tonight. I’m sure you would feel re-

paid could you see the faces of the children when
they view your work. And I hope that next Christ-

mas Eve may find you as profitably employed as
you have been tonight, instead of

—

”

I did not finish, but extended my hand, and as
his slender fingers closed over mine I know I had
obtained his promise.

The next morning while the children were de-
lightedly stripping the tree of its gifts, there came
a ring at the door-bell. Upon answering it, I

found an expressman with a large bundle which he
deposited on the hall floor. When the wrappings
were removed, what was my surprise to find the
“weally twuly engine” for Teddy, a pretty work-
box, with sewing outfit complete, for tiny Dot, and,

lastly, a box of pure white roses for “Teddy’s
Aunt.” It needed no card to designate the sender.

This all happened three years ago, and although
I have had no word from my midnight guest and
the mystery of his life remains unsolved, yet the
box of roses which comes to me upon each Christ-

mas Eve tells me in their own pure language that

the sender no longer deserves the name by which
I have always called him—My Burglar.

The Feudist’s Revenue By MRS. JULIA M. KL1NCK

Synopsis.—An aged man, sitting in the doorway of
his Kentucky mountain home watching his young son
playing with a greyhound in the yard, is shot from the
thicket nearby and is fatally wounded. The lad fondly
se'eks to withhold the old man from death, but in vain.
The father knows the slayer, Lem Elarth, and lives

long enough to pledge his boy to be revenged. A little

girl of the neighborhood is a witness of the tragedy,
listens to the conversation between parent and child,
and tries to dissuade her playmate from keeping his
awful oath. The lad soon leaves the vicinity of the
tragedy and is bound out to a farmer and stockraiser.

During several years he practices with firearms and
becomes a crack shot for the purpose of avenging his

father’s death. Occasionally letters pass between him
and his childhood friend, she pleading with him to re-

lent, forgive, and forget. But the boy remains deter-
mined to have a bloody revenge.

The young girl, Cisly, wins prize at a state spelling

match, attended by Jamie. On return home he deter-

mines to escure an education, obtains release, attends
district school, and later an academy where Cissy Dean
is also a student. There he meets Lem Elarth. Jr.,

the son of his father’s slayer. Lem’s attentions to Cissy
arouse Jamie’s old-time desire for revenge, and young
Elarth spares no pains to fan the flame. At length
Jamie steals a march on his rival and wins again
Cissy’s favor.

PART IV. (Concluded).

I
N HER girlish way she rallied him upon stick-

ing so close to his school books. “You are be-

coming a regular old sober-sides,” she said. “Why
don’t you go out with the young people and have a

good time?” she queried. “Why, we have the best

times ever were,” she laughed merrily, “and you
are losing it all. You are a downright spendthrift

to throw away such fine opportunities for fun.”

“I don’t care to go out any more; I never enjoy
myself when I do,” said Jamie, with an artful little

sigh.

“Why, why not?” asked Cissy, with widely open-
ing eyes.

“Because I can never have the company I want.”

The tone in which this was said warned Cissy to

ask no more questions ; but his reverent care for her
told Cissy plainer than words whose company Jamie
deemed necessary to make his happiness.

The way was long, and the twain lingered for a

moment on the bridge which spanned the little river

that they must cross, to watch the interchange of

light and shadow on the ice below, as the moon
played hide and seek with a cloud. Few words were
spoken, and those of little import ; but in some
mysterious way a new sympathy and understanding

sprang up between them, which was very precious

to both.

As Jamie sauntered home in the moonlight, weav-
ing about Cissy’s bright personality, sweeter thoughts

than had been his for many and many a day, he had
a rude awakening, for out of the shadows, with a

murderous gleapr in his eye, Lem sprang upon him.

( Conti ued on page twenty-seven.)
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HOME FLORI-CULTURE A DEPARTMENT IN THE INTERESTS OF ALL WHO
GROW FLOWERS oczdo BY EBEN E. REXFORD

ROSES FOR HOUSE CULTURE
'

mu -M Vllliliiiilm CORRESPONDENT writes: “I

would rather have one rose, if

I could grow it well, than all

other plants adapted to house-

culture. But I never have any

success in trying to grow roses.

I wonder if I do not get the

right varieties? Please tell me
what kinds you would select,

and how you would treat them.”

I would confine my choice to

this list: Agrippina, Queen’s

Scarlet, Plermosa, and Clothilde Soupert. I would

not attempt to grow any other kinds until I had

been successful with these. I would buy two-year-

old plants. I would pot them in a soil of clayey

loam, into which some coarse, sharp sand had been

worked. I would give each pot the best of drain-

age. I would pack the soil about the roots very

firmly. A loosely-potted rose will live on, and on,

indefinitely, but it will make but little growth, and

you will get out of patience with it, and probably

throw it away. Don’t do that, however; keep it

until next season and plant it out in the garden,

where it will probably take new life, and give you

some good flowers during the summer.

Agrippina is a dark crimson. Queen’s Scarlet is

very rich in the color indicated by its name. Her-

mosa is a bright pink. Clothilde Soupert is almost

white at the outer petals, shading to a soft rose at

the center. This variety is a most prolific bloom-

er, and the easiest to grow of the four varieties

named.

The Heliotrope

“Do you think I could grow the heliotrope?

What care does it require?”

Anyone can grow this lovely and delightfully

fragrant flower who will give it the right kind of

treatment. It should have a soil of spongy or

turfy matter, into which enough sand should be

mixed to make sure of its being light and friable

under all conditions. The plant has a multitude of

fine roots which extract the moisture from the

soil with great rapidity, therefore, extreme care

must be taken to prevent its getting dry. If this

happens, the plant will receive a check from which

it will be a long time in recovering, and quite fre-

quently it will never recover fully. If you notice

that its leaves are turning black at the edges, and

beginning to fall, examine the soil and the chances

are that you will find it quite dry an inch or two

below the surface. It is well to provide the pot

with perfect drainage, and then apply water enough

daily to thoroughly saturate all the soil in the

pot. Give it a warm place in a sunny window.

Coolness and lack of sunshine will prevent it from

flowering nine times out of ten. It is very tender,

and care must be taken to prevent its being chilled

at night. Properly cared for, the heliotrope is one

of our most satisfactory house-plants. It is a pro-

fuse and constant bloomer. It is not as showy as

some flowers, but its purple and violet-blue blos-

soms are very lovely in spite of their modest,

quiet color, and few plants equal it in delicious

fragrance. It is easily grown from cuttings. In-

sert these in sand, which should be kept moist

enough to be almost wet. They will generally send

out roots in a week or ten days.

Wintering Plants in the Cellar

“What plants can be wintered safely in the

cellar? What care should be given them, while

there?”

Fuchsias, crysanthemums, hydrangeas, oleanders

and all other hard-wooded plants of similar char-

acter; Agapanthus, Valotta, and the Agaves can be

wintered better in the cellar th: n anywhere else.

It will not matter if deciduous plants shed some

of their leaves. The plants oi similar character

always do when wintered out of doors; therefore,

there will be no cause for alarm if you find some
of your plants dropping their foliage. Do not

give water unless the soil seems very dry. Keep
the plants cool—but, of course, away from frost

—

and in a dark place, if possible. Most plants fail,

when wintered in the cellar, from being kept too

wet, too warm, and in too much light. Warmth,
moisture, and light all have a tendency to en-

courage growth, while the aim should be to keep

the plants entirely dormant.

Smilax
“How should smilax be treated?”

Give it a soil of sandy loam. Water quite freely,

and keep it in a warm place. Sunshine is not

needed. Train the vines on strings—a string for

each vine if you contemplate cutting. If the vines

are allowed to intertwine, they cannot be separated

without injury. In May or June, let the plant

dry off, and keep it almost dust-dry until October.

Then give more water, and it will soon start into

growth. Shower it frequently to prevent the red

spider from doing it harm. It is very necessary

that this plant should have a three or four months’

period of rest each season.

Ferns for the House
“I would like some hew ferns for culture in the

house. Have got rather tired of Boston fern. Is

there anything else in the fern family that I would

be likely to succeed with?”

Yes. I can tell you of four that I feel quite sure

you can grow well, if you are willing to give them
the right kind of care. One is Whitman’s, a sport

from the old Boston fern. It has very finely divided

pinnae—in fact, a frond of it looks like a green

plume, so airy and feathery is it.

SONG OF A ROSE
By Stokely S. Fisher

While seeking a poem I found a dower,

The rose that of old my love gave to me.

I opened the hook in an idle hour;

While seeking a poem I found a flower

Long faded, hut folding within it the power,

The whole of the beauty of poetry!

While seeking a poem I found a flower,

The rose which of old my love gave to me.

Another is Pteris Victoria, beautifully variegated

with silvery white. This makes a most beautiful

parlor plant. Pteris Wilsoni had flat fronds of a

rich green, tasseled at the tips. Odianteum Crowe-

anum has the graceful foliage characteristic of this

class, but it is of a heavier, firmer texture than that

of any other Adiantum I have ever seen, therefore,

it is well adapted to living-room culture. If these

varieties are given a light spongy soil, watered

moderately, and showered once a week—or oftencr

if convenient—those who have succeeded in grow-
ing the good old Boston fern ought to have no
trouble with them. Whitmani makes the largest

plant, but Pteris Victoria will, I think, become the

general favorite as soon as its merits are better

known. Those who admire the Adiantum more
than any other of the great fern family, but have

not heretofore succeeded with them, will be de-

lighted with the Croweanum. It is of sturdy, up-

right habit, and a small plant soon develops into

a fine specimen. It pays to make a special effort

to provide all members of the fern family with the

soil they like best—which is leafmold, or turfy

matter, something full of vegetable matter. The
addition of some sharp sand improves it greatly.

Care must be taken to never let these plants get

dry at the roots.

Increasing the Stock of Plumosus Nanus
This plant can be increased readily and rapidly

by division of its roots. They can be broken or

cut apart. Give a soil of sandy loam. Every
woman who wants somthing attractive in the way
of growing plants for table decoration should pro-

vide herself with several pots of this asparagust.

For this purpose it is the most useful plant we
have.

Seasonable Hints

At this season some suggestions are in order

which may seem trite because of the frequency

with which they have been given. But those who
know something about flower-growing need to be

reminded of them, and those who have just begun

to grow them need to become familiar with them.

Give no fertilizers to a plant not growing active-

ly. This advice applies to all seasons, but requires

special emphasis now because many plants will be

at a stand-still, and the owners of them will be

wondering if the application of some good fer-

tilizer would not benefit them. Never lose sight

of this fact, no plant not in process of development

needs fertilizing. When it begins to grow, then

give rich food, but give it, to begin with, in small

quantities, increasing the amount as growth in-

creases. But never use enough to force a rapid,

unnatural growth. Be satisfied with a healthy one.

Water should be given in much the same way
that fertilizers are applied. That is to say, give

plants actively growing a liberal supply, but to

those dormant or nearly so, give just enough to

keep the soil moist. A plant not making vigorous

growth does not require much water.

Give fresh air daily, if the weather is pleasant.

Keep the temperature as even as possible. 70

degrees will be about right for the plants and the

family.

Shower frequently. Make sure that the water

gets to every part of the plant.

Keep insects in check by the prompt application

of insecticidal preparations, of which tobacco, in

some form, is the basis.

Give all sun-loving plants a place close to the

glass Discard shades and curtains.

Shift the plants about frequently to give all an

equal chance at the light.

Turn them at least once a week to prevent them

from becoming one-sided by being drawn toward

the light.

Keep all dead or dying leaves picked off. As
soon as flowers fade, remove them. Let neatness

be the rule in the window garden.
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THE ECLIPSE OF THE THORNTON5
Synopsis.—The physician of a well-to-do city fam-

ily decrees that the father must go to Colorado for his
health, and that the wife and mother must accompany
him. As a result, the children move out of the pala-
tial family home and have to seek less pretentious
quarters in an undesirable part of the city. A teacher,
Miss Prince, boards with the young people and proves
a great help to them in the planning of their home
life and in devising ways and means for increasing
the income of the household. Nan, the oldest sister,
plans to do mending as a means of earning money’
and each of the older children bravely does his part
to help out. Madge, the younger sister, builds air
castles and plans to become a great writer. Bob teaches
night school. Good news comes from Colorado, and
all goes well with the children.

PART III.

H, here you are, Madge,” she

said. “Will you go down to

Huntley’s and match this silk

for me? I’m just finishing Miss
Morgan’s work, and my spool’s

given out. You might take

Jacky with you; he’d like the

walk. And stop at Jordan’s and
leave the order for tomorrow
as you come back, will you
please, dear? You aren’t busy

about anything are you?”

Madge made a funny face at Charley. “Just
talking,” she said. “All right, Nan, I’ll go.” And
the fortunes of the Montmorencys were forgotten
for a time.

They were all so busy and the days so short
that December came before they knew it, and
Christmas was at hand. The Montmorencys went
into total eclipse under the stern necessities of
making presents for the whole family, “out of

nothing,” as Madge loudly lamented. Charley was
at his wits’ end, and thought longingly of the
buried treasure of his fancy; but fortune came his

way in another guise. One of his friends hap-
pened to show him a puzzle just bought in New

By RUTH HAYS

York, a curious Japanese picture, cut into all sorts
and sizes of queer figures, after the fashion of
a dissected map.

“Why, I could make that,” quoth Charley.
“Madge would like it, I guess, and one of those
pictures Uncle Marshall brought home would be
just the thing, if Nan will let me have it.”

Of course Nan was willing, and, with her as-
sistance, the picture was carefully pasted on their
wood, Charley’s door was barred, and he set to
work. He was handy with the fret-saw and care-
ful in his work, and when he had finished, sur-
veyed the results with pardonable pride. “Looks
as good as Joe’s,” he commented to Nan. “Won-
der if I couldn’t sell it? Madge wants gloves
more n she wants a puzzle, and, anyway, I could
make another.”

So the puzzle went to one of the shops for ex-
hibition, and was so speedily sold that more were
ordered. They struck the popular fancy, it seemed,
and presently Charley was doing a rushing busi-
ness, with all the orders he could fill up to Christ-
mas. He was so proud of his earnings, and so
important, that Bob called him a bloated capitalist,

and accused him, laughingly, of trying to corner
the glove market, when he declared it his inten-
tion not only to buy gloves for Nan and Madge,
but also to send a pair to their mother. But it

was mighty nice, all the same, Charley thought,
and only wished he could keep it up all the year.

But Christmas passed and January came. All
had gone well so far, and the novelty and hard
work had kept them interested and happy. Per-
haps their changed circumstances were hardest of
all for Nan. Her girl friends came to see her
loyally, and lamented her seclusion, and pitied her
busy life, inviting her to this and that festivity,

and sometimes sorely tempting her. But she knew
it wasn’t best. Parties meant pretty dresses, fresh
gloves and ribbons, and all sorts of dainty acces-

sories, while late hours would quite unfit her for
the busy days and hard work that were hers just
now. Besides she felt far away from it all. When
father got well and he and mother were at home
again, there would be time for rejoicing, and for
the gayeties dear to a young girl’s heart. She
could bide the time, for life held greater things
than these, and she was too busy for regrets
But it was an anxious time that followed. The

Colorado news was disquieting; father had taken
a heavy cold and had a relapse, and Nan and Bob
were sure that their mother was far more anxious
and alarmed than she would admit. The young
pillars of the house carried heavy hearts in those
days, and when Jack came down with measles and
was very ill, and Madge promptly followed suit,
it seemed as if their burdens were more than they
could bear.

It was then that Miss Prince proved a tower of
strength. She took charge of the household while
Nan was quarantined with the children, and intro-
duced an opportune “visitor” in a young niece who
was a trained nurse and came promptly to Nan’s
help. “Why, I couldn’t keep my hands off,” she
said when Nan protested. “Such a lovely case as
this is, too—you wouldn’t have the heart to keep
me out.”

It seemed a long time, but when the two con-
valescents were sitting up and “eating all before
them,” as old Mary said, and at last their mother’s
letter announced that father was out of danger and
about again, Nan thought she had never known
what happiness was before. It was the “clear
shining after rain,” and they all rejoiced in it. The
pretty nurse stayed and made a real visit, and
was as jolly as if she had never seen the inside of
a sick-room. Nan found herself playing games as
merrily as the children, the little anxious pucker
in her forhead smoothed itself out, and she grew

( Continued on page thirty-two.)

Synopsis.—Sergeant Ruck, of a U. S. infantry corps,
stationed at Fort Leavenworth in the early days, has
a dog devotedly attached to him named Tuck. The
company was soon removed up the Missouri river to
Fort Pierre, near which Indians were encamped. Soon
after the change of base. Ruck fell desperately in love
with Wyona, a beautiful Indian maiden, thereby in-
curring the bitter hatred of a daring young Indian.
Shunkalaska, Wyona’s discared lover, shoots at Ruck
from ambush, but does not kill him. This determines
Sergeant Ruck and Wyona to marry. This greatly
enrages the young Indian, and at his request a council
is called, which decides against him. Shunkahaska
swears vengeance, and interests many other young
Indians in his cause. The soldiers, with Ruck at their
head, go out to secure timber for the new fort, and a
few days later are attacked by the Indians.

PART III. (Concluded).

“We were cutting down a tree near the river

when a shot was fired at us from an ambush, and
in a minute a swarm of a hundred red devils drove
us into the woods.

We returned their fire as well as we could, but
we were bound to retreat.

“By Jove, here comes Hamilton and the rest of
the detail.”

“Now my men, steady, load your pieces and be
ready for the red devils,” shouted Ruck.

It seemed that every bush and tree was the
cover for an Indian. They kept up a steady fire

upon the soldiers, who, somewhat sheltered by the
wagon, retreated slowly towards camp, and re-

turned the fire as best they could.

“Boys,” said the sergeant, “there is no use of
a handful fighting a hundred or more red

savages. Get into the wagon, all of you, and we

Ruck and Tuck
A TALL OF THL PLAINS

By Eugene Wipfler

will make a break for camp as fast as we can.
We will defend ourselves on the way as best we
may.”

Every man jumped into the wagon and Ruck
and his pet followed suit. They drove off at a
rattling rate, but soon met an obstacle in the road
that brought them to a dead stop.

About a mile from where they had been attacked,

the redskins had built a barricade out of dead tree
trunks, nearly four feet high. As the team came
tearing down, followed swiftly by the Indians, they
observed the impediment to their further progress
with the wagon and stopped. The enemy gave a
shout of exultation, no doubt thinking that the
soldiers were now at their mercy.
“Out of this, boys,” commanded Ruck. “Jump

the barricade and at the red devils, which I see
are gathering in front.”

The order was executed in a jiffy. The Indians,
who had laid in wait for them to block their way
were soon driven into the woods with considerable
loss in dead and wounded. They concluded to
lay in wait for them, knowing that they could not
leave their shelter except in front.

Here the first casualty among the soldiers oc-
curred. Corporal Hamilton and a private were

severely wounded. In the meantime some of the
Indians had cut loose the mules and drove them
off. Things commenced to look bad for the soldiers
when Ruck spied a large cave at a short distance,
and ordering to charge the Indians, they reached
the shelter in safety.

The sergeant was the last to enter and had
just time to put a bullet through a redskin, who
was in the act of tomahawking him.
The enemy set up a great howl, seeing the

soldiers disappearing in the cave, but were too
weary to follow them.

A number of the savages climbed upon the bluff,
right over the entrance of the cave, some were
hiding in the woods, and still others stationed them-
selves on the right and left of the entrance.
The cave was quite a large one, strewn all over

with boulders and pieces of rock, which the soldiers
utilized to barricade the entrance up t j about three
feet, which they used as a parapet from behind
which they had an occasional shot at the Indians
who lurked in the woods.
Corporal Hamilton and the private, although

weak from the loss of blood, were doing nicely,
and as they had plenty of water in their canteens,
their sufferings were very much alleviated.

After an hour or so Sergeant Ruck held a council
of war with his men.
“Boys,” he said, “our comrades at the post will

wonder what has become of us if we are not home
by nightfall. I propose not to wait that long be-
fore letting them know how and where we are
situated. What do you say if we send Tuck home

( Concluded, on page twenty-nine.)
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IN THE REAL ESTATE BUSINESS
Wo teach you by mail every branch of
the Real Estate, General Brokerage and
Insurance Business and appoint you

SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE
of the oldest and largest co-operative
real estate and brokerage oompany in
America. Representatives are making
$3,000 to $10,000 a year without any in-

i',, MwrainiflfM vestment of capital. Excellent oppor-UBBB tunities open to YOU. By our system
you can begin making money in a few weeks with
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Our co-operative department will give you more

i choice, salable property to handle than any other
Institution in the world. A Thorough Commercial
Law Course FREB To Each Representative.

Write For 62-Page Book, Free.

CANNOT EXPLODE
Memory the Bats is

of All Knowledge
THE
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TO
GUESS

You are no greater intellectually
than your memory. Easy, increases

gives ready memory for faces,
names, business, studies, conversation;
develops will, publio speaking. (

DICK80H 'memory SCHOOL. 7la Auditorium Bldg., Chicago
Write to-day

MusicTaught By Mail
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patented articles

astonishes
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0., Bold

Tension Shears in 3 hours,

antee TO SHOW ANY ONE HOW
per day. Wo have more patented goods for

not found in stores, than any other house lathe U. B. Samples free to
workers. ' INVESTIGATE NOW. A Postal will do. Address
Thomas Mfg. Co., 153 Home Bldg., Payton, Ohio

Learn by mail in spare moments
at borne to play piano or organ
IN 20 EASY LESSONS
Our wonderful Simplex System

saves time, money, work and wor-
ry, No previous knowledge of
music necessary. “Write for Free
Book today. State whether you
have piano or organ. Address
SIMPLEX SCHOOL OF MUSIC

Conservatory 135 Kansas City, Mo.

25 Highest Grade Post Cards
No two alike. Fines* yet published.
Pretty Girls, Flowers, Panama Canal,
Battleships, Yellowstone Park,and other
new, choice subjects that always please.
All different; all colored; no comics.
The hind that sells 3 to 5 eents each.
All sent postpaid, with catalogue, just to
introduceourlargeand select lineof fine

high grade post cards at bargain prices

ER & CO., 246 Lucas Bldg..

'•'•TENTPATCH

gon't Throw it Awa;

They mend all leaks in all utensils—tin
brass.copper, graniteware, hot waterbags
etc. No solder, cement or rivet. Anyone
can use them; lit any surface; two million
in use. Send for sample pkg. 10c. Complete

pkg. assorted sizes, 25c postpaid. Agents wanted.
Collette Mfg. Co., Bor, *4B. Amsterdam, N. Y.

MAKE YOUR OWN
TKeAwl ^ ^ REPAIRS
For All
Save what you pay the har-

ness man by using layers’
Stitch Awl. Stitches hamesss, sad-

dles, shoes, etc., both sides likea sewing
machine. Only $1.00 prepaid. Big seller.

A vents wanted. “Write today. Booklet H free.

C, A. MYERS CO., 6537 Woodlawn Ave„ Chicago

10 POST CARDS_riS
y0U
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a
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views at National Capitol, 25c.

U. S. NOVELTY CO.Dept. F. Box 315, Washington, D. C

p|in|C rr]l/l A and New Year Postals, beautiful be*
VillVIO 1 lilnd yond description, and your name frosted*

10 assorted samples 25c. Eastern Trading Co, New Haven, Conn-

Uf 11 | p- A I r Post Cards, 1,000 at $1.50WHOLLqALL andup. Price list FREE,
to jobbers aud dealers. AMERICAN POST CARD CO.
Dept. M. Homestead Bldg. Nashville, Tenn.

C Beautiful Art-Colored Post Cards 1 OpU
with your FULL NAME IN GOLD on each.

*

F. E. SMITH CO. 633 67th Street, Brooklyn, N. V.

If Doctors Have Failed You
try Vitae-Ore and see what it will do. It has cured
many after the doctors had used all the orcinary
medicines. Test it without risk according to the
offer on page 4.

PULPIT : TALKS
On Love, Courtship, Marriage, Home

By Rev. Charles Edward Odell

The True Home Beautiful

By Rev. Charles Edward Odell

I do not advocate a home beautiful,

made attractive only by costly and ar-

tistic furnishings in pictures, statuary,

tapestry, but a home beautiful in its

associations. Let the table be the

happy meeting place of a merry group,

not a dull board where a silent com-
pany of animals devour their food. Let
the meal time be an occasion where a

cheerful laugh is heard, where good
things, things of common interest to

both parents and children are dis-

cussed, and happy good cheer beams
from every face. Let the sitting room
at -evening be the place where a con-

genial, happy company settle them-

selves for reading, indulging in harm-

less and edifying games, or delightful

conversation until the hour for prayers

and god night kisses are in order. Let

there be music in which father and

mother join with the young people in

the joys of pure, blessed communion
about the fireside, which draws and

knits their lives and hearts togehter in

more common interests, deeper sympa-

thies, and sweeter love. Let young
friends be welcome and made, for a

time, a part of the family group. Yes,

ever let the house be surrounded by an

air of cozy and cheerful good-will. Then
your sons and daughters need not be

exhorted to love home. Nothing will

be able to tempt them away from it for

an -evening in the streets or in places

of questionable amusements.

Cheerfulness has a blessed use when
made to grace and brighten the so-

ciety of home. Unless we are forced

to live unnaturally, there are daily in-

tervals in the course of the most

breathless drive, the most grinding

cares, and most dreary prose, when pa-

rents and children can be companions.

One of the most beautiful sights today

is to see a father and his rapidly de-

veloping son comrades, or, a mother

and her young lady daughter real com-

panions, each delighted with the other’s

company, each having common inter-

-ests, each inspired with the same ideals

and pushing forward to the full reali-

zation of a happy, cheerful, home life.

The most restful and delightful place

on this earth is a truly Christian home.

Constituted by the most intimate and

delicate relationships, sequestered from

the world by a common dwelling, and

still more by peculiar and sacred affini-

ties. United to each other by instinc-

tive, intense, and indestructable affec-

tions, by a community of interests, by

identity of thought, habit, care. Im-

bued with a deep and pervading earn-

estness, its earthly love sanctified by

a heavenly love, there is common
thankfulness and all interests touch and

affect all. Its virtues are moulded by

the love of Christ as a constraining in-

fluence.

There are houses only one-story

high with four plain walls, painfully

bare, and enclosing the most meger
furnishings, but somewhere there is a

man who would die on its threshold

rather than surrender it. If humble,

and bare of furnishings, it is neverthe-

less home. If it is sustained by suffer-

ing, sacrifice, and denials, it is still

home. When weary with the toils and

burdens of the day, that home is an

inspiration. When he thinks of it he

seems to see angels camped about it.

Ladders are let down from heaven to

every pillow in that house. Over baby’s

cradle chantings, as sweet as those that

broke over the manger of Bethlehem,

fall upon his tired ears. The children

are growing up to manhood and wom-
anhood. They may dwell in mansions

by and by, but he is determined that

they shall never forget that home, a

lowly place where father, after a day’s

toil, found blessed rest, and, where

mother sang her sweetest lullabys of

tenderest love.

What a blessing is home. Man shut

up within his little self would have no

fear for misery, no sympathy for friend-

ships, no heart for love. Surrounded

by the world’s temptations, he would

have no sanctuary to which he could

flee, no pure loving thought of mother, I

sister, wife, to arm him and stimulate

him to virtue. All day long we carry

with us, in our hearts, the lives that

the home gives us in the morning.

Every evening when we return from

toil, we bring with us the anticipations

of what home will be to us.

The true wife and mother will not as

utterly fail in her battle for her

husband and sons, against the saloon,

the gaming table, and places of

shame, when they place the right em-

phasis upon the home life and nightly

home-coming.

FREE

Hair Food

Trial Box
To prove its worth

cause of falling hair In men
is to send to Prof. J. H. Austin, the thirty years’

and Bacteriologist, who completely demon-
there are two different principal conditions of the

scalp, scaly and not 6caly, which characterize these troubles.

Prof. Austin mow offers to send ABSOLUTELY FREE, a
sample box of his remedy to demonstrate its power, together
with booklet on the care of the hair and scalp. Enclose 2 cents
postage and write today to
Prof. J. H. Austin, 1863 McYieker’s Theatre Bldg., Chicago, HI,

CLOTHES FOR LADIES AND GIRLS
On easy payments; fit guaranteed; send for free
catalog, B. Ludwig & CO.. 1849 N. Robey St„ Chicago

pq m 3 beautiful silk embossed Post Cards, in colors.

I" |"i CL EL for 2c stamp; io cards and ^ mos. sub. for ioc.

THE HOUSEHOLD, 352 Capper Bldg. Topeka Kan,

When Dr. Creighton was bishop of

London he rode in a train one day with
a small, meek curate. Dr. Creighton,
an ardent lover of tobacco, soon took
out his cigar case, and with a smile he
said

:

“You don’t mind my smoking, I sup-
pose?”
The meek, pale little curate bowed

and answered humbly:
“Not if your lordship doesn’t mind

my being sick.”—Good Health.

I met him—I mustn’t say where

!

’Twas—no! I’ve forgotten the spot!
His name?—no, that wouldn’t be fair!

I told him—I mustn’t say what!
We kissed—but I said I’d not tell!

We vowed—but 'twas quite entre nous!
And I’m to be married to—well,

To some one—I mustn’t say who!

Free Xmas Present
For Baby or Grandma

With $7 worth ofcandles, nut*, etc for $a.98 which consist*!

of the following goods: t large box finest cho< olate drops, one
large box finest mixed candy. 5 lbs. finest quality stick candy,

3 lbs. choice mixed nuts, 3 Ids. finest English Walnuts, 2 lbs.

choice figs, 2 lbs. choice sugared dates, a lbs. London layer

raisins, 3 pkgs. cracker Jack, 1 large box candles for Xmas
Tree, 73 eatable ornaments for Xmas Tree, 1 beautiful present
for grandma or baby.
1 large box ch. chocolate drops. 2 lbs. choice mixed dates,

x large box mixed randy. 72 e table ornaments for

5 lbs. best quality stick < andy. Xmas Tree.

3 lbs. best quality mixed nuts. 3 pkgs. cracker lack,

albs, choice English Walnuts. x large box candles for X -Tree
2 lbs. choice sugared figs. 1 beautiful present for Grand-
a lbs. London layer raisins, ma or Baby, state which you wish.

C. O. D. if you wish us to, v/c will ship you the entire lot of
goods worth $7 to your city, with the privilege of seeing them all

before paying the $2.98 ami If not found in every wav as repre-

sented, they can be returned to us and we will pay all charges.
Freight Paid if the full amount ofcash Is sent with the order

to any city East of the Rocky Mountains. Order to-day.
Free grocery list, clothing catalogue, etc.

PEERING MERCANTILE CO, Dept. 230, Chicago. 1U.

WE GOLD TINSEL
YOUR NAME AND GREETINGS
on Beautiful Embossed Flowered Postcards. Remem-
ber your Friends, their Birthdays, or on any Holiday.

We Will lend you tlx handiome card, with your name and
greeting gold tinseled on the cards for 10 cent.. Write
quick and get our plan to take orders for this beautiful
tinseling work and earn good money,
CONKLIN CARO CO., Dept. 103 GHICAOO. ILLINOIS

/S DON’T

©5 LET THE WIND
BANG THAT DOOR

The Wiseman Door*Checfe Just what you want on every
door in your house—a door stop and secure catch combined.
It prevents the door slamming—protects your wall and saves
the oreaking of glass and plaster. A most effective yet simple
device. Only 25c each, postage prepaid.

The Wiseman Novelty Works,
49 Wieting Block, Dept. C, Syracuse, N. Y,

Agents wanted. Reduction to Builders.

The No. 2 Sun Typewriter
Offers you the greatest value ia typewriters. Individual

typebars. Durable. Simple. Portable. Fast. Visible

writing. Heavy manifolding. Perfect work. Price $40.

SUN TYPEWRITER CO.
317 Broadway New York

FREE
RIFLE

This handsome IOOO
Shot Rifle absolutely

To —^*

FREE
to any boy who will

send us 45 cents for
one of our samples and

9 | | ,

give ns a few hours—' ’ of his spare timo for one week. This
rifle is great for target practice and is sure death to small game
and rata. Address with 45 cents, stamps or money order,
Hebsrd Supply House, 277 Honore Street, Chicago,

CHRISTMAS and NEW YEAR
Post Cards FREE

Ten elegant embossed cards in new and lovely designs
and a six months trial subscription to Successful Farm-
ing, the great farm paper, all for only ioc postpaid, 30
cards all different and one year’s subscription 25c. Your
own cards and subscription free if you send us your order
for two friends.

Successful Fanning, Dept. 367, De« Moines, Iowa.

rnrr CHRISTMAS POST cards
rnCD BEAUTIFUL SILK EMBOSSED
Ten high grade artistic Silk Embossed Christmas
Post Cards, new and lovely designs, in exquisitely
beautiful colors, our big post card catalogue and
trial subscription to popular magazine, all free if
you send 10 cts. for mailing expenses, 30 cards, all
different, and one year’s subscription 25 cts. Your
own cards and subscription free if you send us or-
ders for 2 friends. Household, 859 Jackson St.,
Topeka, Kan.

$10.CashPaidsHSvssSrJ

"

b
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SUPERFLUOUS HAIR CURED
A Lady Subscriber Will Send Free to Any

Sufierer the Secret Which Cured Her I

One of our lady subscribers asks us to an-
nounce that she will tell free to any reader of
this magazine how to secure permanent relief
from all traces of superfluous hair by the same
means that cured her, after every other known
remedy had failed. She states that the mans
used is harmless, simple and painless, and makes
the electric needle entirely unnecessary. She
will send, entirely free, full particulars to en-
able any other sufferer to achieve the same
hapny results, privately at home. All she asks
is a 2-cent stamp for reply. Address, Mrs. Caro-
line Osgood, 852 E. Custom House, Provi-
dence, R. I.

Vick’s ^Magazine for December

MODES MOST MODERN By May
Manton

FREE
To all Readers Afflicted

with Eczema, Itch and all

other Skin Diseases.
Crown Eczema Treatment is the greatest ever

produced for all skin diseases, gives immediate
relief, cures quickly. The manufacturers have
such great confidence in this treatment that they
will send every reader of this paper a $1.00 pack-
age free to try. No matter how long you have
suffered, no matter what you have tried without
success, accept this offer to-day, test for yourself
the merit of this treatment. Remember, $1.00
package free to try. Write to

GRACE MEDICAL COMPANY
228 Phillips Block Des Moines, Iowa I

19 0 9

Anti-Cigarette Calendar
Save* the boys. Every Mother buys several, superbly
Illustrated, with forcefull anti-cigarette arguments on
every page. Makes splendid Xmas Gift, a positive nov-
elty, Samples by return mail, ten cents with copy of “Op-
portunities” containing several lucrative and legitimate
business schemes, etc. also particulars regarding beautiful,
unique and desirable Xmas offering FREE.- Don’t miss
this. Write now.

T. Williams, R. 50, Bible House New York

AMERICAN BEAUTIES
are admired by all nations. Every woman and
girl is cordially invited to write me their health
and beauty troubles. As Creator of Health and
Beauty Superfluous Hair, Wrinkles, Pimples, all
skin and scalp diseases my specialty. Corre-
spondence confidential. Address, Mrs. Eloise
Clarke, Dept. 14a Syracuse, N. Y.

Christmas & New Year

POST CARDS
TO Beautiful Post Cards mailed for 10 cents. 100
Assorted Designs for 90 cents. One Artistic
Calendar mailed for 10 cents. Address. Madison
Art Co., Madison, Connecticut.

Loose Artificial Teeth ™^%fi

kV n
n:

h
„
e

No slipping or dropping while eating, talking, laughine. Aboon to public speakers and others who wear upper or lower
plates. Tasteless, Odorless. Harmless, Soothing and Healing
to sore gums. Applied by anyone and removed at will. Full

Address*
5 * Satisfaction guaranteed. Price postpaid $1.00.

T. J. DAVIDSON, Buckingham, Va.

LOVELY BOOK OF SCENERY FREE
Just to boom our big illustrated family magazine, we will send
you by return mail prepaid a beautifully engraved book of viewsof the rockies and our great monthly magazine a year on trial
for only 25c. Clubs of three and three books (different). 60 ctsStamps taken. Offer limited. Send af once.
Weatern Magazine. Block 74. Denver, Colo.

XMAS TEDDY BEAR GAME I

The most amusing child’s game invented. It is one Teddy
Bear 15 inches high, ten pairs novel vari-color nose glasses and

1

full directions, only 15c postpaid. Order early.

B. H. Caton A Co. 1 1 I 5 Wallace St. Philadelphia, Pa.

The Exquisite
perfume used

, by ladies of I

culture one drop on a garment will impart the true and lasting
odor of a boquet of American Beauty Roses. Sample Vial 10c
Address Stewart Bros., 1 17 Pin e St., New Orleans, La.

£ wanted to make up shields

Laciv oewers at h°me; per j°°> c&n
•J make 2 an hour, work sent

|

,5
end rep,y cnv',nl’' for informa-

tion to UNIVERSAL CO., Dept. 5, Philadelphia, Pa.

<6129 Misses’ Naval Blouse,

14, 16 and 18 years.

Winter Fashion Notes
Close fitting collarettes under the

name of “chokers” and made of fur

combined with ribbon frills are being
worn, and are exceedinly chic. They
are closed at the back beneath rosettes

or bows of ribbon with ends.

Chiffon broadcloth is being extensive-

ly used for indoor gowns. They are

charmingly made with plain circular

skirts in round length and with boleros

braided with soutache and worn over

guimpes of lace or net, either in match-

ing or contrasting color.

All long-haired furs are to be much
worn this season, and fox in all colors

is in great demand. Neck pieces in the

form of capes, or small pelerines, are

made from one, two, or three entire

I'kins. Huge pillow muffs, quite twenty-
two inches across, are the newest and
smartest, although those made of whole
skins are being much seen.

Buttons as trimming make one of the
features of the winter, and tailed skirts

finished in this way are among the

smartest to be seen. Satin and heavy
ribbed silks are much used for covering
as well as the material itself.

Young girls are wearing extremely at-

tractive afternoon gowns made of cash-

mere in such colors as rose, pale blue,

pale green, and mustard, made with

overwaists and skirts worn over sepa-

rate guimpes of net or lace.

Misses’ Naval Waist 6129

The naval or sailor waist is always a

favorite one for young girls, and is ad-

mirable for school and college wear. It

is just the right thing in which to take

exercise, and it is altogether satisfactory

and becoming. The quantity of material

required for the medium size (16 years)

is 4 yards 21, 3)4 yards 32, or 2j4 yards

44 inches wide, with 5*4 yards of braid

AMERICAN BEAUTY

I in I CO imProve your COMPLEXION. Our medi-

I A 1 1 1 I A £
at

,

ed
f“
andy Purifies the Blood, Clears theknUlkiU Skin. Cures Pimples, Blotches, Blackheads;

contains no arsenic nor injurious drugs!Month s treatment, Tree. COMPLEXION CANDY CO..Dept. E, 226 W. 46th St., New York.
1

READ
TU|C " c 'vant Mies to buy and agents
I n I O to sell genuine Rogers Silver at

bargain prices. CATALOGUE FREE,
|UNITED SILVER CO. 33We»t 43d St. New York

FACES BLEACHED
I

»nd all skin eruptions removed by using Arsenic Charcoal Tab-
lets. 15 yrs. on sale. 20.000 testimonials. Send for FRFFsample. BENWICK CO.. Allegany. N. Y.

SONG WRITERS Pu
f
bIish V°" r °'™ songs Cheaper.

i « it *
,

“ safer, quicker ami more profitablefor you. Send for circular. METZ SYSTEM c- *

95th Street, New York City.
SYSTEI". 228 E..t

UBIES AND GENTLEMEN latKCfcWU

Superfluous Hair 11 1 quickly, harmlessly and

FRFV;,‘ ,

‘‘““Permanently remove it. MailedFREE. 1-n. lose Stamp. Alice Smith, $34 Race St., Phila., Pa.

25 POST CARDS—10c—FLOWER CARDS
...

R^\Ylo, ''te'P,n ’ ,(s. Daijes. Tulip., I.llHc, etc.

.
Art and Norelty card*, worth Co to 6c each. All sent prepaid with our bir

.Malef for only 10c. Kill, Art Co.. Dept. S73, S21 UvLloAvIi Chw!

6131 Work Apron, 32 to 42 bust.

Work Apron 6131

To be made with high or square neck,

long or three-quarter sleeves.

In the illustration it is made of ging-

ham, but many women like butcher’s

linen for the purpose, as it is durable

and grows handsomer with each wash-

ing, and plain colored linens and cham-

brays share the honors with the figured

ones and with percale. The quantity of

material required for the medium size

is 9J4 yards 27, 7 yards 36 inches wide.

The pattern 6131 isuct in sizes for a 32,

34, 36, 38, 40, and 42 inch bust measure.

Boy’s Pajamas 5530

No sleeping garment is quite so popu-

lar as the pajamas, for the active boys,

at least. They mean protection, whether

the bed covering stays in proper order

or does not, and are altogether thor-

oughly satisfactory and comfortable.

The quantity of material required for

the medium size (10 years) is 5 yards

27, or 3)4 yards 36 inches wide. The
pattern 5530 is cut in sizes for boys of

6, 8, 10, 12, and 14 years of age.

6140 Misses’ Tucked Blouse,

14 and 16 years.

Misses’ Tucked Blouse 6140
To be made with long or three-quar-

tetr sleeves.

Simple little blouses such as this one
are much worn by young girls, both
with skirts to match and as seperate

blouses. The sleeves are distinctly novel
and graceful and can be made with the
long, deeo cuffs matching the blouse of
one material extending over the wrists,

or can be cut off in three-quarter length,

all new styles being popular for blouses

of the sort. The quantity of material

required for the 16-year size is 3)4
yards 21 or 24, 2*4 yards 32, or 2)4
yards 44 inches wide, with yard of

all-over lace and V/& yards of banding
to make as illustrated. The pattern

6140 is cut in sizes for girls of 14 and
16 years of age.

Loose Fitting House Coat 6 1 42
Much of the popularity extended to

the house coats made on such a plan

as this one is due to the ease with which
they can be made and to the comfort

that they provide. The quantity of ma-

6143 Loose Fitting House Coat,

34 to 44 bust.
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terial required for the medium size is

3(4 yards 24 or 27, 2 yards 44, or 1(4

yards 44 inches wide, with 4(4 yards

of ribbon. The pattern 6142 is cut for

a 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, and 44 inch bust

measure.

Girl’s Overdress 6130

The dress that is worn over a guimpe

is one of the prettiest included in the

younger girl’s wardrobe, and this season

it is being shown in an exceptional

number of attractive designs. The

quantity of material required for the

medium size (10 years) is 3(4 yards

24, 3 yards 32, or 2(4 yards 44 inches

wide, with 7 yards of banding. The
pattern 6130 is cut in sizes for girls of

6, 8, 10, and 12 years of age.

Boy’s Blouse 5612

Such a simple blouse as this one is

always in demand for active boys. The

supply is never too big, and as all gar-

ments of the sort are noted for the

ease and rapidity with which they re-

quire renewing, fresh ones make an ever

constant need. The quantity of material

required for the medium size (8 years)

is 2(4 yards 27, or 1(4 yards 36 inches

6137 Child’s Overall or Creeping Apron,

One Size.

Fancy Aprons 6 1 64

This is the day of the fancy apron.

The quantity of material required for

the medium size is, for the round apron,

1(4 yards of material 24, (4 yard either

32 or 44 inches wide, with (4 yard of

beading, 3(4 yards of edging, and 5

yards of ribbon; for the square apron

will be needed 1 yard of material any

width, with 1(4 yards of narrow and (4

yard of wide beading, 8(4 yards of nar-

row ribbon and 3 yards of wide. The

pattern 6164 is cut in one size only,

and will be mailed to any address by the

Fashion Department of this paper on

receipt of ten cents.

4
rvr , IHAND1 MADE?. C’lAA
fi%Drawnwork ^

^nt|Hand kerchiefsM
P^CKEt?

These beautiful Imported itlkerchiefs^re niflare made eape-

5974 Child’s Bishop Dress,

1, 2, 4 and 6 years.

Special Offer

We will mail May Manton patterns

shown in this issue to any address for

only 10 cents each. The regular retail

prices range from 25 to 40 cents. The

Patterns are all of the latest New York

modes and are unequaled for style, ac-

curacy of fit, simplicity, and economy.

With each is given fall descriptions

and directions—quantity of materials re-

quired, the number and names of the

different pieces in the pattern, with a

picture of the garment to go by. Be
sure to give sizes and numbers desired.

PATTERN DEPARTMENT,
VICK’S MAGAZINE,

110 LaSalle Ave. Chicago, III.

MAY MANTON'S

BABY’SSHORT OUTFIT
V

^ > *r
.

.
-

Tfhj

dally for us by the most skilled workers: warranted all

genuine hand drawnwork on sheer handkerchief linen;
worked all 4 corners; 4 designs; regular value 50c each. As
a Special Xmas Offer to Introduce our Mexican Drawn-
work, Indian Handicraft and Native Gems, direct from our
native workers to you. we will send all 4 handkerchiefs
shown, neatly packed in fancy holly box with free sprig
of fresh mistletoe enclosed, all postpaid, for only $1. The
same handkerchiefs but In sheer pure Irish linen for 81.60.

Almost FREE This Xmas
STOCKING in
Full of Toys mw
A pretty Xmas novelty, Stocking, hand
made from decorated paper and full of 18

Japanese toys, no two alike — lanterns,
fans, parasols, musical toys, eto., pretty
and Interesting. Good for party favors,
Xmas trees, and children’s gifts. Regular
value 26e, but as a special holiday offer, to
Introduce our catalogue of genuine mod-
erate - priced Japanese, Mexican and
Indian Handicraft, we will mail to

any address for only 10 cents, to
partly pay cost. Twelve for 81.00.

(No more than twelve to one per-
son.) Order quickly.

Genuine Indian Basket
FREE With Orders

For each 82.60 worth of articles ordered from
this advertisement we will enclose free this

genuine Indian basket, 6 In. high, hand woven
for us In pretty colors by Indians.

FREE Holiday Catalogs. ZTcTlV""a
and Indian Handicraft and Native Gems mounted and un-

mounted. Large 108-page complete art catalog sent for 8c.

We guarantee satisfaction; cheerfully refund money
if not pleased; and prepay delivery charges. Orders filled

same day received.

Th* FRANCIS E. LESTER CO., Dipt. E012, MESILLA PARK, R.a

2 PAIRS LACE
CUR TA INS

FREE
These are large, full-

sized, beautiful Nott-
ingham Lace Cur-
tains, 2 3-4 yards long,
with elegant patterns,

handsome wide bord-
ers and firm, well-
finished edge, Suit-
able for parlor, sitting-

room or chamber, and
will set off any room
in fine shape. Send
us your name and ad-
dress for 24 packages
ofBLUINE to sell at
loc a package. When
sold return our $2.40
and we will send you
at once TWO PAIRS
of these handsome
lace curtains. Ad-
dress,

Bluine Mfg . Co.
778 Mill Street

Concord Jet., Mass.

I V V v v

5612 Boy’s Blouse, 4 to 12 years.

6164 Fancy Aprons, One Site.

Child’s Bishop Dress 5974

The dress that is made in bishop

style, that is, ( with the sleeves extend-

ing to the neck edge, is always an effect-

ive one for the tiny children, and is

absolutely simple while it is pretty and

becoming. ( The quantity of material

required for the medium size is 3(4

yards 24, 2(4 yards 32 or 44 inches wide,

34 yard of banding, 1(4 yards of edg-

ing to trim as illustrated. The pattern

5974 is cut in sizes for children of 1, 2,

4, and 6 years of age.

y(

jPrice Complete, 30c

ADDRESS

PATTERN DEPARTMENT

VICK’S MAGAZINE,
110 LaSALLE AVENUE

CHICAGO

Added Injury

“Now til me why I punished you.”
“That’s it,” sobbed Johnny; “you

nearl pound the life out of me, and
now you don’t even know why you did
it,”

ideal-XMAS-gift
Child’s All - Wool Jacket

—blouse effect,
with belt. Stylish
soft and durable.
Fits snug, Card-
inal red or pure
white. This jack-
et retails at $2 in
stores. Our price,
postpaid, direct
from mill.

Only $ 1.
—another Holiday

Bargain:—All-Wool Sweater Coat for boys and
girls, 6 to 12 years—close weave

; open neck
;
all

white or oxford gray with cardinal border and
wristbands, $1.25 postpaid. Regular $2.50 qual-
ity. Sold by mail only. No agey. or branches.
Saxony Knitting Mills Dept. B, Hawley, Pa[

GREAT.MONEY MAKER FOR ArEWTC
v t gulIi 10

Sell* Magnetic
Combs and get
rich; agents
wild wlth-snc*

cess. They remove dandruff; stop falling hair; RE-
LIEVE HEADACHE, never break. Send2c stampfor
sample. PROF. LONG, 73 1 Ash St., PEKIN. ILL.

SEND 50 CENTS for this beautiful
ROMAN STRIPED PILLOW COVER. Both
sides alike. Mailed in holiday
boxes, postpaid. Couch covers to
match. No home or den complete
without. Special offers on dupli-
cate orders. TEXTILE FURNISHING CO.,
1236 S. Paxon Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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POST-CARD SCENES

WHY NOT TAKE

F
You start at Washington, D. C., and go all around the globe. «

Something new. Something beautiful. A Trip Around the World by (3
postal card. Why not take the postal card trip? The start costs you only 15c.

• and you suffer none of the inconveniences and delays incidental in taking a bod*
ily trip around the world. These beautiful colored postal cardsare made by the
new French process of tricolor photography. These cards are in many colors

and are close to nature in every line and color. Send us 15 cents and we will mail yoa
the first ten cards in this Trip Around the World series, starting from Washington,
D. C.,and send you Green’s Fruit Grower three months, or renew vour present subscrip,

don three months, if you are already a subscriber. Cards will be sent by return
mail aud we will tell you how you .

H
"

• can get the balance of the series
(forty -more cards) Free. There are bU3
fifty cards in the^Trip Around the

GREEN’S FRUIT GROWER,

Good Breeding and Gentle
Manners

e
Uick*s Magazine for 'December

COURTE5Y IN TRAVEL
By Elizabeth M. Patton

It was a cold winter evening, and
they were all tired—father, mother, and
two little ones. They had just arrived
in Chicago, and had many hours to ride

before reaching their destination, with
a tedious wait after the transfer was
made from one station to another.

A long distance had to be traveled
along a crowded platform, through the
gates and the big station, and across
another long distance, before their hack
was reached. The little mother carried

the baby in her armsj while at her side,

clinging with one chubby hand to her
skirts, trudged a child about two years
old. As they passed through the gates,

the little fellow stumbled and fell. The
father, heavily laden with the luggage
so necessary in a long journey, was a
little distance ahead, and did not notice
the accident. The mother stopped, and
with reassuring words tried to encour-
age the little man to rise to his feet

again, but aside from this she was
powerless to assist him.

Just then a pleasant-faced young
woman stepped forward, and to the

weary mother her voice seemed like

that of an angel as she gently asked,

“Mayn’t I help the dear little one? Do
you suppose he will let me carry him?”
Unresisting, he was lifted into her

strong arms. When he was finally

placed by his mother’s side in the car-

riage, she noticed for the first time that

the young woman wore a little badge
pinned on her breast; but before she
could determine the exact nature of it,

or half express her appreciation of the

assistance given, wearer and badge had
disappeared in the crowd.

The cold ride was scarcely noticed, so

warm was the glow that had been
kindled in that mother’s heart. The
aching arms seemed not so tired, nor
the little babe so restless, nor the wait

in the station so tedious, all because of

the cheerful words and assistance given

by the kind-hearted young woman.
Whatever the order to which she be-

longed, there is no doubt that she was
following in the steps of Him who said,

“Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one
of the least of these,” and his blessing

must surely accompany her.

What are we doing in a quiet way
to help some poor, tired soul, some fel-

low pilgrim, in the journey of life? We
often sing, “O, the good we all may
do!” but do we take time to do these

little things to brighten the lives of

others?

Courtesy in the Home
By Mrs. A. D. Avery Stuttle

We were walking down the street

the other day, my friend and I, when
we passed two small boys. They were
strangers to us both, but the little fel-

lows politely lifted their caps as they

passed on.

“There are two little gentlemen!” I

remarked, while a feeling of admira-

tion and appreciation filled my heart.

These little fellows were ambitious

to be manly—to be men—and they

took the best way they could of show-
ing that very laudable ambition. How

I wish every boy were as anxious to
be truly manly as these little gentlemen.

Have you ever thought of the mean
ing of the two words which form the
word “gentleman”—“gentle” and “man” ?

One must be kind, tender, courteous,
toward all, to be gentle. Then the word
man,” just think what that word

means! a being made in the image of
God. If we are made in His image,
ought we not to be as nearly like Him
in our actions and character as pos-
sible?

Some people are kind .and gentle
•everywhere except at home. They say
“Thank you,” and “If you please,” to
everybody except to those they love
best. It always makes me sad'to hear
any young person speak in a hasty
and unpleasant manner to those to
whom the highest respect and honor
should be shown—the father and moth-
er. If we all could only better realize

that the dear mother hands, hard and
brown it may be, will not always have
strength to toil for us, and will some-
time be crossed over the still heart,

which now beats in tender and true
love for us, I think the tone of voice
would acquire a softer sound, and the
ungrateful, unloving words would be
left unsaid.

A good way to correct the habit of

speaking in a harsh and loud voice
is for the members of the family to
watch one another, not in the spirit

of faultfinding, but solely for mutual
benefit and improvement. When one
is detected indulging in the ugly habit,

let him forfeit a penny, which may be
kept in a box, and given as a kind of

trespass-offering, to some deserving
charity.

Oh, the music and the beauty
Of a soft and gentle voice!

How it fills the soul with sunshine!
How it makes the heart rejoice!

How the merry laugh of childhood

Seems to banish every care,

As it echoes through the wildwood,

In and out and everywhere!

Ah! ’tis sweeter than the music

Of earth’s famous organs grand

—

Than the tintinnabulation

Of the bells of fairyland.

Oh, the music and the beauty

Of a soft and gentle voice!

How it fills the soul with sunshine!

How it makes the heart rejoice!

Truly, young people, tell me: Do
you often fondly kiss your mothers,
and tell them how much you love
them, and how grateful you are to
them for so much kindness? I hope
there are some who can answer “aye”
to this question. Let all home-lovers
begin now to heed the Bible injunction:

“Be pitiful, be courteous.”“But,” you
say, “I know I’m rough and rude, but
I don’t mean it; it’s only my way.”
Ah, well, it may be your way, but it is

not the right way.

True courtesy is only the outward
form and expression of kindness of
heart, thoughtful tenderness, and un-
selfishness of spirit.

We Want You To Have The Greatest
of Rose Books

We are just completing a grand new book in which there has been combined the experience of three scoreyears with Roses for home culture. It tells all you need to know about selecting the best Roses for vour localitvhow to make them grow and bloom, and fully describes more than six hundred leading kinds. 116' large pages’beautifully illustrated from photographs, including four full page pictures in natural dolors. Bv far the most com-piete and valuable of books on Roses, and the most beautiful. Every picture shows a Rose jus't as it has bloomedanf th
®,L

ol°r PaLes are
,
not cheap daubs of paint but real, rich and charming photographic reproductions in all thesoft and delicate tints of nature. With this book you can know Roses and learn to grow them, no matter where

and members*
1" W&S esta^lis^eci in 1850

>
so we cah this book, which summarizes the life work of its founder

“Sixty Years Among The Roses”
The Dingee Guide to Rose Culture. In 1850 the great war between the states

was in the future; Lincoln, Douglas, Webster, Breckenridge, Sumner
and Stephens were at the height of their fame, the possibilities of

but a dream of Morse and his associates; transcontinental
railroads only an idea in the mind of Commodore Vanderbilt
and the great West still in primeval wildness. That year Charles
Dingee—now 84, still vitally interested in our business, though
not active in its management—conceived the great thought of
growing Roses on their own roots and sending them by mail,
und fiom his modest start has developed one of America’s great

industries. During all these years, Dingee Roses have been
as the best; today they are better and more favorably known

• than ever. All the knowledge about Roses gathered in these
sixty years may be yours through reading this splendid book.

We’ll Pay You to send for and Read This Book
Send us a dime-silver or stamps-and yon will get a copy of “Sixty YearsAmong the Roses as soon as ready, with due bill good for 20 cents on the first

» ,

order yoa forward us. That is, yon deposit 10 cents with us as an evidencethat you love Roses and want to know about them, but we rebate it to you, and muchmore. That s paying you to read the book, isn’t it We have only a limited edition.

The Dingee and Conard Co. Jox 5, West Grove, Pa.
The Leading Rose Grov era of America
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TOOK MY
WRINKLES OUT

After Massage Creams and Beauty Doc-
tors Had Failed

BY HARRIETT META

Trouble, worry and ill-health brought me deep
lines and wrinkles. I realized that they not only

greatly marred my appearance and made me
look much older, but that they would greatly

interfere with my success, because a woman’s
success, either socially or financially, depends

I

very largely on her appearance. The homely
woman, with deep lines and furrows in her

face, must fight an unequal battle with her

younger and better looking sister.

I, therefore, bought various brands of cold

cream and skin foods and massaged my face with

most constant regularity, hoping to regain my
former appearance. But the wrinkles simply
would not go. On the contrary, they seemed to

get deeper. Next I went to a beauty specialist,

who told me she could easily rid me of my
wrinkles. I paid my money and took the treat-

ment. Sometimes I thought they got less, but
after spending all the money I could afford for

such treatment, I found I still had my wrinkles.
So I gave up in despair and concluded I must
carry them to my grave. One day a friend of

mine who was versed in chemistry made a sug-
gestion and this gave me a new idea. I im-
mediately went to work making experiments and
studying everything I could get hold of on this

subject. After several long months of almost
numberless trials and discouragements, I finally

discovered a process which produced most as-
tounding results on my wrinkles in a single

night. I was delighted beyond expression. I

tried my teratment again, and lo, and behold, my
wrinkles were practically gone. A third treat-

ment—three nights in all—and I had no wrinkles
and my face was as smooth as ever. I next
offered my treatment to some of my immediate
friends, who used it with surprising results, and
I have now decided to offer it to the public.

Miss Gladys Desmond, of Pittsburg, Pa., writes
that it made her wrinkles disappear in one night.

Mrs. M. W. Graves of Bridgeport, Conn., states:

“There is not a wrinkle left; my friends say I

look 20 years younger. I consider your treat-

ment a godsend to womankind.” Mrs. James
Barss, of Central City, S. D., writes: “The
change is so great that it seems more a work of

magic.” I will send murther particulars to any
one who is interested absolutely free of charge.
I use no cream, facial massage, face steamings
or co-called skin foods; there is nothing to in-

jure the skin. It is an entirely new discovery of

my own and so simple that you can use it with-
out the knowledge of your most intimate friends.

You apply the treatment at night and go to bed.
In the morning, lol the wonderful transforma-
tion. People often write to me, “It sounds too
good to be true.” Well, the test will tell. If

interested in my discovery, please address
Harriett Meta, Suite 169, Syracuse, N. Y., and
I will send you full particulars.

LET ME TEACH YOU
The Magazine Subscription Game

A BUSINESS WITH A

BIG FUTURE
How I Developed My Business from

$47 to $400,000 a Year

The subscription agency business is

just beginning to develop, and every

man and woman can learn it by my
complete instructions, personally con-

ducted by mail. You can in your leisure

hours conduct a mail-order business

that is dignified and earn large profits,

by the Grnmianx System.

Begin in a small way and watch it

grow. The principles upon which I

built my business become yours and the

benefits of my 22 years’ experience

—

you need not make the mistakes I did

—

the elements of success as I discovered

them, my ideas, my schemes, all become
yours through the Gnimiaux system.

Year after year, the renewal business

I
increases profits and before you know it,

( you have a substantial business of your

|

own. Start by working a few hours

ii evenings.

Full particulars by mentioning this

magazine.

GRUMIAUX, The Magazine Man

Le Roy, New York

The Art of Home Making
By MABEL DLVAL

The Evening Lamp
The long evenings are now upon

us, and the lamps must be in good

order. A poor light, smelling of smoke

and kerosene, may destroy the enjoy-

ment of a whole evening. In the first

place it is dangerous, as well as dis-

agreeable, to use an inferior quality

of kerosene. None but the best, well-

tested oil should be allowed in the

house. Lamps might always be well

balanced with broad bases, heavy on

the table, that they may not overturn

even if they do receive a chance blow.

It is better that the lamp have a wide

and not very deep bowl, for in that

case the oil does not have too far to

pass along the wick before reaching

the flame. The wick should always fill

the tube, an open space down the tube

would be dangerous. When a wick

becomes old, so that it does not draw
the oil steadily, and the flame burns

feebly, either throw it away, or, if

studying economy—from which school

one should never graduate—boil the

wick, soak in vinegar and dry. It will

then be about as good as new. A
lamp ought never to be left from eve-

ning to evening without refilling, and

lighted with an empty space at the top

of the lamp to fill with gas and give

opportunity for a possible explosion.

Every three or four weeks the burners

should be thoroughly cleaned and pol-

ished. To insure a good flame the

perforated screen, which furnishes air

to the flame, should be kept absolutely

free from everything that might hinder

the passage of air in the least.

It is unpardonable recklessness to

fill a lamp while burning. It is also

not well to turn the wick low and

leave it burning. This is the way in

which most explosions occur. Then,

too, when turned low the combustion

is not complete and gas and fumes

are thrown off which are offensive and

unwholesome. It is not necessary to

trim the wick often with the scissors.

When an even, symmetrical flame is

once secured, instead of wasting the

wick by trimming it away every day,

turn it up even with the top of the

tube and then rub off the carbonized

part with a soft old worn-out tooth

brush.

The care of lamps would be greatly

expedited if on a shelf next the kero-

sene can a small box were kept, de-

voted solely to the little tools and

utensils used in cleaning and keeping

the lamps in order.

Ashes
The time for the production of ashes

is at hand. Now the wood ashes

should not be thrown out in the back

yard, the middle of the street, or any

place, just to get rid of them. Un~
leached wood ashes makes an excellent

fertilizer for blooming fruit trees, and

should be preserved for this purpose.

Keep them under cover, in a safe place

where there can be no danger from fire,

and next spring there will be plenty

of valuable fertilizing material to har-

row in under the fruit trees.

Out of Sight, Yet Important

No other room in the home signi-

fies so much as the cellar as to whether

or not the housewife is a good house-

keeper. She who throws things with

a bang down the back cellar stairs

with the remark, ‘Oh, it doesn’t matter;

nobody’ll see down there,” is apt to

have a chamber of horrors for a cellar,

and other rooms not very unlike the

subterranean portion of the house. On
the other hand, she whose cellar is as

spick and span as ever was her parlor,

is sure to be known as a most excel-

lent housekeeper. Those desiring to

prove themselves deserving of this

encomium will be interested in the fol-

lowing admirable suggestions from the

Household:

“Be lavish in the use of lime. Char-

coal, also, is an excellent disinfectant

and purifier. An open box of it makes
a good cellar ornament. Admit a draft

of fresh air daily, whatever the weath-

er. Do not let rubbish accumulate. If

your desire for hoarding old things. is

irresistible, gratify it anywhere but in

the cellar.

“If you have a furnace in the cellar,

insist upon its having a cold-air box.

The heated air which fills the up-stairs

rooms is more healthy if drawn from

outdoors into the furnace, than if sup-

plied from the cellar, however clean

and well-ventilated the latter may be.”

Selected Household Hints

A poultice of fresh tea leaves moist-

ened with water will cure a stye on the

eyelid.

For earache, dissolve asafoetida in

water; warm a few drops and drop in

the ear; then cork the ear with wool.

Use fresh water. Water that has

stood in an open dish over night should

not be used for cooking or drinking,

as it will have absorbed many foul

gases.

Mix a little carbonate of soda with

the water in which flowers are im-

mersed, and it will preserve them for

a fortnight. Common saltpetre is also

a very good preservative.

The true physiological way of treat-

ing burns or scalds is to at once ex-

clude the air. Cotton batting, flour,

or scraped potato—anything that is

suitable and convenient—may be used

for the purpose.

Take a new flowerpot, wash it clean,

wrap in a wet cloth, and set over but-

ter, and it will keep as hard as if on
ice. Milk, if put into an earthen can,

or even a tin one, will keep sweet for

a long time, if well wrapped in a wet

cloth.

To cure bunions, use pulverized salt-

petre, and sweet-oil. Obtain at a drug-

gist’s five or six cents’ worth of salt-

petre; put into a bottle with sufficient

olive-oil to dissolve it; shake up well,

and rub the inflamed joints night and
morning, and more frequently if they

are painful.

Don’t overlook the big maga-
zine offer on page twenty.

. By onr wonderful Simplex Sys-
tem—one of the greatest Inven-
tions of the age—anyone Of ord-
inary education can learn by
mall to play piano or organ

IN 20 EASY LE3SONS
You need not know the first

principles of music. By this won-
derful Bystem you can In 20 les-
sons become a capable maslclan.
The work I s easy and fascinating
—you will be wonderfully surpris-
ed at theprogresByou will make.
Iu a few weeks, by this method,
you can play popular, sacred or
classical music. Considered bet-
ter than a 3-year conservatory
course as a time aad money-sav-
er—teaches the practical and usa-
ble In muBlc and does away With
all unnecessary theory. You
should have this course of les-
sons.The cost is a mere trifle com-
pared to the real worth. Send for
our Free Book today. State
whether you have piano or organ.

SIMPLEX SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Conservatory 161

Kansas City, Missouri

LEATHER Art CALENDAR
A BEAUTIFUL HOLIDAY GIFT

Artistically executed in burnt leather with red leather

berries appliqued.
COLORS: Brown, Green or Gray.
DESIGNS: Holly or California Peppers.
Indicate color and design desired.

PRICES: 60c postpaid. Small Calendars with simple
burned design 25c.

PIPE RACKS with burnt Indian design 75c postpaid
All orders promptly filled. DEPT. V.

BURNT LEATHER ART CO., Dansville, N. Y

rrDQ T0 GIRLS
riCGaBd LADIES
Girls and Ladies f Don’t
you want to earn a fine pre-

mium for just a little pleasant,

easy work? If you wifi distri-

bute under our special easy plan
only 20 of our dainty “Fluf
Ruffles” butterfly bows at 15 cents, we
will give you your choice of the premiums
mentioned below. A fine, large Bisqi

Doll,
,
stylishly dressed, and a big, genuine

Teddy Bear made df real shaggy Teddy Be
skin (both as one premium

) or you can have the _
Doll and a stylish Doll Carriage (both as one pre^*

inium). We also give-a fine wool Sweater and a dandy
pair of Roller Skates (both as one premium).' You jna
have a genuine, stylish Fur Boa with Muff to match, a

combination 83-piece decorated Tea and Dinner Set, a.

iViolin, Mandolin, Guitar, Banjo, or many other premiums.;

Our “Fluffy Ruffles’* butterfly bows are the latest style in

ladies* neckwear, silk embroidered, worn with nearly any
style of dress. Send no money in advance.' We trust you
with our bows to sell. Any premium selected senl prompt-

ly on receipt of $3 from sale.

We Gold Tinsel Your NameONEMBOSSED POST CARDS. Six of the mo5t"nd

PARKER’S
m HAIR BALSAM
Cleanses and beautifies the hair.
Promotes a luxuriant growth.
Never Fails to Restore Gray
DEIair to its Youthful Color.

CureB scalp diseases & hair falling,
50c, and $1.00 at Druggists

ITC-* MAKE EASY MONEY SELLIN6 3 USEFUL
I |d ARTICLES IN 1. Folding Pocket Stamp. Pen.

I
J* '"ps and Pencil. Sample with your name on. 25cj>ostpai4

1. . _ N-LG K-EU=.RLiAT.E

Perkins Rubber Stamp Co .Ba.iinviwvfii.coiiS?

.Established 3? Years A Present with Every Order

VETERINARY COURSE AT HOME.
SI 200 Xear Bnd uPwar<3s can be made taking our Veterinary
Z* i- u

C^\se at home darin & eparetimejtaught inaimplest
Jtcnglish ;Diploma granted. positions obtained successfufstu-denta^r^t in reach of all ^satisfaction guaranteed ;particolart

DENCE SCH'ooYEXfS.

1HA 1*/ CORR|sPON-OENCE SCHOOL, Dept. 1 7, London,Canada.
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A Long Ago Christmas Day in Germany %^aiTen
w

K mnr* uro c mJefr/sop ^ ..1 J i . « ....Rome was mistress of the world.
The last conquered were the Germans.
The Germans were divided at the time
into tribes, much as have been our
American Indians, and were continually

quarreling and fighting among them-
selves. This was the reason that the

Romans had succeeded in subduing
these great warriors, so much stronger

than themselves, subjugating one after

another. Besides being divided into

tribes, they were divided into nobles,

freemen, and slaves, the slaves being

prisoners of war. Every German free-

man was proud of his personal liberty

and would often prefer death to being

made a slave. Only a freeman had the

right to carry weapons of war—

a

spear, a shield, and a sword.

When the Romans conquered the

Germans, they deprived them of their

war weapons. They were allowed only

the lighter spear for the chase and the

bow and arrows. In consequence their

rage was great and they were con-

stantly engaged in secret planning to

shake off the hated Roman yoke and
regain their lost liberty.

Of all the tribes, the Cherusci, who
lived in the northern part of Germany,
were the strongest and most warlike.

There were two parties among them,
led by two princes, Sigimer and Segest.

Sigimer had an only son, whose name
was Herman. Segest an only daughter,

Thusnelda by name. Herman at the

time of our story was twenty-four years

old and Thusnelda twenty. They had
been betrothed to each other for some
years past. They had been absent from
their country in Rome and but just re-

turned, but a tale hangs thereby as

follows

:

Herman was the tallest and strongest

of all the Cherusci tribes; therefore the
Romans were afraid of him and carried

him to Rome as a hostage. Augustus
Octavianus, the first emperor of Rome,
had a large ampitheater built of stone,

the first of its kind. It was designed
with an arena in the center, where wild
men and beasts had to fight with each
other in mortal combat. All around
the vast building there was a basement
in which apartments were built to har-

TERPACOL
is the best remedy in the
world for Grip and Cold

, .
in the Head. Unlike all

others. The private prescription of one of the
greatest Physicians in America. Contains no Co-
caine, no Phenacetin or other' Coal Tar"derivative
If your head is so stuffed up you can’t breathe, try
it. Never known to fail. Special trial box for 25c
Guaranteed. Send to-day.

TEALE & RATHBUN, Brooklyn, N. Y

RHEUMATISM
Sufferers can send^address (no stamp re-
quired) and receive FREE a PAMPHLET
which tells what Rheumatism really is,
the cause of the pain attending it, and how
to obtain a lasting and inexpensive cure,
S. F. KIMBALL, 1-3 Union Square, New York City.

nn-FODTrs flashuehtsitr
LionHUMAN NATURE IU»
‘

’'“-Page Illustrated Book for Adults, containing
Baront-

A 240

ju«v»ve, marnnjre. 1'arent-
a$re. Health and r>lRea#e, Tells all you wouldhesitate to a«k a Doctor. A limited number at 1 Oo!Sent by mail on receipt of price in a plain envelope.
M. HILL BOOK SO. 138 E. 28TH ST. NEW YORK CITY

bor the wild beasts and wild men in

beds of straw. Herman the Cheruscan
prince was lodged among them, and in

the many fights with men and beasts
he had never been vanquished. He
was called the king of the arena in con-
sequence, and so proud had he become
of his title that he had quite forgotten
his noble lineage, his fatherland, and
his betrothed. Two years had thus
passed, the Cherusci, more and more
oppressed by the Romans, had become
desperate and were ready to revolt. But
they could not agree upon a leader
whom they thought able to lead them
to victory. All agreed, however, that if

Herman were at home he would be the

commander of their choice.

It was then that Thusnelda came for-

ward and told them that she would
pilgrim to Rome and bring Herman
home to save the fatherland. Her offer

was eagerly accepted and, being fur-

nished by them with .the necessary
means, she at once prepared for her
perilous mission. She had already per-
fected a plan for the journey. Near
the mouth of the Weser river lived her
uncle, Olaf, the fisherman, who was the

owner of a large fishing craft. Olaf
had been a sailor in his youth and as

such had sailed back and forth to Italv

often on a Roman vessel, and in conse-

quence knew the way to Rome all right.

Thusnelda, having collected a large

sum of money, soon came to an agree-
ment with her uncle to sail his vessel

to Rome with her on board and bring
Herman home to their beloved father-

land. Her uncle Olaf, his son, a young
man eighteen years old, and Thusnelda,
who was to disguise herself by wearing
a suit of sailor clothes, constituted the

party.

So they started from the mouth of
the Weser out into the North Sea.
They, of course, had to find their way
along what is now the coast of Holland.
France, Portugal, and Spain, from port
to port, and through the Strait of Gib-
raltar into the Mediterranean Sea.

And once through said strait, they had
no difficulty in finding their way to the

mouth of the Tiber River. Besides the
persons mentioned there was another
passenger on board, a large dog, named
Knip, of the wolf hound breed, which
was the property of Herman, having
been left in the custody of Thusnelda.
Herman was very fond of this dog and
had cautioned Thusnelda never to part

with him, no matter what might happen.

Leaving the boat safely at anchor,
with Olaf on board to watch her, Thus-
nelda, in company with her Cousin
Thors and the faithful dog Knip,
started on foot to Rome. They
soon found the amphitheater where
Herman was confined in a cell. They
waited till night, so that they could
approach without being noticed. Thus-
nelda told Thors to wait outside with
Wolf while she would go into the build-

ing alone. At the entrance she met a
soldier on guard, who barred her way,
but a purse full of gold coin put into

his hand made him stand aside. She
told him thgt she had come to visit

her countryman, Herman, and the
soldier willingly showed her the wav
to Herman’s cell. She entered the cell

and by the dim light of a lantern, held

by the soldier, she saw Herman fast

asleep upon his bed of straw. Upon
her request the soldier awakened Her-
man by poking him in the ribs with the

butt end of his sword. Herman jumped
up, being thus rudely disturbed, and
confronted the soldier ready for com-
bat. But Thusnelda stopped him, tell-

ing him that she had a message from
his father. Herman gazed at her in

confusion, not recognizing Thusnelda
in her disguise. “Tell me your mes-
sage, but be brief, for I am more in a
mood to sleep than to listen to your
tale.”

Your father wants to know that you
are well, said Thusnelda in her native

tongue.

Tell my father that his son is well
and lives in glory, that he is called
King of the Arena

; no fighter can stand
against him.”

“I shall deliver your message, Her-
man, for your father can hear me as
well as ever; but see me he cannot, for

he has turned blind.”

“Boy, what do you say; do I hear
aright

; my father blind
;
how came he

so? Did the Romans pierce his eyes?”
“O, no, Herman, your father wept

night and day till he was blind.”

“My father wept, you say; what
for?”

“You ask what for, Herman? Have
you not heard of the disgrace and mis-
ery of your countrymen? Upon the

order of the Roman commander they
had to give up their swords, shields,

and spears, and were forbidden to bear

arms of any kind except those used in

the chase.”

“Heaven and earth, boy; is that your
tale to me? Has it come to this—that

the freemen of my country have lost

their personal liberty.”

“Aye, Herman; but they are ready
to revolt if they had you back among
them for a leader. Beware to trifle

with me, boy; how am I to know that

what you say be true. Can you prove
to me beyond a doubt that what you say
be true?”

“Herman, I will in a moment.”

Thusnelda told the soldier to bring
in Thors with Wolf. When Wolf saw
and recognized his old master he
jumped forward and, putting his big

paws upon Herman’s shoulder, licked

his face and whined with joy. Herman
returned the caress by patting the dog’y
head and cried: “Wolf, where is

Thusnelda; have you come but to tell

me of her death ?”

When Wolf heard the name Thus-
nelda spoken by Herman he understood
at once, and, letting go the hold of his

master, he fawned upon Thusnelda in

her disguise, as if to say, ‘Here she is.’

Then Thusrjelda took off her cap and,
untying the knot of her beautiful golden
tresses, let them drop over her shoul-

ders and cried, “Herman, don’t you
know me?”

Herman became frantic with joy. He
took her in his stout arms and pressed
her pasionately to his breast. “Thus-
nelda, take me out of this, back to our
dear fatherland. I am ready to lead
my countrymen to liberty and freedom.”

They reached the fishing craft in

safety, after several narrow escapes
from being arrested by the Roman

guards. Then they were greeted with

great joy by Uncle Olaf. After an un-

eventful voyage they arrived at Uuclc
Olaf’s home, at the mouth of the

Weser, in the month of October,

A. D. 8.

Herman was received by the Cherusci

freemen with great rejoicing, and he

arranged with them that they would
postpone their onslaught on the Romans
till the great festival of the winter

solstice, the most sacred day to all the

German tribes. In the meantime they
should provide themselves with arms
as best they could, but leave their arms
with their women.
Acording to custom, all the nobles

and freemen were wont to assemble on
this day fully equipped for war with
all their weapons to celebrate. But on
this day they had to assemble under the

sacred pine tree without their arms and
stood dejected with downcast looks sur-

rounded by the Roman soldiers, who
derided them with vile words, saying,

“Why do you not celebrate?” All at

once Herman appeared, fully equipped
for war—helmet on his head, the skin

of a huge bear he had killed around
his shoulders, his big shields in his left

hand and his mighty sword in his right

hand ready for mortal combat.

He pushed himself through the ranks
of the Romans and, stepping into the
midst of his countrymen, he cried:

To arms
; to arms.” And the women

ran and brought the weapons to the
men. Then came the terrible war cry
of the Germans and the clash of arms.
Although the Romans resisted with

their accustomed bravery and fought
desperately, they were all killed with
their centurion. Thus begun the revolt
of the Germans against the Roman
tyrants, on Christmas day, A. D. 8,

which ended in the following year with
the great battle in the Tueteburg forest,

resulting in the annihilation of the

entire Roman army in Germany. The
legions of Varus, the pride of imperial

Rome. Upon learning of their utter ex-

tinction, the mighty Caesar in his de-

jection exclaimed: “Varus, Varus
give me back my legions.”

TO WOMEN WH O OREAD MOTHERHOOD?
Information How They May Give Birth toHappy. Healthy Children Absolutely

without Pain—Sent Free.
No women need any longer dread the pains of

childbirth, or remain childless. Dr. J. H. Dye
has devoted his life to relieving: the sorrows ofwomen. He has proven that all paia at child-
birth may be entirely banished, and he will gladly
tell you how it may be done absolutely free of
charge. Send your name and address to Dr J
H. Dye, 116 Lewis Block. Buffalo, N. Y., and’ he
will send you, postpaid his wonderful book which
tells how to give birth to happy, healthy children,
absolutely without pain: also how to cure sterility.
Do not delay but write to-day.

FREE DEAFNESS CURE.
A remarkable offer by one of the leading ear

specialists in this country, who will send two
months' medicine free to prove his ability to cure
Deafness. Head Noises and Catarrh. Address
Dr. G. M. Branaman. 1361 Walnut St.. Kansas
City, Mo.

MEN
WflNTFR in evefy localityWVMIH I LU jn the United
states to advertise our goods, tack up
showcards in all conspicious places

and distribute small advertising matter. Com-
mission or salary, $83 per month and expenses $4
per day. Steady work the year round: entirely
new- plan: no experience required. Write for par-
ticulars. ROYAL REMEDY CO., London, Ont., Canndn.

Old Men and Women.
' ou need Vitae-Ore and should give it a chance to
prove what it will do for you. It is an ideal tonic
and curative medicine for the old and has benefit-
ed thousands of elderly people. Read the liberal
v itae-Ore offer on page 4.
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This full sized, fine toned Violin for dis-

1

I tributing nnder our special easy plan only 20 1

I
“ Fluffy Ruffles **

butterfly bows at 15 cents, 1
! These bows are the latest styles in Ladies' >1

I neckwear- Made of East India lawn, daintily T
hem-stitched, silk embroidered. Especially
smart with shirt waists, but suitable to any style*
dress. Our Violins are strongly built of care-J

I fully selected woods, beautifully stained and
I: varnished They have a sweet, mellow tone. 1

!

I Model is an exact duplicate of the high-priced
j

1 Violins, Construction is correct in every detail.
I Trimmings are substantial and instruments
.
will give excellent service. Strung ready for
playing. The bow is strung of good quality

j

bleached horse hair, and rosin, etc., is shipped
J with the violin. We also give Mandolins,
|j Guitars, Banjos, etc. We trust you with our
'“Fluffy Ruffles" butterfly bows. Send no
|

money in advance. Premiums are sent prompt-
ly
ly on receipt of $3.

Ii. M. LOMER, MgT„ 40 East 21st St.
Dept. H. New York City

RHEUMATISM
A CURE GIVEN BV ONE WHO HAD IT

In the Spring of 18931
waa attacked by mus-
cularandinflammatory
rheumatism. Ieuflered
as those who have it

know, for over three
years, and tried almost
everything. Finally I

found a remedy that
cured me completely
and it has not return-
ed. I have given it to a
number who were ter-

ribly afflicted, and It affected a cure In every
case. Anyone desiring to give this precious
remedy a trial, I will send It free. Address,

Mark H. Jackson, No,407 James Street, Syracuse, N. V.

Ur. Jackson is responsible. Above statement true.-Pub.

Pedigreed Scotch Collies

The Scotch Collie is the ideal dog. Strong, wise
and watchful, wonderfully intelligent, he isbeyond
question the most useful as well as the most
handsome dog for the home.
We believe our strain of dogs is not excelled by

any kennel in the country, either in breeding or

marking. None but Pedigreed Puppies sold which
are entitled to registry in the American Kennel
Club Stud Book.
Full and authentic pedigree sent with each

puppy. Write us for prices and further particulars

HILLSIDE KENNELS, West Grove. Penn.

BROOKS’ NEW BURE
Brooks’ Appliance. New FOR
discovery. Wonderful. No
obnoxious springs or pads.
Automatic Air Cushions.
Binds and draws the broken
parts together as you would
a broken limb- No salves.
No lympbol. No lies. Dur-
able, cheap. Pat. Sept. 10,’01.

SENT ON TRIAL.
catalogue free.

C. E. BROOKS, 7573 Brook. Bldg. Marshall, Mich.

'ortunes in Apple Orchards
Enormous crops of the finest apples in the

-world, are grown on the irrigated lands in the
State of Washington. Growers receive from
$500 to $2500 an acre for their fruit. The Land
League of America, with Eastern Headquar-
ters at Rochester, N. Y., has issued a circular
explaining how everyone can share in the
great profits from these irrigated orchards
by contributing small monthly payments to

cover the cost of land and planting. Send
for their circular to-day and learn how you
may share in these profits.

WITH THE EDITOR

Goitre Cure
A Convenient and Soothinc Appliance
worn on the neck at night and
cures while you sleep. An anti-
septic, hygienic absorbent that
reduoes the swelling and the
distressing symptoms disappear
in a short time. 16 years success
Write for free booklet, term.,
and particulars about the best,
cheapest, and quickest remedy
in the world for Goitre.

PHYSICIANS REMEDY CO. 114 Slnton Bldg. Cincinnati, 0.

TRADE MABM "

BATES’ RHEUMATIC FOOT DRAFTS
and Mountain Herb Compound. A positive cure
for Rheumatism. ^Sole originators of curing

i Rheumatism through
the feet by using foot
drafts. Established 1892.

Beware ofimitations. The
Drafts can be worn in any
shoe, and will draw out

all pain from any part of the system. One rair

mailed free. Enclose 2c stamp -to cover postage.
BATES’ KBFTiUATIC (THE CO. 111K. Essex St. Boston, Mass

CACTI AND RARE PLANTS
C. R. Orcutt, ‘^an Diego, Ca

The Gladsome Christmas-Tide

The gladdest of all the year’s holi-

days is Christmas, the day generally

recognized as commemorating the

birth of the world’s Saviour. Surely

this world, in which is so much of sor-

row, want, wretchedness, and woe,

sadly needs a Saviour. Surely, then,

the day that especially calls to the

mind the coming to this world of Him
whom millions worship and acclaim as

their Saviour, should cause all alike to

rejoice and be exceeding glad.

Unfortunately, too many make the

Christmas-tide a time for thoughtless

merriment, careless I^ilarity, salf-iin-

dulgence, folly, sin, and general license

for all kinds of evil excess. People

who do thus, miss the real meaning of

Christmas and know nothing of its

true gladsomeness.

The hearth of all who truly rejoice at

Christmas-time will be filled with the

true Christ-1dye—the love that “seek-

eth not her own,” but rather seeks to

add to the enduring good of others.

That love will prompt us not simply

to give things, but, as did the Saviour,

to give ourselves, wholly and unreserv-

edly,. for the good and blessing of

others.

Most truly and beautifully has the

poet phrased it:

“Not what we give, but what we share,

For the gift without the giver is bare.

Who giveth himself with his alms feeds

three

—

Himself, his hungering neighbor and

Me.”

The presents we give are only

tokens, mute emblems, of that su-

premely better gift,—our own selves,

our own heart-love. Without the last-

named gift, all else is but “sounding

brass, or a tinkling cymbal.” Only

those who thus seek and find this bet-

ter part, this higher and nobler signifi-

cance of the happy Christmas time, can

enter fully into its true joy and glad-

ness; they only can join in the happy

refrain,
—“Glad tidings of great joy,

which shall be to all people. * * *

and on earth peace, good will toward

men.”

Delightfully Unassuming

No other grace so adorns the char-

acter of the true lady or gentleman as

that of real genuine, unassuming, un-

obtrusive modesty. Not infrequently

young people are prone to become

marvelously wise,—in their own eyes,

—

self-opinionated, and to exhibit a sort

of know-it-all manner. This is most

often manifested between the ages of

fourteen and eighteen years,—the soph-

omoric period, when the glimmering

light of knowledge first begins to dawn

upon the evolving mind of youth. As

a rule, when more and stronger light

shines into the mind of every one,

he will ere long begin to see the folly

of “feeling big” over his own limited

attainments; and as he gains a glimpse

of the boundless ocean of truth, on

whose hither shores he stands, he will

begin to wonder how he ever could

have been vain or puffed up, and will

then feel his own utter littleness, as

compared with the great infinities that

beckon him on to fathom their mys-

teries and garner some of the truth-

gems their immensities contain.

Unfortunately, some men never re-

cover from the dangerous disease

known as “big-head.” Very truly has

Zimmerman, the Swiss philosopher*,

written: “Many studious characters

are so puffed up by arrogance, pre-

sumption, self-conceit,, and vanity, that

they can scarcely speak on any sub-

ject without hurting the feelings of

their friends, and giving cause of tri-

umph to their enemies. The counsel

and instruction they affect to give is

so mixed with ostentatious pedantry

that they destroy the very end they

wish to promote.”

Doubtless one of the most charm-

ing examples of modesty afforded us

either by ancient or modern history

is that of the great Athenian philos-

opher, Plato. He was so totally free

from personal vanity and conceit—qual-

ities exhibited only by intellectual

featherweights—that it was impossible

to dicover in him by casual observa-

tion and ordinary conversation, the

possesion of that sublime imagination

and almost divine intellect, which ren-

dered hint the idol of his time and the

admiration of succeeding generations.

Of him the following incident is re-

lated :

“On his return from Syracuse, to

which place he had been invited by

Dionysius the younger, he visited

Olympia to be present at the perform-

ance of the Olympic games; and he

was placed on the seat appropriated to

foreigners of the highest distinction,

but to whom he was not personally

known. Some of them were so pleased

with the ease, politeness, wisdom, and

vivacity of his conversation, that they

accompanied him to Athens, and, on

their arrival in that city, requested him

to procure for them an interview with

Plato. But how pleasing and satis-

factory was their surprise, when, on his

replying with a smile, T am the person

whom you wish to see,’ they discov-

ered that this affable and entertaining

companion, with whom they had trav

eled without discovering his excellency,

was the most learned and profound phi-

losopher at that time existing in the

world!”

Thinking Out Thoughts
It is a great accomplishment to be

able to “think on one’s feet.”
,

It is

no less an accomplishment to be able

to think out one’s thoughts fully, and

to formulate in the mind a fitting ex-

pression of them before they are trans-

mitted to paper with pen or pencil. In

composing essays and orations, many

students write long-drawn-out articles,

containing four or five times as many

words as it is intended the completed

article shall contain. Then they start

in upon the task of trimming, pruning,

and cutting down. After much labor

and a great waste of time, the essay

or oration begins to approach its

proper limits. Much the better method

would be thoroughly to master the

subject to be discussed and do all the

trimming, pruning, and cutting out

before the writing is begun. By pur-

suing this course, the mind will be

strengthened, and the power to think

concisely and to the point will be ac-

quired.
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NO MORE WRINKLES
SCRANTON WOMAN MAKES REMARKABLE DISCOVERY

THAT PROVES TO BE A GREAT AID TO BEAUTY

Broad Minded and Liberal. She Offera to Give Parlicolara

to All Who Write Abaolutely Free

Della Ellison, of Scranton, Pa., seems to be
the woman whose name shall go down in history
as the discoverer of the true secret of beauty.
For centuries past women have realized that
wrinkles not only made them look much older
than they were, but were also the destroyer of

their beauty, and with ceaseless efforts they have
sought to stay the hand of time, which robbed
them of this most valuable charm.
Knowing that the homely woman with deep

lines and furrows must fight an unequal battle
with her younger and better looking sister, many
resorted to annoying and even dangerous experi-
ments trying to regain their former youthful ap-
pearance. This new discovery, however, will do
away with all these rasn easures, as the treat-

ment is harmless and simple. It is said that aside
from banishing wrinkles in from one to three
nights it is a great aid to beauty, making the
skin soft and velvety and beautifying the com-
plexion. Many who have followed Miss Elli-

son’s advice look from five to twenty years
younger, and judging by the number of replies

she is receiving daily, people are not slow at

taking advantage of her generous offer.

It comes as a surprise that the discovery should
be made by a modest little woman in Scranton,
when our large cities are full of beauty doctors
and specialists who have sought in vain for a
treatment that would turn back the clock of time
and place the imprint of youth on the fast-fleet-

ing footsteps of age, but far more surprising is

the fact that she is to remain where she is.

In speaking of the discovery she said, “Yes, I
know there would be many advantages in my
going to some of the large cities, hut I have
made arrangements to give particulars of my
treatment Free to all who write me, so that the
women in every city and town may have the
benefits of my discovery.” •

This statement shows that she is both broad-
minded and generous, and all who wish to ban-
ish their wrinkles and improve their complexion
should write her at once. Her address is:

DELLA ELLISON, 248 Burr Bldg., Scranton, Pa.
Just state that you wish particulars of her dis-

covery and she will send them in sealed enve-
lope free of charge.

ELECTRIC NOVELTIES *?Sg
Dynamos, Motors, Fans, Bells, Lamps, Belts, Batteries, Min-
iature R‘ys Toys. Everythin? Electric—at Low Prices. Lar-
gest stock in United States. Catalog tree. 1000 agents wanted

OHIO ELECTRIC WORKS Cleveland, Ohio

.MOVING PICTURE MACHINE 10c

. Shows graceful High Kicking Girls,jolly Leap-Frog Girls, sensational

6 Sa-lo-me Dancing Girls
, and lots ofsidesplitting comical scenes,every

Smovement as in real life. Ifyou leant mostfun and biggest bargain
ever offered, send 10cfor Moving Picture Machine and different scenes.

)
3 machines 15 scenes 25c. J. N. St.Claire, 233 Kush St.,Chicago

FINE POST CARDS no trash ’ one

3 r i V7J 1 each: Xmas.
New Years, Birthday and bargain Post Card circular for

2C. stamp and address of live Post Card and mail buyers.

JNO. F. NIEMAN, - - Woodville, Ohio.

|7 __ O C _ I -will send receipt for the cure of
* Ox ahJL Warts and Corns, perfectly pain-
less and refund money if it fails.

10 cts. All Druggists
W. L.TERRETT, L Box No. 1, Manassa, Colo

WE PAY$80 A MOHTH SALARY
end furnish rig and all expenses to Introduce poultry
and stock powders; new plan; steady work. Address
BIGLER COMPANY, X3 86 ,

SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS.

NINE IN ONE >*
S75 monthly. Combination.
Rolling Pin. Nine articles combined. Lightning Seller.
Sample free. FORSHEE MFG. C0. f Box 21? Dayton, 0.

WE PAY $36
IMPERIAL MFG. CO.,

A WEEK AND expenses
to men with rigs to inlroduce pot* ltry

compound. Year’s contract.

DEPT. D-58, PARSONS, KVN

I ISTFN1 This is something different. Our
A Lll. unique and usefulcalendarmakes

a handsome holiday gift. Send 20 cents in silver
to, C. A. Ryder, 2700 8th Ave., New York City

CHRISTMAS POST CARDS
Ten loveliest silk and gold embossed Christmas Cards, with

3 mos. sub. for ioc; 30 cards and 1 yr. sub. 25c.

THE HOUSEHOLD, 984 Jackson St., Topeka, Kan.
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$32P aWeeK Buys
BarstowPecosValley

10-Acre Irrigated Farm
But First I Must Absolutely

Prove to You that It Can Be Made to

Net You Over $100.22 a Month!

Geo. E. Barstow
President

I will mall
;

—11 you plain and conclusive proof that 10 acres
of Barstow -Pecos Valley Irrigated Land can be made to
yield crops that will net between 81,000 and 85,000 per yearNow don’t say to yourself no man would sell for 83.00 aweek that which has developed earning power of 81 000.00
to 85,000.00 per year. That Is exactly what I propose to doand with the "Proof” will come a full explanation of theNew Safe Land Plan whereby
you can get possession In 2%
years of land which I must first
prove can be made to net 81,000.00
to 85,000.00 per year, by paying
815.00 down and 83.00 per week in
monthly paymen ts for 2% years.
A responsible Bank acts as the

Independent agent of both of us
to guarantee fair play.
There are good sound business

reasons why we sell land for 83.00
a week which we can prove to
be capable of earning 81,000.00 to
85,000.00 a year—and you will un-
derstand them when I put my

This Is for the man who
wants a Home Farm or for
the man who wants aBusi-
ness Farm—a Home Farm
that will yield him an In-
dependent living, or a
Business Farm that he can
operate as he would a de-
partment of his business,
without giving it nil his
time and attention.£55"

^?eats' can and IiTe on It, and by theapplication of reasonable Industry and intelligence earn
f
?
r yoa

.

ree,t and You won't’ haveany tjosa to please In order to hold your job and keepyour family supplied with the necessities of life. No ma5™ d®I*1m ° 1!

,

0
f,

,

y°u

r

" vlne for tha« you will own inyour own little highly productive farm.

«.i
fJKUKSlInk you have to know a lot ^out farming orcannot bring yourself to make so great a change all at

oo
C
wrun^

0n
&»ii

1

w
e
?
farm

?
t0 ,al1 bacl* onlf things should

F°_wro?2v Have it for a place to go to In case of need, or
1 rPATfinflAn and .

’

A vertisement.VV %
r

°wit£
e
a
d
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iWlf

^ v 'Jur ™™ow *m<>aua Lana. The Irrigation Systi^has"be“en

,y _i7’ ivc u
.

ururaen iructc. under
this Advertised Brand you may market the Supe-
rior Products of your Barstow Irrigated Land.

v»...T«,vlwu UUUDI uumpeie,
f£r a reasonable share of the proceeds.

« ?^^uS
„
t
o°r;

P
1?
c08

.
Vall

n7 Lands are ,n WestTexas, withina few miles of Barstow, Texas, and Pecos City. Texas rthe8 towns are only 6X miles apart—the land lies between thetowns and a little to the north) and served by the Texas

Fe
P
Sy1?em

RalIWay and ‘he PeC(* of the Santa

But all this la the merest outline of what I desire to show
you in detail. I am only at-
^“Ptiiig to make It clear to you
that you can have an assured in-
dependent living Income in less
than three years if you are will-
ing to pay 83.00 a week.

I want the name and address,
on one of these coupons, of every
man or woman who Is willing to
save 83.00 a week if I can prove
that the result will be financial
independence in less than three
short years. 4

There is nothing philanthropic
about this proposition, but I es-
pecially want to hear from wage-
earners.
1 have worked for fifteen years

to develop this community to
which I have given my name.
The Irrigation System has been

C
'V'

\

? *V VOVWWIIDUtU, i CH|iUiiO-

v lble enterprise and the land! want
^ you to buy is cleared, levelled,

'Is <?. ^ Irrigated and under cultlva-
* tion, ready for imme-

® A, — dlate delivery if you\ -r, s have 8468.61, or for\ ° N delivery In
years for tis

V
down and

Js7 ^ 88.0 0 a
S&n. . week

^ in
«sy %V

*'vT. j ? iu uo euiciiiui, me water supply

productive
climate a delight and the soil wonderfully

The task has been a big one— it has taken along time
to test out each phase of the proposition, but it has beenworthwhile and I will consider that it has been evenmore worth while if those who most need it are the onesto reap the benefit of my labors.
And so I say to the wage earner who seeks Independentmanhood, it can be had in the ownership of one of these

10-acre farms.
others have here acquired it—why not you! Don’t delayAct right now, today.

*

on tl\ou little river.

Through sunny meads and^ vales;
'Upon thy bosom quiver -c--£

A thousand fragile sails

SS£ A> ... C3C-V

Cjide on thou little -*

A thousand bubbles y
.

Upon thu breast of silver fsA#*."' •

Qlide On thou bnmminy riverfUf

Q — Iinto the boundless sea V\
^^7" ~7o find the joys of childhood f |

-
J-

inked with eternity
.

' Esther Hooker Trowbridge.

George E. Barstow, President
s
. ^Pecoa Valley Land &IrriEation Co.ofBarstow.Tez.

°. 846 Missouri Trust Building, St. Louis, Mo

DEWT5JDON1

‘theni^ht ^iaJlbe

r .

filled Withmusic.
Ft^nd. fiie cares that infest

the day
ball fdd -their tents like the «3rabo.

tflnd exo silently steal aw^4
Longfellow

MOTTO POST CARDS
A Complete Set of These

Cards, 10 Subjects Free

WE WILL GIVE YOU A COM-PLETE SET OF THESE HANDSOMEMOTTO POST CARDS. They are
allnew subjects, containing beau-
tilul embossed flower designsshowing ail natural colors with aMotto printed in gold. Each flow-
er and each motto is dilferentmaking these cards the handsom-

.
es* a® well as the latest and mostJust send us 15c for six months trial subscrin-nthlv mnmvrino Iom A Bx. _ m _ “ _

wears «ih.VviniTAn “‘b magazine ior tne home or 25c for one full
a
Un11’ ajn{1 we will send you a complete set of these most beau-

Addres^ hSmf IlF^an* ^0t,° K°St Cards Pointed in gold and bri^hV
*

Address. HOME LIFE. 41 Dearborn Avenue, Dept. P 107, Chicago, Illinois.

It is a Woman’s Right to be Beautiful
Yon are giving your money for a showy, expensive package, trusting to luck as to .

before offered to the fair women of America.* The Portfolio contains the ‘‘Rova! “Imnarial >>

does formulas for all of the above, with full instructions for making, and a carefu ir’prepartd ne^ise

WRIGHT, MILLER & CO., 200 Broadway, NEW YORK.

CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEAR POST CARDSTen finest silk and gold embossed Cards, In new and lovely designs, and threen
?.
0°t

J}
s trial subscription to popular magazine, all for only 10 cts. postpaid; 30 cards

all different, and one year’s subscription 25 cts. Household, 771 Jackson St., Topeka, Kas.

Tell a Friend About It
If you have neighbors who are ailing in any wav,
show them the Vitae-Ore advertisement on page 4
of this paper. They can try it without a penny
risk and you will be doing them a big favor when
it helps them.

AGENTS PORTRAITS 85c, FRAMBS 15c,
,

— -- w sheet pictures lc, stereoscopes 25c,V^WB lc. 30 days credit. Samples & Catalog Free.
ConxiUd.t.d fortrUt Co, 290— 64 W. iilui St, Cklttgo.

15 IL
1 EMBOSSED POSTCARDS IHcBeautiful colored Art had P ower cards, no two allko. B =

wort* double. SILK CARD CO., DEPT.334, 1W1 Hhrrbcn dt., CHICAGO.

Plan for a Children’s Christmas
A mother said to me not long since.

Oh, what is the use of fixing up a
big tree and having all the rest of the
Christmas finery. The more my chil-

dren get, the less they care for the
things. They seem positively indiffer-

ent.” This is too often true. The child

of today is so satiated at the age of

eight or nine, that little favors shown
them are not appreciated. But are
not the parents, in a measure, respon-
sible for this state of affairs?

If the child were taught to be more
self-reliant and helpful to others at all

times, would it not, when Christmas or
any other festivity came, feel that it

must contribute its share of usefulness

and helpfulness to make others happy?

Dicken’s View of Christmas
Long ago, Dickens, the great lover

of childhood, wrote: “I have always
thought of Christmas as a good time

—

kind, loving, forgiving, charitable

time,” and so today echoes every heart
that truly loves the holy Christmastide.

It is a time calculated to bring to the
surface all that is best in one’s nature.

We should all be animated with the

spirit of love and gladly do with lov-

ing fingers something for somebody,
and give for the very love of giving.

In the ideal kindergarten, such as

Froebel advocates, the child early

learns that his vocation does not con-

sist in exacting services from others;

on the contrary, he is taught from the

day he enters the little flock, to aid

the weaker ones, bear and forbear, and
the most important thing of all, to

give himself. The little songs, mor-
ning talks, and occupations, also foster

in him a love of nature and animal

life. Everything becomes something
to be appreciated, whether animate or

inanimate. His pets, the four-footed

friends, the trees, and wild flowers,

have all contributed what they could,

so why should not he also be more
than ready to do his part
For weeks before Christmas our little

flock lives in anticipation of the feast

to come. The day itself is but a small
part of the pleasure that is- stitched,

cut, folded, or sewed, and molded into
little keepsakes for loving friends and
relatives. Shall we not, then, do all we
can to foster, nourish, and perpetuate
this idea of loving kindness and cheer-
ful giving in the home?

The Christmas Party Tree

There is perhaps nothing that is so
much enjoyed by the children as a
Christmas-tree at the home. The Ger-
man custom of having a brilliantly

lighted tree for the children has be-
come quite universal in our country.

The custom of having the Christmas
tree in the home and keeping it until

after the New Year has also become
quite general; but the “Christmas
Party Tree” is perhaps a little differ-

ent from the average home tree, inas-

much as it is a transitory affair, and
so must be trimmed accordingly. It

must be very brilliant and gorgeous
while it lasts; but its beauty disappears

after it has served its purpose. This
can be so arranged as to be enjoyed

by young and old, a sort of family tree.

The little guests must not feel badly
at leaving it or seeing it plundered,

as it is supposed to be merely for the

time being, and each one carries home
some little remembrance from the

Christmas-tree party. The gifts for the

children will form a part of the tree

decorations, for the picking of the

fruits is very fascinating work, and can
be made a part of their enjoyment. The
little packages or presents can be

wrapped in pretty colored tissue paper,

and tied with bright ribbon to match,

forming part of the color scheme of

the tree. The branches should be dec-

orated with gilding or frosted effects
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Each year brings new ideas in decor-

ating Christmas trees, and with these

• so many beautiful things can be made
by the children so as to make this es-

pecial “party tree” beautiful indeed.

i%:. A very handsome effect is secured by
v having the tips of the green branches

: glittering with crystals and reflecting

the light in different colors to harmon-

ize with the packages and ribbons.

L A recipe to produce this effect is:

Take a pound of alum, put into a large

pan or bucket, and pour about a gallon
‘ of boiling water over it. Place the tree

it so that the tips of the branches can

remain in this solution from six to

HP eight hours, and repeat the process ac-

cording to the number of branches you

want tipped.

Great Variety of Ornaments
Other pretty ornaments can be made

J.
at home. Cut figures, such as cres-

cents, hearts, anchors, roses, and stars

V out of pasteboard, brush them on both

|V sides with liquid glue, then dip them

1 in a bowl filled with mustard-seed or

powdered rice. When this coat is per-

il fectly dry, it may be gilded or colored,

f thus making a very showy effect. Then
t there are tiny flags which can be pur-

| chased by the dozen very cheaply, and

$ thrust into small red apples. Gilded

gf English walnuts are also very pretty

* and give an appearance of golden fruit.

A way to do this is to take a small

I feather and brush the nut with muci-

I lage, then roll it in gold powder until

* the nut is well covered. Tin-foil can

| also be taken to give a silvered effect.

f To produce the effect of glittering

| snow, distribute cotton and scatter tin-

1,' ners’ powder or shavings over it; dia-

mond dust will also produce a most

£ sparkling effect.

These are only a few suggestions for

" the party tree. The children will find

ft many other things among their cast-off

i treasures that can be utilized for this

purpose. Although these ornaments

i
:

are inexpensive, they will not only help

to make the tree very beautiful, but will

be taken home and prized as souvenirs,

|
if they are divided among the children

at the close of the evening. If the tree

is placed on the library table, the chil-

dren will be apt to see all parts of it

much better than if it is set upon the

floor.

A very pretty decoration for festoon-

ing the room is to make gold and silver

chains out of strips of paper about one

inch wide and four inches long. These

are pasted together so as to form links.

Putting the ends of the chain in the

corners of the ceiling and joining them

to the top of the tree or chandelier

makes a very pretty effect. These

chains are to be made by the little

five or six-year-olds in the family, as

it is a simple kindergarten occupation

that every mother and child is familiar

with.

Gifts the Children Can Make
f« I suggest that neatness and appro-

priateness be considered the first requi-

|

site for a home-made Christmas gift.

; There are so many pretty things that

i can be made, as court-plaster cases,

handkerchief cases, blotters, and calen-

|
dars, by the children. The court-plas-

ter case can be made of two pieces of

heart-shaped white celluloid with layers

|
of court-plaster of different colors put

|
between these. The edges of the cellu-

|
loid can be decorated with ribbon

laced over the edge, small holes having

been previously punched with a pen-

knife for this purpose. On the upper

cover can be printed a little appropriate

rhyme, the same color as the ribbon.

Gold paint can be used for the printing,

or a little oil color mixed with white

varnish, thinned with a little turpen-

tine. Very dainty little needle-books

can be made in the same way, substi-

tuting chamois in place of the cellu-

loid.

A neat and useful handkerchief-case

can be made out of a Japanese em-
broidered silk handkerchief; the four

corners folded to the center and tied

with pretty ribbons to match the em-

broidery on the kerchief. A lining of

some contrasting shade of silk that

harmonizes with the ribbon is very

pretty, with an interlining of batting

saturated with sachet-powder.

A decorated blotter is also easily

made and makes a very pleasing gift.

Cut it the desired size with a penknife,

cloud the outside cover with white

water-color paint. Then take the

wrists of old gray gloves and clean

them thoroughly and cut out figures

of flying birds (these figures can be

found in old samples of embroidery

books), and paste them on the clouded

blotter. Color the heads, edges of

wings, and forked part of tails with

black ink. Glue under the bird’s beak

small oblong pieces of white cardboard

to represent envelopes, and mark the

outlines of these in black ink also.

This completes the outside cover. Next
take three or four pieces of blotting-

paper, the same size as the cover, and

punch a hole in the upper left-hand

corners of cover and blotting-paper,

and tie them all together with a pretty

bright ribbon. A very showy and

sparkling effect is produced by sprink-

ling diamond-dust over the clouded

cover before putting the birds on.

Christmas Work by the Little

Ones
The little ones can also make them-

selves very useful at this joyful giving

time. Their gifts consist of such things

as match-scratchers, boxes made from

weaving mats and folding paper, pic-

ture-frames, horse-reins, book-marks,

and scrap-books. The match-scratch-

ers are made of sewing-cards, on which

can be sewed a prismatic wheel, taking

the rainbow colors in their order and

repeating if necessary. The book is

covered with emery paper, arid the

ribbon is pasted on each side of the

top to hang it by.

The horse-reins are made in the old

familar way, by making what the chil-

dren call “a cord through a spool.”

Take the large empty linen thread

spools and put strong tacks on the up-

per end to hold the worsted in place;

a thin wire nail is used to pick up

the top loops. When finished and dec-

orated with sleigh-bells these make
very acceptable gifts.

Blotting-sheets and picture-frames

are made of birch-bark and also of

leather paper on which simple patterns

of lines are sewed with pretty colored

worsteds. These articles are mounted
on paste-board, and the two or three

sheets of blotting-paper for the blotter

are fastened with ribbon. The backs
of the frames are fastened together

with paste.

/SAVES '/4TO 1/2
ON SUPPLIER FOF^ YOU^HOMfrOR. FARM

iDo YOU want to save from 1 to i on YOUR necessary purchases forv^YOUR home or farm? If you do, sit right down NOW and write us a
postal, saying: “Send me your catalogue Free.” This catalogue will
come to you by return mail, prepaid and Absolutely Free. You
can hardfy afford to be without such a means of saving your
money. We do not ask you to take our word for it; look care-
fully through this catalogue yourself; we know what your verdict
will be, and are satisfied to let your judgment prevail.
WE DO NOT SELL CHEAP orTRASHY
GOODS. You do not want them and we
do not care to sell them. The goods that

I we do sell are of good quality and are guar-

J anteed by us to be exactly as represented.
I The saving to you will be from 1 to J. The
l catalogue will absolutely prove it.

fA SAMPLE VALUE
’This handsome roll seat, wide arm, high
back rocker is substantially and well

made in every part. It is constructed of
solid oak, is rubbed and polished and may

be had in either the Golden or Weathered Oak finish, as de-
sired. The arms and legs are well braced, the spindles are
neatly carved and the seat is large and roomy. The saddle
seat with its double curve is very highly polished and its apron
front is handsomely carved. The upper back panel is wide,
strong, and well rubbed and polished. An. excellent value and
will give long and satisfactory service. Shipping weight about
30 lbs. Our price, $4.25.

WRITE fJoW FOR TH/S BIG' S&E%. COSfS OfllYA POSTAL

NICHOLS,j)lB5LE’&C?.J)ept D .SYRACUSE.JlY

I i—
An Opportunity—A Prize Contest
Earn a New $500.00 Piano
Earn a $50 Marlin Rifle

Earn a $12 Internat’l Dictionary
Earn 100 Peach Trees
Earn 100 Plum Trees
NOTE—We offer these and other prizes

besides our regular cash commission.
Send us no money. Simply send us your

name and address and we will send you our
confidential terms to canvassers, stating how you may obtain valu-
able prizes FREE for a little work introducing Green’s Fruit Grower
in your neighborhood.- — USE THIS COUPON -

Green’s Fruit Grower Co., Rochester. N. Y.
Gentlemen—send me Green’s Free Agent’s Outfit, consisting of S

different issues of Green’s Fruit Grower and your confidential terms
to canvassers stating how I may obtain hundreds of dollars in prizes
and cash pay for a little work introducing Green’s Fruit Grower inmy own neighborhood.

Name

Town. — State.

< Green’s Fruit Grower, Rochester, N. Y.)— I > — —
Watch thaVs not Ashamed

to Showits Faoe
SEND NO MONEY FOR GENTLEMEN

|

rT'HIS watch Is the latest style double extra thin
model. Guaranteed in every way. Finished in
gun metal, nickel or gold. This watch is

distinctly high class and up-to-date; in
fact it is up to ail standards of the

most expensive watches made,
being absolutely accurate.
We Will send j ou 10 ofonr Wonderful Lucky

Buga. They are handsomely set In hat pins
and scarf pins. By our special plan you can
easily and quickly dispose of them at 25c
each. Send the *2.50 you receive to us and
this fine thin model watch will be sent to
you at once. Now is the time. Write today.
M. S. ROBERTS, Mgr., Dept.W 44, Chicago, III.

FREE! “AYARD OF ROSES” FREE!

•‘Yard of Roses” Is conceded by everybody to be one of the grandest flower pictures offered this year; one yard long, on
heavy copper-plate paper, in ten beautiful colors, making it so true to nature that you cau easily imagine you are look-
ing at the real flowers

;
over 300,000 sold in last 30 days

; a handsome ornament for any home that you will always be proud
of. To introduce our splendid family magazine and story paper, which already has a half-million readers, we mail this
grand work of art all charges paid to anyone who sends 10 cents (stamps or silver)for The Household 3 months and
picture. We make this unusual offer to induce you to become a regular subscriber. Send at once before they are gone.
Address THE HOUSEHOLD PICTURE DEPARTMENT. 526 JACKSON ST.. TOPEKA. KANSAS.

estern Girl

v<u. «,vuv u|v.D| vw (jujjumr wiia jour irieoau, via m&Ko

SOUVENIR
POSTALS

Just out; hit of the day; embossed in bright colors. The Cow-
girl and the Tenderfoot, etc. Each card has appropriate verse.
Highly original scenes. Full set of 8 cards 20c; nalfset 12c;
stamps or silver INTER-MOUNTAIN POST CARD CO,
D«pt. 14' Denver, Colo.
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Personal To Rheumatic?! Pleasing the Palate
¥ Wnnt. *1 frnm fttrniTf mnn n r\rl 1 a » _ /n . . ...

ugwuiff oner. 1 aon t care what form

1 want a letter from every man and woman In America afflicted withRheumatism. Lumbago or Neuralgia, givingme theirname and address, so
I can send each one Free A One Dollar Bottlo of my Rheumatic
Remedy. I want to convince every Rheumatic sufferer at my expense thatmy Rheumatic Remedy does what thousands of so-called remedies have
failed to accomplish—ACTUALLY CURES RHEUMATISM.
1 know it does, X am sure of it and I want every Rheumatic sufferer toknow it and be sure of it, before giving me a penny profit. You cannotcoax Rheumatism out through the feet or skin with plasters or cunning
metal contrivances. You cannot toaso it out with liniments, electricity
or magnetism. You cannot Imagine it out with mental science. YouMust Drive It Out. It Is in the blood and you must Go After Itand Get It. This is Just what Kuhn’s Rheumatic Remedy does and

that’s why it cures Rheumatism. Rheumatism is Uric Acid and Uric Acid and Kuhn’s Rheumatic
Remedy cannot live together in the same blood. The Rheumatism has to go and It doom
go. My Remedy cures the sharp, shooting pains, the dull, aching muscles, the hot, throbbing,
swollen limbs, and cramped, stiffened, useless joints, and cures them quickly.

I CAN PROVE IT ALL TO YOU
If you will only let me do it. I will prove much In One Week, if you will only write and ask my
Company to send you a dollar bottle FREE according to the following offer. I don’t care what form
of Rheumatism you have or how long you have had it. I don’t
care what other remedies you have used. If you have not used
mine you don’t know what a real Rheumatic Remedy will do.
Road our oner below and write to us Immediately.

A FULL-SIZED $1.00 BOTTLE FREE!
We want you to try Kuhn’s Rheumatic Remedy, to learn for yourself that Rheumatism can be cured
and we want no profit on the trial. A fair test is all we ask. If you flndit is curingyour Rheumatism
or Neuralgia, order more to complete your cure and thus give us a profit. If it does not help you, that
ends it. We do not send a small sample vial, containing only a thimbleful and of no practical value,
but a full-sized bottle, selling regularly at drug-stores for One Dollar Each. This bottle is
heavy and we must pay Uncle Sam to carry it to your door. You must send us 2S cents to pay
postage, mailing case and packing and this full-sized One Dollar Bottle will be promptly sent you
free, everything prepaid. There will be nothing to pay on receipt or later. Don’t wait until your
Heart-Valves are injured by Rheumatic Poison, but send today and get a One Dollar Bottle free.'

Only one bottle free toafamilyandonlytothosewhosencf the 3td cents for charges. Address

KUHN REMEDY C0„ DEPT. B; A. HOYNE & NORTH AVES., CHICAGO

Four Great Magazines

$^ 3 5 and a Dress Pattern 3 5
FOR ONLY

THE CHRISTMAS DINNER
By Carrie B. Bryce

In preparing a Christmas dinner,

leave nothing to be done on Christ-

mas day that can possibly be done be-

fore. Prepare your house, as far as

possible, the second day before Christ-

mas, leaving the day just preceding the

holiday for kitchen work.

For the menu given below, several

things can be prepared on this day.

White and brown bread can be baked,

cranberry sauce and squash prepared,

turkey cleaned and put to drain, bread
and crackers made, and oysters for

dressing chopped and placed in a cool

place. The last thing at night pare

your potatoes and cover with cold

water. The next morning drain off

water, and recover with fresh.

MODERN'PRISCILLA

:^5aitA PUBLISHING t OMPANY

Christmas Number op

Tii^w§$Worl&

PICTORIALWEw]

On
*DUCOtDCB I9P»- CENTS • . v

• S.H.Mooai Company. NrwYoax •

l
Each Magazine and

Vick’s for one year. - 1- _ l

I These Four Magazines Will Make An Excellent Christmas Gift I

VleL’p M o rro 7in£k

—

a “People’s Magazine” for all the family
l ttga^uic because it reaches the heart of the home.

It has an actual practical value for each subscriber and this is the best
reason for its great growth during the past few years.

I Wnrlrl—one the foremost ladies’ “Household Mag-u azines.” Profusely and artistically illustrated.
36 to 44 large pages, size of Ladies’ Home Journal and is profusely and
artistically illustrated. It is a practical magazine for progressive women.

Modern Priscilla
_
g“

g
1“^n*

f

F

kinds of needle work, china, oil and water color painting, stencil, py-
rography, leather work, basketry and the like.

Pictorial Review and Pattern
-

!*?
azme. ic Keeps its

readers in touch with what is newest and smartest in seasonable styles.
The regular departments are practical lessons in home dressmaking,
millinery, housekeeping, household finance, etc. Pictorial Review
Dress Pattern supplied by the publishers, at the subscribers request,
any time within 60 days after receiving first copy of Pictorial Review.

All four Magazines, each for one year, sent to one or different addresses

Vick’s Magazine is 5 cts. a copy, 12 number^, .60]

Pictorial Review 15
“ “ 12 “ 1.S0

Modern Priscilla 10 “ “ 12 “ 1.20

Ladies’ World 5
“ “ 12 “ .60

Dress Pattern Value .15

At the Newstands these would cost you $4.35 j

Vick’s Magazine, Chicago, 111.

What to Do Christmas Morning

On Christmas morning, while pre-

paring breakfast, finish making the

dressing and stuff your turkey, setting

to one side until time to place in the

oven. This will be governed by the
number of pounds the bird weighs.

Immediately after breakfast, clear

your table, and put your dining-room
in proper order, using holly for deco-

rative purposes. If not obtainable,

myrtle and bitter-sweet berries, which
are quite as pretty, may be substi-

tuted. Then enlarge the table, allow-

ing plenty of room for each individ-

ual. Cover the table with table-felt,

or heavy cotton or outing flannel,

(where neither is a part of the family

furnishings, old sheets can be properly
placed so as to pad the table), and
spread over it the tablecloth, which
should be spotless white, well ironed,

and without starch. Place a fruit-dish

in the center of the table, and circle

with holly.

Laying the Table
At the right of the place where the

plate should be, place a knife and
two spoons; at the left, two forks;

and at side of forks, bone-dish; at the

upper end of bone-dish, individual

butter-plates, or the bread-and-butter

plate. A water glass should be placed

at the upper end of forks; at left of

bone-dish, place the cranberry sauce.

The napkin should be placed where the

plate is to be laid, and in the center

of it should lie a spray of holly arid a

pin. Salt-and-pepper sets should be
set on doilies within easy reach, also

two dishes of pickles at quarter-lengths

of table. The doilies should be em-
broidered in holly and berries, if pos-

sible. Water-glass doilies of same de-

sign will improve the appearance of the

table. At the head of the table place

carving-knife and fork and vegetable

dishes. At the foot of the table place

creamer, sugar bowl, and coffee cups

and saucers. The dinner plates should

be warmed, and placed at the left of

host when dinner is ready to serve.

The turkey naturally should occupy the

position of honor on the table, directly

in front of the one presiding. Vege-
table dishes should be within easy

reach. These should be uncovered, and
not brought to the table until 3'ou are

ready to seat guests.

The Menu
Roast Turkey t

With Oyster Dressing
Gravy Cranberry Sauce

Mashed Potatoes
Lemon Sweets Steamed Squash

White and Brown Bread
Pickles

Carrot Pudding Sauce
Fruit Coffee 1.

Prepare turkey as directed above,
and rub well with salt and pepper.
Place the fowl and giblets in dripper
containing one and a half quarts of
boiling water. Bake slowly at first. •

At the end of the first hour remove
dripper from oven, and turn the tur-

key over; return to the oven, and
bake slowly another hour. After this,

increase heat of oven, and baste tur-

key frequently until tender. If baked
in a roaster, there is no need of bast-
ing, but the turkey should be turned
over two or three times. Allow twen-
ty-five minutes to each pound of meat.

Dressing for Turkey
Take two and one-half quarts of

chopped dry bread crumbs and one
pint of rolled cracker crumbs, and
salt and pepper to taste. Pour boil-

ing water slowly over this, stirring

lightly with a fork until crumbs are
well moistened (not soaked); then add
one pint of chopped oysters (drained),

,

a teacupful of melted butter, and a
beaten egg. Mix lightly and fill turkey. ,

Making the Gravy
To prepare gravy, remove giblets

from dripper twenty minutes or half

an hour before serving dinner, and
chop very fine. Place in saucepan, and
dip into it about two teacups of gravv
from dripper, stirring well before dip- :

ping, so as not to get too much of the 1

grease that rises on top. Add a little 1

boiling water, and place on stove; when
boiling, add two tablespoons of flour,

rubbed smooth, in a little milk or
water; stir until flour is well cooked
in : then set on back of stove.

Cranberry Sauce

M ash three pints of cranberries after
all stems and bad berries have been
removed; put to boil in a porcelain
dish with one quart of boiling water.
Boil twenty minutes, stirring occasion-
ally. and mashing berries. Then re-

move from stove, and put through
flour-sieve. This will remove skins and
nearly all seeds. Return to dish, and
add three teacupfuls of granulated su-

gar: boil hard eight minutes, and re-

move from fire. When cold, it is ready
for the table.

Mashed Potatoes

Put to boil twelve medium-sized
pared potatoes in kettle of boiling

water, to which has been added a
large tablespoonful of salt. Boil thirty-

five minutes; drain, and mash, adding
pepper and more salt if needed, one-
half cup of sweet cream or one-half

cup milk, and one-third cup butter.

Cream well together.

Steamed Squash
This should be prepared the day

before Christmas. Choose a very hard-
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shelled Hubbard squash weighing about potatoes until nearly done; remove
seven pounds; break into pieces, and from kettle, and pare them; cut once

remove seeds and all soft portions; in two, lengthwise, and place in baking

steam until the shell can be easily dish in which there is one-fourth cup

pierced with a fork; then remove from melted butter; sprinkle with salt and

steamer, and scrape from shell into a pepper, and one teacupful granulated

dish that will fit tightly over the kettle sugar; dot over with butter, and squeeze

you intend to boil your potatoes in the the juice of one lemon over all; slice

next day. Mash, and set away. When half a lemon very thin, and place over

you put your potatoes on to boil, place top. Bake in covered dish one-half

the squash over potato kettle, keeping hour, or until juice is consistency of

well covered, and stirring occasionally, syrup. Serve from table in individual

When hot, add salt and pepper to dishes,

taste, and two-thirds to one cup of Coffee
butter. Stir well, and keep covered Two-thirds Java and one-third Mocha
until ready to serve. If the squash

j s a gooci mixture. Allow one table-

proves not to be a sweet one, a desert- spoonful of coffee for each person and
spoonful of sugat will improve it. an extra spoonful for every six persons.

Pickles Mix one-half pound coffee and one egg

Serve one plate of sour pickles and thoroughly. This does away with using

one of sweet, using whatever pickles eSS f° r settling of coffee at the time

you have.

Carrot Pudding

One cup grated carrot, one cup

grated potatoes, one cup very finely

choped suet, one cup brown sugar,
, T , , ...

a ,
but not boil. Just before serving din-

one and two-thirds cups flour, one tea- .

b

of making. Pour one pint of cold

water over it, and set on back of stove,

where it will slowly heat; when it

comes to a boil, fill urn to the desired

amount, and set where it will keep hot,

ner, drain off into a heated urn, ready

to take to the table.

To this menu may be added, if so

spoonful soda, two cups chopped seed-

ed raisins, one-half cup chopped al-

monds, or in its place one-half cup ... , , . ,

,
desired, celery, fruit cake, and bon-

chopped dried cherries. Steam three
|30ng

A Plan for Meeting the BUI

Perhaps some of Vick’s readers

might be interested in the method our

family took to obtain the desired money
for our last Christmas dinner. Some-

hours. No spices are used. Do not

let water stop boiling. This is a good

substitute for a plum-pudding, and

much more wholesome.

Sauce for Pudding

Melt two-thirds of a cup of butter;
|;jme dur jng the summer, the boy of the

add to it one cup of sugar, in which j^me thought of this plan, after having
has been stirred two small tablespoon-

fjeen reproved several times for finding

fuls of flour and two-thirds of a grated
fau ]^ wflh some feature of the daily

nutmeg. Add one pint of boiling mentr He placed his child’s bank in

water, stirring constantly until the ^he center of the table, and said, “Now,
sauce has thickened. If the sauce evel-y time any one finds a word of

should be thicker than desired, add a
fau]t a t the table, he must deposit one

little more water. This sauce may be cent in this bank, and week before
made just before dinner, and set in Christmas I will open it, and give the

warming-oven or on stove shelf until contents to mother with which to buy
time to be served. our Christmas dinner.” This scheme

Fruit worked well for several weeks, the

This should always include apples, bank doing a good business; but the

preferably red, and such other fruits deposits kept falling off until at the

as the taste may suggest and the purse time of its being opened, it received

allow. Oranges and white or green only one cent a week from each member

grapes with the red apples make a of the family. Suffice to say, we had

pretty dish. nearly enough to buy all the extras for

Lemon Tarts our dinner, and, best of all, were nearly

Boil eight or ten medium-sized sweet cured of a very bad habit.

“SOME PUNKINS”

The pumpkins here shown were grown in his garden by Mr. W. R. Taylor,
of Huntingdon, W. Va. The larger one measures six feet ten inches in circum
ference and weighs 1 49 lbs. The other Is about six feet In circumference and
weighs 105 lbs. Mr. Taylor expects to raise still larger ones next year.

An Explanation

Mr. Polk Miller, of Richmond, blew
into the editorial office of the Alma-
nack like a fresh breeze from the south
a few days ago, and was promptly
asked, of course, for the latest darky
story in Virginia. He said it was about
substituting a wild turkey for a tame
turkey. One of his friends bought a
turkey from old Uncle Ephraim and
asked him, in making the purchase, if

it was a tame turkey.

“Oh, yais, sir; it’s a tame tu’key, ol

right.”

“Now, Ephraim, are you sure it’s a
tame turkey?”
“Oh, yais, sir

;
dere's no so’t o’ doubt

’bout dat. It’s a tame tu’key ol right.”

He consequently bought the turkey,

and a day or so later, when eating it,

he came across several shot. Later on,

when he met old Ephraim on the street,

he said:

“Well, Ephraim, you told me that was
a tame turkey, but I found some shot in

it when I was eating it.”

“Oh, dat war a tame tu’key ol right,”

was Uncle Ephraim’s reiterated rejoin-

der; “but de fac’ is, boss, I’se gwine
ter tell yer in confidence dat dem ere
shot was intended for me.”—Adver-
tisers’ Almanack.

FRFF ST0VEm RflMGE BooK^r^r^
J || Bn Ini Thin book will nave you from fin to 130 when you purcboflo a Btovo

or range. It explains how the bent and finest Htoves and ranges
In tbo world are made, and tells you how to "know the bent.”

HOOSIER STOVES and RANGES FROM FACTORY to USER
Are heavily made of h lghcst grade selected material, beautifully finished,with
all new Improvements and features. “Guaranteed for Year*,” backed by a
million dollars. "Hooslers” are furl savers and easv bakers. A child can
operate them. Sold on 30 daya free trial. No freight to pay.

ajarWRITE FOR FREE STOVE BOOK and Onr Special FREE TRI

/

HOOSIER STOVE FACTORY, | SO State St., Marlon, Indiana

PnrP THIS HANDSOME CUT GLASS PATTERN SET rnFF
iKlC all FULL-SIZE PIECES B KELih
Here is a Full-Size Set of Beautiful

Glassware lit to adorn the tables of the
finest homes In the land. It is given
away. You can have it for just a small
amount of your time. Not a cent of your
own money required. The illustration can
give you but a faint idea of the beautiful
design. You must see it for yourself and
then you will say it is the best premium
ever offered by a reliable firm for so

M. S. ROBERTS. Manager.

little work—write today. We send you 20
sets of our newest Flower Motto Post
Cards. By our special offer to introduce
our firm in your locality you can quickly
dispose of them at 15 cents each. Send the
$3.00 you receive to us and we will forward
this full-size set of handsome glassware at
once. If you can not dispose of 20 sets we
give you a fine premium for whatever you
send us. Don’t delay; this is a special
oiler. Now is the time to write us.

G 26 Dearborn Avenue, CHICAGO

FREE
10 packages of

r very artistic colored

post cards to distribute

at 10 cts. each. Return
collected and we will send you these two

GOLD laid Rings or cash premium if preferred. We take

Address Ring Headquarters, 821 Jackson St., Topeka, Kansas.

' ALL THE NEW SONGS for 10S
Afraid to Com* Home In the Dark, Won’t You Waltz
Home 8weetHome with Me,Dreaming, Mariutch , Smarty,

School Days, Honey Boy, Bomewhere, Are You Sincere,

Napanee, Clover Blossoms, San Antonio,8tlngy, SinceYou
Called Me Dearie, Arrah Wanna, Cheer Up Mary and
nearly 200 othersj ust as good. Also a list of 2000 other

songs and the big hit,Merry Widow Waltz, complete

with WORDS AND MUSIC. Allsent

postpaid for only 10c. DRAKE MUSIC CO.,Dept.39,1941 Hamson8t..CHICAGO

! PATENTS

i

TRADE-MARKS
and COPYRIGHTS

Notice in “Inventive Age.”
Book“How to Obtain Patents” I

E.G.SIGGERS.Boi 9, N.U.BIdg.,Waghiagton,D. 0.
j

FREE

10 Weeks
The biggest, bightest

and best WESTERN
WEEKLY paper in ex-

istance, grand views of scenery, stories of adventures, and
western news weekly, 17th year, solely to introduce the paper,

it will be sent 10 weeks on trial for 10c., clubs of six 50c., 12 for

$ 1 , stamps taken. INTER-MOUNTAIN WEEK.LY
Sta. 3. Denver, Colo.

Og Magnificent Highly Colored POST OARDS |
Beautiful flowers and girls printed in gold. A *

rare bargain. BLANCHE MFG. CO. Dep). A 16, Station
95, Boston, Mass.

FREE
POST CARDS. To prove that we
sell the best goods for least money, we
will send 10 fine Post Cards free. Send
4c to co cover postage. Address,
L.Carl Co.1.34 Mlll.St.Deposit,N.Y,

UIILE YOUR EGG YIELD
Fresh, raw, green bone

>t
contains over

four times as much “protein” and
other egg-making materials, as grain. jVlJIUJVS
It takes the place of worms and bugs
in fowls’ diet: that’s why it gives
moreeggs—greater fertility—stronger
chicks—earlier broilers and layers—larg-
er market fowls, and bigger profits. You

F. W. MANN CO.

can cut It most easily, rapidly and best
with

Latest Mod el
BONE CUTTER

Automatically adapts cutting to your
strength. Never clogs. Cuts all adher-
ing meat and gristle. Wo send it on
IO DAYS FREE TRIAL. Ha money in
advance. Catalogue tree.

Box . Milford, Mass.

For rhricfmao PfOOOntp the boftis System Is a great convenience. It enables you to make beautiful and
1 Ul ullllollllQO riuoulllo valuable gifts without the outlay of much ready money. A small cash payment,
and you can give a “loved one” your choice of the finest diamonds, watches and other articles of high grade
jape«i|M Old Reliable, Original Diamond

IIlf I Id and Wc*ch Credit House
BnMOS.tCP. Dept. P 642.92 State St. . Chicago. III.

utauiunuo, TtaiLUOD aim Ullicr tLLLlUlCO UL LUgU gXUUtt
jewelry. MAKE YOUR SELECTIONS NOW from our Christmas
catalog. We will send them, express charges paid, for your
Inspection. If you like them, pay one-fifth on delivery, bal-
anee In 8 equal monthly payments. Write far Catalog Today.
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BuyNow for Easter Bloom
fae have a slight surplus stock of the Giant White Narcissus, illustrated

herewith, new, distinct and beautiful, and while they last will supply the
bulbs at a price that has been made low enough to close them out quickly.
So long as we have any of the bulbs now on hand they will be mailed, post-
paid, at 2 for ioc; 6 for 25c; and 1 dozen for 40c.

This grand Narcissus grows with absolute certainty and produces
in lovely clusters immense numbers of pure white flowers; in frag-
rance the equal of Orange blossoms. It is a superb thing and planted
in January will bloom in time for Easter.

Grow It in Water
It succeeds best grown in water. Place sand or gravel in bottom of re-

ceptacle in which it is to be grown. firmly imbedding the bulbs; keep well
covered with water, and you will not have long to wait for the lovely clusters
of large white flowers to appear. It may be grown in soil like a hyacinth,
but the best method is in pebbles and water.

To Get the Best Effect
Several bulbs (not less than sis) should

be planted together. Give plenty of sun-
shine, and for fragrance, immensity of
flowers and ease of culture it will be hard
to find the equal of the Giant White Nar-
cissus. The bulbs we offer are imported
direct from France, are large and solid,
sure to grow and bloom.

Order Before They’re Gone
Through some mistake or other, our

Narcissus growers this fall sent us more of
the Giant White bulbs than our regular
trade has demanded. Rather than return
the bulbs, however, we keep the excess
shipment and have determined to offer the
surplus at this time to friends who may not
have been able to buy any of the bulbs
earlier in the season. We want to move
them quickly, so as to make room for spring
stock, and we have no doubt the low
prices we are making will do this. Do
not delay a day, therefore, bnt let us have
your order by return mail.

While they last, postpaid,

2 for 10c 6 for 25c
12 for 40c

PART I.

Dear Ralph: Uncle John has just
finished reading us a story about a
snowflake. As snow is just water in

another form, the story is really about
water; so uncle said for us to take our
pencils and paper, and when he read
anything that we didn’t understand to
write it down and when he had fin-

ished reading we could ask him ques-
tions. We did not have time for the
questions today, but uncle said that at
the first opportunity we would talk
about them. Uncle said that I might
have the story to send to you; so I

will send it with this letter. I hope
that you will enjoy it as much as we did.

Your affectionate cousin, Herbert.
“Was I always a snowflake?” Oh,

dear me, no! But if you are interested
in my history and will be quiet, I will

tell you of my long life.

The first thing I remember I was a
drop of water away in the great ocean.
The fishes and great sea animals swam
and played about me; and when the
current bore me to the surface all I

could see was water, water, water
everywhere. But the sun shone down
warm and bright, and soon a great
number of us little water drops be-
came so warm that we expanded into
the form of vapor, and floated up, up
toward the sky. Oh, it was glorious
—that first ride up through the soft

warm air, with the great blue ocean

THE LIFE STORY OF A SNOWFLAKE
By Ethel Terry Reeder

below and the great blue sky above! about what a beautiful, clear stream of
After awhile I found myself away up water this was that went rushing along

scarcely knew where~ over these rocks. In a little while I
huddled close to my compaions and heard a noise that sounded something
being borne away by a strong east like the thunder and a moment later I
wind which hurried us along at a went dashing over a waterfall. With
lively rate. Soon we came down near a great number of my companions I
the earth, with its trees and green was hurled against a rock, and was
fields. I saw people moving about— thrown high in the air in the form of
black people with curly hair—and spray; but soon we collected ourselves
heard one of them say that there was fell back into the stream, and rushed
a cloud, coming, and that they would on. The brook soon emptied itself
have rain. Just then one of my com- into a larger stream, and in time this
panions told me that we were passing gave its waters to a great river, which
over Africa.

.

flowed on so quietly and peacefully
Soon after this I heard a great that I found it very restful after my

crash, which I knew was thunder; turbulent journey. The obstacles which
and in a few minutes we struck some- would have made the brook murmur,
thing with great

,

force, and one of my and complain, and lash itself into foam’
companions whispered, “The moun- the river either pushed aside or flowed
tains!” The next thing I knew I, with over so quietly that it scarcely made amy companions, was rolling away ripple on the surface. I heard a drop
down the mountain side in a torrent, of water near me—one which had trav-
carrying with us rocks and pieces of eled much more than I had—say that
trees. I got so cold during my long it was much the same with people. It
journey that I was glad to draw my- is not those who meet the fewest dif-
self together and be water again. Acuities, but those who have the power

It was not long after this that I to push them aside or rise above them,
found myself rolling along down the who have the most peaceful and useful
course of a beautiful mountain stream, lives.

The particles of dust and sand had Just here the drop above me whis-
been deposited, little by little, along pered down that this was the river
the way, until now people remarked Nile, and that he was sure we were

passing through Egypt, for he had
passed this way before. It was not
long before I found myself at the sur-
face of the water.

First we rolled through fields where
men were plowing with queer, un-
shapely plows drawn by oxen. Soon a
dark-faced little boy, with queer shaped
eyes and straight, black hair, sat down
on the bank and floated a rude toy
boat over me, while his sister dropped
leaves into the river.

Farther on we passed a beautiful
building with huge marble columns,
which, I was told, was a temple erected
for the worship of the sun. The river
rolled on, and I saw many men making
brick of the yellow clay of the river.

While most of them worked others
stood by with cruel-looking whips, and
I saw one of them strike one of the
workers. My companions, who had
traveled this way before, told me that
these were Hebrew slaves, and the
men with whips were their Egyptian
taskmasters.

I had only a few minutes to watch
these people, for the river moved on,
and I was pushed nearer and nearer
the bank. Soon, with a few of my
companions, I drifted out into a quiet

bayou, where flags and rushes grew,
and where great white water-lilies, with
their glossy green leaves, floated on
the water’s surface.

(Concluded in January number.)

D1NGEE & CONARI
COMPANY

GIANT WHITE NARCISSUS GROWING IN WATER—THE BEST WAY

The Leading Rose Growers
and Bulb Dealers of America

WEST GROVE, PENN’
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'^W'orii^e Relief —

.

gH)I CHAPPED HANDS. CHAFING,
/and all afflictions of the skin. "A little

' higher In price, perhaps, than worthless

substitutes, but a reason for it," De-

lightful after shaving. Sold everywhere, or

r-s «« Mm mailed on receipt of 25c. v.

1^ M w:Si
^ OERMARD MENNEN CO. Newark. N. J.

SPECIAL OFFER!
In order to introduceGIVEN /\WAV

$1. 80 OOTFIT alsojo lessons in Tapestry painting

FREE
All the expense on your
part is cost of velveteen
pillow tops and postage.
The above outfit will be
sent FREE to anyone
sending us $ .50 in U. S,
Money Order or stamps,
the cost and postage for
one velveteen pillow top,
2ix3i inches, designed
with roses, like cut, with

part of each part painted, which gives you the
correct idea of colors and how to finish same.
Chance for a limited number to represent us; lib*

era! profits; catalogue FREE. Send this adv.
and write to-dav.
. TAPESTRY PAINT COMPANY.
Dept, a S3 Fifth Avenue, Chicago.'

FREE to Girls and Boys
Your choice of either a boy’s or

girl’s fine wool Sweater, or boy’s or
girl’s Roller Skates (Sweater and
Skates as one premium) for distrib-

uting under our special easy plan, only
20 of our “Fluffy Ruffles” butterfly

bows at 1 5 cents. These bows are the

latest style In ladies’ neckwear, silk

embroidered ; worn with nearly

every style of dress. Our
Sweaters are always comforta-
ble and handy. Will keep you
warm In the coldest weather.

They are genuine all wool, lat-

est design. Style for boys has

a double-rolled collar. Girls’

sweaters are collarless and cut

in a very stylish pattern. We
guarantee the colors to be
fast ; white, blue, black, green
and red, and mixed colors.

Perfect fit; non-shrinkabre.

State size and color desired

when ordering. v.

Our Roller Skates are made
of the best rolled cold Swedish
steel, oscillated trucks that

turn in three foot circles.

Straps best russet leather, nic-

kel trimmings. Can be ex-

fended to any size.

We trust you with oar
'"Fluffy Ruffles” butterfly

bows to sell. Send no
money in advance. Pre-

mium sent promptly on re-

ceipt of $3.00. «PT W
.M.LOMER.Mqr.

40 E. 21 rr ST., NEW YORK CITY

Post Card
Album FREE

The Floral Question Box
CONDUCTED BY LBLN L. RLXFORD

TUtC ADC AT ACCCD ^ made to Introduce Thu
iniaUIll.ni UrrCSl lLLD9TEiTET)COMPAinCNto
Sew Readers. It Is the best story paper In the world. It
publishes all of LIBBIE SPRAGUE PHILLIPS storie3,

UiN'KLK DAN TOOKER’3 Artikels appear in no other paper.
A SERMON In each issue, with various other departments
which make it a desireable journal for the home. Price
only 16 cents per year.

SPECIAL POST CARD OFFERM Post
Cards of celebrated New York views and other subjects for
10 cents. These are line cards and sure to please. No trash.

FREE ALBUM OFFER c^Bt^oAllvfr
i

and post cards we will include FREE this handsome
1 BIO SOUVENIR POST CARD ALBUM, it is a beauty, VA
1 Inches wide by 7*4 inches long when closed, holding over 60

POST CARDS. Covers elegantly lithographed with pictures
in artistic colors and gold. This offer is made for a limited
time to simply advertise and introduce our paper. With
each order we will send our catalogue, showingpictures of
over 100 Post Cards. All the above post paid for 26 cents.
AddressTHK 1 LMJ^TltATEl) C OMPANION,
Dept, Y.F,, 95 Chambers Street* New York*

Failure to Bloom—“Last fall I set out

twelve roses—two-year-old plants—this

spring six more. Eight failed to bloom.

What was wrong?”

(Mrs. S. T. G.)

Very likely the plants had not fully

established themselves. Because a plant

is put into the ground does not insure

flowers from it the first season. It

must have time to adapt itself to its

new quarters and develop strong roots.

I would not advise transplanting any

of the bushes that failed to bloom until

another season. If your other roses do

well, the chances are that the newly-set

ones will, in due time. The person

who grows flowers must learn to “pos-

sess her soul with patience.”

Cinnamon Vine—“I have had a cinna-

mon vine five years. It grows well

but does not bloom. Why not?”

(Miss E. I. S.)

I can’t say ; vines that grow well gen-

erally bloom late in the season. How-
ever, you can congratulate yourself on

not having lost much by the failure of

your plant to bloom, as its chief value

is in its foliage.

Tuberous Begonias—“I have had two
varieties of tuberous begonias for sev-

eral years. They do not increase. How
are they propagated?” (E. I. S.)

This class of begonias does not form

new tubers or offsets. The old tubers

can be cut into pieces, like a potato.

Each piece having an eye, or growing
point, will form a tuber.

Leaf for Name—“What’s the name
of the plant from which inclosed leaf

was taken? It came with a funeral,

piece of lilies.” (Mrs. A. R. B.)

It appears to be a laurel-leafed wil-

low. It is impossible to say positively,

as the specimen is so dry, but if it had
a bright, glossy surface when received

I am confident that the above surmise

is correct.

Wintering Fuchsias—“My fuchsias

hardly ever bloom in winter, and I am
wondering if I can keep them in the

cellar.” (Mrs. H. B. C.)

The cellar’s the place for them. I

cannot understand why persons never

get rid of the belief that the fuchsia

is a winter-bloomer. Ninety-nine out of

a hundred who grow this plant will

admit that they hardly get a flower

from it in winter, and yet they keep on

giving it a place in the window-garden.

The fact is, the fuchsia is a summer-

bloomer, with the exception of two or

three varieties (which are not much

grown, because they are not as at-

tractive as the summer-bloomer), and

there is no use in trying to make it

bloom out of season. Therefore, if you

would enjoy this plant to the best ad-

vantage, give it a treatment that will

make it productive of flowers from

May to October, and -then let it rest.

It should remain dormant from De-

cember to March, and this it will do

if stored in the cellar and kept quite

dry at its rroots. Never mind if its

leaves fall off; new ones will come to

take their places when the plant starts

into growth in spring. The shrubs in the

garden lose all their leaves in fall, and

the winter treatment advised for the

fuchsia is calculated to initiate na-

ture’s method as applied to out-door

plants.

Yellow Oxalis—“I have seen a most

beautiful yellow oxalis that blossoms in

winter. I would like to buy a plant

but don’t know where to get it. Can
you give me any information?”

(Mrs. H. W.)
The variety you are in search of is

catalogued as buttercup. It is not sold

as a plant. You get roots, or tubers,

and plant them for yourself. Give them
a rich, sandy soil. Use at least half a

dozen to an ordinary sized pot. Keep
the pot in a sunny window. You are

right in thinking this oxalis a beautiful

plant. It is one of our best winter-

bloomers.

Old vs. Young Geraniums for Win-
ter
—

“I have just read an article in

which the writer said, geraniums for

winter use ought to be started in early

fall. Old plants, she says, are worth-

less. Is this true?” (B. K. W.)
No, it is not true. No one who knows

what she is talking about will make
such a statement. A young plant, grown
from a cutting rooted in fall, may blos-

som in winter, but it will have but few
flowers, because there are few branches,

and the number of flower-trusses a

plant has is always dependent on the

number of its branches. A young plant

cannot be expected to do much in the

way of flowering because of its limited

capacity. It must develop before it can

produce many flowers. Old plants

which have developed many branches
will bloom just as freely from all their

branches as the young one does from
its one, or two, or three branches;

therefore their superiority as winter-

bloomers will be readily understood.

Of course old plants which were al-

lowed to bloom all summer cannot be

expected to keep on blooming prolifi-

cally all winter, but plants one, two, or

three years old, kept expressly for win-

ter use, and not allowed to bloom at

all from May to December, will give

you a constant and generous supply of

flowers throughout the winter season,

and convince you that whoever says an

old plant is worthless isn’t one whose

advice is worth following. I have ger-

aniums in my green-house seven and
eight years old that bloom as freely as

any year-old plant, and I get more blos-

soms from each one of them than I

would get from a score of young plants,

because they have each as many
branches as a score of young plants

would have.

Double Petunias for Winter—“Can I

take up double petunias from the

garden and make winter-bloomers of

them?” (E. O. S.)

I havv it seen double petunias

give satisfaction in the ordinary living-

room in winter. I would advise trying

the single ones. These will bloom free-

ly and constantly and make your win-

dows cheerful as few other plants can.

RLE
To prove that our
Ml)zzi»r«i
Bolt Kver*

, K r « e o a will

grow in all part*

W olthe country we ofler to »en<l

6 Fine Spruce* *4 to ** It. tall

- trefi to property owner*. Whole-

sale value anti mailing expend over

30 cents. To help, send 3 cents or not

as you please. A postal will bring the

trees and our catalog containing iwny
^ photo plates of our choice Blizzard Belt Fruit*. W rite

today. The Gardner NuraeryCo*, Box 35»0*ag«» k

TREES THAT GROW
Apple 7c, Peach 6c, Plum 10c,
Cherry 170. But ~ J
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n, grai

not seedlings. Concord
GrepeeJ2.80j»r 100.

Foreet Tre
lines 81.00 .
1,000 up We a! op tree.

? .**• man Nurseries
Box 88 Beatrice, Neb

pay the
freight,

a com-
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of Vegetable.
_ ower and

Farm See(la Our
large Illustrated cat*
ok ire

•Here’s a Low Price!

I We sell our 24Q*Eg* Incu-
I bntor for leas than 811. Write
I and see how much less.

I Other sizes Incubators and
1 Brooders just as low in price.

Why pay double our prices
for maohinea not so good?

Write
for our

Free Book
«n INCUBATORS B

Incubator Co»> Box 541 » Frccport» UL

PEW EASILY P AR "V 1 11 A.S A
DAY PIANO TUNER

lur UlttUULUOO aavw —-
J Get our Free Book—learn

how to raise poultry and run
Incubators. Write today—now.

I A ’meTune-a PhoneDocsIt.— Wo will teach you Piano Tuning V<

„ md Repairing quickly by person;
respondent. New Tune-a-Phone Method
latlng and Repairing quickly by personal

g. Voicing,
al cor- a

Regu.,

Mechanical aids. Diploma recognized byl
highest authorities. School chartered byl
State. Write for free Illustrated catalogue.!

Slles Bryant School of Plano Tuning,
60 MusieHall, Battle Creek, ffllch.

Ranch Life in the Rockies
MAllf JUST OUT. Taking like wildfire.
IN ©Mr JDOOK Everybody wants It. Hit of the day.
Contains ioo views ofranch and farm scenes, government and
mining laws, correct Colorado map, etc. Describes cowboy
life. Tells how to succeed.

QnA^ial The above great book is free to
ijpCvlal V/llCI* all sending us 30c for a full year’s

subscription to our big western monthly farm and family maga
zine. Clubs of 3 and 3 books 65c. Stamps taken. Address

ROCKY MOUNTAIN FARM MAGAZINE
Station 14, Denver. Colo.

ER SET
THIS SOLID SILVER

PLATED SET OF 8 KNIVES
AND 8 FORKS GIVEN FREE
for selling only 1 doz.
Biel’s Catarrh Jelly at 25 eta
each. The Jelly cures Ca-
tarrh, Colds, Headache,
Weak Lungs, Croup, Piles
and Burns. 8ilver Set con-
sists of 6 Knives and 6 Forks,

Solid Silver Plated, set in fancy Leatherette Box, Satin lined
and will last a lifetime. We also give Watches, Table Cloths,
Spreads, Towels, Curtains, Skirts, Hand Bags and other useful
articles. 8end no money, just name and address and we will mail
you 6 pfegs. Catarrh Jelly with instructions and Premium List.

BIEL MFO. CO. 1210 BARCLAY, DENVER, COLO.

B. It. HARDER
President

I WILL MAKE YOU
PROSPEROUS

If you are honest and ambitious write me
today. No matter where you live or what
.your occupation, I will teach you the Real

§ Estate business by mail; appoint you Special
> Representative of my Company in your town;

'

start you in a profitable business of your own.
fand help you make big money at one©.

Unusual opportunity for men Without
capital to become independent for life.

Valuable Book and full particulars FREE.
Write today.

NATIONAL GO-OPERATIVE REALTY 00.

KCO M order! Building
Washington, D. O.

Grow Mushrooms
For Big and Quick Profits

Small Capital to Start

A Sate Buelnesa
I am the largest grower

in America. Ten years* ex-
perience enables me to give
practical instruction in the
business worth many dol-

lars to you. No matter
what your occupation is

or where you are located,

here is an opportunity to
acquire a thorough knowledge of this paying business.

Send for Free Book giving particulars and information,
how to ctart, cost. etc. Address

JACKSON MUSHROOM FARM
3428 N. Western Avo., Chicago, Illinois

&

Your name in gilt letters like this, on s!x(8)handsome post eardi

for 10c. Write quick and get our plans to take orders for these

postals. The newest thine out, and earn good cash income.

COLONIAL COMPANY, Wept. 56', Chicago, I1L
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We Trust You Privately
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WE SHIP ON APPROVAL. Use goods a month before
foofnmr unt-nm you docjd©. If not satis*

We ship this Fine Iron Bed for only
The balance, 50c, a month.

Bargain Prlco $5.36. 75c

factory return at our expense
'
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•This Picture Free
1 l ivn extremely cuu
8^aPe » 12x20 inches in size, on heavy litho nanerandsmtablefor framing. Thispicture contains no advertisement.

JUST TO INTRODUCE US
AT Farm and Home is the test and most practical farm andaemr-montlily published, a recognized leader inthe farming world; its contributors are recognized authoritiesand its editors practical men who know what farmers need Thethree great editions Eastern, Westem and Southern—coyer theentire country, each editorially adapted to its respective section
w^islssas Sees to more than 2,000,000 readers in all parts of the
Km

r
io’o-o?

<

*n y ^
ar 8 nPmkars issues), make a volume of over600 pages, handsomely illustrated.' Sample Free ra request.
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u
£t.
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.
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,

nd Home into thousands of homes'f.wnere It Is not now taken, we will send the paper on trialth,-ee months (six issues) for only JLO centi/antf to anyonesending us the names of two other persons likely to he in-
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r
Firm£/^ paper

’
t?„wll0“ can send a sample copy

of IrtTerem^tat’ed/^
Bend P°8tpaid the beautlful wo?*

rfT 81500.00 is to be distributed among those who answer5Ulu8 advertisement.. Do you want some of it? Paru/ulara free on request. Order today and remit incoin or stamps^
Address either office mentioning this paper

Springfield, M«,s. FARM AND HOME ei,i«go,ni.
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Colors
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Plume
’For f^48

-1J°,,ntroduc® ?F bArga,n catalogue of feathers*and plumes sold direct to you at lees than wholesale
Brtces^we will send you this richly curled genuine Ostrich Plumelull 17^ in. long, any color, for only S2.48, all charges prepaid.
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15 inch Plume, SI.25
18 inch Plume, 3.00
19^ inch Plume, 4.00
21 inch Plume, 5.00
We will send you any of the

above elegant plumes upon
exactly the same terms. These
beautiful plumes retail at
from $3 to $15 each. We
save you two-thirds or over
and guarantee satisfaction.

233 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago.
|

Write_for_catalogoe of Wonderful Bargains.

'GIVEN-
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I Girls and Ladles
You can haveyour
choice of any of
the handsome
B
?nuine Fur Boas
own in this ad-

vertisement, and a
large, elegant Muff

to match, as an extra
premium, fordistribut-

lng under our special
on

,!y. 20 of our aainty
^ fluny Ruffles” butterfly bows at 15These bows are i he latest stvle

in ladies neckwear. Made of East India
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colored silks. Specially smart with
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AT THE NLLDLL’5 POINT
Now that winter is here with its long

evenings, many people devote not a lit-

tle time to making fancy work for holi-

day and L'rthday gifts.

Any of the pretty embroidery designs
here shown are appropriate for this

purpose.

Among the many embroidered novel-
ties, nothing is prettier or more ac-
ceptable than a dainty chemise, which

No. 548

may be developed in fine nainsook, Per-
sian lawn, batiste, thin cambric, or
China silk, the latter being much used
for underclothes this season. The de-
sign No. 548 is a charming one, and
should be worked in what is known as
French embroidery, with heavy mercer-
ized cotton. The scalloped edge and the
dainty leaf design are very easy to
work, and a rOw of worked buttonholes
through which the ribbon regulating the
fullness is run, completes the design. The
hem of these chemises are usually fea-

ther-stitched, or if they are finished witii

a ruffle should have a rolled hem, fin-

ished with a ruffle, this ruffle should
have a rolled hem, finished with a nar-
row edging of lace, which should also
trim the armholes.

Three Dainty Corset Covers
The three dainty corset-cover designs,

which are made up in the same materials
as the chemise, are the styles that are
the most worn at the present time. The
first one, No. 516, is designed for the cor-
set cover which opens on the shoulder,
or is slipped on over the head. The de-
sign may be worked in French or eyelet

embroidery, or a combination of both.

By GRACE D. GRAVES

cover. It should be worked in eyel<
or French embroidery, the stems bein
done in cutline stitch. The little gai
ment fastens down the center fron
through the box plait, ribbon-run bead
ing finishing the waist. Many of thes
garments when developed in thin sill

are embroidered in delicate colors, sucl

as faint green, pale pink, blue, and lav

endar, the ribbon matching the mos
prominent color.

Charming Shirt Waists
The ’itde jumper shirt waist design

No. 501, may be transferred to any ma-
terial, such as surah or taffeta silk, satin

liberty silk, mesaline, heavy linen, Persiar
or Victoria lawn, batiste, cashmere or

challis. 1 he design should be embroid-
ered with heavy silk floss if used on any
of the silk or satin weaves, or in mer-
cerized cotton if used on cotton and
wash materials. It is at its best when
developed in a combination of eyelet

and outline work, the edges of the “V”

No. 516
with mercerized cotton. This design
is a conventional bud and leaf one, mak-
ing irregular circles, one of these en-
closing the owner’s monogram daintily

hand-embroidered.

The second design, No. 520, is for a
corset cover buttoned in the back, or
slipped on over the head, according to
taste. The design is a bow-knot, which
holds trailing wild roses and their fol-

iage, which encloses the first initial of
the owner’s name, done in a rather large
character. The round neck is scalloped,

a large dot being placed between each
one, and the ribbon regulating the full-

ness is run through worked button-
holes, placed rather wide apart. A wide
ribbon-run beading holds the fullness in
place at the waist.

The third design, No. 517, is a design
to be transferred to an Empire corset-

No. 520

neck and sleeve caps being first stuffed

and then done in buttonhole work,
pretty combination would be light blue

challis, heavily embroidered with white

and delicate pink mercerized cotton.

The design, No. 507, is for a plair

shirt waist buttoned in the back. This

is one of the very prettiest designs, anc

if made in thin Persian lawn, nainsook

or batiste, should be worked in shadow
embroidery, which is always most ef-

fective, especially if a faint tracery oi

feather stitching is put along the out-

side edge of the design, on the right

side of the material. The little flowers,

the round straight collar. These waists

are also charming made of crepe de

chine or China silk.

No. 517
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No. 501

or if the bib is developed in tan linen,

French blue, delicate green or pink

would be appropriate for both the de-

sign and the name, which may be sub-

stituted for the word “Pet.”

Among the few novelties which seem

especially appropriate for presents, and

No. 507

which only take a short time to make

and emnroider, is the laundry bag, No.

546. This design may be stamped on

ticking, Heavy muslin, or linen, an extra

piece being left at the top for folding

over. This piece should be fastened

with a small button and a cord loop.

No. 549

The flower design and the word “Laun-

j

dry” being worked in white if the bag is

made in colors, or in colors if the bag

is in white. A pretty fancy is to sub-

f stitutc the owner’s initials or monogram

in place of the flowers. The prettiest

materials for these bags are pink o/jlue

linen or denim, or flowered art ticking,

the edges bound with braid in a suitable

color, and the owner’s initials, worked

in the same shade.

How to Use Designs

DIRECTIONS—For using patterns of

embroidery designs place pattern face

downward on the material and press

with a hot iron, being careful that the

material to be stamped is laid on a

smooth surface and is free from all

wrinkles.

How to Secure Patterns

Any of these beautiful designs herein

shown may be purchased at the remark-

ably low price of 10 cents each. They

are from the latest Paris and New
York designs, and are unequaled for ac-

curacy, style, and simplicity. With each

design are complete descriptions and di-

rections—all so simple and easy that a

child can follow them. Always order by

number. Price only 10 cents each. Ad-

dress Embroidery Department,

Vick’s Magazine,

110 LaSalle Ave., Chicago, III.

it ii- i • 1 nr i at less than half

Hand Embroidery Work the usnai prices.

Expert work. Satisfaction guaranteed.
.

Send
pattern and details of work desired and I will state

price and time of delivery. Sample linen hand-
embroidered doily, size six inches, for 50c.

JOSEPHENE HUEY, Pottstown, Pa., R. I). No. 3.

No. 657—Beautiful, comfort-
able, highly finished, quarter-

sawed Oak Rocker, given for using
or selling $10.00 worth of our
products. Big value, guaranteed
to please you.

Swing Reclining Chair
This elegant, comfortable
chair given for using or sell-

ing fio.oo worth of our
products.

No. 675—Kitchen Cabinet,
, Given for1 complete with top.

using or selling $10.00 worth
of our products.

1200 Premiums

to Select From

im m No. 442—Beautiful American Mar-
No. 547—Handsome gilt No. ©63—Music Cabinet, ten Boa. Trimmed with two mounted

frame Mirror, French plate Quarter-sawed Oak or Birch- heads and six fluffy tails. Given for
glass. 18x40, given with a wood. Given with a $10.00 using or selling $8.00 worth of our
{xo.oo order. order. products Made with double fur

throughout.

No. 388—A beautifully well
made Chiffonier. Size of top

*8x33, given for using or selling

$10.00 worth of our products.

No. 1 07—Solid Oak Desk. Has French-
bevel-plate mirror pigeon holes and shelves
for books. Given for using or selling )W TO SAVE NEARLY ONE-HALF

YOUR HOUSEHOLD EXPENSES
all the risk. If you wish a Premium with
your order you pay regular retail prices and
get. without extra cost, a Premium of your
own selection equal in value to the amount
of your order. For instance, with a $10 order

of Products you can get a $10 Oak Rocker

W/OULDN'T you like to save about
vv half the cost of the things you
buy and use every day? Take, for
instance, your Soaps, Baking Powder,
Tea, Coffee, Spices, Breakfast Foods,
Flavorings. Toilet Goods, etc. Think
what it would mean to save nearly
half on these every-day articles.

You can do it—as thousands are do-
ing every day by adopting our Fact-
ory-to-Home plan of buying. By this
plan you can cut out all middlemen’s
profits and get the benefit in cash or
in a beautiful premium of your own
selection like these shown herewith.

This is How You Save Half

You see we are actual manufactur-
ers and direct importers of nearly
everything in household supplies

—

our list covers about 250 home needs.
These we sell only direct to users and
at manufacturers’ prices, thus saving
you all middlemen’s profits, which
amount to nearly one-half. Soap that
you pay 5c a bar for we charge you
only 2%6. Baking Powder that you
pay 25c a can for—our price is 12%c.
Tea you pay 60c a lb, for—our price is

30c. The quality of all our Products
we leave to you. We give you

30 Days' Trial—No Money in Advance

We let you test them in your own
home 30 days. If they don’t please
you, send them back at our expense

—

no charge for what you use. You are
the judge of the quality. We take

like No. 657—$20 value for only $10. Read
what Mrs. Sadie R. Olin. Vicksburg.
Miss,, has to say:

“I feel it my duty to send this testimonial for the

fair dealings and kind treatment I have received. I

recommend Crofts & Reed Co. to all who wish to

furnish their homes beautifully, as the premiums are
all they are represented to be and the products are as
good as the best. I have received the following

premiums: ioo piece Dinner Set, Graphophone and
Lamp. Every person who sees them pronounces
them fine.”

No. 403—Latest Improved Child’s Iron Crib, big
value, given with fio.oo worth efour products.

Send Us the Coupon At Once
at the bottom of this page. It means the start

of many dollars saving in the future, and the
surest way to household economy. Do not
delay another day, but send it now and receive

our large illustrated Catalog of250 Products and
1200 Premiums and our Fall and Winter Style
Book of Wearing Apparel free, prepaid.

EASY TO EARN
By getting your neighbors interested

—

taking their orders for our Guaranteed
Products—you can earn these valuable
premiums very easily. Thousands doing it

now.

Ladles' Suits in latest styles—
well made ofbest materials. Given
for using or selling our products.

We also give furs, boas, muffs,

etc., on the same plan. All shown
in our Wearing Apparel catalog.

CLUB OF TEN PLAN
By interesting your friends and neighbors

in our Club of Ten Plan you can earn
many premiums during your spare time.
Full particulars in large catalog.

FILL OUT—MAIL TODAY
CROFTS & REED CO„ Dept. A401, Chicago.,

Please send me your Big Free Premium Book,

Name

No. 41012
Ladies’ O size
watch, gold
filled, 10 year
warranted
hunting case.

Good move-
ment. Given

.

with a $10.00

1

purchase ofour
products.

No. 130—Elegant quarter sawed and
Oak Frame Couches given for using or
selling $10.00 worth of our products and up Town.
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The March of the White Guard

TINSELED POST CARDSYOUR NAME IN
COLD

.e
q/*

MABVIN CARD COMPANY
®ept' 25 CHICAGO, lit,

Send
lOc for
S cards
with your
name
beauti-
fully tin-
seled on
them.
Write

quick and
eet our
plan for
doing this
tinseling
work for
others, to
earn money

Extraordinary Clubbing Offer I

$1.35 for 68 Gts.
In order to Bomire a large Increase in circulation wemake the following extraordinary clubbing offer:
Upon receipt of only'Sixty-eight Cents we will sendThe Ladles’ World, Farm and Homo and Good

raturo dllfor Oue Year to any one address.
Xht9 remarkable offer presents an opportunity where-

by three of the most popular periodicals of the present
day, each Issued by a reputable publishing house and
thoroughly reliable, eo diversified in character as to
meet all the family requirements and each a represen-
tative in its especial field—a splendid household maga-
zine, a high-class agricultural and home paper and a fine
literary and family paper, practically supplying the en-
tire needs of a family in periodical literature other than
newspapers—may be had an entire year for only sixty-
e
i&,

oents. the regular publisher’s price being $1.35.
Tile Ladles’ World Isafine hlsh-grado Household Magazine,

In the front rank ol publications of this class. It combines fiction
of the highest grade, by the leading writers of the day, with care-
fully edited departments, covering the entire range of household
necessities. Each Issue consists of from SO to 44lai ge'quarto pages,
superbly Illustrated, with 0 beantifnl cover printed lu colors.
Farm and llonto Is the leading agricultural and home

paper, published semi-monthly. It Is carefully edited by writers of
experience and ability, thoroughly practical, and covers the whole
range of toples that Interest and are of value to the members of a
rural household, as well as all others who are In any way con-
nected with country life. The twenty-four numbers which com-
prise a year’s subscription make 0 volume of over 600 pages.
Good Literature Is an attractive snd very popular Illus-

trated literary and family paper. It Is famous for its brilliant
serial and short stories, written by the most celebrated authors,
and Its practical, useful and entertaining departments. It is
handsomely Illustrated, and every issue consists of from 24 to 38
large quarto pages, Including a beautiful cover printed in colors.
This is unquestionably the most liberal clubbing offer

ever made by any reliable publishing house. If vou
would save money upon your periodical literature for 1909,
do not fail to take advantage of it. Address all letters:
F. HL LUPTOF, Publisher, No. 27 City Hall Place, NEW IORK.

Boys! Don’t you <

to cam a fine premium
just a little pleasant, easy
work? We give away genuine
pi&mfiton Hunting Rifles, Wo
^Sweaters and Skates (both as
^premium), Fine Watches and
handled Pocket Knives .(both ns .....

mmm). Foot-ball Suits and Foot Balls (bot„-»
as one premium). Violins, Banjos, Guitars
Mandolins and a whole lot of other dandy prcvj-
miums. All we ask you to do to earn your choice of -

these fine premiums is to distribute under our special
easy plan only 20 of our dainty fluffy Bufflcs" hntten
fly bows at IS cems.These bows are the latest. style, ui
ladies ncckweAr.Silk embroidered : worn with nearly any
5tyle of dress. }>cnd no money in advance.Wc trust you

the bows to sell. Fromrums sent promptly on receipt
of S3 from sale.

L. M. LOMEfc Madw ca*t •mrNEW YORK CITY

One Million People Know It.
One million people have tried Vitae-Ore on the
thirty-day trial offer and seen what it is and what it
does. You should try it too. See offer on page 4

help him. The result of it all was that
Jeff Hyde and Gaspe Toujours became
constant allies. They both formulated
their oaths by Jasper Hume. The In-
dian, Cloud-in-the-Sky, though by word
never thanking his rescuer, could not
be induced to leave the fort .except on
some mission with which Jasper Hume
was connected. He preferred living an
undignified life, and earning his food
and shelter by coarsely laboring with
his hands. He came at least twice a
week to Jasper Hume’s log-house, and,
sitting down silent and cross-legged
before the fire, watching the sub-factor
working at his drawings and calcula-
tions. Sitting so for perhaps an hour
or more, and smoking all the time, he
would rise and, with a grunt, which
was answered by a kindly nod, would
pass out silently as he came.
And now, as Jasper Hume stood

looking at his “idea,” Cloud-in-the-Sky
entered, let his blanket fall by the
hearthstone and sat down upon it. If

Jasper Hume saw him or heard him
he at least gave no sign at first. He
said in a low tone to the dog, “It is

finished, Jacques; it is ready for the
world.”

Then he put it back, locked the box,
and turned toward Cloud-in-the-Sky
and the fireplace. The Indian grunted;
the other nodded with the debating
look again dominant in his eyes. The
Indian met the look with stoic calm.
There was something in Jasper Hume’s
habitual reticence and decisiveness in

action which appealed more to Cloud-
in-the-Sky than any freedom of speech
could possibly have done.

Jasper Hume sat down, handed the
Indian a pipe and tobacco, and, with
arms folded, watched the fire. For
half an hour they sat so, white man,
Indian, and dog. Then Jasper Hume
rose, went to a cupboard, took out
some sealing-wax, and matches, and in

moment melted wax was dropping
upon the lock of the box containing
his idea. He had just finished this as

Sergeant Gosse knocked at the door,
and immediately after entered the

room.

‘.‘Gosse,” said the sub-factor, “find

Jeff Hyde, Gaspe Toujours, and Late
Carscallen, and bring them here.”

Sergeant Gosse immediately departed

upon this errand. Jasper Hume then

turned to Cloud-in-the-Sky, and said:

“Cloud-in-the-Sky, I want you to go
a long journey hereaway to the Barren
Grounds. Have twelve dogs ready by
nine o’clock to-morrow morning.”

Cloud-in-the-Sky shook his head
thoughtfully, and then after a pause
said: “Strong-Back go too?” (Strong-

Back was his name for Jasper Hume.)
But the other did not or would not

hear. The Indian, however, appeared
satisfied, for he smoked harder after-

ward, and grunted to himself many
times. A few moments passed, and
then Sergeant Gosse entered, followed

by Jeff Hyde, Gaspe Toujours, and
Late Carscallen. Late Carscallen had
got his name “Late” from having been
called The Late Mr. Carscallen” by
the chief factor because of his slow-

ness. Slow as he was, however, the

stout Scotchman had more than once
proved himself sound and true accord-

Contlnued from page four.

ing to Jasper Hume’s ideas. He was,
of course, the last to enter.

The men grouped themselves about
the fire, Late Carscallen getting the
coldest corner. Each man drew his
tobacco from his pocket, and, cutting
it, waited for Sub-Factor Hume to
speak. His eyes were debating as they
rested on the four. Then he took out
Rose Lepage’s letter, and, with the
group looking at him now, he read it

aloud. When it was finished Cloud-in-
the-Sky gave a guttural assent, and
Gaspe Toujours, looking at Jeff Hyde,
said: “It is cold in the Barren
Grounds. We shall need much tabace.”
These men could read without diffi-

culty Jasper Hume’s reason for sum-
moning them. To Gaspe Toujours’s
remark Jeff Hyde nodded affirmatively,

and then all looked at Late Carscallen.
He opened his heavy jaws once or
twice with an animal-like sound, and
then he said, in a general kind of way:
“To the Barren Grounds. But who
leads?”

Jasper Hume was writing on a slip

of paper, and he did not reply. The
faces of three of them showed just a
shade of anxiety. They had their
opinions, but they were not sure.

Cloud-in-the-Sky, however, grunted at
them and raised the bowl of his pipe
toward the sub-factor. The anxiety
then seemed to be dispelled.

For ten minutes more they sat so,

all silent. Then Jasper Hume rose,
handed the slip of paper to Sergeant
Gosse, and said: “Attend to that at
once, Gosse. Examine the food and
blankets closely.”

The five were left alone.

Then Jasper Hume spoke. “Jeff
Hyde, Gaspe Toujours, Late Carscal-
len, and Cloud-in-the-Sky, this man,
alive or dead, is between here and the
Barren Grounds. He must be found

—

for his wife’s sake.” He handed Jeff
Hyde her letter. Jeff rubbed his
fingers before he touched the delicate

and perfumed missive. Its delicacy
seemed to bewilder him. He said in a

rough but kindly way, “Hope to die if

I don’t,” and passed it on to Gaspe
Toujours, who did not find it necessary
to speak. His comrade had answered
for him. Late Carscallen held it in-

quisitively for a moment, and then his

jaws opened and shut as if he were
about to speak. But before he did so

the sub-factor said: “It is a long
journey and a hard one. Those who
go may never come back. But this

man was working for his country, and
held up the letter. “Late Carscallen
wants to know who will lead you.

Can’t you trust me? I will give you a

leader that you will follow to the Bar-
ren Grounds. To-morrow you will

know who it is. Men, are you satis-

fied? Will you do it?”

The four rose, and Cloud-in-the-Sky

nodded approvingly many times. The
sub-factor held out his hand. Each
man shook it, Jeff Hyde first, and he
said: “Close up ranks for the H. B.

C. !” (EI. B. C. meaning, of course,

Hudson Bay Company.)

(To be continued.)

RHEUMATISM
Vfe want to send every sufferer who
reads this paper a pair of Magic

Foot Drafts TO TRY FREE

Send us Your Address To-day

Write us. We’ll send you a $1.00
Pair of Magic Foot Drafts, the great
Michigan external remedy that is cur-mg thousands, To Try Free.

Frederick Dyer, Corresponding Sec’y

No matter where the pain, whether acute or
chronic—muscular, sciatic, lumbago, gout- andhowever stubborn or severe, you’ll get the Draftsby return mail. Then after you get them and
try them, if you are fully satisfied with the ben-
efit received, send us One Dollar. If not keeDyour money We take your word. We 'make
this uneaqualed offer because we know what re-markable cures the th*dei«sk /
Drafts are perform- /
ing -cures after 30,
and 40 years of(
suffering— cures
after doctors and
baths and medi-
cines had utterly
failed. Won’t you iry them? We are sure you'll
be glad if you do. and you cannot lose a penny.
Address Magic Foot Draft Co. 1267 Oliver Bldg
Jackson, Mich. Send no money. Write to-day.

58 LATEST COMIC CARDS, 10c. Bushels of
fun. M, Hess* 218 Randolph St., Chicago.

RUPTURE
CURED
Stuart's Plaster-Pads

are self-adhesive, and hold
the rapture in place without

straps, buckles, or springs—cannot slip, eo
cannot chafe or compress against the pelvic
bone. The pads contain a medicine which
is kept constantly in contact and i8giadually
absorbed, thereby quickly caring the most

obstinate cases. Hundreds have successfully treated them*
selves at home without hindrance from work. Guaranteed
under National PnreFood & Drugs Law. mb mm
Writeto-day and “Trial of Treatment," In
with interesting book, will be sent I |K Im
Address STUART PLASTER-PAD C0„ Block 26 Louis, Me

GOITRE
THE RIGHT REMEDY IS FOUND AT LAST

$2.50 WORTH-FREE
Don’t be dlsfig-
ured by an ugly
goitre on your
neck. It can be
cured. Let me
send you a good
liberal sample of
my great remedy
for a trial in your
o w n case. The
sample will quick-
ly relieve the chok-
ing and other dis-
tressing symptoms
and it often re-
duces the goitre
one to two inches.
Don't hesitate be-

cause of former disappointments, for the sample alone will
convince you that a true remedy has been found. Write for
the sample treatment today and let it speak for itself. Addressf
\V. Thompson Bobo, 41 Minty Block. Battle Creek, Mich.

PERFECTLY rmst
^ I have the safe and tme K9 V# I
SECRET for perfectly developing
the Bust, making thin cheeks, neck and
arms plnmp and beautiful. Write for in-— - formation: I send it sealed, FREE.

DELMAB ASSOCIATION, 24 E. *3d St., New York.

ASTHMA mOITIRBH
CUREDtoSTAYCURED
No relapse. No return of

— —— xno reiapse. no return ol
symptoms. Whetzel system of treatment approved bymed ical authorities as the only system known to perm a-

fg^. FREE TEST TREATMENT
including medicines, prepared for anyone giving a fall
description of thecase and sending names of 2 asthma-
tic sufferei s. Address WHETZEL. M.D.

I
ucPt- * , American Express Building, Chicago
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PILES THE FUEDIST’S REVENGE
Concluded from pa£e eight.

A Postal Giving Us Your Address

Will Bring You Our

$1 Cure to Try FREE

Piles, Prolapse,

redtal trouble,

,

We have found a remedg- tlrct is

curing thousands in every stage of this
cruel disease—even curing cases of 30 to

40 years stand-
ing after every-
thing else had
failed. We are so
sure that Dr. Van
Vleck’s 3-fold ab-

sorption treatment
will cure you if

you have the
Ulcers, Tumors or other
that we will gladly send

you our regular dollar package (in plain
wrapper) To Try
Free. Then if you
are fully satisfied

with the benefit
and comfort re-

ceived, send us
One Dollar. If

not, it costs you
nothing. We take
your word. Valu-
able book (in col-

ors) sent free with
the trial package,
fiddrcss

DR. VAN VLECK CO., 1267 Majestic Bldg.,

Jackson, Mich. Write today.

“PHYSICAL PERFECTION
By Founder of Great Health Institute

This book is the work of a man
who has probably treated more
patients by drugless methods than
any other person in the world.
Professor Simon’s nature-cure in-
stitute, occupying an 8-story build-
ing at 14 Quincy Street, Chicago,
is the largest and most succesful
of its kind. It was in pursuance of

_ persistent requests of enthusiastic
graduates that Professor Simon put his methods of in-

struction into print.

Natural Treatment
exhaustive chapters on the cure and avoidance of Obe-
sity.Leanness, Dyspepsia, Constipation, Skin Diseases,
^Rheumatism and other Blood troubles, disorders of
Liver, Kidneys and Bladder, Nervous ailments, affec-
tions of Head, Throat, Lungs, etc.

Silk Cloth, 208 pages, 46 special plates drawn
from photographed models, printed on fine paper,
$3.00 prepaid. targe descriptive pamplet,
with table of contents, free upon request.

Sylvester J. Simon, 14-A Quincy St., Chicago, III

Tk:„ corn to thin, pale
IMS IS TlVLL! AND WEAK PEOPLE

I wish a letter from every man and woman
who is thin and pale or suffers from weakness,
overwork, poor blood and the effects thereof,
such as Green Sickness, Irregular Menstruation,
Nervousness, Indigestion. Rheumatism, Etc,,
giving their name and address so I can send
each one Free, A Full 50 Cent Package
of my highly endorsed scientific Blood Builder
and Restorative, HAEMOGLOBIN PRIMUS.

. This is not merely a small sample we wish to
send you, but a full-sized package which will
last you over a week. Do not delay. Write
today and enclose ten cents for postage and
packing and we will promptly mail you A Full-
sized 50 Cent Package Free-, everything prepaid.
There will be no more charges whatever,. Only
one free package to each family and oniy to
those sending 10 cents for charges. We use
only plain wrappers. Address

PRIMUS LABORATORY COMPANY
Dept. V, Modesto, Cal.

WHY SUFFER
The Dangers of VARICOCELE?

I found the cure sixteen
years ago. Safe, Sore, Painless.

Varicocele dethroneshealth
and vitality. My book ex-
plaines the symptoms and
cure. Sent sealed, Free.

G. ALLAN ROWE, M.D.

60 Niagara Street, L, Buffalo N. Y.
—
Don’t Delay Any Longer.

If you suffer from any ailment, you should not allow
It to ^et a day older before you send for Vitae-Ore.
Give tt a trial and a chance to cure you, as it has
thousands. Read the offer on page 4.

Something gleamed in the moonlight,

and, in spite of brave resistance, Jamie
received such a drubbing that he was
obliged to absent himself from classes

for several days. The news of the en-

counter soon spread abroad, with horri-

fied whispers of a knife thrust in his

side, while Jamie, the vanquished, lay

“a battered hulk in dry dock for re-

pairs.”

A few days later came a February

thaw, and, swollen by the streams above,

the little river that divided the town

was fast filling the valley. Of a sudden

an ice-gorge formed below, which could

not at once be driven out. The waters

spread abroad, still and terrible, and in

a night were frozen fast.

By eight o’clock the next morning,

half the town was out to see the sight

—a lake where a river had been—and

to hear the “boom, boom,” when, with

a report like a cannon, the ice burst

with the force of the on-rushing waters.

Cissy ran down to the river sightseeing,

like the rest. To a point on the oppo-

site side of the river, Jamie, led by his

anxious thoughts, had wandered; and

here, for reasons which he alone knew,

Lem Elarth followed him. As Jamie

turned to give him no very pleasant

greeting, they both spied Cissy on the

opposite bank. “She is going to cross
!”

cried Lem. “She must not ! This river

is as treacherous as death!” Both called

to Cissy to stop, but she seemed to re-

alize no danger, and therefore did not

understand. With his heart in his

mouth, Lem sped like the wind on his

keen-edged skates across the icy ex-

panse. Too fast he flew to look well to

his going, and in a moment he sank

through an airhole and disappeared in

the icy water. Jamie, who wore no

skates, seemed helpless in the face of

such a catastrophe. “Run for help

!

Bring ropes and an ax. Run! Run for

your lives shouted Jamie to the two or

three small boys who had straggled

that way. With the word, the little

lads fled like frightened sheep up the

slope. Very quickly Lem rose to the

surface, grasping at the ice, which broke

in his hands ; but Jamie was there in

time, and, lying flat down on the thin

ice, managed to catch him as he was

sinking again and to hold him securely.

A terrible strain it was, even on his

strong young arms ; a mental strain, too,

as the ice cracked sharply beneath him,

swaying with his weight. Thus far Ja-

mie had but followed the instinct of a

brave heart, to rescue one in danger.

All he could do now was to hold fast

till help came; but with inaction came

temptation. A temptation which would

result in a triumphant test of character

or the consummation of years of

heaped-up wrath and sworn vengeance.

For to him came suddenly a vision, like

a devastating fire, to heart and brain,

of all that might be his by the opening

of his hand. All the years of cumula-

tive hatred toward the Elarth clan

passed in review before him. His fath-

er’s awful, dying face, his blood-sealed

oath, a thousand taunts and insults

lately borne, all demanded retribution

on the instant. His hot young blood

rushed in a sweeping, aggressive tiJe

over him. It beat on his brain and

sang in his ears, “’Twould serve him

right—serve him right. He tried to kill

you, as his father killed yours in years

long past. Why should you risk your

life to save him? Let him go. Let him

go. You will lose Cissy if you don’t;

no one will be the wiser if you do.

Haven’t they all seen you rush to his

rescue? Who can blame you if you let

him slip away to death? Your vow!

Your vow! Now is the time of fulfill-

ment.” But as his fingers were slowly

relaxing their hold on the half-drowned

creature in his clutch, like a flash of

light, clearing heart and brain, came

the words, wild, weird and faraway,

as if he heard in a dream, “Vengeance

is mine, I will repay, saith the Lord.”

It was but a memory; the echo of hon-

est words bravely spoken in the face of

a crying need, but, oh, the power of

them! Instantly Jamie’s grasp grew

firm. The fires of hate died in

his breast. The victory was complete.

Once more was it demonstrated that

the powers of right are stronger than

the powers of darkness. He yielded the

whole matter, with his life as well, then

and there into the hand of the Lord.

Knowing His will, he would abide by

it. No demon of temptation, though his

life lay in the balance, could ever drag

him down so low again. Though all

was lost, he would still be victor.

Jamie was holding Elarth’s head and

shoulders almost by main force above

the ice. Struggling to free his lungs

from water, and half-frozen as he was,

Lem found voice to say, “Let me go,

Truman; let me go.”

“Why, what’s the matter with you?”

jollied Jamie; “do you want to drown?”

“I’d rather drown than be saved by

you.”

“I don’t know that I can save you,”

said Jamie, “but I mean to keep a good

grip on you till help comes.”

As he spoke, the wound, as yet not

quite healed, reopened in Jamie’s side,

and his red blood stained the ice. He
grew white to the lips, but bravely kept

his hold on the struggling Elarth.

Help was coming. Could he keep his

grasp till it should reach them?

“In any event,” went on the redoubt-

able Lem, with chattering teeth, “Cissy

is mine. We settled it last night. And,

hear you, Truman, if I get out of this

—save or no save—I’ll settle you, do

you understand, if ever you come be-

tween us again.” By this time Jamie’s

eyes were closed. He understood per-

fectly, but loss of blood had made him

too weak to reply; yet, with the last

remnant of his strength, he kept his

hold on Elarth.

Help was coming, but Cissy, light of

foot, was quicker than the men, and,

despite all remonstrances, had crept

over the crackling ice, close to Jamie’s

side. Just as the world seemed slip-

ping quite away from him, Cissy’s light

touch fell on his cheek, her sweet voice

roused him. “Jamie! oh, Jamie!’ she

cried. “Look. up; look at me.” Jamie’s

eyes slowly opened. “I heard him, Ja-

mie; I heard him—and I tell you that

it is not true; not a word of it.” Now
the rescuing party, which had been long

in coming, made short work of getting

Lem out of the water, sodden and

ashamed- He was quickly taken to a
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place of safety. Neither Cissy nor Ja-
mie ever saw him again.

Jamie, weak and haggard, but reviv

ing, since released from the strain on
his side, and leaning on Cissy’s arm,
made for the nearer bank. Looking
down into her shining eyes, he said,

“The old vow is broken, Cissy, broken,
never to be renewed

;
I leave it in God’s

hands to do with me as seemeth to

Him best. Hate is death, but love is

life, dear. May it not be new life with

you, Cissy? Oh, give me the hope that

it may be—some time.”

“Oh, Jamie,” cried Cissy, “you are

greater and grander than any hero that

ever lived ! If only you are spared

from—this” (shuddering as she indi-

cated the wound in his side), “of course

it will be—as you say. There couldn’t

be anybody else for me—any time.”

THE END.
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Maddening Questions

“It’s a wise mother who can answer
her own children,” said Edwin Stevens,
in the Henry W. Savage production of
“The Devil.” “Here’s a mother and
child dialogue, for instance, I heard the
other day:

“‘Say, maw!’
‘“Well, what?’
“‘How do they get holes in lace?’
“
‘Why, they make the lace ’round the

holes, my son.’
“
‘But it ain’t lace till it’s got holes,

is it, maw?’
“‘No, Edwin.’
“‘Well, how do they get the holes in

the lace they put around the holes to
make the lace, then?’

“
‘Child, you will drive me to distrac-

tion.’
“ ‘Where do they get the holes, maw ?’

“ ‘Why, the holes are just air.’

“‘Well, there’s air-holes in pa’s hat.
Does that make it a lace hat?’
“‘No! No! No!’
‘“A Swiss cheese has holes in it.

Does that make it Swiss lace?’
“
‘Hold your fool tongue. Do you

hear?’

“‘Did you say all lace had holes,
maw?’

“ Wes.’
“
‘Well, I’ve got shoe laces, but they

ain’t got no holes in ’em.’
“
‘Leave the room and permit me to

finish “Lady Lingerie’s Lost Lover; or,
How Lord Lumbago Was Lured Away
by a Lonesome Little Lallapalaza of a
Lacemaker.” ’

“‘Maw, kin you make lace?’
“‘No, Edwin; that is not one of my

accomplishments.’
“

‘I didn’t think you could, maw. Mrs.
Knockemberger said you was so fat
lacing wouldn’t do you any good.’”—
Young’s Magazine.

One for Leap Year

A very shy young man had been call-
ing on “the sweetest girl in the world”
for many moons, but, being bashful, his
suit progressed slowly. Finally she de-
cided it was time to start something, so
the next time he called she pointed to
the rose in the buttonhole of his coat
and said:

“I'll give you a kiss for that rose.”
A crimson flush spread over his coun-

tenance, but the exchange was made
after some hesitation on his part. Then
he grabbed his hat and started to leave
the room.
“Why, where are you going?” she

asked in surprise.

To the—er—florist for more roses.”
he called back from the front door.—
Sketchy Bits.

Too Many New Arrivals

Teacher—Now, Bobbv, what is the
population of New York?
Bobby—Gee ! How kin I tell, when

dere’s a new bunch ur emigrants comes
every week.

ARKANSAS
D-25. Excellent farm of 100 a., Baxter
county, Arkansas. 60 a. fenced; 25 a.
timothy

; 40 a. timberland. Strong per-
petual spring; good cistern. Barn 24x56.
Good house. Only three-fourths mile from
Mountain Home. Price, $1,650 to a quick
buyer.

N-51. 480 acres mineral land, Marion
county, Arkansas, four miles from rail-
road station, entirely undeveloped, but
adjoins several well-known mines, and
there is every reason to believe that this
tract could be developed into a highly
profitable lead and zinc property. Good
water supply and plenty of good timber.
The timber alone is estimated orth $35,-
000. Price for the entire tract* is $27,500
to a quick buyer. A property of 120 acres
adjoining this property recently sold for
$27,000. It will pay you to investigate
this ooffer.

FLORIDA
A-53. 119 a. of good rich land about 3
miles from Orlando, Florida; well located
on a main road. Particularly suitable for
growing oranges and other fruits and
truck. Has considerable growth of young
pine and oak. Price, $20 per acre.

KANSAS
A-60. 320 a. farm in Rooks county, Kan-
sas. 150 a. cultivated; all fenced. Two
wells with windmills and tanks. Frame
house, barn, granary, etc. Five mi. from
Webster. Price, $6,400; half cash.

MASSACHUSETTS
A-62. Farm of 140 a.near Methuen, Es-
sex county, Massachusetts. One 12-room
house, one 6-room house, two large barns,
carriage house, hennery and other build-
ings. Located near the Merrimac river.
Price, $13,000.

CALIFORNIA
California Self-Supporting Homes. Choice
land for them near Sacramento. Perfect
health. Purest water. No extreme heat.
Oranges ripen in winter. Wholesale
grapes, $100. 250 hens clear $500 yearly.
No farming. Like town life. Only desir-
able families. Neighbors endorse this ad-
vertisement. $75. Easy terms. B. Marks,
Box 655, Galt, California.

PENNSYLVANIA
N-52. Slate property of 10j4 acres in
Carbon county, Pa.; 600-foot vein of fine
black slate. Improvements embrace new
50 H. P. boiler, new 30 H. P. hoisting en-
gine, 900-gallon water tank, pumps, der-
ricks, cables, etc. ; also shanty for split-
ting slate, dressing tools, picks, shoovels,
drills, etc. Equipment is sufficient for six
splitting shanties, the estimated profits of
$93 per day, based a production of $168
per day. Property can be boought out-
right for $22,500.

NEBRASKA
N-53. Three-quarter section farm near
Neligh, Nebraska. 210 acres cultivated.
All fenced and cross-fenced; 10 acres alf-
alfa

; 2 windmills
; good pasture with nev-

er-failing spring. Good 9-room house,
good barn, cowsheds, hog houses and other
outbuildings. Price, $36 per acre; $4,000
cash

; balance mortgage.

N-54. 480 acre farm, Sheridan county,
Nebraska; 100 acres under cultivation,
balance hay and pasture land. Property
intersected by railroad. Six-room house,
barn, granary, cowshed, etc. Price, $10,-
500. Possession March 1, 1909.

OHIO
B-55. Fine residence property, Toledo,
Ohio; 3 big lots 75x150 each; modern 7-

room house in good condition, barn,
chicken house, etc. Large variety of fruit.

Will exchange for a good farm. Let me
know what you have to offer.

SOUTH CAROLINA
A-65. 5,500 a. in South Carolina, about
4 1-2 mi. from Georgetown. Intersected
by Georgetown & Western railroad. Good
for farming and pasture land, or would
make good hunting preserve. Price $5
per a.

VIRGINIA
A-68. Grain and hay farm of 275 a.
near Alexandria, Virginia. 20 minutes
from Washington. Excellent land, all
ditched and well drained. Excellent 12-
room dwelling with bath. Frame cottage
near dwelling for servants, alsc 8-room
tenant house. Large hay and stock barn,
dairy barn with concrete floors, brick
spring house, wheat granary and outbuild-
ings. Fields in excellent condition and
well prepared for rotation of crops. Dwell-
ing beautifully located on high ground in
a 2 a. grove of -rreat oaks with winding
drives. Price, $18,500,

MISCELLANEOUS
One-Twist Hair Waver—Beautiful wave,
easily adjustetd; 15c per set of four, m!
A. McKinney, Goss Ave., Melrose, Mass.

Morphine and Opium Habits cured pain-
lessly at your home (for $10) by entirely
new method. No cure, no pay. Write to-
day.

. Dr. G. W. Patterson, Suite 4, 82
Central Place, Atlanta, Ga.

Agents W anted—You can make quick
money presenting my wonderful premium
offers to the people in your locality. I
furnish free samples and pay liberal com-
missions. I want only good, reliable
agents. Write for full particulars and send
references. W. K. Ingalls, Home Herald
BuBilding, Chicago, 111.

FREE. I have a few remaining copies of
a little book on money matters that should
be in the possession of every person con-
templating the purchase of stocks, bonds
or real estate of any kind. A postal card
will bring you a copy free. C. T. Wells,
469 LaSalle Ave., Chicago, 111.

LOOKING
BT AHEAD?

If so, take advantage
of todays’ opportuni-
tiesforthe merchant,
farmer, fruit grower
and business man
along the Paoific
Coast extension of the

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway
Descriptive Books Free, F. A. Miller. G. P. A., Chicago

PATENTS

$90
MONTHLY and expenses to advertise, leave samples
and collect names. Sllverton Co., A 13

, Chicago

48p. book free. Highest refs. Long
experience, FITZGERALD &
CO., Dept. F., Washington, D. C.

Diirnr Piac R - anQ s - c - Bf- w - Leg. *ndLiuroc rigs, *4. Orp. W. Rox Col Wyand, An-
conas, cheap, s. WEEKS. DeGraff, O.

High Class Xmas and New Year’s Post Cards. No trash
20for 25c- F. A. Holmes Card Co, Brewster, N.Y

A DO-GOOD CALENDAR
Thus may justly be described an ar-

tistic calendar for 1909 advertised else-
where, which presents many telling ar-
guments against the use of cigarettes.
How could mothers of boys do better
than to present them with these calen-
dars to be hung in their rooms?

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS FREE
THE PRESIDENT INK PENCIL

The only Fountain Pen that a lady
can carry in her hand bag

It Will Not Leak Carried In Any Position

IMPORTED
RED OWAR F " NK PENCIL
O WOOD 4. C : NEW YORK

Guaranteed
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SELF SHARPENING SHEARS

FREE

WONDERFUL INVENTION

I THE W®'— MOTMSNftJ

These are the wonderful Self Sharpening Shears you !

read about. Always sharp. Cut clean to end of blade,
easier, faster, thicker goods than any others. Made of 1

steel, nickel plated, highly polished, brass nut and ten
screw, s inches long. Guaranteed absolutely.

SENT FREE TO YOU
We will send these shears free to introduce the "Moth-|

er's Magazine.” A large. 72-page, illustrated monthly mag-P
axine for the home. Full of

fascinating stories and practical^

i

articles on home subjects by
best authors and noted ex-
perts. Tells how to make the
most of what you’ve got and
how to get more. Worth a
hundred times Its price, printed
on fine book paper. Beauti-
ful, helpful, interesting, cheer-
ful, encouraging. TKY IT.
Send only 25 cents for six
months trial subscription and
5 cents postage on shears
(30 cents in all), and we |
will mail the shears immediate-
ly. Wrap 30 cents (coin) in
sheet of paper. We will take
all the risk. Money back if —
you want it and you keep the shears.

,
Address. The Mother’s Maoazlne, Dept. V. Elgli, HI. I

rnrr ! samples beautifully embossed Christmas’
F n LL Post Cards if you send stamp; ten cards and
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RUCK AND TUCK
Concluded from page ten.

to let them know?” state of exhaustion. As soon as

i
“My idea is to write a note to the Wyona saw him she knew something

commanding officer, tie it around Tuck was wrong. She took off the handker-

and let him take his chances to reach chief and Ruck’s note dropped out.

camp in safety.” Not being able to read it, she showed

“Very good, sergeant,,” replied Cor- it to a soldier who at once delivered it

poral Wagner, “but what about the In- to the commanding officer of the post,

dians in the road? I dare say it’ll not The alarm was sounded and every man

take them long to knock Tuck over and called to arms.

celebrate the event over a fine pot of Packed into wagons and ambulances,

dog stew.” they started off at all posible speed to

"Well, corporal, my intention is to rescue Sergeant Ruck and his men.

make a sortie, and in the scrimmage The Indians, knowing that relief would

give Tuck his chance. We can keep the come sooner or later, renewed their

Indians busy long enough to give him attack upon the cave, but to no purpose,

a good start.” They kept up a desultory fire and suc-

The soldiers at once put their plans ceeded in wounding Corporal Wagner

into execution. Gradually they re- in the leg.

moved the boulders and rocks one by Suddenly the sound of a bugle rang

one so not to attract the attention of 0ut upon the air and the soldiers knew

the savages. When enough were re- relief had come at last,

moved to permit them to dash into the A great commotion was going on

road, without stopping, Sergeant Ruck outside and a sharp musket fire was

took a leaf out of his memorandum kept up without intermission. The re-

book and wrote his note. This he lief expedition had completely sur-

wrapped in his handkerchief and tied it rounded the Indians, who were almost

securely around Tuck’s neck. Now exterminated by the troops. Only one

Tuck’s intelligence was that his master prisoner was taken, and, as fate would

was in danger, and when Ruck spoke have it, it proved to be Shun-ka-haska.

to him to be a good dog and run The dead sergeant and the wounded

for home as soon as he had the chance man were placed in the ambulance, and

he barked and wagged his tail, signify- the prisoner under a strong guard. The

ing that he understood what was return to the post was accomplished

wanted of him. without further incident.

“Now ready men, double quick time Wyona was anxiously awaiting the

and at the red vermin,” shouted Ruck, arrival of her husband, never dreaming

and out they ran, uttering such unearth- what was in store for her.

ly yells as were seldom heard from the When the troops came in sight

lips of white men. Corporal Wagner Wyona eagerly looked for Ruck, and,

took the right of the road and fired into not seeing him, she asked a soldier,

a gang of Indians, and had them on the “Poor woman,’ said the man, “Ruck

run in no time. has been killed by Shun-ka-has-ka, and

Sergeant Ruck, with Tuck at his his body is in the ambulance.”

heels, made a charge on the enemy on With a scream of agony she ran to

his left, drove them out of the road the hospital, where the ambulance was

into the woods, thereby giving Tuck just discharging its burden. Seeing the

his chance. The faithful dog, encour- body of her husband carried in, she fell

aged by his master, disappeared like a
jn a dead faint. For two days and

streak of lightning. But the Indians nights poor Wyona sat by all that was

soon recovered from their surprise and mortal of Sergeant Ruck, and, in her

endeavored to cut them off from the benighted way, prayed to the great

cave. spirit, that she might neet him again in

“Retreat,” shouted Ruck; “back to the happy hunting grounds. She never

shelter and keep those on the bluff from shed a tear, but moaned pitifully when-

ertering the cave. Fire at them as fast ever her gaze fell upon the corpse,

as you can.” After the funeral she asked permission

All had reached the cave but Ruck, to see the slayer of her husband. As
who was the last in the road, when a the officer of the day had no idea what

shot rang out from the top of the she was up to, he readily granted her

bluff and Sergeant Ruck sank, mortally request. Under the blanket in which

wounded, to the ground in front of the she was wrapped she clutched a loaded

cave. A demoniacal yell of exultation revolver, and when Shun-ka-has-ka was

issued from the lips of an Indian, who brought out of the guardhouse to meet

was none other than Shun-ka-has-ka, her, quick as a flash, she sent a bullet

and the name of Wyona, three times through his brain, killing him instantly,

repeated, sounded in the ears of the Throwing away the weapon, she, swift

dying sergeant. He was made as com- as a deer, ran down the sloping hill and

fortable as circumstances would permit, disappeared in the woods of the bottom

and when he felt the end come he land. Corporals Wagner and Hamilton

begged the boys to give his love to and the private soon recovered from
Wyona. their wounds and were promoted to

“Tell her,” he whispered, “I died for sergeants and corporal, respectively,

her and my country. Look out for her Faithful one-eyed Tuck was more
while you can and remember old Ruck than ever the pet of the camp. He
once in a while. Take care of Tuck, mourned constantly for his master and
boys; he is worth it.” his aversion to the redskins became
Those were his last words before his more pronounced than ever. He died

gallant soul took its eternal flight, in shortly after of grief and old age and
the meantime faithful Tuck had made was buried with military honors at the

the fastest time his stumpy legs were feet of Sergeant Ruck, whom he had
capable of. He reached the post an loved so well,

hour before sundown in a deplorable THE END.
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FreeFree Free
OneMonths^ J. 1

MedicinesW it
To Every Reader of This Paper:

This offer means just what it says aad I want every sufferer to accept it.

No matter who has told you that Catarrh is incurable, regardless or whether

you consider your case hopeless or not, regardless of what you have already

tried, 1 say, you can be cured of this treacherous and dangerous disease.

I have studied Catarrh and made a study of this disease for 20 years. The
results I have produced have convinced me that my system is the proper thing

and what all sufferers need.

To back my opinion and prove my claim and to familiarize all sufferers

with my method of treatment, 1 will send a month’s medicines free in con-

nection with my new vaporizer.

TheGreatestOffer
Ever Made to Catarrh Sufferers.

No one has ever offered you a similar opportunity. I have

no hesitancy in making it because I have the greatest treatment

in the world for this disease.

It is the surest possible cure, the quick-

est for immediate relief and so perfectly

harmless that it can be used on man,

woman or child, with the best results.

Thousands have already used my treat-

ment. Some had suffered since childhood.

Others for a year or two. After a short

course of my treatment every trace of the

trouble disappeared.

To publish their words of praise land
gratitude would require volumes.

This may mean nothing to you, 'yet

when I offer you a month's medicine free

as shown in the above picture in connec-

tion with my new vaporizer. You can-

not help but think that I must have a
good treatment. Write to me today

so I can prove it to you.

DR. T. F. WILLIAMS,
238 Flynn Blk., Das Moines, la.

Dear Doctor:—Kindly send me as per your offer

one month’s Catarrh medicine free.

Name

Address .......

Tell
Your
Friends

I don’t restrict my
offer to yourself or

members of your

family, but invite

every sufferer, no
matter who they

are or where they

live to accept this

offer.

If you are not

afflicted yourself but

have some neighbor or friend who
is, kindly tell them of this opportu-

nity or show them this advertisement.

I will appreciate it and it will be quite

a favor to them and the means of ridding

them of this dreaded disease.

Cut Out The Coupon
Or simply write your name and address on a postal card.

It will put you under no obligations to me whatever.
Neither will you be compelled to continue with the treat-

ment or spend any money unless you feel satisfied that my
treatment will do as 1 say.

DR. T. F. WILLIAMS,
238 Flynn Block, Des Moines, Iowa.

$1.00 Package

Free To All

Every Man or Woman Can Have a Beautiful Head of Hair By Using The
Wonderful Foso Treatment.

Foso Quickly Removes Dandruff, Stops
Falling Hair and Itching Scalp, Changes
Gray or Faded Hair to its Natural Color.
Grows New Hair.

Men whose hair or beards are straggling or all gone,
women whose tresses have been thinned by fever or
hair falling out requiring the use of switches; little

children, boys and girls whose hair is coarse and
unruly; all find in this great remedy just the relief
that they want.

I don’t ask you to take my word for it.

Fill out free coupon below and mail today
for a free $1.00 package that will prove
all I claim.

FREE $1.00 PACKAGE COUPON
Fill in your name and address on the blank lines

below, cut out the coupon and mail to J. F. Stokes, Mgr.,
8501 Foso Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio. Enclose ten cents in
stamps or silver as an evidence of good faith and to help
cover packing, postage, etc. .and a full $1.00 package will
be sent you at once bo mail prepaid free of charge.

Give full address—write plainly.
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Bargain Prices in Magazines
The Most Sensational Offers of the Year

FOR 1908-1909
VICK’S MAGAZINE
Ladies’ World $ .50

Modern Priscilla (Fancy Work)
Pictorial Review 50

VICK’S MAGAZINE
World’s Events
National Home Journal.
Ladies' World

[* 1.25

VICE’S MAGAZINE « ,n

Kimball’s Dairy Farmer -VSI 00
Reliable Poultry Journal

"
go

1

VICK’S MAGAZINE
Farm and Home

.Y.'.'.Y. so} .60
VICK’S MAGAZINE rn i

Garden-Farming Magazine ,'Yf.L 1 If)Farm Journal (two years)
.25)

'* U

Save from 25 to 50 Per Cent
S-%Ml classes'to “ %» Jj- •

magazine in any club for some other magazine the number at the
y belong

;
Should you want to substitute a

class you may select another magazine tha you hke better Mrn JtS? n
-

ame ° f he ma
?
azme wil1 show from what

not find just the offer you wish, send us a list of he magazines an^ wlSuf
P
n
CeS are

c°
We"

}

han anX others - 11 Y<>u do
Remittances shoufd be sent in stamps, cLlk"Office or

QM°n by "*“* maiL

SUBSCRIPTIONS MA Y BE NEW, RENEWALS OR EXTENSIONS.

MORE MAGAZINE BARGAINS—ASTONISHING OFFERS
VICK’S MAGAZINE $.50!. __
3 McCall’s Magazine 50 (*

VICK’S MAGAZINE .501
Farm and Home 50 I

3 National Home Journal .50 (

Green’s Fruit Grower 50 J

VICK’S MAGAZINE 50 I

5 Cosmopolitan 1.00 1

VICK’S MAGAZINE .501
McCall’s Magazine 50 |

Green’s Fruit Grower 50 |3 American Poultry Advocate! 1 . .50 J

VICK’S MAGAZINE 50 )

Chicago Inter Ocean (Weekly).. 1.00 >

Ladies’World 50 j

VICK’S MAGAZINE .50)
3 Modern Priscilla (Fancy Work) .50 >
Housekeeper 75

)

VICK’S MAGAZINE .501
Housekeeper 75 f

1.00

1.3S

1.30

1.00

1.25

1.00

VICK’S MAGAZINE $ .50
3 Ladies’ World 50
Green’s Fruit Grower... 50
3 Modern PriscUla (Fancy Work) !s0

VICK’S MAGAZINE 50 )Woman’s Home Companion. .. . 1.25 >
McClure’s Magazine .’ 1.50)
VICK’S MAGAZINE .50)
Green’s Fruit Grower 50 j

VICK’S MAGAZINE .50 )

5 Harper’s Bazar 1.00 J

VICK’S MAGAZINE ”
5 Woman’s Home Companion.
VICK’S MAGAZINE
National Home Journal. .

."

3 Human Life

VICK’S MAGAZINE
2 Green’s Fruit Grower
Farm and Fireside 25Woman’s Magazine !!””! .25

.50

1.00

.50

.50

.50

.50

.50

$1.25

2.20

.75

1.35

1.35

1.00

1.00

VICK’S MAGAZINE $ .50 )5 New York Tri-Weekly World 1.00 >$1.25Farm and Home.. 50)
VICK’S MAGAZINE \0
Cosmopolitan
S Pictorial Review
VICK’S MAGAZINE....". .50'
Goodail’s Farmer... .

-- 1

Woman’s National Daily.
2 People’s Home Journal.
VICK’S MAGAZINE .50 1

3 Woman’s Home Companion.
. 1.00 >Farm and Home 50)

VICK’S MAGAZINE 50 '

3 Cosmopolitan
Modern Priscilla (Fancy Work)
Farm and Home

.501
1 . 00 )-

1.00J

.50 i

.50 I

1.00 r

.35;

2.00

1.35

1.50

.50 I
1.00 I

.50 f
• 50 ;

VICK’SMAGAZINE 50 1

3 Ladies’ World 50 (.

4 Woman’s National Daily”!!. l!oO I

1.75

1.25

MAKE YOUR OWN CLUBS TO SUIT YOURSELF
CLASS 1

American Farm World. .$
American Woman
Beautiful Homes
Gentlewoman

!

Good Stories
”

Happy Hours
Hearth and Home
Household Magazine
Metropolitan and Rural
Home

Missouri Valley Farmer. .

People’s PopularM ’nthly .

Poultry Culture
Woman’s Farm Journal .

Woman’s Magazine
Woman’s World

CLASS 2

American Farmer
Farm and Fireside
Good Literature
Goodall’s Farmer .! .

Green’s Fruit Grower
Housewife
National Fruit Grower . . .

People’s Home Journal.. .:

Profitable Poultry
;

Reliable Poultry Journal. .,

Standard (Poultry)
Successful Farming

;

Twentieth Cent’yReview ..

CLASS 3

Amer. Poultry Advocate .1

Amer. Poultry Journal.. .;

Commercial Poultry ;

Farm and Home ”
.;

Farm News ;

Farm Poultry ;

Farm Stock Success ‘

Farmer’s Voice ;

Food and Drink J

Human Life.
Journal of Agriculture!!.”
Kimball’s Dairy Farmer.
Ladies’ World
McCall’s Magazine
Modern Priscilla (Fancy
Work)

Mother’s Magazine !!

National Home Journal.
Pet Stock Magazine
Poultry Herald
Poultry Keeper
Poultry Success !

Prairie Farmer
Sabbath Reading
Southern Planter
Spare Moments
Up-to-Date Farming ....

CLASS 4

American Boy $1.00
Blooded Stock 1.00
Chicago Inter Ocean.
(weekly) 1.00

Cincinnati Enquirer 1.00
Home Magazine 1.00
Naturopath 1.00
Progressive Farmer 1.00
Toledo Blade 1.00
Tribune Farmer 1.00
Woman’s National Dally 1.00
Woman’s Work 1.00

CLASS 5
American Agriculturist.. 1.00
American Magazine 1.00
American Motherhood .. 1.00
Boston Cooking School.. 1.00

VICK’S MAGAZINE
With one Class 1...$ .60; any two. . .$ .70; any three.
„ „ „ 2-.. .65; any two. .. .90; any three.
.. ,1

?••• •"=; any two... 1.00; any three.
„ „ 4... 1.00; any two... 1.50; any three.
u «< «,

any two... 2-00; any three.
.. „ £••• 1-70; any two... 2-70; any three.

1.00; any two. .. 1.50; any three.

VICK’S MAGAZINE
With one Class 5 and one Cla9S 3

.

“ “ “ 4 and one Class 2

.

6 and one Class 5
„ 5 and one Class 4 and one Class V!

4 and one Class 3 and one Class 2 .

,,
7 and one Class 5 .

• >

t
H’° !!

5 and one Class 4

.

((
” 5 and one Class 3

,,

“ 3 and one Class 2 and one Class 1

„ ,
4 and two Class 3

three • 1 and two Class 2 and one Class 3
"

..$ .80

.. 1.10

.. 1.25

.. 2.00
2.65
3.70
2-00

.$1.50
1.10
2-35
200
1.45
1.75
2.50
2-05
1.50
2-10
1.50

BusinessMan’sMagazine 81.00Commoner i.qq
Cosmopolitan j.oo
Gleanings in Bee Culture 1.00
Good Health j QO
Harper’s Bazar ”

i.oo
Health j qq
Hoard’s Dairyman.. 1 on
Little Folks (new) loo
Metropolitan Magazine.. 1.50

Tri-Weekly World. 1.00
N.Y. Witness i.oo
Pathfinder j.oo
Pictorial Review !! l 00
Practical Farmer l!o0
fWe .... i.oo
Success Magazine 1.00
Woman’s Home Com-
panion 1.25

CLASS 6
Appleton’s Magazine 1.50
Breeder’s Gazette 2.00
Broadway Magazine
(Hampton’s) 1.50

Country Gentleman 1.50
Delineator
National Magazine .’ I.50
Overland Monthly 1.50
Pacific Monthly 1.50
Pearson’s Magazine .... 1.50
Rural New Yorker 1.00
Taylor-Trotwood Maga-
zine 1.50

Travel Magazine 1.50
Van Norden’s Magazine 1.50
World To-Day 1.50
Young’s Magazine 1.50

CLASS 7
Farm Journal (5 years).. .75
Home Needlework 75
Housekeeper 75
Indiana Farmer 60
Inland Farmer 75
Michigan Farmer 75

Vick’s Matf.zin# Co., Chicago, 111. Gentlemen-Enclosed find ,

ytar to addresses given.
whl{which send the following publications for one

Name _

Christmas At The Antipodes
( Concluded from page six.)

ber you that day, too, and you have a
nice chromo or teapot or some little

*oken of good will from those whom
you serve or patronize regularly.

But tiie getters of boxes must be
bright and early, for everybody and his
wife are off for somewhere and for all day
on boxing day. A man may very likely
keep sober all the year, and if he does
so on boxing day and Easter Monday,
he is quite sure to be proof aganist the
drink temptation all the rest of the year.
The bright sunny weather invites peo-

ple to the woody glade or to the fern-
tree glen, to the cool beach of the wide
Pacific or Southern Ocean. Steamers
go out with loads of people. Trains
into the country and into the city are
crowded; horse-grounds have their full

share of patronage. People are good-
natured, jolly, and are only bent on
having the “time of their lives.”

But Christmas does not end with box-
ing day; it lasts over New Year’s day
and forms a season when business is

practically closed up and the worries of
•earth are laid to one side. And at the
end of the season the labors of another
year are taken up with a sigh. The av-
erage Australian may get too much
work to suit him or too little to eat,

but he never was known to get too much
play. The religious observance of the
day celebrating the birth of Christ is

followed by a multitude of fun and ca-
pers in the days that follow. The Aus-
tralian is a good fellow, however, and
his sport seldom interferes with the per-
fect enjoyment of any other person. He
not only likes to be happy; he likes to
see his neighbors happy also.

Christmastide coming in the midst of
the summer seems to have many advan-
tages over the frozen reception given it

in our northern latitudes.' The camp
by the seaside, the picnics in the forest,

the excursion on the boat, visits to

parks, and attendance at games and out-

of-door sports, and even visits to friends

and relatives, are more joyous and free

in the genial summer than in the cold

breath of winter.

In Other Countries
By Roma M. Stetson

While nature furnishes sunshine and
flowers and a bright-colored setting

for the Christmas festivities in the
tropical lands, all that heart and hand
can brighten radiates with peace and
joy and good will in the cold, snowy
lands of the North, for the Christmas
spirit finds many ways to gladden the

hearts and the homes all round the

world.

IN SCANDINAVIA.
In Norway and Sweden, as in many

other countries, 'Christmas is really a

season,” for weeks of thought and
preparation and work precede the

actual festivities. The fathers are busy
laying in fish and game, and, what will

seem strange to us, is the custom of

killing a sheep and making it into

sausage. This sausage is the Nor-
wegian’s substitute for our delicious

Christmas turkey.

While the fathers and sons are out

hunting the mothers and big sisters

are busy at home making everything

spic and span, and the little boys are

out gathering evergreens, which they
scatter in festive profusion all over the

house.
J
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With the advent of Christmas eve

all the pent-up excitement and happy

anticipation are relieved, for the fes-

tivities actually begin. All the holi-

day attire is donned and father awaits

the family in the parlor, with his Bible

on his lap, for the reading before the

evening meal is of as much impor-

tance as the Christmas tree or dinner.

After the meal the family trudges

through the snow to church, each with

a little bundle under his arm, which is

to be left with the minister for the

poor, good people. They listen to a

Christmas sermon, and then the chil-

dren race home, believing that the one

|

who reaches there first will be happiest

all the coming year.

Ten o’clock strikes all too soon for

j

the merry boys and girls, for this is

i the hour when they are sent to bed,

i
but happy hearts soon lend them

peaceful slumbers, and they are up

]

bright and early Christmas morning

playing tricks and pranks on the older

j
members of the family.

GERMANY.
To the Germans we are indebted for

our Christmas tree custom. Long,

long ago, there was a belief that the

j

earth was shaped like a tree, and that

heaven was up in its topmost branches,

j

so the Germans conceived the idea of

|

symbolizing the joy and good cheer

that come to the world with Christmas,

by placing candles and bright and gay
j

colored packages on an evergreen tree.

To the German children Santa Claus

is “Ashy Claus,’’ and they take great

pains to make his coming easy. Drums

|

are beaten on Christmas eve and every-

thing the children can think of is done

j

to drive the wolves away, so that Ashy

Claus will not be hindered on his way.

It would be difficult to find a house

in Germany that does not have lighted

candles at the windows on Christmas

eve, for the children believe that the

Christ child and his mother are abroad

at that time, passing by to bless them,

so they keep the candles burning that

! they may not be lost in the snow.

ENGLAND.
I In England Christmas is more com-

monly known as “Yuletide,” the burn-

ing of the yule log furnishing one of

the principal features of the Christmas

eve. festivities.

The children go into the forest to

j search for a log, and, as they drag it

home through the snow, they sing and

dance and have a general merry-mak-

ing. On Christmas eve there is a

family reunion, for the big brother is

home from college and grandma is on

hand, with her budget of Christmas

stories.

f
v Then they all gather around the fire-

place, and the yule log is lighted, with

j: a piece of last year’s log, which has

, been kept in the cellar for good luck.

The Christmas dinner in England is

more elaborate than that in many other

countries, and the board fairly groans

under the good things. There is the

j

real peacock pie, and the boar’s head

bearing a bright green wreath, and the

wonderful plum pudding and mince

|

pies, which the little brother and the

1 big brother have looked forward to

I with equal pleasure and anticipation

STRANGE INVENTION!,.. ENERGIZES
S
WATER.

A GOD-SEND TO MEN, WOMEN, CHILDREN.
50 000 *,reo<!y c”“5",8,re'“,ede-

over new- wonderful discovery
but realized at last.

thusiasm. Everybody surprised, happymm kgouhr life molouhhgwmsyg
Making Agents Rich lifLSJS'W'SS”

j?.
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ITiaiVIll^ one complaint from 2000 customers. M. G. StOflCman, MOflt.
Astounding, but true, no more bathing in water. Bath rooms, bath houses, bathing resorts no longer needed. ALLEN’S

PATENTED BATH APPARATUS does combined work of all and more at one operation. Gives every home Ideal bath and

health advantage*. Automatically energizes and operates with only I gallon of water. Wonderful combination Mechanical

and liquid forces producing at one application four exhilarating, scientific, hygienic baths. .Used in any room, at home or when
traveling—anywhere that water existB. Cost only $5.oo Complete—cost

- Sounds strange, even impossible, yet it is no exper-nothing to operate,
tment—going on daily.

See how Simple, Easy, Convenient: To bathe—place Metallic Non-
Corrosive Fountain on wall or shelf—fill with water—turn screw—that’s
all—thereafter it works automatically. Cleansing, friction, massage
end shower bath all in one, hot or cold, one operation, 5 minutes time.

See It Energize! Your body constantly flushed with clear running water,

pores opened, cleansed, kneaded, invigorated by hundreds of little soft

self-cleansing ‘‘fingers’’ working gently, soothingly, thoroughly, alto-

gether. Only clear, running, energized water touches the body—no lm-
merslon—a delightful, tingling, sparkling spray that refreshes and
Cleanses simultaneously, every vein and muscle jumping with new life.

What a pleasure—could anything be more perfect? No tubs to

Clean, bowls or buckets to fill—no wash rags or sponges to harbor dis-

ease breeding germs—no dirt, odor, splashing ormuss.
No plumbing, pipes, tools, valves—not even a screw
to insert. Move apparatus about at will—child can
do it. Simple, durable, haDdsome, sanitary. Saves
time, expense, labor, space. The Ideal Bath System
for town or country homes, travelers, roomers, camp-
ers. Insures cleanliness without drudgery, inconven-
ience, annoyance. Promotes health, beauty, happi-
ness, sound sleep—prevents colds, LaGrlppe, contagi-

ous and other diseases.

WHAT OTHERS SAY
FAMOUS BATTLB CREEK SANITARIUM writes:

"Bath Apparatus best we have ever seen. Weendorse
It. Send 6 more.” DR. J. W. SKIDMORE, Miss.,

writes: *1 don’t pretend to use my bath tub any more
Wouldn’t take $25 for mine,"

AGENTS GETTING RICH, “5-5
Men and Women—at home or traveling—all or
spare time. Here’s proof: “Sold $2212.00 in 2
weeks. Not one dissatisfied user,” writes Kor-
etad & Mercer, Minn. “$1680.00 in 73 day*,”
sold by 0. D. Rasp, Wis. Canvassed 60 people
—got 55 orders. Sold $320.00 in 16 days,”
writes W. H. Reese. Pa. “Enclosed order for
$115.00 first days work. Best thing I ever
worked,” writes L. H. Langley, N. D. I aver-
aged $164.25 weekly lor 3 months, undoubtedly
best line on market,” writes J. W. Beem, Kans.
“Finest sellers I ever saw, catches the eye.
Don’t want anything better. Sell 8 out of every
10 houses,” writes Wm. Maroney, Okla. “A
man that can’t sell your outfit couldn’t sell

bread in a famine. Send 48 more,” writes J . B.
Cashman, Minn.
Hundreds averaging $50 to $60 weekly. You

can too. Experience unnecessary. New inven-
tion. Millions wanted. Costs nothing to inves-
tigate. CREDIT GIVEN. Write today
lor exclusive agency offer. Credit Plan, stories

of success. ALL FREE.

Your apparatus far superior. Everybody Iike3 It.

MRS. E. B. BUCKNER. Va., writes: “Enclose order for $80.80. Qoods fine.

Greatest convenience and comfort ever Invented. No one would ever give It up. CHAS. DAY , S. D., writes:

“Used apparatus lO minutes after receipt. Feel like a giant, refreshed with new life. S. S. HAVENS,
Utah, writes: “People seem struck dumb when they see this wonderful apparatus. Excels all methods.

C. N. JENNE, 111., writes: “Enclose order for $120.86. Can sell an outfit to every family. All think it the

finest thing out, The talk of the neighborhood. Everybody wants one.” JNO. F. PHAR, Mont., writes:

“Makes a modem house on the farm. Great gift to mankind. REV. J. F. JOHN, 111., writes: After 2 months
use am delighted, As near perfection as anything human can be. Will never be dispensed with.

MRS. A. C. SUTTON, Ky., writes: “Perfectly splendid. So easy to bathe the children. C. R.
MARTIN, Pa., writes: ^Apparatus a marvel. Certainly will create a sensation.” MISS EVA ED-
WARDS, Nev., after ordering 73, writes: “Everybody thinks apparatus finest thing. Sold 15 one

afternoon.” J. STRAHM, Kas., writes- “Enclosed order for $364.50, only 3 days work. No trou-

ble to sell. Appeals to everybody. Every customer pleased.”

V Guaranteed by an old reliable $50,000.00 house. Price complete, ready to use, only $5.00
'and up. Sent to any address. Order now—you’ll be satisfied. Send card anyhow for full descrip-

tion, valuable book, catalogue, testimonials—ALL FREE.

1427 ALLEN BUILDINQ, TOLEDO, OHIO.

&eoticmal view Comb. Portable Abd
Bathroom Outfit*

THE ALLEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

|
ELEGANT COMBINATION TEA ANO DINNER SET GIVEN AWAY

Ladies 1 You can earn this elegant combination Tea and Dinner Set by distributing

under our special easy plan only 20 of our “Fluffy Ruffles” butterfly bows at IS

cents. These bows are the latest style in ladies* neckwear. Made of East India lawn,

daintily hemstitched, embroidered with different colored 6ilks. Shown in all fine

New York stores. Especially smart with shirt waists, but can be worn with nearly

every style of dress. This handsome 33-piece Tea and Dinner Set Is made for us by
one of the largest factories in this country. Every piece is perfect, full sized and
first quality. The 33 pieces are correctly shaped. The design is exceptionally neat
and pleasing. Each piece is decorated under the glaze so that the nne coloring will

not wear off. The decorations are red roses and green leaves. This set being a
combination Tea and Dinner Set, will give you excellent service. We trust you
with our “Fluffy Ruffles” bows. Send no money in advance* Premiums are sent

|

[promptly on receipt of $3. Write at once.

L. M. LOMER,MU raff* 1

A Pair of Nottingham Lace

Curtains Free to Everybody
These curtains are

a fine grade of ma-
terial and beauti-
fully finished. They
are 36 inches wide
and 2% yards long
and will be an elab-
orate decoration for
any window. All
we want you to do
to get these cur-
tainsistodisposeof
for ns on our special
offer eight Lucky
Bug Stick Pins and
brooches at 26 cents
each and return the
money to us and the
curtains are yours.
The Lucky Bug is
the latest craze. It
Is a real, genuine,
Brazilian beetle of a

f
old and green me-
allic color, whioh
will bring luck,

health and prosperity to the wearer. A beautiful story
entitled “The Legend of the Lucky Bng” Is FREE.
A W. FISCHER. Mgr., 41 Dearborn Ave., Dept G 20, Chicago, QL

Dll CC tSOO.OO for nny ca.e we o.n't cure.^ I NO OPERATION. Bend for Pile Book.
Or. L. J. KIERNAN MED. CO., HAVERSTRAW. N. V.

5000 LAMPS TO BE GIVEN AWAY
TWO LAMPS TO EACH PERSON

We are giving away 6000 Lamps. To eaoh woman
we will give a large Parlor Lamp and a small Jap-
anese night lamp. The Parlor Lamp stands 24 Inches
high and has a decorated bowl and shade with beau-
tiful brass trimmings, complete with chimney, wick
and all. It is Burely a beauty, and the other lamp Is

acute little Japanese night lamp nicely decorated.
Both these lamps are Free to you.

OUR SPECIAL OFFER.
We naturally expect you to do something for us

to eet these lamps free, but the work is very easy, In

fact von can do it In an hour. All we want you to

do Is to go among your friends and dispose of 10
sets of our
beautiful lith-
ographed For-
tune Telling
Post Cards on
our big special
offer at 25 cents
each, and both
the lamps are
yours forever
and for good.

The cards are
complete sets of
Horoscopes, writ-
ten by a famous
astrologer.

«. W. FISCHER, Mgr.,

41 Dearborn Arenue,

Deal, A 1 2 , Chicago.

WHY NOT BE A LUCKY BUG?
The Latest Craze.

The Lucky Bug Is a genuine Bug, a real
Brazilian Beetle that comes from the
Jungles along the Amazon river. It is
a beautiful brignt green color with a
hard shell, tinged with gold and was the
emblem of good luck of the Incas, an

ancient tribe of South America. HOME LIFE is the
best monthly magazine for the home. It has the
highest class stories and special departments by
prominent writers each month. Send us 15c for 6
months trial subscription to Home and we will send
you FREE one of these Beautiful Lncky Bugs eet
in a Gold Plated Scarf Pin also a history of the
Beetles entitled the Legend of the Lucky Bug. You
must wear the Bug if you want to Lucky.
HOME I TFE, 41 Dearborn Ave., Dept. B30. Chicago, III.
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The Eclipse of the Thorntons

( Continued from page ten.)

younger every day, while Miss Prince
beamed approval. It seemed as if the
coming of spring had never been so
lovely as in that narrow little yard.
Every little thing counted, and the days
slipped by happily and brought June
and the closing of the school year, the

examinations and the Burns scholar-
ship to Bob, to crown it all. Reginald
Adelbert had won his “double first.”

As Madge came blithely homeward
on tire last day of school, planning
many pleasant things, she was met at

the street corner by Charley, evidently
brimming over with news.

“The Prince has come!” he called

out gleefully, as soon as she came near
enough to hear.

Madge stopped and eyed him wari-
ly. She knew Charley of old. “I
don’t know what you mean,” she said

presently, with some resentment, and
Charley promptly executed a war
dance.

“Why, the Prince!” he cried again,

“P-r-i-n-c-e, Prince! You told me
yourself he was coming, in that old

book of yours.”

“The Fairy Prince?” cried Madge ex-
citedly. “Oh, Charley, who is he?
How do you know?”

Charley was enjoying himself im-
mensely. “Pie ain’t a fairy,” he said

chuckling. “He’s a professor. Pro-
fess-or Prince. He’s Miss Prince’s

brother. Aha, Miss, caught you that
time, didn’t I?”

Madge threw up her head with fine

scorn. You think you’re very smart,
I suppose,” she said, disdainfully, “but
you’re not. You’re only horrid!” and
she walked on with much dignity, while
Charley followed, mocking her stately
air. But presently curiosity triumphed
over Madge’s wrath.

“What’s he here for?” demanded she,
turning about and fixing Charley with
a stern eye, while he looked as inno-
cent as a lamb.

“Studying up something at the Sloane
Library for a book he’s writing—Bob’s
going to help him.” Charley tossed his
cap into the air and caught it cleverly.

“And Miss Prince has put off going
to the mountains till he gets through.

’cause she wants to see him all sht

can. She asked Nan couldn’t he have
his meals at our house, so she’d have
a good chance; and Nan said, yes, he
could.”

Madge stopped short again. “WeH
I do think that’s too bad!” she said,

hotly. Just as we were going to have
such a good time all by ourselves!

Why can’t he stay at a hotel?”

“Well, he could; he is going to sleep
there. But Nan wanted to oblige Miss
Prince—she’s been a pretty good sort
all winter. And, besides,” he added
shrewdly, “the lady-professors will all

be off now with their stockings and
things, and p’raps Nan thought ’twould
help out.”

(To be continued.)
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lutcly free. Not merely your choice of one, remember, but all three e.f the...
S°,

for a few moments ofyour time. You can t afford to overtook th£?££C xT-
J
.kopportunity of a lifetime to get just wbatyou have alwlys wantedyou one cent. Read this grand offer right now. WRITEME ABOUT IT AT ONCE.
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FREE
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don’t^miss this chance of
a lifetime to get

* 4-ji,
the

,
biggest and

finest doll you ever owned. This is a great
big doll with expensive Bisque head, face and
features just as natural nslifcj with pearly teeth
rosy lips, sparkling blue eyes, pink and white
complexion, beautiful hair that looks like real.
This big, magnificent doll is nearly two
feet high, has jointed body, so that dolly can sit
up or lie down, just as you want her to do. She
is stylishly dressed in a genuine satin dress
with lace trimming, has complete set of under-
wear, open work stockings, patent leather shoes
and big Floradora hat. You can dress and un-
dress dolly; and she also opens and closes her
eyes, just like a real baby. You will be proud
toown this doll andshow it among your friends—itisthedearestandsweetestdollyou could ima-
gine. When you see her you will be aston-
ished to think you could have such a fine, beau-
tiful doll as this sill for your very own.

Doll's Furniture Set FREE

^ j vw u«

IWant to Give ejerygirl reader Dnll'« Pbin, _ G . ___ _— ~ of
.
this paper one of

uou s ^nin® Tea Set FREE
away . ’’iJy object*^ to’ath'wtise^i^'buskie^and^l*I wk aT^ant t0 a° ^8^*
that will take but a few moments of your time.

a k m return is a little simple effort on your part,
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°f 2 arm chairs. 2 plain chairs, and onefquare table. The t^ble and chaVrf^lT
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St as
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shown ln illustration, consisting

setsof doll’s furniture ever offered. AND IN ADDITION to thl«
“atchand make one of the handsomest little

I am also going to give the Doll China Set of 2 7 Pieces *
?onsist ^if

“ r“ 11
V?
re ' and to make everything complete,

sugar bowl and cream pitcher. It is beautifully decorated t like the
P?' 6 ®?ucers

’ .
6 P^tes, 6 teaspoons, teapot,— * you can give a real tea partv w? expensive china costing many dollaVT I also |ive

uvoi^uuucaiupucner. it is Deautitully decorated iust iik-p the e-ZZr- , ? piaies, o teaspoons, teapot,
six teaspoons, so that you can givea real tea partv With this furniture

expensive china costing many dollars. I also give
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120 Clinton St., Depi. 103, CHICAGO



A Fighting Chance, Satan Sanderson, House of a Thousand Candies, Lav

ender and Old Lace, Emmy Lou, David harum, A Long Road,

POPULAR COPYRIGHT

are among the

titles in the list of

FICTION sold by us at 45 Cents
The list includes many of the most popular and best selling titles among recent fiction as well as some standards of earlier

issue. All of these titles were formerly sold at $1.50 per volume. Our price is reduced to 45 cents per volume. Send

for our complete catalogue listing these books together with 5,000 other books at proportionately low prices. If ordered sent

by mail or express prepaid add 12 cents per volume.

.thread With file Jimmies—Lillian Bell.

Adventures of Captain Kettle—J. C. Ilyne.

Adventures of Francois—S. Weir Mitchell.

Adventures of Gerard—A. Conan Doyle.
Adventures of Sherlock Holmes—Doyle.
Adventuress, The—Coralie Stanton.
Affair at the Inn, The—Kate D. Wiggin.
Alice of Old Vincennes—M. Thompson.
Apache Princess. An—Capt. Charles King.
Archbishop and the Lady, The—Mrs. S. Crown-

inshield.
Aristocrats, The—Gertrude Atherton
Arnclitl: Puzzle, The—Gordon Holmes.
Around the World with Josiah Allen’s Wife

—

Marietta Holley.
Arthur Bonnicastle—J. G. Holland.
Ashes of Empire—Robert W. Chambers.
At the Mercy of Tiberius—Augusta Wilson.
Audrey—Mary Johnston.
I’.abs the Impossible—Sarah Grand.
Banker and the Bear, The— IT. K. Webster.
Barabbas—Marie Corelli.
Battle Ground, The—Ellen Glasgow.
Battle of the Strong, The—Gilbert Parker.
Belle of Bowling Green, The—Amelia E. Barr.
Ben Blair—Will Lillibridge.
Boss of Little Arcady, The—FI. L. Wilson.
Beverly of Graustark—G. B. McCutcheon.
Black Douglas, The—S. R. Crockett.
Black Wolf’s Breed, The—Harris Dickson.
Blazed Trail, The—Stewart Edward -White,
lllennerhasset—Chas. F. Pidgin.
Boss, The—Alfred Henry Lewis.
Bred in the Bone—Thos. Nelson Page.
Brewster’s Millions—Geo. B. McCutcheon.
By Right of Sword—A. W. Marchmont.
By Snare of Love—Arthur W. Marchmont.
By Wit of Woman—A. W. Marchmont.
Caleb West—F. Hopkinson Smith.
Californians, The—Gertrude Atherton.
Cape Cod F'olks—Sally P. McL. Greene.
Cap’n Eri—Joseph C. Lincoln.
Captain of the Grayhorse Troop—Hamlin Gar-

land.
Captain of the Janizaries, The—Ludlow.
Captain of the Kansas, The—Louis Tracy.
Captain Ralph—John Esten Cooke.
Cardigan—Robert W. Chambers.
Castaway, The—Hallie Erminie Rives.
Casting Away of Mrs. Lee„s and Mrs. Aleshine

—Frank R. Stockton.
Castle Craneycrow—Geo. B. McCutcheon.
Cavaliers, The—Geo. W. Cable.
Christian, The—Hall Caine.
Circuit Rider, The—Stewart E. White.
Clansman, The—Thos. Dixon, Jr.
Colonel Carter of Cartersville—F. Hopkinson

Smith.
Colonel of the Red Huzzars, The—Scott.
Colonel’s Daughter, The—John S. Winter.
Colonial Free Lance, A—C. G. Hotchkiss.
Comrades in Arms—Gen. Charles King.
Conqueror, The—Gertrude Atherton.
Conquest of Canaan, The—B. Tarkington.
Courier of Fortune, A—A. W. Marchmont.
Crisis, The—Winston Churchill.
Dash for a Throne, A—A. W. Marchmont.
Daughter of a Magnate, The—Spearman.
Daughter of the Sioux, A—Capt. King.
Daviu Balfour—Robert Louis Stevenson.
Day’s Work, The—Rudyard Kipling.
Delightful Dood—E. Flower.
Deliverance, The—Ellen Glasgow.
Deluge, The—David Graham Phillips.

Doc Horne—George Ade.
Doctor Luke of the Labrador—N. Duncan.
Don Orsino—F. Marion Crawford.
Doom Castle—Neal Monroe.
1 lorothy South—George Cary Eggleston.
Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall—Major.
D’ri and I—Irving Bacheller.
Eben Holden—Irving ^acheller.
Eleanor Lee—Margaret Sangster.
Emmy Lou—Helen R. Martin.
Eternal City, The—Hall Caine.
Exploits of Brigadier Gerard—A. C. Doyle.
Fair God, The—Lew Wallace.
Fat of the Land, The—J. W. Streeter.

Fighting Chance, The—R. W. Chambers.
Filigree Ball, The—Anna Katherine Green.
Fool Errant, The—Maurice Hewlett.
Fortunes of a Free Lance—A. G. Lawrence.
For a Maiden Brave—C. C. Hotchkiss.
Forest Hearth, A—Charles Major. *

Fugitive Blacksmith, The—C. D. Stewart.
Garden of Lies, The—Justus Miles Forman.
Garden of Allah, The—Robert Hichens.

"

Garden of a Commuter’s Wife, The—Mabel Os-
good Wright.

Gentleman from Indiana. The—Tarkington.
Girl of the Deal. The—Karl E. Harriman.
Girl at the Half Way House, The—Emerson

Hough.
Graustark—George Barr McCutcheon.
Great Love, A—Clara L. Burnham.
Great Mogul, The—Louis Tracy,
Green Diamond, The—A Morrison.
Grey Cloak, The—Harold MacGrath.

Grip of Honor, The—Cyrus T. Brady.

Guy Fawkes—W. Harrison Ainsworth.
Half a Rogue—Harold MacGrath.
Hearts Courageous—Hallie Erminie Rives.

Hearts and Masks—Harold MacGrath.
Heart of Rome, The—F. Marion Crawford.

Helmet of Navarre, The—Bertha Runkle.
Helpers, The—Francis Lynde.
Her Mountain Lover—Hamlin Garland.
Flonorable Peter Sterling, The—P. L. Ford.
Hope Loring—Lillian Bell.

Hoosier Schoolmaster, The—E. Eggleston.
Flouse by the Lock, The—C. N. \\ illiamson.

House of a Thousand Candles, The—Meredith
Nicholson.

House With the Green Shutters, The—G. Doug-

House of Mirth, The—Edith Wharton.
Hurricane Island—H. B. Marriott-Watson.
In Connection with the DeWilloughby Claim—

Frances Hodgson Burnett.
Indifference of Juliet, The—Richmond.
Infelice—Augusta Evans Wilson.
In the Palace of the King—Crawford.
In the Days of St. Clair—James B. Naylor.
In White and Black—W. W, Pinson.
Janice Meredith— Paul Leicester Ford.
Joneses and the Asterisks, The—Campbell.
Katrina—Roy Rolfe Gilson.
Kentuckian, The—James Ball Naylor.
Kidnapped Millionaires, The—Frederick Upham

Adams.
Lady Betty Across the Water—C. N. and A. M.

Williamson.
Lady Paramount, The—Henry Harland.
Lady Rose’s Daughter—Mrs. H. Ward.
Lady of Quality, A—Frances H. Burnett.

Lane That Had No Turning, The—Parker.

La?t Hope, The—Henry Seton Merriman.
Lavender and Old Lace—Myrtle Reed.
Lawrence (havering—A. E. W. Mason.
Lazzarre—Mary Hartwell Catherwood.
Leopard’s Spots, The—Thos. Dixon Jr.

Levenworth Case, The—Anna K. Green.
Lightning Conductor, The—Williamson.
Lilac Sunbor.net, The—S. R. Crockett.

Lin McLean—Owen Wister.
Lion and the Mouse, The—Klein and Horn-

blower.
Little Citizens—Myra Kelly.

Little Traitor to the South, A—C. T. Brady.
Little Minister, The—J. M. Barrie.

Looking Backward—Edward Bellamy.
Long Night, The—S. J. Weyman.
Lords of the North—A. C. Laut.

Love or Crown—A. W. Marchmont.
Luck of Roaring Camp, The—Bret Harte.
Lucy Harding—Mary J. Holmes.
Magic Forest, The—Stewart Edward White.
Maid at Arms, The—Robt. W. Chambers.
Main Chance, The—Meredith Nicholson.
Man from Red Keg, The—Thwing.
Man on the Box, The—Harold MacGrath
Man Who Dared, The—John P. Ritter.

Man’s Woman, A—Frank Norris.

Mantle of Elijah. The—Israel Zangwill.

Many Cargoes—W. W. Jacobs.
Manxman, The—Hall Caine.
Marathon Mystery, The—B. E. Stevenson.
Marjie of the Lower Ranch—Frances Parker.
Master of Warlock, The—G. C. Eggleston.
Masquerader, The—Katherine C. Thurston.
Max Fargus—Owen Johnson.
Mayor’s Wife, The—Anna K. Green.
McAllister and His Double—Arthur Train.

Meadow Grass—Alice Brown
Memoirs of an American Citizen—Robt. Herrick.
Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes—Doyle.
Merivale Banks, The—Mary J. Holmes.
Misdemeanors of Nancy, The—Hoyt.
Millionaire Baby, The—Anna K. Green.
Millions of Mischief—Headon Hill.

Missourian, The—Eugene P. Lyle, Jr.

Miser Hoadley’s Secret—A. W. Marchmont.
Mistress of Bonaventure, The—T. Bindloss.
Miss Petticoats—Dwight Tilton.

Mississippi Bubble—Emerson Hough.
Monsieur Beaucaire—Booth Tarkington.
Mr. Isaacs—F. Marion Crawford.
My Strangest Case—G. Boothby.
Mystery of June 13th—Melvin Severy.

Octopus, The—Frank Norris.

Odd Craft—W. W. Jacobs.
Old Gorgon Graham—Geo. H. Lorimer.
Oldfield—Nancy Huston Banks.
Order No. 11—Caroline Abbot Stanley.

Our Lady of the Beeches—B. Von Ilutton.

Pam—Bettina von Hutton.
Partners of the Tide—Joseph C. Lincoln.
Passenger from Calais, The—Griffiths.

Paul: A Herald of the Cross—Kingsley.
People of the Abyss—Jack London,
Phra the Phoenician—Edwin Lester Arnold.
Phroso—Anthony Hope.

.

Pigs in Clover—Frank Danby.
Pillar of Fight , The—Louis Tracy.
Pit, The—Frank Norris.

Plum Tree, The—David Graham Phillips.

Power Lot—S. P. McLean Green.
Port of Missing Men—Meredith Nicholson.
President, The—Alfred Henry Lewis.
Private War, The—Louis Joseph Vance.
Price of Freedom

—

Arthur W. Marchmont.
Pride of Jennico, The—Egerton Castle.

Princess M.aritza—Percy Brebner.
Princess Passes, The—Williamson.
Prisoner of Zenda, The—Anthony Hope.
Prisoners of Hope—Mary Johnston.
Prodigal Son, The—Hall Caine.
Prophet of Berkeley Square, The—Robert.
Puppet Crown, The—Harold MacGrath.
Quest of John Chapman, The—N. D. Plillis.

Queen’s Advocate, The—A. W. Marchmont.
Quickening, The—Francis Lynde.
Quincy Adams Sawyer—Chas. F. Pidgin.

Raffles—E. W. Hornung.
Ralph Marlowe

—

James Ball Naylor.
Reckoning, The—Robt. W. Chambers.
Redemption of David Corson, The—Goss.
Red Fox—Charles G. D. Roberts.
Red Keggers, The—Eugene Thwing.
Red Saunders—David Graham Phillips.

Red Triangle, The—A. Morrison.
Reign of Law, The—James Lane Allen.
Rena’s Experiment—Mary J. Holmes.
Ressurection

—

Leo Tolstoi.

Return of Sherlock Holmes, The

—

Doyle.
Richard Carvel—Winston Churchill.

Richard, Yea-and-Nay—Maurice Hewlett.
Richelieu—G. P. R. James.
Right of Way, The—Gilbert Parker.
Rise of Silas Lapham, The—Howells.
Road Builders, The

—

Samuel Merwin.
Road to Paris, The—R. N. Stevens.
Robberies Company Limited, The—Lloyd.
Rockhaven—C. C. Munn.
Romance Island—Z Gale
Romance of John Bainbridge

—

H George, Jr.

Rosalind at Red Gate—M. Nicholson.
Rose o’ the River—Kate Douglas Wiggin.
Rose of Old St. Louis, The—Mary Dillon.

Rose of the World—A. and E. Castle.

Rudder Grange—Frank Stockton.
Rupert of Hentzau

—

Anthony Hope.
Sage Brush Parson, The—Ward.
Sant’ Ilario—F. Marion Crawford.
Saracinesca—F. Marion Crawford.
Satan Sanderson—Hallie Erminie Rives.
Saul of Tarsus—Elizabeth Miller.

Seats of the Mighty, The—Gilbert Parker.
Sevenoaks—J. G. Holland.
Sign of the' Prophet, The—J. B. Naylor.
Silas Srong—Irving Bacheller.
Silent Places, The

—

Stewart E. White.
Singular Life, A

—

Elizabeth Stuart Phelps.

Sir Henry Morgan, Buccaneer—Brady.
Sir Nigel—A, Conan Doyle.
Sir Richard Calmady—Lucas Marlct.
Singular Miss Smith, The—Kingsley-.

Soldier of Virginia, A—B. E. Stevenson.
Sons and Fathers—Harry S. Edwards.
Southerners, The—Cyrus Townsend Brady.
Spirit of the Border, The—Zane Grey.
Spoilers, The—Rex Beach.
Spoilsmen, The—E. Flower.
Stephen: A Soldier of the Cross—Kingsley.

St. Elmo—Augusta Evans (Wilson;
St. Ives—Robert Louis Stevenson.
Strange Disappearance, A—Anna K. Green.
Storm Center, The—Chas. E. Craddock.
Sunset Trail, The—Alfred Henry Lewis.
Sword of the Old F'rontier—Randall Parish.

Tales of Sherlock Holmes—Conan Doyle.
Tales of the Road—Charles N. Crewdson.
That Lass o’ Lowries—Burnett.
That Mainwaring Affair—A. M. Barbour.
That Printer of Udell’s—Harold B. Wright.
Throwback, The—Alfred Henry Lewis.
Three Daughters of the Confederacy—Brady.
Three Partners—Bret Harte.
Ticcnderoga—G. P. R. James.
Tides of Barnegat—F. „opkinson Smith.

To Have and to Hold—Mary Johnson.
Told by the Death’s Head—Maurus Jokai.

Tom Gron-an—4. Hopkinson Smith.
Tory Lover, A—Sarah Orne Jewett.

Trail of the Sword, The—Gilbert Parker.

Treasure Island—Robt. L. Stevenson.
Two Captains, The—Cyrus T. Brady.
Two Vanrevels, The—-ooth Tarkington.

Uncle Terry—Charles Clark Munn.
Undercurrent, The—Robert Grant,

Under Mad Anthony’s Banner—J. B. Naylor.

Vashti—Augusta Evans Wilson.
Vergilius—Irving Bacheller.

Via Crucis—F. Marion Crawford.
Virginian, The—Owen Wister
Voice of the People, The—Ellen Glasgow.
Wee MacGregor—J. J. Bell.

Westerners, The—Steward Edward White.
Wheels of Chance, The—IT. G. Wells.

Wheel of Life. The—Ellen Glasgow..

When Knighthood Was in Flower—Major.
When You Were a Boy—Edwin Sabin.

Whispering Smith—Frank H. Spearman.
Who Goes There—B. K. Benson.
Wind in the Rose Bush, The—M. E. Wilkins.

Wings of the Morning, The—Louis Tracy.

Wolfville Days—Alfred Henry Lewis.

Woman of the World, A—Ella Wheeler Wilcox
Woman in the Alcove, The—Anna K. Green.

Woman in Grey, A—C. N. Williamson.

Ziska—Marie Corelli.

FINE LINE OF FICTION AT 26 CENTS
A n ovrflllonf corioc By popular and well-known writers, including E. P. Roe, Ian Mac-
All excellent senes

]aren> Elizabeth Stuart Phelps, Amelia E. Barr, Martha Finley, Henry
Seton Merriman, etc. Exceptionally good value at the price we sell them. Bound in cloth,

covers stamped in original and different design. 16.mos,
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412
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424

4-5
426

427

428

429
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431

432

433
434
435
436
437

A Border Shepherdess

—

Barr. 438
A Brave Little Quakeress—E. P. Roe. 439
A Coign of Vantage—John Seymour Wood. 440
A Colony of Girls*

—

Kate L. Willard. 441
A Daughter of Fife—Amelia E. Barr. 442
A Day of Fate—E. P. Roe. 443
A Doctor of the Old School—Ian Maclaren. 444
A Knight of the XIX Century—Roe. 445
A Little Girl in Old Detroit*

—

A. Douglas. 446
A Little Girl in Old New York*—A. Douglas. 447
An Old Fashioned Boy*—Martha Finley. 448
An Original Belle—E. P. Roe. 449
An Unexpected Result—E. P. Roe. 450
Ashes of Roses—Louise Knight Wheatley. 451
Aurora Leigh—Mrs. Browning.
A Young Girl’s Wooing—E. P. Roe. 432
Barriers Burned Away—E. P. Roe. 453
Beside the Bonnie Brier Bush—Ian Mac-

laren. 4S4
Between Two Loves—Amelia E. Barr. 455
Children of the Sea

—

Joseph Conrad. 456
Christie Johnstone—Charles Reade. 457
Elsie - insmore*—Martha Finley. 458
Far Above Rubies—George Macdonald. 459
Found Yet Lost—E. P. Roe. 460
From Jest to Earnest—E. P. Roe. 461
Gypsy Breynton*

—

Elizabeth Stuart Phelps. 462 The Silver Cross—S. R. Kreightley.

Gypsv’s Cousin Joy*—Elizabeth S. Phelps. 463 The Squire of Sandalside—Barr.

Gyosy’s Sowing and Reaping—E. S. Phelps. 464 The Stories of Three Burglars—Frank
Gypsy’s Year at the Golden Crescent*—Eliza- Stockton.
. beth Stuart Phelps. 465 The Tory Maid—H. B. Stimpson.

ITe Fell in Love with His Wife-—E. P. Roe. 466 The Two Captains—t\ . Clark Russell.

Martha and,, Elsie*—Martha Finley.

Mildred at Home*—Martha Finley.

Mildred Keith*—Martha Finley.

Miss Lou—E. P. Roe.
Opening a Chestnut Burr—-E. P. Roe.
Our

.
Fred*—Martha Finley.

Peg Woffington—Charles Reade.
Prisoner and Captives—Henry S. Merriman.
Rabbi Saunderson—Ian Maclaren.
Remember the Alamo—Barr.
Rose of a Hundred Leaves—Amelia E. Barr
She Loved a Sailor—Amelia E. Barr.

Sherburne House*—Amanda Douglas.

Ships That Pass in the Night—Beatrice
Harraden.

The Bow of Orange Ribbon—Barr.

The Great K & A. Train Robbery—Paul L
Ford.

The Great VV’ar Syndicate—F. R. Stockton
The Hornet’s Nest—E. P. Roe.
The Little Hugenot—Max Pemberton.
The Love of Landry—Paul L. Dunbar.
The Maid of Maiden Lane—Barr.

The Pavilion on the Links—R. L. Stevenson.
The Phantom Future—Henry' S. Merriman.
The Rose of Love—Angelina Teal.

R.

Hilda Stratfford— Beatrice Harraden.
His Sombre Rivals—E. P. Roe.
I, Thou and the Other One—Barr.

Jan Vender’s Wife

—

Amelia E. Barr.

Light Freights-—W. W. Jacobs.
Love for an Hour is Love Forever—Barr.

Love the Harvester—Max Pemberton.
Master of His Fate—Amelia E. Barr.

467 Valiant Runaways*—Gertrude Atherton.

468 What Can She Do—E. P. Roe.

469 What Might Have Been Expected*—Frank
R. Stockton.

470 Witch Winnie*—Elizabeth W. Champney.
471 Witch Winnie in Vienna*—E. W. Champney.
472 Young Mistley—Henry Seton Merriman.
In orderingfrom this list, use lhe numbers attached.

OUR PRICE PER VOLUME, 26 Cents. If ordered sent by mail or exp. prepaid, add 6c per copy.

SEND FOR COMPLETE CATALOGUE LISTING OVER 5,0 0 0 BOOKS
We make a specialty of supplying Libraries, and thus necessarily carry a large assortment and purchase in large quantities for this purpose. We give our cus-

.
tomers the benefit of the very low prices thus secured, whether they buy one or one hundred copies. You can save money by buying your books from us.

F. A. OWEN PUBLISHING COMPANY, DANSVILLE, N. Y.



ARE YOU UP TO DATE?
Are you up to date ? Well—Jet us see
What time have you?
How many of our readers will have to

hesitate! “I have no watch,”—or—“my
Watch has stopped.” Or, perhaps your
Watch is running fast or slow. Nine
chances in ten you cannot tell the cor
feet time.
You know, I believe there is nothing

that indicates more in any man or an '

lady an air of being somebody, of being
up to date, of enjoying prosperity—than
to carry a really first-class, fine-looking
watch. °

\ou can afford to save on many or-
dinary luxuries in order to possess such
a time-piece. That is why the editor of
this paper is particularly glad to call
your attention to the great watch ofTer
on this page—an offer that I personally
recommend.

Vou May Buy on Time
For although it costs more than the

ordinary “cheap” watches, it is sold on
a direct offer at the positive rock-bottom
price, and in addition those who prefer
to buy on time can get easy payments!
at $2.50 a month and yet at the rock-
bottom price.

Such is the offer made direct to the
public by the large and fearless concern,
the Burlington Watch Company.
And this has been made necessary on

account of the way manufacturers and
dealers in this watch trade hang to-
gether in boosting other goods.

If you are posted on watches you have
undoubtedly heard heretofore of the fac-
tory producing Burlington watches; and
now you have the opportunity to own
this absolutely superior time-piece,
thanks to the special direct offer.
What if the watch does cost a little

more than the “cheap,” inferior watches
—you can get it for $2.50 a month at
the very rock-bottom price, and with the
Burlington direct guarantee. It is the
most economical watch in the long run.

Beautiful Watch Pleases All
Yes, I am enthusiastic about' this Bur-

lington Special no-trust watch, for I
heard of this latest superb product of
the Burlington Company a short time
ago, even before it was ready for sale.
As soon as the watches were ‘put on sale
I bought one and showed it to mv
friends.

J

You ought to have heard how they
were pleased and surprised. Pleased
when I showed them the case, the double-
sunk dial, the delicately fine movements
and other features of the very, very
finest watches.
Surprised when I told them the price—a direct to the consumer no-trust

price—on this superb Burlington Special
watch.

,

Well, after I had bought my watch a
lady neighbor of ours bought one also

—

the ladies’ Burlington watch—and surely
if you had seen it—well, I know you
would not think of buying any other
kind of watch for your wife, daughter
or lady friend.

Better Not Miss This Chance
Now, do not miss an opportunity like

this. Just consider what a fine thing
it is for a man—a young man or an
older man—to own the superb and latest
product of the honest, reliable Burling-
ton factory—the greatest factory the
world has ever known, not in quantity
of product but in quality. No matter
whether you are employed oh a salary
or are in business for yourself, or are
running a farm, you ought to have this
watch.
The Burlington watch book, which you

can get free, quotes surprising rock bot-
tom prices on all Burlington Special
watches—one-half and less than one-half
the price ordinarily charged for first-
class watches.
And if you do not want to pay cash

in full you can pay $2.50 per month—
$2.50 a month for only part of a year
and then the payments cease, but your
fine Burlington Special watch goes on,
year after year, faithfully ticking off
the seconds ?«d accurately recording the
time from decade to decade.
The Editor advises you once more not

to overlook this offer. Sign the coupon
now and get a free book of watch facts
and prices on the superb Burlington
Special watcK Better attend to this at

I

I

I

I

I
I

I

Fighting the Trust
,e“RU

mI?Mi:
D
N?“L0c*sAENTEE 10 80™

,CLASS OUST CAP v
DOUBLE SUNK OlAt

TESTED MOVEMENT'

ANTIQUE BOW OE
SOLID COLD

MICROMETER PECULATOR
"ITH SPECIAL ADJUSTOR
HAND HAMMERED IMPORTED

MAIN SPRING
TONGSTON STEEL'PINIONS W/
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r° 5T*"°«n» pqjitiqn

Get the Benefit
Of the most remarkable offer
ever made on a high-grade watch.

Write At Onoe for Our Free Book on
Watches. This free book will tell you not
only about the trust, but especially about
the remarkable offer on the Burlington.

Get Posted on watches—on the fine points of
superior quality in watches—(on the secret trust
price and the No-trust prices)—get posted before
you buy awatch. Get our bookletand copyof our

1.000= Challenge
to the Waltham and the Elgin

Started! TheWaltham Watch Com-
f?

r'y Published a challenge to all foreign factories to put 50 for-* W «'(?n watches against 50 Waltham watches in a competitive testAMfM of time keeping, the whole 100 watches to become the propertydWm mjrmmAM

M

of the winner. For copy of this challenge get our free booklet.

D,d
.

t
f
,e Waltham Company carefully confine itschallenge to foreign competitors? Of course the Waltham canafford to challenge Swiss watches, for American-made watches

>y better—but woiild the Waltham dare to face a testwith the Burlington ? Or would the Elgin dare ?

We Challenge the Waltham (also Elgin)

^POsiied inthe Colonial T. & S. Bank of Chicago
$1,000.00 in cash to be forfeited to the winner. We absolutely

11 backony Burlington against any Waltham (orBlgin) ofthe same size and grade : and we make this challenge
respective of price. BO MATTER WHAT PRICE theJljjUham or Elgincharge. The loser in this contest is tofor-

buys the Burlington Special—(acknowledged the
finest and best made watch in the world)—and at
the Rock-Bottom, NO TRUST, direct price.
Send coupon below and £et full explanation (free) of

the most remarkable offer ever made on any watch.

wge™m"XKv™°f
WnS

P^P^d fyour c hoiceof
'lady^s

offe. aitei seeing and thoroughly inspecting the watch.
^

Sign the coupon and get the FREE Burlington catalog.

Mr. C. B. Hull one of the editors
of the Vick’s Magazine has one of
the Burlington Special Watches, and I

want to assure you that it is an absolute-
ly magnificent timepiece. Indeed, this

is a rare opportunity to get the superbly
beautiful Burlington at a rock-bottom
direct offer. , I should like to see my
readers posted on the inside facts of the
watch business

;
so better write for the

free Burlington watch book.

WE CALL THE BIG FACTORIES A TRUST BECAUSE (with
the prices on over twenty similar movements EXACTLY
IDENTICAL) THEY HAVE A MUTUAL ARRANGEMENT OENOTICE ON CHANCE OE PRICES.

Do Not Miss this opportunity to get the bestwatch made anywhere in the world—not the bie-
er, but acknowledged among experts as

the best—the genuine BURLINGTON watch—soldby our no-trust plan—on a rock-bottom offer—
at no -trust price

—

one price, direct to the public
(and, if desired, on terms of §2.50 a month).

SO WRfTE" FOR THE FREEW WW mm M B c, WATCH BOOK
BE SURE to write for this booklet telling all
about this challenge, and pointing out the super-
ior quality of the Burlington (at its one direct
price), and giving you other facts of importance
about watches, especially trust watches.

FA<V ,n * 1,ls booklet with reports from the Congressional Recordsepeeclies m^ongress. aud briefs now before the Department of Justice inV ashington, will quickly convince you that the American people are liivinVhlnprices for some of the best known makes of watches.
P P psng *w0

IW/S BOOKLET will quickly convince you, too that vou dowant a no-trust watch—made in a smaller
you

,r°
independent factory that is Sghtingthe trust as he^Mt^n tie

17
'

the

better qualityand superior wo,kmi,nrhi,™hrou^out- the tJioTwulconvince yon that the Burlington watch on which „
e D<?°. Y111

price (the same rock-bottom price everywhere) is THE watch tvTlht'iv!?"™
nat.ngbuyor; tliatitis THE watch for the man orwoman who wants, not the largest selling brand

'V ‘ ,"'\c
r,
er -Vb°<1 -'- has. but the best watch, thewatch bought by experts. THE watch that is

absolutely perfect in its many points of
superiority—the Burlington watch. Send
letter or postal or sign coupon today—just
your name and address—and the free Bur-

lington book will be sent at once.

CUT OR TEAR OUT ALONG DOTTED LINE
BURLINGTON WATCH CO.

Dept. 2409 Millard Station, CHICAGO

BURIINGTON WATCH CO., Dept, 2409 Millard Station, CHICAGO

boJUZZSH“e
,'
V,,hoU

i
“bli^a«?” “<3 prepaid your freeon watches and copy of your $1,000.00 challenge to theV altham or Elgin with full explanations of your cash or $2.50

a month offer on the Burlington Watch.
Here is the coupon
good for our won*

Name I derful FREE book

|
on watches. Sign

- and send it.

Address

NO LETTER NECESSARY. COUPON WILL DO. |
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MostWonderful Offer Ever Published

.

Save 3® to 50 Per Cent on Your PurchasesT
The Chicago House Wrecking Co.’s Grand 1909 Sale of Merchandise!
From Sheriffs Sales! From Receiver’s Sales! From Manufacturers’ Sales!

America’s Real Bargain Center!
|

Lumber & Building Material

i

100,000,000 feet of Lumber for sale. THINK OF IT. The Chicago
Wrecking Co. offers you an opportunity to buy Lumber andBuilding Material today at prices at least 50 per cent below what

J you could purchase it for a year ago. We can do it because we buy
I in such enormous quantities direct from the saw mill that we are
able to control their output; we are also continually buying at Forced
bales. I he Lumberwe re offering consists of the very highest grades
manufactured. Nothing WRECKED” about it but the priced It is
clean stock and as good or better than your local dealer sells. Wehave Lumber of every kind. Lumber for your house or your barn
your church, meeting house or building of any kind.

Nerer again will Lumber be offered at the low price we are sell*
ing it for today. This is not an idle statement. It is made after themost careful thought. Every year the supply is diminishing and themanufacturers must get more money for it, but we say to you that if

I

you are ready to buy now, you can save from 30 to 60 per cent

Hardware Bargains!
. Steel Shovels 30c, Steel Hammers
25c, Handled Axes 50c, Steel Hatch-
ets 30c, Electric Door Bells 60c, Hot
Lunch Dinner Pails 20c, Meat Cut-
ters 75c. These are but samples of
our ability. We have everything
complete in the hardware line. Door

|

Locks and Knobs, Builders’ Hard-
ware in general—a new

.clean stock of hard-
I ware at wreck prices.

That s what thousands of people know us as.
And there's merit to it. We buy our goods at
Sheriffs Sales, Receivers’ Sales and Manu-
facturers Sales, and in fact from every source
that gives us a chance to be below the market.We don’t buy trashy goods. Our stock consists
of millions of dollars worth of high-grade
manufactured articles which we can sell at
prices 30 to 60 per cent less than any other
merchant in the world and the goods will be
right" in every way. Our enormous business

and the wonderful institution we conduct gives
us an advantage over the ordinary merchant.

Furniture, Household Goods/
?„
U
rf..

WOn
^
erful

-

Furni ‘ur° Catalog containing hundred, of pages of
? nuine bargains with beautiful illustrations in natural color effects

br'and n °F
ap!>licati°n- bargains representing h gh Jrad£Furniture, Carpets. Rugs, Linoleum. Stoves! OfficfFiS

IdnH t nH ^Tk
era Supplies. Bargains from Forced Sales of everykind, and nothing of the shoddy nature about the goods, either. N«rt

but thelrt of
WOU

^ f
buyfrm ‘

L
he of merchandise houT£

for^citv^
kulh * for keeps.” Manufactured

I Rope of All Kinds
Ws supply a good grade of

overhauled selected manila
rope in sizes from %ln. up at

J the rate of 8c per lb. Also
I new manila rope at less than
I market prices. Wire rope of
six strands, 19 wires to the

I strand, %
I In. In di-

I
ameter.

I Price, per
foot 334c.

I Let’s send
you a list.

BEADED CEILING, $1.85 PER SQ.
Brand new high grade, light weight bead-

ed ceiling at $1.85 a square. It ia in sheets
24 in. wide and 6 or 8 ft. long. It makes anIdeal ceiling for stores, kitchens, restaurants,

S
etc*Can also be need for siding purposes. Always neatand attractive, economical and lasting. We send itready to put on. Requires no tools but a hatcbetora hammer. At this price we prepay the freight In

full to all points east of Colorado except Oklahomaor Texas. Prices to these and other points on ap-
plication. This freight prepaid proposition applies
only to this advertisement and has nothing to withany other of our offers.

STEEL ROOFING, $1.60 PER SQUARE
That s our price on our new high grade, eemi-

orb t^

e
*
n
i

e
«

^

e
•,

S*"®0 is °ur price formrst, #1.85 for corrugated or V crimped. This roofing
is light weight. It comes In sheets 22 In.

* — * -

wide by 0 or 8 ft. In length. It Is strictly
brand new class. At this price we lire-
pay the freight in full to all points eastof Colorado except Oklahoma or Texas.
Prices to these and other points on ap-
plication. This freight prepaid propo-
sition applies only to this roofing ad-
vertisement and has nothing to do withany other offer. Write today.

' CONDUCTOR PIPE, 3^ c PER FOOT
Brand new,
clean, fresh,
high-grade

I

—~—7 : . galvanized
conductor pipe and eave trough. Direct from our
factory. As good as is manufactured and price lower
than elsewhere. We can furnish all roofing and
general supplies. Conductor pipe in 10-foot lengths
price per length 2 In. 80c; 3 in. 88e; 4 in. 50e. Slip
joint eave trough 10 ft. lengths,S^ in., per length 80e:
4 in. 83c; 5 In. 40c. Eave trough corners, 3*4 in lGe!

j
Galvanized slip ends, 14 in., each 17c. Eave trough
hangers, Sy3 In. 9c. Elbows, 2 in. lie; 3 in. 13c. Gal-

|
vanlzed roof gutters,10 ft.lengths,14 In. girt,length 75o

—7
Here is a Roofing that will outlast any other kind on

the market. It Is made with a thorough coating of non-
corrosive metals consisting of tin, lead and zinc called
spelter and is the best galvanized material known. It
will not rust and does not require any painting after It
is on the roof. It positively does not taint your rain

-
to neve

?
to
j
ur

®!j contraction or expansion.*8.00 is our price for the flat material. Our price forthe corrugated orVcrimped Is »8.86 persquare. Sheets
are ail 6ft. long and 24 in. wide. At this price we prepay

freight in full to sdl points east of Colorado exceptOklahoma or Texas. Prices to these and other points on
application. This proposition appUes only to this offer.

Rubberized Galvo Roofing, $1.25 So.The best ready roofing on the market. Its base is puremineral wool and genuine asphalt. No tar, residium orother injurius matters used in the construction of thisroofing. It is positively guaranteed to give
lasting service. We have it in three grades, 1-
ply at $1.35 per square; 2-piy at $1.40 persquare and 3-ply at $1.?& per square. By asquare we mean 108 sq. ft. or sufficient to lay a
square. Our price includes nails, caps and ce-meut to make the laps. At this price we prepay
the freight In full to your railroad shipping
point to all points east of Colorado except Ok-
lahoma or Texas. Prices to those and other
points on application.

|

BOLTS, 4c PERLB.

QsaagQB
High grade new boltN each

complete with threaded end
and nut. A useful assortment
of mixed bolts, all kinds, put

J up 100 lbs. to a keg. Will pay
I forthemselveslnashorttlme.

j
Price In lots of 100 lbs. $4.00.
A complete stock of Carriage,

J Machine, Plow and other bolts.
I Order now while our stock Is

]
on hand. Don’t wait.

Barbed Wire, $1.80 for 80 Rod Reel
J®’.

reels of this wire for sale. It’s the best gal-vanize *” * erlal on the market. It is made of No.14
barbs 3 in. apart. It has all the strength

of the regular
grades of
barged wire,

. . . „ but Is lighter
and costs less for transportation. Each
ns exactly 80 rods, sothat you know just

: —
,

to buy. It is not sold by the weight. It
is made of high-grade tempered steel wire, with the
proper tensile strength, and built for barbed wire
purposes. You can’t go wrong if you buy It, Eaich reel
.wglgh8_about_6^ price, per reel of 80 rods. $l.so

vanized mat
wire with the

in weight
reel contai
how much

You can live in city comfort
even though your home be on
a farm. From $48.00 up-
wards you can buy a complete
outfit needed to give you these
comforts. With our compre-
hensive instruction book yon
can install the outfit yourself. I

Let’s tell you more about it. I

Our interesting book on water [works systems is tree for the k
asking. Remember it gives |ample fire protection and re-f
duces your rate of insurance.!

BRICK SIDING, $1.85 PER SQ.A practical elding for stores, churches, barns
hotels, basements, etc. it Is made of light weight
semi-hardened steel built exactly for the pursose
!5'n°o,

a
.Vo

k
?.

1

real brlck when on bulldlDg. Sheets

Freight pre’-
paid east of
Colorado
except Ok-
lahoma and
Texas. Price
to these
points on
application.

20-Inch Mesh Galvanized Fencing,
Pap Rflfl IRa 30,000 rods of new gQnare meshCl I1UU Ivv and diamoud mesh fencing for sale.
T I la TVIlf- ii n in In — 1 — : „ nn J r,,. _ _ ..

- auu uiauiuuu UICBU leuciug lor Bale.
it is put up in rolls containing 10,20 and 30 rods to a roll,
its new,clean stock, bought
by us at manufacturer’s sale
and now offered at 80 per
cent lees than regular prices.
Better buy new while our

Gasoline Engines, 2 H.P. $49.75
A strictly high-grade, brand new% fully guaranteed
engine, complete In every respect. Price includes

i electric igniter
, battery lubricator

,
and in fact a corn-

[
pleto outfit ready lor use. Here *^=->

I is an engine simple to operate,
which we sell on 30 days free
trial, so you take no chances.
We give a five-year binding,
guarantee against defective
workmanship or material. 4
H.P. $96.75; 7 H.P.,$177.50:

|
10 H. P. .$385.00.

BATH TUBS,’$6.00
This Is a strictly new guaranteed perfect

sheet steel bath tub strong and durable. Just the
tub to make comfortable the moderate home.We have tubs & ft. at $6.00; 634 I t.a t $y**5. They are finished white enameled inside
rnd light blue enameled on the outside. Legs are
removable saving freight and danger of breakage
In shipping. $14.50 buys
our combination bathroom
outfit consistiug of 5^ foot
Bteel enameled tub with gal-
vouized steel water heater,
burns gasoline. Cast iron
enameled tubs $9.00 up.

GALVANIZED FENCE WIRE, $1.40
PER 100 LBS. ** this price we supply

our new galvanized
wire shorts. They are put up 100 pounds to
the bundle. By shorts we mean
wire that comes In lengths, rang-
ing anywhere from 50 to 200 ft.
It is good for all general pur-
poses. We can supply it in all
guages. Our price on guages 1 1,
12 and 14 $1.50 per 100 lbs. BB
telephone wire 60 lb. colls, No. 12
$3.86 per hundred lbs.; No. 14
$8.10 per 100 lbs. Order today.

stock lasts. We have but a
limited supply for sale and
orders are rolling in. 18 in.,
per rod 15©s 24 in. 18c.

~ r 11

86 in. 86c; 46 in. 40c; 66 in. 49c. Good galvanized steel
2^g_J^GDg1 12^n. wide, 150 lineal ft. to a bale Bale 60c

PAINTS, 30o GAL.
This is our high grade Pre-

mier ready-mixed paints put
up in strong sbstantial cans i

and packages. No bettermixed I

paint on the
market at this

|

price. We can
furnish it in all
colors. Covered
by a binding
guarantee. Barn
paints 80c per
gaL Cold water
paints 8c a lb.

DOORS 40c; WINDOWS 29 CENTS
IBargains of all kinds. Our special!

catalog shows a marvelous aggregation I,

of bargains. You can’t be right untiAb
you have a copy of it. Here are somefi
quotations from our new price maker. ftBam Sash 8<5e; Storm Sash 70c; Stali
Sash 31c; Hot Bed Sash $1.55; Win-
dows 50c; Panel Doors 80c; Glass
Doors $1.75; Window Framee $1. 35-
Door Frames 60c; Base Angles 3 e ;Comer Blocks 3e: Base Blocks 834e;
Inside Trim 60c; Plate Rails 6c; Stair
Newels $1.85; Stair Ralls 7c; Porch
Balusters 5c; Porch Rail 8c.

Step Lad
ders,80c

. The handiest
combination
Step Ladder
ever construct-
ed. 4 ft. 80s, 6
ft. $1.00, 6 ft.

$ 1 . 3 0 , 7 ft.

|
$1.40, 8 ft. $1.60. Order now.

SCALES OF ALL KINDSOur Acme Portable Platform Scales, sealed to U. 8.standard weights,fitted with solid brass beam and sliding
is guaranteed as good as any manufactured.

600-lb. capacity, $7.50 each; 800-lb. capacity, $8.35eacinOur 1 itless Wagon 8cale, capacity 5 tons, $89.00:
r Premier Pit Wagn Scale, capacity 3 tons,

$83.00; Our Premier Pit Wagon Scale,
city 4 tons, $85.00; OurPre-
mler Pit WagouScalecapacity
5 tons, $40.00. We offer 200
Milburn’sComputlngCounter
Scales, nickel plated, $17.50

Iron Pipe, 3c Per Foot

Wrought Iron Pipe with couplings. Thoroughly
overhauled and proctical for further service ; in ran-dom lengths. Prices per foot: K In. So. V in. S
I

8
¥,
0’ ’'€>'>• 4 'As lH In. 5V,;e, aiu. 7Mo, |)/in.

I I a e. 3ln. l.,c, Ain. Vie. Larger sizes In proportion.Our high grade lap welded light weight iron plae,
with new threads and couplings is the best used
pipe material everoffered. Satisfaction guaranteed

KITCHEN SINKS, $1.40
That’s the price of an 18x80 white enameled,

cast Iron, fiat rim kitchen sink. Wehave blue steel
enameled kitchen sinks in one piece, seamless, size 18
x30at?5c. Kitchen sinks with backs from 84.00 up.
White enameled Wash Stands or Lavatories at 84.00
up. A Lowdown Water Closet outfit with a white
enameled tank, latest,
and best closet tank
manufactured. Com-
plete with hardwood
seat and necessary
nickel -plated fittings,
vitreous wash-down
closet bowl, $11.00.

PLASTER BOARD, PER SQ. $2.50
It is used by contractors and * ^
builders in place of lath and
plaster and frequently on the
outside of walls in place of
sheeting. Gives practically an
air tight wall, continuous hol-
low space minus the dreadful
draft cracks incident with ordi-
nary sheeting. Quick plaster
board is a continuous deadner
of sound,non-conductor of heat
and cold, and is non-crackablw.

Hogtroughs, $1.50

Extra strong, made of heavy
H In. boiler steel. Best shaped
tank manufactured; absolute- i

ly indestructible, clean and
sanitary. All metal, well rivit-
ed, stands strong and firm on
the ground. Satisfaction guar-
a nteed. Regular price 82.50 to
So. 00. Our prices $1.50 to
$3.75. Order now, today

FREE CATALOG COUPON
Chicago House Wrecking Co.

Send mo fro© of all charjro your lar:;o illustrated
Catalog. I saw your advertisement in Vick’s Magazine

44
Name «••••,

Town

County State

R F. O p O Box

Shingles, $3.00 Per M
. We are giving a bargain on orders
I sent us within the next thirty days.
I We have 20 carloads of Washington
jfRed Cedar Shingles, extra Star A
Star, thoroughly kiln dried, well

I manufactured and first class in all
1 particulars. Ten carloads of thick
\
butted clear Washington Red CedarJ Shingles at $8.75 per thousand.

No. 2, 4 In. yellow pine matched flooring, $ 15.06 M.

MODERN HEATING PLANTS °urHot
and Steam Heating Plants are
modern and the best manu-
factured. We furnish every-
thing complete including blue
prints and detailed specifica-
tions. Any ordinary mechanic
can install with our simple
and comprehensive instruc-
tions. Send us the floorplans of
your building and full details
concerning its construction
and location. Write for facts.

Water

PUMPS, $1.00 AND UP^ Every pump we sell is guaranteed and every
painpis tested before shipment. Quality con-
sidered, our price Is absolutely lower than any-

1 one else can quote you. We can furnish you
anyihing that you may need in this line. Our

>- *1.00 PitcherSpout Pump with iron cylinder
t is a good all around pump for general use.
Has bearer tops and can be shifted to any

desired position. Fitted for iron pipe, but can
be fitted for lead pipe at an additional cost.

FORGES, $4.75
We offer an iS-inch round I

hearth Forge for usual

I
repairwork

; levermo-
Ftion extra heavy pipe i

• legs. Stands 30
finches high. 8 in.
F ian, at $4.75,
I Other at $6.90
J to $16.75. Ask ,

Vfor special list.— nuuniuuai cost.
|

' j— vior specia

How Answer This ^Advertisenie^ IOw OUR GUARANTEES
Read carefully all we have to say about the

different articles offered for sale. We would
advise you to send us your order at once. We
will ship C.O. D. where a deposit of 25$ in cash
accompanies the order, balance to be paid after
material reaches destination. If, hewever, you
do not wish to order at once, then we suggest
that you tear this advertisement out of the
paper, cross such items on the ad as interests
you most, fill in the coupon to the left and mail
it to us, and we will give you more detailed informa-
tion. If you do not wish to mutilate the page, just write
us where you saw this advertisement and just whatitems Interest you most, and we will send vou free of all

CHICAGO HOUSE

We publish a catalog showing illustrations and full
descriptions of all the various stocks that w e have for^ b sale. It will be mailed free ofcost

to anyoneanswering this advertise-
ment and following the directions
as noted In the paragraph on the
left. You need this catalog. It’s a
book that every wise person must
have in his or her possession. It
tells the story of the wonderful
business of our Company and of
how we have gathered our stocks
together, and it shows you the low
price at which we supply these ar-
ticles to the public. Thousands of
customers throughout this land will
confirm our statement that our busi-
ness is conducted honest and fair.

This Company has a capital stock and sumMs ofover one million dollars. That is evidence of ourfinancial responsibility. Ask any express agent orany banker anyw here to look os up In the Commercial
Agencies, or write to our depository, the great Stock IYards mstitution, the Drovers Deposit National Bank
of Chicago. In writing our Bank be sure to enclose atwo-cent stamped envelope for reply Or, ask thepublisher of tills or any other paper. We guarantee
positively that all merchandise purchased of ua willbe exactly as represented, and that in the event it isfound to the contrary that we will take back suchpurchase at our expense and refund the full purchase
price. Or, we will adjust it to your entire satisfactionWe recognize the virtue of a satisfied customer andwill go far out of our way to satisfy you. We havebeen in business since 1898 and have been eminently
successful because of our square business principles

7
'Decause oi our square business princi]

WRECKING CO., 35th and Iron 'its., CHICAGO
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That’s
Name and Address AI8

OUR 1909 EDITION is the most practical text book
on Strawberry growing ever written. It’s worth
its weight in gold because it teaches the Kellogg

tnethod of growing the world’s record crops of big red
berries. Every detail of the work is illustrated by
photo-engravings. You read it by pictures. They show
you just how to do everything from beginning to end.
Strawberry growers who follow the Kellogg way are
getting more fancy berries from one acre than the other
fellow gets from two. The book makes you acquainted
with some of these top-notch growers; shows pictures
of their strawberry fields and gives their yields- This
Book for your address. We'll trade even.

R. m. keLlogq company, Box 370, Three Rivers, Mich.

The FARMERS’ GARDEN
A Seed Drill and Wheel Hoe is in-

dispensable—not only in a village
garden but on largest farms.
Farmers should grow all manner

of vegetables and “live on the fat of
the land.” Should provide succu-
lentroots for Cattle, Swine, Poultry,
and save high priced feed
stuff. Great labor-s
ing tools of special
value forthehome
as well as the
market gar-
den. Send ^

. To prove that our

.Blizzard
Belt Ever-
(greens will

grow in all parts

ot the country we offer to send

6 Fine Spruces *4 to h ft. tall

free to property owners.Whole-

sale value and mailing expense over

30 cents. To help, send 5 cents or not

as you please. A postal will bring the

trees and our catalog containing many colored

photo plates of our choice Blizzard Belt Fruits. Write

today. The Gardner Nursery Co., Box 35 t Osage, U»

LAWN FENCE
Many designs. Cheap as
wood. 32 page Catalogue
free. Special Prices to
Churches and Cemeteries.

Coiled Spring Fence Co.
Box 430 Winchester. Ind.

S
TAFAST CLASPS

Hooks
& Eyes

FREEStafast clasps act the same as hooks
and eyes. Easier to attach, stay
fast, yet are easy to unclasp with

the hands. No gapg in skirt or waist. Aset of 6
will he sent free for 3c postage, to call your attention to
TOPULAK FASHIONS, the great big 24-32 page
monthly magazine which prints fashion articles, hints to
housewives, short stories and other entertaining read-
ing of interest to home dressmakers and other mem-
bers of the family. POPULAR FASHIONS will be
sent 3 months on trial for only 1 cents. Send *7 cents
for subscription and 3 cents to prepay postage, pack-
ing, etc., lO cents in all. Either offer separately if de-
sired. Satisfaction guaranteed. Address POPULAR
FASHIONS, Dept. 54 Springfield, Mass*

i Sweet toned,
i deep-voiced
i Accord ion.

rnmmmmmmm—m Gives beauti-
ful music for home amuse-
ment, concerts, dances.
Frame very large,ten keys,
full set reeds, two stops,
double bellows, ebonized
case, nickel plated valves
and trimmings. Best value

instrument ever given away. Send for 24 packages Bluino
to sell at 10 cts. each. When sold- return our |2.40
and we send you this Accordion.
Bluine Mfg. Co., 775 Mill St., Gencard Jet., Mem.

Lamont,CorliBs&Co.Agts.78HadNonSt.N.Y.
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WITH THE PUBLISHERS
The American nation seems now to be passing through a veritable conser-

vation revival, as is witnessed by the two great conservation conferences held
in Washington the past year, the appointment of national and state conserva-
tion commissions, and the widespread interest in this important subject among
the people. A most interesting review of this great movement and its rapid

growth is set forth in this number of VICK’S MAGAZINE, which is, without
doubt, the most complete presentation of this subject ever given by any mag-
azine. In addition to the various conservation articles, this number presents

an unusually pleasing variety of high-grade fiction, poetry, floral matter, and
helpful household suggestions. Of special interest will be found “The March
of the White Guard,” by Sir Gilbert Parker; “Clara Morris: A Tribute of

Friendship,” by Grace Adele Pierce; and the excellent floral articles by Eben
E. Rexford, America’s greatest authority on floriculture. The current issue

is certainly a fitting initial number of the New Year, and an earnest of the

NEW AND BETTER VICK’S FOR 1909
Attractive as is our January number, the Orchard Bountiful and Poultry

issue for February will eclipse it, and prove itself even better, both in subject-

matter and in artistic illustration. This number will contain much valuable

and helpful information and suggestion on the two special subjects treated

therein, and in addition, much in the way of thrilling narrative, delightful

fiction, and timely household and floral matter. Of special interest in fiction

will be a most charming story, entitled, “The Princess Porcelain,” by Clara

Morris. Under the Orchard Bountiful theme, among other features, will be
an elaborately illustrated description of the “First National Apple Show,” also

a finely illustrated article by Eugene J. Hall, regarding J. H. Hale, the peach
king of the world, and his great fruit ranches. But, beyond a doubt, the great-

est magazine feature of 1909 will be

THE GREAT PAT CROWE SERIES
of thrilling narrative articles, to be published exclusively in VICK’S MAGA-
ZINE, vividly setting forth the marvelous life-story of this world-noted ex-

outlaw. Holdups, bank and train robberies, narrow escapes from death, suffer-

ing, misery, and hardships, both in and outside of prison walls, and the far-

famed Omaha kidnaping case that startled the civilized world—all will be told

for the first time, in detail, as they actually occurred, by the chief participant

therein. These stirring experiences will thus be related, not to glorify the

criminal career, but to show the misery, remorse, and horror of it all, and to

point out how the by-paths and pitfalls that lead to such a life may be avoided
by the unwary. Another purpose of this great series will be to depict truly

and plainly, without prejudice or favor, prison life as it exists in this country
today, and to show what may be done to improve society’s attitude and methods
in dealing with the thousands of unfortunates whom we call our criminal class.

A MESSAGE OF HOPE AND HELP
While Pat Crowe has abandoned forever the old life, he has not for-

gotten the friends and comrades of other days, but is more deeply interested

in their happiness and welfare than ever before. He believes fully in this lofty

sentiment, so beautifully expressed by the immortal Grattan, the great Irish

patriot: “The noblest occupation of man is to make others happy and free.”

Henceforth he purposes devoting his life to doing his full share in the good
work of bringing the glad message of hope and help and cheer to the down-
cast, the outcast, the discouraged, and the disheartened of earth—the same
message that has so cheered and brightened his own life. VICK’S MAGA-
ZINE takes the keenest pleasure in giving him the opportunity of delivering

that message to an audience of more than half a million people—to the end
and purpose that they, in turn, may help to create a public conscience and
sentiment that shall deal more wisely, more justly, and more humanely with the

wayward ones, the wanderers from the paths of right—our weaker brothers
and sisters.

Btfo&l*

S2.25 FLOWERSWORTH * 25c
W« Bond you tbia grand collection of SEEDS ond BULBS
for lesi than the coat of packing and pontage, that all may
have an opportunity to plant our SUPERIOR STOCK and
bocomo one of our yearly customer*.

Pkl». ipkta. Pansy; Red, Whit#, Blua, Stripedw Soctfs 2 pkt*. Carnations
; Variegated, White,Purple

S pkta. Sweet Peat i pkt. Poppy, Mixed
9 pktfl. Salvia; Red, White, Blua 1 pkt. Alysium, Sweet
1 pkt. Petunia, Fringed N 1 pkt. Chryeanthemutn, Double
1 pkt. Giant Daisy /

1 pkt. Japanese Morning Glory
1 pkt. Mignonette, Giant Pyramid 1 pkt. Verbena, 8weet Scented
1 pkt. Aster, Queen of Market 1 pkt. Portulaca, Cholee Color*OA Diillte * Begonia, 1 Gloxinia, 1 Hardy Lily, I Moot-OUIU3 bretia, 1 8potted Calla, 2 Gladloluf, 3 Hardy
CUmbert, 1 Tuberose, 10 other Choloe Bulbs.

The above 20 PKTS. ofSEEDS, 20 RULR8, ournerweolo?
plated catalogue and a FREE RETURN CHECK giving you
your money back will be sent you by return mail for 26e.

J. ROSCOE FUltEB 8 CO.. Box 106 Floral Part. W. If.

Fruits and*
Flowers

ATielpful little monthly magazine
devoted to fruit culture and flower-

growing by amateurs. Nothing
fancy—just plain talk by people who
know, telling the things to grow and

How to Grow Them
^You’ll find more about what to do to have success

with your trees and plants in Fruits and Flowers

than in many more costly journals. Then, its -J

columns are clean—no filthy advertising.

All for Only 10 Cents^
Fruits and Flowers 4 months and 5
packets of seeds that will grow—one J

each of Aster, Pansy, Burning Bush, r
Poppy and Lettuce. Send your dimeJ
for this big bargain now. Your
money back if not satisfied.

FRUITS AND FLOWERS
Dept. 15, Springfield, Ohio .

You can grow fine Roses in your own
garden if you start right. Failure is most
often caused by planting weak pot-plants

—that’s starting wrong. We are specialists

in American Beauties, and our new book

The Garden of Delight
tells how to grow them, and also how to succeed
with all kinds of beautiful Roses. It is filled with
interesting things about growing Roses at home,
and has over forty pretty pictures of private rose-

gardens. By our methods of growing Roses you can
have flowers to cut in a short time after planting.

Let us send you this Book—Free!

HELLER BROTHERS
991 Main Street NEW CASTLE, IND.

Seeds, Plants,-Roses,
Bulbs, Vines, Shrubs, Fruit

. and Ornamental Trees. The
& best by 55 years’ test. 1200 acres,
60 in Hardy Roses, none bet*

y ter grown. 44 greenhouses of
Palms, Ferns, Ficus, Ever-

,
blooming Hoses, etc. Seeds.

t Plants, Roses, Bulbs, Small
Trees, etc., by mail postpaid.
Safe arrival and satisfaction
ruaranteed. Immense stock of
.CHOICE CANNAS, queen of

bedding plants. 60 choice collections cheap in Seeds,

Plants, Roses, etc. Elegant 168-page CatalogFREE.
Send for it today and see what values we give for a

THE STORKS & HARRISON CO.. Box 66. Painwrille, 0.

Vick’s Garden and Floral Guide
tells how to grow Vick Quality Flowers,Fruits ((

and Vegetables. Valuable information fop the

grower or farmer. Free on request*

495 MAINST JAMES VICKS S0NS*mwz?^

All the best novelties and standard varieties of Garden and
Farm seeds. Send for handsome, illustrated catalogue of
Seeds, Plants, Poultry Supplies, Nursery Stock, etc., and
special Bargain List of Vegetables and Flow-
er Seeds at 2 cents per packet and upwards.
Mailed to you, if you mention this paper.FREE
IOWA SEED CO., Des Moines, Iowa.

SEEDS THAT GROW
Best quality Garden, Flower
and Farm Seeds, Alfalfa,
Clover, Seed Potatoes. We
will send free with cat
alogue a pkt. of new^

'ask for
,v , Write
S> ^/*us today.

Also have fall

lettuce seed “May _}S
e

King" the PlanW
head lettuce,
everintroj
duced.
if

German
Box 88

_ Nurseries,
Beatrice,Neb.

CACTI AND RARE plants
r-V 1 I CiR<0rtuU . San Diego, Cal.



Renew Your Subscription

1890
In State Prison meditating over life’s shattered dreams

—

and the long years of waiting tor freedom.

5*ve«y—
.

1889
Desperate battle with Chicago police at the begin-
ning of a 20-year career as an outlaw. 1892

Panng robberies and thrilling escapes coveting a period of twenty years.

TWENTYYEARSANOUTLA

1869
The unknown Prophet who, pointing his finger at
httle Pat Crowe, in the cradle, said “That child
will mark an epoch in Human History.”

1878
Knowledge gained while a mere boy, of the mental
anguish produced by blindness - that was afterward
used to execute the most sensational crime of the
century.

1885
Leaving Home, like the prodigal of old.

1887lUO/
Established in business which proved a success until
crushed out by the big Beef Combine.

The Thrilling Career of Pat Crowe-

the Most Notorious Outlaw the Coun-

try Has Known in Many Years.

As Told by Himself

^fHIS sensationalW story will begin

in the February

number of Vick’s Mag-
azine. It will vividly

portray the many thrill-

ing incidents in the
twenty years’ career of

this famous character

as an outlaw. Many
things never before

made public will appear

in this story—a story

in real life, more
strange, more weird,

more wonderful than
any dream of fiction.

The story will begin

with the Peddler’s

Prophecy in the early

home life of Crowe, and
then proceed rapidly to

the beginning of his

sojourn in Shadowland.

It will tell how he

was crushed in business

by the Giant Beef

Trust, embittered against the powerful

combinations of capital and started on a
criminal career which probably never has
been paralleled. It will describe in detail

the culminating event of this extraordinary

career which caused the most stupendous

man hunt of the century and resulted in

special legislation against kidnapping in

every State of the Union and in many
foreign countries.

In this story the author will give the

true details of the famous Missouri train

robbery; his sensational escape from the

St. Joseph.jail; his recapture and convic-

tion and commitment to the Missouri State

prison; his implication in the great Denver
diamond robbery, his trial and acquittal;

his arrest for the “Tower W” train robbery

in Illinois: his deep laid plan to kidnap the

child of millionaire Cudahy, the carrying

out of the plot, the securing of the $25,000

ransom, his escape, the reward of $55,000
for his capture, then the great man hunt,

his capture, confession and finally his

highly sensational acquittal.

Contrary to the popular idea, Mr. Crowe
is a man of intelligence and refinement and

As He is Today, Happy With His Family

well able to tell his

story in a manner that

will make it absorbing-

ly interesting from be-

ginning to end. He has

returned from Shadow-
Land, has come back

to the fold like the
prodigal son, and is

now living a quiet,

honest and industrious

life in Chicago in ac-

cordance with the good

parental influence of

his boyhood days.

Naturally the story

of such a man will be

radically different from
the story of a common
criminal. The story

will be highly sensa-

tional, of course, but it

will have a good influ-

ence upon its readers,

because it will show
the trials, the dangers,

the distresses, and the
punishments of a criminal career and the
great rewards of an upright life.

DO NOT MISS THIS
WONDERFUL STORY

Make sure that you get the first install-

ment of this great story by renewing your

subscription NOW, if you have not already

done so. Remember, too, that this is only

one of the big features of Vick’s Magazine
for 1909. Tell your friends and neighbors

about it and get them to send in their sub-

scriptions also. If you secure four new
six months’ subscriptions at 25 cents each

(or two new yearly subscriptions at 50
cents each) we will extend your subscrip-

tion for one year or we will send you, as a
reward, a set of FIFTY (50) beautiful

postcards, lithographed in colors, (entitled

“Trip Around the World”) made from
photographs taken in fifty different parts

of the world. Simply send us the names
and addresses of the subscribers you se-

cure, together with the proper remittance,

and say you want the fifty cards. We
will do the rest.

WHY
DO

1908
Accepts the message of tbe Father’s Love brought
to him through the gentle ministry of a Christian
woman—the same message taught him forty years
hefore at his mother's knee.

1905
The surrender in Butte, Montana, after six years
as a fugitive. Three jury trials and three acquittals.

1900
.

Bandits receiving the $25,000 in gold as ransom
money.

1900
The famous Cudahy kidnapping which caused a
reward of $55,000 to be offered for the capture
of the bandits.
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THE FIRST CONSERVATION CONFERENCE
BY BRUCE BARTON

ADE thoughtless by the fatuous belief

that the resources of our land were

inexhaustible, we Americans have

thrown away our substance at a sinful

rate. Take our coal, for instance. The

present methods of mining coal are almost incon-

ceivably wasteful. The practice is to take out hardly

half the coal, leaving the less easily mined and lower

grade material to be made permanently inaccessible

by the caving in of the mines. Nor is this all. Of

the 150,000,000 tons annually burned on our rail-

roads, it is asserted that scarcely five per cent is

actually converted into energy and used in traction,

and even the highest grade electric light plants are

unable to turn into light more than one per cent of

the coal consumed. The total deposits of coal in the

United States, exclusive of Alaska, aggregate 200,-

000,000,000 tons. This amount would form a cube

seven and a half miles on a side, or a layer over

the whole area of the United States six feet thick.

Such a supply seems in truth inexhaustible, yet if

the consumption increases at the rate of the past

few decades, the supply will be entirely used up

within a hundred years. '

.

The case of the forests is even more startling.

The lowest estimate places the remaining timber in

the country at 1,400,000,000,000 feet, board measure,

and the highest at 2,000,000,000,000. The present

annual consumption is 100,000,000,000 feet, while

the annual growth is but one-third of the standing

timber and the larger estimate of the annual growth,

and applying the present annual rate of consumption,

the result shows the probably exhaustion of our tim-

her supply in thirty-three years.

But more important than the relation, of the de-

struction of the forest to our industries is its rela-

tion to the waste of our soil

itself. The loss of the trees

results, as everyone knows,

in what is called soil ero-

sion. The spring floods, in-

stead of oozing off the hill-

sides gradually, tear down un-

restrained, carrying quantities

of earth and tearing great fur-

rows in the hillsides. Years

ago, when the destruction of

our forests had scarcely begun,

it was estimated by skilled en-

gineers that the Mississippi in

each twelve months carried

down 400,000,000 tons of sedi-

ment, which is,-, roughly speak-

ing, about twice the amount of

material to be excavated from

the Panama canal. It has been

tersely declared by Gifford

Pinchot that “this material is

the most fertile portion of our

richest fields, transformed from

a blessing to a curse by unre-

stricted erosion.”

When we know thus how

great the problem is, we are

not surprised that it should be

the first of our national ques-

tions deemed important, enough to call for a

conference between the President and the gov-

ernors of our states. Not even in the dark days of the

rebellion was there any question so serious as to

call for such a conference. The gathering which

was held last May in the historic East room of the

White House, was not merely, then, a great national

conference, it was the greatest conference which our

country has ever seen.

The preparations made for the gathering were so

extensive as to show a just appreciation of its im-

portance. Along the east wall of the historic room

was placed a combined framework fifty-two feet in

length and nineteen feet high, artistically covered

with green velvet trimmed with gold rope. The

framework was arranged to provide a striking set-

ting for our mineral resources, and the second the

other natural resources of the country. They are

said to be the largest maps ever constructed, and

were frequently referred to by the governors and

» other prominent men in the discussions.

The conference was opened by the President him-

self in a speech which gave the keynote to the ad-

dresses and discussion which followed.

Those who expected the conference to recommend

immediate legislation will be disappointed. On the

other hand, the great crowd of business men who

have had experience with conferences, and accord-

ingly expected nothing, will be pleased. The gov-

ernors agreed in the first place to meet again later.

In the second place, they adopted a set of

resolutions which, while general in their character,

nevertheless show clearly that the nation’s executives

are fully aroused to the seriousness of the situation.

They say among other things

:

“We declare our firm conviction that the conserva-

tion of our natural resources is a subject of trans-

cendent importance, which should engage unremit-

tingly the attention of the nation, the states, and

the people in earnest co-operation. * * * Wc
agree that the land should be so used that erosion

and soil wash should cease ;
that there should be re-

clamation of arid and semi-arid regions by means

of irrigation, and of swamp and overflow regions

by means of drainage ;
that the waters should be so

conserved and used as to promote navigation, to en-

able the arid regions to be reclaimed by irrigation,

and to develop power in the interests of the people

;

that the forests, which regulate our rivers, support

our industries, and promote the fertility and produc-

tiveness of the soil, should be preserved and perpetu-

ated ;
that the minerals found so abundantly beneath

the surface should be so used as to prolong their

utility
;
that the beauty, healthfulness, and habitabil-

ity of our country should be preserved and increased;

that the sources of national wealth exist for the

benefit of all the people, and that the monopoly

thereof should not be tolerated.”

The conference was, indeed, a dignified discussion

of a great problem by truly great men, and suc-

ceeded in establishing that spirit of co-operation be-

tween the states and the national government which

will insure the elimination of what Mr. Bryan

called “that twilight zone between the nation and

the state in which exploiting interests can take

refuge from both.”

But greater than the direct results are the in-

direct results following its sessions. No more ef-

fective means could have been devised for creating

a nation-wide interest in the conservation of our

resources, which will insure local co-operation

everywhere.

. ________________ -

From Stereograph, Copyright igo8, by Under-wood & Underwood, New York

PRESIDENT, VICE-PRESIDENT, THE GOVERNORS AND GUESTS

This photograph was taken at the front door of the White House. Seated, from left to right, are Governor Dawson, of West Virginia; Gov-
ernor Harris, of Ohio; Governor Hughes, of New York; Governor Davidson, of Wisconsin; Andrew Carnegie, William J. Bryan. James J.

Hill. John Mitchell, President Roosevelt. Vice-President Fairbanks, Justice Harlan, Justice Brewer, Justice White, Justice McKenna, Justice
Holmes, Just ce Day, Justice Moody, and Secretary Cortelyou. The most prominent figure in ihe background, second from the doorway on
the right, Is Governor Johnson, of Minnesota.
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MARCH OF THE WHITE GUARD
By SIR GILBERT PARKER

[Synopsis. A letter comes to a Hudson Bay Com-
pany post at Fort Providence, urging that search be
made for a civil engineer. La Page by name, who had
not been heard from for over nine months. The letter
was signed by the man’s wife. Jasper Hume, the sub-
l actor at the post, consented to conduct an expedition
into the frozen North to rescue La Page, though the
latter, m earlier life, had betrayed his friendship, de-
frauded him of a most valuable invention, and by
means most unfair, supplanted him in the affections
of the woman he fondly loved—her who wrote the ap-
pealing letter that search be made for her husband,
ume makes up his party for the perilous journey.]

PART II.

I 1 II a good man to lead them they would
have stormed, alone, the Heights of Balak-

w
lava.

Once more Jasper Hume spoke : “Go to Gosse and
get your outfits at nine tomorrow morning. Cloud •

in-the-Sky, have your sleds at the store at eight
o’clock, to be loaded. Then all meet at 10:15 at the
office of the chief factor. Good night.’’

As they passed out into the semi-Arctic night,
Late Carscallen with an unreal obstinacy said, “Slow
march to the Barren Grounds; but who leads?”

Left alone, the sub-factor sat down to the pine
table at one end of the room, and after a short
hesitation began to write. For hours he sat there,

l ising only to put wood on the fire. The result was
three letters, the largest addressed to a famous
society in London, one to a solicitor in Montreal,
and one to Mr. Field, the chief factor. They were
all sealed carefully. Then Jasper Hume rose, took
out his knife and went over to the box as if to
break the red seal. He paused, however, sighed, and
pul the knife back again. As he did so he felt some-
thing touch his leg. It was the dog. Jasper Hume
drew in a sharp breath and said: “It is all ready,
Jacques, and in another three months I should have
been in London with it. But it will g0 whether I

go or not—whether I go or not, Jacques.” The dog
sprang up and put his head against his master’s
breast.

"Good dog! good dog! It’s all right, Jacques;
however it goes, it’s all right!”

Tlien the dog lay down and watched the man until

he diew the blankets to his chin, and sleep drew
oblivion over a fighting but masterly soul.

At 10 o’clock next morning Jasper Hume presented
himself at the chief factor’s office. He bore with
lum the letters he had written the night before.

The factor said, “Well, Hume, I am glad to see
you. That woman’s letter was on my mind all

night. Have you anything to propose? I suppose
not,” he added despairingly, as he looked closely

into the face of the other.

“Yes, Mr. Field, T propose this: that the expedition
shall start at noon today.”

“Shall—start—at—noon—today?”
“In two hours.”

"But, who arc the party?”

"Jeff Hyde, Gaspe Toujours, Late Carscallen, and
Cloud-in-the-Sky.”

“And who leads them, Hume? Who leads?”

“With your permission, sir, I do.”

You, Hume! You! But, man, consider the dan-
ger ! And then there is—there is, your invention !”

”1 have considered all. Here are three letters.

If we do not come back in three months, you will

please send this one, with the box in my room, to
the address on the envelope; this is for a solicitor

in Montreal, which you will also forward as soon
as possible; this last one is for yourself: but you
will not open it until three months have passed.
Have I your permission to lead these men? They
would not go without me.”

"I know that, T know that, Hume. T hate to have
you go, but T can’t sav no. Go. and good luck go
with you.”

Here the manly old factor turned away his head.

CLOUD IN THE SKY *

He knew that Jaspar Hume had done right. He
knew the possible sacrifice this man was making of
all his hopes, of his very life

; and his sound Scotch
heart appreciated the act to the full. But he did not
know all. He did not know that Jasper Hume was
starting to look for the man who had robbed him of
youth and hope and genius and home.

Here is a letter that the wife has written to her
husband in the hope that he is alive. You will
take it with you, Hume. And the other she wrote
to me, shall I keep it?” He held out his hand.

No, sir; I will keep it, if you will allow me. It

is my commission, you know,” and the shadow of a
smile hovered about Jasper Hume’s lips.

The factor smiled kindly as he replied, “Ah, yes.
your commission—Captain Jasper Hume of—of what
Hume?”

Just then the door opened and there entered the
four men whom we saw around the sub-factor’s
fire the night before. They were dressed in white
blanket costumes from head to foot, white woollen
capotes covering the gray fur caps they wore.

Jasper Hume ran his eyes over them and then
answered the factor’s question : “Of the White
Guard, sir.”

Good, was the reply. “Men, you are going on a
relief expedition—one in which there is danger.
You need a good leader. You have one in Captain
Jaspar Hume.”

Jeft Hyde shook his head at the others with a
pleased I-told-you-so expression; Cloud-in-the-Sky
grunted his deep approval : and Late Carscallen
smacked his lips in a satisfied manner and rubbed his
leg with a school boy sense of enjoyment. The fac-
tor continued: “In the name of the Hudson Bay
Company I will say that if you come back, having
done your duty faithfully, you shall be well reward-
ed. And 1 believe you will come back, if it is in

human power to do so.”

Here Jeff Hyde said: “It isn’t for reward we’re
doin’ it. Mr. Field, but because Captain Hume wished
it. because we believed he’d lead us; and for the
lost fellow’s wife. We wouldn’t have said we’d do
it. if it wasn’t for him that’s just called us the
White Guard.”

Under the bronze of (he sub-factor’s face there
spread a glow more red than brown, and he said

simply, “Thank you, men”—for they had all nodded
assent to Jeff Hyde’s words: “Come with me to the
store. We will start at noon.”

And at noon the White Guard stood in front of
lhe store on which the British flag was hoisted
uith another beneath it bearing the magic letters.
II. B. C.

; magic, because they have opened to the
world regions that seemed destined never to know
the touch of civilization. The few inhabitants of the
fort had gathered

; the dogs and loaded' sleds were
at the door. The White Guard were there, too—
all but their leader, ft wanted but two minutes to
twelve when Jaspar Hume came from his house,
dressed in the white blanket costume, and followed
by his dog, Jacques. In a moment more he had
placed Jacques at the head of the first team of
dogs. They were to have their leader, too

; and they
testified to the fact by a bark of approval. Punc-
tually at noon, Jaspar Hume shook hands with the
factor, said a quick good-bye to the rest, called out
a friendly “How!” to the Indians standing near,
and to the sound of a hearty cheer, heartier, perhaps,
because none had a confident hope that the five would
come back, the march of the White Guard began.

* * *

Tt is eighteen days after. In the shadow of a little
island of pines, that lies in a shivering waste of ice
and snow, the White Guard camp. They are able to
do this night what they have not done for days—
dig a great grave of snow, and building a fire of
pine wood at each end of this strange house, get
protection and something like comfort. They sit
close to the fires. Jaspar Hume is writing with
numbed fingers. The extract that follows is taken
from his diary. It tells that day’s life and so gives
an idea of harder, sterner days that they Have spent
and will spend, on this weary journey.

“December 25th-This is Christmas day and camp
twenty-seven. We have marched only five miles to-
day. We are eighty miles from Great Fish river,
and the worst yet to do. We have discovered no
signs. Jeff Hyde has had a bad two days with his
frozen foot. Gaspe Toujours helps him nobly. One
of the dogs died this morning. Jacques is a great
leader. This night’s shelter is a godsend. Cloud-in-
the-Sky has a plan whereby some of us ‘will sleep
well. We are in latitude 63 deg. 47 min. and longi-
tude 112 deg. 32 min 14 sec. Have worked out lunar
observations. Have marked a tree J. H. and raised
cairn No. 3. We are able to celebrate Christmas
day with a good basin of tea, and our standby of
beans cooked in fat. I was right about them; they
ha\e great sustaining power. Tomorrow we will
start at 10 o’clock.”

The writing done, Jaspar Hume puts his book
away and turns toward the relt. Cloud-in-the-Sky
and Late Carscallen are smoking. Little can be seen
of their faces ; they are muffled to the eyes. Gaspe
Toujours is drinking a basin of tea, Jeff Hyde is

fitfully dozing by the fire. The dogs are above in

the tent, all but Jacques, who tonight is permitted
to be near his master. The sub-factor rises, takes
fi om a knapsack a small tin pail, and puts it near
the fire. This operation is watched by the others.
Then he takes five little cups that fit snugly into
each other, separates them, and puts them also near J

the fire. None of the party speak. A change seems
to pass over the faces of all except Cloud-in-the-
Sky. He smokes on unmoved. At length the sub-
factor speaks cheerily: “Now. men,,before we turn
in we’ll do something in honor of the day. Liquor
we none of us have touched since we started: but
back there in the fort, and maybe in other places,
too. they will be thinking of us: so we’ll drink a
health to them though it’s but a spoonful. <ond to
the day .vhen we see them again !”

{To be continued.)
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THE CONSERVATION COMMISSION
By C. TOWN5ILND WE1L5

FORESTRY 25—GIFFORD PINCHOT, CHAIRMAN MINERALS

1—Reed Smoot, Utah, Chairman; 2—J. B. White, Mo.;

3—Henrv S, Craves. Yale Forest School; 4—Wm. Irvine,

Wis.; 5—Albert ]. Beveiidtfe, Ind.; 6-Newton C. Blanchard,
La.; 7 — Chas. F. Scott. Kans.; 8— Chas. L. Pack. N. J.;

9—Champ Clark. Mo.; 10—Gustav H. Schwab. N. Y.; 11 Over-
ton W. Price, Forest Service; 12—Irving Fisher, Conn.

LANDS
26—Knute Nelson, Minn.; Chairman; 27—N. B. Broward. Fla.;

28—Jas. j. Hill. Minn.; 29—Geo. C. Pardee. Calif.; 30—Francis
E. Warren, Wyo.; 31—Chas. Macdonald. N. Y.; 32—Swager
Shirley, Ky.; 33—Murdo Mackenzie. Col.; 34—Herbert Parsons.
N. Y.; 35— Frank C. Goudy. Col.; 36— Geo. W. Woodruff,
lnt. Dept.; 37—T. C. Chamberlain, Univ. of Chicago.

13— John Dalzell, Pa.. Chairman; 14— Philo Hall. S. C.;

15—Jas. L. Slayden, Tex.; 16—Andrew Carnegie, New York;
17— Jos. M. Dixon. Mont.; 18— Chas. R. Van Hise, Wis.;

19—Frank P. Flint. Calif.; 20—John Mitchell. 111.; 21—Lee S.

Overman. N. C.; 22—1. C. White. W. Va.; 23—J. A. Holmes.
Geological Survey; 24—John Hays Hammond, Mass.

WATERWAYS
38—Theo. E. Burton. Ohio. Chairman; 39—Wm. Warner, Mo.;

40—Jno H. Bankhead, Ala.; 41—W. J. McGee. Bureau of Soils:

42—Francis G. Newlands. Nev.; 43—F. H. Newell. Reclaima-
tion Service; 44— Jonathan P. Dollivar, Iowa; 45— Herbert
Knox Smith. Bureau of Corporations; 46—Tlios. R. Shipp,

Secy, of Commission; 47—G. F. Swain. Mass. Inst, of Tech-
nology: 48—W. L Marshall. Brig. Gen. U. S. Army Chief of

Engineers; 49—Jos* E. Ransdell, Louisiana.

THE eyes of the

nation were

turned toward Wash-
ington the second

week of December on

account of the meet-

ing in that city of the

National Conserva-

tion Commission.
This notable meeting

was known as the

Joint Conservation

Conference. The pur-

pose was to discuss

the great plan for the

conservation of the

country’s natural re-

sources, which was

started by the Presi-

dent, governors, and

other distinguished

citizens at their mem-
orable conference at

the White House last

May.

The recent joint

conference included,

besides the governors

and their advisers,

representative citizens

from all parts of the

country, heads of

great national indus-

trial and commercial

organizations, and
some of the nation’s

most talented and dis-

tinguished men.

Among them were

Andrew Carnegie, the

iron king; James J.

Hill, the great rail-

road builder; John

Mitchell, the laobr

leader; John Hays

Hammond, the cele-

brated mining engi-

neer, whose salary is

said to reach into the

hundreds of thous-

ands of dollars a

year ; United States

senators and repre-

sentatives in Con-
' gress, and a score or

more of men whose

names are inseparably

associated with the

country’s progress.

The body that in-

cludes more of these

distinguished citizens

than perhaps any oth-

er organization in the

United States, is the National Conservation Com-

mission, which arranged the recent conference.

The commission, whose creation was recommended

by the governors at the White House conference,

was named by President Roosevelt last June. It

went to work at once and in the six months that

have intervened it has accomplished one of the most

stupendous tasks ever entrusted to any organiza-

tion of men. In that time, with the help of the gov-

ernment departments and the states, it has made

the first inventory of natural resources ever at-

tempted in this or any other country. Results of its

work were laid before the conference.

The accomplishment of tl/-is gigantic task was

made possible through the e ficient organization of

the commission. The Presi rent in naming it di-

vided it into four general sections—waters, forests,

lands, and minerals. Each section is headed by

either a United States senator or a representative

in Congress. To Gifford Pinchot, chief of the United

States Forest Service, was given the responsibility

of the chairmanship. Only with the counsel and ad-

vice of the senators, representatives, and experts on

the commission, was he able to get the monstrous

task by this time so well in hand. Now the next

step is to consider and act upon the practical recom-

mendations looking toward the development and

wise use of the resources which the inventory shows

the nation to possess.

The inventory itself which attracted attention at

first largely because of the spectacular immensity

and novelty' of the project, is completely overshad-

owed now by the

question of what is

going to be done about

it. Statisticians and

experts have deduced

the meaning and sig-

nificance of the start

ling figures and filled

page upon page with

the typewritten re-

sults. The essence of

all this is being ex-

tracted for the report

to the President for

submission to Con-

gress. The commis-

sion did well to put

the finishing touches

upon this report after

the joint conference

with the governors

and its other co-oper-

ators and consider

that it had done a big

job. •

But enough figures

were quoted at the

White House confer-

ence, last May, to

prove that the situa-

tion with regard to

•c ur national resources

is one that is full of

danger and that suit-

able remedies are im-

perative. The fuller

and more complete

figures which the com-

mission has collected

and tabulated since

that time, can verify

or modify the state-

ment of the case that

was made then. In

the meantime the gov-

ernors have been ap-

pointing state conser-

vation commissions

and practically all na-

tional organizations

which are in any way

concerned with our

natural resources have

created special con-

servation committees.

And these commis-

sions and commitees

have been at work.

All of which were

represented at the
joint conference last

month with a purpose

to accomplish some-

thing. The problem

was to decide on a program of action that will resid

in the greatest amount of actual achievement. Neces-

sarily, the whole range of conservation is too wide

and big to be taken up at one time and pushed to a

successful conclusion. The task of the joint con-

ference was to select the parts of the problem, tin

solution of which seems most urgent.

The conservation of our natural resources ha-

become a practical problem, the solution of which is

a matter of vital interest to the whole country. It

has pased beyond a question of interest simply to

scholars and experts and has become one of general

interest to all the people. The conservation move-

ment presents many varied phases. It is to the more

practical phases that the conservation commission

intends to devote itself.
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CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES
1 *n Eloquent and Powerful Plea for the Preservation of

By PRESIDENT THEODORE ROOSEVELT

Our Great National Heritage

T A I SREGARDING for the moment the question
of moral purpose, it is safe to say that the

prosperity of our people depends directly on the
energy and intelligence with which our natural re-

sources are used. It is equally clear that these re-

sources are the final basis of national power and
perpetuity. Finally, it is ominously evident that
these resources are in the course of rapid exhaus-
tion.

This nation began with the belief that its landed
possessions were illimitable and capable of support-
ing all the people who might care to make our coun-
try their home; but already the limit of unsettled
land is in sight, and indeed but little land fitted for

agriculture now remains unoccupied save what can
be reclaimed by irrigation and drainage. We began
with an unapproached heritage of forests

; more than
half of the timber is gone. We began with coal
fields more extensive than those of any other nation
and with iron ores regarded as inexhaustible, and
many experts now declare that the end of both iron
and coal is in sight.

The mere increase in our consumption of coal dur-
ing 1907 over 1906 exceeded the total consumption
in 1876, the Centennial year. The enormous stores
of mineral oil and gas are largely gone. Our
natural waterways are not gone, but they have been
so injured by neglect, and by the division of re-

sponsibility and utter lack of system in dealing with
them, that there is less navigation on them now than
there was fifty years ago. Finally, we began with
soils of unexampled fertility, and we have so im-
poverished them by injudicious use and by failing to

check erosion that their crop produenig power is

diminishing instead of increasing. In a word, we
have thoughtlessly, and to a large degree unneces-
sarily, diminished the resources upon which not only
our prosperity but the prosperity of our children
must always depend.

We have become great because of the lavish use
of our resources and we have just reason to be
proud of our growth. But the time has come to

inquire seriously what will happen when our forests

are gone, when the coal, the iron, the oil, and the
gas are exhausted, when the soils shall have been
still further impoverished and washed into the

streams, polluting the rivers, denuding the fields, and
obstructing navigation. These questions do not relate

only to the next century or to the next generation.
It is time for us now as a nation to exercise the
same reasonable foresight in dealing with our great
natural resources that would be shown by any pru-
dent man in conserving and wisely using the prop-
erty which contains the assurance of well-being for
himself and his children.

The natural resources I have enumerated can be
divided into two sharply distinguished classes accord-
ingly as they are or are not capable of renewal.
Mines if used must necessarily be exhausted. The
minerals do not and can not renew themselves.
Therefore in dealing with the coal, the oil, the gas,
the iron, the metals generally, all that we can do is

to try to see that they are wisely used. The ex-
haustion is certain to come in time.

I he second class of resources consists of those
which can not only be used in such manner as to

leave them undiminished for our children, but can
actually be 'improved by wise use. The soil, the for-
ests, the waterways come in this category. In deal-
ing with mineral resources, man is able to improve
on nature only by putting the resources to a bene-
ficial use which in the end exhausts them; but in

dealing with the soil and its products man can im-
prove on nature by compelling the resources to re-
new and even reconstruct themselves in such man-
ner as to serve increasingly beneficial uses—while
the living waters can be so controlled as to multiply
their benefits.

Neither the primitive man nor the pioneer was

aware of any duty to posterity in dealing with the
renewable resources. When the American settler
felled the forests, he felt that there was plenty of
foiest for the sons who came after him. When
he exhausted the soil of his farm he felt that his
son could go West and take up another. So it was
with his immediate successors. When the soil-wash
from the farmer s fields choked the neighboring river
he thought only of using the railway rather than
boats for moving his produce and supplies.

Now all this is changed. On the average the son
of the farmer of today must make his living on his
father’s farm. There is no difficulty in doing this
if the father will exercise wisdom. No wise use of
a farm exhausts its fertility. So. with the forests.

We are over the verge of a timber famine in this

country, and it is unpardonable for the nation or the
states permit any further cutting of our timber
save in accordance* with a system which will provide
that the next generation shall see the timber in-

creased instead of diminished. Moreover, we can
add enormous tracts of the most valuable possible
agricultural land to the national domain by irrigation
in the arid and semi-arid regions and by drainage
of great tracts of swamp land in the humid regions.
We can enormously increase our transportation fa-
cilities by the canalization, of our rivers so as to
complete a great system of waterways on the Pacific.

Atlantic, and Gulf coasts and in the Mississippi Val-
ley, from the Great Plains to the Alleghenies, and
from the northern lakes to the mouth of the mighty
Father of Waters. But all these various uses of
our natural resources are so closely connected that
they should be co-ordinated, and should be treated
as part of one coherent plan and fiot in haphazard
and piecemeal fashion.

It is largely because of this that I appointed the
waterways commission last year and that I have

-She Always Made Home Happy
By Alonzo Rice

“She always made home happy/' were the
words I one day read

On a little snow-white tombstone, in the
city of the dead.

I had not ever heard of her that slept be-
neath the mound,

But I knew that none more worthy on the
earth was ever found.

“She always made home happy,” oh ! the
magic of that line,

It weds itself to memory as something
half divine !

The advent of her coming to the ones in

sore distress,

Was as cheering as the mounting lark that
soars to sing and bless.

The doorway that she entered in, did
sorrow there abide?

The head she pillowed on her breast, had
something been denied?

The sunshine lay upon her path like bars
of beaten gold :

“bhe always made home happy.” and the
tale was quickly told.

By withers of the brier rose trained by
loving hands she’s bound

Within the quiet precincts of that little

grassy mound

;

But never mausoleum decked with sculp-
ttures fine and fair,

Reveals the sweet affection of the roses
blooming there !

sought to perpetuate its work. I wish to take this
opportunity to express in heartiest fashion my ac-
knowledgment to all the members of the commis-
sion. At great personal sacrifice of time and effort
they have rendered a service to the public for which
we can not be too grateful. Especial credit is due
to the initiative, the energy, the devotion to duty
and the farsightedness of Gifford Pinchot, to whom
we owe so much of the progress we haye already
made in handling this matter of the co-ordination
and conservation of natural resources. If it had not
been for him this convention neither would nor
could have been called.

VV e are coming to recognize as never before the
right of the nation to guard the actual destruction
of such resources or by making them impossible of
development hereafter.

Any right thinking father earnestly desires and
strives to leave his son both an untarnished name
and a reasonable equipment for the struggle of life.
So this nation as a whole should earnestly desire and
strive to leave to the next generation the national
honor unstained and the national resources unex-
hausted. There are signs that both the nation and .

the states are waking to a realization of this great
truth. On March 10, 1908, the supreme court of
Maine rendered an excedingly important judicial de-
cision. This opinion was rendered in response to
questions as to the right of the legislature to restrict
the cutting of trees on private land for the preven- *

tion of droughts and floods, the preservation of the
natural water supply, and the prevention of the
erosion of such lands, and the consequent filling up -

of rivers, ponds, and lakes. The forests and water
power of Maine constitute the larger part of her '1

wealth and form the basis of her industrial life,
\and the question submitted by the Maine senate to I

the supreme court and the answer of the supreme
court alike bear testimony to the wisdom of the I
people of Maine, and clearly define a policy of con- f
servation of natural resources, the adoption of i
which is of vital importance not merely to Maine j'

but to the whole country.

Such a policy will preserve soil, forests, water T
power as a heritage for the children and the chil- jdren s children of the men and women of this gen- ^
eration; for any enactment that provides for the 1
wise utilization of the forests, whether in public or

\
private ownership, and for the conservation of the J
water resources of the country must necessarily be
legislation that will promote both private and public J
welfare; for flood prevention, water power develop- j
ment, preservation of the soil, and improvement of I
navigable rivers are all promoted by such a policy j
of forest conservation.

The opinion of the Maine supreme bench sets forth
unequivocally the principle that the property rights
of the individual are subordinate to the rights of the
community, and especially that the waste of wild
timber land derived originally from the state, in-

volving as it would the impoverishment of the state
and its people and thereby defeating one great pur-
pose of government, may properly be prevented by
state restrictions.

Finally, let us remember that the conservation of
our natural resources though the gravest problem of
today, is yet but part of another and greater problem
to which this nation is not yet awake, but to which
it will awake in time, and with which it must here-
after grapple if it is to live—the problem of national
efficiency, the patriotic duty of insuring the safety
and continuance of the nation. When the people of
the United States consciously undertake to raise

themselves as citizens, and the nation and the states

in their several spheres, to the highest pitch of ex-
cellence in private, state, and national life, and to

do this because it istthe first of all the duties of true

patriotism, then an<£ not till then the future of this

nation, in quality and in time, will be assured.
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THE TRAGEDY OF FOREST FIRES
By C B. JAMES

I i~
i
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A Forest Fire in Colorado

S
URELY forest fires are tragedies.

Danger, destruction, devastation,

disaster, and desolation follow ever in

their wake. The terrible work of the

flames during 1908, which have burned

over and destroyed millions of acres

of timber and property to the value of

millions in the Lake States, and else-

where also, recalls to memory other

great forest fires which have attained

historic importance.

The Miramichi Fire, 1 825
One of the earliest of these was the

great Miramichi fire of 1825. It be-

gan its destructive work about one

o’clock in the afternoon of October 7

of that year, at a place about sixty

miles above the town of Newcastle,

on the Miramichi River, in New
Brunswick. Before ten o’clock at

night, it was twenty miles below New-
castle. In nine hours it had destroyed

a belt of forest eighty miles long and

twenty-five miles wide. Over more than two and
one-half million acres almost every living thing was
killed. Even the fish were afterwards found dead

in heaps on the river banks. Five hundred and

ninety buildings were burned, and a number of

towns, including Newcastle, Chatham, and Douglas-

town, were destroyed. One hundred and sixty per-

sons perished, and nearly a thousand head of stock.

The loss from the Miramichi fire is estimated at

$300,000, not including the value of the timber.

The Peshtigo Fire, 1871

The Peshtigo fire of October, 1871, was still more
severe than the Miramichi. It covered an area of

more than 2,000 square miles in Wisconsin, involving

many millions of dollars. Between 1,200 and 1,500

persons perished, including nearly half the popula-

tion of Peshtigo, at that time a town of 2,000 in-

habitants. Other fires at about the same time were

most destructive in Michigan. A strip about forty

miles wide and 180 miles long, extending clear across

the central part of the State, from Lake Michigan

to Lake Huron, was devastated. The estimated loss

in timber was about 4,000,000,000 feet, board meas-

ure, and in money, over $10,000,000. Several hun-

dred persons perished.

Great Fires in Michigan, 1881

In the early part of September, 1881, great fires

covered more than 1,800 square miles in various

parts of Michigan. The estimated loss, in property,

in addition to many hundred thousand acres of val-

,
uable timber, was more than $2,300,00. Over 5,000

\ persons were made destitute, and the number of

1 lives lost is variously estimated at from 150 to 500.

Hinckley Fire, 1908
The most destructive fire of more recent years

was that which started near Hinckley, Minnesota,

September 1, 1894. While the area burned over

was less than in some other great fires, the loss of

life and property was very heavy. Hinckley and six

other towns were destroyed ; about 500 lives were

lost; more than 2,000 persons were left destitute,

and the estimated loss in property of various kinds

was' $25,000,000. Except for the heroic conduct of

locomotive engineers and other railroad men, the

loss of life would have been much greater.

Forest Fires General During 1908
The forest fire disasters in Minnesota, Michigan,

and Wisconsin are the worst that have visited the

Lake States for many years. Other sections have

also suffered in like manner during the spring and

summer months, and the people of the Pacific Coast,

the Rocky Mountain, and the New England States

and Canada have had a thorough and, in some cases,

a continuous experience in fire fighting. Reports re-

ceived by the Forest Service at Washington, from

Hon. Hugh Maxwell, chairman of the West Virginia

Conservation Commission, show that

every one of the fifty-five counties had

one or more fires, some being small

and spreading through a few wood-

lots only, others covering more than

50,000 acres. The area burned aggre-

gated 1,700,000 acres, approximately

one-fifth of the wooded area of the

State. Timber burned amounted to

more than 943,500,000 feet, board

measure, about three per cent of the

entire estimated standing timber, large

and small, in the State, or two-thirds

of the output of all the sawmills of

West Virginia in 1907. The money
losses were heavy, $2,903,500 in timber

destroyed and $490,175 in other prop-

erty. Adding to this, losses from in-

jury to undergrowth and soil, $1,703,-

850, we have a grand total of $5,097,-

825 in the one small State of West Vir-

ginia, and yet, wonderful to relate,

that commonwealth spent, last year, in

suppressing forest fires, just $646.

TFie Great CFiisFiolm Fire, 1908
By far the most disastrous fire of the year which

has just passed into history was that which de-

stroyed the little city of Chisholm, on the Mesaba
iron range in Minnesota, involving a loss of fully

$1,500,000 worth of property and leaving 5,000 people

destitute and homeless. It was five o’clock in the

afternoon of Saturday, September 5, that the fire

entered the city in the clutch of a gale from the

northwest and laid the place in ruins in less time

than it takes to tell it. Up to within a half hour

before the flames caught the town, the people were

confident that there was no danger, and, with few

exception^, went about their business as usual. A
most remarkable incident of this great conflagration

was that the two churches, the beautiful $125,000

high school, the grammar school, and two blocks of

dwellings on opposite sides of town were not burned.

This was thought to be due to a peculiar shifting of

the wind. A most fortunate thing about the fire was,

tthat it found Chisholm awake, and consequently

there was no loss of life. Had the conflagration been

at night-time, the human slaughter would have been

horrible beyond description. Indeed, and of a truth,

forest fires are tragedies. Another truth that should

sink deep into the American consciousness is this

;

They are avoidable tragedies.

THE SECOND CONSERVATION CONFERENCE
By J. B. COUR5EN

W ITH President-elect Taft presiding and Presi-

dent Roosevelt as the chief speaker, the sec-

ond Conservation Conference was opened auspi-

ciously in Washington, December 8, 1908. There

were present governors of twenty-odd states, the

Secretary of War, Andrew Carnegie, Dr. Edward

Everett Hale, Senators of the United States, Repre-

sentatives in Congress, officials of the District gov-

ernment, and other men of prominence and distinc-

tion. Governor Chamberlain, of Oregon, and Gif-

ford Pinchot, chief forester of the United States,

completed the list of speaekrs.

The President and Mr. Taft each made an ad-

dress and both unreservedly voiced their belief in

the wisdom and right of Federal bond issues for

the founding of permanent national improvements

when it is not feasible to pay for such improvements

out of the current revenues of the government.

The President addressed the meeting, and among

other things said : “I welcomi you here as our

guests to Washington and to /the work you have

gathered to do. No service tp the nation in time

of peace could be of greater value than the work
which has brought you together. Your task is to

make the country’s future as great as its present is.

Conservation means that our country shall not be-

come great in the present at the expense of the

future, but that it shall be preserved for our chil-

dren and our children’s children. That is the great-

est task that we have to perform today, and I thank

you for undertaking it.

“Let us proceed immediately with the construction

of the waterways, for which plans have been already

approved, and which we are now certain will fit into

the outlines of the general plan.

“If we can pay the cost from current revenues,

let us do so. If not, let us issue bonds. By either

method, let us have the waterways, and that quickly.

“Forests and waterways cannot be separated in

any successful treatment of either. Forest protec-

tion and river development must go hand in hand.

The three things which should be done without fur-

ther delay are, therefore:

“First, to provide for a comprehensive plan of

waterway development. Second, to begin at once on
work already planned that will surely fit into the

larger plan. Third, to provide amply for forest

protection against fire, against reckless cutting,

against wanton or reckless destruction of all kinds,

and to secure the Appalachian and White Mountain
national forests without delay.”

Governor Chamberlain and Mr. Taft both made
strong addresses, bringing out the question as to

whether the movement should be made national, and
whether the constitution, as it stands, will cover it,

or 'whether the states should undertake the work
severally.

Mr. Taft, in the course of his speech, said: "I

agree with what the President has said about the

issuance of Federal bonds for the funding of perma-
nent national improvements. * * * It is a mere
question of economic policy, and the mere fear of

criticism because an administration has issued bond-
should not prevent 'us from doing justice to our-
selves and posterity.”

( Continued on page twenty-seven.')
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WINNING HI5 LEGACY BY MARY ELLA LEVY
Elmer Perkins considered a moment, then arose

and pushed back his chair. “If I am to marry,
it may as well be Miss Webb as anyone,” he said
in a careless tone.

I here are not many who would refuse the pros-
pects which lie before you,” his friend replied. “The
k'r) is well worth winning, to say nothing of your
uncle’s vast estate.”

“That may be. but a life that is free is the life

for -me,” and taking- his hat, Elmer hurried to the
gate, where his horse stood waiting.

Our fun is over, old boy,” he said, as he patted
the mane of his steed. “No more camping, nor
rough mountain tramps. We shall have to drink-
violet tea, or play Miss Propriety in some fem-
inine form." And with a sigh lie sprang to his
saddle, while his horse’s eager trot soon brought
him to the entrance of a fine mansion sheltered by
stately pines.

A maid opened the door.

“Is Miss Webb in?" he inquired, handing her a
card.

“No, sir,” the maid replied. “She has left the
house for good, sir.”

“Left!" And at these words he paused in amaze-
ment. “But this is her home. Why did she leave?”
he questioned in a troubled tone.

“She said it was not her home, sir, and when her
guardian died, she packed her goods and went
away at once.”

Elmer stepped hurriedly into the hall, where
everything looked as he could remember it. when
as a boy it had been his home. After several

years of travel he had learned of his uncle’s

death, and also the contents of his will which be-
queathed him a large fortune on condition that
he would consent to marry the old gentleman’s
ward, a girl whom he had never seen.

He called for the housekeeper, who came quick-
ly forward, but she could tell him nothing of Miss
Webb. The girl had gone away, that was all they
knew. She would not be thrown at any man’s*
head, she had declared; and being told of her
self-dependent nature, Elmer could understand at

once how any lady under those circumstances
would feel.

“She must return.” he said simply. But turn-

ing again to the street, he could think of no way
in which he could persuade her to do so.

He rode back to the city, and crossing the
crowded square, had just turned dowm a quiet
street, when his horse, springing to one side,
stood on his hind legs, while something whisked
out with lightning rapidity from under his feet.

Why don t you look where you are driving?”
a voice cried in an excited tone. “I never saw
such carelessness. ’1 on need not apologize,” for
Elmer was on his feet by this time. “You simply
ran over me; that is all.”

Elmer knelt to gather up the contents of a small
bag which had fallen from her hand. In doing so
a card lay at his feet, and what was his surprise
to read upon it the name of Miss Julia Webb. He
thrust it into the bag, that she might not know of
his discovery; for Elmer Perkins had for the first

time in his life seen the face of a maiden whom he
could admire. Even with the quick tone, and
look of disgust which still lingered on her face,
there was something in the luminous brown eyes,
the wind-tossed hair and flashing white teeth, that
won his affection.

He had scarcely spoken as yet, as they had been
desperately at work to rescue herself and her be-
longings. Now as they stood on the walk, she
glanced up to find him looking down at her with a
steady, wistful expression, which caused her scowls
to turn to a mischievous smile.

I have been very cross, ’ she said blushingly;
but this is one of those things that I object to,

being run over bodily.”

I do not blame you,” he replied: “Jack, my
horae, shall apologize. But are you sure you are
not hurt?”

Quite so, and now I must hurry; for it is get-
ting late.”

Will you allow me to call in the morning?” he
asked, that I may be assured of your escape from
harm ?” *

“Yes—if you care about it,” she answered hesi-
tatingly. “I am staying with a friend at No.
Oak Avenue, and you may call for Miss Webb.”

My name is Blair, he replied, not knowing at
the moment why he should wish to deceive her,
only that he was bound to win, if possible, the love

of this girl, for he realized even on so short an
acquaintance the alternative which failure would
now mean. He comforted himself, as he watched
her disappearing down the street, that he had told
no lie, although few of his acquaintances knew that
his middle name was Blair; and, going to his hotel,
his thoughts were centered on this fair maid and
what the future might contain if he could win
her love.

The next morning he was at the door of the
address she had given, as early as he had thought
it proper to call, and, inquiring for Miss Webb,
was shown into the cosy parlor. In a few moments
she appeared, looking as fresh as the roses he had
brought her. He placed them in her hand, saying;

I am pleased to find you looking so well and
hope to learn that both Jack and I are freely for-
given for our carelessness.”

“Oh, yes,” she replied, laughing good naturedly.
"We will shake hands; no go between you two,
Mr. Blair, and 1 sincerely hope that neither you
nor Jack will worry any more about it.”

“I am glad that there is no need for us to do
so.” And when later he took his leave, he begged
permission to extend their acquaintance, by allowing
Jack to take them out driving. “The country is

beautiful, and it would give me much pleasure,” he
added eagerly.

So a day was set for the drive, and, speeding
over the country roads, Julia thought it the most
delightful outing she had ever enjoyed.

"The sun shines brighter in the country,” she
said, as Jack was now climbing a long hill. “And
look at those violets. It seems to me that I never
saw them so blue before.”

"1 hat proves that you are happy,” Elmer re-
plied, “for you know that all the world looks
brighter when one is in a happy mood.” And dash-
ing on through forests and meadows, their conver-
sation flowed so freely that by the time they re-
turned to the city they both felt that their acquaint-
ance might have been of much longer duration.
Many other drives followed; also operas and con-

certs, until Julia realized that Mr. Blair was fast
w inning her heart. She gave no thought to the
nephew of her guardian. “He can have the money,"

( Continued on page twenty-eight.')

ISynopsis.—The physician of a well-to-do city fam-
ily decrees that the father must go to Colorado for his
health, and that the wife and mother must accompany
him. As a result, the children move out of the pala-
tial family home and have to seek less pretentious
quarters in an undesirable part of the city. A teacher,
Miss Prince, boards with the young people and proves
a great help to them in the planning of their home
life and in devising ways and means for increasing
*he income of the household. Nan, the oldest sister,
plans to do mending as a means of earning money,
and each of the older children bravely does his part
to help out. Good news comes from Colorado. Christ-
mas, with its joys, was followed with a long, dreary
winter, two of the children being sick with the measles.
1 he early spring news from Colorado, too, was some-
what disquieting. Miss Prince is visited by her brother,
who becomes the center of interest.]

“Well, it's a shame 1” declared Madge. “And I

s’pose he’s an old bald-headed thing, ’most a hun-
dred, and looks at you through his glasses, and says
‘ Um-m’ every time he begins to talk.”

“Oh, I say!” cried Charley. “You've seen him
somewhere !”

Madge tossed her head complacently. “[ don't
need lo see him,” she said loftily, “I’ve seen pro-
fessors before.”

She walked on again, while Charley winked be-
bind her back; and just as they reached their own
door, Miss Prince came out, followed by a stranger, •

neither old, nor bald-headed; no, not yet spectacled,
but quite “youngish,” as Madge instantly noted;
dark haired, tall, and good looking. And Miss
Prince was saying. “There is Madge, John,” and
presenting “ My brother, Professor Prince,” while

Eclipseofthe Thorntons
BY RUTH HAYS

poor Madge stood speechless and scarlet with con-
fusion.

“Oh, you mean thing! she whispered hotly, as Miss
Prince and her brother passed on. “I’ll pay you off

foi this, see if I don’t,” while Charley began another
war dance as soon as he was inside the gate.

“You said he was bald headed,” he cried. “I don't
think he is a hundred yet ? I don’t believe he’s quite
so old as that ! And he forgot to say ‘Um-m' this

time, didn’t he? Hey, Madge?”
He dodged skillfully as she made a dart towards

him, and scurried into the house before her, while
Nan came out to meet them, looking very pretty in

her cool, fresh dress. But Madge didn’t wait for her
sister to speak. She was too vexed for that.

“Oh, Nan!” she began reproachfully. “What did
let him come for? He'll stiffen up everything, and
we were going to be so comfy all by ourselves. I

do think it’s too bad !”

But Miss Prince basil t seen her brother for a
year, Madgie,” urged Nan. gently. "And, of course,
we want to oblige her. I hink how good she’s been
all winter ! And it isn't for long—suppose it were
you and Charley.”

Pooh! they re grown up. I is likely they care,”
said Madge, indignantly, and Bob laughed.
"Even grown-ups have a little natural affection

left, sometimes, Madge.” he said, lightly. “Don't be
crusty', old lady'—lie’s all right."

Is he coming here tonight?” demanded Madge,

unappeased. Then I shall go and help poor Mary.
She’ll need me.” She marched off to the kitchen in
stern disapproval, while the elder ones sruiled a little.

“She’ll be all right," said Nan, softly. “And she
really can, too—you’d be surprised to see her. “It's
s gi cat notion of cooking she hss/ ^lary S3ys.

,?

Good for Madge ! She'll be a prize some day.
But I say, Nan,” looking at her with frank admira-
tion. “Aren’t you rather stunning this afternoon ?

What’s up?”

“Oh, I meant to make things a little festive for the
children because school is out,” answered Nan.
“We’re going to have a good dinner, and Mary is

making strawberry short cake for dessert, to cele-
brate a bit.”

Luck for the professor ! He’ll never want to go
away, once lie’s tried Mary’s short cake,” laughed
Bob. “Jacky anywhere around? I’m going up street
and may as well take him along. Over with the
little Morgans? All right; I’ll stop and get him.”

Meantime Madge’s wrath was evaporating with
her work. "Mary,” she said presently, as she hulled
the ripe berries, “I was going to write a book, but
I don’t seem to get much time, and anyway I’ve got
stuck in it; so I guess I’ll learn to cook instead,
wouldn't you?”

So I would then, returned Mary, energetically.

It s a deal usefuller. What wmuld you be writin' a
book for, an the house overrun with ’em now?”

All right, then; I 11 cook. Ill make popovers for

breakfast tomorrow' if you’ll let me. And look here,

( Continued on page twenty-nine.)
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Miss Morris as Camille

I
T WAS by Dr. Richard Burton, then literary ad-

viser of the Lothrop Company, Boston—the man

who had, just landed “Stage Life”—that I was intro-

duced to Clara Morris. We had been consulting on

some literary matter when Mr. Burton broke in

upon the conversation abruptly:

“Oh, by the way, Clara Morris is to be here to-

morrow. Do you know, you two women ought to

know each other ;
you will be great friends ?”

Clara Morris came, we were introduced, and, in

less than an hour, we were wondering why we had

never met before. In less than a day we knew that

we should have a warm place, each in the other’s

heart, for life—we had read and read together—we

had talked volumes. And to hear Clara Morris

talk, if you are of a kindred spirit, is to know her

and to love her.

Born a decade or two too late to appreciate, by

personal knowledge, the powerful histrionic ability

of this great emotional actress, it is as a writer,

and more essentially as a woman, that I have known

her ; a woman reaching out for the betterment of

all human conditions, stretching always a helping

hand to the poor, the forsaken, the friendless. One

day, after my friendship had become established

wth Mr. Harriott as well as with madam, he said

to me: “I suppose you are surprised at the kind

of people Clara sometimes draws about her. I used

to remonstrate with her in our early married life,

but I’ve stopped now. One day I was more harsh

than usual in my judgment of a case in hand—it

seemed to me there was no mortal power could

bring the girl to her senses—when the madam

turned on me: ‘Fred Harriott,’ she said, ‘when

will you remember that you are only a man? You

can know nothing of that girl’s temptations. If I

guard her now, there is a chance that I may save

her; by and by it will be too late. Do you realize

what too late means to a woman? If I let her go

now, and she falls, the price of her soul may be on

my head. If such a girl wanders from my side once,

I shall welcome her back, twice, thrice, as long as

1 know there is good in her heart.’
”

A characteristic little incident took place, I be-

lieve it was in Buffalo, N. Y., which went to dem-

onstrate the fact often attested by Mr. Harriott,

that it is an absolute impossibility for the madam
to keep money. A woman came to the hotel and

asked for Clara Morris. Mr. Harriott, himself,

went down, hoping to ward off anything disagree-

able, for he is well used to the demands made on

the madam’s generosity. When he saw the woman,

he was not favorably impressed. She had a stolid,

expressionless face and had the marks of an im-

postor. He felt like denying her outright, but she

was not the kind to give up, so he took her name

in to Clara. “You don’t need to see her, you know,”

he said hopefully. “See her !” exclaimed Mrs. Har-

riott, of course I will see her. Why, Fred, that

woman saved my life once when I was poor and

friendless and hungry !” This, with all the dramatic

ardor she had ever infused into her rendition of

Camille or Miss Multon. Mr. .Harriott, knowing

his wife, supposed this woman might have given

her a few coppers once in her struggling girlhood,

so he called her in, leaving the two in conference.

questioned. “Yes,” he went on, “she was the plain-

est, the most angular and awkward little girl that

had ever applied for work. She was so silent and

poorly dressed that I wondered. 1 doubted her

ability to even take the part of an imp. I doubted,

until I saw her face, and then, somehow, I had a

different feeling. ‘What can you do?’ I asked.

‘Anything,’ was the quiet reply. ‘I’ve studied Juliet

and all of them !’ And will you believe me,” went

on the enthusiastic old manager, “it was true, and

she not quite thirteen. That girl knew every line

of every part in the ‘Black Crook,’ too, before she

had been with it a month.”

With her manifold gifts, it is impossible for Clara

Morris ever to assume the role of “a back number.”

It was one day during the height of her lecture

popularity, and I was passing hurriedly through the

corridor of the hotel to the presence of my friend,

when I was accosted by a gentleman. He was a fine

looking man, somewhat past middle age, and he

said: “I beg your pardon, madam, but I see you

are the only person admitted to the apartments of

Clara Morris.” “Yes,” was my reply. “Mrs. Har-

riott is very delicate as well as very busy, and it

is impossible for her to see anyone but her closest

friends.” “Will you bear a message for me?” he

said, in his courtly Southern manner. “I want you

to tell Clara Morris for me that there is no deca-

dence in her power ; that there was an old fellow

in the audience today, who used to follow her com-

pany from city to city through the South, who shed

tears for Miss Multon and Camille and quivered

under the representation of the Sphinx and Jezebel;

and he sat today, just as he used to sit, with tears

rolling down his cheeks, so lost that he didn’t know

but he was a young man again.”

This was just after Clara Morris had given her

famous lecture, “A Peep Behind the Scenes,” and

this man, in unison with the other ten thousand

individuals in the audience, had been swayed to

smiles and tears and utter forgetfulness.

I was with her in the waiting room that day.

She was in ill health and much flurried when we
got there. Some mistake had been made, and the

wait was much longer than we had anticipated.

Mrs. Harriott was taken with her inevitable stage

fright—it is the real thing,' whatever other actresses

may say, and pitiful to behold—the blue, drawn

lips and the shaking hands.

We helped her onto the stage, heard the burst of

applause and laughter, and knew that all was well,

for with her, as with all true artists, the stage

fright is only a promoter. What she said was:

“Just give me time to catch my breath. I have

been doing this thing ever since I was thirteen

years old, and I am just as frightened today as 1

was the first time.” The audience, of course, took

it as a joke and laughed, but it was the truth.

This much for her lecture work ; of her writing

I will say nothing, as it speaks for itself. To the

past generation, it was the marvelous histrionic

power that revealed the heights and depths of this

woman’s nature; to the present generation, it is

her pen which has opened hitherto unguessed vistas

:

but to the friend, past or present, it is her own per-

sonality which ho'ds the enduring charm.

Miss Morris as Mrs. Multon

Clara Morris
A TRIBUTE OF FRIENDSHIP

After a considerable time, he went back
;
the woman

was gone and his wife met him with a reproachful

face. “Oh,Fred,” were her first words. “If you

hadn’t let her come. Why, she is starving, and I

would never have known.” “How much did you

give her?” was Mr. Harriott’s practical question

—

“a five or a fifty?” He never found out.

Clara Morris, as a lecturer, made a new and vital

success. She lectures as she talks, and she talks

as she used to act—there is all the fire and fervor

of a dramatic portrayal in her voice, her expression,

and her words. I have been spellbound through a

dreary, rainy afternoon—Clara Morris propped up

on a bed of pain and talking— I have listened until

the dingy old Theater of the ’60s became a thing

of the present—until Camille and Miss Multon be-

came living women and the old stage surged with

the life of “Article 47.” This woman seems to

possess the power of assuming the entire role—she

seems to know the old plays by heart, every detail

as true as in the days of her acting.

Several years ago—seven or eight, I believe—

I

approached a well-known and aged manager in re-

gard to a lecture engagement for madam. He had

deteriorated from his old standing, but was still

active. “Why, bless your soul,” was his amused

comment to my inquiry. “What do you think you

know about Clara Morris? I knew her before you

ever saw a theater. I am the man who brought

her out as an imp in ‘Black Crook.’ ” Here was

something interesting—I must hear more, so I

For An Anniversary
By Flora Charlotte Finley

A happy wife is a bride alway

!

Minute by minute, day by day
The hours and the years pass swift away
With time for work and time for play

—

Oh, a happy wife is a bride alway !

Orange blossoms with perfume sweet

Scatter their fragrance before your feet.

Rise and fall with your heart’s beat-

—

Now golden fruit and blossoms meet,

Marking the years that have passed so

fleet.

A happy wife is a bride alway

!

Minute by minute, day by day
The hours and the years pass swift away

—

God’s blessing rest on you for aye.

And blessings on your wedding day

!
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Pulpit Talks on Love, Courtship, Marriage, Home
MOTHER, THE QUEEN OF THE HOME

By RLV. CHARLL5 EDWARD ODLLL
HE young Jewess wlio won the admir-
ation of Ahasuerus, the king of Persia,

above all the chosen maidens of his

realm, and who delivered her people at

the risk of her own life, is one of the
most prominent women in Jewish history.

From Eve to Mary, women have repeatedly ap-
peared in most prominent places on the pages of
sacred writ. The history of Israel finds sonie of
its most wonderful situations in the exploits of
Deborah, Jael, Judith; while, on the

.
side of evil,

Delilah, Jezebel, and their class, are not less con-
spicuous. There was a freedom enjoyed by the
women of Israel that was not allowed in the more
elaborate civilizations of the great empires of the
East, and this developed an independent spirit and
vigor not usually seen in Oriental women.

In the case of Esther these good qualities were
able to survive the external restraints of her court-

life, and teach her skill and diplomacy, since she had
to most carefully choose her course amidst the
greatest dangers to her people and hpself. The
beauty of her character and achievement was in the
fact that she was not spoiled by her great and
sudden elevation. To be the one favorite, out of
all the select maidens of the kingdom, and also to
know that she owed her privileges and position
solely to the king’s fancy for her personal charms,
did not ruin her grace, interest, and earnestness in

behalf of her people.

The unchanged simplicity is first seen in her loyal,

submissive obedience to her guardian, Mordecai,
after she attained her high position. Though she is

honored as queen by the great king, she does nQfi
forget the kind, humble porter who reared her from
childhood. She had been accustomed to obey this

grave old Jew in the days of her youth, and hence
in the days of her queenly powers, neither Mordecai
nor her humble, enslaved people were forgotten,

though she risked her life to importune the king
in their behalf. Having found favor, the king, de-
sirous to grant her wishes, asks ; “What is thy
petition, Queen Esther, and it shall be granted thee;
and what is thy request, and it shall be performed,
even to the half of the kingdom.”

Tt is an old story repeated. A king governing,
with a sedpter of power, a whole people. A woman
governing, with the scepter of love, of personal
charms, of real earnestness, a king. It is the story
of the power behind the throne, and that power a
woman. A power behind the profession, behind the
business, behind the work, behind the home, gov-
erning quietly, gently, sweetly, but most effectively.

The question, “Is marriage a failure?” is very
often asked. Sometimes in jest; sometimes in ear-
nest. When I hear that question, I think of the
many evil influences that are at work to destroy
man’s profession, business, work. home. I think
also of the sweet, strong, abiding influence of a
true noble woman, and I reply, true marriage is

never a failure.

Man needs something to make him an intergral

part of society. There is nothing that can give him
a place in the true, highest social realm, like the
enjoyment and responsibilities of a home. There
is nothing in this world so mighty .in its power
to drag a man from his selfishness, as the strong
love of a pure woman in the blessed atmosphere of
a delightful home. There is nothing more powerful
in its influence for social purity than the weak arm
of an innocent babe. It matters not how rough the
man s life may be, how strong the ties of association,

how sinful and wicked the life, to feel the warm
flesh of a little cheek, the close embrace of a little,

arm and hear that little innocent voice say, “Papa,
I love you, touches, the heart and arouses slum-
bering manhood.

Go take your place on the streets of any city,

or manufacturing town, and watch the crowd of

There is Happiness in the Simple Home Life.

toilers as they go to, or return from, their day’s
labor. Study their faces. No matter how hard and
drawn their features may be by grim work; how
plodding their walk, how tired and listless their ap-
pearance, you can read much of their history as
they pass. Go into the busy marts of trade. The
markets, the stores, the banks, everywhere, and,
whatever there may be of worry, care, disappoint-
ment, and failure, written on each feature, there,

too, you may know much of their personal history.

To the great majority of all classes there is, con-
sciously or unconsciously, a woman’s face beckon-
ing them on

; a woman’s sympathy and moral sup-
port holding them up. On the faces of some you
may read the anticipations of the love they seek;
others reveal love’s fondest realization in a home

Mother’s Growing Old
By Marietta Carpenter

“Mother’s hair is turning white,
More she feels the cold.

And her step is not so light

;

Mother’s growing old.

Growing old ! each silvered hair
That we’ve helped to make

Tells of sacrifices made
For her children’s sake.

“Mother tires quickly now.
Less her dear hands hold

;

Lines are deep’ning on her brow,
Mother’s growing old.

Growing old ! Those lines of care
That, alas, we’ve laid

Tell of heartaches and of prayers
For her children made.

“Mother reads her Bible through
Glasses rimmed with gold;

Ah, ’tis plain and sad to view
Mother grozeing old.

Growing old that she might give
Us a mother’s love,

Helping us so we may live

In the home above.

'Mothers form is spare and bent,

Illness we behold

:

For us life and health are spent,
Making her grow old.

Grozeing old lest careless feet
In wayward paths might roam;

Grozeing old to give each day
Us a home, sweet home.”

where waits a loving wife and blessed children to

welcome them at the close of the day.

Woman, if she be true, has almost godlike power.
Woman, if she be -base and false, has the full

power of a demon. Every woman in the home
must be either a help or hindrance. I do not simply
refer to the material help or hindrance; that is

highest and best which is sympathetic and spiritual

Every man in his most serious moments feels the
need of the strength that only a spiritual woman
can give him. There is notohing that can so impart
confidence and courage in the midst of life’s battle
as the feeling that he has at his side a woman, a
companion, whose life is true and spiritual.

There is one grand and all-absorbing right that
every wife has, and that is the right to make home
happy. She may never have been able to understand
and enter into your highest ambitions, but she has
the power to make home the most attractive place
on this earth—the only calm harbor of refuge in this
world of toil and moil. You know as well as I

that this outside world, this world we call the
busines world, the world of trade and labor, is full
of strife and contention.

O, woman, thank God that you have a home, and
That there you may be -queen. Better be there than
wear a royal crown, or carry the purse of a princess.
Your home may be humble, but you can gild it

with glory supernal.

When you desire to get the grandest idea of a
queen, you do not think of one clothed in satin and
ermine, seated upon a throne of carved ivory and
gold, but rather you think of that plain but truly
.noble woman who sat opposite ypur father at the
table or walked arm in arm with him a down the
sometimes thorny pathway of life; anon to the
place of thanksgiving and rejoicing, to the open
grave, but always there with strong womanly heart

—

a helpmate, indeed.

\ ou remember her as soothing your griefs, cor-
recting your childish waywardness, joining in your
little pleasures, hearing your evening prayers. Yes,
you remember how on cold nights she tucked you
snug and warm in bed, how she petted your cheek
and told you not to be afraid. You remember how
incessantly she toiled for you from early dawn till

night, often sitting up long after the others had
retired, to sew and prepare your clothing for the
next day. Possibly you remember in that last day
as she lay dying, you saw her take those poor, thin
hands with which she had toiled for you so manv
years, and putting together in a dying prayer, com-
mend you to the God whom she loved and taught
you to trust.

You cannot think of her today without a rush of
tenderness that stirs the deep fountains of your soul,

and you feel as much a child again as when you
cried out your sorrows in her lap. If you could
call her back again to speak just>one more word, to
call your name tenderly as she used to call it, you
would throw yourself prostrate before her, em-
bracing her feet, and cry “mother.”
When we consider the fact that it is woman who

at the very gateway of life receives the babe,
moulding his character is that formative period of
life; when we consider that it is very largely her
influence that determines the child's ideals; when
we consider that the home she makes is the child’s

world for so many years, can you think of a realm
over which any earthly queen may reign that has
more responsibility', or receives more of the real

glory' of heaven ?

A little book I have, which contains memorials of
a mother in the middle rank of life, who, after her
own training under godly influences, brought up a

large family to noble manhood and womanhood,
rich in the service of God and of mankind. This
book contains the hallowed impressions these sons

( Concluded on page twenty-nine.)

MM
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HOME FLORl-CULTURt
A DEPARTMENT IN THE INTERESTS OF ALL WHO
GROW FLOWERS <oc==>o> BY EBEN E. REXFORD

Conservation of Natural Beauty

We Americans are a “peculiar people.” We have

only “a speaking acquaintance” with nature, though

she lives next door to us. We see her at work,

year after year, but we pay less attention to what

she does than we do to what man does. We seem,

somehow, to have imbibed the idea that man-made

things are superior to anything that shows the ear

marks of nature’s craftmanship, therefore we ignore

her, and one man patterns after another, and the re-

sult is a series of imitations, each one a little worse

than the one patterned after. Have you never

watched the operations of the man who makes a

home for himself and family in the forest? The first

thing he does is to cut down all the trees about the

place, no matter how noble they are, or how beauti-

ful, they all fall before his axe. By and by, when

his home is built, he sets out some saplings, and

sets them in rows, and so many feet apart, becayse

his neighbors do that, and he waits for years for

them to develop. If he had left two or three of the

old trees standing, he would not only have shade

from the start, but he would have had such beauty

as the trees he plants—and waits half a lifetime for

—may never develope into. For, say what any one

may about it, no tree that grows up under man’s

supervision ever has the grace, the dignity, the

strong beauty that characterizes the tree that nature

has reared. One such tree is worth a score of our

ordinary “shade trees.” It is a thing to respect, to

revere, to make friends with. Can you ever work up

a feeling of sentiment in connection with the tree

that has been planted, and pruned, after the plan

adopted by Tom, and Dick, and Harry? I can not.

The sentiment has been pruned away from it.

It is with everything else as it is with our trees.

We shut our eyes to the beauty on every hand and

set about “improving on nature.” If we were not so

blind, so foolish in our own conceit, we would rea-

lize how futile all our efforts must be. We work

by imitation, while nature works by instinct. The

divine instinct of beauty, that cannot make a mistake.

J have often wished we might organize a society

whose aim should be the preservation of whatever

is beautiful. Not for the sake of improving on it,

as some matter-of-fact member might attempt to do,

under the impression that man, being “the noblest

work of God,” according to a rather antiquated opin-

ion, can do things better than anybody or anything

else. Rather with a view to keeping before us the

master pieces of beauty, which we can never attain

to, unless, by long loving and close companionship

with nature, we are taken into her confidence and

find outcome of her secrets. We want to get rid

of the idea that, being man, we are superior to

everything else in the universe. As men, we may

be entitled to the veneration we give ourselves, but

we cannot overlook the fact that we have our limita-

tions, our shortcomings. Let us look for natural

beauty, everywhere, and having found it, let us en-

deavor to preserve it for those who come after us.

But we cannot make a success of this most laudable

undertaking until we disabuse our minds of the be-

lief that, simply because we are men, we are in all

respects superior to the great elemental forces which

wrought the beauty to be seen all about us. We
must get rid of some of our stupenduous self-con-

ceit, and put ourselves in a position to recognize the

ability of nature in directions as yet beyond our

ability to copy successfully.

The Abutilon

This plant, often called Flowering Maple, because

of the resemblance of its foliage to that of our na-

tive tree of that name, and 'sometimes Chinese Bell-

Flower, because of its pendant, bell-shaped flowers,

is an excellent subject for house culture. It blooms

freely, requires only a moderate amount of care,

and is not often attacked by insed >. Its flowei

are borne on long, slender stems, and have a very

graceful appearance a they droop among the luxur-

iant foliage. There are several varieties in general

cultivation. Some have red flowers, .
some pink,

some yellow, and some white. Some have beauti-

fully variegated foliage, especially Savitzii, with

broad cream and white markings on a light green

ground, and Eclipse, dark green and yellow. The

latter variety is of drooping habit, and makes a fine

bracket plant.

The habit of the Abutilon is sturdy and upright,

but unless it has some attention in the way of prun-

ing and training it often takes on an awkward

shape. The best result is secured by training in

tree form. Keep it to one straight stalk until it

reaches the height where you would like to have

the head of your little tree form. Then nip off the

top. Very soon branches will staart along the stalk

Rub off all of these except three or four nearest

the tip. When these have grown to be three or

four inches long, nip off their ends. In this way,

by persistent effort along the nipping line, you will

soon secure as many branches as are needed to give

you a bushy, compact head. If it seems to be thin

at first frequent nipping will cause it to thicken up.

Such a plant makfes a fine ornament for the bay-

window, but is rather too large for the ordinary

window.

The Abutilon grows well in any soil that suits a

geranium, which is only another way of saying^that

it will do well in almost any soil you see fit to give

it. Water moderately. It is easily grown from cut-

tings. A large, well-grown specimen is very useful

for porch decoration in summer. Few plants stand

severe cutting back as well as this one. I have fre-

quently cut away nearly all the branches on an old

plant, and in a short time it has renewed itself com-

pletely.

Worth While Opinions of Worth While Men About Conservation
Herewith is presented a most interesting sym-

posium of opinion regarding the vastly important

subject of conservation. Following are excerpts

from addresses delivered by the persons named

at the first conservation conference:

President-Elect William H. Taft

“The conservation of National resources is a

subject to which the present administration has

given especial attention. The necessity for a

comprehensive and systematic improvement of our

waterways, the preservation of our soil, and of our

forests, the securing front private appropriation

the power in navigable streams, the retention of

the undisposed of coal lands of the government

from alienation, all will properly claim from the

next administration earnest attention and appro-

priate legislation. * * * Our children will not

be able to make headway if we leave to them an

impoverished country. Our land, our waters, our

forests, and our minerals are the sources from

which come directly or indirectly the livelihood of

all of us. The conservation of our natural re-

sources is a question of fundamental importance

to the United States now.”

Hon. William Jennings Bryan
“* * * It should be our purpose, not only to

preserve the nation’s resources for future genera-

tions by reducing waste to ‘a minimum * * *

we should see to it that a few of the people do

not monopolize that which in equity is the proper-

ty of all the people. The earth belongs to each

generation, and it is as criminal to fetter future

generations with perpetual franchises, making the

multitude servants to a favored faction of the

population, as it would be to impair, unnecessarily,

the common store. * * * This gathering will

be remembered by future generations, because they

as well as ourselves will be the recipients of the

benefits which will flow from this conference. We
have all been strengthened by communion to-

gether; our vision has been enlarged and the en-

thusiasm here aroused will permeate every state

and every community.”

His Eminence Cardinal Gibbons

“No policy of our national government is more

in keeping with those democratic principles upon

which our republic is founded than the conserva-

tion of our natural resources, and none is to have

a greater influence upon the future prosperity of

our land.

Mr. Andrew Carnegie

“We are nationally in the position of a large

family receiving a rich patrimony from thrifty

parents deceased intestate * * * Now, the first

duty of such a family is to take stock of its patri-

mony: the next to manage the assets in such man-

ner that none shall be wasted, that all be put to

the greatest good of the living and their descend-

ants.”

Secretary James R. Garfield

“* * * Why should a great resource, which

is owned by the people at large, be used by pri-

vate interests, by somebody that is looking only

to his own benefit, and not to the benefit of the

people of the country. The people as a whole

own these natural resources. They are not di-

vided. But the people as a whole, as I' say, own

them, and it is for them to determine whether those

resources shall be used for the benefit of all. or

shall be turned over to be used unregulated for

the benefit of those who may perchance first get

a foothold in any special locality. * * * In any

law that is passed, in any theory of disposition that

is adopted, we must look not only to their con-

servation and use, but we must look to the pre-

vention of their monopolization * * * in the

hands of a few favored interests.”

Secretary Elihu Root

“I regard this meeting as marking a new de-

parture, the beginning of an era in which the

states of the Union will exercise their reserve

sovereign powers upon a higher plane of patriotism

and love of country than has ever existed before.”

Mr. James J. Hill

“ ‘Of all the sinful wastes of man’s inheritance on

earth,’ said the late Professor Shaler, ‘and all

are in this regard sinners, the very worst are the

people of America.’ This is not a popular phrase,

but a scientific judgment. It is borne out by facts.

Every nation finds its hour of peril when there is

no longer free access to the land, or when the land

will no longer support the people.”

Mr. John Mitchell

“In our mad rush for spoils and profits we not

only waste and destroy those material resources

with which God has so bountifully endowed us, but

we press forward in the race, sacrificing, unnecces-

sarily, the lives and the comfort of our fellow-

beings. It seems to me that the time has come
when we should stop for a moment and think

—

not alone of those inanimate things that make for

comfort and prosperity, but also of the men, and

the women, and the children, whose toil and de-

privation have made and will continue to make
our country and our people the most progressive

and most intelligent of all nations and of all the

peoples of the eartn.”
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Complete Description of Perfection Seam-

Fitting Patterns Shown on Preceding Page
By MARIE MORRELL

|
2141. Misses' semi-fitting coat. Three 2628. Girls’ coat. Five sizes, 6 to 14

sizes, 13 to 17 years. For a miss of 15 years. For a girl of 10 years the coat rc-

ycars the coat requires two and one-fourth quires three yards of material

'yards of material 36 inches wide. wide.

K 2147. Misses’ circular skirt, with or 2622.

without center-front seam. Three sizes, 13 sizes, 6 to 14. For a girl of 10 years the

to 17 years. For a miss of 15 years the dress requires two and one-fourth yards of

skirt with center-front seam requires three material 36 inches wide.

and one-fourth yards of material 36 inches

wide.

2625. Ladies’ tucked shirtwaist. Six

sizes, 32 to 42. F'or 36 bust the waist re-

f 2237. Ladies’ semi-fitting coat, in three- quires two and one-fourth yards of mate-

quarter length. Seven sizes, 32 to 44. terial 36 inches wide.

For 36 bust the coat requires three and 1938. Ladies’ yoke dressing-sack, with

one-half yards of material 36 inches wide, three-quarter length sleeves, and with or

I 2247. Ladies’ seven-gored plaited skirt, without collar. Seven sizes, 32 to 44. For

closed at left side of front and in ankle 36 bust the sack requires three yards of

length. Seven sizes, 22 to 34 waist. For material 36 inches wide.

2645. Ladies’ three-piece skirt, closing

at left side of front and in medium sweep
26 waist the skirt requires six and one-

fourth yards of material 36 inches wide.

I 2429. Ladies’ three-button

jacket. Seven sizes, 32 to 44.

bust the jacket requires three yards of one-half yards of material 36 inches wide.

material 36 inches wide. 2630. Child’s dress, with body and

2432. Ladies’ three-piece skirt, closed sleeves in one, high or low neck and

at left side of front and with an inverted sleeves in full length or short flowing

box-plait at center back seam. Seven sizes,

22 to 34. For 26 waist the skirt requires

five yards of material 36 inches wide.

2652. Misses’ nine-gored skirt, closing

with buttons down left side of front and
with inverted box-plait at the back or in

habit style. Four sizes, 14 to 17 years.

For a miss of 15 years the skirt requires

Ihree and one-half yards of material 36

inches wide.

2641. Ladies’ tucked shirtwaist. Six

36 inches sizes, 32 to 42. For 36 bust the waist re-

quires two and one-fourth yards of ma-
Girls’ dress, closing at back. Five terial 36 inches wide.

2562. Misses’ semi-Princess dress, with

a removable chemisette, long or three-

quarter sleeves and an attached seven-

gored skirt. Four sizes, 14 to 17 years.

For a miss of 15 years the dress requires

five yards of material 36 inches wide.

2621. Ladies’ one-piece work apron.

Three sizes, 32, 36 and 40. For 36 bust

the apron requires three and three-fourths

yards of material 36 inches wide.

2655. Ladies’ kimono, wrapper " and
sack. Four sizes, 32, 36, 40 and 44. For
36 bust the kimono wrapper requires five

and one-fourth yards of material 36 inches

wide and the kimono sack needs two and
five-eighths yards 36 inches wide.

2627. Ladies’ semi-Princess dress, clos-

ing with buttons down left side of front,

consisting of a waist with separate collar

and cuffs and an attached seven-gored

skirt. Seven sizes, 32 to 44.

2636. Girls’ and childs’ kimono, with
body and sleeves in one. Six sizes, 2 to

12 years. For a girl of 8 years the kimono

cutaway or round length. Seven sizes, 22 to 34.

For 36 For 26 waist the skirt requires five and

style. Five sizes one-half to seven years.

2650. Boys’ blouse or shirt blouse, with

back yoke facing and with or without per-

234^. Ladies’ semi-fitting jacket. Seven manent turn down collar. Six sizes, 5 to

sizes, 32 to 44. For 36 bust the jacket 15 years. For a boy of 1 1 years the blouse

requires three yards of material 36 inches requires two and one-eighth yards of ma- requires two_ and three-fourths yards of

2547. Ladies’ dress in high or low neck,

with Empire back and full or elbow length
mousquetaire sleeves. Seven sizes, 32
to 44.

wide.

2341. Ladies’ seven-gored flare skirt.

terial 36 inches wide.

2626. Child’s two-piece dress, closing

Eight sizes, 22 to 36. For 26 waist the on shoulders. Four sizes, 1 to 7 years.

For a child of 5 years one and three-quar-
skirt with nap requires five and five-eighths

yards of material 36 inches wide; without ters yards of material 36 inches wide,

nap, it requires five and one-fourth yards

oi material 36 inches wide.

f 2435. Ladies’ tucked shirtwaist, with

back yoke. Six sizes, 32 to 42. For 36

bust the waist requires two and one-eighth

yards of material 36 inches wide.

!. 2396. Ladies’ five-gored skirt. Eight

sizes, 22 to 36. For 26 waist the skirt

requires four and five-eighths yards of ma-

The Life Story of a Snowflake
By Ethel Terry Reeder

[Synopsis.—Uncle John tells an inter- Jn her efforts to get the basket the maid
esting life-story of a snowflake to a group

pUShecj me away from the bank, and [

of children, and one of them writes it out . , . . .

, . , . , and sends it to his Cousin Ralph. First,
was soon ln the Sreat rlver a§a]n >

rush '

terial, with nap, and without nap it needs ^ snowflake was a drop of water ,
then tng away to the sea.

four and one-fourth yards 36 inches wi e.
evaporated and j 0 ined many others in a Qnce jn ^ sea j m0ved more slow-

C11 ren s one-piece
jjUge c ioud; sailed over Africa, ran into a

’

mountain, again became a drop of water,

rushed down the mountain, over monster

falls, flowed along down the great Nile

river into ancient Egypt, where it saw the

Children of Israel being lashed and driven

2428. Girls’ and

dress—known as the envelop dress. Six

sizes, 2 to 12 years. For a girl of 8 years

the dress requires two and five-eighths

.yards of material 36 inches wide.

1405. Misses’ and girls’ guimpe, with

simulated yoke and high, Dutch or square
their Egyptian taskmasters, also beauti-

neck. Six sizes, 6 to 16 years. For a

girl of 12 years the guimpe requires one

and five-eighths yards of material 36

inches wide.

2397. Boys’ shirtwaist, with separate

turndown collar. Seven sizes, 3 to 15

years. For a boy of 9 years the shirt re-

quires one and seven-eighths yards of ma-

terial 36 inches wide.

ly, simply drifting into the current until

one day the tide carried me up on the

beach, where I was dipped up and car-

ried away to a place where I was put

into a pan with some other boiling wa-

ter, and boiled for a long time before

I had time to expand and float away.

When I did succeed in expanding suffi-

cietnly to float, I found that I had left

in the pan all the salt that I had gath-

ered up out of the sea. However, I

was used to changes by this time; so

I only wondered what would come next.

I floated and drifted for a long time;

when I was startled by a rustling but finally it grew dark, and I began

ful temples.]

PART II.

Soon night came down quietly; the

stars came out one by one ; and the

moon rose and ^hed its pale light over

the water. All I could hear was the

low gurgling of the river. Everything

to feel cold. When morning came I

2379. Boys’ knickerbockers. Eight had been quiet for a long time, and

sizes, 2 to 16 years. For 10 years the ^ moon was a lmost ready to go down,
knickerbockers require one and three-

eighths yards of material 36 inches wide. c ,

2388. Misses’ sailor blouse, with kimono among the flags and looked up. Stand-

armholes, removable shield and long or jng on the bank was a Hebrew mother was clinging to a blade of grass in a

three-quarter length sleeves. Three sizes, ^er ba fle jn her arms; and close beautiful garden. A little girl came
13 to 17 years. For a miss of 15 years

behind her was her i; tt ie daughter car- by, and cried, “Oh; see the pretty dew-

quires two and one-fourth yards of mate- tying a queer looking basket made of drop! but just then she touched me,

rial 36 inches wide. rushes and covered with pitch. The and I fell right down at the roots of a

2391. Misses’ nine-gored plaited skirt. Woman wrapped the little one close and plant. The moisture I gave it was the

Four sizes, 14 to 17 years. For a miss of
tucke(j snUgly jnto the basket. Then very thing the plant needed; so it grew,

four
y
th

r

yaJds mSS*^Tnches wide' she pushed it out among the rushes. As and sent up a beautiful flower to the

with nap, and without nap, it needs four soon as she had made sure that it would sunlight. A young girl picke,d the flow-

yards 36 inches wide. not float out into the river she hurried er, and carried it away to a room where

1792. Ladies’ dressing-sack.^with loose
but the little girl stayed not far

My companions and I movedfront and semi-fitting back. Eight sizes,

32 to 46. For 36 bust the sack requires away,

two and one-eighth yards of material 36 gently to and fro. The basket rocked,

inches wide.

2624. Boys’ Russian suit, consisting of

a blouse in “Gibson” style with a remov-

able shield, and sleeves plaited at bottom

or

bockers. Six sizes, 2 to 7 years.

2661. Child’s box-coat. Five sizes, one-

half to 7 years. For a child of five years

the coat requires two and one-eighth yards

of material 36 inches wide.

2656.

shield.

a sick woman lay.

Again I floated away as vapor, be-

came part of a cloud, fell as rain, and

soon found my way into the river. Iand the little one slept.

Not long after the sun rose the next was moving along with the rest of the

morning I heard the sound of voices, water in the river when I heard a

finished with wristband and knicker- and saw a compauy of women coming noise ahead. It grew louder and louder,

toward the bayou. From the attention and soon I plunged over a great water-

thc others paid to one tall, handsomely- fall. I was beaten into spray on the

dressed young woman of the company, stones below, and helped moisten the

I decided that she was some rich lady, gray, moss-covered rocks that rose high

Boys’ overcoat, with removable and that they were her servants. They above the fall on each side. Soon 1

Five sizes, 2 to 6 years. For a were j
ust ready to go in bathing when gatherd myself together, and finding my

boy of 4 years the coat requires three and ^ ] arjy saw flie basket among the rush
one-fourth yards of material 27 inches

wide.

way back into the stream, rushed on

es, and told one of her maids to get it. (Continued on page twenty-seven.)

WALL PAPER OFFER
BookofSamplet

Free=
Write us a n <1

say, “Send me
your new 1909
Wall Paper
Sample B o o'k
No. I 5 I ami
we will send you
by return mall
tills big book of
1900 v/all pa-
pers; Immense
variety, beauti-
ful patterns, up
to date designs,
different a n <1

better than usually sold by mall or by any other
manufacturers or dealers. We own our own big wall
paper factory and Hell you direct on factory cost
basts, less than one-half prices you must pay others.
Our new 1909 patterns will delight you; our low
prices will suprlse you. The big free sample book
also shows how to hang paper and do the job yourn If;

anyone_can follow our turn pie directions successfully.
for our new Wall Paper
Sample Book No. I 5 I and

see for how little money you can paper one room or
the entire house. Address
SEARS, ROEBUCK & CO., Chicago

WRITE AT ONCE

»3.000to*10.000A
IN THE REAL ESTATE BUSINESS
W© teach you by mail every branch of
the Real Estate, General Brokerage and
Insurance Business and appoint you

SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE
of the oldest and largest co-operative
real estate and brokerage company in
America. Representatives are making
$3,000 to $10,000 a year without any in-
vestment of capital. Excellent oppor-
tunities open to YOU. By our system

yon can begin making money in a few weeks with
out interfering with your present occupation.
Our co-operative department will give you more
choice, salable property to handle than any other
institution in the world. A Thorough Commercial
Law Course FREE To Each Representative.

Write For 62-Page Book, Free.

THE CROSS COMPANY.2142 Reaper Block, Chicago

I WILL MAKE YOU
PROSPEROUS

If you are honest and ambitious write me
today. No matter where you live or what

w your occupation. I will teach you the Real

| Estate business by mail ; appoint you Special

Representative of my Company in your town ;

y start you in a profitable business of your own,

fand help you make big money at once.

' Unusual opportunity for men without
capital to become independent for life.

Valuable Book and full particulars FREE.
Write today.

NATIONAL CO-OPERATIVE REALTY CO.

E. R. HARDER
President

141 Marden Building
Washington, D. €.

2 PAIRS LACE
CUR TAINS

FREE
These are large, full-

sized, beautiful Nott-
ingham Lace Cur-
tains, 2 3-4 yards long,
with elegant patterns,
handsome wide bord-
ers and firm, well-

finished edge. Suit-

able for parlor, sitting-

room or chamber, and
will set off any room
in fine shape. Send
us your name and ad-
dress for 24 packages
ofBLUINE to sell at
xoc a package. When
sold return our $2.40
and we will send you
at once TWO PAIRS
of these handsome
lace curtains. Ad-
dress,

Z Bluine Mfg. Co.
!£l 778 Mill Street

Concord Jet., Mass.

PF;
T? EASILY EARNED AS A

day PIANO TUNER
Ji The Tune-a-PhoneDoes It.

' We will teach you Piano Tuning, Voicing, Regu-
lating and Repairing quickly by personal cor-
respondence. New Tune-a-Phone Method.!"
Mechanical aids. Diploma recognized by
highest authorities. School chartered by
State. Write for free illustrated catalogue.

files Bryant School of Piano Tuning,
60 MnslcHall, Battle Creek, Mich.

GrowMushrooms
For Big and Quick Profits,

I can give practical Instruction*
worth many dollars to yon. No matter
what your occupation Is or where
located, get a thorough knowledge
of this paying business. Particular*

free. JACKSON MUSHROOM FARM.
8889 N. Western Ave., Chicago, HI-

ENNEN’S

t -JcAj

BORATED
TALCUM

Tpilet
kiPPWDER

Get Mcnnen’s (the ongixtt])*
~ Sumpte feet-

CHAPPED HANDS, CHAFING,
and all aHHctfoor of the skin. “A little

higher m price, perhaps, than worthless

substitutes, but a reason for HP De-

lightful after shaving. Soli everywhere, or

mailed 00 receipt of 25c. C

GERHARD MENNEN CO.. Newark. N. J.

/
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At Home With the Lditor
Happy New Year! fully forgive those who may do us some everyday home and business life, the

Gladsome words these! Reassuring, trifling injury. By so doing will we be splendid virtues of true thrift and wise
too, as they ring out on the frosty able to wish all a Happy New Year. economy.

Helping Young Men and Women
How much real good persons of

wealth and influence might do in help-

ing young men and women to obtain ati

education to fit themselves for useful-

tunities to use to advantage their edu-
cated talents! Indeed, one need not be
wealthy to enter upon this work. One

morning air of winter, fond utterance

from lips of love that but echo forth af-
Turning Over a New Leaf Conservation on the Farm

fection’s joyous heart-song,—a song that
1 be 1,1,111 of eacl1 -^ ew Year brings with Nowhere else is it so easy to be waste-

can be both seen and heard,—yes, seen,
11 10 niost us a goodly supply of high ful as on the farm, and nowhere else is

”eS
f\

an
j

1 en ndl1
?^ ^or them oppor

—as out from the visage of him who resolves and purposes. This annual lay- it so important that the precepts of wise

voices it, spirit-like, there floats heav-
in^ 111 loftier ideals and nobler aims economy be carefully observed as on

coward man's misty breath, “pillar of
1S cdten spoken of as “turning over a the farm. The faithfulness with which . ,

cloud,” tangible embodiment of his
new leak Fortunate is it that so many, such precepts are followed measures the

ortuneand moderate in

“happy New Year.’’ a ^ the opening of each new year, do entire difference that exists between suc-

As an essential condition to one’s wish-
tlu,s

>
lr,ore fortunate is it if the ideals cess and failure in farming. Not only

ing all a sincere Happy New Year, he
dien conceived are higher and higher does the wise farmer seek to save and r ,

_ .

must needs have driven from his heart
eacb succeeding year; and more fortu- use to best possible advantage “every C - ,

P
,

1Se
’ an 0an then

all ill-will toward anyone which may na*e std1, ^ a11 dle »ood resolutions of scrap’ that enters into the economy of- ^ i i i u
U° t1US aS

.*
C

’ ^
nd

nus;
each bright New Year’s Day are real- farm life, but he makes a careful study

' hdp
^
em an education that

come can do great good in this way.
Set aside a few hundred dollars for this

purpose, keep a good, sharp lookout

have been cherished there; he must
needs have forgiven all “who have tres-

passed against him.” What better time

is there during all the livelong year to

“forgive and forget” than at the dawn-
ing of the new year? Sometimes it

ized in our lives during the succeeding of soil conditions, so replenishes the ^ ° r 1 at p0Stl0n !n

twelve-month. soil with fertilizers, and rotates his
C ° " 11C

Not only do individuals, at stated peri- crops as to “keep up his land” and not
ods, change their manner of life for the utterly exhaust and impoverish it. In
better and “turn over a new leaf,” but the early history of nearly every west-

they are best suited.

Within a few years at most, ninety-nine

out of every hundred thus selected and
thus assisted will earn the monev

seems a most’ difficult' tasTto'lorgive
.

ern state, farmers almost universally ^theJ' with gL^XesI^/TeVed
those who, we think, have wronged us.

t,

c

°" s d° hk"W
0
lse ' Notabb 15 th,s true Planted and ^planted their land to As this m is returned use it to

At such times it is well to remember
of the United States, where popular gov- wheat year after year, until it had be- help some other deservi ’ me„

that when He, in whose honor we cele-“ .

haS /°™d
/
ts best

f

expressi(f come utterly worn out and the farmers and women< and thus ke
°

th£

g
,

brate the glad holiday-time, was on the
Illustr£d,on of th,s fact is found m the themselves were almost bankrupt. work going A friend of

?

the JC
cross and was being taunted and mal-

great Conservation Movement m this Later, learning from bitter experience, stated t0 him that in the last f

treated by his enemies, even then, He
tbat 13 n°W gain

.

Ing such grati ' most
9
f these farmer s wi^ly went into he has helped ma men aJ wo _

uttered this sublime prayer, “Father,
fym

.

g headway under the intrepid and in- stock-raising, and thereby “brought up men in this
'

and that he has not
forgive them; they know not what they

*pirin

|
leadel- sh,P o{ President Theo- their land” to something of its old-time yet lost a single dol]ar b reason of

do.” If, at that supremely trying mo-
d° re Roosevelt Whereas up to a few efficiency. The successful farmer knows the unfaithfulness or failure of any of

ment, He could feel forgiveness for
ye3rS

c

S1

,

nce
’.

°ur pe
?
ple were cnminally * is not so much what he takes off them . The plan is a d one T/v it

those who were so cruelly wronging ^
ast*

u
ful 0t "atUre S apparently from hi? land a>M sends to market that It will oay splendid dividends

' '

Him, how much more should we cheer-
leSS bounty and seemed to th,nk our makes him permanently well-to-do, but
great natural resources could never be the earning power which he conserves
exhausted, now they are awakening to in the land he tills.

the startling fact that we are rapidly

approaching the end of our timber and Conservation in the Home
mineral supply. During the second The prosperity of families not a few
Cleveland administration, in harmony is often only a dream, because of the

HOW I TOOK MY
WRINKLES OUT

They mend all leaks in all utensils—tin
brass,copper,gran iteware, hot water bags
eto. Nosolder, cement or rivet. Any one
can use them; tit any surface; two million

After Maasage Creams and Beauty Doc-
tors Had Failed

in use. Send for sample pkg. 10c. Complete
c postpaid. Agents wanted.pkg. assorted sizes, 25c

Collette Mtg. Co., Box H4B Amsterdam, N. Y.

with recommendations of the President, wastefulness and extravagance of the

Congress made a beginning by enacting wife and mother and the daughters

LEARN TELEGRAPHY
BOOK-KEEPING
SHORTHAND

BY HARRIETT META
Trouble, worry and ill-health brought me -Jeep

legislation providing for national for- whom she rears. , In the first place, lines,and^wrinkles. I realized that they not only

est reserves. The McKinley administra- such housewives seem to be wholly de-
greatly marred my appearance and made me
look much older, but that they would greatly

tion strongly supported the new policy, void of sense and judgment in making interfere with my success, because a woman s J

Practical Instruction — and a go•od^aying ^respons ibie and secured its wider extension. But needed purchases for the household, and, vervain
ei

i

ther sociall>r or financially, depends
position is yours: wo are unable to supply the demand. ; 1 , -n • ,, . , ,

very ^rgeiy on her appearance. The homelyposition is yours; wo are unable to supply the demand, u • j , ,1 r> 1, 11 ,1 in ,,
very larSeiy on her appearance. The homely

Many energetic graduates have worked up to salaries of lb remained to tile Koosevelt regime to secondly, they are wholly unable to woman, with deep lines and furrows in her

PAY^IK
1

Mn^MnilFY
C
?or

P
tuw give a tremendous impulse to the Con- make such purchases go far in the

face> must unequal battle with her]
HI Uv NU vtIUIICI secured. Write at once .•

, ^ r- ,
younger ana better looking sister.

for special offer, stating whioh you prefer to learn. Servation movement, to arouse an en- home. Garments unwisely bought are I, therefore, bought various brands of cold 1icuiha.n business institute, 7n Tnat,mdg,K«i.m.Zoo^ch lightened public sentiment regarding the soon run through with
;
the fine art of cream and skin foods and massaged my face with

BE A SALESMAN Sa
7,

e
’ t0br0aden itS SCOpe

’ and
.
t0 plan lnending and “,llaking over” is wholly Sr77

CO

a

n

ppearanc!
Ular

Bu; th^lrtakles^mplyl
Salesmen earn the biggest salaries of

well -cons'dered and definite constructive unknown, and as a result Other pur- would not go.
T
On the contrary, they seemed to-

measures that cannot fail to prove large- chases soon have to be made. Likewise, gV
d
f
e

,

P
j
er ' 1 " e

,

to a beautJ' specialist,

, a , • , ,

who toId me sha c°uld easily rid me of my
ly effective in preserving and conserv- the same waste obtains in the kitchen, wrinkles. I paid my money and took the treat-

ing the generous heritage wherewith Provisions are unwisely bought and ment - Sometimes I thought they got less, but
*' ° oftor cnondln/y oil T t 1 n- . > 1

any class of men In the world. From
$101X1 to $10,000 a year and expenses. Over
600,000 employed In the United States
and Canada. We will teach you to be
one by mall In 8 weeks and through ourFREEEMPLOYMENTBUREAU
assist you to secure a position with a reliable
firm. We have placed hundreds of our Graduates
in good positions and always havo scores of good
oponings. If you are ambitious and want to en-
ter the easiest, best paid, most pleasant occu-
pation in the world, writo for our free book
‘A Knight of the Grip.” Address nearest ofilce.

Dept.309 National Salesman’s Training Association
Chicapo New York San Francisco

Kansas City Minneapolis

i li i r^i ,
- . , ,

after spending all the money I could afford fornature has blessed our nation, for the great quantities of food are ruthlessly such treatment, I found I still had my wrinkles.

benefit of our children and all who come thrown away that might easily be trans- ?°f. fhcl
u
to mv

d
mve

a
*n

c0
5
cluded I must

after us.

^ WHY HOT BE AN ARTIST?

and

’ Our graduates are fllllDg High Bal.rtec!

Positions. Good artists

EARN $25 TO $100 PER WEEK

carry them to my grave. One day a friend of
formed into other toothsome dishes. min? who was versed in chemistry made a sug-

It is most gratifying to know that no And so, year after year, this extrava- med!a“ely
n
went

:

to work maldngeVelimenu Ind
partisanship obtains as to this vastly im- gance goes on and the family is always [,

c®uld get hold of on this
. . ^ . . . : , .

' J subject. After several long months of almost
portant subject, and that the work, so in reduced circumstances, h matters not numberless trials and discouragements, I finally

,. auspiciously begun under a Democratic how hard the husband and father may founding
d
re^ults^on my^wrfnkles*^ TVingle

President, has been so splendidly carried toil and struggle to “get ahead ” The US*!1- T was delighted beyond expression. I

x , , „ , . .... • , • , ,

tned my teratment again, and lo, and behold, myforward under two Republican admin- children, raised in such a place, by wrinkles were practically gone. A third treat-

upwards. In «a«r f&seinatine work. Our
Hocourses Of Pergonal Home Instruction by cor-

respondence, are complete, practical. Eleven years’
successful teaching. Expert instructors. Positions
gnarantecd competent workers. Write for Handsome
Art Hook, Free.

SCHOOL OP APPLIED ART (Founded 1898 )

|N.66 Gallery Fine Arte,«B*ttle Creek, Mich,as

ist rations with the hearty approval of charity called home, become even more 1^1”° w
T
in
!^|

iqoq model.
Finrat ^

1909
with Coaster-

1

the most prominent statesmen of the wasteful and extravagant than are their ??ered my treatment to some of my immediate

opposition party, and is to be continued parents, and when they, in turn, set up I have now decided to offer it to the public.

and aggressively pushed under Presi- households of their own, the sad story ullfiSe h^r \vrinkie° di^ppear^in one n^hr
dent W. H. Taft, who will be inaugu- of improvidence is repeated, and often £!la - M. \V. Graves of Bridgeport, Conn., states:

rated March 4 next. How our people enlarged upon. How exceedingly im- look^ ye^ younger'
6
T^con^de^ you? t?eat-

are going about it to “turn over a new portant is it. therefore, that vastlv'more Sf*‘.
a
J°rln.l,t0 'vomank-ind.” Mrs. James

. n . . . . . ,
- »ars», or central City, S. D., writes:

Rider Agents Wanted
iri each town to ride and exhibit sanvple — w f -- - -x — v rjarss, ot Central City S D writes*

lcaf” as to Conservation is beautifully attention he given in our schools to the change is so great that it seems more a work of

emblemized in the striking and artistic wise instruction of our future home- onTwhc Keres"^
1901 & 190$ Models

tO $12all of best make8 _

SOO Second Hand Wheels
All makts and tnodels, S* O

I

food as new ^ ‘O ip C»
Great Factory ClearinK Sale.

We Ship On Approval -without a
cent deposit, pay the freight and allow

TEH DAYS’ FREE TRIAL.

interested absolutely free of charge, j

design that embellishes our first cover makers in true domestic science and
' U5e nL c/ea

,T’ !
acial massage, face steamings

r,
•

> , ,i , , . , Tr . . ?r co-called skin foods; there is nothing to in-
It is earnestly to he hoped tha household economy. If the spirit of jure the skin. Tt is an entirely new discovery ofpage.

*enship. and that all will learn how, bet- prosperous and happy homes, national ,geresud^in
rU
my ^ddre”

ai£.U) ClClfi. CO.. i)ept. wi2iCtitcago I |

> r . . .. ... . . ... ”

the good example which our much-be- true Conservation be not found in our out urkftotledg^of%ur mC irnimlfL friends?
loved Uncle Sam is giving in this mat- homes, its ascendancy elsewhere will

You apply the treatment at night and go to bed.
-ii v r_ii_ ii , , , .... , . , , .

‘.n the morning, lo! the wonderful transforma-3
tet will he followed by our entire citi- he of little enduring value, for without non. People often write to me. “Tt sounds too

ter than ever before, to practice in their well-being is impossible. Harriett Meta. Suite 169. Syracuse. N. Y., and
I will send you full particulars.
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portation facilities, are some of the advant-

ages of the new country along the Pacific

Coast Extension of the

CHICAGO

RAILWAY
There are splendid opportunities along

this new line in the Dakotas, Montana,
Idaho and Washington for the fanner,

fruit grower, stockman, dairyman, poul-

try raiser, business man and professional

man. Investigate the opportunities.

Descriptive book 9 free.

F. A. MILLER, General Passenger Agent, Chicago

^OOUNOUP
HUSSELSMfU

V-ifUll-STONE

CITV

^MILDRED

This instrument is full size; of the best sc

finish. It is of a clear, soft and even tone
faction to experienced musicians. Full s

Self Instructor for beginners included. Yo
24 of our handsome Iris Crystal Japanese i

charm hat pins at 10 cents each, and send
valuable instrument is yours. Send nam
will send pins prepaid. Write Ufl today.
iOGAITDAY CO., Dept. 314: CHI

L
MONEY IN GOOD,CABBAGE

Fhly elegant new book for seed grow-\
Fers is a storehouse of rare seed infor-

_

fmation. Tells about my famous vari
reties of money-milking cabbage.
WRITE E1 Mention ^

TO-DAY r rC Ci EL thisPaper^
and I will send you a package of

|Buckbee’s New Early Marvel Cabbage!
the best-growing variety on earth, together

with a copy of my great Seed Book._ H. W. BUCKBEE
FARM 168 Rockford Seed Farms

Rockford, niinoia

FREE TO FARMERS
By special arrangement Ratekin’s big igog seed
catalogue, with a sample o! “Diamond Joe’s Big
White’’ seed corn that made 153 bushels per acre,

will be mailed free to every reader of this paper
who is interested in the crops he grows. This
big book tells how to make the farm and garden
pay. It’s worth dollars to all who plant or sow.

Write for it and mention this paper. The address

is Ratekin’s Seed House, Shenandoah, la.

Excelsior Tuberose and Caladium

Esculentum bulbs and Ganna roots

WRITE
JOHN F. GROOM & BRO.
Bulb Growers Magnolia, N. C.

AAA Cherry Trees, 2 years eld.wVWjfVW 4 cents each. Boxing Free.
Catalogue free to Everybody, Sheerin’s Whole-
sale Nurseries, Danville, N. Y.

of the best seasoned wood ; red shade

and even tone and is giving fine satis-

Full supply of strings, and a
You can secure it free. Sell

Spar and Swastika luck
us the money—and this

name and address, and we

ILLINOIS.

TINSELED POST CARDS
YOUR NAME IN COLD

Send lOc
for B
Cards
with your
name beauti-
fully tinsel-

ed on them.
Write quick

and get our’

plan for doing
this tinseling

work or taking
orders for most
popular cards
out.

CARD COMPANY 108CUICAGO, ILLS,

STEM
WIND GOLD WATCH

f%MPMT Our watch is gold plated

M“ MmMmMm American movement—
guaranteed a correct

timekeeper. Many consider it as good
a timekeeper as a 826 watch. We give it

FREE. Sell 24 handsome latest style

ladles* hat pine at 10c each and an en.

graved gold guaranteed watch is yours.

RUSSELL MASON CO.—D«pt. 177—CHICAGO

rnrr Two samples Floral Post Cards, lovely designs,
llbk beautiful colors, if you send stamp; 3 months’ trial

subscription to our popular magazine and ten cards for 10c;

30 cards and one year subscription 25c.

Household, 996 Jackson St., Topeka, Kan.

NECK CHAIN and BRACELET
SET GIVEN AWAY
There is hardly any pre-
cious stone that has the
brilliant sparkle of the
Egyption Crystal Bead.
TOGETHER with the ele-

gant spar cross, locket
and bracelet, it makes a set

which would delight any lady
to wear. Nearly every cus-

tomer who received it has writ-
ten tS u0 expressing her sur-
prise at what handsome arti-

cles they are. You oan not
fall to be satisfied. Given freo
for just a few minuteB of your
time. Write today for 12 New
Moonstone Pins whloh you
oan quiokly dispose of on our
special offer at 10 cents each.

GEORGE E. SPENCER
Dept. 121 K. KlnzieSU

CHICAGO.

The Floral Question Box
By Eben E. Rexford

Covering Pansies; Hardy Chrysanthe-

mums
;

Plants for a Shady Corner.

—

(Mrs. E. L.) Pansies require very lit-

lle covering in winter. They smother, if

given too much. Evergreen branches,

or a few leaves, are quite sufficient.

Consult the seedsmen’s catalogs and you

will find Chrysanthemums described

therein that are sufficiently hardy to sur-

vive the winter out-of-doors. Try na-

tive ferns in the corner that is “so shady

that nothing but grass will grow there.”

Asparagus Cactus.— (Mrs. J. H. G.)

If your asparagus has filled the old

pot with roots, turn out the ball of

earth, and cut it apart in such a man-

ner as to make several divisions, each

having a crown, or growing point. You

will find this more satisfactory than

putting the old plant into a larger pot.

The long, strap-leaf Cactus you have

probably belongs to the Phyllocactus

branch of the family. Keep the plant

quite dry when not growing. Apply a

good fertilizer when growth begins.

Give plenty of heat and sunshine. Use

a soil of clay and sand. T would not

advise removing any of the branches

that have formed on your“knobby” Cac-

tus, 'because the more “knobs” there are,

the more attractive the plant—to a lover

of this class of plants.

Primroses.— (Mrs. E. S. L.) The

reason why your Primroses are not do-

ing well is, of course, not known to

me, because I know nothing about the

care they have received. If these plants

are potted in a soil that is rather light

and spongy, and are kept moderately

moist at the roots, and in a light place,

at a temperature of about 75 degrees,

they ought to do well, provided they

were healthy tc begin with. Drainage

must be good. The crown of the plant

must be so elevated that water never

collects about it. Perhaps, from these

general directions, you can tell wherein

your treatment of the plant has been

wrong.

An Old Grapevine.—(Mrs. L.) If

the old vine is of a variety worth culti-

vating, I would advise cutting away

most of its branches, and letting it re-

new itself by the production of new
ones, next season. Fertilize the plant

well. Fasten it to a post, and arrange

for support for the new branches as

they develop. Do not allow many to

grow, and nip off the ends of them

when they have reached a length of six

or eight feet.

Azaleas.— (H. E. K.) These plants

should make an annual growth of

branches shortly after the completion

of the flowering period. At this time,

they should be kept in a temperature of

70 or 75 degrees and showered well

daily. In summer, sink the pots in the

ground, but be sure to see that 'they

never get dry at the roots.

Transplanting Onions.— (F. C. S.) If

your soil is what it ought to be, there is

no reason why you should not be able

to grow Onions in it, and this without

transplanting the seedlings. Make it

fine, work it over until whatever fertil-

izer you use is, thoroughly incorporated

with it, and sow the seeds on the sur-

face, pressing it down, afterward, with

a board.

PROFITABLE FARMING
i'ertile land at reasonable prices, a mild,

.nd healthful climate, crops of excellent

-,nd markets for them, and trans-

100 SWEET PEAS FREE
CHOICE NAMED VARIETIES

SEND NO MONEY. WRITE QUICK,.

We are actually giving away, absolutely free, postpaid, 100

Sweet peas to every person who writes us at onoe. Our Sweet
Peas are carefully assorted from 100 of the choicest varieties
of these fa vorite flowers. Just send your name and address
and we will send the Sweet Peas by return mail and tell you
all about our

FIVE FREE BEAUTIFULROSE BUSHES
Bride, unsurpassed for purity and whiteness.
Bridesmaid, a beautiful rose, lovely shade of clear pink,
Gruss an Teplitz, very fragrant, brighest colored roses

grown.
Hallowe’en, a beautiful new variety, dark orlmsom color.

Perle des Jardins, fl ns straw oolor, large and perfect;
blooms freely.

We have only a limited number of Sweet Peas. Write now.

Address Successful Farming, Dept, ass Des Moines, la.

REAL ESTATE WANTED
ALL KINDS—EVERYWHERE

If you want to sell a farm, residence, build-

ing lot or a business, you need our assist-

ance. Quick service. Low commissions.
No listing fees. Business established 1903.

Write to-day for our terms and selling methods.

INTER-STATE REALTY CO., 946 First Nat’l Bank Bldg., Chicago, III.

Buy Direct from Factory
saving: all expenses and profits of the dealer.

Elkhart Buggies and Harness
have been sold direct from our factory to
the user forthirty-six years. We are

The Largest Manufacturers in theWorld
Belling to the consumer exclusively. We
ship for examination and approval,
gauranteeing safe delivery. No cost to
you if not satisfied as to style, quality
and price. Over 200 styles of
Vehicles and 65 styles of Har-
ness. Send for free catalog.

Elkhart Carriage & Harness Mfg. Co.

Elkhart, .... Indiana
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Creider’s
Book

On Poultry

I

Com-iso, practical. IIow
to make money with poul-
try; information as —
ImiuUiigs, treat-
ment of diseases,
etc. Fifteen at-
tractive chromos

;
-

sixt y prominent varieties. 10c postpaid.
Fine, pure-bred stock and eggs allow
prices. OKI. IDE ICS GERMICIDE—

a

snre preventive and an excellent disin-
fectant. B. H. CREIDER, Rheems, P«.

125 Egg Incubator (ffl
and Brooder Olll

|
If ordered together we

•Bend both for #10
. -----J pay freight. Well

made, hot water, copper tanks,
aooDie wans, double glass doors.
Free catalog describes them.
Wisconsin Incubator Co* gBox 30, Racine. Wis.

CHICKS We sbiP thousands, are booking
orders now for Spring of igog

shipments. Send for booklet and testimonials
FREEPORT HATCHERY, Box 14. Froeport. Mich.

64 VARIFTIF^ £oultry, Pigeons, Hares. 20 eggs $x.Ot VHniLIILO stock for sale. Winners wherever
shown. Catalogue and show record free.
H. P. ROTH, Box 20, Franconlal, Pa

40 RRFFD^ i'*ne pure bred chickens,
ducks, geese and turkeys.

Northern raised, hardy and very beautiful.
Largest poultry farm in the Northwest. Fowls,
eggs, and incubators at low prices. Send 4
cents for line 8o*page Annual Poultry Book,
R. F. Noubert, Box 987, Mankato, Minn.

JUMBO StllUB PREEDERS

20

. are largest and fastest breeders. Every
pair guaranteed mated and banded. Money

, makers everywhere. If you wish to be sue-
I cessful, start with our "Jumbo Homers."
r 8end4cts. in stamps for our large ILLUS-
TRATED BOOK, "HOW TO MAKE MONEY

- WITH SQUABS." Address. PROVIDENCE
SQUAB COMPANY. 772U. Hopo St., Providence, R. I

COLORED „p ? st0 cards*
. “T Orlnp, New nod B^oatiful View*, Flowers, 1 1 1 f*Birthd.y *tc. tNo Comic; |Prlnt«i io Rich Color*. N.»*r b.for. off.rad IVV

this pnc*. DRAPER PTG. CO , DES MOINES, IOWA

3-Piece Toilet Set

SUCCESS WITH POULTRY

GIVEN AWAY
The three-piece Toilet Set shown above is beautifully deco-

rated in natural colors on a cream-colored composition. The
comb is of the same shade. It is not only beautiful, but ser-
viceable. and will last for many years. The bristles are of the
best quality. The mirror is French bevel plate. Given free
for just a few minutes of your time. Write today for 24 New
Moonstone Pins, which you can quickly dispose of on our
special offer at 10c. each.

CfORGE E. MI11ER, Oept. 112, 121 East Klnzle Street. Chicago.

We Gold Tinsel Your NameONEMBOSSEDPOST CARDS. Six of the moat hand
some em-
bossed post

An Unusual and Extraordinary Opportunity!

ITDirir SAMPLE OFFER
JO DAYS ONLY

Ladles* of
Gent*

- - --- Beautiful Bright Sparkling Famous

$5 Barnatto Diamond Ring
Approximates cenuino in brilliancy, detection *\\i ///
almost baffles experts, fills every requirement
of.tho most exaetinp. pleases the most fastid- ''j
ious, at only ono-thirticth the cost of the real
diamond. As a means of introducing tht#
marvelous and wonderful scintillating gent;
and securing as many new friends as quickly
as possible, we are making a special induce-
ment for tho new year. We want you to wear S / 1

this beautiful Ring, this masterpiece ofman's
Ihandicraft, this simulation that sparkles with

all the beauty, and flashes with all the fire of

A CENUINE DIAMOND
of the first water. We want you to show it to
your friends and take orders for », s . na it sells
(itself— sells at sight—and makes 100% Profit
for you, absolutely without effort on your part.
W© want good, honest representatives everywhere, in every lo-

cality. city or country. In fact, In every country throughout the world, both men
•od women, wbo will not sell or pawn the Barnatto Msiulatlou Diamonds
under the pretense that they ere Genuine Gems. If you went to wear a simu-
lation diamond, to the ordinary observer almost like unto a gem of the purest
ray serene, a fitting substitute for the genuloe; or if you want to make money
don't wait—ACT TODAY, as this advertisement may not appear,nor this unus^
ual and extraordinary opportunity occur, again. Fill out the coupon below
and sand at once— first corue. first served.

Write here name of paper in which
you saw tbit ad.

The Barnatto Diamond Co

bvpLVoixard Bldg.. Chicago.

81r»:— Please send Frea. Sample Offer, Ring. Earrings. Stud or Scarf
(Stick) Plo, catalogue.

Name

R. F.D.R. .Vo V. Street

Town or City

P. O. Sox .... Staie I

By E. A. SMITH

To make a success of a flock of poul-

try, we must have as near as possible

these conditions:

First—Similarity of Temperament. A
Brahma and a Leghorn are as much dif-

ferent in this respect as a Shorthorn and
a Jersey, or a Clydesdale and a road-
ster; one is phlegmatic, the other highly

nervous and excitable.

Second—Similarity of Appetite. To
get eggs from a hen, she must be just

in the proper condition of flesh, neither

too fat nor too lean. In either of these

states, she is not in business form. The
Brahma has a strong tendency to fatten.

The Leghorn is all nerve and will

stand heavier feeding. In a mixed flock,

some get too much, while some get too

little.

Third—Similarity of Age. Adult hens
and pullets will never do well together.

The one, having her growth completed,

needs only food to supply waste tissue

and to produce eggs. The other needs

enough to supply waste tissue, to pro-

duce eggs, and to grow her frame.

Better mark your chickens with a

punch, so as to tell their age. Pullets

give a very much greater profit as egg-

producers than hens. Yearling hens

come next. Either do better when sep-

arate than when allowed together.

Now, if even pullets and yearling hens

do not go well together, how about the

average flock on the farm, composed of

birds all the way from late fall-hatched

up to the patriarchs of the flock, that

even a butcher feels a twinge of con-

science to call “spring chickens?” Judg-
ing by the apparent age of some speci-

mens I have seen, Noah, during the time

of the deluge, must have had several

first-class incubators in operation. Nev-
er, as a rule, keep a hen longer than the

second season. Put her on the market
in July or August, just before she be-

gins to moult. The market, as a rule,

is higher then than later on, and the

hen is about through her season’s pro-

duction.

The first two points I have mentioned
are only possessed by a flock of thor-

oughbreds or high-grades. Besides,

nearly all admire the beautiful, and
what is more pleasing than a flock of

poultry as nearly alike as two peas? I

doubt if anything is ever gained by one
cross, for if we are after any particular

line of poultry, our standard-bred vari-

eties are so numerous, one can be found
to just suit our needs.

If you feel you can invest in a trio

of thoroughbred fowls, or in a couple

of settings of eggs, then, after choosing
your breed, purchase, say every second
year, a thoroughbred male to head your
flock. You can mate him to his own
pullets, but don’t inbreed more than one
year; get a new male then. Don’t, un-

der any circumstances, use one of the

grade males, for the moment you do you
deteriorate. Every breeder of thor-

oughbred fowls has males off in some
fancy points, such as color of the eye,

etc., that are as good as any for cross-

ing purposes, which he will sell at a

very reasonable price.

Then see that these birds are properly

housed. The test house is the scratch-

ing shed house, built on an elevated

spot, with a southern exposure, as near

Vick’s ^Magazine for January

Ideal Standard Incubator

air-tight as possible
; no top ventilators,

by all means. It should have at least a
dead-air space of four inches, and not
too much glass surface.

A very neat and convenient arrange-
ment for roosts is to make a platform
to catch the droppings, say four or five

feet wide, arid as long as desired, about
thirty inches above the floor, not too
high, as jumping down too far is a fruit

ful source of bumble-foot. Then set the
roost on benches about eight inches

above these dropping boards. For roosts,

use two-by-fours, flat side down. Never
use a sloping-roost arrangement, as it

results in a continual battle to see which
will occupy the seat of honor, highest
up. Don’t use poles, as you will have
crooked breast-bones.

TO WOMEN WH O DREAD MOTHERHOOD!
Information How They May Give Birth toHappy, Healthy Children Absolutely

without Pain—Sent Free.
No women need any longer dread the pains of

childbirth, or remain childless. Dr. J. H. Dye
has devoted his life to relieving the sorrows of
women. He has proven that all paia at child-
birth may be entirety banished, and he win gladly
tell you how it may be done absolutely free of
charge. Send your name and address to Dr JH . Dye, li6 Lewis Block, Buffalo, N. Y., and’ he
will send you, postpaid his wonderful book which
tells how to give birth tohappy, healthy children,
absolutelywithout pain; also how to cure sterility.
Do not delay but write to-day.

25 years of experience in it.

Tried and proven. Makes re-
sults certain. Send for great
free book, “Poultry for Prof-
it.” 128 pages, practical, re-
liable. Worth dollars for fine
pictures alone. Free. Send today to

J. W. Miller Co.. Box314* Freeport. IP

Get My Book
with Its help aided byQUEEN
INCUBATORS and BROOD-
ERS. Tens of thousands of
poultry raisers are RAI8ING
MORE chickens, and MAK-
ING MORE MONET than
erer. Five sizes. 13 to»18.50,
and I pay the freight FIVE
YEAR guaranty and NINE*
TY DAYS FREE TRIAL.
Wiokstrum Box 82, Queen
Incubator Co., Lincoln, Neb.

:q>~ ~~ :
(yt
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Build Tour Own Incubators and Brooders
xnd save half the purchase price. Any one can do it. I furnish
mechanical parte, Tank. Lamp, Regulator, etc. at low prices.
Over 25,000 In uee, not one failure. LAMPLE88 BROODER
will coet you only 14.00. Complete plana only 25 cents t*
covor coet. Worth Dollars to you.

H. M. SHEER, 508 Hampshire St., QUINCY, TT 1-

Oft Var s ' 3200 B!rds to offer, consisting of A1
HU Breod

>
Poultry and Eggs. Dogs, Ferrets,

Pigeons (Homers,, Angora Coats, Belgian
Hares, etc., all described and information In color-
ed 60 page Book and store at your Door 1 Oc
List FREE.
J. A. BERGEY, Box L. Telford, Pa.

50 15
’
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Handsome Colored
Post Cards
Thegreatest bargain
ever heard of. Consists
ofa splendid assortment of
colored and embossed cards,

birthday greetings, flowers, battleships, views, etc
etc. No comics, all sent postpaid, so tot
15c. You cannot afford to miss this great offer
which we are making to introduce our bargain
post card catalogue which we also send
free with the post cards. Address,
DAVIS BROS. Post C&rd Dept.B—12 Chicago

EEN BONE HAKES EGGS
Lots of them, beeanselt is rich in protein and ail other egg elements. Yon get twice th*eggs, more fertile, vigorons chicks, earlier broilers, heavier fowls, bigger profits.

1VIAMM’IJ LATEST MODEL cute all bind, of bone, with adhering meat
BONE CUTTFP and gristle, easy, fast and fine. Automatic

10 Day. Froo Trial. No money in advance.
i^-^^opper nerereloga Cat’lgfree.

F-W. MANN CO., Bon 54 .Milford, Mu*.

ROGERS SILVER SET FREE
This silver is reliableWm. A Rogers

high-class nickel silver ware. It is
guaranteed never to tarnish. If yoa
paid $10.00 for a set of silver, yoa
could not surpass these goods, either
for appearance or wear We will
replace them any time within 7 years
if unsatisfactory. Yoa can receivs
silver set FRJUL

Sell 24 of our Iris,—Spar Top,—
and Swastika Luck Cross Hat Pins at
10c each. Send ns the $2.40 and th#
14-piece silver set is yours FREE.
_
The Pins are new and very attrao*

tive. They can hardly pass a lady.

Plan to secure a 26-piec© set; or a
60-piece Dinner set without expense.
Write to os oow. We will send

pins prepaid.

Roger Biorris Co.*
Dept© lUiJ Chicago

llUtlOl/fie.

FREES GIRLS

BIG DOLL
Just a few minutes of your time is
all we ask, as all you have to do is
to get only 4 people to accept our
liberal 25c offer.

This handsome doll is nearly half a yard
tall, is beautifully dressed

; closes and
opens its eyes, has shoes and stockings
that can be taken off, and is one of the

i
best dolls, ever given away on such a
liberal offer. Any girl can earn this doll
in a few minutes by distributing only 4
of our beautiful colored art pictures to 4
people ou opt liberal 25c offer, collecting
25c from each person, making $1.00 alto-
gether. Just think of it! All you have
to do is to get only 4 people to accept
this liberal 2Sc offer.

DON’T SEND ANY MONEY
Just send us your name and address
and we will send you the 4 pictures
and complete outfit by return mail.
You will be surprised to find how easy
it is to earn this beautiful doll.

; WRITE TODAY

;

It Costs You Nothing to Try

Address

Davis Bros. Pub. Co. Dept. 49 c

CHICAGO
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How to Deal With Dahlias
By LBLN L. RLXFORD

I
T used to be supposed that the

dahlia could not be grown success-

full)' at the north, unless it was started

into growth very early in the season.

Our summers were believed to be too

short to bring it to satisfactory de-

velopment. Tubers were potted in

March and April, and started into

growth in the living room. The result

was, almost invariably, a weak, spin-

dling plant, that lacked the strength nec-

essary to adapt itself to the change of

conditions when it was put into the

ground at the coming of settled warm
weather. Here it would merely exist

for weeks before it accumulated strength

enough to attempt development, and the

natural consequence was that it was

late in getting a real start, and late in

coming into flower. Generally frost

would put an end to it just about the

time it was ready to bloom well. This

explains why the impression prevails to

a great extent that we of the north can

do nothing with the dahlia unless we

"get the start of the season,” and it also

explains how we fail to get this “start.”

The fact is, the dahlia does not re-

quire any such treatment. It is not

necessary to start it into growth in the

house. If we give it a very rich soil

and keep it well supplied with moisture

at its roots, it will come forward with

surprising rapidity, develope in a short

time, and give us flowers for a period

of at least six weeks, if we tide it over

the danger of the first frosts.

Perhaps I cannot better illustrate my
method of treatment than by giving

some of my personal experience with

this plant. One season I ordered my
dahlias from an eastern dealer, but they

did not reach me until the last day

of May. I put them into the ground on

the first day of June. The tubers were

all small ones—none larger than one’s

finger—and their sprouts were just be-

ginning to start. I had prepared the

ground for them long before they came

to hand, expecting to put them out

early in May. The soil had been spaded

deeply, and heavily manured. In less

than a week after the tubers were set

out, most of them sent up shoots, which

grew with astonishing rapidity. Early in

July the plants began to bud, and at the

summer session of the Wisconsin State

Horticultural Society, held August 28,

1 carried off seven prizes for dahlias,

and every one of these prizes was a

first-class one. This with flowers from

plants put into the ground on the first

day of June. Now I had set out these

plants not expecting to realize any re-

turns from them in the way of bloom.

But my success was so far ahead of any-

thing in my past experience that the

following year I carried out the same

treatment, and with the same results.

Since then, I have grown all my dahlias

in this way, and I have had earlier

flowers from them, finer flowers, and

more of them, than I ever had before.

Those whom I have advised to try this

method report successes equal to mine,

and I therefore feel justified in urging

others to adopt this treatment. Summed
up briefly it is this

:

Make the ground mellow to the depth

of a foot and a half.

Make it very rich.

Keep it moist throughout the season.

Do not attempt to start your plants

into growth before they are put into the

ground. Do not put them out until the

soil is warm.

If the above advice is followed, they

will begin to grow immediately after

planting, they will make a strong, vig-

orous growth because all conditions are

favorable to such a growth, and they

will keep going steadily ahead. That is

the secret of it—keep them on the

move from start to finish, and do this by

generous feeding, providing plenty of

water, and avoiding the check which re-

sults from starting the plants into head

growth in the house, and then putting

them out before the soil is warm enough

for them.

It will be seen that this treatment

greatly simplifies matters. There is no lit-

tle work connected with potting the tu-

bers early in spring and caring for them

for several weeks, until it is safe to trust

them out of doors! I consider that one

of the most impqrtant features in this

“new departure” in dahlia-growing is

that of doing away with the “set-back”

which pot-started plants almost invari-

ably get when they are put into the

open ground. This, and the debilitating

effects which result from starting the

plants into growth under conditions not

favorable to healthy development. The

“new” treatment does away with these

features altogether, and gives us strong,

sturdy plants that get the right kind of

a start and lose no time in “getting-

down to business.”

5TELLARIA
By Stokely Sf Fisher

Faint star of the duckweed defying the

frost,

—

Though frailest of flowers, in bloom all

the year;

Warm spangles of light in silver embossed
Wherever there grows a green thing to

cheer.

So little and weak, so carelessly tossed

In lonely waste places when cold earth

is drear

;

Faint star of chickwced defying the frost

—

EVERYTHING for the GARDEN
if the title of Our 1909 Catalogue—the most beautiful and instructive horti-

cultural publication of the day—a book of 200 pages—700 Photo engraving*
from nature—8 auperb colored and duotone platea of vegetables and
flowers. It is a mine of information of everything in gardening either for

pleasure or profit, and embodies the result of sixty years’ experience. As
a book of reference alone it is invaluable.

To give this catalogne the largest possible distribution
,
we make the following liberal etfer :

Every Empty Envelope
Counts as Cash

Toevery one who will state where this advertisement was seen and who
encloses Ten Cents (in stamps), we will mail the catalogue and also send
free of charge, our famous 5oc. “Henderson” Collection of seeds con-
taining one packet each ofGiantMixed Sweet Peas; GiantPancy Pansies,
mixed; Giant Victoria Asters, mixed: Henderson’ s Big Boston Lettuce,
Freedom Tomato and Henderson’ s Blood Turnip Beet in a coupon en-
velope, which, when emptied and returned, will be accepted as a 25-cent
cash payment on any order amounting to 1 1.00 and upward.

“Henderson’* Seeds are Tested Seeds”

PETER HENDERSON iCO.^VSiSS^Sfi1

Boddington’s Quality

Gigantic Sweet Peas
“Good From The Ground Up.” They are so good and so sure to please

you that we will let you try them at our expense. Twelve separate

half-ounce packets, of the finest named kinds, will be sent

Postpaid only 25 Cents
The Sweet Peas in this collection range from purest

white to shades of pink, lavender, blue, yel-

low and crimson. With each order on.

this offer we send a

Rebate Check
for a Quarter

To apply on orders for $1.00 wo-th or more
of seeds or bulbs from Boddington’s
Garden Guide, a unique 144-page jcata-

,„6 „e, handsomely' illustrated with engravings
from life, beautiful color insert, art cover and
concise, practical cultural directions.

Guide Mailed Free to Applicants

ARTHUR T. BODDINGTON
Seedsman

Dept. V, 342 W. 14th St.

New York City

•

"
' \

FREE! “AYARD OF n FREE!

“Yard of Roses” is conceded by everybody to be one of the grandest flower pictures offered this year; one yard long, on
heavy oopper-plate paper, in ten beautiful colors, making it so true to nature that you can easily imagine you are look-
ing at the real flowers ;

over 300,000 sold in last 30 days
;
a handsome ornament for any home that you will always be proud

of. To introduce our splendid family magazine and story paper, which already has a half-million readers, we mail this
grand work of art all chargee paid to anyone who sends 10 cents (stamps or silver)for The Household 3 months and
picture. We make this unusual offer to induce you to become a regular subscriber. Send at once before they arc gone.
Address THE HOUSEHOLD PICTURE DEPARTMENT. 536 JACKSON ST.. TOPEKA. KANSAS.

Though frailest of flowers, in bloom all

the year.

Thy humble and homely loveliness lost

Beneath the glad garlands when June
time was here,

A well in the garden of summer thou wast,

O joy of the pathway, wintry and sear!

Faint star of the chickweed defying the
frost,

—

Though frailest of flowers, in bloom all

the year.

ITC *
1

| Id as

Perkins Rubber Stamp Go., b 2, , new haven. coimf

established 3? Years A Present with Every Order

PARKER’S
HAIR BALSAM

Cleanses and beautifies the hair.
Promotes a luxuriant growth.
Never Fails to Restore Gray
Hair to its Youthful Color.)

Cures scalp diseases & hair failing./
50c, and $1.00 at Druggists /

For 2 send receipt for the cure of
A. I -wJt/ Warts and Corns, perfectly pain-
less and refund money if it fails.

10 cts. All Druggists
W. L. TERRETT, L Box No. 1, Manassa, Colo

4 Rings FREE
Send jour name and ad-
dress for 12 pieces of our
Jewelry to sell at 10c
each. JRemit $1.20 when
sold and we will send
these four rings free.

COLUMBIA NOV. CO.,
Uept.21Kast Boston, Ms*#,
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$325 aWeek Buys
Barstow-Pecos Valley

10-Acre Irrigated Farm

How Little Folks Can 5ave
BY CARABLL LEWIS MUNGLR

But First I Must Absolutely

Prove to You that It Can Be Made to

Net You Over $100.^ a Month!

Dorothy was out

in the cornfield

with Uncle Alm-
ond, and the sky-

over the hills was

a lovely pink, and

Dorothy sighed,

“Oh, if I had a

sash I would want

i t pink, shiny

This is for the roan who monthly payments. You can eo and live on it and hv

tt^man whowflff?«°R
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i
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l
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'• a good living for yourself and family. You won't have

Geo. E. Burstow
President

operate as he would a de-
partment of his business,
without giving: It all his
time and attention.
Write your name and

addres on the coupon be-
low and mail it to me.

Twill mail you plain and conclusive proof that 10 acres
of Barstow- Pecos Valley Irrigated Land can be made to
yield crops that will net between 81,000 and 85,000 per year.
Now don’t say to yourself no man would sell for 83.00 a

week that which has developed earning power of 81,000.00
to 85,000.00 per year. That Is exactly what I propose to do
and with the “Proof” will come a lull explanation of theNew Safe Land Plan whereby
you can get possession in 2%f
years of land which I must first
prove can be made to net $1,000.00
to $5,000.00 per year, by paying
$15.00 down and $3.00 per week in
monthly pay merits for 2% years.
A responsible Bank acts as the

independent agent of both of us
toguarantee fair play.
There are good sound business

reasons why we sell land for 83.00
a week which we can prove to
be capable of earning 81,000.00 to jk
$5,000.00 ft vpac—

A

nd von will un. T$5,000.00 a vear—and you will un- »
derstand them when T put my
^ proposition fully beforeyou—

which I cannot do in the

your own little highly productive farm.
If you think you have to know a lot about farming orcannot bring yourself to make so great a change all at

once, get one of these farms to fall back on j f things shouldgo wrong. Have It for a place to go to In cose of need, orfor rest and recreation, and meantime arrangements canbe made for Its cultivation under competent superintend-
ence for a reasonable share of the proceeds.
The Barstow-Pecos Valley Lands are in WestTexas, withina few miles of Barstow, Texas, and Pecos City, Texas (the

2 towns are only miles apart—the land lies between the
l°;

n8^nia.“tt,e to
,
t
i\
e n,orth) and served by the Texas& Pacific Railway and the Pecos Valley Line of the Santaro System.

But all this is the merest outline of what I desire to show
you in detail. I am only at-
tempting to make It clear toyou
that you can have an assured in-
dependent living income in less
than three years if you are will-
ing to pay 83.00 a week.
I vwant the name and address,

on one of these coupons, of every
man or woman who is willing to
save 83.00 a week if I can prove
that the result will be financial
independence in lees Chan three
Bhort years.
There is nothing philanthropic

about this proposition, but i es-
pecially want to hear from wage-

6» .small space of an ad
vertlsement.^ You are dealing
^ with a solidly

^ founded, firmly established, respons-
K , 2% * ible ent

?rP.r,se and the land I want

°«*N

Bee Thls Trade-Mark

7

By it you may know the Superior Products ofBar- earnersstow Irrigated Land—European Grapes
, Peaches ,

i have worked for fifteen vpa

nor Products of your Barstow Irrigated Land. Tbe lVlga?ron SystemX"b“en
If .

1“ operation now for about 18
1 yeare. It haB proved to be efficient, the water supply
;

abundant, the climate a delight and the soil wonderfully
productive.

I
The task has been a big one — It has taken along time

to test out each phase of the proposition, but it has been
worth while and I will consider that It has been even
more worth while if those who most hoed it are the ones
to reap the benefit of my labors.
And so 1 say to the wage earner who seeks Independent

manhood, it can be had In the ownership of one of these
10-acre farms.
Others have here acquired It—why not you! Don’t delay

Act right now, today.

have ,468.61, or for
* delivery In 2%
7, % years for »15

w down andV ^ 13.00 a
V-. . week
T. > ln

' <sy s
,u -

George E. Barstow, President
Js

. ^Pecos Valley Land& Irrigation Co.of Barstow,Tex

.

° - 846 Missouri Trust Building, St. Louis, Mo.

72 Patterns for 10 cts
“MOTHER'S DELIGHT” DRESS-CUTTING CHART

pink, rosy pink, and

I’d have it tied

with one loop and

two ends, and the

wind would blow

it and it would

flutter and shine, but it costs a dollar,

and I couldn’t earn a dollar in a thou-

sand years -;” and then a big tear fell on

the little brown hand that lay on Uncle

Almond’s shoulder.

Uncle Almond was very kind and

very wise, and he told Dorothy the old

story about the ants and the grasshop-

pers. It was a fine story as he told it

to dear little Dorothy. He told just

how the little ants worked in all kinds

of weather, saving every little grain

and seed and storing in their pantries

and cellars and how they had plenty

and were comfortable and happy all

winter, and how the grasshoppers sang

and danced all summer and died of

starvation, homeless and forgotten.

When the story was done Uncle Al-

mond looked lovingly at little Dorothy,

Which will you be, a grasshopper or

an ant?” he asked, and Dorothy looked

at the pink sky and ran away across

the fields home.

The very next day Dorothy’s mamma
said that every time she found

_
Doro-

thy’s room in perfect order she would

put a penny in the little red pocket-

book on the dresser, and papa offered

10 cents a week for going after the cows.

So dear Doro-
thy began the very

next day to be an

ant. Sometimes she

just longed to be a

grasshopper, and
stay in bed late in

the morning, or

not get the cows
when it rained and

there were no birds

singing in the ma-
ple by the pasture

bars. Sometimes

she saw some of

the idle grasshop-

pers dancing in the grass and once saw
a number of ants with a load of grain

scampering home.

Often she peeped into the little purse
and thought of the camJ.T mice in the
taffy-shop window, but she did not take
out one penny.

At last came a wonderful day, and
she went with mamma to a great beau-
tiful store, and there were great gar-
lands of ribbon hanging in the window,
red, orange, yellow, green, blue, and
violet.

And above them all a sash ribbon
just the color of a pink cloud, a shiny,

pinkey, rosy pink, and Dorothy told

the clerk to measure off two and a

half yards, and then she took fifty pen-

nies and five ten-cent pieces out of the

little red pocket-book and gave them

to the clerk, and Dorothy’s mamma tied

the sash around the little girl’s waist,

with one loop and two ends, and as

she went homeward the wind blew the

sash, and fluttered it about, and Doro-
thy looking over her shoulder caught

the pink glow, and saw it shine. Thus
had Dorothy learned a valuable lesson

in saving.

12
«
0H’ tllis chart is worth many dollarstoyou. You never before

ifor.fl i?
e a wonderful dress-cutting system, so simple and easy that anyone can under-stand and use it. You can cut a garment in one quarter the time usually spent in drafting children’s pat-terns,

for (

berless £ ______
you can easily’work out any pattern.

Miss Fidgety Fud^ety Finn

With

this

Girls

Little Miss Fidgety Fudgety Finn,

Would not stoop over to pick up a pin.

Plainly in view in a crack on the floor;

Right by the side of the dining-room

door.

Later for lack of a pin; one pin!

She lost her now collar (poor Fidgety

Finn),

And thought with regret of that pin on

the floor,

Right by the side of the dining-room

door.

So let us remember—You, dear, and I,

To look for the blessjngs which every-

where lie.

For we never can tell just what we will

need,

And so it is wisest, and safest, indeed.

To throw away nothing (not even a

pin),

Lest we meet with the fate of Miss
Fidgety Finn.

And recall with regret some pin on the

floor.

Right by the side of our dining-room
door.

Home Recreations
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paper. We dq tills because we want you a’t’fhe same'tfineVoYe^dTor

I II L L months trial subscription to our flue woman’s family and fashion monthly,T asluous. It is one of the most helpful magazines that a woman can
1o^^anr^vn7irTr.,b„l,.

l
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u wltt' it3 complete and illustrated departments on advance fash-

ence hints 'i t o
6
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' d ,s 1 short and 9erlal 8torics . special articles and correspond-
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c.® 00118

,
84 to 32 large pages every month. This mayaztne has alre»u v aonce hi Its "i t. „ l.T.
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' Q lts ,n V®res““g short and serial stories, special articles and correspond-
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2
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argeLl, ‘!< s evorJ- month. This magazine has already about a quarter of a mUlIon sub-

tatooduce^ran^Tc
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0^ want ?ou to^ad lt““usUo

on ul luidns iieu ior me people, plain and clear, helpful to every wo-
fcencl cents today (coin or 1-ct. stamps) and you win always be glad of it.

POPULAR FASHIONS, Dept. ?1 SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Sides may be chosen, as in “spell-

ing down.” The leader on one side

mentions a geographical name; for

example, Canada; his opponent must
use the final letter of this as the ini-

tial of some other, as Albany: the

next gives Yucatan; the next, Nor-

folk, etc. Tn each case the name must
be announced before ten is counted

by the person giving the preceding

name. The failure of anv one to do

may be used with historical, literary,

Bible, and other characters.

Whose Picture?
BY CARRIE KNIGHT

Choose portraits of famous people,

such as Scott, Longfellow, Queen Vic-

toria. Washington, Napoleon, etc.

Label them with names that do not

belong to them, and hand them out

for correction. What seems at first

DIAMOND RING
Will not cos» you one cent of money p am Ea Raj

Write for particular!*.
ICUSHMAN CO., Dept. d. s Springfield, Maes.

l/iniinnu n <aa^| Send 13c. fbr a Solid Oold
ICOUPON No. 1207 glu.„ slglipt Klniti ^

fronted for years, with raised scrolls on s(des. any

initial engraved YUElf, with 3 initials send 16c.

Pass for a $5.00 ring. Advance Co.4$tV,B’way,K.Y.

this gives the leader on the other side glance to be a simple act of adjust-

the privilege of choosing one of his ment calls for considerable study and

opponent’s lieutenants. The same plan a good memory.
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Announces its ANNUAL DISTRIBUTION OFfEMBI
Don’t miss this grand opportu-ne^ . nity to secure a choice collection £&’%&***

9^ finest plants and flower seeds,
without cost. iM'W%r vfijM

Tllis year we offer a better variety and a
! higher quality of plants and seeds than ever

before. Vick’s Magazine has always led the
way in encouraging the universal propagation of

flowers and, in making our 1909 offers, we have
, determined to break all records. w-?

I
We have ready for distribution, nearly half a million exception-

ally choice rose, carnation and chrysanthemum plants and a large A
quantity of the best and most popular flower seeds.
You will see by the descriptions below that a finer selection could not

have been made. This distribution is made as a reward to the many
thousands of our subscribers who loyally aid us in securing an ever-widening (
circle of readers. Just a little of your spare time and iust a few words to

A BIG SENSATION COMING

ggKjap’' me most notorious outlaw the country has known m many years.
This story will be written by Pat Crowe himself, who is now living a quiet, honest, industri- ^ L /

ous Chicago. The story will vividly describe the various thrilling incidents in his twenty ~
,

iS’sW years’ career as an outlaw. It will tell how he first started on the road to Shadow Land, and how he * \capped the^climax by committing the crime which caused the most stupendous man hunt of the century jSsr
and resulted m special legislation against kidnapping in every State in the Union.
You cannot afford to miss this story. It will appear exclusively in Vick’s Magazine and will describe many % phappenings m the career of this famous character which never before have been given the public. If you will V L

tell your friends about this, you will have no difficulty in complying with the easy requirements necessary in 4
order to secure your choice of the following premiums or all of them: 9

6 ROSE BUSHES FREE 6 CARNATIONS FREE
Carnations are next to roses in popularity. With each subscription we give ^

6 fine plants of the following unsurpassed varieties: Boston Market, exception- 1

ally fine ivory white variety. G. H. Crane, regarded by many as the finest
scarlet carnation- Mrs. Francis Joost, color a soft shade of pink. A 1 in every
respect. Enchantress, the grandest of recent introduction, a leader in its color
exquisitely delicate shade of shell pink deepening toward the center. Hario-l
warden, color bright crimson, size the largest crimson carnation ever offered
averaging three and one-half inches in diameter. Prosperity, this is the largest
carnation of any color ever offered. Color, white overlaid with pink reminding
one of the beautiful tints seen in Azaleas.

Our selection of rose bushes this year has been made with regard to quality.We give six choice, hardy varieties with each subscription, one bush each of the
following varieties: Bridesmaid, the best popular pink tea rose, bright pink
free flowering, easily grown. Yellow Maman Cochet, blooms very large per-
fectly double, sulphur yellow, splendidly formed and freely produced.’ The
Bride, the largest white rose, delicate creamy white, very double, and from three
to four inches in diameter, undoubtedly the finest ever blooming rose ever offered
to the public; Frieherr Von Marshall, profuse bloomer, one of the richest
bright red roses ever grown. Bessie Brown, (Hybrid Tea) very large double
fragrant, creamy white with a beautiful shade of pale tender flesh resembling
gloss silk. Philadelphia Rambler, blooms larger, deeper red, and more double
and in every way more desirable than the Crimson Rambler. All of these roses
will bloom this year.

6 CHRYSANTHEMUMS FREE
The Chrysanthemum is a rare flower, the finest of the fall bloomers the

flower most in evidence at all flower shows. With each subscription we give six
sturdy plants of the following varieties: Black Hawk, dark velvety crimson
(President Roosevelt’s favorite variety,) Col. D. Appleton, very large deep
golden yellow, flower of fine finish, Dr. Enguehard, a true pink without the
least trace of purple, awarded highest honors wherever exhibited Glory of the
Pacific, an extra early pink in shape for cutting in October. Monrovia, a pleas-
ing shade of deep yellow, one of the very earliest bloomers. Timothy Eaton,
purest white, one of the largest of the Japanese incurved type and winner of
every prize for which it was ever entered.

10 LARGE PACKETS OF FLOWER SEEDS

Our selection of varieties for this collection has been made with the greatest
care. Here are seeds for a large and beautiful flower garden. With each sub-
scription we give the following ten large (absolutely full sized) packets. Sweet
Peas. Nasturtiums, Asters, Pansies. Verbenas, Cosmos, Poppy, Zinnias Salvia
and Alyssum.

Simply show Vick’s Magazine to a few of your friends and neighbors. Tell them how good it is. Tell
about the many excellent stories and articles that have been appearing and are to appear in the near future
them about the famous Pat Crowe story that begins with the February number. Then ask each one to giv

25c for a six months’ subscription.

.
.If you secure only two six months’ subscriptions at 25c each, we will give you, as a reward

“T- choice of the six rose plants, six carnation plants, six chrysanthemum plants or the 10 packets of see
I-

send you whichever you may select, prepaid, at the proper time for planting.

^
If you secure four six months subscriptions o.t 25c each, you may have your choice of any two

f
-

, %
the premiums; or if you secure six six months’ subscriptions at 25c each, we will send you

«
. * \all four premiums—roses, carnations, chrysanthemums and seeds as above described.

£ ^ One subscription at 50c for one year will count the same as two six month’s subscrin- ^
‘\ tions at 25c each . ffy

'* V \ ... Remember the above are all of VICK quality. Do not confuse these splendid
feSrapt. \ Plants and guaranteed seeds with the inferior or worthless kinds sometimes doB

- \
offered. Get your order in early and secure first selections. MrSm

~ \ T, ! Fill out the coupon stating premiums desired and attach to it the names
\|yiN®Yf 1

j and addresses. of the new subscribers. On Canadian subscriptions add \8f
k

"
f

\

15c extra for six months or 25c extra for yearly subscriptions. 'Nhmm

VICK’S MAGAZINE CO
209 VICK BLOCK

m CHICAGO
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75f%#|75 FOR THIS NEW

£.U AMERICAN

CREAM SEPARATOR
A SEPARATOR THAT EXCELS ANY SEPARATOR IN THE WORLD

DON’T HESITATE BECAUSE OUR PR ICE IS LOW. The quality Is high;we guarantee It. It Is up to date, well built and well finished. It runs easier,
Bklms closer and has a simpler bowl with lewer parts than any other cream
separator. Don't accept our word for It. Judge for yourself. Our offer

Household Welfare

enables you to do this at our expense. Write us a postal card or a letter
and receive by mall, postpaid, our 1909 catalogue. It is handsomely illus-
trated. showing the machine in detail, and fully explains all about the

AMERICAN. It also describes the surprisingly liberal LONG
riME TRIAL proposition we can make you. Competition is defied by
the quality and price we make. Our generous terms of purchase will
astonish you. Remember, we are the oldest exclusive manufacturers of
hand separators in America, and the first to sell direct to the user. You
are not dealing with any agent, middleman or catalogue house when deal-
ing with us. Not one single profit is paid anyone between ourselves and
our customer. You save all agents’, dealers’, even catalogue house profits

5??c&
e
.^?M

S
wPe-

rl
?
r
M™?:cl‘me 6y paling with us. Our New Low DownAMERICAN Waist High Separator Is the finest and highest quality machine

on the market and our own (the manufacturer's) guarantee protects you
on every AMERICAN Separator. We can ship immediately. Western orders
filled from Western points. Write us and get our great offer and hand-
some free catalogue on our New Low Down AMERICAN Separator. Address

AMERICAN SEPARATOR CO.. Box 1099, BAINBRIDGE, N.Y.

Four Great magazines

$\ 3 5 and a Dress Pattern $1 3 5
FOR ONLY

MODERN-PRISCILIA

m

? juki

fMSCII !'A PUBLISHING C OMPANV

rt
"

The WoplB

Each Magazine and

Vick’s for one year.

PICTORIAL REVIEW

*1

Ladies’ World'

I These Four Magazines Will Make An Excellent Christinas Gift I

Virlr’c M5» eraTinA-11 “People’s Magazine’’ for all the family
v, » 1 lagdiUlC because it reaches the heart of the home.

It has an actual practical value for each subscriber and this is the best
reason for its great growth during the past few years.

-one of the foremost ladies’ “Household Mag-
azines.” Profusely and artistically illustrated.

36 to 44 large pages, size of Ladies’ Home Journal and is profusely and
artistically illustrated. It is a practical magazine for progressive women.

fTpits the leading Fancy V^ork and Embroiderymuiicru r I lMllld Magazine of America. Authority on all

kinds of needle work, china, oil and water color painting, stencil, py-
rography, leather work, basketry and the like.

Pictorial Review and Pattern~ n̂^
es

\^
as

k
h^p f*f-

readers in touch with what is newest and smartest in seasonable styles.
The regular departments are practical lessons in home dressmaking,
millinery, housekeeping, household finance, etc. Pictorial Review
Dress Pattern supplied by the publishers, at the subscribers request,
any time within 60 days after receiving first copy of Pictorial Review.

AU four Magazines, each for one year, sent to one or different addresses

Vick’s Magazine is 5 cts. a copy, 12 numbers, .60]

Pictorial Review 15
“ “ 12 “ 1.80

Modern Priscilla 10
“ “ 12 “ 1.2o|

Ladies’ World 5
“ “ 12 “ .60

j

Dress Pattern Value .15

At the Newstands these would cost you $4.35 J

All For

$135

Vick’s Magazine, Chicago, 111.

g|frtr*fln Oft J fl
Hidden N»mp. Friendship. Silk Frinw,

/Hfl. I Envelope and &U other kinds of CARDSu 1 r^miura Articles. Sample Album
r)Qv Finest Card* and BljrKWt Premiere List, all for a

centt tamp. OHIO CARD COMPASTT, CADIZ, OHIO.

919
New Styles Geld Bevel Edge; Hidden#
Name; bilk Fringe; Envelope and Post-L mTOO Rich and^Raey Jokes; One pack Fi^n;

Envelope and Post-CARDS—J Jokes; One pack Fun; Escort A
Love Cards. Btar Beau Catcher etc. Greatest outfit ever shown
All 3 Cents. CROWN CARD CO., B 14, Columbus, O-

BY ALMA D- HEIL

Tn late fall and early winter every the cooler air in the room. It is here
careful householder prepares his house that we can successfully attack and cap-
for winter. Furnaces and stoves are ture the enemy, and drive him out of
put iu proper shape to keep the inside the house, by cutting near the floor a
of the house warm and comfortable, bole the size of a brick (two by eight
Doors and windows are made tight, and inches) in the chimney,
may be weather-stripped to exclude the By the law of gravitation the carbonic'
co,c*- acid gas along with the cold air on the
When this all has been accomplished, floor must make its escape up the chim-

the question arises: What must be ney. Of course a corresponding hole
done to keep the air inside the house must be cut in the wash-board, into
pure and wholesome after the fires have which a register of the proper size may
been started in the heating apparatus, be inserted to open and close at will;

Unless pure air is admitted to the house, or the hole may be covered with a
the warm air in the room becomes im- screen made of tin or wire,

pure, being vitiated by the carbonic acid A test of the pressure of the air in
gas exhaled from our lungs in the pro- the room may be made by covering the
cess of breathing. hole with a piece of paper. The paper
No sane person will drink water that will close up the hole hermetically, so

is not clear as a crystal, if he can help that no air can escape from the room,
it, because the sense of sight will warn In starting a fire in a stove it is advis-
him against doing so. But what sense able to close up the hole until the fire is

will warn him against breathing foul in full blast.

air ^ In houses where the chimney do^s not
Carbonic acid gas, a deadly poison, 13 come down to the floor another simple

colorless and odorless
; so that our device may be substituted,

senses of sight and smell are powerless Insert a pipe made of tin, three inches
to protect us against this dangerous in diameter, into the stovepipe, about
enemy, and cold reason must come to four inches above the stove; bring it

the rescue. We must breathe pure air, down with an elbow to the floor, and let

or else disease will attack us.
.

it rest there on four little feet an inch
Nobody will deny this, and that air wide and an inch high. They may be

becomes impure and dangerous by made by cutting off the bottom of the
being breathed over and over again, pipe in such a manner as to leave the
What can be done, then, to protect us four feet. The foul air will escape
against the ravages of this dangerous through the pipe.

enemy, carbonic acid gas ? The answer The quantity of impure air which
is easy: We must ventilate our houses escapes in this way from the room will

by a simple law of nature, viz., gravi- be replaced by fresh air coming into the
tation. room from the outside with irrepressible

In a heated room it is easy to ob- force, even through walls of stone,
serve that the air therein is warmer brick, or wood, by the fixed law of
near the ceiling than on the floor. This gravitation.

is because warm air, being lighter than Even the poorest family in the land
cold air, rises in conformity to the can enjoy, in this simple way, the in-
laws of gravitation. By the same law calculable benefits of pure air in their
carbonic acid gas, being heavier than home during the close confinement of
air. will sink to the floor, along with the long winter ’nights.

Good Breeding and Gentle Manners
BY JOSEPH N. ROLF

Politeness is kindness manifested in when the lips arc closed over the teeth,
an easy and graceful manner. The list Never talk at the table with food in
of “Nevers” here appended will give your mouth. If you must talk, let it be
some idea of how many little unkind- between mouthfuls,
nesses, often unthinkingly committed, Never discuss the food set before you
may be avoided: except in complimentary terms; to do
Never address a lady without first so not only makes others uncomforta-

removing your hat. It is not only the ble, but detracts from your own en-
polite and proper thing to do, but is a joyment of the meal,
fitting tribute of every true man to Never leave the table without first

womanhood. carefully folding your napkin.
Never interrupt the conversation of Never whisper in church. A single

others without prefacing what you have hour on Sabbath is short enough time
to say by, “Please excuse the interrup- in which to listen with attention to the

words of gospel truth.tion,” or “Pardon me, but,” etc.

Never speak loudly in the room
where others are in conversation. A
gentleman is always known by the To Be Acomplished
softly modulated tone in which he A young lady may perform on the

speaks. piano with delicate touch, with ex-

Never, at the table, eat with your pression, with power; may embroider
knife. It not only does not look well, beautifully: may paint exquisitely, and
but is not a safe means of transporta- so on to the end of the chapter en-

tion from plate to palate. titled “Artistic;” yet if she be unable

Never chew your food with your lips to bake a fine loaf of bread, prepare
parted. The process of mastication is a good, palatable pudding, make ready
not an edifying sight for your neigh- an appetizing meal, and do her own
bor. nor is it so well accomplished as sewing, she is not truly accomplished.



Fig. 1965

New Designs for Household
Embroideries

This is the season when careful

housekeepers begin to prepare for the

annual refurbishing of their interior

decorations. No matter if one has a

number of pretty centerpieces, there is

always a desire to have one that friends

have not seen time and again, something

new for Easter-time, at le’ast.

Unless you have tried this change in

the little home decorations, you will

hardly appreciate the feeling of fresh-

ness that pervades a room where a new

cushion or table cover or a new dra-

pery has been added to the furnishings.

A careful selection of several new

ideas for the embroiderer has been made

for the department this month. Art-

icles have been selected that are used

in every home, and care has been exer-

cised to select designs entailing the least

.

possible amount of work.

Centerpices for the Dining Table

In making up a centerpiece, be sure,

first, that the linen used is of a good

quality and all linen, not a mixture of

cotton and linen. Next select a color

scheme that will be pleasing to you,

individually, and one that will harmon-

ize with the other furnishings of the

room.

Figure 1965 shows a design for that

most effective, as well as most quickly

wrought, of all forms of needlework,

namely, the Wallachian. The colors

may be white, green, pink, blue, or a

pleasing combination of two or more

colors.

Figure 1983 illustrates a centerpiece

designed for a combination of Walla-

chian embroidery and coronation cord.

The scroll lines in the design are cov-

ered with the cordi The Wallachian

circles in this design are a most deco-

rative feature, and they should be em-

broidered very carefully.

A set of either of the designs would
make a splendid Easter or engagement

gift. The centerpieces may be had in

the following sizes: Design No. 1965,

sizes 18, 22, and 27 inches, with a 12-

inch doiley to match. Design No. 1983,

sizes 22 and 27 inches. The doiley be-

longing to design No. 1965 could be

used with this centerpiece. Any reader

ordering either of the centerpiece de-

signs will receive with them a free illus-

trated diagramed working lesson. It

may be interesting to the reader to know
that either of these handsome designs

may be had for a very modest sum.

Fig. 2885

No. 1425

&

Fig. 41

iV-

Fig. 44

See our Shopping Service at close

of this article.

Fig. 1983

Library Table Cover
Figure 2885 illustrates one of the

latest idea for a cover for the sitting-

room or library table. The material on

which the design is tinted is a good

weight, natural colored linen. The de-

sign is Wallachian, and the colors of

the tinting red and blue. Oriental

shades of the red and blue are used,

however, and the color scheme is sub-

dued and rich. Embroider all the red

figures in the design with Grecian floss

A Beautiful Silk Pillow

Herewith is shown an Elk's pillow.

Figure 1425 shows the Elk design. The

pillow is made of a handsome tan bro-

cade material, mercerized until it re-

sembles silk. The color of the mate-

rial harmonizes beautifully with the col-

ors of embroidery silk required.

Pillow Shams
The pillow sham is to the bed what

the collar is to a woman’s costume—

a

necessary finish. No matter how hand-

some may be the bedspread, no matter

how artistic the furnishings in the room,

if the pillows be left uncovered, there

is an air of incompleteness. The de-

sign may not be elaborate, but there

certainly should be some handwork on

the pillow shams. Figure 41 and Fig-

ure 44 show two very pretty sham pat-

terns.

Shopping Service for Our Readers

Any article mentioned in the Fancy

Work Department will be secured for

the readers, or addresses will be sent

of firms from whom the articles may be

purchased. Address the editor of this

department, care of Vick’s Magazine.

Figure 1965, stamped on good, pure

linen, size 18 inches, 25 cents.

Figure 1965, stamped on good, pure

linen, size 22 inches, 35 cents.

Figure 1965, stamped on good, pure

linen, size 27 inches, 50 cents.

Figure 1983, stamped on good, pure

linen, size 22 inches, 35 cents.

Figure 1983, stamped on good, pure

linen, size 27 inches, 50 cents.

Figure 2885, stamped on natural col-

ored linen, size 24x36 inches, 75 cents.

Figure 41, pillow shams, per pair,

hemstitched, 50 cents.

Figure 41, pillow shams, per pair,

plain, 30 cents.

Figure 44, same. as Figure 41.

Figure 1425, Elk pillow, tinted, front

and back, 45 cents.

Address all orders and inquiries to

Editor Fancy Work Bureau,

Vick’s Magazine,

110 LaSalle Ave., Chicago, 111.
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ARE YOU GOING TO BUILD ?
THIS BIG BOOK IS FREE.

If you arc go-
ing to do any
building or re-
modeling write
and got, our
wonderful Cat-
alogue NO. 143

of JUiikllng Ma-
terials,showing
the lowest
prices you ever
h e a r d of on
doors, 8 a s h ,wind o w 8

,

mouldings, etc.
We can save

you about one-half on building materials.““
CIIDIIICftl CDEC architects’ plans and
runnion rHEE specifications for fifty

\
styles of houses, showing whereby you can save one-
third on your building cost. Whether you want, t/>

build the finest house or just do a little remodeling be

/
sure to write for our great Catalogue No. I 43 of Build-
ing Materials, and see what we can do for you. Address

SEARS, ROEBUCK & CO., CHICAGO, ILL.

AGENTS: $103.50 Per Month Sure
The money made

Belling our Shears
and other useful

patented articles

astonishes agents.

V.C. Giebner.Cols.,

O., sold 22 pairs of Positive .......... ....
Tension Shear* in 3 hours, made fl3.6CL WeVuar"
antee TO 8H0W ANY ONE HOW TO MAKE f3 to |10
per day. We have more patented goods for sale through agents,that are
not foundvIn stores, than any other house in the U. 8. Samples freo to
workers. INVESTIGATE NOW, A Postal will do. Address
Thomas Mfg. Co., 153 Home Bldg.. Dayton, Ohio

Gold Watch FREEAND RING 1 u h h
An American movement Watch. Solid Gold Plated
Case, fully warranted timekeeper, appeara equal to

Solid Gold Wateh Guaranteed 25 Tears. Also
a Solid Gold Plated Ring set with a sparkling

Cisco Gem, are given Free to Boys k Girls or anyone
Selling 20 Silver Aluminum Thimbles at 10c each, a
paper Gold*Eye Needles Free with each Thimble.
They are easy to sell. Write for

them. When sold send us the |2,
and wo will positively send you

the Watoh and Ring. Ladies’ or Gent’s Chain also. Address

HOMESUPPLY CO.Dept.IS9 CHICAGO.

FREE TO YOU
LORD’S PRAYER BANGLE PIN

We mean what we say. We will
send to you ABSOLUTELY FREE
THIS LOVELY BANGLE PIN with
the entire Lord’s Prayer engraved
on it if you will send us 2 cents in
stamps to pay formatting.

REED MFC. CO., 51 SunSt.,PR0VIDENCE,R.I.

ELECTRIC NOVELTIES TelISI
Dynamos, Motors, Fans, Bells, Lamps, Belts, Batteries, Min-
iature R'ys Toys. Everything Electric—at Low Prices. Lar-
gest stock in United States. Catalog- tree. 1000 agents wanted

OHIO ELECTRIC WORKS Cleveland, Ohio

AAIUA I pay from $1.00 to $600 for thousands ot rare
co‘ ns « stamps and paper money to 1894. Send
stamp for illustrated circular. Get posted and

make money quickly. VONBERGEN, The Coin Dealer,
Dept. 1 1, BOSTON, MASS.

. boxes of
Friends Corn Rest, the best corn cure, and receive aguranteed
fountain pen worth more than $1.00. Send $1.00 for 6 boxes of
Corn Rest, and we will mail same with fountain pen to your
address. Agents [wanted. FRIENDS HERBAL ASS’N,
102 State Street, Elkhart, Ind.

fi
D1TENTC TRADE-MARKS
I A I Ell 1 V and COPYRIGHTS
Notice in “Inventive Age.” CDCC
Book “How to Obtain Patents” lUEE
E.G.SIGGERS,Boi 9. MT.Bldg.,ffiibisgion,D.O.

and
makeLEARN VETERINARY DENTISTRY

a year. We teach you at home in three
5PI™»w/\/Vr months of your spare time by illustrated

lectures and grant diploma with degree. Particulars free.

The Detroit veterinary Dental College, Detroit, Mich.

GOLD WATCHFREE« ANDRING
American MnvempAmerican Movement Watch. Solid Gold
* fated case warranted time keeper and a Gold

Filled Ring, with a Sparkling Gem given,
free for selling 20 Jewelry .vgg;

Novelties at lOc.ea. Write
for them. Whensold,8end/
us tho $2.00 and we sendy}
Gold Watch and Ring.

COLUMBIA NOVELTY CO. .

Dept. 253
Lusl llaston, Hall.

HOME WORK
Ws start you in a pleasant and profitable business right in your own

home. We furnish FREE everything necessary. Many men. women,
boys and girls are earning large sum* of money daily following our
plan. No sewing; nothing to buy; no hard work; invalids just as
successful as any. Just the idea people have been wanting for years.
So simple that a child can work at it and make money. Address,

Dept* AGO* R. 225 Phelps Bldg., Springfield, Mass.

CIVIL
SERVICE

EXAMINATIONS will soonbe heldinevery
state. 46,712 appointments last year.
Full information about all Gov’t Posi-
tions and questions recently used by
tbe Civil Service Commission free.

Columbian Corresp. College, WarJiington, D. C.

FACES BLEACHED
and all skin eruptions removed by using Arsenic Char- c-al Tai -

lets. 15 yrs. on sale. 20,000 testimonials. Send for FREE
sample. BENWICK CO., Allegany. N. Y.

m CashPaid
PER IOOO FOR CANCELLED
PuiUgaSiauip.. Send 10'- Price L. it I’aiil.

A. SCOTT, COHOES, N. Y.
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STB
TellsHow

our wonderful Simple* 8ys-
[
tem—one of tbe greatest Inven-
tions of the age—anyone of ord-
inary education can learn by
mall to play piano or organ 4s

IN 20 EASY LESSONS
Vou need not know tbe first

principles of muslo. By tbls won-
derful system you oan In 20 les-
sons become a capable musician.
Tbe work is easy and fasolnatlng—you will be wonderfully surpris-
ed at the progress you will mako.
2n a few weeks, by this method,
you oan play popular, sacred or
classical music. Considered bet-
ter than a 3-year conservatory
course as a time aad money-sav-
er—teaches the practical and «sa-
ble In music and does away With
all unnecessary theory. You
should have this course of les-
sons.The cost 16 amere trlflecom-
pared to the real worth. Bend for
our Free Book today. State
whether yon have piano ororgan.

SIMPLEX SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Conservatory 854

Kansas City. Missouri

* herself in a
artistic pillow
s, doilies, cur*

ftlu 20 Original Designs
at 5c each

These designs are all full sized and made directly on Sten-
cil Paper, and are especially suited to the needs of the
beginner. No drawing or tracing necessary. Bach is
accompanied by a miniature reproduction showing how to
apply it. together with details of color scheme and full
directions for making. Designs include Popples, Butter-

Thistles, Roses, Tulips, Cactus, Grapes, Birds, etc.
Order to-day and begin at once. The complete portfolio

of 20 designs (none sold separately) with full instructions
sent prepaid anywhere for only 81.00. Order to-day.
NATIONAL STENCIL CO.. Box 908 COLUMBUS, OHIO.

BEAUTIFULLY COLORED

Souvenir Postcards I

Every Postcard collector I
should take advantage!—J of this wonderful offer.

1 ,
this splendid assortment includes beautifully em* I
bossed floral and birthday cards.views, battleships, land-

1

scapes, birds, forget-me-nots, pretty girls
others. Many of these cards are sold every 1

for 5c and some for sc each.
Entire lot of 6o cards to- *

gether with our big bargain
postcard catalogue for
20c postpaid. Satisfaction

|

guaranteed. Address

DAVIS BROTHERS,
Postcard Dept.D 2 , Chicago

26£jece Table Set

GIVEN AWAY. “This valuable premium consists of 26 pieces of
standard Maldabar plate ware, full table size and guaranteed to
be very serviceable and hold its color through years of hard use.
The sot consists of six knive9, 6 forks, 6 table spoons, 6 tea
spoons, 1 butter knife and oue sugar shell. Given as a pre-
mium for just a few minutes of your time. Writo today for
24 Now Moonstone Pins, which you can quickly dispoao of
on our social offer at 10c each. GEORGE E. MILLER*
Dopt. 210 121 East Klnile Street, Chicago, III.

LEATHER Art CALENDAR
Artistically executed In burnt leather with red leather

berries .ippliqued.

COLORS* Brown, Green or Gray.
DESIGNS: Holly or California Peppers.
Indicate color and design desired.

FRIGES* 6oc ]v>stpaUl. Small Calendars with simple
burned design 25c.

FIFE RACKS with burnt Indian design 75c postpaid
All orders promptly filled . DHPT. V.

BURNT LEATHER ART CO., Dan.ville, N. Y.

PLLA5ING THE PALATL 6 DAYS FREE TRIAL
BY ALICE MAYNARD BORDEAU

ORANGE PIE.

Pour two cups of boiling water over

one-third cup of cornstarch dissolved

in as little water as possible. Cook
until clear, add one-third cup of

orange juice, one cup of sugar, the

yellow portion of the rind of one
orange, and set aside to cool. Beat four

eggs, keeping the whites of two for

meringue; add to the warm orange
mixture, and pour into the crust.

ORANGE SOUFFLEE.
Peel and slice four large oranges or

six small ones. Arrange the slices in

a glass dish, and sprinkle evenly with

pulverized sugar. Over this pour a

dainty custard. Beat the whites of two
eggs to a stiff froth, and add four

tablespoonfuls of powdered sugar.

Spread this meringue over the custard.

Place bits of currant or quince jelly on
the meringue. This makes a very art-

istic dish.

ICED ORANGES.
Peel and divide the oranges into seg-

ments, removing carefully the white

skin. Dip the fruit into the beaten

whites of eggs and then into pulverized

sugar, repeating the process several

times.

ORANGE ICE.

Boil two cups of Water and one cup

of sugar. Grate the yellow portion of

the rind of two oranges, add to the

syrup, and boil a few moments. Add
the juice of six oranges to the cool

syrup, strain, and freeze.

ORANGE SAUCE.

Select two sour, well flavored

oranges, wash and wipe well. Scrape

lightly with a fork, to break up the

oil cells. Rub one-half cup of sugar

over the oranges until the sugar is

well flavored. Heat one cup of water,

and when boiling, add one-half table-

spoonful of cornstarch. When the starch

is cooled, add one-half cup of orange
juice, and sweeten to taste with the fla-

vored sugar. Serve hot on cereals, or
steamed or baked pudding.

A PINCH OF SALT.
Many an otherwise excellent and pal-

atable dish is utterly ruined by careless

seasoning. Some cooks seem to be
guided by a kind of instinct in this mat-
ter, and never trouble themselves to

measure every pinch of salt or lump of
butter, and still the dishes they serve
are above the criticism of an epicure.

It is not putting it too strongly, per-

haps, to say that- a dish which is over-
salted is ruined—no matter what its ex-
cellencies in other respects may be, and
no matter how much care may have
been given to it. A pinch of salt, more
or less, has been the beginning of many
a wretched day, and perhaps laid the
foundation for many a case before the
divorce courts.

LEMON SNAPS.
Cream two and a half pounds of

sugar with a pound of butter, add eight

beaten eggs, three pounds of flour in

which has been sifted two ounces of
cream of. tartar and one of soda, and
add some lemon extract. Bake in a
moderate oven.

GERMAN WATER CAKES.
Rub a pound of butter into two

pounds of flour, add a pound of pulver-

ized sugar and mix with sufficient milk
to a dough. Roll out very thick, cut

into the desired size, and place on clean

buttered tins. Prick with a docker or
fork and bake light in a slack oyen.

LACE CURTAINS FREE
Every housekeeper will

appreciate this beautiful

premium, The handsome
pair of curtains we offer are
real Nottingham Lace, 45
Inohes wide and 3 yards
long. The pattern is posi-

tively tbe very newest and
latest design .maklDg a pre-

mium equal in value to

those given by maDy firms

for twice the effort we re-

quire. Given as a premium
for justa few minutes of
your time. Write today for

24 new Moonstone pins
whiob you oan quickly dis-

pose of on our epecial offer

for 10o eaoh.

GEO. E. MILLER, Dept,u X2 1 E. Kinzie St.,Chicago

Pni-gi 3 beautiful silk embossed Post Cards, in colors,

r n £• CL *or sc stamp; 10 cards and 3 mos. sub. for 10c.

THE HOUSEHOLD, 352 Capper Bldg. Topeka Kan.

ELEGANT RUBY RING FREE
Write for 10 packages of our very artistic

silk and gold embossed poet cards to
distribute at 10c each. Return us the $1
when oolleoted and we will send you by return
mail this beautiful Gold Ring set with sparkling
Rubies. Onl> an hour’s eas work. Address
C-8.DEEL, 419 Household Bid., TOPEKA,KAN.

fifif
ONE 0F THESC WATER
PISTOLS. Lots of fun. In model it is just

llko a revolver, and squirts water or perfume 20 or 30 feet. In order to
introduce our oatalog, we will send you one for 10c; three for 25 cents.

A.H.Kraua, Dept. 609R Delaware Ave. Milwaukee, Wla.

f*arff fler^nfe make big money. Men, women, boys and
vdlU HgUlllo girls wanted to take orders for visiting
«nrdsat5oca hundred. We give 10c an order commission.
You can take hundreds of orders monthly. 25 cards your
name and address, agents’ terms, etc., xoc.

Hutchison, Box 381, West Scranton, Pa.

VALENTINES
10 Fine Valentine Post Cards. 10 cents. Package
Sentimental Valentines. 10 cents.

20 Comic Valentines. 10 cents. The three
“*v packages mailed for 25 cents.
MADISON ART CO., Madison, Conn.

ALL FOR 10 GENTS
Biggest bargain ever offered. 20 Popular Scogj, words and
muslo, 25 Portraits Aotreascs.all Presidents of the U- 8.,

17 Complete 8 1 cries, 6S Ma*io Tricks, 66 Amusing
Experiments, 64 Puriles, 20 Rebuses, 101 Funny
Conundrums, 62 Parlor Gaines, S24 Jolly Jokes and
Funny Stories, 100 Money Making Secrets, 100 Cook-
ing Recipes, 23 Toilet Recipe?, 255 Selections for Auto-
graph Albums, Lover’* Telegraph. 15 Versions of Love,

'iCLove Letters, 14 Funny Pictures, alleentfor | Oc,
8 lots for S6u. Com Novelty Co., Dept. 1 0, Milwaukee, Wla.

Pedigreed Scotch Collies
The Scotch Collie is the ideal dog. Strong, wise

and watchful, wonderfully intelligent, he isbeyond
question the most useful as well as the most
handsome dog for the home.
We believe our strain of dogs is not excelled by

any kennel in the country, either in breeding or
marking. Nonebut Pedigreed Puppies sold which
are entitied to registry in the American Kennel
Club Stud Book.
Full and authentic pedigree sent with each

puppy. Write us for prices and further particulars
HILLSIDE KENNELS, West Grove. Penn

SI. GOOD LUCK RING 10c
bend TEN CENTS for this oxidized silver-

plated ring made in the shape of a skull and
crossbones with flaming red ruby eyes. All the
rage in large cities where it is worn by both la-

i and gentlemen, many of whom consider it good
'— iuua. Selling by the thousands. Get one and be the

envy of all your friends. 8 for 25c. Prize and Mg Catalog with each order.GEM NOVELTY CO„ DEPT. 6, MILWAUKEE, WIS.

LADIES—YOUR FACE!
It needs a tonic after the summer sun and wind. A com-
plexion like velvet will be yours if you use ROSINA.
Don’t take my word for it. Send io cents for fine sample.
Absolutely harmless. Write at once to
MARIE E. BAYLIES, WINCHESTER, MASS.

CARDS lOO neatly printed cards or tickets,
postpaid to any address, 35 cents. 250
for 75 cents.

ARTHUR OWES, 21 SHEPARD STREET., ROCHESTER, N. Y.

500 POST CARDS FREE
to agents and canvassers,

osition. Particulars, write today,
Broad St. Boston, Mass.

Big money-making prop-
HILLSON CO. 108CX

10 Beautiful Art-Colored Post Cards 1flr
with your FULL. NAME IX GOLD on each.

*

F. E. SMITH CO. 533 57th Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

INP.RFA^F YOUR CARD COLLECTION Beautiful PostHlVIlLNvL Cards. 20 all different, cities, scenery, comic,
colored, etc. Only xoc. Cat. Free. F. J, Stanton, Norwich, N.Y

10s
$1. SIGNET RING
This beautiful Solid Gold pat-
tern Signet Ring, now all the
rage everywhere, warranted 3 _ _
YEARS, fient for only TEN CENTS. Only one
to a cujtomer, to introduce our catalog. Addres*

Gem Novelty Co Dpt. 24, Milwaukee, Wla.

FREE TO AGENTS-Safety Tea Kettle
" onderlul Invention. Impossible to burn hands

^

from steam. Made of copper, nickel-plated. Can't
boilover. Nolid. $10aday. Write for i 11nstratod book
and Free Offer to Men and Women Agents-
S. T. K. Co. S6 Ferguson Bldg, Detroit, Mich,

NO
DEPOSIT'

NO MONEY DOWN
OOLD FILLED. GUARANTEED 10 YEARS.We want to loan you a pair of our guaranteed Tni.
eight Spectacle, for six day.’ free trial. All you need do
is to send your name on a postal card.

voJPh Scnd fREC ,he Per,ect Trusight Eye Tester.With it you can accurately test yourowneves Whenyou return the Tester our expertopttcl^ wfll send yoS
S«t^

P
tn

t
f?iHn

r
.5

Ulred
l°

T y°ur eyee. Wear them 6days but them to .very test and be SURE they .ati.fr

Jnt th« KJYu t ^ F they do u°t satisfy, If they are
not the beet fitting glasses you ever wore, send them
back and you are out nothing.

ThisCase Given Free
This is the Orient Specta-
cle case. Made of metal,
plush lined, covered with
Moroccoine leather,
spring fastener. Ask yonr
local optician if he can
sell you this case for less
than 11.00. Given FREE
with special offer.

TRUSIGHT SPECTACLE CO.

Fur Scarf

FREE
We will give you

free this big. beau-
tiful far Scarf of
Dark Baltic Seal
nearly x x-2 yards
long, warm and
dressy, made in
stylish fashion with
six heavy tabs and
pretty chain fasten-

ing. A rich ele-

gant Scarf, that will

wear for j’ears.

Write for 24 pack-
ages of QUAKER
SHEET BLU-
ING—to sell at xoc

each. When sold
return our J2.40.and
we will send the
Scarf and an EX-
TRA PRESENT
FREE of a Gold
Filled Ring with a
sparkling stone

Address

FRIEND
SOAP CO.

Dept. 944

BOSTON, . HASS.

We Gold Tinsel Your NameONEMBOSSEDPOST CARDS. Six of tbs mort hind

I WANTYOU
showing Fashion Book,

HUNDREDS OF LATEST STYLES
with illustrated lessons on Cutting and Dress-
making, FREE, and I will sell you all the pat-
terns you want for five cts. each. — v
They are the same patterns
you have always paid 10c & 15c
for at the stores, made by the

people,
’ detail.

and correct In

FARMER’S

same
every .

I publish the
CALL, a weekly paper for
every member of the family.
An especially interesting fea-
ture each week are the ohil
dren’s letters; and the
Woman's Department is
unusually strong and in-
structive. Among the
special features for
women folks is its
fashions in which I show
the 5c patterns. Let
me help you to save
money.

MY SPECIAL OFFER
Send me 25c and I will send you
the Farmer’s Call every week for t»n'e year
(about 1000 pages) and will send mv big Fashion
Book toyoufree. X also agree to sell you anypat-
tern you want thereafter tor 5c. I can sell them
for 5 cts. because I buy them by the thousand
and don’tmake any profit. I don't want anv profit.
I want your subscription to the FARMER’S
CALL. You will save many times the cost of my
offer in a year. WRITE TO-DAY.
You can use this coupon—cut it out nowand mall

to me with 25c—lc and 2c stamps taken, but a
quarter almost always goes safe:
John M. Stahl—

E

nclosed 25c for Farmer’s Call for one
year, your book of patterns, postpaid, aad privilege of buy.
ing patterns at 5c each.

Very Special Offer
Send me 50c and I will send you the Farmer’s

Call for one year, the Illinois Farmer for two
years, the Fasnion Book prepaid, with privilege
of buying patterns at 5c each. Dse above coupon,
but enclose 50c and write I. F. in the corner
Cut out the coupon right now, fill out, and send to
JOHN M. STAHL, J. P. Sta., Chicago, III.

(Prop. Farmer’s Call for past 35 years.)



New Blood of the Old Favorite
Early Rose was long known as the strongest grow-

ing, heaviest yielding, most profitable early potato.

Our “New Blood” Dakota grown seed has the old-time
vigor and vitality.

Olds? Seed Potatoes
have pleased thousands of farmers and gardeners during
the last 21 years. They will please you. Try them.

Send postal for 88 page Catalog Seed Potatoes, Corn,
Oats, Barley, Garden Seeds, Poultry Supplies, etc.

L. L. Olds Seed Co • (Formerly Clinton,

38, uorn, i

ies, etc. /
ON) WIS.l
, WisV) \

SEEDS
Fresh, Reliable, Pure
Guaranteed to Please

] Every Gardener and
1 Planter should test the

,
superior merits of Our
Northern Grown Seeds.

SPECIAL OFFER
FOR 10 CENTS

we will send postpaid our

, „
famous collection

1 pkg. 60 Day Tomato .... 20e
1 pkg> Princess Radish .... 10e
I pkg. Self-Growing Celery . . . 20o
1 pkg. Early Arrow-head Cabbage . . . 16e
1 pkg. Fullerton Market Lettuce ... 10©
Also 12 Varieties Choice Flower Seeds . . gSo

$1.00
Writ© today! Send 10 cents to help pay postage and

packing and receive the above “Famous Collection," to-
gether with our New and Instructive Garden Guide,GREAT NORTHERN SEED CO.
870 Rose St. Rockford, Illinois

7 GIANT BEGONIAS
Tuberous-rooted Begonias are the
handsomest of all flowering tube-

rous-rooted plants. Nothing
surpasses the brilliancy and rich-
ness of their flowers. Colors;
White, Crimson, Rose, Scarlet,
Yellow, Orange, Salmon, 8 cts.

each. The above collection of
7 varieties mailed for 25 cents.
100 for $4.00 by express.

PBFMIIIM For each addi-
rnCMBUIVl tional collection
ordered (besides your own) you

,

may select one Double Begonia
tor one Gloxinia as a premium.
* Double Begonia: White, Crim-
son, Rose, Scarlet, Yellow,
Orange, Salmon. 15 cents each.
Gloxinia: Red with white bor-
der, Blue with white border,

| Crimson, White, *50. each.
Club with your friends and

secure this liberal premium.
1 04 Court St. Binghamton, N. Y.Binghamton Seed Co.

BE A MTOTOBAfAN
Our complete Electric Railway Course

by mail will make you a competent Motor-
man or Conductor in short time at small
cost. Hundreds of positions open at good
salaries. Instruction endorsed by Elec-
tric Railway managers. Write today for

ffcee catalog—state age and weight.

The Wenthe Railway Cor. School,

AGENTS WANTED
MOTHER'S SALVE
Nearly everyone has used it—ALL WILL when
once tried. Sells on sight! Send $1.50 to-day
for 12 full size jars which bring you in $3.00
and valuable premiums FREE besides. If not
ready to order now write for our new catalogue.

Mother’s Remedies Co., 1097-35th St., Chicago

10 POST CARDS FREE
To introduce our new 48-page illustrated Post Card catalogue
we give ten beautifully colored cards absolutely free. Send
5 cents to cover mailing charges.
HOMER GEORGE CO., Dept. 16, Chicago, III.

$61.50 WEEKLY
10 A GASLIGHT BURNER

n FOR KEROSENK LAMPS.
Beautiful light, no chimney, durable, lasts for

'ears, fast seller, no risk, 500 per cent, profit,
.xperience not necessary. SAMPLES FREE.

No branch offioes. AddressLUTHER M EG. CO. Dpt.yo6 Cincinnati, O.

Boys and Girls
A KNIFE
How To Get One
Send us your name and address and -.ve will send
you ten packages of Tomato Seed and you will
sell these for ten cents a package. Send us a
dollar and we will send premium by return mail.
Remember we trust you with the seed. Every-
body raises Tomatoes. They grow in every part
of the country. The seed we send is a beautiful
quality, round and smooth. Very prolific. Every
boy and girl should get this premium. It costs
you nothing. Write at once.
The Beale Supply Co., Dept. 2, Hingham, Mass.

10c A WEEK BUYS A WATCH, RING, FURNITURE,
*

. RUG, DISHES, CLOCK, BANJO, CLOTHING
Anything to furnish the home. Send for free Catalog. Home
Trading & Supply Co., 100-106 Franklin St. Chicago.

- - - -

FREE

DC Q© Our Sample Card of Beads, and
instructions for making Neck

Laces and Purses sent for 10c
,
silver or stamps.

Ladles’ Art Co., C. 25, St. Louis, Mo,

By Mrs. M. D. McKee

Wrinkles and How to Avoid Them
Much is said and written about the

disfigurement of wrinkles. There are

always two sides to every question. It

may be helpful to ladies who dread

wrinkles to consider this subject.

Old age will come. There is no es-

caping the flight of Time. We hurry

on with it, despite our unwilling and
heavy-weighted feet, that move but

slowly, as the years hasten on.

Beautiful Old Age
What is more lovely than a beauti-

ful old age? Gray hairs and wrinkles

tell their story, it is true. But, ah

!

there lies my balsam for sensitive hearts.

Came there those wrinkles because of

smiles, or because of frowns? Because

of loving, sympathetic, cheery good will

toward all, or because of cross-grained

high-tempered sharpness, and scolding,

frowning ill will toward others? A
vast difference it makes as to whether

wrinkles are becoming, or are worn

as a badge of the selfish, unlovely heart

hidden within the breast. How plainly

the daily developing character is writ-

ten out upon the countenance. The be-

holder who reads human nature under-

stands the marks that Father Time and

his character-building leave on human
faces, and he rejoices at the sight of

one whose facial architecture reveals a

noble heart, a kindly life. “A merry-

heart maketh a cheerful countenance

and while none can be always merry,

there can be cheerfulness, even amid

the trials that inevitably come. The
mind has everything to do with the out-

ward life, visible to others in two

phases, namely-, the physical, as seen in

the body, and the spiritual, as seen in

the spirit manifested in our relations

toward one another. Unselfish living

will reveal a beautiful countenance,

winning the beholder and cheering the

discouraged.

Bathing the Face
Bathing the face in cold water every

morning- with a vigorous rubbing with

a huck towel will serve to tone and

harden the muscles. On retiring at

night, wash the face thoroughly in hot

water, cooling off with cold water. Rub
lightly with a soft towel, and then rub

in a little simple unguent like pure vas-

eline, cold cream, or their lanoline, and

wipe dry with a flannel cloth kept for

the purpose. This last direction, how-

ever, need be followed only two or

three times a week. Too much oint-

ment on the face has a tendency to

produce a hairy growth.

Value of Laughing
Exercise the muscles by laughing and

relaxing suddenly, and by raising the

upper muscles under pressure of the

fingers, and relaxing. Brisk rubbing,

and washing the face with pressure

from the chin up, instead of from the

brows down, will strengthen the mus-
cles.

Cold water is a tonic; too much hot

water is debilitating and relaxing. One
hot bath a week and several tepid baths

with a cold spray or pour, and brisk

rubbing, will tone the entire system.

These directions, if followed with a

mind at peace with God and man, will

give one a beauty truly to be desired.

LARKIN
FACTORY-TO-FAMILY DEALING

Furnishes Your Home Without Cost

LARKIN direct Factory-to-Family dealing saves for you all cost that adds no
value; gives you the profits of middlemen—greatly reduces the cost of living;

affords you $20.00 worth of unquestioned excellence for only $10.00. Your money
goes twice as far. The Larkin Idea is a practical, co-operative plan which saves
money for one million families annually.

Larkin Products consist of Laundry and fine Toilet Soaps,

Toilet Preparations, Teas, Coffee, Spices, Extracts, Baking

Powders, etc., over 200 home needs to select from. Your family-

uses $10.00 worth of such goods every few weeks. With $10.00

worth you get, in addition, a Premium that alone would cost

you about $10.00—practically twice the value a storekeeper

can afford to give. The Larkin Idea of direct purchasing pro-

vides without cost a new piece of furniture in thousands of

homes each month. If no Premium is wanted you may have

$20.00 worth of Products of your selection for $10.00. By
this offer, Larkin products actually cost' but

one-half our list prices which are regular re-

tail prices.

All Larkin Products are of the highest

quality and absolutely pure. Larkin Pre-

miums are noted for their ex-

cellent design, workmanship, fin-

ish and durability.

30 DAYS’ TRIAL

rm

ns?:

„ -V >

- i

PAY If PLEASED

wte
'.igSvz

This handsome,
$10.00 Oak

Chiffonier given with $10.00
worth of Larkin

Products.

We will ship to any responsible person $10.00
worth of Larkin Products and any $10.00 Pre-
mium selected, on 30 days’ trial. If customer
is not pleased at end of 30 days we guaran- Stf ,

^
tee to remove goods at our expense, re- y
fund freight-charges and make no ^ \cV

This $10.00 Oak, upholstered Reclining-
Chairgiven with $10.00 worth of

Larkin Products.

charge for a reasonable amount of
Products used in trial.

Ask any Larkin customer in _
your vicinity about Larkin
quality and square dealing. .,S

L\v y
A. v

SPECIAL OFFER—Write us requesting our large free cat
alogue—Product and Premium List No. 40. If you
enclose 12 cents in stamps we will also mail you the
popular Larkin Family Magazine for six months
and a 10-cent Cake of fine Toilet Soap free, (if you
mention name of publication.)

Larkin
&

ESTABLISHED 1875 BUFFALO, N. Y.

More LightforLessMoney
IF WE can save you one-third of what your present system costs and give you
1 better light are you interested? Understand us rightly. We mean we will
PROVE saving, PROVE improved illuminating, PROVE increased convenience.
That’s the proposition we make you.

We will send you any lamp listed in our catalog ''63” on trial to prove that The Angle
Lamp is the one perfect substitute for gas or electricity. Like gas, it is always ready to
light at the turning of a button and the striking of a match. Like gas, it can be burned
at full height or left burning dimly without a trace of smoke or odor. Unlike gas, it
costs even less than the troublesome old style lamn—fully one-third less.

“THE ANGLE LAMP
is worth all the gas or gasoline lights ever made,” writes one user.
"Saved 20 times its cost,” says another, "in oil, burners, chimneys and
cuss words.” “It has made me wonder why there are any ordinary
lamps left to tell their tale of discomfort, " adds a third. Five’ thousand
people voluntarily wrote us letters of endorsement and praise last year.
The explanation is—new method. Let us show you what wonders

they have worked in oil lighting. Write for our descriptive catalog
63. ” A mere postal card request will bring you this booklet, describ-

ing a light which, burning common
kerosene in a new way, is so completely
satisfactory that such particular people
as Mrs. Grover Cleveland, the Rocke-
fellers, Carnegies, etc., use it for light-

tr ji <
ing their homes and estates in prefer-
enee to any other system. And it will

™ also bring our offer of

THIRTY DAYS’ TRIAL
The Angle Lamp is made in thirty-

two varieties from $2.00 up, a lamp for
every purpose. Send for our catalog
63” showing just the style to suit

you and explaining our trial offer.

ANGLE MFC. CO.
159-161 W. 24th Street, New York

Ladies’ Size Watch 25«tr«n(fDP a o’narantpffl watrh that i*? flH TB (-‘A VSHYHftwe offer a guaranteed watch that is 1

Ladies size, no larger than 50c piece;
|

a fully warranted American move-
ment, guarantee it to keep correct J

time and give you satisfaction, can 1

behadin either hunting case or open *

face styles. Write us today and we ,

will send you 24 Iris Crystal Jap-
J

anese spar and Swastika Luck
\

Cross hat pins to sell at 10c each,
,

also premium sheet carrying the ,

most wonderful line of values for

selling 24 of these hat pins. Write a
•nee. Logan Day Co. Dep 5 2 Chicago.

Highly Artistic POST CARDS
Flowers, scenes, girls, etc. All richly col-
ored. No plunder, easily worth 2 for 5 cts.
Money refunded if not satisfied. Hillson
Co. 1 12 Broad St. Dopt. 26, BOSTON

Tinseled POST CARDS

,

Assorted designs, all different. Your name I

or Greetings from your town put on with tin- I

j

sel by hand. Complete outfit for tinseling I

mailed for $1.00. "
fMADISON ART CO., Madison, Conn.

!CATARRH TDAIlDg C sufferers inhale Ozoned
fs? and LUNG •nUUDLL Oxygen. Quickest to

^ relieve. Surest cure. Doctors recommend Ozoned
Oxygen. Try it. Sample can sent for 50 cents.
Write D >itz Ozone, Olden, Mo,
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How to Get Fat
Cons»™li“ °L^rb ' ana Heal,h

A Simple, Safe, Reliable Way That

Costs Nothing to Try.

50-CENT BOX MAILED FREE

Those who are thin, whether from sick-
ness, lack of nourishment or because they
were born that way, know its humilia-
tions and embarrassments. There is no
longer any need of being thin and puny-
looking, for you can get fat by a simple,
>afe. inexpensive home treatment recently
discovered that has already been success-
ful in a large number of cases.

The rnost valuablevasset of any na-

tion is its human life. Yet how careless-

ly wasteful are we of this most precious

heritage. We are doing more, by far,

every day to safeguard and protect our

treasured gold than we are to save from
needless death our men and women, our
sons and daughters. Worse than the

ravages of all our wars is the “slaughter

of the innocents” caused by preventable

accidents on our railroads, in our mines,

we do not lia^e many, many more fatal-

ities—so careless are we.

According to latest statistics available,

in railroading alone we are killing 3,361

employes and seriously injuring 66,833

more, the total number of men employed
being 1,382,196. In 1889, we employed
704,743 men and killed 1,972 and injured

20.028. What do these figures show?
Simply this : though the number now
employed is not twice what it then was,

Let Sargol change you from skin and
bones to plump attractiveness.

There is no need of strenuous exercise,
rigid diet rules or nauseous medicines, for
this treatment, called Sargol, is in tablet
form, pleasant to take and begins to aid
in the assimilation of the fat in your reg-
ular food as soon as you take the first
tablet.

The reason why so many men and wo-
men stay thin, no matter how much or
what they eat, is because they do not get
the necessary nourishment from their
meals, and the food passes through the
system without leaving any of the flesh-
forming and fat-building elements that are
needed to make one plump and attractive.
Sargol quickly changes all this, and while
those who use it are not eating any more,
perhaps not so much, yet their foods build
them up to full development and puts
good, solid flesh on their bones, giving a
pleasing and attractive personality that
wins in both business and social affairs.

If you weigh less than you should and
want to be so well developed that no one
will again call you thin or “skinny,” send
to The Sargol Co., 11 Herald Bldg., Bing-
hamton, N. Y., and they will mail you, in
plain envelope, a 50c package, and also
send you valuable information about the
different kinds of thinness and how they
may be overcome. Write today. Please
enclose 10 cents to help pay distribution
expenses.

WE GOLDTINSEL
Your Name And Greetings——— Beautiful

«• ANGEROUS DYNAMITE
in our factories, indeed, everywhere we are killing or maiming fully three
throughout our strenuous industrial times as many of our railroad employes,
world. Most truly has Governor Where one railroad man in 35 was
Charles E. Hughes said: killed or injured in 1889, now 1 in 19 is

“We shudder at the thought of the killed or injured. This alarming in-
carnage of war, Jyut we give too little crease should shock, alarm, and arouse
attention to the perils of our industrial the entire nation to apply a remedy, and
army and to the useiess sacrifice of life that speedily.

and productive efficiency which is the Going down into the deep, dark, and
result of preventable accidents in indus- dangerous mines, from whence comes

(Concluded on page thirty-one.)
That we are often criminally careless — =

in our mad rush for gain and gold is INDIAN MEDICATED CORN LEAF
forcibly illustrated bv the nirtnre here-

<
\'
urcs Corns and Callouses without pain or soreness, two toLimy lliustrareu ny tne picture nere three applications. Easily applied. Sent on receipt of 25 cents

with published, through the kitldlv cour- ' nsilvcr - Will include a -s cent box of our Indian Ointment
. C „ for Burns, Wounds, Old Sores, Ulcers and all skin diseases if
tesy OI the Chicago Charities and Com- names of three com sufferers sent with order. Agents to

mens, wherein is shown small building- - preparations and Indian Novelties.

in a great city, in which dynamite is

stored only 200, feet away from a rail-

way track, where trains are passing all

times of night and day. The wonder is.

BIG MAIL
of sample N ewspapers,
Magazines, Circulars,
Books, etc., by putting your

.
cio., uy puiuiig yuur

name in our Big Mailing List of prospective pur-
chasers. Send 20c today. Satisfaction guaran-
teed. Subscriptions received for all Newspapers
and Magazines. Write for terms to agents. Address

Mohler’s Subscription Agency
205 S. Warman Ave. Indianapolis, Ind.

Curtis Waiter & Co. Sole Agents U.S.A. Norwood, N.Y.

WATCHES fT WHOLESALE
_ . . List free. MaumeeWatch Co., 434 N. St. Clair St„ Toledo. O.

EVERY LADY likes to have her
FORTUNE TOLD. For 25c we
will send you a genuine full set ofFORTUNE TELLING CARDS
such as clairvoyants use, (not
playing cards), with all the in-
structions and significations nec-
essary, to tell the FUTURE and
relate the PAST making you the
center of attraction everywhere

x-
TOD'S SUPPLY CO.

'

3953D Easton Ave., St. Louis. M0 .

IF YOU
HAVE PILES

25 I-0VELY VALENTINE POST CARDS formc
v ",

T
.

honio8t beautiful Valentine Post Cards you ever saw. Printed in colors. Brightly colored desiens such as =

. , on me
rards for 10 cents. Write quick and get our plan to take orders
for this beautiful tinseling work -

COLONIAL COMPANY, Dapl.204CHICACO, ILLINOIS.

FRFCttT FS pimples & &
* BEACHHEADS
Positively removed with Dr. Banzete’s
French Restorer. Prepared especially for these
ailments. Write for particulars. Address
Th® Grey Chemical Works, Box 378, Aurora, llllnola

FREE We will send yon
this beautiful GOLD
PLATED RING ab-

solutely Free If Jon will sond ns
tha names of five of yonr neigh-
bors and lOo to pay Hostage, eto.
DAVIS BROS.,D.ptX70 CHICAGO

SILK EMBOSSED POST CARDS
Moral, Birthday and Motto; lovely designs; beautiful colors;
to t .inis with 3 months' trial subscription to our popular mag*
'in- u cents; 30 cards and one years' subscription. 25 cents.

Household Cord Co., Dept. 43, Topeka, Kan.

SAVESI-
OR MORE"
PER MONTH

And You Can Share In The Bounty el The Golden West
$2,500 a Year From a Single Acre. Fortunes are being made every year Orchards are cllin®

ind*BKST
n
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eceu,l » sold for $24,000! The FINEST CLIMATEand BEST SOIL in the world for fruit growing. Nothing like it has ever been known before The
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W
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Wn °“ ° ,rr,?a ‘ed 'ands of the famous Yakima VMley in the SlateOI Wasmngton. Ihey bring enormous prices in New York and European cities. PresidentRoosevelt and \ tce-Pres. Fairbanks are enthusiastic suppoiters of irrigation. U„de Sam jtandiback of it and a former Government Official has

1 3

been appointed expert to the great national profit-
sharing society (The Land League of America)
organized to enable the COMMON PEOPLE to
share in the tremendous profits from these irrigated
orchaids. Members contribute small sums month-
ly to cover cost of land and planting—as little as a
dollar a month will be accepted. The Land
League gives a POSITIVE G l 1ARANTEE, Secured
by the land of 16%£ dividends per annum on the
money paid in by members

I RO\ IDE FOR YOUR OLD AGE by joining the Land I paanp w •, t c i*»
today. A postal Card will do. It will tell you iow YOU mav share in

‘

secure umcome for lif* on an easy plan by which you will scarcely miss the mo“e™ u£e°nrofiuand Absolute Security are GUARANTEED ,o you/ We want you t^hU thTsTteraf^ Writefor it today, to our Eastern office, as follows:
us literature, write

LAND LEAGUE OF AMERICA 2191 Central Building ROCHESTER, N. Y.

WE GUARANTEE YOU
AN INCOME FOR LIFE
SECURED BY THE LAND

Send us this Coupon and you’ll get
by return mail Dr. Van Vleck’s

3-fold Absorption.

$1.00 CORE TO TRY

We have found a remedy that is curing
thousands in every stage of this cruel dis-
ease-curing even cases of 30 and 40
years’ suffering after doctors and every-
thing else had failed. We want every
sufferer to try our remedy. Just fill out

and mail the cou-
pon—return post
will bring the
treatment(in plain
wrapper.) Then
if you are satisfied

with the benefit
and comfort re-

ceived, send us
$1.00. If not, keep
your money. We
take your word.

ipiiBpi, You can see that
v-- only a genuine

cure could stand such an offer. Tens of
thousands are enjoying blessed relief

from rectal torture because they accept-
ed this offer at our expense. Will you
try it? Address Dr. Van Vleek Co. 167
Majestic Bldg., Jackson, Mich. Use
this coupon. Write today.

FREE $1. COUPON
Good for a $1. package of Dr. Van Vleck’s

complete treatment, to be sent free on ap-
proval.

To

Address
as explained in above offer.

TINSELED POST CARDS
YOUR NAME IN

COLD

Dept. 54

Send tOo
for 6
Card*
with your
name beauti-
fully tinseled
on them.
Write quick
and get our
plan for do-
ing this tin-

seling work
or taking or-

ders for most
—— —— —. - popular
CHICAGO. OX. cards out.

CATARRH
Cured for Eight Years, After Five
Doctors Had FAILED to Even Give
Relief. This ought to be a fairtest. I am
now putting the remedy on the market and

want every sufferer of Ca-
tarrh to write for my Freo
circular which tells how a
Quick Cure can be affect-

> ed. No experimenting',

|
absolutely harmless, no

I doctors to pay. An honest

|
cure within reach of all.

' Write today. Address,

The J.C. Heath Co.,
DEPT. A, DES MOINES, IOWA

$90

1
25 ValentinePostCards I0£
The prettiest cards we ever sold. Every one print-
ed in many beautiful colors on fine cardboard

and nearly all are different designs. Beautiful
lace effects, looking just like real ex pen 6ive lace
valentines; satin and silk effects, dainty cupids,
heart, bird and floral designs. No comics. We
manufacture these cards or we could not sell them
at so low a price, for there is no cheap trash in the
whole collection. Send today. NEW CARD CO..
Dept. 21, 325 Lawndale Ave., CHICAGO.

MONTHLY and expenses to men and women
to advertise, distribute samples and collect names
Writeatonce. Sllverlon Co., A13, Chicago

Everybody, even in cities, should grow I || O ET 11
profits: sale of product guaranteed. U I N v L R Q

Head up now; book free. T. W. Kennedy, Hackensack, N.J.
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ome Needle Work
BY GRACE D. GRAVES
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No. 509

THE shirt waist design, No. 509, is

seen at its best when transferred

to heavy white or natural colored linen

or pongee, embroidered with white or

golden brown mercerized cotton. It is

a combination of solid and outline em-

broidery,
t
the flower petals and scrolls

being worked in solid stitch, the stems

being done in outline embroidery.

The shirt waist design, No. 513, is a

graceful spreading bunch of wheat,

which is done in shadow and outline

embroidery. One of the best materials

for this sort of work is pongee, Jap-

anese silk, Crepe de Chine, batiste or

lawn. Of course the design may be

done in ordinary solid embroidery on

the right side of the material, if pre-

ferred, but shadow embr®idery is al-

ways most effective.

The sofa pillow, No. 573, is oblong in

shape. The design of acorns should

be embroidered in soft browns and dull

greens, reds, and bright yellow. This

should be done with mercerized cotton,

if linen is used for the covering, or with

file silk if satin or any silk material ;s

used. An ornamental cord trims the

tied in a bow at one side. The design

of cosmos is embroidered in lilac, pink

edges, being looped in fancy design at

the corners.

The opera bag, or bedroom ornament,

No. 554, may be stamped on linen, silk,

Indian head cotton, messaline or velvet.

It is simplicity itself to make the top,

being worked with button-holed slits,

through which is run ribbon or cord,

GIVEN TO GIRLS
Girlfl? Wo vrlll rclvo you this hnndftomo big ]%

inr-hf'H tall, and lar«e, Konuino Teddy Bear, both ns
Ono premium, or you may havo tho bandwomo foi« jjoll

ui utronfc Baby Buggy, both uh one premium, for
plan only

No. 513

and white, the natural colors of the blos-

soms, the foliage being green. This will

be found a verj’ useful gift, and makes

a splendid receptacle for the knitting

ball of silk, which is used for knitting

the fashionable mannish four-in-hand.

How to Use Designs

DIRECTIONS—Fur using patterns of

embroidery designs place pattern face

downward on the material and press

with a hot iron , being careful that the

piatefial used is laid on a smooth stir-

face and is
• free from all wrinkles.

How to Secure Patterns

Any of these beautiful designs herein

shown may be purchased at the remark-

ably low price of 10 cents each. They

are from the latest Paris and Neiv

York designs, and are unequaled for ac-

curacy, style, and simplicity. . With each

design arc cohipletc descriptions and di-

rections—all so simple and easy that a

child can follow them. Always order by

number. Price only 10 cents each. We
can furnish threads and silks, also these

designs stamped on extra quality goods.

Write for prices. Address

Embroidery Department,

Vick’s Magazine,

110 LaSalle Ave., Chicago, III.

aisiributinp, umjr-r our Bpecial
20 of our *’ Bluffy Baffles" butterf ,

Then© bows are the latest style in ladiu. nw.-urMade of Fast India lawn, daintily hern stitched and
embroidered with colored Bilks. Can be worn with
nearly anv style of dress.
Our I)oil Buggies are built to last a Jong time. They

are stylish in appearance, and will strongly appeal to the
f
little mother. The Big Doll is aline, big beauty, elabo-
rately dressed, bisque head, pleasing, well shaped face,
natural moving eyes which close on lying down and open
on rising up. Abundant curly hair and even pearly teeth.
Dolly’s dress is wonderfully made. Collar and sleeves
trimmed with lino lace, beautiful picture hat, shoes and
stockings to match: a perfect beauty.
Our Teddy Hears aro the big, handsome rollicking,

funny kind. Made from real shaggy Teddy Bear skin.
Tho arms and legs move and the head turns. Almost life
like. Cute, black beady ©yes.

The little Sister Doll, which we are
giving as an extra premium, is an ele-
gant twelve-inch, beauty. Fashionably
dressed ; curly auburn hair, natural
©yes. tine, even teeth.
Girls! Your choice either of a largo

eighteen inch Doll and Baby Buggy,
both as one premium, or the
Doll and Teddy Beer, both as
one premium, for distributing
only 20 of our “ Fluffy Ruffles’
bows at 15 cents.

^We trust you with our bows to
sell. Send no money in advance.
Premiums sent promptly.
Write at once.

I>. M. LOMER,
98 East 21»t Street,

Dept. K. New York City

It is a Woman’s Right to be Beautiful
Look healthy, dainty, refined. “Beauty is but skin deep.” Care for the skin properly and your beauty
is assured. Why purchase high priced, inferior—and as is very often the case, harmful compounds?
Yon are giving your money for a showy, expensive package, trusting to luck as to the real value or
merit of its contents. Know what you are applying to your delicate skin, make your own toilet prepa-
tions quickly, easily and inexpensively. Tlie Royal Court Portfolio contains twenty-five select recipes
or formulas, covering fourteen of the very highest grade Toilet Preparations ever compounded. Pre-
pared by a celebrated chemist of international reputation and secured by us at great expense. Never
before offered to the fair women of America. The Portfolio contains the “Royal,” “Imperial,”
“Princess” and “Duchess” groups which include Pace Creams, Face and Hand Bleaches, Massage
Creams, Flesh Food, Bust Foods, Cold Creams, Face Powders, (white, flesh and brunette), Talcum
Powders, Liquid Face Powders, Witch Hazel Jelly, Solidified Glycerine, Hair Tonics and Restorers
and Dentifrices. This handsome Portfolio with its recipes, etc., is easily worth $io.oo, containing as it

does formulas for all of the above, with full instructions for making, and a carefully prepared treatise
on the care and preservation of the skin and complexion with directions for using the Royal Court
Toilet Preparations. Sent by mail securely sealed upon receipt of $1.00.

WRIGHT, MILLER & CO., 200 Broadway, NEW YORK.

In

$6,000.00

Cash Prizes
AND BIG COMMISSIONS
TO OUR SOLICITORS

We wish solicitors in many sections of the country to devote
all or part time to securing renewals and new subscriptions to

Pictorial Review. If you would like to get into a business of

your own, covering a special territory for us year after year
and earning from $ 1 5 to $50 a week according to your abil-

ity and the time you devote to the work, write to us for our
proposition. State your experience, if any. Tell us what
line of work you have been doing, how old you are, how
much time you can devote to the work, etc. Then we can
write to you most clearly and with complete understanding.
Someone in your locality will secure this position, ilf you
think you are the one you had better write at once-now.
Tomorrow may be too late.

THE PICTORIAL REVIEW COMPANY
Desk V, 853 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY

No. 554

ME-GRIM-INE
FOR ALL FORMS OF

HEADACHE and NEURALGIA
Write for a Free Trial Box

The Dr. Whitehall Megrimine Co.

(Sold by Druggists) SOUTH BEND, IND.

HT BOO*

FREE,'

Memory the Basis
of All Knowledge

are no greater intellectually
than your memory. Easy, increases
'income; gives ready memory for faces,

REMEMBER” names, business, studies, conversation;
wnte (o-dqy « develops will, public speaking, d

DICKSON JiulOKY SCHOOL, US Auditorium Bldg., Chicago

FINE POST CARDS FREE
A set of 3 most beautiful post cards you ever saw,
if you send stamp for postage. Full set of ro Silk
and Gold Embossed Floral, Motto, Birthday and
Best Wishes cards, lovely designs in beautiful col-
ors and 3 months’ trial subscription to our popular
magazine and story paper all for only ioc; 30 cards
all different, and one year’s subscriptions, 25.
The Household, 99 Capper Bldg., Topeka, Kan,

CD ET CT Good Luck Scarf Pin, or Fleur de
1 * — ]j s Latest Fad. Send 2c stamp for
postage. Griffith Mfg. Co., Crafton, Pa,

FREE—Let us send you a catalogue
listing over e.ooo titles of Vocat andMUSIC
Instrumental Music and tell you how

you can get one copy or a hundred copies FREE, without
costing'* yu a cent. Address

CUSHMAN CO., Dept. M-7, Springfield, Mass.
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Makes Fat Vanish Clever Ways of Saving Things I CuredMy Rupture
records of reduction in hun-
dreds of cases with the Kress
lin Treatment that we decld-
ed, for a limited period only,
to give free trial treatments
A reduction of live

J
oitiidnu week guaran-
eed. No person is so fat

but what it will have the de-
sired effect, and no matter
where the excess fat is lo-

I cated—stomach, bust, hips,

j

cheeks, neck—it will quickly
vanish without exercising,
dieting or in any way inter-
fering with your customary

1
habits. No starving, no

wrinkles or discomfort.
Perfectly harmless,

j

Easy and quick results.

I
Don’t take our word
for this; w c will
prove It to you at

_. , . ,
our own expense.

Rheumatism, Asthma, Kidney and Heart troubles leave as
fat is reduced. Write today for free trial treatment and
illustrated booklet on the subject; it costs you nothing. Ad-
dress Dr. Bromley Co., Dept. 283E, 41 West 26th Street.
New York City.

Goitre Cure
A Convenient and Soothinc Appliance
worn on the neck at night and
cures while you sleep. An anti-
septic, hygienic absorbent that
reduces the swelling and the
distressing symptoms disappear
in a short time. 16 years success
Write for free booklet, term-
and particulars about the best,
cheapest, and quickest remedy
in the world for Goitre.

PHYSICIANS REMEDY CO. 114 Sinton Bldg. Cincinnati, 0.

RHEUMATISM
A CURE GIVEN BV ONE WHO HAD IT

fu the Spring of 18931
was attacked by mus-
cularandlnflammatory
rheumatism. I suffered
as those who have It

know, for over three
years, and tried almost
everything. Finally I
found a remedy that
cured me completely
and It has not return-
ed. X have given it to a

...
,

number who were ter-
ribly afflicted, and It affected a cure in every
case. Anyone desiring to give this precious
remedy a trial, I will send it free. Address,
Mark H. Jackson, No.407 James Street, Syracuse, N. Y.
Mr. Jackson is responsible. Above statement true.-Pub.

[In this department appear valuable needle "and long stitch; then stitch three
hints and suggestions regarding the or four times across, perfectly straight
many duties and tasks of every day by a thread of the warp, then cut the
home life. This is our subscribers’ own filling close to the stitching, and it can
page. All are invited to participate in be tacked down like a selvidge edge. A
its success by sending in their own clever few rows across the ends of breadths
ideas. For two accepted ideas, the per- will prevent their raveling when used
son sending same will be entitled to a as a carpet or rug. MRS. C. H. L.
year’s subscription to Vick’s Magazine.] _ .

I o Save Stove Pipes
A Way to Save Your Dish Cloth When stovepipe is stored away it is

Crumpled newspapers used to wipe apt to rust. To prevent this take equal
your stove and the bottoms of kettles, parts of kerosene and pure linseed oil

basins and boilers will save your dish and with a soft piece of cloth rub it

towel and keep it from getting so black, thoroughly over the surface of the pipe.

P. L. H. Pipe treated in this way will stand for

fisi

To Save Greasing the Griddle

Beat two or three tablespoonfulls of

melted butter well through the batter for

griddle cakes and you will not need to

grease the griddle in cooking them.

MRS’. T.

Saving Burnt Milk

Don’t throw away burnt' milk—in-

stead put in a clean jug and stand in

cold water. By the time the milk is

cold the scorched taste will have en-

tirely gone. J. McG.

Saving the Stockings

several years without rusting.

F. A. L. J.

Labor Saving on Wash Day
A bar of soap cut into small pieces,

covered with water and a tablespoonful

of coal oil, boiled till soap is melted and
poured into the boiling water will do
wonders in removing dirt from clothes.

Scarcely any rubbing is needed. Boiling

will do the work.

MRS. E. L. 5.

Saving Time

Placing a thimble over the end of a

I Will Show You How To

Cure Yours FREE!

I was helpless and bed-ridden for years from a
double rupture. I wore many different kinds of
trusses. Some were tortures, some positively dan-
gerous, and none would hold the rupture. The
doctors told me I could not cure it without a surgi-
cal operation. But I fooled them all, and cured
myself by a simple method which I discovered.
Anyone can use it, and I will send the cure free by
mail, postpaid, to anyone who writes for it. Fill
out the coupon below and mail it to me to-day.

Free Rupture-Cure Coupon
CAPT. W. A. COLUNGS,

Box SOO Watertown, Pa. Y.
Dear Sir:— I wish you would send me your
New Discovery for the cure of Rupture.

Name

Address

YQU CAN STOP
y
z^::r,t

sr DRINKING
Write rile, and I will tell you the only proven method that

will actually stop a man from drinking; either with or without
Ins consent, and without danger to him, or loss of his time.
It will cost you nothing to try. I have given my advice to
hundreds upon hundreds, and never heard of a case where it

failed. Address E. Fortin, R. 71, Chicago, III., 95 Dear-
born Street. Absolute secrecy promised.

SUPERFLUOUS HAIRk PERFECTLY REMOVED. Ilfllll
1 1 have a guaranteed safe and positively
SURE way to take hairs off face, arms, etc.,

XibeMatjic.
| HAVE THE TRUE SECRET. Write

' for information. I send it sealed, FREE. Address
HELEN DOUGLAS, 20 E.22 St., NewYork

This is the way I prolong the life of curtain rod before slipping the curtains

my little one’s stockings. When I think on wil1 save time - A. K.

tjiey aix becoming thin on the knee I cut To Preserve Steel Articles from Rust

All my steel articles that I am anxious
not to have rusted I paint over with

* , ^ , ,
.

beeswax dissolved in benzole; the ben-A good way to make stockings , - , . ,

, 1™ ,

zole raPldly evaporates leaving the steel

covered with a thin coating of the wax.

them off at the ankle and turn so that

the good unworn back comes in front

where it can be smoothly sewed in a

seam.

durable is to take them when new and
put a piece of old stocking or heavy

worsted on the under side of the knee

and also the heel and sew on with fine

stitches. They will wear twice as long.

The sleeves and legs of underwear can

be treated in the same way.

MRS. G. T.

To Keep Butter from Spoiling

Invert a large flower pot, or any jar

of unglazed earthenware over the dish

which contains the butter and wrap the

FREE

VIOLIN
FREE
This is a fine, handsome, clear
toned good sized Violin of high-
ly polished beautiful wood, eb-
ony finished pegs, finger board
and tail piece, one silver string,
three gut strings, long bow of
white horse hair, box of resin
and fine self instruction book.
Send us your name and address
for 24 packages of BLUINE to
sell at 10 cts. a package. When
sold return our $2.40 and we
will send you this beautiful
Violin and outfit just exactly as
represented.

BLUINE MFG. CO.
777 (Mill Street

CONCORD JCT., MASS.
post 6ards. To prove that we
sell the best goods for least money, we
will send xofine Post Cards free. Send
4c to cover postage. Address,
L.Carl Co. 34 Mill St. Deposit,N.Y.

As the solution is very volatile is should

be kept in a bottle tightly corked.

MRS. J. R. S.

Eaving the Ice

When freezing ice cream and ice is

scarce, pack the freezer three-quarters

full of ice and salt, then finish with

newspapers. MRS. W. H. N.

Making Shoes Last Longer

Shoes will last longer if rubbed oc-

AGENTS
WANTED
MEN or WOMEN

can easily establish a permanent, good-paying business in any
locality with Orolo. It actually washes without rubbing. Ab-
solutely harmless. Every sale secures a pleased, permanent
ustomer. Our new plan of selling almost compels everyone

to try it. Orolo Co., 323 Cotton St., Fond du Lac, WIs.

2 Gold Rings.

FREE
%JtI Sell 10 packs

w Prof. Smith's
HairTonicand

Dandruff Remedy at lOoeaoh. WE TRUST YOU. When
sold return the $1 and we’ll send these 2 gold laid rings,
or choice from premium Met. A reliable firm, e«tab. 14 years.
ROSEBUD PERFUME CO., Box 134, Woodsboro. Md.

“DON’T YOU SAY ‘UMP’UMM’
|U| (T” I This big Song Hit 15 cents. Money backw *»“ • if you don't laugh. POETS and COM-

POSERS. Send us your MSS. A lut meaus a fortune to you.
free advice. THE WILSON-VALENTINE Music Pub-
Ushers, 1 27 Montgomery St., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

imwm. These Two Ring* FREE
|l jP\Sell 20 Lamp Wicks, 5c. each.

Scud money and we will give 2
" Rings or other presents. Cash
Premiums i f desired. Address

MINERAL WICK CO.. 34- PINE ST., PROVIDENCE, R. I.

POST CARDS and ALBUM FREE
To introduce our large new 48-page illustrated cat-
alogue, we give a beautiful album, fancy colored
cover, black ieaves, filled with lovely art post cards
absolutely free. Send 10 cts. to cover postage and
packing' Only one album to each customer.
HOMER GEORGE CO., Dept, 1 8 , Chicago, III.

COMB

w

HAIR
DYEING
German patent; produces any shade by simply
combing without staining the scalp, perfectly
harmless, durable, undetectable. Saves time

land money and is the only practical way of
oloring the hair. Write for particulars.

Address, H. BIENECK,
Dept. 1 07, 251 E. 1 44th St., New York

jar with a wet cloth. It will keep cool casionally with a mixture of sweet oil

and hard in very warm weather. and black diamond dye instead of ordi-

J. M. K. nary blacking. MRS. WM. L.

Save the Old Broom for the Little Ones How to Preserve Lead Water Pipes
Everything has its use, even the most * To protect lead water pipes from the

worn out broom. Save the straw for action of the wateri which often affect3
children on rainy or cold days. Little them chemically, partially dissolving
bows and arrows may be made, “straw them, and injuring the pipes, as well as
men” set up and battles fought to their po jSOning the water, fill the pipes with
heaits content. Cut in even lengths, the warm and concentrated solution of
the straws may be used to build pens, to sulphite of potassium or sodium ; leave
lay in fancy shapes, to do number work the solution in contact with the lead for
or even to spell words. The child’s ac-s about fifteen minutes and then blow it

tive mind will be able to invent many out. This coats the inside of the' pipes
more uses for the old broom. with sulphide of lead, which is abso-

C. N. F. lutely insoluble, and cannot be acted

Preserving Honey upon by water at all, and so kills all

Do not put comb hpney in a damp J'eLl el(?d in injured leacl^ pipes.

$18 to $30. A WEEK SUBE. Farmers
, 0 Vnhi -- Ever-Ready” Tool Kit does itM D. finch H7io « fir.. so attritOi

I IN You “h do It too. rail 8AMFLBB t« .nrkOT.
Foote Mfg. Co. Dept.742, Dayton, Ohio

A BLESSING TO WOMEN
Toilet and Rubber Necessities to your Home. Addresss Desk
J. J. Adv., M. O. House, 98 Market SI., Chicago.

23» PUZZLE PURSE, the
fun maker—opens easily when
you know how. 15c postpaid.
Catalog free. TRADER, 23
Duane St., N. V. Dept. t«„

GREENBACKS
$206° In Stag* Honey for 10c. Get
a bunch of Stage Greenbacks (not

$-060 for IQcentr. S. brake. Dept. 229. 1941 H.rri»onSt .( hleure.

GIFTS are sli11 ia order
> list of noveltiesw useful and amusing may interest

you, sent on receipt of a two cent stamp.

OD „ ,
C. FERGUSON,

28 Center Street New Haven, Conn.

25
Magnificent Post Cards
Splendid designs o f flowers land-
scapes. beautiful girls, etc. Printed in
rich colors. An extraordinary bargain.
Bay State Art Co., 1 10 Broad St.,
Dept. 26, Boston, Mass. 6 pkgs. 50c I0

C

Write Song Poems
A few dollars invested with me can make them worth a for-tune to you. Send them (today) with stamp, for examination and
particulars. H.KIrku. Dugdale, Dept.

4

, Washington, D.C.

15
SILK

.EMBOSSED I_ FLOWER POST CARDS IO£

c*ulcg for only 10c. SILK CABD CO., Dept. S34 ,19tl HsrrijcaSt. .CHICAGO

business Opportunity
the time you otherwise waste in profitable and pleasant work .

*5 tv f35 dally easily earned. Particulars for stamp.
Louis Maudett, Terre Haute, Ind.

cellar. If in sections, wrap in paper or

tie in paper sacks and lay them' on your

highest and driest shelf, if you would

avoid granulation of the honey. Broken

comb is easily strained while fresh by

crushing well and letting hang in a

cheesecloth sack in a warm place.

Saving the Carpets

When a carpet, especially a rag carpet,

is worn out on the sides of the breadths,

save time arid patience by cutting them
off, but to prevent raveling, first fix the

sewing machine with a coarse thread and

MRS. J. R. S.

FREE DEAFNESS CURE.
A remarkable offer by one of the leading ear

specialists in this country, who will send two
months’ medicine free to prove his ability to cure
Deafness. Head Noises and Catarrh. Address
Dr. G. 11. Branaman. 1361 Walnut St.. Kansas
City, Mo.

25 STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS °„
f^SS p

Tn
photographic colors, sent postpaid for 40 cents.

Oliver W, Crumbakar, F.lrbury, III.

Self Threading Needles

eyes ;

4

flneefc
Illus. shows

Gold
steel.

how thread slips into eye; the blind can thread them.
In single and mixed numbers. 10 cents a paper.
LADIES* ART COMPANY. Block 59, St. Louis, Mo

Earn $81 °

W . SCOTT.

25
BEAUTIFUL POST CARDS. All
different scenes, flowers, landscapes, etc. high-
ly colored Positively a rare bargain. Hillson
Co.. 1 09 Broad St. Dept.26 Boston Mass. I0

C

FRFF I0 'c°° handsome presents to introduce our new
l iill illustrated household catalogue. Write today.

The Connor Supply Co., Dept- 1», Washington, D.C.

NFW Son k Book. Beautiful Sword Pin. Mag. half year, allITL.TT for 13c. “Smile.," 831 Bourbon, N. O. La.

A IMPORTED LOVE SCENE CC
POST CARDS richly colored, all

6 sent posti>aid with illustrated High Art Catalog for 5 cents.TRADER, Dept. N.Y. 23 Dusne St. New York



Fat is

Dangerous
It Is unsightly, uncomfortable, spoils the figure,

causing wrinkles, flabbiness and loss of vigor.

Let me send you my Proof Treatment ab-
solutely Free; you can safety reduce

your fat a pound a day.

Note what my treatment has done for others:
Mrs. Sutton, of Russell, Iowa, writes : “I have lost 98 POUNDS

Of excess fat. Your system is perfect."
Mrs. Winters, of Harper, Kansas, writes: “I have reduced

40 POUNDS in weight from your treatment."
Miss Dlcle Wilson, Franklin, Tenn., writes: “I have lost 69

POUNDS from taking your treatment aDd I feel like a new person.’*
I could fill every page of this journal with testi-

monials from grateful patients.
It is dangerous, unsightly, uncomfortable and cm-

harassing to be too fat. Excess fat weakens the heart*
The liver, lungs, stomach and kidneys, become diseased*
the breathing becomes difficult and the end comes ia
HEART FAILURE and sudden death, You can save
yourself from theseDAN OERS.
I want to prove to you that I

my treatment will positively reduce
you to normal and no matter where L
the excess fat is located, stomach, bust, hips, cheek?,
neck, it. will quickly and safely be reduced without exer-
cising or dieting. Your figure will be beautified;
flabbiness and wrintles disappear. Rheum-
atism, asthma, shortness of breath, kidney and heart
troubles leave as the fat goes away, f will send you
without a cent of expense on your part, my PROOFTREATMENT FREE. It reduces fat at the rate of &
pound a day and does it safely and permanently.
Don’t miss this offer. My PROOFTREATMENT is FREE. It will make you feel

better at once. I will also send you Free mv newbook of advice, together with testimonials from
many well known people. Write to-day.
H. C. BRADFORD, M. D., 20 E. 22d St., D24, NewYork
{Licensedphysician by the State ofNew Fork,)

BROOKS’ NEW CURE
Brooks’ Appliance. New FOR
discovery. Wonderful. No
obnoxious springs or pads.
Automatic Air Cushions.
Binds and draws the broken
parts together as you would
a broken limb- No salves.
Nolymphol. No lies. Dur
able, cheap. Pat. Sept. lO.’Ol.

SENT ON TRIAL.
CATALOGUE free.

C. E. BROOKS, 8531 Brooks Bldg. Marshall, Mich.

-WANT A BIG MAIL—?-?-
—of course you do when its FREE. Story
papers, trade papers, illustrated magazines,
catalogues, samples of this, that and the others
coming from everywhere. Send your name
and address and dime and we’ll pnt your name
in our big M. O. Trade Directory, which will
be sent to farms all over the world, Send now.

F. S. Brown Adv. Agency, Beechwood, Mass.

FREE.BOTH
Brings

Send for 10 packages of I

I our very artistlo colored 1

I poet cards to distribute
’

, (

r
at 10 ots. each. Return

us the 91.00 when collected and wo will send you these two beautiful SOLID
GOLD laid Rings or cash premium if preferred. We take baok all not used.

Address Ring Headquarters, 821 Jaebson St., Topeka, Kansas.

36 PostGard Views 10c
A grand collection (no comioB), California Bathing Girls,
Cow Boys and Cow Girls, Yellowstone Park, Yosemlto
Valley, Grand Canyon, Big Trees, Mt. Lowe, Coney Island,
Bathing Beaoh, Niagara Palls, Golden Gate, Battleships,
Actresses, Artists' Models, Animals, Love Scenes, etoi On
fine cardboard in oolors. 36 f0r 1O CE NTS? ^ sets '26o.
You’ll be delighted, Gold Prize Ticket with each order.
Address J. COOK & €0., 65 tilth Ave. , CHICAGO.

VETERINARY COURSE AT HOWE.
SI Oflfl

year and upwards can be made taking onr Veterinary
M I 4UU Course at home during sparetime ;taught in simplest
English ;Diploma granted, positions obtained successful stu-
dents ;coet in reach of all ;satisfaction guaranteed rparti^a'ars'^ ONTARIO VETERINARV CORRESPON-DENCE SCHOOL, Dept.1 7, London,Canada.

GALLSTONES
or any LIVER DISEASE,
Write me ALL about it.

Will tell of a cure FREE
Address Dr. C. Covey, R. F. D. 5, Lansing, Mich.

FREEJ| GOLD WATCH S& FREE
Guaranteed American Watch gold-laid eat*

beautifully engraved. Manufacturer*
repair any breaks for 1 year. Perfect
time-keeper

;
very

thin. Also hand-
some gold bandi
Ring will wear for’

years. Write for 24
Packages ILUINE
to sell at 10c. a
pkge. Return our

.40 and we send
you Gold Watch

aqd your size] ' Ring.
Slain. Mfg. Co., }ffl

Mill 8t., Concord Juno. Mail.

The Second Conservation

Conference
( Concluded from page seven.)

Mr. Taft also spoke of the part Mr.

Pinchot has taken in this movement.

He said: “I would like to confirm what

Governor Chamberlain has haid as to

the debt the public owes Mr. Pinchot.

President Roosevelt and Mr. Pinchot

have brought about an unprecedented

condition of affairs. They have gone

into the states and brought the Govern-

ors here, and by so doing have cen-

tered the public interest in this work
to an extent which, I think, could have

been achieved in no other way.”

Representative Joseph E. Ransdell,

president of the National Rivers and

Harbors Congress, suggested that every

man at the convention should constitute

himself into a committee of one to con-

fer with his Senators and Representa-

tives, and when he returned home, in-

duce friends to do likewise, declaring

that the pressure of -public opinion would

become irresistible, and that before the

close of this session there would be at

least a good start toward securing the

desired legislation. He strongly urged

the issuance of bonds to the amount of

$50,000,000 a year for furthering the de-

velopment of our natural waterways.

The Daughters of the American Rev-

olution, at a special meeting held in

Washington, put themselves on record

as favoring President Roosevelt’s policy

of conserving the national resources,

and voted to urge their chapter regents

throughout the country to aid in the

campaign of education which they will

wage, and a meeting to plan for future

work was held in Washington on De-

cember 10th.

The Life Story of a Snowflake
( Concluded from page thirteen.)

We soon reached the sea again. I was

sure it was not the same body of water

of which I had been a part before, be-

cause it was so much colder
;
and, too,

the people whom I saw out in boats,

or on land when I came near shore,

looked so different.

One day a wave dashed me against

something so cold that I froze stiff,

and soon some more drops of water

were thrown up in the same way. They

froze over me until I was buried so

deep in this block of solid ice that I

could not see out. I have no idea how
long I stayed there.

Finally, I heard a crash, and felt the

mass of ice of which I was a part go-

ing down. I was sure that we had bro-

ken loose from somewhere. Soon we
began to rise and float away; for now
I was part of a floating iceberg. I

could hear the waves dashing around

me, and it was not long before I began

to feel warmer. Soon I found myself

trickling down the side of the iceberg

into the sea once more. I can tell you

I was glad to be there
;
but my stay

was not a long one. Soon a warm
wind blew over the sea and bore me
away with it. I floated and drifted for

many days
;

then I began to be cold

again, and, with my companions, fell

to the earth as a snowflake, and lighted

here on your window-sill.

“Where will I go, and what will I

be next?”—I am sure I don’t know. But

that makes little difference, as long as

I am doing my work in the world.

Page 2J

BEAUTIFUL
POST CARDS
While the Supply Lasts

We have just received a lot of beautiful,

high-grade post cards that we are giving

away absolutely free to our readers. You
may have ten of these cards (all different)

by simply asking for them. They are

beautifully lithographed in colors with

verses from famous poets printed in gold.

This is the

“Language of The Flowers”

series and one of the most beautiful

of cards we have ever seen.

With the ten cards we will send you a letter

telling how you may secure a set of fifty more
handsome cards (the famous “Trip Around
the World” series) by simply showing your
ten cards to a few of your friends and
neighbors.

lot

&
Simply fill out the coupon and mail it to us

together with two cents in stamps (lc stamps pre- X O
ferred) to cover postage and packing. We will

send you the ten exquisite post cards by return S
mail. Do it now before our supply is ex- A, ^
hansted. / ° JTM
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GIVENAW
I Girls and Ladies

K You can have your
' choice of any of
the. handsome
genuine Fur Botfs
shown in this ad-
vertisement, and a

. large, elegant Muff
to match, as an extra
premium, fordistribut-

lng under our special
plan only 20 of our dainty

4 Fluffy Ruffles” butterfly bows at 15
Cents. These bows are the latest style

. !n Indies neckwear. Made of East India
n, daintily hemstitched, embroidered

, colored silks. Specially smart with
shirtwaists, but worn with nearly every style
of drees. Our Fur sets are exceptionally
valuable, cut latest style, genteel and refined.
A set that every girl or lady would feel proud
to own. You can have your choice of any of the
styles here shown in black Marten hare, brown
Sable hare, or Belgium Coney—premium list fully describes.- Onr Fur
sets are guaranteed to be well made, trimmed and finished. We will give
you choice of our handsome Fur Boas and elegant Muff to match, for just a
little pleasant work. We trust you with our ^‘Fluffy Ruffles” bows. Send
no money in advance. Premiums are sent promptly upon receipt of $3.

I>. M. IiOMER, Mgr., Dept. S, 98 East 21st Street. New York City

Y 1 £1 wanted to make up shields

LsluV oewers at
t
ome; per io

,°
;

cr,°
111 ^ w v make 2 an hour, work sent
prepaid to reliable women. Send reply envelope for informa-
tion to UNIVERSAL CO., Dept. 5 , Philadelphia, Pa.

Ban Actor an Actress or Orator
Learn a profession that pays $25.00 to $200.00 weekly. Write
for Free booklet on Dramatic Art by Correspondence. Chicago
Schoool of Elocution, 1207 Grand Opera House, Chicago.

AGENTS^
$75 monthly. Combination^
Rolling Pin. Nine articles co
Sample free. FORSHEE MFG

• NINE IN ONE Jfca

mbined. Lightning Seller.
CO., Box 21? Dayton, 0.

Sample Butt-in,Devil,Mil-a a nnO
lionalre,Hot Air, Si Finest UMKUO
WrittenCallingCards jou ever saw.Some
th ing New with Agt’s Big outfit.All 2 eta
W. A. Bode, Box 179, Fair Haven, Pa.

rf*AAA MONTH, S60 Expense allowance at start, to put
Merchandise & Grocery Catalogs. Mail order housex American Home Supply Co., Desk 1 A, Chicago, III.

WE PAY S80 aMONTH SALARY
end furnish rig and all expenses to Introduce poultry
and stock powders: new plan; steady work. Address
BIGLER COMPANY, X3 86, SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS*

WE PAY $36
IMPERIAL MFO. CO.,

A WEEK AND expenses
to men with rigs to introduce por ltry

compound. Year's contract.

DEPT. D-58, PARSONS, KAN

CALLING CARDS 1

°°styl’eI? POSTPaTd
ST

Printed and engraved. Style books Free, Dept. 2 .

Wolverine Card Co., Jaek&on, Mich.

I^rNTQ PORTRAITS 85c, FRAMES 15c,
miUEilv I 9 sheet pictures ic, stereoscopes 25c,

views lc. 30 days credit. Samples As Catalog; Free-
Consolidated Portrait Co., 290

—

64 W. Adams St., Chlaago*

• MOVING PICTURE MACHINE 10c
. Shows graceful High Kicking Girls,jolly Lt apcProg Girls, sensational

I Sa-ioone Dancing Girls, and lots ofsidesplitting comical scenes, every
S movement as in real life. Ifyou. want mostfun and biggest bargain

ver offered, send 10cfor Moving Picture Machine and different scene*.

• 3 machines 15 scenes 25c, «J, N. St.Claire. 230 Rush St.,Chicago
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at once formy big free catalog. I want to give you one of 1*Wr*B9nt premiums shown on this page, absolutely free, express V
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A FAIR AND

Bb SQUARE OFFER ^
Every premium

SgSt shown in my catalog
is truly remarkable <

fij&s® value for the small ef-
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Clothing, Millinery,
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Jrji
$3S-*2 Furs, Sweaters, etc.,
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iKsg all right up to the min-
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ute in fashion, and u*
equal in style to any- V

* thing shown in the big I
department stores in jiJmaNew ^ork»
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s}/ describing fullyw all the premiums that ,
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skirt, lustrous petti-
coat, elegant hat, valu- ^able fur set, well
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“PHYSICAL PERFECTION”
By Founder of Great Health Institute

This book is the work of a man
who has probably treated more
patients by drugless methods than
any other person in the world.
Professor Simon’s nature-cure in-
stitute, occupying an 8-story build-
ing at 14 Quincy Street, Chicago,
is the largest and most succesful
of its kind. It was in pursuance oi

, , x. ,
Persistent requests of enthusiastic

graduates that Professor Simon put his methods of in-
struction into print.

Natural Treatment a
;3,S,

b0
«,”Si

exhaustive chapters on the cure and avoidance of Obe-
sity, Leanness, Dyspepsia, Constipation, Skin Diseases,
Rheumatism and other Blood troubles, disorders of
Liver, Kidneys and Bladder, Nervous ailments, affec-
tions of Head, Throat, Lungs, etc.

Silk Cloth, 208 pages, 46 special plates drawn
from photographed models, printed on fine paper,
$3.00 prepaid. Large descriptive pamplet,
with table of contents, free upon request.

Sylvester J. Simon, 14-A Quincy St., Chicago, III.

WHY SUFFER
The Danger* of VARICOCELE?

I found the cure sixteen
years ago. Safe. Sure, Painless.
Varicocele dethronesbealth
and vitality. My book ex-
plaines the symptoms and
cure. Sent sealed, Free.

G. ALLAN ROWE, M.D.
60 Niagara Street, L, Buffalo N. Y.

PERFECTLY^
I assert and will I
prove to you that BV V I
my new, perfected, natural method
W>e true secret) DEVELOPS the“LIST quickly, naturally and per-
fectly. Thm cheeks, scrawny neck
and arms made plump and beautiful.

-.New IllustratedBEAUTYBOOK
[containing information how to de-
velop yourself at home will he sent

,
y°u in plain envelope FREE.

Address HAZEL STUART. Secv
HO East 32d St., New Yortf, N. y!

RUPTURE
CURED
Stuart a Plaster-Pads

ore self-adhesive, end hold
the rapture in piece without

straps, bncklee, or springs—cannot slip, bo
cannot chafe or compress against the pelvic
bone. The pads contain a medicine which
is kept constantly in contact and la gradually
absorbed, thereby quickly caring the most

obstinate cases. Hundreds have successfully t.eated them-
eelvea at home without hindrance from work. Guaranteed
under National PureFood A Drugs Law. mm^ mmm mam
Writeto-day and “Trial of Treatment,” Isa LJ Cm Em
with interesting book, will be sent |» Cbm Em
Address 6TCABT PLA8TEB-PAD C0„ Block 26 gt. Louis, Mo.

Everybody Should Read sundries
A book of original stories, jokes, puns, plays, etc.
Price 30c. Ask newsdealers or send orders to

JohnP. Morton & Co., Louisville, Ky,

EDWARD JOSEPH MOORE, Treasurer,
S3 East list Street, New York City.

Please send me at once your Bis Free
Catalog.

t%eihk
tr.- T?

rite me at oneTSr my free^amiog x

BOYS! H/S? n
aI,t a d

,

andy rifie- punching bag,%1 ^ u
e°t Boxing gloves, or anv of the elecr^nf ^premiums that a real live boy likes to have writfirm?!* 1once for my free catalog. Remember, there are hnS,^.of premiums, 6hown in mv big free cat y lore

hundreds

Nome \
Address

St«e..Z.J
CUT OUT—Mail th.s Coupon Today

j 98 f MOORE
^
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Winning His Legacy
( Concluded from page eight.)

she had said, when told the conditions

of the will, “but I will not be thrown
in. I claim the liberty to choose for

myself.”

Time passed until the beautiful shades
of autumn were speedily appearing, and
one day, while entertaining some lady

friends, Mr, Blair was seen passing the

house.

“Isn’t that Elmer Perkins?” one of

the ladies asked carelesly.

“I think it is,” her companion replied,

"although I have not seen him since his

return; and then added, turning to

Julia, I suppose that is no go between
you two, even if you do lose all your
old guardian's money.”

Julia had turned from pink to white,

and pink again, the color now dyeing
her neck and brow. Mr. Blair had de-

ceived her and was trying to win her
in this underhanded manner that he
might secure his uncle’s vast estate.

“I have found him out,” she mused
quietly, and after her guests’ departure

thought long and earnestly over this

problem which had come into her lite.

But in the midst of her soliloquy Mr.
Blair himself was announced, and she

descended to meet him in a troubled

mood.

“It will not be convenient for me to

go out this evening,” she replied to his

invitation to attend the opera. “I am
going away soon, and shall have much
to attend to before I leave.”

‘I am sorry to hear you are going
away; I trust it is not so far but that

your friends will be able to find you,”

he added in a serious tone. Then,
crossing to her side, he seated himself,

saying:

“Will you not leave your address and
write to me sometimes?”

Julia hesitated for a moment. She
could never be happy without this kind

friend. That she knew. Yet he had
deceived her so shamefully. But be-

fore she could decide what to reply he

was telling of his love for her and how
he had admired her from the first mo-
ment of their acquaintance.

“If you will accept my love, you will

be all the world to me, for I have seen

no other girl that I could ever care to

win.”

“I must tell you of my life,” Julia

said, as she drew her hands from his

tight clasp. “When but fifteen years

of age my parents died, leaving me in

the care of an elderly gentleman, a

friend of my father’s. Six months ago
he, too, was taken from me, and by his

will I am to marry his nephew, a Mr.
Elmer Perkins, if I wish to share in

my guardian’s estate.”

“And so you are to marry Elmer
Perkins ?”

"I have never met the gentleman

:

but do you not think I should abide by
my guardian’s wishes?”

“Suppose you do not admire Mr.
Perkins on gaining his acquaintance?”

“Then I shall not marry him. But

his uncle spoke well of him; and, lov-

ing me as lie did, he would not wish

me to be unhappy.”

“I will not give you up. As for the

money, I can do as well for you as

this Elmer Perkins
; and surely you

would prefer to be the wife of a mai

.
you know.”
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Ladies! You can earn this elegant combination Tea and Tinner Set by distributing

under our special easy plan only 20 of our “Fluffy Ruffles’* butterfly bows at 15
cents. These bows are the latest style in ladies* neckwear. Made of East India lawn,
daintily hemstitched, embroidered with different colored silks. Shown in all fine

New York stores. Especially smart witb.shirt waists, but can be worn with nearly
every style of dress. This handsome 33-piece Tea and Dinner Set is made for us by
one of the largest factories in this country. Every piece is perfect, full sized and
first quality. The 33 pieces are correctly shaped. The design is exceptionally neat
and pleasing. ' Each piece is decorated under the glaze so that the fine coloring will
not wear off. The decorations are red roses and green leaves. This set being a
combination Tea and Dinner Set, will give you excellent service. We trust you
with our “Fluffy Ruffles” bows. Send no money in advance. Premiums are sent
promptly on receipt of $3. Write at once.

M. LOMER, dept, e 98
nfw2

york
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Julia had been reading her compan-

ion's thoughts in the last few moments,

and was touched by the humorous side

of the affair. “He is pleading for him-

self, and against himself, and it is now
my turn,” she thought. So, with a very

demure expression, she replied

:

“I cannot go against my guardian’s

last requests, and maybe I shall like

his nephew. His acquaintances all

speak well of him. Perhaps he is an

acquaintance of yours,” she added.

"Yes—I know him,” he answered re-

luctantly.

"Isn’t he k good man?”

“Why—yes—it is his intention to do

right. But you have never met him,

you say. So why cannot you care for

me, Julia?”

"Because my guardian did not re-

quest that I should marry you.”

“But—he would just as soon you

would—or, I mean—he would wish you

to marry a man you liked.”

Jula smiled.

“I shall write my guardian’s lawyer

that I will abide by the will and marry

Mr. Perkins.” But Elmer had seen the

roguish smile, and, taking her in his

arms, exclaimed

:

“Julia, you know who I am.”

“Yes, and you are a big coward.”

“That may be true,” he admitted, “but

I could not have won your friendship

as Elmer Perkins.’

“No—it was much better to nearly

run over me first, and then tell a big lie.”

“But I told no lie. My name is Elmer

Blair Perkins.”

“That is the truth with its edges

clipped.”

Elmer laughed heartily, saying

:

“I am satisfied that you abide by the

will.”

“And I am convinced,” she returned,

while her dark eyes brightened with

love, “that my guardian knew just what
would make my life’s happiness com-

plete.”

Pulpit Talks
( Concluded from page ten.)

and daughters have chronicled of her

character, methods, and influence, and I

can do no better than to use them to

illustrate the real glory of motherhood.

Their first record is of her supreme

and all-prevailing aim. She heard a

commission from the heavenly Father

as every child was given to her, “Take

this child and nurse it for me.” For

HIM—that was her inspiration, and how

to attain this aim was, we are told, the

subject of her sustained reflection. For

this end she studied the varied charac-

ters of her children
;
pointed out to them

with singular discrimination, the dispo-

sition, either to be overcome or fostered.

There was nothing repelling or as-

cetic in all this! Goodness finds it as

hard to grow in a home without cheer-

fulness as a rose would or the rocks.

Nevertheless they were taught to dread

and avoid the snares that lay in the

modern eagerness for passing pleasure.

“As I grew up to a big boy,” writes a

son, “it never entered my head to find

amusement away from home, in the

evening. The evenings were always

made so attractive to us by our father

and mother.”

One daughter remarks that when she

craved the doubtful in amusement, her

mother would sit down by her, stroke

her head, saying, “What shall mother

do for her restless girl ?”

O mothers, behold your throne ! A
young boy was drowning, the father

threw himself down from a considerable

height into the rushing, treacherous

stream to save his son from a watery

grave. Yet more impressive, mighty

Christ-like is that mother’s efforts, whose

chamber literally through the years daily

echo with her fervent, heart-feeling

prayers for her wayward, wandering

boy, while her streaming eyes attest the

earnestness of her soul, until, on a fa-

vored morning, all unannounced, the

prodigal boy returns and rushes into her

arms, and with penitent heart and tear-

stained cheeks, and confession breaking

from his trembling lips, cries, “Mother,

mother, I knew you’d pray me home !”

O mothers, have you tried it? Moth-
er, queen of the home, behold the wide-

extending realm o’er which you reign.

Earth has no fastnesses and sin and
crime no dungeon where your power
reaches not.

PICTURES 1 CHRIST FREE

@
This really wonderful collection ot 100 Jttjwtoriileces, »howiw.'

as many conceptions of the Christ by the famous painters of ah
countries, will ini crest every lover of art and everyone who reverem <

^

study It is the most extraordinary collection of paintings of the Christ
ever made. This small illustration gives you just a glimpse In minia-
ture o£ a few of the 100 pictures. The originals of sorue of
them could not he purchased at any pi-ice. They have
all been faithfully reproduced by the latest and best process of photo-
engravure, artistically grouped on one large plate and printed in rich

half-tone effect on heavy stock, SIZE 15 BY 10 INCHES. Each picture

is numbered and a complete index of the artists is given. This collection

should he on tiie walls of every home In this Christian land, in Itself a

liberal education in the flue arts and a constant inspiration to religious

duty. In order to make this possible and get this great work of art

within the reach of everyone, we have arranged lor a copyrighted
first edition of 500,000 pictures, half a million. Ibis enables

- us to present this remarkable opportunity to the women of America,
rnrr To every person who will send us 25 cents to pay for one
Pnfct full year’s subscription to our fine illustrated larnfly maga-

nine, WOMAN’S HOME JOURNAL, we win also send this

wonderful collection of masterpieces, FREE. WOMAN’S HOME
.JOURNAL is a clean popular-priced monthly magazine of good
thought, helpful departments, especially strong in its fiction, publishing

both long and short stories, correspondence, housekeeping, fancy

work, fashion's, etc. A monthly inspiration for every woman.
For ONLY 25 CENTS (coin, one-cent stamps, or money order) you get

the 100 pictures of the Christ and the magazine for a whole year.

Write to WOMAN’S HOME JOURNAL, Dept. 250, SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

ASTHMA and CATARRH
CUREDto STAY CURED

* No relapse. No return of
symptoms. Whetzel system of treatment approved by
medical authorities as the only system Known to perm a-

c^L FREE test treatment
including medicines, prepared for anyone giving a full
description of the case and sending names of 2 asthma-
tic sufferers. AddressFRANK WHETZEL. M.D.
Dept. Y» American Express Dutiding, Chicago.

RHEUMATISM
Sufferers can sendvaddress (no stamp re-

quired) and receive FREE a PAMPHLET
which tells what Rheumatism really is,

the cause of the pain attending it, and how
to obtain a lasting and inexpensive cure.

S. F. KIMBALL, 1-3 Union Square, New York City.

We Want You To Have The Greatest

of Rose Books
We are just completing a brand new book in which there has been combined the experience of three score

years with Roses for home cultre. It tells all you need to know about selecting the best Roses for your locality,

how to make them grow and bloom, and fully describes more than six hundred leading kinds. 116 large pages,
beautifully illustrated from photographs, including four full page pictures in natural colors. By far, the most com-
plete and valuable of books on Roses, and the most beautiful. Every picture shows a Rose just as it had bloomed
and the color pages are not cheap daubs of paint but real, rich and charming photographic reproductions in all the
soft and delicate tints of nature. With this book you can know Roses and learn to grow them, no matter where
you live. Our firm was established in 1850, so we call this book, which summarizes the life work of its founder
and members,

“Sixty Years Among The Roses”
The Dingee Guide to Rose Culture. In 1850 the great war between the states

was in the future; Lincoln, Douglas, Webster, Breckenridge, Sumner
and Stephens were at the height of their fame, the possibilities of

electricity but a dream of Morse and his associates; transcontinental
railroads only an idea in the mind of Commodore Vanderbilt,
and the great West still in primeval wildness. That year Charles
Dingee—now 84, still vitally interested in our business, though
not active in its management—conceived the great thought of

growing Roses on their own roots and sending them by mail,
and from his modest start has developed one of America’s great

industries. During all these years, Dingee Roses have been
as the best; today they are better and more favorably known
than ever. All the knowlege about Roses gathered in these
sixty years may be yours through reading this splendid book.

We’ll Pay You to send for and Read this Book
Send us a dime—silver or stamps—and you will get a copy of“Sixty Years

Among the Roses” as soon as ready, with due bill good for 20 cents on the first

order you forward us. That is, you deposit 10 cents with us as an evidence
that you love Roses and want to know about them, but we rebate it to you, and much
more. That’s paying you to read the book, isn’t it. We have only a limited edition.

The Dingee and Conard Co. Box 5, West Grove, Pa.
The Leading Rose Growers of America
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MARCH OF THE
WHITE GUARD

VICK’S MAGAZINE....
)

Modem Priscilla (Fancy Work) ..

.

r$i.35
Pictorial Review

VICK’S MAGAZINE.
World’s Events

• 1.35National Home Journal
Ladies’ World

fSI.OO

VICK’S MAGAZINE t 5nThe Farm Home *

Kimball’s Dairy Farmer !.",'.’!!.*.'
so

Reliable Poultry Journal ].!!!
"'
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VICK’S MAGAZINE
Farm and Home

50) *60
VICK’S MAGAZINE so ,Garden-Farming- Magazine i on (. 1 Ifl
Farm Journal (two years) .....!!!!!! .25)

1, 0

Save from 25 to 50 Per Cent

SUBSCRIPTIONS ma y be new, renewals or extensions.

MORE MAGAZINE BARGAINS—ASTONISHING OFFERS
VICK’S MAGAZINE
3 McCall’s Magazine
VICK’S MAGAZINE
Farm and Home
3 National Home Journal.
Green’s Fruit Grower
VICK’S MAGAZINE
5 Cosmopolitan
VICK’S MAGAZINE
McCall’s Magazine
Green’s Fruit Grower
3 American Poultry Advocate. .

!
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VICK’S MAGAZINE
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Housekeeper
VICK’S MAGAZINE
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3 Modern Priscilla (Fancy Work)
VICK’S MAGAZINE
Woman’s Home Companion. ..

!

McClure’s Magazine .

!

VICK’S MAGAZINE
Green’s Fruit Grower
VICK’S MAGAZINE

'

S Harper’s Bazar !

VICK’S MAGAZINE
5 Woman’s Home Companion.

.

VICK’S MAGAZINE
National Home Journal
3 Human Life

VICK’S MAGAZINE
2 Green’s Fruit Grower
Farm and Fireside

” '

'
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Woman’s Magazine
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1.00

VICK’S MAGAZINE $ .50)
5 New York Tri-Weekly World 1.00 >$1 25Farm and Home so)
VICK’S MAGAZINE

] .50
Cosmopolitan
5 Pictorial Review
VICK’S MAGAZINE ....
Goodall’s Farmer
Woman’s National Daily
2 People’s Home Journal
VICK’S MAGAZINE 50 )5 Woman’s Home Companion. . 1.00 i-

Farm and Home 50)

VICK’S MAGAZINE 50
5 Cosmopolitan 1.00
Modern Priscilla (Fancy Work) .50
Farm and Home 50
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World 50 t

’s National Daily 1.00
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MAKE YOUR OWN CLUBS TO SUIT YOURSELF
CLASS 1

American Farm World. .$ .25
American Woman 15
Beautiful Homes 25
Gentlewoman 20
Good Stories 15
Happy Hours 15
Hearth and Home— ... .15
Household Magazine 20
Metropolitan and Rural
Home 25

Missouri Valley Farmer. .20
People’s Popular M ’nthly . 25
Poultry Culture 25
Woman’s Farm Journal .10
Woman’s Magazine 25
Woman’s World 25

CLASS 2

American Farmer 40
Farm and Fireside 25
Good Literature 35
Goodall’s Farmer 50
Green’s Fruit Grower 50
Housewife 35
National Fruit Grower . . .50
People’s Home Journal.. .35
Profitable Poultry 50
Reliable Poultry Journal. .50
Standard (Poultry) 50
Successful Farming 50
Twentieth Cent’y Review . 50

CLASS 3

Amer. Poultry Advocate .50
Amer. Poultry Journal.. .50
Commercial Poultry 50
Farm and Home 50
Farm News 50
Farm Poultry 50
Farm Stock Success 50
Farmer’s Voice 50
Food and Drink .50

Human Life $ .50
Journal of Agriculture. . . .50
Kimball’s Dairy Farmer. . 50
Ladies’ World 50
McCall’s Magazine 50
Modern Priscilla (Fancy
Work) 50

Mother’s Magazine 50
National Home Journal. .50
Pet Stock Magazine 50
Poultry Herald 50
Poultry Keeper 50
Poultry Success 50
Prairie Farmer 35
Sabbath Reading 50
Southern Planter 50
Spare Moments .50
Up-to-Date Farming 50

CLASS 4

American Boy $1.00
Blooded Stock 1.00
Chicago Inter Ocean,
(weekly) 1.00

Cincinnati Enquirer 1.00
Home Magazine 1.00
Naturopath 1.00
Progressive Farmer 1.00
Toledo Blafle 1.00
Tribune Farmer 1.00
Woman’s National Daily 1.00
Woman’s Work 1.00

CLASS 5
American Agriculturist.; 1-00
American Magazine 1.00
American Motherhood .. 1.00
Boston Cooking School.. 1.00
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Commoner i.qq
Cosmopolitan !!. Too
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Good Health 1.00
Harper’s Bazar 1.00
Health 4.00
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Metropolitan Magazine.. 1.50
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N.Y. Witness 1.00
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Pictorial Review 1 00
Practical Farmer 1.00
Style 1.00
Success Magazine 1.00
Woman’s Home Com-
panion
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Appleton’s Magazine 1.50
Breeder’s Gazette 2.00
Broadway Magazine
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Country Gentleman 1.50
Delineator 1.00
National Magazine 1.50
Overland Monthly 1.50
Pacific Monthly 1.50
Pearson’s Magazine .... 1.50
Rural New Yorker 1.00
Taylor-Trotwood Maga-
zine 1.50

Travel Magazine 1.50
Van Norden’s Magazine 1.50
World To-Day. 1.50
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Inland Farmer 75
Michigan Farmer 75
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( Continued from page four.')

The cups were passed round. The
sub-factor measured out a very small
portion to each. They were not men of
uncommon sentiment; their lives were
rigid and isolated and severe. Fireside
comforts under fortunate conditions they
saw but seldom, and they were not given
to expressing their feelings demonstra-
tively. But each man then, save Cloud-
in-the-Sky, had some memory worth a
resurrection, and hearts are hearts even
under all uncouthness. Jaspar Hume
raised his cup, the rest followed his ex-
ample. “To absent friends and the day
when we see them again!” he said; and
they all drank. Gaspe Toujours sol-
emnly, as if no one were near, made the
sign of the cross

; for his memory was
with a dark-eyed, soft-cheeked peasant
girl of the parish of Saint Gabrielle,
whom he had left behind five years be-
fore, and had never seen since. Word
had come from the parish priest that
she was dying, and though he wrote
back in his homely patois of his grief,

and begged that the good father would
write again, no word had ever come,
and he thought of her now as one for
whom the candles had been lighted and
masses had been said.

But Jeff Hyde’s eyes were bright, and
suffering as he was, the heart in him was
brave and hopeful. He was thinking
of a glorious Christmas day upon the
Madawaska river three years agone

;
of

Adam Henry, the blind fiddler
; of

bright, warm-hearted Pattie Chown, the
belle of the ball, and the long drive

I

home in the frosty night.

Late Carscallen was thinking of a
brother whom he had heard preach his

first sermon in Edinburgh ten years be-
fore, and Late Carscallen, slow of

speech and thought, had been full of

I P r'de and love of that brilliant brother.

1
But they, in the natural course of things,

drifted apart; the slow and uncouth one
to make his home at last not far from
the Arctic Circle, and to be this night
on his way to the Barren Grounds. But
as he stood with the cup to his lips, he
recalled the words of a newspaper para-
graph of a few months before. It made
reference to the fact that “the Rev.

James Carscallen, D. D., preached be-

fore her majesty on Whitsunday, and
had the honor of lunching with her

majesty afterward.” And Late Carscal-

len rubbed his left hand joyously against

I
his blanketed leg and drank.

Cloud-in-the-Sky’s thoughts were with

the present, and his “Ugh” of approval

was one of the senses purely. Instead

of drinking to absent friends, he looked
at the sub-factor and said, “How!” He

|

drank to the sub-factor.

And Jaspar Hume, the sub-factor,

what were his thoughts ?

His was a memory of childhood : of a

house beside a swift-flowing river, where
a gentle widowed mother braced her

heart against misfortune and denied her-

self and slaved that her son might be

educated. He had said to her that some

i

day he would be a great man, and she

|

would be paid back a hundred-fold. And
he worked hard at school, very hard

But one cold day of spring a message
came to the school, and he sped home-

!
ward to the house beside the dark river

: 1 (To be continued.)
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EYES CURED

Without the Knife
Grateful Patrons Tell of Almost Miraculous Cures

of Cataracts, Granulated Lids, Wild Hairs,

Ulcers, Weak Watery Eyes and A1I Eye
Diseases—Send Your Name and

Address with 2 -Cent Stamp

for Free Trial Bottle.

The cures being m9.de by this magic lotion every day are
truly remarkable. I have repeatedly restored to sight persons
nearly blind for years.

Ulcers, wild hairs, granulated lids disappear almost instantly
with the use of this magic remedy. Weak, watery eyes are
cleared in a single night and quickly restored to perfect health.
It has repeatedly cured where all other remedies and all

doctors had failed. It is indeed a magic remedy and I am glad
to give this free trial to any sufferer from sore eyes or any
eye trouble.

Many have thrown away their glasses after using it a week.
Preachers, teachers, doctors, lawyers, engineers, students, dtess-
makers and all who use their eyes under strain find with
this Magic Lotion a safe, sure and quick relief. If you have
sore eyes or any eye trouble, write me today. J am in earnest
in making my offer of a free trial bottle of this lotion. I am glad
to furnish proof in many'1 well-proven and authentic cases where
it has cured cataract after the doctors said that only a dangerous
and expensive operation would save the sight. If you have eye
trouble of any kind, you will make a serious mistake if you do
not send for my great free offer of this Magic Eye Lotion.
Address with full description of your trouble and a two-cent
stamp, I-I. T. SCHLEGEL CO., 3070 Home Bank Bldg.,
Peoria, 111 ., and you will receive by return mail, prepaid, a trial

bottle of this magic Remedy that has restored many almost
blind to sight.

EARN $7 DAILY SELLING

Finest on earth. Write for special
agents and dealers terms. DR. HAUX
SPECTACLE CO . , Box 221 St. Louis, Mo.

Book

CUT PRICES!
240-Egg Incubator, $10.0<
120-Egg Incubator, $ 7.5(
100-Chick Outdoor Broode:
$5.50. 100-Chick Indoc
Brooder, $4.50. Why pe
double these prices for mi
chines that are no bettei
Get our Free Book — lear
how we can sell at such lo

prices. Book is full of picture!
tells how to raise poultry.Poultry .

Reliance Incubator Co., Box 541, Freeport, U

Conservation of Life, Limb and Health
Continued from

( Continued from page twenty-four.)

much of our wealth, what do we find?

The numerous mine horrors that 1 raffle

description would be utterly appalling

were they not of such frequent occur-

rence as -to become all but common-

place. Millions read the startling head-

lines in the papers, make a remark,

‘‘Isn’t that awful,” attend to business,

and soon forget all about it, never think-

ing what their individual responsibility

may be in the matter, and what they

should do as citizens to prevent the rep-

etition of such catastrophes. Mr. John

Mitchell, for years president of the

United Mine Workers, estimates that

oVer 11,000 men are killed and injured

in American mines every year. Evi-

dently better laws should he enacted re-

garding mining operations, and those we
now have more efficiently enforced.

When we enter the field of general

industry, manufacturing, building, lum-

bering, farming, etc., what do we find?

According to estimates of our most ex-

pert statisticians, over 500,000 men and

women are killed or maimed in the

United States every year. When the

loss of time of the injured, the expense

for physicians, nurses, etc., to care for

them, the prospective future earning

power of those killed, and all contingent

losses are taken into account, it is rea-

sonable to estimate that each accident

represents an economic loss of at least

$1,000. And what does this mean? A
total loss to the nation, each year, of

fully half a billion dollars.

Not only are there in this country

half a million accidents to individuals

every year, most of which could have

been avoided had proper precautions

been taken, bur hundreds of thousands

of people are dying each year from pre-

ventable diseases. At the recent Inter-

national Tuberculosis Congress held in

pa£e twenty-four

Washington, Dt. Irving Fisher, the emi-

nent economist of Yale University,

stated that 138,000 people die of tuhci

culosis in the United States every year,

involving an economic loss of over a

billion dollars, and tuberculosis is only

one of the preventable diseases of which

multitudes of people needlessly die each

year. In view of these appalling facts,

it is high time that both state and na-

tional governments were giving far

greater attention than hitherto to the

promotion, preservation, and conserva-

tion of human health and life. Presi-

dent Roosevelt and the Conservation

Commission are certainly to be congrat-

ulated that they are giving very special

attention to this vastly important sub-

ject—indeed, by far the most important

any Conservation Commission can con-

sider.

On one of his campaigning tours Presi-

dent-elect Taft was entertained at a house
which was rather unsubstantially built. As
he walked about his room, the whole build

ing shook with his tread, and, when he
got in bed, that receptacle, unused to so

much weight, gave way, precipitating the

distinguished gentleman to the floor.

His host, hurrying to his door, inquired

if he could render any assistance.

“Oh, I’m all right, 1 guess,” the presi-

dent-elect called out, good-naturedly, “but

if you don’t find me here in the morning,
look in the cellar.”

Great Interest in Montana
There is at present great interest in

the farm lands of Montana, especially

in that section recently opened up by

the new Pacific Coast extension of the

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Rail-

road. Those interested will do well to

answer their advertisement on page 15

and receive their literature, which is in-

teresting and instructive, and is sent

free to all who wish it.

Vick’s Sale and Exchange Department
,

If you want to buy, sell or exchange any kind of real estate in any part of the country, a business, a patent, or personal
property of any kind, it will pay you to make known your wants by advertising in Vick’s Sale and Exchange Department.
Through this Department you can reach several hundred thousand people each month at a very trifling cost. Until further

notice our rate will be only 40 cents per line, but the minimum charge will be $2.00. There are 1 4 lines in an inch of space
and 7 words in a line—average. We will prepare the advertisement for you without extra charge it you will send us a de-
scription of the property or article that you want to sell, or buy or exchange. You may have your own name and address in-

serted in the advertisement, or you may omit it and have the replies sent to our office, in which event they will be forwarded
to you promptly. Copy for advertisements in this Department may be sent to us direct or through any reputable advertising

agency. Orders sent direct should be accompanied by remittance. When replying to ads which appear without a name,
simply address Sale & Exchange Department, Vick’s Magazine, identifying the ad by letter and number.

ARKANSAS
D-2S. Excellent farm of 100 a., Baxter
county, Arkansas. 60 a. fenced

;
25 a.

timothy
;

40 a. timberland. Strong per-
petual spring; good cistern. Barn 24x56.
Good house. Only three-fourths mile from
Mountain Home. Price, $1,650 to a quick
buyer.

CALIFORNIA
California Self-Supporting Homes. Choice
land for them near Sacramento. Perfect
health. Purest water. No extreme heat.

Oranges ripen in winter. Wholesale
grapes, $100. 250 hens clear $500 yearly.

No farming. Like town life. Only desir-

able families. Neighbors endorse this ad-

vertisement. $75. Easy terms. B. Marks,
Box 655, Galt, California.

FLORIDA
A-53. 119 a. of good rich land about 3

miles from Orlando, Florida
;
well located

on a main road. Particularly suitable for

growing oranges and other fruits and
truck. Has considerable growth of young
pine and oak. Price, $20 per acre.

MISSOURI

J-28. 325-acre farm, Chariton county, Mo.
Level land

;
rich black soil

;
good for oats,

corn, wheat, timothy, alfalfa, etc. ; 6-room
house and outbuildings. Mortgage, $9,000.

Price, $20,000.

NORTH DAKOTA
J-26. 320 a. Richland county, N. D.

;
220

a. under cultivation. House, barn and all

necessary outbuildings. Price, $35 per acre.

OHIO

J-2S. 185 a. farm. Harrison county,

Ohio. 100 a. bottom land, underdrained.

Good house of 9 rooms and bath. Barn
40x80. All necessary outbuildings, Price,

$15,500.

SOUTH DAKOTA
J-27. 160 a., Marshall county S. D. 50 a.

improved ; 80 a. hay land. No buildings.
Nine miles from good railroad town; 4
miles from inland town. Price, $2,500.

MISCELLANEOUS
Morphine and Opinm Habits cured pain-
lessly at your home (for $10) by entirely
new method. No cure, no pay. Write to-
day. Dr. G. W. Patterson, Suite 4, 82
Central Place, Atlanta, Ga.

Agents Wanted-—You can make quick
money presenting my wonderful premium
offers to the people in your locality. I

furnish free samples and pay liberal com-
missions. I want only good, reliable

agents. Write for full particulars and send
references. W. K. Ingalls, Home Herald
BuBilding, Chicago, 111.

FREE. I have a few remaining copies of
a little book on money matters that should
be in the possession of every person con-
templating the purchase of stocks, bonds
or real estate of any kind. A postal card
will bring you a copy free. C. T. Wells,
469 LaSalle Ave., Chicago, 111.

For private reasons, I wish to dispose of
129 shares preferred stock Vick’s Maga-
zine Company (par value, one dollar).
What will you offer? Address J. C. S.,

care of Vick’s Magazine, Chicago.

RHEUMATISM
We want to send every »ufferer who
reads this paper a pair of Magic

Foot Drafts TO TRY FREE

Send me Your Address To-day

Write me. I’ll send you a $1.00
Pair of Magic Foot Drafts, the great
Michigan external remedy that is cur-

ing thousands, To Try Free.

Frederick Dyer, Corresponding Sec’y

No matter where the pain, whether acute or
chronic—muscular, sciatic, lumbago, gout—and
however stubborn or severe, you'll get the Drafts
by return mail. Then after you get them and
try them, if you are fully satisfied with the ben-
efit received, send me One Dollar. If not. keep
your money. 1 take your word. 4 make
this uneaqualed offer because 1 know what re-

markable cures the ,«»oe«ab«
Drafts are perform-
ing cures after 30
and 40 years
suff e ri n g— cures
after doctors and
baths and medi-
cines had utterly
failed. Won't you try them? I am sure you'll

be glad if you do, ar.d you cannot lose a penny.
Address Magic Foot Draft Co., 167 Oliver Bldg.

Jackson, Mich. Send no money. Write to-day.

FREE
Lace Samples
150 samples dainty laces
free for the asking. Your
name on a postal, that’s all.

Livingston

Lace and Sales Co.,
Dept. V. Dansville, N. Y

FAIL NOT
To read every ufail'd on page 19, setting

forth Vick’s unrivaled premium offer.

Read also page 2—all about our great

Pat Crowe series.

NEW FAT REDUCING

TREATMENT DISCOVERED

A Remarkable Discovery That Reduces
Fat Harmlessly at the Rate of a

Pound a Day.

Learned physicians are greatly interested and
much impressed with the immeasurable value of
the new discovery for reducing fat made by the
well known physician and scientist, Dr. H. C.
Bradford, of No, 20 East 22d St., New York City.

To all who write Dr. Bradford, a sample pack-
age of this new discovery will be sent absolutely
free to make known its merits and its wonder-
ful results. 'Full information will be given for
treatment at home. This offer is extended to

all fat people.
Simply write Dr. Bradford, and you will be

told, without expense, how you can reduce your
weight to normal.

'

| 8ilk Fringe, Envelope, Gold Beveled P A DnC
I Edge, Hidden Name Cards, etc. 200VH fillO
1 Love Verses. 125 Rich Sc Racy Jokes. 1 PackAc-

i qualntanoe&l Paok Escort Cards. New Beau Catcher& Bis

100
POST CARDS, ail different, printed inAAp
rich colors, an extraordinary bargain. Hillson « I I

U

Co. 1 1 1 Broad St. Dept. 26, Boston,Mass UU

OK Beautiful Post Cards IQp
The finest and prettiest ever made.

Flower Cards Lovers, Scenes, Birthday, etc. Big
catalogue FREE with each order.

SYLVIA ART CO., Dept. lO Chicago, III.

IQ Valentine Post Cards Sjflg
Embossed. Printed in Gold and many

”
colors. Catalogue FREE with each order.
SYLVIA ART CO., Dept, 9

,
Chicago, 111.
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(^LLON
READY MIXED PAINT
Write us and say. "Send me your
new paint offers, and we will send
you free, by return mall, our two
Paint Books, the most valuable and

attractive ever ottered. One a text book. “How to
Paint,” tells everything about painting: the other,
complete Sample Book with exact shades ot every
color ot bouse paint, bam paint, enamels, stains,
varnishes, etc., shows harmonizing color selections
and our wonderfully low prices.
We sell direct from our factory, the highest

grade ready mixed paint possible to make, at one-half
what you must pay all others. Our paint Is guaran-
teed ten years: smoothest, easiest working, covers
double the surface, lasts twice as long as other paints.
UfDITC fnniy for the free Paint Books and

I b VHN learn for how little money you
can make your building look like new. Address
SEARS, ROEBUCK & CO., Chicago

$6

GREAT.MONEY MAKER FOR Af'EMT'C
vwkNi^avNY » e c > A VJC il 1 O
K- 'i.l-l'IUldU.d.-^k SeI1 - Maf,nelIc

Combs and get
rich; agents
wild with suc-

cess. They remove dandruff; stop falling hair: BE-
LIEVE HEADACHE, never break. Send 2c stamp for
sample. PROF, LONG, 73 1 Ash St„ PEKIN, ILL.

P fl ^?r rare 1853 Quarter; $3600 forV old dollar; $XOOTor old cent; $5800— tor old gold coin and other big premiums paid
for many kinds of corns dated before 1895 of dates and
conditions required. We buy every bind of used
fctamps, including those now in use. You can make
iJig Profits, perhaps a fortune : no interference with
regular employment. Send postal for Free Booklet,
money & Stamp Brokerage Co., 150 Nassau St., KOI , New fork.

\A/ A IMTF in every localityWin IV I C.

U

ln the United
states to advertise our goods, tack up

... showcards in all conspicious places
and distribute small advertising matter. Com-
mission or salary, $83 per month and expenses $4
per day- Steady work the year round; entirely
new plan; no experience required. Write for par-
ticulars. ROYAL REMEDY CO., London, Ont., r.u.4.

I’m Afraid to Come Home in the Dark
fz
^

I

“a 216 other Latest SONGS *“4 MUSIC«€~
#7 rin lOC. Love'S Golden Dream; Sweetheart D&je;

? A v A M°on t Flower of Tooth; Dreaming; RED
V llniti i wfl ’Gauge the Moon Can't Toll on You; I Think

1

It Must be Love; Store and 8tripee and You; lola;
Ido Ho; Honey Boy; Bird on Nellie’s Hat; When the

|K . "; ~ • ' - Whippoorwill Singe Marguerite; Somewhere; Ban
Antonio; OBeyenns; Lovo Mo ond the World is Mine; Waiting at theChurch; Yankee Doodle Boy; Waltz Me Around Again Willie, eto.s in
Pieces Plano M USIC—M«rry Widow Waltz, eto. New 1908 hits, best
m°i£

ot£n £.
v*r offered~Iho 216 With Coupon good for GOLD PLA.

.
CH4R" ,or 10 CENTSlvAWrcs,

d. COOK & CO., 56 Fifth Ave., CHICAGO.

Eclipse of the Thorntons

'Vick’s ^Magazine for January

Continued from page eight

Mary, do you want that professor-man ders and petted Nan almost as he did
herer I think he’s horrid !” Jacky. Madge and Charley ran wild

Nothin to me,’ Mary chopped away from morning to night, and grew brown
vigorously. 'Might as well cook for as berries, and as merry as larks in
seven as six I don’t care. How old the free country air.
is he? Oh, t‘

do I know he

looks of him.’

hold you all,” she said. “Now why
shouldn’t you come here to live? The
farm will be your father’s some day,

and I am growing old, and want my
son’s family with me. I dread your

father’s going back into business and
the city life, and I should be glad to

hand over the reins into his hands here,

is he? Oh, thirty-odd, maybe. What Natl
-

S onlv b„
I“‘

r was the rjver
Bob’s scholarship provides for him, and

do I know how old he is, only by the which ran just below the meadows ^ are schools in the village for

iooksofhim.
Madge and Charley had learned to

Ch^ley and Madge and I suppose they

Madge drew a long breath of relief. swirn jmmediately> under o!d Luke >

s
wl11 g° aw^’ f°r awhile by and by, just

Well, anyway, be isn’t the Fairy chargc; but again and again did Nan
“ Y°U 1 B°b ^ Your ™>ther will

Prince He s ages too old. I’m glad impress it upon Jack that he was never
be c0” tent anywhere your father and

of it, for now I needn’t bother about t0 g0 anywhere near the river unless
y°U ?

lMren
: bUt/°U ’ Nan~COuld

him. Bernes are done, Mary—What'll Luke were with him y°U be content ln st,ch a gulet P>ace, I

I do next?” ' wonder?”

Professor Prince proved so agree- ,

* y°U bboidd Ial
*.

’n ’ darling, she “I should love it,” said Nan promptly,

able, however, that Madge soon lost
°nL dy’ 10 lng blm t 'ghtly. “The city is for occasions—Emerson

hpr untinuk,, m...„ • - ’
i says that, grandma. I’ve so many

“Old Luke would come along,” in- friends there, I could go sometimes
tei rupted Jack cheerfully, "and say, when there was anything worth while,
‘Why, here’s little Jackey—all drown- you know. When I left school I wanted
ded ! beaming happily over the pros- society, and dress, and all that, like the

• ctl other girls, but I’ve learned this year
Nan’s fears, however, were ground- that there are better things than those,

omuug, wniic
less ' Luke

(

declared that boys took to After all it is the little things that
the narrow yard was a furnace. For- swimming "as nat rally as tadpoles,” and COUnt, isn’t it, grandma? And if we arc
tune had smiled on Bob. to whom a

so™ made a wate
,

r baby
only all well and together, it’s enough”

chance had come, through a classmate,
of the chlld

’ whlle a11 the household kept „
Little thjn(rs

to tutor two small boys through the
a watchful eye uPon him, lest he should

summer, on their father’s yacht, with come to ha™. n the

^
oden wmgs

>

most liberal terms. And when he was It was a delightful visit. The Col-
ear Ut e sou * s to Heaven, quoted

off the rest of the household gleefully orado letters were full of cheer. At
Gradnmother Thornton softly, smiling at

betook themselves to Grandmother Christmas the travelers would return, Nan s earnest face. “Then we will write

Thornton’s farm in the real country and Grandmother Thornton had a t0 y°ur father and mother at once.”

for two weeks. Nan had not known charming scheme for having them all A few days later there was a letter

how great the strain and responsibility at the farm through the holidays. In- from Miss Prince, inviting Nan to the
had been until Grandmother Thornton deed, to Nan, the scheme went further, mountains for a fortnight,

took it upon her own capable shoul- “The Harrison-street house will not ( Continued in February.)

her antipathy. Two weeks ran into

three, and no one was in a hurry to

have him go; but his work was done
finally, and Miss Prince and he were
gone, leaving as Charley said, “a great
big hole” in the family. The weather

pe
^‘

began to be very warm, and the little

house seemed close and stifling, while

GIANT WHITE NARCISSUS GROWING IN WATER-THE BEST WAY

BuyNow for Easter Bloom
We have a slight surplus stock of the Giant White Narcissus, Illustrated
herewith, new, distinct and beautiful, and while they last will supply the
bulbs at a price that has been made low enough to close them out quickly
So long as we have any of the bulbs now on hand they will be mailed, post-
paid, at 2 for ioc

; 6 for 25c ; and 1 dozen for 40c.

This grand Narcissus grows with absolute certatnty and produces
in lovely clusters immense numbers of pure white flowers; in frag-
rance the equal of Orange blossoms. It is a superb thing and planted
in January will bloom in time for Easter.

Grow It in Water
It succeeds best grown in water. Place sand or gravel in bottom of re-

ceptacle in which it is to be grown, firmly imbedding the bulbs- keep well
covered with water, and you will not have long to wait for the lovely clusters
of large white Bowers,to appear. It may be grown in soil like a hyacinth,
but the best method is in pebbles and water.

To Get the Best Effect
Several bulbs (not less than six) should

be planted together. Give plenty of sun-
shine, and for fragrance, immensity of
flowers aud ease of culture it will be hard
to find the equal of the Giant White Nar-
cissus. The bulbs we offer are imported
direct from France, are large and solid,
sure to grow and bloom.

Order Before They’re Gone
Through some mistake or other, our ^ - A

Narcissus growers this fall sent us more
of the Giant White bulbs than our regular
trade has demanded. Rather than return
the bulbs, however, we keep the excess
shipment and have determined to offer
the surplus at this time to friends who
may not have been able to buy any of the
bulbs earlier in the season. We want to
move them quickly, so as to make room
for spring stock, and we have uo doubt
the low prices we are making will do this.
Do not delay a day, therefore, but let us
have your order by return mail.

While they last, postpaid,

2 for 10c 6 for 25c

12 for 40c

THE

DINGEE & CONARD
COMPANY

The Leading Rose Growers

and Bulb Dealers of America

WEST GROVE, PENN’A. vase' of the flowers’



500D THINGS TO READ

Weight 75 lbs.

Good Books f Entertaining: Books! Instruc-
tive Hooks! Recreation and Knowl-
edge for You and Your Children,

for all Your Family!

The latest and greatest publication of the
Union Book Company of Chicago, which
failed, is their famous Library of Universal
History—which is now offered under re-
markable and unprecedented conditions.
We advise every reader of this paper to
read the wonderful offer made here today.
For it is an offer absolutely without parallel.

Just think what it means to have good
reading—a complete history of the world's
progress—in your home! What a wealth
of information ana knowledge! What a
handy reference at all times! From the
time when the Creator said, “Let there be
light,” right down to these latest days of
Twentieth Century Civilization, you have
the most complete, the most authentic
record of the doings of man, freely illus-

trated with the most picturesque and thrill-

ing themes of sixty centuries.

Praised by Great Men
E. Benjamin An rews, of the University

of Nebraska; Dr. William T. Harris, former
U. S. Commissioner of Education, and
many other well known men—college presi-
dents, professors of history and advanced
educators—have reviewed and passed the
most favorable judgment upon the accuracy
and merit of this work.
You must see this superb library to fully

appreciate it. You can see the books be-
fore you decide to buy unaer the terms of
the liberal offer on this page. It costs you
nothing to rece've and examine the books,
and then if you do not want them you can
have them returned without any expense
to you. These books were sold n thou-
sands of homes by the publisher for $60.00.
You have an opportunity to secure the
same books for only $28.50—and on easy
payments, if you prefer. You might as
well see these books. It costs you nothing.

Read the Big Oiler
Read full details of the offer on this page.

It puts you under no obligation. Then after
examination you can decide. You are advis-
ed earnestly to sign the coupon and have the
books sent to your home for free examina-
tion. This is an honest, straightforward,
business-like offer. As we told you, the
Union Book Co., formerly a great concern,
has failed. Money is needed badly to
meet obligations. Everything is in the
hands of a receiver, the American
Underwriters Corporation of Chi-
cago. The receiver must raise
the money, and so they
make an offer to give
these books to the
readers of
paper at less

than half

price

Union Book Company Fails!
^ Great History Offered at Halt Price r

Here is your chance to secure the world’s famous Library of Universal History at less tnan
half price! Brand new sets. Beautifully bound. Sacrificed for the present only ! Read this:

We, as receivers, must make this tremendous sacrifice to meet the publisher’s obligations at once. The
bankrupt stock consists of the latest and greatest historical work—the matchless Library of Universal
History. This library of fifteen volumes we offer to the readers of this paper—the greatest bargain ever
known to the American book-loving public.

Fifteen sumptuous volumes—sold by the publishers for

$60.00 and worth every cent of that amount— you can
now secure for only $28.50, with privilege of FREE
EXAMINATION right in your home. You pay nothing
down— not a penny. You are obliged to no one.

Rememberyou
pay nothingNO MONEYDOWN

unless you decide you want to keep the books. We consider It a privilege just to show you
such a line work at such a wonderfully low price— a price impossible xcept unci-r tb« :<e
conditions —conditions which compel us to sacrifice this splendid work. You know you
should have such a library. Here is your great chance— the one great opportune y. Just
sign the coupon. You will receive the books with charges prepaid lor a week’s free
examination. Keep them or send them back—just as you choose. Don’t miss this offer.

USMi* $2-00 a Month
ME M mm Mm Then, you decide yon wcat to keep

To any reader of thia paper signing the coupon at the bottom
Of this page, we will ship free prepaid (no money down — no
C. O. D.—absolutely without obligation on your part) this won-
derfully fine work— the Library of Universal History — the
complete set of 15 volumes. Keep these books in your home a
week. Verify every statement we make. Read some of the
thrilling, interesting narratives. Read chapters anywhere

—

there is not a dull page in the whole fifteen volumes. Watch
your children read it. Note the knowledge they gain. See their
growing ambition. Show the magnificent books to your friends.
Make every test to verify all of our statements. Then, if you
decide you do not want to keep the books, notify us and we will
pay the return charges. You do not have to pay one cent in
advance. You do not have to pay one cent to return the books.
The examination is free. If you do not find every word we
tell you is true, we want you to send the books back.

Grover Cleveland said

"This history willfill an import

ant place among publica-

tions intended to give

wider familiarity

with historical

litera-

ture/ 1

Then, if yon decide yon to keep
these fifteen beautiful volumes in
your home, you may have them
at our forced sale, rock-bot-
tom price of only $28.50,
either cash in full or
fifty cents down af-
ter examination
and only $2.00
a month.
Sign cou-
pon.
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EDISON
Says:

66
I Want to $<b<b a Phonograph
m Every Ainmericsiini Home.95

fym ini

immmw
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For the Phono-
graph, as the
readermay know,
is the Wizard’s
pet and hobby.
Though he has

patented hun-
dreds o f other

wonderful inven-
tions,Mr.Edison’s
constant care and
experiments have
made the Edison
a perfect musical
instrument.

Read the
Free Loan

Offer

^3fuma^ £dwcn-

Several times before I have offered to LEND the
readers of this paper free of charge any of the latest style

Edison Phonographs described in our new Edison catalog.

Why, then, have \OU not favored me with your
name and address—just your nam« and address—so
I could send you this New 1909 Edison Catalog?
Address F. K. BABSON.

The free loan means just what i says. You may bor-
row" a latest style Edison direct from us, take it to your home,
and let the machine talk, sing, laugh and play for you

;
hear the wonder-

ful marches, waltzes and two steps, the laughable minstrel show—all that
endless variety of entertainment. After a few days of music and merry-
making, return the outfit at our expense. That is all. I do not charge
you one cent for the loan.

ALL I ASK Is that yon invite some of your neighbors and friends to
your home to hear these grand Edison concer’ t—of course you would do
that anyway. Let your friends realize the wonderful mprovements in the latest style
Edisons. Tell your friends, please, that on a special offer, they can now get the
very latest style Edisons at the rock bottom price either for cash or for easy pay.
ments of $2.00 a month

,
the rock bottom price (without ;ven interest) at $2.00 a month.

I DON T ASK you to sell an outfit or to ke any orders. In fact, at
the rock bottom price I would not allow a com mission to anyone. If after
hearing all the wonderful music and recitations, five or six of your friends want a
genuine Edison at $2.00 a month (and at the surprisingly small rock bottom price)
tell them to send their orders to us; if you yourself want to keep the machine either
forcash or at $2.00 a month, you may; if uobody buy f tnd that may happen) I am just
as willing and just as glad I let you have the free use ud the free loan of the machine
for I certainly shall have proved to you and to every, e of your friends the wonderful

superiority of the latest style genuine Edison < r all other talking machines,
even those machines which cost twice as much : id you and your friends will re-
member and talk about those grand free Edisoi •oneerts all the rest of your lives.

-fe*
A.%

Now Without Any
Obligations

c.

I will consider it a
favor if you will

allow me to lend
you an Edison for your free concerts, and I want
to send you now our FREE EDISON CATALOG so

that you can select the machine you want.
o.V Even if you do not want to borrow the Edison

right now I wish you would send me your
isV name and address so I can send you our

OlX<X free catalog.
Q

<i

'nrS&X%

Your name and address, either a pos-
tal or in a letter, or on the coupon

—

that is all. Then mail it to

Cve
b.

F. K. BABSON,
Edison Phonograph Distributors

Suit* 2401 Edison Block,

CHICAGO

What This FREE Loan
Offer Means to YOU

This offer means that you can have an absolutely free trial of an Edison Phono-
graph, that you can enjoy right in your own home the grandest entertainer the world has ever
k n

^
Wn * offer means that you can give at your home just such concerts as would cost $1.00

to $2.00 a seat in the opera house of a big city.

Indeed, you cannot imagine how many
uses and pleasures you will find in a phono-
graph until you have one in your own home.
Suppose you accept the great free loan offer
for a few days. Send over for a few of your
neighbors, of course. Tell them to bring the
children too, for there is no end of entertain-
ment, concerts and vaudeville for children
and for grown up people with the Edison.

For an Evening’s Eun
And then for an evening's fun with this

phonograph which I am so pleased to lend.
Everything that is bright and clean and
wholesome. How much better than the
theatre ! Never a questionable joke, never a
vulgar song, never an evil suggestion for the
youthful mind. Only the best and the clean-
est and most wholesome is chosen for the
Edison gold moulded records.
Just think how much all this means, and

you can have it all free just by signing yopr
name and address. You want to make your
home attractive, don’t you? You may make
it anything you wish. Let it be bright and
cheery and inspiring. Let it be a place
attractive to your sons and daughters in the
long winter evenings.

Look at this scene. See the happy children as one
of Sousa’s stirring marches rolls out of the big new
style floral horn. Think how much this youthful
patriotism means in making good citizens. Yon can
have just such a scene in your own home.

Amusing the Children
We are always trying to think of some-

thing to amuse and interest the children.
Don’t you think “mother” would enjoy just
as well as the children, the stirring marches,
the bright dialogs, the funny minstrel jokes,
the late “coon songs” or one of Cohan’s
breezy, sunny hits.
And how about yourself? Don’t you ever

feel just “weary”, not tired enough to go to
bed but too tired to read? Put your slippered
feet to the fire and sit down with “mother”.
Let your children operate this wonderful
instrument—your 6 year old child can leam
all there is to know about the simple per-
fected Edison in five minutes,and thechildren
will enjoy the responsibility. See howmuch
the soothing music or songs or stories will rest
and refresh you. Why don’t you try it for a
few evenings? Why haven’t you done it be-
fore? You have only yourself to blame if you
d o no t accept my free loan offerand borrow for
afew days at least the “king of entertainers.”

NOW, I OFFER A FREE LOAN: So many families have been made happy and bright
with this perfected Edison invention, I just wish I could talk to every reader of this paper and
tell you how much such a treasurehouse of entertainment means in your home. But I can’t
talk to you personally so I’ll send you an Edison Catalog free and our offer for a free loan of the
Edison Outfit, provided you send me your name and address.

Look at the picture of grandfather and grand-
mother, hands clasped, sitting close together and
musing happily over the days of their youth. Don’t
think these dear “old folks" are ever too old to enjoy
a phonograph. The old songs bring back pleasant
memories, and the old folks can laugh, too, with the
liveliest of your romping youngsters when they hear
a good, clean, up-to-date joke.

HERE IS A PICTURE

*HI

of the latest style genuine Edison Stand-
ard Phonograph with its neat, hand-
some black horn. There are other
models which you may borrow.
Send for our Edison catalog
and you can make your se-

lection. We also include in
our wonderful free loan of-

fer our very latest improved

newest style Parlor Grand
equipment. This includes
a beautiful new style hand
decorated blue and red
floral horn nearly 3 feet in length
and 7 feet in circumference, also
adjustable tone modifier,automatic
stop, automatic dusting brush, and
the newest phonographic acces-
sories, all sold at a slight extra
cost. Just send your name and
address and I will send you the

free catalog and the full ex-
planation of the FREE

LOAN. Send your
name and ad-

dress today.

I

1 HI

S’*

Ithink every reader of my paper who either rents or owns a home, no matter how simple
or how small a home it may be, ought to be willing to accept this free loan and enjoy the free
concerts—for the sake of your family and your friends. Anyway you ought to send your
name and address. The Editor.
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Magnetic Shields Cure Disease
THEY MAKE THE BLOOD CIRCULATE
THEY GIVE HEALTH AND STRENGTH

HP

M

4m

WE PROVE IT TO YOU
You do not have to take our word for it. We furnish you all the

evidence you want We prove it not only in fifty or a hundred cases but inthousands upon thousands of cases, where Magnetic Shields have' cured
I aralysis, kidney Disease, Stomach Trouble, Liver and Bowel Trouble
Diabetes, Heart Disease, Spinal Disease, Rheumatism, Fits, Weak Circulation’
I elusions, Melancholia. Nervous Diseases, and hundreds of other troubles’
that medicine had failed to cure.

All we ask is for you to send us a full description of your case, and we
will write you and advise you fully all about it, telling what can be done andhow it can be done. ’

Investigate our claims—it means Health and Strength for you. It is a
( uty you owe yourself, and it costs you nothing to make a thorough inquiryand investigation. Our book “A PLAIN ROAD TO HEALTH” is FREEt? all who send statements of their cases

This cut shows how the Magnetic waves from the VEST, which is one
ot the most powerful shields we manufacture, envelope the entire trunk of
“1

'L
b°dy and saturate the patient with powerful Magnetic vibrations. TheVEST contains over 400 powerful Magnetic storage batteries constantly

radiating over 800 streams of Magnetic energy into the vital organs and
nerve centers, keeping the patient continually bathed in a stream of this re-
vitalizing force. We make shields for every part of the body, all described
in our new book, “A PLAIN ROAD TO HEALTH,” FREE to all who
send descriptions of their cases.

Read the truth more forcibly given in these letters than any statement we could make:
‘•THE SHIELDS HAVE SAVED MY LIFE.”

EXTREME CASE OF PARALYSIS SPEEDILY CURED AFTER HAVING HAD
TWO STROKES.

it

Thacher : I feel as though I must give my testimony in hopes that

and mred ltn th
POOr suffering one afflicted with paralysis to get the Shields

saved inv Hfe wWwTr6 would ?lve “P 111 despair and die, for the Shields have
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covered up with Shields that I might yet be
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™e Wltl‘ the Shields and they did their work. They
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saved my life, which must otherwise have been

for nearlv a
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tl0"’ for my bowels and stomach had stopped working entirely
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f 1*^ They Wer
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the same as dead - I bad had the second stroke,he root of the tongue was also totally paralyzed and the eyes were set
;
could

shoulders anu'Ll^ / ^ t
ra

V? Aas so
[
a
[
S°ne it felt just like a big basket on my

, .
’ 3 d ^ had to be held up while the Shields were being put on, for mywhole strength had given out, and I think you had little hopes of saving me but
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y°U w°ul
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l
’ and only for y°ur timely efforts I would not have staidlong, t began to feel better and improved with every hour after I put them onand in eight weeks I was out traveling on the road. I was then past 50 years of

ffL .
, ;

3m now very much alive, smart and active, and I advise no one to hesi-
tate trying the Shields after they know what they have done for me, and I will

sn i'fp4nT ' fb
S
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i

3ny Ctte
-

r °/ "TU ' ry t
,
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t
may come t0 me from any personsuliering with paralysis or similar form of disease.

MRS. M. C. SCHWAGER. 646 W. 41st St., Chicago, 111.

A WONDERFUL CURE OF CHRONIC STOMACH TROUBLE AND PILES

RESTORED TO YOUTHFUL VIGOR AT AGE OF SIXTY-FOUR.

„„„ Pif’
Tbacber : It is now eleven years since I first made my acquaint-

and'niT'I
11

V l,

Mag
Il

et r(Shlet
ds

j
1 was then 3 physical wreck from 'indigestionand piles, which made life a burden to my existence. I had suffered with a weakstomach from my boyhood, and in the army I contracted the piles and other com-plicated conditions which disabled me from active work. One day I called at a

timC learned of the Magnetic Shields. The book, “PlainRoad to Hea th had been sent to these people, and I got it and read it. I recog-
T 7

;

ed
r

and fdt the
,

^“tb °4 y0Ur statements in that valuable work and concludedthat I would send for a Belt and Leggings. I soon felt a new impetus of lifeand general improvement. My piles left me in three days, and I never had themsince. I recovered my health perfectly, and am now in my sixty-fourth year and
I am as sound and active as I was at twenty. I wear the Shields every winterand I am always free from colds, grip, etc. I never have any '‘tired^eelin^ ”
and under the weather, as the majority of people tell about’ their feelin^ °’lhave no aches and pains because the Magnetic vibration of the Shields has re-established perfect circulation of my blood to every fiber of my body hence mvperfect vigor of youth at the advanced age of sixty-four year!”

“

of humanitv °T
th

1

‘

atement Published that it may go out for the benefit
w,,hi "g ,o know more » f

Yours with love and gratitude,

N. AEBISCHER, Wausau, Wis.

their cases have £ incuSblTTo no ha°
h“ve been the Magnetic Shields after
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TRY THESE

FOOT WARMERS
THEY WILL

CONVINCE YOU

They are regular little blood, pumpers.

i

vuT, l!
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st doubting skeptic that MAGNETIC SHIELDS MAKE THE BLOOD CIRCTTT ATF

I hey do what all the medicine on earth cannot do Thev WARM T'TTP pppt' 0 ,

\ fi StTi - — —©——» **vc*v. pumuci^
lays, though they are the smallest MAGNETIC SHIELD we mak™The Sfii^le Powe^FOOT

'

rATTITTFS^
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63168
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ort and luxury of modern

J
orapound or Double Power FOOT BATTERIES are $2.00 a pairs or three nairfof^ 00 ,4444-^444 -

are 3
?
3,r ' or three pairs for $2.00, and thee ip-.w a pans, or tnree pair tor $4.00, postage paid. Send size of shoe when' ordering FOOT BATTERIES.

SUITE 204, 169 WABASH AVE.
CHICAGO, ILL.

NAMIER MAGNETIC SHIELD CO. Inc.,
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IN Tl^ REAL ESTATE BUSINESS
We tenth yon by mail every branch of
the Real Estate, General Brokerage and
Insurance Business and appoint you

SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE
of the oldest and largest co-operative
real estate and brokerage company in
America. Representatives are making
$3,000 to $10,000 a year without any in-
vestment of capital. Excellent oppor-
tunities open to YOU. By our system

you can begin making money in a few weeks with
out interfering with your present occupation.
Our co-operative department will give you more
choioe, salable property to handle than any other
institution in the world. A Thorough Commercial
Law Course FREE To Each Representative.

Write For 62-Page Book, Free.

THE CROSS COMPANY, 2342 Reaper Block, Chicago

\

Trade Mark
Free Sample. WriteDept. 24
Lamont,CorlisB&Co.Agrts.78HudsonSt.N.T. I

SHINES BRIGHTEST

BEAUTIFUL
POSTCARDS

I Printed in many beau-
I tiful colors. The lat- L

1 est subjects. All dif-

1

] ferent. Every card in I

Ithe paokage specially
|

7 selected to please. 1

Everybody says “justL— the kind of cards I
want.’* Right proportion of subjects. Toast,

Greeting Cards, Hunting Scenes, Pet Dogs and
Kittens, Out-door Sports, Pretty Women, Cute
Children, artistic cards and beautiful scenery.

Refined humorous cards and comics that will

just make you die laughing. Nothing vulgar.

This is the biggest offer ever made and won t last

long. Send coin or stamps.

.ELECTRO ART COLOR CO.
192 EAST 21 ST ST., NEW YORK CITY

?/i/er Agents Wanted
in each town to ride and exhibit sample
iqoq model. Write for Special Offer.

Finest Guaranteed <£* *2 4^
1909 Models
with Coaster-Brakes and Puncture-Proof tires.

1907 & 1908 Models ^|9
all of best makes
BOO Second Hand Wheels
Ail makes and models , ^ O &

O

good as new *p€P
Great Factory Clearing Sale.

We Ship On Approval -without a
cent deposit , pay the freight and allow

TEH DAYS’ FREE TRIAL.
Tires, coaster-brakes, parts, re-

pairs and sundries, halfusual prices. Do not
buy till you get our catalogs and offer. IVrite now.

MEAD CYCLE CO., Dept. W124Cblcago

50
Handsome Colored

Post Cards

15

Established 1878 By James Vick

[

Thegreatest bargain
ever heard of. Consists

of a splendid assortment o!

colored and embossed cards,

birthday greetings, flowers, battleships, views, etc.

etc. No comics, all sent postpaid. 50 foil

15c. You cannot afford to miss this great offer I

which we are making to introduce out bargain I

post card catalogue which we also send
|

free with the post cards. Address,

DAVIS BROS. Post Card Dept.B-4?Chicago.

wiwm To Learn Book-keeping
WHEN I WILL MAKE AFIRST-CLASS

BOOK-KEEPER your own home
IN SIX WEEKS FOR $3 OR REFUND MONEY.
Distance and experience immaterial. I find POSI*
TIONS, too. Everywhere, Free. Placed pupil

Jan. II at 545 weekly. Perhaps I can place you, tool

Have 9,457 Testimonials. SAVE THIS AND WRITE.

J. H. GOODWIN, Expert Accountant,

Room 538, 1215 Broadway, NEW YORK.

J
:y mend all leaks in all utensils—tin
copper, graniteware,hoIwaterbags
'Jo solder, cement or rivet. Anyone
ethem; tit any surface; two million

_ Send for sample pkg. 10c. Complete
pkg. assoried sizes, 2 5c postpaid. Afrents wanted.
Collette M g. Co.

, Eox 214 Amsterdam, N . Y.

Memory -the Basis
of All Knowledge

THE
KEY

* TO
'success

i are no greater intellectually

’Em! than your memory. Easy, increasesV—--'rineeme ; gives ready memory for faces,

DrMrMRtD" names, business, studies, conversation;

wmotwtaT .develops will, public speaking. f\

IICH30N MEMORY SCHOOL, ns Auditorium Bldg., Chicago
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C. TOWNSEND WELLS. PRESIDENT A. CECIL SPENCER. SECRETARY AND TREASURER
J. COURSEN BARTHOLF, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

CHARLES E. GARDNER, DANSVILLE. N.Y.. DIRECTOR OF ADVERTISING

To Subscribers. This Paragraph when marked in blue pencil is notice that the time for

which your subscription is paid, ends with this issue. It is also an invitation to renew promptly,

for while Vick’s Magazine will be sent for a short period after the expiration of paid-up sub-

scriptions it should be understood that all subscriptions are due in advance and we cannot allow
your subscription to become more than four months in arrears. Order blank for renewal in-

closed for your convenience.
Please notice that if you wish your magazine discontinued it is your duty to notify us by letter

or card immediately. Otherwise we shall understand that you wish it continued and shall ex-

pect your renewal at an early date. In writing always give your name and address just as they
appear on your magazine.

To Our Contributors. All manuscripts, drawings or photographs sent on approval to this mag-
azine should be addressed to the Editor, James Coursen Bartholf, no La Salle Ave., Chicago,
with stamps enclosed for their return if not found acceptable.

Second-class entrytin Chicago, III. , postoffice, appliedfor.

Important to Subscribers

OMMENCING with this issue the

subscription price of Vick’s Maga-

zine is reduced to 25 cents per

annum. All 50-cent subscriptions

received since January 1 st will be extended to

December, 1910, and all dollar subscriptions to

December, 1912.

In making this reduction in price the

Publishers are simultaneously taking steps to

largely improve the quality and enhance the

intrinsic value of the Magazine with the view

of making it the greatest 2 5-cent Magazine

value in its line ever presented to the Public.

Every subscriber is cordially invited to as-

sist the Publishers by contributing his or her

views as to the respects in which interest in the

Magazine may be increased, strengthened and

maintained—what features could be added or

substituted, and what, if anything, should be

omitted.

The Publishers, in making this announce-

ment, are actuated by a desire to see the field

of Vick’s wholesome and fragrant influence

broadened and extended and its beneficent,

instructive, and entertaining endeavors more

widely appreciated, and they earnestly ask and

hope for the esteemed co-operation of each and

every reader and subscriber in achieving

this result.

FreeGOOD PAINT
putty knife, FREIGHT PAID w ?

ar
.

,j the

PUTTY SAND- * I hi— only hounc
pappo anti fliat Hells paints at prices of this

nririTPs" kind and pays the freight to any

POINTS GIVEN I11? oast «* '«*• K°ck
y
fountains.

Free with house Pnces on Oil are F. 0. B. Chicago,

and barn paint Cross’ House Paints..,.per gal. SOc

orders for §4.60 Jlalnt8 I! ft
or more, if you Ehlugle Stains 4-ii.

ask for them Iron Paints “ “ 35c
whenyou sendin Boiled Linseed Oils.,.. “ “ 45c
yourpaint orders Boiled Oilsfor Roofs, etc. “ 37c
Free Pain tLiat, Clothing Catalogue,Grocery List^tc. Ordcrtoday.

DEERING MERCANTILE CO.
54-J8-60 Oept 1 9 Wabash Ave. .Chicago.

rWHYNOT BE AN ARTIST?
* Our graduates are filling High Salaried

Positions. Good artists

- EARN $25 TO $100 PER WEEK
and upwards, in easy fascinating work. Our
courses of Personal Home Instruction by cor-

respondence, are complete, practical. Eleven years’
successful teaching. Expert Instructors. Positions

goaranteed competent workers. Write for Handsome
Art Book, Free.

SCHOOL OP APPLIED ART (Founded 18980
5N.65 Gallery Fine Arts,‘Battle Creek, Mich. —

TELEGRAPHY
BOOK-KEEPING
SHORTHANDLEARN

by mail, in a few weeks spare time home study, under our
Practical Instruction — and a good paying, responsible

position is yours; we are unable to supply the demand.
Many energetic graduates have worked up to salaries of

$5,000 per year. We send complete outfit, and you
niu no IIA BlftllCV for tuition until position
rAI Uv HII InU IIEl secured. Write at once
for special offer, stating which you prefer to learn.

HICHIGAN BUSINESS INSTITUTE, 7H tnst.Bldg,Kalamazoo,Mich

SIX BEAUTIFUL, EMBOSSED,

TINSELLED CARDS . . ONLY
Six Beautiful, Embossed, Floral Cards with your name or town
inselled in gold, silver, red, green and felt, and our beautiful

llustrated catalogue—all for 10 cents. Address,

BROADWAY POST CARD CO.,

Dept. 30 28 & 30 West Broadway, New York

WANTED" information good farm
for saie in locality where good

crops are certain. Give price and brief descrip-

tion and state when possession can be had. Will
positively deal with owners only who will sell

direct to buyer. Address:

Norman E. Mack, 1 94 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y.

DRAWING Men and Women can
earn $1,000 to $15,000

yearly. Illustrated booklet free. Fine Art School
of Drawing, Studio 311 , Omaha Bldg., Chicago, 111.

Everybody Should Read sundries
A book of original stories, jokes, puns, plays, etc.

Price 30c. Ask newsdealers or send orders to

John P. Morton & Co., Louisville, Ky.

Prize Pansies for All Our Readers.

To introduce his Giant Pansies, A. T.

Cook, the reliable Seedsman of Hyde Park,

N. Y., will mail OUR readers his complete

Pansy Collection—comprising seed of SO

lovely Everblooming Varieties; Life-size

Picture in 10 colors; Treatise on Growing

Pansies—giving all the secrets of success

—all for One Dime or 12 cents in stamps,

3 Collections for 25 cents. Every reader,

and every reader’s friend should secure

this great bargain. Address as above ar.d

be sure and name this paper.

SOMETHING NEW.
Late Improvements in Stoves.

The newest and latest improvement in

base-burner construction is the hot air

flue which takes the cold air off the floor,

passes it up through the stove, throwing

out hot air at the top, creating a circula-

tion that will change the air in a room
IS feet square every 40 minutes. This

was not had by the old-style construction.

The Hoosier Stove Company, of Marion,

Indiana, have just built the latest thing

in this line. The hot-air flue in Hoosier

Stoves is guaranteed to have 54 cubic

inches more heating capacity than any

stove heretofore put on the market, and

it is said on account of this improved

hot-air flue to heat at least one room

more, with the same amount of fuel, than

the old-style make of corresponding size.

One can easily see the advantage of get-

ting a stove with these new improvements

as the saving in fuel will soon pay for

the cost of a stove. The Hoosier Stove

Factory is located at Marion. Indiana, 150

State St., and to anyone that will send

their address on a postal the Hoosier

Stove Company will mail free one of their

64-page catalogues and quote their lowest

factory prices direct to you. “They allow

you to try a Hoosier Stove or Range

thirty days free in your own home,” and

will send it to you freight prepaid, so that

you are not out one penny. If you need

a stove, you should try one of these before

buying.
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THE PRINCESS PORCELAIN
BY CLARA MORRIS

E HAD always been interested

in the frail little thing. They

were in the same row—the out-

er one—of the same oval bed

that was crowded with fellow-

pansies, and he was quick to

notice that by the gardener’s

carelessness the space between

himself and his left-hand neighbor was wider than

it should have been, a fact that. annoyed him even

then, and later became a source of real distress

in his otherwise quiet life.

This little left-hand neighbor seemed to attract

by her very weakness and slowness of growth. He,

himself, came of a Dutch strain and showed it in

his sturdy growth of stem and the body of velvet

of his blossom. King of the Blacks, he was called,

and really he deserved his name, though one tense-

ly “dark purple fellow” who had been called “Black”

the summer before remarked, somewhat malicious-

ly, that ‘‘the title of the King of the Blacks would

never pay him for going through life with a

pinhead orange dot for an eye.”

The king used sometimes to fear the little maid

at his side would never reach maturity. If the sun

were very strong she shrank beneath the heat. If

the rain fell she would sometimes lie prostrate,

and those were the times when the distance be-

tween them distressed him, for, as he often told

her, he could and would have supported her, and at

least partly sheltered her with his broader leaves,

but as it was he could only help her with his

advice. And when she at last formed her flower

buds and a shower was imminent, he would warn

her to turn those delicate buds downward that the

water might run off and so save the tenderly folded

petals within from watery ruin.

Up to that time his feeling for her had been

simply the tender affection one is apt to feel for

the creature we help or protect, and he had often

looked back with a bold, admiring, orange eye at

the smiling little mottled, banded pansies, who

had not hesitated one moment to nod at him—for

they are generally a coquettish tribe.

But one warm, still May morning, all this was

changed for the King of the Blacks, for there

stood his slow-growing, frail neighbor holding up

to his startled gaze the sweetest, tenderest, truest

little face in all panseydom. She was not brilliant

nor velvet-blotched, nor yet banded—just a lovely

porcelain blue of a perfectly even tint, without

markings of any kind, the pure color deepening

into a violet eye with that speck of gold in the

center, which, in a pansy, answers to the pupil of

a human eye.

Looking upon this innocent beauty the King of

the Blacks was suddenly shaken by a great passion

of love and longing. He realized in that moment

that she held all the sweetness of life for him.

For one moment he enjoyed the unalloyed bliss of

his discovery ;
the next, alas ! brought to his knowl-

edge some of the tortures that invariably accom-

pany true love. Was he, then, jealous? Of course!

Who could see that smUA/Hei'ce, orange eye of his

and doubt his jealousy?—and goodness knows he

had cause er gh, but through, no fault of the little

Porcelain Blue’s, mind you! She adored him; was

aquiver with love from the edge of her topmost

petal to the tip of her threadlike roots.

But think of the maddening space between them!

Do what they would, they could not bridge it over.

They looked and longed, and longed and looked,

but only their sighs sweetly mingled. They knew
neither embrace nor kiss.

The King of the Blacks was a sturdy fellow, and

jealousy and disappointment made his temper

prickly, and sometimes he wished many things of

an unpleasant nature upon the gardener, whose care-

lessness had caused so much suffering. Often he

cried out for a pest of mealy bugs, slugs, or snails

to come upon his garden. Once he went so far as

to wish moles to follow his footsteps beneath the

lawn, but seeing how he had frightened Porcelain

Blue, he took that back, like the Dutch gentleman

he really was.

But it was hard to see all the winged marauders

buzzing about his gentle little sweetheart, offering

her the tattered compliments they had offered to

each floral feminine they had met that day. To
see a great “bumble-bee” go blundering so heavily

against her as to nearly knock her down! But oh!

worst of all, to see that butterfly—that royally

striped, banded, powdered, idiotic flirt masculine

—

to see him impudently clinging to shy little Porce-

lain Blue’s shoulder, while he stole the precious

nectar from the sweet flower lips that cried vainly

for the King to drive them away.

No wonder he grew ill-tempered. He was so

helpless. All he could do was to urge Porcelain

Blue to call up her power of growing, and then to

direct that growth towards him, while he cheered

her up by calling her attention to the long arm he

was forcing toward her, knowing well that the lady

mistress of them all would much prefer his black,

velvety blossoms to such a growth of leaf and stem.

Then, too, the King of the Blacks had much to

endure from those about him. He had never con-

cealed either his love nor his distress, and there

was much merriment at his expense among the

flowers of his own bed and the insects that daily

visited them.

One perfect morning, when all the world seemed

made for love, the King of the Blacks felt his heart

was breaking, little Porcelain Blue drooped and

hung her head so sadly, while all the others were

fairly asway with laughter. Just then, warm and

sweet and strong the West Wind came blowing.

The romping, teasing, loudy West Wind! Many
a time had he chucked the little one under her chin

and set her petals into a wild, blue flutter, and

now he paused a moment, disturbed at this sad-

ness. Sadness in the path of the West Wind?

Oh, no! He would not tolerate that, so back he

drew apace, gathered himself together, and then

made a laughing rush upon the lovers, flinging with

tender force young Porcelain Blue full into the

eager and clinging arms of the King of the Blacks,

then bumping their pretty faces together, he, rust-

ling, fluttering and waving, went on his merry way,

leaving them to learn in peace the sweetness of the

flower kiss. Porcelain Blue was so entangled in

the arms of the King that she remained there, and

if he found his heaven in her sweet face, she found

hers in his gentle strength, and so happily they

lived their little space and knew nothing but joy.

One early day the following year the mistress

stood looking down with puzzled eyes at a stranger

in her great bed of saucy, wide-eyed beauties, in all

their satiny, velvety gorgeousness. She knew them

all by name. They were “King this” and “Queen

that,” and “Warrior so-and-so,” and “French-

stained,” and “German-blotched,” and somebody’s

“Royal Collection.” But where did this stranger

come from, here in the outer row of the big oval

bed?

Down on his knees the gardener expatiated on

the perfection of form and the firmness of texture

to be found in 'this beautiful nameless blossom that

was upheld so firmly by its sturdy stem.

“Pure Porcelain Blue, with markings that give it

almost a human smile !” murmured the lady. “The

markings of blackest velvet and that great red-

orange eye! Where have I seen that peculiar eye,

and where that pure, even tint of blue? Why !”

and at the same time the gardener struck his earth-

stained hands together, exclaiming, “The King of

the Blacks, ma’am.”

While his mistress cried “Porcelain Blue!” and

the gardener finished, “Hit’s the hoffspring of them

two plants, ma’am; has sure has you are halive, and

she ’as no name, poor thing.”

“Oh, yes, she has,” smiled his mistress. “She is

of royal parentage, and beautiful, and she is called

the Princess Porcelain.” And to herself she whis-

pered, “Ah, love never dies! That is amply proved

by the existence here of Princess Porcelain.”

If there is a blue pencil mark on page one it is

an indication that your subscription has expired

and that this is the last copy of the magazine you
will receive unless your subscription is promptly
renewed. Subscription price is now reduced to

25 cents a year.
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TWENTY YEAR5 AN OUTLAW
BY PAT CROWE

SJWAS a hot summer day in

July; the sun’s rays beat

down with relentless fierce-

ness upon the brow of a

wandering Hebrew, who
would have been taken for a

peddler, as he journeyed
along the country road lead-

ing to the birthplace of Pat

Crowe, around which spot
is woven, perhaps, in some respects, one of the most
wonderful stories of the century. The stranger en-
tered the short lane leading to the house, passed the
beds of moss and roses that ornamented the door-
yard and finally reached the front porch. He bade
the time of day to a middle-aged woman who sat in

an old-fashioned arm chair knitting, while with one
foot she rocked a cradle to and fro.

Unfastening the apparently heavy pack from his

back, he laid it upon the porch
;
then sitting down

beside his burden he wiped the perspiration from
his wrinkled brow and asked the lady for a drink of
ircsli water. At once a little girl appeared in the
doorway and handed him a large tin dipper, which
she had filled with cool water from the well. The
mysterious stranger seemed greatly to relish the
refreshing draught.

After resting a few moments in silence, he arose
.md, while fastening the pack on his back, his eyes
seemed riveted upon the infant. Turning and point-
ing at the cradle with his weather-beaten brown
hand, he made the prophecy that the boy therein

would mark an epoch in human history. This inci-

(unt occurred in July. 1869—fortv years ago—and
what of this strange prophet and his mysterious
prophecy ? Of the former I know nothing, save that
lie at once disappeared and nothing has been heard

from him since that summer day so many years ago.
But the strange prophecy and the tragic manner in

which it has already been partially fulfilled is the
story that I am going to tell. I shall tell it truth-
fully, without narrowness, personal bias or any
attempt to justify the wicked life I have lived. God
knows I am heartsick and ashamed of it all. By
showing plainly the horror, the misery, the wretch-
edness of such a life, I sincerely hope that the re-

cital of this sad truth-tale may serve to deter hun-
dreds and thousands of young men from ever taking
even the slightest downward step toward a baleful
career such as that which has evidently wasted and
embittered so many years of my life.

At my birth my mother became blind. This con-
tinued for forty days. Several able physicians were
called, all of whom pronounced her recovery impos-
sible, and that, in any event, she would never regain
her sight. As a last resort the father sent for Rev.
Father Cosgrove, then a young priest, who later be-
came Bishop of Davenport, Iowa, and died only
about two years since. The father turned from the
doctors of medicine to a doctor of divinity and im-
plored him, “For God’s sake, save my wife, the
mother of my children.” The priest replied: “You
should not ask that of me. If it is the will of God
that she die, she must go.” Nevertheless, he entered
the sick chamber where lay the suffering mother and
little babe of a few weeks, and in that holy place he
lifted up his soul in a most fervent and earnest peti-

tion to the Almighty that the life of this saintly

woman might be spared; that her sight might be
restored and she given back again to her loved ones.

After he had wrestled with God in prevailing prayer
for two hours, suddenly perfect sight returned to

the enfeebled mother. Consciousness came back;
her eyes opened and she beheld and fully recognized
her beloved pastor, whose prayer, as she devoutly
believed, had been so wondrously answered. People
still living at and near Davenport, notably my god-
father, Mr. John Kelly, and godmother, Mrs. Pat-
rick Dempsey, would cheerfully vouch for the truth

of the statement here made.

Later, when the infant became a little boy, often

would the fond mother tell and retell to the lad the

fascinating story of her blindness and wonderful
healing. The frequent recital of this incident made
a -most profound impression upon my mind. Since

then I have ever felt an abiding horror of blindness.

There also was born within me, as a result of this

event, belief in an overruling Providence—a faith

that never wholly left me during all the twenty years

of my reckless life as an outlaw and bandit. The
horror of blindness thus indelibly imprinted upon
my mind at my mother’s knee was later the one
thing that prompted me, when spurred on by the

demon lust for gold, to threaten the burning out of

Eddie Cudahy’s eyes with acid as a sure means of

extorting money from his millionaire father. This
awful crime of wicked torture I never could have
done— I never would have done. But one thing I

knew, that appalling threat would bring the money

—

$25,000? Yes. $50,000? Yes. $100,000? Yes. A
million? Yes. And still more millions? Yes

—

from any father, from any mother who had it to

give. Marvelous the power of a human thought.

T ruly thoughts are things wonderfully potent for

good or ill. This childhood horror of blindness, to-

gether with a greed for gold, suggested to my mind
the committing of the most deplorable crime in my
long, weary years as an outlaw, and resulted in the
most stupendous manhunt of the century. It also

occasioned the complete revolutionizing of the crim-
inal law of this and other nations on the subject of

kidnapping. Thus has the peddler’s mysterious
prophecy been fulfilled. Thus has the misguided
life of the onetime cradled infant marked an epoch
in human history. If power divine could miracu-
lously remove the blight of blindness from that dear
mother’s eyes, may not now the same divine power
nearly forty years later mercifully take away the

vastly worse blight of spiritual blindness from the
e^es of her son, so that he can exclaim with one of
old: “Whereas I was blind, now I see?” In view
of the dawning in that son’s life of the “true light,”

is it immodest in him to hope that the remaining
years of his life may be so illumined thereby that

the other and better part of the peddler’s prophecy
may have fulfillment, at least in part?

My first experience as a fugitive occurred when I

was but nine years of age. It happened in the early

autumn. One day while my parents had gone to

Davenport to do some marketing I conceived the

idea that I should be able to fly, just like the other
crows. Like the famous Darius Green, I reasoned
to my own satisfaction : “Birds can fly, and why
can’t I?” Accordingly I secured two white linen

sheets, imported from Ireland, from the wardrobe,
and with some laths which I nailed together and
upon which I had fastened the sheets, I constructed
a pair of wings, which I fastened on to my arms, as
I stood upon the very top of the large red barn.
When all was complete I called down to my brother,
telling him that I would fly over and light on the
corn crib, some fifty feet or more away, adding that

if everything worked all right I would fly to a hill

up the road more than a half mile from our home.
After some little hesitation, during which time I

measured the distance between the barn where I

stood and the corn crib. I took the flight—or, rather,

attempted it. But, lo and behold ! I simply tumbled
off the top of the barn and. fortunately for me, fell

into a hog wallow several feet deep. The terror,

grunts and racing away of the hogs can be better

imagined than described. My brother, believing me
killed, ran screaming to the house. Telling my older
sisters of my plight, they hastened to the mud-pond
and soon fished me out. After washing me and
changing mv clothes and looking over the sheets

that were torn and bespattered with mud, they also

went into the prophesying business. They were quite

sure I had already made my mark, and freelv proph-

esied that I would get a “good lickin’ ” when the

folks got home from town. To tell the truth, I was
quite inclined to agree with them.

As the shades of evening began to gather, my
childish heart seemed to grow heavy. The disap-

pointment at my failure to fly, coupled with the

promised whipping, so affected me that I decided
to hide myself. So. in company with our shepherd
dog. T left the home and started across the fields.

Coming to a haystack in the centor-.M some meadow-
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land, I crawled upon it and lay down to rest after

my day of exciting experiences. I soon fell asleep.

It had been our habit to meet our parents on a hill

a half mile from the house, that we might the sooner

share in the candies and toys which they would

bring from the city.

This night, I failed to appear at the accustomed

place with the other children. My absence soon be-

gan to worry my mother, who caused a search of

the barn and outbuildings to be made. Finding no

trace of me, a general search was begun—the farm-

hands and my older brothers mounting horses and

riding for miles around, inquiring among the neigh-

bors—yet no trace of me was discovered, although

the search continued until far past midnight. Then

all the household retired save my mother, who sat

during the night on the front porch of our old home-

stead, waiting, watching, and praying for some trace

of her boy. Her long night’s vigil was rewarded

as the gray dawn crept slowly over the somber hill-

tops and heaven’s starry dome began to lose, one by

one, its bright lanterns of the night. She heard the

howling of timber wolves across the meadow, and

noticed also that our shepherd dog was missing.

Hastening to my father’s room, she aroused him,

telling him of her fears that the wolves were de-

vouring me over in the meadow. Hastily donning

his clothing, he ran to the front yard and whistled

for the dog. The bark of the dog answered back

before the echo of that shrill whistle had died away

on the still morning air. With feelings better im-

agined than described, my father heard, also in the

direction of the meadow, the coarse howl of a pack

of hungry wolves, which surrounded the haystack

where I slept, and where I was soon discovered by

my father, who had hurried across the field and

found the faithful shepherd dog standing guard over

me. I was taken home, and, after a warm breakfast,

put to bed.

The whipping that my sisters had prophesied

would be given me was never even mentioned by my
mother, so happy was she at my safe return. Al-

though I was but a mere child, I well remember the

triumphant smile on my father’s face as he led me

home by the hand. He surely felt as proud and

more happy than did the mighty Caesar as he led

an army of captives through the streets of Rome.

Ah ! how many weak and misguided sons wander

away from the Father’s house, all unaware of the

evil spirits that come, as if by magic, out of the

dark under-world, like a pack of hungry wolves

ready to destroy all that is innocent, pure, and holy

within them! Twenty years of my life have passed,

mingling with the undertow, but never has my moth-

er’s loving vigil on that perilous night in my child-

hood been forgotten. There is but one love that is

greater than mother’s love, and that is the love which

Christ bears for us all—that love which sent Him to

this world to seek and to save the lost; that love

which reaches out for all humankind. How gladly

would He lead us home if we would but answer His

call. Each of us, like the faithful shepherd dog,

should act as our brother’s keeper and shield him

from the many temptations and dangers which beset

the pathway of every pilgrim on his journey through

life.

Thus it will be seen that even in my childhood

the protecting watch-care of a Higher Power was

especially thrown about me. This I feel bound to

acknowledge. In my after life, during twenty years

of misery and crime, this constant and peculiar

watch-care was so apparent and manifest that many

people were fully convinced that I bore a charmed

life. However this may be, I am certain that a kind

Providence has always watched over and protect'' 1

me, for amid all the varied circumstances of my

checkered career, that Providence has restrained tm

from ever taking the life of my fellowman, and ha .

likewise preserved my own life in many desperan

combats. Terrible as have been the deeds of my

life, the crime of murder can never be charged '•>

my account. But I fully believe that if l had been

guilty of this dark sin, even, the blood of Galvan

could have cleansed its stain away. Hence, if any

poor sinner who may have taken another’s life reads

these lines, let him look up and take courage, for

God is ever ready and willing to forgive—even such

as he.

The better to illustrate the peculiar care which I

fully believe God has ever had for me, I will here

relate one of many incidents in my life from which

it is entirely evident that His protecting care for me

was shown in a most miraculous manner. This was

the last great gun fight of my criminal career, and

was known as the Battle of Hickory Street. It oc-

curred at Omaha, Nebraska, September 6, 1905, a

few weeks prior to my voluntary surrender to the

officials at Butte, Montana. This desperate encoun-

ter with the Omaha jpolice is but one of many simi-

lar thrilling conflicts with detectives and sheriffs’

posses, in which I escaped what seemed almost cer-

tain death. How I did escape has ever remained a

mystery to me.

Two weeks before my surrender in Butte, Mon-

tana, I arrived in Omaha, Nebraska, for the purpose

of giving myself up to the authorities. I entered

the city under the cover of darkness and remained

in the home of a friend for several days, during

which time I was making arrangements to surrender

and furnish a bond for my appearance in court at

( Continued on page twenty-five.)

E.CLIP5L OF THfL THORNTONS
[Synopsis.—The physician of a well-to-do city fam-

ily decrees that the father must go to Colorado for his

health, and that the wife and mother must accompany

him. As a result, the children move out of the pala-

tial family home and have to seek less pretentious

quarters in an undesirable part of the city. A teacher.

Miss Prince, boards with the young people and proves

a great help to them in the planning of their home

life and in devising ways and means for increasing

the income of the household. Nan, the oldest sister,

plans to do mending as a means of earning money,

and each of the older children bravely does his part

to help out. Good news comes from Colorado. Christ-

mas, with its joys, was followed with a long, dreary

winter, two of the children being sick with the measles.

The early spring news from Colorado, too, was some-

what disquieting. Miss Prince is visited by her brother,

who becomes the center of interest and proves a prime

favorite with all members of the family, a marked

friendship growing up between him and Nan. The chil-

dren enjoy the following summer at Grandma Thorn-

ton’s in the country. Mr. and Mrs. Thornton plan to

return from Colorado for Christmas, he being much
improved in health, and it is arranged that the entire

family thereafter make their home on the farm with

Mr. Thornton’s mother.]

PART V. (Concluded).

fT’S a quiet little place,” she wrote, “and no-

body dresses much, but the scenery is mag-

nificent and the air glorious. My brother

is with me, and we can have some de-

lightful walks and drives. You’ve been

the little mother a good long time. Nan;

come and play awhile.”

Nan handed the letter to Grandmother

Thornton with a little sigh. She never

thought of accepting, but to her surprise

the old lady said kindly:

“Well, run along, Nan. It will do you a world of

good, and I’ll look after the youngsters.”

“Oh, grandma,” said Nan, eagerly, “do you think

I ought? I’ve never seen the mountains, and it’s so

good of Miss Prince to ask me. I should like to go,

of course, but it would make more care for you,

and ”

“Nonsense, my dear!” interrupted Grandma

Thornton. “I could *ook after half a dozen. They’ll

He all right, and there’s no reason in the world why

you shouldn’t go. Have you all you need? You

t?

By RUTH HAYSJ

must let me be your banker, you know.”

“Oh, I’ve plenty, thank you. I’ll not need much-

It will be just lovely, only I wish you were all go-

ing with me.”

So Nan went, and two delightful weeks followed,

when she dropped all cares and was a gay young-

girl again. Very happy weeks they were, but if

Madge could have looked on, I am afraid she

wouldn’t have been quite so sure that she needn’t

bother with that professor-man.

Nan looked prettier than ever when she came back

to the farm. There was a new light in her eyes, and

Madge said suspiciously

:

“You look awful happy, somehow, Nan. I never

saw two weeks make so much difference to anybody.

Did you have such a good time as all that?”

And when they were alone, Grandmother Thorn-

ton said quietly, “The children have told me a great

deal about Professor Prince, Nan. Haven’t you

something to tell me, too?”

“I think you know it already, grandma,” answered

Nan, softly. “But there isn’t anything to tell, really.

Only—by and by, when father and mother come

—

perhaps.”

September found them once more in Harrison

street, schools and college reopened, and the busy

life began again. Bob was back from his cruise,

brown and jolly, with a fine' crop of sea stories to

tell, and the lady-professors had abundance of work

for skillful Nan.

One night, as Bob came in to supper, Nan met

him at the door, radiant.

“Three cheers for father !” she cried excitedly,

waving a letter above her head.

“Sure! Every time!” agreed Bob. heartily. “But

why just now?”

“Why, he’s got that patent! Don’t you know?—
that ‘finisher’ for Brown and Sharpe’s. He always

said he could if he had time to work it out! Well,

he’s done it ! Says it came to him all of a sudden

one day while he was getting better, and as soon as

he got up, he just finished it. Mother says Brown

and Sharpe are enthusiastic over it
; it does the work

so much quicker and more cheaply. They say it’s

sure to be widely adopted, and father’s patent rights

will give him a comfortable little income. Mother

says he thinks his sickness was a blessing in disguise,

after all.”

“Rather take mine some other way,” put in Bob,

dryly; but Nan went on eagerly with her story.

“It seems BroWn and Sharpe had sent him a nice

letter before that, saying that his old position was

open to him, but mother’s afraid to have him risk

that, and she’s strongly in favor of the farm plan, if

she were only sure it would be best for us children.”

“It’ll be good for the kids,” returned Bob sagely;

“and you won’t be there long. How would you like

to live up on College Hill, my lady, among the dons?

Aha! You see, I have some news, too! The faculty

have called Professor Prince to succeed Dr. Eccles-

ton! What do you think of that?”

“Dr. Eccleston!” Nan fairly gasped. “Why, he’s

years and years older
”

“That’s why he’s getting out,” put in Bob. “He’s

retired.”

“But he’s so distinguished,” faltered Nan.

“Well, let Professor Prince have a chance to dis-

tinguish himself, won’t you?” laughed Bob. “I can

tell you they must have a mighty good opinion of

him now, to offer him that chair ! Cheer up, Nan,

and don’t look so scared! Nobody up there can

hold a candle to you !” And Bob ran off, whistling,

just as Miss Prince came in, proud and pleased, hav-

ing just heard the news. She was so happy over

the honor and the prospect of her brother’s coming,

and so full of pleasant anticipation, that it was de-

lightful to see her. And when Nan confessed that

she was afraid she could never, never live up to the

dignity of Mrs. Eccleston, Miss Prince laughed at

her heartily.

“Nobody wants you to be Mrs. Eccleston,” she

said merrily. “I’m very sure that John doesn’t, my
dear; but just your own sweet little self. You’re

like the New England girl in the old verses; what

you don’t know, you are willing to learn. You’ll do,

Nan! I haven’t lived with you all these months for

nothing.”

( Continued on page thirty-one.)
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By LLVI MONROL, Secretary Washington Horticultural Association

FIRST PREMIUM CARLOAD OF

other country does, so we ought to export them, but O
our exports of apples so far have been small. The
apple export in 1902 amounted to 2,800,000, in 1906,

5,800,000, and in 1907, 7,800,000. This is a good
business and a good market, and we want to keep
it up. The apple industry of the country was, in
1899, 58,000,000 barrels, and the export was less than
1 per cent, so it shows that we are not doing as
much as we might. The American apple sells high-
er in Berlin, or any place in* Germany, than the
American oranges. Apples take better in Europe
than oranges do, and there is no reason why we
should not reach that market.”

Other speakers were Governor Albert E. Mead,
Mayor C. Herbert Moore, Frederick E. Goodall,
president of the Spokane chamber of commerce,
and Tom Richardson, of Portland, secretary of the
Oregon Development League.

Apples of all sizes and varieties were exhibited in

the highest state of perfection and with all the ad-
vantages which expert packing can produce. There
was one carload of fruit covering 1,500 square feet

of space, in which 70,560 dark red apples of uni-

form size and shade spread out in an expansive slope.

On another was seen the bizarre effects of brilliant

yellows and bright reds alternating in five-box lots,

while in other places the rich Arkansas Blacks

burned with a dull purple fire against a background
of lighter shades.

There were state, district, county, and individual

exhibits by the hundreds, and it is likely that never

before has man’s genius contrived so many ways of

utilizing a single fruit in such a diversity of de-

signs. There were the Stars and Stripes in three

colors of apples, a white salmon of true form and
almost natural color and figures and devices, jars,

baskets, barrels and boxes of apples, and just heaps

of apples piled up in plentiful confusion. There
were 940 plate exhibits.

The show was one of surprises and charm. It

was more than an entertainment; it was more than

educational; it was insiprational. As an observant

visitor remarked : “It comes with clearness and
force to the mind that apple growing is a delightful

and profitable industry, capable of man3
r fold and

APPLES SECOND PREMIUM CARLOAD OF APPLES

probably be 3,000 to 4,000 cars, or about what South-
ern California was shipping in oranges in 1892.
"The apple business will grow quite as fast as the

orange business, and the apples should readily find
a market. Apples are bought by the box or barrel,
while oranges are bought by the case or- dozen or
half dozen, few people buying a case or box of
oranges. It is important to know that the orange
business in Southern California in that period in-

creased from 4,000 cars to 27,000, and you will do
the same.

“From the United States government census re-

ports I take it that the number of apple trees in

1890 was 120,000,000, and 10 years later 201,000,000.

That is an increase of 68 per cent in the nation.

In Washington in 1890 you had about 300,000 apple
trees, according to the government report. Ten
years later 2,700,000, or an increase of 768 per cent,

was shown. The apples produced in the United
States in 1890 were 143,000,000 bushels. Six years
later the amount was 175,000,000 bushels, an in-

crease of 22 per cent. This country has increased
more than that. The apple export figures are im-
portant because the market that we will work up will

probably be in the exporting of apples.

“We raise a great deal of wheat, but we import
wheat. We have never imported apples, and every

ICHAEL HORAN, orchardist, stock-

grower and banker at Wenatchee,
Wash., is the apple king of America,
having gained that distinction by cap-

turing the chief prize of $1,000 for the
best carload exhibit at the National Apple Show in

Spokane, December 7 to 12. With a mixed car of
630 boxes, or 50,700 apples, he scored 96 1-4 out of
a possible 100 points. H. M. Gilbert of North
Yakima, Wash., formerly president of the Washing-
ton Horticultural Association, was second with a
car of 70,560 winesap apples, scoring 94 3-4 points

and winning $500, and Messrs. Kress & Carey, of
Hamilton, Mont., were third with a car of McIn-
tosh Reds, scoring 85 points and winning $200 and
1,000 apple trees. The festival was successful in

every way and will be repeated in 1909, when prem-
iums aggregating $70,000 will be offered in a con-
test open to the world.

I he show was formally opened when President
Roosevelt pressed the button in the White House
the morning of December 7. This was the signal

for the blowing of factory and locomotive whistles

and ringing of church, school, and fire bells, other
noise-producing apparatus taking up the strain till

the air trembled with vibrating sounds from Can-
non Hill to the timbered bluffs on the north. Fol-
lowing the parade, led by the National Apple Show
band of 40 pieces, under the direction of A. G.
Reemer, there was a program of speeches at the
state armory, which formed part of festival hall,

embracing 85,000 square feet of floor space. E. F.

Cartier Van Dissel, second vice-president and chair-
man of the board of directors, presided, introducing
as the first speaker Louis W. Hill, president of the
show and head of the Great Northern Railway
Company. After congratulating the people of Spo-
kane on their enterprise and the growers on their

exhibits, Mr. Hill said in part:

“In Southern California in 1892 the growers
shipped 4,016 cars of oranges and lemons. In 1907
they shipped 27,493 cars. They received for these
an average price of $1.42 a box. The Washington
apple shipments in 1890, according to government
figures, were about 600 cars, against California’s

4,000, and this year the shipments of apples will
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speedy development. Here is the produce from or-

chards already in bearing, but young orchards many

times larger than the bearing orchards are now in

the soil and under cultivation. We know that the

product will be greater next year than this, and

greater every year thereafter for the next decade,

even though not another apple tree be planted.”

The management dstributed $35,000 in premiums

to growers in other competitions, representing prac-

tically every apple belt in the country. The Wen •

atchee district carried off the majority of first prizes,-

including one for the largest perfect apple, which

measured 17 1-2 inches in circumference and

weighed 30 ounces. It was of the Wolf River

variety, grown by W. R. Mar, of Wenatchee. An-

other apple, weighing 34 ounces and measuring 20

inches, grown in the Spokane valley, was disquali-

fied for bruises.

Growers in Washington took 68 firsts, British

Columbia captured 18; five went to Idaho, four to

Montana, two to New Mexico, and the rest were

scattering. Oregon had 70 boxes of fruit on ex-

hibit, but did not compete for prizes. Most of the

entries sent from the states east and south of the

Rocky mountains were spoiled in transit . The ap-

ples had been taken out of cold storage and were

sent to Spokane in heated cars, thus making them

unpresentable. To show them would have been un-

just to the districts, so Harry J. Neeley, secretary

and manager, decided not to place them on exhbi-

tion, though prize moneys, medals and diplomas will

be forwarded to the growers from every state en-

tered in the district contests.

Announcement is made by E. H. Bishop, entry

clerk, that the silver cup donated by J. W. Oakes,

of Spokane, to the winner of the greatest number of

first prizes, was won by Wright Brothers, of Chel-

an, Wash., with 18 first prizes, some of them for

plate exhibits. F. R. E. DeHart, of Kelowna, B.

C., was second with 15 firsts. The winners of the

three prizes in the southern special class for the

best two barrels or six boxes of apples, grown in

the southern states are : W. N. Hutt, of Raleigh,

N. C., first prize of $100. The second prize of $50

goes to John P. Fort, of Mount Alty, Ga., and the

third prize of $25 was won by J. A. Farquharson,

of Guthrie, Okla. The silver loving cup presented

by L. I*’. Williams, of Spokane, for the best 10

boxes of Rome Beauty apples grown in a single

orchard, was won by George F'arwell of Wenatchee,

Wash. There were 1,500 exhibits at the show.

The judges were: Maxwell Smith, Dominion

fruit inspector of British Columbia; Professor John

Craig, head of the department of agriculture of

Cornell University; FI. M. Dunlap, Savoy, 111., presi-

dent of the National Apple Growers’ Association

;

R. W. Fisher, professor of horticulture of Montana

Agricultural College
; S. A. Beach, horticulturist of

Iowa Agricultural College; Claude L. Lewis, pro-

fessor of general horticulture and pomology, Ore-

gon Agricultural College; J. R. Shinn, horticulturist,

University of Idaho ;W. S. Thornber, horticulturist

of Washington State College.

The prize-winning carloads were bought for ex-

port. There were scores of American and Euro-

pean buyers and horticultural experts from all parts

of the country. J. L. Jones of Columbia, Tenn.,

came 3,000 miles to gather data for the Tennessee

State Horticultural Society.

THEN AND NOW, 5T. VALENTINE’S DAY
By GRACE ADELE PIERCE

HEY were sitting, the three cousins of

the family, Gladys, Geraldine and

Maude, in the warm flicker of the fire-

light. It was too early for lights and

the three girls sat silent and dreaming

before the capacious grate. There was a delicate,

delightful odor in the room, the source of which

was disclosed when Gladys lifted for the twentieth

inspection a basket of sweet English violets. “Rob-

ert says I am to wear a bunch of these to the

masque tonight,” she said, “and that is how he is

to know me. He chooses me for his Valentine.”

Maude, munching sweets from a box of silver

scroll work, passed the dainty conceit again to her

friends. “Hugh doesn’t say one word about the

masque,” she said. “All he says on this card is:

‘Sweets to the sweet, from your Valentine.’”

Then both grls turned to Geraldine. The red

light from the fire flickered up and disclosed an

earnest, pensive face with a suspicious sparkle in

the eyes. “Oh, never mind, Gerry,” Gladys cried.

“He isn’t worth it, anyway. Not if he doesn’t

remember,” she added, seeing the look in the eyes

of Geraldine. The young girl made no reply. Here

it was, twilight on the 14th day of February, and

Edmond had made no sign—had probably not even

thought of her nor of the day.

Fortunately, what might have been an awkward

silence was broken just at this moment. Little

eight-year-old Beatrice burst in upon the thoughtful

trio, scattering a perfect snowstorm of white mis-

sives as she came. “Thee my valentines,” she cried.

“I dot loths of ’em.”

“So we perceive,” said Maude. “Let us see them.”

“Ith ith the bethst one.” The child selected one

from the armful and held it up. It was a display

of cheap lace paper with two sanguinary hearts at

the top. Beneath knelt two flesh-colored cupids

united with a true lover’s knot. The legend was

“I am your valentine,” and “Tommy” was scrawled

in almost illegible letters underneath.

“Tommy? Who is Tommy?” asked Gladys.

“Tommy, why iths Tommy Barker. Don’t you

know? I’m hiths valentine.” The child looked up

in innocent surprise as though her preference for

Tommy should have been known a long time ago.

“Tommy ith good to me and givths me loths of

things,” she said coiMusively.

“But these others. What are all these?” asked

the big cousin.

“Oh, they ith dest valentines,” answered the child.

The little company was deep in the inspection of

these valentines, when the portiers were drawn

aside once more, and a stately woman stood in the

openng.

“Oh, grandma, grandma,” they all cried. “Come

in and tell us—did you ever have a valentine?”

The grandmother moved gracefully into the circle

and the firelight leaped up lovingly to hold in its

embrace this ideal embodyment of life’s experience.

One could see now what Geraldine might be when

three score years and ten had had their way with

her.

“Yes, children,” she said. “I received many val-

entines in my youth.”

“Do you remember any of them, grandmother?

Can you tell us about them?”

“Yes,” said the grandmother, as she seated her-

self in the chair her eldest granddaughter had va-

cated for her, “I can tell you many things about the

valentines I used to receive more than half a cen-

tury ago.” Baby Beatrice crept into her accus-

tomed place and snuggled close in the ever-ready

arms, while Geraldine took affectionate post at the

feet of the speaker.

“When I was very young,” said the grandmother,

“more than sixty years ago, we used to cut and

make our own valentines. We used to procure the

very best paper we could get, and with sharp scis-

sors we would cut hearts and darts and even cuipds,

if we were skillful enough. We were taught to

make valentines as our mothers and grandmothers

were taught to make samplers, and some of us could

cut very beautiful ones. I worked several with wool

on perforated cardboard. But the first real val-

entine I ever received, I still have in the cedar

chest upstairs,” There was a brightness in grand-

mother’s eyes and a faint flush in the cheeks that

lighted the face almost with youth again. Geraldine,

with her keen and newly-wakening instincts, saw

the story in grandmother’s face and would have

asked for it, but the shrill little voice of Beatrice

broke in : “Did your grandma ever get a valentine

and tell you about it?” she asked.

“Yes, child,” the grandmother replied, “my grand-

mother received valentines, and so did her grand-

mother, I suppose, for the custom is a very old one.

Why the name of St. Valentine has been given to

the day, I do not know, nor why the festival has

been set for the 14th of February; but the custom

is old, very old, and handed down, perhaps, from

the ancient Romans. At any rate, away back in

the centuries, in Scotland, England, France, and

many other countries, peculiar customs prevailed

on St. Valentine’s day. The young men and maid-

ens of a certain district came together on the eve

of this festival, and by a drawing of lots chose

their valentines for the coming year. In those

days the young maidens as well as the gallant beaux

gave presents to their valentines, and there were

no missives of love with hearts and cupids as T

knew them in my day. This custom is being re-

vived, I see,” said the grandmother, glancing at the

basket of violets and the silver box of bonbons,

“but for my part, I prefer the old-fashioned val-

entine.”

“Let us see your valentne, grandmother,” said

Geraldine softly, “and tell us about it.”

“I will,” she said
;
and while she was gone to

find it, the girls discussed her lovingly. “How beau-

tiful grandmother is,” said Gladys, “I think she

must have had a great many valentines when she

was young.”

“Grandma ith pitty now,” said Beatrice, “I’m

going to asth Tommy to thend her a valentine.

And you didn’t get one either, did you, Geraldine?

I’m going to asth Tommy to thend you one, too,”

the child chattered on. But Geraldine did not

answer and grandma was back again. The sweeet

old lady patted the bowed head of the girl as she

reseated herself before the fire and freed from its

numerous silken paper wrappings the precious val-

entine. The envelope was very large and of a faded

blue. All around about the front was a scroll of

gilt, dimmed with age, and the lap was, or had

been, sealed with a golden seal. The huge valen-

tine, taken from its cover, was blue, also
;

and

laced and interlaced with scrolls of gold. In tht

center, under two dart-riven hearts, were two quaint

figures—the gentleman top-heavy in a hat of im
mense proportions and resplendant in a wasp-waist-

ed coat and bright green trousers. But in spite of

his serious appearance he was very happy, for his

hands were interlocked with those of a much
hooped and bonneted young lady, whose millinery

roses vied with the bloom of her cheeks. Hovering

above, below, and on every side were loves and

doves and cupids. Grandmother opened the precious

document and there was another and smaller en-

velope which also had been sealed, from this she

took a card. The words were: “Wilt thou be

mine?”

“This,” said grandmother, “was the first and the

last valentine your grandfather sent me. We had
been estranged for what seemed a long, long time.

He had gone to a far country and had not written

me, and I was very angry—or perhaps it was only

grieved. On the morning of St. Valentine’s day,

the maid, found this package tied to the knocker

of our door. At first I would not receive it, for

I thought he might have written. But when I did

open it I found this message. I have been his for

more than fifty years.”

Geraldine lifted her head to listen. The door

bell had sounded and the maid was at the door.

“A package for Miss Geraldine,” she said handing

in a big, square, white box.
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Orchard Beauty About the

Home

O F COURSE, the owner of a

small lot cannot have much of

an orchard on it. But he can, in most
cases, so arrange matters that he can

grow considerable fruit there. And,
m arranging for this, he gets not only

some fruit, but a great amount of the

beauty peculiar to the orchard in spring.

We have few shrubs as beautiful as

the apple tree, in full bloom, and the

crab, the plum, and the cherry do for

early spring what our best shrubs do
for a later season. We can combine
the useful and the beautiful if we set

about it intelligently, in planting the

home-grounds. With this end in view,

I would advise the small-lot owner to

forego the planting of the ordinary

shade-tree, and substitute for it some

of the more easily-grown fruit-trees.

The apple and the crab are better

adapted in size to the lot of ordinary

size than the large-growing trees are,

for they seldom become so large as to

crowd everything else into the back-

ground, which is just what the ordi-

nary maple, elm, and oak will do,

after a little, if allowed to have their

way.

If apple trees are to be planted about the house,

1 would advise giving them a place at the rear. This
for several reasons: There they will, in most cases,

have a better chance to spread themselves after the

fashion peculiar to the apple tree, without interfering

with the outlook from the house. They can be so

placed as to serve as a screen against unsightly out-

buildings, and they will not tempt the small boy as

strongly, when seen at a distance, as they will be

sure to when growing close to the street. The crabs,

because of more upright habit, and less spread of

limbs, are better adapted to the front yard. If there

is anything in the floral line that can excel one of

these trees in the profusion of its bloom, I would

like to know what it is. Year after year they cover

themselves with thousands of white blossoms that

crowd themselves along the sturdy branches so

thickly that there does not seem room for one more,

and everybody that goes past them has to stop, and

look, and admire. For days, each tree is a veritable

flower-show in itself. Then the petals begin to

loosen their hold, and when the wind blows, they

flutter earthward in a cloud, till the ground is again

white with a drift like that of winter. Crabs would

be well worth growing for their flowers alone, but

the fruit that follows is extremely attractive, and

the housewife will find it as useful as beautiful.

A row of blackberry bushes along the rear fence

will be “a thing of beauty” when in full bloom, and

again when full of ripe fruit. Raspberries are not

showy as to flower, but they are quite attractive

when well laden with their purple and crimson clus-

ters. So is the grape. All these plants can be

trained to hide fences that are not particularly at-

tractive in themselves.

The plum and the cherry are not as suitable to

front-yard planting as the crabs, but they cau do

wonderful things in beautifying the house, in spring.

I know of several small-lot places on which nearly

all the fruit used by the family is grown. No doubt

a good deal more would be used, if it could be afford-

ed, but the amount supplied by the trees and bushes

which have been made to take the place of ordinary

shade trees and shrubs furnishes a luxury, in its

season, which the laboring man's family fully appre-

ciates, and which it would go without, most likely,

if it were not for the little home-orchard.

The Busy Woman’s Garden

I
FREQUENTLY get letters something like this:
I haven t much time to devote to work in the

garden, but I must have some flowers. What would
you recommend ? My reply to inquiries of this na-
ture is, hardy perennial and herbaceous plants. For
this reason : This class of plants requires less at-

tention than any other. Some kinds bloom very
early in the season, others along about midsummer,
and many sorts continue to flower until well along
in fall. All things considered, one gets about as
many blossoms from this class of plants as from
annuals, and the amount of labor required by them
is only a fraction of that which annuals must have
to be satisfactory. There will be no weed-pulling
to do. This part of the work can all be done with
the hoe. There will be no beds to make, and very
little spading to be done. And as for beauty, we
have few finer flowers than those which the hardy
border plants give us. And—as a closing argument
in favor of these plants, a collection, once made, is

good for years.

To grow any perennial well, it must be given a
good, rich soil. Spade it up to the depth of a foot,

at least, and work some old, well-rotted barnyard
manure into it. If this is not available, use bone-
meal, in the proportion of a teacupful to a yard
square of soil. If this is used, it will have to be
applied twice during the season—in early spring and
at midsummer—in order to keep up the necessary
fertility of the soil. In spring, the plants should
be dug about with the hoe, to remove any weeds
that may have established themselves near the plants,

and to loosen the surface of the soil. Grass should
not be allowed to encroach upon the plants. Keep
a space of at least a foot, all about each plant, free

from anything that will draw upon the nutriment in

the soil. 1 his must be held in reserve for the plants

upon which you depend for flowers.

The best location for hardy plants is along the

boundary line of the lot. Here they can be given
a permanent place, and it will hardly ever be neces-

sary to interfere with them in making changes aboui
the home.

Do not set them very close together, at first, as

one is quite likely to do, because of their smallness
at planting time. Those of largest habit ought to

be at least three feet apart, to allow of room for

development. While they are small, annuals can

be grown among them, or such plants

as the Gladiolus and Dahlia can be

used to fill the vacancy between the

young plants.

The tallest kinds should be given

places in the rear, or close to the

fence, if there is one, using the lower

sorts in front. Do not plant them in

a formal fashion. By that, 1 mean in

straight rows, and just so many feet

apart. A much better effect is secured

by grouping them,—here a bunch of

Hollyhocks, there a group of Delphi-

nium, with smaller plants between.

Care must be taken to get harmonious

colors together. If one plants with-

out method, the result is pretty sure

to be unsatisfactory in many respects.

The catalogues will tell you the col-

ors as well as the heights of these'

plants, and before putting out any of

them, you should endeavor to famil-

iarize yourself with their peculiarities,

in order to avoid mistakes in planting.

It is easier to avoid these, from the

start, if one goes at it in the right

way, than it is to correct them later

on.

One of our very best hardy peren-

nials is the Hollyhock. It blooms with

great profusion from midsummer until

late in the fall. It comes in a wide

range of most beautiful colors—white, crimson, rose,

maroon, scarlet, and yellow—and you can have

single or double kinds, as you prefer. While the

double sorts are most showy, the single kinds have

greater stateliness.

Next on the list to the Hollyhock I would place

the perennial Phlox. This plant always gives sat-

isfaction. It blooms with wonderful freedom, and

for weeks it makes the garden gorgeous with its

almost solid masses of color. In order to bring out

most effectively the richness of its roses, and car-

mines, and crimsons, white sorts must be used liber-

all}-. These heighten the beauty of the other colors

by contrast, and emphasize them in such a manner
that they give vastly more pleasure than when kept

by themselves. We have some shades of lilac and
mauve among this Phlox that are exceedingly beau-

tiful in their delicate tints, but, if planted alongside

the brighter colors, they are not only spoiled, but

they spoil the others. But the discordant note in

the color scheme can be avoided by keeping these

some distance away from .the others, and using

white kinds to relieve their dainty coloring.

Every border should have its Peonies. These are

grand flowers,—large, rich in color, delightfully fra-

grant, freely produced, and coming early in the sea-

son.. The Peony is one of the plants that grows
better with age, if properly cared for. The writer
knows plants fifty years old that are as strong and
vigorous as younger plants.

A large collection of perennials will not require

as much care at the hands of its owner, during the
entire season, as a few small beds of annuals will.

As a general thing, they will give vastly more satis-

faction, because, after once well established, they are
good for an indefinite period. This is what espe-
cially recommends them.

Now is the time to plan for the garden of peren-
nials. Get out your catalogues and familiarize your
self with the habits, the colors, and the peculiarities

of them. Then select such as you think you would
be likely to like best, but do not do it until you have
“looked the ground over” and ascertained aboct how
many you have room for. Don’t crowd a large num-
ber into a small space. Don’t order anything that

you have reason to think lacks hardiness. Don’t let

the desire for “new” things lead you to overlook
the well-proven merits of the old stand-bys. Bear ir

mind that “Old friends are best-.”
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HALE—THE WORLD’S PEACH KING
AND HIS GREAT ORCHARDS By Eugene J. Hall

M ANY years ago an industrious,

hard-working New England

farmer died, leaving as a heritage to

his widow and two small boys, a sterile

New England farm, not very far from

the little hamlet of Glastonbury, Con-

necticut. The problem naturally con-

fronting them was, how they were to

make a living, as their store of this

world’s goods was small, and the chief

support of the family had been taken

away.

But, undaunted by their misfortune,

instead of disposing of the old farm, they determined

to carry it on themselves, and the following spring

found them busy in the garden, early in the season,

planting vegetables of various kinds, which they

peddled about the place in a push-cart, from the sale

of which they realized a considerable sum of money

during the season.

In addition to raising vegetables, their next ven-

ture was the setting out of a strawberry patch,

which, by careful cultivation, proved to be very

profitable, and before many seasons had passed, they

were selling strawberries by the wagon-load in Hart-

ford. Then raspberries and other small fruits

were planted, and the business developed into a nur-

sery, where fruit trees of a larger size were grown.

Then orchards were planted on the hillsides, new

land was acquired, and in the course of time the

Hale (Connecticut) orchards were developed to

about seven hundred acres of fruit trees in full

bearing.

Mr. J. H. Hale, the moving spirit in this great in-

dustry, was not satisfied with the results obtained

in Connecticut, where the climate is not always

favorable for a good peach crop. Hence he deter-

mined to go South and engage in peach growing on

a larger scale. Hearing and reading much of the

wonderful productiveness of the Georgia soil, he

. went South upon an extended

tour of observation, and finally

found a large tract of land at

Fort Valley, not very far from

Macon, which he purchased at

a reasonably low price. Re-

turning North, he proceeded to

organize a company for the

purpose of planting this great

area with peach trees. He had

many difficulties to overcome,

but, under his energetic admin-

istration, work was pushed,

thousands of trees were plant-

ed, nurseries were started, and

the once desolate stretches of

country presented a scene of

great activity.

Of course, it took time, pa-

tience and a vast amount of

work to complete this organiza-

tion and set it in motion, but

the young trees grew rapidly,

the soil was perfectly adapted

Mr. and Mrs. Hale and their Three Daughters

to peach growing, and the trees soon came into

bearing. Acres upon acres were planted, new or-

chards were laid out, until, at the present time, there

are, in these great Georgia orchards, twenty-seven

•hundred acres in full bearing, and in the adjacent

nurseries millions of young trees in process of de-

velopment. Probably in no other place in this coun-

try, if anywhere in the world, is peach growing con-

ducted on such an extensive scale.

A branch railroad runs from the main line di-

rectly to the great packing house, where, during the

peach season, the peaches are loaded directly into

the cars, which are iced, and sent away to the North-

ern markets.

When I visited this great orchard, sixteen car-

loads of peaches a day were being shipped away,

and I was told by Mr. Hale that the total sales for

the season amounted to over one hundred thousand

dollars. While peach growing, in some years, is

very profitable, there are times when it is conducted

at a great loss. The grower has many difficulties to

contend with, such as insect pests and overproduc-

tion, which brings low prices, and weather may

cause the crop to ripen prematurely and decay be-

fore it can be picked, packed, and sent to market.

Sometime, also, a Northern blizzard, sweeping south-

ward from the Carolinas, leaves destruction in its

wake. Yet, with all these drawbacks,

the great Hale orchards have been com-

mercially successful, and their output

has constantly increased.

Mr. Hale is a man who always looks

upon the sunny side of life, and he says

that when the Georgia crop fails, he

generally has a good crop of peaches in

Connecticut, and when there are no

peaches to speak of in Connecticut, he

is pretty certain to have plenty of them

in his Georgia orchards.

In addition to peach growing, Mr.

Hale carries on a very large nursery business. His

trees and plants are sent to all parts of the country.

As a horticulturist, he has been very successful, hav-

ing originated several very choice varieties of straw-

berries, peaches, and other fruits. His latest peach

is a seedling of large size, beautiful color, and de-

licious flavor. Some of the strawberries originated

on the old farm in South Glastonbury, which he

still retains, have a national reputation.

Mr. Hale’s career as a nurseryman reads like a

romance, and a very interesting book might be writ-

ten of his achievements in horticulture. Personally,

he is social, hospitable, and one of the most popular

of men in Connecticut. From the old farm, from

whose sterile soil the products were once retailed

from a push-cart, but now in a high state of culti-

vation, the fruits are sent to Hartford on a special

trolley car. The interurban line runs directly

through the farm, with a station in front of the office.

Hale’s peaches are widely known throughout the

Eastern and Middle States. They come into the

market several weeks earlier than the New Jersey,

New York, or Connecticut crops, and generally

bring good prices. The trade-mark, “U. C. Top

U. C. All,” is rigidly lived up to in the packing houses

where they are put into the crates and shipped to

market.

We
limits

larize

work
shows

MR. HALE AND SOME OF HIS FRIENDS AT HIS GEORGIA HOME
Top row, reading from left to right; Assistant Superintendent; Mr. J. H. Hale; Mrs. F. B. White; Professor Craig, of

Cornell College; Housekeeper; Mrs. F. J. Spury, Secertary. Bottom row; Mr. F. B. White; J. Horace McFarland;
Superintendent; Mr. Baird, Gen. Mgr.; E. Powell, Editor Farm and Home; Prof. Powell, U. S. Dept, of Agriculture.

could not, within the

of this article, particu-

as to how all of this

has been done, but it

how one thrown upon

his own resources at an early

age can win his way to success,

if he determines to do it. It

is a good lesson for the young

readers of this magazine to

learn, and I trust it will prove

an inspiration to many.

Nothing else so pollutes the

springs of human action as

does a good picture of a bad

thing. This principle applies

in the matter of word-painting

no less than in that of brush-

painting.

The practical and the beauti-

ful are not so widely separated

as many people suppose.

In the Georgia Peach Orchard In the Packing House
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MARCH OF THE WHITE GUARD
By 5IR GILBERT PARKER

[Synopsis.—A letter comes to a Hudson Bay Com-
pany post at Fort Providence, urging that search be
made for a civil engineer, Le Page by name, who had
not been heard from for over nine months. The letter
was signed by the man’s wife. Jasper Hume, the sub-
factor at the post, consented to conduct an expedition
into the frozen North to rescue Le Page, though the
latter, in earlier life, had betrayed his friendship, de-
frauded him of a most valuable invention, and by
means most unfair, supplanted him in the affections
of the woman he fondly loved—her who wrote the ap-
pealing letter that search be made for her husband.
Hume makes up his party for the perilous journey, and
on the following day at noon he makes his start to the
frozen Northland amid the cheers of the denizens of
the H. B. C. post. After eighteen days, on Christmas,
no trace of the missing man is found and the little party
of four press bravely on toward the cold and bleak
Mount Manitou.]

PART III.

OWN this stream the ice was floating

—he \vould remember that floating ice

to his dying day—and entered a quiet

room where a white-faced woman was
breathing away her life. And he fell

at her side and kissed her hand and called to her,

and she walked for a moment only and smiled on
him and said, “Be good, my boy, and God will make
you great.’ And then she said she was cold. And
someone felt her feet—a kind old soul who shook
her head sadly at the mother and looked pityingly
at him; and a voice rising out of a strange smiling
langour murmured, “I’ll away, I’ll away to the
Promised Land—to the Promised Land! It is cold
—so cold—God keep my boy!” And the voice
ceased, and the kind old soul who had looked at

him pityingly folded her arms about him and drew
his brown head to her breast and kissed him with
flowing eyes and whispered, “Come away, dear;
come away.”

But he came back in the night and sat beside her,
and would not go away, but remained there till the
sun grew bright, and then through another day and
night until they bore him out of the little house by
the river to the frozen hillside. And the world was
empty and the icy river seemed warmer than his

heart.

And sitting here in this winter desolation Jasper
Hume beholds these scenes of twenty years before
and follows himself, a poor dispensing clerk in a
doctor's office, working for that dream of achieve-
ment in which his mother believed; for which she
hoped. And following further the boy that was
himself, he saw a friendless first-year man at col-

lege, soon, however, to make a friend of Varre
Lepage, and to see always the best of that friend,

being himself so true. And the day came when
they both graduated together, in science, a bright
and happy day, succeeded by one still brighter, when
they both entered a great firm as junior partners.

Then came the meeting with Rose Varcoe; and he
thought of how he praised his friend Varre Lepage
to her and brought that friend to be introduced to

her. He realized all those visions that came to him
when, his professional triumphs achieved, he should
have a happy home and a happy face, and faces, by
his. fireside. And the face was to be that of Rose
Varcoe, and the other faces of those who would
be like her and like himself. He saw, or rather felt,

that face clouded and anxious when he went away
ill and blind for health’s sake. Pie did not write.
The doctors forbade him that. He did not ask
her to write, for his was so strong and steadfast
a nature that he did not need letters to keep him
true; and lie thought if she cared for him she must
be the same. He did not understand a woman’s
heart, how it needs remembrances and needs to give
remembrances.

Looking at Jasper Hume’s face in the light of
this fire, it seemed calm and cold, yet behind it was
an agony of memory, the memory of the day when
he discovered that Varre Lepage was married to
Rose Varcoe, and that the trusted friend had grown
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JEFF HYDE

famous and well-to-do on the offspring of his brain.
His first thought had been one of fierce anger and
determination to expose this man who had falsified
all trust

, but then came the thought of the girl, and,
most of all, there came the words of his dying
mother, Be good, my boy, and God will make you
great, and for his mother’s sake he had compas-
sion on the girl and sought no revenge upon her
husband. Rare type of man in a sordid, unchivalric
world! And now, ten years later, he did not regret
that he had stayed his hand. The world had ceased
to call Varre Lepage a genius. He had not ful-
filled the hope that was held of him. This Jasper
Hume knew from occasional references in scientific
journals.

And he was making this journey to save, if he
could, Varre Lepage’s life. And he has no regret.
I hough just on the verge of a new era in his career
—to give the world the fruit of ten years’ thought
and labor he had set all behind him that he might
be true to the friendship of his youth, that he might
be loyal to his manhood, that he might be clear of
the strokes of conscience to the last hour of his life.

Looking round him now, the debating look comes
again into his eyes. He places his hand in his
breast and lets it rest there for a moment. The
look becomes certain and steady, the hand is drawn
out and in it is a book of common prayer. Upon
the fiy-leaf is written, “Jane Hume, to her dear
son Jasper, on his twelfth birthday.”

x hese men of the V bite Guard are not used to
i eligious practices, whatever their past has been in
that regard, and at any other time they might have
been surprised at this action of Jasper Hume.
Under some circumstances it might have lessened
their opinion of him, but his influence over them
now was complete. They knew they were getting
nearer to him than they had ever done; even
Cloud-in-the-Sky appreciated that. He spoke no
word to them, but looked at them and stood up.
They all did the same, Teff Hyde leaning on the
shoulders of Gaspe Toujours. He read first four
verses of the thirty-first Psalm, then followed the
prayer of St. Chrysostom, and the beautiful collect
which appeals to the Almighty to mercifully look
upon the infirmities of men, and to stretch forth
His hand to keep and defend them in all dangers and
necessities. Late Carscallen, after a long pause,
said Amen, and Jeff Hyde said in a whisper to

Gaspe Toujours, “That’s to the point. Infirmities
and dangers and necessities is what troubles us.”
Immediately after, at a sign from the sub-factor

Cloud-in-the-Sky began to transfer the burningwood from one fire to the other until only hot ashes
were left where a great blaze had been. Over these
ashes pme twigs and branches were spread, andover them again blankets. The word was then
grven to turn in and Jeff Hyde, Gaspe Toujours
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7alIen hy d°wn in this comfortable

bed. Each wished to give way to their captain, buthe would not consent, and he and Cloud-in-the-Sky
wrapped themselves in their blankets like mum-
mies, covering their heads completely, and under

.
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CtlC sky they sIePt alone in an austere and
tenantless world. They never knew how loftily
sardonic Nature can be who have not seen that land
where the mercury freezes in the tubes and there
is light but no warmth in the smile of the sunLot Sturt in the heart of Australia, with the mer-
cury bursting the fevered tubes, with the finger-
nails breaking like brittle glass, with the ink drying
instantly on the pen, with the hair falling off and
fading, would, if he could, have exchanged his lot
for that of the White Guard. They are in a frozen
endlessness that stretches away to a world where
never voice of man or clip of wing or tread of
animal is heard. It is the threshold to the undis-
covered country, to the untouched north whose
fields of white are only furrowed by the giant forces
of the elements; on whose frigid hearthstone no
fire is ever lit; a place where the electric phantoms
of a nightless land pass and repass, and are never
soil; where the magic needle points not toward the
north but darkly downward, downward—where the
sun never stretches warm hands to him who
dares the terrors of eternal snow.
The White Guard sleeps!

“No, Captain; leave me here and push on to the
Manitou Mountain. You ought to make it in two
ays. I m just as safe here as on the sleds and

less trouble; a blind man’s no good. I’ll have a
good rest while you’re gone, and then perhaps my
eyes will come out right. My foot is nearly well
now.

Yes, Jeff Hyde was snow-blind. This, the giant
of the party, had suffered most.
But Jasper Hume said, “I’ll not leave you alone,

my man. The dogs can carry you, as they’ve done
for the last ten days.”

But Jeff replied, “I’m safe here as marching, and
safer. When the dogs are not carrying me, nor
anyone leading me, you can get on faster, and that
means everything to us; now don’t it?

Jaspar Hume met the eyes of Caspe Toujours.
He read them. Then he said to Jeff Hyde, “It
shall be as you wish. Late Carscallen, Cloud-In-
the Sky, and myself will push on to Manitou Moun-
tain. You and Gaspe Toujours will remain here.”

Jeff Hyde’s blind eyes turned toward Gaspe Tot-
jours, and Gaspe Toujours said, “Yes. We hav
plenty of tabac.”

A tent was set up, provisions were put in it,

spirit-lamp and matches were added, and the simpl
menage was complete. Not quite. Jaspar Hum
looked round. There was not a tree in sight. H
stooped and cut away a pole that was used fo
strengthening the runners of the sleds; fastens
it firmly in the ground, and tied to it a red woolei
scarf, which he had used for tightening his whin
blankets round him. Then he said: "Be sure am
keep that flying, men.”

Jeff Hyde s face was turned toward the north
The blind man’s instinct was coming to him
Far off white eddying drifts were rising over long
hillocks of snow. When Jeff turned round again
his face was slightly troubled. It grew more
troubled, then it brightened up again, and he said to

(Continued on page twenty-eight.)
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Latest

Style for

Spring
and

Summer

.yn Our
Y404

The above illustration, our No. Y404, is an

exact reproduction of one of the latest styles

for spring and summer, suitable for young or

middle aged women. Your milliners would

charge at least $5.00 for duplicating it, and

it is worth it.

Hat is of medium size, brim measuring 16

inches across from side to side. Body of hat is

made of wide, fancy tuscan straw braid, brim

turns up slightly at left side and droops a little

at right side. Crown is the latest large round
style. Trimming consists of large wreath of

full blown American Beauty roses and foliage;

wide satin taffeta ribbon draped around crown
and fastened at the left side with fancy orna-

ment, ribbon edged with wide silk fringe across

front and at side. Body of hat can be famished
only in natural straw color, roses in red, pink,

white or tea and ribbon in any color desired;

Please state color of roses and ribbon de- Cl Jfj
sired. Order Y404. Price v ’

Each hat is packed in strong box for shipment. We guar-

"antee safe delivery. Express charges amount to from 25c to 60c

.

according todistance. Perhaps this hat is not just the style you

wish; if not let us send you our illustrated MILLINERY CAT-

ALOGUE, in which we show over 100 different styles for Spring

and Summer wear. For several months our designers have been

busy preparing a line ot hats of latest models, correct in style

and at prices much less than obtainable elsewhere. Write us to-

day for Millinery Catalogue, or send for hat described above.

Montgomery Ward & Co., Chicago
Michigan Ave., Madison & Washington Sts.

A PERFECT BUST
WOULD you have a form

second to none? All flat

places made plump and beau-

tiful in contour, and a bust as

full, plump and firm a* you
could desire?

THE NADINE SYSTEM
OF DEVELOPMENT MAKES
PLAIN WOMEN BEAUTIFUL
Instructions also given thin

women how to gain 15

to 30 lbs. in weight.
Consta t care given by
mall until you are en-
tirely developed. En-;

close stamp for Free'
sealed package, con-
taining photos from
life and full informa-
tion how to develop
yourself at home.

MME. HASTINGS, D.E.
52 Dearborn St.,

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

SET
THIS SOLID SILVER

PLATED SET OF 6 KNIVES
AND 8 FORKS GIVEN FREE
for selling only \% doz.
Biel’s Catarrh Jelly at 25 cts
each. The Jelly cures Ca-
tarrh, Colds, Headache,
Weak Lungs, Croup, Plica
and Burns. Silver Set cor.*

•MMMHMMMHHMHMHJsists of 6 Knives and 6 Forks,
Solid Silver Plated, set in fancy Leatherette Box, Satin lined

and will last a lifetime. We also give Watches, Table Cloths,

Spreads, Towels, Curtains, Skirts, Hand Bags and other useful

articles. Send no money, just name and address and we will mail
you 6 pkgs. Catarrh Jelly with instructions and Premium List.

BIEL MFG. CO. 210 BARCLAY, DENVER, COLO.

'OUR FINE ALBUMS ARE ITDCX
INSERTED WITH POSTCARDS IllLb
And each Post Card Album holds 80 cards.

Just what you always wanted. Has covers
printed in gold. Most beautiful albums in the
world. Sent with fine, assorted cardsREADY
INSERTED. Can be taken out and ex-

changed with friends. Wrap only three

dimes in your letter and address to

J. A. WHEATLEY & COMPANY
Dept. 8, ANITA, IOWA

AGENTS! WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURERS

| of pure aluminum cooking utenBila, want agents to tako

orderB for the PATENTED-GEM-8TEAM COOKERS and

700 other specialties. We teach you the work, get you

the business by advertising in your local newBpaperB.

12400.00 IN PRIZES. 80 DAY8 CREDIT OUTFIT
FREE. Write qulok for territory and the greatest

money making proposition in the oountrv.

The "Qum” Cooker AMERICAN ALUMINUM MFG. CO. . Deot,2.Lamont,llI,

$1 SOLID GOLD 19.
Pattern SIGNET RING. ILL.
Warranted three yeara. Initial engraved
FREE. Sent with Premium Llat for 12c.

SHELL NOVELTY CO.,
Dept,VM G3 Chambers Street, New York.

With the Wits
Governed by the ruling passion for

giving sweet, poetical names to country

places, a man who lives in the central

part of Pennsylvania, says a writer in

the Philadelphia Public Ledger, built a

handosme little villa and called it “The

Nutshell.” Thus was the home intro-

duced to his friends, and it becan e

widely known
;

but to the surprise of

all, it was one day suddenly changed to

“Sylvan Nook,” and naturally a flood

of inquiries began to pour in.

“Say, old man,” remarked one of his

neighbors, on noting the change, “why
have you given your home a new name?

What was the matter with ‘The Nut-

shell?’
”

“Why?” responded the man, with

some warmth. “Because I was tired of

being joked. There isn’t a boy for a

mile around who hasn’t stopped and

rung the door-bell every time he passed

to ask if the colonel was in.”—Today’s.

A Southern Congressman tells of a

darky in a Georgia town whose best

quality is his devotion to his aged par-

ent.

Once the Congressman asked Pete

why he had never married.

“Why, boss,” explained Pete, “I’se

got an old mudder. I had t’ do for her,

suh. Ef I doan’ buy her shoes an’

stockin’s she doan’ git none. Now, boss,

you see ef I was t’ git married, I’d

have t’ buy ’em fo’ mah wife, an’ dat’d

be takin’ de shoes an’ stockin’s right

outer my ole mudder’s mouf.”

The teacher had been reading to the

class about the great forests of America.

“And now, boys,” she announced after-

wards, “which one of you can tell me
the pine that has the longest and sharp-

est needles ?” Up went a hand in the

front row. “Well, Tommy?” “The

porcupine, ma’am.”

“Waiter,” said a traveler in a rail-

road restaurant, “did you say I had

twenty minutes to wait, or that it was

twenty minutes to eight?”

“Nayther. Oi said ye had twenty

minutes to ate, an’ thot’s all ye did have.

Yer train’s just gone.”

“I once spurned a bribe of $100,000,”

said the orator, naturally evoking a

round of applause. “Nay, friends, do

not cheer,” he continued. “It is the

duty of all to be honest. Besides, the

services demanded by the brazen scoun-

drel were worth double the money.”

—

Philadelphia Public Ledger.

Tom—I’m going to ask your father,

tonight, for your hand.

Tess—But you don’t seem to be a bit

nervous.

ToVn—No; I’ve been both a life in-

surance agent and a book canvasser.

—

Pick-Me-Up.

“Joseph,” said his mother, reproving-

ly, “I should think you’d be ashamed to

be in the same class with boys who are

all so much smaller than yourself.”

“Well, mother,” replied imperturbable

Joe, “I look upon the matter in a dif-

ferent light altogether. It really flatters

my vanity to see how proud the small

boys are to be in the same class with a

big boy like me.”

and the Wags
The street-car conductor examined the

transfer thoughtfully, and said meekly,

“This here transfer expired an hour

ago, lady.”

The lady replied : “No wonder, with not

a single ventilator open in the whole car.

Daughter—This piano is really my

very own, isn’t it, pa?

Pa—Yes, my dear.

Daughter—And when I marry, I can

take it with me, can’t I?

Pa

—

Certainly, my child. But don’t

tell anyone
; it might spoil your chances.

A farmer had hired a raw Irishman

to plough. “Now, Pat,” said he, “you

want to make your first furrow straight,

so you’d better choose a mark and

plough at it.” By and i>y the farmer

came out to see how Pat was getting

along. He found that the plough had

been wandering zigzag all over the field.

“Why, Pat !” he exclaimed, “I thought

I told you to choose a mark and plough

at it.” “Sure, and I did sor,” replied

Pat. “I polughed straight for the cow

on the hill beyant, but the craytheur

wouldn’t kape still
!”

Mickey, Jr.
—“Wasn’t it Patrick Henry

who said, ‘Let us have peace’ ?”

Mickey, Sr.
—“Nobody b’ th’ name ov

Patrick iver said anything loike that.”

—Judge.

“You and the little Wattles boy

seem to play very nicely together,” said

Johnny’s mother. “I am glad there is

one boy in the neighborhood that you

can get along with.” “Yes,” replied

Johnny, “I lick him every morning, and

then he‘s nice to me all day.”—Chicago

Record-Herald.

Photographer (to father J—To have

the picture more natural, you better

have your son put his hand on your

shoulder.

Father— It would be more lifelike if

he put his hand in my pocket.—Judge.

Bystander—Doctor, what do you think

of this man’s injuries?

Doctor (of Irish extraction)—Two
of them are undoubtedly fatal

; but as

for the rest of them, time alone can tell.

—Boston Transcript.

“Why do they have consultations of

physicians, pa?”

“Sometimes one doctor can think of

something to operate for that hasn’t oc-

curred to the other.”

HOW TO GET RID OF WRINKU5S.
A Simple, Sal’e, Reliable Way That 3Pro-

<iuee« Marvelous Results Without
Massage, Face Steaming, or

Masks of Any Kind.

Those who have become prematurely

wrinkled, whether from trouble, worry or

ill health, know full well the priceless

treasure they have lost. There is no need,

however, of anyone injuring their chances

of social or financial success in life by

carrying around these marks of time, as

they can be easily removed by a simple

home treatment that often produces sur-

prising results in a single night.

In the Fall of 1907 I first realized that

time, trouble and care had all left their

marks on my face ; that my skin had be-

come dry and leathery, and that the clear,

fresh complexion, the smooth skin and the

curves of cheek and chin that go with a

well-preserved woman were mine no
longer.

Realizing my position keenly and know-
ing that the fine, clean, alert, well-cared-

for-looking woman has many advantages

over her more unfortunate sister, I tried

many advertised remedies, hoping that I

would find something that would smooth

out the lines that time and trouble had
brought me and restore the color and bloom

of my youth.

But, after trying Beauty Doctors, facial

massage and almost every other known
method, and after experiencing disappoint-

ment time and again, I took out my own
wrinkles by a simple home treatment of

my own discovery, which brought back my
beauty and the freshness of youth. Doc-
tors say it is the only treatment in the

world that will actually remove wrinkles

and make old faces look young and beau-

tiful. Many of my friends look twenty

years younger since trying my treatment,

and the marvelous results it has produced

in so many cases have prompted me to

give it to the public.

It is easy to apply and is an entirely

new discovery of my own. It is absolutely

harmless, and so simple that it can be used
without the knowledge of your most inti-

mate friends. It is also an excellent beau-

tifier, and, aside from removing wrinkles

and filling out the hollows in face or neck,

it may be used to enlarge the breasts and
greatly enhance their beauty. People often

write, “It sounds too good to be true.”

Well, the test will tell. If interested in my
discovery, please address Della Ellison,

382 Burr Bldg., Scranton, Pa. Just state

that you wish full particulars of my new
discovery, and they will be sent to you in

sealed envelope, absolutely FREE of

charge.

FREE TO WOMEN.
A Book That Tells How to Escape the

Drudgery of Washday.

It’s just a little book—but one of those

books with a Message. A man might

skim through its pages and miss the Mes-
sage. But any woman who reads the sim-

ple story, “Washing a Tubful in Six Min-

utes,” will fully comprehend what it means.

To her, it means good-bye to the old

back-breaking, nerve-straining method of

washing clothes by hand rubbing. For it

tells of a new and better way of doing the

weekly washing. More tempers have been

ruined, more complexions spoiled, more in-

jury has been done to the health of wo-
mankind by the old way of washing than

by any other kind of housework. The wo-
men of America expend enough energy

over the washtub every week to move the

machinery in a thousand mills and facto-

ries ! Why this terrific waste of strength ?

Simply because, until very recently, in-

ventive genius had been too busy devising

labor-saving machines for men. Now, at

last, a machine for woman’s use has been
perfected that almost runs itself. It is

known as the 1900 Gravity Washer. Thou-
sands upon thousands of these wonderful

washers have been sold. They are doing

the laundry work in homes all over the

country.

One of these 1900 Gravity Washers will

wash a tubful of \dirty clothes spotlessly

clean in six minutes. The little book

above mentioned tells all about them.

A copy will be sent free to any of

our readers who address the 1900 Washer
Company, 29 Henry St., Binghamton, N.

Y. Or, if you live in Canada, address the

Canadian 1900 Washer Company, 355

Yonge St., Toronto, Can.
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Vicks Perfection Patterns
LATEST PARIS AND NEW YORK DESIGNS

BY MARIE MORRELL
SPECIAL OFFER—We will mail Paris Modes patterns shown in this issue to any addressfor only 10 cents each, or 3 for 25 cents. With each are given full descriptions anddirections, quantity of materials required, the number and names of the different nieces
in the pattern, with a picture of the garment as a guide. Be sure to give sizeLs anrinumbers desired. PATTERN DEPARTMENT, VICK’S MAGAZINE, Chicago^!?
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Complete Description of Perfection Semi-

Fitting Patterns Shown on Preceding Page
By MARIE MORRELL

2314. Misses’ Semi-Fitting Coat. Four

sizes—14 to 17 years. For 15 years the

coat requires four and one-half yards 20

inches wide, two and one-half yards 311

inches wide, two and one-eighth yards 42

inches wide, or one and five-eighths yards

54 inches wide.

2326. Misses’ Three-Piece Skirt. Three

sizes—13 to 17 years. For 15 years, the

skirt requires five and three-fourths yards

20 inches wide, three and five-eighths

yards 36 inches wide, two and three-quar-

ters yards 42 inches wide, or two and one-

eighth yards 54 inches wide.

2212. Child’s Coat. Four sizes— 1 to

7 years. For a child of 5 years, the coat

requires four and one-half yards of ma-

terial 20 inches wide, two and five-eighths

yards 36 inches wide, two and one-quar-

ter yards 42 inches wide, or one and sev-

en-eighths yards 54 inches wide.

2237. Ladies’ Semi-Fitting Coat, in

Three-Quarter Length. Seven sizes—32

to 44 inches bust measure. For 36 bust,

the coat requires six and one-fourth yards

of material 20 inches wide, three and one-

half yards 36 inches wide, three and one-

eighth yards 42 inches wide, or two and

one-half yards 54 inches wide.

2363. Misses’ Tucked Jumper, with a

Separate Guimpe Having Long or Three-

Quarter Length Sleeves. Three sizes—13

to 17 years. For 15 years, the jumper re-

quires two and three-fourths yards 20

inches wide, two yards 27 inches wide,

one and one-half yards 36 inches wide, or

one and three-eighths yards 42 inches

wide; the guimpe needs three and one-

eighth yards 18 inches wide, or one and

five-eighths yards 36 inches wide.

2357. Misses’ One-Piece Tucked Skirt,

with Straight Lower Edge. Three sizes

—

13 to 17 years. For 15 years, the skirt

requires thirteen and five-eighths yards 20

inches wide, ten and one-half yards 27

inches wide, seven yards 36 inches wide,

or six and seven-eighths yards 42 inches

wide.

2571. Ladies’ One-Piece Work Apron,

With or Without Ruffle. Three sizes

—

small, medium and large. The medium
size requires four and three-fourths yards

27 inches wide, or three and seven-eighths

yards 36 inches wide.

2067. Ladies’ Tucked Eton Jacket, with

Long or Three-Quarter Length Sleeves.

Six sizes—32 to 42 inches bust measure.

For 36 bust, the jacket requires five and
one-fourth yards of material 20 inches

wide, two and seven-eighths yards 36

inches wide, two and one-half yards 42

inches wide, or one and three-fourths

yards 54 inches wide.

2055. Ladies’ Nine-Gored Plaited Skirt.

Six sizes—22 to 32 inches waist measure.

For 26 waist, the skirt requires eleven and

one-eighth yards of material 20 inches

wide, six yards 36 inches wide, five and

one-half yards 42 inches wide, or four and

one-eighth yards 54 inches wide.

2349. Boys’ Russian Suit, With De-

tached Eton Collar, and Knickerbockers.

Four sizes—2 to 5 years. For 3 years,

the suit requires three and one-fourth

yards 27 inches wide, two and one-half

yards 36 inches wide, or one and five-

eighths yards 54 inches wide.

2559. Ladies’ Shirtwaist, With Seam-

less Yoke. Six sizes—32 to 42 bust. For

36 bust, the waist requires four and three-

fourths yards 20 inches wide, three and

one-half yards 27 inches wide, two and

five-eighths yards 36 inches wide, or two

and one-fourth yards 42 inches wide.

2336. Girls’ Sailor Suit and Bloomers,

i
Consisting of a Blouse Slipped On Over

the Head, Bloomers Joined to an Under-

! waist Having a Shield Facing, and a Sep-

;

arate Gathered Skirt. Four sizes—6 to 12

I

years. For 8. years, the garments require

six and one-half yards 27 inches wide, five

l

yards 36 inches wide, or four and one-

fourth yards 42 inches wide.

2 297. Ladies’ Coat, With Butcher Back.

Seven sizes—32 to 44 bust. For 36 bust,

I the coat requires ten yards of material 20

inches wide, five and five-eighths yards 36

inches wide, five yards 42 inches wide, or

three and three-fourths yards 54 inches

wide.

2560. Boys’ Sailor Suit, Consisting of

a Blouse Slipped On Over the Head, Hav-

ing Long Seamless Shoulders in Regula-

tion Naval Style, and a Removable Shield,

and Knickerbockers. Five sizes—4 to 12

years. For 8 years, the suit requires four

yards 27 infches wide, two and three-quar-

ters yards 36 inches wide, or one and

seven-eighths yards 54 inches wide.

2111. Ladies’ Tucked Nightgown, With

Back Yoke and Long or Three-Quarter

Length Sleeves. Four sizes—32, 36, 40,

and 44 bust. For 36 bust, the gown re-

quires seven and one-fourth yards 27 inch-

es wide, or five and three-fourths yards 36

inches wide.

1849. Ladies’ Dressing-Sack, With

Three-Quarter Length Sleeves. Seven

sizes—32 to 44 inches, bust measure. For

36 bust, the sack needs four and one-half

yards of material 20 inches wide, or two

and one-half yards 36 inches wide, or two

and one-fourth yards 42 inches wide.

2406. Ladies’ Tailored Shirt or Shirt-

waist, With or Without Yoke-Facing. Six

sizes—32 to 42 bust. Size 36 requires

four and one-eighth yards 20 inches wide,

three and one-fourth yards 27 inches wide,

two and one-fourth yards 36 inches wide,

or two yards 42 inches wide.

2573. Ladies’ Tucked Waist, Closing at

Back and Having Body Lining. Six sizes

32 to 42 bust. For 36 bust, the waist

requires six yards 20 inches wide, four and

seven-eighths yards 27 inches wide, three

and one-fourth yards 36 inches wide, or

three yards 42 inches wide.

2563. Ladies’ Two-Piece Skirt, With

Inset Sheath Panel. Seven sizes—22 to

34 waist. Width of lower edge in medium

size, about four and one-fourth yards. For

26 waist, the skirt requires eight and one-

half yards 20 inches wide, four and three-

fourths yards 36 inches wide, four and

one-fourth yards 42 inches wide, or three

and five-eighths yards 54 inches wide.

2247. Ladies’ Seven-Gored Plaited Skirt,

Closed at Left Side of Front and in. Ankle

Length. Seven sizes—22 to 34 inches,

waist measure. Width of lower edge in

medium size, about five yards. For 26

waist, the skirt requires ten and three-

fourths yards of material 20 inches wide,

six and one-fourth yards 36 inches wide,

five and three-eighths yards 42 inches wide,

or four and seven-eighths yards 54 inches

wide.

2549. Ladies’ Corset-Cover, With Front

Yoke. Eight sizes—32 to 46 bust. For 36

bust, the corset-cover requires one and

one-fourth yards 27 inches wide, or one

yard 36 inches wide.

2291. Ladies’ Nine-Gored Kilt-Plaited

Skirt, in Pinafore Style and Instep

Length. Six sizes—22 to 32 waist. Width

of lower edge in meduim size, about four

and one-half yards. For 26 waist, the

skirt requires eleven yards of material 20

inches wide, six yards 36 inches wide, five

and three-eighths yards 42. inches wide, or

four yards 54 inches wide.

2310. Misses’ Shirtwaist, With Seam-

less Yoke. Three sizes—13 to 17 years.

For 15 years, the waist requires four yards

of material 20 inches wide, three and one-

fourth yards 27 inches wide, two and one-

fourth yards 36 inches wide, or two yards

42 inches wide.

1930.. Ladies’ Shirtwaist, With or

Without Back Yoke-Facing. Eight sizes

—

32 to 46 inches, bust measure. For 35

bust, the waist requires three and one-half

yards of goods 27 inches wide, or two and

one-half yards 36 inches wide, or two and

one-fourth yards 42 inches wide.

2554. Misses’ Jumper Dress, With an

Attached One-Piece Plaited Skirt and a

Separate Guimpe Having Long or Three-

Quarter Sleeves. Four sizes— 14 to 17

years. For 15 years, the dress, as in front

view, requires six and one-half yards of

plain material 36 inches wide, with one

and three-fourths yards of striped mate-

rial 36 inches wide; or, as in back view,

seven yards 36 inches wide. The guimpe
requires one and five-eighths yards 36 inch-

es wide.

2176. Girls’ Dress, With Three-Quar-
ter Length Sleeves. Four sizes—6 to 12

years. For 10 years, the dress requires

four and three-fourths yards 27 inches

wide, three and five-eighths yards 36 inch-

es wide, or three and one-eighth yards 42

inches wide.

2568. Misses Tucked Shirtwaist, Clos-

ing at Left Side of Front and Having
Seven-Eighths Length Sleeves. Three
sizes—13 to 17 years. For 15 years, the

waist requires four yards 20 inches wide,

three and three-eighths yards 27 inches
wide, two and three-eighths yards 36 inch-

es wide, or two yards 42 inches wide.

2566. Misses’ Two-Piece Circular Skirt,

Closing With Buttons Down Left Side of

Front and Having an Inverted Box-Plait

at Centre Back Seam. Three sizes—13 to

17 years. For 15 years, the skirt requires

six and one-half yards 20 inches wide,

three and one-half yards 36 inches wide,

three and one-fourth yards 42 inches wide,

or two and one-half yards 54 inches wide.

2502. Ladies’ Semi-Fitting Four-Button
Cutaway Coat, in 37-Inch Length. Six
sizes—32 to 42 bust. For 36 bust, the

coat requires seven and one-fourth yards

20 inches wide, four yards 36 inches wide,

three and five-eighths yards 42 inches wide,

or two and seven-eighths yards 54 inches

wide.

1737. Child’s Plaited Dress, With
Round Yoke. Four sizes—1 to 7 years.

For 5 years, the dress needs five and seven-

eighths yards 20 inches wide, three yards

36 inches wide, or two and one-half yards

42 inches wide.

1624. Ladies’ Sack Apron, With High
Neck and Turn-Down Collar or Dutch
Round or Square Neck. Four sizes—32,

36, 40, and 44 inches, bust measure. For
36 bust, the apron needs seven and three-

fourths yards of material 27 inches wide,

or five and one-half yards 36 inches wide
;

one and one-fourth yards of edging to

trim.

2577. Ladies’ Norfolk Jacket, in 28-

Inch Length. Six sizes—32 to 42 bust.

For 36 bust, the jacket requires five and

one-fourth yards 27 inches wide, four

yards 36 inches wide, three and one-half

yards 42 inches wide, or two and five-

eighths yards 54 inches wide.

2557. Ladies’ Six-Gored Skirt, Closing

With Buttons Down the Front, and With
an Inverted Box-Plait at the Back, or in

Habit Style. Seven sizes—22 to 34 waist.

Width of lower edge in medium size, about

three and three-fourths yards. For 26

waist, the skirt,- made of goods with nap,

requires eight and three-fourths yards.

2285. Ladies’ Tucked Shirtwaist, With
Seven-Eighths Length Sleeves. Six sizes

—32 to 42 inches, bust measure. For 36

bust, the waist requires four yards of ma-

terial 20 inches wide, two and seven-

eighths yards 27 inches wide, two and one-

eighth yards 36 inches wide, or two yards

42 inches wide.

2388. Misses’ Sailor Blouse, With Ki-

mono Armholes, Removable Shield and

Long or Three-Quarter Length Sleeves.

Three sizes—13 to 17 years. For 15 years,

the blouse requires three and one-eighth

yards 27 inches wide, two and one-fourth

yards 36 inches wide, or two yards 42

inches wide.

2391. Misses' Nine-Gored Plaited Skirt.

Four sizes— 14 to 17 years. For 15 years,

the skirt, made of material with nap, re-

quires seven and three-eighths yards 20

inches wide, four and one-fourth yards 36

inches wide, three and one-half yards 42

inches wide, or two and three-fourths yards

54 inches wide
;

or, without nap, six and
three-fourths yards 20 inches wide, four

yards 36 inches wide, three and one-fourth

yards 42 inches wide, or two and one-

fourth yards 54 inches wide.

EMBROIDERED STOCKS

No. 403. Price only 35c.

NEW SHAPE
Material—White French Linen handsomely
embroidered in White or White and Copenhagen
Blue. Sent on receipt of price; Catalogue FREE.

TROY NECKWEAR CO.
State Bank Bldg., Troy, N. Y.

WRITE TODAY
FOR
OUR

CATALOG

BEAUTIFUL HATS LUTELY FREE
I will give you absolutely free any of these Ele-

g
ant Hats, or your choice from 20 other beautiful
ats, or if you do not care for one of our elegant hats,

you can have your choice of Shirtwaists, Skirts,
Petticoats. Dressing: Gowns, KJmonas, Corsets,
Gloves, Shoes, Stockings, Watches, Jewelry of

all kinds. Musical Instruments, etc. Brito me
at once for my new free catalog:. A postal will do;

just say send me your catalog, and I will send my
big catalog to you by return mail free. I have a new-
wonderful plan, and I will give you free and prepay
all express charges, any premium shown in my ele-

gant catalog and, in addition, will send you any
premium you select for examination and trust
you with It just as soon as you show me that you are

really and truly in earnest. No fairer orsquarer
offer could be made to you. This is a wonderful op-

portunity to receive a grand premium free. I ask
you to do very little work on my special new plan and
the work I ask of you is the easiest and most pleasant

you have ever attempted. Remember that I send you
any premium you select for examination, and
trust you with it just as soon as you show me that
you ore really and truly in earnest.
Write me for this big, new free book. You will

thank me for sending you such a pretty catalog, show-
ing and describing fully all the many beautiful pre-

miums you can get absolutely free. Do not delay;

write at once.
EDWARD JOSEPH MOORE, Treasurer

109 East 21st Street New York City

to get my new, handsome win

showing Fashion Book,

HUNDREDS OF LATEST STYLES
with illustrated lessons on Cutting and Dress-
making, FREE, and I will sell you all the pat-
terns you want for five ets. each. —
They are the same patterns
you nave always paid 10c & 15c
for at the stores, made by the
same people, and correct in
every detail.

I publish the FARMER’S
CALL, a weekly paper for
every member of tne family.
An especially interesting fea-
ture each week are the chil-
dren’s letters; and the
Woman’s Department is
unusually strong and in-
structive. Among the
special features for
women folks is its
fashions in which I show I

the 5c patterns. Let
me help you to save
money.

MY SPECIAL OFFER
Send me 25c and I will send you _ ,

the Farmer’s Call every week for one year
(about 1000 pages) and will send my big Fashion
Book to you free. I also agree to sell you any pat-
tern you want thereafter for 5c. I can sell them
for 5 ets. because I buy them by the thousand
and don’tmake any profit. I don’t want any profit.
I want your subscription to the FARMER’S
C A LL. You will save many times the cost of my
offer in a year. WRITE TO-DAY.
You can use this coupon—cut it out now and mail

to me with 25c—le and 2c stamps taken, but a
quarter almost always goes safe:
JOHN M. Stahl—

E

nclosed 25c for Fanner's Call for one
year, your book of patterns, postpaid, and privilege of buy-
ing patterns at 5c each.

Name.

P. O

State 12

Very Special Offer
Send me 50c and I will send you the Farmer’s

Call for one year, the Illinois Farmer for two
years, the Fashion Book prepaid, with privilege
of buying patterns at 5c each. Use above coupon,
but enclose 50c and write I. F. in the corner.
Cut out the coupon right now, fill out, and send to
JOHN M. STAHL, J. P. Sta., Chicago, III.

(Prop. Farmer’s Call for past 25 years.)

ADIES—DO YOU BELONG TO "

A

soap club ? If you do, why don’t you
become a manager of one ? I have a very
Special Offer to make you if. you will just

write me personally. Answer anyway. I

think I can get you to become a member or

start a club. I want a million managers. C.

ITenry Papworth, Mgr. Papwortb Co., 501
St. Mark’s Ave., Syracuse, N. Y.
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OTS OF EGGS
„
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feed
i-'ree“ bone fresh cut.' Its e™producing value Is four times that of cram*tees more fertile, chicks more vlgmo

1 bro,l<:rs earlier, fowls heavier, profitsl^er'

Mann’s fejgSSI Bone Cutler
~ . ...

makes bone cutting- simple, easy and ranidCuts alt bone with adhering meat and gristle. Never c\o&,10 Day, Free Trial. No money in advance. Don’t buy acutter without first trying It. Cat'lg free.
ya

F. W. Mann Co., Box 54 , Milford, Mass.

Success With Poultry

'Vick’s ^Magazine for Februai y

64 VARIETIES ?oultrT' Pigeons. Hares. 20 eggs

sh
WHnlKllt® Stock f or sale, winners wherever

By C. A. SMITH

Wintef^Chicks
bring btg monoj In the spring,
when everybody wnnta broilers
end friers. QUEEN I.NCUIiA-
TORS end BHOODERH bstob
end raise Winler Chicks euo.
oewfully. Five sires, ,8.00 to
,18.60. WE PAY PIIE1Q8T.
Five year GUARANTY. 90
PAYS FREE TRIAL. Write
today for FREE CATALOG.
QUEEN INCUBATOR 00.,
Box 82 Lincoln, Nebraska.

or
WaterINCUBATORS 8.°! &

MILLER'S IDEALS
The Lowed Priced Standard Ma-
chines. Certain results instead of
experiments. Send for great, free
book “Poultry for Profit.” Finely I
illustrated and covers every poul- «—
try topic. Worth dollars but mailed free,
postpaid. Don’t wait—SEND NOW to

J-W. Miller Co., Box 3 14. Freeport, III.

1
125 Egg Incubator
iand Brooder $111
r# j a. ... rar

fit ordered together
H ' send both for *io

Par freight. Well
tpade, hot water, copper tanka,
double wans, double glass doors.
1? ree catalog describes them.
Wisconsin Incubator Co.,Box 30, Racine. Wis.

Feed
For feed, give plenty of grit, charcoal,

and fresh water once a day in winter,
and twice, or oftener, in summer. Feed,
for morning, a mash composed of cut-
clover or clover chaff, ground corn,

ground oats, and bran. Steam the clo-

ver over night, about one quart to a
dozen hens, then in the morning mix
one quart of equal parts of ground
corn, ground oats, and bran. Feed only
about one-half what they will eat, then,
afterwards, scatter some millet-seed—
.about one gill to a dozen hens—in the
litter in the scratching shed.

Keep the liens busy scratching all day,
working in the litter, but see that they
have enough to fill their crops at sup-
per. Feed all grain in the litter. Feed
a variety of food. Cabbages, mangolds
occasionally, are excellent. Green cut
bone is the greatest egg-producing food,
about one ounce three times a week to
each hen. If skim milk is fed, feed in

curd form.

Creider’s
Book

On Poultry

I

Concise, practical. How
to make money with poul- /
try; information 1

buildings, treat-
ment or diseases, .

etc. Fifteen at- (

tractive chromos

;

price8. \jrivuix7Jki\ L3 IUI IttL,—

S

sure preventive and an excellent disin
fectant. B. H. CREIPER, Rhooms, P*

Setting the Hens
Every poultry place should be pro-

vided with a hatching pen, separate by
itself, in which to set the hens when
they become broody. Let them remain
on their usual nest for a couple of days

;

then, after night, remove to their new

quarters. Place a “dummy” setting of
eggs under her, make her next box dark
by means of a gunnysack or board, place
feed and water before her, when she
comes off, see she goes back on; if nec-
essary, fasten her on, and in a couple of
days she will get down to business and
will become as firmly established as a"

mule that doesn’t want to draw.

Care of Young Chick
Leave the chicks in the nest for twen-

ty-four hours; thirty-six hours will not
hurt; then remove and feed small grit

and water. In a little while after, feed
some dry bread steeped in sweet milk
and squeezed dry. Some advocate hard-
boiled eggs. I do not find it necessary.
I like a Johnny-cake made as follows:
One pint water, two eggs (infertile),
one-half teasponnful salt, one-half tea-
spoonful saleratus, cornmeal to thicken.
Dissolve salt and soda in the water, add
the milk. Stir well and add meal and
bake,

This Johnny-cake will crumble fine.

Recipe is enough for one hundred chicks
Do not bake any more than will last for
two days, as it may become sour, and
that is fatal to young chicks. They can
be fed this three times a day, up tq three
or four weeks old, when cracked corn,
cracked wheat, and wheat screenings
may be substituted.

shown. Catalogue and show record free.
H. D. ROTH, Box 20, Franconia, Pa.

Cl9Stl6S of Scotland or Ireland—either set—sixV UOUvtj Ul OWMItJIIU postcard viewSi history and
coat-of-arms in gold, 10c; ten grand views, exchange
and catalog lpc. Mail Trade Go. St&K, Stamford, Conn

25 POST CAROS. 10c— FL0WER cards.

CSSS -
-Q to 6o e%oh. All sent prepaid with our big catalogue for only lOo.

, Dept. 278, 821 Lawndale Arc., Chicago

Self Threading Needles

Gold eves; finest
steel. Illus. shows

how thread 9ltps into eye; the blind can thread them.
Agent’s price, 75c dozen papers; sample paper, 10c.
LADIES 1 ART COMPANY, Block BS8, St. Louis, Mo.

25 EXTRA FINE POST CARDS Me
„
V THE FINEST YOU EVER SAW UU

all new and just published, up to the minute. Our
l?sRfw

Cata
i2S

s
.

how
]
n
S.

10^000 different PostCards
biviLH. Sylvia Art Co,, Dept. 9, Chicago

18 POST CARDS
^ e will send you 12 of the prettiest post cards you
ever saw if you will cut this advertisement out and
send it to us with 4c to pay postage and mailing

y° l; sh°w them to 6 of your friendsCHARLES ALVIN, Box 3893, K-83, P1ULAUELPUIA, FLXKA

GUNS—GOVERNMENT GUNS
We carry a line of Government Guns, first-class shape for shoot-

n *L
0
i! p

eco
I

r.ating walls and dens. United States Springfield

*
es

* I 1/75*
Sharps Carbine, $1.75; Repeating

Rifle, «3 shots, for $ .qo, I.ee Navy, Spanish Mausers, Spencers,
Remington Repeaters, Sworrtg, Rayonets, Belts, Bits< Revolvers.
I lint Lock Pistols, Ball, Shot, Blank Cartridges. Send stamp
fur price list. Ohio Supply Co., Box 735, Steubenville, O.

JUMBO SQUAB weepers
^ ar© largest and fastest breeders. Every

pair guaranteed mated and banded. Money
makers everywhere. If you wish to be sue-

|

cessful, start with our "Jumbo Homers.’*
stamps for our large ILLUS-TRATED BOOK, “HOW TO MAKE MONEY

- WITH SQUABS,” Address, PROVIDENCE
SQUAB COMPANY* 77£‘Ui Hope SL. Provldenco 9 ft. I

Choice Poultry Dishes

WHY PAY MORE?
When you can get a Defiance Incubator, 50-egg,

- fe4 *t95: 2°0 'eZS< $7 00. Strong guaran-
tee, liberal trial offer. We make good incubators and
prove It. Testimonials and catalog free. More
agents wanted,

«co. Phillips Incubator Works, Bo* 3318, Ridgewood, N. J

48 R P F F n C Fine pure bred chickens

m Y*.

" I*
• j

® ducks, geese and turkeys,
Northern raised, hardy and very beautiful.

a
v

•
,

eggs
’ anc* incubators at low prices

America s greatest poultry farm. Send 4 cents
for a fine 80-page 15th Annual Poultry Book,
R. F. Houbert, Box 867. Mankato, Minn,

OA ' ,,r
’

s
’ 3300 Birds to Dffer

r consisting of Al
«/V “roed > Poultry and Eggs, Dogs, Ferrets,

IT.
P'gyons (Homers), Angora Goats, Belgian

Hares, etc., all described and information In color-

LIst FREF
B°0K and S‘°re at your Door 1 ° Cl

J. A. BERCEY, Box L. Telford, Pa.

White Wyandottes For Sale
HENS, $1.25 each. GOOD STRAIN and in
Good Condition. HLLSIDE KENNELS, WEST GROVE, PA.

CHICKS W
!
ship (bousands, are booking

orders now for Spring of iqoq
shipments. Send for booklet and testimonialsFREEPORT HATCHERY, Box | 4, Fr.SpoA, Ml°h.

Pedigreed Scotch Collies
The Scotch Collie is the ideal dog. Strong, wise

and watchful ; wonderfully intelligent ; he is beyond
question the most useful as well as the mosthandsome dog for the home.
We believe our strain of dogs is not excelled byany kennel in the country, either iu breeding or

marking. Nonebut Pedigreed Puppiessold which

cLVSfndBo
t

Gk.
re‘ri6try “ the American

Full and authentic pedigree sent with eachpuppy. Write us for prices and further particulars
HILLSIDE KENNELS, West Grove, Penn.

I ADIES—YOU CAN EARN MONEY BY“ working for me. I want ladies to act as
Managers, and I want ladies for members of
boap

i and Grocery Clubs, I have a big offer
lor Managers. T want Managers in every
town county, and state. I want a million
busy Managers of Clubs. Will you be one?
Just sit right down and write me personally
for Special Offer for Managers of Clubs-of-
' en

-
t„r'Ic')ry

,

Papworth. Mgr. Papworth
Co., 501 St. Marks Ave., Syracuse, N. Y,

Pickled Chicken
Boil four chickens till tender enough

for meat to fall from bones; put meat
in a stone jar, and pour over if three
pints of cold, good cider vinegar and a
pint and a half of the water in which
the chickens were boiled; add spices if

preferred, and it will be ready for use
in two days. This is a popular Sunday
evening dish; it is good for luncheon
at any time.

Chicken Patties

Mince up fine cold chicken, either
roasted or boiled. Season it with pep-
per. and salt, and a little minced parsley
and onion. Moisten it with chicken
gravy or cream sauce, fill scalloped
shells that are lined with pastry with
the mixture, and sprinkle bread-crumbs
over the tops. Put two or three tiny
pieces of butter over each, and bake
brown in a hot oven.

Chicken Croquettes
Take any desired quantity of chicken,

chop very fine, add an equal quantity
of smoothly mashed potatoes, mix, and
season with butter, salt, black pepper,
a little prepared mustard, and a little

cayenne pepper; make into cakes, dip
in egg and bread-crumbs and fry a light
brown. A nice relish for tea.

Duck Pie

Cut all the meat from cold roast
ducks

: put the bones apd dressing into
)

cold water
; cover them and let boil

; j

put the meat into a deep dish; pour on
j

enough of the stock made from the
|

bones to moisten; cover with pastry,
sht in the center with a knife, and bake

|

a light brown.

Broiled Pigeons or 5quabs
Split them down the back and broil

the same as chicken; seasoning well
with salt, pepper, and plenty of butter.
Broil slices of salt pork, very thin;
place a slice over each bird and serve.

Build YourOwnfort/hafarsind/imnden
Save money. Thousands are doing it I

every year. X teach you how and sup-
ply all the parts you cannot make, at
low prices. My New Lampless Brood-
er will cost you $4.00. Greatest
Brooder invention of the age. Repairs -
and supplies for all kinds of Incubators or Brooders.
*Iy new book of plans and catalogue has over 100
illustrations, showing step by step every stage of
construction—so simple a 12 year old boy can follow
them. Send 25c coin or U. S. stamps to cover cost.
Your money back if yon are not satisfied. I allow the priceof the book on your first order, s-nd for the bonk today. it mean*
Dollars to you. H. M, SHEER, 508 Hampshire St., Quincy, UL

TWO PAIRS

LACE CURTAINS
EASILY EARNED

$gpj& m*

r y

i

Wild-Wood Memories
By A. M. JOHNSON

Oh the days of my childhood when all

things were new
Oh the beautiful place where the wild

flowers grew,
How I loved there to wander iji bright

sunny hours
And gather the fairest and sweetest of

flowers.

llepaticas, violets and adder tongues
bright.

In memory I ni breathing your perfumes
tonight.

While voices of nature, so pleasing to hear,
Are now sounding sweetly in memory’s

ear.

I he partridge is drumming upon an old
log.

T he woodcocks are calling away on the
bog.

The wild geese are honking, while flying
near by,

The henliawks are screaming, while soar-
ing on high,

1 he crows are a cawing, while building a
nest.

The squirrels are chattering, and never at
rest.

Ihe marsh frogs are piping way down, in
the slough,

And sweet birds are singing the whole for-
est through.

Oh, I loved the dear wildwood when I
was a boy,

In memory still it is mine to enjoy.

J
I ;

l-j-'r -r -w-.
T . J. , r--'.'

I I J| VI ICQ send us 5’our name and ad-LMUIbU dress, plainly written, and wew will mall you postpaid, on
I
cre? 1

i'
ei*ht boxes Grandma’s Wonder Healing

land Complexion Cream to dispose of amoner
I your friends at 25 cents a box. When sold!
I
remjt us the two dollars and we will promptly
send you for your trouble Two Pairs Notting-

I

hatn Lace Curtains. Ladles, write us at once
I for the eight boxes Cream. Address,

I

THOMPSON’S CHEMICAL WORKS
Lace Curtain Dept. 21

BRIDGEWATER, CONN.

Watch out for the
Blue Pencil Mark.



I Best toned d most successful

greatest resonance. Sold
direct, JVo agents. Sentagen
pn trial—freight paid; first,

WING

PIANOS,

Recent Improvements give

St resonance. Sc

MV
eififTi ,

last and all the time by us
—to show our faith In our
work. If you want a good
piano, you save $7S—$20Q.
Jiasy terms. Slightly used
“ hlgh-grades," 3 Chlcker-

Jngs. 2 Bradburys, etc., $75

Up i taken In exchange for

improved Wing pianos—
thoroly refinished. Send for

I bargain list, Von should
have anyway-*-" Book of

[

Complete Information
about Pianos." 152 pages.

N.Y. JVorldSbyB: "Abook
of educational Interest
everyone should have.”
Free for the ask-
inpf from the old house of

WING & SON,368-394

W. 13th St., New York

-J FREE l Send No Honey. We give

r.. choice large assortment premiums soil-

j
*™e for boys, girls, women and men, for

I selling a few packages of gar-
—

I den seeds at 5 cents each.OuicH i

|
sellers. Seeds in demand. Send

j

i name and address to-day or-

I] dering package with big illust-

B rated premium sheet.

1 When sold, send us the money

I and premium you choose will
f

|he sent you prepaid.

1 KIEFER CO. DEPT. 5

j
155-157 Waverly Place. N.V.I

EARN BIG SALARIES
From $1,000 to $10,000 a year and

expenses. If you want to enter the easi-
est, best paid profession in the world, our
free catalogue“A Knight of the Grip” will
showyouhow. Weplacehundredsofour
graduates in good positions with the best
firms ail over the United States and CJan-

I ada. Write (or call) for particulars today. Address
Dept. 309 National Salesman's Training Association

Chicago, Kansas City, New York, Minneapolis, San Francisco.

Write nearest offire.

With the Editor

FREE TO YOU
LORD’S PRAYER BANGLE PIN

We mean what we gav. We will

|
send to you ABSOLUTELY FREE

I THIS LOVELY BANGLE PIN with
the entire Lord’s Prayer engraved
on it if yon will send us 2 cents In* stamps to pay for mailing.

REED WIFC.CO.,58 Keo 81.. PROVIDENCE, R.I.

Pony Rigs EMU
The Tony Pony Lino
v

. 50 designs. They are durable—-built
l from the best materials. A large

] assortment of Shetland Ponies kept

\ at the PONY FARM. Bend for

1 free illustrated catalog"B"of Pony
I Vehicles. We furnish Pony, Carl
' and Harness—the whole outfit com-
plete. Our Free catalog "A" tells

all about 250 styles of full size vehicles. W
MICHIGAN BUGGY CQ., 560 OUleo building, Kalamazoo. Mieh.

DEPX, C.

“POTMEND”
the only known material that will
mend thoroughly and permanent-
ly Enameled Ware, China, Iron,
Aluminum, Meer.haum, Glass,
Copper, Marble, Wood etc.
IT S WATER & FIRE PROOF
15 cents per can (Coin or
Stamps) prepaid. Moneyrefunded
if not entirely satisfactory.

Acme Specialty Co.
KINGSBRIDGE, NEW IOHK,

A GENUINE 21 JEWELED

\

$50.00 GOLD WATCHi

.hainandl’i

fiend us tMtfad and write if you WXnt Dadies or

GeDtj.Watoh & natch chain, & we wiHjyjnd them

fox Free Examination & after you examine the

watch & natch ohain at y
it 1b equal to a 21 jowelec^ . -

qR3.75 an^>expre»s-chfirie8and they are J0ur® ^
ttEUAULB WATCH CO. Dept (j8 CWtSS*

il ~ Return thIE
with 50 one.

H c e n t stamps
andlwillmail
youaDollarof

I Wolcott'sPaia

ders. with fniT directions tr "maSe sixty 26-cent bottles.

Vain Paint stops pain instantly; remows
Toothache, Neuraleia, in one minute! cools faster than

tee- burns will not blister. A spoonful taken four

times a day kills Dyspepsia. Sold 40 years by agents.

WOLCOTT, Wolcott UuUdlng, New York,

An Enduring Lincoln Memorial

On February 12 occurs the one hun-

dredth anniversary of the birth of Abra-

ham Lincoln. On that day will be held

hundreds, if not thousands, of memorial

services, whereat tributes heartfelt, well

deserved, and eloquent, will be paid to

the sacred memory of this great and

good man—this friend of the plain peo-

ple, who believed in and trusted them,

and what is better still, loved them with-

out reserve—who, more than any other

man, embodied in himself and exempli-

fied in his life, all that is highest and the

best of true American genius, history,

tradition, hope, purpose, aspiration, and

achievement. Without doubt many pro-

posals will be made for the rearing of

monuments and statues to the memory

of the great martyred president, hut it

is very doubtful if any other suggested

memorial would be so fitting, so endur-

ing, and so widely beneficent as would a

Lincoln Memorial Highway or Boule-

vard extending from ocean to ocean. It

has been proposed that the national gov-

ernment build a Lincoln Memorial Bou-

levard from Washington to Gettysburg.

This project deserves encouragement,

but this would be wholly inadequate.

Its accomplishment should be regarded

as only a beginning of the greater and

more truly national enterprise of build-

ing a great national and interstate high-

way from the Atlantic to the Pacific.

Every state through which this magnifi-

cent boulevard would pass would cheer-

fully contribute its full share to the cost

if the federal government would take

the initiative. In the construction work,

convict labor in the different states could

be employed, thus reducing labor cost

to a minimum and completely solving

the now vexatious question of contract

labor. Then, too, every intelligent con-

vict in the land honors the memory of

Abraham Lincoln. To have a part iji

such a splendid undertaking would

arouse the slumbering patriotism, loy-

alty, and self-respect in the breasts of

thousands of unfortunate men who are

now behind prison bars, and would in-

spire them to begin the living of the

better life. What more enduring monu-

ment could be reared to the memory of

Lincoln? All the towering monuments,

imposing sarcophagi, and magnificent

mausoleums of ancient Rome have long

since crumbled into dust and are now

only mouldering heaps, but the splendid

roads in Southern Europe builded by

the ancient Romans still remain—remain

to benefit and bless millions now living,

and other millions yet unborn- Shall not

America learn wisdom of imperial

Rome?

highways. This convention promises to

be a great success in every way.

It may also be announced that a meet-

ing of the National Good Roads Con-

gress will be held in the city of Balti-

more early in April. Recently the

writer, the secretary of this organization,

visited that city for the purpose of con-

ferring with Mayor Mahool and Gov-

ernor Crothers regarding this proposed

convention. He found these officials

very enthusiastic and ready to cooperate

to the utmost to make the congress a

success. Baltimore’s great newspapers

and the representatives of the various

civic and commercial bodies were found

equally interested and enthusiastic.

Baltimore never does things by halves.

Look out for the greatest Good Roads

convention ever held at Baltimore next

April.

$ALV£

AGENTS WANTED
For 40 years Mother’s Saiv© has cured
Catarrh, Croup, Colds, Cuts, Sores, Piles, etc.

Sells on sight at 25c. Send $1.50 to-day for 12

full size jars and DOUBLE your money, besides
choice of 357 valuable premiums FREE!; If not
ready to order now write for new, big catalog.

Mother's R emedies Co., 11 04 -35th St., Chicago^

The Good Roads Movement
A joint meeting of the Illinois Good

Roads Association and the National

Good Roads Association is to be held at

the Auditorium Hotel, Chicago, on Lin-

coln’s birthday, February 12. It was

rightly thought by the officials of these

organizations that no more fitting way

could be found for celebrating the natal

day of Illinois’ greatest son than to hold

a great Good Roads convention with the

avowed purpose of aiding in the estab-

lishment throughout the nation of a

complete and adequate system of public
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GOOD-BYE TO SUPERFLUOUS HAIR
A Lady Subscriber Will Send Tree to

Any Sufferer tl»e Secret Which
Cured Her

One of our lady subocribera asks us to announce that she
will send tree to any reader of this magazine the means
winch gave her permanent relief from all traces of super-
fluous hair, after every other known remedy had failed.
She states that the means used is harmless, simple and
painless, and makes tire electric needle entirely unneces-
sary. She will send, entirely free, full particulars to enable
any other sufferer to achieve the same happy results
privately at home. All she asks is a z-cent stamp for re-
ply. Address Mrs, Caroline Osgood, 1852 V, Custom
House, Providence, R. X,

Ostrich Feathers
DIRECT FROM THE FARM PRODUCER’S PRICES

Write Postal for Free Catalogue

Sent on Approval. Send No Money. $1.60

WEWILLTRUSTYOUTEN DAYS. BAIR SWITCB
Send ajocfc of your hair, and we will mail a 2% oz. 22-in. short at-in

fine human hair switch to match. Ifyoufindit
a big bargain, remit $1 .50 In ten days, or sell S
and get your switch free. Extra shades a little

more. Inoloae 6c. postage. Free beauty book
showing latest etyle of hair dressing—also high
grade switches, pompadours, wigs, etc.

Anna Ayers, Dept. 88
17 Quincy 8t.,Chicago

The Orchard Bountiful

What in all our rural life yields more

of beauty and benefit than does the

Orchard Bountiful? If all our people

realized this to the full, there would be

many more orchards and better. In

spring time, where can one see a sight

more surpassingly beautiful than is

presented by an orchard in full bloom?

In summer where can be found a spot

more delightfully cool and refreshing

than “
’neath the shade of the old apple

tree?” In autumn, where can one be-

hold a better blending of beauty and

blessing than is to be seen in an Or-

chard Bountiful, with the trees heavy

laden with vari-colored fruit? If this

Orchard Bountiful number shall serve

somewhat to increase interest in or-

chard culture, also the number of Or-

chards Bountiful in our land, and there-

by to add to the sum of liuman happi-

ness and joy, the editors and publishers

of VICK’S MAGAZINE will feel them-

selves amply rewarded for the time,

effort, and money involved in its issue.

i
WE GIVE Y0U(
Your choice of two
of these Rings for
selling 12 pieces of
Jewelry at 10c. each
and sending us the

\ S1.30 when sold.

F. WEHQSKEY,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

SMITHY® WANTED
fillEll I 9 MEN or WOMEN
can easily establish a permanent, good-paying business in any
locality with Orplo. It actually washes without rubbing. Ab-
solutely harmless. Every sale secures a pleased, permanent
customer. Our new plan of selling almost compels everyone
to try it. Orolo Co., 323 Cotton St., Fond du Lac, Was.

A Good Combination
Orchard culture, poultry culture, and

gardening can, as a rule, be conducted

together to great advantage. In the first

place, in order to succeeed in these three

industries, a small acreage, properly

handled, will be sufficient to yield a

generous income. This being true, one

can engage in these lines successfully

without the investment of a large

amount of capital. Another marked ad-

vantage is that every member of the

family, women as well as men, and girls

ag well as boys, can assist in either of

these industries without great fatigue or

injury to health. Indeed, the health of

both women and children is usually

greatly improved by doing a reasonable

amount of work, either in the orchard,

in the vegetable or flower garden, or in

caring for the poultry. As this issue

gives special attention to the orchard

and poultry, so the next will be devoted

to the home garden and poultry. An-

other line of work that combines ad-

mirably witth the three herein men-

tioned is that of bee culture, and in an

early number special articles will appear

bearing upon this important subject.

Cfpm /^v Stflm ETESiuo’Eir this Gold Watch and Ring: if

u* «! BaBaSE* you will help ad vertiseour high
WllUl xiTy o0t class jewelry. We send you 20 pieces of our jew-

elry to be sold at 10c each. When sold, send us
the $2.00 and we will forward you at once this
beautiful engraved watch, solid gold laid case,our
own American movement guaranteed for 5 years
and the famous American Diamond engraved
Ring. Positively the great-
est offer ever made. Send no
money, but write at once and
receive additional present.

Walton Jewelry Mfg. Co.. Dept. B Chicago, 111.

T ADIES—ARE YOU INTERESTED IN
L-* Soap Clubs ? Are you a member of
a Club ? I need managers for a million
clubs. Will you be one ? I will pay you
well. I have the best offer made by any
company. Please write me a postal and just
say, "Send me Special C.ier for Club Man-
agers.” C. Henry Papworth, Mgr. Papworth
Co., 501 St. Mark’s Ave., Syracuse, N. Y.

A Pretty Typewriter Girl

Her experiences in Chicago. SO
pages im. typewritten. Something
good. The best story ever written

' about the trials and temptations of
i life in a great city. - Read it t Sent

_ , ,
securely wrapped for 25 Cento

J. COOK & CO., DEPT. 10, CHICAGO, ILL.*

4C LOVELY POST CARDS
bV Notwo alike 10a. Beautiful E&ster,
gold and silver Embossed Motto, Valentine,
Birthday, Sea Shell, Rosea, Lillies, Pansies,
Pretty Girls, Soldier Boys, Love 8oenea,
Aetreaqea, Artlats’ Models, Anlmala, Charm-
ing 8cenery, etc—all high grade In beauti-
ful oojora, Sure to please. Set of 25 for

10 CENTS i 3 sets 2SC. Address

J.COOK & C0.aDept.4, Chicago.

WANTED: INF0RMflT,0N=-e
or business for sale in any

good small town or city. Not particular about
location. Give price and brief description. Will
positively deal with owners only who will sell
direct to buyer. Address:

Norman E. Mack, 196 Main St., Buffalo, N.Y.

m ELEGANT RUBY RING FREE
Write for 10 packages of our very artistio

* silk and gold embossed post cards to
distribute at 10c each. Return us the SI

|
when oolleoted and we will send you by return

f mail this beautiful Gold Ring sot with sparkling
Rubies. Only an hour’s easy work. Address
C.S.DEEL, 419 Household Bid., TOPEKA,KAN.

POST CARDS AND ALBUM FREE
To introduce our large new 48-page illustrated catalog, we give a
beautiful Album, fancy colored cover, black leaves, filled with
lovely art post cards, absolutely EREEm Send ten cent3

to cover postage and packing. Only 1 Album to each customer.

HOMEK GEORGE CO. Dept. 16 Chicago, III.

AGENTS—MONEY
£?5 to $100 monthly regular in money, not in premiums.
FREE—Large, complete sample case outfit of our fine Flavors,
Cake-icings,Toilet Goods, Soaps, etc. Agents’ big success due to
high-class goods. Catalog and new offers now ready. Address,

T. H. SNYDER & CO., 8-10 North St., Cincinnati, Ohio

$H.37 MADE in ONE DAY K&
y hole gauge knife. Just patented. Every woman buys on

sight. 15 other rapid -sellers. Write for big offer at once.
A. M. Young & Co., 109 Young's Building Chicago*
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Gloria!* Befoul*

S2.25 FLOWFRS F<>R
WORTH 25c

We send you this grand collection of SEEDS and BULBS
lor lose than the cost of packing and postage, that all mayhayoan opportunity to plant our SUPERIOR STOCK and
hecome one of our yearly customers.

20 mkUJ i PkW. Pansy; Red, White, Blue, Striped

,
2 pkts. Carnations

; Variegated, White, Purple
Jpkts-SeoetPess

1 pH. Poppy Miiod

1
B'“*

? !S- S"rt

1 pkt. Giant Daisy

}
pkt. Mignonette, Giant Pyramid

1 pkt. Astor, Queen of Market

1 pkt. Chrysanthemum, Double
1 pkt. Japaneso Morning Glory
1 pkt. Verbena, Sweet 8cented
1 pkt. Portulaoa, Choleo Color#v __ ‘ .
* »”"• - us ouitauii*, V/UUIOO voiora20 Blllho 1 BcS°nIa * 1 Gloxinia, 1 Hardy Lily, 1 Mont-

niy^J ® brotia. 1 Spotted Call*, 2 Gladiolus, 2 HardyClimber*, 1 Tuberose, 10 other Choioo Bulbs.
The ahove 20 PKT9. of SEEDS, 20 BULBS, ournew color

plated catalogue and a FREE RETURN CHECK giving you
yoor money back will be sont you by retnrn mail fop 26e.
J. BOSCOE FULLER 8 C0„ Box IQ6 Floral Park, H. V.

THE HOME ORCHARD
By Dr. T. E. Loope, Ex-President Wisconsin Horticultural Society

, Try the New
Red Majestic

Tomato
The greatest vegetable novelty of the
season. The largest, most productive and
finest flavored of all. They are not coarse
grained and poor like other large sorts

but are of ideal shape, smooth, solid,
have very few seeds and are unsur-
passed in quality. Many cus-
tomers report fruits weighing 2 to 5
pounds each. Last year we sold the
seed at 40 cents per packet of 100
seeds, but we will now send you a trial
packet for ten cents. We also offer

$50.00 IN CASH
prizes this year for the largest toma-
to grown.
Our large illustrated catalog describ-

ing the above and many other
choice novelties will be

sent free if you men-
tion this paper

IOWA SEED
CO., "

DES MOINES IOWA

It is quite need-

less to enter into

a discussion of the

healthfulness, the

aid to digestion,

and all the die-

tetic excellence of

that king of fruits,

the apple, for it

is almost, if not

quite a self-evi-

dent fact; at least

it is an accepted

fact. You all

know how that
pan of apples and

pitcher of c i d e r

have come down
to us from time

immemorial in

winter evening

stories. I m u s t

confess that the
cider never ap-

pealed to my ap-

Dr. T. E. Loope

DAHLIAS
Choicest Named Varieties

10c Each, $1.00 a Dozen

20 of My Choice For $1.00

MRS. H. A. TATE
Old Fort, North Carolina

Jack-and-the-
Beanstalk Vine
(PUERARIA THUNBERGIANA.)
WATCH IT GROW!

Like the magic Bean Vine of the fairy tale,
this wondrous new vine, with ordinary
treatment will grow 70 feet in one sea-
son, turning everything it covers into leafy
loveliness, and filling the air with the
fragrance of its large clusters of Wistaria-
like blossoms. In three months this won-
derful Chinese Vine progresses as much as
most vines do in five years. Adaptable to
porches, arbors, fences, rockeries, old
trees, etc. Perfectly hardy; lasts twenty-
five years or more.

15 Seeds, 10c.
Strong Plants 40c.; 3 for $1

Good.Thrifty Pints, 1 year old. 25c.
My Catalog containsJ00 kinds of Flower Seeds

Miss M. E. Martin, Floral Park.N.Y.

GLADIOLUS
I am in the field

again with a liner as-
sortment than ever
My specialty is the
• '.roil s Hybrid and

Silver Trophy strain, the most beautiful, varied, vigorous
and prolific strain in the world; but I have also new and
named sorts of Gandavensls, Chlldsi, Lemolnei and
Giant Nance(anus sorts. Send me 05c for 25 assorted flow-
ering size bulbs and price list ofnamed sorts.

CEO. S. WOODRUFF, Independence, la.

New Vegetable Peaches.
A Genuine Wonder. Who would not

"row them ? Who would not eat them ?

Perfectly delicious. Nothing like them un-
der the sun. Grows from the seed in 80
days. Size of an Orange. Of easiest cult-

ure—marvelous yielders. Succeeds every-
where. Only 10 cts. per pkt. with full di-

rections. I give a nice present with every
order. Illustrated Catalogue accompanies
the seeds. Don’t delay. Address A. T.
Cook, Seedsman, Ilyde Park, N. Y.

petite, for of all drinks, hard cider, rank,

and often a nauseous beverage for me.

But apples are delicious and never pall

upon the taste, be the season harvest or

cold winter. How the children love

them—and that, if nothing else, makes
them valuable.

Care of Trees
If the farmer cannot have apples in

abundance when he has the space and
soil to grow them, then nobody can af-

ford them, for he is getting to be the

aristocrat in these days of registered

cattle, hogs with lofty titles, and sheep

and horses of princely pedigree
;
these

days of silos and parlor-fitted stables.

Groom your apple trees well, blanket

their roots, cross their breeds to add
to their vitality, dehorn their branches,

feed them balanced rations, and then, if

they are blue-blooded stock, they will

emerge from the frosts of winter like

thoroughbreds and gladden your hearts

with robes of gorgeous hue, with heav-

enly fragrance exhaling like sweet in-

cense from their flower-strewn branches,

and from the chrysalis dots on every

limb when flowers are past emerges at

last the perfect, heaven-born fruit, whose
delectable nectar is food fit for the gods.

A good part of the disbelief of the

adaptability of our northern climate and
soil to the production of fruit trees

comes from the idea that when once

planted a tree should grow and produce

fruit without further care or attention

on the part of its owner.

Common Sense Necessary in

Planting the Orchard
In planting trees to furnish fruit for

himself and family, the would-be or-

chardist should take, before he com-
mences, a long draught of common sense

and use it as be would in raising cattle

or hogs or corn. If he will do this, he

can succeed and add to his secret be-

lief that he is a wise and shrewd being.

First select your trees with care, hav-

ing in your list the varieties to cover the

longest season possible. Dig large holes

two or three feet in diameter, at least

large enough to accommodate the roots,

and deep enough to place them three to

six inches lower than they were in the

nursery row. T rim the broken and
bruised roots, leaving all small fibrous

roots possible

The top must be

cut back to bal-

a n c e the roots.

Place the tree in

the hole upright

and fill in some
good top soil,

straightening out

the fibrous roots

and pressing the

dirt firmly about

them, leaving no
vacancies in any
place. Fill and
firm the soil as

} ou go till the

hole is filled

somewhat higher

than the surround-

ing earth. Having
done this much
well, the orchard-

ist has usually
prided himself on

having performed his whole duty, but
this is a great mistake. He naturally

supposes that bounteous nature will do
the rest.

Enemies of Fruit Trees

If a tree dies, as trees often do, re-

place it. Spray in spring according to

well-established usage
; thump your trees

in June and catch the curculio on a
sheet and pinch his head. If you per-
severe, as you must, you will have the
gratification of having fruit for yourself
and family. What I have said of plant-

ing apples applies to plums, cherries,

and all fruit trees.

Beware of “Tree Sharks”
In buying fruit trees, go to your local

nursery, or to some man you know, who
is selling fruit trees and has an honest

reputation. The tree shark infests the

country, and has an insinuating manner
and a smooth tongue. He sells you any
variety you select from one bundle at

double the price your home nurseries

ask. Beware of the man who offers to

plant and care for your orchard for five

years. He charges a dollar a tree, re

places the trees that die, does the prun-
ing, etc. He wants half the money down
and the rest at the end of five years.

He gets it and gets out of the country,

and you get it in the neck.

Cultivate Your Orchard
Remember that trees die, even as your

neighbors drop out occasionally. Re-
member that trees that bear most die

soonest. They are the trees I most de-

sire to plant. The shy-bearing tree oc-

cupies valuable ground without corre-

sponding benefit. Don’t imagine, when
your trees are large, that you can grow
full crops of other products on the same
ground, and because you can’t grow
other crops, don t let the June grass or

weeds occupy your orchard. Cultivate

and clover your orchard alternately.

Don’t imagine that a good orchard will

flourish ou impoverished soil, or on a

gravel bed, for the drought will kill

them as surely as it would any other

crop.

Your
Name and Address

That’s
All

O UR 1909 EDITION is the most practical text book
on Strawberry growing ever written. It s w orth
its weight in gold because it teaches the Kelloggmethod of growing the world s record crops of big red

berries. Every detail of the work is illustrated byphoto engravings. You read it by pictures. They showyou just how to do everything from beginning to end.Strawberry growers who follow the Kellogg way are
getting more fancy berries from one acre than the other
fellow gets from two. The book makes you acquaintedwlth some of these top-notch growers; shows pictures
of their strawberry fields and gives their yields. Thl*Book foryour address. We ll trade even.
R. M. KELLOGG COMPANY, Box 370, Three Rivers, HIclL

SEEDS
Fresh, Reliable, Pure
Guaranteed to Please
Every Gardener and

Planter should test the
superior merits of Our

Northern Grown Seeds.

SPECIAL SFFER
FOR 10 CENTS

we will send postpaid our
* c now famous collection
1 pkg. 60 Day Tomato • • • , 2fle
1 pkg. Princess Radish . . 10<s
1 pkg. Self-Growing Celery • • , 20e
1 pkg. Early Arrow-head Cabbage . . . 15e
1 pkg. Fullerton Market Lettuce * . iq.
Also 12 Varieties Choice Flower Seeds , , gg e

Write today! Send 10 cents to help pay postag^ and
packing and receive the above “Famous Collection," to-
gether with our New and Instructive Garden Guide.GREAT NORTHERN SEED CO.
871 Rose St* Rockford, Illinois

T5e> FLOWER >
Gir.l’5 Message

How to succeed with American Beauty and
other good Roses in your home garden; how to
start right with Study own-root plants

; how to
have Roses blooming all summer at the expense
of a little pleasurable work

; how to make your
Rose Garden a perfect "Garden of Delight"
This Helpful Book Free
It tells how we began to grow Roses for pleasure
and recreation

; how we failed at first,but kept on
until we succeeded; how our plants and meth-
ods have started thousands of Rose Gardens,

f This book isfree, ifyou writefor it at once

b HELLER BROTHERS
992 S. Main Street, New Castle, Indiana

of
Garden
D ELI GH T

A Large-Eared True
Early Sweet Corn

Adapts itself to all soils, matures just
J a few days later than Peep O’ Day,
I with ears almost as large as Stowell’s

j

Evergreen, 2 and 3 to a stalk. Brings
*n ^ early market—try it.

Olds’ Catalog is easy to order from,
I is correctly illustrated from photo-
I graphs, and offers the best in Seed Po-
I tatoes. Com, Oats, Garden and Flower
I
Seeds, etc. Send postal for it today.

L. L. OLDS SEED CO.
Drawer 34 Madison, Wis*
(Formerly Clinton, Wis.)

Seeds, Plants, Roses,
Bulbs, Vines, Shrubs, etc.
Hundreds of car lots of
FRUIT and ORNAMEN-
TAL TREES. 1200 acres.
50 in hardy Roses, none bet-
ter grown. 44 greenhouses
of Palms, Ferns, Ficus,
Geraniums and other
things too numerous to
mention. Seeds, Plants,

Bulbs. Roses. Small Trees, etc., by mail post-
paid. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.
Immense stock of SFPERB CANNAS, the
Queen of bedding plants. 50 choice collections
cheap In Seeds, Plants. Roses, etc. Elegant
168-page Catalog FREE. Send for it today and
see what values we give for your money. Direct
deal will insure you the best at first cost.
TH£ STORRS & HARRISON CO.. Box 67 Paineiville,a

F D pT pT T*vo samples Floral Post Cards, lovely designs,
1

.

* beautiful colors— ifyousendstamp^months'trial
subscription to our popular magazine and ten cards for toc;
30 cards and one year subscription -5c.THE HOUSEHOLD 996 Jackson St. Topeka, Kam



Vick's Magazine for February

Send For Our

1909 Catalogue of

MILLS & CO.,

SEEDS, BULBS & PLANTS
Dahlias a Specialty

- MAMARONECK, N. Y.

SWEET PEAS?? ,;

Floral Collection of “ VER-E-BEST ”

Seeds—Asters, Pansies, Poppies, Pinks,
etc. My celebrated Sweet Pea Mixture

(65 best tall varieties). FREE with this Collection. All fresh;
plump Seeds. W. R. HART, 375 S. Dlv. St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Free!

To prove that our
Blizzard
Belt Ever*
greens will

grow in all parts

of the country we offer to send
6 Fine Spruces x4 to *2 ft. tali

free to property owners.Whole-
sale value and mailing expense over

30 cents. To help, send 5 cents or not

s as you please. A postal will bring the

trees and our catalog containing many colored

photo plates of our choice Blizzard Belt Fruits. Write

today. The Gardner Nursery Co., Box 35 t Osage, la.

RIPE TOMATOES IN JUNE
or early in July can be had from Fedder’s Earliest
Improved Large Tomatoes. They will average
over J

/4-lb. each. (I had them weigh i% lbs.) They
are bright scarlet, smooth as an apple, will not crack
open, and will bear until frost kills them, zoo Seeds
from selected fruit, 15c. Two packets for 25 cents.

HENRY FEDDER,
B°x

DANVILLE, LIV. CO., N. Y.
We have seen Mr. Fedder’s tomatoes. They are all he claims.
-Editor Vick’s magazine.

1
FR.UITS AND
FLOWERS

Five packets of seeds that wiE
f grow—one packet each of Aster

,

r Pansy, Burning Bush, Poppy,
‘ Lettuce, and 16- to 32-page

_!
magazine, for 10 cents.

^'Fruits and Flowers tells <

^exactly what an amateur
^needs to know to have

the finest fruits, vegetables
' and beautiful flowers.

*

Practical— Helpful
" Written by people who^
know because theyg

f have grown the things of which *

they write. Magazine 4 months /

and 5 packets of seeds, all for V

only 10 cents. Money \
back if the magazine and*'
seeds are not satisfactory.

Fruits and Flowers

Dept. 18, Springfield. Ohio

SEEDS
BUCKBEE’S SEEDS SUCCEED

!

SPEC! AL OFFER:
’ Hade to build New Business. A trial will

1

make you our permanent customer.

DriTP rnllprfiotl Radish, 17 varieties ;Let>!FI U.C LUIlClblOH
tu(. e; j’ kinda . Tomatoes,

11 the finest ;
Turnip, 7 splendid ;

Onion, 8 best varie-

I ties ; 10 Spring-flowering Bulbs—05 varieties in all.

GUARANTEED TO PLEASE.
Write to-day; Mention this Paper.

SEND 10 CENTS
[
to cover postage and packing and receive this valuable

\ collection of Seeds postpaid, together with my big

Instructive, Beautiful Seed and Plant Book,
k

, tells all about the Best varieties of Seeds, Plants, etc.

H
ill DmaI/Kaa ROCKFORD SEED FARMS

. W. BUCKDee, FARM 1G9R0CKF0RD, ILL. ,

The Floral Question Box
CONDUCTED BY ELBELN EL. RLXFORD

Azalea Losing Its Leaves.
—“At the

least touch my azalea loses many of its

leaves. What’s wrong? (Mrs. T. C. D.)

Probably the center of the ball of

earth does not get water enough. I

would advise running a wire as large

as a knitting-needle through the mass
of roots several times, from all direc-

tions, to make channels by which water

can get to them.

Begonia Failing.
—

“I put by begonias

in the cellar in December. Nearly all

have lost their leaves, and many of

the stalks are dying.” (C. P. K.)

The begonia cannot be wintered safe-

ly in the cellar. The only plants that

can be wintered there to advantage are

those of a deciduous nature—kinds

which, if grown out of doors, would

drop their leaves in autumn, and re-

main dormant through the winter.

These are all hard-wooded plants. Soft-

wooded ones almost always fail in cold

storage.

Vine Wanted.—“We are having a

wide veranda built onto our house this

winter. I would like to plant a vine by

it next spring to furnish shade. Want
one of rapid growth. Would prefer a

flowering one. What would you rec-

commend?” (Mrs. T. S.)

Clematis paniculata grandiflora. This

is a vine of extremely rapid growth.

It has fine foliage, and in fall is literally

covered with small white flowers. It

is one of our very best vines. You will

be delighted with it. Perhaps it might

be well to plant a few wild cucumber

vines to furnish shade before the clem-

atis gets large enough to do so.

Lime as a Fertilizer.
—

“I have been

told that ground or pulverized lime-

stone is preferable to lime itself for

fertilizing purposes. Is this so?”

(W. W. R.)

Never having used either, I am un-

able to give any information. If the

limestone contains the same properties

of lime, grinding it must, I should sup-

pose, make those properties quite avail-

able as they are in ordinary lime. This,

however, is a question for the scientific

agriculturalist to answer.

Pruning Shrubs.
—
“Should syringas

and shrubs of that kind be pruned

every year? If so, how much?”
(Miss C. E. C.)

A shrub should be pruned when it

needs it, and never otherwise. It needs

pruning when it is unsymmetrical, and

when some of its branches are weak,

or When it is too thick. But if it is

w'ell shaped, and has strong, healthy

wood, and the air can circulate freely

through it, let it alone. It is all a mis-

take to think a shrub must be pruned

each spring, simply because it is spring,

and the farmer prunes his fruit-bearing

plants. He prunes to get more or

better fruit. Your shrub is grown to

look beautiful, and as long as it fulfills

that purpose, be satisfied with it. In

other words, “Let well enough alone.”

Camphor for Worms.—“I have some-

where read that spirits of camphor will

kill worms in the soil of pot-plants.

Will it?” ' (Mrs. C. E. K.)

Sometimes it will. Sometimes it will

not. The difference in result is attrib-

utable, I presume, to a difference in the

strength of the camphor solution. I

have a friend who is a very successful

grower of house-plants, who depends

entirely upon camphor in fighting

worms. She uses a tablespoon ful of

the solution to five quarts of water.

She tells me she has never had a plant

injured by it, and that it works better

with her than the lime solution which

I generally advise.

Seasonable Suggestions

Save all the cuttings you can. Root
them for use in your outdoor garden

next summer.

Give the plants in the window more
water as growth increases, because in-

creasing growth means more roots to

drink up moisture.

Apply fertilizers to plants coming in-

to bloom. But don’t use “too much of

a good thing.” Never lose sight of the

fact that a sturdy development is a

healthy one, while a slender, long-

jointed one is the opposite. Therefore,

do not feed your plants enough rich

food to force them.

Give fresh air liberally. Make use

of all the sunshine possible. Keep the

air moist. And keep your plants clean.

Select your seeds for next summer’s

garden. And while you are doing this,

plan that garden. Make it on paper,

in advance of the season. Decide just

where the annuals you select shall be

planted. If this is done, and you look

over your plan with “the mind’s eye,”

after it is made, you may be able to

discover mistakes which should be cor-

rected before the real garden materi-

alizes.

In planning your garden, consider

something more than size in locating

your plants. Color is really more im-

portant. Aim to get colors that har-

monize alongside of each other. If

there is any doubt about harmony, use

neutral-colored flowers between. This

will prevent discord in the color-

scheme, and at the same time heighten

the general effect by color contrast.

Our gardens would be greatly im-

proved, as a general thing, if we made
use of more ^hite flowered plants in

them.

Some Excellent Perennials

A plant that deserves a place in ev-

ery garden is the Herbaceous Spirea

rosea. This sends up flower-stalks five

and six feet tall, crowned with feathery

flowers of the daintiest pink—great

plumes of bloom, that are quite as

graceful as anything i know of in the

flower line.

The Aquilegias must not be over-

looked. These bloom early. Quite as

desirable is the Anemone, a very late

bloomer. Hardy Asters make a mag-
nificent show of color in late fall. The
Companulas come in mid-season. So
does lychnis. Oemothera blooms all

summer. Myosotis, or forget-me-not, is

a most lovely little flower for the front

row. For an edging that will soon run

together and give a solid mass of

foliage and bloom that will require no
pruning to keep it within bounds, there

is nothing better- than Beilis perennis

—the perennial Daisy.

EVERYTHING
FOR THE
GARDEN

is the title of Our 1909 Catalogue— the

most beautiful and instructive horticultural pub-

lication of the day— a book of 200 pages—
700 Photo engravings from nature—
8 superb colored and duotone plates

of vegetables and flowers. It is a mine

of information of everything that is worth while

in gardening either for pleasure or for profit,

and embodies the results of sixty years’ exper-

ience in seed growing. As a book of reference

alone it is invaluable.

To give this catalogue the largest possible dis-

tribution, we make the following liberal offer

:

Every

Empty Envelope
COUNTS AS CASH

To every one who will state where this

advertisement was seen, and who en-

closes Ten Cents (in stamps) we will

mail the catalogue and also sendfree
of charge

Our Famous 50c. “ Henderson
”

Collection of Seeds
containing one packet each of Giant Mixed Sweet
Peas , Giant Fancy Pansies, Mixed; Giant Vic-
toria Asters, Mixed; Henderson's Bis Boston
Lettuce, Freedom Tomato and Henderson's
Blood Turnip Beet in a coupon envelope, which,
when emptied and returned, will be accepted as a 25 -

cent cash payment on any order amounting to $1.00
and upwards.

Henderson’s Seeds
Are Tested Seeds
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Don’t Slave at the Washtub!
How Thousands of Women Have Banished the Drudgery of Washday by
Using a Wonderful New Invention that Does a Washing in Six Minutes

Written for This Paper by Virginia Riverton

I
BRING a message of deliverance to the
toiling army of women who are literally
wearing their lives away on the wash-
board. The romance and the happiness ofwomen s lives have been sacrificed in thisform of slavery long enough. The labors of

our husbands and fathers have been lightened
by hundreds of inventions. Just imaginewhat a chorus of protest would go up if only
one of these labor-saving inventions— themodern harvester- were taken from them
and they were forced to reap grain
with a sickle

!

Yet. here in modern America,
boasting of the highest civilization,
millions of women are condemned
for life to this worst form of drudg-
ery. For what is more pitiable than
to see a woman bending over a tub
of steaming suds — rubbing, rub-
bing, rubbing on a washboard until
her arms and back ache, her hands
are raw, and beads of perspiration
roll down her hot cheeks ? And the
same work must be done week
after week and year after year

!

As a woman who speaks fi

long experience, I can testify i
doing a family washing by hand- I

rubbing "
tiresome,_ is the most

tedious, nerve-racking matms -

and health -destroying
drudgery that the busy
housewife is called upon
to perform. s.

How it all Happened
One day, after I had

done an extra big wash-
ing, I sat down in sheer
exhaustion, and tried to
read a story in one of
the magazines. But I
was actually so worn out and brain-weary
that I couldn’t follow the thread of the story,bo I glanoed through the advertisements. One
©t these advertisements instantly attractedmy attention. It told of a remarkable wash-
ing machine made in Binghamton, N.Y which
almost worked itself. The most astonishing
claim made for it was that it would wash a
tubful of dirty garments in from two to six
minutes! The advertisement went on to say
that the manufacturer of the washer would
send one anywhere on thirty days’ free trialNow I had seen free trial” offers before, but
X was always suspicious of them. A friend ofmine once wrote for some article offered on a
free trial" and the firm wrote her a letter ask-

ing for the cash on deposit.”
I said to myself there must be a “catch"

somewhere in this offer of a 1900 GravityWasher on free trial, By this time I was
thorpughly Interested in the new washer, and
?
s

. L°? / t
.

0
,
0k the Price of a postal card to

test It, J decided to write to the firm for their
free book telling: about the washer.

Decided to Risk a Penny
Well, I must admit that what that little book

said about the washer almost took my breath
»way. It all seemed too good to be true. The

book made the free trial offer just as strong
as it was in the advertisement. But I was still
skeptical about it. I felt sure that there was a
string tied to that 1900 Gravity Washer that
would hold It in Binghamton, N. Y., until the
company saw some real money. But I picked
out the style of washer I wanted and again I
ventured. I wrote the 1900 Washer Company
something like this:
"Please send me the Gravity Washer shown

onjiage 2, for thirty days’ free trial.”
I was so busy during the next few

days that the Incident was quite
forgotten. I never expected the
Company to keep its promise.
Imagine my surprise when I re-
ceived notice that there was a
washing machine at the depot, all
charges fully paid. Maybe I didn’t
send for it in a hurry !

We had a big washing that week
and some of the garments were
dreadfully soiled — the children’s

especially. In a few min-
utes all was ready. I
noted the time and gave
the machine a start.

Proved a Dream
Come True

It ran with amazing
ease and in exactly five
minutes that blessed
machine had washed the
tubful of dirty clothes

i.
spotlessly clean. The

11900 Gravity Washer
i seemed indeed"a dream
come true.”

I have now had my
Washer over a year, and

-i =
— it has lifted a mountain

j" „ v-
of work from my shoul-

Sr
er

i' ,
° J

001-6 wash-day weariness for me.No backaches and headaches and heartaches
from standing over the old-fashioned tub. Nomore chapped hands. "Blue Monday” has
been transformed into "Sunny Monday.”

Women Pass the Word Along
Thousands of women in all parts of thecountry have been freed from bondage towashboards by this remarkable machine. Ih
5
ve

.
t
?,
14

t
1 my relatlves and acquaintances

about it. I am writing this article in the hope
of reaching thousands of other women whohave not yet learned of the Gravity Washer.

1 seemly hope that every woman who
reads this will send for the 1900 Washer Com-pany g book that tells about this great labor-
saver. The address of the Company is 29Henry Street, Binghamton, N. Y. If you live in

ss?V
addreS

o
T1 ‘e Canadian 1900 Washer

Co., 355 Yonge St., Toronto, Can. Just sendthem your name and address on a postal card.
1 am sure you will thank me for having toldyou about the machine that really washes atub full of clothes in from two to six minutes
1 almost forgot to say that you can wash

the finest linens and laces as well as heavy
blankets with it. It Is certainly a twentieth
century wonder,

;

Farmer the SfPcKWbGPPY
* complete, practical treatise onAcomplete, practical treatise on

Strawberries and other Small
Fruits. Written by L. J. Far.
row who has spent 35 years

among plants and berries.

Price 25e„ but “worth
its weight in gold” (not a
catalog.) Your money
back l£ not satisfied.

We are introducers
of Norwood Strawberry,
four berries filled a
quart (see illustration).
Also Royal Purple,
Idaho ana Plum Farm-
er Raspberries, etc.

Onr catalog des-
cribes hundreds of
varieties of Fruit,
Plants, Asparagus,
Roses, etc.

Sent Free
Send 10c for 6 »

plants"Ch:unpion”
Strawberry for
trial. They will
be sent free if
you mention
this paper and
send 25e., for
"Farmer on
the Straw-
berry."

Address

L. J. Farmer

Box 926
Pulaski, N. Y.

Actual
Size

NORWOODS

PILL A QUART

Post Cards of Beal Merit.
To introduce I will send Twenty Beau-

tiful Post Cards, Original Artistic Designs,
superb quality and highest character for
only 15 cents; 40 for 25 cents; 60 for 35
cents, postpaid. Absolutely unlike all

others,

Every card different. No comics or
trash. Get the best—real gems of worth
and beauty.

I give a valuable Premium Coupon and
Seed Catalog of Bargains Free with every
order. Please order at once. I want your
Iricndship and future trade. Address A.
T. Cook, Seedsman, Hyde Park. N. Y.

I APIES—DON’T SEND ME A PENNY.
L-‘1 Just write me for my way of furnishing
your home very beautiful. Absolutely free.
I sell teas, groceries, soaps, etc. Ask about
the club plan and Special Offer to Club Man-
agers. Write me personally. C. Henry Pap-
worth, Mgr. Papworth Co., 501 St, Mark’s
Aye., Syracuse, N. Y.

Two 5c Post Cards
and one 5c colored picture, on 6x8 in. em-
bossed mat, FREE, if you send iocforacopy
of our newest Post Card Exchange and Pre-
mium Plan. Boys, ask for PINK Exchange
list. Girls, ask for BLUE Exchange list.
The Pobt Curd Treasury, 724 Wrlser St., Rending, Pa.
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A Faithful Officer and His Noble Dog
By W. V. WALTON

It was in the year 1854 that I became by leading them to the next station,
a captain in the New ork police force. The next day they were taken before
This position came to me as the result the court and sentenced to two years in
of successful service during the five the state’s prison at Sing Sing, upon my
years previous. My success was due evidence, the judge letting them off easy
largely to the valuable assistance of a because convicted only of the attempt at
dog that I had trained for the business, burglary. When they were led away to
I entered the force a young fellow twen- Sing Sing, Slippery Jack, passing close
ty-one years old, and soon found out by me, muttered between ’his teeth, ‘‘You
that with the right kind of a dog to help C ur, we’ll meet again. Then I’ll ‘fix’

me, I could succeed where others would you.”
have failed. So the second year of my Sport became a great favorite with all
service I got hold of a pup which I the detectives on the force, and many
thought would be the right sort. He tried to coax him away from me with
was part collie and part bulldog, so 1 caresses and tidbits, but in vain. As
thought he would have the sagacity of time wore on, Sport became more and
the former and the fighting qualities of more helpful, and proved faithful and
the latter. In this I was not mistaken, loyal to his master.
Sport, as I had named him, made good So successful had I been in the per-
beyond my anticipation. He seemed to formance of my duties that I was pro-
be almost human in his understanding, moted to the rank of lieutenant. This
If he was told to wait at a certain place aroused the envy and jealousy of Mike
until I returned, he was sure to be at Hart, a man who had been my rival for
his post, no matter how long I remained promotion for some time. He was one
away- of the best men on the force and would
At this time there was a noted crim- have been my superior had it not been

inal sojourning in New York, Slippery for this most valuable assistance given
Jack, by name. Several times the best me by Sport. It was no wonder, then,
detectives had failed to “pinch” him be- that this man tried everything in his
cause of his great shrewdness and inge- power to ruin me. By slander and mis-
nuity in eluding them. But as there is representation of my doings to the cheif,

an end to every bad man’s career, so he was so successful that I lost my rank
there was to that of Slippery Jack. of lieutenant and was reduced to the
While out on a certain night by the ranks when Mike Hart was put in my

order of the chief, on a special case, I place. I went home disheartened and
was walking through an alley behind discouraged, and wondered whether it

one of the city’s banks. Sport at my would not be best to resign and ask for
heels. It was a very dark night, and my discharge. Then was I reminded of
there being no lamp of any kind in the my position in life. I had but a few
alley, I stood still a moment in order days before betrothed myself to a beau-
that my eyes should get used to the tiful girl, Molly Mueller, %yho, I was
darkness. I was ready to go on when convinced, loved me with a true wo-
Sport gave a low growl. Stooping down man’s affection. Should I resign, I would
in order to see better, I noticed a man have to postpone our contemplated mar-
working with a crowbar at the bank riage, or give it up altogether. At this
building, trying to get in. Slowly ad- moment Sport crept up to me and, lick-

dancing, I saw the man had succeeded in jng the tears from my face that had
prying a window and was in the act started unconsciously, gave a low, piti-

of stepping over the sill, having one of fu l moan, as if to say, ‘‘Never despair,
his legs already inside the building. I dear friend; let us keep on with our
thought that now was my opportunity battles, and victory will surely come in

and shouted, “Sport, forward ! Charge !” the end.”

The dog, not knowing what fear was, Pardon me, dear reader, but the tears
jumped forward and took hold of the flowed -again, but these were tears of
burglar with his powerful teeth. The joy that such a faithful friend was mine,
man being thus taken by surprise, gave even though he was only a dog—noble
a loud yell of agony, for the teeth of fellow.

the dog had entered deep into his flesh. It was then a gentle rap came at the
Running up to the dog’s assistance and door, and Molly called me for supper,
putting the handcuffs on my prisoner for I was boarding with her mother,
was but the work of a moment. The who was a widow. I said, “All right;
man lyiHg prostrate on his back, I or- I’ll be ready in a moment.” After ar-
dered him to get up and walk. No soon- ranging my toilet, I left the room, close-

did he stand erect than he gave a ly followed by Sport. When I entered
shrill whistle and another man jumped the dining-room and Molly looked at

out of a dark recess add grabbed me me, she became alarmed at once at my
by the throat. Foolish fellow ! Sport troubled and disheveled appearance,
seizing his right arm with his teeth gave “Clarence,” she cried, “What is the
me a chance to hit him on the head matter? I see you’ve been weeping.”
with my club, and before he had a chance Sport seemed to understand what she
to recover his senses, I had him hand- said, for he leaped up and caressed me
cuffed also, luckily having another pair with his tongue.

of bracelets with me. When I had told Mollie all, she put
I ordered the men to get out of the her arms around Sport’s neck and said,

alley into the street, where there was “Noble dog. you’re right, never give
more light, while, with Sport, I followed, up when you’re in the right. Clarence,

watching them closely. When we got your fight is my fight; we’ll fight it

into the street, I gave the proper signal out together.”

by beating the pavement of the side- So I continued my duty as if nothing
walk several successive raps with my had happened.

club, when two regular policemen ap- Time passed on, when one day at

peared and took care of the prisoners headquarters waiting for an assign-
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I ADIES—YOU CAN MAKE MONEY IF
you will work for me. I need you to

form Soap Clubs. I will pay you well. Sit
right down now and write me personally for
my Special Offer to Club Managers. C.
Henry Papworth, Mgr. Papworth Co-, SOI
St. Mark’s Ave., Syracuse, N. Y.

me nt, Mike Hart came in and handed
me a written order from, the chief.

This order directed me to go at mid-

night to a certain corner at the Five

Points, the most dangerous place in

all New York, to ferret out the where-
abouts of a noted crook, Handy Bill,

by name. At said corner, at the ap-

pointed time, I was accosted by a

woman with a shawl over her head
to conceal her features. She told me
that Handy Bill was on his death-bed

and wanted to see me and wished to

make a final confession that would re-

veal a deep-laid plot of robbery and
murder. So I told her to go on and
I would follow.

I motioned to Sport to stand guard
near the door while I followed the

woman. Near the corner stood a rick-

ety cottage, which we entered. In one
corner I saw a bed upon which a man
was lying, moaning as if in great agony.

He muttered something which I could

not understand, so I bent my head
down nearer to his, that I might catch

the meaning of his words, Hardly had
I done so, when another man entered

through a door in the rear and quicker

than I can say it, had me down. The
man on the bed jumped up fully dressed

and together they pinned me to the

floor. The one who had been sham-
ming sickness was no other than Slip-

pery Jack and by his cry of “Revenge”
I had recognized him at once.

In the power of such men my heart

stood still for a moment with fear, for

I knew I would have to die as nothing

could save me now. But hark! What
sound was that? A loud crash, the

door flew open and in ri shed Sport

to my rescue. Noble dog! Hearing
the scramble within, he knew at once
that I was helpless and that he would
have to fight alone and acted accord-

ingly. He jumped with his full might
like a sledge hammer upon the back
of the accomplice, stunning him. Then
he seized Slippery Jack by the throat,

which relieved me so that I could free

my right arm, draw my revolver, and

kill both my assailants, but I did not

fire. I would not be a coward. I

would not take human life, simply be-

cause I had the chance. My life was
not in danger now. So I struck Jack
on the jaw with the butt of my pistol,

which stunned him for a moment. Then
getting on my feet I was free and had

no trouble in chaining the two men
together with the bracelets. I opened
the window and fired twice in quick

succession into the air, the signal for

great danger. The loud report was
(Concluded on page twenty-seven.)

23 Jeweled Witches
Wby pay f 10 f1QU for a 23 j« voted It. It. waicn when for ON LY $5.25
you oun buy thin gonuluo %u?in» Special K II. watch, tiro Laadeornott of it*

kind. Looowotlvo on dl*l and mvrkt, rnicrom'otrlo patent regulator, fc-*qu*t hair-
spring. Ocnulno ruby Jewel* In all Important working part* with ornamental
jewel* In Bold setting# giving It the appearance of the genuine 23 jeweled

watohos that ooat from 9&Q to |100. Pitted In heavy 3 ©*. solid ore-ellver du#t
proof norew oa-e. Both com and work* absolutely guaranteed fox 80 YEAkfJ.

SEEING IS BELIEVING. Out tbl* out and send It to ui with your
name, post offioo and ezpreea office addreo* and we vlll Band the watch to you by
express forexnmlnation. You examine It at yourexpreee office and If satisfactory
pay #xpre»B avent our bargain *ale prioe 15.2ft, k oxprea* oharrea and It 1» your*.

R. E. CHALMERS & CO., 366 Dearborn St., CHICAGO.

20 Year
”

Guarantee
FINE POST CARDS FREE
A set of 3 most beautiful post cards you ever saw,
if you send stamp for postage. Three months’ trial

subscription to our popular magazine and story pa-
per and full set of to Silk and Gold Embossed Floral,
Motto, Birthday and Friendship cards—lovely de-
signs in beautiful colors—all for only ioc; 24 cards,
all different, and one year’s subscriptions, 25c.
THE HOUSEHOLD 99 Capper Bldg. Topeka, Kan. ELKHART BUGGIES

1 are the best made, best grade and easiest
riding buggies on earth for the money.

For Thirty-Six Years
we have been selling direct and are

The Largest Manufacturers
In the World .

selling to the consumer exclusively

NEW TEMPERANCE POST CARDS
Sixty Original Designs of Intrinsic Worth and Bea,uty. Valued

beyond price by every lover of home and humanity. They con-
tain brilliant temperance sentiments, richly illustrated. Will
olTend no one. Every friend of temperance and good morals,
and every boy and girl will surely want these Incomparable cards,
Price. 60 Post Cards, all different 40c.—40 for 30c.—20 for

15c. all prepaid. Agents wanted at every P. O.
(60 “Cheer” Post Cards, real Gems, same price.)

OUpSeed Cat. and Prem. Coupon free with all orders.
SPECIAL. Order at once and I will add free a nice PRES-

ENT for wife, sister or sweetheart.

A. T. COOK, Seedsman, Hyde Park, N. Y.

Ship for Examination

^ and Approval
guaranteeing safe delivery, and also to save
you money. If you are not satisfied as to
style, quality and price you are nothing out.

May We Send You Our Large^g^^ s

EARN $7 DAILY SELLING

Catalogue?

Elkhart Carriage&HarnessMfg.Co.

Elkhart, IndianaFinest on earth. Write for special
agents and dealers terms. DR. HAUX
SPECTACLE CO., Box 221 St. Louis, Mo.

6
Beautifully
embossed and

Gold outlined

FLORAL CARDS in

12 colors and
gold, with yoqr
name or town
TINSELLED in

gold, silver, etc.,

on each card.

H p Handsomely
” colored and
superbly finished

assorted POST
CARDS.

Our handsomely illustrated Season Card Bulletins

FREE with every order.

IF YOU

SUFFER FROM

Don’t Neglect Piles, or the itching,
burning sensation that tells you they are
coming. A true case of Piles never cures
itself, but leads to the dreadful fistula and
cancer. Dr. Van Vleek’s
Great 3-Fold A bsorption jK~'
Remedy is curing thou- M Sjk
sands in every stage of m vfjis

this cruel disease, and fej tSr—
every sufferer is hereby ipnl
invited to try without mg v SjJ
cost a full $1.00 package. HH;..
Just fill in and mail the sHSSSSmi
coupon to us. Return
post will bring you the L
complete $1.00 Remedy ^ <s f

(in plain wrapper). .

if you are fully satisfied
with the benefit received
you can sendusOneDol-
lar. If not, it costs you
nothing. You decide and
we take your word. This
Treatment is curing some of the worst chronics on
record, after a life-time of suffering, as well as all
the milder stages. Will you try it without cost?
Then write your name and address plainly on this
coupon and mail it to us. Send no money—just the
coupon. Don’t delay—Do it now!

.Do YOU want to save from i to i on YOUR necessary purchases
I^YOUR home or farm? If you d®, gitrightdown NOW and write

postal, saying: “Send me your catalogue Free." This catalogs
%come to you by return mail, prepaid and Absolutely Free.® can hardly afford to be without such a means of saving• money. We do not ask you to take our word for it; lookI fully through this catalogue yourself; we know what your yf

ffl will be, and are satisfied to let your judgment prevail.
WE DO NOT SELL CHEAP orTRASHY

8 GOODS. You do not want them and we 1

H do not care to sell them. The goods that
B wg d° sell are of good qualify and are guar- ) v

anteed by us to be exactly as represented. >
The saying to you will be from I to -£. The . WAV \\V
catalogue will absolutely prove it.

t ADIES—WHERE CAN YOU MARE SO
L* much money as you can from me? I

pay big for Soap Club Managers. Write me
personally today. Do it now I Ask for Spe-
cial Offer for Club Managers. C, Henry
Papworth, Mgr. Papworth (jo., SQ1 St.
Mark’s Ave., Syracuse, R. x,

r/?AC£
r MARK

JfCGisrcaea

’k SAMPLE VALUE

FREE $1 COUPON'
DR. VAN VLECK CO., Jackson, Mich.

Gentlemen: Send your $1.00 Absorption
Cure to

Name

Address

XiqiOLS,JPIBflLE'& (Q J)ept 4 5YilACU5E,NYON FREE TRIAL, as per your offer. 267

ON^IJPPI ItJ, r OPv YOL’R HOMP OR FARM
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A Successful Poultry Woman and
Her Methods

(One of the most successful of Wis- made condition powder of mashed
cousin’s poultry raisers is Mrs. Ida E. beans, Venetian red (a form of iron),
'I iIson, of West Salem. She often ad- and red peppers of my own raising.
dresses Farmers’ Institutes and other This was when “red albumen,” that
conventions on the important subject fake of oyster shells and common red

clay, was selling at sixty cents a pound.
With large flocks, I have succeeded

in getting one hundred and forty-five

eggs apiece a year, and that is good
work. The only hens I was ever ac-

of poultry culture. That she is well

qualified so to do is amply proved by

the article that follows.)

Cost
Tf the grain a hen eats in a year is

measured, it will be found to be about (
l
ua>nted with that did better were very

a bushel, but this need not all be ex- sma^ flocks, carefully selected, fed on
pensive wheat. In addition, she will table scraps, petted, studied, etc. But

need considerable green food, bone, 200-egg-a-year hen is as possible as

and grit. The yearly cost of a hen’s 12,000-pounds-milk-a-year cow.

board in the East runs from seventy- Making Averages
five cents to one dollar. The Utah There are different ways of making
Station and my own accounts give six- averages. Mine are made monthly, each
tv cents for the West. To get at cost, hen counted for each day, or part of a
a poulterer cannot watch every pint, month, present. After half are sold, f

but must measure a considerable quan- do not say those left laid all the eggs,
tity of grain, etc., and put it in bins, One man, when closely catechised, ad-
boxes, or barrels by itself. One woman mitted his total was what the hens would
who did so, told me her husband mud- have yielded, had every hen done her duty,
died her by feeding

,

the preacher’s . , ,

horse from her hens’ portion.
Water

A hen’s four stomachs show she is .

The ° ld the0ry that brown e^ s an:

meant for variety of food and bulky
be“er than whlte ones is exPloded - In-

food. Nor would the Lord have given
d,v,dual e^s m the sa™e ^eed differ

her four stomachs to pour slop through,
more

’
so

-vou can ^eeP Aie kind of fow

one stomach, like the pig’s, answering
^°U ^ancy

' ^
be P 1 oportion of solids to

that purpose as well as more.
ea

.

cb ot^ er ’ s always about the same

, , , u with any hen’s egg, but she puts in more
I he Ideal Hen or less water, as she has it Llke .

Neither a glutton nor a hungry hen dairy COw at her normal; which can add
is our ideal, but a compact, active one.

fl0Wj but no more richness, so a well-
A hen to produce a great product needs fed hen at her normal can simply add
an eating capacity, as good cows do. water . It is distilled, flavored water,
She must show room for food, have desired and sold at a high price; an
ength, like Spanish fowls, or depth, honest watering of stock. Each fowl
like Wyandottes. She should have needs five t0 eight ounces a day> in dish.

prominent breast and lungs, pliable es easi]y and regularly cleaned; or she
neck, and velvety comb, the last mdi- ceases to drink .

eating a soft skin and good health.

r- f n , - Quarters
.

°rn
,°
r 00 S

• A house large enough for days is
Corn ,s the grain which gives most bleak at night . U snug at night> it is

value for its price.
_

It can be fed winter crowded days . Therefore, build a good
nights especially m cold locations, to lodging room and a cheaper day affair, a
ac ,vc fowls and by a skillful feeder who scratching or shed room> according t0
balances its fattening qualities by meat, the protected or non-protected situation,
etc. It is reported that the Amherst, The value of a south exposlire j know
Mass., Agricultural College poultryman

in figures . A tank-house is south of
said corn was the best grain for poul- Qne hen.house and between it and an.

try. When I got h,s bulletin, what he other previously constructed . In win.

did say was that corn was the best
ter> when the sun «runs low,” the right-

for Leghorns One glance would show hand house is shaded about three hours
you they could be differently fed from

jn the , ate afternoon The left.hand
lazv cochins. , , , .

house about an equal time each morn-
Green Foods ing. Repeated trials with thermometer

Green food colors egg yolks, makes showed whichever house was then in

them hatch well, furnishes shells, keeps shade was seven to twelve degrees cold-

fowls healthy, and is cheap. Herbs of er than the other house.

all sorts, catnip, spearmint, horse-rad- Parasites
ish, nettle, plantain, dandelion, etc., m „ r 1 • r ,’ ’ two divisions of parasites are the
when chopped and added to their pud- main affliction of hens, namely, lice,
ding, are relished by chicks that would , • , . . . , ,

,

J
, .

which are true insects, and mites, of the
not eat the pungent things clear. •, c •, 0 . r , ,s spider family. Some lice breed in filth

Protein Foods and are scavengers only. Most of them
Where meat is not available, some breed on the fowls, and many are blood-

may be glad to have their attention suckers. Mites live in roosts, nests,

called to the protein foods. A teacup walls, coops, etc., coming out at. night

of either bean or linseed meals added to feast on blood, then retiring to their

to a four-quart pudding of mixed grain, haunts through days. To avoid lice,

furnishes chickens an excellent builder, clean the hens. To avoid mites, clean

Beans can be ground at any feed mill, the house. A shallow box, in a sunny
or can be cooked and mashed. Ducks, spot, with mellow dust inside, assists

however, must have an animal builder, the hens in their care of themselves,

like cheese or meat, to agree with their Every bit of poultry-house furniture

natural fish-eating nature. My hens should be simple and movable to facili-

1: id nearly one and one-half dozen eggs tate easy cleaning, a thing not true of

apiece in January, aided by a home- some expensive outfits
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FRE ErKREEwatch-ringtew L» .SHMUIffiSSGray Hair Restorer
restores original color in

ft from 7 to 14 days. Entire-
1 ly different from anything
else. Does not wash off nor
look unnatural. Has no^» sediment. Not sticky or

greasy. If yon have never used MaryT. Goldman's
y*ray Hair Restorer you can try a full-sized $1.00

Use this f°rm: Mary T. Goldman,
23 Goldman Bldg., St. Paul. Minn. Send me full-size

$1.00 bottle of Gray Hair Restorer. I enclose 25 cents
for express charges (bottle is too large to mail). I
solemnly swear that I desire this bottle for my own
use, that I have never used it before and that I will
not sell or give it away. Sign your full name and
address. Be sure to mention original color and
enclose sample of hair if possible.

and CHAIN E.SBKg£
end GIRLS A BEAUTIFUL, AMERICAN-MADJS
8TEM-WIND and STEM-SET, GOLD PLATED

1 RICHLY ENGRAVED WATCH, proper size*
'GUARANTEED 6 years. Also GOLD PLATED
I
ring, Bet with two sparkling
Stones, for selling 20 jewelry

/articles at 10c each. Order jew- .

, elrynow. When Bold send |2 andfl
we will Bend watch,'ring and chain" __

free. Dale Watch Co., Dept, 66 Chicago

FREE TO THE

RUPTURED
I have a new simple home cure for rupture that

anyone can use without operation., pain, danger
or loss of time, and I want you to use it at my
expense. I am not trying to sell you a truss but
offer you a cure that stays cured and ends all
truss-wearing, rupture-suffering and danger of
strangulation forever.
Send no money. Mark location of rupture on

diagram, answer questions, mail tome and besrin~~ ——

-

your cure at once.

,
RIGHT /I LEFT

Or. W. S. RICE,

349 Main Street,
Adams, N. Y.

Age

Cause of Rupture t

Name

Address..

EYE DISEASES
FAILING SIGHT

L'DE1!? * 6en<1 a course of my famous
I

1 SC r, r, Absorption Treatment for 16 days* •»*-*-* tree, fair trial to any person who suf-
fer with Eye Diseases or FaillngSight.

If your eyes smart, burn, blur, water, feel weak
pain, or have floating spots before them; if sig-ht is
gradually failing, if reading is difficult: see objects
doubled; if you have Scums, Cataracts, Inilamation,
lied Sore Eyes, Granulated Lids, or are gTowintr
blind, write me at once—tell me all about your case.
I will save you from blindness. I will cure you.To prove that I can, I will send you a course ofmy famous Absorption Remedies (that is restoring
sight to thousands)—will place it in. your hands(all
charges prepaid)to —
use on your eyes 15
days, absolutely
tree. If you are not
satisfied, you have
paid nothing-, you
owe nothing-, and
you will be under
no obligations. I
want everyone,
everywhere, who
suffers, to test my
treatment at my
expense.

I am taking- this
method cf intro-
ducing ray famous
treatment because
there .are thou-
sands of people
gr ad u al 1 y but
surely growing
blind; they do not
know where to go
for relief. I want
to prove to them
that lean cure
them, and they can try this treatment free. Acceptmy offer today and cure your eyes.

Br.W.O.Cofiee, Dept 999 Pcs Moines, la.

It Living from Poultry on a City Lot
$1,500 in 10 Months from 60 Hens on a Corner of a City Lot

TO THE average poultryman that would seem impossible, and when we tell you that we have actually done a $1,500
Poultry business with 60 hens on a corner in the city garden, 40 feet wide by 40 feet long, we are simply stating facts.
It would not be possible to get such returns by any one of the systems ofpoultry keeping recommended prac-

ticed by the American people, still it is an easy matter when the new PHILO SYSTEM is adopted.

egg, and how to raise nearly all the chicks hatched. It gives
complete plans in detail how to make everything necessary to
run the business, and at less than half the cost required to
handle the poultry business in any other manner. There Is
nothing complicated about the work; any man or woman that
can handle a saw and hammer can do the work.

Two-Pound Broilers In Eight Weeks
are raised in a space of less than a square foot to the broiler,
without any loss, and the broilers are of the very best quality,
bringing here three cents per pound above the highest
market price.

Our SIx-Months-Old Pullets Are Laying at the Rate off

24 Eggs Each Per Month
in a space oftwo square feet for each bird. No green-cut bone
of any description is fed, and the food used is inexpensive as
compared with food others are using.
Our new book, the Philo System off Progressive Poultry

Keeping, gives full particulars regarding these wonderful dis-
coveries with simple, easy-to-understand directions that are
right to the point, and 15 pages of illustrations showing all

branches of the work from start to finish.

Don’t Let the Chicks Die In the Shell

One of our secrets ofsuccess is to save all the chickens that
are fully developed at hatching time, whether they can crack
the shell or not. It is a simple trick, and believed to be the
secret of the Ancient Egyptians and Chinese which enabled
them to sell the chicks at 10 cents a dozen.

Chicken Feed at 16 Cents a Bushel
Our book tells how,to make the best green food with but little

trouble, and have a good supply any day in the year, winter
or summer. It is just as impossible to get a large egg yield
without green food as it is to keep a cow without hay or fodder.

Our New Brooder Saves Two Cents on' Each Chicken
No lamp required. No danger of chilling, overheating, or

burning up the chickens as with brooders using lamps or any
kind of fire. They also keep all lice off the chickens automatic-
ally, or kill any that may be on when placed in the brooder.
Our book gives full plans and the right to make and use them.
One can be easily made in an hour at a cost of 25 to 50 cents.

The Philo System Is Unlike All Other Ways of

Keeping Poultry

and in many respects is just the reverse, accomplishing things
in jxjultry work that have always been considered impossible,
and getting unheard of results that are hard to believe without
seeing; however, the facts remain the same, and we can prove
to you every word oftheabove statement.

Tho New System Covers All Branches off the Work
Necessary for Succoss

from selecting the breeders to marketing the product. It
tells how to get eggs that will hatch, how to hatch nearly every

A FEW TESTIMONIALS
Valley Falls, N. Y., Sept. 5, 1907.

It was my privilege to spend a week in Elmira during August,
during which time I saw the practical working of the Philo
System of Keeping Poultry, and was surprised at the results,
accomplished in a small corner of a city yard. ‘‘Seeing is Be-
lieving,' ’they say, and if I hadnotseen it would have been hard
to believe that such results could have followed so small an out-
lay of time, space and money. (Rev.) W. W. Cox.

Oct. 22, 1908.
P. S.—A year’s observation, and some experience ofmy own,

confirm me in what I wrote Sept. 5, 1907. The System has been
tried so long and by so many that there can be no doubt as to
its worth and adaptability. It is especially valuable to parties
having but a small place for chickens; seven feet square is

plenty for a flock of seven. (Rev.) W. W. COX.
Ransomville, N. Y., Dec. 5, 1908.

Dear Sir;—Last spring we purchased your book, entitled
“Philo System,’’and used your heatless brooders last spring and
summer. Tne same has been a great help to us in raising chix
in the health and mortality. The chix being stronger and
healthier than those raised in the brooders with supplied heat.
We believe that this brooder is the best thing out yet for rais-
ing chix successfully. We put 25,000 chix through your heat-
less brooders this last season, and expect to use it more com-
pletely this coming season. We have had some of the most
noted poultrymen from all over the U. S. here; also a large
amount of visitors who came daily to our plant, and w-ithout any
exception, they pronounce our stock the finest and healthiest
they had seen anywhere this year. \V. R. CURTISS & Co.

Skaneaties, N. Y., May 5, 1908.
One article of the Philo System entitled, "A Trick of the

Trade,’’ has been worth three limes the amout the book cost.
I saved on my last hatch, fifty chicks, which are doing nicely,

W. B. RBASB.

Send $t and a copy of the latest revised edition of the Philo
System Book will be sent by return mail. The latest edition
has many pages ofadditional reading matter, and by ordering
direct you are sure to get the latest and most improved book.

E. R. PHILO, Publisher, - - 97 Third Street, - - ELMIRA, H. Y.



JOO CALLONSlyou CAN MAKE MONEY
GROWING FLOWERS '

LET ME TELL
YOU HOW

J

$5
to

.

a week
can b
easilyearned
from a small
plot of ground
by any one living
within twenty miles
of a large town or city,

One
woman

has made
as high as

$35 a week
from her flow-

ers. I have a nice
property bought

with the profits of
my flower - growing.

I Want to Help You
and show you how easy it is for you to earn your
own money. My experience and methods with
flowers are offered you, therefore, that you may
do as well as I have— I know you can. Write
today for full explanation of my plan, enclosing
two-cent stamp for postage.

Mrs. A. FACKLER. 12S Hill Street, HARRISBURG, PA.

SPRAYING OUTFIT
with GASOLINE. ENC I N Ehigh pres-
sure: SPRAY PUMP, FITTED WITH

RELIEF VALVEANDPRESSUREGAUGEMOUNTED

0N-I6-INCH WHEELS. COMPLETE AS
SHOWN (BARRELAND HOSE NOTJjjCLUDED)

DDIPF ™.B.CARS
rnl LL Chicago

XJick’s ^Magazine for Febtnary

The FARMERS’ GARDEN
'A Seed Drill and Wheel Hoe is in-
dispensable—not only in a village
garden but on largest farms.
Farmers should grow all manner

of vegetables and “live on the fat of
the land.” Should provide succu-
lentrootsforCattle, Swine, Poultry,
and save high priced feed
stuff. Great labor-sav- ^ Oniv rw
fug tools of special /T
value forthehome /V r w

iron Ag« Toole
as well as the — " *

market gar-
den. Send A nnv a— __

.

for free Jr The
book. ^ mi jjr most

complete
tool

nade

BATEMAN MFG. CO.. Box 12* GRENLOCH. N. J.

Grow Mushrooms
For Big and Quick Profits.

Small Capital to Start. A Safe Business.

I am the largest grower in America. Ten years
experience enables me to give practical Instruc-

tion in the business worth many dollars to you.

No matter what your occupation Is or where
you are located,here is an opportunity to acquire

a thorough knowledge of this paying business.

Send for Free Book giving particulars and in-

formation, bow to start, cost, etc. Address
JACKSON MUSHROOM FARM

3483 N, Western Ave., Chicago, Illinois.
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SO bulbsWU 25 Cents.
Will grow In the

house or out of
doors. Hyacinths,
Tulips, Gladiolus,
Crocus, Fuchsias,
Oxalis, Tuberoses,
Begonia, Jonquils,
Daffodils, Chinese
Lily, Dewey Lily,
Gloxinia, Lilies of" Valley—all postpaid,

lium with these Bulbs
In stamps

or coin • As a premium with these Bulbs we will sendFuKK a big collection of flower BcedB—over 200 kinds,
and a fine collection of Souvenir Postal Cards.
American Nursery, Somerville, Mass.

New Orchid-Flowered
are unsurpassed.

r Aft We will send 5 packets,
I JR each a distinct and beau-

i ui iwu
ti£ul color#

P pp Our superb seed and rose cata-

r I\ Eg Ca logue rewritten and enlarged to
130 pages, lavishly illustrated with beautiful
photo-engravings and colored plates. A complete

catalogue of seeds, bulbs, roses, hardy shrubs, plants,
small fruits, trees, etc. Send for it to-day.

THE LIVINGSTON SEED CO.
Famous for Tomatoes. 49 High St., Columbus, Ohio

Orchard and Garden Fruits
How to Use Them in Winter

By Mabel Deval

Apple Charlotte

One pound cooking apples, 3 ounces

currants, 4 ounces beef suet, 6 ounces

bread crumbs, 4 ounces brown or white

sugar, half a lemon. Peel, core and

slice the apples. Chop suet finely and

mix both together. Butter a pie dish

and fill it with alternate layers of bread

crumbs and suet, apples, and currants.

Sprinkle each layer with sugar and

grated lemon rind. Reserve sufficient

bread crumbs to sprinkle over the top,

place here and there a small piece of

butter, and bake in a moderately heated

oven for about an hour and a quarter.

To serve, unmold the shape on a hot

dish, sprinkle over with a little sugar

flavored with ground cinnamon.

Baked Quinces
Take ripe quinces, pare and quarter

them, cut out the seeds ; then stew them

in clear water until a straw will pierce

them
;
put into a baking dish with half

a cupful of loaf sugar to every eight

quinces
;
pour over them the liquor in

which they were boiled, cover closely,

and bake in the oven one hour, then

take out the quinces and put them into

a covered dish ; return the syrup to the

saucepan and boil twenty minutes
;
then

pour over the quinces and set them away

to cool.

Dried Fruit Pies

Wash the fruit thoroughly, soak over

night in water enough to cover. In the

morning, stew slowly, until nearly done,

in the same water. Sweeten to taste.

The crust, both upper and under, should

be rolled thin
;
a thick crust to a fruit

pie is undesirable.

Peach Cream
Mash very smooth two cupfuls cf

canned peaches, rub them through a

sieve, and cook for three minutes in a

syrup made by boiling together one cup-

ful of sugar, and stirring all the time.

Place the pan containing the syrup and

peaches into another of boiling water

and add one-half packet of gelatine, and

stir for five minutes to thoroughly dis-

solve the gelatine
;
then take it from

the fire, place in a pan of ice water, beat

until nearly cool, and then add the well-

frothed whites of six eggs. Beat this

whole mixture until it commences to

harden. Then pour into a mould, set

away to cool, and serve with cream and

sugar. It should be placed on the ice to

cool for two or three hours before

serving.

Quince Snow
Quarter five fair-looking quinces and

boil them till they are tender in water,

then peel them and push them through

a coarse sieve. Sweeten to the taste,

and add the whites of three or four eggs.

Then, with an egg-whisk, beat all to a

stiff froth and pile with a spoon upon

a glass dish and set away in the ice-box

unless it is to be served immediately.

Victoria Buns
One and a half pounds of flour, 6

ounces butter, 6 ounces sugar, one-

fourth pound currants, 2 ounces peel, 3

eggs, one-half pint milk, three-fourths

ounce cream of tartar, one-fourth ounce

carbonate of soda. Sieve the cream and

soda with the flour on the board and

make a hay ; lay the fruit and peel

around, put in the butter and sugar, and

rub together till smooth
; add the eggs,

and wet up into a medium dough
;

lay

out on greased tins about 2 ounces of

the paste in long buns, dredge sugar

over, and bake in a moderate oven.

Lunch Cakes
Half pound butter, 12 ounces sugar, 14

ounces flour, 6 ounces currants, 1 ounce

peel, one-fourth ounce baking powder,

4 eggs, 1 gill milk, essence of lemon.

Sift the baking powder with the flour

onto a sheet of paper on the board
; add

the fruit and peel. Cream up. butter and
sugar, adding eggs in the usual way;
stir in the flour, fruit, etc., and work,

i. e., beat up, to cake batter consistency

with the milk. Scale into round pa-

pered tins, and bake in a moderately
heated oven.

Oatmeal Currant Biscuits
Half pound flour, one-fourth pound

coarse oatmeal, 2 ounces brown sugar,

2 ounces currants, 1 gill milk. Mix the

flour, oatmeal and sugar, warm the but-

ter in the milk, add the currants, and
then work the whole together into a

paste ; roll out very thinly, stamp out

into rounds or other shape, place them
on a baking tin, and bake them in a

moderate oven for about twenty min-
utes.

5a£o and Apple Pudding
Quarter pound fine sago, one-fourth

pound currants, 6 cooking apples, 1

ounce butter, 2 ounces white sugar, onc-

half lemon. Put the sago into a stewpan
with 3 cupfuls of cold water, and bod
till the sago becomes transparent, stir-

ring all the time; next add the thin

rind of one-half a lemon, the currants,

and the sugar. Butter a pie dish, put
in the apples (previously peeled, cored,

and sliced), and pour over these the

sago preparation. Put the remainder of

butter in small bits on the top, and bake
until the apples are tender. Serve with
a custard.

German Currant Pancakes
Half pound brown bread crumbs, 2

ounces butter, 4 ounces currants, 4 eggs,

1 pound cooking apples, 2 ounces sugar,

ground cinnamon. Peel, core, and slice

the apples, and cook them to a puree.

Melt about one-half ounce butter in a

pancake pan, sprinkle in about 1 ounce
of bread crumbs, mix the apple puree
with the currants and sugar, and put a

layer of it on top of the crumbs
;
beat

up the eggs and pour in just enough to

cover the apple puree. Sprinkle over
some more bread crumbs and a little

ground cinnamon, then bake in a fairly

hot oven for about ten minutes. Turn
out on a dish, besprinkle with sugar, and
serve. Continue to cook the remainder
of material in the same manner. The
above quantity of ingredients will make
six good-sized pancakes.

Peach Cake for Dessert
Bake three sheets of sponge cake as

for jelly cake; cut canned peaches in

thin slices, or chop them
;
prepare cream

by whipping, sweetening, and adding fla-

vor of vanilla, if desired; put layers of

peaches between the sheets of cake;

pour cream over each layer and over
the top. To be eaten soon after it is

prepared.

5 Pkts. of Seeds
Your Own iron?
Selection F B\ 1~M\

IONLY2 CENTS
. w This Gigantic Tomato
Here is the king of all Tomatoes, largest

.and most productive, fruits often weigh-
“lng 3 to 5 1 bs., each, and loo to 150 lbs. have
jbeen grown on one plant, very smooth,
f
few seeds, solid all through, ripens early
being a handsome red color. A few

..plants will produce more Tomatoes than
fany family can use.

Our Special Offer
We want every person who uses seeds to

>,8ee our 1909 Seed Book and try this Gigan-
- tic Tomato and we will send a sample

packet for trial, with Seed Book tor
only 2 cts. This book is full of new

,

vegetables. Fruits and Flowers
at 3c. a packet and up-
wards direct from our
Farms. Save money by

1 buying your Seedsfrom
1 us.

Fairview Seed Farms,

Lock Box 122,

Gigantic Syracuse, - N. Y. Wa will send you our new Catalog
and a coupon good for five packets
of Seeds, your choice. It you will
send us the names of two flower-
loving friends and C cts. for our

BigSnrprlsePacket
of more than 40 different kinds of Flower 8eeds

—

Pinks, Poppy, Phlox, Cosmos, Larkspur, Holly-
hock, etc. Bend 6 cts. today (stamps accepted) and
the two names. We guarantee to please you.
Gaxnble Seed Co. Box 917, Louisville. Ky.

A Great Wonder
Strawberries. 4

is an— & .ariety,
producing fruit contin-
ually, and over half
pint of berries have
been picked from one
plant as late as Octo-
ber. Seed sown in the
house in winter will
begin to fruit earlyand
bear all summer; it
will even fruit in pots

in the house. Perfectly hardy anywhere.
©ST’To introduce tills wonderful Strawberrywe will

send for 10c, one packet of the seed, a 10 ct. Due Bill,
good for 10 cts. worth of any seed you want, also our
1909 Catalogue, which contains many colored plate
pages. Novelties and curiosities from all parts of theWorld you cannot obtain elsewhere. Send to-day.

Mills Seed House, Box 60 Rose, Hill, N. Y.
If you mention this paper and enclose 10c. silver

,we_willjendJFreeSeea of a new flower from Japan.

34YEARS GROWING
EVERGREENS
and Forest trees. Over 38
tested hardy varieties. All
Nursery grown. We have
over 50 millions and ship
safely to all parts of the
country. Our trees live
and grow, because they
have good roots. Large as

well as small trees supplied.
$4.00 and up per thousand.

Our new catalog is a mine of information. You can
have a beautiful Windbreak, Hedge, Sbelterbelt or
Screen with the hardiest of Evergreens at a very low
cost. Our Bargain sheet describes 50 bargain lots from
$1.00 per 100 and up. Millions of Nursery grown Forest
trees. Shade and Ornamentals, Shrubs, Roses and Vines.
Send today for free Catalog and Bargain sheet.n HIT I Evergreen SpecialistA-r. OAAjLi Box 241. Dundee. Illinois

We are giving away seeds of these 10 Kinds as
Free Samples for trial to introduce among new

customers, to test our seeds,which will produce bushels
of Vegetables, Fruits and Flowers worth many dollars.
1 pkg. Mammoth Blackberry,Big Kind; grows from seed.
1 pkg. Beets Scarlet Globe; grows beets in a few weeks.
1 pkg. Cabbage, Early June; forms good heads in June.
1 pkg. Garden Lemon, fruits color and size of lemons.
1 pkg. Radish, New Lightning, Scarlet; quickest grower.
1 pkg. Tomato, Early July; ripens by July 4th In North.
1 pkg. Giant Field Corn, Biggest in the World; 14 ft.

1 pkg. Baby Pop Corn, Smallest, 1 ft. high, perfect ears.
I pkg. German Soup Beans, New from Germany.
1 pkg. Sweet Peas, 80 Named Kinds in a Mixture.
These 10 Sample Lots growing in your garden, will

he your delight to show and surprise your neighbors,
and we will mail all 10 pkgs in a Coupon Envelope
for 6c. postage and packing, and thisCoupon Envelope
when emptied will be accepted as 10c. payment on
anything in our catalogue.

1909 Catalogue of Seeds, Plants, Fruits, Novelties,
with 10 Colored Plates,mailed freewith everySamplelot.
F. B. MILLS CO. Seedsmen, Box 600, Washington, Iowa.
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Earn $8 '

FREE
THE HOUSCI

kick’s ^Magazine for February

SCOTT, COHOES. H. V.

3 beautiful silk-embossed Post Cards, In colors,
for ac stamp; to cards and 3 mos. sub. for 10c.

NOLO 352 Capper Bldg. Topeka, Kan.

| gkj ETM A* Will grow anywhere. A fortune in your
1 1W w backyard. Sale of product guaranteed.

<0% profit annually. Only needs little attention spring and fall.

Book, with cultural directions by mail free. Money returned if

not satisfied. T. W. KENNEDY, Hackensack, N. J.

CA SPLENDID POST CARDS, all different. 1 E»
printed in magnificent colors. A splendid * Ow

bargain. Highland Mfg. Co. Station 9b, Boston, Mast., Dept. 29 B

A. rJ A (rente make money. Men, women, boys and
wdlU HgUlllo girls wanted to take orders for visiting
cards at 50c a hundred. We give 10c an order commission.
You can take hundreds of orders monthly. 25 cards year
name and address, agents’ terms, etc., xoc.

Hutchison, Box 381, West Scranton, Pa.

erun TPM PFMTC For a large beautiful Artoenu ICR ucnio Linen Centerpiece and we
will send FREE four doilies—correct material for
working and 6mo. sub. to our Fancy Work Inst. Book.
Stone Art Co., 654 E. Ferry St., Buffalo, N. Y.

A BLESSING TO WOMEN
and Rubber Necessities to your Home. Address
Desk J.J., Advance M. O. House, 98 Market St., Chicago

LADIES' A SKIRT MARKER that enables you to

fSiZSm bang your own skirt on yourself, is what
you need for your spring sewing. Marks a perfect, even bottom
without alterations. By mail, 75c. Send for illustrated circular.

McKIssook Manufacturing Co., Dep.B, N. S. Pittsburg, Pa.

<<DCA|JTY** Any woman can be beauti-u «w I » ful. Send 2C stamp for foim-
ula of a cream ;

can be made and used at home and will
improve the complexion marvelously in a short time
THE ORIENTAL CO., Drawer 341, READING, PA.

Clever Ways of Doin§ Things

\!n this department appear valua-

ble hints and suggestions regarding the

For Cold in Head
A little child suffering from a coldmany duties and tasks of everyday V , , ,

a °

/ 7 •x 'rt • . ,

in the head will be immediately rehome life, fhis is our subscribers own r 7 . r . ,
.

. ,

^
iieved if bathed with camphorated oil

around the forehead and the bridge of
the nose; also the top of the head.

page. All arc invited to participate in

its success by sending in their own clever

ideas. For two accepted ideas, the per-

son sending same will be entitled to a

year’s subscription to Vick’s Magazine.)

N. O. G.

To Wash Delicate Prints

Boil two quarts of wheat bran in softTo Churn Winter Cream Quickly

I find by heating ad my milk to the
haH a" h°Ur

’ let h c°o1’ strain

scalding point each day I can churn in
6 lquor

“f
e instead of soapsuds;

from eight to ten minutes. I always
' removes irt 1 e soap, keeps the col-

ripen the cream before churning and .°
r’ 3,1 1 C c 0t es onP need rinsing

have the temperature at sixty-two de-
m °nC vvaler

’ an^ starching is unnec-

grees. E. T. W.

Ladies—r want a million soap
Club Managers. I want one on every

street in every county in every state. Do
you belong to a Soap Club? If you don’t,
join one, or, better still, form one and be its

Manager and get well paid for it. Please
write me today for my Special Offer to Club
Managers. Address me personally. C. Hen-
ry Papworth, Mgr. Papworth Co., 501 St.
Mark’s Ave., Syracuse, N. Y.

rTO-NIGHT

25tJ02'l Orujgtslj

A Laundry Hint

ftAVC AMI) filPI C—AViolin, Guitar, Watch andKUIO HWU UlnLO Fob, Big Dressed Doll. Air
Rifle, Bracelet, Rotary Printing Press, Steam or

Electric Engine, or your choice of any of our premiums
FHKE for Soiling «nly Twenty Piece, of our fine Jewelry Articles
at Ten Cent* each. Send us your name and address; we trust you.
Address F, Standard Supply Co., 2017 Whiteman St., Cincinnati, O.

SPARKLING TINSEL POST CARDS
With your name or town on In silver or gold. 8
for 10 cents, or $1.00 per 100. GROSS ONAKD CO.,
2147 Arthur Avenue, New York. 10

<

Sample Butt-in, Devil,Mil- ft nM
lioDalre.Hot Air, 4c FinestOAKUO
WrlttenCaUlngCordevou ever saw.8ome
th Ing New with Agt’e Big outfit.All 2 ota
Yf. A. Bode, Box 190, Pair Haven, Pa.

Your Own Photo
On 12 finely finished
flower Post Cards for
25c. Send photo and

25c in silver or stamps. Your photo safely returned.
TIINNELL’ S ART STUDIO, Johnson City, Tenn.

COLORED U. S. VIEW POST CARDS 1ft-,
All Different, No trash. Our great Uev
EXCHANGE CLUB offer Free. Send today.

IDEAL CO., Dep.10, Dorchester, Mass.

For the benefit of those living in the

city, or any who may have trouble in

drying clothes nicely in cold weather,

try washing for instance shirt waists

the usual way, and after rinsing wring

essary. This is enough for one dress.

Suds and rinse water for colored arti-

cles should be used cold. Try this and
your lawns will look like new.

Making Comforts Comfortable

Since most of us cannot indulge in

down comforts, we may at least have a

i , , , ,
good substitute by usinsr the best °radethem out of borax water (one teaspoon , ,

3 “ i s au

, ...... „ , cotton between light gingham or
to one quart of water)

; then roll and , . ,

° B B

f • , , , j i
• j

cheese cloth. This cotton requires less
fold in a dry cloth, and when ironed , , . ...

, . .

,..(11 — CC ’„„j j.i :s
lacking which renders it lighter and

THIS KNIFE FREE!
It has 2%-inch blade. Send us the name of i boy^ and we will send you this knife and our cata-

logue of novelties for your trouble.
Enclose xoc to pay postage.
Peru Supply Co., Dept. IS4, Chicago

$90
A MONTH, S60 Expense allowed at start, to put out
Merchandise and Grocery Catalogs. Mail order house.
Americau Home 8upply Co., Desk 2-A, Chicago, Illinois

UVDNATICU Taught Quickly by Mail;

VI I *81

U

B ‘ eX lYI No trouble to learn. SmallIIW 8 VIV8
cost success Guaranteed.

No Fake or Trick. Write TODAY for Particulars.
C. WM. RUSSELL, S. B., Westchester, N, Y.

HOW TO GET THE MONEY”
TVO YOU WANT a Pleasant, Easy, Money-Making
-L-7 Business? $5 to $35 daily easily earned; particu-
lars free. LOUIS IRONS, Box 904, Terre Haute, Ind.

OH VISITING CURDS with your name & address, ONLY QCOU Stone Art Co., 664 E. Ferry St., Buffalo,N.Y. 0

ft

WRITE SONG POEMS
A small investment with me can make them produce a steady in-
come. I write music, publish, and advertise. Send stamp with sam-
ple for examination. II. Klrkus Dugdule, Dep.is.WRshington, D. C.

THE HIT OF THE SEASON!

DREAMING OFLOVE”
By Emma Etienne and Herbert Harper, mailed 25 cents.

HARPER MUSIC CO.,. 9 Myrtle Shreet, New Bedford, Mass.
Music written to Song Poems, Free.

IIJST OUT Low-priced, 3-lb. Mop; turn crank tojwwi vii s wring ; clean hands. Women all buy.

^ 150^ to Agents, n o MAD pf) 303 Main Street
Our Catalogue Free. U. 0. IflUi bU.

, LEIPSIC, OHIO

will come out stiff and whiter than if

startched dry in the old way.

Mrs. L. M.

To Cut Hot Brown Bread

Draw a clean, strong, white thread

sharply and firmly across the loaf, push-

ing it down equally on either side. The
^

° ^ ...
, , , ,

Une of each comfort should be
result will be clean, smooth slices, free . • , , , . ,

, . .
’

,

’ taced down eight inches on both sides
of the stickiness that comes from knife ,with some pretty contrasting material,
CU lllg ' '

‘ t0 be ripped off and washed often as
soiled. Never permit a comfort to

warmer. They should be lightly run to-

gether or quilted, making them quickly

ripped for washing, when the cotton will

be found in one sheet, and should be
thoroughly sunned while the casing is

being laundered. If held over a hot
stove it will fluff up and be freshened.

INDIAN MEDICATED CORN LEAF
CURES Corns and Callouses without pain or
soreness, two to three applications. Easily ap-
plied. Sent on receipt of 25 cents in silver. Wfll 1

include a 25c box of our Indian Ointment for
Burns,Wounds, Old Sores, Ulcers and all Skin
Diseases, if name of three corn sufferers is sent
with order. Agents to handle our preparations

r and Indian Novelties.

Curtla, Walter & Co., Sola Agents, II. S. A., Norwood. N.Y.

RHEUMATISM
Sufferers can send--address (no stamp re-
quired) and receive FREE a PAMPHLET
which tells what Rheumatism really is,
the cause of the pain attending it, and how-
to obtain a lasting and inexpensive cure.

IS. F. KIMBALL, 1-3 Union Square, New York City.

THE DEAF HEAR!
I want to send every one who is deaf, or

hard of hearing, my little booklet. I WILL
AID YOU TO HEAR, without operation,
treatment, pain or discomfort, and at a cost
within reach of anyone. Just please read
my booklet. It will convince you I have
what you want.

A. PETIT, 420 Fulton St., Troy, N. Y.

SUPERFLUOUS HAIRPERFECTLY REMOVED, IIHII1
I have a GUARANTEED safe and positively
SURE way to take hairs off face, arms, etc.,
likeMagic.

| HAVE THE TRUE SECRET. Write
for information. I send itsealed. FREE. Address
HELEN DOUGLAS. 20 E.22 St,, NewYork

LEARN VETERINARY DENTISTRY*^
^2000 a year * teac b you at home in three

months of your spare time by illustrated
lectures and grant diploma with degree. Particulars free.
The Detroit Veterinary Dental College, Detroit, Mich.

Opening Canned Fruit
, ,touch the floor or any dusty surface,

When a well-sealed can of fruit is covering the bed with a counterpane
opened, empty the fruit, wash the can during the day and with a sheet before
thoroughly and put the can cover back ^weeping. Hang on line, using several
on; if the can was opened by inserting pinS) during a windy day> t0 fre^en> “DHYSIfAl PFPFFfTION
it in hot water there will be no trouble and ieaVe out over night in zero weather

* «> * I LIU LI/HUH
to make it seal next season, even the t0 purify. If carefully ifsed and never

Are You a Wife, Sister or Sweetheart?
Ifyouareyou will be much interested in A. T. Cook's New

Post Card advt. on page 19. Don’t miss It.

rubber will do duty again.

Boiling Squash or Pumpkin

When about to stew pumpkin or win-

ter squash, place the inner side down
without peeling, using the rind side as

slept on, they will seldom require wash-
ing and may then be utilized in making
a mattress.

, Mrs. Sarah A. Pleas.

Book Case
Take four quarter-inch rods sixty

300.000 CherrY Trees, 2 years old.^ww 7wwv 4 cents each. Boxing Free.
Catalogue free to Everybody, SheorilTs Whole-
sale Nurseries, Dansville, N. Y.

£ wanted to make up shields

Ladv oewers at ji ° p" ,o° ; canU make a an hour. Work sent
prepaid to reliable women. Send reply envelope for Informa-
tion to UNIVERSAL CO.. Dept. 5, Philadelphia, Pa.

AA!US I pay from fi.oo to $600 for thousands of rare

VvITOv coins. Stamps and paper money to 1804. Send
stamp for illustrated circular, Get posted and

make money quickly VONBERGEN, The Coin Doaler.
Dept. 1 1, BOSTON, MASS.

DYE
1

! NO COMB
German patent; produces any shade by simply
combing without staining the scalp, perfectly
harmless, durable, undetectable. Saves time
and money and Is the only practical way of
coloring the hair. Write for particulars.

Address, H. BIENECK,
Dept. 11 1, 261 E. 144th St., New York

CACTI AND Rare plants* * c. R. Orcutt, - - San Diego, Cal.

the cover and it will cook evenly and inches long, get a blacksmith to weld
nearly dry and can be easily scraped out a burr onto one end of each. Have a
with a spoon. - thread cut for about two inches on the

I have a very fine recipe for cleaning other ends, with nuts to fit. Take six
fluid that is valuable for cleaning gen- boards twenty-four inches long, eight
tlemen’s clothing, removing with very inches wide and av half-inch thick; bore
little trouble by rubbing with a sponge a hole in each corner one and one-quar-
aH grease on coat collars, paint, etc. ter inches from the side and the same
Japanese cleansing fluid: -one oz. Cas- distance from the end. On the bottom
tile soap, one oz. ammonia, one-quarter board fasten an Jnch ^ across each
oz. ether, one-quarter oz. glycerine, one

end, and to these cleats fasten four
quarter oz. spirits of wine. Dissolve .

,

soap in one-half pint of soft water, then
* 1 C castors - - °" PaS:5 the four rods

add one quart to the other ingredients.
1 r0U® ^lc ^°'es welded ends

Shake before using. This is an old and
unc*er

> h-v the castors. Then slip eight

valuable recipe. Mrs. H. E. Russell.
spools No. 24—on each rod. Then

.
another board and eight spools—No. 40.

Putting Away Tubs Another board and eight spools—No. 50.

When putting away tubs for any Another board and eight spools—No. 60.

length of time, first paint the inside with Now the last board and three or four
glycerine, which will keep them for spools—No. 60—above it; then put on
months without drying or falling apart, the nuts and screw tight. Nail an inch
as they otherwise will sometimes do. strip in front on the bottom shelf, hav-

ing edge even with shelf, to hide the

When gluing an article use glycerine castors. Now it is ready to be painted,

with it, in the proportion of one part It will be pretty painted white with a

to four parts glue, and the article glued narrow strip of gold or bronze paint I

will never break off.
,

T
. McG. where the spools meet. J. M. K.

By Founder of Great Health Institute

This book is the work of a man
who has probably treated more
patients by drugless methods than
any other person in the world.
Professor Simon’s nature-cure in-
stitute, occupying an 8-story build-
ing at 14 Quincy Street, Chicago,
is the largest and most succesfui
of its kind. It was in pursuance of

- persistent requests of enthusiastic
graduates that Professor Simon put his methods of in-
struction into print.

Natural Treatment * tis not a b°°k of mereiiaiuiai iicamicui generalities . There are
exhaustive chapters on the cure and avoidance of Obe-
sity', Leanness, Dyspepsia, Constipation, Skin Diseases,
Rheumatism and other Blood troubles, disorders of
Liver, Kidneys and Bladder, Nervous ailments, affec>
tions of Head, Throat, Lungs, etc.

Silk Cloth, 208 pages, 46 special plates drawn
from photographed models, printed on line paper,
$3.00 prepaid. Large descriptive pamplet
with table of contents, free upon request.'

Sylvester J. Simon, 14-A Quincy St, Chicago, IIL

If there is a blue
pencil mark on page
1, it is an indication
that your subscrip-
tion has expired and
that this is the last
copy of the maga-
zine you will receive
unless your sub-
scription is prompt-
ly renewed. Sub-
scription price is

now reduced to

25 CENTS A YEAR



Self-Transferable Embroidery Designs

No. 624

Dogwood design to be transferred to

sofa pillow and worked in pink and pale

yellow silk, with dark green leaves. Dog-

wood pillow, 22x22 inches, stamped on

art cloth, 25 cents; with material, 35

cents. Transfer pattern, 10 cents.

No. 620

Conventional design to be transferred

to centerpiece and embroidered in out-

line stitch with mercerized cotton in

white or colors. Stamped on linen, 20

cents; with material, 35 cents. Transfer

paMern, 10 cents.

No. 624

No. 616

Cherry design to be transferred to

tray-cloth of linen or muslin, to be

worked with white or natural-colored

mercerized cotton. On linen, 30 cents

;

with material, 50 cents. Transfer pat-

tern, 10 cents.

No. 610

Child’s wardrobe, consisting of a bib,

cap and booties, to be worked with silk

or mercerized cotton in French or eye-
$

let embroidery on silk, linen, or Indian-

head cotton. Baby set on linen, 20

cents ;
with material, 30 cents. Transfer

pattern, 10 cents.

No. 610
*

No. 614

Transfer design for ladies’ lingerie

hat. The design consists of chrysanthe-

mums and their foliage, and should be

worked with heavy mercerized cotton

or batiste, or with silk floss. Ladies’

hat, 30 cents; with material, 45 cents.

Transfer pattern, 10 cents.

No. 625

Design of ox-eyed daisies to be trans-

ferred to sofa pillow and worked with

silk in their natural colors. Daisy sofa

pillow, size 22x22 inches, hand-painted

on art cloth, pillow top, 25 cents
;
with

material, 35 cents. Transfer pattern, 10

cents.

No. 619

Rose design to be transferred to

centerpiece measuring 18x18 inches and

worked with silk floss in natural col-

ors. Rose centerpiece on linen, 20 cents

;

with material, 35 cents. Transfer pat-

tern, 10 cents.

No. 617

Design for letter and newspaper hold-

er, to be transferred to any colored

linen and worked with white or colored

mercerized cotton, the edges bound with

colored cotton braid. Ready-made pa>

per bag holder, 40 cents. Transfer pat-

tern, 10 cents.

How to Use Designs

DIRECTIONS—For using patterns of

embroidery designs place pattern face

downward on the material and press

with a hot iron, being careful that the

material used is laid on a smooth sur-

face and is free from all wrinkles.

How to Secure Patterns

Any of these beautiful designs herein

shown may be purchased at the remark-

ably low price of 10 cents each. They

are from the latest Paris and New
York designs, and are unequaled for ac-

curacy, style, and simplicity. With each

4 4^- it

NEWS PAPERS,

No. 617

No. 625

design are complete descriptions and di-

rections—all so simple and easy that a

child can follow them. Always order by

number. Price only 10 cents each. We
can furnish threads and silks, also these

designs stamped on extra quality goods.

Write for prices. Address,

Embroidery Department,

Vick’s Magazine,

110 LaSalle Ave., Chicago, III.

The greatest are the meekest.

A thing hard to find—lost hope.

Hot shot does not turn away wrath.

Knowledge without wisdom is pow-

erless.

Ill-done is that work that is not done

with a will.

Love often conquers where argument

utterly fails.

NO. 619
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Hand Embroidery Work
at half price. Expert work. Satisfaction guaran-
teed. Send pattern and specifications of work de-

sired and I will state price and time of delivery.

Sample hand-embroidered linen dolly, size six inches
for 50 cents.
Jfosephene Huey, Pottstown, Pa., R. D. No. 3 .

LADIES NOTICE
I will send you 52 articles for 35c; 25 articles for 10c. Send
money In silver at my risk. I deal In perfumes, soaps,

combs, brushes, and other toilet articles. I want to get
niy stock advertised In your town. Express Free. Supply
Co. Order Soon.
Chaa. O. Waaton, 310 Love St., Danville, III.

Wanted to purchase their Grocer-
ies, Soaps, etc., by our Factory-to-
Family Plan. We give you full value

for your money, and in addition the same value in

Premiums. We are also making a Special Offer of

five extra certificates to secretaries of Clubs of Ten.

Write for free catalogue. Papworth Premium G’o.,

601 St. Mark’s Avenue, Syracuse, New York.

2 Gold Rin<

Sell 10 packs
Prof. Smith’s 1

HairTonicand
Dandruff Remedy at lCIo each. WE TRUST YOU. When
sold return the $1 and we'll send these 2 gold laid rings,
or choice from premium list. A reliable firm, eutab U years.

ROSEBUD PERFUME CO., Box 134, Woodsboro, M4.

GREAT-MONEY MAKER FOR AGENTS
Sell" Magnetic
Combs and get
rich; agents
wild with suc-

cess. They remove dandruff; stop falllDg hair; BE-
LIEVE HEADACHE, never break. 8end2cstatnpfor
sample. PROP. LONG, 731 Ash St., PUK 1N, ILL*

k 20 1’°rr®re ^^SQuarter ; $3600 for$A.£v old dollar; SlOO^for old cent; $5800
for old gold coin and other big premiums paid

for many kinds of coins dated before 1895 of dates and
conditions required. We buy every kind of used
Stamps* Including those now in use. You can make
Big Frofits, perhaps a fortune: no interference with
regular employment. Send postal for Free Booklet*
Honey & Stamp Brokerage Co., 160 Nassau 8t., EG4 , New York.

Ladies 9 $5-°° IN REAL M0NEY!W* 1
All companies give one certificate with each

$10.00 Soap Club order. We do still better. In addition to the

certificate given with club order, we give a special offer of $5.00 in

cash, or five extra certificates, for each New Club often members,

making a total of 15 certificates,where other companies give but xo.

Write today /or free Catalogue .

PAPWORTH CO., 601 St. Mark’s Avenue, Syracuse, N.V.

INMOST
0PULAR

nSHEET

MUSIC

YOU CAN EARN MONEY
t.m r POPULAR MUSIC*

in to ur spare Time

Send us your name and address and
we will send you 16 copies, assorted,

to sell at 100 each, for which remit

$1 .00—no money required in advance.
WE START YOU—WRITE TODAY.

Keystone Music Company
3431 M. Broad, Philadelphia, Pa.

PERFEGTUgygj
I assert and will
prove to you that
my new, perfected, natural method
(the true secret) DEVELOPS the
BUST quickly, naturally and per-

Thln che
'

fectly. cheeks, scrawny neck
and arm3 made plump and beautiful.
New IllustratedBEAUTY BOOK
icontaining information how to de-
velop yourself at home will be sent

" you in plain envelope FREE.
Address HAZEL STUART, Secy.
30 East 33d St., Mew York, N. Y.

By our wonderful Simple* Sys-
tem-one of the greatest Inven-
tions of the age—anyone of ord-
inary ednoation can learn by

I
mail to play piano or organ

IN 20 EASY LESSONS
Yon need not know the first

I principles of mnslo. By this won-
derful system you can In 20 les-
sons become a capable musician.
The work 1 s easy and fascinating
—you will be wonderfully snrprls-

J
ed at the progressyou will make.

I In a few weeks, by this method,
I you can play popular, sacred or
I classical music. Considered bet-

|
t«r than a 3-year conservatory

I oourso as a time amd money-sav-
I er—teaches the praotical andnsa-

|
ble In musio and does away with

j
all unnecessary theory. Yon

I should have this course of les-
I sons.The cost is a mere trifle com-
I pared to the real worth. Bend for

j
our Free Book today. State

|
whether yon have piano or organ.

SIMPLEX SCHOOL OF MUSIS
Conservatory 354

Kansas City, Missouri

Strawberry—or Husk Tomato.
A great luxury. Succeed everywhere,

and ripen in 80 days
;
perfectly delicious,

keep fresh all winter. There is nothing

finer for preserves and canning. Succeeds

even when other fruit fails. Large Packet

—with Premium Coupon and Catalog of

Bargains, only one dime, or 12 cents in

stamps ; 3 for 25 cents. Address A. T.

Cook, Seedsman, Hyde Park, N. Y.
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siO.CashPaidRi^iaisre
ft I EXAMINATIONS will Boon be held in every

l » I | 1 state. 46,712 appointments last year.—^ Fulilnform&tionaboutallGov’tPosi-
tiona and questions recently used by

CCDUirr tbe <-'lvil SerTlce Commission free.

UkliVluL Calamblao Corresp. College, Wasblogtoo, D.C.

• MAKt EASY MONEY SEUIN6 3 USEFUL
w ARTICLES IN X. Folding Pocket Stamp. Pen. ,

"pS and Pencil. Sample with your name on, Zg^postpaid.
|

Perkins Rubber Stamp Co.. B2, .new haven, com.
established 32 Years A Preaent with Ever> Order

6
Sparkling TINSEL Postcards IflR
With your name on in Gold, Sliver, Red and Green. |yz

Worth lOooach. £LLIb ART CO.,Dept 738, 821 Lawndale Avo.,CHICAGO.

fl Bilk Fringe, Envelope, Gold Beveled Ainno
I Edprs, Hidden NameOards, etc. 200 UAliUO

a
— • " Lovo Vereee. 126 Rich A R&oy Jokes. 1 Pack Ao-

i"-
1"*.— *- 1 PaokEeoortCards. New Beau Catcher & Dig

Sample book, all for 2cta. Col amhaei Card Co., 129F. St., Coiambus,Ohio

(DCCIIDAAIfC $2060 In Stage Money for 10c. Get
UflCkllDA a ljunc *1 S*&£e Greenbacks (not

counterfeits)wrap them around your
own roll and show your friends what a wad you carry. Big bunch of
$2060 for 10 cents. 8 . Drake, Dept. 229, 1941 Harrison St.,Chlcago

|5 SiSSi, FLOWER POST CARDS I0£
Ro8e0,DalaleB, Tulips, Pansies, Sweet Peas, Lilies, Vloleta.eto. ;no two

alike jallnloely colored and finished! n beautiful silk moire. With blglllustratod
oatalog for only lOo. BILK CARD 00. ,Dept. 834 ,1941 HarrleonBt ,CflIOAQO

i MOVING PICTURE MACMNE IOc
- Showngraceful High Kicking OirlsJolly Leap-Frog Girl*, sensational
mSa-hwne Danomg Girls, and lots ofsidesplitting comical scenes, every
r movement as in real life. Ifyou -want mostfun and biggest bargain
ever offered, send 10cfor JUomng Picture Machineand different scenes.

i 3 machines 16 scenes 26<x J. N. St.Claire, 230 Rush St.,Chicago

TINSELED POST CARDS ».
PREMIUM LIST, and PLAN for TAKING ORDERS, FREE!
ONSTED CA.ID CO., 6 t 0 La Salle Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

MfAUTCn

—

Persons afflicted with piles or rectal
l kll troubles to send for one week’s FREE

"TREATMENT POSTPAID, pilo COMPANY
A POSITIVE RELIEF AND CURE. Anderson, Ind.

WANTED—FARMS AND BUSINESS EVERYWHERE
Don’t pay agents’ commissions. We find you cash buyer direct.
Describe property fully naming lowest price. Get our FREE
advice as to best property to buy. American Investment As-
sociation, 629 20th Ave. North, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

jo lovely POSTALS, 25c. SSUSW
ii nine Beautifully Frosted, Perfumed Satin. Easter,Valen-

tine, Love, Shells of Ocean,&c. American Art Co., New Haven,Conn.

IADIF<%r Beau*y >s your fortune. Send 2c stampLm/iLj. for Complexion Beautifier Formula.
IT’S FREE 1 RSYMOND-FENTZ CO., Newburgh, N.Y.

$1 50-00 A MONTHVW KING SEPARATOR AND AERATOR.
Write for Free Sample DE KINO MANUFACTURING CO.
andSalary Proposition. Dept. 8, CHICAGO, ILL.

A IMPORTED EASTER POST CARDS 4A
II BEAUTIFULLY COLORED & EMBOSSED. 1 IgAV B. PLACE SOUVENIR CO., Passaic, N. J. VV

MONTHLY and expenses to men and women
iL# to Advertise

.
leave Samples and Collect Names.

Write at once. Sllverton Co., D13, Chicago

J fl-DAY OFFER, io Highly Artistic Eastor Post Cards.
1 V GEM, 373 Broad St., Newark, N. J.

BfN Actor an Actress or Orator
Lea^ a profession that pays $25.00 to $200.00 weekly. Write
for Free booklet on Dramatic Art by Correspondence. Chicago
Schoool of Elocution, 107 Grand Opera House, Chicago.

LADIES—YOUR FACE!
It needs a tonic after the summer sun and wind. A com-
plexion like velvet -will be yours if you use ROSIN.V
Don’t take my woxd for it. Send xo cents for fine sample.
Absolutely harmless. Write at once to
MARIE E. BAYLIS, WINCHESTER, MASS.

FACES BLEACHED
and all skin eruptions removed by using Arsenic Charcoal Tab-
lets. 15 yrs. on sale. 20,000 testimonials. Send for FREE
sample. BENWICK CO., Allegany, N. Y.

A!ATIAIT 1 —Men, women, boys
NUBIwLI VV an<^ 8*r ' s to seh our new nov-w " elty. Big Money Maker. Write
INTERSTATE MFG. CO., 2413 NO. BROAD ST., PHILADELPHIA

mucrilfk IS EASILY GROWN. CLEARS AM A A
ls!W?»fc.WU >’er square rod. Half acre worth N / II II

1 1 w 11 ee Ji6,ooo. Roots and Seed cheap, v—
Information Free. T. J. STOUT, B 283, Edinburg, Ind.

15 POSTCARDS— IOc
RICHARDSON & SON, 1 60 Nassau St., Dept. B, NEW YORK

POST CARDS, all different, printed in OAa•Vw rich colors. An extraordinary bargain. WWW
Highland Mfg. Co., Station 96, Dept. 29, Boston, Mass.

fJTOW GAMBLERS WIN at Slot Machines,
fl Cards, Dice, Etc. . by secret systems. Get wise.

Circular free. Ham. Bil. Co. Box 16, Hammond, Ind.

A Pint nf Ink for 8r "L
hy pay 5C for a botlle of inkH rilll Ul IIIFV lUI Ol when you can get xo times as

much for 8c? A good Fountain Pen for 18c. Will send Pen, Ink
and our Catalogue for 25c .—A bargain to introduce our goods
DAHM'S NOVELTY CO., Torrlngton, Conn.

OC STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS of the great Pan-
1

ama Canal. In photographic color’s; sent
postpaid for 40 cts. Oliver W. Cmmbaker, Fairbary, 111.

Al FSA | F Post Cards—xooo® $1.50 and
1VfnyLCQMLCup. Price lists free to job-

bers and dealers. American Post Card Co.,
Dept. R, Nlchol Building, Nashville, Tenn.

“MEND-IT-ALL” AGENTs wfl"TEDITIKKU II -HL. L. Mends Everything—Agateware, enamelware, tinware, iron, copper, etc.
Easy to apply, and no danger in using. Send 25c for

‘

trial order and our special offer to agents. Address.
W. P. MOYER & COMPANY, Box F, FREEBURG, PA.

Our Shrubs and Small Fruits

Farmers in gener-

al throughout our

state are beginning

to see the advan-

tage of a small

fruit garden, and
yet a goodly num-
ber of those who
are interested in

agricultural pur-
suits give but little

thought to the
raising of enough
fruit for the fam-
ily use, and it

seems to me that

still more care

and attention
should be given to

this subject of

supplying our own
tables with fresh

fruit throughout

the season. We

By J. L. Herbst

Preparing the

5oil

In preparing the

soil for the set-

ting of plants, see

that it has been

well enriched with

barnyard manure.

Plow and harrow,

making the soil

fine and mellow.

Mark off in rows
rather long, as

cultivating can be

done easier than

if in short rows.

Set the strawber-

ries in rows three

and one-half or

four feet apart and
place the plants

about two feet

apart in the rows.

Vick’s Magazine for Jebzuary

WE PAY $80 AMONTH SAURY
end furnish rig and all exponses to Introduce poultry
find stock powders; new plan; steady work. Address
BIGLER COMPANY, X3 86, 6PRIHGFIELO, ILLINOIS*

Solid Gold
war-.

(COUPON No. 1207ISS*££*££ ....

ranted for years, with raised scrolls on sides, any
Initial engraved FREE, with 3 initials send 16c.

Pass for a $5.00 ring.Advance Co.48W.B’way,N.Y*

IftFNTQ PORTRAITS 85c, FRAMES 15c,^ sheet pictures lc, stereoscopes 25c,
views lc. 30 days credit. Samples A Catalog Free.
Consolidated Portrait Co., 290-64 W. Adams St., Ckisago,

NINE IN ONE>S75 monthly. PnTTibi-nrifi<-m\L. m jr

Rolling Pin. Nine art icles combined. Lightning Seller.
Sample free. FORBHEE MTG, C0„ Box 31? Dayton, 0.

$18 to $30 A WEES SURE. Fanners

SlNSt?

in mm r>
tr iicuuy i uui nil QOes it,

M.D. Finch made in 9 hrs. Hsd no experience.' " You can do it too. FREE 8AMPLE8 to workers.
Foote Mfg. Co. Dept.742, Dayton.Ohlo

J. L. HERBST
“F UI 1 iA1 LliL, L UW3.

not only supply our families with the All the cane fruits should be in rows
product of the small fruit garden, but seven or eight feet apart and plants
there are other advantages to be de- about three or four feet apart in the
r 've<^- rows. Grapes should not be set closer

I believe in a small-fruit garden, well than eight feet apart,
taken care of, we have something that If plants are set late in the fall, mulch
will interest the children and help to as stated above

;
if set in the spring, cul-

keep them at home. I believe a well tivate immediately after and continue
kept fruit garden makes the farm more frequently throughout the season. Hoe
valuable, and the home life more pleas- often to keep down the weeds between
ant and attractive. The farmer of today the plants in the row. Do not let your
whose home grounds are kept neat and work stop as soon as the plants are set.

attractive, the lawn dotted here and The man who plants his corn and pota-
there with ornamental shrubbery, the toes and expects the crop to grow and
back yard devoid of rubbish, and a produce abundantly without cultivation
small-fruit and vegetable garden well or hoeing does not have to look for a
taken care of, is placed, in the minds of place to store his corn in the fall, and
those who pass by, as the successful we cannot expect the fruit garden to
fanner and one who is taking an inter- thrive and produce if it is allowed to
est in the welfare of his family and his shift for itself,

home surroundings.

There is no reason why each and
every farmer of each state should not

These Two Rings FREE
.Sell 20 Lamp Wicks, Ac. each.

A

iSend money and we will give 2
Rings or other presents. Cash
Premiums if desired. Address

MINERAL WICK CO., 34 PINE ST„ PROVIDENCE. R. L
90 A I ?laden S,!a<

i Frlentohlp, Bilk Prlr,..CSK. I and all other kind, of CAMSTT “ “od t remlum Articles. Samplo Album

VETERINARY COURSE AT HOME.
Sl200?.

Car and °pwnrd
? can be made taking onr Veterinary

p j

C°aT
.

6e at home daring sparetime Itanght ineimplest
obtained ,acceeeful a to-

eo , f * pvo'MVUO UL.V01UOU euu,CBBiui gen-SiSPENCE SCHOOL. Deot.1 7. London.CaraHa.
free.

PATENTS TRADE-MARKS
j

- — - —— - W and COPYRIGHTS
j

Notice in “Inventive Age." CDC

C

> Book “How to Obtain Patents” rllbC
|
E,G.SIGGERS,Boi 9, H.O.BIJg,Wiihiagtcia,D.O.

SllfcSIliPPULLB^fM
f'/

^JV.Smith Grubber Co. „
CATALOG FREE-DEPT- LACROSSE. WIS..U.S.A:

f| $61.50 WEEKLY
tfSS A GASLIGHT BURNER
HI RooTiHf.il r fOR KEROSENf LAMPS.- Beautiful light. no chimney, durable, lasts Sr

LCTHEBJUFte. €KL

Winter Protection

The cane fruits, the raspberries,
raise enough fruit for his or her use. blackberries, and grapes, should be giv-
fhe impression, that most of us carry en winter protection by laying them
is, that a special location, as regards down and covering with dirt. Do not
soil and slope, is necessary, and special cover with straw or stalks, as mice will
cultivations and extra work must be harbor in them and girdle the cane,
done in order to get the required re- which destroys them for fruiting the
suits. Anyone that understands the following year. Strawberry beds should
preparations of soils for the different be given a good coating of straw or
farm pioducts and the cultivations to any coarse litter- for winter protection,
bring them to maturity, can grow small Remove the covering in the spring as
fruits. So much is written nowadays soon as growth starts. The mulch
in oui various agricultural papers on which was on the strawberry beds can

PARKER'S
„ HAIR BALSAM
Cleanses and beautifies the hair.

!
Promotes a luxuriant growth.
Never Fails to Restore Gray
Hair to its Youthful Color.

Cures scalp diseases & hair falling.
^^^50c^nd^LO^a|^Dru^st^^^

GOLD WEDDING RING FREE
Send for 10 packages of onr beautifnl
•ilk and gold embossed post cards to
distribute at 10c eacb. Ketnrn us the
81 when collected and we will send
you by return mail this very fine UK
gold filled heavy band ring, not
the cheap kind. Address.R.F. S10SER,
3S9 Household Bldg,, Topeka, Kan.

LAWN FENCE
Many designs. Cheap as
wood. 32 page Catalogue
free. Special Prices to
Churches and Cemeteries.
Coiled Spring Fence Co.
Box 430 Winchester Ind.

HilS BEAUTIFUL RING FREE!
I,///

SetJYith four Sapphires surrounded with
six bright sparkling im. Diamonds. This is
positively the most beautiful ring ever

given and can be had without costing
\ voa one cent by distributing only four
.'of our lar^e beautiful pictures at 25c.
by our special plan. We send pictures
onc«S charges paid, all different,

printed in 10 to 1< different colors. Send No Money in advance.
\\ e trust you with pictures until disposed of. You can also
earn Lady’s Watch. Doll, Fur Scarf or Lamp, if you wish.
T>LSH CO., 80 Washington St.. Dept. 43 . Chicago.

PER easily earned as a
day PIANO TUNER

for one to care for the small plot of

our small fruits.

Free to Fat People
There are many fat people who wish to

Love begets love, and develops great-

ness.

A selfish man can be neither good nor
great.

Costs nothing, but is worth millions

—

a smile.

NO MORE WRINKLES.

LOVELY POST CARDS FREE
Three choicest, artistic Souvenir Post Cards, beautiful colors,
absolutely free if you send stamp for postage.

W. H. GATES, 167 W. 8th St., Topeka, Kan.

fear that they must New discovery Makes Beauty In a Night,
either take violent exercise, nearly starve After beauty doctors, facial massage and
‘hemselves or swallow strong medicines cold creams have failed, I took out my
lat will hurt their stomachs. own wrinkles by a simple home treatment
Those who write to Dr. H. C. Bradford, of my own discovery, which brought back

1 package, postpaid, his Proof Treat- tiful.” Many of my friends look twenty
and an interesting book which shows years younger since trying my treatment
fat may be reduced speedily, safely I will send further particulars to anyone

and without inconvenience. We know Dr. interested in my discovery' absolutely free
Bradford, and cordially recommend our Address Della Ellison, 333 Burr Building-
readers to get his free book. Scranton. Pa.

The Tune-a-Phone Does It.
,

. t .

™ We™1
!
teach you Piano Tuning, Voicing. Regu-lating and Repairing quickly by personal cor

* '

respondence. New Tune-a-Phone MethodJ*
Mechanical aids. Diploma recognized by
highest authorities. School chartered by
State. TV rite for free illustrated catalogue.

5iles Bryant School of Plano Tuning.
60 Music Hall, Battle Creek. Mich. I

mum
^ FREE TEST TREATMENT
mclud ing medicines, prepared for anyone giving a fulldescription of the case and sending names of 2 asthma-tic sufferers. AddressFRAfiff ibf n

I ADIES—I WILL FURNISH YOUR
house free, r.o matter whether it is a

mansion or a cottage; mind you, positively
iree. I want to furnish a million houses
tree. I have a Special Offer to make to
Soap Club Managers. Will you be one?
Please just write me today for my offer.

!r-
Henry Papworth, Mgr. Papworth Co.,

jUI M Marks Ave., Syracuse, N. Y .

Morphine and Opium Habits cured pain-
lessly at your home (for $10) by entirely
new method. No cure, no pay Write to-
day. Dr. G. W. Patterson, Suite 4 82
Central Place, Atlanta, Ga.
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Twenty Years an Outlaw
By Pat Crowe

(iContinued from page five.)

the time that would be set for my trial.

I had about completed these arrange-

ments and had prepared to give myself

up to the county sheriff, when a truste 1

friend came to my hiding-place and in-

formed me that the chief of police had

declared himself and informed the mes-

senger that I must surrender to the

chief of police, and not to the sheriff,

. adding that if I failed to comply with

his request, his men, forty of whom
were in plain citizen’s clothes, had been

detailed to bring me in, and would cap-

ture or kill me inside of twenty-four

hours.

I paid little heed to this declaration

from the chief of police, and after a

short talk with him over the telephone,

I informed him that my intentions were

to give myself up to the sheriff, and

that if his plain-clothes men attacked

me, I would probably die in the mixup.

It was but a few hours after this

short conversation with the chief over

the telephone that I found myself part-

ly surrounded by four of his picked

men. It was just dusk in the evening

when the .four officers stepped from a

passing street car and formed a half-

circle around me. At once, without a

word, all four opened fire, and contin-

ued to shoot until their revolvers were

empty. Two of them had been follow-

ing me for some time, and had tele-

phoned to the central station for assist-

ance. They were soon joined by two

more, and the four determined to take

no chances, but to kill me on sight. It

was plain to be seen that they shot to

kill. Nevertheless, I escaped without

a scratch. The failure of the twenty-

four shots fired with intent to kill, with

only a space of ten feet between us,

seemed to lend truth to the statement

of the press that I, like Geronimo, the

warrior chief of the Apaches, bore a

charmed life. During the mixup, I shot

one of the officers in the leg, who was

carried away in the police ambulance

to a hospital, where the bullet was ex-

tracted from his leg. The wound not

being serious, he soon recovered.

The vicinity where the shooting took

place was soon surrounded by police

and citizens, and a search for my body

began. The four officers insisted that

my body must have been riddled with

the bullets from their revolvers
;
stating,

also, their belief that I would be found

dead close to the scene of action. The

result was, that all the weeds in the va-

cant lots close by were mowed down,

while cellars and empty buildings were

searched, yet no trace of me could they

find. “Where is Pat Crowe?” was the

police puzzle of Omaha for days.

{To be continued.)

Ladies—free. ,i will furnish
your home beautifully if you will let me.

I sell groceries, soaps, etc. I manufacture.
Don’t send me a penny. Just write for my
beautiful catalogue with Special Club Offer.

C. Henry Papworth, Mgr. Papworth Co.,

p'Ol St. Mark's Ave., Syracuse, N. Y,

LADIES—THERE IS MONEY IN THE
Soap Club business. Do you know it ?

There is money for the Manager and for the

inember, too. I want a million Managers
and ten million members everywhere. Just

>it right down now and write me for my
very Special Offer to Club Managers. It's

/ery congenial work, this Soap Club busi-

less. Write now. C. Henry Papworth, Mgr.
Papworth Co., 501 St. Mark’s Ave., Syra-

;use, N. Y.

THIS DOLLAR BOOK SENT FREE
Our 1909 Book—Newer Styles—Lower Prices

SEND NO MONEY-NO STAMPS pon printed below. Or
write us a postal, if you prefer. We will then mall you this great book, now fresh

from the presses, picturing more than 3,000 new-style things for the home. A part of the

pictures are in actual colors. This book shows a greater variety of Furniture, Carpets
and Housefurnishings than is shown in any retail store in Chicago. On each article it

quotes a price lower than you ever saw. It shows the newest creations in furniture,

draperies, etc. And it offers you credit on everything. Have whatever you want, at our
lowest cash prices, and pay us a little each month.

WE TRUST YOU FOR
Furniture Chinaware Sewing Machines Pianos-Stoves
Carpets-Rugs Lamps—Clocks Washing Machines Baby Carriages
Silverware Refrigerators Talking Machines Draperies, Etc.

CUT OUT THIS COUPON catalogs you want.
Please do it now— before you forget it. Let us prove at once that
credit costs you less than cash.

fSPIEGEL, MAY, STERN CO-1836 35th Street, Chicago I

I Please mail me the catalogs marked. I

—General Catalog. Plano Catalog.

Stove Catalog. ——Graphophone Book. I

! |

;
»

• Postoffice - ! -

I

Wo sell goods on credit at lower prices than
©ver were quoted for cash. You can have these
home comforts now, and begin at once to enjoy
them. No need to wait for the money. Simply
pay as you can. We charge no interest and ask
no security. Our dealings are all confidential.
Any person who wants to make home more
attractive is the right sort of person, and his
credit is good with us.

OVER A YEAR TO PAY
Pay a few centc down on each dollar. Then

take the goods, use and enjoy them, and pay us
a little each month. On the average, we allow
a year to pay. On pia_os, two years. If mis-
fortune comes, or loss of work, we do what we
can to help out. Our whole effort, from the
time you first deal with us, is to make you a
permanent customer. And you will be. You
will never buy housefurnishings elsewhere, and
pay others* prices, after you once deal with us.

30 PAYS* FREE TRIAL
Whatever you selectcan be used for one month

before you decide to buy it. Every article is
sent on approval. You not only see it, but use it.

You compare it with other similar articles, and
compare our prices with others. If the article,
for any reason, is unsatisfactory, simply send it

back. You are under no obligation. The
month’s use will not cost you one penny.

FACTORY CASH PRICES
Cash mail order houses will try to convince

you that credit costs more than cash. See for
yourself if it does. Get our catalog and com-
pare the prices. See who sells the lowest. The
fact is, we sell on credit exactly as low as for
cash. Our cash customers get not a penny of
discount. To all we sell at factory prices, plus
our one small profit. No middlemen of any
kind get profit on our goods. We defy any other
mail order house to show one price as low as we
offer on a similar piece.

SAVING OF 15 TO 50%
1 We guarantee on every article a saving of 15
to 50%. We don’t refer to your local store prices.

for they are enormously high. We refer to cat-
alog houses* selling for cash, and claiming to
undersell us. Get our goods on trial. If vou
don’t find that we undersell everyone else,
simply send our goods back. Ask others to send
goods on approval, as we do, and keep those
which cost the feast.

CAPITAL $7,000,000
This is the largest concern of its kind in ex-

istence. Our combined capital is S7, 000,000. We
have 450,000 customers. Our mail order build-
ings cover six acres of CTOund. In addition, we
own 25 mammoth retail stores, in the heart of
the largest cities, where we meet the fiercest
competition in America. The only wav in which
we have ^rown to this size is by underselling all
competition. Now we dominate the field. We
control the output of scores of factories, and
our enormous buying power enables us to prac-
tically fix our own costs. It would bankrupt any
lesser concern to attempt to meet our prices.
You may pay cash if you want to, but we have

no discount for cash. You may as well buv on
credit, as half of the world is doing. You gauk
nothing by paying cash.

FOUR FREE CATALOGS
Our General Catalog gives pictures, prices,

and descriptions of everything for the home—
of 3,000 things like these:

Furniture, Chinaware, Sewing Machines,
Carpets, Rugs, Silverware, 'Washing Machines,
Draperies, Lamps, Clocks, Baby Cabs, etc.

Our Stove Catalog shows 70 styles of Empire
stoves and ranges, costing from Stic up. An- one
of these stoves will pay for itself in fuel saving
before you finish paying us.

Our Plano Catalog shows the verv finest
grades of pianos, as low as $175.00. We accept no
money down, but simply send the piano and let
it sell itself. This book will save you at least
$100 on any piano you want.
Columbia Graphophones are shown in a

separate catalog— all styles and all records. We
will send you a machine with 12 records on 30
days' free trial.

State. R. F. D..
cczzzl SPIEGEL, MAY, STERN CO., 1836 35th Street, CHICAGO

Fat is

Dangerous
It is unsightly, uncomfortable, spoils the figure:

causing wrinkles, flabbiness and loss of vigor.

Let me send you my Proof Treatment ab-
solutely Free; you can safely reduce

your fat a pound a day.

Note what my treatment has done for others

:

Mrs. Sutton, of Russell, Iowa, writes: “I have lost 03 POUNDS
of excess fat. Your system is perfect.”

Mrs. Winters, of Harper, Kansas, writes: <4I have reduced
40 POUNDS in weight from your treatment."

Miss Dicie Wilson, Franklin, Tenn., writes: “I hare lost 69
POUNDS from taking your treatment and I feel like a new person.'*

I could fill every page of this journal -with testi-
monials from grateful patients.
It is dangerous, unsightly, uncomfortable and em-

harassing to be too fat. Excess fat weakens the heart*
The liver, lungs, stomach and kidneys, become diseased*
the breathing becomes difficult and the end comes ia
HEART FAILURE and sudden death. You can sava
yourself from theseDANGERS.
I want to prove to you that

my treatment will positively reduce
you to normal and no matter where
the excess fat is located, stomach, bust, hips, cheeks,
neck, it will quickly and safely be reduced without exer-
cising or dieting. Your figure will be beautified;
flabbiness and wrinkles disappear. Rheum-
atism, asthma, shortness of breath, kidney and heart
troubles leave as the fat goes away. I will send you
without a cent of expense on your part, my PROOF
TREATMENT FREE. It reduces fat at the rate of a
pound a day and does it safely and permanently.
Don’t miss this offer. My PROOFTREATMENT is FREE. It will make you feel

better at once. I will also send you Free my new
book of advice, together with testimonials from
many well known people. Write to-dav.
H. C. BRADFORD, M. D., 20 E 0 22d St., D24, NewYork
(Licensedphysician by the State cjNew Fork.)

lO Post CardsFREE

The New Language of Flowers
The Illustration above gives you but a mere idea of the beauty of these cards. You must see them. They
are FREE. Lithographed in many beautiful colors, and gold. They are the newest, richest, most beautiful,
refined, and exquisite post cards that we have ever seen. Act now if you want them. Send coupon.

How to Get Them A'' 94
If you want this brand new set of ten beautiful flower-language post cards, and A'' HOME
are willing to do us a small favor as soon as you receive them, fill out the A' HERALD
coupon today. These post cards are exquisitely beautiful. They are no LaSalle Ave
yours forthe coupon and four cents in stamps to pay postage, etc. You A'' Chicago III
willbethemostdelightedperson in the world when you see them. What- A' 6 ’ '

ever you do act quickly and they are yours, and fifty more, too. A'' Enc.osed find two
They are just out and the newest thing. A'' 2c stamps (4c), for

/S which send me the 10
Fill out and mail the coupon J f-k- f.„nnn W3&*A'' beautiful post cards;
today, and we will give you k-’ena lnc V^UUpon

a]so tell me how to get
our easy plan of getting 50 or 100 more of the most beautiful A' another 50 or 100 free. Below
post cards you ever saw. Get ournew easy plan at once A' I give my correct address,
and act quickly before someone else gets ahead of you. A''
Send the coupon sure. A'' Name

HOME HERALD, A' Post Office

Chicago, Illinois.

County, St. No., Box No. or R.F.D. No. State

V A I I IA/N Biggest bargain ever offered.
AMUM IUI IwVa 20 Popular8ong8.words and

!*•» music, 25 Portraits AotreseeB, all Presidents of theU.8., 17\^I Complete Stories, 65 Maglo Trioka, 56 Amusing ExperJ*
mentB, 64 Puules, 20 Rebuses, 101 Funnj Conundrums,

. 62 Parlor Games, 324 Jolly Jokes and Punny Stories,

CjSA 100 Money Making Seorets, 100 Cooking Recipes, 22
Toilet Reoipea, 255 8eleotions for Autograph Albums,
Lover’s Telegraph, 15 Versions ofLove, 12 LoveLett<»-s,

^^)|14 Funny Pictures. 6 Bathing Girl Post Oa/ds,

;
$1 DUE BILLaDd PRIZE TICKET ALL for lOcts.
J. COOK & CO., 56 -5th Avo.,CHICAGO

Ladies—i want managers and
members for Soap and Grocery Clubs.

My Special Offer is much more than any
other factory-to-family company gives. Write
for Special Offer and latest catalogue. C.
Henry Papworth, Mgr. Papworth Co., 501
St. Mark’s Ave., Syracuse, N. Y.
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Throw Away
That Truss

It Is No Longer Necessary For Ruptured
People to Suffer the Torture of Hard

Pads and Unyielding Trusses.

I Guarantee Instant Relief and a Rational, Painless
and Effective Method of Treatment

Or No Pay.
People who suffer from rupture, no matter

what kind, of how long standing, or how
painful and obstinate it is or has been, need
suiter no longer from the pain and torture of

'Vick’s ^Magazine for Febzuaiy

r
PULPIT : TALK5
On Love, Courtship, Marriage, Home

By Rev. Charles Edward Odell 'll

I Want No Mon's Money If | Cannot Benefit Him.
— £• Brooks.

bard, unyielding trusses and pads. The treat-
merit I have discovered and used successfully
tor years gives instant relief and often cures
in the first few months. This is not a course
of treatment that costs you money month
after month. I send you for a reasonable price
(less than you usually pay for a truss) my
treatment, with the distinct understanding
and guarantee that if, after using it, you are
not entirely satisfied with it, you return it and
every cent of your money will be refunded
without question or quibble, I have done
business on this plan until now there are
thousands of people all over the United States
who are glad to tell you about my treatment
and that I keep my word always. Any bank-
er or business man in my home town will tell
you the same. If you are a sufferer from
rupture, no matter what kind, or how old or
how young you are, I can help you, and it
will not cost you a cent if my help is not en-
tirely satisfactory. You take no risk. Write
today. Let me tell you all about my success
and my methods of business.
C. E. BROOKS, 8732 Brooks Bldg., Marshall, Mich.

Away With

Stomach Drugging

What the sun Is to the earth these pads
are to the human body. They cleanse
warm and purify it. We want every suf-
ferer from any form of stomach, liver,
bowels, kidney or bladder trouble to try this
marvelous healing power at our expense.
Don’t send us a cent; simply mail your
name and address and we will send you
one free to try. If, after you have used it
and it has proven itself to be that long-
looked-for means of curing your ills, you
may send us the price of it, one dollar, but
understand we do not want your money
unless you are perfectly satisfied to send
it. Isn’t that fair? Why suffer any longer
when positive relief is thus offered you
free? Don’t delay. Write to-day.

SOLAR PLEXUS PAD CO.

120 James St. Syracuse, N. Y.

FREE DEAFNESS CURE.
A remarkable offer by one of the leading ear

specialists in this country, who will send two
months' medioine free to prove his ability to cure
Deafness. Head Noises and Catarrh. Address
Or. G. M. Branaman, 1361 Walnut St.. Kansas
City, Mo.

Father: Priest of the Household
Many tilings have been spoken and

written—yet not one syllable too many

—

about the happy and holy influence of

a good mother, but there yet remains a

solid philosophy in the old adage, “Like
father, like son.”

You no more surely cast a shadow
upon the ground on a bright, beautiful

day than you, as father, impress your
moral shadow upon your home and your
household. The father is the head of
the house for good or evil. He ordains
the law, he fixes the precedents, he helps
very largely to create the home atmos-
phere, and the “order of the home” re-

mains in the habits of the children,

though they migrate to the ends of the

earth. 1 ruly, under the Divine plan,

the priest of the home.
“His father was a Catholic,” or, “His

father was a Protestant,” as a rule, de-
termines the religious belief and posi-

tion of half of the people of the coun-
try. “His father was a Republican,” or,

“His father was a Democrat,” is the
only reason given for a large number of
ballots cast at any state or national elec-

tion.

“He is a chip off the old block” is a
very apt statement, in common use to-

day, in giving identity of child to parent.

They mean to say, “That son is like his

father in thought, in habits, in character,

as well as in looks.” But if the “old
block is bad in its appearance, gnarly,

cross-grained, and partially decayed,
what about the chips?

In nature, the life of leaf, flower, and
fruit is merged into that of other leaves,
and flowers, and fruits that follow after

So it is also with human life. Here is

a father, toiling, planning, sacrificing for

his children. He never thinks of him-
self. In youth, lie was strong, fresh,

vigorous. As the years creep upon him,
the fire goes out from his eye; the iron
from his blood; the elasticity from his

step
;

his form is less erect, bent witli

the burden of years. His life force and
power have been given freely .to his

children. But the father’s influence is

far more far-reaching. He is making
impressions every day for good or ill

on the sensitive soul-plate of his every
child. Every father should remember
that his influence will have measure, not
in the profession he makes, the long
prayers he utters, and the sermonic lec-

tures he delivers to his children—but in

the life he lives.

Ceremony inducts the king or the

president into his official position. Not
so the parent. When a man becomes a

father, there can be, on his part, no
evasion of responsibility. He cannot
say, “I decline to act.” The most im-
portant office in the world is that of

parenthood. In the development of so-

ciety and of nations, the father was
the first magistrate and priest.

You know how children learn most
readily, not from precept, but from ex-
ample. You well remember how they
watched your every move; how they
stood by your knee or sat in your lap,

intently interested in all you said or

did. You have watched their eyes grow
big with wonder as you related some in-

cident in your day’s experience. You
were a king in their eyes. Your sta-
tion in life might have been humble,
your home not entirely free from want,
and your heart and life far from satis-

factory to yourself, yet, to those child-
ish minds, you were nobility itself.

Hence how grave your responsibility.
If oui chddren can see every day in

their home a man fixed in kindness,
thoughtfulness, cheerfulness, hopeful-
ness, helpfulness

; a man who speaks the
truth and can deny himself and trust
God; a man who thinks more of high
character than he does of cattle, bonds,
stocks, style, and fast living, they will
have good thoughts enough themselves,
about such a man, and of the beauty of
such a life, as are necessary to inspire
them to noble living. Children are keen
observers—especially of their parents.
This truth is evidenced by the reply a
little boy gave his Sunday school teach-
er who asked him if his father were a
Christian. Without the least hesitation,
he replied: “Yes, ma’am; but he does
not work at it very much.” We cannot
hide our graces, much less our faults,

from our children’s eyes. They love
us, hence they will give us credit for a
thousandfold more of goodness than we
e\ er possess. What will prove most ef-

fective in winning our children to the
true way of life is sincere, earnest, con-
stant, unselfish love—the same love as
is so beautifully revealed in the parable
of the prodigal.

A father had a stubborn son who ran
away from home with a large sum of
money. Some months afterward, the

father was told that his son had re-

turned to the city and was very ill in a
house of shame. The father thought,
Shall I go and see him there ?” At

length, in company with a detective, he
went. He was horribly disgusted when
he entered the house, but when he looked
upon the bed, and saw the young man
asleep, haggard and dissipated, he no-
ticed his eyelash tremble, and there came
from under it a tear. This moved the
heart of the father, and he said, “I am
bis father, he is my son, my child

!”

The father put from his mind his dis-

gust at the whole surroundings, awak-
ened his son, and he looked tenderlv
upon him, saying, “My poor boy, will
yon come home?” The wretched youth
whispered, Father, if you can forgive
me, take me away from here.” It was
a sad home-coming, but all the way the
father said, “He is my boy!” By so
doing did this earthly father convince
his wayward boy that there exists for
him a stjll greater love in the heart of
the great All Father.

I he great need of society today is

to get the “man” in the household. We
speak of ‘the man behind the gun,” “the
man in the chair,” “the man in the
office,” “the man in the pulpit.” We
express our need and admiration for the
“man” everywhere, but too often fail to
put the true emphasis upon the “man”
in the home.

WONDERFUL NEW CATARRH CURE!
Free to All—How to Absolutely and Quickly Get Rid

01 Catarrh. Nose and Throat Troubles.
Probably no other treatment for catarrh

and all nose and throat troubles has been
given such wide publicity and has come into
such popular favor with physicians, scientists
and catarrh sufferers as the wonderful new
instrument called the “Germidor.”

It can also be said that the cure of catarrh,
which is one of the most obstinate diseases
known to mankind, is now an absolute cer-
tainty.

This can be proven in your case if you are
a victim of any kind of nose or throat trou-

ble. ho matter how bad or chronic your
case may be, no matter how long you have
had it, no matter whom you have had to
treat it, you may be absolutely assured that
thl

'ru
aCt Can arnPly proven in your case.

1 he wonderful Germidor” is a small in-
strument which can be held in the closed
hand without being seen. It has the excep-
tional power of conveying to every fold
nook and corner of the mucous membranes
JJ*
~e posc and throat the new germ killer

which is placed inside of it.
I his Microcide may be termed the most

effective catarrh germ destroyer known. Itmay also be said that no catarrh germ can es-
cape when once this new germ-killer “Micro-
cide” has come ip contact with it. All gag-
ging, spitting, hawking, pains, nose stop-
pages, foul breath and other disagreeable
symntoms should quickly disappear and the
catarrh be permanently cured almost before
you are aware of it yourself.

Long-time treatments with bulbs, jellies,
ointments and so on are entirely done away
with. It has remarkable efficacy in the treat-
ment of hay fever, asthma, bronchitis and
other diseases allied to catarrh.
„Mail the couP°n below to the Luxor Co.,
9s4 McVicker’s Bldg., Chicago, and you will
receive free information how to get rid
once and forever, of all of your catarrh, 01

-

no seandthroat trouble

.

FREE CATARRH COUPON.
LUXOR CO., 9S4 MeVlcker’s Bldg., Chicago, 111,

Gentlhmes*’ I have catarrh and other nose and throat

at ™ “
it"

d
*r
a
l’

‘° te CUred riBht °ff- Tel1 me how <0 do itat once, free of charge, and by return mail.

Name

Address

Brown Your Hair
You d never think I stained my hair, after I use

Mrs. Potter’s Walnut-Juice Hair Stain. The Stain
d0

?
8
J?

teir as dyes d0 ' but makes it grow
out nuny. ’

Send for a Trial Package.
It only takes you a few minutes once a month to

apply Mrs. Potter's Walnut-Juice Hair Stain with
your comb. Stains only the hair, doesn’t rub off,
contains no poisonous dyes, sulphur, lead or copper.Has no odor, no sediment, no grease. One bottle of
Mrs. Potter's Walnut-Juice Hair Stain should last
-’OU a year. Sells for Si .00 per bottle at first-class
Iruggists. We guarantee satisfaction. Send yourname and address on a slip of paper, with this ad-
vertisement, and enclose 35 cents (stamps or coin)and we will mail you, charges prepaid, a trial pack-
age, m plain, sealed wrapper, with valuable booklet
on Hair. Mrs. Potter's Hygienic Supply Co., 757Groton Building, Cincinnati, Ohio.
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WE CURE EYE TROUBLES

TreatYourself at Home by Our
Natural Method System

FREE BOOK AND ADVICE COUPON.

North American Eye Specialists,

2368 North American Bldg.,

Chicago, 111.

Send me at once absolutely free of
all charges, your illustrated Eye Book,
proof of cures and advice about my

Costs You Nothing For Our Book

—

Tells You How—Send for it Today

We tell you how to treat yourself right
in your own home with our Natural Method
Treatment, without undergoing an opera-
tion, seeing a doctor or leaving the house.
There’s no pain, no danger, no knife; just
the simplest and most natural method pos-
sible.

No matter how serious your eye trouble
is, or how long you have had it, or who
has treated you Defore, whether you have

cataract, failing eyesight, optic nerve dis-

ease, scums, sore or watery eyes or ulcers,

or any other eye trouble, we will advise you
free of charge.

If you are interested and want our book,
write a description of your case the best you
can and we will tell you how you can treat
yourself at home and be sure of results, tell-

ing you things your doctor never told you
and that you ought to know.
We do not treat people who were born

blind or who are so blind from any cause
that they have no perception of light. Where
there is light, however, there is hope.

Cut out the coupon below, fill out blank
lines and mail to us to-day.

The Faithful Officer and His

Noble Dog
(Concluded from page nineteen.)

heard at the station, which was close

by, and two patrolmen entered soon
after, took charge of my prisoners and
led them away to the station.

I was ready to follow when I no-

ticed the woman trying violently to

get out of the house, but she was held

back by Sport. Sagacious dog, he
seemed to suspect the woman must not

leave without my consent. Covering
the woman with my revolver, I told her

to tell me quickly by whose direction

she helped to entrap me.

“Kill me if you dare, I will not tell

you ” she said.

So I changed my tactics when I saw
that I could not frighten her that way.

“Sport,” I said, “Charge!” and the

faithful dog bore her down on her

knees.

After I called the dog off, she trem-

blingly said, “Mike Hart and my man,
Slippery Jack, put me- on to this. My
man and Mike are old chums since boy-
hood when they went to school to-

gether, and many a time my man has

aided Jack in his evil career.”

“Woman, now all will go well with

you if you will tell your story to the

judge and the whole bunch will go to

Sing Sing for a long term of years.”

A verdict of guilty was rendered upon
the evidence of the woman and myself,

and the three unfortunate men were
sentenced to serve the State of New
York in its prison at Sing Sing for

twenty years.

Soon after I was promoted to the

rank of Captain of Police for meritor-

ious conduct and a little later added

far more to my happiness by making

Molly my wife.

What became of Sport? After sev-

eral years of faithful service he died of

old age, and we buried him in our back

yard, and long did Molly and I mourn
him as one of the very best friends we
ever had on earth.

PACKETS CHOICE FLOWER AND GARDEN SEEDS
To Introduce our hlylj-grade Sccfls vvc will mall the following ij packets and our large

illustrated 1909 Catalogue, also a coupon good for 10 cents, all for one dime.

VEGETABLE SEED: Beet, Cabbage, Cucumber, Lettuce, Onion, Parsnip, Parsley, Radivh,
Tomato and Turnip. Will make a good kitchen garden.

FLOWER SEED: Bachelor’s-button, Phlox, Garden Heliotrope, Petunia, Forget-me-not,
All tested seed end true to name. Satisfaction guaranteed. Order today.

Binghamton Seed Co., 104 Court St., Binghamton, N. Y.

GOLD TINSELED POSTCARDS
f* 21 rrl fn

r

19a Thia assortment Includes manywiilMa I Ml cards that are retailing all pver
as high as 5 ots. each. They also Include 6 beautiful embossed floral cards
with your name gold tinseled, and many others. No comics. We are
making this great offer to introduce our bargain catalogue which we send
with the cards. We will also tell you how you can earn beautiful prone nts
and cash commissions by taking orders for us. Write as this offer
will not last long. Address PAV1S BROS., Postcard Dept. F49 CHICAGO. ILL.

FREE! THIS ELEGANT GUARANTEED LADY’S WATCH
Lady or Girl Can Have One if She Writes at Once, This is the handsomest
watch ever offered by any premium house. Hit'll grade genuine American stem wind and

perfect timepiece, lady’s size, richly engraved, fully warranted, A beautiful chain with
All we ask of you is to send your name at once. We then send you.all charges paid,
of our beautifully colored and artistic Post Cards, all different, to distribute among
who will be eager to take them at the reduced price of 25 cents. Return us the $3.90
receive watch immediately. SEND NO MONEY IN ADVANCE. We trust

until distributed and take them back if they are not taken. You receive both

S
remiuras without one cent of cost. You can have men’s size watch and chain if you prefer. Ad-
ress at onceWATCH HEADQUARTERS. 838 Jackson Street, TOPEKA, KAN*

TRADE MARK REGISTERED ^

We have more than 100.000 satisfied customers In more than 17,000 cities,
villages and towns In the United States who have each saved from 15 to
$40 by buying a Kalamazoo stove or range on

360 DAYS APPROVAL
direct from our factory at aotual factory prices. No stove or range has
a higher reputation or gives better satisfaction. Yon run no . ,

risk. You save all dealers’ profits. We pay the freight.

Send Postal For Catalog No. 318 fit

and see list of towns where we have satisfied customers, (btff- a, f
Kalamazoo Stove Company, Mira., Kalamazoo, Mlob. liAw]

Our p»tent oven thermometer m»ke» b*klsg
and routing euj.

A Kalamazoo
Direct to You

Catarrh,Asthma
CURED WHILE YOU SLEEP

Two or Three Cents a day If you are satisfied, and nothing if you
are not. Harmless, Convenient, A greeable, Private, and Marvelously
Certain. Inhalant is Discovery of an Eminent Physician, and is Best
in the world; Inhaler is our patent, and is Best Ever Devised. Its
Cures of CATARRH caused patients to name it, “ THE LITTLE
WONDER.” Its cures of ASTHMA have looked like Miracles. Un-
equalled for BRONCHITIS, HAY FEVER, and Catarrhal Disease
every form and stag-e. Cures or prevents DEAFNESS, and restores
LOST SENSE OF SMELL. Cures COLDS, and prevents Pneumonia,

BAD BREATH it has always cured. Succeeds as nothing- else can, because it is the Right Medicine
applied in the Right Way; that is, CONTINUOUSLY. A Healing Balm laid directly and steadily ou
the Sore Spot, whetherat top or bottom of the lungs: Change of Climate without Change of Resi-
ence. Does not hinder the breathing, and may be regulated to any force desired. No help needed
from other medicines. A Triumph of Science and Common Sense. SOLD UNDER LEGAL
GUARANTEE, Write today, as you may not see this again. LONG TRIAL. ADDRESS

—

E. G. G. Catarrh-Asthma Cure, 1339 Van Buren St., Chicago

Vick’s Sale and Exchange Department
case.

Name !

Address

State name of trouble, if you know.

I CuredMy Rupture
I Will Show You How To

If you want to buy, sell or exchange any kind of real estate in any part of the country, a business, a patent, or personal

property of any kind, it will pay you to make known your wants by advertising in Vick’s Sale and Exchange Department.

Through this Department you can reach several hundred thousand people each month at a very trifling cost. Until further

notice our rate will be only 40 cents per line, but the minimum charge will be $2.00. There are 1 4 lines in an inch of space

and 7 words in a line-average. We will prepare the advertisement for you without extra charge it you will send us a de-

scription of the property or article that you want to sell, or buy or exchange. You may have your own name and address in-

serted in the advertisement, or you may omit it and have the replies sent to our office, in which event they will be forwarded

to you promptly. Copy for advertisements in this Department may be sent to us direct or through any reputable advertising

agency. Orders sent direct should be accompanied by remittance. When replying to ads which appear without a name,
simply address Sale & Exchange Department, Vick’s Magazine, identifying the ad by letter and number.

Cure Yours FREE!

I was helpless and bed-ridden for years from a
double rupture. I wore many dilferent kinds of
trusses. Some were tortures, some positively dan-
gerous, and none would hold the rupture. The
doctors told me I could not cure it without a surgi-
cal operation. But I fooled them all, and cured
myself by a simple method which I discovered.
Anyone can use it, and I will send the cure free by
mail, postpaid, to anyone who writes for it. Fill

out the coupon below and mail it to me to-day.

Free Rupture-Cure Coupon

CAPT. W. A. COLUNGS.
Box SOO Watertown, N. Y.

Dear Sir:—I wish you would send me your
New Discovery for the cure of Rupture.

Name

Address

PI I FQ RELIEVED, CURED. FREE TRIAL
* Write today—NOW— Postal will do.
THE CAPO COMPANY, Dept. 3, Columbiana, Ohio, ll.S.A.

ARKANSAS
A-102. 406 a. farm, Marion county. Ark.
Three dwelling houses, barns and out-
buildings. Near church, schools, postoffice,

etc. 200 a. mineral land. Price, $20 per
acre. Interstate Realty Co., 946 First
Natl. Bank Bldg., Chicago.

FLORIDA
’

A-S3. 119 a. of good rich land about 3

miles from Orlando, Florida
;
well located

on a main road. Particularly suitable for

growing oranges and other fruits and
truck. Has considerable growth of young
pine and oak. Price, $20 per acre.

MARYLAND
A-104. 80 a. number one land in Prince
George county, Md.

; one and one-half
miles steam and trolley

; easy driving dis-

tance city; large house; cost $5,000 to

build
;
in superb grove

;
barn new

;
chicken

house, other outbuildings
;
abundantly wa-

tered ;
extra fine fencing

; tarxn sold re-

cently under mortgage
;
mortgagee doesn’t

want it, and will deed to anyone wi)0 will

assume trust and pay expenses of sale;

$4,300 takes it; $1,000 cash. Rare chance
to get not only delightful country home,
but a productive farm as well.

A-105. Actually given away at $11.50 per

acre, 647 a., two and one-half miles from
Potomac river; hour by rail from Wash-
ington; 550 wood; about 300,000 feet pine
lumber, hickory, oak, poplar, etc. ; upward
2,000 cords wood ; large number mine
props

;
unlimited deposit valuaDle pyrites

;

good quality slate
;
splendidly watered ;

6-

room house and outbuildings.

NORTH DAKOTA
J-26. 320 a. Richland county, N. D.

;
220

a. under cultivation. House, barn and all

necessary outbuildings. Price, $35 per acre,

OHIO
J-2S. 185 a. farm. Harrison county,
Ohio. 100 a. bottom land, underdrained.
Good house of 9 rooms and bath. Barn
40x80. All necessary outbuildings, Price,
$15,500.

PENNSYLVANIA
A-101. Residence, Kendall Ave., Brad-
ford, Pa.

;
S rooms and bath. Good condi-

tion. Lot 35x150 ft. Price, $850.00, sub-
ject to mortgage of $250.00. Interstate

Realty Co., 946 First Natl. Bank Bldg.,

Chicago.

A-103 81 a. farm, Snyder county, Pa.;
near Paxtonville ; 6-room house, barn and
necessary outbuildings ; 30 a. timber.
Taxes only $10. Price, $4,000. Interstate
Realty Company, 946 First Nat], Bank
Bldg., Chicago.

SOUTH DAKOTA
J-27 160 a., Marshall county, S. D. 50 a.

improved
;
80 a. hay land. No buildings.

Nine miles from good railroad town
;

4
miles from inland town. Price, $2,500.

MISCELLANEOUS
Agents Wanted—You can make quiek
money presenting my wonderful premium
offers to the people in your locality. I

furnish free samples and pay liberal com-
missions. I want only good, reliable

agents. Write for full particulars and
send references. W. K. Ingalls, Home
Herald Bldg., Chicago, 111,

For private reasons, I wish to dispose of
1,250 shares preferred stock Vick’s Maga-
zine Company (par value one dollar).
What will you offer? Address H. H. W.,
care of Vick’s Magazine, Chicago.



RHEUMATISM
A CURE GIVEN 6V ONE WHO HAD IT

In the Spring of 1393

1

was attacked by mue*
cularandlnflammatory
rheumatism. Isuffered
as those who have it
know, for over three
years, and tried almost
everything. Finally I
found a remedy that
cured me completely
and it has not return-
ed. I have given it to a
number who were ter-

ribly afflicted, and It affected a cure In every
case. Anyone desiring to give this precious
remedy a trial, I will send it free. Address,

Mark H. Jackson, Ho .407 James Street, Syracuse, N. Y.
Mr. Jackson Is responsible. Above statement tme^-Pub.

THE »GREATEST OF ROSE BOOKS
Dingee’s famous West Grove Rose-growing establishment this year celebrates its 6oth

anniversary. In these three-score years Dingee Roses have become known throughout the
world as the aristocrats of the garden. The name Dingee is the “sterling” mark for quality,
and Dingee Roses are the strongest, best grown and most satisfactory in America. We have

just completed a great new book at a cost of $10,000. It gives you the benefit of our 60 years’
experience in growing Roses; describes over 600 leading kinds; tells you the best Roses for your

locality; how to secure them; how to make them, as well as other desirable flowers, grow and bloom.
Flower and vegetable seeds receive special attention. 116 large pages, beautifully illustrated from photo-

graphs. Four full-page pictures in natural colors—in all the soft and delicate tints of nature, real, rich,
charming photographic reproductions. Our firm was established in i8so, so we have given this book, which

summarizes the life work of its founder-member, the appropriate title of

” OR THE DINGEE GUIDE
TO ROSE CULTURE.Sixty Years Among the Roses

Send us a dime, silver or stamps, and you will get a copy of “Sixty Years Among the Roses,” with due bill for 20 cents »

the first order you forward u? for $1 or more. The book is sent free with every order for the Dingee Collection of Roses or
Quantity Collection of Seeds. The demand for this great, new, original work promises to exceed the supply. No other book on
Roses compares with it. If you have failed in growing Roses, secure this book—you will succeed. Edition limited. Write today.

10 Best Roses of All, $1—The Great Dingee Collection
\\ c want you to help us celebrate our 6oth birthday by starting a

Dingee Rose Garden, and we guarantee you will never regret it. Our
part is set forth in this great offer of 10 Premier Roses—the very best out

of 600 kinds which we carry in our 70 large greenhouses. In all our 60
’ years’ experience we have found no Roses surpassing these. They are simply
the best. We stake our reputation on the merits of this collection. Worth five

times their number in inferior, common kinds. Sent postpaid. Safe arrival
guaranteed anywhere in the United States.

Ten superb, hardy, vigorous varieties. Will bloom early and continu-
ously this year. No two alike. Guaranteed to grow and bloom. All
labeled. One plant each of: American Beauty, the Queen of all Roses;
Pink Maman Cochet ; Yellow Jlaman Cochet; Helen Gould, crimson;
Freiherr von Marschall, red; White Maman Cochet; Killarney, pink; Souv.
de Pierre Notting, fancy yellow; Pink La France; J. B. Clark, crimson.
All postpaid for a dollar bill. Order now. Delivery made when wanted.
Please order as the Dingee Collection.

Flower Seeds for Spring Planting—20 Packets, Best Kinds, Prepaid for 50 cents
This we designate the “Quantity Collection 20 favorite flowers, the best for

the home garden, 20 full-sized packets in all, prepaid fpr only 50 cents. Think of
the pleasure in store for you in planting this collection—a veritable family flower garden

in itself. \\ e guarantee the purity of these seeds—they are the well-known Dingee
Quality, rhey.may be sown indoors or in hotbeds and transplanted into the open ground.

The Quantity Collection includes one packet each of the following choice seeds, all

of which you can depend upon to give fine results: Sweet Alyssum, Mixed Aster,

Ageratum, Antirrhinum, Centaurea, White Candytuft, Annual Carnation, Mixed
Cosmos, Mixed Dianthus, Eschscholtzia, Godetia, GaHlardia, Marigold, Nasturtium,

Pansy, Poppy, Sweet Peas, Verbenas, Zinnias, Calliopsis.

With Each Order We Send a Copy of “Sixty Years Among the Roses,” Described above
Established 1850. 70 Greenhouses THE DINGEE & CONARD COMPANY, Box 5, WEST GROVE, PA. The Leading Rose Growers ofAmerica

SPECIAL. Send for our matchless special offers. They are the cream of the season’s buying chances in Roses, Plants, Bulbs and Seeds—FREE

'Vick’s ^Magazine for February

MEDICINE
If your Ears ring or'

roar, oryour hearing Is
affected, if Eyes ache,

_ water or bum, or sight
is failing, ifyou K hock, spit, cough or have bad
breath, scab3 in Nose, Imitation in Bronchial
Tubes, Lungs or Stomach,yourname and address
will bring to you absolutely Ires a 32days course
ot medicine prescribed to meet your Individual

|

requirements and complications.
We have cured many who bavetriedvarious so-

called Catarrh cures with little or no benefit,
and we make you this liberal offer to introduce
our splendid treatment in your section,
nriirunrn send only your symptoms,
nCiTlblnuEn nameand address, NO MONEY
—and without cost you will receive a 32 days
course ofmedicine prescribed especially foryou.

GERMAN-AMLRICAN INSTITUTE,
~

l 735 RIDGE BLDG. KANSASCITY,]

The secret of how to use the mysterious and
invisible nature forces for the cure of Deafness
and Head Noises has at last been discovered by
the famous Physician-Scientist, Dr. Guy Clifford
Powell. Deafness and Head Noises disappear
as if by magic under the use of this new and
wonderful discovery. He will send all who suf-

fer from Deafness and Head Noises full informa-
tion how they can be cured, absolutely free, no
matter how long they have been deaf, or what
caused their deafness. This marvelous Treat-
ment is so simple, natural and certain that yon
will wonder why it was not discovered before.
Investigators are astonished and cured patients
themselves marvel at the quick results. Any
deaf person can have full information how to be
cured quickly and cured to stay cured at home
without investing a cent. Write today to Dr.
Guy Clifford Powell, 4089 Bank Building, Peoria,
111., and get full information of this new and
wonderful discovery, absolutely free.

FREE

Hair Food
Trial Box
To Prove its Worth

THE ONLY WAY to know the cause of falling hair in men and
women, is to send to Prof. J . H. Austin, the thirty years’ Scalp

Specialist and Bacteriologist, who completely demonstrates that
there are two different principal conditions of the scalp (scaly and
not scaly) which characterize these troubles. Professor Austin
now offers to send ABSOLUTELY FREE, a sample box of his
remedy to demonstrate its power, together with booklet on the
care of the hair and scalp. Enclose sc postage and write today to

PROF. J. H. AUSTIN, TVe“eBuudmg, Chicago, III.

ME-GRIM-INE
FOR ALL FORMS OF

HEADACHE and NEURALGIA
Write for a Free Trial Box

The Dr. Whitehall Megrimine Co.
(Sold by Druggisti) SOUTH BEND, IND.

established less

DEAFNESS CURED
By New Discovery

“I have de-
monstrated
that deaf-
ness can be
cured.”— Dr.

Clifford

ART POST CARD? 10c
Highest grade, Embossed, Gold Motto, 1w=
Birthday, Valentine. Easter, Flower*. 8e& Shell*.

Rose*. Merry Widow, Soul Elsa, Love Scene*
Terse*,Bathing and I>anclnz Girlj, Artist*’Model*, etc.

Many In 3 colors. ALL N EW— elM* to thee*
(worth GOe.) Finest yet published. 25 »U different 10C
• amps with GOLD PRIZE TICKET and $1.00 DDE
BILL J.COOK & CO.,Dept. 12, Chicago, III.
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TO WOMEN WH O DREAD MOTHERHOOD!

Information How They May Give Birth to
Happy. Healthy Children Absolutely

without Pain—Sent Free.

No women need any longer dread the pains of

childbirth- or remain childless. Dr. J. H. Dye
has devoted his life to relieving the sorrows of
women. He has proven that all pain at child-
birth may be entirely banished, and he will gladly
tell j’ou how it may be done absolntely free of
charge. Send your name and address to Dr. J.
H. Dye, 116 Lewis Block. Buffalo, N. Y., and he
will send you, postpaid his wonderful book which
tells how to give birth to happy, healthy children,
absolutely without pain; also how to cure sterility.
Do not delay but write to-day.

DEAF?
THE

MAGNETICPHONE

Fits the Ear Is made of Metal

IMPROVES YOUR HEARING
Prevents Chronic Deafness

Reproduces the Faintest Sounds
Has a Powerful Vibrating Capacity

FREE
‘

218 Ilium Building, TROY, N. Y.

YOU CAN STOP
DRINKING

Your Husband, Son
or Friend from

Write me, and I will tell you the only proven method that
will actually stop a man from drinking; either with or without
his consent, and without danger to him, or loss of his time.
It will cost you nothing to try. I have given my advice to
hundreds upon hundreds, and never heard of a case where it

failed. Address E. Fortin, R. 71, Chicago, III., 95 Dear-
born Street. Absolute secrecy promised.

WANTED in every locality in
SUBk EH W,Wn 1

the United States
t0 advertise our goods, tack up show-
cards in all conspicuous places and dis-

tribute small advertising matter. Com. or salary S83
per month and expenses $4 a day. Steadywork the year
round; entirely new plan; no experience required.

Write for particulars. ROYAL REMEDY CO., London, Ont., Canada

ASTHMA CURE
Relief is obtained by using Pine Pillows, the best
remedy for Asthma, Catarrh, Sleeplessness, Con-
sumption, etc. To introduce will ship one for 75
cents, weight about 5 pounds. Give express office.

WM. P. HANSEN, McGregor, Minn.

VERY SPICY
Toast book—all original
and mostly in rhyme.
Every one a hit. If you

want a real sporty book, send 25c to Universal
Pub. Co., Order Dept., Box 7 , Fitchburg, Mass.

March of the White Guard
( Continued from page ten.)

Jasper Hume, “Captain, would you
leave that book with me till you come
back—that about infirmities, dangers,

and necessities? I knew a river-boss

who used to carry an old spelling-

book round with him for luck. It had
belonged to a schoolmaster, who took
him in and did for him when his father

and mother went into Kingdom Come.
It seems to me as if that book of

yours. Captain, would bring luck to this

part of the White Guard, that bein’

out at the heels like, has to stay be-

hind.”

Jasper Hume had borne the suffer-

ings of his life with courage, he had
led this terrible tramp with no tremor
at his heart for himself; he was seek-

ing to perform a perilous act without

any inward shrinking; but Jeff’s re-

quest was the greatest trial of this

momentous period in his life. This

book had not left his breast, save when
he slept, for twenty years. To give

it up was like throwing open the doors

of his nature to such weaknesses that

assail and conquer most men at some
time or other in their lives.

Jeff Hyde felt, if he could not see,

the hesitation of his chief. His rough
but kind instinct told him something

was wrong in his request, and he has-

tened to add, “Beg your pardon, sir,

it ain’t no matter; I oughtn’t to have

asked you for it. But it’s just like

me; I’ve been a chain on the leg of

the White Guard this whole tramp.”

The moment of hesitation had passed

before Jeff Hyde had said half a dozen



Box

'« Fat

Folks
Here is a timple herbal

rcaedyths! is doing -sror-

iders for Fa: People. Hundreds hare

\becD reduced ia freight Sc restored

\to health by its use. Here is only ore
/letter from rrany others we ha-re

receired. Mra. H. Passage, of
"Mich. Ten years ago your meth-

kod reduced my weight 20
^pounds & 1 have not
^

1̂

gained any in weight
nuce.” If yea are too

at for comfort, why cot re-

duce your weight azi be
\ comfortable. Don’t rain

r stomach with a lot of use-

less drugs. Our method
| i s perfect./ safe, natara!&
"scientific. It will make

yea feel lighter, allow ycu to

breathe easier & is a good reme-
r Eig Stomach Tat Hips. etc.

ram this coupon to the Hall

Chemical Co., 647 Hal!
BuiIdin£.St.Lcuis.M:.
fur a full aize dollar

treatment. Each bex
Srith directions mailed in a plain

ed wrapper, with no advertising

i it to indicate what it contains.

rtQ TZA2. or? Hail

Free $1.00 Box Coupon
Ejlll Chemical Co., 647 Hall Bldg., St.Lcuis.Mo.

Please send a $1.00 box of your Herbal Obesity
Tablets Free by mail pos^aid.io a plain scaled wrap-
per a

Same

Street No-...

City Sc State-

Stomach Troubles

Quickly Cured

By Peptopad for the Cure of Indi-

gestion, Dyspepsia, Etc.,

Sent Free to All

Free Relief to Every Man or Woman

words, and Jaspe

in his hands with the

Jeff Hyde, take it. It ^

to the White Guard,

have carried it, ;

'

I come back.
- ’

Jeff Hyde placed the book in his

bosom, but hearing a guttural “Ugh"
behind him. turned round defiantly. The
Indian touched his arm and said,

“Good! Strong-back book—good!’' Jeff

was satisfied.

At this point they parted, Jeff Hyde
and Gaspe Toujours remaining, and

Jasper Hume and his two followers

going on toward Manitou Mountain.

There seemed little probability that

Varre Lepage would be found. In their

progress eastward and northward they

had covered wide areas of country, di-

viding and meeting again after stated
j

hours of travel, but not a sign had been

seen: neither cairn nor staff nor any

mark of human presence.

Jasper Hume had noticed Jeff Hyde's

face when it was turned to the eddying

drifts of the north, and he understood

what was in the experienced hunts-

man's mind. He knew that sever*,

weather was before them, and that the

greatest difficulty of the journey was

to be encountered. Yet, somehow, the

fear that possessed him when the book
was taken from his breast had left

him, and he reaped in his act of self-

sacrifice a larger courage and rarer

strength than that which had hereto-

fore stayed on this cheerless journey.

That night they saw Manitou Moun-
tain, cold colossal, harshly calm: and

jointly with that sight there arose a

shrieking, biting, fearful north wind.

It blew upon them in cruel meance of

conquest, in piercing inclemency. It

struck a freezing terror to their hearts,

ar.d grew in violent attack until, as if

repenting that it had foregone its

power to save, the sun suddenly grew

red and angry and spread out a shield

of blood along the bastions of the west. I

The wind shrunk back and grew less

murderous, and ere the last red arrows

shot up behind the lonely western wall

of white, the three knew that the worst I

of the storm had passed and that death

had drawn back for a time. What

Jasper Hume thought we shall gather
j

Do You Love Flowers?
F SO n R1TK tfE A LETTER notaj- -til) ar:J I 'lly

Park' s Floral Guide,

ickets of my choicest seed 1—Aster. Phlox. Coxcomb. Proxy and PkA
ith cultural notes, insuring a grand display of these flowers—real

;s. "Write i-day, before you forget it.

STILL MORE:-When writine why not send lOttw.
for year's tr r f Park’s Floral ^lacaiinf.vithi rwrlom
Pactagp OD O *orr« for a big bed yielding flower" new and rare
M ithroa^Ojt mmarr; ako a packet (3D of tbf fk . .oo»

rimin* Feati. r-r b' 1 Dec r > Petnnia in *ri»-ndid n ixed nolor*
xgMi worth more tl an the dime. Money bark if di^at.sfifd.

5 Giant Gloxini.i? m o col-
ors, splendid tuber*, only - • _

25 ct*. 7 Double Tuberous c>

Beponia*, 7 color*, 25 eta. 3—-<t* C . u

auti lx
in A

Lhe on
the rxr-M

Geo. W. Park, B61 ,LaPark, Pa.

YOU WANT THIS
RECIPE- BOOK

ires* on % postal,

trie--. It tell* how to eook (omnw la

JUST
DELICIOUS!

send it to joq fKf-E. jar. wria year tan* aa<

It * a recipe btxok—oew an- iiftrtsL It cccu
• seen, much 1*

new and unusual way*, ur.n. jj, appPLct:. ^wissiac coaoua
’fcioiis are recoromended.

^teank. like grapes. «re wonderfully anartihmg. They are « ire

I

f al

— rt- -er .l: i
~-~7 - - - ‘ - -- =

send fc*r book now. There's a great treat in store for you

He!km Bereau, 154\mu st.. Tort city.FREE

More LightforLess Money
IF WE can save you one-third of what your present system costs and give you
1 better light are you interested? Understand us rightly. We mean we will
PROVE saving, PROVE improved illuminating, PROVE increased convenience.
That's the proposition we make you.

We will send yon any lamp listedin our catalog- "63" on trial to prove that The Angie
Lamp is the one perfect substitute for gas or electricity. Like gas, it is always ready to
light at the turning of a barton and the striking of a match. Like gas. it can be bnmed
at full height or left burning dimly without a trace of smoke orodot. Unlike gas, it

costs even less than the troublesome old style lamo—fully one-third le~~.

66THE ANGLE LAMP
is worth all the gas or gasoline lights ever made."' writes one user.
"Saved 2D times its cost,' says another, "in oil. burners, chimneys and
cuss words." "It has made me wonder why there are any ordinary
lamps left to teB their tale of discomfort," adds a third. Five thousand
people voluntarily wrote ns letters of endorsement and praise last year.
The explanation is—new method. Let us show you what wonders

they have worked in od lighting. Write for our descriptive catalog
‘‘63.” A mere postal card request will bring you this booklet, describ-

ing a light which, burning common
kerosene in a newway . is so completely
satisfactory that such particular people
as Mrs. Grover Cleveland, the Rocke-
fellers. Camegies. etc., use it for light-
ing their homes and estates in prefer-
ence to any other system. And it will
also bring our oner of

THIRTY DAYS’ TRIAL
The Angle Lamp is made in thirty-

two varieties from $2.00 up. a lamp for
every purpose. Send for our catalog
“63” showing jnst the style to suit
yon and explaining our trial oner.

ANGLE MFC. CO.
159-161 W. 24th Street, New York

25
HANDSOME HIGH GRADE POST CARDS FOR
The grandest ccDecdon of Bffirtifel Art Post Cards ycu ever s=~ at the price. Silk Finished Flowers;
Rich Roses, Birthday, Friendship, Greeting-. Pretty Girls, Levers, Scenery. Fruit, Animals. Mottoes,
ere. All printed in rich colors on dne cardboard and even- card strict!v high class and enhrelv new.

*--flessle catalog and agents' oner. r * OT' oo= t.

10c
All for ioc to introduce SEW CARD CO., Dept. 107, 325 Lawndale Avenue, Chicago

I wart yon to write for ore of my powerful
.00 Peptopais for the care of all stomach i.ls.

yspepsia. Indigestion. Acute Gastric Catarrh,
earth urn. Loss of Appetite, Pains at Pit of

tomach. Constipation, Bowel Pains, etc No
alter what form of stomach trouble ycu have,

t me relieve yon free. Thisofier is extended to

37 man or woman. I will do just exactly as I say 1

ill do. No charge whatever for this powerful
omach draft. Wear it ; eat and en;oy your meals
ittont pain or distress. If yon are really a

ferer just send 10 ccs. to pay packing and
aCing expenses, and one of my $LC0 Peptayahs
itomach Drafts ) will be sent to you free. Write
r. G. C. YOUNG, 303 National Bank Bid*.,

cksaa. Mich.

V/ANTED

—

ACTIVE LADIES TO FORM
Nf Grocery Clubs of ten members : teas,

rffees. soaps, and groceries ; ask lor Spe-

Orier to Club Managers. Send for free

logue. facorv-to-family plan. Double

le.” $20.00 value for $10.00; to reliable

pie thirty dav= trial given.

CASH PAFWORTH PREMIUM CO..,

501 St. Mark's Ave-, Syracuse, N. l.

GALVANIZED
H " ~

l
’ ’ |

J- - ^

IRON

For Roofing, Siding or Ceilings
POSITIVELY THE BEST AND MOST LASTING COVERING MADE.

Requires no painting. Economical and easy to put on: no previous experience necessary.
Absolutely guaranteed. Brand new, clean stock. Bright as a dollar. Sheets are full size. Comes
in Corrugated, “V” Crimped, Standing Seam or Plain Flat Sheets. Heavily galvanized on both
sides with the most approved galvanizing material that will adhere forever. “Galvanized” means
that the Iron has been coated with liquid Zinc, which makes it absolutely rust and weather-proof;
not aSected by heat or cold. Makes buildings warmer in Winter and cooler in Summer. Drains
perfectly and does not soak. Doesnot taint rainwater. Fire and lightning-proof. Makes your insur-
ance cheaper. Sold direct from our own roofing factory— the largestin the world. Chicago House
Wrecking Co. Eells more roofing material than any other concern. We sell thousands of squares
of “Galvanized Rust-Prsof Iron” every week. Used in all climates. For every kind of building.

PAINTED STEEL ROOFING AT SI.25 PER HUNDRED SQUARE FEET.
Also in stock a full line of painted Steel and iron Roofing, Siding and Ceiling, all styles

at prices from JL25 per 100 sq. ft. up. Fill in the coupon below, lie rill send_ ^ou_ sam-
ples free of charge together with a vast amount of
roofing information. On application we quote

FREE SAMPLE COUPON HC
ZLz-l ot frnC'Tiag - — ...

Sixe cf Bxf . ,

It yta wui S:iir.g cr Geflir g giveftp— di^eaxkrsj * j

'S’hea do 70a expeci to order- .

Faroe—-

FREIGHT PREPAID PRICES.

ROOFING SUPPLIES OF EVERY KIND
rnrr ftllD RDH-DAOC AATAI nn un 44 It is fnll of information for the shrewd, careful andeconom-
rntt UUK UUU"rAut UAI ALUll nU.ZZl leal buyer. Lists thousand? upen thousands of rare fcar-

g-aius. Pr::-e tnai command orders. Million? zr dollars’ Tririh of mercnauoise, bought at Sheriffs
,
Ee^eiverH'

and other forced sales, are plainly described in this booh. Send coupon below ana get a copy free,

rnrp PHOV flC n I A |J Q I If you are ?oing to build or improve, we -vr
:
ll send you free, our booh of plans, contain -

rnLC DUU(\ Ul 1 Lr\n 0 i iug many illuntrarlon? and de=cripxion5 ofmndem residences , farm homes, bams, et-o.

FREE BOOK OF BUILDINQ_MATER1AL ! derfil Eitnaticn in the lumber market.
Contains thousands of money sa-ring oners.

FREE SPECIAL FURNITURE CATALOG! uarirai^eoiois and designsh We VaVe
yon from iXI to (0 per eent. A

Wm Buy Our Goods at Sheriffs', Receivers' andManufacturers' Salas

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING COMPANY
35th and Iron Streets, Chicago, III.

We Can Save You Money On Wire and Fencing.

44.
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RHEUMATISM
I Will Send Every Sufferer Who Returns

My Coupon My One-Dollar Ex-

ternal Cure to TRY FREE

SEND NO MONEY—ONLY THE COUPON

I have found an external cure for
Rheumatism that is curing old chronic
cases of 30 and 40 years’ suffering, as
well as all the milder stages.

I have the proof to convince anybody that
Magic Foot Drafts are curing where doctors and
baths and medicine failed. No matter how severe
or chronic your case may be, you who have en-
dured the endless torture of this cruel disease
must try my Drafts, for there is relief and comfort
in every pair, whether your Rheumatism is chron-
ic or acute, muscular, inflammatory, sciatic, lum-
bago, or gout. Send in my coupon today. Re-
turn mail Will bring TRADE MAR
the Drafts, prepaid.
Then, if you are sat-
isfied with the ben-
efit received, send
us One Dollar. If
not, keep your
money. Yon decide,
and we take your word
coupon.

FREE SI COUFON

mm

Just sign and mail this

Magic Foot Draft Co., 267, Jackson, Mich.

Please send a gr.oo-pair of Magic Foot Drafts to

TO TRY FREE—As Advertised

GOITRE
THE RIGHT REMEDY IS FOUND AT LAST

$2.50 WORTH-FREE
Don’t be disfig-
ured by an ugly
goitre on you»
neck. It can be
cured. Let me
send you a good
liberal sample ol
my great remedy
for a trial in your
own case. The
sample will quick-
ly relieve the chok-
ing and other dis-
tressing symptoms
and it often re-

duces the goitre
one to two Inches.

_ _ .. : Don’t hesitate be-
cause of former disappointments, for the sample alone will
convince you that a true remedy has been found. Write for
'he sample treatment today and let it speak for itself. Address,
W. Thompson Eobo, 41 Minty Block, Battle Creek, Mich.

WHY SUFFER
Tke Dangers of VARICOCELE?

I found the cure sixteen
yearsago. Safe Sure, Painless.
Varicocele dethroneshealth
and vitality. My book ex-
plains the symptoms and
cure. Sent sealed, Free.

G. ALLAN ROWE, M.D.
60 Niagara Street, L, Buffalo, N. Y.

DR. C. D. SHAFER
SPECIALIST

from his diary; for ere he crawled in

among the dogs and stretched himself
out beside Jacques, he wrote these
words with aching fingers:

“January 10th, Camp 39.—A bitter

day. We are facing three fears now;
the fate of those we left behind; his

fate; and the going back. We are
thirty miles from Manitou Mountain.
If he is found, I should not fear at

all the return journey; success give
hope. We trust in God.”
Another day passes, and at night,

after a hard march, they camp five

miles from Mnitou Mountain. And not
a sign! But Jasper Hume knows that

there is a faint chance of Varre Lepage
being found at this mountain. His iron
frame has borne the hardships of this

journey well; his valiant heart better.

But this night an unaccountable weak-
ness possesses him. Mind and body
are on the verge of helplessness and
faintness. Jacques seems to understand
that, and when he is unhitched from
the team of dogs, now dwindled to

seven, he goes to his master and leaps

upon his breast. It was as if some in-

stinct of sympathy, of prescience, was
passing between the man and the dog.

Jaspeh Hume bent his head down to

Jacques for an instant and rubbed his

side kindly; then he said, with a tired

accent, “It’s all right, dog; it’s all

right!”

Jasper Hume did not sleep well at

first that night, but at length oblivion

came. He waked to feel Jacques tug-

ging at his blankets. It was noon. Late
Carscallen and Cloud-in-the-Sky were
still sleeping—inanimate bundles among
the dogs. In an hour they were on
their way again, and toward sunset

they had reached the foot of Manitou
Mountain. Abruptly from the plain

rose this mighty mound, blue and white
upon a black base. A few straggling

pines grew near its foot, defying lati-

tude, as the mountain itself defied the

calculations of geographers and geolo-

gists. A halt was called. Late Cars-

callen and Cloud-in-the-Sky looked at

the chief. His eyes were scanning the

mountain closely. Suddenly he paused.

Five hundred feet up there is a great

round hole in the solid rock, and from
this hole there comes a feeble cloud of

smoke
!

Jasper Hume’s hand points

where his eyes are fixed. The other

two see. Cloud-in-the-Sky gives a wild

whoop, such a whoop as only an In-

dian can give, and from the mountain

there comes, a moment after, a faint

replica of the sound. It is not an echo,

for there appears at the mouth of the

cave an Indian, who sees them and

makes feeble signs for them to come.

In a few moments they are at the cave.

As Jasper Hume enters, Cloud-in-the-

Sky and the stalwart but emaciated

Indian who had beckoned to them, speak

to each other in the Chinook language,

the jargon common to all Indians of the

West.

( To be continued.)

Kidney, Bladder. Liver Diseases
Diabetes and Rheumatism. Pa-
tients treated by mail. Consulta-
tion free, Fee for treatment low.
Mailing case for water and 74-
page book free. Address

1G7 Garfield Place, Cincinnati, 0.

H OW GAMBLERS WIN at Slotmachlnes, Card*.
Die#, Etc. by secret systems. Get wise. Circular
free. HAM. B. CO., Box VI. 16, Hammond, Ind.

Best of All

By Marion Stuart Wonson
I love to pick the buttercup,

And smell the wild pink rose,

I love to watch the wild bee sup
Ere morning-glories close;

I think the pansy’s lots of fun,
The clover and the rest

;

But if 1 couldn’t have but one,
I’d love the daisy best.

'Vick’s Magazine foz Febzuazy

Watch for the

Blue Pencil Mark

CLUBI ADIES—I WANT A MILLION
Managers. I have a very Special Offer

to make. Do you understand club work, or
are you a member of a Soap Club? C.1
Henry Papworth, Mgr. Papworth Co., 501
St. Mark’s Ave., Syracuse, N. Y.

The Sick Made Well WITHOUT MEDICINE
C
.
a
-
n Be Saved by this. That Would be HopelessL nder Old Methods. The Nature of the Disease Makes no Difference

OXYDONOR Cures all Manner of
Disease With Oxygen

IT IS NO LONGER NECESSARY m most cases to suffer the pangs of painand disease. The application of OXYDONOR compels the body to absorboxygen through the lungs, membranes and pores of the skin, thus oxygenat-ing the whole volume of the blood, instilling new life and vigor into the svs-
te.™> causmg all the vital organs to act naturally. When the blood is filled
with the living force of oxygen, disease is absolute-

case has been cured of
tism, Nervous Prostration, In-
Trouble, Dropsy, Blood Dis-
Tumors, Scrofula, St. Vitus’
Poison, Bright’s Disease, Ap-
Throat or Stomach, and all

eration of a natural law, and
the fact that you can send
for thousands of miles; yet
or is astonished at what it

then, that a new discovery

ly impossible. Case after
Stomach Trouble, Rheuma-
somnia, Kidney and Liver
eases, Ulcers, Abscesses,
Dance, Lung Diseases, Blood
pendicitis

,
Catarrh ofthe Head,

Female Diseases, Etc.

All this is simply the op-
it is not half as wonderful as
your voice along a little wire
no one doubts the telephone
accomplishes. Is it strange, tnen, mat a new discover
S

• V
1 t*ie ^me of physical science as applied to the healing art?OXYDONOR is for self home use, and is not a battery or electricity.

DR. THOS. CLARKSON, Lineville, Iowa, writes:

, l«V
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years in the practice of medicine and have had very good success in my practice-

OXYDONOR !n

e

thTcure\TdUea
a

sl!
^ 'S n °'hing ‘° b® f°U”d in a11 the world t0 c°mP^« witli

MRS. JANE SANDERS, Mullin, Texas, writes:
We depend upon OXYDONOR to cure every ill in our family. I could name many very difficultcases where OXYDONOR has cured, not only in my own family, but among others.

O. E. ANDERSON, Harcourt, Iowa, R. F. D. 51 , writes:
The OX\ DONOR I got of you saved my boy’s life after three leading doctors of Webster
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th j" a number of my neighbors have procured OXYDONORfor various troubles, and I have heard good news from every one of them.
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cases and of other remarkable cures given with our two FREE

he^Ung^^thods
0 ^

all or write for our FREE BOOKLET anti iearn about this, the greatest of all

Dr. H. Sanche & Co., 67 Wabash Ave., Room 228, Chicago, III.
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WEALTH IN IRRIGATED ORCHARDS
You Can Share In The Bounty of The Golden West

h $2,500“ Year From a Singfe Acre. Fortunes are being made every year. Orchards are sel-

inS m “nd„
u!H A six acre orchard recently Bold for #21,000. The FINEST CLIMATEand BEST SOIL in the world for fruit growing. Nothing like it has ever been known hpfnrp

thMrrie« tpd ^ of n^.°?
Dg apPv V,

ie s
.
tor-

v - ^fie finest apples in the world are grown onthe Irrigated lands of the famous Yakima Valley in the state of Washington. They bring enormousprices in New \ ork and European cities. President Roosevelt and Vice Pres. Fairbanks are enthusiastic

n ntXv^ «* 14 and a former Government Official has been ap.

_ . .
- tremendous

profits from these irrigated orchards. Members con-
tribute small sums monthly to cover cost of land and
pianting—as little as a dollar a month will be accepted.
The Land League gives a POSITIVE GUARANTEE,
Secured By the Land of 16%% dividends perannum
on the money paid in by members.

PROVIDE FOR YOUR OLD AGE by joining
the Land League. Write for our free Literature
today. A postal card will do. It will tell you how

WE GUARANTEE YOI
AN INCOnE FOR LIFE,
SECURED BY THE LAND.

today.
YOU mi 8 **

f
‘u these enormous profits or secure an income for life on an easy plan by which

t
,'
e Laree profits and Absolute Security are GUARANTEED

to you. \\ e want you to have this literature. Write for it today, to our eastern office, as follows:

LAND LEAGUE OF AMERICA
2103 Central Building, Rochester, N. Y.
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The Eclipse of the Thorntons
( Concluded from page five.)

And then Charley and Madge came

in, full of the good news about the pat-

ent which Bob had just told them, and

there was great ' rejoicing, and hearty

sympathy from Miss Prince.

“I tell you, it’s fine!” cried Charley.

“Always knew father’d come out on top.

Won’t have to work any more now, will

he? Guess that eclipse of yours is about

off, miss !” wagging his head at Madge

;

“I’m shining now.

“Well, I wouldn’t say much about it,”

returned Madge, witheringly. “No

body’d ever find it out. Father and

mother can do all the shining for this

family, I guess, without your help.”

But Charley was quite accustomed to

Madge’s snubs. He merely winked at

her cheerfully and rather derisively, and

began to whistle. Presently, Madge
broke out with an ecstatic “Oh, won’t

we have the merriest kind of a Christ-

mas? Grandma says we can trim the

house up, and have a tree or anything

we want, but I think it’s more fun to

hang up our stockings, don’t you ?

Only, I don’t see where we’re going to

get anything to put into them,” she

added, doubtfully.

“Pooh! that won’t bother me any!”

returned Charley. “Mr. Fay has got me
a lot more orders for those puzzles, and
Pm going at ’em tonight. And, say,

Madge, I’ll ‘divvy’ with you on the

money.”

“Oh, goody, goody!” cried Madge.
“Charley, you’re a brick, and you can
shine all you want to

!”

“Takes me for a gold brick,” put in

Charley, sotto voce. But Madge went
on eagerly: “Let’s go shopping to-

gether, and take Jacky—-it’ll be no end
of fun.”

“Bob’s flush, too,” went on Charley.

“That tutoring cruise of his was a soft

snap. Pie’s given Nan some, so she’ll

be all right. We’ll have a jolly old
Christmas this time, sure!”

“Mary’s going,” confided Madge.
“Grandma says her Betty will need help.

And she’s going to make the most splen-

deriferous cake you ever saw, to carry;
Mary is. I’m going to help her. But
don’t you tell—it’s a surprise. I only
told because you’re so good about that

money. I haven’t had any to spend for

ages—seems if I never had!”
“I say,” put in Charley slyly, “wouldn’t

the professor just like to go, too, that’s

all ! Charley had begun to have' sus-

picions some time ago.

“Well, he can’t. He’s nice enough,
but we don’t want any outsiders,” re-

turned Madge, and Charley chuckled,

“Outsiders, hey? Ask Nan!” and went
off, laughing, while Madge followed,

vainly teasing to know what he meant
by that foolishness.

How the days flew! Every letter

i brought better cheer; the patent was
fairly humming, as Charley said, and
likely to be more profitable than they

Watches and Cameras Given Away
For seed orders.’ Also elegant Jewelry.
Sewing Machines, Bicycles, Fountain Pens,
Organs, etc., etc. Nothing on earth sells
like A. T. Cook’s famous seeds. Club
Agents everywhere should know that his
matchless Premiums and cash Discounts
beat the world. Anyone—even boys and
girls—can make lots of money and obtain
splendid Premiums free of cost and at

almost no trouble at all. Full particulars
will be sent for stamp. Address A. T.
Cook, Seedsman, Hyde Park, N. Y.

YOUR NAME
IN GOLD on Nino, Fine Grade,
Color Embossed Bird. Floral or
Souv’nirView Postals 1

5

c ; 18 , 25c.

UNION MDSE. CO., 149 Water St., Now York, N. Y.

A f- EXTRA FINE VALENTINE. EASTER. 4 A

A

| It ST. PATRICK’S, Tinsel, Silk Roses, | fgCIu Greeting Post Cards, etc. Catalog Free, n If
®ro»s Onard Co., 2x47 Arthur Avc., A. V. "

r
This Picture Free
MT It’s an exact reproduction of the original painting,exquisitely
^1^colored and true to life. An extremely cute subject In the
popular panel shape, 12x20 Inches In size, on heavy litho. paper
and suitable for framing. Thispicture contains no advertisement.

c
JUST TO INTRODUCE US

Farm and Home is the best and most practical farm and
Lfamily semi-monthly published, a recogidzed leader In
3 farming world; its contributors are recognized authorities

and its editors practical men who know what farmers need. The
three great editions—Eastern, Western and Southern—cover the
entire country, each editorially adapted to Its respective section.
Each issue goes to more than 2,000,000 readers In all partB of the
world, and a year’s numbers <24 issues), make a volume of over
000 pages, handsomely illustrated. Samplo Free on request.

AN EXTRAORDINARY OFFER
CTo Introduce Farm and Home Into thousands of homes

where It Is not now taken, we will send the paper on trial
three months (six issues) for only IO cents, and to anyone
sending us the names of two other persons likely to be In-
terested In onr paper, to whom we can send a sample copy
of Farm and Home, we will send postpaid the beautiful work
of art here Illustrated free,

4T $1500.00 is to be distributed among those who answer
^Ethls advertisement. Do you want some of It? Partic-
ulars free on request. Order today and remit In coin o* stamps.

Address either office mentioning this paper

Springfield, Hass. FARM AND HOME Chicago, 111.

I ADIES—DO YOU BELONG TO A
L-

1 soap club ? If you do, why don’t you
become a manager of one ? I have a very
Special Offer to make you if you wifi juSt
write me personally. I think I can get you
to become a member or start a club. I want
a million managers. C. Henry Papworth,
Mgr. Papworth Co., SOI St. Marie’s Ave.,
Syracuse, N. Y.

CATARRH
Cured for Eight Years, After Five
Doctors Had FAtLED to Even Give
Relief. This ought to be a fairtest. I am
now putting the remedy on the market and

want every sufferer of Ca-
tarrh to write for my Free
circular which tells how a
Quick Cure can be affect-
ed. No experimenting,

I bsolutely harmless, no
doctors to pay. An honest

' cure within reach of all.

Write today. Address.

The J.C. Heath Go.,
DEPT. A, DES MOINES, IOWA

Boysf Girls and Ladies! Wo will give you your choice of
any of these boautiful and use-
ful premiums without a cent of

cost. All we ask you to do Is to distribute, under our special easy plan, 20 of our latest style
’BTJTTEHFL.V BOWS at 15 cents each. These bows, which are known as “ Fluffy Kuffles

**

Bows, are the latest fashion in ladies’ neckwear, and are being worn by all smart dressers
who keep up with the latest styles. Made of East; India lawn* of fine quality, daintily bem -

'Stitched and embroidered with different colored silks in various designs. It Is no trouble
to distribute these bows under our easy plan. We make it very easy for you to become
fthe happy owner of any of the elegant premiums here shown. Remember, you may have
Jyour choice of any of the fine premiums for distributing, under our easy plan, only 21) of
these dainty “Fluffy Ruffles’* Bows at 16 cents.
Do not send money in advance. We trust you. Write to-day, amd we will send tbe

! <xhf- -* * - —bows at once, "charges prepaid L. M. LOMER, Mgr.

Doll,

\
IS IVCN Til I5IDI C f ^ irls? We wilt give you this handsome big D
IfllWkll I V lllfiLO I inches tall, and large, genuine Teddy Bear, both
premium, or you may have the handsome big Doll and large, strong Baby Buggy P®
both as one premium for distributing 20 o^our w Fluffy Ruffles” Butterfly Bows ai 15
cents. These bows are the latest style in ladies* neckwear. Embroidered with
different colored silks in various designs. Shown In ail the fine New York stores.
Our Doll Buggies are built to last a long time. They are stylish in appearance and
will strongly appeal to the little mother. The big Doll is a fine, big beauty,p™
most elaborately dressed, bisque head, pleasing, well shaped face, natural
moving eyes which close on lying! down and open on rising up. Abundant

<0 Q curly hair and even, pearly teeth.

GIVEN AWAY 1 J l

!i®Si
1,8,

£ed ' fine ton© ViolinM *
,

for distributing, under our

o of our “FLUFFY
,

Butterfly Bows at !6c. These
snWmhi!,™1

h
t7

i®
In ladles’ neckwear.

811kembroldered. Especially smart with
shirt waists, but suitable to any style dress.

... .i
V,0

l
,n ls

,
8tr°ngly built of

carefully selected woods, beautifully
stained and varnished. It has a sweet
mellow tone. Model is an exact dup-
licate of the high-priced violins. Its

wi uigu-pricea Violins, lti
construction is correct in every de
tail Trimmings are substantial,
and instrument will give excellent

1 service. Instrument strung ready
for playing The bow is strung

of good quality bleached
horse hair, and rosin, etc.,
is shipped with the violin.

,
We trust you with our

"fluffy Ruffles *’ Butterfly

\
©end no money in

|

advance. Premiums are eent
' promptly on receipt of $3.

1. M. LOMER, Mgr.
,192 East 21st Street

~ New York City
Dept. H

—^riy hair and even,pearlv
Dolly *8 dress Is wonderfully made
and trimmed. Collar and sleeves
trimmed with fine lace, and beau-
tiful picture hat. Shoes antiblock-
ings to match. A perfect beauty.

Our Teddy Bears
are the big, handsome,
rollicking, funny kind.
Made from real shaggy
[Teddy Bear skin, almost
lifelike. The arms and
legs move and the heads
turn. Cute black eyes.

y
The Little Sister Doll,

- which we give as extra premium it an elegant

.
12-inch beauty, fashionably dressed, curly
auburn hair, natural eyes, tine, even teeth.

Glrlst Your chpice either ot the large 18.— inch Doll and Baby Buggy,
both as one premium, or the
Doll and Teddy Bear, both as
one premium, for distributing
only 20 of our “Fluffy Ruffles”
Butterfly Bows at 15 cents.W e trust you with our “ Fluffy
Ruffles” Bowa. Send no money
in advance. Premiums sent
promptly on receipt of gj.

L-
J*.

LOMER. Mgr. Dept. K
192 E. 21st Street. New York

Fur Boa and Muff—Free fo Ladies
> A handsome and, stylish eenuine fur boa. and a lartre,
comfortable muff to match, for distributing under our special
easy pran only 1>0 of our dainty “Fluffy Ruffles” ButterflyBows at lo cents. These bows are the latest style in ladies’
neckwear. Embroidered with different colored silks in various de-
S ms. Shown in fill f llO Naur Vrtrk .Ia.as r’nf.AAlAlln —>— - -4

-7 «rcy ,e . ob inones long and six long tails. Rich and
stylish. Our genuine fur muffs match the beautiful fur boas, and
are Jarge and comfortable.

our Fluffy Ruffles** Bows. Send

ceipt of '$3
*m Premiums aro *»ent promptly upon re-

,1- M. LOMER. Mgr. Dept. S, 192 East 21 si St., New York City

I GIVEN
TO BOYSBoys t We give you this -

Genuine Hamilton Hunting Rifle
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*8 handsome 33-piece combination Tea and Dinner Set is marie forUS by one of the largest potteries in this country Every piece is nerfectfull sized and of first quality. The 33 pieces are perfectly shaned
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had even dared to hope. Their father

declared himself thoroughly well again,

and rejoicing in his strength, and their

mother’s letters were full of thankful

ness and joyful anticipation. Professor

Prince had accepted the proffered chair,

and would take up his duties with the

new year. Miss Prince was planning to

spend her Christmas with a cousin, so

the little house would be quite deserted

during the holidays.

It was a great day when the news

came that the travelers were on their

homeward way, and a still greater one

when the whole household, including

Mary, met them at Thornton Farm.

Everybody was radiant. From their

father, looking quite his old self and

beaming with pride in his flock of happy

children
;
with their mother sweeter and

dearer than ever, down to little Jack,

who shone like a full moon, everybody

was fairly brimming over with joy;

and perhaps Grandmother Thornton was

the very merriest of them all. There

was no manner of doubt that the

“eclipse" was over.

Could Nan ever forget her mother’s

kiss and the tender whisper when they

met ?

“My Nan ! I knew I could trust to

you ! You can never know what a com-

fort you’ve been to us all these months
—you and Bob have saved the day.”

Such glorious holidays they were! It

was good to see their father taking af-

fairs into his own hands again
;
good to

see him laughing and romping with the

younger ones in the good old fashion,

They were all to stay on at the farm.

Madge and Charley would go to school

in the village, and were reveling in

thoughts of skating and sleighing, and
all sorts of country fun and frolics.

Even the little house in Harrison

street was still to be a home, for Miss
Prince brought back the cousin to keep
it for her, while Professor Prince would
take up his quarters here for the pres-

ent, and Rob was to board with them
through his college course, keeping his

old homelike room unchanged.

And then, on New Year’s eve, to

Madge’s dismay, Professor Prince ap-

peared at the farm, an outsider no more,
for father and mother were both proud
and glad to’ welcome him there, and
Nan’s happy secret was a secret no
longer. When the roses bloomed again,

there would be a pretty wedding at the

farm, and meantime Nan looked for-

ward to a quiet winter of happy prep-

arations, in the safe shelter of her moth-
er’s love.

How her new life began “among the

dons,” and what the future held for

Madge and Charley and the rest—all

that is another story.

“Dear me!” said Madge, doubtfully,

perhaps Nan likes a wedding just as

well, but I can’t help regretting that

Coming-Out 1 ea’ she’ll never get now.”
Well, you just keep on growing!” re-

turned Charley. “ You can have that.”

[the end.]

TASK NOT EASY
By Elmer Allen Bass

O. great is the man of the soil

A ho is cheerful when weary from toil.

But greater by half

Is the man who can laugh

\\ hen busily nursing a boil.
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Think of It—Moving Pictures—The Most Intensely Interesting
Amusement of Modern Times Right in Your Own Home!

T
Can sho 'v re
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ife -like moving pictures in your own home with the wonderfulIKONOGRAPH—Pictures that hold you spell-bound, like those you see in the big theatres, and

You can buy the IKONOGRAPH on small monthly paymentsNEVER before has there been anything perfected that can equal the wonderful IKONOGRAPH fofhome amusement andentertainment and never before were you offered such an opportunity to own a home entertainer.inst^ctS andmonevmaker combined. Words cannot begin to tell, or the above picture show, what a marvelous invention the IKONOGRAPH is

You Must See and Try the Wonderful IKONOGRAPH For Yourself

only perfectly scientific and absolutely safe home moving-picture machine. It is built and operates hke the bi/nrofessional machines, projects clear pictures from 3 to 8 feet high, and from 5 to 11 feet wide and is tL onlv home orsmall moving-picture machine that projects pictures just as good as the big machines. Anyone can operate it-eve^body enjoys it. There is absolutely no danger from fire or explosion.
' operate it every-

THINK OF IT! Imagine viewing in your own home scenes from foreign countries You can sro around the ™™-id* V1Slt S
-l

ran
fg
e a

?
d interesting places and take your friends with you, too, if j on hZ\liTZnd^ni^IchineYou can do it without going a step outside of your home, and without a cent to pay The good clean whnbwmppniotamment which the IKONOGRAPH furnishes for you and your children is beyond yourlmaVnation^Egypt on the famous streets of Cairo, and in an instant-“Presto!”-you are enjoying the beSul scenerv of theAlps, the rums of some histone ancient city, or looking at the throngs as they parade the streets of kThe pictures the IKONOGRAPH projects are so real and life-like that you forget you

imagine you are right on the scene, with the impulse to wave a greeting at the thundering express as it passes bv andto foliow the galloping horses as they draw the lurching, smoke-belching fire engine in answe? to a “ Youcatch your breath in, suspense as you watch the racing automobile round a dangerous curve on two wheels poise for a
can see the cowb°ys lassoing the wild cattle or doing fancy stunts.

Make Big Money with the IKONOGRAPH
SHOW moving pictures in halls, churches, school-rooms,

etc. Greater than ever before is the demand of the peo-
ple for moving pictures, and they will pay the price of
admission to see the pictures the IKONOGRAPH projects
just as readily as they pay to see any moving pictures.

Pay For It From Your Profits
RY taking advantage of this credit convenience you can

make money enough out of the IKONOGRAPH to pay
for it. Many who have bought our machine make more than
enough money to pay the installments, while others have
started right out giving moving-picture shows and make
enough money to pay us the entire balance on their machine
on their first installment. The IKONOGRAPH is as safe an
investment as buying government bonds, and you can earn
money with it, just as others are doing, if you want it as
a money-maker. You had better get one today and be the
first one in your locality to have it.

READ WHAT ONE OWNER OF THE IKONOGRAPH IS DOING.
Gentlemen:— I am able to get an excellent picture with the model "B" IKONOGRAPH
„^'e

,

ne
m,
eneP,0r

l
's*™ a showof thirty minutesand use the big Edison Phonographand records to fill out, and thus far I have cleared $5.00 and $6.00 above expenses on eafh en-tertamment. Respectfully yours. CHAS. A. STORY. (Address on Request.)

The IKONOGRAPH. Model “B”
THIS is our model “B” IKONOGRAPH. You can get

some idea from the illustration as to what an excellent
machine it is. Nothing has been overlooked in its mechan-
ical construction that would make it superb. The moving-
picture mechanism is full nickel-plated, and is equipped
with an automatic feeding device and automatic shutter
a reel and rewinder, and a screw focus for the projecting
lens. It is the only make of the IKONOGRAPH or any
other small moving-picture machine, that has these perfec-
tions m its mechanism. The lenses are the very best for
the purpose, and with our new double extra reflectorback of them, throw a
powerful ray of light. The
lamp house is made of the
best Russian iron, highly
polished. We furnish this
model with a 100-candle-
powerincandescent electric
lamp, or a 150-candle-pow-
er three-burner Acety-
lene Generator. /?5S

Sign This
\ Coupon
> NOW!

HOME

MERCHANDISE

COMPANY, \,
901 -215 WABASH AVE.

'

CHICAGO.

/

QIGN your name and address^ here and we will send you
all information, an illustrated
booklet, list of different sub-
jects and full particulars. You

can then select the machine you want,
with films, and we will ship it to you
by express, subject to examination.

. Don’t delay, don’t hesitate a moment.
. , .. . Vi\ You risk nothing. You don’t pay

n,v! „ n
RaU,

;
K

. \ X us one cent unless you desire to

send me your Free Cata-
<*coept the IKON OGRAPH and

log and Circulars. \*\ thenifaftertryingityou don’t
\®<^\ want to keep it, you can re-
'>\ turn it to us.

Name ' . \

\o/

Address.

City State. -

.

• R.F.D...

Send for full Information TO-
DAY and be Ihe FIRST In

.\ YOUR OWN LOCALITY
\\\ TO OWN THIS WON.
N\\ oerful machine.

One Lowest Price
CASH 0ur Pri

.

ce on the IKONOGRAPH is the rock-bot-““““ tom price—just the manufacturing cost and one
small profit direct from us to you.

EASY PAYMENT T1
?
e l°west cash price is the same

price as our time price. Pay on easy
terms to suit you. We charge no interest nor add one cent
to the price.

We Exchange Films
Y^UR SHOWS never grow old, nor can you tire of this

machine. New and popular subjects can always be ob-
tained, as we will take back your old films and give you
new subjects instead. Our subjects are the best and most
popular. All of them are suitable to be shown in any
home, and we are continually adding more interesting
films to our list.

HOME MERCHANDISE COMPANY
901 - 215 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS



FREE
COUPON

WESTERN
NEWSPAPER
ASSOCIATION

Tkp Rpacnrt for Dr. Ridpath’s great reputation as an historian is the1'caw** wonderfully beautiful style in which his History is written.
Kidpath is never dull. Most people imagine that history reading is not really
interesting—only a mass of facts and dates. That’s true of most histories, but

it is not true of Ridpath. He pictures the great historical events as though
they were happening before your eyes, and about the heroes of history he
weaves the rise and fall of empires in such a fascinating style that history
becomes absorbingly interesting. In concluding the History of the

TTnil-A/1 1 J

2-09

H. E. SEVER, Pres.

204 Dearborn St. , Chicago

United States he says:

‘‘TLp RpnnkliV has Passed through stormy times but
* IvCpUUllC has at last entered hersecond century
of Nationality in safety and peace. The clouds that were re-

cently so black above her have sunk behind the horizon.
The Union of the States has been consecrated anew by

the blood of patriots and the tears of the lowly. The
past has taught its lesson, the present has its duty,
and the future its hope.”
Would you not enjoy reading: tlie four thousand pages
of the world’s history of which the above paragraph

is a sample? Ridpath’s History has been pur-"
chased and strongly endorsed by William McKin-

ley, Pres’t. of the United States; Gen. Stephen
D. Lee, Commander Confederate Veterans;
General Lew Wallace, Commander and

Please mail without cost to me sample
pages of Ridpath’s History of the World,
containing photogravures of Napoleon and
Queen Elizabeth, engravings of Socrates, Caesar
and Shakespeare, map of China and Japan, dia-
gram of Panama Caaal, and write me full particulars
of your special offer to Yick’s Magazine readers.

Name

Address.

No letter necessary, just si-n coupon or copy era postal, and mail.

noted author; Henry M. Teller, Senator
from Colorado; Charles Curtis, Senator
from Kansas; and by the Presidents

of all American Colleges and Uni-
versities. To read this History is
to increase your store of knowl-
edge, which is power, and add
to the richness of your life.

Send Coupon Today

VICK’S MAGAZINE
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ct ™ *11 the tide of time. More men were engaged on each side than in any other conflict of ancient

« r
history. The surrender of General Lee to General Grant at Appomattox is the climax of important events in this mighty struggle. We may rejoice inhaving lived to see the day when the sons of those brave soldiers have marched shoulder to shoulder in the Spanish-American War, in defence of one
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ory “ but 0NE °f TWO THOUSAND in the complete work, and serves to illustrate but ONE EVENT out of allthe THOUSANDS which make up the history of every empire, kingdom, principality and nation, all accurately and entertainingly told in the world-famed publication

Ridpath’s History of the World
5K!
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J
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1'^URE placed i" our hands the entire unsold edition of this monumental work. BRAND NEW,down to date, beautifully bound in Half-Morocco, which we must sell immediately. We are offering the remaining sets

At LESS Than Even DAMAGED SETS Were Ever Sold
We will name our price only in direct letters to those sending the coupon below. Tear off the coupon, write name and address plainlyand mad now before you forget it. Dr. Ridpath’s family derive their income from his History and to print our price broadcast for
the sake ot more quickly selling these few sets would cause great injury to future sales. SEND COUPON TODAY
President William McKinley said:

“I am familiar with the merits of Ridpath’s History
of the World, and cordially commend it to the scholar
as well as to the plain people generally.”

Weight 50 lbs.

President Grover Cleveland said:
“I unhesitatingly commend Ridpath’s History of

the World as a work of great merit and believe that
it should have a prominent place in every library.”

President Benjamin Harrison said:
“The author’s labors are deserving of the highest

praise. The printing and binding are first class and
the illustrations are numerous and of a high order.
I most heartily recommend this great work for study
and convenient reference.”

Bishop Vincent, Chancellor of Chautauqua, said:
“Ridpath’s History is in clear and agreeable style

comprehensive in treatment, readable type and ad-
mirable illustrations. This set of books is a permanent
college chair of general history in one’s own house.”

General Lew Wallace said:
“I have not words to sufficiently recommend Pro-

fessor Ridpath’s ‘History of the World.’ The author
has done his work in the most thorough and interest-
ing manner. No library is complete without it.”

9
Royal

Volumes

4000 Pages

2000 Illustrations

OTHER STANDARD WORKS
Every library, should contain the leading standard authors. We offer eight additional
sets, beautifully printed and bound, and will ship one or more of these sets at the prices
named, payable $1.00 after 5 days’ examination and approval and $2.00 per month there-
after, on each set ordered. This gives our customers the privilege of ordering any one
or more of the standard sets in this advertisement. If you order only one set the pay-
ments thereafter are $2.00 per month; if you order two sets, the payments are $3.00 a
month; if you order three sets, the payments are $4.00 a month. Cut out the square in
which these books are listed, place a cross mark in blank space opposite the books
desired, write your name and address and mail. We will ship the sets ordered,
subject to your examination and approval, and guarantee satisfaction in every way.
If, you are not satisfied, the sets may be returned at our expense.

$1.00 Brings Either of These Sets. Balance Small Sums Monthly. Vick’s 2-09

I Muhlbach’s Romances,
1 18 Vols., Silk Cloth

Price
$19.00

I Stevenson's Works,
1 10 Vols-, Half Morocco

Price
$19.00

1 Emerson's Works
1 5 Vols., Half Morocco $ 12.00

I Dicken’s Works
1 15 Vols., Silk Cloth $29.00

I Hall Caine's Wo/ks
1 9 Vols., Silk Cloth $ 12.00

I Tarbel's Life of Lincoln
1 4 Vols.. Silk Cloth $10.00

I Shakespeare's Works
| 11 Vols.. Silk Cloth $12.00

I Home Library of Law
| 6 Vols.. SHk Cloth $ 8.00

Plpa^p Sflin
me subiect to ™y approval the sets ot books indicated by cross. If

1 lease iJUlJJ satisfactory, I will send you $i.oo in 5 days and $2.00 a month there-
after until price named is paid. If the set does not meet with iny approval after
five days’ examination, 1 will notify you and return at your expense.

Name .

.

Address



START HOT-BEDS EARLY!
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One Form of Hot-Bed
(Sectional View)

Raise Garden Truck Under Glass, in
Hot-Beds and Cold-IFraines, at Small
Cost to You, and Make a Big Profit

.
N°"’ is the time to get your Hot-Beds started,
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,

r
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’ biST profits on early vegetables, such as’
Cauliflower, Sweet Potatoes, Parsley, E"-g
Plant, Lettuce, Radishes, Tomatoes, Onions,
Celery, Rhubarb, Asparagus, etc., etc.

Write for FREE BOOK on “HOT-BEDS; THEIR USES, COST and CONSTRUCTION”
A Practical Book for Amateur and Professional Gardeners; from the Hot-Bed Headquarters of America

Lie!—

^

HOT- BED SASH
WiUil£.ii!

1

uiass$1.75

HOT- BED SASH
Size 3x6— Cl £Q
With 6-in. (iluss v

Make Your Garden Yield
All the Year Round

We want to send a free copy of our valuablenew book on “ IIot-Beds; Their Uses, Costand Construction,” to every fruit grower,
farmer, market gardener, florist— everybodywho bus a garden, whether large or small'. Wewnnt to toll you about tlio remarkable improve-ments wo have made in the design ami con-
Btruction of Hot-Bed Sash, and all about ourready-made * mines and Sub-Frames, which
save time, trouble and expense.

5
We manufacture Hot-Bed Sash and equipment

in our great Millwork Plant in such enormous
quantities that our prices are the lowest in
America. Today, Gordon-Tan Tine Hot-BedSash are admitte dly the best on the market.Under the stimulus of our low prices, the use ofHot-Beds has increased tremendously. The largeuser saves a very considerable sum bv buying
direct from us—and the man with a little garden
patch on a city lot saves in the same proportionwhen he buys a couple of our Sash.

I lie use of Hot-Beds extends the growing sen-
8
°*V

throughout the entire year. The owner ofa Hot - Bed gets early vegetables long before the
non-user, and no investment pays bigger re-
turns in both profit and pleasure.

Solid Sash that Last
All our Hot-Bed Sash are made of clear,

selected H I Cyrresa. Joints are hliml-nior-
lised, double-shouldered, fitted snugly and
moisture-proof. No open joints! No chance
lor moisture to enter and play havoc with the
sash! A sash that won’t twist, spring in the
middle, pull loose, crack the glass or loosen
the putty!
Wo use plenty of points and the finest quality

of Greenhouse Putty. And every Gordon-Van
line Hot-Bed Sash is primed in pure Raw
1.1nseed Oil. They are as solid and substan-
tial as careful workmanship and best materials
can make them. They are the Sash that Last !

V° Sl
•

)
these high-grade, scientifically con-

etrucn 1 Hot-Bed Sash

—

glazed complete— for
Jess money than retail dealers ask for common
open sash.

Cut Prices on Hot-Bed Sash
Size 3x6 ft.. Glazed 6x10 Glass . . 91.88
Size 3x6 It.. I V. Glazed 6x10 Glass . . 2.08
Size 3x6 ft.. 1‘

8 , Glazed 10x14 Glass . . 1.7S
Size 3x6 ft . 1,. Glazed 10x14 Glass . . 2.14
bizedxO, 1 . with Bar, Glazed 10x14 Glass 1.87
bize .1x6. 1\. with Bar, Glazed 10x11 Glass 2.48
Glazed with Double Strength Glass, add 20onet to above prices.

Complete Hot- Bed Outfit, $111°
Including Sash,

Frames and

Sub-Frames

Gordon-Van Tine Hot-Bed Outfits consist of our regularnot-Ded bash and complete Frames (for above ground) and
bub-r rames (for the pit). Frames are of Cypress. Each part
cut to exact size. Angle Irons with holes punched for screws.
Note the low prices:

Outfit NO 1
2 glazed Hot-Bed Sash. 3x6 feet. IK. 6-inch glass: 3

.. r n Cypress Frame for 2 Sash; 1 Sub-Frame, Cl 1 DOall carefully crated for shipment v I I v

U

Outfit NO 2 2,
glazed Hot-Bed Sash. 3x6 feet. JK. 10-inch glass; 1

ii f n c>prass Frame for 2 bash, 1 Sub-Frame, CIO AAull carefully crated for shipment 0 1 Z.UU

Outfit No. 3 v: - 10-moll gloss, with
i « i tt

w t t.MFR BAR; 1 Cypress Frame for 2 Sash; CIO OE1 Sub-r rame, all carefully crated for shipment V
*°r Strength Glass, add 40e net to price of each outfit.Hot-Bed I rames, $5. <0 each. Sub-Frames, $4.25 each.

300% Saving on GLASS!
Quality and Safe Delivery Absolutely Guaranteed
We are the largest dealers in American Window Glass in the

United States, and the tremendous volume of our business
enables us to buy at almost the actual cost of production. Our
prices to the consumer are only a fraction of what retail
dealers charge. W e buy only from the best equipped glass
factories, and our goods are up to the highest standard of
quality.
We save you 300 per cent!
Why pay extortionate prices for Window Glass? Send us

your next order for glass. We guarantee safe delivery.

8x10 S. S. Window Glass per
(Dealers’ Price on above size, 15c per light) O light
Any size and any quantity at equally low prices.
Glazier*’ Zinc Points, containing / lb.. 4c. Per pound, in

bulk, 15c. When envelopes are shipped by mail, add 5c extra
for postage. Glaziers’ Steel Wheel Glass Cutters, Specially
selected for glaziers’ w ork. Steel handle, polished and bronzed.
If shipped by mail, postage 3c extra each Price, each, 75ic.
Price per dozen, 77c.

Write Today for FREE “Hot-Bed” Book
Explains the secrets of success in the use of Hot-Beds and

Cold-1- rames. Gives money-making suggestions on raising
Vegetables, Flowers, etc. How to Prepare and Care for Hot-
Beds. Where to Locate Them. How to Make Cold-Frames.
Brimful of helps and hints. Free for the asking. Write at once.|fi| I « 1 A I
Brimful ot helps and hints. Free for the asking. Write at once.

Sign and Mail for FREE BOOKSWe are the Largest Sash, Door, Millwork and Roofing Plantm
.

t

I
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.
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>

rlc3 * We sell our enormous output direct to Consumer
at fialt Regular Prices. We guarantee Quality, Safe Deliveryana batisfaction to every purchaser.
We do a business of over a million dollars a year. Our re-

sponsibility is vouched for by three big banks. We refer toany bank in America or to Dun and Bradstreet Commercial
Agencies. If goods are not found exactly as represented and
absolutely satisfactory, we will refund your money.

Contraction ”
Ur I reG B°°k °°

“
Hot Bed ‘; Their U.es, Co.t and

If you need Millwork, Lumber, Roofing and other Building
Material, check oil in the coupon the catalog you wish to see.

GORDON-VAN TINE CO.,
1587 Case Street, Davenport, Iowa.

Gentlemen:—

P

lease send FREE “HOT-BED SECRETS”BOOK to

Name-

Address^

CM)RDON-VAN FINE CO., 1587 Case $!., Davenport, Iowa

Any of the following books free. Check the ones you wish.

MILLWORK ROOFING LUMBER Dj










